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Preface to the
Second Edition

As you may know, the first edition of The Control Handbook was very well received. Many copies were
sold and a gratifying number of people took the time to tell me that they found it useful. To the publisher,
these are all reasons to do a second edition. To the editor of the first edition, these same facts are a modest
disincentive. The risk that a second edition will not be as good as the first one is real and worrisome. I
have tried very hard to insure that the second edition is at least as good as the first one was. I hope you
agree that I have succeeded.

I have made two major changes in the second edition. The first is that all the Applications chapters
are new. It is simply a fact of life in engineering that once a problem is solved, people are no longer as
interested in it as they were when it was unsolved. I have tried to find especially inspiring and exciting
applications for this second edition.

Secondly, it has become clear to me that organizing the Applications book by academic discipline is
no longer sensible. Most control applications are interdisciplinary. For example, an automotive control
system that involves sensors to convert mechanical signals into electrical ones, actuators that convert
electrical signals into mechanical ones, several computers and a communication network to link sensors
and actuators to the computers does not belong solely to any specific academic area. You will notice that
the applications are now organized broadly by application areas, such as automotive and aerospace.

One aspect of this new organization has created a minor and, I think, amusing problem. Several
wonderful applications did not fit into my new taxonomy. I originally grouped them under the title
Miscellaneous. Several authors objected to the slightly pejorative nature of the term “miscellaneous.”
I agreed with them and, after some thinking, consulting with literate friends and with some of the
library resources, I have renamed that section “Special Applications.” Regardless of the name, they are
all interesting and important and I hope you will read those articles as well as the ones that did fit my
organizational scheme.

There has also been considerable progress in the areas covered in the Advanced Methods book. This
is reflected in the roughly two dozen articles in this second edition that are completely new. Some of
these are in two new sections, “Analysis and Design of Hybrid Systems” and “Networks and Networked
Controls.”

There have even been a few changes in the Fundamentals. Primarily, there is greater emphasis on
sampling and discretization. This is because most control systems are now implemented digitally.

I have enjoyed editing this second edition and learned a great deal while I was doing it. I hope that you
will enjoy reading it and learn a great deal from doing so.

William S. Levine
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xii Preface to the Second Edition

MATLAB® and Simulink® are registered trademarks of The MathWorks, Inc. For product
information, please contact:

The MathWorks, Inc.
3 Apple Hill Drive
Natick, MA, 01760-2098 USA
Tel: 508-647-7000
Fax: 508-647-7001
E-mail: info@mathworks.com
Web: www.mathworks.com
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1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a linear parameter-varying (LPV) plant [A(θ), B(θ), C(θ)] with the parameter vector θ is
considered with continuously differentiable system matrices A(θ), B(θ), and C(θ). As described in Section
1.2, such a LPV plant description is typically obtained by linearizing the model of a nonlinear plant
about a nominal trajectory. The control problem, which is considered in this chapter is finding a LPV
continuous-time controller with the system matrices F(θ), G(θ), and H(θ) of its state–space model.

In Section 1.3, the control problem is formulated as an H∞ problem using the mixed sensitivity
approach. The shaping weights We(θ, s), Wu(θ, s), and Wy(θ, s) are allowed to be parameter-varying. The
most appealing feature of this approach is that it yields a parameter-varying bandwidthωc(θ) of the robust
control system. Choosing appropriate shaping weights is described in Section 1.4. For more details about
the design methodology, the reader is referred to [1–6].

∗ Parts reprinted from H. P. Geering, Proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on Industrial Electronics—ISIE 2005,
Dubrovnik, Croatia, June 20–23, 2005, pp. 241–246, © 2005. IEEE. With permission.
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1-2 Control System Applications

In Section 1.5, it is shown, how parameter-varying time-delays in the plant dynamics can be handled
in the framework proposed in Sections 1.3 and 1.4. For more details, consult [5,7].

In Section 1.6, two applications in the area of automotive engine control are discussed. In the first
application [4,5,8], the design of an LPV feedback controller for the fuel injection is shown, which is
suitable over the whole operating envelope of engine.

In the second application [9,10], the philosophy of designing an LPV feedback controller is carried
over to the problem of designing an additional LPV feedforward controller compensating the parameter-
varying wall-wetting dynamics in the intake manifold of the port-injected gasoline engine.

In Section 1.7, the problem of LPV control of the short-period motion of an aircraft is discussed.

1.2 Statement of the Control Problem

We consider the following nonlinear time-invariant dynamic system (“plant”) with the unconstrained
input vector U(t) ∈ Rm, the state vector X(t) ∈ Rn, and the output vector Y (t) ∈ Rp:

Ẋ(t)= f (X(t), U(t)),

Y (t)= g(X(t)),

where f and g are fairly “smooth” continuously differentiable functions.
Let us assume that we have found a reasonable or even optimal open-loop control strategy Unom(t) for

a rather large time interval t ∈ [0, T] (perhaps T =∞), which theoretically generates the nominal state
and output trajectories Xnom(t) and Ynom(t), respectively.

In order to ensure that the actual state and output trajectories X(t) and Y (t) stay close to the nominal
ones at all times, we augment the open-loop control Unom(t) with a (correcting) feedback part u(t). Thus,
the combined open-closed-loop input vector becomes

U(t)= Unom(t)+ u(t).

Assuming that the errors

x(t)= X(t)−Xnom(t) and y(t)= Y (t)−Ynom(t)

of the state and output trajectories, respectively, can be kept minimum with small closed-loop corrections
u(t), allows us to design a linear (parameter-varying) output feedback controller based on the linearized
dynamics of the plant:

ẋ(t)= A(θ)x(t)+B(θ)u(t),

y(t)= C(θ)x(t),

where A(θ), B(θ), and C(θ) symbolically denote the following Jacobi matrices:

A(θ)= ∂f

∂x

(
Xnom(t), Unom(t)

)
,

B(θ)= ∂f

∂u

(
Xnom(t), Unom(t)

)
,

C(θ)= ∂g

∂x

(
Xnom(t)

)
.

The symbol θ (or more precisely θ(t)) denotes a parameter vector, by which the Jacobi matrices
are parametrized; it contains the reference values Xnom(t) and Unom(t) of the state and control vector,
respectively, but it may also contain additional “exogenous” signals influencing the parameters of the
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Linear Parameter-Varying Control of Nonlinear Systems 1-3

r e
K

us Gs
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FIGURE 1.1 Schematic representation of the feedback control system.

nonlinear equations describing the dynamics of the plant (e.g., a temperature, which is not included in
the model as a state variable).

By using the symbol θ rather than θ(t), we indicate that we base the design of the feedback controller
on a time-invariant linearized plant at every instant t (“frozen linearized dynamics”).

This leads us to posing the following problem of designing an LPV controller:
For all of the attainable values of the parameter vector θ, design a robust dynamic controller (with a

suitable order nc) with the state–space representation

z(t) ∈ Rnc ,

ż(t)= Ac(θ)z(t)+Bc(θ)e(t),

us(t)= Cc(θ)z(t),

such that all of the specified quantitative, parameter-dependent performance, and robustness specifica-
tions are met (see Figure 1.1).

In Section 1.3, this rather general problem statement will be narrowed down to a suitable and trans-
parent setting of H∞ control and the solution will be presented.

1.3 LPV H∞ Control

In this section, we consider the LPV time-invariant plant

ẋs(t)= As(θ)xs(t)+Bs(θ)us(t),

ys(t)= Cs(θ)xs(t)

of order ns. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that we have a “square” plant, that is, the number of
output signals equals the number of input signals: ps =ms.

Furthermore, we assume that the input us, the state xs, and the output ys are suitably scaled, such that
the singular values of the frequency response matrix Gs(jω)= Cs[jωI −As]−1Bs are not spread too wide
apart.

For the design of the LPV time-invariant controller K(θ) depicted in Figure 1.1, we use the H∞
method [1,2]. As a novel feature, we use parameter-dependent weights W•(θ, s). This allows in particular
that we can adapt the bandwidth ωc(θ) of the closed-loop control system to the parameter-dependent
properties of the plant!

Figure 1.2 shows the abstract schematic of the generic H∞ control system. Again, K(θ) is the controller,
which we want to design and G(θ, s) is the so-called augmented plant. The goal of the design is finding a
compensator K(θ, s), such that the H∞ norm from the auxiliary input w to the auxiliary output z is less

w
us

G
z
e

K

FIGURE 1.2 Schematic representation of the H∞ control system.
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1-4 Control System Applications

w K Gs−

We ze

Wu zu

Wy zy

FIGURE 1.3 S/KS/T weighting scheme.

than γ (γ ≤ 1), that is,

‖Tzw(θ, s)‖∞ < γ ≤ 1

for all of the attainable values of the constant parameter vector θ.
For the H∞ design we choose the mixed-sensitivity approach. This allows us to shape the singular

values of the sensitivity matrix S( jω) and of the complementary sensitivity matrix T( jω) of our control
system (Figure 1.1), where

S(θ, s)= [I +Gs(θ, s)K(θ, s)]−1

T(θ, s)= Gs(θ, s)K(θ, s)[I +Gs(θ, s)K(θ, s)]−1

= Gs(θ, s)K(θ, s)S(θ, s).

Thus, we choose the standard S/KS/T weighting scheme as depicted in Figure 1.3. This yields the
following transfer matrix:

Tzw(θ, s)=
⎡

⎣
We(θ, s)S(θ, s)

Wu(θ, s)K(θ, s)S(θ, s)
Wy(θ, s)T(θ, s)

⎤

⎦ .

The augmented plant G (Figure 1.2) has the two input vectors w and us and the two output vectors z
and e, where z consists of the three subvectors ze, zu, and zy (Figure 1.3). Its schematic representation is
shown in more detail in Figure 1.4.

In general, the four subsystems Gs(θ, s), We(θ, s), Wu(θ, s), and Wy(θ, s) are LPV time-invariant systems.
By concatenating their individual state vectors into one state vector x, we can describe the dynamics of
the augmented plant by the following state–space model:

ẋ(t)= A(θ)x(t)+ [
B1(θ) B2(θ)

] [
w(t)
us(t)

]

[
z(t)
e(t)

]
=

[
C1(θ)
C2(θ)

]
x(t)+

[
D11(θ) D12(θ)
D21(θ) D22(θ)

] [
w(t)
us(t)

]
.

ze

zu

zy

us e–Gs

w
We

Wu

Wy

FIGURE 1.4 Schematic representation of the augmented plant.
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Linear Parameter-Varying Control of Nonlinear Systems 1-5

The following conditions are necessary for the existence of a solution to the H∞ control design
problem∗:

1. The weights We, Wu, and Wy are asymptotically stable.
2. The plant [As, Bs] is stabilizable.
3. The plant [As, Cs] is detectable.
4. The maximal singular value of D11 is sufficiently small: σ(D11) < γ.
5. Rank(D12)=ms, that is, there is a full feedthrough from us to z.
6. Rank(D21)= ps =ms, that is, there is a full feedthrough to e from w.
7. The system [A, B1] has no uncontrollable poles on the imaginary axis.
8. The system [A, C1] has no undetectable poles on the imaginary axis.

Remarks

Condition 6 is automatically satisfied (see Figure 1.4). Condition 7 demands that the plant Gs has no poles
on the imaginary axis. Condition 5 can be most easily satisfied by choosing Wu as a static system with a
small, square feedthrough: Wu(s)≡ εI .

In order to present the solution to the H∞ problem in a reasonably esthetic way, it is useful to introduce
the following substitutions [3,4]:

B= [
B1 B2

]

D1• =
[
D11 D12

]

R̄ =
[

DT
11D11− γ2I DT

11D12

DT
12D11 DT

12D12

]

S̄ = BR̄−1BT

Ā= A−BR̄−1DT
1•C1

Q̄ = CT
1 C1−CT

1 D1•R̄−1DT
1•C1

G =
[

G1

G2

]
= R̄−1(BTK +DT

1•C1)

R̂ = I − 1

γ2 DT
11D11

¯̄R = D21R̂(γ)−1DT
21

¯̄C = C2−D21G1+ 1

γ2 D21R̂−1DT
11D12G2

¯̄S = ¯̄CT ¯̄R−1 ¯̄C− 1

γ2 GT
2 DT

12D12G2− 1

γ4 GT
2 DT

12D11R̂−1DT
11D12G2

¯̄A= A−B1G1+ 1

γ2 B1R̂−1DT
11D12G2−B1R̂−1DT

21
¯̄R−1 ¯̄C

¯̄Q = B1R̂−1BT
1 −B1R̂−1DT

21
¯̄R−1D21R̂−1BT

1 .

Remarks

The matrix K has the same dimension as A. The solution of the first algebraic matrix Riccati equation is
given below. The matrix G has the same partitioning as BT. The matrices Q̄ and ¯̄Q will automatically be
positive-semidefinite. Remember: all of these matrices are functions of the frozen parameter vector θ.

∗ In order to prevent cumbersome notation, the dependence on the parameter vector θ is dropped in the development of
the results.
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1-6 Control System Applications

The solution of the H∞ problem is described in the following.

Theorem 1.1:

The H∞ problem has a solution for a given value γ > 0 if and only if the algebraic matrix Riccati equation

0= KĀ+ ĀTK −KS̄K + Q̄

has a positive-semidefinite stabilizing solution K and if and only if the algebraic matrix Riccati equation

0= ¯̄AP+ P ¯̄AT− P ¯̄SP+ ¯̄Q

has a positive-semidefinite stabilizing solution P. �

The controller K(s) has the following state–space description:

ż(t)= [A−B1G1−B2G2−H(C2−D21G1−D22G2)]z(t)+He(t)

us(t)=−G2z(t)

with the input matrix

H = [
P ¯̄CT+B1R̂−1DT

21

] ¯̄R−1.

Remark

For sufficiently large values of γ, both of the algebraic matrix Riccati equations will have unique stabilizing

solutions, such that Ā− S̄K and ¯̄A− P ¯̄S are stability matrices. We strive for a solution for γ= 1 for all of
the attainable values of the parameter vector θ.

1.4 Choosing the LPV Weights W•(θ, s)

For a parameter-independent SISO plant Gs(s), a control engineer knows how to choose the bandwidth
ωc of the control system (Figure 1.1), that is, the cross-over frequency of the loop gain |Gs( jω)K( jω)|,
after inspecting the magnitude plot |Gs( jω)| of the plant.

He also knows how to choose quantitative specifications for performance via the sensitivity |S( jω)| in
the passband and for robustness via the complementary sensitivity |T( jω)| in the rejection band and the
peak values of |S( jω)| (e.g., 3 dB≈ 1.4) and |T( jω)| (e.g., 1 dB≈ 1.12) in the crossover region.

Since the weights We and Wy shape the sensitivity S and the complementary sensitivity T , respectively,
the weights are chosen in the following way: (1) choose the functions S(ω) and T(ω) bounding the
quantitative specifications for |S( jω)| and |T( jω)|, respectively, from above, at all frequencies; (2) choose
the weights We and Wy as the inverses of S and T , respectively, such that |We( jω)| ≡ 1/S(ω) and
|Wy( jω)| ≡ 1/T(ω) hold.

Example:

For the sake of simplicity, let S(ω) correspond to a lead-lag element with S(0)= Smin = 0.01, S(∞)=
Smax = 10, and the corner frequencies Sminωc and Smaxωc ; and let T (ω) correspond to a lag-lead
element with T (0)= Tmax = 10, T (∞)= Tmin = 10−3, and the corner frequencies κωc/Tmax and
κωc/Tmin with κ in the range 0.7 < κ≤ 2 . . . 10.
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Linear Parameter-Varying Control of Nonlinear Systems 1-7

For a parameter-dependent SISO plant Gs(θ, s), for each value of the parameter vector θ, we proceed as
described above in a coherent way. By coherent, we mean that we should “stress” the plant about equally
strongly in each of the attainable operating points. Thus, we should probably have a pretty constant ratio
ωc(θ)/ωn(θ) of the chosen bandwidth of the closed-loop control system and the natural bandwidthωn(θ)
of the plant Gs(θ, s).

For a SISO plant, we obtain the following weights in the example described above:
For We the parameter-varying lag-lead element

We(θ, s)= 1

Smax(θ)

s+ Smax(θ)ωc(θ)

s+ Smin(θ)ωc(θ)

and for Wy(s) the parameter varying lead-lag element

Wy(θ, s)= 1

Tmin(θ)

s+ κ(θ)ωc(θ)

Tmax(θ)

s+ κ(θ)ωc(θ)

Tmin(θ)

.

As already mentioned in Section 1.3, the weight Wu is usually chosen as a static element with a very small
gain ε (e.g., ε= 10−8) in order to automatically satisfy the condition 5:

Wu(θ, s)≡ ε.
In the case of a parameter-varying MIMO plant, the weights We, Wu, and Wy are square matrices

because e, us, and ys are vectors. In general, we use diagonal matrices with identical diagonal elements
we(θ, s), wu(θ, s), and wy(θ, s), respectively.

If constant parameters Smin, Smax, Tmax, Tmin, and κ can be used, this is a good indication that the
parameter dependence of the cross-over frequency ωc(θ) has been chosen in a coherent way.

1.5 Handling PV Time Delays

In many applications, modeling the linearized plant by a rational transfer matrix Gs(θ, s) only is not
sufficient because the dynamics of the plant include significant, possibly parameter-varying, time delays
Ti(θ).

A rational approximation of the transcendent transfer function e−sT of a time delay can be obtained
using the following Padé type approximation [5,7]:

e−sT ≈

N∑

k=0

ak(−sT)k

N∑

k=0

ak(sT)k

with ak = (2N − k)!
k!(N − k)! .

The coefficients ak can also be calculated recursively with the following scheme:

aN = 1

ak−1 = k(2N + 1− k)

N + 1− k
ak for k = N , . . . , 1.

For choosing the order N of the approximation, we proceed along the following lines of thought [4]:

• The above Padé approximation is very good at low frequencies. The frequencyω∗, where the phase
error is π/6 (30◦), is ω∗ ≈ 2N

T .
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1-8 Control System Applications

• In order to suffer only a small loss of phase margin due to the Padé approximation error, we put
ω∗ way out into the rejection band. We propose ω∗ = αωc with α= 30.

• This leads to the following choice for the approximation order N :

N(θ)=
⌈α

2
ωc(θ)T(θ)

⌉
.

Obviously, choosingωc(θ)∼ 1/T(θ) would yield a parameter-independent approximation order N .

1.6 Applications in Automotive Engine Control

In this section, the LPV H∞ methodology for the design of a LPV controller is applied to two problems
of fuel control for a 4-stroke, spark-ignited, port-injected gasoline engine: In Section 1.6.1, we discuss the
model-based feedback control, and in Section 1.6.2, the model-based feedforward control.

As usual, in control, the requirements for the accuracy of the mathematical models upon which the
control designs are based differ significantly between feedback control and feedforward control.

For the design of a robust feedback control for an asymptotically stable plant, once we have chosen
a controller, glibly speaking, it suffices to know the following data with good precision: the crossover
frequency ωc , the (sufficiently large) phase margin ϕ, and the (acceptable) direction of the tangent to the
Nyquist curve at ωc . In other words, a rather crude model of the plant just satisfying these requirements
will do.

Conversely, for the design of a feedforward control, a rather precise model of the plant is needed
because, essentially, the feedforward controller is supposed to invert the dynamics of the plant. The
feedback part of the control scheme will then be mainly responsible for stability and robustness, besides
further improving the command tracking performance.

1.6.1 Feedback Fuel Control

In this example, we want to design a feedback controller. Its task is keeping the air to fuel ratio of the
mixture in the cylinders stoichiometric.

The fuel injection is governed by the control law ti = β(n, m)U . Here, ti is the duration of the injection
impulse, n the engine speed, and m the mass of air in a cylinder (calculated by the input manifold observer).
The function β(n, m) is defined in such a way that the dimensionless control variable U is nominally 1 at
every static operating point: Unom(n, m)≡ 1.

With a wide-range λ-sensor, the resulting air to fuel ratio is measured in the exhaust manifold of the
engine. Its signal Λ is proportional to the air to fuel ratio and scaled such that Λ= 1 corresponds to
stoichiometric. Hence,Λnom ≡ 1.

We want to find a robust compensator K(θ, s), such that small changes us(t) in the control U(t)=
Unom+ us(t) will keep the errors λs(t)=Λ(t)−Λnom minimum even in an arbitrary transient operation
of the engine. Obviously, the parameter vector describing the operating point is θ(t)= [n(t), m(t)].

For modeling the linearized dynamics of the fuel path of the engine, the following phenomena must
be considered: the wall-wetting dynamics in the intake manifold, turbulent mixing of the gas in the
exhaust manifold, the dynamics of the λ-sensor, and (last but most important) the time delay between
the injection of the fuel and the arrival of the corresponding mixture at the position of the λ-sensor. The
simplest model we can get away with successfully is

Gs(θ, s)=−e−sT(θ) 1

τ(θ)s+ 1
.
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Linear Parameter-Varying Control of Nonlinear Systems 1-9

The design of the controller proceeds in the following steps:

• Identify the functions T(θ) for the time delay and τ(θ) for the time constant over the full operating
envelope of the engine. This is done by measuring the step response of the engine to a step change
in the amount of injected fuel over a sufficiently fine mesh of the parameters θ= [n, m].

• Choose a function ωc(T , τ) for the parameter-varying bandwidth of the control system. (Please
note the change of variables!)

• Choose the weighting functions We(T , τ, s), Wu(s), and Wy(T , τ, s).
• Choose an approximation order N(T) for the Padé approximation of e−sT . This yields a rational

approximate transfer function G̃s(T , τ, s) of the plant.
• Solve the H∞ problem for every pair (T , τ).
• Reduce the order of the resulting compensator K̃(T , τ, s) by one successively, watching the resulting

Nyquist curves and stop before the Nyquist curve deforms significantly. For practical purposes, the
reduced order of the resulting final compensators should be constant over T and τ.

• Find a structurally suitable representation for the reduced-order transfer function K(T , τ, s), so that
its parameters, say ki(T , τ), can continuously and robustly be mapped over T and τ.

The engine control operates as follows in real time: At each control instant, that is, for each upcoming
cylinder requesting its injection signal ti , the instantaneous engine speed n and air mass m in the cylinder
are available and the following steps are taken:

• Calculate T(n, m) and τ(n, m).
• Calculate the parameters ki(T , τ) of the continuous-time controller with the transfer function

K(T , τ, s).
• Discretize the controller to discrete-time.
• Process one time step of the discrete-time controller and output the corresponding signal ti .

Remark

Note the fine point here: As the engine speed changes, the time increment of the discrete-time controller
changes.

For a BMW 1.8-liter 4-cylinder engine, the time delay T and the time constant τ were found to be in
the ranges T = 0.02 . . . 1.0 s and τ= 0.01 . . . 0.5 s over the full operating envelope of the engine. In [4],
the bandwidth was chosen as ωc(T , τ)= π/6T . With α= 30, this resulted in the constant order N = 8
for the Padé approximation of the time delay.

For more details about these LPV feedback fuel control schemes, the reader is referred to [4,5,8,11],
and [12, ch. 4.2.2].

1.6.2 Feedforward Fuel Control

In this example, we want to design a feedforward controller. Its task is inverting the wall-wetting dynamics
of the intake manifold, such that, theoretically, the air to fuel ratio Λ(t) never deviates from its nominal
valueΛnom = 1 in dynamic operation of the engine.

In 1981, Aquino published an empirical model for the wall-wetting dynamics [13], that is, for the
dynamic mismatch between the mass mFi of fuel injected and the mass mFo of fuel reaching the cylinder:

mFo(s)=
(

1− κ+ κ

sτ+ 1

)
mFi(s).

This is a good model in the sense that it captures the balance of the fuel mass flow into the wall-wetting fuel
puddle in the intake manifold and the fuel mass flow released by it again. The problem is, that for any given
engine, the fraction κ and the time constant τ are strongly dependent on the temperatures of the air, of
the fuel, and of the intake manifold wall, and the air mass flow ṁ, the intake manifold pressure, and so on.
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1-10 Control System Applications

Therefore, Aquino’s model lends itself to the model-based design of a feedforward fuel controller. But
its parameters should be derived using first physical principles.

Mathematical models derived by this approach and the corresponding designs of parameter-varying
feedforward fuel controllers have been published in [9,10,23–25]. A summary of the model can be found
in [12, ch. 2.4.2].

1.7 Application in Aircraft Flight Control

In this section, the LPV H∞ methodology for the design of a LPV controller is applied to the control of
the short-period motion of a small unmanned airplane.

For controlling an aircraft in a vertical plane, the following two physical control variables are available:
The thrust F (for control in the “forward” direction) and the elevator angle δe (for angular control around
the pitch axis).

In most cases, the airplane’s pitch dynamics can be separated into a fast mode (from the elevator angle
δe to the angle of attack α) and a slow mode (from the angle of attack α to the flight path angle γ).
Therefore, for flight control, it is more useful to use the angle of attack as a control variable (instead of δe).
In this case, the fast dynamics from δe to α should be considered in the flight control design as actuator
dynamics from the commanded angle of attack αcom to the actual angle of attack of the aircraft in a
suitable way. These “actuator dynamics” are usually associated with the notion of “short-period motion”
because a step in the elevator angle produces a damped oscillatory response of the angle of attack.

Thus, we get the following control problem for the fast inner control loop of the overall control scheme,
that is, the problem of controlling the short-period motion:

For the under-critically damped second-order parameter-varying system with the input δe, the output
α, and the transfer function Gαδe (θ, s), find a parameter-varying controller with the transfer function
K(θ, s), such that the command-following system

α(s)= K(θ, s)Gαδe (θ, s)

1+K(θ, s)Gαδe (θ, s)
αcom(s)

is robust and performs in a satisfactory way over the full operating envelope described by the parameter
vector θ= (v, h) with the velocity v = vmin . . . vmax and the altitude h= hmin . . . hmax.

In [14,15], a small unmanned airplane with a takeoff mass of 28 kg, and a wingspan of 3.1 m, and an
operating envelope for the velocity of v = 20 . . . 100 m/s and for the altitude of h= 0 . . . 800 m has been
investigated for robust, as well as fail-safe flight control.

The transfer function Gαδe (θ, s) can be written in the form

Gαδe (θ, s)= Gαδe (θ, 0)
s1(θ)s2(θ)

(s− s1(θ))(s− s2(θ))
.

Over the full flight envelope, the poles s1(θ), s2(θ) (in rad/s) and the steady-state gain Gαδe (θ, 0) can be
parametrized with very high precision as follows:

s1,2(v, h)= (c1+ c2h)v± j(c3+ c4h)v,

Gαδe (v, h, 0)= c5

1+ c6h

with

c1 =−1.47× 10−1 rad/m

c2 = 1.37× 10−5 rad/m2

c3 = 7.01× 10−2 rad/m
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Linear Parameter-Varying Control of Nonlinear Systems 1-11

c4 =−3.08× 10−6 rad/m2

c5 = 1.20

c6 =−7.47× 10−5 m−1.

For manually piloting the unmanned airplane, it is desirable that the dynamic and static charac-
teristics of the command following control from αcom to α be parameter-independent over the full
flight envelope. This can easily be achieved by using the S/KS/T weighting scheme (Figure 1.3) with
parameter-independent weights We , Wu, and Wy .

We(θ, s)= 1

Smax(θ)

s+ Smax(θ)ωc(θ)

s+ Smin(θ)ωc(θ)

Wy(θ, s)= 1

Tmin(θ)

s+ κ(θ)ωc(θ)

Tmax(θ)

s+ κ(θ)ωc(θ)

Tmin(θ)

Wu(θ, s)≡ ε.

For the following choice of the constant parameters of the weights:

ωc(θ)≡ 2 rad/s

κ(θ)≡ 1.5

Smin(θ)≡ 0.01

Smax(θ)≡ 10

Tmax(θ)≡ 100

Tmin(θ)≡ 0.001

ε(θ)≡ 10−4,

a suitable unit step response from αcom to αwith a rise time of about one second and no overshoot results
for all v = 20 . . . 100 m/s and h= 0 . . . 800 m.

1.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, some concepts of LPV H∞ control for a LPV plant A(θ), B(θ), C(θ) have been presented
in detail. The salient feature is choosing a parameter-varying specificationωc(θ) for the bandwidth of the
control system. Furthermore, parameter-varying weighting functions W•(θ, s) have been stipulated.

Applying these concepts has been discussed briefly for both LPV feedback and LPV feedforward control
in the area of fuel control of an automotive engine, as well as for LPV control of the short-period motion
in aircraft flight control.

In this chapter, the parameter θ has been assumed to be “frozen”, that is, its truly time-varying nature,
θ(t), has been neglected. Naturally, the question arises whether such an LVP control system will be
asymptotically stable and sufficiently robust even during rapid changes of the parameter vector. Presently,
there is a lot of research activity worldwide addressing the question of time-varying parameters, see
[16–22] for instance. Suffice it to say here that in our examples about fuel injection of an automotive
engine and about the control of the short-period motion of an airplane, the bandwidth of the dynamics
of θ(t) is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the bandwidth of our control systems, even in severe
transient operation of the engine or the airplane, respectively!
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2.1 Introduction

Automotive controls and associated microcomputers and embedded software represent one of the most
active industrial R&D areas. Within this ever expanding area it is no surprise that powertrain controls have
evolved as the most widespread and matured branch since, traditionally, the first microcomputer applica-
tions started with engine controls. For example, the first four generations of automotive computers found
in Ford vehicles during the 1970s and early 1980s were all used for on-board engine controls (Powers,
1993). The first chassis/suspension and vehicle control applications then followed in the mid-1980s.

Early powertrain control applications were driven by U.S. regulatory requirements for improved fuel
economy and reduced emissions. Additional benefits included improved functionality, performance,
drivability, reliability, and reduced time-to-market as facilitated by the inherent flexibility of comput-
ers and associated software. Thus, in the mid-1970s, American automotive manufacturers introduced
microprocessor-based engine control systems to meet the sometimes conflicting demands of high fuel
economy and low emissions.

Present-day engine control systems contain many inputs (e.g., pressures, temperatures, rotational
speeds, exhaust gas characteristics) and outputs (e.g., spark timing, exhaust gas recirculation, fuel-injector
pulse widths, throttle position, valve/cam timing). The unique aspect of the automotive control is the
requirement to develop systems that are relatively low in cost, which will be applied to several hundred
thousand units in the field, that must work on automobiles with inherent manufacturing variability, which
will be used by a spectrum of human operators, and are subject to irregular maintenance and varying
operating conditions. This should be contrasted with the aircraft/spacecraft control problem, for which
many of the sophisticated control techniques have been developed. In this case, we can enumerate nearly
an opposite set of conditions.

∗ Figures from this chapter are available in color at http://www.crcpress.com/product/isbn/9781420073607
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2-2 Control System Applications

The software structure of the (embedded) controllers that have been developed to date is much like
those in the other areas (i.e., aircraft controllers, process controllers) in that there exists an “outer-loop”
operational mode structure, in this case, typically provided by a driver whose commands—for example,
gas pedal position—are then interpreted as commands or reference signals for subsequent control agents.
The latter typically consist of feedforward–feedback-adaptive (learning) modules. Traditionally, the feed-
forward or “open-loop” portion has been by far the most dominant with numerous logical constructs
such as “if–then–else” contingency statements and related 2D and 3D tables, myriads of parameters,
and online models of underlying physics and devices. More precisely, the feedforward component may
include inverse models of relevant components and related physics such as nonlinear static formulas for
flow across the throttle actuator, for example.

Assuming the existence of the microcomputer module with given chronometric and memory capa-
bilities, the structured/disciplined approach to developing a total embedded control system typically
involves the following major steps: (1) development of requirements; (2) development of appropriate
linear and nonlinear plant models; (3) preliminary design with linear digital control system methods;
(4) nonlinear simulation/controller design; and (5) hardware-in-the-loop/real-time simulation capabil-
ity for identification, calibration, and verification including confirmation that the above chronometric
and memory constraints have not been violated. This includes appropriate dynamometer and vehicle
testing with the help of rapid prototyping, autocoding, and data collection and manipulation tools, as
needed.

Typical powertrain control strategies contain several hundred thousand lines of C code and thou-
sands of associated parameters and calibration variables requiring thousands of man-hours to calibrate,
although the ongoing efforts in “self-calibrating” approaches and tools may substantially reduce this
time-consuming task. In addition, different sensors and actuators—such as Electronic Throttle Con-
trol (ETC), Variable Cam Timing (VCT), and Universal Exhaust Gas Oxygen (UEGO) sensors—are
constantly added and upgraded. So are the new functions and requirements. When computer memory
and/or chronometric capabilities have been exhausted and new or improved functionality is needed, this
can lead to development of new requirements for the next generation of engine computer modules. For
example, in the period 1977–1982, Ford Motor Company introduced four generations of Engine Control
Computers (EEC) of ever increasing capabilities. This evolution was needed to address more demand-
ing fuel economy and pollution requirements, while at the same time for introducing new and/or more
sophisticated functionality and for improved performance (Powers, 1993).

The five control strategy development steps mentioned above may not always be sequential and some of
the steps can be omitted. Moreover, in practice, there are implied iteration loops between different steps.
For example, one starts Step 1 with the best available requirements at the time, which can subsequently
be refined as one progresses through Steps 2 through 5. Similarly, the models from Step 2 can be further
refined as a result of Step 5 hardware implementation and testing.

In some cases, the detailed nonlinear models of a plant or component may already exist and can be
used (with possible simplifications) to design a nonlinear plant-based controller directly. Alternatively, the
detailed nonlinear model can be used to extract simplified linearized models with details that are relevant
for the linear control system design within the bandwidth of interest. The model development, Step 2, may
itself include models based on first principles (physics-based models) or semiempirical and identification-
based models (“gray” and “black” boxes). Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages. The black
and gray box models rely heavily on actual experimental data so that by default they are “validated” and
typically require lesser time to develop. On the other hand, physically based models allow for (at least
preliminary) controller design even before an actual hardware/plant is built and in the case of open-loop
unstable systems they are needed to devise an initial stabilizing controller. Moreover, they can be an
invaluable source of insight and critical information about the plant modus operandi, especially when
dealing with sometimes elusive dynamic effects. In this context, they can influence the overall system
design—both hardware and software—in a true symbiotic way.

Before we focus on concrete applications of powertrain controls, it is first important to enumerate what
the main drivers and goals of such control systems are. This is briefly summarized in the next section.
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2.2 Powertrain Controls and Related Attributes

Modern powertrains must satisfy numerous often competing requirements so that the design of a typical
powertrain control system involves tradeoffs among a number of attributes (Hrovat and Powers, 1988,
1990). When viewed in a control theory context, the various attributes are categorized quantitatively
as follows:

• Emissions: A set of terminal or final time inequality constraints (e.g., in case of gasoline engine, this
would apply to key pollution components: NOx , CO, and HC over certification drive cycles).

• Fuel consumption: A scalar quantity to be minimized over a drive cycle is usually the objective
function to be minimized.

• Driveability: Expressed as constraints on key characteristic variables such as the damping ratio of
dominant vibration modes or as one or more state variable inequality constraints, which must be
satisfied at every instant on the time interval (e.g., wheel torque or vehicle acceleration should be
within a certain prescribed band).

• Performance: Either part of the objective function or an intermediate point constraint, for example,
achieve a specified 0–60 mph acceleration time.

• Reliability: As a part of the emission control system, the components in the computer control
system (sensors, actuators, and computers) have up to 150,000 mile or 15-year warranty for Partial
Zero-Emission Vehicle (PZEV)-certified vehicles. In the design process, reliability can enter as a
sensitivity or robustness condition, for example, location of roots in the complex plane, or more
explicitly as uncertainty bounds and weighted sensitivity/complimentary sensitivity bounds in the
context of H∞ or μ-synthesis and analysis methodology.

• Cost: The effects of cost are problem dependent. Typical ways that costs enter the problem quanti-
tatively are increased weights on control variables in quadratic performance indices (which implies
relatively lower-cost actuators) and output instead of state feedback (which implies fewer sensors
but more software).

• Packing: Networking of computers and/or smart sensors and actuators requires distributed control
theory and tradeoffs among data rates, task partitioning, and redundancy, among others.

• Electromagnetic interference: This is mainly a hardware problem, which is rarely treated explicitly
in the analytic control design process.

• Tamper-proof: This is one of the reasons for computer control, and leads to adaptive/self-calibrating
systems so that dealer adjustments are not required as the powertrain ages or changes.

To illustrate how control theoretic techniques are employed in the design of powertrain control systems,
the examples of typical engine, transmission, and driveline controls will be reviewed along with some
important related considerations such as drivability and diagnostics. This chapter concludes with a
discussion of current trends in on-board computer control diagnostics.

2.3 Engine Control

Over the last decade, passenger vehicle emission regulations have become stricter by a factor between 5
(based on comparing Tier I and Tier II bin 5 EPA emission standards) and 30 (comparing Tier I and Tier
II bin 2, i.e., Super Ultra Low Emission Vehicle, standards). This has forced automakers to increase the
exhaust after-treatment catalyst’s size and its precious metal loading, invent new procedures to start a cold
engine, introduce a separate cold engine emission-reduction operating mode, and develop a system that
accurately controls and coordinates air–fuel ratio, throttle position, spark timing, and VCT. In addition,
the system operation has to be monitored by an on-board diagnostic (OBD) system that is designed to
respond to any malfunction which can cause an increase in emissions larger than a specified threshold.

To improve fuel economy and performance, the automakers have added new engine devices and
included new modes of operation. Today’s production engines include ETC and VCT as the standard
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2-4 Control System Applications

hardware. Additional devices such as variable valve lift, variable displacement (also called cylinder deacti-
vation or displacement-on-demand), charge motion control valves, intake manifold tuning, turbocharg-
ers, superchargers, and so on are also used in production applications.

Each device operation is computer controlled. Finding the steady-state set-point combinations that
achieve the best tradeoff between fuel economy, peak torque/power, and emissions is the subject of the
engine mapping and optimization process. Maintaining the device output to the desired set-point typically
requires development of a local feedback control system for each one. Engines spend a significant fraction
of time in transients. Because the optimization devices may interact in unexpected or undesirable ways,
it is important to control and synchronize their transient behavior.

Figure 2.1 shows the view of an engine as the system to be controlled. The prominent feature is
that the disturbance input, engine speed∗, and ambient conditions are measured or known, while the
performance variables, actual torque, emissions, and fuel efficiency are typically not available (except
during laboratory testing). The reference set-point, engine torque demand, is available based on the
accelerator pedal position. In the next three sections, we briefly review important paradigms of engine
control system design: fuel consumption set-point optimization and feedback regulation. In each case,
an advanced optimization or control method has been tried. In each case, experimental tests were run to
confirm the achieved benefit.

2.3.1 Fuel-Consumption Optimization

In today’s engines, several optimization devices are added to improve an attribute such as fuel economy.
In most cases, the optimal set-point for each device varies with engine operating conditions and is usually
found experimentally. Combining these devices has made it increasingly difficult and time consuming
to map and calibrate such engines. The complexity increases not linearly, but exponentially with the
number of devices, that is, degrees of freedom. Each additional degree of freedom typically increases the
complexity in terms of mapping time and size of the calibration tables by a factor between 2 (for two
position devices) and 3–10 (for continuously variable devices). For a high-degree-of-freedom (HDOF)
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FIGURE 2.1 The input–output structure of a typical engine control system.

∗ Engine speed can be viewed as a disturbance input in some modes of operation and a system state in others (such as
engine idle).
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Powertrain Control 2-5

engine, the conventional process that generates the final calibration has become very time consuming.
For example, in the dual-independent variable cam timing (diVCT) gasoline engine, which we shall use
as the platform for the results in this section, the mapping time could increase by a factor of 30 or more
over the conventional (non-VCT) engine or the process could end up sacrificing the potential benefit.
From the product development point of view, either outcome is undesirable.

The diVCT engine has the intake and exhaust cam actuators that can be varied independently (Jankovic
and Magner, 2002; Leone et al., 1996). A typical VCT hardware is shown in Figure 2.2. The intake valve
opening (IVO) and exhaust valve closing (EVC) expressed in degrees after top dead center (ATDC)
(TDC is at 360 deg crank in Figure 2.2) are considered the two independent degrees of freedom. The
experimental 3.0L V6 engine under consideration has the range of −30 to 30 deg ATDC for IVO and 0
to 40 deg ATDC for EVC.

2.3.1.1 Engine Drive Cycle and Pointwise Optimization

We consider the problem of optimizing vehicle fuel efficiency while assuring that specific emissions
regulations, defined over a drive cycle, are satisfied. A drive cycle, in which the vehicle speed and conditions
are specified by regulations, is intended to evaluate vehicle emissions or fuel consumption under a generic
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FIGURE 2.2 Valve lift profiles versus crank angle in a VCT engine.
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FIGURE 2.3 Vehicle speed, engine speed, and torque, during the first and last 505 s (bags 1 and 3) of the US75 drive
cycle.

or particular drive pattern. The top plot in Figure 2.3 shows the vehicle speed profile during a part of the
US75 drive cycle. Given the transmission shift schedule, the vehicle speed uniquely determines the engine
speed and torque needed to follow the drive trace. Hence, from the point of view of engine optimization,
engine speed (middle plot) and engine torque (bottom plot) are constrained variables.

Due to the presence of three-way catalysts, which become very efficient in removing regulated exhaust
gases after light-off (50–100 s from a cold start), this optimization problem basically splits into two disjoint
problems:

• Achieve a fast catalyst light-off while managing feedgas (engine-out) emissions.
• Optimize fuel economy after catalyst light-off.

In this section, we shall only consider the latter problem.
Given that the engine speed and torque are constrained by the drive cycle, and the air–fuel ratio is

kept close to stoichiometry to assure high efficiency of the catalyst system, the variables one can use to
optimize fuel consumption are IVO, EVC, and the spark timing (spk). Basically, we are looking for the
best combination of these three variables at various speed and torque points of engine operation (see
Figure 2.3). As the fuel consumption is evaluated at a fixed torque, it is often referred to as the brake-
specific fuel consumption (BSFC). Figure 2.4 shows BSFC versus two optimization variables at a typical
speed/torque operating point (1500 rpm engine speed, 62 Nm torque). The top plot shows BSFC versus
IVO and EVC at the spark timing for best fuel economy (called maximum brake torque (MBT) spark). The
bottom plot shows BSFC versus IVO and spark, at EVC= 30◦. Hence, the dash curves in Figure 2.4a and b
show the same set of mapped points. The plots have been obtained by the full-factorial mapping, which is
prohibitively time consuming to generate. On the other hand, achieving the fuel economy potential of the
diVCT technology requires accurate knowledge of these (hyper)surfaces under all operating conditions.
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FIGURE 2.4 BSFC: (a) BSFC versus IVO and EVC at MBT spark; (b) BSFC versus IVO and spark at EVC= 30◦.

2.3.1.2 Extremum Seeking (ES) Methods for Engine Optimization

To operate the engine with best fuel consumption under steady-state conditions only requires the knowl-
edge of the optimal IVO–EVC pair, and the corresponding MBT spark timing. Several methods of
obtaining these optimal combinations are available: ES with sinusoidal perturbation (Ariyur and Krstic,
2003), Direct Search methods such as Nealder–Mead (Wright, 1995; Kolda et al., 2003) and the Gradient
Search methods (Box and Wilson, 1951; Spall, 1999; Teel, 2000). Such algorithms have already been used
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2-8 Control System Applications

for engine optimization. For example, Draper and Lee (1951) used the sinusoidal perturbation to opti-
mize engine fuel consumption by varying air–fuel ratio and spark, while Dorey and Stuart (1994) used a
gradient search to find the optimal spark setting.

ES is an iterative optimization process performed in real time on a physical system, that is, without
a model being built and calibrated before. The function being optimized is the steady-state relationship
between the system’s input parameters and its performance output. The optimization function, in our case
BSFC, denoted by f (.) is usually called the response map. Since f (.) is not known (otherwise, it could be
optimized on a computer), ES controllers rely only on measurements to search for the optimum. Starting
from some initial parameter values, the ES controller iteratively perturbs the parameters, monitors the
response, and adjusts the parameters toward improved performance. This process runs according to some
chosen optimization algorithm, usually as long as there is improvement.

Several ES algorithms that belong to the Gradient Search category have been developed and experimen-
tally tested on a diVCT engine (Popovic et al., 2006). They include modified Box–Wilson, simultaneously
perturbed stochastic approximation (SPSA) (Spall, 1999), and persistently exciting finite differences
(PEFD) (Teel, 2000). The last two are closely related in implementation though not in theoretical under-
pinnings. Therefore, we shall describe how they work on our problem of optimizing the BSFC response
map f (x) with the optimization parameters vector x = [x1 x2 x3]T consisting of IVO, EVC, and spark
timing.

The SPSA and PEFD algorithms in 3D start with selection of one of the four perturbation directions:

v1 = [1, 1, 1], v2 = [−1, 1, 1], v3 = [1,−1, 1], v4 = [1, 1,−1].
SPSA selects the direction randomly and PEFD periodically in the round-robin fashion. The current

values of the parameters x(k) are perturbed in the direction of the selected vector vi , by the amount
controlled by the parameter λ, and the measurement of f (xk +λvi) is obtained. Because the map is
generated by a dynamical system, the response of f to a change in input parameters can be measured only
after a period of time, usually after large transients have died down. The measurements are usually noisy
and may require filtering or averaging. For the BSFC optimization, we have waited for 1 s after the change
in the set-point, and then averaged the measurement over the next 3 s.

Next, the current parameter value x(k) is perturbed in the direction of −vi and the measurement
of f (xk −λvi) is taken. The wait time and averaging are used again, and the total time of a parameter
update step, dominated by the time needed to take the measurements, is found to be 8 s. With both the
measurements in, the parameters are updated in the direction opposite to the directional derivative:

xk+1 = xk − αkvi
f (xk +λvi)− f (xk −λvi)

2λ
,

where αk is the time-varying step size for parameter update. After the new values of parameters are
obtained, we repeat the procedure starting with the selection of the directional vector.

The experimental validation shown in Figure 2.5 is with the SPSA algorithm in a test cell where the
dynamometer keeps the engine speed constant at 1500 rpm and the throttle is actuated to control the
engine torque at 62 Nm. The top plot in Figure 2.5 shows the BSFC and the optimal parameter estimate
versus time. The starting parameter estimate is IVO= 0, EVC= 10, spk= 30.

The noise-like jumps in BSFC are generated by the perturbations introduced by this method while
the parameter plot only shows the estimates (without perturbation) so that they are smooth. After about
20 min, parameters have converged to the (local) minimum in BSFC. For comparison, generating the
complete response surface, shown in Figure 2.5, takes about 15–20 h using the conventional engine
mapping method. The initial and final points are indicated by arrows on the BSFC response surface (in
IVO and EVC) as shown in the lower plot of Figure 2.5. In case it is not obvious, the minimum found
by the algorithm is local. The (slightly lower) global minimum is on the other side of the ridge. Thus, in
general, to find the global minimum, the algorithms will have to be run several times from different initial
conditions.
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FIGURE 2.5 Parameter optimization run at 1500 rpm and 62 Nm: top plot—BSFC (left) and parameter values
(right); bottom plot—the start and end points on the response surface.

Repeating the optimization at different speeds and torques provides the BSFC cam and spark tables
for the entire engine operating range. More details about the performance of the optimization algorithms
at different operating conditions (speed–torque pairs), comparison of performances, and discussion of
some open issues can be found in Popovic et al. (2006).

2.3.1.3 Optimal Transient Scheduling

The previous subsection presented an efficient way to find the best BSFC parameter combinations at
different speed and torque operating points. The outcome of each optimization run is a triplet of optimal
parameter values, but no useful information about the complete response surface f (x) is obtained.
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2-10 Control System Applications

If the engine is just run in steady state, the triplets of optimal parameters would be all that are needed.
This is also acceptable if the engine speed and torque change relatively slowly, so that the optimization
variables can always be at their optimal value. In such a case, the control strategy would schedule the
desired (reference) values of the three parameters based on engine speed, N , and torque, Tq:

IVO_ref = Fn_ivo(N , Tq),

EVC_ref = Fn_evc(N , Tq),

spk_ref = Fn_spk(N , Tq).

(2.1)

Recall, however, that the engine speed and torque are constrained by the drive cycle, and, as one can
see in Figure 2.3, are changing rapidly. Actual IVO and EVC, however, often trail their reference values by
up to 0.5 s, while spark is practically instantaneous. Not synchronizing spark and VCT during transients
could result in a large fuel economy penalty (up to 15%, based on Figure 2.4b) or even poor combustion
quality and misfires in some cases. Hence, employing the scheduling approach (Equation 2.1), referred to
as the lockstep scheduling, is in general not acceptable for transients. Instead, with spark being the fastest
variable, it is usually scheduled on instantaneous (measured) values of the other four variables:

spk_ref = Fn_spk(N , Tq, IVO, EVC). (2.2)

Note that the information needed to schedule spark according to Equation 2.2 is not available from the
ES optimization. That is, ES test only provides the optimal triplet, but not the complete map needed to
generate Equation 2.2.

2.3.1.4 Engine Mapping: Complexity/Fuel-Efficiency Tradeoff

As mentioned above, the full-factorial approach to mapping is too time consuming and the ES meth-
ods do not provide enough information to operate the engine under transient conditions. Hence, to
generate the required parameter schedules, the automotive industry standard is to employ the design of
experiments (DOE) methods (Montgomery, 2001; Edwards et al., 1999). The MATLAB� Model Based
Calibration toolbox, based on DOE designs, is specifically directed toward automotive engine mapping
and optimization tasks.

The main idea of a DOE method is to provide the designer with the best places to take measurements
in the space of engine variables in order to support generating accurate response surfaces. For DOE
mapping, the constrained variables (speed and torque), and the two optimization parameters (IVO and
EVC) are lumped together while the spark timing is treated separately. That is, MBT spark timing is found
by completing the so called “spark sweep” at each combination of the other four, which the DOE method
selects to map. Then the MBT spark and the corresponding BSFC are fitted with a polynomial or radial
basis function (RBF) regression. Once the regressions are available, finding the best BSFC points becomes
an easy task (in particular if polynomials are used). The DOE designs take into account the regression
method used (e.g., the degree of the polynomial) and the number of measurements to be taken. For
example, the designer may specify that MBT spark and BSFC be regressed with a pth-order polynomial
in N, Tq, IVO, and EVC:

spk =
∑

i+j+k+l+m=p

an ·Ni ·Tq j·IVOk ·EVCl · 1m,

BSFC =
∑

i+j+k+l+m=p

bn ·Ni ·Tq j·IVOk ·EVCl · 1m.

The number of points M to do the spark sweep is also picked as a tradeoff between accuracy and
mapping time. The DOE tool then selects the locations for the M points (now in the 4-dimensional space)
at which the measurements can be taken. As an illustration, we fix the engine speed, choose p= 3 and
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FIGURE 2.6 The pattern of mapping points for the V-optimal DOE in dimension 3 (Tq, IVO, and EVC); the shading
corresponds to the vertical position of the point.

M = 30 and let the Model-Based Calibration V-optimal design provide the points at which the spark
sweeps are conducted (Figure 2.6).

The efficiency of this approach and the tradeoffs between the accuracy and the number of mapped
points have been evaluated on a model of the diVCT engine and are reported in Jankovic and Magner
(2006). The evaluation was done by comparison to the full-factorial model serving as the benchmark. The
full-factorial maps were only available over a given region (rectangle) in the operating space in which the
engine spends a good amount of time when driven over a drive cycle such as US75 (Figure 2.3). The total
fuel economy improvement potential (with full-factorial mapping) over the rectangle resulted in 3.11%,
when compared to a fixed VCT engine (with fixed IVO =−10, EVC = 10 selected as typical values for
a non-VCT engine). The full-factorial approach uses 630 spark sweeps over the rectangle to characterize
the response surfaces (for comparison, the response surface in Figure 2.4 for one speed/torque point uses
35 sweeps). The V-optimal design with M = 100 sweeps in dimension 4 (N, Tq, IVO, and EVC) showed
the BSFC improvement of 2.1%. This means that about a third of the potential benefit was not delivered
due to the mapping constraint. Using other DOE designs (e.g., D-optimal design), regressions (RBFs),
or more points did not produce an appreciable improvement in the complexity versus fuel-economy
tradeoff. For example, using M = 150 improved the BSFC to 2.41% while increasing M over 200 sweeps
showed diminished returns in terms of BSFC improvement. One explanation is that accuracy of DOE
designs is known to be better at the center of the parameter space than around the edges, yet many (most)
BSFC optimal points are on the edges of the IVO or EVC rectangle (see, e.g., Figure 2.4a).

2.3.1.5 Guided Mapping

The DOE designs treat the engine largely as a black box. Useful information about engine operation and
efficiency is, however, available from the engine design phase (when the compression ratio, cam profiles,
etc. parameters are selected). Alternatively, or in addition, the ES optimization can be used to quickly
locate optimal (IVO, EVC, and spk) triplets at frequently used speed/torque operating points. Thus, if
one is given a priori information that most of the optimal points are on an edge of the operating space, is
there a way to modify the mapping process to get a better result than the black-box DOE? The answer to
this question is presented in the following paragraphs.
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FIGURE 2.7 The pattern of features used for guided mapping of the diVCT engine.

The main idea behind the line mapping proposed in Jankovic and Magner (2004) is to use l lines to
connect most optimal points and constrain the mapping to the lines. Scheduling of the optimal IVO and
EVC in Equation 2.1, in general, would be constrained to the mapped lines. Hence, from the optimization
perspective, the problem becomes that of mapping a lower dimensional space l times. If the lines are
correctly selected, an improvement in the tradeoff between complexity and fuel economy can be achieved.
For the problem at hand, it was found that more than 90% of the optimal points fall on two lines in the
IVO–EVC plane: the dual-equal line and the intake-only line (Figure 2.7). Hence, the dual-independent
VCT engine mapping task becomes that of characterizing (mapping) an engine with the dual-equal VCT
and an engine with the intake-only VCT (both hardware choices correspond to engines actually used
in production, although the location of the lines would be different). The two feature points shown in
Figure 2.7, optimal performance (OP) and default (D), are there to support engine operation under special
conditions (they are not needed for best BSFC).

The pattern of mapped points for the 2-line guided mapping, shown in Figure 2.8 in dimension 3
(again, with fixed engine speed), is very different from the V-optimal DOE in Figure 2.6. In the full 4-
dimensions, with the full-factorial map on each point or line features, we obtain M = 198 sweeps (over the
same rectangle considered above). The resulting BSFC benefit produced by comparison to the benchmark
is 3.07% (close to the maximum 3.11%). If we employ the DOE on the features (basically mapping two
lower-dimensional engines), with M = 84 we obtain BSFC improvement of 2.58%, still more favorable
than the black-box DOE with almost double the number of points.

IVO 
EVC 

Tq

FIGURE 2.8 The pattern of mapping points for the 2-line guided mapping in dimension 3 (Tq, IVO, and EVC).
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2.3.1.6 Inverse Distance Interpolation

The guided mapping addresses a deficiency of the black-box DOE mapping, but brings back the question
of transient scheduling. That is, when the IVO and EVC traverse the space in between the mapped features
during a transient, how is the engine controller going to compute the corresponding spark timing? One
answer is to use kernel interpolation extended to use line features (Jankovic and Magner, 2004).

The interpolation, in general, deals with the problem of finding values of a function Y (x), where x ∈ Rm,
given the measured data pairs (Xi , Yi), i = 1, . . . , M, that typically come from setting the independent
vector variable X at some predetermined or given set of values Xi , and taking the measurements of the
dependent variable Yi . The data pairs (Xi , Yi) may come from taking engine measurements as specified
by one of the mapping methods discussed above.

The full-factorial mapping provides a pair (Xi , Yi) at each node of a hypercube providing the (hyper)
look-up table structure. If this structure is stored in the controller memory, the spark timing at any point
in the 4-dimensional (N, Tq, IVO, and EVC) space is done by the standard multilinear interpolation.

The parametric methods (such as polynomial regression) are usually computationally very efficient
[few parameters represent a (hyper)surface]. Another advantage is that the DOE mapping produces
a parametric regression anyway. On the other hand, parametric methods require a preselected model
(e.g., a third-order polynomial) which may behave erratically in data-poor regions (this is why the DOE
tools produce a fairly balanced grid of points to map), and are difficult to adjust for manual in-vehicle
calibration.

In the IVO–EVC space, the guided mapping produces very irregularly spaced data points (Figure 2.8).
In the N–Tq dimensions, the data points are regularly spaced, so the surfaces can be represented with
look-up tables or parametric (polynomial) regressions. In the IVO–EVC dimensions, we consider
nonparametric (kernel) methods as an alternative. They are computationally less efficient than paramet-
ric methods, but are model independent, more predictable in data-poor regions, and easier for direct
calibration.

The kernel interpolation starts with a given symmetric function K(u), called the kernel, and computes
the interpolated value of Y at some value of x by

Ŷ (x)=

M∑

i=1
K(x−Xi)×Yi

M∑

i=1
K(x−Xi)

. (2.3)

Various kernel functions have been considered in the literature including the parabolic “Epanechnikov
kernel” and the “Gaussian kernel” that uses the Gaussian probability distribution function as the kernel
(Hardle, 1989). Which is the best kernel function to use depends on the application. In our case, the sparse
data structure and the desire that the interpolation surfaces on the feature (line or point) pass through
the value at the feature suggest that the “inverse-distance kernel” be used:

K(u)= 1

u2+ ε , (2.4)

where ε is a small constant employed to prevent division by 0. For our application, the interpolation
formula (Equation 2.3) has been extended to work with points (Xi, Yi) and lines (Li , YLi).

For the point features (such as OP and D in Figure 2.7), computing the kernel Kp is straightforward.
By denoting the measured (IVO, EVC) pair by x = (x1, x2), the kernel value at the ith data point is

Kp(x−Xi)= 1

(x1−Xi1)2+ (x2−Xi2)2+ ε .

The corresponding Yi is just the value of spark timing at Xi and the current N and Tq: Yi = spki =
Fn_spki(N , Tq) where, depending on the representation, Fn_spki(.) can be a polynomial, a look-up
table, and so on.
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2-14 Control System Applications

To compute the kernel values at the feature line, KL(x, Li), we parameterize each line segment by a
parameter s, which takes values between smin and smax . Thus, x1 and x2 coordinates on the line segment
must satisfy

x1 = ai1s+ bi1,

x2 = ai2s+ bi2.

Instead of the distance to a feature point, the kernel now needs the distance to the feature line, that
is, to the closest point on the line segment. The value of the parameter s at this point can be found by
minimizing the squared distance

dLi(xi , x2, s)= (x1− ai1s− bi1)2+ (x2− ai2s− bi2)2

with respect to s. The minimum must satisfy

∂dLi

∂s
= 2ai1(x1− ai1s− bi1)+ 2ai2(x2− ai2s− bi2)= 0.

Solving the above equation for s, and including the limits on s, we obtain s∗i , the value that corresponds
to the closest point on the ith line segment to (x1, x2):

s∗i =min

{

simax , max

{

simin,
ai1x1− bi1+ ai2x2− bi2

a2
i1+ a2

i2

}}

.

Now the value of the kernel evaluated at this line is

KL(x, Li)= 1

(x1− ai1s∗i − bi1)2+ (x2− ai2s∗i − bi2)2+ ε .

The value of YLi on the ith line is obtained by standard methods: YLi = spkLi = Fn_spkLi(N , Tq, s∗i ).
With the values of Ki , Yi , KLi , and YLi available, obtaining the spark at any point (N, Tq, IVO, and EVC),
can be done by substituting the values into Equation 2.3.

This interpolation algorithm has been implemented in an experimental vehicle. The spark data com-
puted by the in-vehicle inverse-distance interpolation method has been collected and compared to the
spark timing generated by the full-factorial model run with the same inputs (also collected online).
Figure 2.9 shows the spark timing comparison of the in-vehicle inverse-distance and full-factorial model
over a 40 s run. The error is negligible—the total fuel economy loss is estimated at 0.04% due to spark
not being equal to the benchmark (full factorial). As the cam timing schedule is also generated by the
almost lossless 2-line guided mapping procedure (the one with M = 198), we expect that the combined
mapping and interpolation provide an almost loss free schedule. This has been confirmed by running
back-to-back vehicle tests comparing the fixed VCT schedule with the 2-line schedules/interpolation on
a chassis dynamometer. The observed benefit of 2.97% (average of 4+ 4 runs) is not far from the 3.11%
model prediction. The fuel consumption in the tests was measured by emission analyzers using the stan-
dard method generally considered accurate, though vehicle testing may introduce additional factors that
could confound the comparison.

2.3.2 Idle Speed Control

Idle Speed Control (ISC) is one of the key feedback control functionalities of modern gasoline and diesel
engines (Hrovat and Sun, 1997; Hrovat and Powers, 1998). In spark-ignition (SI) gasoline engines, ISC
manipulates the electronic throttle position and the spark timing (inputs) to maintain engine speed
(controlled output) at a set-point when the driver’s foot is off the accelerator pedal. See Figure 2.10.
Measured (estimated) and unmeasured torque disturbances due to power steering, air-conditioning
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FIGURE 2.9 Comparison of the 2-line inverse-distance spark computed in the vehicle and the full-factorial model.

turning on and off, transmission engagement, and alternator loading changes must be rejected. The
set-point is typically around 625 rpm in a drive gear and around 650 rpm in neutral, and it may be
modified depending on the state of accessories, during transition into idle, and at cold engine and ambient
temperatures. The engine speed can be treated as a measured output available for feedback control. Strict
performance requirements are imposed to, whenever possible, contain the engine speed dip (maximum
engine speed decrease when disturbances hit) within 80 rpm and engine speed flare (maximum engine
speed increase when disturbances hit) within 120 rpm.
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FIGURE 2.10 Gasoline engine ISC block diagram.
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FIGURE 2.11 Gasoline engine indicated (combustion) torque.

Both the electronic throttle and the spark timing influence the engine torque and can compensate for
the effect of disturbances. See Figure 2.11 for a block diagram of engine indicated torque production.
The engine torque at the flywheel, τe = τe,ind + τe,pump+ τe fric , is a sum of the indicated torque, pumping
loss, τpump, and mechanical friction torque, τe,fric .

Increasing engine throttle opening causes air flow through the throttle to increase. This, in turn,
increases the intake manifold pressure and the air flow into the engine cylinders also increases. In
response to the cylinder air flow increase, the air-to-fuel ratio controller increases the fuel flow, thereby
maintaining the air-to-fuel ratio at a set-point. The engine torque increases as a result of the increase in
the air and fuel cylinder charge, subject to the intake-to-power (IP) delay, that is, the delay between the
intake stroke of the engine and torque production, which is about 360◦ of crankshaft revolution.

Adjusting the spark timing affects the start of combustion relative to the revolution of the crankshaft.
The spark-to-torque production delay is small and adjusting the spark timing has an almost immediate
effect on engine torque. Thus the spark timing may be viewed as a fast actuator as compared to the throttle
angle modulation, which is a slow actuator.

The spark timing in deg of crankshaft revolution measured Before Top Dead Center or BTDC at which
the maximum torque is produced is referred to as MBT spark timing. The spark timing is normally only
retarded (made to occur later) relative to the MBT spark timing, which causes engine torque to decrease
(see Figure 2.12). The maximum spark retard is limited by combustion stability constraints. To ensure
that spark has a bidirectional authority over the engine torque, the set-point for spark timing in steady
state is often retarded from MBT. This steady-state spark retard is referred to as a spark reserve. The
need to operate with the spark reserve degrades fuel economy compared to the case when spark timing is
maintained at MBT. There is about 90 deg of crankshaft revolution spark-to-power (SP) delay, which is
often (but not always) neglected in comparison with the IP delay.

Historically, ISC is related to one of the oldest mechanical feedback control systems, the so-called
Watt’s governor (1787) which was used as a speed controller for a steam engine. Speed regulation using
Programmable Logic Controllers has been used for years in stationary engines utilized as components in
power generation and transport systems such as natural gas pipelines. The ISC in automotive systems has
been a popular case study in the control literature; see, for example, a survey article by Hrovat and Sun
(1997). In older gasoline engines with a mechanical throttle (i.e., throttle mechanically connected to driver
gas pedal), a dedicated actuator called the air-bypass valve was used for ISC. In modern engines, with
electronic throttle, the air-bypass valve has been eliminated. This did not simplify the control problem
as the electronic throttle designed for regular driving operates only in a narrow range during idle where
small imperfections may have large impacts.

Despite the advances made in ISC over the years, further improvements are of significant interest as
they can translate into vehicle attribute improvements, in particular, better fuel economy. The need to
maintain spark reserve, in particular, results in fuel consumption penalty as compared to the case when
spark timing is maintained at MBT. The IP delay is one of the key factors, which causes conservative
tuning of the throttle to engine speed control loop and thus prevents the elimination of the spark reserve.
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FIGURE 2.12 Fraction reduction in engine indicated torque when retarding spark timing from MBT.

Another opportunity to reduce fuel consumption at idle is to lower the idle speed set-point, provided this
can be accommodated by vehicle accessories. Lowering the idle speed set-point complicates the problem
in two ways. First, the IP delay, td , is inversely proportional to engine speed where ωe is engine speed in
rad/s, and becomes larger as the engine speed decreases. Second, the engine speed excursions, especially
dips, must be tighter controlled as engine speed drops below the so-called “fishhook” point can result in
a rapid increase in engine friction, which, combined with the increased delay, can lead to instability and
engine stall. Note that the closed-loop system must operate flawlessly despite variability caused by aging
and manufacturing tolerances, and due to operation across a wide range of environmental and operating
conditions (temperature, pressure, humidity, dust levels, etc.). As a particular example, deposits on
the throttle body (the so-called “throttle sludging”) change the effective throttle flow area, and, if not
properly handled in the development of the controller, can result in engine stalls during idling.

Concluding this overview, we note that feedback control of engine speed may be employed in other
operating conditions, for example, during transmission shifts in vehicles with automatic transmission. In
diesel engines (not considered in detail in this section), the ISC is achieved by adjusting the fuel flow to
regulate engine speed. The transport delay is much smaller in that compression ignition case, as the direct
injection event causes the start of combustion and the fuel quantity can be modified just before injection.

2.3.2.1 Open-Loop Model and Properties

The plant model reflects the rotational dynamics of the engine and the intake manifold filling and
emptying dynamics:

ω̇e = 1

J

(
τe0(t− td)uδ+ τe,pump+ τe fric − τL

)
,

τ̇e0 =−k2
RT

V

(
ωe

k1
τe0− k3uth

)
,

where, referring to Figures 2.10 and 2.11, J is the effective crankshaft inertia, τe0 is the engine torque
at MBT, uδ is the spark influence on indicated torque, τL is the disturbance (load) torque, uth is the
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2-18 Control System Applications

throttle position, R is the gas constant, T is the intake manifold temperature, V is the volume of the
intake manifold, and k0, k1, k2, k3 are model parameters such that the cylinder air flow is given by
Wac = k2

k1
p1ωe + k0, the engine torque at MBT is given by τe0 = k1

ωe
Wac , the throttle flow, assuming

choked conditions, is given by Wth = k3uth. The step response of the engine speed to a change in throttle
position exhibits a second-order lightly damped character (damping ratio of about 0.5) and a time delay,
where the amount of damping decreases for unloaded conditions (e.g., transmission in “neutral”).

The conventional engine ISC is based on feedforward, Proportional-plus-Integral-plus-Derivative
(PID) feedback for air flow and Proportional-plus-Derivative (PD) feedback for spark timing. The feed-
forward term accounts for estimated accessory load disturbances. The feedback gains may depend non-
linearly on the engine speed error to provide faster response when the error is large. The measured engine
speed error is filtered with a rolling average (low-pass) filter before being fed into the proportional and
derivative terms. The feedback gains may be made functions of operating conditions (engine coolant
temperature, transmission in neutral or drive, air-conditioning on or off), and the derivative term may be
suspended during extended flare conditions. A simple integrator antiwindup strategy is employed, where
the integrator updates are suspended if the integrator state exceeds predefined limits. A simple adaptive
function is implemented to learn the value of the integrator into Keep-Alive-Memory and subsequently
apply it as a feedforward. The tuning (calibration) of the controller must account for the component vari-
ability and apparently the recommended practice is to tune the ISC gains for the “slow end” of component
variability range while maintaining adequate stability margins. From the standpoint of control design,
the PID controller approach is simple and understandable without significant training.

In the remainder of this section we discuss three control system design approaches based on advanced
control methods:

• Nonlinear control which offers insights into system architecture.
• Adaptive control approach which assumes very little prior system knowledge and handles time

delay through prediction.
• Model predictive control (MPC) approach, which utilizes linear model-based prediction and con-

strained control optimization, and results in a piecewise affine control law.

The salient features of these applications will be discussed and illustrated through vehicle experimental
results.

2.3.2.2 Nonlinear Control

While effective ISC can be based on linear design techniques, nonlinear control approaches can offer
insight into the architecture of the control system:

• The spark timing can be controlled to compensate for the time delay, that is, τe0(t− td)uδ(t)=
τe0(t), where τe0(t) is a prescribed control input. With this choice of fast spark timing control, and
provided it is within the spark authority, the delay may not have to be considered in the design of
the throttle control loop.

• The control law of Proportional-plus-Integral type for τe0(t) is designed to stabilize the engine
speed, ωe(t), to its set-point, r. This design can be based on the “Lg V” (Sepulchre et al., 1997) or
Speed-Gradient (Fradkov, 1979) design techniques. An unknown input observer (Kolmanovsky
and Yanakiev, 2008; Stotsky et al., 2000) or an adaptive Kalman filter (Pavkovic et al., 2009) may be
used to estimate τL and use this estimate for the feedforward compensation.

• The backstepping approach (Sepulchre et al., 1997) can be applied to derive a control law for uth

(Kolmanovsky and Yanakiev, 2008; Stotsky et al., 2000). To avoid numerical differentiation of the
control law for τe0(t) designed in the first stage, the backstepping approach based on the dynamic
surface control can be applied (Kolmanovsky and Yanakiev, 2008).

Note that the overall control system resulting from this analysis has a cascade structure, with the inner
loop controlling the throttle to bring estimated engine indicated torque to the set-point determined by
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Powertrain Control 2-19

the outer loop from the engine speed tracking requirements. See Kolmanovsky and Yanakiev (2008) for
an experimental evaluation of this controller.

2.3.2.3 Adaptive Posicast Control

Adaptive Posicast Controller (APC) is a nonlinear controller for time-delay systems designed from the
adaptive control viewpoint. It is related to the ideas of the classical Smith predictor and finite spectrum
assignment (Niculescu and Annaswamy, 2003). The open-loop system is viewed as linear and time-
invariant, with a delay at the input. The parameters of the open-loop transfer function may be unknown
except for the known values of the delay and the relative degree (excess of poles over zeros). The delay-free
part of the plant transfer function can be unstable but is assumed not to have any transmission zeros in the
closed right half plane even though under certain assumptions, known transmission zeros in the closed
right half plane can be treated with extra design steps.

In the application of APC to ISC considered in Yildiz et al. (2007), the control input, u(t), is the
deviation of the throttle air flow command from nominal, and it is given by the following expression:

u(t)= θT
1 (t)ω1(t)+ θT

2 (t)ω2(t)+ θT
4 (t)r+

∫ 0

−td

λ(t, σ)u(t+ σ) dσ,

ω̇1 =Λ0ω1+ l · u(t− td),

ω̇2 =Λ0ω2+ l · y(t),

e(t)= y(t)− ym(t),

θ= [
θ1 θ2 θ4

]T
,

Ω= [
ω1 ω2 r

]T
,

θ̇=−Γ e(t)Ω(t− td),

∂λ(t, τ)

∂t
=−Γλe(t)u(t− td + τ), −td ≤ τ≤ 0.

Here, y denotes the deviation of the engine speed from the nominal value, r is the set-point for this
deviation, td denotes the time delay, ym(t) is the output of the reference model with the input r(t− td)
and with the number of poles equal to the relative degree of the open-loop transfer function, (Λ0, l) is a
controllable pair of the same dimension as the number of the plant poles and with the dynamics faster
than that of the reference model, θ(t) denotes the adapted parameters (integral term is approximated by
a sum of the past control input weighted with weights λ(t, σi) in the actual implementation), and Γ,Γλ
are gain matrices. The controller was enhanced with the following additional features (Yildiz et al., 2007):

• The sigma-modification approach was used to ensure robustness and prevent parameter drift.
• Antiwindup logic was added to handle actuator saturation.
• Procedures were given to select initial estimates of adaptive parameters based on approximate

knowledge of plant model parameters and to select the learning gains based on the desired adapta-
tion speed.

• Robustness to uncertainties in the knowledge in the delay value has been experimentally demon-
strated.

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 illustrate the results achieved with this control approach in the vehicle for power
steering disturbance rejection. Note that in terms of the engine speed excursions and integral of the error,
the APC compares favorably with the baseline PID controller, despite the fact that little explicit knowledge
of the system model was required for the development of the controller.
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FIGURE 2.13 Rejection of power steering disturbance by the APC at 650 rpm.

2.3.2.4 Model Predictive Control

The MPC is of interest for powertrain applications because of its capability for near-optimal control of
the system while enforcing state and control constraints, dealing with delays and handling hybrid system
models with both continuously valued and discrete-valued (categorical) decision variables. In the event
of system parameter changes or failures, the MPC law can be reconfigured by changing the model used
in the prediction.

The MPC has emerged from and has been used for years in the chemical process industry where
processes are slow, computing power is abundant and tuning can often be performed individually for
each process being controlled. The trends toward increasing on-board computing power and evolving
design methods enable the use of MPC in mass production automotive applications.

The application of MPC to ISC with load disturbance preview has been first proposed in (Hrovat, 1996)
which demonstrated feasibility and benefits of the approach using simulations. Recent advances in MPC
methods and tools have enabled an experimental implementation for this problem (Di Cairano et al.,
2008) in a vehicle. Extensive testing and analysis of the MPC solution has been conducted, suggesting
that MPC can be a realistic technology for future automotive applications. These developments are now
briefly reviewed.

Recall that, for ISC in gasoline engines, the objective is to regulate the engine speed deviation, y, from
the set-point, r, using either a scalar control input (throttle position) or a vector control input (throttle
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FIGURE 2.14 Rejection of power steering disturbance at 900 rpm by APC.
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position and spark timing). The MPC formulation is based on the following optimization problem:

ωσ2+
N−1∑

i=0

||y(i|k)− r(k)||Q2 + ||Δu(i|k)||R2 → min
σ,u(k)

,

subject to

x(i+ 1|k)= Ax(i|k)+Bu(i|k), i = 0, 1, . . ., N − 1,

y(i|k)= Cx(i|k), i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,

umin ≤ u(i|k)≤ umax , i = 0, 1, . . ., N − 1,

Δumin ≤Δu(i|k)≤Δumax , i = 0, 1, . . ., N − 1,

ymin− σ ≤ y(i|k)≤ ymax + σ, i = 0, 1, . . ., Nc − 1,

u(i|k)= u(Nu− 1|k), i = Nu− 1, . . ., N − 1,

u(−1|k)= u(k− 1),

x(0|k)= x̂(k), σ ≥ 0,

where y(i|k), u(i|k), and x(i|k) denote, respectively, the output, the control input, and the state predicted
i steps ahead from the time instant k and r(k) denotes the set-point for the measured output. A linear
model with a realization (A, B, C, D) can be identified for the prediction from the experimental engine
response data. Limits on the control input amplitude (umin, umax) and its rate of change (Δumin,Δumax)
are imposed. A slack variable, σ, was introduced to relax the output constraints (with limits ymin, ymax)
and is penalized in the cost function with a weight ω. The cost also penalizes the deviation of the
output from the set-point and the change in the control input. Note that ‖y− r‖Q

2 = (y− r)T Q(y− r),
‖Δu‖R

2 = (Δu)T R(Δu). The optimization problem reduces to a Quadratic Program (QP) problem in the
variables u(i|k), i = 1, . . ., Nu− 1 and σ. This QP problem parametrically depends on the state, x(0|k),
and using the approach of Bemporad et al. (2002) can be solved offline, thereby providing an explicit
MPC law in the form of a piecewise-affine function of the estimated state, x̂(k), defined over polyhedral
region partitioning:

u(k)= Fix̂(k)+Giu(k− 1)+Tir(k),

i ∈ {1, 2, . . ., Nr} :Hix̂(k)+ Jiu(k− 1)+Kir(k)≤ 0.

The matrices in this expression can be computed numerically using Hybrid Toolbox for MATLAB
(Bemporad, 2003) or the Multiparametric Toolbox (Kvasnica et al., 2004). The key enabler for ISC
application is the explicit MPC solution that avoids the need for implementing online optimization in
software to compute the control law.

The MPC design in Di Cairano et al. (2008) was based on a discrete-time engine model identified
from in-vehicle throttle and spark timing step response data. The IP delay was modeled as an input delay
and handled by augmenting additional states to the model. An integrator on the engine speed was also
augmented to the model to provide zero steady-state error. A Kalman filter was introduced for estimating
the state and the load torque disturbance, and the tuning of this Kalman filter has been shown to have
significant influence on the disturbance rejection performance of the controller. The prediction horizon
was comparable to the settling time of the open-loop response of the system (N = 30 time steps of 30 ms),
but shorter control horizon (Nu = 3) and constraint horizon (Nc = 3) were selected for the best tradeoff
between the response and complexity of the solution.

Output constraints on engine speed deviation were handled as soft with introduction of a slack variable
to avoid infeasibility (infeasibility refers to the situation in which no solution exists satisfying constraints)
for large disturbances. The output constraint has provided extra flexibility in shaping the transient
response and faster recovery when the actual and/or predicted speed tracking error was large.
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FIGURE 2.15 Power steering load rejection and set-point tracking with the MPC controller compared to the
baseline controller.

Figure 2.15 illustrates the performance of the throttle-only MPC controller in the vehicle, with seven
polyhedral regions, Nr = 7. The conventional spark controller was retained with this design. The worst-
case Electronic Control Unit (ECU) computational loading was only 0.05% of ECU capability at idle,
which is manageable for implementation.

The MPC design for coordinated control of both throttle and spark timing was obtained with Nr = 131
and was also tested in the vehicle. The resulting controller is able to maintain near-optimal actuator
coordination in presence of saturation (in particular, on the spark timing range), with the worst-case
ECU computational loading under 5%. The performance was improved compared to the simpler MPC
solution but at the cost of increased worst-case computing effort.

2.3.3 Closed-Loop Air−Fuel Ratio Control

The after-treatment systems (three-way catalysts) in gasoline engines are exceptionally efficient in remov-
ing emissions of hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and nitrogen oxides (NOx) from the tailpipe
exhaust gas. The catalyst efficiency of well over 99% is in fact needed to meet today’s stringent regulations
for these three emission categories. The high catalyst efficiency is achieved as long as the engine operates
at the stoichiometric air to fuel ratio—the value at which there is just enough air for complete oxidation
of all the fuel (carbon and hydrogen). For the conventional gasoline fuel, the stoichiometric air–fuel ratio
is around 14.6 or, equivalently, and the stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio (FAR) is 0.069.

The catalytic convertors are also capable of storing and releasing oxygen. The oxygen storage capability
allows temporary efficient operation off stoichiometry. As long as there is some oxygen available, the
catalytic convertor will continue oxidizing HC and CO into H2O and CO2. Conversely, as long as there
are free oxygen storage locations available, NOx will get reduced and the released oxygen stored (with N2

coming out of the tailpipe). Thanks to this mechanism, the tail pipe emissions correlate to the “area under
the curve” of the FAR signal. The larger the area, the larger the potential for breakthrough of a pollutant.
If FAR stays rich (lean) long enough, the emissions will increase significantly after the oxygen storage is
empty (full).

2.3.3.1 FAR Regulation System

In the automotive gasoline engine applications, engine torque is controlled by regulating the amount
of air that enters the cylinders, while the fuel–air ratio is controlled by adjusting the amount of fuel
injected. To maintain the FAR as close to stoichiometry as possible, automotive engines employ an
elaborate feedforward system coupled with a closed-loop system that consists of the inner closed-loop
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FIGURE 2.16 A block diagram of an automotive fuel control system.

FAR controller and the outer regulation loop. The fuel control system, shown in Figure 2.16, can be
decomposed into several parts:

• Cylinder air charge entering the cylinder during the induction phase of the engine cycle is estimated.
The fuel is determined to provide a desired fuel–air ratio (usually stoichiometric). This system must
take into account fuel from other sources (canister purge), type of fuel (gasoline fuel with added
ethanol), and so on.

• Transient fuel compensation that anticipates the wall fuel puddle effect on the mass of fuel that
enters the cylinder (see Guzzella and Onder, 2004 Section 2.4.2).

• Inner loop controller “trims” the fuel to achieve the desired FAR at the sensor located upstream of
the catalyst. The sensor typically measures excess oxygen in the combusted gas, but can be devised
to provide the signal that measures fuel–air ratio. This chapter assumes the use of such a sensor
known as the UEGO sensor.

• The reference fuel–air ratio is determined based on engine operating demands, cold start combus-
tion stability, or catalyst efficiency. Under normal driving conditions, an outer loop controller feeds
the inner UEGO feedback controller with the modulated FAR reference signal. Operation of the
outer loop, shown by dotted lines, is beyond the scope of this chapter (Peyton-Jones et al., 2006).

A significant research interest and substantial literature have been devoted to the components of the
above-described system. The interested reader is directed to the two books on engine controls (Guzzella
and Onder, 2004; Kiencke and Nielsen, 2000), and the references therein. In the remainder of this chapter,
we shall focus on the inner loop FAR regulation and, in particular, on potential for improvements of the
closed-loop system performance with the Smith Predictor compensation for the time delay.

2.3.3.2 Linear System Model

If the trim is computed in FAR units (we used normalized FAR, φ= FAR/FAR_stoic), the inner-loop
signal path from the output of the controller to the UEGO sensor (see Figure 2.16) includes multiplication
by the air-charge estimate to get to the injected fuel, wall-wetting dynamics, cylinder air and fuel mixing,
combustion, exhaust, and finally travel to the UEGO sensor. The physics of this process is quite complex.
The wall-wetting effect tends to be minimal once the cylinder port reaches nominal operating temperature.
The rest of the system, which will represent our open-loop plant P, is usually modeled as a lumped
parameter system that just includes a time delay and a first-order lag (Guzzella and Onder, 2004):

P(s)= e−τds

Tcs+ 1
. (2.5)
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In the plant transfer function, τd is the time delay and Tc is the time constant. The time delay and the
time constant will vary with engine speed and the engine load (the normalized air charge); see Jankovic
and Kolmanovsky, 2009. At a given engine speed and load, τd and Tc are assumed constant.

To evaluate the quality of this model for closed-loop system design, we have compared the responses
to step disturbance of an engine and of the corresponding simple model. The tests shown in Figures 2.17
and 2.18 were run at 1000 rpm, at the engine load of 0.16 (corresponding to transmission in neutral at
idle, that is, 0 torque). For these conditions, the model used the time delay of 0.25 s and the time constant
of 0.30 s. Figure 2.17 shows five responses of a fuel–air ratio to the injector slope change by 20%, which
produces a step in the amount of injected fuel. The bold black trace is the response of the model. In the
top plot, the injector slope is decreased, resulting in a lean FAR. In the lower plot, the injector slope is
increased and the system now responds rich. In both cases the disturbance is rejected (after some time)
by the standard PI controller. The gains of the PI controller are very conservative (Kp= 0.18, Ki = 0.7),
resulting in the closed-loop system bandwidth of about 0.8 rad/s.

Figure 2.18 shows the engine (two runs) and model responses under the same conditions except that
the PI gains are much higher: Kp= 1.2, Ki = 4.5, for the bandwidth of 5 rad/s. The ratio of Kp/Ki is
kept the same as in the low gain case. Two things can be observed from Figure 2.18. First, the system with
the high PI gains and no delay compensation is on the verge of instability. Second, the model seems to
adequately capture the onset of instability.
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FIGURE 2.17 Comparison of engine and model disturbance response with a low-gain PI controller (no delay
compensation).
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FIGURE 2.18 Comparison of the engine and model step with a high-gain PI controller (no delay compensation).

2.3.3.3 Smith Predictor

Faced with the bandwidth limitation due to time delay and the resulting slow disturbance rejection, one
can try a delay compensation method such as the Smith Predictor. The controller structure is shown in
Figure 2.19. With the PI controller transfer function given by (Kp+Ki/s), the transfer function from the
reference tracking error, e = r− y = FARref − FAR, to the controller output u is

C(s)= u(s)

e(s)
= (Tcs+ 1)(Kps+Ki)

Tcs2+ s+ (Kps+Ki)(1− e−τd s)
. (2.6)

With this controller, the inner closed-loop transfer function shown in Figure 2.19 becomes

y(s)

r(s)
= (Kps+Ki)e−τd s

Tcs2+ s+ (Kps+Ki)
. (2.7)

Except for the e−τd s (delay) term, Equation 2.7 is exactly the same as the closed-loop transfer function
obtained by using the PI controller for the first-order lag without delay. In other words, the Smith
Predictor pulls the delay out of the feedback loop, removing the speed of response limitation to reference
tracking.
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FIGURE 2.19 Block diagram of a Smith Predictor controller for the UEGO inner loop control system.

It is well known that the Smith Predictor tends to provide good results for reference tracking. On the
other hand, its effectiveness for disturbance rejection depends on the plant open-loop poles (see, e.g.,
Chapter 10 (Z.J. Palmor) in the Control Handbook, 1996 (Levine, 1996) or in the current edition of this
handbook, Section 9.8 of Control System Fundamentals). Nevertheless, the controller of the same structure
has been proposed in Nakagawa et al. (2002) and Alfieri et al. (2007) for fuel–air regulation in gasoline and
diesel engines, respectively, and we have also observed a tangible improvement in disturbance rejection
as reported here.

With the Smith Predictor in place, we have dialed much higher PI gains (Kp= 3.6, Ki = 12) than those
shown in Figure 2.17 or Figure 2.18. The bandwidth to the reference tracking is now 12 rad/s. Figure 2.20
shows that the disturbance response, obtained under the same conditions used for Figures 2.17 and 2.18,
is about 4–5 times faster than in Figure 2.17. The small oscillations (visible also in Figure 2.17) are due
to engine speed excitation in neutral idle. The Smith Predictor controller provides much faster response
than what would be possible without delay compensation. To evaluate the impact on catalyst efficiency,
the two controllers have been compared on the emission cycle. The conventional PI has production-like
tuning with gain scheduled Kp and Ki. The Smith Predictor has fixed PI gains, reduced by 50% from
those shown in Figure 2.20, while the delay τd and the time constant Tc for Equation 2.5 are scheduled on
speed and load. Figure 2.21 shows the comparison over the first 150 s after the cold start sampled by the
emission analyzer at 1 s rate. The tighter regulation by the Smith Predictor results in the corresponding
improvement in catalyst efficiency. Figure 2.22 shows catalyst efficiency improvement in HC and NOx ,
which means that the improvement is due to tighter FAR control, not rich or lean FAR bias. This is
critical, because the majority of emissions over the cycle come out of the tail pipe in the first 100 s, before
the catalyst starts functioning with high efficiency.

2.4 Transmission Controls

Automotive transmissions are an important part of the automotive powertrain. Their main function is
to facilitate a better match between the engine and the vehicle. In particular, since a typical IC engine
has a relatively low torque at low engine speeds, there is a need to amplify this torque significantly when
transferring the engine torque to the wheels when the vehicle is at low speeds. For example, during a
launch from standstill the transmission will typically be in the first gear which is characterized by the
largest speed ratio, that is, largest amplification of the engine torque. This large torque will eventually be
applied at the wheels in order to provide the largest possible acceleration propelling the vehicle through the
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FIGURE 2.20 FAR disturbance rejection with the Smith Predictor.
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FIGURE 2.21 Comparison of the air–fuel regulation conventional PI and Smith Predictor controllers.
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FIGURE 2.22 Comparison of HC (top) and NOx (bottom) catalyst efficiencies between PI and Smith Predictor
controllers.

launch. Depending on the vehicle class there are different numbers of transmission gears and associated
torque ratio multiplications. While heavy-duty trucks may have up to dozens or more gears in order to
accelerate their large mass especially when loaded, modern passenger vehicles, on the other hand, have
typically 4–6 gears with the current trend toward a higher number of gears (7 and 8) in order to facilitate
improved vehicle performance, fuel economy, and drivability/smoothness.

There are several kinds of transmissions. One distinguishes between manual and automatic trans-
missions, where different transmission actions are performed automatically without driver intervention.
Among the automatic transmissions, there are discrete-ratio and continuously variable (or even infinitely
variable) transmissions. The discrete-ratio transmissions have a finite number of gears used to achieve the
above engine-vehicle matching. On the other hand, continuously variable transmissions, as their name
implies, continuously change the transmission gear ratio to maintain engine operation at the optimal effi-
ciency. One special class of continuously variable transmissions is found in some Hybrid Electric Vehicles
(HEVs) where a continuous change in gear ratio is obtained through a single (or multiple) planetary gear
set appropriately linked to an IC engine, motors, and generators (Kuang and Hrovat, 2003). In some
of these cases, when there are multiple planetary gears, one can think of a hybrid transmission which
combines discrete ratio changes along with continuously variable ones.

The discrete-ratio automatic transmissions are the most widespread in the United States. They achieve
two basic functions: one is to shift the gear in order to bring the engine into a more favorable operating
region and the other is to facilitate a launch of a vehicle from a standstill position. The discrete ratio
transmissions can be divided into two classes. The more traditional automatic transmissions are of the
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planetary type where different parts of a planetary set (ring, sun, and carrier) are connected to different
clutches, bands, and one-way clutches, which are engaged or disengaged at appropriate times in order to
perform a shift. The launch is achieved with the help of a special device, the so-called torque converter,
which conveniently and smoothly couples the engine with the driven wheels starting from zero vehicle
speed onwards (Hrovat et al., 2000). Another class of discrete-ratio automatic transmissions, with layshaft
architecture, has been introduced into production more recently. They are similar to the traditional
manual transmissions with the exception that they have two clutches as opposed to the single clutch that
is found in manual transmissions. With the two clutches one can achieve smooth, uninterrupted power
shift (Hrovat and Powers, 1998; Hrovat et al., 2000). These transmissions are also known as dual clutch
transmissions (DCTs) or power shift transmissions.

Each of the above transmission classes has its own control challenges. While in the past, these challenges
were addressed through hardware measures, such as a valve body consisting of a maze of passages with
associated hydraulics, spools and valves, most of the modern-day automatic transmissions rely to a greater
extent on microcomputers and embedded controls. For a typical discrete-ratio automatic transmission,
the main control challenge is in the area of smooth and crisp/fast shifts and responsive and smooth
launch. Since the DCTs or Power Shift transmissions typically do not have a torque converter, the launch
control in this case is especially challenging. Here one can use both feedforward and feedback control.
Feedforward control typically relies on detailed models of the engine and clutch torque production,
whereas the feedback control, based on desired slip or engine and transmission input shaft speed, is
used to compensate for any model inaccuracies and plant parameter changes (Hrovat and Powers, 1998;
Hrovat et al., 2000).

There are many shifts in a typical modern 5–8 speed automatic transmission, and this includes numer-
ous upshifts and downshifts between gears (e.g., 1–2 upshift, 5–2 downshift). Moreover, these shifts can
occur under power conditions (i.e., with pressed gas pedal), in which case they are called power-on
upshifts and downshifts, or these shifts can occur during coast-down (i.e., with closed gas pedal), in
which case they are called power-off upshifts and downshifts. Since the whole shift lasts a relatively short
time (typically well below 1 s) it is an interesting and challenging control problem of a servo type with
important prestaging and poststaging phases. For example, in the case of 1–2 power-on upshift, there
are two main phases (Hrovat and Powers, 1998; Hrovat et al., 2000). In the first or the so-called torque
phase, the torque is transferred between two power paths corresponding to the first and second gear. In
the case of layshaft or DCT transmissions, the torque transfer is done between two clutches, one attached
to the first gear path (“odd clutch”) and the second attached to the second gear path (“even clutch”). This
transfer occurs within a few tenths of a second, and it is important that it is done in a precise manner to
reduce any drivability shocks that could be felt by the vehicle occupants.

At present, the torque transfer is done mostly open-loop since there are no robust low-cost torque
sensors suitable for production vehicles. This open-loop control design relies on appropriate embedded
models of transmission dynamics and prestaging, that is, appropriate stroking of oncoming and off-going
clutches before the beginning of the torque phase. Once the torque transfer has been completed, the
off-going clutch, that is, the odd clutch, is fully opened and the oncoming, or even clutch, clutch is then
used to initiate and control the second phase of the shift, the so-called inertia or speed-ratio change phase.
During this phase, the engine speed should decrease from the first gear level to the second gear level,
which typically amounts to hundreds of rpm change in less than half a second. This is usually done in
a closed-loop manner, using either velocity or acceleration command profile, with appropriate filtering
of the command to ensure smooth “landing” to a new operating level. Many different control techniques
can be used for closed-loop speed or slip control implementation, from classical PID with adjustable
parameters to “modern” robust controls such as H-infinity (Hibino et al., 2009). The shift control as
well as the launch control can be further enhanced using observers for critical actuation variables such as
clutch pressure (Hrovat and Powers, 1998). Additional details about this and other aspects of transmission
control—such as torque converter bypass clutch slip control and transmission engagement—can be found
in (Deur et al., 2006; Hibino et al., 2009; Hrovat and Powers, 1998; Hrovat et al., 2000) and references
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2-30 Control System Applications

therein along with examples of actual implementations and tests, which demonstrate the flexibility and
potential of computer control where one can easily change the duration of the shift in a controlled manner
from sporty and fast to smooth and comfortable.

2.5 Drivability

Good drivability is a key vehicle attribute since it directly contributes to customer satisfaction and overall
ability to effectively drive and control the vehicle. Drivability encompasses various aspects of vehicle
operation including launch from standstill, gas pedal tip-in and back-out response, transmission shifts,
and general vehicle response to driver commands imposed via different actuators. In the more strict sense
of longitudinal (fore-aft) dynamics, the latter include gas pedal, brakes, shift lever, and similar, where
one typically expects a firm and brisk response without excessive delays and oscillations/tremors, and
smooth shifts in case of transmission interventions. In a more general sense of drivability that includes
both lateral as well as vertical motion of a vehicle, the actuators include steering wheel and possible knobs
for different (semi)active suspension settings. In this section we will limit the treatment of drivability
to vehicle longitudinal motion only and give two examples of using control principles and associated
embedded software to improve and enhance the drivability experience.

2.5.1 Tip-In/Back-Out Drivability

In this first example, we focus on improving vehicle drivability during typical gas pedal operations
when relatively fast gas pedal applications—either in the direction of increased (tip-in) or decreased
(back-out) engine torque—can lead to noticeable vehicle longitudinal oscillations. In particular, tip-in
and back-out response of a typical manual transmission powertrain is characterized by slightly damped,
fore-aft oscillations known as “shuffle mode” vibrations (Hrovat and Tobler, 1991; Hrovat et al., 2000).
While originally limited to manual transmissions, this type of response also extends to other trans-
missions that can behave like manual transmissions under similar driving conditions. This includes
Automatic Shift Manual (ASM), Power Shift (Dual Clutch) transmissions, and HEV powertrains. Similar
to the manual transmission, all these type of transmissions are typically characterized by the absence
of a torque converter, which provides adequate amount of shuffle mode damping needed for good
drivability.

It should be pointed out that the main focus of the present example is on improving, that is, increasing,
the shuffle mode damping, which is one of the main characteristics of good tip-in drivability. In addition,
we are limiting ourselves to tip-ins from one positive torque level to the next, higher level. Under this
condition, the drive train does not cross various backlashes that are present in the drive train. However,
even when such crossing is present due to torque reversals during tip-ins (and back-outs), having increased
shuffle mode damping is still very beneficial, all the more so since the shuffle mode excitation level after
crossing the backlashes is now even larger.

An effective way to improve tip-in/back-out drivability consists of increasing the shuffle mode damp-
ing through structural modifications and/or active measures such as engine controls through spark
advance/retard changes (Jansz et al., 1999). In order to obtain an overall picture about possible improve-
ments by using the spark intervention, we will first neglect the spark actuation limits. Later we will
treat these limits with soft constraints on control action within the linear-quadratic (LQ) optimization
framework.

2.5.1.1 Model Description

A simple, control-oriented vehicle schematic relevant for the above tip-in/back-out dynamics is shown in
Figure 2.23. It includes the powertrain unit consisting of engine and transmission along with key driveline
components—differential and half shafts that transfer the engine torque to the wheels. The corresponding
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FIGURE 2.23 Powertrain configuration relevant for tip-in/back-out drivability, and corresponding linear-motion
schematic and bond graph model.

model consists of three states (see below) and includes key elements necessary to capture the dominant,
shuffle mode of powertrain/vehicle vibrations (Hrovat and Tobler, 1991; Hrovat et al., 2000). This includes
effective engine-transmission inertia Je, transformer (gear set) with the gear ratio gr , effective/combined
half-shaft stiffness ka, tire resistance with an effective damping coefficient bt , and vehicle inertia Jv

represented by vehicle mass mv . Note that the dominant shuffle mode damping is provided by tires
that act in series with the dominant shuffle mode compliance provided by the half shafts. This in-series
configuration is often missing in the literature, which typically shows the two acting in parallel. It can
be shown that a given shuffle mode damping ratio can be represented by either configuration—serial or
parallel. However, only the serial one will reflect the correct trends so that, for example, when the effective
tire damping coefficient increases, the overall shuffle mode damping ratio decreases!

Additional engine and vehicle damping are also shown by dashed lines in Figure 2.23, since they are
not essential for the present problem. That is, unless stated otherwise, it will be assumed that the engine
damping be and vehicle damping bv , due to air resistance and similar, are negligible. Similarly, we neglect
the structural damping in various driveline components, which can lead to a slightly more conservative
approach. The control is provided via an engine torque source Se, which, in turn, can be provided via
an electronic throttle actuator with associated manifold dynamics and/or spark advance/retard through
appropriate actuation/computation delay (Jansz et al., 1999). For the purpose of the present study, these
additional dynamic effects will be neglected since the main focus is on the driveline subsystem and
suppressing excessive shuffle mode vibrations. These effects can be added later for final verification and
implementation.
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2-32 Control System Applications

The bond graph (Karnopp et al., 2006) corresponding to the above model is also shown in Figure 2.23
where the transformers TF represent transmission and final drive with the total gear ratio gr and tire
with the transformer ratio equal to tire (loaded) ratio rt . From this representation, it can be seen that
the system can be described by three states: engine speed, ω in rad/s, half-shaft deflection, θ in rad, and
vehicle speed, V in m/s. The corresponding state equations are

⎡

⎣
ω̇

θ̇

V̇

⎤

⎦=
⎡

⎣
−be/Je −ks/Je/gr 0

1/gr −ks/bt −1/rt

0 ks/mv/rt −bv

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎣
ω

θ

V

⎤

⎦+
⎡

⎣
1/Je

0
0

⎤

⎦ τeng . (2.8)

The following data, characteristic of a compact-to-medium size car operating in second gear, will
be and in our subsequent numerical examples: Je = 0.164 kgm2, gr = 8.159, bt = 1400 Nm s/rad, ks =
5038 Nm/rad, rt = 0.27 m, and mv = 1445 kg. Note that the engine torque τeng [Nm] in Equation 2.8
simultaneously acts as system reference input imposed via the accelerator pedal, as well as the control
input implemented via spark retard/advance control strategy to be designed in the next subsection. The
system output of primary interest is the half-shaft torque τs = ksθ, since this is what is primarily felt by
the vehicle occupants. Thus the corresponding C and D matrices are

C = [
0 ks 0

]
, D = 0, (2.9)

where the sole system output is equal to half-shaft torque, which is the main indicator of tip-in/back-out
drivability and drive comfort felt by vehicle occupants.

2.5.1.2 Control Design

Two different control design approaches will be used in the present study. A state-space control based on
pole placement for improved shuffle mode damping will be considered first. This will be followed by an
LQ-optimal design incorporating soft constraints on control input (engine torque) resulting in a similar
level of shuffle mode damping improvements.

2.5.1.2.1 Pole Placement Control

To establish a benchmark for a good tip-in response, we will first design a state-space-based controller
using a pole-placement technique, assuming that no constraints are imposed on spark actuation control.

The main objective of the control design is to increase the shuffle mode damping, since the open-
loop plant has very low damping in this mode. Indeed, the corresponding open-loop poles are at 0, and
−1.7993± 22.4957i. The marginally stable pole at zero corresponds to the rigid body mode of the entire
vehicle moving forward with a velocity V. If needed (primarily for numerical purposes) the damping of
this mode could be increased by introducing either a non-zero engine damping, be, or vehicle damping,
bv . The complex conjugate pair of poles is of primary interest for the present drivability study since it
results in a relatively low damping ratio of only 0.08 or 8%. The corresponding step response is shown in
Figure 2.24 as a very oscillatory torque trace resulting in unacceptable drivability since the whole vehicle
would “shuffle” in a back-and-forth direction as the driver would apply a slightly more energetic tip-ins
and back-outs of gas pedal.

In order to improve the drivability we need to significantly increase the shuffle mode damping. To
this end we choose the shuffle mode closed-loop poles at −11.2838± 19.5441i, which corresponds to
a significantly larger damping ratio of 0.5 or 50%. This ratio was chosen instead of the more common
0.7, since it is desirable to have some overshoot on an accelerator pedal tip-in, giving an impression of
a more aggressive or “peppy” powertrain. At the same time, the shuffle mode natural frequency was left
unaltered at 22.5675 rad/s or about 3.6 Hz, which is typical of similar vehicles operating in lower gears,
such as second gear considered in this example. The remaining “rigid body” pole was left at its open-loop
location at zero.
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FIGURE 2.24 Step responses: Open-loop (dashed) and closed-loop with the pole placement controller (solid).

Using the above setup and standard CACSD tools such as MATLAB (MATLAB User’s Guide, 1998)
we obtain the closed-loop control gains as,

K = [
3.11091 −91.3369 −94.0071

]
. (2.10)

The performance of the closed-loop system is compared in Figure 2.24 with the corresponding open-
loop case for engine input consisting of a unit step in torque. It can be seen that the closed-loop response
has much better damping with a desirable, slight overshoot as postulated above.

From Equation 2.10, observe that the ratio K3/K1 =−30.2185 is exactly equal to the ratio of gr/rt .
This implies that the first and the third state, when properly reflected, are subject to the same gain so that
only their difference is relevant to the controller. Note also that the gain on the half-shaft windup state
x2 is small relative to the. combined shaft stiffness ks = 5038 Nm/rad and thus it can be neglected. All
this implies that—at least w.r.t. the engine—the controller tries to emulate a “virtual damper” shown in
Figure 2.25 acting on the relative speed across the drivetrain between the engine and the wheels (reflected
upstream). Note that, to achieve better damping of the shuffle mode, there is no need for a “skyhook-
like” damping term often used for optimal active suspension design (Hrovat, 1997). This “virtual damper”
concept was also used for improved shift control (Hrovat et al., 2001); the above state-space based analysis
and related LQ-optimal considerations discussed below confirm the effectiveness of this approach.

2.5.1.2.2 LQ Control

In order to prepare for the LQ-based control system design, we normalized the above model with the help
of insight gained from the pole-placement results and bond graph modeling. The resulting schematic and
bond graph model are shown in Figure 2.25. From them one can obtain the following state equations:

⎡

⎣
ẋ1

ẋ2

ẋ3

⎤

⎦=
⎡

⎣
−b′e/J ′e −ks/J ′e 0

1 −ks/bt −1
0 +ks/J ′v 0

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎣
x1

x2

x3

⎤

⎦+
⎡

⎣
1/J ′e

0
0

⎤

⎦ u, (2.11)

with J ′e = Je g2
r , b′e = be g2

r , J ′v = Jv r2
t , and u= τ′e = τe gr . The engine torque consists of an open-loop part

and a closed-loop control part that is implemented via spark. The spark authority limits will be reflected
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FIGURE 2.25 System model, showing the “virtual dampler” action of the controller.

in the LQ performance index through a soft constraint on control, that is, a quadratic term in u with the
weighting R.

Next we chose the state weight matrix Q in the LQ performance index. Knowing that the main objective
is to increase the shuffle mode damping, and with the insight gained from the above pole-placement
design, we chose the state weighting matrix that will mainly penalize the relative speed (x1− x3) between
the engine inertia (reflected downstream) and vehicle velocity (reflected upstream); this will be done via
the quadratic term q1 (x1− x3)2. In addition, we include a relatively small term that will penalize the half-
shaft deflection, which is a representative for wheel torque that will be felt by vehicle occupants. This will be
accomplished through a quadratic term, q2θ

2. Thus, the weighting matrix Q will have the following form

Q =
⎡

⎣
q1 0 −q1

0 q2 0
−q1 0 q1

⎤

⎦× 105, (2.12)

and the control weighting R will be set to R = 1.
We will next use this LQ problem formulation with vehicle data from Section 2.5.1.1,

A=
⎡

⎣
0 −461.4668 0
1 −3.5986 −1
0 47.8259 0

⎤

⎦ , B=
⎡

⎣
0.0916

0
0

⎤

⎦ , C = [
0 5038 0

]
, (2.13)

and, after a few iterations, we find

Q =
⎡

⎣
0.5916 0 −0.5916

0 0.001 0
−0.5916 0 0.5916

⎤

⎦× 105. (2.14)

Based on the above data, the following LQ control gains have been obtained:

KCL =
[
210.1106 −687.632 −210.1106

]
. (2.15)

Note that the control gains KCL1 and KCL3 have the same absolute value and different signs. This is
expected since we are now dealing with the normalized state representation (Equation 2.11) where the
two speed states have been properly reflected, that is, normalized. With control gains (Equation 2.15) the
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FIGURE 2.26 Step responses: Open-loop (dashed), closed-loop with the pole placement controller (solid), and
closed-loop with the LQ controller (dash-dotted).

resulting closed poles are
p=−11.4224± 19.6238i, −2× 10−15. (2.16)

These poles are close to the previously discussed pole-placement case. This can also be seen from the
corresponding step response traces shown in Figure 2.26, where the two closed-loop responses—one for
pole placement and another for LQ case—are very similar and both significantly better damped than the
original open-loop case.

2.5.1.3 Discussion

The above examples show that a simple but insightful model of an automotive drive train can be used
to capture some of the key characteristics of tip-in/back-out dynamics leading to shuffle mode for-
aft vehicle oscillations. Using this model and its normalized counterpart, it was possible to design a
simple but effective and practical feedback controller that can substantially improve the shuffle mode
damping and thus reduce the excessive vehicle oscillations that can lead to unacceptable drivability. The
controller essentially amounts to having a virtual damper between the two main inertias elements while
acting on the engine inertia only. The corresponding implementation does not require additional state
observers if it is assumed that one could neglect the relatively small gain on the half-shaft deflection
state. Indeed, in practice, the latter term should be small since any attempt to significantly change the
effective stiffness via software, that is, algorithm intervention may not be efficient. In this case, it may
be more appropriate to consider hardware changes by designing half shafts of different diameters and
similar structural alterations. This is an example of implied interplay that often exists in practice between
control/software and structural/hardware interventions where both are used, as appropriate, in a true
sense of “system design.”

2.5.2 Cancellation of VCT-Induced Air/Torque Disturbance

The discussion in Section 2.3 does not exhaust the set of transient issues brought about by adding
optimization devices. For example, rapid VCT movement may produce torque surges and sags, resulting
in unacceptable behavior. Figure 2.27 shows the VCT transient effect in a dual-equal VCT engine equipped
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FIGURE 2.27 Engine torque response (top plot) to VCT transients (bottom plot) at 1000 and 1500 rpm.

with the single-degree-of-freedom VCT device (approximately coinciding with the dual-equal line in
Figure 2.7). The plots illustrate a significant effect of cam timing that varies with engine speed.

Without a control system to remove this effect and restore acceptable vehicle drivability, the VCT
schedules will have to be modified and the response slowed down. The end result is a degraded BSFC
performance compared to the optimal one produced by the process described in Section 2.3.1.

The feedforward controller for this problem was proposed in Jankovic et al. (1998), the experimental
results were reported in Jankovic et al. (2000), and the problem was recast in the format of nonlinear
disturbance decoupling in Jankovic (2002). Here we shall provide a brief review of the method and the
results.

2.5.2.1 System Model

The model of the system is the standard manifold filling equation (see, e.g., Section 2.3 in Guzzella and
Onder, 2004) obtained from the ideal gas law: PV =mRT ; P: pressure, V : volume, m: air mass, R: gas
constant for air, and T : temperature. Under the standard isothermal assumption∗, the intake manifold
pressure rate of change is

Ṗ = Km(Wθ−Wcyl), (2.17)

where Wθ is the throttle mass flow rate, Wcyl is the cylinder mass flow rate, and Km = RT/V . The throttle
flow is the function of the throttle angle θ, and the throttle pressure ratio P/Pamb, with the additional

∗ Improved model accuracy is achievable if one replaces the isothermal with polytropic assumption for the intake manifold
temperature as discussed in Deur et al. (2004) and the references therein.
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dependence on ambient conditions suppressed:

Wθ = g(θ)Ψ(P/Pamb). (2.18)

The subsonic correction factorΨ is also standard (see, e.g., Guzzella and Onder, 2004; Jankovic, 2002).
The throttle characteristic g(.) is nonlinear, but invertible. In the dual-equal VCT engines, the flow into
the cylinder is an affine function of manifold pressure (see Figure 2.6 in Jankovic and Magner, 2002):

Wcyl = α1(ζcam)P+ α2(ζcam), (2.19)

with ζcam denoting the VCT position, and the slope α1 and the offset α2 dependence on engine speed
being suppressed.

The effect of VCT on torque observed in Figure 2.27 is caused by its effect on the cylinder air flow
Wcyl , given by Equation 2.19. If this impact is removed, the effect on torque response would be removed
as well. An important feature of this problem is the difference between the two actuators that effectively
control the engine air flow. The throttle is electrically actuated (ETC) and is fast, accurate, and very
repeatable. The VCT mechanism is hydraulically actuated (see Section 2.3.1) and may be much slower
than the throttle. Hence, the decision is made to command VCT based on the external signals, speed, and
(desired) torque as in Equation 2.1, and suppress the air and torque disturbances by modulating ETC.

For a feedback solution, we note that the actual “performance” variables, the air-charge or torque are
not measured. The next upstream variable, the manifold pressure can be measured, but the needed system
bandwidth turned out to be very high and required high sampling rates. One reason is that, as the pressure
approaches the ambient, its dynamics becomes very fast due to the large sensitivity of the throttle mass air
flow to manifold pressure under such conditions. The VCT position is known and its impact on air/torque
can be estimated. Thus, we have decided to consider it the disturbance to be cancelled (decoupled from
the performance output) by a feedforward controller.

2.5.2.2 Feedforward Disturbance Decoupling

To design a controller that actuates the throttle to cancel the disturbance caused by VCT, we turn to the
paradigm of disturbance decoupling [see Section 4.6 in Isidori (1989)]. Given a nonlinear system

ẋ = f (x)+ g(x)u+ p(x)w,

y = h(x),
(2.20)

with x being the state, u the control input, and w a disturbance input, we consider the problem of finding
a control law for u to reject the influence of the disturbance w on the output y. The key role in deciding
if the disturbance decoupling problem is solvable is played by the concept of the “relative degree.” The
relative degree, denoted here by r, from an input variable u (or w) to the output y, tells us how many
times we need to differentiate the output until the input u (respectively w) appears on the right-hand side.
Thus, relative degree 1 means that y does not directly depend on u, but that ẏ does. With the disturbance
known (measured), the disturbance decoupling problem is solvable if the relative degree from the input
to the output is not larger than that from the disturbance to the output. With the output of interest being
the cylinder air flow Wcyl , it is clear that the relative degree from ζcam to the output is lower than that
from the control input θ and the disturbance decoupling is not solvable. If we, however, model the VCT
actuator as the first-order lag with time constant TVCT ,

ζ̇cam =− 1

TVCT
(ζcam− ζref ), (2.21)

and consider ζref , which is a known quantity, the disturbance, we have the relative degree 1 from both the
control and the disturbance input. That is,

Ẇcyl = α1Ṗ+ α̇1P+ α̇2 = α1Km
[
g(θ)Ψ(P/Pamb)−Wcyl

]+
(

∂α1

∂ζcam
P+ ∂α1

∂ζcam

)
ζ̇cam.
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Given that the throttle characteristic g(.) is invertible and α1Km �= 0, one can use the input θ to assign
the desired response characteristic to the cylinder air flow. One possibility is to force Wcyl to respond like
a reference model corresponding to ζcam = 0. That is, we want Wcyl to track W0

cyl generated by

Ṗ0 = Km(W0
θ −W0

cyl),

W0
cyl = α1(0)P0+ α1(0).

(2.22)

Note that the throttle flow W0
θ is generated by the conventional throttle movement θ0. The solution

for θ that makes Wcyl track W0
cyl is given by

θ= g−1

⎛

⎝ α1(0)

α1(ζcam)

g(θ0)Ψ
( P0

Pamb

)

Ψ(P/Pamb)
−

(
∂α1

∂ζcam
P+ ∂α1

∂ζcam

)

α1(ζcam)KmΨ(P/Pamb)
ζ̇cam+

α1(ζcam)P+ α2(ζcam)− α1(0)
α1(ζcam) W0

cyl

Ψ(P/Pamb)

⎞

⎠.

(2.23)

For the implementation, this expression is simplified by assuming that the manifold pressure P is
“correct,” that is, it produces the desired cylinder air flow corresponding to zero VCT with the current
(nonzero) value for ζcam:

P =
(W0

cyl − α2(ζcam))

α1(ζcam)
.

This makes the controller (Equation 2.23) completely feedforward. Using the measured value for P
would have closed an unintentional feedback loop, introducing a risk of instability at pressures close to
ambient.

The experimental results shown below are obtained by using the approximate derivative to generate ζ̇cam

needed in Equation 2.23. The other option, to use Equation 2.21, was also tried successfully. Figure 2.28
shows the improvement in the engine torque response obtained by the disturbance decoupling system. In
this test, only the VCT is changed while the reference model variables in Equation 2.22 stayed constant.
The top plot compares the torque response between the disturbance decoupling system off (dash curve)
and on (solid curve). Note that the controller achieves nearly flat torque response. That is, it decouples
the torque (and the air flow) from the VCT disturbance. The corresponding throttle position traces
are shown in the middle plot. The VCT movement (the disturbance) is shown in the bottom plot. A
significant improvement was also observed when the reference model is not commanded to stay constant
but is responding to a torque command change. For additional details and more experimental test results,
see Jankovic et al. (2000) and Jankovic (2002).

The VCT impact on torque and vehicle drivability in this application is so severe that the optimal VCT
schedules could not be used over a part of the operating region and the reference command ζref had to be
filtered to slow down VCT response. Implementation of the disturbance decoupling controller allowed
restoration of optimal schedules and removal of filters resulting in cycle fuel economy improvement by
more than 1%.

2.6 Diagnostics

Vehicles are subject to regulations that require most emission relevant components and systems to be
monitored by the engine control unit (ECU) and any detected malfunction reported by setting a predefined
code. The monitored items include all sensors, actuators, and devices on the engine, including catalytic
convertors, fuel tanks, and evaporation control system (e.g., vapor canisters).
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FIGURE 2.28 The comparison of system responses with the disturbance decoupling system off (dash) and
on (solid).

2.6.1 Misfire Detection

Misfire detection is a substantial element of the automotive OBD-II system, first introduced in pro-
duction for the 1994 model year. A misfire is defined as a condition during which a significant part
of a cylinder’s air–fuel mixture fails to ignite. Misfires, which result in increased emissions, must be
diagnosed to meet legal requirements to correctly set the Malfunction Indicator Light (MIL) in the
vehicle.

A conventional approach to misfire detection is to monitor the crankshaft accelerations resulting
from the individual cylinder firings. The crankshaft accelerations are computed from the crankshaft
position sensor, more specifically from the passage times between the teeth on the engine pulse wheel.
Depending on the engine speed and location of the crankshaft position sensor, which may be at the
front or rear of the engine∗, the normally firing and misfiring cylinders may not be easily separable; see
Figures 2.29a through c. This is especially true at higher engine speeds and for engines with a high number
of cylinders.

Machine learning methods, in particular, artificial neural networks (ANNs) can provide an effective
solution for the robust misfire detection for engines with a large number of cylinders. Using in-vehicle data
with induced misfires, the neural network can be trained to correctly detect misfire patterns. Figure 2.30
illustrates schematically the neural network structure.

∗ Note: The rear location is more challenging due to torsional oscillations.
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FIGURE 2.29 Crankshaft accelerations at (a) 1700 rpm, (b) 4000 rpm, and (c) 6500 rpm. Pluses correspond to
engine misfires.

The effective ANN training can be based on the multistream Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) approach
(Feldkamp and Puskorius, 1998) applied to the recurrent ANNs structure:

• With the EKF approach, the weights in ANNs are viewed as constant parameters in a dynamic
system with a nonlinear output; these states can be estimated from input and output measurements,
representing data used for ANN training.

• With the multistream training, the update of the weights is performed simultaneously from several
data streams formed at random from the original dataset. This simultaneous update is achieved
by considering the ANN as a nonlinear dynamic system with the vector output of each element
being an exact replica of the ANN output and the total number of outputs is equal to the number
of streams used for training.

Figure 2.31 demonstrates that the ANN solution can effectively separate misfire conditions from
nonmisfire conditions.

2.6.2 VCT Monitoring

Beginning in 2006, the California Air Resource Board (CARB) requires that Low Emission Vehicles have
monitors for their VCT systems (if so equipped). These monitors should run continuously to detect a
malfunction in actuator response which would produce emissions that exceed 1.5 times the applicable
standard if the vehicle was run on an emission test cycle such as FTP 75.
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FIGURE 2.30 A schematic representation of an ANN for Misfire Detection. Crankshaft acceleration signal, engine
speed signal, load signal (representative of engine air charge relative to maximum air charge at a given engine speed),
and cylinder number are the inputs.

The monitor may have to detect a malfunction while running a different drive pattern than FTP 75.
Hence, the regulations allow that some trips do not provide sufficient information to detect degradation.
Instead, they require reporting a “performance rate” that tells how often the conditions, which allow
the monitor to detect a malfunction, are met. The performance rate is determined as the ratio of the
number of trips that meet the detection standard (the “numerator”) to the number of “eligible” trips
meeting certain conditions on duration, vehicle speed, and ambient conditions (the “denominator”).
For a VCT threshold monitor, the performance rate is required to exceed 0.336, which means that the
system should be able to detect a potential malfunction of the VCT system in more than one third of
the eligible trips. This section reviews the approach from the U.S. Patent (Magner et al., 2007) to address
these requirements.

2.6.2.1 Threshold Monitor

VCT affects engine feed-gas emissions through its effects on burned gas dilution and combustion quality.
VCT faults can result in an increase in one or more of the regulated gas components through the following
three mechanisms:

1. Cam position error resulting in the engine not retaining enough residual dilution gas (burned
gas from the previous cycle), which may increase NOx emissions. In the engine considered here
(dual-equal VCT), over-advanced VCT causes lower than expected residual.
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FIGURE 2.31 Performance of ANN on a test with increasing engine speed. Top: Accelerations with engine misfires
indicated by red dots. Bottom: ANN output showing that misfire conditions are easily separable from the nominal
combustion event.

2. Cam position error resulting in the engine receiving too much residual due to overretarded VCT.
At lower loads and engine speeds, too much residual may result in partial burn that increases HC
and CO emissions.

3. Different cam positions in the two banks of a V-engine may produce increased emissions because
spark and (open-loop) fuel are typically not computed for each bank separately and could be
incorrect for both.

A properly operating VCT system will have some time lag between desired (cam_ph_d) and measured
(cam_act) cam position. Thus, we do not wish to penalize the VCT system that operates normally, as
indicated by the cam_expect signal. Figure 2.32 provides an example of how several nonideal character-
istics such as an offset, slow response, and higher-frequency oscillations can be characterized in terms of
their impact on emissions.

The vehicle emissions over the cycle are a cumulative measure. That is, a more severe, but brief
VCT degradation is likely to have a lower impact on test emissions than a less severe, but much longer
lasting one. Hence, we found that the metric that best correlates with emission production is the integral
of the VCT error over the cycle. It is expected that a small deviation from an ideal VCT response
results in little if any emissions increase, while a large deviation results in disproportionately larger
emissions increase. In response, instead of accumulating (integrating) the absolute value of the error we
will accumulate the square error. Note that simple integration is unacceptable since even a near-perfect
VCT operation will, after a sufficiently long time, reach an integrated level that is above any error
limit. An integrator with a “forgetting” factor is thus employed. The recursive implementation of this
algorithm is practically the same as a first-order low-pass filter and is implemented as such. Hence,
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FIGURE 2.32 Illustration of overadvanced and overretarded errors.

each type of error (overadvanced, overretarded, and the difference between the banks in a V-engine)
will have a low-pass filter accumulator producing the error index. Each index is to be compared with a
predetermined, calibratable threshold that is used to set an OBD code indicating malfunction that could
result in emissions exceeding 1.5 times the regulation on the emission cycle. The structure of the system
is shown in Figure 2.33.

To illustrate the operation of the diagnostic system we have introduced an (artificial) VCT fault in
which one bank is prevented from retarding beyond 26 (crank) degrees. Such a fault could occur if
the camshaft in this bank is offset by two teeth in the advance direction (factory mis-build), therefore
limiting the retard by the end stop. Figure 2.34 shows vehicle speed (top) on the FTP-75 cycle. The
middle plot in Figure 2.34 shows the VCT positions on the two banks in which one tracks the desired,
while the other is limited to 26 deg retard (and hence suffers from overadvance error). The bottom
plot shows the accumulated value of the overadvanced index for the two banks. The large difference
between the index values for the two banks (by a factor of 30–50) illustrates good detection capability of
the system. In this case, the OBD code, indicating the malfunction, would have been set at about 250 s
after start.

2.6.2.2 Performance Rate Monitor

Another important function of the VCT threshold monitor is to determine the “performance rate,” or how
often the vehicle is driven under conditions that allow the threshold monitor to detect a malfunction.

Over advanced[i]cam_expect
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Error:
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cam_ ph_d
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FIGURE 2.33 Signal processing from each cam error to setting the OBD codes.
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FIGURE 2.34 Bank 0 cannot retard past 26 deg, creating an overadvanced error on this bank.

Intuitively, it is clear that if the scheduler does not ask the VCT actuators to change the position, it
may not be possible to tell if they are working correctly. In general, the performance rate numera-
tor should be incremented only when the VCT excitation is sufficient so that a malfunction can be
detected.

We would like to argue that this problem is related to a parameter identification problem and use the
notion of “persistence of excitation,” which can be computed from the measured (or known) signals,
to tell if the parameters (and therefore actuator malfunction) can be robustly estimated/detected. Now
consider the problem of identifying the parameters θ1 and θ2 from measurements of the signals y and x
that change with time instant i and are related by the following equality (ε is a random noise):

y(i)= θ1+ θ2 ∗ x(i)+ ε(i). (2.24)

Let us relate the signal x with the cam phase desired, and y with the actual cam position. Note that in
the presence of noise, the parameters cannot be estimated unless x(i) varies over sufficiently large range.
That is, we do not want cam desired signal [i.e., x(i)] to stay at one value with only short excursions that
do not allow the threshold monitor to detect a fault because there is not enough time for the error to
accumulate. Another way to relate the fault detection problem to line parameter estimation is to consider
under what conditions on measured signals can we distinguish the case of normally functioning actuator
(cam≈ cam_ph_des; i.e., θ1 ≈ 1 and θ2 ≈ 0) from, say, a stuck actuator (cam≈ constant; i.e., θ1 ≈ 0 and
θ2 ≈ constant).

The condition for estimating the two parameters in Equation 2.24 is well known and can be obtained
from the persistence of excitation determinant [cf. (Ioannou and Sun, 1996)]. To prevent summation
(integration) to infinity, and to make sure we can catch a fault that occurs after a long fault-free drive,
the old measurements of x(i) and y(i) [that presumably correspond to different (old) parameter values]
are discounted. This is done by introducing a forgetting factor λ. After taking n measurements, the
persistence of excitation conditions for identifying the two parameters is given by

det

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎣

n∑

i=1
λn−i

n∑

i=1
λn−ix(i)

n∑

i=1
λn−ix(i)

n∑

i=1
λn−ix2(i)

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎦

> E,
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FIGURE 2.35 The same target excitation level is reached if the range of VCT is fixed, but the frequency of the input
varies.

where E is the excitation threshold selected such that, under most common driving conditions, the
performance rate does not increment before the threshold monitor is ready to declare a malfunction (if
one is present).

An example of how this target excitation monitor operates is given in Figure 2.35. For an input, such
as cam_ph_d, the frequency of change of the input (in this case the target value) plays no essential
role in the final value of the determinant denoted by te_excitation. The set of plots at the top are for
the lower frequency input. The value of the determinant ultimately reaches the same plateau in both
cases.
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2.7 Conclusion

A modern automotive powertrain relies on a computer control system for its operation. The control
system assures desired response to driver’s demand, optimal settings for various actuators to improve
fuel economy and emissions, smooth transitions between operating points, handling of nonstandard
situations, and system diagnostics. Increasing stringency of requirements, growing engine and transmis-
sion hardware complexity, and increasing computational power brought the need and the opportunity
for the development and implementation of advanced control and estimation algorithms and associated
optimization and tuning methods.

The purpose of this chapter was to illustrate several of these new developments and discuss the observed
benefits. The examples considered covered a wide range of problems. They included mapping and opti-
mization of HDOF engines, which is performed during powertrain development phase. Feedback regu-
lation is illustrated by the idle speed control and air–fuel ratio control problems. Handling powertrain
transients that affect vehicle drivability was illustrated by a feedback design for damping driveline oscil-
lations and feedforward disturbance rejection in VCT engines. The problems related to engine emission
diagnostics were also considered, including algorithms for the neural network misfire detection and for
the VCT threshold monitor.

The chapter provided an illustration for a variety of optimization and advanced control methods
that can be applied to powertrain systems in the vehicles or during the calibration phase. They range
from online gradient search, through feedback controllers with delay compensation, linear quadratic,
nonlinear, adaptive, and Model Predictive Control and Artificial Neural Networks. Other opportunities
exist to apply advanced ideas in control and estimation theory to these and other powertrain control and
diagnostics problems.

The implementation of controllers based on advanced control techniques in the final products depends
on many factors, including demonstrated performance improvements compared to existing controllers,
robustness to numerous uncertainties and abnormal conditions, computational complexity, calibration
complexity and efficiency, and usability by software and calibration engineers that may not be experts
in advanced control. The methods featured in this chapter have either been implemented in the final
product or, in the opinion of the authors, represent promising directions for future implementation.
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3.1 Introduction

Vehicle control systems typically include chassis components that influence vehicle dynamics in three
directions: longitudinal, lateral, and vertical. These three degrees of freedoms are controlled by chassis
actuators such as brakes, steering, and suspensions, respectively. Traditionally, they were all mechanically
controlled. For example, steering was actuated by the driver turning a steering wheel, which then caused
the hydraulics in a power steering unit to amplify the driver-imposed torque and to create a desired
wheel/tire rotation at the point of contact with the road.

During the past couple of decades, the above mechanical actuations have gradually been augmented
by electrical and electronics/mechatronics actuations. This created opportunities for applications of com-
puter controls and associated software. The early computer controls applications started with relatively
slow (low bandwidth) load leveling suspensions and antilock braking systems (ABS). Later these were
augmented by active and semiactive suspensions and four-wheel steer vehicle controls. On the other hand,
there was development in traction controls for improved performance and stable operations on various
road surfaces. This was further extended toward full vehicle stability control where brake intervention on
one side of the vehicle was introduced in order to improve yaw stability and controllability. Additional
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3-2 Control System Applications

enhancement was made possible by roll stability control (RSC) to further improve stability in the roll
direction and mitigate possible degraded performance.

This chapter addresses various aspects of vehicle control systems, starting from modeling of vehicle
dynamics and associated tire characteristics, to active suspension and vehicle stability controls, concluding
with active steering control and related future advanced control applications.

3.2 Tire Modeling for Vehicle Dynamics

Vehicle motion is predominantly determined by the tire–road forces. Therefore, a proper tire model is
one of the key elements of a complete vehicle dynamics model needed for various simulation and control
design studies. A static tire model is usually sufficient for typical vehicle handling and control simulations.
However, a dynamic model reflecting the 3D tire structural compliance and the tire–road friction contact
dynamics may be needed for more precise simulations.

3.2.1 Static Tire Model

Static tire models can be divided into two main groups: empirical models and physical models. Empirical
models include a set of formulae that fit the experimentally recorded tire static curves, while physical
models are based on a physical representation of the tire–road friction contact.

Any static model∗ describes the longitudinal and lateral tire forces, Fx and Fy , as functions of the
longitudinal slip s and the tire slip angle α (see Figure 3.1), where the longitudinal slip may be defined as

s = v cos α− rω

v cos α
, (3.1)

where v is the tire center speed, ω is the tire rotational speed, and r is the effective tire radius.

Wheel
axis

Tire

Road x–y
plane

Tire tread
center line

Direction of
motion

Wheel-center
plane

x

C

Mz
Z

–
→
Fz

→
Fy

→
Fx

ω

α

α

ν

γ

FIGURE 3.1 Coordinate system of tire.

∗ Modeling of the tire self aligning torque Mz is not presented herein. More details about the Mz -modeling approaches,
which are similar to Fx,y-modeling, can be found in Bakker et al. (1987), Pacejka (2002), Pacejka and Sharp (1991), Deur
et al. (2004).
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Vehicle Controls 3-3

The so-called “magic” formula model (Bakker et al., 1987) is probably the most widely used static
tire model. A special trigonometric formula is first used to describe static curves Fx(s) and Fy(α) for
pure longitudinal motion and pure cornering, respectively. These basic curves are then combined in
a semiphysical (Bakker et al., 1987) or again “magic” formula-based empirical way (Pacejka, 2002) to
obtain the final static curves for combined longitudinal and lateral motion. For the sake of simplicity of
presentation, a basic “magic” formula model is given herein:

σx = s

(1− s)
,

σy = tan α

(1− s)
,

σ=
√
σ2

x + σ2
y ,

F(σ)= D sin
(
C arctan(Bσ)

)
,

Fx = (σx/σ)F(σ),

Fy = (σy/σ)F(σ).

(3.2)

This model includes only a single, simplified basic curve F(σ) defined in the combined slip variable σ.
The model parameters B, C, and D should be made dependent on different tire quantities such as tire
normal load Fz , friction coefficient μ, and tire velocity v.

Physical models are typically based on the brush representation of tire–road friction contact (see
Figure 3.2). When compared to the traditional brush models (Pacejka and Sharp, 1991; Pacejka, 2002), the
recently proposed LuGre model has the advantages of a compact mathematical structure, accurate friction
description, and ease of parameterization. The combined-slip model is represented by the following simple
formula (Deur et al., 2004):

Fx,y = vrx,y

|vr | g(vr)

[
1− Zx,y

L

(
1− e−L/Zx,y

)]
, (3.3)

Wheel axis

Wheel center

Tread-center
line

Tire
center-plane

section

Base point

Contact line

Bristle
Tip

C
B

A

r

rω

ω

α

L

→v

v

x
α

ζ

FIGURE 3.2 Brush model of tire.
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FIGURE 3.3 Construction of LuGre model static curve (α= 0).

where L is the contact patch length (Figure 3.2), vr(x,y) are the slip speeds (cf. Figure 3.2), g(vr) is the
tire–road friction potential function, and Zx,y is a length constant:

vrx = rω− v cos α,

vry = v sin α,

vr =
√

v2
rx + v2

ry ,

g(vr)= FC + (FS− FC)e−|vr/vs|δ ,
Zx,y =

∣∣
∣∣
rω

vr

∣∣
∣∣

g(vr)

σ0x,y
.

As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the bristle horizontal stiffness parameter σ0x,y defines the zero-slip tire static
curve gradient (“stiffness”) and the sliding friction function g(vr) determines the high-slip (sliding) force
values.

Figure 3.4 shows the comparative combined-slip static curves of a full “magic” formula model (Bakker,
1987) and the LuGre model given by Equation 3.3. If plotted in the coordinate system Fy(Fx), the curves
in Figure 3.4 would take on the realistic form of (friction) ellipse, while the basic “magic” formula model
can only predict the friction circle. Figure 3.4 illustrates that the compact physical model (3.3) can provide
an accurate prediction of more complex full “magic” formula model curves. The accuracy can be further
improved by empirically based refinements (Deur et al., 2004). Figure 3.5 shows the comparative pure-
braking curves for different tire normal loads Fz (Deur et al., 2004). Again, both models give very similar
curves. Figure 3.6 illustrates the LuGre model static curve for different road conditions (Deur et al.,
2004). Under a majority of road conditions, the tire behaves in the way that the tire curve stiffness Kx

(cf. Figure 3.3) decreases with the decrease of tire–road friction coefficient μ, although there are some
exemptions such as wet asphalt and dry ice conditions (Deur et al., 2005). In that regard, the overall tire
force (Equation 3.3) should be scaled with the friction coefficient μ, rather than the friction potential
function g(vr) only (Figure 3.6).

Figures 3.4 through 3.6 illustrate that the maximum vehicle longitudinal acceleration (driving) or
deceleration (braking) with a reasonable large lateral (cornering) force can be achieved by keeping the
longitudinal slip s at approximately 10%, which is the task of traction control systems (TCSs) or ABS,
respectively. An optimized TCS or ABS will aim for different levels of desired slip depending on a driving
condition, so that, for example, a smaller desired slip will be commanded when driving in a turn on
a slippery road (Hrovat et al., 2000; Borrelli et al., 2006; Deur, 2009). On the other hand, under the
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FIGURE 3.4 Combined-slip static curves obtained from “magic” formula and LuGre models (braking).

conditions of low friction coefficient, low normal load, and/or large longitudinal force, the lateral force
Fy can easily be saturated, thus affecting the vehicle cornering stability. This can be overcome by a proper
vehicle dynamics control (VDC) or electronic stability control (ESC) action.

3.2.2 Dynamic Tire Model

Figure 3.7 shows the structure of a dynamic tire model with respect to wheel torque variations. This is a
two-mass elastic system comprising the wheel rim inertia Ia, the tire belt inertia Ib, the torsional sidewall
compliance represented by the stiffness and damping coefficients kθ and bθ, and the tire friction dynamics.
The main advantage of this model when compared to the static model is that it can predict a tire force lag
behavior and provide computationally efficient simulations in a wide velocity range (Deur et al., 2004).
The model in Figure 3.7 can be extended with the 3D tire dynamics including the longitudinal, lateral,
and vertical compliance of sidewalls (Maurice, 2000; Pacejka, 2002).
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FIGURE 3.5 Pure-braking static curves for different tire normal loads.
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FIGURE 3.6 LuGre model pure-braking static curves for different road conditions.

The nonlinear tire friction dynamics may be modeled by extending the “magic” formula static model
with a lumped-parameter tire tread (bristle) dynamics model (Bernard, 1995; Zegelaar, 1998; Maurice,
2000; Pacejka, 2002). The lumped parameters are “tuned” based on an analysis of distributed-parameter
brush model behavior. Another, direct and potentially more accurate, approach is to develop a com-
pact distributed-parameter model and transform it analytically to a lumped-parameter model. Such an
approach is used in the LuGre model (Deur et al., 2004), and it results in the following final lumped-
parameter combined-slip model:

dz̃x,y

dt
= vrx,y −

[
σ0x,y |vr |

g(vr)
+ κx,y

L
r |ω|

]
z̃x,y ,

Fx,y(t)= σ0x,yz̃x,y(t)+ σ1(x,y)
dz̃x,y(t)

dt
,

(3.4)

ωb

ωa

Ma

Ia

kbνr

bb
b

Ib

kθ bθ

FIGURE 3.7 Principal model of tire dynamics with respect to wheel torque variations.
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Vehicle Controls 3-7

where z̃x,y is the average horizontal bristle deflection in the longitudinal and lateral direction, σ1 is the
bristle horizontal damping coefficient, and κx,y is a characteristic lumped parameter given by

κx,y = 1− e−L/Zx,y

1− Zx,y
L

(
1− e−L/Zx,y

) .

The steady-state solution of the model 3.4 corresponds to the static LuGre model equations 3.3.
When applied to the longitudinal (in-plane) tire dynamics in Figure 3.7, only the longitudinal (x)

equations are present in Equation 3.4, that is, vr = vrx and vry = 0. The model linearization (Deur et al.,
2009) reveals the structure of tire–road friction contact shown in Figure 3.7 and gives the following transfer
function between the slip speed vr = rωb and the longitudinal tire force Fx (p= Laplace variable):

Gx(p)= Fx(p)

vr(p)
= b

bbp+ kb

(b+ bb)p+ kb
, (3.5)

where the linearized model parameters b, kb, and bb in Equation 3.5 and Figure 3.7 are found to be related
to the main features of the tire static curve in Figure 3.3 (with the slip s defined as s = vr/v):

b= 1

v

dFx

ds
, kb ≈ σ0

dFx/ds

Fx/s
, bb ≈ σ1

dFx/ds

Fx/s
. (3.6)

In addition to the well-known fact that the tire friction damping coefficient b is proportional to the tire
static curve gradient dFx/ds (Hrovat et al., 2000), the results 3.6 reveal that the equivalent stiffness and
damping coefficients kb and bb depend on the tire operating point as well. More precisely, they depend on
the gradient-to-secant ratio of the tire static curve. Note that the lag time constant (b+ bb)/kb is inversely
proportional to the velocity v, that is, the lag effect is more emphasized at lower tire/vehicle velocities.

The overall transfer function of the model in Figure 3.7 is of the fourth order. It contains two vibration
modes at approximately 40 and 90 Hz, for which approximate analytical expressions are given in Deur
et al. (2009). The 40 Hz mode damping is related to the inverse of friction damping coefficient b. That is,
the higher the slip s, the lower the damping coefficient b (see Equation 3.6 and Figure 3.3), and the higher
the 40 Hz mode damping (note that the damper b is connected in series in Figure 3.7).

3.3 Vehicle Suspensions Control

There are three types of suspensions used on modern vehicles. The first is a conventional or so-called
“passive” suspension type, which typically consists of springs and dampers at each corner of the vehicle
with associated passive roll bars that are used for suppression of excessive vehicle roll during cornering
or similar maneuvers. The second type of suspension is the so-called “active” suspension, which utilizes
active power sources such as pumps and compressors in order to generate a desired suspension force or
displacement. The third type, or so-called “semiactive” suspension, is essentially a controllable damper
where the damping parameters can be changed to achieve desired suspension performance.

Automotive suspensions achieve several important functions of the vehicle. First, they act as a filter to
reduce the road-induced vibration as well as excessive vehicle motion due to sudden steering action and
possible road inclination. This way, the suspensions improve the vehicle ride attribute and occupants’ ride
comfort. Second, the suspensions also facilitate vehicle road following in all three dimensions (tracking
both road grade and super-elevation of the road) which results in improved handling and overall maneu-
verability in emergency situations. With the increase of active and semiactive suspension applications,
there will be new functions and unique capabilities emerging from these advanced suspension types and
their integration with other vehicle control systems.

In this section, we will focus on using linear quadratic (LQ) optimal control methodology to investigate
the potential benefits of active suspensions with respect to ride comfort and vehicle handling. Indeed,
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FIGURE 3.8 Quarter car model and sprung mass acceleration versus suspension stroke diagram.

as shown in [1], LQ methodology is well suited for this task since some of the key metrics for ride
comfort are well represented by a quadratic term in vertical acceleration of the passenger compartment.
By appending an additional quadratic term that reflects the design or packaging constraints, which limit
the available space between suspension mounting points (“rattlespace”), and another quadratic term that
penalizes excessive tire deflections in order to secure good handling, we will formulate the following LQ
optimization problem.

Given a linear quarter car model shown in Figure 3.8, we can write the following state-space equations
describing vehicle vertical dynamics,

d

dt

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

x1

musx2

x3

msx4

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦=

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0 1 0 0
−kus 0 0 0

0 −1 0 1
0 0 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

x1

x2

x3

x4

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦+

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0
1
0
−1

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ U +

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

−1
0
0
0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ w

or

d

dt

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

x1

x2

x3

x4

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦=

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0 1 0 0
−ω2

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 1
0 0 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

x1

x2

x3

x4

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦+

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0
ρ

0
−1

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ u+

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

−1
0
0
0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ w,

where x1 is the primary suspension deflection (i.e., tire deflection), x2 is the unsprung mass
(wheel/tire/axle) velocity, x3 is the secondary suspension deflection (rattlespace), x4 is the sprung mass
(main vehicle body) velocity, w is the ground input velocity due to road roughness, U is the active sus-
pension force, and u(=U/ms) is the corresponding sprung mass acceleration (i.e., the normalized active
suspension force).

In this context, the key vehicle parameters are kus, mus, and ms, which represent tire stiffness, vehicle
unsprung mass, and sprung mass, respectively. Furthermore, ρ=ms/mus is the sprung mass versus
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Vehicle Controls 3-9

unsprung mass ratio; ω1 = sqrt(kus/mus) is the natural frequency of primary suspension, which is some-
times called wheel hop natural frequency; it is typically between 8 and 12 Hz for most automotive vehicles.

The road disturbance, w, represents road roughness velocity which can be approximated as a white-
noise process with a power spectrum density of W , equal to the product of road roughness factor A and
vehicle velocity V (Hrovat, 1997).

For the above dynamic system describing vehicle vertical motion, we can minimize the following
performance index, expressed as expected value E[·], since road roughness is a stochastic variable.

J = E[r1x2
1 + r2x2

3 + u2],

where r1 and r2 are weighting parameters penalizing excessive tire deflection (x1) and suspension rat-
tlespace (x3), respectively. By minimizing x1 excursions, we are providing for good contact with the road,
which, in turn, leads to improved vehicle handling. On the other hand, by minimizing the rattlespace,
we are avoiding excessive motion between the vehicle sprung and unsprung mass, which can lead to
suspension bottoming and unpleasant and potentially structurally damaging shocks. The third compo-
nent of the performance index amounts to minimizing mean square sprung mass acceleration, which is
related to improved ride comfort. Thus, by varying r1 and r2, one can obtain the best possible combina-
tions between ride comfort and vehicle-handling subject to vehicle design constraint reflected through
available rattlespace.

The global maps of all possible combination between ride and handling, and design constraint, are
illustrated in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Figure 3.8 shows the optimal possible RMS sprung mass acceleration
versus RMS suspension stroke where both quantities have been normalized with respect to the road
roughness parameter W .

Similarly, Figure 3.9 shows the optimal relation between normalized RMS sprung mass acceleration
and normalized RMS tire deflection. The shaded area in both figures indicates the most useful operating
points applicable for most driving/road conditions. From these figures, it can be seen that by varying
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FIGURE 3.9 Sprung mass acceleration versus tire deflection diagram.
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tuning parameters r1 and r2, we can adapt to different road conditions and driving style. For example,
by reducing the tire deflection weight r1, we are reducing the sprung mass acceleration and creating
smoother ride, while at the same time, we are increasing tire deflection, which corresponds to handling
deterioration. This particular compromise may be acceptable for traveling on a long straightaway with
few curves. On the other hand, if we are traveling on a winding mountainous road, we may want to choose
a different set of r1 and r2 weights that would severely penalize excessive tire deflections so that we will
have maximum tire grip and road holding in this situation. This adaptive capability of active suspensions
is one of their key advantages with respect to conventional passive suspensions (Hrovat, 1997) so that
in any given situation, with an active suspension set, we can have the optimal combination of ride and
handling parameters subject to vehicle design and road constraints.

Additional factors that should be taken into consideration during suspension design include response
to various load conditions either due to the occupants’ weight or additional inertia forces during corn-
ing/braking, or external forces such as wind gust. To this end, usage of load leveling or so-called fast load
leveling based on LQI design with an additional integrator that secures zero steady-state error in vehicle
posture can be very effective (Hrovat, 1997). It should be pointed out that the LQ approach also leads
to the optimal suspension structures. This additional benefit is very important from a design and overall
conceptual standpoint.

For example, applications of LQ methodology and related state space representation lead to the con-
cept of the so-called “sky-hook” damper. Unlike a conventional damper or shock absorber, which are
connected in between vehicle sprung and unsprung masses, the sky-hook damper is attached between
the sprung mass and an “inertial” sky-hook reference point. This facilitates much more effective damp-
ing of the sprung mass vibration without simultaneously producing ground or road-roughness-induced
vibrations, as is the case with conventional dampers. More specifically, the sky-hook damping action then
makes possible a significant increase in sprung mass vibration mode damping ratio, which can be close
to a value of 0.7, as opposed to the value of 0.2–0.3 that is typical of conventional suspensions. In other
words, the LQ optimal system’s closed-loop poles are better positioned than the corresponding passive
suspension counterparts.

Other examples of structural improvement with active suspensions based on LQ optimal approach
can be found in Hrovat (1997). This includes the cases where the “cheap” optimal controls have been
used to arrive at the best possible quarter car suspension configuration. Further improvement in active
suspension performance is possible by introducing a preview of the road profile ahead of the vehicle
(Hrovat, 1997). The combination of all of these factors along with additional sensors, state estimators,
consideration of nonlinear effects, and actuator design, and global positioning system (GPS) information
can lead to substantial improvement in vehicle ride, handling, and overall active safety, along with many
exciting new functionalities.

3.4 Electronic Stability Control

3.4.1 Introduction

ESC has gained substantial popularity and recognition since the late 1990s. In recent years, the wider
proliferation of ESC across the vehicle fleet has allowed evaluation of its effectiveness in real-world crashes
in various countries. According to a 2004 NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration)
report (Dang, 2007) and recent literature review (Ferguson, 2007), ESC is highly effective in reducing
single-vehicle crashes in cars and sport utility vehicles (SUVs). Fatal single-vehicle crashes involving cars
are reduced by 30–50%, fatal single-vehicle crashes involving SUVs are reduced by 50–70%, and fatal
tripped rollover crashes are reduced by 70–90% (Dang, 2007; Ferguson, 2007).

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) defines ESC as a system that has all of the following
attributes (Vehicle Dynamics Standards Committee, 2004): ESC augments vehicle directional stability by
applying and adjusting the vehicle brakes individually to induce correcting yaw torques to the vehicle;
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Vehicle Controls 3-11

ESC is a computer-controlled system that uses a closed-loop algorithm to limit understeer and oversteer
of the vehicle when appropriate; ESC is able to estimate vehicle yaw rate and sideslip, and monitor driver
steering input; ESC is expected to be operational over the full speed range of the vehicle.

ESC systems help drivers to maintain good control and lateral stability regardless of road conditions
through a wide variety of maneuvers. Beyond yaw and lateral control, brake controls in ESC systems have
recently been pursued to mitigate untripped rollovers that occur when driving on road. For example,
Palkovics (1999) describes an enhanced system over yaw stability control (YSC) systems for commercial
trucks. A rollover control function (RCF) is discussed as an enhancement to ESC (Lu et al., 2007a). Ford
Motor Company has developed Roll Stability ControlTM (RSC) by adding a roll rate sensor together with
additional sensing and control algorithms to ESC system (Lu et al., 2007b).

The control design tasks encountered for the development of ESC and its various enhancements (e.g.,
RSC) include, but are not limited to, driver intent recognition, vehicle lateral state estimation, vehicle roll
estimation, and the corresponding yaw and roll stability control. In the following, our focus is on these
tasks engaged in the development of a typical ESC and RSC system.

The following is organized sequentially to include driver intent recognition, vehicle lateral state esti-
mation, vehicle roll estimation, enhanced roll angle estimation, yaw and roll stability control.

3.4.2 Driver Intent Recognition

Since ESC has the ability to affect a vehicle’s attitude and motion, a function normally reserved for the
driver, it needs to interpret the driver intent in order to provide proper directional control as a driver aid
within the physical limitation of the moving vehicle. The angular position of the steering wheel relative to
straight driving condition provides this essential information for ESC systems and is measured through
a steering wheel angle sensor.

Steering wheel angle sensors can be categorized into absolute position sensors and relative position
sensors. Absolute position sensors measure the absolute difference between current steering position and
a fixed reference using hardware indexing. Relative position sensors measure only the steering travel
relative to its power-on position and rely on software to find out the power-on position. Both types of
sensors have to learn the true center, the steering wheel position of a straight-driving vehicle, due to
possible hardware variations and wheel alignment changes.

Based on a single track model (see Figure 3.10), a nominal target yaw rate ωz−tgt can be calculated as a
function of the road wheel steering angle δ and the vehicle longitudinal speed vx :

ωz−tgt = vx

(bf + br)+ kusv2
x/g

δ, (3.7)

δ
x

y

br

bf

αf

αr

ωz

FIGURE 3.10 Bicycle model.
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3-12 Control System Applications

where (bf + br) represents the vehicle wheelbase, in which bf represents the front axle to vehicle center-
of-gravity (CG) and br represents the rear axle to CG, g is the gravity constant, and kus is the steering
characteristic of the passive vehicle. This nominal target yaw rate represents the typical vehicle behavior
on a high friction road surface that drivers are usually accustomed to.

Depending on the road surface friction and the corresponding physical limit, this nominal value of
driver desired/target yaw rate, ωz−tgt , may not be achievable. Unfortunately, no sensor is available to
directly measure the limit of adhesion between the tire and the road. ESC control strategies from different
vendors vary on how to best modify the target yaw rate to an achievable target that ensures a stable vehicle
maneuver without diminishing the driver’s steering command within the road adhesion limit.

One approach (van Zanten, 2000) is to modify and limit the target yaw rate through the utilized level
of road–tire friction reflected from current lateral acceleration measurement, ay . Define a yaw rate target
limit as

ωz−lim =
ay

vx
. (3.8)

This provides a pragmatic limit to the yaw rate that is achievable at the current tire/road condition
without generating excessive sideslip. Based on a filtered version of the difference between ωz−tgt and
ωz−lim, a delta value, Δωz−tgt , can be calculated and subtracted from the nominal target yaw rate to
generate a modified target yaw rate appropriate for ESC (Tseng et al., 1999). The modification is given by

ωz−tgt, modified =
(∣∣ωz−tgt

∣∣− ∣∣Δωz−tgt
∣∣) · sign[ωz−tgt], (3.9)

whereΔωz−tgt is derived from the following:
if |ωz−tgt | ≤ |ωz−lim|,

Δωz−tgt = 0;

else

d

dt
Δωz−tgt = 1

τ
(|ωz−tgt | − |ωz−lim|)−Δωz−tgt ,

where τ is a design parameter.
With the above process, the excessive target yaw rate is low-pass filtered and subtracted from the

nominal target yaw rate. Thus, the modified target yaw rate, ωz−tgt, modified, allows a smooth transition
to the achievable yaw rate under various road surfaces while maintaining responsiveness to the driver’s
steering wheel command.

One may also try to estimate the available friction and feed the information directly into the yaw rate
target generation (Fennel and Ding, 2000). An available road friction estimation can be based on the
difference between the linear yaw rate and linear lateral acceleration and these measured values (Kim
et al., 2003), or it can be based on an extended vehicle state estimation (Lakehal-ayat et al., 2006).

3.4.3 Vehicle Lateral State Estimation

Vehicle lateral velocity information, or the corresponding vehicle/tire sideslip angles, can indicate the
dynamic state of a vehicle related to its lateral stability and can be used as a control variable by ESC and
RSC systems.

In the literature, a large number of model-based observers for lateral velocity combine a vehicle model
with tire models that either have an effective/linear cornering stiffness or have nonlinear characteristics.
The effective cornering stiffness is defined as the linear gain between tire sideslip angle and tire force.
With this approach, the corresponding vehicle system model can be approximated as a linear model
where tire forces are represented as the product of the tire slip angle and an effective cornering stiffness
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Vehicle Controls 3-13

(Ungoren et al., 2004; Sierra et al., 2006), and a variety of modern linear observer theories can be applied.
Another approach with the nonlinear tire models offers an opportunity to provide a better correlation with
the actual tire forces under a nominal road surface/condition. However, the specific, and usually more
complex, tire function may not be valid under other road surface/conditions, and additional switching
logic may be required (Fukuda, 1998; Tseng et al., 1999; Hac and Simpson, 2000; van Zanten, 2000; Nishio
et al., 2001).

The approach with effective cornering stiffness and linear model can utilize a wide variety of modern
control theories for analytical proof of estimation convergence (Kaminaga and Naito, 1998; Liu and
Peng, 1998). However, the effective cornering stiffness, as defined, would need to be adapted to reflect
tire nonlinearity and road surface changes. The performance of this approach, which requires parameter
adaptation, thus depends on the rate of convergence in its parameter adaptations.

An example of the effective cornering stiffness model is given by

[
v̇y

ω̇z

]
=

⎡

⎢
⎢⎢
⎣

− cf + cr

Mtvx
−vx +

−bf cf + brcr

Mtvx

−bf cf + brcr

Izvx

−b2
f cf − b2

r cr

Izvx

⎤

⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

[
vy

ωz

]
+

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cf

Mt

bf cf

Iz

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ δ, (3.10)

where cf and cr are the unknown front and rear tire effective cornering stiffnesses, respectively, Mt is the
vehicle mass, Iz is the vehicle inertia with respect to yaw axis,ωz , is the yaw rate, and vy denotes the lateral
velocity of the CG of the vehicle.

A state-space approach that estimates both parameters and state variables concurrently has been
presented in Liu and Peng (1998) where the steady-state analytical convergence is guaranteed for both
the states and parameters. A further experimental study shows that the speed of convergence may need
further improvement for practical applications (Ungoren et al., 2004).

Another approach utilizes a Lyapunov observer for state convergence and uses a sliding mode observer
(SMO) to expedite the parameter convergence (Tseng, 2002). This SMO approach is summarized below.

Consider a linear varying plant model as

ẋ = Ax+Bu, y = Cx, (3.11)

where x =
[

vy

ωz

]
, u= δ,

A=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎣

− cf + cr

Mtvx
−vx +

−bf cf + brcr

Mtvx

−bf cf + brcr

Izvx

−b2
f cf − b2

r cr

Izvx

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎦

, B=

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

cf

Mt

bf cf

Iz

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ ,

C = [0 1].

The combined observer structure is then derived with a Lyapunov function V = x̃Px̃+ θ̃TΓθ̃,

˙̂x = Âx̂+ B̂u+ L(y−Cx̂)

=W(x̂, u)θ̂+ L(y−Cx̂),
(3.12)

˙̂
θ= Γ−1WT (x̂, u)P sign(x̃′), (3.13)

where θ= [cf cr]T , L is the observer gain design parameter, and P and Γ are the Lyapunov function
design parameters.
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FIGURE 3.11 Sideslip angle at the rear axle of a slow drift maneuver on snow.

Note that x̃′ =
[

ṽ′y
ω̃z

]
=

[
v′y −�

v y

ωz −�
ωz

]

, and v′y , which was called the “virtual measurement” in Tseng

(2002), is derived from

˙̃v′y =−λṽ′y + (v̇y − ˙̂vy), (3.14)

where v̇y is a measurement (v̇y = ay − vx ·ωz), ṽ′y is the virtual lateral velocity measurement error, and λ
is a design parameter.

The sideslip angle at the rear axle can be computed based on the aforementioned estimation of vy :

βESC−ra = tan−1 vy − brωz

vx
.

The experimental results of this SMO for several maneuvers that are generally considered difficult to
estimate are discussed in Tseng (2002) and examined below. In Figures 3.11 through 3.14, the estimated
βESC−ra and the measured one are compared. Note that the rear tire sideslip angle βESC−ra is a more
transparent indicator of vehicle limit handling than lateral velocity itself or the sideslip angle at the CG
of the vehicle.

Figure 3.11 shows βESC−ra estimate performance during a slow drift maneuver on snow. Figures 3.12
and 3.13 show its performance during various narrow- and wide-lane change maneuvers on snow. Both
tracked the instrumentation measurement well in magnitude and phase.
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FIGURE 3.12 Sideslip angle at the rear axle of wide lane change maneuvers on snow.
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FIGURE 3.13 Sideslip angle at the rear axle of various lane changes on snow.

Note that during maneuvers on banked roads, the time derivative of lateral velocity is subject to the
vehicle roll angle,ϕx , in addition to measured lateral accelerometer, ay , yaw rate,ωz , and vehicle speed, vx .
That is, the measured lateral velocity derivative contains vehicle roll disturbances,

v̇y = ay − vxωz − g sinϕx . (3.15)

Since the vehicle roll disturbances are inevitable and sometimes substantial, it is very desirable if vehicle
roll angle can be correctly estimated.

3.4.4 Roll Angle Estimation with ESC Sensor Set

In the literature, Fukada (Fukada, 1998, 1999) first addressed vehicle roll angle estimate and its influence
on vehicle lateral state estimate. He derived and compared the lateral tire force from the lateral acceleration
measurement and from a tire model to obtain a roll angle estimate. In this approach, vehicle sideslip angle
and vehicle roll angle estimates affect each other, and the observer stability is difficult to prove. Nishio
et al. (2001) used a low-pass filtered version of the difference between lateral acceleration measurement
and the product of yaw rate and vehicle longitudinal speed as a roll angle estimate but did not address
the issue of a sometimes significant measurement disturbance. In particular, the difference described in
his approach contains more than vehicle roll angle information during dynamic maneuvers. A roll angle
estimate that is independent of sideslip angle estimation yet limiting the measurement disturbance is
first proposed in Tseng (2000, 2001). This proposed calculation of road bank estimate is later simplified
(Tseng and Xu, 2003; Xu and Tseng, 2007), which will be summarized below.

As described in the previous section, to know the correct value of lateral velocity derivative from sensor
measurements, one would need to know the vehicle roll information; see Equation 3.15.
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FIGURE 3.14 Sideslip angle at the rear axle estimate during banked slalom maneuvers.
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3-16 Control System Applications

Similarly, based on the same kinematic equation, to know the vehicle roll angle one would have to
know lateral velocity derivative information, as

ϕx = sin−1[(ay − vxωz)/g − v̇y/g]. (3.16)

A raw vehicle roll angle estimate is first calculated:

ϕ̂x,raw = sin−1[(ay − vxωz)/g], (3.17)

where v̇y , the component that cannot be directly measured, is ignored. To account for this unknown
dynamic disturbance and its influences on the raw vehicle roll angle estimate, a pragmatic approach is to
modulate this raw estimate to attain a better estimate. As described in Tseng (2001), a refined vehicle roll
can be achieved by the introduction of a dynamic factor, denoted as DFC below, to reflect the magnitude
of the unknown vehicle dynamic disturbance v̇y .

DFC = 2v2
x

[(bf + br)+ kusv2
x] g

[
kusay + ωz

vx
(bf + br)− δ

]
, (3.18)

ϕ̂x,refined = sin−1 (
sin ϕ̂x,raw ·max[0, 1− |DFC|]) . (3.19)

Note that DFC is zero during steady-state cornering if the bicycle model and its nominal understeer
coefficient are accurate (Tseng, 2001). While the actual understeer coefficient of a vehicle may deviate
from its nominal value, the effect of these variations on DFC can be minimized by choosing the nominal
understeer coefficient based on the high friction surface behavior of the vehicle. With this choice of
nominal kus, the deviation of the product kusay from its true value is limited since ay would be limited on
low friction road surfaces, which in turn allows a value that is in practice robust to different road surfaces.

Therefore, with the modulation (Equation 3.19), the refined roll angle estimate can fully reflect steady-
state vehicle roll angle while becoming progressively more conservative (i.e., the estimated value gets
closer to zero) as the change rate of lateral velocity and the corresponding DFC increase.

Figure 3.14 demonstrates, through experimental data, that by feeding the refined roll angle estimate
suggested here to the SMO described in the previous section, the lateral velocity estimate can be robust to
road bank disturbances. It shows that the βESC−ra estimate is close to a GPS measurement during slalom
maneuvers on a high friction banked road where both vehicle roll and road bank angle are dynamically
changing.

It should be pointed out that the modulation logic suggests a vehicle usually does not experience
excessive lateral velocity change when it is driven on roads with large bank angles, and vice versa. As such,
this approach refines the vehicle roll angle estimate and can eliminate most of the lateral vehicle dynamic
disturbance, for most but not for all situations. A roll rate sensor, together with the information from
the ESC system, can help provide more robust vehicle roll angle estimation. This is discussed in the next
section.

3.4.5 Enhanced Roll Angle Estimation

Vehicle roll angles of interest include both global and relative roll angles. The roll angle of a vehicle body
with respect to sea level is called a global roll angle, ϕx , which is complementary to the angle between
the earth gravity vector (perpendicular to sea level with a magnitude of g = 9.81 m/s2) and the lateral
direction of the vehicle body. This connection makes ϕx useful in compensating the lateral acceleration
measurement. The earth gravity component contained in the lateral acceleration measurement can be
removed such that the derivative of the lateral velocity of a vehicle can be extracted. As a result, the
lateral velocity (thus sideslip angle) can be obtained from the lateral acceleration measurement. The
lateral velocity of a vehicle can also be directly measured by using, for example, optical sensors. Optical
sensors cost much more than accelerometers and have poor measurement performance for certain road
conditions (e.g., snow surfaces) which make them impractical for mass production implementation.
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Vehicle Controls 3-17

Another angle of interests is the relative roll angle, ϕxbm, measuring the vehicle body’s roll angle with
respect to the average road surface. Generally speaking, the roll stability of a vehicle can be directly
inferred from ϕxbm but not necessarily inferred from ϕx . Only when the road surface is the same as sea
level does ϕxbm coincide with ϕx . Relative roll angle, ϕxbm, can also be directly determined, for example,
using multiple laser sensors mounted on the vehicle body that measure the distances between the sensor
mounting locations and the average road surface. However, the laser sensors are cost prohibitive for mass
production implementation.

Practical approaches for determining roll angles and the other vehicle states are through estimation
algorithms using inputs from inertial sensors such as accelerometers and angular rates. The most widely
used inertial sensor configuration is the so-called ESC sensor set including a longitudinal accelerometer, a
lateral accelerometer, a yaw rate, a steering wheel angle, four wheel speeds, and a master cylinder pressure
sensor. The first three inertial sensors are usually packed into a cluster called an ESC motion sensor cluster.
Another configuration adds a roll rate sensor to the ESC sensor set. Namely, a roll rate sensor is added to
the ESC motion sensor cluster. Such an incremental sensor set is used in RSC (Brown and Rhode, 2001;
Lu et al., 2007b), which is called the RSC sensor set. The 4 sensor element cluster incremented from the
ESC motion sensor cluster is called the RSC motion sensor cluster.

The global roll angle, ϕx , can be related to a roll Euler angle of the vehicle body. Euler angles (Green-
wood, 1998) of the vehicle body determine the angular positions of the vehicle body with respect to sea
level and they can be mathematically characterized by various types. They are defined through various
sequences of simple rotations around the body-fixed axes. Euler angles have the ability to uniquely capture
the vehicle body’s motions in the three-dimensional space and they can be related to the angular rate
sensor measurements. Generally speaking, ϕx cannot be simply estimated through integrating the roll
rate signal alone due to it being coupled with a pitch Euler angle ϕy and the angular rate measurements
from the roll, pitch, and yaw angular rate sensors mounted on the vehicle body. More specifically, ϕx and
ϕy obey the following kinematics:

ϕ̇x = ωx +ωy sin(ϕx) tan(ϕy)+ωz cos(ϕx) tan(ϕy),

ϕ̇y = ωy cos(ϕx)−ωz sin(ϕx),
(3.20)

where ωx , ωy , and ωz measure rotations along the body-fixed longitudinal, lateral, and vertical axes. If
the sensor measurements are well calibrated and compensated for uncertainties, the direct integration of
the coupled ordinary differential equations 3.20 will lead to a desired estimation of ϕx and ϕy .

Angles ϕx and ϕy can also be determined from accelerations through earth gravity components as in
the following:

ϕy = sin−1
{

v̇x − ax −ωzvy

g

}
,

ϕx = sin−1
{

ay −ωzvx − v̇y

g cos(ϕy)

}
,

(3.21)

where ax and ay are the longitudinal and lateral accelerations of the vehicle body, vx and vy are the
longitudinal and lateral velocities.

Not all the signals in Equation 3.20 or 3.21 are directly measured through sensors. In the ESC case, only
three motion variables ax , ay , and ωz are measured together with the longitudinal velocity vx computed
from the other sensor signals such as wheel speeds; while in the RSC case, an additional roll rateωx is used.
Combining Equation 3.20 with Equation 3.21 leads to hybrid ordinary differential equations (HODEs)
with regular ordinary differential equations (ODEs) (3.20) plus algebra constraints (3.21). Since we have
four equations with four unknowns ϕx , ϕy , ωy , and vy , solving those unknowns from the HODEs might
be a well-posed problem.

Before solving the HODEs, we need to answer if they have a unique solution when the only known
signals are the sensor measurements and the computation vx . Since the state estimation using the ESC
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sensor set has been discussed in the previous section, our focus here is on vehicle state estimation using
the RSC sensor set.

By choosing vy as an unknown and manipulating Equations 3.20 and 3.21 through small-angle approx-
imations, the HODEs are equivalent to the following single ordinary differential equation with a single
unknown vy

v̈y −ω2
zvy = g(ωx +ωzΨy − Ψ̇x), (3.22)

where
Ψy = (v̇x − ax)/g , Ψx = (ay −ωzvx)/g .

There is a unique solution vy for Equation 3.22 for a given initial condition for vy . Hence, the HODEs
must have a unique solution. This can be easily proved by plugging a solution vy obtained from Equa-
tion 3.22 into the algebraic equations 3.21 to obtain the Euler angles ϕx and ϕy , and the pitch rate ωy .
That is, Equation 3.22 shows the existence of a unique solution for ϕx ,ϕy ,ωy , and vy from the HODEs if
ωx , ωz , ax , ay , and vx are given.

In reality, the sensor element signals have various errors caused by

• Sensor biases (including slow time-varying components due to temperature variation).
• Sensor scaling factor error.
• Misalignment of sensor axes from harmonization and nonorthogonality.

Hence, sensor signals need to be compensated. For instance, the roll and yaw rate sensor bias might be
found when a vehicle is parked; the accelerometer bias might be compensated based on certain driving
conditions under certain assumptions. Not all the above sensor errors can be compensated without using
extra information (e.g., a GPS receiver). The challenge here is how to compensate the sensor signals as
much as possible such that the error in vehicle state estimation can be minimized.

Besides the errors inside the sensor cluster, sensor mounting can also introduce error. The sensor
cluster has its own coordinate system (called a sensor frame) that does not necessarily align perfectly with
the coordinate system of the vehicle body (called a body frame). Figure 3.15 shows the rear view of a
vehicle driven on a banked road with sensor frame S consisting of longitudinal, lateral, and vertical axis
s1, s2, and s3 (only s2 and s3 are depicted), while the vehicle body has body frame B with longitudinal,
lateral, and vertical axis b1, b2, and b3 (only b2 and b3 are depicted). A frame M attached to the road
surface underneath the vehicle but traveling and yawing with the vehicle is called a moving road frame
with lateral and vertical axes m2 and m3 as shown in Figure 3.15. Let us denote ϕxbw as the relative roll
angle between body frame B and the axle of either the front or the rear wheels and ϕxbm as the relative
roll angle between body frame B and moving road frame M.

In order to differentiate the signals defined on sensor frame S from the general signals used previously,
a subscript “s” is added to each variable. That is, the roll and yaw rate sensor measurements are now
denoted as ωxs and ωzs; axs and ays denote the longitudinal and lateral acceleration measurements of the
origin of the RSC motion sensor cluster but defined on sensor frame S; vxs and vys denote the velocities
of the origin of the RSC motion sensor cluster defined on sensor frame S.

The total misalignments between the sensor units and body frame B are denoted as Δx , Δy , and Δz

for the roll, pitch, and yaw misalignments. Under certain driving conditions, Δx , Δy , and Δz can be
estimated from the raw sensor signals. Let σxs, σys, and σzs be the three components of the sensor units
(either angular rates or accelerations) and σxb, σyb, and σzb be their projections on to body frame B, we
then have the following transformation:

σxb = czcyσxs− (szcx − czsysx)σys+ (szsx + czsycx)σzs,

σyb = szcyσxs+ (czcx + szsysx)σys+ (czcx + szsycx)σzs,

σzb =−szσxs+ cysxσys+ cycxσzs,

(3.23)

where sx = sinΔx , cx = cosΔx , sy = sinΔy , cy = cosΔy , sz = sinΔz , and cz = cosΔz .
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FIGURE 3.15 The roll angle definitions for a vehicle driven on a banked road (rear view).

Let us first consider computing ϕxbw which is also called the chassis roll angle whose main contributor
is the suspension deflections. Let Fyf and Fyr be the resultant forces along the lateral direction of the
RSC motion sensor cluster but applied to the vehicle body through the front and the rear roll center,
respectively. Let hf and hr be the vertical distance from the vehicle body CG to the front and the rear roll
center, respectively. Let ls2cg be the longitudinal distance between the origin of the RSC motion sensor
cluster and vehicle body CG. Using Newton’s law in sensor frame S leads to the following equations of
motions:

Mt(ays+ ls2cg ω̇zs)= Fyf + Fyr ,

Izω̇zs = Fyf bf − Fyrbr ,

Ixω̇xs = Fyf hf + Fyrhr −Krollϕxbw −Drollϕxbw ,

(3.24)

where Ix is the moment of inertia of the vehicle body with respect to its longitudinal body axis; Kroll and
Droll are the equivalent roll stiffness and damping rate of the suspension. Based on Equation 3.24 and
using the Laplace transformation, ϕxbw can be solved as in the following:

ϕxbw = T1(s)aycgs+T2(s)ωsx +T3(s)ωzs, (3.25)

where T1(s), T2(s) and T3(s) are three transfer functions which can be easily obtained from Equation 3.24,
and

aycgs = ays+ ls2cg ω̇zs (3.26)

is the lateral acceleration at the vehicle body CG but projected along the lateral direction of sensor frame S.
Thus, calculated ϕxbw is based on a linear model with a fixed body roll axis. It is likely to deviate

from the true value if the vehicle has wheel lift or is operated at the nonlinear operation region of its
suspension. It might also be sensitive to the variation of vehicle loading, CG height, or roll moment of
inertia. However, if there is no wheel-lift, ϕxbw coincides with ϕxbm for the given vehicle parameters.
Hence a small magnitude of ϕxbw is sufficient to infer a roll-stable situation.

A roll-instable condition or a rollover is defined as a crash when referring to any vehicle with rotation
above 90◦ around its longitudinal axis. Or equivalently, ϕxbm is sufficiently large. Another way of directly
measuring a rollover event is the roll angle between the axle of the front or the rear wheels and frame M,
which is called a wheel departure angle denoted as ϕxwm in Figure 3.15.
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Through the aforementionedϕx andϕxbw , the wheel departure angleϕxwm is not necessarily observable
since it cannot be separated from the road bank angle ϕxm shown in Figure 3.15 due to the following
relationship:

ϕx −ϕxbw = ϕxwm+ϕxm. (3.27)

One way to determine ϕxwm so as to infer a roll-instable condition is to identify when the
roll-instable condition starts to happen. Such a qualitative determination together with Equation 3.27
might be used to jointly infer ϕxwm with the assumption that the road bank variation during a rollover
event is negligible in comparison with the wheel departure angle ϕxwm itself. Namely, the road bank ϕxm

is assumed to be almost constant, by clipping its value to the one right before the rollover condition,
throughout the rollover event. Therefore, the estimation of ϕxwm would need a characterization of a
potential rollover event through independent sources other than roll angle computed from the inertial
sensor measurements.

The occurrence of an on-road rollover can be indirectly inferred from the driver’s steering input,
the vehicle’s cornering acceleration, and the wheel motion status. The inference of a rollover event
without directly using the roll angle information, instead using dynamics capturing the conditions of
wheel lifting from the ground, is called a wheel lift detection (WLD). This focuses on the qualitative
nature of determining a large rolling event and it will be discussed in more detail in the sequel. A state
estimation integrating the quantitative roll angles from inertia sensors with the qualitative roll sensing
from the WLD algorithms is used here. Such an approach is different from many existing ones in rollover
detection, where either the robust quantitative roll sensing is missing (e.g., without using a roll rate sensor)
or the qualitative roll sensing alone is manipulated for rollover mitigation purposes. The advantage of the
integrated approach is that it provides a roll-instability detection that is robust to sensor uncertainties,
road variation, and driving condition variations. At the same time, the quantitative portion of roll sensing
serves as the feedback control variable for generating a smooth but effective control command to prevent
rollovers.

More specifically, WLD determines if there is an inside wheel lifted from the ground through an
active wheel lift detection (AWLD) algorithm and a passive wheel lift detection (PWLD) algorithm.
The integrated wheel lift detection (IWLD) algorithm arbitrates and coordinates AWLD and PWLD to
generate the final indication of the wheel lift condition of the vehicle. The wheel lift status for each wheel
is set to one of five discrete states assuming values of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 (stored in different bits on a one-
byte variable) that qualitatively characterize the wheel as being absolutely grounded, possibly grounded, no
indication, possibly lifted, and absolutely lifted, respectively.

Furthermore, AWLD determines a wheel lift condition by checking the wheel rotation in response to
a test brake pressure. It requests a small amount of brake pressure to be sent to an inside wheel when
the driver shows an aggressive steering input together with a sufficiently large cornering acceleration and
checks the rotational response of that wheel. If a longitudinal slip ratio larger than a threshold is seen, the
wheel is deemed to be likely lifted from the ground (the cornering acceleration condition screens out
the low friction surface condition). Considering the wheel rotation pattern and the other vehicle states,
the wheel lift is characterized as being possibly or absolutely lifted based on the detection confidence.

Due to the reactive nature to the test brake pressure, a wheel lift conclusion from AWLD algorithm
might suffer some time delay. PWLD determines a wheel’s wheel lift condition by checking the vehicle and
wheel states without actively requesting sending a test brake pressures to that wheel. Namely, it passively
monitors the wheel motion pattern together with vehicle states to determine if wheel lift is occurring.

In order to capitalize on the benefit of AWLD during steady-state driving conditions and the benefit
of PWLD during dynamic maneuvers, IWLD is used. Figure 3.16 shows a conceptual description of the
integration. Figure 3.17 uses a vehicle test data during a J-turn maneuver with a detuned RSC controller
to illustrate various wheel lift status determined in real-time. The brake pressure due to AWLD request
and the wheel speed response are also shown in Figure 3.17. More details on WLD can be found in Lu
et al. (2006).
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FIGURE 3.16 The integration between AWLD and PWLD.
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3.4.6 Yaw Stability Control

Through individual wheel brake control, a yaw torque can be introduced to achieve lateral stability of
a vehicle during turning maneuvers on slippery roads. By monitoring the vehicle yaw rate and sideslip
angle, a wheel brake induced yaw torque control can effectively correct for oversteering and understeering
(Pillutti et al., 1995; Hrovat and Tran, 1996).

One approach is to regulate the vehicle yaw rate to the desired yaw rate discussed in Section 3.4.2.
Another approach is to trade off yaw rate regulation by limiting the vehicle sideslip angle. The advantages
and limitations of each approach have been discussed in the literature (Hac, 1998). Both approaches can
be combined for more predictable, progressive, and nonintrusive vehicle lateral behaviors. The details
of these practical combination philosophies can be found in Tseng et al. (1999) and van Zanten (2000).
For example, the target lateral response can be designed to be responsive and progressive so that it not
only ensures the stability of the vehicle but also preserves the “fun-to-drive” quality. Other actuation
considerations such as system transparency, actuation efficiency, and smoothness are also discussed in
Tseng et al. (1999). A YSC flow diagram is illustrated in Figure 3.18.

3.4.7 Roll Stability Control

The goal of RSC is to prevent an untripped rollover from happening. That is, RSC makes a vehicle under-
steer some more in order to avoid an untripped rollover. The maneuvers that lead to potential rollovers
can be determined by monitoring the roll trending of the vehicle during large cornering acceleration
maneuvers.

The method documented in Lu et al. (2007b) is used as an example to discuss the control strategy
designed for RSC. The control strategy needs not only to determine the control commands but also to
(1) overcome the time delays in the brake hydraulics; (2) provide effective brake torques to counteract
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FIGURE 3.18 YSC and feedback.
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the vehicle roll motion for all vehicle configurations, road conditions, and driver inputs; and (3) not
generate unnecessary activations that could be intrusive, annoying, and limiting the responsiveness of the
vehicle.

RSC in Lu et al. (2007b) intends to achieve those requirements. It contains a Transition Controller that
performs the RSC for the transitional portions of dynamic maneuvers and a Quasi-Steady-State Feedback
Controller that performs the RSC for less dynamic portion of dynamic maneuvers.

3.4.7.1 Transition Controller

The transition controller includes a feedforward control law plus three feedback control laws. Generally
speaking, in order to counteract rollover, a large and rapid brake pressure buildup is requested on the front
outside wheel during a large and rapid roll trending. It is likely to exceed the maximum brake pressure
buildup rate. In this case, significant time delays in building up brake pressure to match the request can
occur due to the limitations in the hydraulic capabilities. If a brake pressure buildup is requested after
the roll instability is underway, there may not be sufficient time to control or mitigate the roll-instable
event. To deal with the brake pressure buildup delay, a feedforward control is first used in the transition
controller to precharge the brake hydraulics; see the brake pressure profile in “x” line in Figure 3.19.
Such a feedforward control utilizes prediction based on the driver’s steering input and the vehicle states
to prefill the brake caliper prior to roll instability. This prefill is only designed to minimize pressure
buildup delay and it requests relatively small amount of pressures to overcome inertia in the brake pump
and to reduce caliper knockback. In addition to caliper prefill, pressure buildup prediction and actuator
delay compensation have also been introduced. Limitations in brake hydraulics are compensated for by
projecting forward when a predetermined pressure level is likely to be requested, based on ϕxbw , ωx , ω̇x ,
and the estimated caliper pressure. Brake pressure is built up such that the desired peak pressure can be
achieved when it is needed to reduce the effects of pressure buildup rate limitations.
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FIGURE 3.19 Pressure profile of the transition control during a fishhook maneuver.
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The other control strategy in the transition controller is a feedback control consisting of three control
laws. The first feedback control law uses the model-based linear sideslip angle βfalin at the front axle which
is defined as

βfalin =
Fyf

cf
, (3.28)

where Fyf is the front cornering force that can be computed from Equation 3.24 as in the following:

Fyf =
Izω̇zs+ brMtaycgs

bf + br
. (3.29)

Since βfalin is proportional to the actual front cornering force Fyf , it builds up its own dominance prior to
the development of yaw rate and roll angle. The brake pressure profile based on such a βfalin feedback is
shown in “Δ” line in Figure 3.19.

When Fyf develops before yaw rate peaks out, yaw rate is likely to dominate the vehicle responses. A
yaw-rate-based proportion and differentiation (PD) feedback control is introduced in order to provide
adequate yaw damping to the vehicle. Such a yaw-rate-based feedback control is different from the one
designed for ESC in a sense that the target yaw rate here is zero regardless of the driver’s steering input.
It achieves the following benefits for the vehicle: (1) minimizing the occurrence of excessive yaw rate
overshoot in limit maneuvers; (2) reducing the occurrence of excessive sideslip angle and lateral forces
that exceed the steady-state cornering capacity of the vehicle; and (3) increasing the roll stability margin
especially during aggressive maneuvers. Such a control is designed to provide as much yaw damping as
possible without inhibiting the responsiveness of the vehicle during normal dynamic driving. The brake
pressure profile based on such a yaw rate feedback is shown in “+” line in Figure 3.19.

When yaw rate is approaching its peak, vehicle roll angles start to build up. Hence a roll-angle-based
feedback control can generate effective command to directly counteract the vehicle’s roll motion (while
the prior feedback controls are indirect control schemes). A PD feedback control law based on ϕxbw with
the event adaptive control gains and deadbands is introduced. In order to be robust to various driving
conditions, ϕxbw used here is compensated for the vehicle loading condition that is determined in real
time through a conditional least-squares parameter identification algorithm. For a sufficiently aggressive
transitional maneuver, the roll momentum can result in a lifting of the CG of the vehicle at the end of the
transition maneuver. It is an objective of this ϕxbw based PD feedback control to generate effective roll
damping before the occurrence of a wheel lift by rounding off the front cornering force, as it peaks out in
the final phase of the transition maneuver; see the brake pressure profile in “�” line in Figure 3.19. Note
that if the brake pressure request is issued when ϕxbw is already built up, it would be too late to control
the vehicle’s roll motion due to the limitation in the brake hydraulics. The leading indicator of βfalin and
yaw rate generate feedback control commands to prepare the brake hydraulics for conducting direct roll
control which increases the effectiveness of mitigating potential rollovers. When ϕxbw increases to certain
level, both βfalin and yaw rate start to decrease due to the vehicle’s energy transferring from side sliding
and yawing to rolling, which indicates that feedback based solely on yaw rate and βfalin cannot provide
sustainable control variables longer enough than the roll angle can. The envelope of all the aforemen-
tioned brake pressure commands is used as the final brake pressure command; see the “©” line in
Figure 3.19.

In such a control structure, combining feedbacks with feedforward, the phasing would be such that
a particular control is dominant as the transitional maneuver progresses (see Figure 3.19) in a fishhook
maneuver, which approximates a panic driver’s steering effort in road edge recovery. This control design
supports smooth interventions and reduces the potential for exciting pitch dynamics of the vehicle.

Because the Transition Controller is designed to lead the control used in the quasi-steady-state feedback
controller (Section 3.4.7.2) for a given maneuver, the quasi-steady-state feedback control can then be
initiated when the brake pressure is already reaching a significant level. Hence quasi-steady-state feedback
controller requires less magnitude of feedback signals to achieve the critical brake pressure level to stabilize
the vehicle.
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3.4.7.2 Quasi-Steady-State Control

During a quasi-steady-state dynamical driving condition (usually in the nonlinear vehicle dynamic region
but with less dynamical content), a vehicle could experience a slow buildup with extended wheel lift or
sideslip angle. For example, during a J-turn maneuver for a vehicle with a high CG (e.g., vehicle with
roof loading), the vehicle could have one- or two-wheel lift (roll instability) before the sideslip angle at
the vehicle’s rear axle is building up (lateral instability). In this case, the rate change of the roll rate, yaw
rate, and the driver’s steering wheel angle are all at small level such that the aforementioned Transition
Controller is no longer effective. On the other hand, for the same maneuver if the vehicle has a low CG,
the vehicle might experience slow sideslip buildup (lateral instability) before one- or two-wheel lift (roll
instability) occurs. A similar event could occur in a decreasing radius turn such as those on some freeway
on- or off-ramps.

The quasi-steady-state conditions cannot be effectively captured by the computations used in ESC due
to sensing limitation in ESC sensor set. Under these driving conditions, the ability to detect and accurately
estimate the slow buildup of vehicle roll angle and the rear sideslip angle becomes very critical to generate
appropriately timed stabilizing torque. Using the RSC sensor set, the proper computation of ϕxwm or
ϕxbm and the rear sideslip angle βRSC−ra (nonlinear in comparison with the linear sideslip angle βfalin) are
possible. Hence RSC can provide the incremental ability to control the vehicle in the quasi-steady-state
region in addition to the highly dynamic rolling and yawing conditions. The relative roll angle between
the vehicle body and the moving road frame, ϕxbm, and βRSC−ra are the main feedback control variables
used in those driving conditions.

For vehicles with a high CG and driven with a rather steady-state steering input, the wheel lift could
build up at relatively low lateral accelerations (i.e., before a large rear sideslip angle is built up), thus leading
to the buildup of the wheel departure angle. Since the Transition Controller described earlier does not
address this scenario, ϕxbm provides a unique characterization of such quasi-steady-state conditions, an
effective roll-angle-based feedback control command is possible. A PID feedback structure based on the
relative roll angle between the body and the road (including wheel departure angle)ϕxbm is used in Lu et al.
(2007b). The PID controller deadbands and gains are established in a way that an appropriately progressive
brake pressure level is requested during the increase of wheel departure angle (roll instability), while
allowing for vehicle to behave well in limit handling maneuvers without unnecessary brake interventions
whenever the wheel departure angle is significantly small (roll stable condition).

For cases where a vehicle is operating with a low CG and is being driven in a steady-state maneuver near
the vehicles’ handling limit, the vehicle may experience an abrupt wheel lift if the vehicle’s sideslip angle
at the rear axle builds up above certain threshold, that is, the rear sideslip angle can slowly build up before
a roll instability develops. In those cases, the roll angle ϕxbm based feedback control will be nonexistent;
yet the buildup of rear sideslip angle can occur at a slow rate. If such a condition is left undetected and
uncontrolled, the slowly growing rear sideslip angle βRSC−ra can eventually lead to sudden roll instability.
Hence, in this case, the calculated rear sideslip angle βRSC−ra provides the ability to detect the slow sideslip
buildup and a PD feedback control using βRSC−ra as the control variable is devised to design control law
to counteract such a diverging sideslipping tendency of the vehicle.

During a J-turn maneuver for a vehicle with nominal load, RSC sideslip angle control requests brake
pressure on the outside front wheel that extends beyond the ESC pressure request. The details can be
found in Lu et al. (2007b). Such a control leads to reduced vehicle sideslip angle that further reduces the
cornering force so as to mitigate a potential rollover.

3.4.7.3 Control Integration Inside RSC

The control strategies previously discussed include the feedforward control within the Transition Con-
troller to prepare the brake hydraulics to compensate delays in pressure buildup, the feedback controls
within the Transition Controller to mitigate rollover occurring during dynamical conditions such as fish-
hooks and double-lane changes, and the feedback controls in quasi-steady-state feedback controller to
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3-26 Control System Applications

mitigate rollovers occurring during nondynamical conditions such as J-turn and decreasing radius turns.
In order to achieve a coordinated or combined control strategy, integration among the aforementioned
control strategies need to be conducted. Figure 3.20 provides a schematic overview of an example of such
integration.

3.4.7.4 RSC Interaction with the Other Functions

The ESC system gives a driver the full ability to control the vehicle, but with intervention when needed
to control the vehicle follow the driver’s intent. One of the biggest differentiators between ESC and RSC
is that the brake control in RSC is no longer solely in response to driver intent. It is possible that the RSC
system may cause the vehicle to reduce the lateral force at the outside tire patches, which could lead to the
activation of the ESC system to request understeer reduction control during the RSC activation, that is,
the RSC function is counteracted by the ESC understeer reduction control. For this reason, it is important
to integrate the RSC and ESC functions.

On the other hand, if during an RSC activation ESC oversteer control is also activated, the arbitrated
brake pressure should pick the maximum between the ESC oversteer control command and the RSC
control command together with a large slip target control function. Note that RSC must also be integrated
with the ABS function. While ABS aims to maintain a certain slip target to optimize stopping distance
and steerability during an ABS braking, RSC will likely request an alternate slip target, so as to modulate
cornering forces and subsequently reduce the resulting roll moment of the vehicle. Since the AWLD is
checking if a potentially lifted inside wheel will develop longitudinal slip ratio as a result from a small
brake pressure build requested for that wheel, it can enter ABS event. Therefore, the AWLD used in RSC
will also need to interact with the ABS function.

The RSC system resides in the brake electronic control unit (ECU) where the ABS, TCS, and ESC
functions typically reside, such that the integration between RSC and the existing brake control functions
can be easily implemented. A block diagram for such an integration is shown in Figure 3.21, where the
lower block depicts the brake ECU which is divided into two parts: the lower portion contains the existing
functions, their priority, and arbitration logic together with the other modules such as the sensor fail-safe
and interface logic; the upper portion includes the RSC function and its priority and arbitration logic.

Wheel lift
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Rear sideslip angle
feedback control

Roll angle PID control

Quasi-steady
state

control
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calculated
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FIGURE 3.20 RSC algorithm integration.
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FIGURE 3.21 Function partition in a brake control ECU.

3.4.8 Summary

ESC systems provide stability enhancement and handling predictability of a vehicle. Not unlike ABS and
TC systems, the system requires a driver’s command to assist the driver in achieving the desired maneuver
safely under a variety of driving conditions. For the system to be valuable to the driver, it is important
for the active system to recognize the driver’s intention, to know the current vehicle status, and to assist
the driver in a nonintrusive and cost-effective manner. This section addressed these practical concerns.
With future sensors/actuators price reduction, possible addition of sensing technologies, and addition of
control authorities in steering and suspensions, ESC can be expected to provide additional safety features
and further improve driver/vehicle interaction.

3.5 Electronic Differential Control

3.5.1 Introduction

Vehicle handing control systems are becoming commonplace in the automotive industry. The majority
of such systems currently in production are ESC systems that use brake interventions at individual wheels
to develop yaw moments that protect vehicle stability at times when it would otherwise be compromised.
These systems are highly effective from a vehicle dynamics and stability perspective and are now standard
on premium vehicles. However, for the next generation of vehicle handling control systems, the focus of
the premium vehicle manufacturers is not just to improve stability but also to increase driver enjoyment
whilst driving both below and at the limits of adhesion. Brake based stability systems tend to be somewhat
intrusive, causing decelerations and loss of vehicle speed.

Alternative actuation systems are therefore being considered that may provide increased stability,
without the intrusiveness of a brake-based system. Active limited slip differentials (ALSDs) that allow
electronically controlled transfer of torque between the driven wheels are one such alternative. Con-
trolled torque transfer across an axle allows a yaw moment to be generated that can be used to increase
vehicle stability and because wheel torque is reapportion, rather than reduced, this increase in sta-
bility can be achieved in a less intrusive manner than would be possible with a brake-based control
system.
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3-28 Control System Applications

In order to deliver stability benefits on an actual vehicle, a practical ALSD control algorithm is required.
Key challenges with respect to the development of such a controller are the one-directional semiactive
nature of the actuator to be elaborated below and their relatively slow dynamic response (in comparison
to a brake system). One of the alternatives for designing such a controller is the utilization of H-Infinity
(Hinf) controller, a modern control synthesis that offers the capability to formulate an optimization
problem in frequency domain. This section describes the development of a practical feedback controller
for an ALSD. The controller is applied to an actual vehicle and the stability control performance of the
system is assessed.

3.5.2 Active Differentials

Traditional open differentials distribute the same amount of torque to the left and right wheels, while
allowing them to rotate at different speeds. Active differentials utilize clutches to provide a controlled
left/right (or front/rear) torque distribution to the wheels, thus resulting in enhancing the traction control
and YSC performances in a smooth, well-controlled manner (Sawase and Sano, 1999).

The ALSD (Figure 3.22a) utilizes a single clutch that connects the differential rotating case with one of
the output shafts. Since the case speed is equal to ωc = (ω1+ω2)/2 (Hrovat et al., 2000) and the clutch
always transfers the torque from its faster to slower shaft, the ALSD can provide the torque transfer
to slower wheel only. The direction of torque transfer, and therefore the direction of the yaw moment
applied is determined by the wheel speed difference across the axle. In this sense an ALSD is therefore
only a semiactive device (Hrovat, 1997). While this is effective for traction control (the slower wheel has
better traction), it is sometimes insufficient for high-performance YSCs since only understeer torque can
be generated (torque transfer to inner/slower wheel).

Torque vectoring differentials (TVDs) can transfer the torque to both slower and faster wheel, thus
providing full active yaw control functionality (understeer and oversteer (Gillespie, 1992) can be gener-
ated). This can be achieved by extending the ALSD hardware by an additional gearing and an additional
clutch, as shown in Figure 3.22b (Sawase and Sano, 1999). The spur gear set z1− z4− z5− z2 speeds up the
input shaft of the clutch F2 (the gear ratio h2 = z1z5/(z4z2) > 1), thus allowing the clutch F2 to transfer the
torque to the right wheel even if it rotates faster than the left wheel. Similarly, the gear set z1− z4− z6− z3

slows down the input shaft of the clutch F1(h1 = z1z6/(z4z3) < 1), so that the torque can be taken from
the right wheel and brought to the left wheel even if the left wheel rotates faster than the right wheel.
For the particular values of gear ratios h1 = 0.875 and h2 = 1.125, the torque can be transferred to the
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FIGURE 3.22 Kinematic schemes of ALSD (a) and TVD (b).
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FIGURE 3.23 Schematic representation of the ALSD fitted to the prototype vehicle.

faster wheel if its speed is not larger than the slower wheel speed by more than 28.6% (Sawase and Sano,
1999; Deur et al., 2008a). This is an ample reserve for a variety of VDC scenarios (Assadian and Hancock,
2005). Some other characteristic kinematic structures of TVDs are described and analyzed in Deur et al.
(2008a) and Sawase et al. (2006).

In addition to the disadvantage of constrained torque transfer direction, the ALSD can suffer from an
inaccurate and slow torque transfer response (Deur, 2008b). This is because the engaged clutch can easily
become locked for mild turns (the slip speed ωf = (ω1−ω2)/2 drops to zero), and the locked clutch
is not controllable. On the other hand, due to the use of additional gearing the TVDs’ clutches have an
increased slip speed and can hardly be locked. This gives a favorable controllability, but the power losses
are larger than for the ALSD.

The vehicle used for this investigation is a rear wheel drive saloon. A schematic representation of
the ALSD employed is shown in Figure 3.23. It features a wet friction clutch pack that transfers torque
between the two drive shafts. The clamping force on the clutch pack is controlled by an electric motor
driven actuation system that acts through a ball-and-ramp mechanism. The response of the differential
can be characterized by a pure delay followed by a first-order lag (Figure 3.24).

3.5.3 Control Design

The structure of the ALSD stability controller is shown in Figure 3.25. As can be observed from the
figure, the controller is reference model based. The reference model is a relatively simple vehicle model
that generates a target yaw rate based on vehicle speed, driver steering input, and estimated road surface
friction coefficient. The error between this target yaw rate and the vehicle’s actual yaw rate is then fed
through a feedback controller in order to generate a required torque transfer for the ALSD. Since the
ALSD can only generate an understeer developing yaw moment (when off throttle), this torque transfer is
only applied when the calculated yaw error indicates oversteer. It is the design of the feedback controller
that will be the focus of this section.

In order to analyze the potential impact controlled differentials can have on vehicle performance, it is
first necessary to develop a control algorithm. It is clear from Section 3.5.2 that a controlled differential is
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FIGURE 3.24 Actuator time response.

capable of influencing performance in the two relatively broad areas, yaw moment/stability and traction
(Assadian and Hancock, 2005). These two areas are initially considered separately. This section describes
the development of the YSC algorithm.

The plant model used to design the controller is a two-degree-of-freedom linear bicycle model. The
degrees of freedom are yaw and sideslip velocity. In state-space form, this model may be written as

[
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=
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/
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+
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FIGURE 3.25 Controller structure.
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or
Ẋ = AX +Bu+Gw,

where

YV =
−Cαf −Cαr

U
, Yr =

−bCαf + cCαr

U
, Yδ = Cαf ,

NV =
−bCαf + cCαr

U
, Nr =

−b2Cαf − c2Cαr

U
, Nδ = bCαf ,

where M is the vehicle mass, Izz is the mass moment of inertia around z-axis, Cαf is the front tire cornering
stiffness, Cαr is the rear tire cornering stiffness, U is the longitudinal vehicle velocity, b is the distance
from CG to the front axle, and c is the distance from CG to the rear axle.

It is important to note that the YSC has access to both yaw rate and yaw acceleration. Hence, the final
controller is a multiinput single output (MISO) controller. The usual method of accessing yaw acceleration
is to expand the state space with yaw acceleration by differentiating the state equations. However, an easier
approach is to augment the output matrix C to obtain the yaw acceleration as follows:

[
r
ṙ

]
=

[
0 1

NV
/

Izz
Nr

/
Izz

] [
V
r

]
+

[
0

1/
Izz

]
[
Tyaw

]+
[

0

Nδ
/

Izz

]

[δ]

or
y = CX +D2u+D1w.

The body yaw torque, Tyaw is then mapped statically to torque transfer (locking torque request), ΔT , as
shown in Figure 3.25.

The previous model contains the nominal plant, P0. The Hinf approach (Mayne, 1996) requires aug-
mentation of the nominal plant by shaping filters, as illustrated in Figure 3.26, for derivation of the final
controller. The filters that are used for the nominal plant augmentation are given as follows,

W1 =
⎡

⎣ W11 = Kω2
n

s2+ 2ςωns+ω2
n

W12 = K

⎤

⎦ ,

where, K is a constant, ωn is the natural frequency, and ς is the damping ratio.

v

p +

–

+

+
u q

K

eP0

W1

W2

W3

r
z1

z2

z3

FIGURE 3.26 Nominal augmented closed-loop system.
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3-32 Control System Applications

This filter matrix weights the sensitivity transfer function (disturbance input to controlled output).
The W11 filter weights the sensitivity transfer function to the yaw rate output, while the W12 weights the
sensitivity transfer function to the yaw acceleration output. It is also worth mentioning that the closed-
loop sensitivity transfer function follows the inverse of these filters. For example, the sensitivity transfer
function to the yaw rate output, based on the shaping of the inverse of W11 filter, is small at low frequency
and increases at high frequency. To simplify matters, the weighting for the yaw acceleration is used as a
constant. Due to the limitation on the actuator bandwidth, the benefit of the yaw acceleration feedback
is equivalently limited. As the actuator bandwidth is increased, the yaw acceleration feedback benefits
become more apparent.

The shaping filter matrix, W2, for the closed-loop transfer function (complementary transfer function),
is given as follows:

W2 =

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

W21 = K1s

s+ K1

Tmax
W22 =W21

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ .

This filter matrix is used as a weighting on the complementary transfer function so that that closed-loop
stability is guaranteed in the presence of the pure time delay of Tmax, due to the actuator dynamics.

In order to design the weighting filter W2 with parameter K1 and Tmax = 0.1s that will ensure the
robustness in the presence of a pure time delay less than 0.1 s, we know from small gain theory (Helton,
1999) that we need

∣∣∣∣
∣
P̂(jw)

P(jw)
− 1

∣∣∣∣
∣
≤W2

where P̂ is the actual plant with the pure delay uncertainty and P is the nominal plant. Therefore, we
have |e−Tjw − 1| ≤W2. Figure 3.27 illustrates that the designed weighting filter satisfies this condition by
showing the bode plots of both sides of the inequality sign.

The final weighting filter is used to limit the actuator effort and is given by

W3 = 1

ρ
,

where ρ is a constant and is equivalent to the maximum body yaw torque generated by the actuator.
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FIGURE 3.27 Bode plot of |e−0.1jw − 1| (solid) and W2 (dashed).
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Direction of
travel 

3.05 m 5.7m 

3.05 m 

12.2 m 25 m 4.3 m 22 m 18.3 m

1 m 

FIGURE 3.28 Double-lane change course.

In addition to the above feedback controller, there is also a feedforward counterpart, derived by
inverting the transfer function from the body yaw torque, Tyaw , to the yaw rate, r. Then, the steady-state
gain of this transfer function is used as a proportional gain for the feed-forward controller.

3.5.4 On-Vehicle Results

The control performance of the system is analyzed in simulation and tested on-vehicle using several
different maneuvers. The on-vehicle results of double-lane change maneuver are presented in this section.
Here the vehicle is driven through the course shown in Figure 3.28. The maneuver is carried out off throttle
(the throttle is released at the entry gate) with the maximum initial speed that still allows the driver to
steer through the cones without losing control of the vehicle. Due to the closed-loop nature of this test,
large numbers of both passive and controlled runs are required to ensure that the results are meaningful.
In addition, passive and controlled runs are continuously interchanged to ensure comparable levels of
tire wear, tire temperature, track condition, and driver familiarity in each configuration. Also any runs
where the initial speed significantly deviates from the target are discarded.

The steering wheel angle time histories for passive runs carried out with a target initial speed of 125 kph
are shown in Figure 3.29. As can be observed, there is significant run to run variation and, in the majority
of cases, the driver is applying counter steer at some point in the maneuver.

This double-lane change requires three distinct steering inputs, one to the left to steer toward the second
gate, one to the right to steer through the second gate and toward the exit gate and one back to the left
to return to straight ahead. Hence, if there is a fourth steering input (as there is in many of the runs), the
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FIGURE 3.29 Steering wheel angle time histories for nine double-lane changes carried out with a target initial speed
of 125 kph (average actual initial speed= 127.2 kph). Passive vehicle. Average trace is shown in black.
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FIGURE 3.30 Example of vehicle and driver behavior during a passive double-lane change carried out with a target
initial speed of 125 kph.

vehicle is oversteering as it comes through the exit gate and the driver is applying counter steer. However,
the vehicle can also begin to oversteer as it exits the second gate and hence the third steering input can also
include counter steer. This point can be illustrated further by considering a specific example (Figure 3.30).
Here, it is clear from the comparison of the reference and actual yaw rates (Figure 3.30b) that the vehicle
is oversteering after the second steering input as the two yaw rates have become significantly out of phase
and the third steering input (Figure 3.30a) is therefore initially at least counter steer, since the steering
input and yaw rate are of opposite sign at around 3 s.

The steering wheel angle time histories for eight runs with the controller active are shown in Figure 3.31.
As it can be observed, there is significantly less run to run variation than in the passive case, which in itself
is an indication that the vehicle is more predictable/controllable and thus easier to drive. This increased
consistency is illustrated by the dramatic reduction in the variance of the peak values of the third and
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FIGURE 3.31 Steering wheel angle time histories for eight double-lane changes carried out with a target initial speed
of 125 kph (average actual initial speed=126.4 kph). Active vehicle. Average trace is shown in black.
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FIGURE 3.32 Comparison of average steering wheel angle time histories for passive and controlled cases during a
double-lane changes carried out with a target initial speed of 125 kph.

fourth peak steering inputs of the controlled runs relative to the passive runs. Note that, in the controlled
case, counter steer on the exit of the maneuver is largely eliminated (see below), so there is no fourth input.

The impact of the ALSD on driver workload is shown clearly in Figure 3.32 where the average steering
inputs from the passive and active cases are compared. Here it can be observed that all counter steer
on the exit of the maneuver has been eliminated and the magnitude of the third steering input has also
been reduced by over 50%. In both cases, this indicates significantly greater vehicle controllability and
stability. Note that the validity of this conclusion is supported by the fact that there is less than 0.5%
difference between the average actual entry speed for the two cases (127.2 kph for passive and 126.4 kph
for controlled.

Typical passive and actively controlled runs are compared in Figure 3.33. Once again, it is clear from
Figure 3.33a that driver workload is dramatically reduced. This is reflected in the controlled vehicle’s yaw
rate, which is now largely in phase with the reference yaw rate throughout the maneuver (Figure 3.33b).
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FIGURE 3.33 Comparison of passive and actively controlled example of driver, vehicle, and controller behavior
during a double-lane change carried out with a target initial speed of 125 kph.
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This result confirms the observation made in the simulation environment that, even in an extreme
maneuver such as this, the ALSD is still capable of forcing the vehicle to track the reference yaw rate, even
if it does not do so precisely. It achieves this through the application of torque transfer from the point
when the steering input begins to return to center after going through the entry gate. This is therefore a
confirmation of the effectiveness of an ALSD as a stability control device.

3.5.5 Summary

In this section, we presented several different types of active differentials and their potential use for
increasing vehicle controllability and stability. Due to its hardware simplicity and lower cost, the ALSD is
selected for further illustration of the corresponding control system development. A MISO robust Hinf
controller is designed for the active control of the vehicle yaw. The effectiveness of the ALSD along with
the Hinf controller is demonstrated on-vehicle through a double-lane change maneuver at relative high
speeds. It is worth mentioning that although the Hinf controller is a linear controller, it is implemented
on a highly nonlinear actuator with a pure time delay of 100 ms and rise time of 400 ms. Furthermore,
even though it is a semiactive device, which is capable of only transferring torque from a faster to a slower
wheel, the ALSD has sufficient impact on the understeer gradient (yaw authority) to stabilize the vehicle
under highly dynamic maneuvers.

It is important to note that the ALSD is not designed to replace brake-based stability controllers as
they do not have as much vehicle yaw authority as the brake-based controllers. The synchronization of
the ALSD and brake-based stability controller is under further investigation, and although the results
are not shown here, the two actuators seem to complement each other very well. The ALSD is tuned to
intervene much earlier than the brake-based controller, so that, when the brake-based controller becomes
active, it utilizes much lower brake pressures; hence, this results in a significant decrease in brake actuator
intrusiveness. In addition, when the two actuators are working together, they have more yaw authority
and increased impact on the understeer gradient.

3.6 Active Steering Control and Beyond

3.6.1 Introduction

Recent advances in drivetrain and vehicle design has increased the number of possible interventions to
influence the vehicle dynamic behavior. In particular, equipments such as Active Front Steering (AFS),
four wheels steering, active differentials, and active or semiactive suspensions can be integrated in existing
or new active safety systems in order to improve the safety, the comfort, and the agility of the vehicle.

This section focuses on the use of AFS systems to further enhance lateral and yaw vehicle stability
(Ackermann, 1990; Ackermann and Sienel, 1993; Ackermann et al., 1999) in autonomous path-following
scenarios. We assume that with the increased inclusion of onboard cameras, radars, and infrared sensors,
augmented by GPS signals and associated digital maps, vehicles will be able to identify obstacles on the
road such as an animal, a rock, or fallen tree/branch, and assist the driver by following the best possible
path, in terms of avoiding the obstacle and at the same time keeping the vehicle on the road at a safe
distance from incoming traffic. Autonomous obstacle-avoidance evasive maneuver using a steering robot
has previously been investigated on nominal high friction surfaces (Tseng et al., 2005). This section
summarizes the main results of Borrelli et al. (2005); Falcone et al. (2006a,b, 2007a,b, 2008a,b) where we
investigated model predictive control (MPC) approaches to a class of path-following scenarios via AFS
and combined AFS and individual braking problems on surfaces with lower friction.

The main concept of MPC is to use a model of the plant to predict the future evolution of the system
(Mayne and Michalska, 1993; Mayne et al., 2000). At each sampling time, starting at the current state of the
vehicle, an open-loop optimal control problem is solved over a finite time horizon. The open-loop optimal
control problem minimizes the deviations of the predicted outputs from their references over a sequence
of future steering angles and braking torques, subject to operating constraints. The resulting optimal
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Vehicle Controls 3-37

command signal is applied to the process only during the following sampling interval. At the next time step,
a new optimal control problem based on new measurements of the state is solved over a shifted horizon.

We will focus on AFS control and its integration with active differential braking by means of MPC.
Autonomous driving tests at high speed on icy/snowy roads will be shown through experiments. We
point out that the proposed MPC methodologies can be applied to simpler problem classes where
information on global position is not required (such as standard yaw rate control design by using
differential braking and AFS).

We remark that problem size and systems nonlinearities greatly affect the complexity of the MPC
problem. In particular, a large number of actuators and the vehicle strong nonlinearities significantly
increase the problem complexity and prevent the real-time implementation of MPC algorithms.
Experiments are described in this section highlighting the benefits and the limitations of implementing
real-time MPC schemes.

This section is structured as follows: in Section 3.6.2 the vehicle models used next for control design
are presented. In Sections 3.6.3 and 3.6.5, we formulate an autonomous path-following task as an MPC
problem where the control inputs are the front steering and the combined steering and braking at the
four wheels, respectively. Experimental results are presented and discussed. Section 3.6.7 summarizes the
section with concluding remarks.

3.6.2 Control-Oriented Vehicle Models

In this section we present vehicle models used next for control design. The models are well known in
literature and thoroughly presented in Gillespie (1992) and reported next for the sake of completeness.

3.6.2.1 The Two-Track Vehicle Model

The nomenclature used in the following refers to the model depicted in Figure 3.34 (Falcone et al., 2009).
Moreover, two subscript symbols are used throughout the rest of the paper to denote variables related

Y

Flr,f

Flr r

Fyr r

c Ψ̇

b a
ẋ

Fyr,f

Fcr,l

Fyf r

Fxr r

Fcr r

Fxr,l

vf,l

vf,r

αf,l

αf,r

δf

ẏ Fyf,l

Flf,l

Fxf r

Fcf rFlf r

Fxf,lFcf,l

vcf,l

vlf,l

FIGURE 3.34 Fl , Fc are the longitudinal (or “tractive”) and lateral (or “cornering”) tire forces, respectively, Fx , Fy

are the tire forces in car body frame, a, b and c are derived from the car geometry, vl , vc are the longitudinal and lateral
wheel velocities, ẋ and ẏ are the longitudinal and lateral vehicle speeds, respectively, α is the tire slip angle, δf is the
front steering angle, and ψ is the heading angle. The lower scripts (·)f ,l , (·)f ,r , (·)r,l , and (·)r,r particularize a variable
at the front left, front right, rear left, and rear right wheel, respectively.
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to the four wheels. In particular, the first subscript, � ∈ {f , r}, denotes the front and rear axles, while the
second, • ∈ {l, r}, denotes the left and right sides of the vehicle. For example, the variable (·)f ,l is referred
to the front left wheel.

The longitudinal, lateral, and yaw dynamics of the vehicle are described through the following set of
differential equations with respect to the x−y coordinate system fixed with the vehicle:

mÿ =−mẋψ̇+
(

Flf ,l + Flf r

)
sin δf +

(
Fcf ,l + Fcf r

)
cos δf + Fcr,l + Fcr r , (3.30a)

mẍ =mẏψ̇+
(

Flf ,l + Flf r

)
cos δf +

(
Fcf ,l + Fcf r

)
sin δf + Flr,l + Flr r , (3.30b)

Iψ̈= a
[(

Flf ,l + Flf r

)
sin δf +

(
Fcf ,l + Fcf r

)
cos δf

]
− b

(
Fcr,l + Fcr r

)

+ c
[(
−Flf ,l + Flf ,r

)
cos δf +

(
Fcf ,l − Fcf ,r

)
sin δf − Flr,l + Flr r

]
. (3.30c)

The vehicle’s equations of motion in the absolute inertial frame XY are

Ẏ = ẋ sinψ+ ẏ cosψ, (3.31a)

Ẋ = ẋ cosψ− ẏ sinψ. (3.31b)

The cornering Fc�,• and longitudinal Fl�,• tire forces in Equation 3.30 are given by

Fc�,• = fc(α�,•, s�,•,μ�,•, Fz�,• ), (3.32a)

Fl�,• = fl(α�,•, s�,•,μ�,•, Fz�,• ), (3.32b)

where α�,• are the tire slip angles, s�,• are the slip ratios, μ�,• are the road friction coefficients, and Fz�,•
are the tires normal forces. In the following, we assume constant normal tire load, that is, Fz�,• = constant.
As shown in Figure 3.34, the slip angle α�,• in Equation 3.32 represents the angle between the wheel
velocity vector v�,• and the direction of the wheel itself, and can be compactly expressed as

α�,• = arctan
vc�,•
vl�,•

. (3.33)

Remark 1

The tire slip ratios s�,• at the four wheels are nonlinear functions of the wheel angular speeds. The latter
can be computed as the solution of a nonlinear differential equations system, whose right-hand side is
function of the braking torques. The equations of s�,• are not relevant for the rest of the chapter and are
omitted here. The interested reader shall refer Falcone et al. (2009) for further details.

The tire longitudinal and cornering forces (Equation 3.32) are described by a Pacejka model (Bakker
et al., 1987). Further details can be found in Bakker et al. (1987), Borrelli et al. (2005), and Falcone et al.
(2007a). Using Equations 3.30 through 3.33 and the additional wheel dynamics mentioned in Remark 1,
the nonlinear vehicle dynamics can be described by the following compact differential equation, assuming
a certain road friction coefficient μ= [

μf ,l ,μf ,r ,μr,l ,μr,r
]

vector:

ξ̇(t)= f 4w
μ(t)(ξ(t), u(t)), (3.34)

where ξ= [ẏ, ẋ,ψ, ψ̇, Y , X,ωf ,l ,ωf ,r ,ωr,l ,ωr,r], u= [δf , Tbf ,l , Tbf r , Tbr,l , Tbr r ], Tb�,• are the braking
torques at the four wheels and ω�,• are the wheels angular velocities.

3.6.2.2 The Simplified Two-Track Vehicle Model

The two-track vehicle model presented next (Falcone et al., 2006a) is based on the following set of
simplifications.
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Simplification 3.1:

Small-angle approximation is used, that is, cos δf = 1 and sin δf = 0.

Simplification 3.2:

Single wheel braking is considered on each side of the vehicle, that is, Flf ,•Flr,• = 0.

Remark 2

By Simplifications 3.1 and 3.2, the effects on the longitudinal and yaw dynamics of the longitudinal tire
forces Fl�,• can be described though the forces Fl• = Flf ,• + Flr,• , with • ∈ {l, r}.

By Simplifications 3.1 and 3.2, Equations 3.1 can be rewritten as follows:

mÿ =−mẋψ̇+ Fcf ,l + Fcf r + Fcr,l + Fcr r , (3.35a)

mẍ =mẏψ̇+ Fll + Flr , (3.35b)

Iψ̈= a
(

Fcf ,l + Fcf r

)
− b

(
Fcr,l + Fcr r

)+ c
(−Fll + Flr

)
, (3.35c)

where Fll and Flr are the longitudinal forces induced by braking at the left and right sides, respectively,
of the vehicle (see Remark 2). Using Equations 3.31 through 3.35, the nonlinear vehicle dynamics can be
described by the following compact differential equation:

ξ̇(t)= f 4w,simpl
s(t),μ(t) (ξ(t), u(t)), (3.36)

where ξ= [ẏ, ẋ,ψ, ψ̇, Y , X] and u= [δf , Fll , Flr ], respectively and where s(t)= [
sf ,l , sf ,r , sr,l , sr,r

]
(t) and

μ(t)= [
μf ,l ,μf ,r ,μr,l ,μr,r

]
(t) are the vectors of slip ratios and road friction coefficients, respectively, at

the four wheels at time t.

3.6.2.3 Simplified Single-Track Model

Starting from the vehicle model presented in Section 3.6.2.1, we derive a further simplified single-track
(or bicycle) model (Margolis and Asgari, 1991) by introducing the following.

Simplification 3.3:

At the front and rear axles, the left and right wheels are identical and lumped together in a single wheel.

Simplification 3.4:

No braking is applied at the four wheels, that is, Fl�,• = 0.

By Simplifications 3.3 and 3.4 Equations 3.30 can be rewritten as follows:

mÿ =−mẋψ̇+ 2Fcf cos δf + 2Fcr , (3.37a)

mẍ =mẏψ̇+ 2Fcf sin δf + 2Fcr sin δf , (3.37b)

Iψ̈= 2aFcf cos δf − 2bFcr , (3.37c)
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where Equations 3.32 are written for a single axle (i.e., the second symbol is dropped). By combining
Equations 3.31 through 3.33 and Equation 3.37, the simplified bicycle model can be described by the
following compact differential equation:

ξ̇(t)= f 2w
s(t),μ(t)(ξ(t), u(t)), (3.38)

where the state and input vectors are ξ= [ẏ, ẋ,ψ, ψ̇, Y , X] and u= δf , respectively and where s(t)=[
sf , sr

]
(t) and μ(t)= [

μf ,μr
]

(t) are the vectors of slip ratios and road friction coefficients, respectively,
at the two axles at time t.

3.6.2.4 Simplified Single-Track Model with Braking Yaw Moment

Clearly, the simplified bicycle model presented in Section 3.6.2.3 does not model the effects of individual
braking on the yaw dynamics. Next we introduce further simplifications in order to derive from model
(Equation 3.34) a simple bicycle model accounting for the effect of individual wheel braking (Falcone
et al., 2008b).

Simplification 3.5:

Braking application induces only yaw moment without longitudinal and/or lateral force changes.

Simplification 3.6:

In the lateral tire force calculation the tire slip ratio is assumed to be zero, that is, Fc = fc(α, 0,μ, Fz).

Simplification 3.7:

The steering and braking effects on vehicle speed are negligible.

Remark 3

Since braking is used for yaw stabilization only, minimum and single-sided usage of brakes is expected.
The Simplifications 3.5 through 3.7 are therefore deemed reasonable.

By the Simplifications 3.3 and 3.5 through 3.7, we have

ẋ � 0, (3.39a)

2Fyf � 2Fcf

∣∣
s=0 cos δf , (3.39b)

2Fyr � 2Fcr

∣∣
s=0. (3.39c)

According to Equations 3.39 and 3.30, the simplified bicycle model can be rewritten as follows:

mÿ =−mẋψ̇+ 2Fyf + 2Fyr , (3.40a)

ẍ = 0, (3.40b)

Iψ̇= 2aFyf − 2bFyr +M, (3.40c)

where M is the braking yaw moment, in the four-wheel model (3.30), that is computed as follows:

M = c
(
−Fxf ,l + Fxf r − Fxr,l + Fxr,r

)
. (3.41)

The forces in Equations 3.39 can be computed through the Equations 3.32 and 3.33, particularized for the
front and rear axles.
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Remark 4

We remark that the forces Fyf and Fyr in Equations 3.40 represent the lateral components of the cornering
tire forces Fc generated by the contact of a single wheel with the ground.

The nonlinear vehicle dynamics described by Equations 3.31 through 3.33 and 3.39 and 3.40 can be
rewritten in the following compact form:

ξ̇(t)= f 2w,brk
μ(t) (ξ(t), u(t)), (3.42)

where μ(t)= [μf (t),μr(t)]. The state and input vectors are ξ= [ẏ, ẋ,ψ, ψ̇, Y , X] and u= [δf , M],
respectively.

3.6.3 Active Steering Controller Design

In this section we present two control design procedures for the proposed path-following problem via an
AFS system. The controller design procedures follow a predictive model-based approach. In particular, in
Section 3.6.3.1 we present an MPC algorithm based on the nonlinear bicycle model in Section 3.6.2.3 and
requiring the solution of a nonlinear constrained optimization problem every time step. A lower com-
plexity design approach is presented in Section 3.6.3.2, requiring the solution of a quadratic programming
(QP) problem.

3.6.3.1 Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller (NMPC) Active Steering Controller

Desired references for the heading angle ψ and the lateral distance Y define a desired path over a finite
time horizon. The nonlinear vehicle dynamics (Equation 3.38) and the Pacejka tire model are used to
predict the vehicle behavior, and the front steering angle δf is chosen as control input.

In order to obtain a finite-dimensional optimal control problem we discretize the system dynamics
(Equation 3.38) with a fixed sampling time Ts:

ξ(t+ 1)= f 2w,dt
s(t) μ(t)(ξ(t),Δu(t)), (3.43a)

u(t)= u(t− 1)+Δu(t), (3.43b)

where theΔu formulation is used, with u(t)= δf (t),Δu(t)=Δδf (t).
We define the following output map for yaw angle and lateral position states:

η(t)= h(ξ(t))=
[

0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

]
ξ(t), (3.44)

and consider the following cost function:

J(ξ(t),ΔU t)=
Hp∑

i=1

‖ηt+i,t −ηref t+i,t‖2
Q+

Hc−1∑

i=1

‖Δut+i,t‖2
R, (3.45)

where, η= [ψ, Y ] and ηref denotes the corresponding reference signal. At each time step t, the following
finite horizon optimal control problem is solved:

min
ΔUt

J(ξt ,ΔUt)

subject to

ξk+1,t = f 2w,dt
sk,t ,μk,t

(ξk,t ,Δuk,t), (3.46a)

ηk,t = h(ξk,t), k = t, . . . , t+Hp, (3.46b)

δf ,min ≤ uk,t ≤ δf ,max , (3.46c)

Δδf ,min ≤Δuk,t ≤Δδf ,max , (3.46d)
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uk,t = uk−1,t +Δuk,t , (3.46e)

k = t, . . . , t+Hc − 1,

Δuk,t = 0, k = t+Hc , . . . , t+Hp, (3.46f )

sk,t = st,t , k = t, . . . , t+Hp, (3.46g)

μk,t = μt,t , k = t, . . . , t+Hp, (3.46h)

ξt,t = ξ(t), (3.46i)

whereΔUt =
[
Δut,t , . . . ,Δut+Hc−1,t

]
is the optimization vector at time t,ηt+i,t denotes the output vector

predicted at time t+ i obtained by starting from the state ξt,t = ξ(t) and applying to systems (Equations
3.43 and 3.44) the input sequenceΔut,t , . . . ,Δut+i,t and Hp and Hc denote the output prediction horizon
and the control horizon, respectively. We use Hp > Hc and the control signal is assumed constant for
all Hc ≤ t ≤Hp. We assume that slip and friction coefficient values are constant and are equal to the
estimated values at time t over the prediction horizon (constraints (Equations 3.46g through 3.46h)).

In Equation 3.45, the first summand reflects the penalty on trajectory tracking error, while the second
summand penalizes the steering changes between two subsequent sampling time instants. Q and R are
weighting matrices of appropriate dimensions.

We denote the sequence of optimal input increments byΔU∗t
Δ= [Δu∗t,t , . . . ,Δu∗t+Hc−1,t]′ computed at

time t by solving Equation 3.46 for the current observed states ξ(t). Then, the first sample ofΔU∗t is used
to compute the optimal control action and the resulting state feedback control law is

u(t, ξ(t))= u(t− 1)+Δu∗t,t(t, ξ(t)). (3.47)

At the next time step t+ 1, the optimization problem 3.46 is solved over a shifted horizon based on the
new measurements of the state ξ(t+ 1).

Remark 5

The problem (Equation 3.46) is a nonlinear, in general, nonconvex, constrained optimal control problem.
Depending on the vehicle operating conditions, solving the problem (Equation 3.46) might require
complex computational infrastructures. In Section 3.6.3.2, we present an alternative, lower complexity
MPC problem formulation. Hereafter, the controller (Equations 3.46 and 3.47) will be referred to as
NMPC.

3.6.3.2 Linear Time-Varying MPC (LTV MPC) Active Steering Controller

The computational complexity of the NMPC controller (Equations 3.46 and 3.47) is strongly dependent on
the vehicle-operating conditions and its real-time implementation might be restricted to small operating
regions (see Remark 5).

In this section we present a lower complexity MPC scheme, compared to the controller (Equations
3.46 and 3.47). We observe that nonlinearity and possibly nonconvexity of problem (Equation 3.46)
stem from the nonlinear vehicle dynamics (Equation 3.46a). Moreover, cost function (Equation 3.45)
is quadratic and constraints (Equation 3.46b through 3.46i) are linear. Hence, in order to formulate an
MPC controller based on a convex optimization problem, we replace the nonlinear vehicle dynamics
(Equation 3.46a) with linearized dynamics computed every time step, based on the current vehicle state
and the previously applied control input. In particular, at time step t, let ξ(t), u(t− 1) be the current state
and the previous input of system (Equation 3.38), respectively. We consider the optimization problem
obtained from Equation 3.46, by replacing the nonlinear discrete-time dynamics (Equation 3.46a) with
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the approximated linear dynamics

ξk+1,t =Atξk,t +Btuk,t + dk,t , k = t, . . . , t+Hp− 1, (3.48)

where

At =
∂f 2w,dt

st ,μt

∂ξ

∣∣
∣
∣
∣
ξt ,ut

, Bt =
∂f 2w,dt

st μt

∂u

∣∣
∣
∣
∣
ξt ,ut

, (3.49a)

dk,t = ξk+1,t −Atξk,t −Btut . (3.49b)

The resulting optimization problem can be recast as a QP (details can be found in Borrelli et al. (2005)),
hence convex. Hereafter, we will refer to this lower complexity MPC formulation as LTV MPC.

We observe that, when evaluating the online computational burden of the proposed scheme, in addition
to the time required to solve the optimization problems (Equations 3.46, 3.48, and 3.49), one needs to
consider the resources spent in computing the linear models (At , Bt) in Equation 3.48 and translating
Equations 3.46, 3.48, and 3.49 into a standard QP problem. Nevertheless, for the proposed application,
complexity of the LTV MPC scheme greatly reduces when compared to the NMPC controller. This will
be shown for a specific scenario in Sections 3.6.4.1 and 3.6.4.2.

We point out that using the linearized dynamics (Equation 3.48) instead of Equation 3.46a leads to a
loss of controller performance. Extensive simulations have showed that, as the vehicle speed increases, the
LTV MPC controller is not able to limit the tire slip angles and force the vehicle to operate within a stable
operating region. On the other hand, simulation results of the NMPC controller up to 17 m/s on snow,
reported in Borrelli et al. (2005), demonstrate that, due to the knowledge of the tire characteristics, the
NMPC controller implicitly limits the front tire slip angle (αf ) in the interval [−3,+3]deg. This range is
approximately within the linear region of the tire characteristic for a snow covered road (μ= 0.3), where
maximum lateral tire forces are achieved. Extensive simulations have shown that this phenomenon can
always be observed in extreme driving conditions and led us to the use of an additional constraint in the
LTV MPC formulation. In particular, we have added the constraints

[
αfk,t

αrk,t

]
= Ctξk,t +Dtuk,t + ek,t , (3.50a)

αfmin − ε≤ αfk,t ≤ αfmax + ε, (3.50b)

αrmin − ε≤ αrk,t ≤ αrmax + ε, (3.50c)

k = t+ 1, . . . , t+Hu

ε≥ 0, (3.50d)

where the matrices Ct , Dt and the vector e are computed by linearizing Equation 3.33, Hu ≤Hp is the
constraint horizon, ε is a slack variable, and α�max , α�min are bounds on the tire slip angles, respectively.

In this lower complexity MPC formulation, in order to include a yaw rate reference, the output map is
modified as follows:

η(t)= h(ξ(t))=
⎡

⎣
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

⎤

⎦ ξ(t). (3.51)

3.6.4 Double-Lane Change with Active Steering

The NMPC and the LTV MPC steering controllers described in Section 3.6.3 have been implemented
to perform a sequence of double-lane changes at different entry speeds. The desired path is shown in
Figure 3.35. This test represents an obstacle avoidance emergency maneuver in which the vehicle is
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entering a double-lane change maneuver on snow or ice with a given initial forward speed. The control
input is the front steering angle and the goal is to follow the trajectory as close as possible by minimizing
the vehicle deviation from the target path. The experiment is repeated with increasing entry speeds until
the vehicle loses control.

The same controller can be used to control the vehicle during different maneuvers in different scenarios.
In Keviczky et al. (2006) the same MPC controller is used in order to evaluate the effect of an external side
wind gust on the vehicle. The study allowed to estimate the maximum wind speed that an MPC-based
active steering system is able to contain so that the vehicle remains stable.

3.6.4.1 Experimental Setup

The MPC controllers presented in Section 3.6.3 have been tested through simulations and experiments
on slippery surfaces. The experiments have been performed at a test center equipped with icy and snowy
handling tracks. The MPC controllers have been tested on a passenger car, with a mass of 2050 kg and
an inertia of 3344 kg/m2. The controllers were run in a dSPACETM Autobox system, equipped with a
DS1005 processor board and a DS2210 I/O board, with a sample time of 50 ms.

We used an Oxford technical solution (OTS) RT3002 sensing system to measure the position and the
orientation of the vehicle in the inertial frame and the vehicle velocities in the vehicle body frame. The
OTS RT3002, is housed in a small package that contains a differential GPS receiver, inertial measurement
unit (IMU), and a digital signal processor (DSP). It is equipped with a single antenna to receive GPS
information. The IMU includes three accelerometers and three angular rate sensors. The DSP receives
both the measurements from the IMU and the GPS, utilizes a Kalman filter for sensor fusion, and calculate
the position, the orientation, and the other states of the vehicle such as longitudinal and lateral velocities.

The car was equipped with an AFS system which utilizes an electric drive motor to change the relation
between the hand steering wheel and road wheel angles (RWAs). This is done independently of the
steering wheel position, thus the front RWA is obtained by summing the driver hand wheel position and
the actuator angular movement. Both the hand wheel position and the angular relation between hand and
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Vehicle Controls 3-45

road wheels are measured. The sensor, the dSPACETM Autobox, and the actuators communicate through
a CAN bus.

The autonomous steering test is initiated by the driver with a button. When the button is pushed,
the inertial frame in Figure 3.34 is initialized as follows: the origin is the current vehicle position, the X
and Y axes are directed as the current longitudinal and lateral vehicle axes, respectively. Such an inertial
frame becomes also the desired path coordinate system. Once the initialization procedure is concluded,
the vehicle executes the double-lane change maneuver.

During the experiment, the hand wheel may deviate from its center position. This is caused by the
difficulty the driver can have in holding the steering still, which was needed to facilitate autonomous
behavior with that particular test vehicle. In our setup this is treated as a small bounded input disturbance.
Further, noise may affect the yaw angle measurement due to the single antenna sensor setup.

3.6.4.2 Presentation and Discussion of Results

In the next section the two MPC controllers will be presented. These controllers have been derived
from the MPC problem formulations presented in Sections 3.6.3.1 and 3.6.3.2 and will be referred to as
Controller A an Controller B:

• Controller A: Nonlinear MPC (Equations 3.46 and 3.47 with the following parameters
– T = 0.05 S, Hp = 7; Hc = 3; δf ,min =−10◦, δf ,max = 10◦, Δδf ,min =−1.5◦, Δδf ,max = 1.5◦,
μ= 0.3,

Q =
(

500 0
0 75

)
, R = 150

• Controller B: LTV MPC described in Section 3.6.3.2 with the following parameters
– T = 0.05S, Hp = 25; Hc = 1, Hu =Hp, δf ,min =−10◦, δf ,max = 10◦, Δδf ,min =−0.85◦,
Δδf ,max = 0.85◦, μ= 0.3,

αfmin =−2.2 deg, αfmax = 2.2 deg, αrmin =−∞, αrmax =∞

– Weighting matrices Q =
⎛

⎝
200 0 0

0 10 0
0 0 10

⎞

⎠ , R = 5× 104, ρ= 103.

Next the results obtained with the two controllers will be described and experimental results will be
presented for each of them. For both controllers, the actual road friction coefficient μ was set manually
and constant for each experiment depending on the road conditions. This choice was driven by the desire
to focus on the study of the controller closed-loop performance independently from theμ estimation and
its associated error and dynamics.

3.6.4.2.1 Controller A

The controller (Equations 3.46 and 3.47) has been implemented as a C-coded S-function in which the
commercial NPSOL software package (Gill et al., 1998) is used for solving the nonlinear programming
problem (Equation 3.46). NPSOL is a set of Fortran subroutines for minimizing a smooth function
subject to constraints, which may include simple bounds on the variables, linear constraints, and smooth
nonlinear constraints. NPSOL uses a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm, in which each
search direction is the solution of a QP subproblem.

Limited by the computational complexity of the nonlinear programming solver and the hardware
used, we could perform experiments at low vehicle speeds only. In fact, as the entry speed increases, larger
prediction and control horizons are required in order to stabilize the vehicle along the path. Larger pre-
diction horizons involve more evaluations of the objective function, while larger control horizons imply a
larger optimization problem (Equation 3.46). In Table 3.1, we report simulation results summarizing the
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TABLE 3.1 Maximum Computation Time of the Controllers A and B

Performing a Double-Lane Change Maneuver at Different Vehicle Speeds

ẋ Controller A Controller B

[m/s] Computation time (s) Computation time (s)

10 0.15 (Hp = 7, Hc = 2) 0.03 (Hp = 7, Hc = 3)

15 0.35 (Hp = 10, Hc = 4) 0.03 (Hp = 10, Hc = 4)

17 1.3 (Hp = 10, Hc = 7) 0.03 (Hp = 15, Hc = 10)

maximum computation time required by Controllers A and B to compute a solution of the underlying
nonlinear and QP problems, respectively, when the maneuver described in Section 3.6.4 is performed
at different vehicle speeds. The selected control and prediction horizons in Table 3.1 are the shortest
allowing the stabilization of the vehicle at each speed. The results have been obtained in simulation with
a 2.0 GHz Centrino-based laptop running MATLAB� 6.5.

In Figure 3.36, the experimental results for a maneuver at 7 m/s are presented. In the upper plot of
Figure 3.36b the dashed line represents the steering action from the driver (i.e., the input disturbance)
that, in this test, is negligible. The actual RWA is the summation of the RWA from the MPC controller and
the steering action from the driver. In the lower plot of Figure 3.36b, the NPSOL output flag is reported.
In our tests the flag assumed the values 0, 1, 4, and 6. The value 0 is returned when an optimal feasible
solution is found. The value 1 is returned when the solver does not converge to a feasible solution. The
value 4 indicates that the limit on the iteration number has been reached and a feasible but nonoptimal
solution has been found. The value 6 indicates that the solution does not satisfy the optimality conditions
(Gill et al., 1998). In experimental tests, the solver often reaches the selected iteration limit and returns a
suboptimal solution. Yet, because of the low vehicle speed, the performance associated to the suboptimal
solution is very good.

Experimental tests at 10 m/s have shown that Controller A is not able to stabilize the vehicle. Data
analysis has shown that the controller fails because the nonlinear solver does not converge to a feasible
solution. The simulation results presented in Borrelli et al. (2005) have shown that, the NMPC controller
is able to perform the maneuver at 10 m/s or higher speed if the solver maximum iteration number is not
constrained.

3.6.4.2.2 Controller B

We recall that Controller B is based on the LTV MPC scheme derived from the problem (Equation 3.46)
by replacing the nonlinear dynamics (Equation 3.46a) with the linearized dynamics (Equation 3.48) and
adding the constraints (Equation 3.50). Controller B with the parameters defined here has been imple-
mented as a C-coded S-function in MATLAB, using the QP solver routine available in The MathWorks
Inc. (2005). Such routine implements the Dantzig–Wolfe’s algorithm, has a good performance, and its
source C code is publicly available. Next, we do not report the solver output flag since the solver always
converged to an optimal solution.

We remark that the computation burden of this LTV MPC controller is reduced significantly compared
to Controller A, as demonstrated by the computation times reported in Table 3.1.

Controller B has been tested in experiments where the vehicle enters the double-lane change at speeds
ranging from 10 to 21 m/s. For the sake of brevity, only experimental tests at 21 m/s (i.e., the maximum
entry speed) are reported next. Results of tests at lower speeds are summarized in Table 3.2. In Figure 3.37,
the experimental results at the entry speed of 21 m/s are presented, showing that the controller is able to
stabilize the vehicle, even though with large tracking errors. Detailed discussion of the experiment can
be found in Falcone et al. (2007a). We observe that, in spite of the remarkably high speed on low friction
surface, the controller is able to stabilize the vehicle. This is due to the controller capability of forcing
the front tire slip angle within a range corresponding to a stable operating region (see the lower plot in
Figure 3.37b). We remark that the tire slip angles violate constraint (Equation 3.50) in a small amount.
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TABLE 3.2 Summary of Experimental Results, Controller B. RMS and Maximum Tracking Errors

as Function of Vehicle Longitudinal Speed

ẋ (m/s) μ ψrms (deg) Yrms (m) ψmax (deg) Ymax(m)

10 0.2 9.52× 10−1 5.77× 10−2 13.12 3.28

21 0.2 1.037 7.66× 10−2 12.49 3.20

This is in agreement with the use of soft constraint and makes the system robust to driver’s slight steering
action.

3.6.5 Integrated Braking and Active Steering Control

Next, we extend the control design procedure presented in Section 3.6.3, in order to include individual
braking at the four wheels. Three different low-complexity approaches are presented and validated in
the path-following scenario described in Section 3.6.4. We provide a thorough and detailed discussion
of experimental results obtained with the proposed control schemes and highlight the simplicity of the
proposed scheme in orchestrating five different inputs with a minimal tuning effort. Moreover, we explain
how complex countersteering maneuvers are naturally obtained as the consequence of an additional state
and input constraint.

We adopt the control design methodology presented in the previous section. Discretize the vehicle
model (Equation 3.34) with a sampling time Ts:

ξ(t+ 1)= f 4w,dt
μ(t) (ξ(t), u(t)), (3.52a)

u(t)= u(t− 1)+Δu(t), (3.52b)

where u(t)= [δf (t), Tbf ,l (t), Tbf r (t), Tbr,l (t), Tbr r (t)], Δu(t)= [Δδf (t),ΔTbf ,l (t),ΔTbf ,r (t),ΔTbr,l (t),
ΔTbr r (t)]. The output variables to be tracked are defined through the following output map:

η(t)= h(ξ(t))=

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ ξ(t). (3.53)

Moreover, we modify the cost function (Equation 3.45) as follows:

J(ξ(t),ΔU(t), ε)=
Hp∑

i=1

‖η(t+ i)−ηref (t+ i)‖2
Q+

Hc−1∑

i=0

‖Δu(t+ i)‖2
R

+
Hc−1∑

i=0

‖u(t+ i)‖2
S+ ρε2, (3.54)

where, compared to Equation 3.45 (in Section 3.6.3.1), the third summand is added in order to penalize
the braking torques.

We solve in receding horizon a nonlinear, in general nonconvex, constrained optimal control problem
obtained from problem (Equation 3.46) by replacing the bicycle model (Equations 3.46a and 3.46b) with
Equations 3.52 and 3.53 and minimizing the cost function (Equation 3.54).

The computational complexity of the NMPC controller obtained with the design procedure outlined in
this section can be prohibitive for a real-time implementation. For this reason, alternative low-complexity
approaches are presented in the next sections.
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3.6.5.1 LTV MPC Combined Active Steering and Braking Controller

Similarly to the LTV MPC steering controller presented in Section 3.6.3.2, an LTV MPC combined
steering and braking controller can be designed by repeatedly linearizing the vehicle model (Equation
3.52) around the current state and the previous control input. That is, in Equation 3.49a, the nonlinear
function (Equation 3.43) is replaced by Equation 3.52. In order to preserve vehicle stability, constraints
(Equation 3.50) are added as well (Falcone et al., 2009).

3.6.5.2 Nonlinear MPC Combined Active Steering and Braking Controller Based
on Low-Complexity Nonlinear Vehicle Models

Two different MPC combined active steering and braking controllers are presented next. In both
approaches, a nonlinear constrained optimization problem is solved every time step. Complexity reduc-
tion, compared to the MPC controller based on the nonlinear vehicle model (Equation 3.52), is achieved
by using simplified nonlinear vehicle models leading to smaller size optimization problems, yet including
fundamental vehicle nonlinearities.

The first low complexity NMPC approach, hereafter referred to as Two Actuators MPC, is sketched in
Figure 3.38a. An MPC problem is formulated by replacing the model (Equation 3.52) with a discrete-time
version of model (Equation 3.42). Every time step, the NMPC controller computes a steering command
δf and a desired braking yaw moment M. The braking logic in Figure 3.38a then calculates the braking
torques at four individual wheels in order to generate the desired yaw moment M, based on the current
vehicle state. An example of this braking logic, next referred to as Two-Actuator Algorithm is detailed in
Falcone et al. (2008b). In particular, in order to induce the desired braking yaw moment with minimum
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FIGURE 3.38 Two different approaches to the integrated VDC problem.
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longitudinal dynamics effect, Two-Actuator Algorithm implements a single wheel braking logic. The
Two-Actuator Algorithm is based on the following well-known results:

• Outside wheel braking induces understeer while inside wheel braking induces oversteer.
• Left/right brake distribution is more effective in steering the vehicle than front/rear distribution

(Motoyama et al., 1992).
• Braking at the rear inside corner is most effective in inducing an oversteer yaw moment, and braking

at the front outside corner is most effective to induce an understeer yaw moment (Tseng et al., 1999;
Bahouth, 2005; Bedner et al., 2007).

The second MPC approach, next referred to as Three-Actuator MPC, is sketched in Figure 3.38b. This is
based on the simplified nonlinear vehicle model (Equation 3.36). Every time step, the steering command
and the braking forces at the left and right side of the vehicle are computed. As for the Two-Actuator
MPC controller, a braking logic can be deployed to compute individual braking torques at each wheel,
based on the vehicle current state. An example for this braking logic can be found in Falcone et al. (2006a)
and is next referred to as Three-Actuator Algorithm.

3.6.6 Double-Lane Change with Active Steering and Differential Braking

The combined steering and braking MPC controllers described in Section 3.6.5 have been implemented
to autonomously perform a double-lane change in the scenario described in Section 3.6.4.

Next we present the experimental results only for the LTV MPC combined braking and steering
controller in Section 3.6.5.1. The Two- and Three-Actuator controllers, presented in Section 3.6.5.2, have
been tested in experiments and the results show that they successfully stabilize the vehicle along the
desired path up to 60 kph (Falcone et al., 2010).

The LTV MPC controller has been implemented with the following parameters:

• Sampling time: T = 0.05 s.
• Horizons: Hp = 15, Hc = 1, Hu = 2.
• Bounds:

• δf ,min =−10◦, δf ,max = 10◦, Δδf ,min =−0.85 deg,Δδf ,max = 0.85 deg.
• Tb�,•min = 0 N m, Tb�,•max = 600N m, ΔTb�,•min =−58.33 N m,ΔTb�,•max = 58.33 Nm.
• α�min =−2.5 deg, α�max = 2.5 deg.

• Friction coefficient: μ= 0.3.
• Weighting matrices:

• Q ∈R4×4 with Q11 = 1, Q22 = 10, Q33 = 1, Q44 = 30, and Qij = 0 for i �= j.
• R ∈R5×5 with Rij = 10 for i = j and Rij = 0 for i �= j.
• S ∈R5×5 with Sij = 10−1 for i = j and Sij = 0 for i �= j.
• ρ= 105.

The bounds Δδf ,# and ΔTb�,•#, with #= {min, max}, are derived from the steering and braking rate,
respectively, of the real actuators. The bounds α�# are selected in order to force the vehicle to operate in the
linear region of the tire characteristic. The horizons Hp, Hc , and Hu are selected by trading off performance
and computational complexity. In particular, the horizons Hp and Hc are the largest allowing the real-
time execution of the controller on the rapid prototyping platform described in Falcone et al. (2009).
The constraint horizon Hc and the weighting matrices Q, R, and S have been tuned through extensive
simulations.

The road friction coefficient μ in Equation 3.52 was set manually and constant for each experiment
depending on the road conditions.

Figures 3.39 and 3.40 show the experimental results when the vehicle enters the double-lane change
with a longitudinal speed of 50 and 70 kph, respectively. In Figures 3.39b and 3.40b, the braking torques
at the four wheels at 50 and 70 kph, respectively, are reported. In particular, the solid lines represent the
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FIGURE 3.39 Experimental results at 14 m/s entry speed.
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FIGURE 3.40 Experimental results at 19 m/s entry speed.
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FIGURE 3.40 Continued.

desired torques computed by the controller, while the torques delivered by the braking system are plotted
with dashed lines. In Figures 3.39c and 3.40c, the steering angles (desired in solid lines and actual in
dashed lines) in experiments at 50 and 70 kph, respectively, are reported. We also observe the steering
angle from the driver (dash-dotted lines) presented themselves as small driver disturbance during the
path-following test that was to approximate an autonomously controlled steering robot vehicle. For the
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TABLE 3.3 Experimental Results. RMS and Maximum Tracking Errors as Function of Vehicle

Longitudinal Speed

ẋref (m/s) ψrms (deg) ψ̇rms (deg/s) Yrms (m) ψmax (deg) ψ̇max (deg/s) Ymax (m) ẋmax (m/s)

14 1.51 3.15 0.24 5.19 15.91 0.91 7.32

19.4 3.93 7.29 1.22 10.91 26.99 3.42 11.30

other plots the same line styles have been used. The maximum and root mean-squared (RMS) errors are
summarized in Table 3.3.

Next, we comment the above results in order to highlight (1) the coordination between steering and
braking, (2) the execution of a countersteering maneuver in order to recover the control of the vehicle.

In order to discuss point (1), we recall that angles are assumed positive counterclockwise and braking
the wheels at left and right sides generate positive and negative overall yaw moment, respectively. Consider
the results at 50 kph in Figure 3.39. In Figures 3.39b and c, we observe that at around 12 s, a left side braking
and a right to left steering start in order to track the yaw rate reference. At almost 13 s, the braking at the
left side is stopped and, simultaneously, the braking at the right side, as well as a steering to the right,
are started. A similar behavior is observed in experiments at 70 kph. Nevertheless, because of a more
oscillatory behavior, the coordination between steering and braking is less clear.

Before discussing point (2), we recall that countersteering is a complex maneuver usually performed
by skilled drivers in order to recover the control of the vehicle in emergency situations. In particular,
due to excessive tire slip angles the vehicle might operate in regions of the tire characteristic where the
lateral tire forces are decreasing functions of the tire slip angles. In such cases the vehicle might deviate
from its nominal behavior and even become unstable. In order to stabilize the vehicle, a skillful driver can
steer in the opposite direction with respect to the intended trajectory, in such a way to limit the tire slip
angles. We observed that, with our control problem formulation, countersteering is performed, thanks
to constraints (Equation 3.50) on the tire slip angles. Consider the experimental results in Figure 3.39,
in Figure 3.39d we observe that, at 11 s, the rear tire slip angles exceed the upper bound, that is, 2.5 deg,
and the controller responded with a brief counter steering (Falcone et al., 2009). Consider a small-angle
approximation of Equation 3.33, written for the rear axle

αr = ẏ− bψ̇

ẋ
. (3.55)

Since ∂αr/∂ψ̇< 0, the steering angle (and hence the yaw rate) is suddenly increased in order to decrease
the rear tire slip angle. Afterward the rear tire slip angles returns within the bounds and the steering angle
decreases again in order to recover the path following.

Similar arguments explain the controller’s behavior in the experiment at 70 kph where, between 7.8
and 9.2 s, both front and rear tire slip angles exceed the upper bound (see Figure 3.40d). In this case, by
increasing the steering angle, front and rear tire slip angles are simultaneously decreased. Afterwards, the
controllers steers to the right in order to recover the path following.

3.6.7 Summary

In this section, we have presented MPC approaches for autonomous path following via AFS. We have then
further extended the presented approaches to coordinate AFS and individual wheel braking. Experimental
results have been presented for the proposed algorithms. The computational aspects of the MPC design
for the considered path-following application have been emphasized and different low complexity MPC
schemes have been presented.

In the proposed LTV MPC algorithm, the steering and braking are computed as a solution of a
quadratic program. Such a problem is formulated by linearizing, at each time step, the nonlinear vehicle
model around the current state and the previous control input. The integrated steering and braking MPC
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algorithm has been implemented on a dSPACETM rapid prototyping system with a sampling time of
50 ms in order to be experimentally validated. Experimental validation consisted of autonomous path-
following tests, where the vehicle performed double-lane change maneuvers at high speed on snowy
roads. Experimental results of tests at 50 and 70 kph have been shown and discussed. The presented
results demonstrated three remarkable achievements: the proposed algorithm (1) coordinates the use of
steering and braking in a systematic way to achieve the control objectives, (2) is able to stabilize the vehicle
when working in wide operating regions of the tire characteristics where model nonlinearities become
relevant, (3) systematically reproduces complex countersteering behavior, usually performed by skilled
professional drivers in stabilizing the vehicle, as a natural consequence of MPC methodology with its soft
constraints on the tire slip angles. Moreover, we have presented two alternative low-complexity MPC
approaches for online solving nonlinear constrained optimization problems. The presented approaches
are general and can be used to solve any vehicle stability control problem. In particular, further extensions
of the algorithms presented in this section might include further actuators, such as active differentials
and active and semiactive suspensions (Giorgetti, 2006), toward a fully active chassis control problem.
Nevertheless, computational complexity is a serious barrier for real-time implementation, since the size
and the complexity of the MPC controller increases as further actuators are added.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

Vehicle controls are having an increasingly more and more important role in today’s automotive industry.
The current article summarizes several such control applications, ranging from vehicle suspensions and
electronic differential to active steering and ESC, and their extensions. In all of these cases, the tire is the
central and critical element connecting vehicles with the road and transferring associated forces. Based
on the experiences accumulated so far, the applications utilizing tire longitudinal force have been the
most established and widespread. This includes ABS, TCS, and various aspects of stability controls and
their extensions. On the other hand, the production applications based on tire lateral and vertical or
normal forces are not as widespread in contemporary vehicles. This includes active front steer, rear wheel
steer/four wheel steer, semiactive or continuously controlled damping, and load-leveling suspensions.

As has been observed in most vehicle control applications, the modeling and the estimation of the
controlled plant are critical elements for the successful implementation of desired control concepts.
Thus, the present chapter devotes a significant portion to address these important aspects of the new
control design process. This process will be further facilitated by the prevailing trend that future vehicles
will be equipped with a new generation of actuators and sensors. On the actuator side, this includes
various forms of active steering as well as fully active and semiactive suspensions. On the sensor side,
this includes cameras, GPS, and vehicle-to-vehicle/infrastructure communications. This will provide
many additional opportunities in refining/optimizing vehicle handling and ride performance, and overall
vehicle controllability, stability, and safety, while at the same time creating new and exciting functions.
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4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Motivation

The demand for individual mobility is inexorably increasing and the number of automobiles operated
worldwide will continue to grow for the next 20–30 years (Guzzella, 2009). Unfortunately, fossil primary
energy sources are limited, and particularly in the case of crude oil, the era of its cheap and plentiful supply
is coming to an end. Clearly, these two developments can be balanced only by a combination of several
changes in our individual mobility system. One central part of it will be the development of substantially
more fuel-efficient vehicle propulsion systems.∗

∗ It is clear that this will not suffice. Other necessary measures are a change to smaller and lighter vehicles, an increase in
the utilization of alternative fuel sources, and a change in the mobility patterns.

4-1
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One very promising approach toward achieving this objective is the development of hybrid-electric
powertrains. On the one side, such propulsion systems can improve the rather poor thermal efficiency of
standard internal combustion engines. On the other side, they pave the way to a partial electrification of
individual mobility by combining short-range purely electric travel with long-range driving capability.

4.1.2 Problem Statement and Limitations

This chapter introduces methods and tools that are useful for the analysis and optimization of the
energy consumption of hybrid-electric powertrains. After the introduction of the appropriate modeling
approaches, first noncausal control algorithms and then causal control algorithms are presented. The first
set of control algorithms is very useful as a benchmark for the second set, and noncausal algorithms also
form the basis for a possible approach to the optimal design of hybrid-electric powertrains, with respect
to both structures and parameters.

All controllers discussed below are working on the supervisory level, that is, they only control the flow
of energies between the different nodes in the powertrain system. The commands issued by these control
systems are reference values for lower-level controllers that have to interact with the actual hardware
components. Many important aspects of powertrain dynamics can only be handled on those lower levels.
Particularly, drivability (torque smoothness) and pollutant emissions of the thermal engine are difficult
problems, which cannot be included easily in the supervisory control system. Fortunately, the timescales
of these two sets of problems are substantially different, such that the hierarchical approach proposed in
this chapter yields good results.

4.2 Modeling the Energy Flows in Hybrid-Electric Vehicles

4.2.1 Modeling Requirements

To be able to achieve the objectives stated in the introduction, the models proposed in this section must
have the following properties:

• The numerical effort required to simulate complete powertrain systems must be low.
• The individual modules must be scalable, that is, the behavior of the corresponding devices must

be represented by models that have a parametric description of the “size” of the devices.
• The interfaces of all modules must permit an arbitrary connection between all elements.

Equations describing the behavior of the most relevant system components that satisfy these require-
ments are presented below. More details can be found in Guzzella and Sciarretta (2007).

In the context of this chapter, it is important to distinguish between forward and backward models.
While the first class of models reflects the accepted causality present in a specific physical system, the
second class of models inverts that causality. A typical example of a forward model is the equation
describing the longitudinal behavior of a road vehicle:

cm · d

dt
v(t)=− [

c0+ c2 · v2(t)
]+ F(t), (4.1)

where v(t) is the velocity and F(t) the propulsion force. The coefficients {cm, c0, c2} parametrize the
rolling friction, the aerodynamic friction, and the inertia effects. In this formulation, the force is the
cause—therefore, it must be known a priori—and the velocity is the effect. The backward formulation
inverts this causality, that is, the velocity becomes the cause and the force the effect:

F(t)= cm · d

dt
v(t)+ [

c0+ c2 · v2(t)
]

. (4.2)

Of course, for this approach to be useful, the velocity v(t) must be known a priori. For instance,
this situation is the case when standardized test cycles are to be followed. There are many such cycles,
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FIGURE 4.1 European driving cycle MVEG-95. Vehicle speed v (km/h) and time t (s).

for example, the MVEG-95 in Europe, illustrated in Figure 4.1, or the FTP-75 in the United States. In
addition to such cycles defined by legislation, all car manufacturers have their own drive cycles that better
reflect the average driving behavior and/or include additional influences, notably topographic elevation
variations. All of these cycles cannot prescribe the velocity at each time instant t. The velocity v(t) can be
known only at specific points in time tk such that

F(t)≈ cm · v(tk+1)− v(tk)

h
+

[

c0+ c2 ·
(

v(tk+1)+ v(tk)

2

)2
]

, ∀t ∈ [tk , tk+1). (4.3)

This approximation is quite accurate if the test cycle to be followed is a piecewise affine function of
time (such as, for instance, the MVEG-95). In other cases, the approximation is acceptable only if the
sampling interval h is small compared to the relevant dynamic effects (see below). Typically, h is equal to
1 s, but smaller or varying sampling intervals are used as well.

Forward models are necessary to design and optimize lower-level controllers, such as torque or air/fuel
ratio control loops. The design of controllers that manage the energy flows of hybrid electric vehicles
(HEV) and, even more so, the algorithms used to find the optimal size and structure of HEV powertrains
rely on backward models. The key advantage of such models is the very low computational effort they
induce in any simulations. Particularly, if vector-based algorithms are used, the simulation of a standard
HEV powertrain model for several thousands of seconds requires only a few seconds on a standard PC.

4.2.2 Mechanical Systems

Equation 4.3, which describes the longitudinal vehicle dynamics, has been introduced in the last section.
The parameter cm describes the vehicle inertia. Assuming a rigid powertrain, this parameter can be
written as

cm =m+ Θ

r2 · γ2 , (4.4)

where m is the total mass of the vehicle,Θ the inertia of all rotating parts before the gear box, γ the total
gear ratio, and r the radius of the wheels. For many purposes, the second summand in Equation 4.4 can
be approximated as 0.1 ·m, but it is not very difficult to include the formulation of Equation 4.4 in all
optimizations. Particularly when the gear ratio γ is a degree of freedom that is utilized in the optimizations,
this approach is necessary. The parameter c0 represents rolling friction and road inclination:

c0 =m · g · (cr + sin(α))≈m · g · (cr + α), (4.5)

where cr is the tire friction coefficient and α the road inclination measured in radians. The parameter c2

represents the aerodynamic friction:

c2 = 1

2
· ρ · cw ·Af , (4.6)
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TABLE 4.1 Typical Modeling Parameters Valid for HEV Passenger Cars

Parameter Nominal Value (Range) Unit

cw 0.33 (0.25–0.40) —

cr 0.013 (0.008–0.015) —

Af 2.50 (2.00–3.00) m2

m 1500 (1000–2500) kg

Θ 0.25 (0.20–0.30) kg m2

γ — (2.5–15.0) —

ρ 1.15 (1.00–1.30) kg/m3

r 0.25 (0.20–0.30) m

e 0.43 (0.40–0.45) —

pm0 1.8× 105 (1.5×105–3.0×105) Pa

V0 230 (40–600) V

R0 0.3 (0.2–0.5) Ω

Note: The gear ratio γ depends on the gear selected; the smallest value
represents the highest gear, the highest value the first gear.

where ρ is the density of air, cw the aerodynamic resistance coefficient, and Af the area of the front of the
vehicle. Table 4.1 lists typical ranges for all parameters introduced in this chapter.

Of course, in real vehicles, many additional losses are present. For instance, auxiliary devices require
some power and the transmission causes additional friction losses. For the sake of brevity, these and other
effects are neglected in this chapter.

4.2.3 Engine Systems

Internal combustion engines are very complex and not yet fully understood devices that transform the
energy stored in hydrocarbons to mechanical work using the “detour” of heat generated by combustion.
The high energy and power densities and the low cost of such engines are the main reasons for their
enormous success in the last 100 years. For the purposes of powertrain modeling and control, the fuel
consumption of internal combustion engines (spark and compression ignited) can be approximated
sufficiently well using the following approach.

The subsequent definitions are needed below. First, the mean effective pressure pme is introduced by

pme = 4 ·π ·Tme

Vd
, (4.7)

where Tme is the mean effective (useful) engine torque and Vd is the displaced volume of the four-stroke
engine. Second, the mean fuel pressure is introduced by

pmf =
mf ·Hl

Vd
, (4.8)

where mf is the mass of fuel burned per engine cycle and Hl is the lower heating value of the fuel burned
in the engine (∼43 MJ/kg of fuel for gasoline and diesel fuel). With these preparations it is now possible
to formulate a simple yet quite precise model of the fuel-to-work conversion efficiency of an engine:

pme = e(ω) · pmf − pm0(ω), (4.9)

where e(ω) is a mildly engine speed-dependent internal efficiency value and pm0(ω) a similarly speed-
dependent friction pressure (Pachernegg, 1969). Typically, a second-order polynomial fit yields very good
results, but for initial calculations the values of e(ω) and pm0(ω) can even be assumed to be constant. Note
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that Equation 4.9 does not depend on the engine size. Combined with Equations 4.7 and 4.8, that equation
yields a scalable description of the energy conversion efficiency of any internal combustion engine.

The second approach to describe the efficiency of an engine is to use measured maps. As an example,
Figure 4.2 shows the efficiency map of a modern spark-ignited (gasoline) engine. Using Equation 4.9
and constant values e = 0.43 and pm0 = 180, 000 (N/m2), the engine efficiency can be approximated as
indicated in Figure 4.2 by the thin straight lines. In the relevant operating points, this approximation
yields quite an accurate approximation, which can be made much more precise using speed-dependent
coefficients e(ω) and pm0(ω).

4.2.4 Electric Systems

Similar to internal combustion engines, electric motors can be described using a scalable description
as introduced in Equation 4.9 or using measured maps. Figure 4.3 shows an example of such a map.
These maps can encompass all four quadrants, but usually only two quadrants are measured due to the
assumption of a symmetrical behavior for negative speeds.

Power electronic devices have very high efficiencies and are so fast that their losses and dynamical
behavior can be neglected for the purposes of energy supervisory control. This is not true for battery
systems. The following model is the simplest one that can be used for the purposes of energy management:

Ib(t)=
V0−

√
V 2

0 − 4R0Pb(t)

2R0
, x(t)=

Qb(0)−
t∫

0
Ib(τ)dτ

Qb,max
, (4.10)

where Ib(t) is the battery current (positive when discharging), Pb(t) the electric power delivered by
(Pb(t) > 0) or stored in (Pb(t) < 0) the battery, and 0 < x(t) < 1 is the state of charge (SoC) of the
battery. The parameters in Equation 4.8 are the open-circuit voltage V0, the internal resistance R0, and
the maximum battery capacity Qb,max . All of these parameters can be assumed to be constant in a first
analysis. Table 4.1 lists reasonable values. More precise calculations usually assume those parameters to
depend on the SoC and the current of the battery.
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FIGURE 4.2 Measured (bold curves) and approximated (thin lines) engine efficiency map of a modern 2.2 l SI
engine. Engine torque T (Nm) and engine speed ω (rad/s).
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FIGURE 4.3 Measured efficiency map of a 15-kW electric motor. Motor torque T (Nm) and motor speedω (rad/s).

4.3 Noncausal Control Methods

4.3.1 Offline Optimization

Optimizing the energy consumption of a hybrid powertrain consists of a two-level analysis. At a more
abstract level, the energy management strategy can be designed for a given test drive cycle, through
optimization of the power flows between the system components. Such a procedure is called an offline
optimization, since the drive cycle must be known a priori. That is obviously not possible during the real
operation of the system, except for some particular scenarios. Therefore, for a practical implementation,
an online controller is necessary. Nevertheless, offline optimization is a very useful tool as it can be used
to provide an optimal performance benchmark, which can then be used to assess the quality of any causal
but suboptimal online controller. Moreover, in some cases, the optimal nonrealizable solution provides
insights in the way such realizable control systems should be designed.

As with many physical systems, an HEV is characterized by disturbance inputs, control inputs, mea-
surable outputs, and state variables. In an offline framework, the main disturbance is the test drive cycle
that has to be followed. As discussed is Section 4.2, the knowledge of the vehicle speed profile directly
yields the speed and torque levels required at the wheels. This total power is provided by the powertrain
system components. The synthesis of the reference signals for each component is the objective of the
supervisory controller. The nature of these variables strongly depends on the type of HEV architecture.
For example, in a parallel hybrid the IC engine torque can be treated as a controlled variable, while the
electric motor torque is constrained to fulfill the total torque required at the wheels. The nature of the
state variables is obviously related to the dynamics of the systems, which generally include mechanical,
thermal, electrical, and electrochemical subsystems. Usually, for the purposes of energy management, an
HEV can be described using “backward” models. Thus the number of state variables strongly decreases,
and it can be reduced to only include integral quantities such as the battery SoC x(t).
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Stated in mathematical terms, the supervisory control problem consists of finding the control law u(t)
that minimizes the fuel consumption

Jf =
tf∫

0

ṁf (u(t), x(t), w(t)) · dt (4.11)

over the prescribed drive cycle, when the disturbance inputs w(t) are known a priori. This optimal control
problem must respect several constraints, such as the dynamics of the state variables (usually the battery
SoC)

dx(t)

dt
= f (u(t), x(t), w(t)). (4.12)

Of course, the minimization of Jf only is not sufficient, but it is necessary to force the battery SoC to
stay within certain admissible boundaries during the whole trajectory (state constraints). Moreover, the
terminal SoC (at the end of the cycle) must have a value that is close to the initial value in order to ensure
a neutral balance of SoC that is required by the self-sustaining nature of any self-sustaining HEV system.
Concerning this latter point, the optimization problem for a plug-in HEV would be rather different.

Mathematically speaking, a terminal state constraint is added to the criterion Jf to build a new multi-
objective performance index

J = Jf +ϕ(x(tf )). (4.13)

The function ϕ(·) describes the type of constraint applied to the terminal SoC. Even though other
definitions are possible and used in practice, the rest of this chapter only deals with hard constraints, that
is, the final SoC must be strictly equal to the initial value,

x(tf )= x(0)= x0. (4.14)

4.3.2 Dynamic Programming

One very common technique for solving the optimal control problem stated in the previous section is
dynamic programming (DP) (Pu and Yin, 2007; Ao et al., 2008; Gong et al., 2008; Liu and Peng, 2008).
Like other offline optimization techniques, all disturbances (in the case of deterministic DP) or at least
their stochastic properties (in the case of stochastic DP (Johannesson et al., 2007)) must be known a priori.

DP uses the definition (Equation 4.13) of an overall cost function, but it extends this definition to any
point of the time–state space, by defining the cost-to-go function

Jn(t, x(t))= ϕ(x(tf ))+
tf∫

t

ṁt(u(τ), x(τ), w(τ)) · dτ. (4.15)

This function depends on the control law adopted from the current time till the end of the cycle,
π= {u(τ)}, τ= t, . . . , tf . The optimal cost to reach the terminal point (tf , x0) from any current point
(t, x) is thus defined as

Γ(t, x)=min
π

Jπ(t, x). (4.16)

By definition, the value Γ(0, x0) corresponds to the optimal value of Jπ that is sought.
Tocalculate thefunctionΓ(t, x),DPrequiresa discretizationof thetime–statespace.Thus, thefunctionΓ

is only calculated at a fixed number of points tk = k ·Δt, k = 0, . . . , N , and xi = xmin+ i ·Δx,
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i = 0, . . . , p (p= (xmax − xmin)/Δx). The computation starts by setting

Γ(tf , xi)= ϕ(xi). (4.17)

In the case of a “hard” terminal constraint, Equation 4.17 can be reformulated as

Γ(tf , x0)= 0 and Γ(tf , xi)=∞, ∀xi �= x0 (4.18)

in order to make unfeasible any terminal SoC different from the target one. The computation proceeds
backward in time solving the recursive algorithm

Γ(tk , xi)=min
u∈V

{
Γ(tk+1, xi + f (u, xi , w(tk)) ·Δt)+ ṁf (u, w(tk)) ·Δt

}
. (4.19)

Equation 4.19 clearly shows that a backward model of the system must be used to evaluate the SoC
variation and fuel consumption as a function of the current disturbance w(t), the current state xi , and the
control input applied. The control inputs u(t) are limited to a feasible subset that can depend on the state,
V (x(t)). In practice, this subset also must be discretized to restrict the search to q values uj, j = 1, . . . , q.
These values can vary at each time and as a function of the state.

The arguments of minimization are stored in a feedback control function U(tk , xi) which is then used
to reconstruct the optimal trajectories x◦(t), u◦(t), and consequently ṁo

fuel(t). Starting from t = 0 and
proceeding forward in time,

u◦(tk)= U(tk , x◦(tk)), x◦(tk+1)= x◦(tk)+ f (u◦(tk), x◦(tk), w(tk)) ·Δt. (4.20)

Solving Equations 4.19 and 4.20 requires particular care since generally neither the state value xi +
f (u, xi , w(t)) ·Δt nor the state value x◦(tk) matches one of the possible points of the grid. Therefore, the
corresponding values of Γ and U must be interpolated from the values calculated for the closest points
of the grid. Several interpolation methods can be used, each having their specific benefits and drawbacks
(Guzzella and Sciarretta, 2007).

Another problem arises when, as in Equation 4.18, an infinite cost is assigned to handle unfeasible
states or control inputs. If an infinite cost is used together with an interpolation scheme, the infinity value
propagates backward in the grid and the number of unfeasible states artificially increases. A number of
techniques have been proposed to handle these interpolations correctly, using large but finite instead of
infinite values or calculating exactly the boundaries between feasible and unfeasible states (Sundström
et al., 2009).

Other techniques are aimed at reducing the time consumption of DP. In general, the computation
burden of DP algorithms scales linearly with the problem time N , the number of discretized state values p,
and the number of the discretized control input values q. To reduce the computational effort, one
technique is based on the reduction of p. At each iteration, the state space is selected as a small fraction
of the entire space, centered on the optimal trajectory evaluated in the previous iteration. Unfortunately,
DP algorithms have a complexity that is exponential in the number of state variables n and control input
variables m,

O(N · pn · qm). (4.21)

This makes the algorithm only suitable for low-order systems. Fortunately, in HEV optimization
problems, the only state variable is the battery SoC, and thus n= 1, while m usually is limited to two
inputs (e.g., torque split and gear number).

4.3.3 Connection to the Minimum Principle

One alternative to DP for offline energy management optimization consists of solving the optimal prob-
lem Equations 4.11 through 4.13 by means of Hamilton–Jacobi theory and then using Pontryagin’s
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minimum principle (Bryson and Ho, 1975). This technique has certain advantages over DP in terms of
computational burden and complexity of the algorithm. Moreover, it is inherently closer to its online
counterparts. However, state constraints are more difficult to handle and convergence of the algorithm
can be problematic. The starting point of this approach is a Hamiltonian function

H(u(t), x(t), w(t),λ(t))= ṁf (u(t), x(t), w(t))+λ(t) · f (u(t), x(t), w(t)), (4.22)

from where the optimal control law is calculated as

uopt(t)= arg min
u

H(u(t), x(t), w(t),λ(t)). (4.23)

The dynamics of the variable λ is given by the Euler–Lagrange equations,

dλ(t)

dt
=−∂H(u, x, w,λ)

∂x
, (4.24)

in such a way that λ can be defined as a new state variable (costate) that is adjoint to x, whose dynamics
are still given by Equation 4.22. Unfortunately, while the boundary condition for the state x is prescribed
at the initial time, the boundary condition for λ is prescribed at the terminal time,

λ(tf )= ∂ϕ(x(tf ))

∂x(tf )
. (4.25)

This is a typical two-point boundary condition problem, which must be solved numerically. A plethora
of methods exist (“shooting” and similar algorithms, as discussed below), all of which have their drawbacks
and advantages. Moreover, the solution obtained is open loop. That is, it is valid only for the specific
initial λ. Extending this to a feedback solution can be difficult. Often, formulating a simple nonlinear
least-squares problem on the final constraint of the adjoint variables is sufficient, particularly, if one
solution for a particular case is known and other cases are solved using successive approximation methods
(homotopy algorithms).

This procedure is particularly intuitive when the “hard” constraint expressed by Equation 4.18 is used.
In that case, the unknown initial value of λ is the one that ensures the SoC equality (Equation 4.14). In
most practical cases, the relationship between λ(0) and x(tf ) is monotonous and there is only one value
λ(0) that fulfills Equation 4.14. In particular, if λ(0) is too low, x(tf ) will be higher than x0. On the other
hand, if λ(0) is too high, x(tf ) will be lower than x0. At the end of the iteration, a correction of λ(0) thus
can be made in accordance with the sign of x(tf )− x0, for example, using the bisection method. Figure 4.4
shows the flowchart of this approach. This method, sometimes referred to as a shooting algorithm, is
often applied in combination with the further assumption that the right-hand term of Equation 4.24 is
negligible. In fact, while the fuel consumption rate does not directly depend on the SoC, the function f (·)
in the definition of Equation 4.10 does, through the battery parameters such as open-circuit voltage and
internal resistance. However, in many cases, this dependency can be neglected (especially for the internal
resistance), so that Equation 4.24 can be reduced to (Sciarretta and Guzzella, 2007)

dλ

dt
≈ 0→ λ(t)≈ λ(0). (4.26)

In the case in which λ can be treated as a constant, the Hamiltonian function defined by Equation 4.22
acquires a new meaning. The SoC variation can be expressed as a function of battery terminal current Ib

and nominal capacity Qb,max as

dx(t)

dt
= f (u(t), x(t), w(t))=− Ib(u(t), x(t), w(t))

Qb,max
(4.27)

using a simple battery model and considering that positive currents discharge the battery. Under the
assumptions stated above, the battery open-circuit voltage is a constant, such that Equation 4.22 can be
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FIGURE 4.4 Flow chart of the bisection algorithm used to find the correct initial condition for the costate λ(0).

written as

PH (u(t), x(t), w(t),λ(t))=Hl · ṁf (u(t), x(t), w(t))+ s0 · Ib(u(t), x(t), w(t)) ·V0, (4.28)

where s0 =−λ0Hl/(Qb,maxV0) is a new constant term that has the advantage overλ0 of directly weighting
two power terms in Equation 4.28, namely, the fuel chemical power ṁf Hl and the electrochemical (inner)
battery power IbV0. The parameter s0 is called equivalence factor. It plays an important role in the
approach described in Section 4.4.2.

4.4 Causal Control Methods

4.4.1 Online Optimization

In conventional ICE-based powertrains, the engine speed is a state variable that can only be influenced
through appropriate commands to the transmission system, while the desired engine torque is defined
by the driver. This torque setpoint is sent to a low-level engine controller, which controls the engine
such that it delivers the desired amount of torque. In contrast, in HEVs the total torque required can be
produced by different sources. Moreover, in some HEV architectures also the speed at which the engines
and the motors operate can be chosen independently of the vehicle speed. Accordingly, HEVs have several
degrees of freedom that must be chosen in real-time during the vehicle’s operation.

This control problem is similar to the optimization problem introduced in Section 4.3.1. However, the
main difference is that some of the disturbance inputs w(t) are known only for times τ≤ t, where t is
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the current time. Moreover, the vehicle speed is measured, while the total torque required at the wheels
is interpreted from the driver’s action on the acceleration and brake pedals. This task is very critical and
a proper interpretation substantially affects the drivability properties of the whole powertrain.

Several techniques have been proposed and are being used to accomplish supervisory control in such
situations. A first distinction must be made between realizable heuristic and noncausal optimal controllers.
The first class of controllers represents the state of the art in most prototypes and mass-production hybrids.
They are based on Boolean or fuzzy rules involving various vehicular variables. The logics implemented
by these strategies consist of determining first the state of the engine (on or off state) according to some
transition rules. If the engine is running, it can be turned off—and a purely electric propulsion mode
can be activated—only if several conditions are simultaneously met by the system, including the battery
being sufficiently charged, the engine sufficiently warm, the battery sufficiently cold, the vehicle speed
sufficiently low, the total power demand sufficiently low, and so on. Conversely, if the engine is stopped
it must be turned on when at least one of the previous conditions is not met. If these rules prescribe the
engine to be firing, a certain torque setpoint is then assigned to the engine, together with a speed setpoint
if that is not fixed by the vehicle speed. The torque setpoint is a consequence of the power required at the
wheels. However, this power is modulated in such a way as to optimize the operation of the battery. If
the SoC is too low with respect to a target value, additional power is demanded from the engine in order
to charge the battery. Conversely, if the SoC is higher than the target, the battery can assist the engine in
fulfilling the power demand. Finally, as a function of the engine setpoints and the total power demand,
heuristic controllers assign setpoints to all the other components, including at least one electric machine.

Of course, the structure of the heuristic rules can be very complex in a real controller, involving several
measured variables that have to be compared with crisp or fuzzy thresholds, and extensively using look-up
tables to determine values to be assigned to control quantities. The role of these data is very critical for
the behavior of the controller. Usually, a substantial amount of calibration is needed in order to adapt
these data to a given system and often to a given driving situation, that is, a test drive cycle.

A practical alternative to heuristic controller design is a design based on the optimal control laws
presented in Section 4.3.3.

4.4.2 Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategies

The control strategies based on Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP) are collectively called equivalent
consumption minimization strategies (ECMS) (Paganelli et al., 2000), although this acronym initially
referred to a specific design that was derived heuristically. In fact, this acronym stems from the intuitive
meaning of Equation 4.28 that expresses the Hamiltonian function to be minimized as the sum of the
fuel power and the electrochemical power weighted by an equivalent factor s0. The product s0IbatVoc

can be reinterpreted as the fuel consumption (in power units) that is equivalent to the electrochemical
consumption. Therefore, the total cost function to be minimized is an equivalent fuel consumption
resulting from the algebraic sum of the two contributions.

Of course in online controllers, the equivalence factor s0 cannot be determined using a shooting
method. Rather, it must be estimated in real-time as a feedback of the current state of the system as shown
in Figure 4.5. The Hamiltonian cost function is constructed as

PH (u, x(t), t)= Pf (u, t)+ s(t) · Pech(u, x(t), t), (4.29)

where the estimation of the equivalence factor is made at each instant. The control vector is then
obtained as

uopt(t)= arg min
u

PH (u(t), x(t), t). (4.30)

It must be emphasized that the dynamics of s(t) do not try to mimic the real dynamics of the costate
λ(t) as defined by Equation 4.24. These dynamics are simplified as in Equation 4.26, yielding a “true”
equivalence factor that is constant during optimal operation. However, this constant value is not known
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FIGURE 4.5 Flow chart of the real-time estimation algorithm used to find the equivalence factor s0.

a priori since it depends on the overall (including future) driving conditions. Thus, the estimation of such
a constant requires a correction term that obviously evolves with time. A simple adaptation algorithm
can be designed as a function of the battery SoC as Ambühl et al., 2007; Kessels et al., 2008; and Chasse
et al., 2009,

s(t)= sc − kp(x(t)− xc). (4.31)

This adaptation rule is based on the relationship between the equivalence factor (or, equivalently, the
costate) and the battery SoC discussed in Section 4.3.3. Once a certain target value xc is prescribed for the
SoC, the rule (Equation 4.31) corrects any positive deviations of the current x(t) from xc by decreasing
s(t), that is, by favoring the use of electrochemical energy to discharge the battery. On the contrary, when
the SoC is lower than its target value, s(t) is increased to penalize any further use of the battery and to
favor its recharging instead. The parameter xc is chosen as a function of the battery technology, while sc

is a first guess of s0 that can be adapted online.
In addition to the estimation of the equivalence factor, the practical implementation of ECMS requires

a careful proceeding in many aspects (Chang et al., 2009; Phillips et al., 2009). The Hamiltonian PH given
by Equation 4.29 can be modified with additional terms to penalize situations that, though effective to
improve global efficiency, could be undesirable from a drivability point of view. Such penalization terms
might concern, for instance, changes of engine status, changes of engine load, changes of gear, and so on.
In particular, the need to avoid too frequent engine starts or stops can lead to the introduction of additional
refinements in the selection of the minimal cost function. For instance, PH can be separately minimized
for two subsets of the control vector corresponding to engine on and off. Then the comparison between
the two candidate control vectors is subjected to hysteresis thresholds and timing issues.

4.4.3 Extensions of the ECMS Approach

Although they are unavoidable when the optimal s0 is not known a priori, adaptation rules such as
Equation 4.31 necessarily deteriorate the control performance with respect to the optimum, leading to
suboptimal control designs. Of course, control parameters such as kp and sc can be carefully calibrated to
reduce the performance losses. However, adapting these parameters to any real-life operation is usually a
complex task, particularly in the presence of road altitude variations.
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One possible solution is to improve the online estimation of the equivalence factor by including
information coming from the vehicle environment. Such information can be generated using sensors
(mainly global positioning systems (GPS) coupled with global information systems (GIS) to detect the
future altitude profiles, as well as radar or a laser scanner to detect the presence of fixed or moving
obstacles downstream of the vehicle) or received from emitting infrastructures. How to include these
pieces of information in an ECMS framework is still a subject of research. Most of the approaches
proposed usually consist of adapting some control parameters that are identical or equivalent to kp and
sc in Equation 4.31. The adaptation can be driven by a full-scale optimization—for example, using DP—
performed online using a detailed estimation of the future driving profile (Back et al., 2004; Sciarretta
et al., 2004). In a simpler approach, the adaptation can be based on global energy balances using only
estimations of future energy demand. Indeed, it is rather intuitive to extend the definition of Equation 4.31
to the case where energy can be stored on board not only in an electrochemical form but also as a potential
energy. In that case, the equivalence factor estimation should depend not only on the current SoC but
also on the current altitude z(t), for instance, in a way such as

s(t)= sc − kp(x(t)− xc)− kz(z(t)− zc)+ · · · (4.32)

where zc is a target altitude that can be obtained by a navigation system and z(t) can be estimated using
GPS and GIS. Rule (4.32) can be additionally extended to include kinetic energy and thus take into account
accelerations or decelerations (Ambühl and Guzzella, 2009).

Other extensions of the ECMS might concern additional optimization criteria, for example, adding
pollutant emissions to fuel consumption (Ao et al., 2009). Both are integral criteria deriving from instan-
taneous mass flow rates. However, combining these rates into a single performance index necessarily
requires the introduction of user-defined weighting factors. Additional dynamics can be also considered
with respect to the ECMS described in Section 4.4.1, for instance, vehicle speed or thermal levels. The
latter, in particular, might prove very important in combination with a pollutant-based criterion. A ther-
mal state variable with its costate adjoint to the Hamiltonian cost function might lead to the finding of
optimal compromises between, for instance, turning off the engine to avoid pollutant emissions locally
and keeping it on to avoid decreasing the catalyst temperature and reduce pollutant emissions later.

4.5 Software and Tools

4.5.1 Modeling Tools

MATLAB� and Simulink are commonly used numerical tools that can be used for modeling and control
system design. There exist many software packages and simulation tools for MATLAB and Simulink, both
free and licensed, for assessing the fuel consumption in hybrid-electric vehicles. As pointed out earlier,
a key concept of these tools is the scalable modules of each of the powertrain components. This section
presents two model libraries for MATLAB and Simulink that are used for vehicle propulsion system
optimization. These tools make it possible for powertrain systems to be designed quickly and in a flexible
manner and to calculate easily the fuel consumption of such systems. In general, the tools are based on
the modeling assumptions presented earlier in this chapter.

The advanced vehicle simulator (ADVISOR), developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
was available online as a free library of models used for vehicle powertrain modeling. The library contains
several various powertrain components as well as energy management strategies. The library was bought
by AVL and is available by license from 2003.

One of the free vehicle propulsion system libraries is the QSS toolbox (Guzzella and Amstutz, 1999;
Rizzoni et al., 1999). The QSS toolbox was developed at ETH Zurich and is available for download at
the URL www.idsc.ethz.ch/research/downloads. Due to the extremely short CPU time it requires (for a
conventional powertrain, a speedup factor of 100–1000 is quite common on a regular PC), a QSS model
is ideally suited for the optimization of the fuel consumption under various control strategies.
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4-14 Control System Applications

4.5.2 Optimization Software

Typically in HEV optimization, the optimization problem consists of two types of optimizations. The first
is the dynamic optimization of the power split between the two energy converters in the powertrain. The
second is the static optimization of different component sizes such as engine displacement and electric
motor maximum power. Both the static and the dynamic optimization must be treated when optimizing
the complete vehicle. The static optimization is commonly solved using an optimization algorithm capable
of approximately solving nonconvex optimization problems. Some tools are available in MATLAB, while
others, such as particle swarm optimization toolboxes and genetic algorithm toolboxes, can be found
online.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, the dynamic optimization in the HEV is often solved using the DP
algorithm. Of course, the DP solution can only be found if the complete future disturbances and reference
inputs are known. In this sense, the solution is not causal. Nevertheless, the optimal solution is very useful,
since it can be used as a benchmark to which all causal controllers can be compared with.

When implementing the DP algorithm, special attention must be given to minimizing the overall
computational cost since the computational complexity of the DP algorithm is exponential in the number
of states and inputs. Also, as described in Section 4.3.2, numerical problems can arise and produce a
suboptimal solution. The implementation of suitable numerical algorithms that efficiently solve a given
DP problem is, therefore, a nontrivial part of a hybrid vehicle optimization process.

In Sundström and Guzzella, 2009, a generic DP function that efficiently solves deterministic DP prob-
lems using MATLAB is presented. The function, called Dynamic Programming Matrix (DPM) function,
implements the DP algorithm and leaves the model function to be implemented by the user. The largest
reduction in computation time is realized if the model function is implemented to support matrix-valued
inputs and outputs. If the model function uses matrix operations the DPM function typically solves the
energy management problem in HEVs in less than 1 min of calculation on a standard desktop computer.
The DPM function and two example problems are available at www.idsc.ethz.ch/research/downloads.

4.6 Example

4.6.1 System Description and Modeling

The simple case analyzed in this example is a parallel hybrid-electric powertrain. The engine and the elec-
tric motor act with identical rotational speed on the same shaft and no gear ratio changes are considered.
To allow for pure electric driving, the engine can be decoupled from the powertrain using an actuated
clutch. Since the engine cannot run below some minimum speed, this powertrain must be operated
electrically at low speeds.

The goal is to evaluate the fuel-minimal power split between engine and motor for a given drive
cycle. The powertrain model is formulated using a backward approach as introduced in Section 4.2. The
parameters used for this example are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

The force F(t) required at the wheel to follow the drive cycle is computed with Equations 4.3 through
4.6. The torque and speed after the single gear transmission result as

Tg = F(t) · r
γ ·ηsign(F(t))

g

, ωg = v(tk+1)+ v(tk)

2
· γ

r
, (4.33)

where ηg is the efficiency of the transmission, which is assumed to be constant.
The torque Tg required at the transmission input must be delivered by a combination of engine and

motor torque. Hence, the following balance must be satisfied:

Tg = Tme +Tmm, (4.34)
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TABLE 4.2 Modeling Parameters of the Single-Gear

HEV—Example of Section 4.6

Parameter Value Unit

Vd 1×10−3 m3

q0 200 Nm

q1 0.7 Nms

q2 −1× 10−3 Nms2

Hl 42.5×106 J/kg

ωe, min 100 rad/s

ωe, max 600 rad/s

γ 4 —

ηg 0.9 —

ηm 0.9 —

Pm, max 50×103 W

Tm, max 300 Nm

Qb, max 23,400 C

where Tme is the mean engine torque and Tmm is the mean motor torque. For this example, the engine
torque is chosen as the control variable, that is,

u= Tme. (4.35)

The engine efficiency is modeled as speed independent for simplicity. As discussed in Section 4.2.3, the
engine’s fuel consumption over one time step h can be approximated by

Δmf =
ωg · h

4π
·mf , (4.36)

where mf is the fuel mass consumed per engine cycle resulting from Equations 4.7 through 4.9 and
Equation 4.35 as

mf =
⎧
⎨

⎩

Vd · pm0

Hl · e + 4π

Hl · e · u, if u > 0

0, else
(4.37)

The maximum engine torque is approximated with a second-order polynomial

Tme,max = q0+ q1 ·ωg + q2 ·ω2
g , (4.38)

where the speed of the engine is limited to the interval ωg ∈ [ωe,min,ωe,max]. With the parameters used
in this example, which are listed in Table 4.2, the resulting range of speeds where the engine can be fired
is limited to 22.5 and 135 km/h.

The electric motor is assumed to have a constant efficiency ηm, such that the electric power is linked
to the requested torque and the control signal by

Pb =
ωg · (Tg − u)

η
sign(Tg−u)
m

. (4.39)

The motor can deliver a maximum torque Tm,max and a maximum mechanical power Pm,max . It is
assumed here that these limits are symmetric for the motor and generator mode. The battery is modeled
as described in Equation 4.10.
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4-16 Control System Applications

4.6.2 Optimal Solution

The optimal solution to the optimal control problem defined by Equations 4.11 through 4.14 and the
model described in Section 4.6.1 is found with DP. The boundary condition on the state variable is
x(tf )= x(0)= x0 = 0.55. The DPM function introduced in Sundström and Guzzella (2009) is used here.
The algorithm yields as the result the optimal control signal U(t, x) and the optimal cost-to-go Γ(t, x) as
a function of time and battery SoC.

The optimal control signal is illustrated in Figure 4.6 for the MVEG-95 drive cycle. This figure shows
that the optimal control for this powertrain consists mainly of pure electric driving and recharging, which
dominates at low SoC conditions. The solid graph represents the optimal state trajectory resulting from
applying the optimal control U(t, x) with the initial condition x(0)= 0.55.

The optimal cost-to-go Γ(t, x) function resulting from DP can be used to compute the optimal equiva-
lence factor introduced in Section 4.3.3. The Principle of Optimality shows that the optimal costateλ is the
gradient of the cost-to-go Γ(t, x) in x. Normalizing this optimal costate yields the standard equivalence
factor

so(t, x)=− Hl

Qb,maxV0

∂Γ(t, x)

∂x
. (4.40)

Figure 4.7 represents the optimal equivalence factor for this powertrain example and for the MVEG-95
drive cycle. It shows that the equivalence factor increases with decreasing SoC. This increase is larger
close to the boundaries of the state constraint. The optimal equivalence factor along the optimal state
trajectory with the initial condition x(0)= 0.55 is indicated with the solid line and is shown as a function
of time in the bottom plot. These results reveal that the equivalence factor is almost constant for most of
the drive cycle. However, toward the end of the drive cycle, there is a substantial change of the value of s.
This shows that the assumption of a constant equivalence factor holds as long as the characteristics of the
drive cycle do not change considerably.
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FIGURE 4.6 Optimal control signal as found with DP for the MVEG-95 driving profile.
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5.1 Introduction

Advances in the design and control of polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells (FCs) are necessary
to significantly improve their durability and reduce their cost for large-scale commercial automotive
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applications. Degradation has been observed and is associated with undesired reactions which occur
during load following and start-up conditions. This degradation is accelerated by the varying spatio-
temporal profiles caused by the local buildup of liquid water [1,2]. It is therefore desirable to avoid
the accumulation of water and flooding or plugging of the channels, due to its deleterious effects on
performance and stack life. Anode channel plugging, for example, can induce hydrogen starvation and,
given the right conditions, trigger cathode-carbon oxidation and loss of active catalyst area [3–5].

To avoid excess water accumulation in the anode channel, high hydrogen flow rates are pushed through
the stack, resulting in the flow-through anode (FTA) configuration. To increase the fuel utilization,
a re-circulated anode (RCA) architecture is used. In this configuration water is removed from the gas
stream leaving the channel and the hydrogen is recirculated back into the stack inlet, where it is combined
with additional hydrogen from the storage medium and then humidified. This practice leads to higher cost
and lower power densities due to the need for external humidification and anode recirculation loops. To
achieve competitive cost and power density objectives, we develop a modeling and control methodology
for water management in dead-ended anode (DEA) systems which can operate at low hydrogen flow
rates without external humidification, but suffer from large spatial distributions of water (dry inlets and
flooded outlets).

Liquid water formation, can appear under various conditions leading to stationary, cyclo-stationary,
or erratic patterns inside PEMFCs [1,6] making it difficult to statistically assess or physically model
the impact on degradation due to lack of repeatable data. In this chapter we develop and show plate-
to-plate experiments with controlled flooding patterns [7], which are used to parameterize models of
two-phase (water liquid and vapor), dynamic and spatially distributed transport phenomena inside a
low-temperature fuel cell. We then reduce the model complexity first by deriving ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) that capture the water front evolution inside the FC porous media and channels. The
simplification reduces the computational effort, allows efficient parameterization, and provides insight
for further simplification that leads to an explicit control law using model predictive control (MPC)
methodology. The control objective is scheduling the anode purge period and duration to reduce wasted
fuel, to prevent dehydration of the membrane, and to maximize the thermodynamic efficiency (terminal
voltage at a given load) of the fuel cell.

5.2 Background: PEMFC Basics

Proton exchange membrane, also called PEMFCs, are electrochemical energy conversion devices that
produce electricity by combining hydrogen and oxygen, typically from the air, to form water and a small
amount of heat. The heart of PEMFCs is their polymer electrolyte membrane. The membrane provides a
barrier to keep the hydrogen and oxygen separated. It must conduct protons easily, yet be electronically
insulating to force the electrons though an external circuit and provide useful work. One such membrane
material is Nafion© manufactured by Dupont, another competing product is provided by Gore. These
polymer membranes have low melting temperatures, which limit operating temperature below 100◦C.
PEMFCs have several attributes, including low operating temperature and high efficiency (typically 50–
70% for the fuel cell stack and 40–60% for the overall system), which make them good candidates for
automotive and portable power applications.

The basic structure of the PEMFC is shown in Figure 5.1. The fuel and oxygen (air), are deliv-
ered across the active area through a series of channels. These channels are typically machined into
the backplanes which are a conductive material so that the electrons can be transfered to the current
collectors and hence complete an electric circuit. The ratio of channel width to rib (contact) width
is an important design parameter affecting fuel cell performance. The gas diffusion layer (GDL) is a
porous material used to distribute the reactant gases from the channel to the catalyst surface in the
area under the ribs, and channels evenly. The GDL is typically formed from an electrically conductive
carbon paper or cloth material. The GDL is also designed to promote the removal of product water
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FIGURE 5.1 Basic fuel cell structure (not to scale). (Adapted from McCain, B. A., A. G. Stefanopoulou, and I. V.
Kolmanovsky, Chemical Engineering Science, 63, 4418–4432, 2008.)

from the catalyst area, by treatment of the carbon with a hydrophobic coating such as Teflon. Finally,
the catalyst layer (CL) contains platinum particles supported on a carbon structure. The CL is the place
where the reaction takes place inside the fuel cell, and in order for the reaction to proceed on the cath-
ode all three reactants, protons, oxygen, and electrons must be able to reach the Pt particle. Protons
are conducted through the Nafion membrane material, electrons through the carbon support struc-
ture, and oxygen gas through the pore space. Therefore, each Pt particle must be in contact with all
three portions of the cell [9]. A thin micro-porous layer (MPL) can also be inserted between the GDL
and CL to increase the electrical contact, and aid in water removal from the catalyst or membrane
hydration [10].

The membrane is a polymer which absorbs water, and the membrane water content λmb, defined as
the number of moles of water per mole of SO3H in the membrane, is a critical parameter for describing
both proton transport, and the permeation of molecular species through the membrane. As the water
content of the membrane increases, both the proton conductivity and the rate of gas permeation through
the membrane also increases. Increased proton conductivity is good for fuel cell efficiency, but increased
permeability increases the rate of molecular crossover through the membrane, which first, lowers the fuel
cell efficiency and second, results in excess accumulation of water (plugging) and nitrogen (blanketing)
of the anode channels, displacing or blocking hydrogen from reaching the catalyst sites. Modeling and
managing this accumulation is the subject of this chapter.
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5-4 Control System Applications

5.3 Control of Fuel Cell Subsystems

The control of PEMFC systems can be organized into three main categories, each of which evolve on
different time-scales, the fastest is reactant gas supply (air or oxygen and hydrogen), followed by thermal
management, and water management. Although the control objectives, and dynamic behavior of each
subsystem are tightly coupled, for example, excess reactant supply may be used to carry heat and product
water out of the cell, these divisions provide a useful modeling framework. In this article we focus on water
management, which has not been covered extensively in the control literature or studied by the control
society. It is however considered currently as on of the barriers in commercialization of low-temperature
PEMFC stacks [11]. First, we present the overall stack management system in order to provide adequate
perspective and motivate the water management problem.

Figure 5.2a shows a basic fuel cell control architecture with many of the common control actuators
for the reactant supply systems, hydrogen on the anode and air on the cathode. Although some small
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FIGURE 5.2 Fuel cell control actuators and sub-systems. (Modified from Pukrushpan, J. T., A. G. Stefanopoulou,
and H. Peng, Control of Fuel Cell Power Systems: Principles, Modeling, Analysis and Feedback Design. New York:
Springer, 2000.) (a) Dashed gray box shows hardware required for RCA. (b) Simplified hydrogen delivery system for
pressure regulated DEA, which reduces or removes the need for inlet humidification, ejector, water separator, and
recirculation plumbing.
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Purge Scheduling for DEA Operation of PEMFCs 5-5

portable fuel cell systems are low-pressure ambient air breathing, which rely on free convection to deliver
the oxidant, most automotive applications use forced air with a scroll or centrifugal compressor in order
to increase the oxygen pressure in the channels and hence the power density of the system [12]. The
actuator u2 controls the supply rate and back-pressure of the air to the cathode side of the fuel cell. It has
been shown that when the compressor is driven by the fuel cell, there exists a performance limitation on
the rate of power increase in fuel cell stack [13] in order to prevent oxygen starvation. Various control
techniques have been used to model and handle the constraints of the air compressor and manifold filling
dynamics [12,14], including Feedback Linearization [15], and a reference governor [16]. In addition to
buffering the fuel cell from damaging increases in load current, excess air supplied to the cathode aids the
removal of liquid water from the channels [1,17,18].

Since excess air is supplied, typically 2–3 times the amount required to support the reaction, there is a
very high flow rate of gas though the cathode channels and humidification of the incoming air is required
to prevent drying the membrane. Bubblers, hotplate injection, and other novel humidifiers are employed
for the inlet air humidification. The water temperature and flow rate, indicated by actuator u4, though
a membrane-type humidifier may be used to control the relative humidity of the incoming air [19,20].
This subsystem is tightly coupled with the air flow and thermal management subsystems [21], since the
coolant water exiting the stack is then fed into the humidifier. The coolant flow rate and fan speed, u3,
can be used for control of the cooling system.

The overarching difficulty in the subsystem level control paradigm is that the control of air flow rate,
cathode pressure, cathode inlet relative humidity, and stack temperature are all tied to the higher level
control objective of water management. Water management is a critical issue for PEMFC operation to
ensure long stack life and efficient operation. Two of the limiting factors which prevent the mainstream
adoption of PEMFCs are cost and durability or stack lifetime [11]. One of the major factors affecting
PEMFC durability is water, specifically the formation of liquid water inside the cell [1] and the wet–dry
cycling of the membrane [22,23]. The formation of liquid water can block reactants from reaching the
catalyst leading to starvation and carbon corrosion [3,5,24], a permanent degradation of the cathode
support structure. Conversely, drying of the membrane increases protonic resistance which yields lower
cell efficiency as shown in Equation 5.55. There needs to be sufficient water content in the membrane
(high λmb), so that proton conduction through the membrane is easy, but flooding and channel plugging
is undesirable, hence the need for water management [2,4,25]. This is where control engineering can
provide the necessary tools to help develop and commercialize this technology.

5.4 Anode Water Management

Flow-through operation is used on both the anode and cathode of most laboratory/experimental hydrogen
PEMFC systems. However, the fuel utilization of FTA operation is too low for commercial and portable
systems. Fuel utilization is the rate of fuel consumption divided by the rate of fuel delivery, Ufuel =
(Ifc/(nF))/vfuel [9], where Ifc is the fuel cell current in amperes (A), n= 2 is the number of electrons
taking part in the reaction, F = 96,400 C mol−1 is Faraday’s constant and vfuel is the hydrogen delivery
rate in mol s−1. The fuel stoichiometry, λH2 = 1/Ufuel , is the inverse of utilization. The anode reactant
subsystem, shown in Figure 5.2a, uses a recirculation loop to recycle excess hydrogen back through the
fuel cell stack increasing the fuel utilization. However, the RCA requires hydrogen grade plumbing and
hardware such as, an ejector/blower, water separator, and hydrogen humidification. These components
add weight, volume, and expense to the system [26,27]. Note that the water must be removed from the
gas exiting the anode before it goes to the ejector and then the dry fuel supplied to the anode must be
rehumidified to prevent over-drying of the membrane.

Although the RCA subsystem can remove water from the gas stream, purging is still required to handle
the nitrogen. A small amount of nitrogen crosses though the membrane, driven by the gradient in partial
pressure from the air fed in the cathode. Over time this nitrogen accumulates in the anode feed system,
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5-6 Control System Applications

which dilutes the hydrogen fuel in the anode [28,29]. The dilution of H2 lowers the fuel cell terminal
voltage, and hence the efficiency. Therefore, the anode recirculation system needs to be purged at certain
intervals to remove the accumulated inert gas.

We consider the use a DEA fed by dry hydrogen, shown in Figure 5.2b, which is pressure regulated
to maintain anode pressure and supply exactly the amount hydrogen needed to support the reaction
λH2 = 1. DEA operation does not have as stringent requirements as the RCA system on hydrogen inlet
humidification due to the lower flow velocity in the channels; the water crossing through the membrane
is enough to self-humidify the hydrogen fuel. The use of a pressure regulator, instead of a mass flow
controller, and lack of water separator, hydrogen ejector [30,31] or blower for the recirculation loop and
finally anode inlet humidification yields a system with lower cost and volume. In DEA operation, the
binary control signal, u1 ∈ {0, 1}, opens the downstream solenoid valve, causing a brief high-velocity flow
through the anode channel as the pressure regulator opens in attempt to maintain the system pressure.
The high velocity flow aids in the removal of liquid water droplets [1,18], which in the case of RCA
would remain stationary due to the lower gas velocity. Several anode configuration and practical aspects
of purging versus flow-through have been considered experimentally in [32–34]. In this work, we focus
on a mathematically derived model-based scheduling of anode purges, both the interval between purges
and duration of the purge, for water management and to yield high fuel utilization.

Similar to the RCA system discussed above, nitrogen and water crossover is a concern. In a DEA system
the nitrogen is pushed toward the end of the channel, by the flow of reactants, where it accumulates. The
accumulating N2 forms a blanket, which completely displaces hydrogen from reaching the catalyst layer,
effectively shutting down the power production from the affected region of the cell [35]. Water vapor
gradients between the humidified cathode and the dry fed anode also drive excess water into the anode,
which can cause significant liquid water accumulation. Unlike water vapor whose maximum partial
volume is dictated by temperature, liquid can fill the entire free space in the channels, as shown in
Figure 5.3 and will be discussed later. This liquid water accumulation in the channel water blocks the flow
of reactants, which is referred to as channel plugging, and stops the production of power in the affected
regions of the cell.

Gravity, and the gas velocity, driven by consumption of hydrogen, both pull the nitrogen and water,
which are heavier molecules than hydrogen, toward the bottom of the channel. As the mass accumulation
continues, a stratified pattern develops in the channel with a hydrogen-rich area sitting above a hydrogen-
depleted region, as shown in Figure 5.4. The boundary between these regions is a time-varying front,
which proceeds upwards toward the inlet [35]. The mass accumulation physically blocks hydrogen gas
from reaching the anode catalyst sites, which is the mechanism for the experimentally observed, and
recoverable voltage degradation [7,28,36]. Therefore, purges of the anode channel volume are necessary
to clear the reaction product and inert gas from the channel. After the purge, the catalyst area contributing
to the reaction increases, and hence the measured voltage increases.

Using cell voltage and input/output measurements such as temperature and pressure we aim to develop
a model-based H2 purge schedule, which avoids both anode drying and flooding conditions, since both
conditions lead to recoverable voltage losses. With this PEMFC model, the estimation of liquid flow into
the channel and nitrogen crossover rate, and hence the accumulation of both liquid water and nitrogen in
the anode channel is used both for prediction of voltage drop, and as an indication of the level of flooding
and nitrogen blanketing in the fuel cell. The combination of measurements such as of fuel cell voltage,
or impedance, can also be used to add robustness to the open-loop model predictive methodology by
estimating the internal states and membrane humidity, λmb [37].

Although thresholds based on time, Amp hours, or voltage could be used to initiate anode purging to
prevent excessive voltage drop, these schemes do not take into account the transient voltage drop during
an increase of load current, or dynamic evolution of water and nitrogen fronts in the anode channel.
One could use the experimentally identified liquid water crossover rate [7] to find the rate of liquid
water accumulation in the DEA channel [38]. Unfortunately, this method is not robust to membrane and
GDL aging, and requires extensive parameterization. To develop a purging scheme based on a voltage
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FIGURE 5.3 Neutron images of the fuel cell active area before and after anode purge events, indicating the actual
cell orientation. The cell was operated at 566 mA cm−2, 55◦C, with fully humidified air at a stoichiometry of 200 % for
cathode and dry hydrogen supplied to anode. 12% of the anode channel volume is filled with liquid water prior to the
purge, and hence the fuel cell active area is reduced by 12%. The top 10% of the area is very dry due to the hydrogen
supply, and also does not produce as much current as the middle region of the cell. (Adapted from Siegel, J. B., et al.
J. Electrochem. Soc., 155, pp. B1168–B1178, 2008.)
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of the cell. The distributed current density, ifc(y), along the channel is shown to the left of this figure; for a realistic
profile (solid line), and our approximation, namely the apparent current density (dashed line).
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threshold can be labor intensive, requiring many experiments to develop a mapping for the correct
voltage at which to purge under all possible operating conditions (temperature, pressure, load current,
cathode inlet relative humidity, and cathode flow rate). Additionally, if the thresholds are developed with
reasonable safety margins to account for the transient voltage drop during a step-up in current, they may
yield overly conservative control laws, that is, purging too frequently, wasting fuel, and at the same time
drying the membrane. Understanding, modeling, and predicting the front evolution and overall dynamics
in DEA FC would allow judicious choice of purging interval and duration. Better purging strategy can
reduce the H2 wasted during purges and avoid over-drying the membrane. The advantage of developing
a simple model is that simulation of the system can be performed in real time/on-line, and MPC or
observer-based feedback algorithms can be utilized.

5.5 One Dimensional, Channel to Channel, GDL
and Membrane Model

From the most simple model, a static polarization curve, shown in Equation 5.48, to fully dynamic
3-D multiphase models [39], the common objective is prediction of the fuel cell terminal voltage or
performance. A review of fuel cell modeling approaches, can be found in [40]. Modeling reactant (gas)
transport from the channel, through the GDL to the catalyst layer at surfaces of the membrane is critical
for predicting the performance of the PEMFC, but equally important is the description of product water
removal from the cathode catalyst surface. Liquid water can block the catalyst surface, reducing the
number of active catalyst sites, or fill some of the pore spaces in the GDL inhibiting the flow of reactant
gas to the CL.

Product water, which diffuses through the membrane back to the anode side will condense and accu-
mulate in the anode channel, displacing hydrogen, as shown in the neutron imaging of Figure 5.3, and
preventing it from reaching the anode catalyst layer which stops the production of power from the
affected region of the cell. Under galvanostatic, or constant current operation the remaining “hydrogen-
rich” regions of the cell must support a larger current density (A cm−2), to account for the area which is
nolonger active. Hence, the notion of apparent current density can be used to capture this effect [35,41].
Calculation of the apparent area from the anode channel masses is shown in Section 5.9.1. The schematic
representation of anode channel filling with liquid water and nitrogen is shown in Figure 5.4. Since water
condenses in both the GDL and channels, the water transport between the membrane and GDLs, and from
the GDL to channels, determines the rate of water accumulation in the anode. Therefore, we consider a
one-dimensional (1-D) modeling approach, for the GDL, from channel to channel [41].

A lumped volume approach is used for the channels, which constitutes a mass balance, described in
Section 5.5.2. Similar work using a lumped channel model is shown in [42], where the PDEs describing
reactant transport in the GDLs were further simplified and approximated by a single volume each, with the
associated ODEs. Their model was tuned to represent the dynamic behavior of a Ballard Nexa PEMFC
stack, which is auto-humidified, and as a result also utilized a saturated cathode feed gas supply. The
limitations of a lumped volume channel model for capturing two-phase liquid and water vapor system
behavior become apparent when subsaturated or dry reactants are fed to the cell. In this case, a large
spatial gradient in partial pressure of water vapor develops along the gas flow path. This can be seen
in Figure 5.3, where the liquid water accumulation occurs at the bottom of the cell, and a dry area
corresponding to the darker region occurs near the top, at the inlet. The water and nitrogen accumulation
creates a distribution of current density, which changes the membrane water content and affects the
rate of water and nitrogen crossover. The importance of along the channel modeling for capturing water
crossover and cell performance has been demonstrated in [43]. The trade-off between model accuracy
and computational complexity, 1-D versus 2-D versus 3-D, is a difficult engineering challenge for the
control of PEMFC systems. Our 1-D through the membrane modeling approach is a good compromise
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Purge Scheduling for DEA Operation of PEMFCs 5-9

since the apparent current density, shown in Figure 5.4, captures some of them along the channel-effects
without increasing the computational complexity.

5.5.1 Overview of Modeling Domains

The fuel cell model is divided into five modeling domains to capture the relevant dynamics, corresponding
to the five separate regions of the fuel cell in the through membrane direction (x); the anode channel,
the cathode channel, the membrane, and the anode and cathode GDLs. Each channel domain contains
three dynamic states (the mass in the cathode channel {mO2,ca,ch, mN2,ca,ch, mw,ca,ch}, and anode channel
{mH2,an,ch, mN2,an,ch, mw,an,ch}), and the remaining domains have one state each (cathode GDL liquid
water front location xfr,ca, anode GDL front location xfr,an, and membrane water content λmb), for a total
of nine modeled states. Water states in the GDL and membrane are initially defined in Sections 5.5.4 and
5.5.5 as PDE equations, and further simplified to derive the states xfr,ca, xfr,an, and λmb in Section 5.7.
Since the time constants for gas diffusion are much faster than the liquid states in the GDL, the spatial
distribution of the gas species in the GDL can be approximated with the steady-state profiles [44]. The
modeling domains and the interactions between each domain is shown schematically in Figure 5.5. The
fuel cell stack load current Ifc is considered as a measured disturbance to the plant D1.
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FIGURE 5.5 Schematic diagram showing the subsystem interconnections and modeled states. The anode channel
has three states, the cathode channel has three states, one state for the anode GDL front location xfr,an, one state for
the cathode GDL front location xfr,ca, and one state for membrane water content λmb.
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5.5.2 Anode Channel Model

The lumped volume equations constitute a mass balance for each of the three constituent gases in the
channel (H2/O2, N2, and H2O) similar to [41].

Three dynamic states are used in the channel,

dmi,an,ch

dt
=Wi,an,in+Wi,an,GDL−Wi,an,out , (5.1)

where i ∈ {H2, N2, w} corresponding to hydrogen, nitrogen, and water.
Liquid and vapor are combined into one state in the channel, it is assumed that vapor and liquid in the

channel are at a phase transition equilibrium, therefore

mv,an,ch =min

(
mw,an,ch,

Psat(T) Van,ch Mv

R T

)
(5.2)

where Mv is the molar mass of water, and Psat(T) is the temperature-dependent saturated vapor pressure
[45]. The remaining water is considered to be in the liquid phase

ml,an,ch =mw,an,ch−mv,an,ch. (5.3)

The anode inlet gas flow rate is assumed to be dry hydrogen supply, therefore,

WN2,an,in =Ww,an,in = 0 and WH2,an,in =Wtot,an,in. (5.4)

The total flow into the anode, Wtot,an,in, is calculated using Equation 5.10, and the anode inlet pressure
Pan,in which is a constant, since it is set via a pressure regulator.

Assuming steady-state conditions for the gases in the GDL [44], the hydrogen consumption at the
catalyst surface accounts for the flux of hydrogen leaving the anode channel into the GDL, which is

WH2,an,GDL =−WH2,rct =−
ifc
2F

MH2 Afc . (5.5)

The combined liquid and vapor flux entering the GDL from the channel Ww,an,GDL is found using
Equation 5.45. Nitrogen permeation across the membrane, as a function of the channel partial pressures
of nitrogen,

WN2,an,GDL =−WN2,ca,GDL

= kN2,perm MN2 Afc

δmb

(
PN2,ca,ch− PN2,an,ch

)
.

(5.6)

The nitrogen permeation rate, kN2,perm(T ,λmb), is a function of temperature and membrane water content
from [28];

KN2 (T ,λmb)= αN2 (0.0295+ 1.21fv − 1.93f 2
v )× 10−14

× exp

[
EN2

R

(
1

Tref
− 1

T

)]
,

where EN2 = 24000 J mol−1, Tref = 303, R is the universal gas constant, and fv(λmb) is the volume fraction
of water in the membrane (Equation 5.42).

The partial pressures of each gas is calculated from the mass using the ideal gas law,

PN2,an,ch = mN2,an,ch R T

MN2 Van,ch
, (5.7)

where Van,ch is the anode channel volume, and the total channel pressure is given by the sum of the partial
pressures Pan,ch = PH2,an,ch+ PN2,an,ch+ Pv,an,ch.

The gas flow leaving the anode channel is zero during normal operation. During an anode purge the
gas velocity is larger, but still within the laminar flow regime.
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The individual gas species flows leaving the channel are calculated from the total flow through the
outlet orifice by multiplying with the vector of mass fractions, xj,

⎡

⎣
WH2,an,out

WN2,an,out

Ww,an,out

⎤

⎦= xj Wtot,an,out (5.8)

where Wtot,an,out is given by Equation 5.10 if u1 = 1, and zero otherwise. The subscript j = 1 corresponding
to the anode channel when P1 = Pan,ch ≥ P2 = Pan,outlet and j = 2 otherwise, which indicates back flow
from the outlet manifold. When liquid water is present in the anode channel, we assume that it can cover
the outlet orifice, and the gas mixture parameters are replaced with those corresponding to liquid water
in Equation 5.10, until the liquid is cleared, that is,

x1 =
{[

xH2,an,ch, xN2,an,ch, xv,an,ch
]T

, ml,an,ch = 0
[0, 0, 1]T , ml,an,ch > 0

(5.9)

The density of the gas mixture is given by ρan,ch =mtot,an,ch/Van,ch.
The total mass flow into and out of the fuel cell channel volumes is given by Equation 5.10, where

Cturb = 0.61 is the dimensionless discharge coefficient under turbulent conditions, Dh is the hydraulic
diameter in m, A is the area of the orifice in m2, Rt = 9.33 is the critical value from [46], ρ is the density
of the gas in kg m−3, ν= μ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity in m2 s−1 and P1, P2 are the orifice upstream
and downstream pressures in Pa. The dynamic viscosity of the gas mixture μ is calculated from the mole
fraction y of gas species in the channel [9].

Wtot =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Aρ1

⎛

⎝Cturb

√
2

ρ1
|P1− P2| +

(
ν1 Rt

2 Cturb Dh

)2

− ν1 Rt

2 Dh

⎞

⎠ , if P1 ≥ P2

−Aρ2

⎛

⎝Cturb

√
2

ρ2
|P1− P2| +

(
ν2 Rt

2 Cturb Dh

)2

− ν2 Rt

2 Dh

⎞

⎠ , if P1 < P2

(5.10)

5.5.3 Cathode Channel Model

The control inputs u2 and u4, shown in Figure 5.2, affect the amount of air entering the cathode
channel, the channel pressure, and the relative humidity of the air which is supplied. For simplicity,
we map these control inputs to the parameters; λO2,ca, the oxygen stoichiometry at the cathode inlet,
Ptot,ca,in, the cathode inlet pressure, and RHca,in, the relative humidity air supplied to the cathode. In a
physical system these values would be the dynamic outputs of the blower [12] and humidifier [19].

Three dynamic states are used for the cathode channel, corresponding to a mass balance

dmi,ca,ch

dt
=Wi,ca,in+Wi,ca,GDL−Wi,ca,out , (5.11)

where i ∈ {O2, N2, w} corresponding to oxygen, nitrogen, and water.
The oxygen flow into the cathode is calculated from the stoichiometric ratio

WO2,ca,in = λO2,ca
ifc
4F

Afc MO2 . (5.12)

Using the mole fraction of dry air, OMFca,in = 0.21, we can calculate the nitrogen flow into the cathode

WN2,ca,in = MN2

OMFca,in MO2

WO2,ca,in. (5.13)
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5-12 Control System Applications

Finally using the vapor pressure at the cathode inlet, Pv,ca,in = RHca,in Psat(T), we can calculate the flow
of water vapor into the cathode,

Wv,ca,in = Pv,ca,in Mv

OMFca,in (Ptot,ca,in− Pv,ca,in) MO2

WO2,ca,in. (5.14)

Oxygen consumption at the catalyst surface accounts for the flux of oxygen leaving the cathode channel
into the GDL

WO2,ca,GDL =−WO2,rct =−
ifc
4F

MO2 Afc (5.15)

and the nitrogen crossover rate is given by Equation 5.6.
The cathode channel outlet equations are similar to the anode outlet equation and skipped for brevity,

a fixed cathode outlet pressure is assumed.

5.5.4 Water Transport through the Gas Diffusion Layer

The critical GDL states are the two water phases, which can be described by two coupled second-order
partial differential equations (PDEs), for the 1-D time-varying liquid water distribution through the gas
diffusion layer GDL [41,44,47], along the x-direction as shown in Figure 5.6. The model was originally
developed in [41], and is reviewed here briefly. Liquid water transport in the GDL is governed by the

Anode GDLCathode GDL

Cathode Ch Anode ChMembrane

x

∂S
∂x

∂Cv,ca
∂x x = 0

x = 0
= 0 S(δGDL, t) = 0

λmb

=

Cv,an,ch < Cv,sat

Cv,an,ch = Cv,sat

xfr,an

aca,mb
Cv,ca(0)=
Cv,sat

=aan,mb
Cv,an(0)
Cv,sat

Cv,sat

∂Cv,ca
∂x x = 0

=
Nw,mb – ifc / 2F

Dv
Sim

Sim

–Nw,mb
Dv

Nv,an,GDL =

Cv,an,GDL Cv,an,ch–kmt

x = δGDL

x = δGDL

FIGURE 5.6 Water transport in the GDL and membrane. Dashed lines indicate the vapor distribution in the GDL,
cv , and solid blue lines represent the reduced water saturation, S. The boundary conditions (BCs) for the PDE models
are shown, and arrows indicate positive x-direction in each region. The water distributions are shown for two distinct
cases; saturated (bottom half) and sub-saturated (top half) anode channel conditions. In the case of subsaturated
anode channel conditons, the transition between two phase (water liquid and vapor) and single phase (vapor only) is
indicated by the front location, xfr,an, as the point where S→ 0 in the GDL along the x-direction.
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volume fraction of liquid water in the GDL

s(x, t)= Vl

Vp
, (5.16)

where Vl is the liquid water volume, and Vp is the open pore volume of the GDL. If there is a sufficient
volume of water in the porous medium, termed the immobile saturation limit sim, such that there exists
connected liquid pathways, then liquid water can flow easily. When s falls below this critical value, there is
no liquid flow through the GDL. The reduced water saturation S(x, t), captures this phenomenon, where
S(x, t)= s(x,t)−sim

1−sim
, and S = 0 for s < sim. Liquid flow in the GDL

Wl =−εAfcρl
K

μl
S3 ∂Pc

∂S

∂S

∂x
, (5.17)

is driven by the gradient in capillary pressure Pc . With the capillary pressure being

Pc = σ cos(θc)
√
ε√

K
(1.417 S− 2.12 S2+ 1.263 S3), (5.18)

where K is the absolute permeability, μl is the viscosity of liquid water, ε is the GDL porosity, σ is the
surface tension between water and air, and θc is the contact angle of the water droplet on the GDL [48].
Other, more recent, capillary pressure models can be found in [49–51].

The PDE describing the liquid distribution water in the GDL is given by

∂s

∂t
=− 1

εAfcρl

∂Wl

∂x
− Mv

ρl
rv(cv,an), (5.19)

where Mv is the vapor molar mass, ρl is the density of the liquid water, and rv(cv,an) is the evaporation
rate.

The liquid and vapor PDEs (Equations 5.19 through 5.21) are coupled through evaporation and
condensation

rv(cv,an)=
{

γ
(
cv,sat(T)− cv,an

)
for s > 0,

min
{

0, γ(cv,sat(T)− cv,an)
}

for s = 0,
(5.20)

where γ is the volumetric condensation coefficient, cv,sat(T) is the vapor saturation concentration, and
cv,an is the vapor concentration in the GDL.

The steady-state value is used for the distribution of water vapor in the GDL [44],

0= ∂cv,an

∂t
= ∂

∂x

(
Dsim

v
∂cv,an

∂x

)
+ rv(cv,an), (5.21)

where Dsim
v = DV Deff (s = sim, ε) is the diffusivity of vapor inside the GDL porous medium when s is near

sim [44], DV is the diffusivity of vapor in free space, and Deff (s, ε) is the effective diffusivity [48] correction
term.

The BCs complete the model of GDL water accumulation and transport. For cv,an(x, t), Neumann-type
BCs are imposed at both sides. The channel (ch) boundary condition is

Nv,an,GDL
∣∣
x=δGDL

= kmt

(
cv,an,GDL

∣∣
x=δGDL

− cv,an,ch

)
, (5.22)

where cv,an,ch is the vapor concentration in the channel, and kmt = Sh DV /Hch is the mass transfer
coefficient [52]; related to the Sherwood number Sh, the free space diffusion coefficient for vapor in
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5-14 Control System Applications

hydrogen, DV , and the channel height, hch which is the characteristic diffusion length. The slope of the
water vapor distribution at the membrane is determined by the water vapor flux across the membrane

∂cv,an

∂x

∣
∣∣
∣
x=0
= −Nw,mb

Dsim
v

, (5.23)

where the membrane water molar flux Nw,mb is governed by electro-osmotic drag and back diffusion [41],
as shown in Equation 5.26.

For the liquid water PDE, mixed BC are again imposed. Specifically, water passing into the GDL from
the membrane is assumed to be in vapor form due to the presence of a micro-porous layer, therefore
∂S
∂x

∣
∣
x=0 = 0. The liquid water flux from the GDL into the channel depends on the boundary condition

at the GDL–channel interface. Liquid flows readily when there is sufficient water to form connected
pathways, therefore we assume

S(δGDL, t)= 0, (5.24)

similar to [53]. Other possible models include using the liquid pressure in the channel [54] and could be
considered in the future.

5.5.5 Membrane Water Transport

In order to model reactant and product transport, we finally come to the membrane, which is the heart
of the PEMFC. The membrane provides a barrier to keep the hydrogen and oxygen separated. It must
conduct protons easily, yet be electronically insulating to force the electrons through an external circuit
and provide useful work. The most common membrane material Nafion, used in this work, is modeled
widely in the literature. The membrane water content λmb, is defined as the number of moles of water per
mole of SO3H in the membrane.λmb, is a critical parameter for describing both proton transport, diffusion
of water, electro-osmotic drag, and the permeation of the molecular species through the membrane.

The distribution of membrane water content is described by a PDE, the divergence of the water flux
through the membrane

∂λmb

∂t
=−EW

ρmb

∂Nw,mb

∂x
, (5.25)

where EW = 1100 g mol−1 is the equivalent weight of the membrane and ρmb = 1.9685 g cm−3 is the
membrane dry density. However, since the membrane is very thin, δmb = 25μm, it can be discretized in
space and represented by a single ODE.

Membrane water flux, Nw,mb (mol cm−2), from cathode to anode is calculated from the diffusion and
electro-osmotic drag terms,

Nw,mb =−Dw(λmb, T)
∂λmb

∂x
− nd(λmb, T)

ifc
F

, (5.26)

where Dw(λmb, T) is water diffusion coefficient for water in the membrane (Equation 5.37), and nd(λmb)
is the coefficient of electro-osmotic drag (Equation 5.40) [55]; both of which are λmb and T dependent
and increase with both membrane water content and temperature.

The BCs complete the description of transport in the membrane, coupling it with the GDL. Dirichlet
BCs are imposed for λmb, at the left and right edges of the membrane, assuming the membrane is
at equilibrium with the water vapor concentration in the GDL at the membrane surface, cv,an(0) and
cv,ca(0). The equilibrium value, λan, is calculated using the membrane water uptake isotherm, λT ,a as
shown in Equation 5.33 [41,55], and the water activity at the GDL–MB interface aan,mb = cv,an(0)/cv,sat .
The water flux leaving the membrane, Nw,mb is the boundary condition for the GDL, as shown in Equation
5.23.
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5.6 GDL Fronts Simplification

The liquid water profile forms a steep front inside the GDL. The steep drop in s as the transition between
the two-phase and single-phase water areas in the GDL is the result of the sigmoidal function of the
capillary pressure [48]. Other capillary pressure models [49–51], should also exhibit a similar behavior in
the formation of a steep liquid water front and propagation mode [53]. The PDEs [8,41] describing water
transport require a very fine discretization grid in order to accurately represent the front propagation.
Adaptive grids developed to address the problem of groundwater transport [56] have been used to handle
this type of problem, but they are not well suited for a reduced complexity control-oriented model. In this
chapter, we leverage the nature of the sharp transition in the GDL liquid water volume. We define the
two-phase front location in the GDL, along the x direction, in terms of an ODE, similar to [53], greatly
reducing the computational complexity of the 1-D two-phase water model.

We assume that the liquid water propagates at a constant, tunable, volume fraction, s∗, which is slightly
larger than the immobile limit sim. In [57] the sim value is estimated using neutron imaging data of the
water accumulation. The caricature shown in Figure 5.7, with a square-shape two-phase front highlights
the steep transition and the front propagation. Using the numerical solution of the physically derived
PDEs in [8,41], and the experimental observations in [7] we infer that locally, liquid water first begins to
accumulate in the GDL as shown in frame (Figure 5.7a). In the next frame (Figure 5.7b), the liquid water
front has reached the GDL-channel boundary. Since there is little resistance to water entering the channel,
it begins to spill out of the GDL and into the channel where it accumulates. Finally in frame (Figure 5.7c),
liquid water fills the anode channel section completely and begins spreading along the y-direction, up the
channel and against gravity.

In the following section we introduce the ODEs that describe the water dynamics in the membrane
and the water front propagation in the GDLs. The proposed GDL model uses three nonlinear states (the
anode, xfr,ca, and cathode, xfr,an, GDL water front location and the membrane water content, λmb) and
three inputs (the anode and cathode channel vapor concentration, which are the states of the channel
model, and the current density which is measured) to predict the dynamically evolving front locations
in both anode and cathode side GDLs during flooding and drying as well as the dynamic changes in
membrane water content. We present the detailed equations only for the anode and the membrane, and
just highlight the modifications necessary for the cathode calculations.

5.7 Liquid Water Front Propagation in the GDL

The water dynamics in the GDL–MB–GDL unit model are governed by the membrane water content
and the location of a liquid water front in the GDLs as follows. A single state can be used to model water

ChGDL ChGDL ChGDL

1

x
x

y

s

s

x

(a) (b) (c)

s

FIGURE 5.7 Evolution of liquid water fronts in the GDL and channel. In frame (a) liquid water fills the GDL up
to s = s∗, then the two phase front propagates toward the channel. Next in (b) the liquid begins to accumulate in the
channel. Finally in (c) once the channel section fills completely water begins to spread back up along the channel.
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5-16 Control System Applications

uptake into the membrane. Diffusion within the membrane is fast with respect to water uptake, therefore
we can solve the diffusion and osmotic drag in each half of the membrane, using Equations 5.31 and 5.44,
which yields a piecewise linear water content profile as indicated in Figure 5.8. The average membrane
water content, λmb, is calculated from the water flux into the membrane from the cathode side, Nv,ca,mb,
and out of the membrane from the anode side, Nv,an,mb,

dλmb

dt
= Kmb(Nv,ca,mb−Nv,an,mb) (5.27)

where Kmb = EW/(ρmb δmb) is the membrane water uptake rate.
The location of the two phase (liquid–vapor) water front in the anode GDL, xfr,an, is governed by the

rate of water accumulation in the GDL that is condensing into the liquid phase, Nl,an. Hence, the front
propagation is given by

dxfr,an

dt
= KL

{
Nl,an xfr,an < δGDL

min(0, Nl,an) xfr,an = δGDL ,
(5.28)
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FIGURE 5.8 Two-phase water front evolution in the anode GDL for the unit fuel cell model, which represents a 1-D
slice from Figure 5.1. The figures show the assumed profiles in membrane water content (gray region), GDL water
vapor concentration (upper plots) and GDL liquid water saturation (lower plots) for single phase (b) and two-phase
(a) conditions in the anode.
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where KL =Mv/(ρl s∗ ε δGDL) is a constant which accounts for the geometry and density of liquid water
in the two-phase region assuming the front propagates with constant liquid saturation (s = s∗), as shown
in Figure 5.8. The right-hand side of (Equation 5.28) depends on Nl,an, which is equal to the difference
between the flux of water entering the GDL from the membrane, Nv,an,mb, and the flux of vapor leaving
from the GDL and entering the channel Nv,an,

Nl,an = Nv,an,mb−Nv,an. (5.29)

These fluxes are diffusive fluxes and hence depend on the water vapor concentration profile in the GDL,
cv,an(x) which in turn depends on the liquid-phase front location xfr,an.

This spatially and temporally dependent coupling between the liquid and vapor phase through the
condensation and evaporation is simplified in this chapter by employing two assumptions. First, the
liquid water dynamics are much slower than the gas dynamics, due to the difference in density 1000 times
greater. Therefore, for the purpose of tracking the liquid front propagation in the fuel cell, we can take
the gas states to be in steady state [8,53,58]. Second, we assume that all the condensation and evaporation
occurs at the membrane–GDL interface (MB–GDL) x = 0 [58] and liquid-phase front location xfr,an. With
these assumptions, the steady-state solution of the vapor diffusion equation is a piecewise linear profile
for the water vapor concentration, which follows the liquid water front location as seen in Figure 5.8,

cv,an(x)=
{

min(bv , cv,sat(T)) x ≤ xfr,an

mv x+ bv x > xfr,an .
(5.30)

The vapor profile, cv,an(x), behind the front in the two-phase region x ≤ xfr,an is equal to the concentration
at saturation cv,sat(T). In the vapor-phase region, between the front location and the channel x > xfr,an,
the linear profile is the result of Fickian diffusion.

The propagation of the front location in the cathode GDL, ẋfr,ca, is defined similarly, where Nl,ca is given
by Equation 5.43. For brevity, only the equations detailing the anode side will be presented, the cathode
side equations are similar except where noted. The system can be described using an isothermal model
or a slowly evolving temperature profile where the measured end plate temperature is imposed as the
boundary condition at the GDL-channel (GDL-ch) interface and a few degrees higher (load-dependent)
temperature at the membrane–GDL (MB–GDL) interface because heat is generated from the reaction.
Here, we assume a spatially invariant temperature distribution and present the equations with explicit
temperature dependencies only when variables are first introduced.

5.7.1 Membrane Water Transport

The water flux out of the membrane and into the anode GDL is governed by diffusion and osmotic drag

Nv,an,mb = 2
Dw(λmb, T) · (λmb−λan

)

δmb
− nd ifc

F
. (5.31)

The first term in Equation 5.31 describes diffusion in the membrane, which is driven by the anode side
gradient of the membrane water concentration as it is shown in Figure 5.8. The anode water gradient is
defined by the state,λmb, and the water content at the membrane interface with the anode GDL,λan. Since
the catalyst layer is very thin its effect can be lumped into λan. Therefore, we express λan as a function of
catalyst flooding level, sctl,an, and the vapor concentration in the GDL, cv,an(0),

λan = (1− sctl,an) λT ,a+ sctl,an λmax , (5.32)

where λmax = 22 [59] is the water content of a liquid equilibrated membrane and λT ,a is the membrane
water uptake isotherm [41,55],

λT ,a = c0(T)+ c1(T) a+ c2(T) a2+ c3(T) a3, (5.33)

which is a function of the water activity, a, at the GDL–MB interface. The water activity in the GDL–MB
interface is equal to the ratio of vapor concentration to the saturation value, aan,mb = cv,an(0)/cv,sat . The
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ci(T), i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, values are calculated by a linear interpolation of uptake isotherms [55] which were
measured at 30◦C and 80◦C,

ci(T)= (ci,353− ci,303)

50
(T − 303)+ ci,303, (5.34)

using the values in Table 5.1.
The dependence of membrane water content on catalyst liquid saturation is introduced to capture the

observed anode flooding behavior. We propose that sctl,an be a function of the liquid flux Nl,an as follows:

sctl,an = max(Nl,an, 0)

NL,max
, (5.35)

where NL,max is the maximum liquid water flux the catalyst layer can handle before becoming completely
saturated. NL,max should be inversely proportional to liquid water viscosity, therefore we choose the
following functional form with an exponential temperature dependence:

NL,max(T)= NL0

(
exp

[
NL1

(
1

303
− 1

T

)])
, (5.36)

where NL1 and NL0 are tunable parameters.

Dw(λ, T)=
⎧
⎨

⎩
aw cf exp[2416(1/303− 1/T)] Mv λmb ρmb(

ρl EW +Mv λmb ρmb
)

d log amb

d logλmb
, λ< λa=1(T)

Dw0(T)+Dw1(T) ·λ, λ≥ λa=1(T)

(5.37)

Dw0(T)= aw cf exp[2416(1/303− 1/T)]
(
ρl EW +Mv λa=1(T) ρmb

)
Mv λa=1(T)2 ρmb

c1(T)+ 2 c2(T)+ 3 c3(T)
−λa=1(T) Dw1(T) (5.38)

Dw1(T)=
(

Dw,303+ Dw,353−Dw,303

50
(T − 303)

)
aw cf exp[2416(1/303− 1/T)] (5.39)

Note 1: The liquid volume fraction in the catalyst, sctl,an, represents the fraction of the membrane which
is in contact with liquid water. Therefore, sctl,an in Equation 5.32 linearly interpolates between the water
content of a vapor equilibrated membrane, λT ,a=1, and the liquid equilibrated value λmax = 22.

Note 2: There is no vapor gradient across the membrane when liquid is present in both GDLs, since the
vapor concentration on both sides of the membrane is equal to cv,sat , therefore, the difference between
the catalyst flooding levels sctl,an and sctl,ca drives water transport through the membrane.

Note 3: The membrane water diffusion coefficient, Dw(λmb, T) in Equation 5.37, has an exponential
dependence on temperature, but only a linear dependence on membrane water content for values of λmb

greater than 6 [55,62]. Typical membrane water content, when the cell is near flooding conditions, is in
the range 9–14.

TABLE 5.1 Fuel Cell Parameters

{c0,303, c1,303, c2,303, c3,303} {0.043, 17.81,−39.85, 36} [60]

{c0,353, c1,353, c2,353, c3,353} {0.3, 10.8,−16, 14.1} [61]

{Dw,303, Dw,353} {0.00333, 0.00259} [62]

aw (cm2 s−1) 2.72E-5 [55]

cf (mol cm−3) 0.0012 [55]

Sherwood number Sh= 2.693 [52]
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The second term in Equation 5.31 describes electro-osmotic drag, which pulls water from the anode
to the cathode with the conduction of protons through the membrane, and therefore is dependent on the
current density, ifc . The drag coefficient is given by

nd =
{

λmb/λT ,a=1 λmb < λT ,a=1,
Kλ,T (λmb−λT ,a=1)+ 1 λmb ≥ λT ,a=1,

(5.40)

which depends on the membrane water content and temperature with

Kλ,T = (−1.834+ 0.0126 T − 1)

(λmax −λT ,a=1)
(5.41)

a linear interpolation between nd = 1 for the vapor equilibrated membrane and nd =−1.834+ 0.0126 T ,
for the liquid equilibrated membrane [62]. The volume fraction of water in the membrane, fv , is calculated
using the following equation:

fv = λmbVw

Vmb+λmbVw
, (5.42)

where Vmb = EW/ρmb is the dry membrane volume (equivalent weight divided by density) and Vw is the
molar volume of water.

5.7.1.1 Cathode Side Equations

The same set of equation are used on the cathode, with the inclusion of generated water and a change of
sign which accounts for the use of a different coordinate axis

1

2

ifc
F
−Nv,ca,mb = Nv,ca+Nl,ca, (5.43)

Nv,ca,mb = 2
Dw(λmb, T) · (λca−λmb

)

δmb
− nd ifc

F
. (5.44)

5.7.1.2 Water Exchange with the Channel

The two-phase front location inside the GDL also determines the rate of vapor and liquid water exchange
with channel. When the front location is inside the GDL, xfr,an < δGDL, then the water exchange with the
channel is in the vapor phase only. When the front reaches the channel, xfr,an = δGDL, then the mass flow
of water from the GDL into the channel is the sum of the liquid and vapor flux

Ww,an,GDL = AfcMv
(
Nv,an+max(Nl,an, 0) if xfr,an = δGDL

)
(5.45)

The max(·) function prevents liquid water in the channel from entering into the GDL, since in the
model formulation Nl,an < 0 represents a receding two-phase front inside the GDL.

5.8 Fitting Water Transport Parameters

The tunable parameters NL0 and NL1 in Equation 5.36, can be experimentally determined from the
neutron imaging data by observation of the rate of liquid water accumulation in the anode channel
during operation of the PEMFC under DEA conditions [7]. The quasi-steady-state accumulation rate
is calculated from the time evolution of the system and plotted as function of current density, ifc , and
cell temperature, T , in Figure 5.9. The fuel cell operating conditions are chosen to maintain as close
to uniform channel conditions as possible so that the lumped channel approximation remains valid.
Therefore, experimental data with fully humidified cathode inlet gas feeds were used for the parameter
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FIGURE 5.9 The fit parameters yield a model with a convex temperature relationship, and that is concave with
current density.

identification. Under these operating conditions we can assume that both the anode and cathode GDLs
are saturated, xfr,an = δGDL, when liquid water accumulation in the anode channel is observed; and the
rate of liquid water accumulation in the anode channel can be attributed to the rate of water flux through
the membrane. Under these assumptions, cv,an,ch = cv,ca,ch = cv,sat(T) and xfr,an = xfr,ca = δGDL, we can
solve for the equilibrium value of membrane water content, λ= λeq in Equation 5.46, and the resulting
membrane flux into the anode Nv,an,mb,eq. The function Nv,an,mb,eq(T , ifc ,λ= λeq, NL0, NL1) as shown in
Equation 5.47, is fit to the measured liquid water accumulation data, using the nonlinear least-squares
fitting routine in MATLAB�, for the parameters NL0 and NL1. An analytic expression for Jacobian matrix
is easily calculated, which speeds up the convergence of the parameter fitting. The tuned parameters are
shown in Table 5.2. The specific functional form of NL,max , given in Equation 5.36, is independent of
the tuning procedure, and therefore the model could easily be parameterized using another functional
relationship.

TABLE 5.2 Tuned Parameters for the

Liquid Water Transport Model

s∗ 0.37

NL0 2.3434

NL1 3991
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The tuned model shows an exponential increase in the rate of water crossover and liquid accumulation
in the anode channel with increasing temperature due to the exponential term in the diffusion coefficient
Equation 5.37. The water crossover rate increases with current density, as the rate of water production
increases, until the osmotic drag term begins to dominate Equation 5.31 at which point the water crossover
rate begins to decrease with further increase of current density.

5.9 Fuel Cell Terminal Voltage

Fuel cell terminal voltage is the main measurable output of the system, and represents a static nonlinear
output mapping of the states and operating conditions (temperature and load current). The electrochem-
ical dynamics are very fast [12,63], so the mass transport of reactants into the cell, that is, the channel
concentrations, and the removal of product water, represents the dynamic behavior observed in the
measured voltage.

λeq =
4 F λa=1(T) NL,max(T)−λa=1 ifc +λmaxifc

4 F NL,max(T)
(5.46)

Nv,an,mb,eq =
2 FNL,max(T) DveDw(λeq, T) (λeq−λa=1(T))− ifc δmb nd(λeq, T)

F
(
NL,max(T) Dve δmb+ 2 Dve Dw(λeq, T)(λmax −λa=1(T))

) (5.47)

The inputs to the voltage model are: total current Ifc(A), temperature T(K), membrane water content
λmb, hydrogen partial pressure at the membrane surface PH2,an,mb (Pa), and oxygen partial pressure at
the cathode membrane surface PO2,ca,mb (Pa) which is calculated in Equation 5.61. The pressure and
concentration are related by the ideal gas law PH2,an,mb = RTcH2,an,mb, where R is the universal gas
constant. The cell terminal voltage is calculated from the open circuit potential minus the concentration,
over-potential and ohmic losses.

Vcell = Erev −ηact,ca−ηact,an−ηmb−ηohmic (5.48)

The reversible voltage is given by

Erev = E0− RT

nF
log

(
aH2O

aH2
√

(aO2)

)
(5.49)

where E0 = 1.229− (T −T0)× 2.304× 10−4 [9]. The reactant and product activities are calculated from
the concentrations aH2 = cH2,an,mb/Cref ,H2 , aO2 = cO2,ca,mb/Cref ,O2 and aH2O = 1 since liquid water
product assumed. The subscript ref refers to the reference quantity, and subscript ca, mb refers to the
cathode membrane surface.

In order to simplify the calculation of cell voltage, a hyperbolic sine function is used for the calculation
of over-potentials, ηact,ca and ηact,an, from the exchange current density, io,ca and io,an,

ηact,ca = RT

αc,anF
asinh

(
ifc + iloss

2io,ca

)
, (5.50)

where ifc = Ifc/Afc is the current density and iloss is the lost current density due to hydrogen crossover, a
tuned parameter which is listed in Table 5.3. n= 2 is the electron transport number, and F = 96485 C per
mol of electrons is Faraday’s constant. The hyperbolic sine is equivalent to the Butler–Volmer equation
when the forward and reverse reaction coefficients (αc,a = αc,c) are equal [45]. The exchange current
density is given by the following equation:

io,ca=io,ref,ca

(
cO2,ca,mb

Cref ,O2

)γO2
(

cH+ca,mb

Cref ,H+

)γH+
exp

(−Ec

R

(
1

T
− 1

T0

))
, (5.51)

where io,ref,ca is the reference current density, c∗ is the reactant concentration, γ is the concentration
parameter, and Ec in the Arrhenius term is the activation energy for hydrogen oxidation on platinum [64].
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TABLE 5.3 Tuned Parameters in the Voltage Equation

io,ref,ca 7E-8 (A cm−2) Cathode exchange current

io,ref,an 0.05 (A cm−2) Anode exchange current

iloss 1E-3 (A cm−2) Crossover current

Deff 0.35 Diffusivity in GDL

RGDL 0.275 (Ω cm2) Contract resistance

The cathode concentration parameter for the local proton activity, γH+ = 0.5 is given by [65]. Although
the cathode reaction depends on the oxygen concentration as well as the activity of protons in the
membrane [66], the proton activity term is typically neglected since there are sufficiently many protons

under fuel cell normal operation, that is,
(

cH+ca,mb
/Cref ,H+

)γH+ ≈ 1.

Similarly for the anode side,

ηact,an = RT

αa,anF
asinh

(
ifc + iloss

2io,an

)
, (5.52)

where the anode exchange current density is

io,an = io,ref,an

(
cH2,an,mb

Cref ,H2

)γH2

exp

(−Ec

R

(
1

T
− 1

T0

))
. (5.53)

The potential drop due to proton conductivity losses in the membrane is represented by the following
equation:

ηmb = ifcRmb(T ,λmb), (5.54)

where the membrane resistance is calculated as follows:

Rmb(T ,λmb)=
exp

[
1268

(
1

T
− 1

303

)]

−0.00326+ 0.005193λmb
δmb, (5.55)

δmb is the membrane thickness, and the membrane conductivity is a function of water content and
temperature using the standard relationship from Springer et al. [60].

Finally, the GDL and contact resistances are lumped into Rohmic , for the ohmic loss term,

ηohmic = ifcRohmic . (5.56)

The typical graph associated with fuel cell operation is the polarization curve, shown in Figure 5.10,
which is a plot of the terminal voltage Vcell vs the applied current density ifc . The initial drop in cell
voltage for small current density, is due to the activation losses ηact,an and ηact,ca. The middle region of
the polarization curve, is referred to as the ohmic region, which has a fairly linear i− v relationship, and
the losses for this range of current density are primarily attributed to the ohmic terms ηmb and ηohmic .

The steep drop in cell voltage, shown in Figure 5.10 at high current density, is attributed to concentration
loss at the membrane surface. This concentration loss comes from the diffusion of reactants, specifically
oxygen, from the channel through the GDL to the CL. The concentration value, cO2,ca,mb, represents the
amount of oxygen available in the catalyst layer, which decreases at high current density due to the finite
resistance to gas transport through the GDL. Since the diffusion is a fast process, the 1-D steady-state
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FIGURE 5.10 Fuel cell polarization curve.

profile can be considered assuming Fick’s Law in the GDL,

NO2,ca,GDL =−Deff (s, ε)DO2

∂cO2,ca,GDL

∂x
(5.57)

with a Neumann boundary condition at the membrane surface where the flux is equal to the consumption
of oxygen

NO2,ca,GDL
∣
∣
x=0 =−NO2,rct , (5.58)

and a Neumann boundary condition at the channel which is given by the mass transfer coefficient,
kmt [52],

NO2,ca,GDL
∣∣
x=δGDL

= kmt

(
cO2,ca,GDL

∣∣
x=δGDL

− cO2,ca,ch

)
, (5.59)

where cO2,ca,ch is the oxygen concentration in the channel. The consumption rate of oxygen,
(mol cm−2 s−1) is given by

NO2,rct =
ifc
4F

. (5.60)

The free space diffusion coefficient DO2 m2 s−1 is multiplied by an effective diffusivity coefficient, Deff (s, ε),
to account for the porous structure of the GDL, and the reduced volume due to liquid water accumulation
in the diffusion medium [48]. In the case of constant diffusivity, Dsim

O2
= DO2 Deff (sim, ε), this reduces to

cO2,ca,mb = cO2,ca,GDL
∣∣
x=0

= cO2,ca,ch−
(

1

kmt
+ δGDL

Dsim
O2

)

NO2,rct ,
(5.61)
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The same equation holds true for the anode, where

NH2,rct =
ifc
2F

. (5.62)

For a derivation of the reactant profiles with nonconstant Deff (s(x)), see [8].

5.9.1 Apparent Current Density and Reduced Cell Area

The effect of liquid water and nitrogen accumulation on the measured terminal voltage can be captured
by an apparent current density, corresponding to the area of the hydrogen-rich portion of the cell. The
use of apparent current density, iapp, in place of the nominal current density, ifc , in the above voltage
model describes the resulting voltage drop from mass accumulation in the channel.

iapp =
Ifc

Aapp
, (5.63)

where the apparent area is calculated from the nitrogen and water mass in the channel using the following
equation:

Aapp = Afc
yfr

Lch
, (5.64)

where Lch is the channel length and yfr is the front location. A simple model, which considers the nominal
current density, channel pressure, and temperature, can be used to translate the mass of liquid water and
nitrogen in the DEA channel into a front location

ml,an,ch, mN2,an,ch→ yfr , (5.65)

based on the assumptions of saturated vapor conditions and uniform apparent current density in the
region above of the front as shown in Figure 5.11.

yfr =
{

Lw mN2 ≤mN2,critical ,
yfrN2 mN2 > mN2,critical ,

(5.66)
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FIGURE 5.11 Nitrogen front propagation schematic (not to scale).
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where liquid water front location, Lw , is defined by the channel dimensions, liquid water density ρl , and
the mass of liquid water in the anode channel (Equation 5.3), using the following equation:

Lw =
(

1− ml,an,ch

ρlVan,ch

)
Lch. (5.67)

The nitrogen front location yfrN2 is found by solving Equation 5.75 and the critical nitrogen mass at
which the nitrogen front develops is given by

mN2,critical =MN2

Vch

Lch

(Pan− Pv,sat(T))

(RT)

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎝

√
2LwDN2,H2

(
1− exp

(
− KvifcLw

2DN2,H2

))

erf

( √
KvifcLw

√
2DN2,H2

)
√

Kvifcπ

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎠

. (5.68)

In order to derive this relationship, we assume steady-state convection and Fickian diffusion in the
anode channel

0= ∂cN2

∂t
= ∂

∂y

(
DN2,H2

∂cN2

∂y

)
−V (y)

∂cN2

∂y
. (5.69)

The convective velocity, V (y), (m s−1) can be calculated from the consumption of hydrogen, assuming
the flux of N2 crossover is small relative to the reaction rate of H2. The convective velocity is zero after
the front location because no reaction occurs in this region.

V (y)=
{

Kv
ifc
yfr

(yfr − y) y ≤ yfr ,

0 y > yfr ,
(5.70)

where Kv is given by the following equation:

Kv = Lch
(wch+wrib)

2F

RT

Pan(wchhch)
, (5.71)

where Pan is the anode channel pressure and wch, hch and wrib denote the channel width, height, and rib
width.

The steady-state solution of (Equation 5.69), is of the form

cN2 (y)=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

c1+ c2 erf

(√
Kvifc(y− yfrN2 )

√
2yfrN2 DN2,H2

)

y ≤ yfrN2 ,

(Pan− Pv,sat(T))/(RT) y > yfrN2 ,

(5.72)

where we can solve for c1 and c2 using the BCs cN2 (0)= 0 (the system is fed with dry hydrogen) and
cH2 (yfrN2 )= 0, which implies cN2 (yfrN2 )= (Pan− Pv,sat(T))/(RT)

Hence, for y ≤ yfrN2 , the distributed nitrogen concentration is

cN2 (y)= (Pan− Pv,sat(T))

(RT)

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

1+
erf

(√
Kvifc(y− yfrN2 )

√
2yfrN2 DN2,H2

)

erf

(√
KvifcyfrN2√
2DN2,H2

)

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

(5.73)
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The nitrogen front location, yfrN2 and the mass of nitrogen which does not contribute to the apparent
current density, mN2,tail, can be found from the system state mN2 using the following equation:

mN2 =mN2,tail+mN2,blanket, (5.74)

where the mass of nitrogen in the blanketed region mN2,blanket, and in the tail can be found by integrating
Equations 5.72 and 5.73 along the channel to get

mN2 =MN2

Vch

Lch

(Pan− Pv,sat(T))

(RT)

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎝

(Lw − yfrN2 )+
√

2yfrN2 DN2,H2

(
1− exp

(
−KvifcyfrN2

2DN2,H2

))

erf

(√
KvifcyfrN2√
2DN2,H2

)
√

Kvifcπ

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎠

, (5.75)

which can be solved for the nitrogen blanketing front location numerically.

5.10 Simulation Results

Current density ifc , stack temperature T , cathode stoichiometric ratio and cathode inlet relative humidity
(dew point temperature) are measured from the experiment and used as the inputs model. A simulation
of the experiment at NIST [7] with a humidified cathode inlet feed is shown in Figure 5.12. The anode
channel water vapor concentration remains near the saturation value, decreasing only slightly during an
anode purge. The membrane water content λmb, shown in the second subplot of Figure 5.12 is strongly
dependent on current density and temperature, increasing with current density at t = 3850 (min) and
decreasing with temperature at t = 3785 (min). The normalized front location is shown in third subplot
of Figure 5.12, and the liquid water mass in the anode channel is shown in the last subplot.

The anode purges shown in Figure 5.13 capture the removal of liquid water from the GDL. This can
clearly be seen by the flat sections in the plot of anode channel liquid water mass. Liquid water must re-fill
the GDL before accumulation of liquid water in the anode channel begins again following an anode purge.
The duration of the flat region in the channel liquid water trace depends on the “strength” of the anode
purge, both its flow rate and duration, and the amount of liquid water present in the channel preceding
the purge. Since the dry hydrogen flowing through the fuel cell must first remove all of the liquid water
from the channel before causing the two-phase liquid water front location to recede in the GDL. Our
model predicts roughly a 5% change in the anode front location due to the 1 s purge, and matches the
time period before water accumulation in the channel resumes.

5.11 MPC Application

In this section, we discuss the application of the MPC methodology to the water flooding–plugging
problem in the anode channel. An example on how to use MPC tools to address the water flooding–
plugging was shown in [38] and will be added here for illustration of the steps needed to apply rigorous
control techniques in the water management problem, relating to the scheduling of anode purges for
the DEA operation of PEMFCs. The steps which we followed are outlined in Figure 5.14; starting with
the high-fidelity PDE description of the system [41], prior to the inclusion of nitrogen effects [35], we
identified that the liquid water behavior in the anode GDL and channel could be described simply by
a two state, two-mode hybrid automata, where the states correspond to the propagation of the liquid
water front in the GDL, followed by the accumulation of liquid in the channel. The control objectives are
to avoid; (1) an unreasonable drop in fuel cell voltage, (2) too much water accumulation in the anode
channel, which could lead to fuel starvation and carbon corrosion, (3) high hydrogen utilization.
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FIGURE 5.12 Simulation of August 7, 2007 Experiment at NIST. Cell temperature increased from 314 K to 323 K
at t = 3785 (min). The model shows good agreement over the range of temperature and current density, but slightly
under-predicts water transport to the anode at higher current density. (Adapted from Siegel, J. B., et al., J. Electrochem.
Soc., 155, pp. B1168–B1178, 2008.)
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liquid water from the GDL, liquid water accumulation in the anode channel resumes after only after the liquid front
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FIGURE 5.14 Modeling approach: Toward MPC application.
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Hybrid dynamical models have been used in recent years to analyze and optimize a large variety of
systems in which physical processes exhibit phase transitions in the form of switches. Several modeling
formalisms have been developed to represent hybrid systems [67,68], including mixed logical dynamical
(MLD) systems [69]. MLD is a discrete-time hybrid modeling framework that can be used to formulate
optimization problems involving hybrid dynamics. The language HYSDEL (HYbrid Systems DEscription
Language) was developed in [70] to obtain MLD models from a high-level textual description of the hybrid
dynamics. MLD models can be converted into an equivalent piecewise affine (PWA) models [69] through
automated procedures [71,72]. HYSDEL, MLD, and PWA models are used in the Hybrid Toolbox for
Matlab [73] for modeling, simulating, and verifying hybrid dynamical systems and for designing hybrid
model predictive controllers.

In the case when nitrogen accumulation in the anode channel is not limiting the system behavior, the
water accumulation in a PEMFC can be managed with the following process. The water accumulation
can be described as a hybrid automaton with a corresponding discrete-time PWA model. The procedure
to obtain the hybrid model from the nonlinear model involves linearization and time discretization of the
important continuous dynamics. Simulated data from the nonlinear equations and real data from neutron
imaging [7] have been analyzed to derive the parameters of the PWA model. Once the system is modeled
in discrete-time PWA form, it can be implemented as a HYSDEL model. A control-oriented MLD model
is generated and used to synthesize the MPC algorithm for the purge management. Finally, simulation
results for the closed-loop system using the high-fidelity nonlinear model are presented with guidelines
for the selection of weights in the optimization problem. An equivalent explicit form of the control law
is also derived, that allows the implementation in a controller hardware with reduced computational
resources.

5.11.1 Hybrid Model for Control

The objective is to design a control law that generates the command for the purge valve u1 based upon
the state measurements or estimates of liquid water accumulation in the anode GDL and anode channel.
This water accumulation is directly related to the fuel cell performance, the cell voltage through the
accumulation of liquid water in the channel shown via simulation in Figure 5.12, and also observed in
neutron imaging data [7].

The water propagation and accumulation within the layers of the fuel cell can be characterized by a
moving front paradigm, shown in Equation 5.28 and also in [53], with two linear approximations for a
given set of operating conditions. Hence, a natural formulation for the system is a PWA model.

The normalized liquid water front location, xfr,an/δGDL ∈ [0, 1], in the GDL, shown in Figure 5.13, can
be derived from the above model (Equation 5.28). The GDL front location will be used to derive the first
state of the hybrid model. The second state of the hybrid model approximates the accumulation of water
in the channel, xch, as it relates to the model parameter

xch(t)=ml,an,ch(t)× 104, (5.76)

where the mass of liquid water in the channel, ml,an,ch in Equation 5.3, is scaled by 104 in order to improve
the numerical stability of the model.

Until the liquid reaches the channel, see Figure 5.15b, the channel accumulation is attributed only to
the condensation of the water vapor diffusing from the membrane to the channel through the GDL. Once
the water front reaches the channel, the accumulation proceeds with a faster rate due to liquid water flux
from the GDL to the channel as shown in Figure 5.15b. When the purge valve initially opens, liquid water
is first removed from the channel, as shown in Figure 5.15c. Once the liquid water is removed from the
channel, the liquid water front begins to recede back into the GDL, see Figure 5.15d, moving toward the
membrane.
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FIGURE 5.15 Evolution of the water front propagation in the GDL and accumulation in the channel.

5.11.2 Hybrid Automaton

This previously described behavior can be modeled as a linear hybrid automaton [74] with two discrete
states, shown in Figure 5.16. The first discrete state value (P) is associated with the front propagation
and recession through the GDL as shown in Figure 5.15a. When the water front reaches the channel, the
discrete state switches to the dynamics of water accumulation (A) in the channel as defined by the max(·)
function in Equation 5.45. Let ϑ ∈ {P, A} be the discrete state. The system dynamics are

if ϑ(t)= P
{

ẋ1(t)= Qm2g −Qg2a · u1(t)
ẋ2(t)= Qm2c

(5.77)

if ϑ(t)= A
{

ẋ1(t)= 0
ẋ2(t)= Qg2c −Qc2a · u1(t)

(5.78)

where x1(t) is the piecewise approximation of the water front position in the GDL, xfr,an(t), shown in
Equation 5.28. The state x2(t) approximates the mass of water in the anode channel, xch(t), as shown in
Equation 5.76. Finally, the control input u1(t) ∈ {0, 1} is a boolean variable representing the valve position,
where u1 = 1 means that valve is open (purging). The normalized water flows from α to β denoted as
Qα2β

∗ are used to describe the evolution of the two hybrid states. Specifically, the water flow from the
membrane to the GDL, Qm2g , is the rate of water accumulation in the GDL which causes the liquid water
front propagation inside the GDL, related to NL,an in Equation 5.29. The water flow, Qm2c , due to the
condensation of the water vapor transported from the membrane through the GDL to the channel and
water flow from the GDL to channel, Qg2c , both lead to water accumulation in the channel, and are

∗ Note the change in notation for flow rate, Q, due to nonstandard units, instead of the W used previously.
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A P
 x1 =1    0 ≤ x2 ≤ maxch

 x1 =1    x. 2 ≥ 0

 x2 ≥  0    mingdl  ≤ x1 ≤ 1

 x.1 ≤ 0     x2 = 0

FIGURE 5.16 Hybrid Automaton for DEA operation of PEMFC.

related to Nv,an and NL,an in Equation 5.45. Note that the water accumulation in the channel while the
GDL front is moving, Qm2c , is smaller than the water flow from the GDL to the channel when the GDL
front reaches the channel, Qg2c . Qg2c can be determined directly from the nonlinear model using the
equilibrium membrane water flux that was calculated when the front reaches the channel Equation 5.47.
Qc2a is the rate of decrease of water in the channel during the purging phase, while Qg2a is the receding
rate of backward movement of the front in the GDL. The water removal rate from the GDL is a strong
function of the pore-size distribution and PTFE coating weight, hence Qg2c and Qg2a depend on the
material, as well as on the total gas flow leaving the anode.

It is then possible to give the transition condition:

• P→ A :[x1 = 1, ẋ2 ≥ 0],
• A→ P :[x2 = 0, ẋ1 ≤ 0],

where the notation X→Y : [ f ] indicates the state transition from discrete state X to discrete state Y
occurs when the clause of f is true. The invariant sets associated to each discrete states A and P are

inv(A)= {(x1, x2) ∈ R
2 : x1 = 1, 0≤ x2 ≤maxch},

inv(P)= {(x1, x2) ∈ R
2 :mingdl ≤ x1 ≤ 1, x2 ≥ 0}, (5.79)

where maxch and mingdl are respectively the maximum mass of liquid water that completely fills the
channel volume and the minimum position of the front in the GDL.

Note here that the state x1, that is, the level of GDL flooding does not affect the cell voltage because
hydrogen can easily diffuse even through a partially flooded GDL. Due to the hydrophobic porous
material typically used for GDLs in low-temperature fuel cells the water will not block all of the pores,
hence hydrogen passage to the membrane will not be inhibited until the channel fills with water and
blocks hydrogen from entering portions of the GDL.

5.11.3 Discrete Time Piecewise Affine System

The hybrid automaton Equation 5.78 can be converted into a PWA model [75] and then formulated in
discrete time, x[k] = x(k Ts), with sampling Ts = 0.3 s. The reformulated PWA system is

if x1+ x2 < 1+ δa (discrete mode P)
{

x1[k+ 1] = x1[k]+Qm2g Ts−Qg2aTs · u1[k]
x2[k+ 1] = x2[k]+Qm2cTs,

(5.80a)

if x1+ x2 ≥ 1+ δa (discrete mode A)
{

x1[k+ 1] = x1[k]
x2[k+ 1] = x2[k]+Qg2cTs−Qc2aTs · u1[k],

(5.80b)
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where the switching condition has been changed to improve the numerical stability of the system. To
take into account the effect of condensation defined by Qm2c in Equation 5.78, the transition boundary is
increased with a constant δa ∈ [0.02− 0.07].

Note that with the formulation in Equation 5.80 the invariant sets cover R
2, that is Sinv(P)

⋃
Sinv(A)≡

R
2, thus preventing the possibility of the system entering a region where the dynamics are not defined.

This problem can arise in practice from numerical integration accuracy or sensor noise.

5.11.4 Performance Output

Finally, we consider the measured output of our system, the fuel cell voltage. Once anode channel flooding
occurs, the resulting voltage degradation is associated with the accumulation of liquid water mass in the
anode channel, mw,ch. Hence, the model output is approximated by a linear dependence on x2:

y(t)= v0− x2(t) · vm, (5.81)

where v0 is the output voltage of the fuel cell in nonflooding conditions and vm is a linear gain. This
is a reasonable assumption when the fuel cell is operating in the linear or Ohmic region, as shown in
Figure 5.10. Both v0 and vm depend on the operating conditions, the load generated Ifc in amperes
(A), the fuel cell temperature T in kelvin (K), the cathode air supply ratio λO2,ca (unit less), assuming
fully humidified cathode inlet, nonhumidified anode inlet, and pressure regulated anode conditions as
in [41,47]. We denote the set of operating conditions, by Ω= [ Ifc , λO2,ca, T ], that affect the flow rates
and the performance output parameters v0 and vm.

5.11.5 Linearization of Nonlinear Model and Parameter Identification

In order to model the dynamics of the water front in a fuel cell on the anode side as a PWA, the parameter
set Q(Ω)= {Qm2g , Qg2a, Qg2c , Qc2a, Qm2c}, which represents the rate of increase and decrease of the water
in the different modes, and the voltage parameters {v0, vm} are identified. These parameters have been
obtained by observing simulation data at constant conditions, around several operating points defined by
different values forΩ from the nonlinear model, which has been tuned and validated on the experimental
data obtained through neutron imaging [47]. Note that the PWA affine model does not continuously
depend on the load current. Instead different values of Ω correspond to different parameters and thus
different realizations of the PWA model. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the parameters as function of the stack
current for T = 333 (K), λO2,ca = 2. The water flow Qg2a = 0.028 is independent of stack current. Note
that the relation between Ifc and the rate of water accumulation is approximately linear.

The parameters Qm2g and Qg2a have been obtained by the analysis of xfr,an, using simulations of the
nonlinear model, under different conditions for the 53 cm2 single cell. Qm2g represents the rate of water
front x1(t) measured in the steeper and initial part after the purge. Qg2a is the rate of water decreasing
and it is measured as the difference between x1(t)= 1, front at the channel, and the water front position
after the purge over the purge duration. Due to the normalization, Qm2g and Qg2a are dimensionless.
To determine Qm2c , Qg2c , and Qc2a the mass of liquid water in the channel mw,ch(t) from Equation 5.76
has been analyzed, see Figure 5.17. The parameters will be in [kg ×10−4 s−1] due to the scaling factor

TABLE 5.4 Identified Water Transport Parameters

Ifc Qm2g /Ifc Qg2c Qc2a Qm2c

(A) (A−1 ) (10−4 kg s−1) (10−4 kg s−1) (10−4 kg s−1)

10 1.6× 10−5 4.1× 10−3 4.62× 10−4 3.3× 10−4

20 1.65× 10−5 9.1× 10−3 18.3× 10−4 5.97× 10−4

30 1.7× 10−5 14.1× 10−3 33.7× 10−4 10× 10−4
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TABLE 5.5 Identified Voltage Parameters

Ifc (A) ifc (A cm−2) v0 (mV) vm

(
mV
kg

)

10 0.189 755 3.5 · 10−4

20 0.337 618 5.4 · 10−4

30 0.566 505 7.7 · 10−4

introduced in Equation 5.76. The parameters are determined as

Qm2c =
x2(tAs )−x2(tδf )

tAs−tδf
, Qg2c = x2(tδs )−x2(tAs )

tδs−tAs
, Qg2a =

x2(tδf )−x2(tδs )

tδf −tδs
, (5.82)

where tAs is the time instant when the accumulation starts and, tδs , tδf are respectively the initial and final
time of the purge.

The parameter vm in Equation 5.81 has been determined as

vm = v(t2)− v(t1)

mw,ch(t2)−mw,ch(t1)
∀(t1, t2) (5.83)

while v0 can be directly calculated by the physics-based voltage equation 5.48. The value of v0 is the
maximum voltage the fuel cell can supply at a givenΩ.

Since we aim to control the purge input u1(t) as a function of x1, x2, y so that the reference commands
xref , yref are tracked, it is necessary to define the references consistently with the actual operating condi-
tions Ω. The value of xref can be set independently from the actual current or temperature as shown in
the following sections, however yref depends onΩ continuously, since y(t) is driven by v0. If the objective
is to maintain y(t) at the maximum possible value, the reference at the initial time t0 is yref = v0(t0).
In the case of a change in current will occur at time t1, v0(t1) �= v0(t0), and the controller will try to
minimize v0(t1)− v0(t0) which can never converge to zero. To avoid this problem the nonlinear static
function v0 = f (Ω) has been embedded into a lookup table. Through this function the reference on y(t)
is calculated at each sample time. In the following this reference function is called reference selector.

5.11.6 MLD Model Validation

The hybrid dynamical model defined by the discrete PWA Equations 5.80 and 5.81 is implemented in
HYSDEL. The MLD model obtained using the Hybrid Toolbox for Matlab [73] is equivalent to the PWA
model [69]. The resulting MLD model, is described by linear dynamic equations subject to linear mixed
integer equations, that is, inequalities containing both continuous and binary variables.

In order to account for modeling errors, constraints on the states of the system, the water front position
and the channel water mass accumulation, are included in the modeling framework, to be used for the
controller design. These constraints are chosen to be tighter than the limits for safe operation of the
physical system,

mingdl ≤ x1(t) ≤ 1,
0≤ x2(t) ≤maxch.

(5.84)

Therefore, the MLD model realization has 2 continuous states (x1, x2), 1 binary input (u1, the purge signal),
1 output (y), 3 auxiliary variables (1 binary, 2 continuous) and 12 mixed-integer linear inequalities.

The model has been validated by running an open-loop simulation under different constant conditions.
Figure 5.17 reports the states x1, x2 and the output y of the discrete time PWA model compared to the same
data obtained simulating the full nonlinear model of the fuel cell at Ifc = 10 A,λO2,ca = 2, T = 333 K , with
purge periodΔ= 900 s (when u1 = 0, that is, the system is dead-ended) and a purge duration δp = 0.3− s
(when u1 = 1). Note that during the initial transient there is some model mismatch, though the error is
always under 10%, due to the parameters Q being identified for steady-state conditions. The quality of
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the fit is adequate to predict the behavior of the water front even over a long time horizon as well as over
a horizon in the range of seconds, as required for MPC.

5.11.7 MPC Based Online Optimization

MPC has found many industrial applications and it has been successfully applied to hybrid dynamical
systems [76–78]. In this section we show how we can derive an MPC controller for the purge management
in a fuel cell. In the MPC approach, at each sampling instant a finite horizon open-loop optimization
problem is solved using the current state as the initial condition of the problem. The optimization provides
an optimal control sequence, only the first element of which is applied to the hybrid system. This process
is iteratively repeated at each subsequent time instant, thereby providing a feedback mechanism for
disturbance rejection and reference tracking. The optimal control problem is defined as

min
ξ

(

J(ξ, x(t)) � Zρρ
2+

H∑

k=1

(xk − xref )T S(xk − xref)

+
H−1∑

k=0

(uk − uref )T R(uk − uref )+ (yk − yref )T Z(yk − yref)

)

, (5.85a)

subj. to

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x0 = [ xfr(t), xch(t) ]T ,
xk+1 = Axk +B1uk +B3zk ,
yk = Cxk +D1uk +D3zk ,
E3zk ≤ E1uk +E4xk +E5,
mingdl − ρ≤ x1 ≤ 1+ ρ,
0− ρ≤ x2 ≤maxch+ ρ,
ρ≥ 0

(5.85b)

where H is the control horizon, zk are the auxiliary variables, xk = [ x1[k], x2[k] ]T is the state of the
MLD system at sampling time k, ξ� [uT

0 , . . . , uT
H−1, zT

0 , . . . , zT
H−1, ρ]T ∈ R

3H+1×{0, 1}2H is the opti-
mization vector, Z, R and T are weight matrices, and Zρ = 105 is a weight used to enforce the softened
version (Equation 5.85b) of a constraint on accumulation. In particular, we define the reference signals
used in Equation 5.85 as

yref � v0, uref � 0, xref � [1 0]′. (5.86)

The minimum distance to which the liquid front is permitted to recede into the GDL, mingdl = 0.3,
is chosen to prevent overdrying of the membrane. The maximum liquid water accumulation, maxch =
20× 10−4 kg, is chosen to prevent a large voltage drop due to water accumulation in the channel, since x2

is related to the voltage by Equation 5.81. These constraints are treated as soft, and hence can be violated,
but at the price of a large increase in cost. In this way, the MPC controller will try to avoid violating
them as much as possible. Soft constraints which are chosen to be more conservative, help account for
modeling error and mitigate the risk of damaging the system.

Problem (Equation 5.85) can be transformed into a mixed integer quadratic program (MIQP), that is,
the minimization of a quadratic cost function subject to linear constraints, where some of the variables
are binary. Even though this class of problems has exponential complexity, efficient numerical tools for
its solution are available [79].

5.11.8 Switching MPC Controller

Since the MPC is based on a PWA model parameterized for a set of constant conditions, Ω, the perfor-
mance of the controller degrades away from the nominal values. Since we are using state feedback, the
controller is less sensitive to model mismatch, however if the model is completely different, closed-loop
dynamics will certainly be unsatisfactory. In our case study, the stack current can vary over a wide range
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FIGURE 5.18 Switching MPC controller architecture.

of current density ifc ∈ [0.09− 0.94] A cm−2, and the parameters Q(ω) will also vary significantly, hence
a stack of controllers based on different PWA models is proposed as depicted in Figure 5.18. A switching
entity Sw activates a single controller depending on the actual operating conditions Ci(Ω(t)) as well as
the reference selector. The complexity in terms of computational time is not affected, because with this
structure only the activated controller has to compute the control law at each sample time. The switching
strategy implemented in Sw and used in simulation (Figure 5.20) is based on a threshold of current. A
more robust switching strategy may be desirable, to avoid chattering phenomena due to noisy signals.
A possible solution for improving hybrid state estimation is based on Kalman filtering coupled with
stochastic discrete state estimators [80].

5.11.9 Simulation Results

The closed-loop behavior of the fuel cell with the MPC controller has been evaluated in simulation by
using the high-fidelity nonlinear model described in the first half of the article. The controller designed
using MPC (Equation 5.85), depends on the prediction horizon H = 10, and weights

Z = 1, R = 1, S =
[

1 0
0 1

]
, (5.87)

for a given PWA model parameterized at Ω= [10, 2, 333]. In Figure 5.19, we consider a simulation
scenario with a step change in Ifc to check the closed-loop robustness to a model mismatch and perfor-
mance around the nominal value ofΩ. The reference voltage, yref = 755.25 mV, and the initial conditions
for the simulation are x1(0)= 1, x2(0)= 1.13, y(0)= 749.43 mV and u1(0)= 0. At time t = 423 s the
first purge is commanded by the controller. The purge duration is controlled to 0.3 s∗. The voltage is
restored to yref , as shown in Figure 5.19b, the anode channel is drained, Figure 5.19a, and the waterfront
recedes into the GDL. After 692 s (ΔC1 ), at t = 1115 s, a second purge is required, the purge duration
is again δ= 0.3 s. At time t = 1500 s the stack current changes from 10 to 15 A, this leads to a sudden
decrease of both actual and reference voltage, y and yref , respectively. At higher current density, the
water accumulation and the voltage degradation rate are faster. The controller reacts by commanding
purges at t = 1719 s and again at t = 2171 s, with a shorter period Δ= 452 s. At time t = 2500 s the
current increases to Ifc = 20 A and a purge is required. At t = 2610.3 s another purge is commanded
and again every Δ= 110.3 s. The controller tuned for lower current density is overly conservative at
Ifc = 20, in an attempt to prevent a large voltage drop, the controller utilizes frequent purging at the
expense of efficiency due to wasted hydrogen. This problem can be addressed by using switching MPC

∗ It will be evident later that δ≡ Ts is not changing because the channel is fully purged in one sampling time, hence a faster
or adaptive sampling rate is needed to control the water purged from the channel.
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FIGURE 5.19 Closed-loop response.

controller with subcontrollers based on the PWA model parameterized at several desired operating
conditions.

5.11.10 Simulation with Switching MPC

The second simulation, shown in Figure 5.20, presents the closed-loop performance with a switched MPC
controller for two different sets of weights used in the cost function (Equation 5.85). The model inputs for
the simulation are exactly the same as shown in Figure 5.19. The second controller is based on the PWA
model parameterized at Ω= [20, 2, 333], with the switching threshold set at Ifc = 16 A. From t = 0 to
t = 2500 the results are the same as the first simulation. At t = 2500 the current increases to 20 A and
crosses the switching threshold and activating controller C2. The solid line in Figure 5.20 represents a
realization of the controller, C2A, using the same weights as C1 (Equation 5.87). By inspection of the solid
line in Figure 5.20, before and after the load change at t = 2500 s, we see that the controller C2A allows the
same amount of water accumulation as at the lower current density by choosing a shorter purge period.
In this case, the switched MPC can correctly predict the fast accumulation at higher currents and perform
consistently with the tuning parameters.
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The second realization of controller C2B, shown as the dotted line in Figure 5.20, is computed with
horizon H = 10, and weights

Z2 = 1e− 1, R2 = 10, S2 =
[

1 0
0 0.1

]
. (5.88)

We select lower weights on x2 and on y and a larger weight on u1 to penalize the valve opening. The
purpose is to reduce the hydrogen consumption at the expense of voltage and accumulation reference
tracking, hence achieving a larger purge period. Although the controller C2B has better hydrogen utiliza-
tion, it has a lower safety margin in terms of avoiding a low voltage constraint, and could only be used
during a highway driving scenario when changes in load current are infrequent.

It took approximately 173.3 s to simulate the first scenario of the closed-loop system on a PC
Intel Centrino Duo 2.0 GHz with 2 GB RAM running the Hybrid Toolbox for Matlab [73] and the
MIQP solver CPLEX 9 [79], of which 105.9 s are spent by CPLEX. That is an average of approx-
imately 9 ms per time step. Because of the excessive CPU requirements for online optimization
and because of the complexity of the software for solving the mixed-integer programs, the MPC
controller cannot be directly implemented in an embedded micro-controller or in a computer not
equipped with optimization software. To circumvent such implementation problems, in the next section
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we compute an explicit version of the MPC controller that does not require online mixed-integer
optimization.

5.11.11 Explicit Hybrid MPC Controller

Since the MPC controller based on the optimal control problem cannot be directly implemented in
a standard embedded micro-controller, as it would require an MIQP to be solved online, the design
of the controller is performed in two steps. First, the MPC controller is tuned in simulation using
MIQP solvers, until the desired performance is achieved. Then, for implementation purposes, the explicit
PWA form of the MPC law is computed off-line by using a combination of multiparametric quadratic
programming [81] and dynamic programming, and implemented in the Hybrid Toolbox [73]. The value of
the resulting PWA control function is identical to the one which would be calculated by the MPC controller
(Equation 5.85), but the online complexity is reduced to the simple function evaluation instead of online
optimization.

As shown in [82], the explicit representation u(t)= f (θ(t)) of the MPC law (Equation 5.85) is rep-
resented as a collection of affine gains over (possibly overlapping) polyhedral partitions of the set of
parameters

θ= [x1 x2 y x1,ref x2,ref yref ]′

For the control horizon H = 10 we obtain a PWA control law defined over 11,304 polyhedral regions.
Reducing the horizon to H = 3 and eliminating the constraint on x2 ≤maxch that is always inactive
during our simulation scenarios the number of partition can be reduced to 64.

The performance with H = 3 is comparable to the performance achieved with a longer horizon. With
careful tuning on the weights it is possible to obtain the same results shown in the previous section, but
with a total simulation time reduced from 173.3 to 33.6 s on the same computer platform.

5.12 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, a model for the water and nitrogen accumulation in the DEA of a PEMFC was presented.
Several simplifying steps were presented in order to describe the slowly evolving liquid water front in
the GDL and channel using ODEs, which yields a reduction in the computational complexity of the
model when compared with the traditional approach of solving the coupled two-phase diffusion PDE.
The inclusion of catalyst flooding and the resulting impact on membrane water transport highlights the
level of complexity our model can capture. The model relies on calibration of three parameters for water
transport, listed in Table 5.2, and the five parameters in the static voltage equation, which are listed in
Table 5.3. After calibration, the model can be used to estimate the membrane water content, the rate of
water crossover through the membrane and liquid water accumulation in the anode channel, all of which
impact fuel cell performance.

We then presented a systematic approach for developing a controller for purge management
in a fuel cell with DEA, which combines PWA modeling and hybrid MPC. The explicit imple-
mentation of the MPC, in the form of a PWA control law computed off-line, obviates the need
for online optimization altogether and makes the overall approach suitable for implementation
in devices with reduced computational resources. This implemention uses a state feedback of the
front location in the anode GDL, xfr , and the water level in the anode channel xch; hence, addi-
tional effort is required for the estimation of this information from conventional FC measure-
ments, such as voltage. The promising results in terms of PWA modeling suggest a possible way to
approach the problem with a hybrid observer, for instance based on stochastic hybrid state estimators
[80].
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6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Control-Centric Aerospace Systems

Control system theory and design practices are used widely across the aerospace industry, especially in
creating aircraft, missile and spacecraft guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) systems. They have
been critical to the success of many aerospace systems in the past and will be in the future, including the
historically significant control-centric systems/missions such as Apollo moon landing mission, Interna-
tional Space Station, Space Shuttle, Boeing 747 aircraft, and Global Positioning System (GPS). Some of
the typical examples of “control theory intensive systems” are listed below:

• Aircraft and missile flight control system (FCS)
• Aircraft navigation systems
• Aircraft and missile vehicle management systems
• Aircraft flight management systems
• Aircraft fuel management systems
• Aircraft collision avoidance systems
• Aircraft payload pointing control systems
• Spacecraft attitude control systems
• Spacecraft thermal control systems
• Spacecraft power management systems
• Spacecraft orbit and attitude determination systems
• Spacecraft vehicle management systems
• Spacecraft payload pointing control systems

These systems are becoming more and more sophisticated and their implementations typically involve
significant amount of real-time software and in fact it is virtually impossible to find an aerospace control
system today that does not use software as the primary means of implementing its complicated logic and
algorithms.

This chapter deals with the topic of flight software for the real-time control systems used by the
aerospace systems. This topic requires a separate treatment due to the safety or mission critical nature of
aerospace systems that are not as frequently found in the other industries.

This chapter discusses the special nature of aerospace system real-time software; the safety and criticality
standard; the development process; the architecture; the development, test, integration, verification and
validation (V&V) approaches, and options. Emphasis will be given to topics that are interesting to control
system engineers and analysts.

6.1.2 Advancement of Control Systems That Are Enabled
by Computing Systems

Over the past 40 years, the growth of capability of control systems exactly parallels the growth of the
computing systems. The computing system enables the implementation of more and more complicated
control algorithms, and that in turn, demands faster, more reliable and more powerful computing capa-
bilities; which drive the development of computer hardware and software technology.
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Early control systems used mechanical mechanism (or mechanical computers) to implement control
algorithms.

Analog computer was later used to provide more capabilities at lower cost, with lower mass and volume.
Digital computers, especially what was then called microcomputers, indicating that the central processing
unit (CPU) being on a single chip, has been the revolutionary force for the entire human civilization and
undoubtedly has been the most important enabler for modern control systems.

The further development of high-density, highly integrated circuits such as field programmable gate
array (FPGA) and application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) has also made it possible that general
purpose computing engines (e.g., CPUs) can be replaced by ASICs and FPGAs and the software can be
replaced by hardware logic in many applications.

6.1.3 Increasing Role of Control System Engineers
with the Technology Advancement

Obviously, control system engineers need to be responsible for the development of system concept,
system requirement, system architecture, detailed system design, detailed algorithm design; and then the
validation of the detailed algorithms by simulation, the validation of the system design by simulation,
and the integration and test of the system. Beyond these responsibilities, the advancement of technology
and tools and the demand for better/cheaper/fast development of systems are requiring control system
engineers to take more responsibilities in the implementation of the system in terms of the software or
“Code” for FPGAs and ASICs.

This increased role is driven by the ever-increasing complexity and the cost of system and software
development. Specifically,

1. The increase of the complexity has made it necessary for the architecture of the algorithm and
the software to be developed by people who have the domain knowledge. Combined control
system domain expertise and system and software architecture expertise have proven to be critical
for the efficient and successful development of complex, performance-demanding, safety-critical
aerospace systems and software.

2. The increase of the complexity has made it necessary that the person who writes and debugs the
software that implements the algorithm to have sufficient domain knowledge to be efficient.

3. The modern iterative development approach (such as IBM’s Rational Unified Process (RUP),
which has proven to be superior to the traditional waterfall process for software development,
demands the capability for fast iterations, which consists of tightly-coupled requirement, archi-
tecture, detailed design, implementation, integration, and test activities. Traditional “system-
engineering-throw-over-wall-to-software-engineering” approach simply does not fit the iterative
development approach for complex control systems.

This increasing role is also enabled by the advanced software, FPGA and ASIC development tools, and
modern system and software architecture. Specifically,

1. Modern layered software architecture allows control application software to be mostly indepen-
dently developed with focus on the control system itself.

2. Advanced tools, languages, and libraries and component-based architecture allow the application
software to be developed at a high level of abstraction. For example, component-based program-
ming using C++ and Java and autocode generation from algorithms expressed in MATLAB�,
Simulink�, or MATRIXxTM have in many cases removed the need for the inefficient hand-off of
the design to a different skill team for the implementation and debugging.

Consequently, the increasing role requires aerospace control system engineers to not only have
the domain expertise on aerospace control system engineering but also to have expertise in software
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engineering especially in the areas of software architecture, software integration, and test and software
development process. In fact, this chapter is motivated by these needs.

6.2 Architecture of Aerospace Real-Time Control Systems

6.2.1 Typical Sensor/Computer/Actuator/User Interface Logical
Architecture

Among the many different aerospace control systems found in the industry, they exhibit the basic pattern
of “sensor/computer/actuator/User Interface (UI)” architecture, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.

It is advantageous to view this architecture as a “logical architecture” rather than “the physical architec-
ture.” When viewed as a logical architecture, the “sensor” or “actuator” elements are logically providing
the capabilities of the sensors or the capabilities of the actuator. The physical implementation of the sensor
or actuator itself can contain computers and other electronics. Similarly the computer in this architecture
is a “logical element” that provides the capabilities of a computer. Physically, the logical computer can
be implemented by a single computer in the modern sense, a cluster of computers or even an ancient
mechanical or analog computer.

An important key consequence of this simple architecture is that most of the system design and
development efforts focus on what happens inside the computer. That is, the “logical software” which is
typically realized by a real computer or several computers or even by FPGAs or ASICS.

6.2.2 Layered System Architecture

Figure 6.2 provides another view of “layered” architecture for the system. The “layered” architecture will
be discussed in more detail in Section 6.3. For the purposes of this section, it is important to point out
that in a layered architecture, the system is organized into groups of “components,” each group called a
layer. Typically, each layer is desired to address a different level of “concern” and requires different skills
and knowledge base to define, design, and implement.

As shown in Figure 6.2, the bottom layer is the sensor, actuator, and UI hardware which provides
the “input information and actions” and “output information and actions” between the system and the
outside world. In other words, it is this layer of hardware devices that “interact” with the “outside world.”

The next layer, which includes the sensor, actuator, and UI device interface hardware, provides the
hardware interface between the computer hardware and the actual devices. If standard interfaces are used,

Actuator n

Computer

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor m

Actuator 1

Actuator 2

User interface

FIGURE 6.1 Generic sensor/computer/actuator/UI architecture.
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Application software

Infrastructure software

Computer hardware

Sensor
interface
hardware

Actuator
interface
hardware

Computer to UI
device interface

hardware

Common
platform
layers

UI
device

hardware

Actuator
hardware

Sensor
hardware

FIGURE 6.2 Layered system architecture for typical sensor/computer/actuator/UI pattern.

such as standard A/D, standard D/A, and standard serial data bus, this layer can be constructed using the
standard hardware and can be used for systems constructed for very different purposes. Some examples
of standard serial data buses are MIL-STD-1553, ARINC 429, ARINC 629, Ethernet, RS232, RS422, USB,
IEEE 1394, and Spacewire.

The computer hardware layer provides the capability to execute software that performs computation
and implements logic and algorithms that process the “input information” that comes from the sen-
sor/actuator/user hardware interface layer and produce the “output information” for that layer as well.

The infrastructure software layer provides a “software abstraction” of the “computation” and
“input/output” (I/O) capabilities provided from the hardware layers. This software abstraction greatly
simplifies the task of developing the application software.

Finally, the application software implements the aerospace control system’s detailed logic and algo-
rithms which are executed by the computer hardware. The fact that the application software sits on the
top of infrastructure software indicates that the development of application software does not have to be
concerned with many details of the hardware but only has to be concerned with a “software abstraction”
of the hardware and this is enabled by the infrastructure software.

The infrastructure software layer, the computer hardware layer, and the sensor/actuator/UI device
hardware layer form a system that can be designed in such a way that the same design can be used
for a large class of systems. We call these three layers a “platform” which can be reused for many
different applications when it is “hooked up” with different sensor, actuator and UI devices, and different
application software.

Consequently both the top and bottom layers are specific to a particular application system and the
middle three layers are for general purposes. The bottom hardware layer provides the specific sensor,
actuator, and UI devices that are required for the specific application. The application software imple-
ments the specific logic and algorithms for the specific application. The key requirements of this system
architecture are therefore the following: (1) the application software talks to the infrastructure software
through a standard interface and (2) the sensor, actuator, and UI devices talk to the interface hardware
through standard interfaces.

This approach has been consciously and unconsciously applied to the architecture design of various
systems in the industry and there has been a trend that the platform layers are becoming more and more
general. Furthermore, the control application software and sensor and actuator hardware devices are
becoming more and more independent of the “platform layers.” In fact, Integrated Modular Avionics
(IMA), which has been implemented for the modern Boeing 787 and Airbus A380 aircraft, represents the
most recent implementations of this approach.
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6-6 Control System Applications

6.2.3 Distributed versus Centralized Physical Architecture

Distributed and centralized physical architectures are two important variations of the architecture when
the logical system is realized by physical systems. When the logical computer is implemented by a physi-
cally centralized computing engine, the physical architecture is centralized. When the logical computer
is implemented by physically distributed computing engines, the architecture is distributed. These two
variations have their advantages and disadvantages and the choice of a particular architecture always
requires careful evaluation and trade study for the specific application and specific objectives.

6.2.4 Integrated Modular Avionics

IMA is a significant advance in the aerospace control system architecture. IMA integrates systems that are
traditionally implemented by separate physical “boxes” on aircraft by a uniform general purpose network
of computers interconnected by high-speed communication data buses such as the modern Avionics Full-
Duplex Switched Ethernet (AFDX) or the older ARINC 429 data bus. The sensor and actuator hardware
are connected to this network and are accessible by any one of the computing engines across the network.
The software modules that were traditionally developed individually for each of the “boxes” are now
application software modules running on the computer network on the top of common hardware and
low-level software resources.

IMA offers significant advantages in terms of reducing the development cost, hardware cost and weight,
and the maintenance cost. For example,

1. Using a common Application Program Interface (API) to access the hardware and network
resources greatly simplifies the hardware and software integration effort.

2. IMA allows the application developers to focus on the application layer, and consequently enables
much more efficient development and simpler integration and test.

3. IMA reuses extensively tested hardware and lower-level software of the “platform layers” over time
and across projects and even the community.

4. IMA allows application software to be relocated and reconfigured on spare computing engines
if the hosting computing engine is detected faulty during operations. This reduces the cost of
redundancy and fault management in the system.

IMA has been adopted by F22-Raptor [1], Airbus A380 [2], and Boeing 787, and several other important
avionics systems [3].

ARINC 653 (Avionics Application Standard Software Interface) is a software specification for space
and time partitioning. It defines an API for software of avionics, following the architecture of IMA.
IMA implementations rely on ARINC 653 compliant real-time operating system/middleware to allow the
memory and time available from a computer to be partitioned in a way as if they were multiple hardware
computers.

6.2.5 System Architecture Development Approach

The development of system architecture is driven by two types of inputs: (1) the functional and usage
requirement which is often provided as “use cases” or as “functional requirements” and (2) the quality
attributes of the architecture which is often provided as “quality attribute scenarios.”

The architecture can be developed with or without using an architecture model. It is highly recom-
mended that the architecture is developed with the help of architecture models that can be visualized.
Use of architecture modeling languages is recommended. For example, graphical modeling languages
such as Integration Definition for Function Modeling (IDEF0), Unified Modeling Language (UML), and
System Modeling Language (SysML) can help significantly to elicit, document and communicate the
architecture. Use of traditional control system block diagrams also helps significantly the description of
the architecture.
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Aerospace Real-Time Control System and Software 6-7

The functional and usage requirements drive the capabilities provided by the system for which the
architecture is to be developed. The quality attributes drive the architecture decisions that are made not
only to address functional requirements but also to address developmental and operational concerns such
as how easily the design can be changed to accommodate changes of the requirements; how easily the
system can be operated; and how the design reuses the capabilities the organization developed in the past.

There are many different methodologies available to derive the architecture from the above-mentioned
two types of inputs. It is a good practice, however, to go through the following most important steps and
each of the key steps can be augmented or elaborated using various methodology and tools:

1. Derive “black box functional requirement” by usage and requirement analysis. The black box
requirements are the “external requirements” on the system that are independent of the internal
design. It is most important to decide first what the “black box requirements” are to allow enough
freedom of the internal design and the optimizations of the architecture. This step can be done
informally without the help of an architecture model or can be derived from “use cases,” that is,
the usage scenarios using traditional IDEF0 functional analysis or using the more modern UML
and SysML-based approach.

2. Propose candidate logical and/or physical system decompositions, that is, decompose the system
into subsystems or components. This step can be done in many different ways. Regardless of what
approach is used, strong domain knowledge is the key to deciding on how the system can be
decomposed into smaller systems and how the smaller systems can work together to achieve the
capabilities of the total system while still trying to achieve good “quality attribute response.” The
following approaches are recommended:
a. Motivate the logical or physical decomposition by “functional decomposition.” By decom-

posing the “main” capability of the system (not every capability), it often provides enough
hints as to how the logical system or physical system can be decomposed.

b. Use design patterns. Design patterns are architecture patterns that have been proven by
past projects with known advantages and disadvantages. The use of design patterns greatly
improves the probability of success. In fact, most of the architecture examples presented in
this chapter offer design patterns that can be utilized by the user.

c. Use design tactics and principles.
3. Flow requirement down to subsystems or components. This step can again be done in many

different ways with or without using an architecture model. When an architecture model is used,
IDEF0 and UML/SysML-based approaches can be used by elaborating how the system black-box
capabilities are achieved by the collaboration of the subsystem or component capabilities.

4. Evaluate and improve the architecture by ensuring that the functional capabilities are supported
by the architecture and compare the quality attribute responses between different candidate archi-
tectures or individual architecture decisions.

5. For each of the subsystems or components, Steps 2 through 4 can be repeated to hierarchically
elaborate the architecture to a level that the lowest level of component is readily available or
readily developed. It is important to note that this “readiness” and the “depth” of the architecture
elaboration vary with the specific purposes and scenarios and the concerns to be addressed.

6.2.6 Example: Aircraft Flight Control System Architecture

Typical aircraft FCS follows the common patterns discussed earlier both in terms of the sensor/
computer/actuator/UI pattern and in terms of the layered architecture.

For aircraft FCSs, the sensors typically include the rotation rate sensors such as gyros, accelerometers,
and most importantly, static and dynamic pressure sensors at various locations of the aircraft to produce
the input for “air data.”

The actuators are typically the control surfaces and their mechanical, hydraulic, or electrical driving
systems.
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6-8 Control System Applications

The flight computers are often 3-for-1 or 4-for-1 redundant due to the flight critical nature of the
FCS. The flight control software typically handles the inner control loops for stability augmentation and
outer-loops and pilot command shaping to allow handling and control of the aircraft by the pilot. In
addition, autopilot capabilities are also provided by the flight control software.

The “UI” provides the capability for the pilot to control the aircraft. The interfaces are typically the
stick and pedal as well as the displays and switches on the pilot control panel.

Figure 6.3 provides a top-level diagram of the FCS.

6.2.7 Example: Spacecraft Control System Architecture

Very similarly, typical spacecraft attitude control system follows the common patterns discussed earlier
both in terms of the sensor/computer/actuator/UI pattern and in terms of the layered architecture. Typical
spacecraft control system is shown in Figure 6.4.

Typical spacecraft FCS follows the common pattern discussed earlier. The typical sensors are

• Inertial reference units (IRUs) for spacecraft rotational rate sensing
• Star-tracker for spacecraft absolute attitude sensing
• Sun sensors for spacecraft attitude sensing during safing
• Temperature, current sensors for thermal control, and electrical power system (EPS) sensing.

The typical actuators are

• Thrusters for orbit raising, station-keeping, momentum management, and large maneuver attitude
control

• Reaction wheel for precision attitude control
• Magnetic torque rod for momentum management.

The flight computer interfaces with the sensor and actuator devices and provides control to the space-
craft. The block diagram provides some top level ideas of the functional capability of the flight software.
The “UI” is through the telemetry and command system.

6.2.8 Example: IMA for Boeing 787

Due to the many benefits of IMA, both Boeing 787 and Airbus 380 have adopted IMA-based avionics
architecture. Boeing 787’s IMA is based on what is called Common Core System (CCS) which was
developed by Smith Industry (now General Electric).

Stick
&

pedal

Pilot
display

unit
& control

panel

Control
surface

actuators
such as
spoilers

elevators
rudders
conard

Quad redundant
flight control

computer

Accelerometers
(self redundant)

Air data sensors
(self redundant)

Gyros
(dual redundant)

FIGURE 6.3 High-level block diagram of aircraft FCS.
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RWAs
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systems (LPS)

Magnetic
torque rods

(MTR)

Solar wing
drive (SWD)

Heaters

Inter process
communication

(IPC)
(Charge rate
control, etc.)

Battery charge management system (BCMS) application softwareIPC
sensors

Temp
sensors

Sun
sensor

Star-tracker

IRU

Telemetry
& command

Bus and payload thermal control system (TCS) application software

Attitude determination and control
subsystem application software

Spacecraft control computer and infrastructure software

FIGURE 6.4 Typical spacecraft control system.

CCS is the 787’s central nerve system. The CCS is a computing platform which includes dual com-
mon computing resource (CCR) cabinets that host processing and power control modules and network
switches. Application specific modules (ASMs) can be installed in the cabinets.

The CCS platform runs an ARINC 653 partitioned operating environment with an Avionics Full Duplex
Switched Ethernet (AFDX) network backbone. The CCS provides shared system platform resources
to host airplane functional systems such as avionics, environmental control, electrical, mechanical,
hydraulic, auxiliary power unit, cabin services, flight controls, health management, fuel, payloads, and
propulsion.

The CCS has a common data network (CDN) which includes network switches inside the CCR cabinets
and externally mounted throughout the aircraft. CDN is a fiber optic Ethernet that connects all the systems
that need to communicate with the CCS and with each other.

The CCS is designed to utilize remote data concentrators (RDC) to consolidate inputs from aircraft
systems and aircraft sensors which include analog and digital interfaces, such as ARINC 429 and controller
area network (CAN) bus.

The CCS replaces multiple computers and hosts up to 80 avionics and utility functions. More than 100
different line replaceable units (LRUs) were eliminated.

6.3 Software Architecture of Aerospace Real-Time Systems

6.3.1 Overview

Software for modern aerospace systems has been one of the major cost and schedule drivers for many
aircraft and spacecraft programs. Software architecture design is one of the key activities that has a
significant impact on the development and maintenance of the aerospace systems, both in terms of
technical performance and in terms of cost and schedule.
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6-10 Control System Applications

Modern aerospace system architecture is driven by two types of requirements:

• The functional/performance/usage requirements.
• The operation/development/maintenance quality attributes.

The functional/performance/usage requirements drive the capabilities to be supported by the archi-
tecture. The quality attributes drives the selection of different architecture tactics and design patterns to
achieve “quality attribute response.”

Two of the key tactics that have a major impact on the architecture design are two generic “design
patterns”: the layered architecture and the component-based architecture. These “design patterns” lead
to quality attribute responses that are generally desired such as maintainability, evolvability, and ease of
development.

In the subsequent subsections, we provide a detailed discussion about component-based architecture
and the layered architecture and discuss the various layers in a typical aerospace real-time control system.

6.3.2 Layered Architecture

Layered architecture is a particular way of managing the dependency and consequently the complexities
within the system. Layered Architecture is not restricted to software. The basic idea applies to both systems
and software. In a layered architecture, the system/software is divided into groups of components with
each group called a “layer.”

A strictly layered architecture requires that the layers form a serial dependency stack. In other words,
if the layers are numbered from bottom to top to be layer 0, layer 1, . . . , and layer N , then Layer K can
only depend on Layer K–1.

Relaxed layered architecture allows the upper layers to depend on all the lower layers. In reality, the
architect and developer can define a specific layered architecture with dependency rules between the
strictly layered architecture and relaxed layered architecture to provide the best compromise between
complexity management and performance and efficiency.

The restricted dependency in a layered architecture means that a change of a layer’s interface can only
impact the immediate layer above in a strictly layered architecture or layers above for the relaxed layered
architecture.

Layers are typically selected according to “separation of concern” principle: upper layers taking care
of higher level and more abstract concerns and lower layers taking care of lower level and more specific
concerns.

Figure 6.5 shows a typical example of the layered architecture of aerospace real-time system. In this
example, the layers are organized to address different level of concerns.

Mission/autonomy layer

Core control system layer & API

Sensor & actuator layer

Software services/middleware

RTOS & device drivers

Board support packages (BSPS)

Hardware

FIGURE 6.5 Layers of typical aerospace real-time software.
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Aerospace Real-Time Control System and Software 6-11

The top layer, “mission and system autonomy layer,” is concerned with achieving the mission objectives
by operating the system using the core control system’s abstract capabilities (interfaces). This layer is not
concerned with how the specific operations are achieved.

The next layer down is the core control system layer which is concerned with how to provide the
abstracted capabilities using control algorithms. To the upper layer this layer is abstracted by its API.

The next layer down is the sensor and actuator layer which handles the specific details of individual
sensor and actuator. To the upper layer, the abstract sensor and actuator interfaces are device independent.

The above three layers are called the “application layer.” Below the application layer is the “soft-
ware service/middleware layer,” which provides services such as dispatching, communication, and data
management.

Below the middleware there exist the real-time operating system and the device driver layer.
The operating system (OS) is shielded from the hardware by the board support package layer.
The lower three layers are sometimes called the “infrastructure layer.”

6.3.3 Component-Based Architecture

Software component is a software element which is encapsulated with well-defined services and interfaces,
that can be reused, is not specific to the context where the component is used, and can be independently
deployed. Typically, a component is constructed using smaller components.

Component-based architecture decomposes the engineered systems into a set of components that
interact with each other using a structured approach which is determined by the architecture.

Software components often take the form of objects or collections of objects (such as a C++ or Java
Class) in some binary or textual form, adhering to some interface description language [such as IDL
used by Common Object Request Broker Architecture (COBRA)] so that the component may exist
autonomously from other components in a computer.

Component-based architecture facilitates planned reuse of software (product-line approach). It also
allows independent vendors to be in the business of producing components that can be marketed to
different high-level integrators.

It is important to recognize that “large grain” components, that is, components that integrate significant
portion of total system capability, allows new systems to be developed in a very rapid fashion and leads
to significant cost and scheduling savings.

Figure 6.6 shows the high-level static architecture of a typical spacecraft control system which is com-
posed of “large grain” components of attitude determination and control (ADCS), thermal control system
(TCS), and EPS. The ADCS is in turn composed of the next level of “large grain” components that are the
“orbit and ephemeris subsystem,” the “steering subsystem (SteeringSubsys),” the “attitude determination
subsystem (ADSubsys),” the “attitude and momentum control subsystem (AMCSubsys),” the “solar wing
control subsystem (SWCSubsys),” and the “common gimbal control subsystem (CGCSubsys).”

Core ADCS

OrbitAndEphSubsys SteeringSubsys ADSubsys AMCSubsys CGCSubsys SWCSubsys

TCS EPS

FIGURE 6.6 High-level static architecture of a typical spacecraft control system.
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6-12 Control System Applications

6.3.4 The Infrastructure Layers

The infrastructure layers typically consists of three layers, the middleware layer, the Real Time Operating
System (RTOS)+Device Driver Layer and the Board Support Package (BSP) Layer.

The infrastructure software shields the computer hardware and computes the input and output device
specifics from the application software (it does not shield, however, the high-level characteristics of sensors
and actuators) by providing the application layers with abstract services that do not have to change when
the computer hardware, the I/O devices, or the infrastructure software itself change for other reasons.

Typically, the services provided by the infrastructure software are

• Multitasking scheduling/dispatching services
• Timing services
• Communication services
• Data management services.

These services are typically provided through the middleware which augments the generic real-time
operating system capabilities to provide services that the application software can use with minimum
efforts.

Almost all the real-time operating systems used by real-time control systems comply or conform to the
Portable Operating System Interfaces (POSIX) standard. Using a POSIX compliant or conformant RTOS
means that the RTOS can be easily exchanged out to be replaced by another vendor’s products if needed
without causing a problem to the middleware and the application software.

For aerospace control systems, as mentioned before, ARINC 653 defines a standard for partitioned
real-time operating system capabilities to the application software. In an ARINC653 compliant system,
the throughput (time) and memory are partitioned into independent resources that appear to be an
independent virtual computer. Failures/faults that happen to a particular partition do not propagate into
other partitions. ARINC653 allows independent application software to run on the same computer. To
some extent, these applications can be independently qualified and certified. Figure 6.7 illustrates this
concept.

6.3.5 Application Layers

The application layers implement the functionality of the real-time system on the top of the platform
provided by the infrastructure layers.

Typical aerospace application software has at least three layers: The sensor and actuator layer, the core
algorithm layer, and the operation and autonomy layer.

ARINC653 compliant middleware

RTOS & device drivers

Board support packages (BSPS)

Hardware

App1 App2 App3

FIGURE 6.7 Concept of independent applications running on the same hardware through ARINC653 compliant
partitioned real-time operating system.
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Aerospace Real-Time Control System and Software 6-13

The sensor and actuator abstraction layer on the bottom provides an abstraction of the sensors and
actuators. Although the sensor and actuator layer itself depends on specifics of the sensors and actuators,
it is typically a design goal that the abstraction provided by this layer is independent of the specifics of the
devices and consequently the change of sensors and actuators does not impact on the layers above.

The core algorithm layer implements the detailed algorithms for the aerospace system. It is typically
a design goal to make this layer independent of the hardware devices and implementation focus on the
abstract algorithms.

The operation and autonomy layer provides the operational and autonomy capabilities. These capa-
bilities are concerned with operating the system using the capabilities provided by the core algorithm
layer.

It is a good practice for each of the layers to be built using components.

6.3.6 Example: Aircraft FCS Application Layer Software Architecture

As we discussed before, the flight computer and the infrastructure software form what we call the “plat-
form” which is very similar from system to system. It is the application software and the sensor and
actuator hardware that makes the real-time aerospace system unique. Consequently, in this example as
well as other examples that follow, we pay much more attention to the architecture of the application
layer software.

It is also worthwhile to mention that there are many ways to describe and view the architecture of
software. In this chapter, we use diagrams with which control system engineers are more familiar with.

Figure 6.8 shows a high-level architecture of fictitious flight control software.

Flight
control

law
(inner and outer

loops)

Accelerometers
abstraction

Gyros
abstraction

Air data sensors
abstraction

Flight
control
actuator

abstractions

Stick & pedal
abstraction

Pilot display
unit & control

panel abstraction
Pilot command

shaping

External
navigation 

device abstraction Auto-pilot
control law

FIGURE 6.8 Fictitious flight control application Software Architecture.
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FIGURE 6.9 Typical architecture of integrated GPS/INS system.

6.3.7 Example: GPS-Aided Aircraft Navigation System Application
Layer System Architecture

GPS/INS (Inertial Navigation System) is not a complete control system but rather it is a system that
provides the capability of an “estimator” in an “estimator/controller” system architecture. Consequently,
the GPS/INS system has sensors but does not have actuators.

In this particular example, the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), GPS receiver, and the output connec-
tor, all interface with the flight computer through MIL-STD-1553 serial data bus. This approach simplifies
the hardware architecture.

The functional block diagram presented in Figure 6.9 shows the capabilities and the mechanism of
GPS/INS application flight software which in this case is hosted on the dedicated navigation computer
hardware and low-level infrastructure software. The same application software can be hosted in an IMA-
based system.

6.3.8 Example: Spacecraft Control System Application Software Architecture

Figure 6.10 shows an example of “large grain” component-based architecture for a spacecraft control
system.

6.4 Real-Time Aerospace System Quality and Development
Processes Standard

6.4.1 Overview

There are a number of software process standards that are followed in the aerospace industry. The choice
of standard is driven by the market the system is to address.
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FIGURE 6.10 A typical large grain component-based spacecraft control software.

For military applications, there has been a history of MIL-STD-2167, MIL-STD-498, and IEEE 12207.
These processes typically do not provide sufficient flexibility in terms of adopting modern software
development methodology and consequently is being used less and less than in the 1980s and 1990s.

For commercial aviation market, due to the need of FAA certification, virtually all aircraft-related
software development follow DO-178B standard created by Radio Technical Commission for Aeronau-
tics (RTCA). DO-178 is objective driven and consequently provides flexibility for different software
development methodologies to be used.

Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMM/CMMI), developed and advocated by Carnegie Mellon
University’s Software Engineering Institute (SEI), is widely used across various sectors of industry. CMMI
is not only applicable to software engineering, but applies also to system engineering.

It is important to mention that, due to large cost and schedule overruns, or even complete failures of
a large number of high-profile aerospace software development efforts, the industry is moving more and
more toward a risk-driven, iterative development approach rather than the traditional waterfall approach.
IBM’s RUP and the open source version of a similar process called unified process (UP) and Open Unified
Process (OpenUP) are among the popular ones that are adopted in the industry.

The iterative development processes such as RUP are allowable under DO-178B as well as under
CMMI. It will be difficult, although not impossible, to adopt an iterative approach for MIL-STD-2167
type of processes.

6.4.2 DO-178B Standard

DO-178B, Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification provides guidance
for software development. DO-178B is published by RTCA, and was jointly developed by RTCA and the
European Organization for Civil Aviation Equipment (EUROCAE).

DO178-B has become a de facto standard and the FAA’s Advisory Circular AC20-115B established
DO178-B as the accepted means of certifying all new aviation software.
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6-16 Control System Applications

TABLE 6.1 Summary of the Definitions of the Design Assurance Levels (DALs)

Failure Description of Failure

DAL Consequence Consequence

A Catastrophic May cause a crash

B Hazardous Large impact on performance/safety/crew operation;

serious/fatal injuries among passengers

C Major Major impact on performance/safety/crew operation;

leads to passenger discomfort

D Minor Noticeable impact. Leads to passenger inconvenience

E No effect No impact on performance and safety

DO178-B is primarily concerned with the development processes. As a result, certification to DO178-B
requires delivery of multiple supporting documents and records. The quantity of items needed for DO178-
B certification, and the amount of information that they must contain, is determined by the level of
certification.

The Design Assurance Levels (DALs) are used to classify the criticality of the aerospace system software
and different level of test and validation objectives with different levels of independence are defined for
each of the levels.

DO-178B is objective driven and consequently there is a lot of flexibility in terms of the software
development life-cycle process. Both the traditional waterfall process and the more modern iterative
process can be allowed under DO-178. It does, however, provides the following key activities of the
development effort in terms of the objectives, what has been done and what documents are produced:

• Planning
• Development
• Verification
• Configuration management
• Quality assurance
• Certification liaison.

The following is a list of DO-178B required documents and records. Not all are required at all certifi-
cation levels.

DO-178B Documents related to planning:

• Plan for Software Aspects of Certification (PSAC)
• Software Development Plan (SDP)
• Software Verification Plan (SVP)
• Software Configuration Management Plan (SCMP)
• Software Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP)
• Software Requirements Standards (SRS)
• Software Design Standards (SDS)
• Software Code Standards (SCS).

DO-178B Documents related to development:

• Software Requirements Data (SRD)
• Software Design Description (SDD)
• The actual software code and images.

DO-178B Documents/records related to verification:

• Software Verification Cases and Procedures (SVCP)
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• Software Configuration Item (SCI)
• Software Accomplishment Summary (SAS)
• Software Verification Results (SVR)
• Problem Reports.

DO-178B Documents/records related to configuration management:

• Software Configuration Item (SCI)
• Software Life-Cycle Environment Configuration Item (SECI)
• Software Configuration Management Records
• Software Quality Assurance Records (SQAR).

DO-178 Documents/records related to quality assurance:

• Software Quality Assurance Records (SQAR)
• Software Conformity Review (SCR)
• Software Accomplishment Summary (SAS).

6.4.3 Mil-STD-2167/Mil-STD-498/IEEE 12207 Standards

Military-Standard-498 (MIL-STD-498) was a U.S. military standard with the purpose of software devel-
opment and documentation. It was released in 1994, in replacement of DOD-STD-2167A, and a few other
related standards. Mil-STD-498 was intended to be interim standard and was canceled in 1998 and then
replaced by J-STD-016 /IEEE 12207. However, these standards were developed by the same key technical
personnel and follow the same philosophy, and the “essential contents” are all the same.

These standards provide a rigorous guideline as to how software shall be developed with quality ensured.
The process included guidelines on requirement analysis, architecture and detailed design, code, unit test,
integration test, qualification test, configuration management, and maintenance. These standards specify
the following documents to be produced:

• Software Development Plan (SDP)
• Software Test Plan (STP)
• Software Installation Plan (SIP)
• Software Transition Plan (STrP)
• Operational Concept Description (OCD)
• System/Subsystem Specification (SSS)
• Software Requirements Specification (SRS)
• Interface Requirements Specification (IRS)
• System/Subsystem Design Description (SSDD)
• Software Design Description (SDD)
• Interface Design Description (IDD)
• Database Design Description (DBDD)
• Software Test Description (STD)
• Software Test Report (STR)
• Software Product Specification (SPS)
• Software Version Description (SVD)
• Software User Manual (SUM)
• Software Input/Output Manual (SIOM)
• Software Center Operator Manual (SCOM)
• Computer Operation Manual (COM)
• Computer Programming Manual (CPM)
• Firmware Support Manual (FSM)
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6.4.4 Capability Maturity Model Integration

Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) is a process improvement approach that provides com-
panies and organizations with the essential elements of effective processes. CMMI is the successor of the
Software CMM. The software CMM was developed from 1987 through 1997. CMMI Version 1.1 was
released in 2002 followed by version 1.2 in 2006. The goal of the CMMI project is to improve the usability
of maturity models by integrating many different models into one framework. It was created by members
of industry, government and the SEI. The main sponsors included the Office of the Secretary of Defense
(OSD) and the National Defense Industrial Association.

CMMI’s best practices are published in documents called models. A process model is a structured
collection of practices that describe the characteristics of effective processes. The practices are those
proven by experience to be effective. A process model is used to help to ensure stable, capable and mature
processes and is used as a guide to improve the processes.

CMMI model is not a process but rather describes the characteristics of the processes. Consequently,
very different processes and system and software development methodologies can be consistent with prac-
tices identified by CMMI. For example, both waterfall development processes and iterative development
processes can be consistent with CMMI practices.

There are currently two areas of interest covered by CMMI models: development and acquisition. Only
“development” is discussed in this chapter.

CMMI v1.2 (CMMI-DEV) model provides best practices in the following 22 process areas:

• Causal Analysis and Resolution
• Configuration Management
• Decision Analysis and Resolution
• Integrated Project Management
• Measurement and Analysis
• Organizational Innovation and Deployment
• Organizational Process Definition
• Organizational Process Focus
• Organizational Process Performance
• Organizational Training
• Project Monitoring and Control
• Project Planning
• Process and Product Quality Assurance
• Product Integration
• Quantitative Project Management
• Requirements Management
• Requirements Development
• Risk Management
• Supplier Agreement Management
• Technical Solution
• Validation
• Verification

The maturity of a company/organization’s process and practices can be appraised and rated at one of
the following five levels:

• Level 1: Initial
• Level 2: Repeatable
• Level 3: Defined
• Level 4: Managed
• Level 5: Optimized
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6.4.5 Waterfall versus Iterative Development Process

It is important to note that for system and software development, there are two very different ways
of development. The first way is often referred to as “waterfall process” which features the sequential
execution of system/software development tasks. A car-product-line is an example of waterfall process. In
a waterfall process, a working product is produced only at the end of the process. The second way is often
referred to as “iterative process” which features “growing” or “maturing” the product through iterations.
At each iteration, there is a working product which has partial or immature capabilities. A good example
of iterative development will be the growth of life.

Waterfall process is very efficient when the requirement and design is mature and it is simply a matter
of implementation or mass production. The disadvantage of waterfall process is that it does not tolerate
changes. A change in the requirement or design can cause major cost and schedule issues in winter-fall
processes. Consequently, waterfall process will be a good approach for mass production of a well-designed
product. The waterfall approach, however, may not be a good process to mature the design of a product.

Iterative development, on the other hand, grows the product from a very immature prototype to a fully
functional and fully qualified product through iterations. In each iteration, one will do a bit of everything
including requirement analysis, architecture design, detailed design, implementation, integration, and
test. Iterative development is appropriate when the requirement and design is highly likely to change
during the development. Iterative development is efficient if the product developed is not for mass-
production. (Note that software is never for mass-production, of course we ignored the production in the
trivial case of making copies or distribute through a Web site.)

One of the key benefits of iterative development effort is that it exposes and reduces risks early and
often and consequently in most cases, iterative development process is better than the traditional waterfall
process for software development.

Among many variations of iterative development process, the IBM RUP represents one of the most
successful processes using the iterative development approach.

Figure 6.11 illustrates the RUP.
As illustrated in the figure, the life cycle is divided into four sequential phases (waterfall in nature)

and each phase consists of a number of iterations (iterative in nature). For each iteration, one

Disciplines

Phases

Iterations

Inception Elaboration Construction Transition

Trans
#2

Trans
#1

Const
#N

Const
#2

Const
#1

Elab
#2

Elab
#1Initial

Business modeling
Requirements

Analysis & design

Implementation
Test

Deployment
Configuration

& change mgmt
Project management

Environment

FIGURE 6.11 The rational unified process.
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does a little bit of business modeling, requirements, analysis and design, implementation, test, and
deployment.

The purpose of inception is to reduce the business risk. The purpose of elaboration is to reduce the
architecture risk. The purpose of the construction phase is to construct the product and reduce the
implementation risk, and the transition phase is to reduce the deployment risk.

6.5 Simulation, Test, and Verification/Validation Approaches

6.5.1 Overview

For a real-time control system development, simulation plays a very important role in the life cycle of
control system development. The simulation is used to provide validation of the system concept prior to
the development efforts. It can also be used to provide the sizing, cost, and schedule estimate during the
“inception phase” of the efforts.

During the (traditional) preliminary design and critical design phases, (similar to elaboration phase for
RUP), the simulation is then used to verify (1) that the requirement of the system is consistent with the
“use cases” or “usage scenarios,” (2) the architecture of the system supports all the required capabilities,
and (3) the detailed design works and meets the requirements.

During implementation phase, or the “construction phase” in RUP-like process, the “software-in-
the-loop” (SIL) simulation can be used as a software development platform to integrate and test the
implemented system/software. SIL simulation allows most of the application software bugs to be detected
and removed early and easily in a desktop environment.

Beyond the fidelity provided by “SIL” simulation, a “processor-in-the-loop” (PIL) simulation will run
the “truth models” on a general purpose computer and the flight software on a target processor. PIL
simulation is typically performed in real-time and consequently allows the risks associated with processor
and real-time execution retired early in an easy and convenient environment.

The highest fidelity simulation is provided by the “hardware-in-the-loop” (HIL) simulation envi-
ronment where a test version of the flight computer is integrated with I/O hardware driven by real
or simulated hardware devices. HIL provides the realistic environment for the flight software to be
tested. “Human-in-the-loop” simulation is a special type of HIL simulation where the human inter-
face hardware devices are included in the simulation and consequently allow one to interact with the
system.

With the exception of the simulation for the concept development, it is usually more productive if the
commonality of various simulations mentioned above, including the simulations for SIL test, simulation
for PIL test, and simulation for HIL test, are maximized and are natural extension of lower-fidelity
simulation.

6.5.2 Simulation for Concept Development and Verification
& Validation (V&V)

During concept development of a design of an aerospace control system, simulation plays an important
role of verifying that the concept is feasible and that the objectives of the system can be achieved. The
simulation also helps to develop an early estimate of the scope and size of the effort and as well as the
development of an estimate of the cost and schedule.

Simulation for concept development typically requires that the simulation be simple and fast and could
be easily tailored to analyze different scenarios in a short time. Consequently, simulations for this purpose
are typically coded in languages such as MATLAB and Simulink or in the form of a spreadsheet. It will be
too much overhead at this phase to try to use a simulation that has much higher fidelity with the exception
that the risks for the projects are identified to be “implementation, cost, and schedule ”risks instead of
“technology and design” risks.
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If the risks are on the “implementation side,” early versions of higher-fidelity simulations such as SIL,
PIL, and even HIL may be necessary.

6.5.3 Flight Software in the Loop Simulation and V&V

Once a detailed design is developed, it becomes necessary to develop and maintain a high-fidelity simu-
lation for the purposes of design validation, performance analysis, and implementation of risk reduction.

Although it is a trade, most of the time, it is productive for the high-fidelity simulation to be a
“flight software in the loop simulation,” that is, SIL simulation. SIL simulation has the advantage of
simultaneously validating system architecture and system performance, the algorithm design, and the
software implementation.

Modern SIL simulations are typically available on the developer’s desktop. SIL simulations allow the
designers, analysts, and implementers to quickly implement and validate design changes in an efficient
manner and consequently are very important factors for efficient software and system development
processes. This is especially true for iterative development process where early and often test and fast
turn-around are essential for efficient execution of iterations.

Typical SILs run faster than real-time to allow efficient testing and debugging. SIL can also be configured
to run real-time when risks associated with real-time process and multitasking are to be reduced early in
the development.

6.5.4 Processor in the Loop Simulation and V&V

Processor in the loop simulation (PIL) provides the next level of fidelity of simulation for the real-time
aerospace systems. Some PIL platforms just have the target processor that runs the flight software and
the simulation truth models that run on a general purpose processor and they communicate with one
another through standard interfaces such as Ethernet and Transmission Control Protocol and the Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP). Some PILs are of high fidelity in such a way that all the hardware interfaces appear to
be real to the processor and in this case, hardware-related low-level software functions can be integrated
and tested in this environment.

Typically, PIL platforms are more expensive, less available, and take more effort to run test cases.
Consequently, PILs should be used less frequently than SILs. In fact, most of the debugging and testing
should take place in the SIL environment.

A PIL allows risks associated with the specific target processor to be reduced by testing and debugging
in the PIL environment. With the advancement of modern infrastructure software, such a risk rarely
happens to the application software. A PIL is very useful for infrastructure software risks reduction.

6.5.5 Hardware-in-the-Loop V&V

Hardware in the loop simulations provide the highest fidelity simulation where engineering development
units will be connected together to conduct integration test.

An HIL platform typically only runs real-time and it uses the engineering development model of flight
computers, sensors, and actuators to perform tests where hardware interfaces are important.

In an HIL platform, depending on what interfaces or integration issues are considered as risks, not
all hardware will be included in the simulation, only those devices deemed risky for the successful
development of system are included.

Clearly, an HIL has the most fidelity and it is also the most expensive and the least available. Con-
sequently, an HIL is only used to perform test and validation that cannot be done elsewhere such as
hardware/software interface and interactions with sensors and actuators as well as tests that are designed
to test the entire system such as test cases used as part of formal qualification test (FQT).
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6.6 Integrated System and Software Engineering and
Model-Driven and Model-Based Development

Unlike software development in other industries, for an aerospace industry, it has always been separated
into two sets of activities. The first set includes definition and validation of the algorithms, the development
of a simulation that validates the algorithm design and system performance and the development of an
algorithm design document to communicate the design to engineers who will be writing the code. The
second set of activities includes software coding of the algorithms testing, integration, and qualification
of the code.

This traditional approach has suffered for many years from a fundamental flaw: the domain knowledge
is separate from the code, test, and integration activities. Consequently, the second sets of activities
become very inefficient and are often the area of risk for the projects.

Indeed, software cost and schedule are identified as key risks in almost all aerospace real-time system
development projects. While there are many reasons for this fact, the separation of domain expertise from
software coding, debugging, and testing is one of the key problems in the traditional aerospace software
development process.

This problem is becoming more and more apparent due to the following reasons:

• The increase of the complexity of the algorithms has made it necessary for the architecture of these
algorithms and the software to be done by individuals who have the domain knowledge. Combined
control system domain expertise and system and software architecture expertise have proven to be
critical for efficient and successful development of complex, performance demanding, safety-critical
aerospace systems and software.

• The increase of the complexity has made it necessary for the person who writes and debugs the
software that implements the algorithm to have sufficient domain knowledge to be efficient.

• The modern iterative development approach (such as IBM’s RUP, which has proven to be a
superior approach to the traditional waterfall process for software development, demands the
capability for fast iterations, which consists of tightly coupled requirement, architecture, detailed
design, implementation, integration, and test activities. The traditional “system-engineering-
throw-over-wall-to-software-engineering” approach simply does not fit the iterative development
approach.

Integrated Algorithm, Simulation, and Software Development (IASSD) is an approach that integrates
the two sets of activities mentioned earlier into a single set of activities to be performed by an integrated
team of engineers who develop the algorithms, simulation, and flight software at the same time. IASSD is
typically performed in an iterative development process such as RUP.

There are a number of approaches IASSD can be practiced:
IASSD can be done by integrating the domain/software team developing the algorithms, simulation

and flight software using the traditional “hand-code” approach. For these purposes, domain experts
are trained with software development skills and software engineers are trained with domain knowl-
edge.

IASSD can be done using a technique called autocode. When autocode is used, the algorithms, simu-
lation, and flight software are defined and implemented in modern graphical languages such as Simulink
and Matrix-X, which are commonly used by control engineers. The flight code is then automatically
generated from the higher-level graphical description of the design. This approach is often referred to as
“model based design.”

Autocode can also be done from an UML-based architecture model and this approach is often associated
with “model-driven design.”

Regardless of the approach taken, a critical factor in successful IASSD-based development is the
development and the use of “flight software in the loop” simulations throughout the life cycle. For the
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hand-coded-based development approach, the hand-coded flight software is included in the simulation.
For the model-based approach, the flight software in the loop simulation is really just the graphical
model-based simulation itself.

6.7 Software Reuse and Software Product Lines
for Aerospace Systems

As mentioned before, cost and schedule problems for aerospace real-time software systems are persis-
tent across the industry. Better process, better approach, better tools, and better designs provide better
productivity and consequently reduce the cost and schedule.

It is important to realize no productivity improvement saves more cost and schedule than eliminating
certain development completely. Software Reuse and Software Product Line are ways to reduce cost and
schedule along this line.

It is also important to note that reuse means much more than just the reuse of code. The concept, the
requirement, the architecture, the architecture model, the design document, the code, the test cases, and
so on can all be reused.

Software reuse is a broader term than SPL. Software reuse includes any form of reuse. Product-line
approach, however, only refers to “planned” and “managed reuse” in a “prescribed way.” Because of the
planning and development of reusable assets in a product-line approach, the SPL approach often achieves
significantly better results than traditional “plain” reuse.

Over the years, software reuse has evolved from the reuse of functions or subroutines, to the reuse of
modules/classes/objects that contain data and functions, to components that provide significant amount
of capabilities for a software system.

In terms of the size of the reused elements, it has grown from the “small grain functions/objects” to
“large grain components.” As we discussed in the architecture section, “large grain components” allows
rapid assembly, integration, and test of software system using just a few large components.

An SPL approach goes further from the advancement of the reuse strategy into fully strategic reuse.
That means developing many software system products with some common managed set of features from
a common set of core assets in a prescribed way.

The establishment of an SPL consequently is more complicated than the establishment of a code-library.
By carefully studying successful and unsuccessful examples of SPL practices in the industry, SEI of

CMU has developed a fairly mature framework for software product line practices. The current version
of SPL Frame Work is FrameWork 5.0.

This framework identifies three essential activities including “core asset development,” “product devel-
opment,” and “management.”

This frame work identifies and describes 29 practice areas (PAs) that fall in three categories: “software
engineering,” “technical management,” and “organizational management.”

The software engineering PAs are

1. Architecture definition
2. Architecture evaluation
3. Component development
4. Mining existing assets
5. Requirement engineering
6. Software system integration
7. Testing
8. Understanding relevant domains
9. Using externally available software.
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The technical management PAs are

10. Configuration management
11. Make/buy/mine/commission analysis
12. Measurement and tracking
13. Process discipline
14. Scoping
15. Technical planning
16. Technical risk management
17. Tool support.

The organizational management PAs are

18. Building a business case
19. Customer interface management
20. Developing an acquisition strategy
21. Funding
22. Launching and institutionalizing
23. Market analysis
24. Operations
25. Organizational planning
26. Organizational risk management
27. Structuring the organization
28. Technology forecasting
29. Training.

For aerospace systems, there are a lot of similarities and common capabilities for different systems used
by aircraft, missile, launch vehicles, and spacecraft. Capabilities such as navigation, attitude determination,
orbit determination, and thermal control are very similar across many different types of vehicles. For flight
control, similarity exists among smaller classes of vehicles. In addition, virtually for all real-time aerospace
systems, the real-time operating system can be very similar. These similarities allow reuse at various levels.
By careful planning, SPLs can be established to go beyond traditionally simple reuse into strategic reuse
through software product-line.

Successful deployment of product-line can lead to large-scale productivity gains; it improves time
to market; it helps to maintain a market presence; it helps to sustain growth; it reduces demand for
manpower; and it improves product quality and improves customer satisfaction.

Some of the key factors that contribute to successful development of SPL are

1. A compelling business case
2. Deep domain knowledge
3. A rich legacy base
4. A dedicated champion
5. Organizational cohesion
6. Courage to try new engineering approaches.

6.8 Conclusions

The advancement of technology is both enabling and demanding a much more sophisticated aerospace
control systems with superior capabilities and is developed with a much reduced cost, shorter schedule,
and better quality.
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This trend requires the aerospace control system engineers to have integrated system engineering,
system architecture, system analysis, simulation engineering, software engineering, software architecture,
and system software and integration and test.

The authors hope that this chapter may be of some help to adapt the aerospace space control system
engineering community toward the future.
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7.1 Introduction

In many modern military operations unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are relied upon for many tasks.
Some are used for launching weapons at enemy forces, and some may even be weapons themselves. In
addition, many UAVs are used for gathering information that may be used to make decisions about
current or future missions. Even though there is no doubt that force, might, and firepower are important
for military success, few would argue that the truly critical aspects are intelligence, communication, and
decision making. Missions that focus on these latter purposes are referred to as Intelligence, Surveillance,
and Reconnaissance (ISR) missions.

7-1
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There are many challenges faced when ISR missions are performed by UAVs, and hence there is a
tremendous amount of research effort that is being put into studying algorithms and technology that will
increase the effectiveness of UAV ISR missions. The trend is that uses for UAVs in military operations
is growing at an amazing rate. At some point in the future, we might even be able to say that most
military operations (air, land, and sea) will be performed by unmanned systems that have varying levels
of autonomy.

Some of the key topics in this area of research have been task assignment and path planning. A
significant amount of effort and money has been put into research that focuses on these topics. As such
there are volumes of literature on the subjects. Not all of the research has its focus on military issues, as
UAVs provide a solution to a wide variety of both military and civilian applications. Aerial surveillance,
for example, is a key technology for both civilian and military applications. Civilian uses include forest fire
monitoring, wildlife tracking, oil spill detection, traffic monitoring, and search/rescue missions. Military
applications are many and varied. They include both strategic and tactical uses; a few examples include
target detection, target classification, target tracking, battle damage assessment, perimeter monitoring,
area surveillance, and intelligence gathering.

The decision algorithms discussed in this chapter were designed for an Air Force research program
known as COUNTER [1,2]. COUNTER is an acronym for Cooperative Operations in UrbaN TERrain.
The main objective of COUNTER is to use a team of UAVs to investigate task assignment and path
planning algorithms for use in ISR missions in urban areas. The chore of gathering information to make
decisions on assignment and path planning becomes increasingly difficult in urban areas. Some of the
more obvious challenges are the introduction of increased clutter, which can significantly increase false
alarm rates and missed detection rates.

COUNTER uses a team of UAVs, one small (unmanned) aerial vehicle (SAV) and four micro
(unmanned) aerial vehicles (MAVs). The exact sizes of the platforms need not fit any standard industry
definition for these classes of UAVs as COUNTER focuses on algorithm development that is platform
independent. The UAVs that satisfy the role of a MAV are not micro by any standard. The SAV loiters
over the urban area at 1000–2000 ft. above ground level (AGL), while an operator views the live video
feed from the SAV for objects of interest. For the algorithms discussed in this chapter, we assume that the
objects of interest remain stationary. After an operator selects a collection of objects to view more closely,
a task assignment algorithm assigns a tour to each MAV that is to be launched. The task assignment
algorithm that performs this task is not the focus of this chapter, but is described in great detail in [1–6].
The MAVs fly at a much lower altitude (50–150 ft. AGL) allowing them to inspect the objects of interest
close-up and at an acute angle, which may permit them to see into vehicles and under tarpaulins and
camouflage nets. Like the SAV, each MAV is equipped with front and side facing video cameras. This
video feed is relayed back to a ground control station where an operator attempts to classify the objects
in real time as the MAVs inspect the collection of objects assigned to them.

Generally speaking, the operator is not asked to give a response whether or not a particular object of
interest is a target or a nontarget based on his or her inspection of the video. Instead, the operator is asked
whether or not he or she has seen a distinguishing feature that has been described to him or her prior to
the mission. The operator may even have a sample picture of such a feature to refer to during the mission.
The assumption about this feature is that it uniquely separates targets from non-targets. This assumption
will be necessary and will become more obvious when we consider the stochastic controller of Section 7.2.

The inclusion of pop-up alarms as a stochastic event makes the cooperative planning problem more
complex and also contributes to the unpredictability of vehicle routes. Due to the extreme complexity of
the resulting optimization problem and the requirement to compute new routes quickly when pop-up
alarms occur, computing an exact solution to the optimization problem is not feasible. In this chapter,
we consider an aerial surveillance problem in Section 7.3. A heuristic approach will be used to compute a
suitable and acceptable suboptimal solution within the allowable computation time.

The literature in UAV cooperative control is vast and suggests many ways to control a team of UAVs.
Past research for aerial surveillance can be grouped into at least two categories. One approach looks
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at the surveillance problem as a coverage problem. In [7], an exhaustive search algorithm similar to a
lawn mower pattern is developed to search for targets. Ahmadzadeh et al. [8] consider the problem of
optimizing the coverage of an area while satisfying hard constraints, such as initial and final positions.
DeLima [9] considers optimizing coverage while using metrics such as dynamic coverage, heterogeneity of
coverage, and energy consumption. Others [10–14] have also investigated similar techniques to optimize
coverage. Another aspect of aerial surveillance focuses on control algorithms that observe areas of higher
interest in a region. Girard et al. [15] and Beard et al. [16] developed control algorithms to track the
perimeter of a known area of interest.

To be specific, this chapter offers strategies to solve UAV ISR problems for two main thrusts. The first
problem revolves around the task of a team of UAVs using video to closely inspect potential targets. The
key aspect of this problem is making decisions about whether or not to make a revisit of an object in
order to gather more visual information about the object. The main problem associated with the task is
the uncertainty about the benefit of that revisit considering the need to save fuel for future revisits. The
second problem is one of aerial surveillance of a military base. We assume the base is divided into regions
of varying levels of priority. The task is to determine appropriate vehicle routes when these regions have
a dynamic priority (reward) function.

7.2 Stochastic Decision Making with Uncertainty

It is very likely that a human operator would be overwhelmed if he or she was expected to manage
MAV task assignments while simultaneously attempting to detect potential target features in multiple
live-video streams. Therefore, a controller was developed to assist the operator in making task assignment
decisions [17]. The key feature of this approach is the inclusion of an operator error model. Stochastic
dynamic programming is used to solve this problem. This type of problem is known as decision making
with uncertainty. The state of our dynamic program is the amount of fuel that is allocated for revisiting
objects of interest, hereafter referred to as reserve.

In addition to the reserve, the stochastic controller also makes use of the operator’s response, the amount
of time the operator took to make the response (operator delay), and the number of remaining objects
in the MAV’s tour. A priori probabilities are used to compute the expected value of the reward function,
which is the cornerstone of the dynamic program. Some of these probabilities are based on experimental
results and some are problem design choices. These probabilities characterize the true-target density, the
true-target feature visibility, and the operator’s decision behavior.

Revisits of potential targets are often useful because they can provide additional visual information
regarding the object from a different heading. For example, a feature may only be visible from the rear
aspect of the object, so if the MAV approaches from the front aspect only the operator will never see the
distinguishing feature. In this case there may (or may not) be sufficient information gain to perform a
revisit, depending on the values of the inputs to the controller. In the case of extremely low target density,
there might be sufficient information gain to perform a revisit even in cases where the operator says that
he or she has seen the distinguishing feature on the initial inspection. This is due to two things: (1) the
uncertainty in the operator’s responses and (2) the inherent inclination of the dynamic program to desire
target verification in areas of extremely low target density.

Here we note that the reserve set aside for revisits is finite. As previously mentioned, this reserve is
the state of the dynamic program that is used to solve this optimization problem. The solution of the
dynamic program generates a matrix of cost thresholds that will be used in the decision process. At the
moment an operator gives a response (which coincides with the moment of decision by the controller),
the expected cost of a revisit is compared to the cost threshold, which was computed during the solution
of the stochastic dynamic program. At this point the control decision is simply a table look up. If the
expected cost is less than the cost threshold and the expected cost is feasible, then the MAV will revisit
the object of interest.
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In previous publications [17–21] a probabilistic method was developed to determine the reward values
that are used in the cost function of the dynamic program. The probabilities were developed with the
assumption that the MAV had Automatic Target Recognition (ATR). ATR is an autonomous system that
detects desirable features in images; this is becoming an area of substantial research interest in the fields of
computer science and robotics. Using ATR, the MAV would only defer to the operator for classification
if the ATR encountered an ambiguous feature. However, in reality optical feature recognition would be
problematic in this application due to many reasons: payload constraints on MAVs, potential for poor
communication, and highly variable lighting conditions. Additionally, and perhaps most importantly,
the MAVs used for COUNTER are not equipped with such a device. This was the motivation for a system
that instead of employing an ATR, relies only on a human operator for feature recognition.

In this section we present three different expected reward functions, which will be compared. These
functions will rely only upon the operator’s response from viewing live video streams captured during the
flyover of objects of interest instead of utilizing an ATR. The number of a posteriori probabilities needed
for the reward functions will be developed. Then an analysis will be performed comparing the reward
methods against a benchmark method and each other. Performance of each method will be discussed and
a recommendation for future work is made.

7.2.1 Definition of Terms

In this formulation of the dynamic program there are three main events, and they can be treated as
boolean operators: feature visibility, operator response, and target truth status (whether or not an object
of interest is a true target). These events are considered boolean because only absolutes are considered.
For example, the feature is either visible or not visible, the operator indicates feature or no feature, and an
object is either a target or it is not. Each MAV visit can be thought of as some combination of these events.
The first and second visit of a MAV will be treated as independent events, so the subscripts denoting the
visit are only important when probabilities involve events from both visits. The variables describing these
events are listed in Table 7.1.

7.2.2 A Priori Probabilities

The probability that an object of interest is a true target is assumed a priori:

P(Tt)= p, (7.1)

P(Tf )= 1− p. (7.2)

In some scenarios p can be very low; it could be one out of thousands in extremely cluttered urban areas.
For the purposes of this chapter, we have chosen values of p in the interval [0.1, 0.2]. If we were to let

TABLE 7.1 Notation for Probabilities in Section 7.2

Notation Description

T Target truth status

V Visibility truth status for identifying feature on true-target

R Response from operator on presence of identifying feature

θ True-target feature visibility range length

Subscript

1 Initial flyover of object

2 Second flyover of object

t Boolean: True

f Boolean: False
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TABLE 7.2 Operator Confusion Matrix

Rt Rf

P
(
R|Vt ∩Tt

)
PD 1− PD

P
(

R|Vt ∩Tf

)
Undefined Undefined

P
(

R|Vf ∩Tt

)
PFA 1− PFA

P
(

R|Vf ∩Tf

)
PFA 1− PFA

p be extremely small, we would have to load the simulations we conducted with hundreds or thousands
of objects of interest each time the simulation was executed. This would lead to an extraordinarily large
amount of time spent on running simulations. Moreover, this range of values for p is the a priori
probability range used in the COUNTER flight tests.

An operator confusion matrix developed in [17] is a way of depicting the imperfect behavior of a
human operator given a collection of probabilistic events. In previous efforts [17–21], the probabilistic
event corresponding to any given operator response was simply the target truth status. This truth status is
of course unknown to the operator but has a probability distribution described by Equations 7.1 and 7.2.
The operator confusion matrix developed for this chapter is different from the previous version because
it accounts for an additional stochastic event, the feature visibility. This confusion matrix is shown in
Table 7.2. Note that a feature cannot be visible on an object of interest that is not an actual target, thus
in Table 7.2, P

(
R|Vt ∩Tf

)
is undefined by nature. Also in Table 7.2, a design choice was made in which

P(Rt |Vf ∩Tt) would be the probability of false alarm. The issue is that even if the operator’s implication
(the object is a target) is technically correct, it is based on no visual evidence and should be treated as a
false alarm, which is how it is modeled in this chapter.

Here we should note a couple of things. First, PD (probability of detection) and PFA (probability of false
alarm) are conditional probabilities of the operator’s response given the target truth status and the feature
visibility status. Second, it is assumed that PD and PFA are affected by the operator’s workload. Nominally
we suggest that as an operator’s workload increases, the probability of detection should decrease while
the probability of false alarm increases.

Now consider the possible feature visibility outcomes from a MAV flying over an object of interest.
Each target is modeled as having its distinguishing feature visible only when the target is approached
from a heading that falls within an assumed range of length θ. It is further assumed that 0 < θ< π. The
range of visibility divided by the total range of angles the object can be viewed from is the conditional
probability that a feature is visible given that it is a target. Table 7.3 lists this set of a priori conditional
probabilities.

In the case of two visits, the system is modeled such that the MAVs will perform any second visits
from the opposite heading as the initial visit. For example, if the initial approach heading is 100◦ and
the stochastic controller determines a second visit should be performed, the heading of the revisit will be
280◦. According to the model, if a feature is visible on the first pass it will not be visible on the second
pass and vice versa. This is due to the constraint on θ. The conditional probabilities of feature visibility
for two visits given the target truth status may now be inferred and are given in Table 7.4.

TABLE 7.3 Visibility Given Target Truth Status

Vt Vf

P
(
V |Tt

)
θ/2π 1− θ/2π

P
(

V |Tf

)
0 1
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7-6 Control System Applications

TABLE 7.4 Visibility Given Target Truth Status

V1t , V2t V1t , V2f V1f , V2t V1f , V2f

P
(
V1 ∩V2|Tt

)
0 θ/2π θ/2π 1− θ/π

P
(

V1 ∩V2|Tf

)
0 0 0 1

7.2.3 Reward Multiplier Probabilities

The motivation of the following exercise is to determine the probability of the operator’s response and
target feature visibility on a second visit, given the operator’s response and target feature visibility from
the first visit. These probabilities will be used as gains applied against reward values so that they are
weighted according to the probability that they will occur. To do this, the probabilities will be broken
down into their constituent a priori sub probability combinations.

Before describing how that is done, we first note that we seek the following:

P(R2 ∩V2|R1 ∩V1)= P((R2 ∩V2)∩ (R1 ∩V1))

P(R1 ∩V1)

= P(R2 ∩V2 ∩R1 ∩V1 ∩Tt)+ P(R2 ∩V2 ∩R1 ∩V1 ∩Tf )

P(R1 ∩V1 ∩Tt)+ P(R1 ∩V1 ∩Tf )
.

(7.3)

The terms in the denominator can be resolved into their a priori constituent parts as follows:

P(R1 ∩V1 ∩T)= P(R1|V1 ∩T)P(V1 ∩T)

= P(R1|V1 ∩T)P(V1|T)P(T) (7.4)

≡ P̃(T). (7.5)

The terms in the numerator may also be resolved into a priori constituents. To do this we will begin with
a definition.

Definition 7.1:

Two events E1 and E2 are conditionally independent of event E3 if and only if

P(E1 ∩E2|E3)= P(E1|E3)P(E2|E3), (7.6)

or equivalently

P(E1|E2 ∩E3)= P(E1|E3). (7.7)

�

While breaking the terms in the numerator into their constituent parts, we must assume conditional
independence several times. In the equations below, conditional independence is assumed as we proceed
from Equation 7.8 to 7.9 and from Equation 7.10 to 7.11. This assumption is intuitive, as it makes sense
to assume that the operator’s response and feature visibility pairs from the first and second visits should
be conditionally independent of each other given the target truth status. The terms in the numerator are
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Stochastic Decision Making and Aerial Surveillance Control Strategies 7-7

broken down as follows:

P(R2 ∩V2 ∩R1 ∩V1 ∩T)= P((R2 ∩V2)∩ (R1 ∩V1)|T)P(T) (7.8)

= P(R2 ∩V2|T)P(R1 ∩V1|T)P(T) (7.9)

= P(R2 ∩V2 ∩T)

P(T)

P(R1 ∩V1 ∩T)

P(T)
P(T)

= P(R2 ∩V2 ∩T)P(R1 ∩V1 ∩T)

P(T)

= P(R2|V2 ∩T)P(V2 ∩T)P(R1|V1 ∩T)P(V1 ∩T)

P(T)

= P(R2|V2 ∩T)P(R1|V1 ∩T)
P(V2|T)P(T)

P(T)
P(V1|T)P(T)

= P(R1|V1 ∩T)P(R2|V2 ∩T)P(V1|T)P(V2|T)P(T) (7.10)

= P(R1|V1 ∩T)P(R2|V2 ∩T)P(V1 ∩V2|T)P(T) (7.11)

≡ P̂(T). (7.12)

Finally, we may use Equations 7.4 and 7.11 to assemble the a priori constituent forms of the numerator
and denominator in Equation 7.3. For brevity, we will write Equation 7.3 using the equivalent definitions
given by Equations 7.5 and 7.12,

P(R2 ∩V2|R1 ∩V1)= P̂(Tt)+ P̂(Tf )

P̃(Tt)+ P̃(Tf )
. (7.13)

7.2.4 Reward Probabilities

The two conditional probabilities used to compute the reward values must also be determined. These two
probabilities are P(T|R1 ∩V1) and P(T|R1 ∩V1 ∩R2 ∩V2), and they are decomposed into constituents
in the equations below. Using Equations 7.4 and 7.5, we have

P(T|R1 ∩V1)= P(T ∩R1 ∩V1)

P(R1 ∩V1)

= P(R1 ∩V1 ∩T)

P(R1 ∩V1 ∩Tt)+ P(R1 ∩V1 ∩Tf )

= P̃(T)

P̃(Tt)+ P̃(Tf )
. (7.14)

Furthermore, using Equations 7.11 and 7.12, the more complicated of the two conditional probabilities
becomes

P(T|R1 ∩V1 ∩R2 ∩V2)= P(T ∩R1 ∩V1 ∩R2 ∩V2)

P(R1 ∩V1 ∩R2 ∩V2)

= P(R2 ∩V2 ∩R1 ∩V1 ∩T)

P(R2 ∩V2 ∩R1 ∩V1 ∩Tt)+ P(R2 ∩V2 ∩R1 ∩V1 ∩Tf )

= P̂(T)

P̂(Tt)+ P̂(Tf )
. (7.15)

Since each event is represented by a boolean value, the number of equations needed to describe the
system is simply 2n, where n is the number of boolean events involved. For example, n= 5 in Equation
7.15, so there are 25 equations in the form of Equation 7.15 which are used to compute the reward value.
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7-8 Control System Applications

7.2.5 Reward Functions

Two information theory reward functions from a previous effort [17] and an additional method, where
discrete reward values are assigned, will be considered and evaluated. The range of values from the rewards
is essentially arbitrary but provides a basis for comparison of possible outcomes. These rewards will then
be scaled respectively by Equation 7.13 from Section 7.2.3. For the purpose of brevity while describing
the three methods, let A= R1 ∩V1 and B= R2 ∩V2.

Method 7.1:

We begin by defining some conditional probabilities:

P11 = P(Tt |A), (7.16)

P12 = P(Tf |A), (7.17)

P13 = P(Tt |A∩B), (7.18)

P14 = P(Tf |A∩B). (7.19)

Then the reward value using Method 7.1 can be expressed using Equations 7.16 through 7.19 and is given
by the following:

R1 = log

(
P13

P14
+ P14

P13

)
− log

(
P11

P12
+ P12

P11

)
. (7.20)

Method 7.2:

We begin by defining some probabilities:

P21 = P(Tt ∩A), (7.21)

P22 = P(Tf ∩A), (7.22)

P23 = P(Tt ∩A∩B), (7.23)

P24 = P(Tf ∩A∩B). (7.24)

Then the reward value using Method 7.2 can be expressed using Equations 7.1, 7.2, 7.16 through 7.19, 7.21
through 7.24 and is given by the following:

R2 =
(

P23 log

(
P13

p

)
+ P24 log

(
P14

1− p

))
−

(
P21 log

(
P11

p

)
+ P22 log

(
P12

1− p

))
. (7.25)

Method 7.3:

For Method 7.3, discrete values were chosen for the 16 combinations of operator response and feature
visibility for both visits. A value of zero was assigned if the outcome was impossible, such as the feature
being visible on both passes. A small reward was given if the operator was incorrect on both passes but the
situation was possible, or when the operator was correct on the first visit but incorrect on the second visit.
Moderate rewards were assigned for the operator being incorrect on the first pass, but correct on the second.
The largest reward was given when the operator was correct on both visits.

In order to determine a benchmark method to compare Methods 7.1 through 7.3 a comprehensive
study using Monte Carlo simulations was done to determine the mean operator response delay. An
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Stochastic Decision Making and Aerial Surveillance Control Strategies 7-9

operator delay threshold slightly greater than the mean delay was chosen as the constant delay threshold.
This was done so that the threshold would envelope a majority of the operator delay times. If the operator
delay was less than the threshold, the UAV would perform a revisit.

When one considers the functions given by Equations 7.20 and 7.25, it becomes obvious that several
possibly strange events might occur. The first one is due to the structure of Equation 7.20. It is possible
that one or more of the probabilities P11, P12, P13, and P14 may in fact be equal to zero, resulting in a
reward value that is infinite or indeterminate. The second peculiar occurrence is due to the structure
of both Equations 7.20 and 7.25. It is possible that appropriate values of P11, P12, P13, P14, P21, P22, P23,
and P24 may render either R1 or R2 to be negative. Consider briefly what this means. It means that the
information gain due to a second visit of an object of interest is negative, which would imply that one
has lost information by performing the revisit. These issues may be undesirable side effects of using these
types of reward functions, but they are not crippling. One benefit of Method 7.3 is that there is never a
negative, infinite, or indeterminate reward value.

7.2.6 Threshold Surface Plots

Analyzing the surfaces provided by the threshold function provides a preliminary indication of how
the system will respond. The threshold surface is determined by the operator’s response, the amount of
remaining reserve, the number of objects remaining to make a decision about, and the information gain
for a revisit [18–20]. The controller compares an expected revisit cost to the corresponding threshold
value determined during the solution to the stochastic dynamic program. If the expected cost is less than
the threshold and also if it is feasible (satisfies constraints of the system), then the MAV will perform a
revisit of the current object of interest. The model used to determine the expected revisit cost is linear
and is given by J(τ)= 2τ+η, where τ is the random operator delay and η is a fixed cost that models the
UAV’s turnaround time. The development of this model is described in more detail in [18–20]. Having
a deep intuitive understanding of how the shape of the threshold surface impacts the response of the
system is useful but not necessary. We are ultimately concerned with any saturation that occurs along the
threshold value axis. Large amounts of saturation indicate a bias toward a certain stochastic controller
decision.

For Method 7.1, Figure 7.1 indicates that the case where the operator responds with true results in a
very saturated threshold surface. This means that when the operator responds that he or she has seen
the distinguishing feature, the stochastic controller will heavily favor revisits in most instances. Whereas
the case when the operator responds negatively, shown in Figure 7.2, is not predictable. For Method 7.2,
Figure 7.3 indicates that if the operator responds true, then the stochastic controller will most likely not
make a revisit, whereas if the operator responds false, the stochastic controller will most likely perform a
revisit as shown in Figure 7.4. For Method 7.3, there is not enough saturation in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 to
definitely say what trend the stochastic controller might favor. A quantitative analysis with simulations is
described in Section 7.4.

7.3 Aerial Surveillance

In this section, a scenario is considered where a team of UAVs is assigned for surveillance of a military
base and the surrounding area to protect against potential threats. The path planning for each vehicle is
determined by solving an optimization problem, which is described below. A reward function quantifies
the amount of information the UAVs have accumulated over a given time horizon T , with R(z, t) denoting
the reward at time instant t and z being the collection of position coordinates in R

2 of all the UAVs
in the team. The UAVs are assumed to fly at a constant altitude so that the dynamics of the UAVs evolve
in a plane. The sensor footprints of the cameras are assumed to be circles that are centered directly
below the UAVs, with radius ri . When the region inside a UAV’s footprint is visited, information is
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FIGURE 7.1 Method 7.1 Threshold surface plot, operator response is true.

collected. When information is collected in a given area, the reward for that area is set to zero so that the
UAVs will tend not to revisit previously viewed areas. Conversely, when regions are outside the UAV’s
footprint, information grows. For a more detailed listing of the notation for this optimization problem, see
Table 7.5.
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FIGURE 7.2 Method 7.1 Threshold surface plot, operator response is false.
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FIGURE 7.3 Method 7.2 Threshold surface plot, operator response is true.

7.3.1 Problem Formulation

First it should be noted that many variables in this section are time dependent, for example, the posi-
tion and control input of the UAVs. However, explicit functional dependence on the time variable t is
suppressed except when it is explicitly desired to indicate the dependence on time.
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FIGURE 7.4 Method 7.2 Threshold surface plot, operator response is false.
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FIGURE 7.5 Method 7.3 Threshold surface plot, operator response is true.

The vehicles are dynamically constrained by the Dubins’ vehicle model to have a constant speed and a
maximum control input. The system dynamics are given by the following equations:

ẋi(t)= vi cosψi(t), (7.26)

ẏi(t)= vi sinψi(t), (7.27)

ψ̇i(t)= ui(t). (7.28)
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FIGURE 7.6 Method 7.3 Threshold surface plot, operator response is false.
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TABLE 7.5 Notation for Optimization Formulation

in Section 7.3

Notation Description

A∗ Transpose of A

N ∈ Z Number of UAVs

T ∈ Z Time horizon

zi = [xi yi]∗ ∈ R
2 Position coordinates of vehicle i

ψi ∈ R Orientation angle of vehicle i

ui ∈ R Control input for vehicle i

ri ∈ R UAV footprint radius of vehicle i

vi ∈ R Constant velocity of vehicle i

E : R3→ R Environment reward function

R : R2N+1→ R Instantaneous reward for all UAVs

In addition to Equations 7.26 through 7.28 the system has the following constraints:

ψ̇i(t)≤ ωi , (7.29)

N⋃

i=1

⋃

tε[0,T]
B[zi(t), ri] = Γ, (7.30)

where ωi is the maximum angular velocity of vehicle i, Γ is the set of points (region) that is desired to be
visited, andB[zi(t), ri] is defined in Equation 7.31.

In addition to the definitions in Table 7.5, we define z(t)= [z∗1 (t) z∗2 (t) . . . z∗N (t)]∗ ∈ R
2N to be the

position coordinates of all N UAVs. The position of each UAV is expressly determined by the control
input given to the UAV; we ignore deviations that may be caused by noise of the input signal or any other
stochastic events that may affect the position of the UAV. Then, similar to z(t), we define the control
inputs of all the UAVs to be u(t)= [u1(t) u2(t) . . . uN (t)]∗ ∈ R

N . Moreover, let U be the set of all feasible
inputs, that is, the set of all inputs that allow the system of UAVs to fly feasible paths.

It is also convenient to make the following definitions:

B[zi , ri] =
{

ẑ ∈ R
2 | d(ẑ, zi)≤ ri

}
, (7.31)

R̃(zi , t)=
∫

B[zi ,ri]
E(ẑ, t) dA, (7.32)

R(z, t)=
N∑

i=1

R̃(zi , t). (7.33)

Equation 7.31 is the closed ball of radius ri centered at zi . This function is used to describe the footprint of
vehicle i; the function d is simply the Euclidean distance function. Equation 7.32 describes the computation
of the local reward information for a vehicle whose footprint is centered at zi . In this equation ẑ is the
variable the integration is computed over; it ranges over all points in the setB[zi , ri]. E is the environment
reward function that describes the value of visiting a specific point in the domain at time t; in Section
7.4.2 we describe how E explicitly changes with respect to time. The domain might be divided into regions
of different but constant reward value initially, and the rewards all grow at the same small constant rate.
Another example might have an asset of high value, in which case E might be a quadratic function near
this asset and taper off into a low constant plateau further away from the asset. Equation 7.33 is the total
reward for all N UAVs at time t. In addition, for notational convenience that will become apparent in
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7-14 Control System Applications

Section 7.4.2 we define

v = [v1 v2 . . . vN ]∗, (7.34)

r = [r1 r2 . . . rN ]∗, (7.35)

ω= [ω1 ω2 . . . ωN ]∗. (7.36)

We also define γ : [0, T] → R
2N to be a rectifiable path defined as such: for every t ∈ [0, T], let γ(t)=

z(t). Furthermore, we shall assume that both u and z are continuously differentiable, that is, u ∈ C1(U)
and z ∈ C1

(
R

2N
)
. Finally, our optimization problem may be stated. We want to compute

argmax
u∈U

∫ T

0
R(z(t), t)ż(t) dt, (7.37)

or equivalently

argmax
u∈U

∫

γ

R(γ(t), t) dγ(t). (7.38)

This optimization problem is not solved analytically in this chapter. Instead, a heuristic optimization
technique is employed to approximate the solution to this problem and compute the control inputs for
the team of UAVs. The optimization technique used is reviewed in Section 7.3.2.

7.3.2 Review of Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary optimization heuristic that is based upon the social
behavior of birds looking for optimal food sources. The algorithm was developed by Russell Eberhart
and James Kennedy. It was developed after several attempts to simulate the movement of birds in a
flock. Example movements are flocking synchronously, changing directions suddenly, scattering and
regrouping [22]. Since then, PSO has been implemented to optimize nonlinear and piecewise continuous
functions. PSO is a nongradient optimization heuristic that can be used to search nonconvex spaces.
One of the reasons for its growing notoriety is because of its easy implementation compared to other
evolutionary algorithms and the quality of its results.

PSO is characterized by a number of particles, Np, where each has the length of the search space. The
position vectors, Xi , of the particles represent a solution to the optimization problem. Each particle also
has a velocity, Vi , of size equal to its particle length. The particles have memory of their own best position,
X b

i , as well as the global best position of all the particles X gb. There are examples in the literature that
break the particle into neighborhoods, the difference being that the particles only remember X b

i and the
best in its local neighborhood X lb, which can consist of several “close” particles. Each particle iteratively
adjusts its velocity based on X b

i , X gb and a weighting, α, of its previous velocity. The new velocity is then
added to its current position and the new position offers a new solution to the optimization problem.
By tweaking the constants c1 and c2 in Equation 7.39, the balance of each particle’s exploration versus
exploitation can be altered. Typical values for the constants are c1 = c2 = 1.49 and α= 0.72 [23,24]. To
start the PSO technique, a random position and velocity is given to each particle. To evaluate the solution,
particles’ positions are then placed into the function to be evaluated. The PSO algorithm is iterative and
the evolutionary equations of particle i are given by the following:

Vk+1
i = αVk

i + c1μ1

(
X b

i −X k
i

)
+ c2μ2

(
X gb−X k

i

)
, (7.39)

X k+1
i = X k

i +Vk+1
i , (7.40)

where μ1 and μ2 are random variables with an assumed distribution.
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7.3.3 Application of PSO to the Surveillance Problem

In order to use PSO to solve the problem, the time horizon is discretized into T discreet intervals. During
each of the intervals we assume that the UAVs have one of three control inputs: turn left, turn right, or
go straight. This is captured mathematically by enforcing a constant discrete constraint on ui . For each
i = 1, . . . , N we want

ui ∈ {−ωi , 0,ωi}, ωi > 0, (7.41)

whereωi is the maximum turning rate of vehicle i. To show how we enforce this constraint we first define
the control input sequence for each vehicle as follows: for each i = 1, . . . , N

Ui =
[

u1
i u2

i . . . uT−1
i

]∗
. (7.42)

As the optimization problem is solved using PSO, each iteration will yield values for the uk
i , however, we

must ensure that the constraint given in 7.41 is satisfied. First for each i = 1, . . . , N define

UM
i = max

k=1,...,T−1

{∣∣
∣uk

i

∣∣
∣
}

. (7.43)

Then a temporary control sequence, Ũi , is computed componentwise for each of the N vehicles. For each
i = 1, . . . , N and for each k = 1, . . . , T − 1, let

Ũk
i = 3

(∣∣uk
i

∣∣

UM
i

)

. (7.44)

Finally, the actual control sequence is redefined componentwise as follows: For each i = 1, . . . , N and for
each k = 1, . . . , T − 1

Uk
i =

⎧
⎨

⎩

−ωi , if Ũk
i ≤ 1

0, if 1 < Ũk
i ≤ 2

ωi , if Ũk
i > 2

. (7.45)

Now we define the control input sequence U ∈ R
N(T−1), which contains the control input sequence for

all N UAVs:

U = [
U∗1 U∗2 . . . U∗N

]∗
. (7.46)

U is set up so that the first T − 1 elements correspond to the control input for the first vehicle; elements
T through 2(T − 1) correspond to the second vehicle and so on. For each vehicle, the first element of Ui

is the first control input, and the control inputs are sequentially implemented.
Now that the control sequence for all the UAVs have been defined, the system can be numerically

integrated to approximate the states of the vehicles. The sequence of the state vectors is defined exactly
like the sequence of the control inputs. The state sequence of each vehicle is defined as follows: for each
i = 1, . . . , N

Xi =
[

x1
i x2

i . . . xT
i

]
, (7.47)

Yi =
[

y1
i y2

i . . . yT
i

]
, (7.48)

Ψi =
[
ψ1

i ψ
2
i . . . ψT

i

]
. (7.49)

Then the state sequence arrays for all vehicles is given by the following:

X = [X1 X2 . . . XN ] , (7.50)

Y = [Y1 Y2 . . . YN ] , (7.51)

Ψ = [Ψ1 Ψ2 . . . ΨN ] . (7.52)
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The first element of each Xi , Yi ,Ψi corresponds to the initial condition of vehicle i, while the last
element of each is the final state of the vehicle. The second element of each Xi , Yi ,Ψi corresponds to
the states of vehicle i after the control input u1

i has been implemented, and so on until the final state is
calculated. This is the reason that each vehicle will go through T states in the simulation, but there will
only be T − 1 control inputs. In other words, there are T − 1 state transitions in the discretized system. A
second-order Runge-Kutta method was used for the numerical integration.

Once the vehicle states are known, the reward for the UAV being at that location can be calculated
from Equations 7.31 through 7.33. The total reward for the system at the final time T is calculated by
summing the rewards for each vehicle at each state in the discretized state array. This entire process has
given us only one value of the reward function we are attempting to maximize in Equation 7.38. The PSO
algorithm is used to determine new control inputs iteratively, so that a new total reward at time T may
be computed. This process continues iteratively until a preselected stopping criterion has been met.

7.4 Simulation and Results

7.4.1 Comparison of Reward Functions for Stochastic Decision Making

Simulations were conducted to test the various reward methods. Each method underwent 100 trials,
each trial being 1200 simulation seconds long, with 20 objects of interest and four UAVs. The location,
orientation and target truth status of the objects of interest were randomized for each trial. A log was kept
of the stochastic controller’s decisions throughout all of the trials. The data collected from the trial runs
was used for comparison between the various reward methods.

To compare the different methods, a rating system was devised. For all cases where the stochastic
controller had a UAV revisit an object of interest, it added a point if either of the following occurred:

1. The operator response was true on one visit, false on the other and the target truth status was true,
2. The operator response was false on both visits and the target truth status was false.

First note that in event 1 above, the orientation of the distinguishing feature and the order of the operator’s
responses was considered before adding the point; it was not added “blindly." Events 1 and 2 are the best-
case scenarios where everything the operator indicates coincides with reality. The points tallied for the
case where target truth status is true and the case where it was false was kept separate because they
have a different probability of occurrence. The overall points that tally for each case is then divided by the
probability of that case to determine a normalized point system. The points for each target truth status case
can then be added together to determine an overall score for that method. Table 7.6 summarizes the results.

From Table 7.6, it can be seen that Method 7.2 outperforms the other methods for the case where
the target truth status is false. This behavior likely results from the fact that Method 7.2 has a strong
preference, due to threshold function saturation, to opt for a revisit when the operator responds “did not

TABLE 7.6 Simulation Results (Target Density: p= 0.1)

Benchmark Method 7.1 Method 7.2 Method 7.3

Tt mean score (St ) 0.190 0.610 0.500 0.760

Tt standard deviation 0.419 0.803 0.674 0.842

Tf mean score (Sf ) 0.410 0.070 2.080 0.520

Tf standard deviation 0.911 0.432 2.977 1.453

Adjusted St
(̃
St = St/p

)
1.900 6.100 5.000 7.600

Adjusted Sf

(
S̃f = Sf /(1− p)

)
0.456 0.078 2.311 0.578

Total score
(

S = S̃t + S̃f

)
2.356 6.178 7.311 8.178
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see feature,” in combination with the fact that an operator will tend to give this particular response on
both visits more often than not simply due to target density. Method 7.3 outperforms the other methods
for the case where the target truth status is true, and its overall score indicates that it is the best of the
three methods. This could be due to a lack of significant saturation in both threshold functions seen in
Figures 7.5 and 7.6. Although it has no strong preference for either response, it seems to perform well on
average for both, whereas Methods 7.1 and 7.2 tend to favor a particular response.

7.4.2 Defensive Surveillance Examples

For the simulations used in this section, the following parameters were held constant:

N = 3 (number of UAVs),

T = 20 (time horizon),

Np = 20 (number of particles),

v = [30 30 30]∗ (constant velocities of the UAVs),

r = [3 3 3]∗ (radii of the UAVs’ footprints),

ω=
[π

2

π

2

π

2

]∗
(maximum angular velocities of the UAVs),

ρ= 1

20
(growth rate of the environmental reward functions).

Three examples are described in this section and simulated using MATLAB�. Three different envi-
ronmental reward functions are described below. These examples do not consider random pop-up alarms
within the base. The stopping criterion for the PSO algorithm was simply to stop after a fixed amount of
time steps.

The reward functions were chosen to be continuous, positive semidefinite functions. As mentioned in
Section 7.3, the environmental reward functions grow at all points z in the domain where there is no UAV
that has z in its footprint. It was important to make sure that the rate at which the reward functions grow
was not extremely rapid so that the reward function does not “blow up,” and also to ensure the UAVs
do not linger in the areas where the reward function is largest. In order to describe the environmental
reward functions thoroughly, we begin by explicitly writing the value of the each of the three functions at
all points z in the domain at t = 0. This is shown in Equations 7.53 through 7.55:

E1(z, 0)= E1([x y]∗, 0)=max
{|50− x|, |50− y|} , (7.53)

E2(z, 0)= E2([x y]∗, 0)= 10
(

sin
x

7
+ sin

y

7
+ 2

)
, (7.54)

E3(z, 0)= E3([x y]∗, 0)= 50−max
{|50− x|, |50− y|} . (7.55)

The growth rate of the three environmental reward functions is given by the following differential
equation: For each k ∈ {1, 2, 3} we let

∂Ek(z, t)

∂t
= ρEk(z, t). (7.56)

Since ρ is constant and we have initial values for all three functions, the solutions to the partial
differential equations described by Equations 7.53 through 7.56 are easily obtained. They are given by the
following equations:

E1(z, t)= E1([x y]∗, t)= eρt max
{|50− x|, |50− y|} , (7.57)

E2(z, t)= E2([x y]∗, t)= 10
(

sin
x

7
+ sin

y

7
+ 2

)
eρt , (7.58)

E3(z, t)= E3([x y]∗, t)= eρt [
50−max

{|50− x|, |50− y|}] . (7.59)

E1 is for perimeter surveillance; E2 is for lake surveillance; and E3 is for protecting a center asset.
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FIGURE 7.7 Contour of
∂E1(z, t)

∂t

∣∣∣
∣
t=0
= ρE1(z, 0) for perimeter surveillance.

7.4.2.1 Perimeter Surveillance

Figure 7.7 shows
∂E1(z, t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
t=0
= ρE1(z, 0), the growth rate of E1 evaluated at t = 0. It is proportional

to the distance away from the center, as expected for perimeter surveillance. In this example, the UAVs
would like to stay near the perimeter of the base to prevent threats from reaching the interior. Figure 7.8
shows the number of times a specific area was within the footprint of any UAV. A quantitative analysis
using a well-defined metric was not done, but one may visually inspect and compare Figures 7.7 and 7.8.
In the limit, the idea is for the two figures to look identical. Obviously, the simulation runs only for a
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FIGURE 7.8 Number of visits per 2000 steps for perimeter surveillance.
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FIGURE 7.9 Contour of
∂E2(z, t)

∂t

∣∣∣
∣
t=0
= ρE2(z, 0) for lake surveillance.

finite time, however, the results are very promising. The UAVs highly concentrated their time to the outer
edges of the base, as desired in perimeter surveillance.

7.4.2.2 Lake Surveillance

Figure 7.9 shows
∂E2(z, t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
t=0
= ρE2(z, 0), the growth rate of E2 evaluated at t = 0. This example is a

surveillance scenario where there are regions of very little interest such as small lakes held within the base
(dark gray regions centered at (30,30), (80,30), (30,80), and (80,80)). The probability of a target being in
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FIGURE 7.10 Number of visits per 2000 steps for lake surveillance.
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FIGURE 7.11 Contour
∂E3(z, t)

∂t

∣∣∣
∣
t=0
= ρE3(z, 0) for center asset surveillance.

these regions is very low, while regions outside the lakes are of greater interest. The goal in the scenario
is to spend almost no time viewing regions over the lakes, but instead visit the hot spots such as roads.
Figure 7.10 shows that the UAVs donate the majority of their time to the more important regions outside
of the lakes, where the environment has the highest reward.

7.4.2.3 Center Asset

Figure 7.11 shows
∂E3(z, t)

∂t

∣∣∣∣
t=0
= ρE3(z, 0), the growth rate of E3 evaluated at t = 0. This scenario

considers a situation where there is a stationary object at the center of the base that is considered to be
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FIGURE 7.12 Number of visits per 2000 steps for center asset surveillance.
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a high value asset. As such, protection of this asset is of great importance. Therefore, surveillance of the
base should concentrate on this center asset. Figure 7.12 shows the results from using PSO. One can easily
see that the inner most region is viewed much more than the outer regions of the base. Again the results
are very promising.

7.5 Conclusion

The performance, and perhaps effectiveness, of the stochastic controller depends strongly on the reward
function. To evaluate the performance of a variety of reward methods, hundreds of simulation trials
were performed and the resulting data were analyzed by a scoring algorithm. The results of the scoring
algorithm seem to indicate that the quality of a particular reward function is related to the amount of
saturation appearing in the threshold surfaces for that method. Although threshold surface saturation is
not necessarily bad, it is not optimal. The method where saturation was mostly avoided was the method
that performed the best. It was also shown that a discrete reward method can outperform an information
theoretical method.

Essentially, the reward function outputs two values, expected rewards for the cases where the operator
responds true or false. It may not be necessary to have a function dedicated to the determination of these
values based on probabilities in the scenario. Instead, the two expected reward values could be determined
using an optimization method (reinforcement learning perhaps) that adjusts the values over a series of
simulations.

The defensive aerial surveillance algorithm in this chapter can easily be implemented and used for
surveillance in both military and civilian applications. The results shown in Section 7.4 show that PSO
is a viable approach to constructing trajectories for difficult cooperative surveillance problems. We have
demonstrated that the PSO method combines both exploration and exploitation of important areas for
surveillance. The algorithm at hand can be used to calculate trajectories online and within reasonable
time. Furthermore, the PSO algorithm generates unpredictable paths online, which makes it difficult for
adversaries to predict the paths of the UAVs.

The goal of this chapter was to present two novel approaches to two different and very important topics
in the ever growing research field of UAVs performing military ISR missions. This is a field that has a
multitude of challenges, some that have been solved but most that have not. UAV platform design is one
area that is being heavily researched by numerous commercial and government research groups. However,
the basics of autopilot design and aerodynamics for most classes of UAVs has been thoroughly researched
and is a topic that is fairly well understood. This is not true for UAVs that are truly on the micro scale,
and there is plenty of research on maturing that technology as well. It appears that the chief problem
area for UAVs performing military ISR missions is something that is generally referred to as outer-
loop control. Things like adaptive task assignment and path planning, autonomous network formation,
mixed-initiative (human and computer) control of assets, machine learning, and decision making with
uncertainty are topics that are most important to make the next leap of autonomy that will be essential
for military dominance in the near future. One might liken the challenges to achieve this as being a solid
polyhedron with many (possibly hundreds) faces. In this chapter we have but scratched the surface of one
of the faces, let alone delve deep into the polyhedron to achieve a true understanding of the topic.
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8.1 Introduction

Over the past few decades, much emphasis has been placed on over-actuated systems for air vehicles.
Over-actuating an air vehicle provides a certain amount of redundancy for the flight control system,
thus potentially allowing for recovery from off-nominal conditions. Due to this redundancy, control
allocation algorithms are typically utilized to compute a unique solution to the over-actuated problem.
Control allocators compute the commands that are applied to the actuators so that a prescribed set
of forces or moments are generated by the control effectors. Usually, control allocation problems are
formulated as optimization problems so that all of the available degrees of freedom can be utilized and,
when sufficient control power exists, secondary objectives can be achieved.

A conventional aircraft utilizes an elevator for pitch control, ailerons for roll control, and a rudder for
yaw control. As aircraft designs have advanced, more control effectors (some unconventional) have been
placed on the vehicles. In some cases, certain control effectors may be able to exert significant influence
upon multiple axes. When a system is equipped with more effectors than controlled variables, the system
may be over-actuated. The allocation, blending, or mixing of these control effectors to achieve some
desired objectives constitute the control allocation problem.

Due to over-actuation and the influence of control surfaces on multiple controlled variables, it can be
difficult to determine an appropriate method of how to translate a controlled variable command into a
control surface command. Some air vehicle concepts have been designed with 10 or more control effectors
and only three controlled variables. As the number of control effectors increases, the determination of
ad hoc control allocation schemes becomes more difficult and the need for systematic control allocation

8-1
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algorithms increases. In addition, rate and position limits of the control effectors must be considered in
order to achieve a realistic solution. Not only is the mixing of control surface effects critical, but it is also
desirable to enable the aircraft to recover from off-nominal conditions, such as a failed control surface,
when physically possible. Reconfigurable controllers can adjust control system parameters to adapt to
off-nominal conditions [1–5]. In reconfigurable control systems, a control allocation algorithm can be
used to perform automatic redistribution of the control power requests among a large number of control
effectors, while still obeying the rate and position limits of the actuators.

In the most general case, ignoring rate and position limits of the control effectors, the control allocation
problem is to find the control effector vector, δ ∈ R

n, such that

f(δ)= ddes (8.1)

where ddes ∈ R
m is a vector of desired quantities and f(δ) ∈ R

m is a vector of linear and/or nonlinear
functions of the controls. A simple example of a control allocation problem is to find δ1 and δ2 such that

3δ1+ δ2 = 2 (8.2)

In this case, ddes = 2 and f (δ)= 3δ1+ δ2 are scalars and δ= [δ1 δ2]T . Equation 8.2 is linear in the control
vector and can be written in matrix form as

Bδ= ddes (8.3)

where
B= [

3 1
]

(8.4)

An example of a nonlinear control allocation problem is

3δ2
1+ δ3

2 = 2 (8.5)

Essentially, the control allocation problem without rate and position limits is the standard mathematical
problem of simultaneously solving a set of equations in which there are more unknowns than equations,
that is, n > m in Equation 8.1. In a linear framework, this is equivalent to the linear algebra problem of
finding a solution to Ax= b when there are more columns in A than rows.

There are three main goals of a control allocation algorithm.

• Determine a unique solution to Equation 8.1 when multiple solutions exist.
• Obey physical limitations of the control effectors, namely, rate and position limits.
• Determine a “best” configuration of control settings when no solution exists.

Reconsidering Equation 8.2, it is obvious that many solutions exist to this problem. For example, a few
solutions to 3δ1+ δ2 = 2 are

• δ1 = 0 and δ2 = 2

• δ1 = 2

3
and δ2 = 0

• δ1 =−3 and δ2 = 11

Figure 8.1 illustrates a simple two-dimensional problem of finding δ such that 3δ1+ δ2 = ddes with
constraints on the values of the elements of δ. The square in Figure 8.1 defines a set of position limits
for the actuators. In this case, both δ1 and δ2 are limited to −1≤ δ1 ≤ 1 and −1≤ δ2 ≤ 1. Of the three
solutions given above, only the second one satisfies the limits on the control effector positions. Including
these limits yields the constrained control allocation problem:

Find δ1, δ2 such that ddes = 3δ1+ δ2

subject to− 1≤ δ1 ≤ 1, −1≤ δ2 ≤ 1
(8.6)

Four lines are drawn in Figure 8.1 corresponding to different values of ddes. Each line represents the
equation 3δ1+ δ2 = ddes with ddes = 2, 3, 4, 5. The solution is the intersection of the hyperspaces of the
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Control Allocation 8-3

δ2

2

3

Constraint
“box”

Single 
solution 

1 

No 
solutions 

δ11 –1 –2 –3 2 3 

–1 Multiple 
solutions 3δ1 + δ2 = 4 

–2 
3δ1 + δ2 = 2 3δ1 + δ2 = 5 

–3 3δ1 + δ2 = 3 

FIGURE 8.1 Example of control allocation.

constraints and the equation ddes = 3δ1+ δ2. For ddes = 2 or 3, multiple solutions exist, as shown by the
dashed lines. For ddes = 4, only one solution exists and it is the point where δ1 = δ2 = 1, while for ddes = 5,
no solutions exist. When only one solution exists, simply select that solution. When multiple solutions
exist, a method to pick a single solution is necessary. When no solution exists, a method to minimize the
error, between the desired and attainable quantities, is required. This illustrates the constrained control
allocation problem.

This chapter describes techniques that can be used to solve unconstrained and constrained control
allocation problems. The constraints place limits on the rate and position of control effectors so that
the physical limitations of the actuation device are not violated. Some of the simplest control allocation
techniques are explicit ganging, pseudo control, pseudo inverse, and daisy chaining. Unfortunately,
each of these techniques suffer from a difficulty in guaranteeing that rate and position limits will not
be violated and can be difficult to apply because of the need to derive a control mixing law a priori.
A constrained control allocation method, called direct allocation [6], finds the control vector that results
in the best approximation of the desired vector in a given direction. Unconstrained least squares control
allocation methods, that account for rate and position limits, through the use of penalty functions, have
also been developed [7]. One of the first instances of linear programming (LP)-based control allocators
was from Paradiso [8,9]. In this work, Paradiso developed a selection procedure for determining actuator
positions, for limited authority systems, that was based on LP. More recently, the constrained control
allocation problem has been posed as a constrained optimization problem [10]. In this work, the control
allocation problem was split into two subproblems. The first was an error minimization problem, which
attempted to find a control vector such that the control effector induced moments or accelerations
matched the desired moments or accelerations. If multiple solutions exist to the error minimization
problem, the second problem attempts to find a unique solution by driving the control vector to a
preference vector that optimizes a secondary objective. The linear constrained control allocation problem
has also been extended to an affine problem [11] to account for nonlinearities in the moment–deflection
curves. Quadratic programming has also been used to solve constrained control allocation problems [12].
An excellent paper discussing control allocation, by Bodson [13], provides a glimpse into numerous
control allocation techniques.
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8-4 Control System Applications

8.2 Historical Perspective

Control allocation is a general term that describes a process that is used to determine how to employ a
number of control effectors to achieve a desired reaction from a system. Control allocation methodologies
have been used in the aircraft and automobile fields since the inception of the vehicles themselves.

Early aircraft were controlled by a pilot who manipulated the stick and rudder pedals to actuate the
ailerons, elevators, and rudders. The stick and rudder pedals were mechanically connected to the aircraft
control surfaces by cables and pulleys. The number of control surfaces on a typical early monoplane
was five. The control surface suite consisted of two ailerons, one rudder, and two elevators. A stick that
controlled the elevator and ailerons had two degrees of freedom, fore-aft and side-to-side. By moving
the stick, the pilot could control four surfaces. Mechanical connections that constrained the movements
of these surfaces resulted in a control allocation strategy called “ganging.” Ganging is a technique in
which multiple control surfaces are constrained to move together. In the case of left and right ailerons, a
common ganging strategy was to constrain the surfaces to deflect differentially. To roll the vehicle right
wing down, the right aileron deflected trailing edge up and the left aileron moved trailing edge down, each
deflecting by the same amount. Figure 8.2 shows the mechanical connections that were typically used to
gang ailerons. As the pilot moved the stick left or right, the cables and pulleys constrained the ailerons to
deflect differentially.

For the elevators, the two surfaces were constrained to move symmetrically, that is, both surfaces move
trailing edge up or down by the same amount. In this way, the two ailerons and two elevators were
constrained to move as one effective aileron and one effective elevator. This ganging strategy has the
effect of reducing the dimension of the control space from five original control surfaces to three effective
control surfaces.

The purpose of ganging is to simplify the allocation of control tasks to multiple effectors. For an
aircraft, one objective is to maintain control over the three rotational degrees of freedom, namely, pitch,
roll, and yaw. By ganging the control surfaces as described earlier, the number of effective controls (3)
is the same as the number of rotational degrees of freedom to control (3). Thus, it is straightforward to
allocate control tasks among the three effective control surfaces. The effective aileron controls the roll
axis, the effective elevator controls the pitch axis, and the rudder controls the yaw axis. This technique of
ganging is suitable under nominal conditions, however, in certain cases, such as when a control surface
fails or is damaged, it may not take full advantage of all available control effectiveness.

FIGURE 8.2 Mechanical connections to gang ailerons.
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Control Allocation 8-5

Another example of ganging can be found in traditional automobiles. The driver controls the direction
of travel by turning the steering wheel, which mechanically causes the two front wheels to turn together
at the same angle. When the driver applies a force to the brake pedal, forces are applied to drums or
rotors on all four wheels in order to slow down their rotation. Braking systems are constructed such that
the forces applied at the front and rear brakes are ganged to take advantage of the greater braking forces
that can be achieved by the front wheels. On a motorcycle, the operator has the ability to independently
control the front and rear braking forces. As a result, a skilled rider can use this extra freedom to achieve
feats that would be impossible with a ganged system.

Historically, designers have intelligently designed control effector ganging strategies to operate well
under nominal conditions; however, it is possible to blend control effectors in other ways to improve per-
formance under certain situations. Mechanically ganged effectors may lead to undesirable consequences
during a failure, due to the restrictions of forcing multiple surfaces to act as one.

The point of this discussion is that there are potentially many ways of blending control effectors together
in order to achieve a desired vehicle response. Furthermore, when designing modern control systems for
vehicles that are not constrained by mechanical connections, the designer can blend control effectors
together in ways that reduce or eliminate the effects of failures or achieve new levels of performance in
different situations.

Vehicle designers have now included many control effectors to add redundancy, some of which can
exert control over multiple controlled variables. An example of a control surface that can affect more
than one controlled variable is a twin rudder on an air vehicle, that is canted into a “V” tail configuration.
Each of these surfaces can typically exert control over the rolling, pitching, and yawing motion. The use
of many control effectors, some of which may be “unconventional” control surfaces, makes it difficult
to determine a suitable ganging scheme. In these cases, a control allocation algorithm can be used to
systematically determine the control settings necessary to produce a desired response.

8.3 Linear Control Allocation

The linear control allocation problem is defined as follows: find the control vector, δ ∈ R
n, such that

Bδ= ddes (8.7)

subject to

δmin ≤ δ≤ δmax

|δ̇| ≤ δ̇max
(8.8)

where B ∈ R
m×n is the control effectiveness matrix, the lower and upper position limits are defined

by δmin ∈ R
n and δmax ∈ R

n, respectively, δ̇ ∈ R
n are the control rates, δ̇max ∈ R

n are the maximum
control rates, ddes ∈ R

m are desired quantities or controlled variables, n is the number of control effectors,
and m is the number of controlled variables. Typically, for aircraft inner-loop control laws, ddes ∈ R

3,
corresponding to the three rotational degrees of freedom. Equation 8.8 describes the position and rate
limits for the control effectors. In a digital computer implementation, the rate limits can be converted
into effective position limits. The combined limits, δ ∈ R

n, δ ∈ R
n, become the most restrictive of the rate

or position limits and are specified as

δ=min
(
δmax , δ+Δtδ̇max

)

δ=max
(
δmin, δ−Δtδ̇max

) (8.9)

where Δt is the sampling interval and the elements of δ describe the current positions of each control
effector. The constraints in Equation 8.8 then become

δ≤ δ≤ δ (8.10)
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8-6 Control System Applications

Note that the δ in Equation 8.7 is what is being computed while the δ in Equation 8.8 is the current
location of the control effectors.

A necessary condition for a system to be over-actuated is that the number of columns of B must be
greater than the number of rows of B, that is, n > m. A necessary and sufficient condition for over-
actuation is that the number of linearly independent columns of B must be greater than the number of
rows of B. For aircraft inner-loop control laws, the control effectiveness matrix typically is of the form:

B=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣

∂L

∂δ1

∂L

∂δ2
· · · ∂L

∂δn

∂M

∂δ1

∂M

∂δ2
· · · ∂M

∂δn

∂N

∂δ1

∂N

∂δ2
· · · ∂N

∂δn

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

(8.11)

where L, M, and N are the rolling, pitching, and yawing moments, respectively.
Equations 8.7, 8.10, and 8.9 define the linear control allocation problem. The objective is to determine

methods that allow computation of the control effector vector δ, while possibly taking into account
effector rate and position limits. The following discussion provides an introduction to methods that can
be utilized to either reduce the dimension of the over-actuated system to the point that a square allocation
problem results (n=m) or to directly solve the over-actuated linear control allocation problem.

8.3.1 Unconstrained Linear Control Allocation

In unconstrained linear control allocation, position and rate limits of the control effectors are ignored.
Here, the objective is to find δ such that Bδ= ddes.

8.3.1.1 Matrix Inverse

A special situation arises when the control effectiveness matrix, B, is square and invertible. A square B
matrix implies that the number of control effectors equals the number of controlled variables, that is,
δ ∈ R

n and ddes ∈ R
n. If B is square and invertible (full rank), then the control allocation solution is a

standard inverse:
δ= B−1ddes (8.12)

If the entries in B are constant, that is, each entry in Equation 8.11 does not change when the operating
condition changes, then B and B−1 can be computed a priori. The user must determine, for the given
application, whether the entries in B are sufficiently constant to be able to accurately compute B−1 offline.
If they are not, then B−1 can be computed online.

For over-actuated systems, B is not square. However, a number of techniques exist that can reduce the
control space dimension. Upon reducing the control dimension, it is possible to transform a nonsquare
control allocation problem into a square allocation problem, such that it may be solved with Equation 8.12.
The next section discusses one such technique.

8.3.1.2 Explicit Ganging

In this approach, an a priori method is used to combine or gang the effectors to reduce the number of
effective control devices. Historically, ganging was done with cables, pulleys, or other mechanical means.
On modern fly-by-wire aircraft, ganging is performed in software. The goal is to find a matrix G ∈ R

n×p,
where p≤ n, that relates a set of pseudo controls, δpseudo ∈ R

p, to the actual controls, δ ∈ R
n, such that

δ= Gδpseudo (8.13)

For example, consider a vehicle that has left and right ailerons for roll control, δaL and δaR , a rudder
for yaw control, δr , and an elevator for pitch control, δe. A priori, a ganging law can be constructed
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Control Allocation 8-7

to produce a single roll control device. One possibility is to let

δa = 0.5
(
δaL − δaR

)
(8.14)

where δa is the single effective roll control device. Therefore, the full ganging law becomes

δ=

⎡

⎢
⎢⎢
⎣

δaL

δaR

δe

δr

⎤

⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 0 0
−1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎡

⎣
δa

δe

δr

⎤

⎦= Gδpseudo (8.15)

Here, the reason for the term pseudo controls becomes clear because one of the elements of δpseudo,
namely, δa, is not a physical control, instead, it is a linear combination of two physical control effectors,
δaL and δaR . Then, the control allocation problem is to find δpseudo, such that

Bδ= ddes⇒ BGδpseudo = ddes (8.16)

Solving this allocation problem for δpseudo and using Equation 8.15 yields the physical control effector
commands. An explicit ganging strategy is determined offline and is typically used when it is obvious how
to combine redundant control effectors. If the entries in B can be modeled as constants, then BG can be
computed offline.

It is important to point out that this method can be used to reduce the control space dimension of an
over-actuated system. As previously mentioned, aircraft inner-loop control laws typically contain three
objective functions, namely that the moments produced by the controls are equal to a set of desired
moments (ddes). In the explicit ganging example above, δ ∈ R

4 and if ddes ∈ R
3, then Bδ= ddes is a

nonsquare control allocation problem. After employing the explicit ganging methodology, δpseudo ∈ R
3

so BGδpseudo = ddes is a square control allocation problem. Hence, in the above example, the dimension
of the control space is reduced from 4 to 3.

8.3.1.3 Pseudo Inverse

The pseudo inverse method is an optimization technique that requires a pseudo inversion of the gener-
ally nonsquare B matrix. The pseudo inverse solution is the minimum 2-norm solution to the control
allocation problem and can be formulated as follows:

min
δ

J =min
δ

1

2
(δ+ c)TW(δ+ c) (8.17)

subject to
Bδ= ddes (8.18)

where W ∈ R
n×n is a weighting matrix and c ∈ R

n is an offset vector used to represent an off-nominal
condition with one or more control effectors. To solve this problem, first form the Hamiltonian (H) such
that

H = 1

2
δT Wδ+ 1

2
cT Wδ+ 1

2
δT Wc+ 1

2
cT Wc+ ξ(Bδ− ddes) (8.19)

where ξ ∈ R
n is an as yet undetermined Lagrange multiplier. Taking the partial derivatives of H with

respect to δ and ξ, setting these expressions equal to zero, and rearranging [14], gives the final result:

δ=−c+W−1BT (BW−1BT )−1[ddes+Bc] = −c+B�[ddes+Bc] (8.20)

where B� is the weighted pseudo inverse of B. It should be noted that if an effector is offset (locked and
unable to move), two items must be taken into account, position offset (−c), and the moments generated
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8-8 Control System Applications

by the offset (Bc). For the position offset, the negative of the locked position is placed in the corresponding
entry of the c vector. For example, assume that there are four controls and that the third control effector

is locked at+5 deg due to a failure. Then, c= [
0 0 −5 0

]T
.

The weighting matrix, W, can be selected to incorporate the position limits of the control effectors.
For example, a diagonal element of W can be selected to be a function of the corresponding component
of δ, so that the weighting function approaches ∞ as the control approaches a physical limit. There
are no guarantees that commands to the control effectors will not exceed the position limits; however,
in practice the method is effective in constraining the positions of the controls. This method can be
useful in generating preference vectors for more complex optimization based methods for the purpose of
robustness analysis. Like the previous techniques, if B is constant, then B� can be computed off-line.

8.3.1.4 Pseudo Control

When it is not obvious how to gang the control surfaces, the pseudo control method [5] can be used. This
method begins by performing a singular value decomposition [15] (SVD) on B such that

B= UΣVT (8.21)

Next, the B matrix is partitioned such that

B= [
U01 U02 U1

]
⎡

⎢
⎣

Σ01 0 0

0 Σ02 0

0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎦

⎡

⎢
⎣

VT
01

VT
02

VT
1

⎤

⎥
⎦ (8.22)

where Σ01 contains the largest singular values of the dimension desired. Now, B is approximated using
only the largest singular values, that is,

B= UΣVT ≈ U01Σ01VT
01 (8.23)

Then,
δ= Gδpseudo⇒ Bδ= BGδpseudo = B̃δpseudo (8.24)

Letting
B̃= U01Σ01

G= V01
(8.25)

then
BG∼=

(
U01Σ01VT

01

) (
V01

)= B̃ (8.26)

As with the explicit ganging method, the control allocation goal is to find δpseudo such that

B̃δpseudo = ddes (8.27)

After finding δpseudo, δ can be determined using Equation 8.24. The effect is that the surfaces with the most
control power in a given axis will be assigned to that axis. Errors that result from the now unmodeled terms,
U02Σ02VT

02, will have to be mitigated through feedback. Additionally, if the entries in B are constant, the
SVD of B can be computed off-line and the partitioning of B can be determined a priori.

8.3.2 Constrained Linear Control Allocation

The only difference between unconstrained and constrained linear control allocation is the inclusion of
position and rate limits. In constrained linear control allocation, the goal is to find δ such that Bδ= ddes

subject to δmin ≤ δ≤ δmax , |δ̇| ≤ δ̇max .
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Control Allocation 8-9

8.3.2.1 Redistributed Pseudo Inverse

The redistributed pseudo inverse works in a fashion similar to the pseudo inverse, with the addition
of position and rate limits. For the redistributed pseudo inverse, the process is iterative and position
saturated control effectors are removed from subsequent pseudo inverse solutions. The first step is to
solve the control allocation problem using the pseudo inverse solution in Equation 8.20, with c initially a
vector of all zeros. If no controls exceed their minimum or maximum position limits (recall, rate limits are
converted to effective position limits), then the process stops and the solution from Equation 8.20 is used.
However, if one or more controls saturate, the problem is solved again, this time zeroing out the columns
of the B matrix corresponding to the saturated controls and placing the negative of the saturated values
in the vector c. If any additional control effectors saturate, the corresponding columns of B are zeroed out
and the problem is solved again. This process continues until all control effectors saturate or a solution is
found that does not violate the constraints. One must be cautious here because when saturation occurs,
there are two B matrices in Equation 8.20, one for the pseudo inverse solution, W−1BT (BW−1BT )−1, and
one for the offset or saturated contribution, Bc. When zeroing out a column corresponding to a saturated
effector, only the pseudo inverse B matrix is modified, while the Bc term uses the original B matrix.

Consider the following example of a redistributed pseudo inverse control allocation problem: Let

B=
⎡

⎣
2 −2 −2 −1
1 1 −3 −2
2 −2 −1 −1

⎤

⎦ ddes =
[
0.5 1 1

]T
(8.28)

−0.75≤ δ1 ≤ 0.75 −0.75≤ δ2 ≤ 0.75 −0.75≤ δ3 ≤ 0.75 −0.75≤ δ4 ≤ 0.75 (8.29)

In this example, there are three controlled variables (3 rows in B) and four control effectors (4 columns
in B). Each control has the same lower and upper position limits and the weighting matrix is W= I. The
first step in the redistributed pseudo inverse solution is to compute δ using Equation 8.20. The results are

δ= B�ddes =
⎡

⎣
2 −2 −2 −1
1 1 −3 −2
2 −2 −1 −1

⎤

⎦

� ⎡

⎣
0.5
1
1

⎤

⎦=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

0.55
0.23
0.5
−0.86

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (8.30)

where c= 0. Since δ4 exceeds its negative limit, set δ4 =−0.75 and zero out the fourth column of the B
matrix. Now, calculate the next pseudo inverse solution using

δ=−c+B�
red [ddes+Bc]

=−

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0
0
0

0.75

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦+

⎡

⎣
2 −2 −2 0
1 1 −3 0
2 −2 −1 0

⎤

⎦

�
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎡

⎣
0.5
1
1

⎤

⎦+
⎡

⎣
2 −2 −2 −1
1 1 −3 −2
2 −2 −1 −1

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0
0
0

0.75

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

= [
0.6875 0.3125 0.5 −0.75

]T

(8.31)

where Bred is the reduced B matrix formed by zeroing out the column corresponding to the saturated
control effector. The results show that δ4 is now at its most negative limit, as expected, and no other
control effectors exceed their limit, hence the redistributed pseudo inverse calculations are complete. A
check of this result gives

B
[
0.6875 0.3125 0.5 −0.75

]T = [
0.5 1 1

]T = ddes (8.32)

Thus, the calculated control settings do provide the desired commands. In this example, only two iterations
of pseudo inverse calculations were performed. If the control effector setting computed in Equation 8.31
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8-10 Control System Applications

had one or more controls exceeding their position limits, then the process of zeroing out columns in the
B matrix would continue until all controls are at their limits (either positive or negative) or a feasible
solution is found (one where remaining controls do not exceed position limits). As with the pseudo
inverse, if the entries in B can be approximated as constants, B� can be computed off-line. Likewise, all
possible B�

red matrices can be computed off-line.

8.3.2.2 Daisy Chaining

The daisy chain approach assumes a hierarchy of control effectors. In this method, when one control or
a group of controls saturates, there is an error between the commands and the values produced by the
control effectors. The daisy chain method would then utilize another control to attempt to reduce the
error. Figure 8.3 shows an example of daisy chain allocation. In this example, the goal is to produce a
desired pitch acceleration, given by q̇des. There are three controls that can produce pitching moment, a
elevator (δe), a bodyflap (δbf ), and a canard (δc). This example solves one equation in the set Bδ= ddes.
Here, the single equation becomes

[
Mδe Mδbf Mδc

]
⎡

⎣
δe

δbf

δc

⎤

⎦= q̇des (8.33)

subject to δemin ≤ δe ≤ δemax , δbf min
≤ δbf ≤ δbf max

, and δcmin ≤ δc ≤ δcmax . The control effectiveness entries
in the B matrix are Mδe , Mδbf , and Mδc .

The daisy chain procedure works as follows: the primary control effector, δe in this case, is commanded
to produce the desired acceleration (δe = q̇des/Mδe ) and the command is constrained by the position and
rate limits. If the elevator can produce this acceleration, then the bodyflap and canard are not utilized
and the algorithm terminates. However, if there is a moment deficiency between the acceleration that
the elevator produces and the desired acceleration, the control effector that is second in line, in this
case the bodyflap, is commanded to produce an acceleration equivalent to the acceleration deficiency
(δbf = (q̇des−Mδeδe)/Mδbf ). The bodyflap is then constrained by its position and rate limits. If the
bodyflap can produce the required acceleration, the canard is not needed and the algorithm termi-
nates. However, if the bodyflap cannot produce the required acceleration, then the canard is commanded
to produce the difference between the commanded acceleration and the accelerations produced by the
elevator and bodyflap (δc = (q̇des−Mδeδe−Mδbf δbf )/Mδc ). The canard is then constrained by its position

q.des 1
Mδe

Mδe

Mδbf

Mδbf

Mδc

+ – Acc. due to δe

Acc.
deficiency

Acc.
deficiency

1

+ – Acc. due to δbf

1

δe

δbf

δc

FIGURE 8.3 Example of daisy chain allocation.
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Control Allocation 8-11

and rate limits. Because the canard is the last control in the chain, the process ends, even if an acceleration
deficiency still exists.

In the example, three control effectors were used; however, this process can be used for any number
of control effectors. A drawback is that one must set up the hierarchy a priori. A second drawback is
that this method of allocation is most useful when control effectors have authority in only one axis. For
control effectors with authority in multiple axes, the daisy chain method could be used, but it is likely that
conflicts would exist from the commands for different axes.

8.3.3 Direct Allocation

The direct allocation method, by Durham [6], is a constrained control allocation method aimed at finding
a real number, ρ, and a vector, δ1, such that

Bδ1 = ρddes (8.34)

and

δmin ≤ δ≤ δmax (8.35)

If ρ> 1, then δ= δ1/ρ. If ρ≤ 1, then δ= δ1. In order to use this method, an attainable moment set
(AMS) [16] must be established. The AMS is of the dimension of ddes and for linear systems it consists of a
convex hull within moment or controlled variable space defined by planar surfaces that correspond to one
or more of the control effectors set at a position limit. Physically, ρ represents how much a control power
demand must be scaled in order to touch the boundary of the AMS. When ρ≤ 1, the moment demand lies
within the AMS and the allocator supplies the demand. When ρ> 1, the control power demand exceeds
supply and the demand is scaled back to touch the boundary of the AMS, while preserving the direction
of ddes. Algorithms exist for generating the AMS for the three moment problem [16].

8.3.4 Linear and Quadratic Programming Optimization Methods

8.3.4.1 Error and Control Minimization

The objective of the error minimization problem is to find a vector δ, given B and ddes, such that

J = ‖Bδ− ddes‖p (8.36)

is minimized, subject to
δ≤ δ≤ δ (8.37)

The norm depends on the type of algorithm used to perform the minimization. When used with LP
solvers, the error minimization problem is specified as

min
δ

J = ‖Bδ− ddes‖1 (8.38)

subject to the constraints in Equation 8.37. This can be transformed into the standard LP problem [10]

min
δs

J = [
0 . . . 0 1 . . . 1

] [
δ

δs

]
(8.39)

subject to ⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

δs

−δ

δ

−Bδ+ δs

Bδ+ δs

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦
≥

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

0
−δ

δ

−ddes

ddes

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(8.40)

where δs ∈ R
m is a vector of slack variables. Note that the slack variables must be positive, but are

otherwise unconstrained. Individually, the slack variables represent how much control power demand
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8-12 Control System Applications

exceeds supply in any given axis. If J = 0, then the control law command is feasible, otherwise it is
infeasible and the control effectors cannot meet the demands. Weights may be added to the control
deficiency problem to provide greater flexibility. In this case, the error minimization problem becomes

min
δs

J = [
0 . . . 0 WT

d

] [
δ

δs

]
(8.41)

subject to Equation 8.40. In Equation 8.41, WT
d ∈ R

m×1 is the weighting vector. The weights allow one to
penalize control power deficiencies in some axes greater than others, for example, one could penalize the
axis with the least open-loop stability. Either of the problems specified in Equation 8.39 or 8.41 can be
solved with a LP solver. The solutions to these problems minimizes the unweighted (Equation 8.39) or
weighted (Equation 8.41) 1-norm of the distance between Bδ and ddes.

The control minimization problem is a secondary optimization. If there exists sufficient control author-
ity to satisfy Equation 8.38 such that J = 0, then multiple solutions may exist and a secondary objective
may be achieved. The ability to do this is a direct result of the over-actuated system, in that multiple solu-
tions to the problem may exist and one solution may be preferred over another. The control minimization
is posed as follows:

min
δs

J = [
0 . . . 0 WT

u

] [
δ

δs

]
(8.42)

subject to

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

δs

−δ

δ

−δ+ δs

δ+ δs

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦
≥

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

0
−δ

δ

−δp

δp

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

Bδ= ddes

(8.43)

where WT
u ∈ R

n×1, δs ∈ R
n, and δp ∈ R

n is the preferred control effector position vector. The first require-
ment is that the demand be satisfied (error minimization problem), followed by selecting the control
effector positions that satisfy the demand and minimize a secondary objective (control minimization
problem). Many secondary objectives could be specified, for example, minimum control deflection, min-
imum wing loading, minimum drag, minimum actuator power, and so on. A few of these secondary
objectives are discussed in the next sections.

8.3.4.2 Minimum Control Deflection

The minimum control deflection is one of the simplest objectives and for aircraft applications. It roughly
approximates the objective of minimizing drag and actuator deflections. For minimum control deflection,
WT

u and δp in Equations 8.42 and 8.43 become

WT
u =

[
1 . . . 1

]
δp =

[
0 . . . 0

]T (8.44)

Here, the objective is to drive the control effectors to their zero positions and to drive each one toward
zero with equal weight.

8.3.4.3 Minimum Wing Loading

In this case, a rough approximation is used to achieve this objective. Outboard aerodynamic surfaces
tend to produce higher wing root bending moments as compared to inboard surfaces. To achieve an
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Control Allocation 8-13

approximation to minimum wing loading, set

δp =
[
0 . . . 0

]T
(8.45)

and set the components of WT
u corresponding to outboard surfaces to larger weights than those corre-

sponding to inboard surfaces. For example, let

δ= [
δeinR

δeinL
δeoutR

δeoutL

]
(8.46)

where δeinR
is the right inboard elevon, δeinL

is the left inboard elevon, δeoutR
is the right outboard elevon,

and δeoutL
is the left outboard elevon. In this case, the weighting vector, to achieve minimum wing loading,

could be set to

WT
u =

[
1 1 1000 1000

]
(8.47)

so that more penalty is applied to deflection of the outboard surfaces.
To obtain the actual minimum wing loading or minimum drag solutions, an aerodynamic model

would be required to determine WT
u and δp. This onboard model would be interrogated to determine the

forces and moments due to each control effector and the preference vector would be selected to achieve
minimum wing loading or drag.

8.3.4.4 Minimum 2-Norm for Robustness Analysis

One of the drawbacks of optimization based LP methods is that it is impossible to represent this allocator
in a form that is amenable for use with conventional robustness analysis tools. In the pseudo inverse
development, a direct relationship exists between inputs (ddes) and outputs (δ). When c= 0 and W= I,
Equation 8.20 becomes

δ= BT (BBT )−1ddes = B�ddes (8.48)

In this case, the control allocator is simply a gain matrix given by B�. This is useful for stability or
robustness analysis because a model of the control allocator, namely B�, has been determined. When LP
control allocators are utilized, no such model exists and the relationship between inputs and outputs is
more complicated. In this case, determining the stability or robustness of closed loop systems is difficult.
Fortunately, if no control effectors exceed their rate and position limits, then equating the preference
vector in Equation 8.43 to the 2-norm (or pseudo inverse) solution, given by Equation 8.48, provides
a method to model the allocator. The solution to the control allocation problem will be the 2-norm
solution and hence, the LP control allocator block can be replaced by B� for use in a stability or robustness
analysis. When control effectors exceed rate or position limits, this model is no longer valid. Note that
this technique can also be used in the mixed optimization problem described in the next section.

8.3.4.5 Mixed Optimization

The mixed optimization problem [13] combines the control and error minimization problems into a
single cost function. The mixed optimization problem is posed as follows: given B, ddes, and a preferred
control vector δp, find a vector δ such that

J = ‖Bδ− ddes‖+ ν‖δ− δp‖ (8.49)

is minimized, subject to δ≤ δ≤ δ where ν ∈ R
1 is a factor which weights the relative importance of the

error and control minimization problems. If ν is small (which is typically the case), priority is given to
error minimization over control minimization.
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8-14 Control System Applications

8.3.4.6 Conversion of Mixed Optimization Problem to a LP Problem

Both Buffington [10] and Bodson [13] discuss the conversion of the mixed optimization problem to a LP
problem. Buffington [10] performed the conversion using slack variables. While this approach is mathe-
matically correct, it increases the number of inequality constraints, thus leading to a more computationally
expensive linear program. Here, the work of Bodson [13] is used to perform the conversion.

A standard LP problem is to find a vector δ such that

J =mTδ (8.50)

is minimized, subject to
0≤ δ≤ h

Aδ= b
(8.51)

The details of the conversion are covered in Bodson [13] and only the results are presented here.
Defining the vector xT = (e+ e− δ+ δ−), the LP problem is

A= [
I −I −B B

]

b= Bδp− ddes

mT = [
1 . . . 1 ν . . . ν

]

hT = [
emax emax

(
δmax − δp

) (
δp− δmin

)]

(8.52)

where e= Bδ− ddes is the error, emax is some upper bound on the achievable error (e.g., the 1-norm of
the error),

δ+ =
{

δ− δp if δ− δp > 0
0 if δ− δp ≤ 0

δ− =
{ −δp+ δ if δp− δ > 0

0 if δp− δ≤ 0
(8.53)

and

e+ =
{

e if e > 0
0 if e≤ 0

e− =
{ −e if − e > 0

0 if − e≤ 0
(8.54)

This problem can then be solved for the control deflection vector δ using a standard LP solver.

8.3.5 Solving the LP Problem

A method used to solve LP problems is the simplex algorithm [17]. This algorithm has a highly desirable
quality in that it is guaranteed to find an optimal solution in a finite period of time. Generally speaking,
the simplex method moves from one basic feasible solution of the constraint set to another, in such a way
that the value of the objective function is continually decreased until a minimum is reached. The number
of iterations of the simplex algorithm to find a solution is, assuming no basic feasible solution is repeated,
at most n!

m![(n−m)!] where m is the number of controlled variables (3 for aircraft rotational motion) and
n= 2p+ 6 where p is the number of control effectors. Anticycling [18] can be used to ensure that the
same basic feasible solutions are not encountered more than once.

8.3.6 Quadratic Programming

In the optimization problems previously discussed, the l1 norm was used, except for the pseudo inverse
problems, where the l2 norm was used. In a quadratic formulation [7,13] of the control allocation problem,
the l2 norm is used and the objective is to find a control vector, δ, that minimizes

J = ‖Bδ− ddes‖2
2 (8.55)

The solution to this is given by the pseudo inverse solution, Equation 8.20, with c= 0 and W= I. If the
computed control effector vector lies within the constraints, then the algorithm stops. However, if one
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or more controls exceeds a limit, the method continues, but in a fashion different than the redistributed
pseudo inverse. The solution to Equation 8.55, subject to the equality constraint

‖δ‖2
2 = p (8.56)

is computed. For δ ∈ R
2, the constraint in Equation 8.56 is an ellipse where p is chosen just large enough

that the ellipse encloses the rectangle formed by the typical box constraints δ≤ δ≤ δ. The solution to
Equation 8.55 with equality constraints (Equation 8.56) is

δ= BT
[

BBT +λI
]−1

ddes (8.57)

This result looks similar to the pseudo inverse solution; however, in this case, λ is a Lagrange multiplier
that can be found by solving

γ(λ)= ‖BT
[

BBT +λI
]−1

ddes‖2
2 = p (8.58)

This equation can be solved with a few iterations of the bisection method [7] and the control vector, δ, is
then clipped to satisfy the constraints.

If the constraints are not active and Bδ= ddes can be satisfied exactly, then the linear and quadratic
programming approaches will yield the same results when the number of controls (n) equals the number
of axes to control (m). Even when m �= n, the results should be the same when the constraints are not
active. The results for the redundant actuator cases will most likely be different when the constraints
are active. The difference between these two approaches is difficult to quantify on a general level and is
best suited to quantification on an application specific problem. Hence, application of both approaches
is required to determine if one outperforms the other. Page and Steinberg [19] have compared numerous
control allocation approaches. Their data is useful in determining a control allocation technique to utilize
for a specific application.

8.4 Control Interactions

As the number of control effectors placed on a vehicle increases, the likelihood of the occurrence of control
effector interactions increases. A control interaction is when the use of one control effector alters the force
and moment producing capabilities of another. Typically, the effect of one control effector on another
is ignored in the control allocation problem. In many applications, these interaction effects are small as
compared to the forces and moments generated by each control effector acting individually. However,
cases exist where the interactions should not be ignored. In aircraft applications, the aerodynamic surfaces
are used to modulate forces and moments. Instances where control surfaces lie in close proximity to other
surfaces or cases where one control surface lies downstream of another are examples of situations where
the effectiveness of some surfaces are influenced by the deflection of other surfaces. In automotive
applications, there exists significant coupling between the yaw and axial acceleration effectiveness of
the steering angle and front wheel braking forces [20]. Another example can be found on space launch
vehicles that can use a combination of differential throttles and gimballed nozzles for attitude control.
The effectiveness of gimballed nozzles are influenced by the engine thrust. Hence, a control allocation
method that can include the coupling effects of multiple control effectors, is desirable.

As an example of control interactions, assume the pitching moment is the sum of the base or wing-body
pitching moment, the incremental pitching moments produced by each control effector taken one at a
time, and the incremental pitching moments caused by any interactions between control surfaces. Then,
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8-16 Control System Applications

the pitching moment coefficient becomes

Cm = CmBase (α, β, M)+
n∑

i=1

ΔCmδi
(α, β, M, δi)+

n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1,i �=j

ΔCmδi ,δj
(α, β, M, δi , δj) (8.59)

where α is the angle of attack, β is the angle of sideslip, M is the Mach number, and δi is the position of the
ith control effector. The last term in Equation 8.59 accounts for effector interactions. That is, a combined
deflection cause forces and moments in addition to the forces and moments produced by the individual
controls. Interactions do not fit into a linear control allocation scheme since, by definition, they are
nonseparable nonlinear functions of two control deflections (a separable function of multiple variables
is a function that can be specified as a sum of functions of a single variable). In a number of important
cases, the interactions can be described by a bilinearity of the form ΔCm(δi , δj)= (∂2Cm/∂δi∂δj) δiδj.
In such cases, one can pose a control allocation problem similar to that in the strict linear case, except
that the control effectiveness matrix, B, is replaced by a control dependent matrix, A(δ) [21]. The control
allocation problem becomes

min
δ
‖A(δ)δ− ddes‖1+ ν‖Wδ(δ− δp)‖1 (8.60)

subject to δ≤ δ≤ δ. For a three moment aircraft application, A(δ) in Equation 8.60 is given by

A(δ)
�=

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1

2

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

δT QL

δT QM

δT QN

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦+B

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭
(8.61)

The elements of the matrices QL, QM , QN represent the sensitivity of the rolling, pitching, and yawing
moments due to the combined actuation of two control surfaces. More specifically, QL (L is the rolling
moment) can be expressed as

QL =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

∂2L

∂δ2
1

∂2L

∂δ1δ2
· · · ∂2L

∂δ1δn

∂2L

∂δ2δ1

∂2L

∂δ2
2

· · · ∂2L

∂δ2δn
...
...
...

∂2L

∂δnδ1

∂2L

∂δnδ2
· · · ∂

2L

∂δ2
n

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(8.62)

The matrices QM and QN are similar to Equation 8.62. For the case where bilinear interaction terms
are the only nonlinearities of interest, the main diagonal terms will be zero. However, this form can also
accommodate cases where forces or moments are separable quadratic functions of individual control
deflections, for example, individual aileron or flap contributions to yawing moment at low angles of
attack [22].

Because the matrix A(δ) itself is a function of δ, the control allocation problem is, strictly speak-
ing, nonlinear. Rather than directly applying nonlinear programming techniques, this problem can be
solved sequentially by solving a series of LP subproblems (each with guaranteed convergence prop-
erties) in order to progressively improve approximations to the solution of the original nonlinear
programming problem. Define the control deflection vector, δk , as the most recent solution to an LP
subproblem that is computed as part of the iterative procedure. Now pose the following LP subproblem
whose solution yields an updated estimate, δk+1, of the control deflection vector that solves the original
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nonlinear programming problem:

min
δs1,δs2

[
0 0 . . . 0 w1 w2 . . . wn 1 1 . . . 1

]
⎡

⎣
δk+1

δs1

δs2

⎤

⎦ (8.63)

subject to ⎡

⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣

δs1

δs2

δk+1

−δk+1

−A(δk)δk+1+ δs2

A(δk)δk+1+ δs2

−δk+1+ δs1

δk+1+ δs1

⎤

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

≥

⎡

⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣

0

0

δ

−δ

−ddes

ddes

−δp

δp

⎤

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

(8.64)

where δs1 ∈ R
n, δs2 ∈ R

m are slack variables. The LP subproblems are solved until either the flight control
system requires a solution at the end of a control update frame or until the following convergence criteria
is satisfied: |δk+1− δk|

|δk| ≤ tol (8.65)

which indicates that further iterations will not result in significant improvements in the solution estimate.
The variable “tol” in Equation 8.65 is a user-defined tolerance for convergence.

8.5 Effect of Actuator Dynamics on the Performance
of Constrained Control Allocation Algorithms

A review of the constrained control allocation literature shows that the coupling effects that result from
combining constrained control allocators and actuator dynamics has largely been ignored, although
some recent research has been performed on directly including actuator dynamics in the control allo-
cation problem [12,23]. The underlying assumption of most previous work is that actuators respond
instantaneously to commands. This assumption may at first seem justified because in practice actua-
tor dynamics are typically much faster than the rigid body modes that are to be controlled. However,
interactions between a constrained control allocator and actuator dynamics can result in a system whose
performance falls well short of its potential. These interactions can significantly reduce the effective rate
limits of the system while at the same time yielding control effector positions which are different than the
commanded positions [24].

As an example of some of the problems that can be encountered in this situation, a simulation was
run with a LP based control allocation algorithm mixing four control effectors to obtain a desired set
of moments, ddes ∈ R

3. In this simulation, the actuator dynamics for each control effector were set to
δ(s)/δcmd(s)= 5/(s+ 5) and the commanded effector positions, as computed by the control allocator,
were used to initialize the allocator at the next timestep. To illustrate the effects of constrained control
allocator and actuator dynamics interactions, consider Figure 8.4. The objective is to make the acceler-
ations produced by the control effectors (Bδ) equal to the commanded accelerations (ddes). When there
are no actuator dynamics, the desired result is achieved, namely Bδ= ddes. When actuator dynamics are
included, the results are as shown in Figure 8.4, where it is obvious that Bδ �= ddes. A method will now be
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FIGURE 8.4 Acceleration commands and accelerations produced by the controls—actuator dynamics present.

introduced that compensates for the effects of actuator dynamics, so that even when actuator dynamics
are present, the control effector produced accelerations equal the commanded accelerations.

The method developed postprocesses the output of a control allocation algorithm to compensate
for actuator dynamics. In reaching this objective, it is of great importance to consider the real-world
applicability of the approach. In order to obtain an algorithm that can operate in real time on a typical
flight computer, it is pertinent not to add to the complexity of the constrained control allocation algorithm.
Although the results in Härkegård [12] and Venkataraman et al. [23] overcome some of the issues raised
here, it is not certain that either method can guarantee convergence in one flight control system update
for both the saturated and unsaturated cases. One method which can accomplish the goal is to postprocess
the output of the control allocation algorithm to amplify the commands to the actuators so that at the
end of a sampling interval, the actual actuator positions are equivalent to the desired actuator positions.
This is the approach taken here and it yields a simple, but effective, means of compensating for actuator
dynamics.

Bolling [24] has shown that the interaction between first-order actuator dynamics and constrained
control allocation algorithms can be eliminated by overdriving the actuators, that is, commanding more
from the actuator so that its actual output is the desired value. In the following sections, the details of the
interaction between constrained control allocators and first-order actuator dynamics are developed and
a procedure to reduce the adverse affects is provided.

Figure 8.5 shows the system to be analyzed. Inputs to the control allocation algorithm consist of a
vector of commands, ddes ∈ R

n, and a vector containing the current control surface deflections, δ ∈ R
m.

The output of the control allocator is the commanded control surface deflection vector, δcmd ∈ R
m. The

actuator dynamics respond to δcmd to produce the actual control deflections, δ. The individual actuators
are assumed to have uncoupled dynamics, hardware rate limits of δ̇max , and position limits δmin, δmax . As
before, rate limits are taken into account by converting them into effective position limits at the end of
the next sampling period (see Equation 8.9) and constraining the effector commands with respect to the
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FIGURE 8.5 Control allocator and actuator interconnection.

most restrictive rate or position limits, that is,

δ=min(δmax , δ+ δ̇maxCAΔt) : δ=max(δmin, δ− δ̇maxCAΔt) (8.66)

The difference between Equations 8.66 and 8.9 is that in Equation 8.9, the rate limit is the hardware
limit, δ̇max , whereas here, the rate limit is δ̇maxCA , the software limit. In typical implementations, each
element of the vector of rate limits provided to the control allocation algorithm, δ̇maxCA , is taken to be
the true hardware rate limit of the corresponding actuator. Hence, the software rate limit is equal to the
hardware rate limit or δ̇maxCA = δ̇max ; however, as was shown by Bolling [24], the effective rate limit of a
scalar system composed of a constrained control allocation algorithm and first-order actuator dynamics
of the form

δ(s)

δcmd(s)
= a

s+ a
(8.67)

becomes
δ̇maxEFF = Γδ̇maxCA (8.68)

where Γ
�= 1− e−aΔt and δ̇maxEFF is the effective rate limit. For example, when a= 20 rad/s, δ̇maxCA =

60◦/s, and the flight control system operates at 50 Hz (Δt = 0.02 s), the effective rate limit is 19.78◦/s.
This result is well short of the ideal 60◦/s value.

A few comments are in order regarding Figure 8.5 and the analysis described above. First, note that the
instantaneous position limit given by Equation 8.66 makes use of a sampled vector of actuator position
measurements. This is in contrast to using the previous value of the actuator command vector, δcmd ,
as is often done in simulation. The motivation for using actuator measurements is that when actuator
dynamics, disturbances, and uncertainties are taken into account, the actuator command vector and the
true actuator positions will differ. This difference can cause a control allocator to generate inappropriate
actuator commands that do not deliver the desired moments or accelerations. Thus, providing the mea-
sured actuator position vector to the control allocator has the advantage of reducing uncertainty in the
actuator position.

In the same manner in which rate limits are effectively attenuated by actuator dynamics, so are the
magnitudes of the commanded changes to control effector positions. Referring to Figure 8.5, the desired
situation would be for δ= δcmd . However, actuator dynamics alter the command signals so that, in
general, δ �= δcmd . For actuators with high bandwidths relative to the rigid-body modes, this is not a
serious concern. However, situations exist where the actuator dynamics are not sufficiently fast and
need to be taken into account. Therefore, a method that compensates for both magnitude and rate limit
attenuation will be described.

The actuator command signal must be modified such that

δ̃cmd(tk)=MΔδcmdCA (tk)+ δ(tk)= 1

Γs
ΔδcmdCA (tk)+ δ(tk) (8.69)

where M = 1
Γs

, Γs = 1− e−anomΔt is the software scaling factor and anom is the nominal bandwidth of
the first-order actuators. The commanded incremental change in actuator position over one timestep is
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FIGURE 8.6 Block diagram of command increment compensation.

defined by ΔδcmdCA (tk)
�= δcmdCA (tk)− δ(tk) and δcmdCA (tk) is the actuator position command from the

control allocator. The distinction between Γ and Γs is made because it is possible for the actuators to have
a bandwidth that is less than the nominal value due to power loss, partial failure, and so on. In other words,
the potential exists for a < anom. In this analysis, it has been assumed that anom is the nominal bandwidth
of the actuators and is an upper bound on bandwidth. That is, if a �= anom, then a < anom. Therefore,
bandwidth of the actuator cannot be larger than the nominal bandwidth. Under this assumption, Γ≤ Γs.

Since Γs can be computed from the known quantities anom and Δt, one can compensate for com-
mand increment attenuation using Equation 8.69. For a bank of decoupled first-order actuators with
nominal bandwidths of anomi , corresponding values of Γsi can be computed using Γsi = (1− e−anomiΔt).
The command increment compensation can then be implemented in discrete time as shown in the block
diagram of Figure 8.6. For multiple actuators, M in Figure 8.6 is a diagonal matrix with the entries on the
main diagonal being Γs1 ,Γs2 , . . . ,Γsn , where the subscript n is defined as the number of control effectors.
Hence, the magnitude of the control allocation command increment is modified to counteract the atten-
uation that results from the interaction between first-order actuator dynamics and the control allocator.
The allocator continues to operate under the assumption that the actuator will respond instantaneously
and ensures that the commands obey rate and position limits. It is after the allocator computes a new
set of commands that the command increment is scaled and added to the measured actuator position.
A beneficial consequence of this is that the effective rate limit will be equal to the hardware rate limit
when the magnitude increment is scaled in this fashion. Thus, when using this technique, there is no need
to adjust the software rate limit.

It should be pointed out that this technique effectively modifies the gain of the inner-loop. In the
typical situation, where actuator dynamics are assumed to be much faster than the rigid body modes to
control and are hence ignored, a stability analysis would use δcmd as the input to the plant. In this case,
it can be shown that for Γ≤ Γs, even after this compensation scheme is applied, δ≤ δcmdCA . Therefore,
something less than or equal to δcmdCA is applied to the plant and the loop gain is either unchanged or
reduced. The performance of the entire control system will be burdened with the task of mitigating the
effects of δ �= δcmdCA . A similar procedure can be applied to second-order actuator dynamics with and
without a simple zero [25,26].

8.6 Nonlinear Control Allocation

A linear control allocation problem, as described in Equations. 8.7 and 8.8, suffers from the fact that it
is assumed that the individual entries in the control effectiveness matrix (slopes of controlled variable–
deflection data) are linear with respect to the control variables. Additionally, it is also assumed that the
controlled variable–deflection relationships pass through the origin. In a local sense, this is typically not
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Control Allocation 8-21

the case and it is directly attributable to nonlinear effects in the controlled variable–deflection relationship.
In this section, nonlinear control allocation techniques will be discussed.

8.6.1 Affine Control Allocation

A more accurate solution to the control allocation problem, as compared to the linearity assumption, can
be obtained using an affine control allocation problem formulation [11], that is, one of the form: find δ

such that
Bδ+ ε(δ)= ddes (8.70)

is minimized, subject to
δ≤ δ≤ δ (8.71)

where ε(δ) is an intercept term that provides a more robust control allocation algorithm when the
controlled variable–deflection curves are not linear. Clearly, when ε(δ) �= 0, this allocation scheme is not
strictly linear, however, it is not what most researchers would consider nonlinear allocation. Equation 8.70
is called an affine control allocation problem. This technique is suitable for controlled variable–deflection
relationships that are monotonic but possibly nonlinear. Mild slope reversals can be accommodated
on a case-by-case basis. The advantages of this technique are that some nonlinearities can be handled
and it allows the use of the simplex algorithm when posed as a LP problem. True nonlinear program-
ming algorithms can handle more severe nonlinearities in the data, however, they provide no guaran-
tee of convergence. Hence, it is difficult to apply nonlinear programming techniques to flight critical
systems.

Figure 8.7 illustrates the issue with linear versus affine control allocation problems. Here, a one-
dimensional example is utilized; however, the affine control allocation formulation also applies to
multidimensional problems. The horizontal axis is the control effector position, δ, while the vertical
axis is the value (in controlled variable units) produced by the control effector, g(δ). When the control
effector is operating at the position given by δk , the effectiveness is given by the tangent to the controlled
variable–deflection curve at that operating condition and the actual value produced by δk is g(δk). The
tangent to the controlled variable–deflection curve at δk intersects the g(δ) axis at a nonzero value given
by ε(δk). In a purely linear control allocation problem, this slope is translated along the vertical axis until
it intersects the origin, so that ε(δk)= 0. Assume that at the next control update, the new command is
gdes(δ). If the control allocation algorithm had perfect knowledge of the controlled variable–deflection
curve, then the algorithm could accurately compute δperfect as the required control position. However,

Affine
g(δ)

gdes(δ)
g(δk)

Bδk
Linear

ε(δk)

Linear

δ

Typical moment
curve

δk0
 

δlinear

δaffine δperfect

FIGURE 8.7 Linear versus affine control effectiveness.
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8-22 Control System Applications

in a linear (or affine) allocation problem, only the controlled variable–deflection slope (and intercept)
is available to the allocation algorithm. If the linear allocation result is utilized, then a large error exists
between δperfect and the position computed using linear information, δlinear . On the other hand, if an
affine representation of the controlled variable–deflection curve is utilized, the error between δperfect and
δaffine is much less than the error between δperfect and δlinear . Hence, this method can produce significantly
more accurate results for the computation of δ, as compared to a linear control allocation problem, when
nonlinearities exist in the controlled variable–deflection data.

It should be noted that the affine method is well suited to algorithms that enforce rate limits of the
effectors and are implemented in digital computers. The rate limits and digital implementation essentially
limit the distance a control effector can travel in one timestep. Therefore, even if operating in a nonlinear
region of the moment–deflection curve, the rate limit restrictions allow the control effectiveness (tangent
of moment–deflection curve) to be an accurate representation of the nonlinear curve, in most cases.

The computation of ε(δk) is straightforward and can be expressed in terms of quantities in Figure 8.7 as

ε(δk)= gdes(δ)−Bδk (8.72)

That is, ε(δk) is the difference between the desired value, gdes(δ), and the value that the control allocator
thinks is being produced, Bδk . This is easily seen by considering a one-dimensional example, yet holds
for the multidimensional case.

Care must be exercised when using linear or affine control allocation algorithms, particularly when
there are slope reversals in the moment–deflection curve. In this case, it is possible for the allocation
algorithm to get “stuck” at a local minimum. Fortunately, these slope reversals typically occur at the
extreme deflection limits of control effectors. One method to overcome this problem is to postprocess the
data so that the model does not include severe slope reversals. Note that only the model is modified, not
the actual vehicle.

8.6.2 Nonlinear Programming for Separable Nonlinearities

The assumption that the moments are linear functions of the effectors is quite valid for most control
effectors about their primary control axis, thus linear control allocation approaches are often successfully
implemented. In this case, slight nonlinearities can be accommodated with affine control allocation or
are seen as disturbances or model uncertainty and the control laws must be robust enough that system
stability and performance are not compromised. However, there are situations where the effectors must
operate away from the linear region, or when it may be beneficial to take advantage of the nonlinear effects.
In these cases, it is desired to include the effects of the nonlinearities in the control allocation problem. For
example, for left–right pairs of effectors, there is a quadratic relationship between the yawing moment and
the effector displacement at low angles of attack. In this case, deflection of a single effector on one side of
the vehicle induces a yawing moment to that side of the vehicle due to the asymmetric drag distribution.
This yawing moment occurs for both positive and negative deflections of the control surface. In this case,
a linear fit can only be applied to one side of the curve, otherwise a gross mismodeling of the controlled
variable–effector relationship is introduced.

To further improve control allocation accuracy and to maximize performance of the effector suite on
the aircraft requires taking advantage of the nonlinearities present in the data. Ideally, it is desired to solve
nonlinear control allocation problems for the control effector vector, δ, such that

f(δ)= ddes (8.73)

Nonlinear programming approaches are capable of solving these types of problems. Unfortunately, high
order functions are typically needed to accurately fit the aerodynamic data, thus resulting in a rather
difficult set of equations to solve. A more natural approach for aircraft applications is to utilize the inherent
piecewise linear nature of the aerodynamic data. This is the approach that is pursued by Bolender [27].
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Control Allocation 8-23

The problem in this case is posed as a mixed integer linear program that can be solved using a branch-
and-bound algorithm. It has been shown, in simulation, that performance is enhanced as compared to
linear methods; however, the downside is that real time solutions can only be obtained for problems of
limited size. The details are beyond the scope of this discussion; however, an interested reader should
refer to [27] for more details.

8.7 Summary

This chapter provided a discussion of control allocation along with an overview of some of the techniques
used to address linear and nonlinear control allocation problems. Methods to reduce the dimension of
the control effector space such as explicit ganging and daisy chaining were presented. More sophisticated
algorithms, which take into account control effector rate and position limits, were also discussed. LP has
proved to be a viable method for solving online control allocation problems. The LP control allocator
methodology was developed as a two branch optimization problem, followed by the mixed optimization
framework. Different preference vectors were examined and are useful when multiple solutions exist.
Control surface interactions were discussed and a method to take into account these effects, using linear
programming, was developed. The interactions between constrained control allocators and actuator
dynamics were considered for a simple first-order actuator model. Methods to compensate for these
interactions were developed. Finally, two nonlinear control allocation techniques, namely, affine control
allocation and piecewise linear control allocator were introduced. Each of the control allocation methods
presented has unique advantages and disadvantages. Some are simple algorithms that are inexpensive
computationally, while others are more complicated, provide more accurate results, but require significant
computing resources. The best method depends on the application, an understanding of the physics of
the problem, the computational resources available, and the rigor of the control law verification and
validation process.
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9.1 Agent Model

It is possible to represent autonomous dynamic agents (e.g., robots, satellites, unmanned ground or air
vehicles) using various mathematical models. One common representation is based on Newton’s second
law of motion of point mass particles, which sometimes is also called the double integrator model and is
given by

ẋi = vi , v̇i = ui (9.1)

where xi ∈ R
n is the position of agent i, vi ∈ R

n its velocity, and ui ∈ R
n its control (force) input. The

index i is used to denote that the corresponding dynamics belong to agent i. We assume that there are N
identical agents in the swarm. In the above model, without loss of generality, it has been assumed that the
mass of all agents is mi = 1. This is because it can be easily compensated for by appropriately scaling the
control inputs of the agents.

The model in Equation 9.1 is one of the widely used models in the literature on multiagent dynamic
systems. Although the dynamics of realistic agents such as robots, satellites, unmanned ground or air
vehicles are more complex it is still a relevant and useful model. This is because it can capture the high-
level behavior of the agents without needing to delve into low-level details. Therefore, it allows studying
higher level algorithms for various typical swarm behaviors. A recent survey on various relevant problems,
agent models, and approaches for studying swarm behavior can be found in [1].

Given the agent dynamics in Equation 9.1, in this chapter we will discuss developing control algorithms
for obtaining swarm behaviors such as aggregation, social foraging, and formation control. The approach
we will describe for solving these problems is an artificial potential functions-based approach. In the last
decades, artificial potential functions have been widely used for robot navigation and control. This is
mainly because of the ease of their implementation and fast computation time. The implementation here

9-1
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9-2 Control System Applications

has also some differences from the classical approaches since we use artificial potentials to define also the
interagent interactions.

We assume that all agents move simultaneously and know the exact relative position of the other
agents in the swarm. Let x� = [x�1 , x�2 , . . . , x�N ] ∈ R

Nn denote the vector of concatenated positions and
v� = [v�1 , v�2 , . . . , v�N ] ∈ R

Nn denote the vector of concatenated velocities of all the agents in the swarm.
The pair (x, v) represents the state of the whole swarm, while the pairs (xi , vi), i = 1, . . . , N represent the
states of the individual agents.

Let the interagent interactions in the swarm be represented by a potential function J : RNn→ R. We
will call this function an interagent interaction potential or sometimes aggregation potential. By interagent
interactions we mean the attraction or repulsion relationships between the agents in the swarm. Similarly,
let the interactions of the agents with the environment be represented by another potential σ : Rn→ R.
We call the environment potential σ(·) the resource profile. The environment potential may represent
targets or goals to be moved toward and obstacles or threats to be avoided. The interagent interaction
potential J(x) is a function chosen by the designer based on the desired behavior of the swarm. We will
briefly discuss which properties the potential functions should satisfy for aggregation and present results
for a particular potential function. Similarly, the environment potential σ(x) might represent an existing
“resource” in the environment or might be chosen by the designer based on the layout of the environment
within which the swarm moves as well as the desired navigation goals from the swarm.

9.2 Aggregation

Aggregation is one of the most basic behaviors seen in swarms in nature (such as insect colonies) and is
sometimes the initial phase in collective tasks performed by a swarm. In this section, we discuss how to
achieve aggregation for the point mass model in Equation 9.1.

A common approach is to design the potential function J(x) such that it has a minimum at the desired
behavior and then design the control inputs of the agents so as to force motion along its negative gradient.
However, since we have second order dynamics in Equation 9.1 one needs also to have a damping term
in the control input in order to avoid oscillations and instabilities. Therefore, one can choose the control
input ui of agent i in Equation 9.1 in the form

ui =−kvi −∇xi J(x) (9.2)

where the first term with k > 0 is a damping term, whereas the second term represents motion along
a potential field (i.e., the negative gradient of the potential function). The controller in Equation 9.2
has some similarities with a proportional-derivative (PD) controller, where the first (damping) term is
similar to a derivative term (with zero desired velocity) and the potential function term is similar to a
proportional term since ∇xi J(x) represents in a sense the error between a zero gradient potential and the
current potential.

9.2.1 Aggregation Potential

Intuitively, in order to achieve aggregation, the agents should be attracted to each other. However, if there
is only attraction then the swarm will probably collapse to a single point.∗ Therefore, while very close
to each other, the agents should repel each other in order to avoid collisions and to keep appropriate

∗ The problem of collapsing to a point is another relevant problem and is known as distributed agreement, consensus, or ren-
dezvous. It is usually studied under the conditions of limited sensing, local information, and dynamic (i.e., time-varying)
neighborhood.
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Swarm Stability 9-3

separation. Under these conditions, one possible choice of an artificial potential function is in the form

J(x)=
N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j=i+1

[
Ja

(
‖xi − xj‖

)
− Jr

(
‖xi − xj‖

)]
(9.3)

where Ja : R+ → R represents the attraction component and Jr : R+ → R represents the repulsion com-
ponent of the potential function.

Given the above type of potential function, the control input of agent i can be calculated as

ui =−kvi −
N∑

j=1 j �=i

[
∇xi Ja

(
‖xi − xj‖

)
−∇xi Jr

(
‖xi − xj‖

)]
(9.4)

Let us represent the gradients ∇yJa(‖y‖) and ∇yJr(‖y‖) in Equation 9.4 as

∇yJa(‖y‖)= yga(‖y‖) and ∇yJr(‖y‖)= ygr(‖y‖)
which are obtained using the chain rule and with appropriate definitions of the functions ga : R+ → R

+
and gr : R+ → R

+. Note that the attraction term−yga(‖y‖) and the repulsion term ygr(‖y‖) both act on
the line connecting the two interacting agents, but in opposite directions. The vector y determines the
alignment (i.e., it guarantees that the interaction vector is along the line on which y is located), the terms
ga(‖y‖) and gr(‖y‖) affect only the magnitude, whereas their difference determines the direction along
vector y. Let us define the function g(·) as

g(y)=−y
[

ga(‖y‖)− gr(‖y‖)
]

(9.5)

The function g(·), which we call the attraction/repulsion function, represents the gradient of the potential
function and is the function generating the potential field. We assume that at large distances attraction
dominates, at short distances repulsion dominates, and there is a unique distance at which the attraction
and the repulsion balance. In other words, we assume that the potential function J(x) and therefore the
corresponding attraction/repulsion function g(·) satisfy the following assumption.

Assumption 9.1:

The potential function J(x) is such that the level sets Ωc = {x|J(x)≤ c} are compact, the corresponding
attraction/repulsion function g(·) in Equation 9.5 is odd, and ga(·) and gr(·) are such that there exists a
unique distance δ at which we have ga(δ)= gr(δ). Moreover, we have ga(‖y‖) > gr(‖y‖) for ‖y‖> δ and
gr(‖y‖) > ga(‖y‖) for ‖y‖< δ.

In this chapter we consider only attraction/repulsion functions g(·), which are odd functions and
therefore are symmetric with respect to the origin. This is an important feature which leads to reciprocity
in the interagent interactions. Therefore, we consider only swarms with reciprocal interactions. The
compactness of the level sets narrows the set of possible potential functions J(x). However, it results in
easier cohesiveness analysis since a controller that guarantees nonincrease in J(x) immediately restrains
the motion of the agents in a compact set. It might be possible to relax it, but special care must be taken
to ensure that divergence of the agents from each other does not result in a decrease in J(x).

Intuitively, since Ja(‖xi − xj‖) is an attraction potential (and the motion is along the negative gradient)
its minimum should occur on or around ‖xi − xj‖ = 0. In contrast, since −Jr(‖xi − xj‖) is a repulsion
potential its minimum should occur when ‖xi − xj‖→∞. Moreover, from Assumption 9.1 the minimum
of the combined Ja(‖xi − xj‖)− Jr(‖xi − xj‖) occurs at ‖xi − xj‖ = δ at which distance the attraction and
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9-4 Control System Applications

repulsion between two agents balance. Note, however, that when there are more than two agents involved,
the minimum of the overall potential J(x) does not necessarily occur at ‖xi − xj‖ = δ for all j �= i and also
there might be multiple minima.

It is possible to view J(x) as a representation of the artificial potential energy of the swarm, whose
value depends on the interagent distances. Then the control input in Equation 9.2 (and therefore the
one in Equation 9.4), which force motion along the negative gradient of J(x), are controllers which try
to minimize the artificial potential energy of the swarm or at least the portion of the artificial potential
energy, which is due to the relative position of the corresponding agent to the other agents in the swarm.

One potential function which satisfies the above conditions, including Assumption 9.1, and that has
been used in the literature for swarm aggregations (see e.g., [2]) is

J(x)=
N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j=i+1

[
a

2
‖xi − xj‖2+ bc

2
exp

(

−‖xi − xj‖2

c

)]

(9.6)

where a, b, and c are parameters to be chosen by the designer. The parameter a is an attraction parameter,
whereas the parameters b and c are repulsion parameters. In order for the repulsion to dominate on
short distances it is required that b > a is satisfied. The corresponding attraction/repulsion function of
the function in Equation 9.6 can be calculated as

g(y)=−y

[
a− b exp

(
−‖y‖

2

c

)]
(9.7)

Note that this function falls within potential functions with linear attraction and bounded repulsion
and is shown in Figure 9.1. (See [3] for some other types of potential functions.) Figure 9.1a shows
the attraction potential, the repulsion potential and the combined total potential in Equation 9.6 acting
between two agents for the parameters a= 1, b= 10, and c = 1, whereas Figure 9.1b shows the corre-
sponding attraction/repulsion function in Equation 9.7. We will use the functions in Equations 9.6 and 9.7
in the subsequent analysis and state most of the results based on them. However, note that the results
immediately hold for all potential functions with linear attraction and bounded repulsion and satisfying
Assumption 9.1 and can be extended for other potential functions as well.
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FIGURE 9.1 Plot of the potential functions in Equation 9.6 (between two agents only) and the corresponding attrac-
tion/repulsion function in Equation 9.7 for a= 1, b= 10, and c = 1. (a) Potential function. (b) Attraction/repulsion
function.
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9.2.2 Analysis of Swarm Motion

In this section, we will represent the collective motion of the swarm by the motion of its centroid which
is defined as

x̄ = 1

N

N∑

i=1

xi , v̄ = 1

N

N∑

i=1

vi

Note once more that since the functions g(·) are odd, and therefore symmetric with respect to the
origin, the interagent interactions are reciprocal. Therefore, the effect of interagent interactions on the
dynamics of the centroid sum up to zero. If the agent dynamics were first order (i.e., single integrator)
the centroid would be stationary. However, in the case here the centroid is not in general stationary since
we have a second order system. In fact it is possible to show that the velocity of the centroid converges to
zero exponentially fast meaning that the centroid converges to a constant position. This is stated formally
in the following lemma.

Lemma 9.1:

The centroid x̄ of the swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input in
Equation 9.4 with potential function J(x) which satisfies Assumption 9.1 converges to a stationary point xc

exponentially fast.

Proof. The time derivative of velocity of the centroid is given by

˙̄v =−k
1

N

N∑

i=1

vi − 1

N

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1 j �=i

[
ga

(
‖xi − xj‖

)
− gr

(
‖xi − xj‖

)]
(xi − xj)=−kv̄

where the second term cancels out from the reciprocity in the interactions. From this equation one can
see that since k > 0 as t→∞ the centroid velocity v̄→ 0 is exponentially fast implying that x̄→ xc is
exponentially fast for some xc ∈ R

n. �

Note that the speed of convergence of the centroid to a constant location depends on the damping
parameter k. Also, since the dynamics are deterministic the final centroid position xc depends only on
the initial positions and velocities of the agents. In fact, it is possible to show that xc = x̄(0)+ 1

k v̄(0).
Therefore, if the initial velocities of the agents are zero the centroid will be stationary. The fact that the
centroid stops does not, in general, imply that the agents stop as well. However, it is possible to show that
this is the case. With this objective let us denote the invariant set of equilibrium (or stationary) points for
the swarm with

Ωe = {(x, v) : vi = 0 and ∇xi J(x)= 0 ∀i} (9.8)

Note that (x, v) ∈Ωe implies that vi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , N , implying that all agents are stationary.
Below we show that the state of the swarm converges toΩe and the agents stop motion.

Theorem 9.1:

Consider a swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input in Equation 9.4
with a potential function J(x) which satisfies Assumption 9.1. For any (x(0), v(0)) ∈ R

2Nn, as t→∞ we
have (x(t), v(t))→Ωe.
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9-6 Control System Applications

Proof. Let us define the Lyapunov function V = V (x, v) of the system as

V = J(x)+ 1

2

N∑

i=1

‖vi‖2

From the compactness of the level sets of J(x) and the definition of V (x, v) we know that the level sets of
V are also compact. Taking its derivative with respect to time one can show that

V̇ =−k
N∑

i=1

‖vi‖2 ≤ 0

for all t implying a decrease in V unless vi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , N . Therefore, the motion of the swarm is
confined to the compact set V (x(0), v(0)). Define the setΩv = {(x, v) : vi = 0 ∀i} and note thatΩe ⊂Ωv .
It is obvious that (x, v)→Ωv as t→∞. Further, we see that the agent dynamics onΩv are given by

ẋi = vi , v̇i =−∇xi J(x)

implying that Ωv is not invariant. In fact, one can see that the largest invariant subset of Ωv is the
set Ωe. Therefore, from the LaSalle’s invariance principle we can conclude that as t→∞ we have
(x, v)→Ωe. �

Besides stating that the agents will eventually stop, the above result also states that ∇xi J(x)= 0 will be
achieved for all agents implying that minimization (at least local) of the potential function J(x) will be
achieved. This result will be useful later in showing the cohesiveness of the swarm. As mentioned above,
aggregation is a very basic behavior seen in many swarms in nature. Note, however, that the aggregation
discussed here is different from the flocking behavior in which the agents do not stop but achieve heading
alignment and perform cohesive motion in a common direction. It is possible to achieve also flocking
behavior for the swarms composed of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1. For that objective the velocity
damping term in the control input in Equation 9.2 needs to be replaced with a velocity matching term in
the form

ui =−k
N∑

j=1 j �=i

(vi − vj)−∇xi J(x) (9.9)

In that case the agent velocities will converge to the same value and the agents will move in the same
direction. Note that the direction of motion and the common velocity is not pre-defined and is an
emergent property.∗ ∇xi J(x)= 0 will still be achieved for all agents. Note that behavior similar to flocking
might be more suitable for engineering swarm applications such as uninhabited air vehicles (UAVs) in
which the agents never stop (excluding UAVs such as helicopters, quadrotors, or balloons). Similarly, if
the swarm is required to track a given reference trajectory {ẍr , ẋr , xr}, which is known (or estimated) by
the agents, the control inputs of the agents can be set as

ui = ẍr − kv(vi − ẋr)− kp(xi − xr)−∇xi J(x), (9.10)

which will result in the fact that the centroid of the swarm tracks the reference trajectory and the swarm
moves as a cohesive entity following the reference trajectory.

∗ Since everything here is deterministic the direction of motion depends on the initial conditions, that is, the initial agent
positions and velocities. If the agent interaction definitions were dynamic, it would depend also on the change in the
interaction topology.
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Swarm Stability 9-7

9.2.3 Swarm Cohesion Analysis

There might be different definitions of swarm stability and size. Here we consider cohesion as a stability
property and define the swarm size in terms of agent distances to the swarm centroid x̄, which for agent i
is defined in vector form as ei = xi − x̄ and the bound on the magnitude of ei is taken as a measure of the
swarm size.

From Theorem 9.1 we know that as t→∞ we have

∇xi J(x)=
N∑

j=1 j �=i

[
ga

(‖xi − xj‖
)− gr

(‖xi − xj‖
)]

(xi − xj)= 0 (9.11)

for all agents i. We will perform the analysis for the potential function in Equation 9.6. However, note that
it is applicable for all functions with linear attraction and bounded repulsion and also can be extended to
other types of potential functions. For the potential function in Equation 9.6, Equation 9.11 becomes

∇xi J(x)=
N∑

j=1 j �=i

[

a− b exp

(

−‖xi − xj‖2

c

)]

(xi − xj)= 0 (9.12)

Using the fact that
∑N

j=1 j �=i(xi − xj)= Nei and rearranging Equation 9.12 can be written as

ei = 1

aN

N∑

j=1,j �=i

b exp

(

−‖xi − xj‖2

c

)

(xi − xj)

from which one can obtain

‖ei‖ ≤ b

a

√
c

2
exp

(
−1

2

)

Note that this is a bound obtained for the potential function J(x) in Equation 9.6. Given another potential
function with linear attraction and bounded repulsion, the expression of the bound might be slightly
different but will still depend on the attraction and repulsion parameters of the function. The above result
is stated formally in the following theorem.

Theorem 9.2:

Consider a swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input in Equation 9.4
with a potential function J(x) given in Equation 9.6 (which satisfies Assumption 9.1, and has linear attraction
and bounded repulsion). As time progresses all agents in the swarm will converge to a hyperball

Bε(x̄)=
{

x : ‖x− x̄‖ ≤ ε= b

a

√
c

2
exp

(
−1

2

)}

We would like to emphasize once again that though stated for the potential function J(x) in Equation 9.6,
the result in Theorem 9.2 holds directly with modification of only the value of the bound ε for other
potential functions with linear attraction and bounded repulsion and satisfying Assumption 9.1. Also

note that if the repulsion were removed, that is, if gr

(
‖xi − xj‖

)
≡ 0 for all i and j, j �= i, then the swarm

would shrink to its centroid x̄. In contrast, if the attraction were removed, that is, if ga

(
‖xi − xj‖

)
≡ 0

for all i and j, j �= i, then the swarm would disperse in all directions away from the centroid x̄ toward
infinity. Having the attraction dominate at large distances prevents the swarm from dispersing, whereas
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9-8 Control System Applications

having the repulsion dominate on short distances prevents it from collapsing to a single point, and the
equilibrium is established in between.

In some biological swarms it has been observed that individuals are attracted more to larger crowded
swarms. This property is also present in the above model in which the attraction is proportional to
the number of agents in the swarm. Note also that the dependence of the resultant swarm size on the
attraction and repulsion parameters a, b, and c makes intuitive sense and larger attraction (larger a) leads
to a smaller swarm size, whereas larger repulsion (larger b and/or larger c) leads to a larger swarm size.

9.3 Formation Control

The formation control problem can be described as the problem of choosing the control inputs for
the agents such that they asymptotically form and maintain a predefined geometric shape. Given the
agent model in Equation 9.1 and the control input in the form of Equation 9.4, the task is to design a
potential function J(x) so that the formation control problem is solved. Given the results in the preceding
section one can immediately see that if the potential function is chosen intelligently, such that it has a
minimum and ∇xi J(x)= 0 at the desired formation, then the formation control problem will be solved
at least locally using the procedure discussed for the case of aggregation. The problem is solved only
locally since, in general, the potential functions suffer from the so-called local minima problem and the
potential functions considered here (which are of type based only on relative distances) suffer from that
problem as well.∗ Nevertheless, assuming that one would like to use the potential functions-based method
discussed for aggregation in the preceding section, the procedure boils down to the proper choice of the
potential function J(x). In order to achieve a geometric formation, in which the interagent distances are
pair dependent, the interaction parameters and therefore the attraction/repulsion functions g(·) also need
to be pair dependent. For this reason, let us assume that the potential function J(x) is denoted as

J(x)= Jformation(x)=
N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j=i+1

[
Jija

(
‖xi − xj‖

)
− Jijr

(
‖xi − xj‖

)]
(9.13)

Then, the corresponding control input in Equation 9.4 is given by

ui =−kvi −
N∑

j=1,j �=i

[
∇xi Jija

(
‖xi − xj‖

)
−∇xi Jijr

(
‖xi − xj‖

)]

=−kvi −
N∑

j=1,j �=i

[
gija

(
‖xi − xj‖

)
− gijr

(
‖xi − xj‖

)]
(xi − xj)

(9.14)

Note that it is still assumed that the potential function J(x) satisfies Assumption 9.1 and that for all pairs
(i, j) the pair-dependent attraction/repulsion functions

gij(y)=−y
[

gija
(
y
)− gijr

(
y
)]

(9.15)

are such that the attraction and repulsion balance at pair-dependent equilibrium distances δij which can
be different for different pairs of individuals. In order to fit the potential function in Equation 9.6 to the

∗ A local minimum is defined as a point x0 at which J(x0)≤ J(x) for all x ∈ N(x0) where N(x0) is some neighborhood of
x0. Some of these points may not correspond to the desired formation. At these points, the gradient is zero as well and
the agents can get stuck at such points.
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Swarm Stability 9-9

formation control framework, its parameters a, b, and c need to be set as pair dependent of the form

J(x)=
N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j=i+1

[
aij

2
‖xi − xj‖2+ bijcij

2
exp

(

−‖xi − xj‖2

cij

)]

(9.16)

Then, the control input for agent i will be of the form

ui =−kvi −
N∑

j=1,j �=i

[
aij − bij exp

(

−‖xi − xj‖2

cij

) ]
(xi − xj) (9.17)

Assume that the desired formation is specified a priori by formation constraints of the form

‖xi − xj‖ = dij

for all (i, j), j �= i. It is required that the potential function and the control inputs for the agents are chosen
such that the formation is achieved (i.e., stabilized). The above type of formation constraints, in which
only relative distances are used, are sufficient to specify a formation only in terms of relative interagent
arrangement and rotation or translation of the whole swarm is allowed. This has the advantage that
global absolute position information is not required. However, as mentioned above, it also results in the
existence of local minima and in general allows for only local results. We would like to also mention
that in order for the problem to be solvable, the formation constraints should not be conflicting and the
formation should be feasible.

Having set the framework, the last step is to choose the potential function (and therefore the corre-
sponding attraction/repulsion functions gij(·)) such that the pair dependent inter-agent distances δij are
equal to the desired distances dij (δij = dij). To achieve this for the potential function in Equation 9.16 one
needs to choose the parameters aij, bij, and cij appropriately. One possible choice is to set bij = b, cij = c

for all pairs (i, j) and for some constants b and c and to calculate aij as aij = b exp
(
−d2

ij/c
)

. Then, from

the results of the case of aggregation one can deduce the following.

Corollary 9.1:

Consider a swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input in Equation 9.14
with potential function J(x) which satisfies Assumption 9.1 and has pair dependent interactions. Assume
that the pair-dependent interagent attraction/repulsion functions gij(·) are chosen such that the distances
δij at which the interagent attractions and repulsions between pairs (i, j) balance satisfy δij = dij, where dij

are the desired formation distances. Then, the equilibrium at the desired formation is locally asymptotically
stable.

The reason for obtaining only local asymptotic stability in the above result is the local minima problem.
Since there might be local minima in the potential function J(x) which do not correspond to the desired
formation, in general it is not possible to guarantee that the swarm will converge to the desired formation
from any initial position and convergence to the desired formation is only guaranteed if the initial positions
of the agents are “sufficiently close” to that configuration. Also the size of the region of attraction of the
desired formation may be different for different formation shapes and potential function parameters.
There are strategies such as simulated annealing which can be used to escape local minima. However,
discussing such strategies is outside the scope of this chapter.

We would like to also mention that as in the case of aggregating swarms the procedure can be extended
to the cases of tracking a desired trajectory or flocking-type velocity matching in a predefined formation.
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9-10 Control System Applications

9.4 Social Foraging

The case of social foraging is different from the cases of aggregation and formation control in the sense
that in addition to the interagent interactions the dynamics of the swarm is affected by the environment.
Within the potential functions framework considered in this chapter the effect of the environment can
be incorporated by representing it also by a potential function in the form σ : Rn→ R. As mentioned
previously we call this potential function the “resource profile.” It represents the resources in the environ-
ment, which can be nutrients or some attractant or repellent substances (e.g., food/nutrients, pheromones
laid by other individuals, or toxic chemicals in biological swarms or goals, targets, obstacles, or threats
in engineering swarm applications). Let us assume without loss of generality that the areas with lower
values of the resource profile represent regions with higher nutrient/target/goal concentration (and lower
toxic/threats/obstacle concentration) and are therefore more favorable to the agents. In the context of
multiagent (i.e., multirobot) systems, given an environment with obstacles or threats to be avoided (anal-
ogous to toxic substances) and targets or goals to be moved toward (analogous to food), the resource
profile σ(x) can be chosen or “designed” by the user to incorporate these properties/effects.

Under this setup incorporating the effect of the environment into the framework in the preceding
sections is straightforward and one can choose the overall potential function J̄(x) as

J̄(x)=
N∑

i=1

σ(xi)+ J(x)

where J(x) is the potential function used for aggregation in the preceding sections. In other words,
besides the effect of the environment the overall potential function contains a part for aggregation which
is assumed to satisfy Assumption 9.1. Therefore, the corresponding controller will also contain terms
based on both the resource profile and the interagent interaction potential and will be in the form

ui =−kvi −∇xiσ(xi)−∇xi J(x)

=−kvi −∇xiσ(xi)−
N∑

j=1,j �=i

[
ga

(
‖xi − xj‖

)
− gr

(
‖xi − xj‖

)]
(xi − xj)

(9.18)

Here, the term−∇xiσ(xi) guides agent i toward lower values (i.e., targets, goals) and away from the higher
values (i.e., threats, obstacles) of the resource profile σ(xi). It can be viewed as a “selfish” part of the agent
controller, whereas the second term −∇xi J(x) is a “social” part, which tends to keep the agents together
in the group. Note also that the controller in Equation 9.18 implicitly assumes that the gradient of the
resource profile −∇xiσ(xi) is known to (i.e., either measured or estimated by) the agents. This is not
too much restrictive since it is known that even simple bacteria such as E. coli can estimate and climb
gradients.∗

Let us choose the generalized Lyapunov function candidate† as

V = J̄(x)+ 1

2

N∑

i=1

‖vi‖2 =
N∑

i=1

σ(xi)+ J(x)+ 1

2

N∑

i=1

‖vi‖2, (9.19)

which is basically the Lyapunov function for the case of aggregation with the effect of the environment
incorporated as well. Taking its time derivative, after a few straightforward manipulations one can once

∗ See the references cited in [4,5] for studies on E. coli foraging. There are even optimization algorithms inspired from
foraging behavior of E. coli.

† Here V is called a generalized Lyapunov function candidate since it is not necessarily positive definite.
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Swarm Stability 9-11

again obtain

V̇ =−k
N∑

i=1

‖vi‖2 ≤ 0 (9.20)

for all t. Therefore, provided that the motion of the swarm is confined to a compact set (which is
automatically guaranteed if the level sets of the Lyapunov function V in Equation 9.19 are compact)
conclusions similar to the case of aggregation can be drawn. However, note that the compactness of the
level sets of V depends also on the properties of the resource profileσ(x). Therefore, the stability properties
of the swarm might be different for different profiles. We will analyze the motion of the system in several
profiles in the subsequent sections. In particular we will consider plane, quadratic, and Gaussian profiles.
For all these cases it is possible to only show that in the case of valley-type quadratic or Gaussian profiles
the agents will stop or basically as t→∞ the state (x(t), v(t)) converges toΩe, whereΩe is the set defined
in Equation 9.8. Otherwise the agents do not necessarily stop. We state this formally below, although the
expressions of the profiles are provided in the following sections.

Theorem 9.3:

Consider a foraging swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input
in Equation 9.18 with interagent interaction potential function J(x) which satisfies Assumption 9.1. Assume
that the resource profile σ(·) of the environment is one of the following

• A valley-type quadratic profile (i.e., the profile in Equation 9.24 below with Aσ > 0)
• A valley-type Gaussian profile (i.e., the profile in Equation 9.25 below with Aσ > 0)

Then, as t→∞ we have (x(t), v(t))→Ωe.

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 9.1. �

Note that Theorem 9.3 implies that for the mentioned cases (i.e., quadratic and Gaussian profiles with
Aσ > 0) as t→∞ for all i we have

−∇xiσ(x)−∇xi J(x)= 0 (9.21)

This equality will be useful in the subsequent analysis. Another issue to note here is that for the cases
excluded in Theorem 9.3, that is, for the plane profile, hill-type quadratic profile (i.e., quadratic profile
with Aσ < 0), and hill-type Gaussian profile (i.e., Gaussian profile with Aσ < 0) the motion of the agents
may not be confined to a compact set. Therefore, we cannot apply the LaSalle’s Invariance Principle
(which is the main tool in the proof). For these cases, while the swarm might stay cohesive it might
diverge and never stop as we will see below. However, before that, let us first turn our attention to the
motion of the centroid of the swarm. With a straightforward derivation one can show that

˙̄x = v̄, ˙̄v =−kv̄− 1

N

N∑

i=1

∇xiσ(xi) (9.22)

from which we can see that the motion of the swarm centroid is “guided” by the average of the gradient of
the resource profile evaluated at the agent locations. Therefore, as is the case for the stability properties,
the dynamics of the centroid, which in a sense represents the overall collective motion of the swarm, can
be different for different profiles.
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9-12 Control System Applications

9.4.1 Plane Resource Profile

The first resource profile we will consider is the plane resource profile described by an equation
of the form

σ(y)= a�σ y+ bσ (9.23)

where aσ ∈ R
n and bσ ∈ R. Calculating its gradient at a point y ∈ R

n one obtains

∇yσ(y)= aσ

Then, from Equation 9.22 the motion of the centroid of the swarm can be described by the equations

˙̄x = v̄, ˙̄v =−kv̄− aσ

from which one can see that as t→∞ we have ˙̄v(t)→ 0 and v̄(t)→− 1
k aσ implying that the centroid

of the swarm will be moving with this constant velocity vector (which is along the negative gradient of
the plane resource profile) and eventually will diverge toward infinity (where the minimum of the profile
occurs). This can be stated formally as follows.

Lemma 9.2:

Consider a foraging swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input in
Equation 9.18 with interagent interaction potential function J(x), which satisfies Assumption 9.1. Assume
that the resource profile σ(·) of the environment is given by Equation 9.23. Then, as t→∞ the centroid of
the swarm moves along the negative gradient of the profile toward infinity with velocity v̄(t)=− 1

k aσ.

In order to analyze the relative dynamics of the agents in the swarm let us define the state transfor-
mation zi = xi − x̄ and ζi = vi − v̄. Also, let us assume that the aggregation potential is the one given in
Equation 9.6. Then, the agent dynamics under these relative state variables can be expressed as

żi = ζi , ζ̇i =−kζi −
N∑

j=1,j �=i

[

a− b exp

(

−‖zi − zj‖2

c

)]

(zi − zj),

which is exactly the equation for aggregation obtained from Equations 9.1, 9.2, and 9.6 and the
results obtained for the case of aggregation hold for these relative dynamics as well and can be stated
as follows.

Corollary 9.2:

Consider a swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input in Equation 9.18
with inter-agent interaction potential J(x) given in Equation 9.6 (which satisfies Assumption 9.1 with linear
attraction and bounded repulsion). Assume that the resource profile σ(·) of the environment is given
by Equation 9.23. As time progresses all agents in the swarm will converge to a hyperball

Bε(x̄)=
{

x : ‖x− x̄‖ ≤ ε= b

a

√
c

2
exp

(
−1

2

)}

This result implies that the cohesiveness property of the swarm will be preserved. Note that for the
plane profile we have Ωe = ∅. In other words, there is no equilibrium for the swarm moving in a plane
profile. Moreover, simultaneous application of Lemma 9.2 and Corollary 9.2 results in the conclusion
that the swarm will move as a cohesive entity along the negative gradient of the profile toward infinity.
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Swarm Stability 9-13

9.4.2 Quadratic Resource Profile

The second resource profile we will consider is the quadratic resource profile given by

σ(y)= Aσ
2
‖y− cσ‖2+ bσ (9.24)

where Aσ ∈ R, bσ ∈ R, and cσ ∈ R
n. Note that this profile has a global extremum (either a minimum or a

maximum depending on the sign of Aσ) at y = cσ. Taking its gradient at a point y ∈ R
n one obtains

∇yσ(y)= Aσ(y− cσ)

The motion of the centroid x̄ can be calculated as

˙̄x = v̄, ˙̄v =−kv̄−Aσ(x̄− cσ)

which with the change of coordinates x̄c = x̄− cσ and v̄c = v̄ and rewriting in matrix form can be
expressed as

[ ˙̄xc˙̄vc

]
=

[
0 1
−Aσ −k

] [
x̄c

v̄c

]

Note that x̄ = cσ and v̄ = 0 is an equilibrium point of this system. Calculating the eigenvalues of the
system matrix one can obtain λ1,2 = (−k±√

k2− 4Aσ)/2. The motion of the centroid will depend on
the sign of the real parts of the eigenvalues λ1,2 and can be stated as in the following result.

Lemma 9.3:

Consider a foraging swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input
in Equation 9.18 with interagent interaction potential J(x) which satisfies Assumption 9.1. Assume that the
resource profile σ(·) of the environment is given by Equation 9.24. As t→∞ we have

• If Aσ > 0, then x̄(t)→ cσ (i.e., the centroid of the swarm converges to the global minimum cσ of the
profile), or

• If Aσ < 0 and x̄(0) �= cσ, then x̄(t)→∞ (i.e., the centroid of the swarm diverges from the global
maximum cσ of the profile).

Proof. By inspecting the eigenvalues of the system matrix one can see that for Aσ > 0 both of the
eigenvalues have negative real parts, whereas for Aσ < 0 one of the eigenvalues has a positive real part
from which the conclusions immediately follow. �

This is an intuitive result, which basically states that the centroid of the swarm will converge to the global
minimum in the case of a valley-type profile and will diverge from the global maximum in the case of a
hill-type profile. Also, assuming that Aσ > 0, the sign of k2− 4Aσ will determine the characteristics of the
centroid motion. In particular, if 0 < Aσ < k2/4 its motion will be overdamped, whereas for Aσ > k2/4
its motion will be underdamped. Recall from Theorem 9.3 that for a quadratic profile with Aσ > 0 it was
shown that the agents will eventually stop motion. Now, let us assume that the interagent interaction
potential is the one in Equation 9.6 and analyze the cohesiveness of the swarm.

Theorem 9.4:

Consider a foraging swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input
in Equation 9.18 with interagent interaction potential J(x) in Equation 9.6 (which satisfies Assumption 9.1
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9-14 Control System Applications

and has linear attraction and bounded repulsion). Assume that the resource profile σ(·) of the environment
is given by Equation 9.24 with Aσ > 0. Then, as t→∞ all agents i = 1, . . . , N, will enter

Bε(cσ)=
{

x : ‖x− cσ‖ ≤ ε= b(N − 1)

aN +Aσ

√
c

2
exp

(
−1

2

)}

Proof. Since Aσ > 0 from Theorem 9.3 we know that as t→∞ we have (x(t), v(t))→Ωe. Therefore, as
t→∞ Equation 9.21 is satisfied. Manipulating this equation after substituting the expressions of σ(x) in
Equation 9.24 and J(x) in Equation 9.6 and using the result from Lemma 9.3 that x̄(t)→ cσ the bound is
obtained. �

This result is important because it gives convergence to nutrient-rich regions (targets, goals) of the
resource profile of all agents in the swarm. It is also possible to show divergence from toxic regions
(threats, obstacles) of the resource profile for Aσ < 0.

Note that from Equation 9.21 it is possible to show that as t→∞ (or basically at equilibrium) x̄(t)= cσ
using another approach as well. To see this let us sum up Equation 9.21 for all i

N∑

i=1

(
−∇xiσ(x)−∇xi J(x)

)
=−

N∑

i=1

∇xiσ(x)=−Aσ

N∑

i=1

(xi − cσ)=−Aσ(x̄− cσ)= 0

where
∑N

i=1 ∇xi J(x) cancels out due to reciprocity in the agent interactions and the result is obtained
from the last equality.

9.4.3 Gaussian Resource Profile

The third type of resource profile is the Gaussian profile described by an equation of the form

σ(y)=−Aσ
2

exp

(
−‖y− cσ‖2

lσ

)
+ bσ (9.25)

where Aσ ∈ R, bσ ∈ R, lσ ∈ R
+, and cσ ∈ R

n. Note that this profile also has the unique extremum (either
a global minimum or a global maximum depending on the sign of Aσ) at y = cσ. Its gradient at a point
y ∈ R

n can be calculated as

∇yσ(y)= Aσ
lσ

(y− cσ) exp

(
−‖y− cσ‖2

lσ

)

which is bounded and satisfies

‖∇yσ(y)‖ ≤ σ̄= |Aσ|√
2lσ

exp

(
−1

2

)
(9.26)

for all y ∈ R
n. This bound will be useful in the analysis below.

Using the expression of the gradient the dynamics of the centroid can be obtained as

˙̄x = v̄, ˙̄v(t)=−kv̄− Aσ
Nlσ

N∑

i=1

(xi − cσ) exp

(
−‖xi − cσ‖2

lσ

)

It is possible to show that for a valley-type Gaussian profile eventually the swarm will surround/enclose
the global minimum of the profile, which is stated in the following result.
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Lemma 9.4:

Consider a foraging swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input
in Equation 9.18 with interagent interaction potential J(x) which satisfies Assumption 9.1. Assume that the
resource profile σ(·) of the environment is given by Equation 9.25 with Aσ > 0. Then, as t→∞ we have
cσ ∈ conv{x1, . . . , xN } where conv stands for the convex hull (i.e., the agents encircle the minimum point of
the profile cσ).

Proof. Since Aσ > 0 from Theorem 9.3 we know that as t→∞ we have (x(t), v(t))→Ωe. Therefore,
as in the case for quadratic profile with Aσ > 0 Equation 9.21 is satisfied. Summing up Equation 9.21 for
all i we have

−
N∑

i=1

∇xiσ(x)=−Aσ
lσ

N∑

i=1

(xi − cσ) exp

(
−‖xi − cσ‖2

lσ

)
= 0

which, if we rearrange, we get

cσ =
∑N

i=1 xi exp
(
−‖xi−cσ‖2

lσ

)

∑N
i=1 exp

(
−‖xi−cσ‖2

lσ

)

This expression can be written as

cσ =
N∑

i=1

αixi

where αi =
(
exp

(−(‖xi − cσ‖2)/lσ
))

/
(∑N

i=1 exp
(−(‖xi − cσ‖2)/lσ

))
and satisfies 0 < αi < 1 for all i =

1, . . . , N . Moreover, we have
∑N

i=1 αi = 1 implying the result. �

Although this result is not as strong as its counterpart for the case of a quadratic profile (since it does
not show convergence of x̄ to cσ) it is still a valuable result as it means that the agents will be enclosing
the global minimum. Then, once a bound on the swarm size is established, one will know that all agents
will locate themselves within that distance to the global minimum. Next, we analyze the cohesiveness of
the swarm.

Theorem 9.5:

Consider a foraging swarm consisting of agents with dynamics in Equation 9.1 and with control input
in Equation 9.18 with interagent interaction potential J(x) in Equation 9.6 (which satisfies Assumption 9.1
and has linear attraction and bounded repulsion). Assume that the resource profile σ(·) of the environment
is given by Equation 9.25 with Aσ > 0 (and whose gradient is bounded by σ̄ in Equation 9.26). Then, as
t→∞ we have xi(t)→ Bε(x̄(t)) for all i, where

Bε(x̄(t))=
{

y(t) : ‖y(t)− x̄(t)‖ ≤ ε= σ̄

Na
+ b

a

√
c

2
exp

(
−1

2

)}

Proof. Since Aσ > 0, from Theorem 9.3 we know that as t→∞ we have (x(t), v(t))→Ωe. Therefore,
as in the case for quadratic profile with Aσ > 0 we have Equation 9.21 satisfied for all agents i. For our
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9-16 Control System Applications

potential function we have

−∇xiσ(xi)−
N∑

j=1,j �=i

[

a− bc

2
exp

(

−‖xi − xj‖2

c

)]

(xi − xj)= 0

which on rearranging can be written as

aNei =−∇xiσ(xi)+ b
N∑

j=1,j �=i

exp

(

−‖xi − xj‖2

c

)

(xi − xj)

from which using the bound in Equation 9.26 and overbounding the second term one can obtain

‖ei‖ ≤ σ̄

Na
+ b

a

√
c

2
exp

(
−1

2

)

and this concludes the proof. �

One can see from above that besides the parameters of the potential function a, b, and c (which affect
the swarm size similarly to the case of aggregation) the size of the swarm depends also on the bound of the
gradient of the resource profile. In particular, larger σ̄ (fast changing landscape) leads to a larger swarm.

9.5 Simulation Examples

In this section, illustrative numerical simulation examples will be given to provide better insights into
dynamics of swarms. We will use n= 2 or n= 3 in the examples for easy visualization.

9.5.1 Aggregation

First we consider the case of aggregating swarms. Figure 9.2a shows the paths of the agents in a swarm
of N = 21 agents with randomly generated initial agent positions within region [0, 10]3 and zero initial
velocities. The damping parameter was set to k = 20 for all agents. The initial and final positions of the
agents are represented with squares and circles, respectively, while their paths are shown with dots. It is
easily seen from Figure 9.2a that the agents move toward each other and form a cohesive cluster. The
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FIGURE 9.2 Aggregating swarm (zero initial velocities). (a) Agent paths. (b) Minimum, maximum, and average
distances.
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centroid of the swarm is stationary for all time (although not shown in the plots). Figure 9.2b shows the
minimum, the maximum, and average distances between the agents in the swarm. As one can see due to
the repulsion some distance between agents is preserved and no collisions occur. In these simulations,
the potential function J(x) in Equation 9.6 with parameters a= 1, b= 10, and c = 1 was used. For these
values of the parameters, the bound on the swarm size can be computed as ε≈ 4.29. Note that the actual
swarm size is much smaller than this since ε is a conservative bound. Smaller values of the damping
parameter k result in a more oscillatory behavior but the final arrangement of the agents is similar to the
one shown in Figure 9.2.

Figure 9.3 shows results for another simulation with the same parameters except that the initial veloci-
ties of the agents were set at random within the region [−20, 20]3. The non-zero initial velocities result in
initial bending of the agent trajectories as can be seen from Figure 9.3a. This bending also results in the
motion of the centroid which is shown in Figure 9.3b with stars (the dark thick line). The final positions
of the agents are also shown in Figure 9.3b. The rest of the motion is similar to the previous case. Also
smaller values of the damping parameter k results in larger motion of the centroid (since the effect of the
initial velocities dies out slowly than for larger k and results in slower recovery).

9.5.2 Formation Control

As a second example let us consider the case of formation control. Assume that there are six agents in the
swarm which are required to create a formation of an equilateral triangle with three of the agents in the
middle of each edge and distances between two neighboring agents equal to 1. For this case, we again use
the potential function in Equation 9.6 but with pair-dependent interagent interaction parameters as in
Equation 9.16. In particular, we choose δij = 1, δij = 2, or δij =

√
3 for different pairs (i, j) of individuals

depending on their desired relative location in the formation. To achieve these values we used b= 20

and c = 0.2 for all agents and calculated aij based on aij = b exp
(
−δ2

ij/c
)

. We used k = 1 as a damping

parameter in the controllers of all agents. Figure 9.4a shows the trajectories of the agents together with the
formed geometric shape. Initial positions of the agents were chosen randomly and the initial velocities
were set to zero. As one can see, the agents move and create the required formation. Figure 9.4b shows
the plot of interagent distances. As one can easily notice the interagent distances converge to the desired
values of dij = 1, dij = 2, and dij =

√
3. Moreover, as can be seen from the figure, collisions between agents

are avoided (no interagent distance goes to zero).

Paths of the agents
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FIGURE 9.3 Aggregating swarm (random initial velocities). (a) Agent paths. (b) Final agent arrangement.
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FIGURE 9.4 Equilateral triangle formation by 6 agents. (a) Agent paths. (b) Interagent distances.

9.5.3 Social Foraging

Finally, we perform illustrative numerical simulations of a foraging swarm moving in the profiles dis-
cussed in the preceding sections. In all the simulations, the primary simulation region is the region
[0, 30]× [0, 30] in the space. The potential function in Equation 9.6 is used as the interagent interaction
potential.

9.5.3.1 Plane Profile

Figure 9.5a shows the paths of the agents in a plane resource profile with aσ = [0.1, 0.2]�. The parameters
of the interagent interaction potential were chosen as a= 1, b= 20, and c = 0.2 and the simulations
are performed with N = 21 agents. For this simulation, the damping parameter was set to k = 2 for all
agents. One can easily see that, as expected, the swarm moves along the negative gradient−aσ. Note that
initially some of the individuals move in a direction opposite to the negative gradient. This is because
the interagent attraction is much stronger than the intensity of the resource profile. By decreasing the
attraction (or increasing the repulsion) this can be avoided. Figure 9.5b shows the motion of the centroid,
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FIGURE 9.5 Swarm motion in a plane profile. (a) Agent paths. (b) Motion of the centroid.
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which, as one can notice, moves along the negative gradient of the profile. As expected, increasing the
damping parameter k slows down the motion of the swarm (simulations for this case are not shown).

9.5.3.2 Quadratic Profile

We will show two different simulations for a quadratic profile. In both of these simulations we used a
quadratic resource profile with extremum at cσ = [15, 20]� and magnitude Aσ = 2 and a= 1, b= 20, and
c = 1 as the parameters of the interagent interaction potential and the simulations are performed with
N = 11 agents. Initial agent positions are generated randomly within the region [0, 10]× [0, 10] and the
initial agent velocities are set to zero.

Figure 9.6 shows the result for a simulation with damping parameter k = 3 for which we have
k2− 4Aσ > 0 implying real eigenvalues for the system matrix. The paths of the agents can be seen in
Figure 9.6a. As one can easily notice, the agents move toward the global minimum and enclose/surround
it. The motion of the centroid with respect to time is shown in Figure 9.6b. It converges to the
global minimum at cσ = [15, 20]� as expected (the two curves in the figure represent the x and the y
dimensions).

Figure 9.7 shows the result for another simulation with damping parameter k = 1 for which we have
k2− 4Aσ < 0 implying complex eigenvalues for the system matrix. Here again the agents converge to a
small region around the global minimum and the centroid converges to the minimum itself. However, the
motion of the centroid is underdamped compared to the previous case which was overdamped. Similar
characteristics can be seen in the agent trajectories as well.

Performing simulations with Aσ < 0 (hill-type quadratic profile, simulations not shown) reveals that
the swarm stays cohesive and diverges away from the centroid. The only case in which the swarm might
get stuck around the global maximum is the case in which x̄ = cσ initially. Note that this location is an
unstable equilibrium point for the centroid and even very small perturbations will help the swarm escape
from the deadlock.

9.5.3.3 Gaussian Profile

Results similar to those for the quadratic profile are also obtained for the Gaussian profile. The profile is
set to have global minimum at cσ = [10, 15]� and magnitude Aσ = 100 and spread lσ = 20. Initial agent
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FIGURE 9.6 Swarm motion in a quadratic profile with k2− 4Aσ > 0 (real eigenvalues). (a) Agent paths. (b) Motion
of the centroid.
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FIGURE 9.7 Swarm motion in a quadratic profile with k2− 4Aσ < 0 (complex eigenvalues). (a) Agent paths.
(b) Motion of the centroid.

positions are generated randomly within the region [0, 15]× [0, 15] and the initial agent velocities are set
to zero. The other conditions such as the number of agents, potential function and controller parameters
are set to the values used for the quadratic profile. Figure 9.8 shows a simulation result for a case in
which k = 3 was used as a damping coefficients. As one can see, the agents converge in the vicinity of and
enclose the global minimum as predicted by the analysis. One can also see that the motion of the centroid
is similar to the case of the quadratic profile and we have x̄(t)→ cσ. This is a nice observation although
not analytically proven. Using the fact that the agents converge to a small region around cσ and linearizing
the effect of the resource profile on the motion of the agents and the centroid within that region one can
also show analytically that x̄→ cσ for the linearized system. Similar results are also obtained for the case
in which k = 1 is used, which is shown in Figure 9.9. As one can see, the agents again converge in the
vicinity of and enclose cσ. Moreover, the centroid converges to cσ and has an underdamped response
(similar to the case of the quadratic profile).
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FIGURE 9.8 Swarm motion in a Gaussian profile for k = 3. (a) Agent paths. (b) Motion of the centroid.
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FIGURE 9.9 Swarm motion in a Gaussian profile for k = 1. (a) Agent paths. (b) Motion of the centroid.

9.5.3.4 Multimodal Gaussian Profile

Finally, we would like to present a simple simulation for a case which was not treated analytically, which
is the case of a multimodal Gaussian profile. The plot of an example multimodal Gaussian profile, which
is also used in the simulation here, is shown in Figure 9.10a.

Its expression is in the form

σ(y)=−
M∑

i=1

Aσi

2
exp

(
−‖y− cσi‖2

lσi

)
+ bσ, (9.27)

where cσi ∈ R
n, lσi ∈ R

+, Aσi ∈ R for all i = 1, . . . , M, and bσ ∈ R. Note that it has several minima
and maxima. In particular the function in Figure 9.10a is composed of M = 10 Gaussian components
among which the minimum of the “largest” valley-type Gaussian is located at cσi = [15, 5]� with a “mag-
nitude” of Aσi =−20 and a spread of lσi = 10 (and the global minimum is located very near to [15, 5]�).
The plot in Figure 9.10b shows an example run for which the initial positions were set randomly in
the whole region and the initial velocities were set to zero. As can be seen from the figure, the agents
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FIGURE 9.10 Simulation for a multimodal Gaussian profile. (a) The resource profile. (b) Agent paths.
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form a cohesive swarm and move to a local minimum while avoiding the local maximum regions of
the profile. Different behavior can also be obtained by varying the potential function and the profile
parameters.

9.6 Further Issues and Related Work

The results in this chapter were obtained using Lyapunov analysis. Since it is based on worst case analysis
the bounds obtained are conservative and the actual sizes of the swarms are usually smaller than the
analytically obtained upper bounds. Also, in this chapter it was assumed that the agents can sense the
positions of all the other agents in the swarm. Therefore, the interaction topology of the swarms consid-
ered in this chapter can be represented with a complete graph. Moreover, we assumed that the interagent
interactions are reciprocal. Relaxing these assumptions (such as assuming general or time-varying inter-
action topology or nonreciprocal interactions) may lead to different and interesting behavior and there
are already existing works on these topics [6]. Time varying or switching interactions would be more
realistic from a biological perspective as well as possibly easier to implement and more scalable from a
multirobot systems perspective. Nonreciprocal interaction will possibly lead to swarms drifting in the
space even without the effect of the environment.

Other issues which can be considered are imperfections such as measurement errors, time delays, or
model uncertainties. A work toward that direction and very much related to the results in this chapter
can be found in [5] where social foraging in a noisy environment is considered. Another work which uses
a realistic fully actuated model for agent dynamics (in contrast to single integrator or double integrator
models) and imperfections such as agent model uncertainties and a robust control strategy to suppress
these and to achieve swarm behaviors such as those considered in this chapter is the work in [7]. There
are also other works considering nonholonomic unicycle agents with or without model uncertainties and
achieving swarm behavior similar to those discussed in this chapter or related behavior such as cyclic
pursuit.

There are related problems which have been considered in the multiagent dynamic systems research
community. One of these problems is the flocking problem, in which beside cohesiveness the agents
are required to achieve velocity matching and heading alignment [8]. Another related problem is the
problem of distributed agreement (or consensus or rendezvous) which has been extensively considered
in the literature [9]. Resource allocation and task assignment in swarms of cooperative agents are also
topics which have been considered and are still under consideration by the research community.

Problems which may need further attention are dynamics of swarms consisting of different and possibly
ńoncooperative or even competing agents such as predator–prey models and the interactions between
them. To the best of our knowledge this topic has not been explored to the same extent as the topic
of swarms with identical agents. Moreover, most of the swarm models considered in the literature are
deterministic. Incorporating probabilistic components to the swarm dynamics might lead to further
horizons of research. It is known that connectivity can greatly affect the performance of the cooperative
robotic system [10]. Therefore, in robotic swarms where the communication (and therefore interaction)
range is limited in order to facilitate cooperation it is important to preserve connectedness in the swarm.
This is a topic of on-going research. For other relevant problems and existing approaches one can
consult [1]. Also, the book [11] provides a deeper treatment of concepts related to swarm stability,
optimization, and control.

The results in this chapter are directly related to the results in [2–4]. In fact, they are straightforward
extensions of the subset of the results in [2–4] from a single-integrator agent model to a double-integrator
newtonian agent model. Therefore, we tried to closely follow the treatment in those works. Similar
treatment can be found in [12] where the authors have also closely followed the analysis in [2–4] and
obtained results very similar to part of the results discussed in this chapter.
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10.1 Introduction

The manufacturing industry has a significant impact on a country’s economic prosperity. Its importance
to the U.S. economy can be judged by the fact that at the close of the twentieth century, manufacturing
accounted for one-fifth of the nation’s gross domestic product and employed 17% of the U.S. workforce.
Control methods and technologies are utilized in the manufacturing industry at several levels. At the
system level, manufacturing controls are used to achieve maximum efficiency and to eradicate waste
wasted resources. Techniques such as lean manufacturing and six-sigma are used at the machining
systems level to achieve such objectives. However, the focus of this chapter is primarily on the various
control methodologies applied at the machine level. A manufacturing plant is typically composed of
many, and varied, machine tools. Machine tools are used for machining operations, where unnecessary
material is removed from the workpiece to produce the desired part shape.

Control of machine tools and machining processes is a mature technology. Research on chip formation
dates back to the eighteenth century. The early work by F.W. Taylor in 1906, in which he introduced
an empirical approach to metal cutting, is still regarded as significant in metal cutting research and
applications [1]. Taylor investigated the effect of tool material and cutting conditions on tool life during
roughing operations, with the main objective being to determine the empirical laws that allow optimum
cutting conditions to be established. Eugene Merchant ushered in a more scientific approach with his
fundamental work in mechanics of cutting processes based on shear plane models of machining [2].

The most important development in the control of machine tools began with the introduction of
numerically controlled (NC) and computer numerically controlled (CNC) machines in the 1960s. Shortly
after World War II, John Parsons at the Propeller Lab at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base envisioned the
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10-2 Control System Applications

use of mathematical data to actuate a machine tool. In June 1949, the US Air Force funded a program to
develop a mathematical or numerical control system for machine tools. This led to the introduction of
the first commercial computer-controlled or NC unit for machine tools by Bendix Corporation in 1955.
With the advent of minicomputers, CNC machine tools gained wide acceptance in commercial use and
prompted many advances in servo controls and interpolators. Two broad techniques employed in this
area have been (a) point-to-point (PTP) and (b) contouring CNC systems [3].

A common drawback of these machines is that their process control variables, such as machining feed
and speeds, must be prescribed by a part programmer and, consequently, depend on his or her process
knowledge and experience. In order to minimize the chance of a tool failure or unacceptable part quality,
the part programmer must consider the most adverse cutting conditions and select conservative values of
the process control variables. Consequently, the production rates achievable in practice tend to be smaller
than ideally possible. The availability of the processing power of an onboard CNC computer led to the
developments in process control techniques, also known as adaptive control (AC) in the machine tool
literature. Here the process variables, usually the feed, are adjusted continuously to achieve maximum safe
production rates [4,5]. Tool wear or tool breakage are usually the main causes of machine downtime. The
use of CNC machine tools enabled the addition of monitoring functions. Tool wear and breakage have
usually been monitored by acoustic emission (AE) sensors, tool temperature, static and dynamic cutting
forces, vibration signature using accelerometers, and miscellaneous methods using ultrasonic and optical
measurements, workpiece surface finish quality, workpiece dimensions, stress/strain analysis, and spindle
motor current [6]. However, such process control and monitoring functions, while tested in laboratories,
have not been widely adopted in commercial use.

In complex manufacturing machines, many options exist to deploy the available resources to perform
tasks that lead to the desired manufacturing purpose, resulting in various machine behaviors. Supervisory
machine control may be used to decide when to perform which tasks using which resources. Researchers
[7] have developed a theory for supervisory control. In that theory, the system under control is described
using finite state machines. Supervisory machining control is an intelligent regulation of multiple complex
modules in a machining operation. The supervisory controller regulates the activity of the machining
modules to ensure that each module performs properly and that adverse interactions between modules
do not occur.

This section has provided an introduction to the various important control applications in machine
tools. These applications can also be represented in terms of hierarchical control levels as illustrated in
Figure 10.1. The lowest level is servo (or machine) control, where the motion of the cutting tool relative to
the workpiece is controlled. Next is a process control level, where process variables such as cutting forces
and feed rates are controlled to maintain high production rates and good part quality. Finally, the highest
level is a supervisory one, which directly measures product-related variables such as part dimensions
and surface roughness. The supervisory level also performs functions such as chatter detection, tool
monitoring, machine monitoring, and so on. The following sections discuss applications in each of these

Dimensions, surface, etc.

Force, wear, etc.

Position, velocity, etc.

Machine
Supervisory control

Servo control

ProcessProcess control Product

FIGURE 10.1 Levels of machine controls.
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Control of Machine Tools and Machining Processes 10-3

control levels, in more detail, and provide examples of important research in each of these areas. In the
next section, the lowest level of machine control, that is, the servo control is discussed. Afterward, the
machining process is described. After reviewing the major research activities in the monitoring of tool
wear and failure, the machine process control is described. Finally, this chapter considers the supervisory
control level, in which the appropriate process control strategies are selected based on the machine state.

10.2 Servo Control

Servo motors drive the motion stages of machine tools. The control of the machine motion is classified
as [3] (1) point-to-point (PTP) and (2) contouring (or continuous-path). In a PTP system the controller
moves the tool to a required position, where the process operation is performed. The trajectory between
the points is not controlled. PTP control is required in applications such as drilling and spot welding,
and is the simpler of the two cases. It has much in common with PTP servo control problems in other
application areas, such as robotics. However, in machining, the accuracy requirements are typically more
stringent (e.g., 0.01 mm or better). Also, in case of machine tools, the cutting forces and heat generation
must be considered to ensure accuracy in the PTP problem. Reductions in machine geometric and thermal
errors can improve accuracies by an order of magnitude (e.g., from 200 to 20 μm) in medium to large
machining centers [8].

The contouring problem, which aims to minimize the “contour error,” is a more difficult problem from
the control point of view. Contouring is required in processes such as milling, turning, and arc welding.
The term “contour error” is used to denote the error component orthogonal to the desired trajectory (i.e.,
the deviation of the cutter location from the desired path). The contour error in machining a desired
contour on a two-axis system is shown in Figure 10.2. A block diagram of a typical implementation of a
two-axis CNC machine achieving a planar contour is shown in Figure 10.3 [9]. The reduction of contour
errors can be done using three kinds of control strategies [3]. They are feedforward control, cross coupling
control, and optimal control. Optimal control is further divided down into predictive control, adaptive

Actual
tool path

X-axis

Y-axis

Desired
contour

Tool Ex

Ey

Reference
pointContour

error

Position
log error

FIGURE 10.2 Two-dimensional contouring error.
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FIGURE 10.3 Two-axis contouring system.

control, and learning control. An overview of recent work in tracking and reduction of contour error is
given in [10].

Feedforward controllers use disturbances that can be measured before they affect a plant, and use a
model to determine the command signal required to minimize error. Typically, the command signal
is used in combination with an inverted plant model. Tomizuka [11] introduced the idea of zero-phase
error tracking control as a compromise when a plant model could not be inverted. While an improvement
on standard pole-placement techniques, this strategy did not eliminate amplitude error or address the
saturation problem of feedforward controllers. Weck [12] developed an “inverse compensation method”
to low-pass filter the target path, thus reducing the saturation problem. This reduced the issue of loss of
control due to command saturation, but it did not address requirements for coordinated motion. Feed-
forward is open-loop compensation; it does not use past or current path error information in calculating
command signals, nor does it address issues with coordinated motion. As a result, feedforward techniques
respond poorly in the presence of unknown disturbances or modeling inaccuracies.

Cross-coupled control (CCC) was developed by Koren in [13]. This method switched the focus of
controllers from maintaining each axis at its target position, to minimizing path error. CCC estimates the
point on the target path that is nearest to the plant’s position, and uses this to determine the error for each
axis. This error signal is then used in combination with any one of a number of controllers to control the
coordinated position. The difficulty with this method, as described, is in determining the point on the
target path nearest to the plant’s position. This is accomplished by using various closed-form solutions,
specific to the type of path being followed. This fails when two path segments meet, or for an arbitrary
path. This seems to be an issue of developing appropriate formulae or applying sufficient computational
force. A form of CCC was developed by Seethaler and Yellowley [14] which slows the movement of the
target, in real-time, in response to excessive error on any individual axis. The effectiveness of CCC is
dependent on the method used to calculate the point on the target path nearest to the plant’s position,
and on the control schemes used to control each axis once this point is computed. CCC can address a
number of issues that other control schemes do not, such as coordinating motion among several axes.
However, CCC lacks the ability to compensate for future path changes. Specifically, there is nothing
to slow down a CCC system before encountering a corner or any other obstacle that could exceed the
deceleration capability of one of the axes. This indicates that CCC should be used in combination with
feed rate scheduling.

Optimal controllers create a command sequence which optimizes system performance over some
horizon. Typically, this is the minimization of the difference between target and predicted output. The
cost of the command signal also is often included. Currently, generalized predictive control (GPC) and
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Control of Machine Tools and Machining Processes 10-5

its variations represent advanced optimal control. GPC typically assumes a linear plant model. As such,
it cannot address issues such as backlash and asymmetric performance. In its basic form, predictive
control also does not consider command saturation issues. This was addressed by Tsang and Clarke
[15] using “GPC with Input Constraints.” However, GPC is computationally intense, and “GPC with
Input Constraints” is too computationally intense for servo control. However, as computational power
increases, these issues may disappear.

10.3 Machine Tools and Machining Processes

Machine tools can be classified in various ways. One classification is based on the different machining
processes that may be carried out on them, for example, turning, boring, drilling, reaming, milling,
planning and shaping, broaching, tapping and threading, and grinding. Machine tools can also be classified
at the systems level based on the range of possible products that can be manufactured on them. They
can either be dedicated machine tools which are built around a single part being produced over and over
again; flexible machine tools which are built to perform a large variety of machining operations; or the
relatively recent reconfigurable machine tools [16–18] that are built around a part family. Reconfigurable
systems aim to achieve both efficiency and robustness of dedicated manufacturing systems as well as
the ability to change production capability as dictated by market demands as in flexible manufacturing
systems.

Regardless of the classification of machine tools, they are utilized for material removal operation, which
is a shape transforming process, wherein unnecessary material is removed from the workpiece. The chip
removal due to workpiece cutting tool interaction results in cutting forces. Various models have been
developed to describe these cutting forces, which account for the frictional forces between the cutting
tool, workpiece and the chip, and the stresses along with the resulting deformations developed in the chip.
The commonly used models for evaluation of cutting forces have been developed by Ernst and Merchant
[2] and Lee and Shaffer [19]. However, these models are quite complex, and not suitable for controller
design. The structure of a typical static cutting force model used for controller design is [20]

F = KdβVγf α, (10.1)

where F is the cutting force, K the specific cutting force coefficient, d the depth of cut, V the cutting
speed, f the feed, and α, β, and γ the coefficients describing the nonlinear relationships between the force
and the process variables (i.e., d,V , and f ). During a cutting operation the parameters d, V , and f are
selected by the operator, K is determined by the workpiece and tool properties, and the coefficients α, β,
and γ are calibrated through curve-fitting of experimental data. Typically, control of machining forces
is achieved by changing the feed online, as the depth of cut is fixed from the part geometry and the
force–speed relation is weak (i.e., γ≈ 0). Therefore, these variables cannot be actively adjusted for force
control. Static models are also used when considering a force per spindle revolution such as a maximum
or average force. Such models are suitable for interrupted operations (e.g., milling) where, in general, the
chip load changes throughout the spindle revolution and the number of teeth engaged in the workpiece
varies during steady operation.

The first-order cutting force model, assuming a zero-order hold is

F = KdβVγ
1+ a

z+ a
f α, (10.2)

where a is the discrete-time pole that depends upon the time constant and the sampling period, and z is the
discrete time forward shift operator. In addition to the other model parameters, a must be calibrated for
each different operation. First-order models are typically employed when considering an instantaneous
force, which is sampled several times per spindle revolution. Such models are suitable for uninterrupted
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10-6 Control System Applications

operations (e.g., turning) where, typically, a single tool is continuously engaged with the workpiece and
the chip load remains constant during steady operation.

Direct measurement of cutting forces is usually not possible in industrial settings. Load cells or
dynamometers are often used in laboratory settings for cutting force measurements. However, they
are impractical for industrial applications. This has been one of the major impediments to the industrial
adoption of force-based monitoring and control techniques. Cutting forces can be estimated from the
electric current signal of the servo drive or spindle motors [21]. For this the power from the spindle and
axis motors is typically monitored using Hall effect sensors, which are easy to install and guard from the
process. However, due to the large masses of the motor drive, the signal typically has a limited bandwidth
[22,23]. Piezoelectric accelerometers are also widely available in most production lines and are well suited
to the harsh industrial environments. A robust method to identify machining forces during milling from
acceleration measurements obtained using acceleration measurements is proposed in [24]. Evaluation of
machining forces requires an inverse of the frequency response function (FRF) matrix of the machine
structure. However, an ill-conditioned FRF matrix can amplify the measurement noise in acceleration
signal and yield poor results. This challenge was overcome using regularization techniques. Figure 10.4
illustrates the experimental results from measured and estimated machining forces.

These cutting forces act as excitation forces for inducing vibrations during cutting, which leads to
continuously varying cut width. Regenerative chatter can arise due to such interactions between the
machine tool and workpiece, both of which get excited due to cutting forces and may result in excessive
forces, rapid tool wear, tool failure, and scrap parts due to unacceptable surface finish [25]. The dynamics
of the turning process is typically described by a single-degree-of-freedom model such as

mẍ
(
t
)+ cẋ

(
t
)+ kx

(
t
)= Kd

[
fn+ x

(
t
)− x

(
t− τ)] , (10.3)
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FIGURE 10.4 Estimated forces and measured machining forces using a dynamometer during milling.
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Control of Machine Tools and Machining Processes 10-7

where fn is the nominal feed, x is the displacement of the tool in the feed direction, and τ is the time for
one tool revolution, and m, c, and k are its effective mass, damping, and stiffness of the tool structure. The
right-hand side of the equation defines the feed–force relationship assuming that the force is proportional
to the instantaneous feed and the depth of cut, and does not explicitly depend upon the cutting speed.
The left-hand side of the equation describes the vibration of tool structure. If the compliance of the
workpiece is comparable with the tool, then the parameters m, c, and k have to be defined for the relative
tool–workpiece deflections.

Equation 10.3 can be solved to obtain the stability regions of the machine tool operation. Machine
chatter occurs when the system response becomes unstable. The presence of machine chatter is graphically
represented on the stability lobe diagram that divides the rotational speed and the depth-of-cut plane
into stable and unstable regions as shown in Figure 10.5 [25]. Usually the stability lobe diagram is
determined using a linear chatter analysis developed by Budak and Altintas [26]. However, the linear
milling model is an approximation. The effect of several nonlinearities such as force–feed relationship
[27], intermittent cutting [28], variable time delays [29], structural nonlinearities [30,31], and so on,
on stability lobe diagrams have recently been studied. While it is easy for an experienced machine tool
operator to recognize chatter from the high-pitched sound or characteristic chatter vibration marks left on
a workpiece, the automatic detection and suppression of chatter have been challenging. In-process chatter
detection for milling using the sound spectrum was developed by Altintas and Chan[32]. These techniques
relied on detecting components of spectral density at chatter frequency above a certain threshold value.
Tarng and Li [33] created threshold values for the spectrum and the standard deviation of thrust forces
and torque signals in machining operations. It should be noted that the tooth passage frequency contains
significant energy and the process signal must be properly filtered if the tooth passage frequency is close to
a dominant structural frequency. In grinding, usually the AE signals are combined with neural networks
as a pattern recognition tool for detecting chatter [34,35]. In one of the methods [35], a back-propagation
neural network was employed to detect chatter based on power spectra of the enveloped AE signal. A
different approach to automatic chatter detection has been proposed recently [36], employing a scalar
indicator, the coarse-grained entropy rate, calculated from the fluctuations of the normal grinding force.
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FIGURE 10.5 Stability lobe diagrams for arch-type reconfigurable machine tool while cutting AISI 1018 steel in full
immersion.
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10-8 Control System Applications

Regardless of all the research in automatic detection of chatter, in industry, chatter is avoided by using the
stability lobe diagrams to select operating parameters of the machine tool, that is, spindle speed and depth
of cut, to obtain a specific material removal rate while maintaining stable machining operation. Thus, by
properly choosing the machine operating parameters a good quality of product may be obtained while
avoiding excessive tool wear. Research has also been carried out to suppress chatter vibrations during
milling. A common technique to suppress chatter during milling is using spindle speed variation. In this
technique, typically a small sinusoidal variation in spindle speed is superimposed on the nominal spindle
speed [37,38].

Besides the vibration of machine tools and workpiece, dimensional and geometrical errors can also arise
due to servo errors, misalignments, and thermal deformations of the machine tool. Extensive research on
error compensation has been carried out to remove such errors. Research in error compensation for servo
misalignment dates back to early 1960s. A good discussion on forecasting-based compensatory control
for reducing systematic errors in machine tools is provided in [39]. When machine tools are used for a
prolonged period of time, internal and external heat sources cause thermoelastic deformations leading
to geometric inaccuracies in the workpiece. Thermal effects can contribute more than 50% to the overall
error. The necessity of reducing the thermally induced error source was recognized in the early 1960s,
and research in this field was pioneered by Bryan et al. [40,41]. Reference [42] gives a detailed description
of important research carried out in the area of compensation for machine tools of errors arising from
geometrical and thermal sources.

Small, undesirable metal fragments left on the workpiece, after the machining operation is complete,
are known as burrs. Burrs cause improper part mating, accelerated device wear, and decreased device
performance. Since it is typically impossible to avoid the formation of burrs, the designer strives to reduce
the complexity of the subsequent deburring operation by minimizing the burr strength and ensuring
that the burrs formed at workpiece locations are easy to access. Burrs form due to workpiece plastic
deformation [43]. Burr measurement is typically performed offline by measuring the average height, base
thickness, and toughness. Burr location and its accessibility are also of concern. Process variables are
known to have a strong effect on the physical characteristics of burrs. If the depth of cut in a face milling
operation is too small, the cutting tool will “push” the material over the side of the workpiece and form a
large, strong burr on the workpiece edge. Without adequate models, one is left with empirical techniques
to predict and control burr formation.

10.4 Monitoring and Diagnostics

Machine downtime is the duration of time during which no machining operation is being performed on
a given workpiece. Machine downtime from certain sources such as transfer of workpieces or machine
maintenance is unavoidable. However, monitoring of tool condition can be used to avoid the downtime
due to excessive tool wear and breakage. Tool breakage is a major cause of unscheduled stoppage in a
machining environment, and is costly not only in terms of time lost, but also in terms of capital destroyed
[44]. Some estimates state that the amount of downtime due to tool breakage on an average machine
tool is in the order of 6 to 8% [44], while others put the figure closer to 20% [45]. Even if the tool does
not break during machining, the use of dull or damaged cutters can put extra strain on the machine tool
system and cause loss of quality in the finished workpiece.

The earliest work on tool wear and tool life, which is still considered significant, was reported by F.W.
Taylor in 1906 [1]. Taylor was interested in the application of piecework systems in machine shops, where
a time allowance was set for a particular job and a bonus was given to the workman performing his tasks
in the allotted time. To assist in the application of such a system, Taylor investigated the effect of tool
material and cutting conditions on tool life during roughing operations. The resultant empirical law that
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Control of Machine Tools and Machining Processes 10-9

governs the relationship between the cutting speed and tool life as suggested by Taylor was

VTn = C,

where V is the cutting speed and T is the tool life, and n and C are constants that are found experimentally
and depend on feed rate, and tool and workpiece material. Modified Taylor equations include the effects
of feed rate and the depth of cut, as well as interaction effects between these variables [46].

The cutting tool wear occurs due to tool–workpiece interaction in any one or combination of the
following modes:

a. Adhesive wear associated with shear plane deformation.
b. Abrasive wear resulting from hard particles cutting action.
c. Diffusion wear occurring at high temperatures.
d. Fracture wear such as chipping due to fatigue.

Wear on the face of the tool that contacts the workpiece is termed flank wear, whereas crater wear
occurs on the tool face that contacts the chips. Nose wear, or edge rounding, may occur through the
abrasion wear mechanism on the cutting tool’s major edges resulting in an increase in negative rake
angle. Typical tool wear features are shown in Figure 10.6 [6]. The tool wears rapidly in the initial phase
and then levels off to a constant rate during the steady phase. Finally, the tool enters an accelerated wear
phase where it may eventually fail (Figure 10.7).

A good review of various methods to predict tool wear is given in [6,47]. Several methods using
accelerometers, AE sensors, current/voltage readings, cutting force measurements, microphones, cutting
speed, and vision systems have been used for monitoring the tool condition.

Acoustic emission is a very high-frequency oscillation or stress wave, generated due to deformation
occurring when metals are cut or fractured. It is generally accepted that AE is linked to the plastic
deformation process occurring during chip formation, due to the interaction between the workpiece and
cutting tool. AE has been very successful in its application to tool monitoring during turning operations
[48]. Its application to milling has been less straightforward [49]. The difficulty in applying AE signal
analysis to milling is that pulse shock loading occurs during the entry and exit of each individual tooth
to the workpiece. Using AE on its own to monitor the state of a cutting tool is a difficult task. AE
is attractive for monitoring the state of a cutting tool together with an additional sensing method for
increased reliability. Dornfeld [50,51] presented comprehensive reviews on the application of AE sensing
techniques in manufacturing processes, particularly as applied to tool wear detection in machining.
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FIGURE 10.6 Typical wear features on a cutting tool during turning.
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FIGURE 10.7 Typical flank wear versus time trend.

The coefficient of friction between tool and chip varies considerably due to changes in cutting speed
and rake angle resulting in high pressures and temperatures. Chow and Wright [52] devised an online
method for tool–chip interface temperature measurement in a turning process using a standard thermo-
couple inserted at the bottom of the tool insert. Experiments were conducted from which practical cutting
data were collected for comparison with predicted interface temperatures from a theoretical model. The
test cuts involved dry machining performed on plain steel tubes (AISI 1020) with coated and uncoated
controlled contact tool inserts. Analysis of the experimental results obtained and verified by the theoret-
ical model showed that an increase in the tool wear resulted in an increase in the cutting temperature
which could be used for tool condition monitoring (TCM) during metal cutting. Recently, Choudhury
et al. [53] experimentally correlated the relation between the flank wear and cutting zone temperature
in turning where the temperature sensor was the naturally formed thermocouple between the tool and
the workpiece. In this case, only the average temperature in the cutting zone is sensed. For practical
applications such as online TCM, remote thermocouple sensing appears to be the only reasonable way to
measure the workpiece–tool temperature, since a direct measurement of the tooltip or rake face tempera-
ture distribution cannot be obtained. Most currently available remote thermocouple sensor instruments
can only allow either the cutting tool–workpiece interface or some other remote area temperature, to be
measured and not the tool tip temperature. This process parameter, though a suitable tool wear indicator
and desirable, is extremely difficult to measure accurately for online applications as in TCM due to the
inaccessibility to the cutting area. Another challenge with temperature monitoring of cutting tool is that
the chip carries approximately 90% of the energy dissipated during cutting, and will, thus, dominate the
intensity of emitted radiation [54].

It has been widely established that variation in the cutting force can be correlated to tool wear [55–57].
Early attempts found that the feed and radial forces are more sensitive to tool wear than the cutting force.
The radial force component was reported to be the most sensitive to nose wear, with the feed force and
the radial force components affected by flank wear [58]. Similarly, flank wear was observed to correlate
with the feed and cutting force components [55–57,59]. Force ratios can also be used to predict tool wear
since they present a certain pattern as the tool wears [60]. The feed force to cutting force ratio was found
to be sensitive to flank wear [59]. The physical characteristics of the dynamometer can seriously limit the
physical size of the workpiece and, additionally, dynamometers are expensive. Thus, research has been
done to indirectly measure the cutting forces to overcome such practical constrains [24]. They have also
led to the development of a range of tool holder-mounted dynamometers that do not experience these
limitations [61]. Cutting forces result in the excitation of machine tool vibrations which is also a related
phenomenon.
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TCM using vibration signals can be done with the use of accelerometers. Vibrations are also used,
along with wavelet analysis, to create discrete hidden Markov models (HMMs) in [62] for turning. Feature
vectors are extracted from vibration data, and converted into a symbol sequence for use with HMMs.
HMMs could be further improved by combining them with wavelet-based statistical signal processing
methods, as was demonstrated in [63]. Accelerometers are used in [64] as part of a multisensory artificial
neural network trained fuzzy logic TCM system for milling. The mean, standard deviation and mean
power of the vibration signal in 10 frequency ranges are measured. When combined with AE, power, and
cutting force measurements, the system is able to detect and classify worn tools with a confidence level of
at least 80%.

Apart from the work already described, other techniques that have been investigated for TCM are
optical and machine vision systems, stress/strain measurements, workpiece dimensions, electric motor
current/power measurement, magnetism, and ultrasonic methods.

10.5 Machining Process Control

Machine tool operators perform online and offline process control by adjusting feeds and speeds to
suppress chatter, initiating an emergency stop in response to a tool breakage event, rewriting a part
program to increase the depth of cut to minimize burr formation, and so on. Offline process control
is performed at the process planning stage; typically by selecting process variables from a machining
handbook or based on operator experience. Computer-aided process planning is a more sophisticated
technique which, in some cases, utilizes process models offline to select process variables. The drawbacks
of offline planning are the dependence on model accuracy and the inability to reject disturbances. Process
automation can autonomously tune machine parameters (feed, speed, depth of cut, etc.) online and offline
to substantially increase the machine tool’s performance in terms of part tolerances and surface finish,
operation cycle time, and so on. Process automation holds the promise of bridging the gap between
product design and process planning, while reaching beyond the capability of a human operator.

Machine tool controllers consist of a programmable logic controller (PLC) that handles the sequenc-
ing and operator interface, and a microprocessor that coordinates the real-time control functions. The
microprocessor architecture can be generally divided into three levels: servomechanism control loop,
interpolator loop, and process control loop as shown in Figure 10.8. The servomechanism controllers
regulate the velocity and position of individual axes and spindles and interpolators generate the reference
positions for the axes. These functions are found in all modern CNCs. The process control loop is also
referred to as AC [9] in the machine tool literature, but is not commonly available in today’s CNCs,
although it has been the focus of a tremendous amount of research due to its potential to significantly
increase operation productivity and quality. The term AC is actually a misnomer, as machine process
control may or may not be adaptive in the sense commonly used in the control theory literature [65,66].
The main objective of AC techniques is to increase productivity, for example, by increasing the metal
removal rate (MRR). This is illustrated in Figure 10.9, where AC may be used to adjust the feed rate for
a milling operation with variable depth and/or width of cut. Without the adaptive control, the smallest
feed rate needs to be selected for the worst-case conditions for that particular part.

Adaptive control techniques [4,66], which include adaptive control with optimization (ACO), adaptive
control with constraints (ACCs), and geometric adaptive control (GAC), set process variables to meet
productivity or quality requirements. While ACO systems represent the most general class of AC systems,
they are difficult to implement. The idea of ACO as means for process control developed with the well-
known research project for milling conducted at Bendix in 1962–1964 under a U.S. Air Force contract
[67]. This system was designed to perform an online maximization of an economic index of performance
to determine the required feed rate and spindle speed in a milling operation based on measurements of
the cutting torque, tool temperature, and the tool vibration. The index of performance as a function of
feed, f (in./min), and spindle speed, N (rev/min), can be expressed as the following, where TWR is the
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FIGURE 10.8 General scheme for machine tool control and monitoring.

tool wear rate (in./min), W0, the terminal allowable width of flank wear (in.), C1, the cost of machine and
operator per unit time ($/min), C2, the cost of tool and regrind per tool change ($/change), and tl , the
tool changing time (min):

J
(

f , N
)= MRR

[
C1+

(
C1t1+C2β

)
TWR/W0

] . (10.4)

The constant β is an adjustable parameter in the range 0≤ β≤ 1, which determines the type of per-
formance index J . If β= 1, then J represents the reciprocal of the cost per unit produced; if β= 0, then
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FIGURE 10.9 Comparison of the feed rate for adaptive and nonadaptive milling when cut varies: (a) variable depth
of cut and (b) variable width of cut.
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J represents the production rate; and for intermediate values of β, J represents a weighted combination
of these two objectives, which can be adjusted to represent the profit (i.e., maximum production with
minimum cost). The Bendix system was implemented successfully in the laboratory, but never worked
robustly in an industrial environment. Another ACO system was reported for grinding in [68], which
was used in an offline mode in industry. The poor acceptance of such systems in industry primarily is due
to the need for an online tool wear sensor for the implementation of an ACO strategy [9]. Although full
ACO systems could not be implemented successfully, suboptimal systems, which can provide most of the
benefits of the ACO systems, have been developed. These are typically categorized as ACCs systems and
GAC systems.

Most current commercial process control systems use ACCs. These systems take advantage of the
fact that, under certain cutting conditions, the process optimization problem has an optimal solution,
which occurs on a constraint boundary. For example, in rough cutting operations, the economic objective
function typically is dominated by the need to maximize the MRR, which, in turn, requires the highest
possible feed rates consistent with the tool breakage constraint. Thus, for particular tool geometry,
this can be expressed as the following process control objective: “adjust the feed rate to maintain the
reference cutting force, which is determined as the highest possible cutting force such that the tool is
not in danger of breaking.” There are ACC systems commercially available for turning, milling, and
drilling, but they are not very widely used [69]. The reason for their poor industrial acceptance is the
potential problems of controller instability and tool breakage, which can occur due to process parameter
variations.

Geometric adaptive control [70] is suited for finishing operation where the economic process optimiza-
tion problem is dominated by the need to maintain product quality (e.g., dimensional accuracy and/or
surface finish). If the part dimensions and surface roughness can be measured, then the process control
strategy can be expressed as: “based on the dimensional measurement, introduce a tool offset to compen-
sate for the tool wear and adjust the feed rate to produce parts at the reference surface roughness value
determined from the maximum allowable surface roughness constraint.” The GAC systems have also not
found widespread industrial acceptance, although the GAC system described in [71] was implemented in
a manufacturing facility.

10.6 Supervisory Control and Statistical Quality Control

Much of the research in the area of machining process control has been focused on regulating a single
process phenomenon, such as, force or chatter, using a single process variable, such as feed or spindle
speed. However, there are many levels of control in a machining process control hierarchy. Recently,
some research has focused on integrating such multiple controllers at different levels of machining
process control hierarchy. Supervisory control includes functions such as selection of control strategies,
sensor fusion, generation of reference commands for the process control level, tool breakage monitoring,
chatter detection, and machine monitoring. Teltz and Elbestawi [72] proposed a hierarchical control
system consisting of a supervisory level and a process level (force and chatter controller). The supervisory
level monitored signal and alarm events and utilized an inference engine that searched a knowledge
base to relate these events to recovery actions. Ramamurthi and Hough [73] used a machining influence
diagram (MID) for supervision and applied it to a drilling operation. A knowledge base is tuned during
a training phase and the MID is used to identify failures.

Supervisory control can be illustrated by the example illustrated in Figure 10.10, where an appropriate
control strategy for the process control and reference signals for that strategy are selected based on the
drill’s depth. At the entrance phase, that is, phase I, supervisory controller selects the appropriate feed and
speed control strategy, feed and speed references are selected based on the hole location error constraints.
After the hole is initiated, the supervisory controller switches to a speed and torque control strategy,
with reference values determined to maximize the material removal rate, while avoiding tool breakage
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Phase III: at exit, control feed and
speeds to reduced burr formation

F
Workpiece

Phase II: control torque
to prevent drill breakage

Phase I: at entry, control feed and
speeds to reduced hole location error

Supervisory control:
Reduce hole location errors
Minimize burr formation
Eliminate drill breakage
Maintain high MRR

FIGURE 10.10 Supervisory control of a through hole drilling operation.

TABLE 10.1 Comparison of Drilling Control Strategies

No Controller

Feed/Speed

Controller

Torque/Speed

Controller

Supervisory

Controller

Machining time (s) 11.11 11.28 9.79 11.71

Burr rating 2.93 2.94 2.26 1.58

Hole location quality (in.) 4.43× 10−3 4.53× 10−3 6.28× 10−3 4.25× 10−3

Event stoppages 25 15 0 0

and considering tool wear rates. Finally, as the drilling of the through hole is nearly completed, the
supervisory controller switches back to a feed and speed control strategy to minimize the burr formation.
The results of using such a supervisory control strategy are illustrated in Table 10.1. This table compares
experimental results obtained using four types of controllers: (1) no control (conventional approach
where nominal feed and speed values are selected but not controlled during drilling), (2) feedback control
of feed and speed, (3) feedback control of torque and speed, and (4) the supervisory controller (which
combines (2) and (3) as described above). The comparison is made in terms of: (1) machining time for one
hole, (2) burr rating, (3) hole location error (in terms of the pooled standard deviation of the hole location
error), and (4) percentage of holes drilled with stoppage events. The machining time per hole is given in
seconds, the burr rating ranges from 1= very little burr formation to 5= large burrs; the hole quality is
given in terms of a pooled standard deviation with smaller values indicating better hole location accuracy.
The percentage of stoppage events is for holes for which the torque exceeded a maximum allowable value
for drill breakage and the process was stopped. In this application a hole location error pooled standard
deviation of < 4.5× 10−3 in., and a burr rating of <1.75 are required. It is also desired that there be
no stoppage events, and that the machining time be minimized subject to these hole quality, burr, and
breakage constraints.

The supervisory control strategy is the only one which meets the required hole quality and burr
constraints, while eliminating stoppage events. It also yields a machining time very comparable to the
uncontrolled or feed/speed control cases, and only slightly longer than the torque/speed controller. The
results are average values based on a statistical study involving the drilling of 20 holes with each strategy
in a randomized order [74–76]. These results clearly illustrate the potential advantages of a supervisory
control strategy over each of the individual process control strategies (i.e., feed, speed or torque control),
and additional experimental results are presented in [74–76].
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10.7 Summary, Conclusions, and Future Directions

This chapter provides a brief overview of the important research carried out for control of machine tools
and machining process over the last few decades. The control of machine tools may be classified into
different levels of machine control. At the lowest level is the servo control, which takes the cutting tool
from one orientation to another, while following a prescribed trajectory relative to the workpiece. The
two major control strategies are the PTP and the contouring control strategy. In contouring control
strategy, the cutting tool tries to track a prescribed trajectory and minimize the contour error while
rejecting disturbances and handling model inaccuracies. The next level of machine tool control is the
machining process control. In this the cutting forces and feed are controlled to achieve maximum material
removal rates, while trying to optimize tool wear and avoid tool breakage. A successful implementation
of such strategies requires significant advances in the areas of sensing and diagnostics. Several sensors
and techniques have been employed to estimate the tool wear and tool life. Tool life is also severely
affected by the regenerative self-excited vibrations of the machine tools, also commonly referred as the
machine chatter. Much of the research in monitoring and control of machining processes to date has been
concerned with regulating a single process via a single process variable. Future research will be concerned
with utilizing multiple process variables to control single and multiple processes, which forms the highest
level of machine control, that is, the supervisory controls.

Control of machine tools and machining processes is a mature technology. This research topic gained
prominence in the 1960s, with the need to have good accuracies along with high production rates,
and ushered in the use of numerical controlled and computer numerical controlled machines in industry.
Since then several related research areas in servo control, error compensation, adaptive machining process
control, sensing, diagnostics, and so on, have been investigated. However, the impact of this research in
industry has yet to be fully seen. The major impediment to applying such research in industry has been
the high cost associated with designing and deploying new systems. Also, the current research is not easy
to implement in industry, as in most cases, it requires considerable knowledge and experience on the part
of the operator.
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11.1 Introduction

Solid-state devices are manufactured on disks of semiconducting material called wafers. These devices
are three-dimensional structures made up of stacked two-dimensional layers. Each layer is manufactured
by one or two of the four basic unit operations: deposition, patterning, doping, and heat treatment; see
Table 11.1 for examples of each operation. The purpose of deposition is to grow a thin layer of a specific
material onto the wafer surface. Patterning is the process of selective removal of the top layer (or layers)
of the wafer. In the doping processes the conductivity and resistivity of the wafer surface are altered by
adding specific contaminants to the exposed areas of the wafer. Finally, heat treatment raises or lowers
the wafer temperature to evaporate solvents or anneal the surface [1].

Figure 11.1 shows representative processing steps in a semiconductor fabricator. Usually 10 or more
steps shown in Table 11.1 are required to fabricate an integrated circuit. For example, the following steps
are necessary to fabricate a typical metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) gate.

1. Deposition: Oxidation of the wafer surface to create a silicon dioxide layer and act as a doping
barrier.

2. Patterning: Creation of two holes in the oxide layer to define the source and drain of the transistor.
3. Doping: Insertion of N-type dopant through the openings in the oxide layer.

11-1
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FIGURE 11.1 Flowsheet for key steps in semiconductor manufacturing. (Used with permission from SEMATECH.)

4. Patterning: Removal of the oxide between the source and the drain.
5. Deposition: Oxidation of exposed silicon to create the gate oxide.
6. Patterning: Creation of two holes in the reoxidized source and drain regions.
7. Deposition: Deposition of a conductive metal layer.
8. Patterning: Removal of portions of the metallization layer.
9. Heat treatment: Heating in a nitrogen atmosphere to alloy the metal to the exposed source and

drain to improve contact.
10. Deposition: Deposition of a passivation layer to protect the transistor.
11. Patterning: Removal of portions of a passivation layer to create terminal pads on the periphery of

the chip.

11.2 Control Methods in Semiconductor Manufacturing

Process control problems in microelectronics processing can be divided into four categories: plant (fab)
management, contamination control, materials handling, and unit operations control. Much attention
has been focused on coordinating the schedules of different unit operations, controlling the purity of
the required reactants, and monitoring the transfer of wafers between machines. Relatively less effort has
been devoted to improving the control of individual unit operations listed in Table 11.1, which is the
focus of this chapter.

To be competitive in the global market, semiconductor manufacturing increasingly relies on advanced
process modeling and control due to shrinking feature size (< 0.20μm linewidth) and increasing wafer
diameter (up to 300 mm). Given these critical dimension (CD) constraints and the trend toward further

TABLE 11.1 The Four Classes of Unit Operations in Semiconductor Manufacturing

Deposition Oxidation, chemical vapor deposition, molecular beam epitaxy

Patterning Plasma etch, ion milling, lithography

Doping Diffusion, ion implantation

Heat treatment Rapid thermal processing, hot plate heating
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Process Control in Semiconductor Manufacturing 11-3

miniaturization, extremely tight manufacturing tolerances are required. Achieving such tight specifica-
tions represents a major engineering challenge. Comprehensive modeling and control technologies are
thus required to achieve satisfactory yields, maximize throughput, and reduce cost.

Traditionally, there have been two distinct approaches to process control in semiconductor manufac-
turing. Statistical process control (SPC) is a technique in which the process output is monitored (usually
by measurements external to the process, or ex situ) in order to detect an “out of control” process. SPC
attempts to assign a causality relationship to an external disturbance. A process is considered “out of con-
trol” if output variance can be attributed to an assignable cause [2]. However, many times the machine is
not broken, and the operator compensates for the error by manipulation of a process input variable. SPC
does not define the control action necessary to return a process to an “in control” state. This decision is
left to the control engineer. SPC has seen widespread acceptance in discrete parts manufacturing where
processes generally have high repeatability and natural variability.

The other approach to process control is automatic process control (APC). APC uses measurements of
important process variables to implement feedback or feedforward control to keep the product on target.
APC essentially accomplishes this by transferring variability in the output variable to an input control
variable [3]. Recently, a technique called run-to-run control (run-by-run control) has been used widely
to reduce product variability. APC practitioners may view run-to-run control as a supervisory controller
which manipulates the setpoints of underlying tool controllers. The ultimate goal of run-to-run control
is that of batch control for a lot of wafers. By analyzing the results of previous batches, the run-to-run
controller should be able to manipulate the batch recipe in order to reduce output variability for each
batch.

There are many different ways that a run-to-run controller can be formulated in order to perform
the necessary control tasks. However, almost all controllers will have a similar structure, regardless of
the detail. Run-to-run controllers generally are model-based controllers, coupled with an observer of
some type. Linear regression and response surface models are the types of models typically employed
in model-based control. The majority of models used in run-to-run controllers are steady-state models.
These pure gain models assume that the process drift is slow and can be compensated for adequately by
the integral control action in the run-to-run controller.

When incorporating feedback from a noisy process, it is useful to employ an observer to estimate
the actual state of the process. The design of the observer can be as simple as an arithmetic average
of consecutive errors or as sophisticated as a Kalman filter. The observer generally operates in one of
two modes. The gradual mode observer is used for a slowly drifting process. In gradual mode, it is
assumed that the majority of the output variance is attributable to natural variation in the process. On
the other hand, the rapid mode observer is used when the process undergoes a significant shift. When
a deterministic change has occurred in the process, the rapid mode observer lends more weight to the
output measurements occurring after the large shift.

The most widely implemented design for run-to-run control is based on an exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA) scheme, which can be shown to be identical to internal model control (IMC)
[4]. Generally, the process model has a linear regression form

yk = Buk|k−1+ ck|k−1 + ek , (11.1)

where yk is the output at batch k, B is the process gain, uk|k−1 is the input at batch k calculated from
information up through batch k–1, ck|k−1 is the estimate for the intercept, and ek is unknown process
noise entering the system. Typically, the system gain and the initial value of the intercept are obtained
a priori from designed experiments.

The intercept is updated recursively by an observer of the form

ck|k−1 = λ(yk−1−Buk−1|k−2 )+ (1−λ)ck−1|k−2, (11.2)

where λ is the exponential weighting factor, or tuning parameter, of the observer. The weighting factor λ
takes a value between 0 and 1 and is chosen based on the desired properties of the observer. Small values
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11-4 Control System Applications

of λ are appropriate for systems with small deterministic drifts and relatively large natural variance.
Conversely, highly correlated output errors are best compensated for thorough use of higher values of the
weighting factor. For slowly drifting processes characteristic of the semiconductor industry, λ is typically
chosen in the range 0.1–0.3 for the gradual mode of the observer.

One motivation for run-to-run control is a lack of in-situ measurements of the product qualities of
interest. Typically, in semiconductor manufacturing, the goal is to control qualities such as film thickness
or electrical properties, which are difficult to measure in real-time in the process environment. Most
semiconductor products must be moved from the processing chamber to a metrology tool before an
accurate measurement of the control variable value can be taken. Metrology may not be compatible with
the topography of product wafers and can be destructive, in which case one of the product wafers in a
lot is sacrificed for measurement purposes. Thus, although pilots (test wafers) are frequently used as a
cheaper substitute for product wafers, nontopographic or minimal topographic pilots give results that
may not represent actual product wafers. Since ex-situ metrology is time consuming, a fab may start a lot
before receiving measurements from the previous lot, and this measurement delay can cause problems
for run-to-run feedback control. Although few online process sensors are found in modern fabs, in the
past few years new sensors from commercial suppliers are beginning to be introduced, including radio
frequency (RF) sensors and optical sensors for both the process (optical emission spectroscopy or OES)
and the wafer (interferometry, ellipsometry, scatterometry, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy).
Inexpensive mass spectrometers are also being utilized.

Semiconductor processing tools also have real-time controllers, typically PID loops, for controlled
variables (CVs) that can be measured in real-time. The variables are typically process inputs, such as
chemical flow rates, or reactor states such as temperature or pressure. The manufacturing engineer must
specify a recipe which contains the setpoints of these inputs and states that will produce the proper output
product. The job of the supervisory, run-to-run controller is to adjust these recipe parameters to reduce
variability in the output product.

In other batch processing industries such as specialty chemicals, the major control issue is tracking
a setpoint during a batch. In semiconductor manufacturing, disturbance rejection, feedforward control,
and product target changes (setpoint changes) between runs are the main control issues. Disturbances
include equipment aging, machine maintenance, chamber wall buildup, and unmeasured incoming wafer
state changes. Feedforward values that can change include measured incoming wafer state (such as film
thickness), as well as measurable machine states (such as age of heat transfer tubes). Product target
changes are necessary because the same machine can be repeatedly used for different processes or to
make different products.

Figure 11.2 shows a control strategy for a typical set of fab operations at advanced micro devices (AMD).
Both feedforward and feedback control methods are utilized around metrology steps; in feedforward
control a film thickness measurement determines the starting point for a deposition or etch step. In the
latter case, it is necessary to know how much material is to be removed, and then set the etching time
based on the known etch rate in nm/s. The feedback control in each step is a run-to-run controller. For
more details on fabwide control, see [5].

APC has been applied to a wide range of unit operations in semiconductor manufacturing; including
chemical vapor deposition, diffusion furnace, rapid thermal processing (RTP), plasma etching, lithogra-
phy, and chemical–mechanical planarization (CMP) [3]. Most large manufacturers have in-house control
groups who implement modeling and control techniques in production. These activities usually involve
customizing existing control theory to treat the specific requirements of semiconductor manufacturing.

A well-designed fab control system is expected to improve throughput, cycle time, yield, maintenance
scheduling, flexibility, local and global process understanding, and time to market. APC can also increase
the life of the processing equipment in the plant. The International Technology Roadmap for Semi-
conductor (ITRS) [6] underscores the need for productivity improvement to maintain the industry’s
historical 30% per-year-per-function reduction in cost. Although cost reductions are attainable through
yield improvement, yields are currently high. Thus future improvements must be obtained through
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FIGURE 11.2 Fabwide control implementation at AMD. (Adapted from Qin, S.J., et al., Journal of Process Control,
16, 179–191, 2007.)

increased capital equipment utilization, which translates to maximizing throughput of product wafers
with reduced setup costs.

11.3 Prototypical Example: Lithography Process

To illustrate the principles of modeling and control in semiconductor processing, a lithography process
is considered [7]. The goals of lithography are twofold. The first is to create a pattern on the surface of the
wafer that resembles as much as possible the design requirements of each layer. The pattern dimensions
on the wafer surface are called feature sizes, or more commonly, CD. Although technically the CD is the
smallest geometry in the pattern, the size of the geometry used in the metrology tool is usually identified
as the CD. The second goal is to ensure the correct alignment of each layer with respect to a previous
layer and the global alignment of the device. This alignment is commonly referred to as overlay [8].

In lithography, the pattern transfer is comprised of multiple steps, similar to photography and glass
etching. Each pattern to be transferred is first created on a glass and metal mask called a reticle, which is
based on the device design. The process for making reticles is very similar to the process used to transfer
that same pattern to the wafers in semiconductor manufacturing. A glass or quartz blank is covered with
chrome, onto which the pattern is inscribed. This can be done by using a resist-expose-develop cycle,
or directly by using an electron beam. Reticles need to be virtually defect-free, and so inspection of the
generated patterns is critical. A small defect on the reticle will affect potentially hundreds of wafers before
it is detected in the fab.

In optical lithography, typically a light source is focused through the reticle and onto the wafer surface,
which is coated with a photosensitive polymer mixture called photoresist or simply resist. Photoresists
are designed to respond to specific wavelengths of light, adhere to specific surfaces, and have specific
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FIGURE 11.3 Basic projection system in optical lithography. (Adapted from Martinez, V. and T.F. Edgar, IEEE
Control Systems Magazine, 26(6), 46–55, 2006. © IEEE, 2007.)

thermal flow characteristics. Resists are typically composed of four elements: the polymer itself, a solvent,
sensitizers, and additives. These optically sensitive resists need to be protected from premature exposure
due to ambient light, which is why photolithography bays in semiconductor fabs have yellow lighting.
When areas of the wafer are exposed to the energy source, the chemistry of the polymer in the resist
changes, making it more or less soluble in a development solution.

A generic projection system for photolithography is shown in Figure 11.3. This system consists of the
light source, condenser lens, mask, objective lens, and resist-coated wafer. The light source coupled with
the condenser lens is called the illumination system. The lens element is a combination of several refractive
(glass) and reflective (mirror) glass pieces. The purpose of the illumination system is to deliver light from
the source into the mask, with sufficient intensity, directionality and uniformity. The light passes through
the transparent portions of the mask (reticle) where it is diffracted by the glass. It then goes through the
objective lens, which projects the image onto the wafer surface. The resist in the exposed areas of the wafer
surface becomes more or less soluble in a particular solvent. When the wafer is developed, the pattern on
the mask has been transferred to the wafer surface and is now ready for the next operation.

Photolithography is the most complex of all unit operations in semiconductor manufacturing because
it combines both chemical and mechanical processing steps. The tools used for processing are called
steppers or scanners, depending on the way the wafer is moved through the exposure field of the reticle.
Steppers expose a whole field in a section of the wafer, then move to the next section and expose the
whole field again. This process is repeated until the entire wafer surface has been exposed. On the other
hand, scanners do not expose the field all at once. They use a narrow field to project the light through
the mask and onto the wafer, very similar to the way a photocopying machine operates. Both the wafer
and the reticle move in scanners, but the reticle moves faster than the wafer, so the image projected onto
the surface of the wafer is several times smaller than the image on the reticle. After each field has been
exposed, the wafer steps to the next field, which is why scanners are also called step-and-scan tools. Most
modern tools are step-and-scan models that use deep ultraviolet (DUV) lasers to project their images.

The formation of each layer of a semiconductor device by transferring the image from the reticle to
the wafer surface requires 10 basic steps. There are many variations depending on the layer to be formed
and the technology being utilized. Figure 11.4 illustrates the etching and lithography steps to produce a
pattern. Each step has associated process control technology, which is discussed below.

11.3.1 Surface Preparation and Resist Coating

Prior to the application of the photoresist, the wafer surface needs to be completely clean and free of con-
taminants or moisture. Depending on what the previous step was, the wafers might be put through a wet
chemical cleaning step. Because the wafer surface needs to be free of water molecules to ensure adhesion
of the resist, a dehydration baking step is sometimes employed. Environmental conditions in the fab are
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FIGURE 11.4 Ten-step lithography process to transfer images from the reticle to the wafer. (Adapted from
Martinez, V. and T.F. Edgar, IEEE Control Systems Magazine, 26(6), 46–55, 2006. © IEEE, 2006.)

designed to keep moisture low and prevent water collection on the wafer surface. In addition to dehydra-
tion baking, the wafer might go through a chemical priming step to ensure good adhesion of the resist.

When applying resist to the wafer surface, the goal is to create a thin, uniform, defect-free film. A typical
resist layer varies from 0.5 to 1.5μm in thickness and has a uniformity of ±0.01μm. In order to achieve
such tight uniformity, modern tracks (a separate equipment piece, usually found attached to a stepper)
use a moving arm dispenser process. Each wafer is rotated at a low speed, while a moving-arm resist
dispenser moves in a slow motion from the center of the wafer toward the edge. After the entire wafer
is coated, the rotational speed is increased to thin the resist into a uniform film. This technique creates
a more uniform film on the wafer and minimizes the waste of material. The final thickness of the resist
film is affected by viscosity, surface tension, and drying characteristics of the resist and the spin speed.

11.3.2 Soft Bake

The heating operation known as soft bake removes some of the solvents present in the resist. There are
two reasons for removing the solvents from the film on the wafer surface. First, the solvent molecules can
interfere with the chemical reactions triggered by the exposure energy; second, excess solvent will prevent
complete adhesion of the film to the wafer surface, which could cause peeling of the resist. It is important
to control the temperature and duration of the soft bake to prevent over or underbaking. Overbaking can
result in polymerization of the resist molecules, and underbaking can cause incomplete image formation
during the exposure step.

There are several methods that can be used for baking: convection oven, vacuum oven, microwaves,
hot plates, etc. Hot plates are commonly used due to their good temperature control capabilities as well
as short bake time. However, using hot plates reduces throughput, because it is a single-wafer operation.

Conventional thermal systems utilize separate bakeplates and chill plates to accomplish the baking
steps. These units are comprised of large thermal mass systems that are held constant at the setpoint
temperature. The substrate is placed on the bake or chill plate. The substrate typically rests about 5 mils
(thousandths of an inch) from the surface of the plate on small pins, as opposed to direct contact, to
prevent contamination. The plates can be single or multi-zone systems.
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The performance of conventional bake systems can be analyzed by simulating the energy balance
equations [9]. As expected, the temperature at the edge of the wafer is lower than the center. Thus to have
a uniform wafer temperature, a nonuniform bakeplate temperature is needed. A conventional bakeplate
cannot provide wafer temperature uniformity. Even if the initial resist thickness before the bake step is
uniform, the resulting bake step would cause the resist thickness to be nonuniform due to the nonuniform
wafer temperature.

With the trends toward larger wafer size and the linewidth going below 100 nm, one of the challenges
is to control the resist thickness and uniformity to a tight tolerance in order to minimize the thin-film
interference effect on the CD. Ho et al. [10] proposed a new approach to improve the resist thickness
control and uniformity through the softbake process. Using an array of thickness sensors, a multizone
bakeplate, and an advanced control strategy, the temperature distribution of the bakeplate is manipulated
in real-time to reduce resist thickness nonuniformity. The bake temperature is also constrained to prevent
the decomposition of a photoactive compound in the resist. They experimentally obtained a repeatable
improvement in resist thickness uniformity from wafer-to-wafer and across individual wafers. Thickness
nonuniformity of less than 10 Å was obtained. On average, there was 10× improvement in the thickness
uniformity as compared to the conventional softbake process.

11.3.3 Alignment and Exposure

Precise alignment of the image patterns and projection of the exact image dimensions are the most critical
requirements for producing functional chips, also known as die, in semiconductor manufacturing. Each
layer has to be properly aligned with a previous layer and also with an absolute reference so that the entire
device is formed correctly. There are several kinds of alignment systems, both optical and nonoptical. For
the sake of brevity, we will describe only optical systems used in step-and-scan tools, the more common
ones in the industry. Exposure systems also vary widely, depending on the type of energy used.

In step-and-scan systems, both the wafer and the reticle move, which makes alignment of each com-
ponent very important. The reticle is part of a moving system called the stage, and it moves in two
dimensions only. The wafer, on the other hand, can move in the same plane as the stage as well as tilt off
the plane in any direction. The first layer on the wafer is aligned by positioning the axis of the reticle at a
90◦ angle to the wafer notch. Subsequent layers are aligned to a previous layer with the use of alignment
marks, also called targets; see Figure 11.5. These special patterns are located on the edge of each die and
are used by the onboard alignment system to position the wafer during each step. Automatic alignment is
done by focusing a low-energy laser beam through the alignment marks on the reticle and reflecting them
off the marks on the wafer surface. The signal is analyzed by an onboard computer which then calculates
corrections that are sent to the wafer positioning system to align it with the reticle.

11.3.3.1 Lithography Overlay (Alignment)

The first mask exposed on a wafer is aligned so that the x-axis is parallel to the wafer flat or notch.
Subsequent masks are aligned to a previous layer with the use of alignment marks, which are either

FIGURE 11.5 Examples of alignment marks. (Adapted from Martinez, V. and T.F. Edgar, IEEE Control Systems
Magazine, 26(6), 46–55, 2006. © IEEE, 2006.)
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located in the spaces between die or on the edge of the wafer, as shown in Figure 11.5. The stepper then
uses a low-energy laser to align the reticle with the marks on the wafer surface. It can use either marks on
the reticle or reference points inside the projection system, in so-called through the lens alignment. The
goals of the alignment system are twofold: to align the current layer with the reference align-to layer and
to maintain an overall alignment of the entire device structure as it is built up.

After the wafer is exposed and leaves the stepper, it goes to a standalone metrology tool. The metrology
tool uses the same marks on the current layer, but it often uses a different reference layer than the stepper,
called the measure-to layer. There are many reasons why the stepper and the metrology tool use different
reference layers, including device design specifications, overall alignment objectives, and visibility of the
marks themselves. It is difficult to control a system like this, where the outputs (metrology) do not have a
clear and direct relationship to the inputs (stepper corrections). Overlay alignment errors fall into several
categories (linear, rotational, wafer field, reticle field, etc.) depending on how they are generated and what
they look like. Figure 11.6 shows schematics of the various wafer and reticle field errors.

Overlay metrology recipes include a selection of sites across the wafer surface, where the wafer and
reticle errors are measured. The raw data are fit to an overlay model using mathematical regression
techniques. This overlay model varies according to the total manufacturer, but a typical one for intrafield
errors is shown in Equations 11.3 and 11.4:

δex = TX + SS ∗ x−RS ∗ y+ SA ∗ x−RA ∗ y, (11.3)

δey = TY + SS ∗ y+RS ∗ x− SA ∗ y−RA ∗ x. (11.4)

δex = measured x-axis misregistration, δeY = measured y-axis misregistration, TX = translation in x,
TY = translation in y, SS = symmetric scaling, RS = symmetric rotation, SA = asymmetric scaling, RA =
asymmetric rotation, x = horizontal component of the distance from the wafer center to the data point,
and y = vertical component of the distance from the wafer center to the data point.

Using the raw data from the wafer sites and from typically 9 to 15 reticle fields, each of which has several
alignment marks, the metrology tool software calculates wafer averages for the overlay parameters. It is
not practical to measure all 25 wafers in a lot; hence, a few are randomly selected for metrology and
their calculated averages are then averaged together to obtain the overlay metrology values for the lot. A
significant effort is made in selecting sites that will provide an accurate representation of all the reticle
fields on each wafer that is measured. Sites are selected so that they represent all areas of the wafer, such
as the periphery and the center of the wafer.

When the overlay maximum error is within specifications for a given layer, the wafer is allowed to
continue to the next step in processing. The subsequent layer’s alignment marks will then have some degree
of displacement. When the wafer arrives at the lithography equipment for exposure of the next layer, it
will be aligned with the reticle based on already misaligned marks. This type of error can accumulate
layer after layer until the final product is completely out of alignment with the original layer. The use of
different kinds of tools (steppers, scanners) with different light sources (I-line, DUV) contributes to the
accumulation of overlay errors.

Model predictive control (MPC) was applied to the control of lithography overlay in high-volume
fabrication facilities at AMD [11]. Automated overlay control was able to reduce the maximum site-
level error, averaged over all controlled masking operations, by 43% over manual methods. The average
maximum error at the beginning of the project was 90% of the allowable overlay error. As the controller
was deployed to more masking layers and refined in configuration, it was able to reduce the overall error
over a 2-year period to stable operation at roughly 51% of the average specification limit.

The first phase of deployment of run-to-run control was a standard model-based EWMA controller,
lasting 23 months. MPC was deployed to the fabrication facility in favor of the EWMA controller and has
been used successfully since 2002. The MPC method, along with the other improvements detailed within
this work, was able to realize a 9% improvement to the average overlay error over the EWMA controller.
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FIGURE 11.6 Wafer or reticle field errors. (Adapted from Martinez, V. and T.F. Edgar, IEEE Control Systems
Magazine, 26(6), 46–55, 2006. © IEEE, 2006.)

In addition to the improved control, the deployment of the MPC method yielded other manufacturing
benefits. Test wafers, used widely within semiconductor manufacturing, are nonproduct wafers or small
production wafers lots that are run through a process to assess its performance. As test wafers add to the
cost of running the process, both in material costs and tool time taken away from normal production,
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reduction of test wafer utilization is desirable. The MPC control method facilitated a virtual elimination of
test wafers for the purpose of overlay control at AMD. It also automated recipe management, significantly
reducing the amount of engineering time required to maintain the process as well as eliminating human
error. These benefits, along with the improved control, increased tool availability and production capacity
of the lithography module.

11.3.4 Development and Hard Bake

When the wafer has finished the alignment and exposure steps, the image of the reticle is now latent on the
wafer surface. The exposed areas of the resist have undergone a polymerization reaction which will make
them insoluble (negative resists) or soluble (positive resists) in a development solution. The processes to
develop positive and negative resists are different, as well as the chemicals used in the process.

Negative resists produce a large dissolving rate differential between the two regions of the wafer surface.
The development process consists of a chemical developer bath, followed by a rinse step. The developer
bath dissolves the unpolymerized sections of the wafer, while leaving the polymerized resist intact. The
rinse serves two purposes, to rapidly dilute the developer on the wafer surface to stop the development
process, and to remove partially polymerized regions in the transition sections between exposed and
nonexposed areas. Positive resists, on the other hand, have a relatively small dissolving rate differential
between the exposed and nonexposed areas, which makes the development process a more delicate
operation. Too much time in the development solution can cause overthinning of the resist or peeling.

The hard bake is the second heat treatment operation in photolithography and its purpose is the same
as the soft bake, that is, to evaporate solvents present and to harden the resist. The goal of this operation
is to achieve good adhesion between the resist and the wafer surface. For large wafers, temperature
uniformity control is a challenge, and often the equipment has multiple heating zones to achieve a
uniform temperature. An approach for multizone temperature control similar to that described for the
softbake step could be used, for example [9].

11.3.5 After Development Inspection

The purpose of the after development inspection (ADI) is to evaluate the quality of the pattern present on
the wafer surface. There are two variables measured in ADI: the CD and the overlay (discussed below). If
either of those variables is outside the spec limit, the lot will be rejected. A rejected lot will be stripped of
the resist and reprocessed in the litho bay. Such a lot is commonly called rework. Reworked lots go through
the exact same stages as new (first pass) lots and can receive the same recipe settings as the first pass,
if there is no feedback control, either manual or automatic. Rework rates increase with the complexity
of the design and the decreasing size of the CD being printed. While a reworked lot does not have an
inferior quality to that of a first pass lot, reworking lots diminishes throughput and wastes process time
and materials. It is essential to keep rework at a minimum to maintain an efficient and cost-effective fab
running.

There are several methods that can be used to measure CD and overlay. The most common in modern
fabs is a scanning electron microscope (SEM), which uses an electron beam as an illumination source. The
impinging electrons cause electrons on the surface of the wafer to be ejected. These secondary electrons
are collected and translated by the computer into an image. Advanced pattern recognition software then
analyzes the images and calculates the CD and overlay for the wafer. These values are then sent to the
data archive to be used for adjusting recipe parameters when necessary.

11.3.6 Final Steps

If the wafers pass the ADI inspection, they are sent to the next bay in the fab, which can be an etch step,
metallization, doping, etc. In the case of etch, the wafers are exposed to a reactive fluid (which can be a
liquid, gas, or plasma) that eats away material from the exposed wafer surface. This etching carves the
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11-12 Control System Applications

pattern of the reticle onto the substrate of the wafer. After the etch process, the wafers are stripped of
photoresist and the wafers are inspected again. This inspection is called after clean inspection, or ACI.
Because etching does not affect the position of the pattern on the wafer surface, overlay is no longer
measured, only the CD is measured. A CD failure, due to over- or underetch, would cause the wafers
to be scrapped, as this failure is nonrecoverable and would normally render the devices on the wafer
useless. This is why CD control in the etch process is very important and has been the object of many
investigations over the last decade [12,13].

11.4 Stepper Matching (Factory Control)

As run-to-run control has become more widely used throughout the semiconductor industry, it has
become apparent that some of its unique manufacturing characteristics are driving the need for enhanced
algorithm development. One such trait is the high mix of products made in a single factory (such as an
ASIC fab or foundry). Not only might there be a great many different products, but the mix of products
is therefore constantly changing. In addition, the high cost of process equipment drives manufacturers
to maximize the use of their tools, having as little down or idle time as possible, leaving little room for
dedication of tools to specific product process streams. Therefore, one lot of a specific product may take
a very different processing path through the fab than the next lot of that same product.

Variations in product quality often are functions of the product being produced as well as the manu-
facturing tools being used, which is termed manufacturing context. Different products behave differently
during processing due to factors such as differences in materials used, configuration or layout of devices
and interconnects, feature size, and overall chip size. To further complicate matters, seemingly identical
tools may process identical wafers differently based on such conditions as the number of lots processed
since the last maintenance event, small differences in tool construction, or minor variations in ambient
conditions.

One technique used by photolithography engineers in factory control is called tool or stepper matching.
This approach is particularly useful in overlay, where the placement of each layer depends on the place-
ment of previous layers. Each stepper has an internal mechanism to align the wafer and the reticle. These
mechanisms cause systematic errors in the pattern generation, usually defined in terms of registration,
shown in Equation 11.5.

R = P1− P0, (11.5)

where R = registration, P1 = position of the wafer geometry, and P0 = corresponding point in the tool
reference grid.

The tool reference grid varies depending on the tool manufacturer, but most use an initial zeroth layer
printed on the wafer. When aligning the reticle and the wafer before exposing each field, the tool will
use this reference grid along with marks in the reticle to move the wafer into position. Despite being
continuously calibrated, different steppers have slightly different registration characteristics.

Registration errors (as well as overlay errors) can be divided into two classes, intrafield and interfield
errors. Intrafield errors are caused by the projection system of the tool and the reticle itself, while interfield
errors are caused by the stage positioning system. Errors that are not consistent across the wafer surface
cannot be accounted for in the global overlay models used by the tool software, and thus they cannot be
controlled by changing parameters in the recipe. These errors, however, will be somewhat consistent for
each tool and are repeated from layer to layer. If an entire device were to be built using just one tool, the
registration errors would cancel out, thus producing a low overlay error. However, absolute dedication
of one equipment producing a single product is not economically feasible due to the excessive capital
equipment cost, particularly in high-volume, high-mix manufacturing environments where many final
products (e.g., 50) are made during one month of operation. In this case, a given stepper will be used to
produce a range of products.
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Most fabs have some level of tool dedication; however, they usually reserve their most sophisticated
(and expensive) steppers for the more critical layers, while using their older steppers to process the
noncritical layers. In the so-called mix-and-match environments like these, registration errors account for
a significant portion of the accumulated overlay errors. Stepper matching is used to minimize the variation
in registration errors across the existing toolset by adjusting internal tool parameters to reproduce a
specific registration pattern. A set of golden wafers, manufactured specially to have the lowest possible
registration error, is used as a reference by processing them in every stepper in the bay. Based on the
metrology data, each stepper is adjusted to match the pattern in the golden wafers. By repeating this
process over and over, all the tools can be matched to one another.

An alternate stepper matching technique is to define a reference stepper. This stepper is then used to
print a reference pattern, then those wafers are processed in the rest of the steppers, and adjustments are
made to match them to the reference tool. While this technique has the advantage of matching stepper
overlay errors as opposed to registration errors, it is also dependent on the state of the reference tool at
one moment in time.

The goal of the stepper matching procedure is to calibrate all the tools in the bay so that they perform as
close to one another as possible. Unfortunately, steppers tend to drift over time; hence these adjustments
have to be scheduled regularly, sometimes as often as every week. When a tool is found to be off-spec, it has
to be taken offline to perform the necessary adjustments. In a high-volume manufacturing environment,
idle time hurts productivity and lowers throughput. The cost benefit of manually matching tools can be
outweighed by the cost of keeping tools idle for adjustments.

11.5 Rapid Thermal Processing

RTP has become an indispensable step in almost all modern integrated circuit manufacturing. Several
steps in the fabrication of integrated circuits including the silicide anneal, the implant anneal, and gate
oxide formation require that the silicon wafer be raised to a high temperature (e.g., 1000oC) for a short
period of time. The least restrictive of these processes is perhaps the silicide anneal, where a metal film
deposited on the wafer surface is annealed with silicon to form a metal silicide (e.g., titanium silicide).
Currently, RTP is widely used in these applications because of its comparatively low-energy requirements,
its capacity for single-wafer processing (which limits the consequences of misprocessing), its capability
to purge undesirable gases (e.g., oxygen) before the wafer is heated, and its short cycle time which
decreases the amount of work in progress (WIP). Because the process window for silicidation reactions
is comparatively large, the limitations in RTP temperature uniformity have not hindered its application.

The semiconductor wafer in RTP systems is heated by infrared heat sources, usually tungsten-halogen
or arc lamps (see Figure 11.7 for a multizone lamp configuration). In these systems, radiation is usually
the dominant heat transfer mechanism. Temperature control, uniformity issues, and the introduction of
slip dislocations have been the main barriers that have kept RTP from becoming a widely used production
tool. The main factors affecting wafer temperature uniformity and process repeatability in RTP systems
are the infrared heat source, the chamber design, and the temperature control system, which includes a
noninvasive real-time temperature sensing system. It is crucial that temperature at the wafer surface be
maintained uniform, since small variations in temperature can lead to large variations in reaction rates.
An additional problem that arises for some RTP designs is that for silicon deposition the absorptivity of
the surface and the surface roughness can change as the film thickness increases. This in turn causes a
time-dependent change in the rate of heat transfer for constant lamp settings. In addition, temperature
measurements (typically by pyrometry) will be in error. This suggests that a constant gain proportional
controller using lamp voltage as the manipulated variable (MV) and temperature as the controlled variable
(CV) could cause nonconstant growth rates due to the nonlinear, time-varying process gain [14]. Breedijk
et al. [15] reported an enhanced nonlinear model predictive control scheme using successive model
linearization and model predictive control for an RTP reactor, which gives improved control over linear
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FIGURE 11.7 Schematic of the Texas Instruments four-zone RTP system.

model-based schemes developed previously. They obtained a generalized distributed parameter model
for the energy equation in the semiconductor wafer. In developing the multivariable control system for
the four-zone reactor (Figure 11.6), Breedijk et al. [15] recognized the ill-conditioned nature of the 4× 4
control system as seen in the condition number of the gain matrix. Instead of controlling the average
and standard deviation of the four temperatures using the MPC algorithm for model predictive control,
transformation of the output equation resulted in a 4× 2 reduced system. The normalized gain matrix
norms for the 4× 2 and 4× 4 systems suggested that the transformed system was less nonlinear than the
original system, and the gain matrix condition numbers indicated that the transformed system was much
better conditioned (by a factor of over 100), and therefore easier to control than the original system.

11.6 Plasma Etching

Control of the plasma etching process is one of the more difficult challenges that faces the microelectronics
industry. The process itself is a complex function of nonlinear variables that is still poorly understood
at a fundamental level. Key process parameters such as etch rate, uniformity, and device geometry are
difficult to obtain directly from the process, and are generally not known during the operation of the etch.
In addition, etch performance is dependent on time-varying factors and the chamber architecture; hence
repeatable results are hard to obtain.

Conventional operation of plasma etching is relatively rudimentary. Variables such as the individual
gas flow rates, RF or microwave power, chamber pressure, applied bias voltage, and other such process
parameters are controlled by simple proportional-integral-derivative (PID) algorithms. Most, if not all
of these variables, are coupled to one another, making independent manipulation of any of the process
parameters difficult. The relationships between these MVs and control variables such as etch rate, final
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TABLE 11.2 Important Measured, Manipulated, and Performance Variables

for Metal Gate Etch of TiN with Cl2/N2

Measured/Controlled Variables Manipulated Variables Performance Variables

[Cl], [Cl2] RF power TiN etch rate (center)

DC bias power Chamber pressure TiN etch uniformity

(ion energy) Etchant composition (N2/Cl2) (center edge)

Collision rate Total etchant flow rate TiN horizontal etch rate

Electron density Selectivity

Electron energy distribution

Source: Adapted from Edgar, T.F., SEMICON Korea, STS-2, 65–77, Seoul, Korea, 2008.

device geometry, across-wafer and wafer-to-wafer uniformity, and other process parameters is difficult to
model. A lack of techniques to measure these variables in situ and in real-time makes APC very difficult
to implement.

Table 11.2 shows the process variables for a plasma etching process, where measured variables are
those available from process instruments, the MVs are input variables that can be changed independently
with respect to time (via a control system), and the performance variables are to be optimized during
operation of the process. Table 11.2 is based on a proposed system to monitor and control chlorine-based
plasmas such as Cl2/N2. The chlorine plasma is chosen here as an example since it has wide application
in metal gate etch.

Run-to-run feedback control systems can be designed for an etch process after proper models have been
developed. For example, the RF power system is a key subsystem in a plasma etching reactor. It controls
plasma density as well as substrate potential. OES is commonly used in plasma etch process monitoring
as an in-situ measurement of the plasma state. In the OES spectrum there are several characteristic lines
or peaks that correspond to certain plasma species. Generally, these lines and peaks must be empirically
weighted to approximate the related species concentration.

Center and edge control of linewidth and isolated and nested lines have been the primary control
metrics of interest for plasma etching. For gate, contact, and trench processes, there is more than one
CV so that wafer uniformity and line density sensitivity can be maintained. Controlling etch profile and
linewidth requires adjusting more than one MV for both center and edge profile control. To address
profile and uniformity control the system requires a multiinput multioutput (MIMO) approach that
recognizes the interactions among CVs and MVs. The etch recipe will usually contain multiple steps,
and each step can have different MVs. Typical MVs, for example, include step duration (time), gas flow,
power, pressure, temperature, or combination of gas ratios, center and edge gas flows, and center and
edge temperatures.

Nonlinear programming can be used to treat nonlinear MIMO relationships and constraints on the
MVs and CVs in order to maximize performance of a multistep etch process by changing the recipe
after each run. A quadratic objective function utilizes weighting factors to prioritize each CV term in the
objective function. Recipe optimization can be combined with run-to-run feedback control to provide
closed-loop control that maximizes a specific performance objective. Feedback filters based on EWMA
are used to update offset terms after each run.

A commercial polysilicon gate etch process was used by Lee et al. [17] to demonstrate the effect of
multivariable recipe optimization. As shown in Figure 11.8, the CVs are etch bias (EB), sidewall angle bias
(SWAB), and difference between center and edge CD (CDΔ). Incoming disturbance variables (DVs),
namely the incoming CD and sidewall angle (SWA), also affect CVs; so this interaction needs to be
included in the model. Control performance measured by the mean square error (MSE) of added CVs
(SWA and CDΔ) is better than the current process which controls CD only. Using MIMO optimization
allows much better control of SWA and CDΔ, compared to the “No Control” case.
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FIGURE 11.8 Inputs and outputs for polysilicon gate etch process in semiconductor manufacturing. The measured
inputs (CD) and SWA in the incoming wafer can be used in feedforward control, while the measured outputs (CD,
CDΔ, and SWA) are used in feedback control. BARC is bottom antireflective coating, SOI is silicon on insulator.

11.7 Chemical−Mechanical Planarization

CMP is used to provide planarity of interlayer dielectric silicon dioxide and in lithography-limited sub-
micron trench isolation. The CMP process involves a silicon wafer, attached to a carrier by vacuum,
being pressed face down into a polishing pad. The polishing environment is flooded with a colloidal
slurry which physically enhances abrasion and helps prevent redeposition of the oxide or metals. The
polish table is rotated while the wafers also rotate about their axis and orbit about the polish table. Due
to the nature of the polishing environment, it is not possible to obtain real-time measurements of the
surface planarity. Ex-situ measurements of surface thickness and uniformity are required to characterize
the process. Today’s tools are available in multihead configurations, which allow polishing of as many as
five wafers simultaneously.

As CMP is typically used to prepare a wafer for lithography, the goal of the planarization process is
to produce wafers that are as flat as possible [3]. Typically, a target thickness is specified with a surface
uniformity tolerance. The CMP process is generally subject to three different sources of variation which
will affect the outputs. The first is the natural variation of the process. Every manufacturing process is
subject to natural variance, and the random noise in the CMP process is amplified by the nonuniform
nature of the slurry polishing environment. A second source of variation is incoming variations from
previous processes. Other processes that experience output variation, such as deposition, are coupled to
the planarization process. This leads to a need for a feedforward controller. Finally, the CMP process is
subject to degradation of consumables. The polishing pad wears as multiple wafers are polished causing
a slow drift in the polishing rate. Other consumables in the CMP process include wafer carriers and
conditioning pads. With the introduction of multihead polishing tools, a new source of variation has
been introduced to the process. Small variations in polishing rates due to head dependences can cause
significant output variation among the product.

Due to the lack of in-situ measurements of surface thickness, real-time control can only be enacted
on process inputs. These inputs include polish time, polish table rotational speed, polish head downforce
pressure, slurry delivery rate, wafer rotational speed, and carrier backforce pressure. These inputs are
typically kept at the setpoints specified in the polish recipe by a series of single-input, single-output PID
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control loops. Since the PID controllers respond only to inputs, a supervisory, or run-to-run, control
scheme must be used to update the setpoints to compensate for process variation [18].

11.8 Conclusions

Control of microelectronics manufacturing in the future must address the need for faster yield ramp,
increasing cost pressures that compel productivity improvements, and environmental, safety and health
concerns. The real drivers in the immediate future are the shrinking device dimensions and chip size.
Control changes will occur in both real-time equipment control and for run-to-run control systems.

The development of 300 mm platforms since 1999 has spawned equipment with new software systems
and capabilities. These systems allow smart data collection, storage, and processing on the equipment and
transfer of data and information in a more efficient manner. These new software platforms integrated with
wafer processing tools provide the biggest opportunity for a control paradigm shift seen in the industry
since the introduction of SPC.

Besides replacing real-time control algorithms such as PID with model-predictive controllers, adding
other sensor outputs in the control algorithm will continue in the future. In thermal processes, this entails
use of improved temperature sensors. Increased use of cluster tools means that the only opportunity for
instrumentation of multistack films or multichamber processes will be to measure either in situ or online.
Once the metrology is added, opportunities for feedforward control, not just feedback control, become
more feasible. Many times the sensors that are available do not measure the primary performance variable.
Thus, soft sensors, that is, the fusion of sensor data to estimate another nonmeasured variable, have a role
in the future. While some soft sensors for thermal variables are available, widespread use of soft or virtual
sensors has not occurred. The reason is that the estimation error is generally much larger than desirable.

As run-to-run feedback control becomes more common, closed-loop identification will become impor-
tant. While this is commonly used in other industries, it has not been relevant so far to semiconductor
processing. The main challenge of closed-loop identification for batch control is to ensure every batch
is within the specification. Another identification issue is the emergence of technology for analysis of
data with more than one timescale, that is, real-time data gathered approximately once per second with
sensors vs. data measured post-run with ex-situ metrology.

There will be many opportunities to apply advanced modeling and control techniques in semiconductor
manufacturing in the future. Improvements in supervisory (run-to-run) control are likely to have a
major impact, especially in reducing the number of test wafers that must be used. The development of
fundamental mathematical models for single-wafer reactors has reached a fairly high level of sophistication
and should provide a means of evaluating various advanced control techniques for this type of equipment.
Mathematical models should also be helpful in analyzing how design parameters affect the quality of
control for single-wafer reactors, because precise control for larger wafers will be mandatory. However,
control strategies (multivariable, model-predictive, and possible adaptive) need to be developed for such
reactors. The use of feedback and feedforward control in semiconductor tools has been hindered by the
lack of real-time measurements; additional research on accurate and relatively inexpensive noninvasive
measurement techniques should be a high priority in order to implement real-time process control
techniques [3].
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With an annual worldwide production well in excess of 100 million metric tons, synthetic polymers
constitute a significant part of the modern chemical process industry. Polymer reactors—operated in
continuous, batch, or semibatch mode—are therefore important processing units, but there are unique
problems associated with controlling them effectively. The most significant characteristics of polymer
reactors that make them one of the most challenging units to model, control, and optimize, are discussed
in this chapter; we also provide a survey of the strategies that have been proposed, and those that have
been successfully employed in industrial practice.

12.1 Introduction and Overview

The primary objective of polymerization processes is to produce polymers that will perform consistently
and acceptably in specific end-use applications, for example, in light switches, automobile bumpers,
fiber-optic cables, and so on. How well these polymer products perform is determined by such product
attributes as tensile strength, toughness, and UV resistance, which ordinarily cannot be measured during
the manufacturing process. But these product attributes themselves arise from the molecular and/or
macroscopic architecture of the polymer—characteristics that are determined during polymer synthesis.
Thus, meeting customer specifications on polymer product attributes (in addition to maintaining safe
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process operation, and meeting production volume targets and environmental regulations) requires
effective control of the manufacturing process in a manner that is unique to this class of processes [1–3].

As discussed further below, polymerization processes (and there is a wide variety of them) are complex,
and exhibit significant nonlinear characteristics that are, in many cases, poorly understood; they also lack
online measurements of those product properties that are important to the product performance in
end-use. Furthermore, what constitutes an effective control strategy is highly dependent on the specific
characteristics of the polymer process in question. For example, large volume polymers are produced
more economically in continuous processes, where the primary objective is to start up the process as
quickly as possible and maintain it at an economically desirable steady-state operating condition. On the
other hand, low-volume specialty polymers are produced in batch and semibatch processes, where the
primary objective is to obtain acceptable product quality at the end of each batch cycle. These two distinct
operating modes present different sets of control problems unique to each mode of operation.

The principal difficulties in achieving good control of polymerization reactors are related to inadequate
online measurement, a lack of understanding of the dynamics of the process, the nonlinear behavior of
these reactors, and the lack of well-established techniques for controlling nonlinear processes. While
temperatures, pressures, flow rates, and reactant compositions are routinely measured online, important
product quality variables such as molecular weight distributions (MWDs) and copolymer composition
are usually measured offline, and typically with very long time delays. End-use polymer properties, which
are related to the molecular weight and composition distributions in the polymerization reactor according
to relations that are not entirely well understood, can only be measured after lengthy post-manufacturing
processing. Finally, each continuous industrial polymer reactor is typically used to manufacture a wide
variety of grades of the same basic product, thereby requiring frequent startups, transitions, and shut-
downs. Similarly, the same batch or semibatch reactor is often used for the production of many different
polymers from different sets of reactants; and while the equipment (reactor) remains the same, how the
process is operated and controlled often depends on the product currently being manufactured.

This chapter provides an overview of the key issues associated with controlling polymer reactors, along
with a discussion of techniques for addressing them. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in
Section 12.2, we provide a fundamental scientific context for the control of polymer reactors by presenting
a brief introduction to the mechanisms and processes by which polymers are produced; next, we discuss
the control of continuous processes in Section 12.3, and control of batch (and semibatch) processes in
Section 12.4. A summary and some conclusions are presented in Section 12.5.

12.2 Background: Polymerization Mechanisms and Processes

12.2.1 Polymerization Reaction Mechanisms

Polymers, very large molecules consisting of a huge number of monomer units linked in long chains,
are produced via many different reaction mechanisms. These mechanisms influence the fundamental
architecture of the final molecule, and hence the final product characteristics. Two of the most common
mechanisms, free radical and ionic polymerization, are summarized here.

12.2.1.1 Free-Radical Polymerization

As illustrated below, this mechanism consists of four steps: (1) Initiation, where an initiator molecule
decomposes to create two primary free radicals, and each radical reacts with a monomer unit to produce a
“live” polymer chain of length 1; (2) Propagation, where the live polymer molecule reacts rapidly with the
monomer to produce a growing polymer chain; (3) Termination, where a live polymer molecule reacts
with another live polymer molecule to form a dead polymer molecule, either by combination (into a single
polymer chain), or by disproportionation (into two dead polymer molecules); (4) Chain transfer, where
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the free radical at the end of a growing polymer chain is transferred to a chain transfer agent, a monomer
molecule, a solvent molecule, or even another polymer molecule.

• Initiation

I→ 2I•

I• +M→ R1

• Propagation

Rk +M→ Rk+1; k = 1, 2, . . .

• Termination by disproportionation

Rk +Rk′ → Pk + Pk′ ; k, k′ = 1, 2, . . .

• Termination by combination

Rk +Rk′ → Pk+k′ ; k, k′ = 1, 2, . . .

• Chain transfer to transfer agent

Rk +T → Pk +T•; k = 1, 2, . . .

• Chain transfer to monomer

Rk +M→ Pk +R1; k = 1, 2, . . .

• Chain transfer to solvent

Rk + S→ Pk + S•; k = 1, 2, . . .

• Chain transfer to polymer

Rk + Pm→ Pk +Rm; k, m= 1, 2, . . .

Here I and I• are the initiator molecule and the initiator radical, respectively; M is a monomer molecule;
Rk and Pk represent growing (live) polymer and dead polymer molecules of length k, respectively; T and S
are, respectively, transfer agent and solvent molecules with corresponding radicals represented as T• and
S•. A defining characteristic of polymer molecules is that they grow to varying lengths. Thus, the chain
length k indicated above is not fixed; it is a random quantity, determined by a wide variety of factors.
Polymers are, therefore, macromolecules with non-uniform molecular weights, which is why they are
primarily characterized by their MWDs. Note also from the mechanisms shown above that, with free-
radical polymerization, the resulting product molecular weight distribution (and hence average molecular
weights) can be controlled by manipulating (directly or indirectly) the rates of initiation, propagation,
chain transfer, and termination.

12.2.1.2 Ionic Polymerization

With ionic polymerization, the intermediate species are positively or negatively charged ions—cations
or anions, respectively—rather than free-radicals. Furthermore, the reactions differ from the free-radical
polymerization reactions in that termination occurs only when the ions react with water. And since
termination cannot occur simply by the interaction of two ionized molecules, the average molecular weight
is more easily controlled in ionic polymerization than with free-radical polymerization. Furthermore,
because the initiation reaction has a low activation energy, ionic polymerization can be performed at low
temperatures. However, ionic reactions are more difficult to be carried out on an industrial scale, which
is why, whenever possible, free-radical polymerization is preferred.
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12-4 Control System Applications

12.2.2 Polymerization Processes

Whether operated in continuous or batch mode, a wide variety of processes are available for manufactur-
ing polymers, and each process has its own distinct characteristics. The processes most widely employed
in industrial practice are summarized below.

1. Bulk polymerization: This process, also known as mass polymerization, consists in the polymeriza-
tion of a (typically liquid) monomer, in the absence of any medium other than a catalyst, initiator,
or accelerator. An important feature of bulk polymerization is whether or not the polymer is
soluble in the monomer phase.

2. Solution polymerization: In this case, the polymerization reactions take place in the medium of a
solvent in which the monomer and catalyst are dissolved. The heat generated by the reactions is
absorbed by the solvent, making temperature control easier to achieve. In some cases, the solvent
must ultimately be removed from the polymer (e.g., via distillation), which may be rather costly.

3. Suspension polymerization: This process involves polymerization in the medium of a liquid (usually
water) in which the monomer is not soluble. Vigorous mechanical stirring and a stabilizing agent
are used to generate suspensions of monomer droplets within which the polymerization takes place.
As with solution polymerization, temperature control is easier than with bulk polymerization,
because part of the heat generated by the reaction is absorbed by the water.

4. Emulsion polymerization: This popular process refers to the free-radical polymerization of
monomer emulsions—water-insoluble monomer molecules dispersed into droplets that are sta-
bilized by a mono-layer of surfactant molecules at the water-monomer interface. Polymerization
is initiated via a water-soluble initiator, while propagation proceeds by monomer molecules dif-
fusing from droplets to growing polymer particles, where the presence of a surfactant prevents
aggregation of the particles.

The product of an emulsion polymerization is called a “latex,” and in many cases, virtually all
the monomer is consumed; furthermore, no solvents are involved. Finally, high molecular weight
latexes can be obtained at favorable reaction rates, something not possible with either bulk or
solution polymerization processes. These features confer significant economic and environmental
advantages and are mostly responsible for the popularity of emulsion polymerization in industry.

Bulk and solution polymerization are therefore classified as homogeneous processes while suspension
and emulsion polymerization processes are heterogeneous.

Another common classification in polymerization is based on the number of different monomers
involved in the reactions. In homopolymerization, the polymer is made from a single monomer, while in
copolymerization or in terpolymerization, two or three different monomers are involved in the formation
of the polymer product.

Observe therefore that the term “polymerization process” covers a broad spectrum of possible operat-
ing configurations, reaction mechanisms, and fundamental processes. For example, Figure 12.1 depicts a
semibatch, emulsion copolymerization process in which monomer B and surfactant are preloaded into
the reactor, with gradual addition of monomer A and initiator. The resulting polymer product is removed
at the end of the batch.

Despite such diversity, these manufacturing processes share some common characteristics around
which the challenges to effective control may be framed.

1. Polymerization processes exhibit complex steady state and nonlinear dynamic characteristics,
including multiple steady states, open-loop instability, and high parametric sensitivity.

2. Polymerization processes involve multiple strongly interacting variables.
3. A typical industrial continuous polymer reactor is used to manufacture a variety of grades of

the same basic product, thus necessitating frequent startups, online transitions, and shutdowns.
Similarly, the same batch or semibatch reactor is often used for the production of many different
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Surfactant
monomer B

Monomer A
Initiator

Cooling fluid

FIGURE 12.1 Typical semibatch emulsion copolymerization reactor.

polymers from different sets of reactants. While the equipment (reactor) remains the same, how
the process is operated and controlled often depends on the product currently being manufactured.

4. The important polymer product quality determinants (e.g., average molecular weights, MWD, melt
index, Mooney viscosity, etc.) can be measured only very infrequently. Product end-use properties
(e.g., tensile strength, UV resistance, etc.), which are dependent on product quality determinants,
can only be determined post manufacturing.

Thus, by themselves, classical linear, single-loop controllers with static structures based on frequently
available measurements, are often incapable of delivering effective control of product characteristics
without some sort of augmentation.

We are now in a position to discuss the strategies for controlling polymerization processes, beginning
with continuous processes.

12.3 Continuous Processes

12.3.1 Process Characteristics and Control Problems

Continuous processes, used mainly for high-volume production of commodity polymers, often exhibit
strong nonlinearities in the form of multiple steady states, parametric sensitivity, limit cycles, and so
on [4–6]. Especially with free-radical polymerization, a major source of the nonlinearity is the autocatalytic
nature of the polymerization reactions—the so-called “gel effect”—which frequently causes uncontrollable
reactions, resulting in excessive temperature rise, rapid conversion, and equipment plugging.

With continuous polymerization processes, there are four identifiable modes of operation:

1. Startup
2. Steady-state operation
3. Grade transition (i.e., transition from one steady-state to another)
4. Shutdown

During startups and shutdowns, the primary objective is safety; product quality control is mostly of
concern during steady-state operation and grade transitions where, in this latter case, the objective is to
transition from one steady-state operation to the next one as efficiently as possible. The control objectives,
and hence, appropriate control strategies, are different in each case.
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12-6 Control System Applications

The typical modern strategy involves a generic, two-level hierarchical structure, with “base regulatory
control” at the first level for controlling such process manipulated variables as monomer flow rates and
temperatures. The set-points for these process variables are determined at the higher, “advanced control
level,” in order to obtain desired product characteristics. The specific details of how the controllers in
each level are designed and implemented can vary depending on the specific problems at hand, and the
level of sophistication desired by the practitioner. Some general principles that are broadly applicable are
discussed next.

12.3.2 Base Regulatory Control

12.3.2.1 Temperature Control

As polymerization reactions are usually highly exothermic, temperature control is of universal impor-
tance, regardless of operating mode. In startup and shutdown mode, temperature control is primarily
for assuring safety; in the other two operating modes, temperature control is used indirectly to influence
polymer properties, since temperature has a strong effect on polymer properties. Temperature control
takes on added importance when the reactor must be operated at an unstable steady state. In highly
exothermic polymerization, in addition to controlling the actual value of the reactor temperature, the
rate of change of reactor temperature must also be carefully monitored, especially when a significant
amount of unreacted monomer is present in the reactor. This is because a sharp increase in temperature
in combination with a significant amount of unreacted monomer in the reactor poses considerable safety
challenges.

With the most common equipment designs, heating and cooling is achieved by fluids flowing out-
side the reactor in a surrounding jacket, or else through a heating/cooling tube inside the reactor. In
industrial applications, effective reactor temperature control is typically achieved with a cascade control
scheme consisting of two proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers, where the outer temper-
ature controller sets the set-point for the inner cooling/heating fluid flow controller. Standard tech-
niques for cascade control systems design are found in process control textbooks (e.g., [7–9], etc.) are
therefore customarily employed for designing and implementing basic temperature control in polymer
reactors.

12.3.2.2 Flow Control

For continuous polymerization reactors, the total sum of reactant (feed) flow rates (equivalent to the ratio
of the reactor volume to the reactor mean residence time), has a profound effect on the steady-state and
dynamic behavior of the reactor. As long as the reactor is operated at the desired steady state, this total
feed rate should be maintained as constant as possible. The monomer and solvent (inert) flow rates are
usually dominant; the flow rates of chain-transfer agents, cross-linking agents, and initiators, are typically
small relative to these dominant flow rates. As such, because changes in these “small” flow rates have
little or no effect on the reactor residence time, the “small” flow rates are used as manipulated inputs to
influence and fine-tune polymer properties.

Multiple single-loop PID controllers are typically used to maintain the dominant flow rates constant,
and to set the desired values for the “small” flow rates when used as manipulated variables. Once again,
these controllers may be designed successfully using standard techniques discussed in process control
textbooks. Thus, base regulatory control for polymer reactors involves no more than the application of
standard single-loop and cascade control, specifically adapted to polymerization processes.

12.3.3 Advanced Control Strategies I: Steady-State Operation

While necessary (and adequate) for meeting safety and production volume requirements, base regula-
tory control of temperature and flows are insufficient (and inadequate) for achieving product quality
objectives. For the purpose of ensuring good product quality during steady-state operation and during
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Control of Polymerization Processes 12-7

transition from one steady state to another, control of continuous polymerization reactors requires the
judicious manipulation of the set-points to the regulatory controllers, a task that is usually carried out
with advanced control strategies. This task is particularly challenging primarily because measurements of
the variables to be controlled are not available online, or frequently enough via other analysis methods.
The predominant strategy, to be discussed shortly, is to use available online measurements to infer desired
polymer properties. But first, we note three major directions in which research efforts have been directed
toward making available reliable online measurements, from which polymer properties can be inferred.

• Development of new online sensors [2,10].
• Development of state estimation techniques for estimating nonmeasurable polymer properties from

available measurements ([2], and the references therein). A list of measurements from which certain
polymer properties can be observed and/or detected is given in [11].

• Understanding and exploiting the qualitative and/or quantitative relations between easily-available
online measurements such as density, viscosity and refractive index, and certain polymer properties
such as an average molecular weight [12–14]. See, for example, [15] for an approach to predicting
melt index and density in a fluidized bed ethylene copolymerization reactor from available online
temperature and gas composition measurements.

Control structures for implementing advanced control of polymerization reactors can be divided into
three major groups:

1. Multirate cascade control structure (Figure 12.2)
2. Multirate decentralized control structure (Figure 12.3)
3. Multirate control structure with multirate state estimation (Figure 12.4)

All these control structures reflect a key defining characteristic of advanced control of polymer reactors:
the availability of measurements at different sampling rates and with different time delays. While “fast”
measurements such as temperatures, pressures, and flow rates are available at high sampling rates and
with almost no time delays, “slow” measurements, which are usually directly related to product quality,
are measured at low sampling rates and with considerable time delays (time delays as long as 24 h between
the time a sample is taken and the time the sample analysis becomes available are not unusual). In the
subsequent discussion, the vector of fast output measurements is denoted by y, and the vector of slow
output measurements by Y .

12.3.3.1 Multirate Cascade Control Structure

As depicted in Figure 12.2, this control structure consists of two loops (or levels, or layers), for the case
where measurements are available at two different sampling frequencies—one loop for each sampling
frequency. The inner loop responsible for controlling the fast outputs is executed at the higher sampling
frequency of these fast measurements, while the outer loop (primary controller) is executed at the lower
sampling frequency of the slow measurements. The primary controller periodically (and infrequently)
adjusts the set-point values of the secondary (fast) controlled outputs. In general, the number of different
sampling frequencies at which the measurements are available determines the total number of distinct
feedback loops.

Secondary 
controller 

Primary 
controller 

– 

– 

+ 

+ 
Polymerization 

reactor 
Ysp ysp

Y 

u 
y 

FIGURE 12.2 Multirate cascade control structure.
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Controller 2 
– 

– 

+ 
+ 

Controller 1 

Polymerization 
reactor 

Ysp

ysp

Y u1 

u2 y 

FIGURE 12.3 Multirate decentralized control structure.

In the polymerization industry, the primary controller is often an operator or a process engineer who,
based on his/her experience and on data available from laboratory sample analysis, adjusts the set-point
values of the secondary controlled outputs in order to achieve the desired polymer product quality. In this
structure, the set-point values of the secondary controlled outputs are updated whenever measurements
of the primary controlled outputs are available. The primary and secondary controllers can be of any
type—from classical PID controllers to model predictive controllers.

As a simple illustrative example, consider a polymerization reactor in which reactor temperature,
measured online every second without delay, is y, and the rate of thermal energy added to or removed
from the reactor is the manipulated input, u. Let the polymer number-average molecular weight that is
measured offline in a laboratory once a day with a time delay of one day, be the secondary controlled
output, Y . Under the configuration in Figure 12.2, the reactor is under “continuous” temperature control,
and the temperature set-point is adjusted by the primary controller (possibly an operator or a process
engineer) once a day, depending on the difference between the measured number-average molecular
weight and its desired value.

This control structure is quite common in the polymerization industry. For such industrial systems,
at the “lower level,” the secondary loop is configured and implemented in the distributed control system
(DCS) for controlling pressure, temperature, level, and flow, whereas, at the “higher level,” the primary
control loop is configured in the supervisory computer for advanced control of polymer properties [16].

12.3.3.2 Multirate Completely Decentralized Control Structure

This control structure, depicted in Figure 12.3, consists of two “independent” feedback loops, for the
case in which measurements are available at two different sampling frequencies. Note that, when the
measurements are available at n > 2 different sampling frequencies, there will be a commensurate number
of distinct feedback loops, n, one for each measurement frequency.

As with the structure in Figure 12.2, the secondary (fast) loop, which uses Controller 2 to control the
fast outputs y, operates at the higher sampling frequency of the fast output measurements. On the other
hand, the primary Controller 1 regulates the slow outputs (product quality variables) Y and operates at
the lower sampling frequency of the slow output measurements. However, unlike the structure in Figure
12.2, Controller 1 directly adjusts (infrequently) its own set of manipulated inputs, u1, that are paired with
the primary (slow) controlled outputs. As with the primary (master) controller in the cascade structure
of Figure 12.2, Controller 1 can be an operator or a process engineer. Both controllers (1 and 2) can
also be standard automatic controllers—from classical PID controllers to model predictive controllers.
The decentralized nature of this multirate control structure endows the control system with a measure of
robustness in the presence of extremely low-frequency measurements with very long delays. Compared to
the cascade control structure of Figure 12.2, implementing this control structure requires a larger number
of manipulated inputs.

As a simple illustrative example, consider a reactor for which the reactor temperature is measured
online every second without delay, while the polymer number-average molecular weight is measured
offline in a laboratory once a day with a time delay of one day. In this case, the latter is the primary (slow)
controlled output Y , while temperature is the secondary (fast) controlled output y. For this process, the
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Control of Polymerization Processes 12-9

manipulated inputs u1 and u2 are, respectively, the flow rate of a chain transfer agent (or a thermal
initiator), and the rate of thermal energy added to or removed from the reactor: The latter is used to
control temperature, while the former is used to control the number-average molecular weight. As in
the control structure of Figure 12.2, the reactor is under “continuous” temperature control; however,
unlike that earlier structure, the flow rate of the chain transfer agent or the thermal initiator stream is
adjusted by the primary controller (possibly an operator or a process engineer) only once a day, based on
the observed deviation between the measured number-average molecular weight and its desired value,
almost independent of the temperature control loop [16].

12.3.3.3 Multirate Control Structure with Multirate State Estimation

This control structure, depicted in Figure 12.4, is more general than the preceding structures, since it is
suitable for cases where measurements are available over a broad range of sampling frequencies. Because it
includes a multirate state estimator, the entire control scheme must be model-based, unlike the previously
discussed schemes where the controllers can take any form. The heart of the scheme is the multirate state
estimator which uses the infrequent measurements of the primary outputs Y , the frequent measurements
of the secondary outputs y, and information about the vector of manipulated inputs u, to calculate the
frequent, delay-free estimates x̂ of all the polymerization reactor state variables. Such estimates are then
used in a suitable control scheme to control the primary and secondary outputs simultaneously.

The estimator can be Kalman filter-based [17], or Luenberger observer-based [18]. However, because
of the nonlinear dynamics associated with polymer reactors, these filters and observers must be nonlinear;
in addition, sufficiently accurate dynamic models of the polymer reactors are required in order to obtain
sufficiently accurate estimates of the unmeasured states. In recognition of the fact that accurate process
models are not easy to develop (especially for industrial processes), it is important that the estimator be
robust to plant-model mismatch and unmeasured disturbances. One of the more straightforward means
of ensuring such robustness is to estimate a set of model parameters along with the state variables. This
makes the estimator adaptive, at the cost of solving a larger estimation problem. Because of the coupling
among variables and the heavy reliance on the estimation of the states of a complex process, this control
scheme is more likely to be less robust to the late arrival of measurements than the other two schemes.

To illustrate, let us consider the same simple polymerization reactor example used earlier, in which the
reactor temperature is measured online at a high sampling frequency and without delay; furthermore, the
polymer number-average molecular weight is measured offline in a laboratory once a day, with a time
delay of one day. The manipulated inputs u1 and u2 are, respectively, the flow rate of a chain transfer
agent (or a thermal initiator), and the rate of thermal energy added to or removed from the reactor.
In this case, a multirate state estimator uses all the available information to obtain a high-frequency,
delay-free estimate of the number-average molecular weight, which the controller (a multivariable or a
fully decentralized controller) subsequently uses to determine appropriate control action. Note that the
control action is determined and implemented at the high sampling rate of the secondary output y. In this

Controller Polymerization 
reactor 

State 
estimator 

Y 

Ysp

y

ysp

x∧ 
Y 

y 
u 

FIGURE 12.4 Multirate control structure with multirate state estimation.
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control structure, “continuous” control of number-average molecular weight is achieved using the high-
frequency, delay-free estimates of number-average molecular weight produced by the state estimator.
The control system performance therefore depends heavily on the performance of this multirate state
estimator.

Note that one can also use a multirate estimator with the control structures shown in Figures 12.2 and
12.3, calculate delay-free frequent estimates of the primary outputs, Y , and use the delay-free frequent
estimates in the feedback loops instead of the delayed infrequent measurements of the primary outputs. In
such control schemes, both controllers (the primary and secondary controllers in Figure 12.2; Controllers
1 and 2 in Figure 12.3) operate at the higher sampling frequency of the fast output measurements.
Nevertheless, “continuous” control for both feedback loops is achieved at the cost of requiring a robust
estimator.

12.3.4 Advanced Control Strategies II: Grade Transition

A single continuous polymerization process is often used in industry to produce several different grades of
the same polymer product. For such processes, each “campaign” involves operating at a particular steady-
state condition until the desired amount of the corresponding product grade has been manufactured;
thereafter, the next “campaign” starts by “transitioning” to the new operating conditions required to
make the next product type in the production cycle. Operating such processes effectively, clearly requires
that transitions between grades be carried out smoothly and as quickly as possible. Slow transitions lead
to the production of considerable amounts of off-specification polymer, and the resultant waste of energy
and reactants.

The intrinsic nature of the control problem associated with grade transitions (driving process outputs
from an initial state to a different final desired state in minimum time) makes transition control of
continuous polymer reactors an ideal dynamic optimization problem. Such problems may be solved in
several different ways.

One approach is to compute, offline, the optimal input (feed flow rates and temperature) profiles
via numerical optimization using a nominal process model, and then implement such input profiles
online, either in an open-loop fashion (as computed with no feedback or mid-course correction), or in
a closed-loop fashion, where the optimal input profiles are enforced using temperature and feed flow
rate feedback controllers. The primary disadvantage with this dynamic optimization approach is that the
grade transition ceases to be optimal in the presence of plant-model mismatch and unmodeled process
disturbances. Nevertheless, it is still possible to obtain good performance even under such nonideal
conditions. An example application is contained in [19]. Optimal open-loop policies/trajectories were
determined for reactor temperature, bleed stream flow, catalyst feed rate, and bed level, via offline dynamic
optimization studies. A differential geometric controller was used to regulate instantaneous melt index
and density, and to provide servo control during grade changeovers. Hydrogen and butene feed rates
were manipulated to force the “measured” product properties onto the desired trajectories.

An alternative approach involves formulating the problem as a model predictive control (MPC) prob-
lem designed to minimize a desired cost function (typically the amount of off-spec material, the transi-
tion time, or both). The resulting optimization problem is typically nonconvex, because of the nonlinear
dynamics of the reactors. An example application to the problem of grade transition in a continuous
methyl methacrylate polymerization process, and also in a gas-phase polyethylene process, using non-
linear MPC and a Luenberger observer, can be found in [20].

A third approach is a hybrid of the first two. It involves the offline numerical computation of the
optimal transition using a nominal model of the process. The computed profiles are by no means optimal
for the plant due to uncertainty in the form of plant-model mismatch and disturbances. However, the
resulting optimal transition can be specified in terms of the succession and the types of arcs—arcs that are
either in the interior or on the boundaries of the feasible region, reflecting respectively, the fact that they
either force a sensitivity to zero or keep a constraint active. The result is a “solution model” that expresses
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in very practical terms the necessary conditions of optimality (NCO) that need to be satisfied by the
plant. These NCOs are enforced using feedback and appropriate online measurements. In other words,
these arcs and the corresponding switching times between them are adapted online via feedback control
using typically a multiloop PID control structure. The approach has been referred to as NCO-tracking
and falls within the class of self-optimizing controllers. Applications of this third approach to industrial
polymerization processes can be found in [21–23].

12.4 Discontinuous Processes

12.4.1 Characteristics of Discontinuous Processes

A significant number of polymers are low-volume specialty materials manufactured for tailored appli-
cations. Such products are manufactured most efficiently using discontinuous (batch and semibatch)
processes because of the intrinsic flexibility that these processes afford: batch and semibatch processes
can be operated over relatively short periods of time, repeatedly, making them convenient for manufactur-
ing a wide variety of low-volume products. The repetitive nature also permits batch-to-batch adjustments,
facilitating quick adaptation to changes in quality specifications.

Although batch and semibatch polymerization processes share the common characteristics that they
are not operated continuously, there are some important differences between them:

• In a batch process, the reactants are loaded into the reactor vessel at the beginning; the reactions
then proceed without the further addition or removal of material until a prespecified reaction time
has elapsed, after which the product is removed.

• In a semibatch process, one or several reactants can be added progressively to the reaction mixture
or, in rare cases, products can be progressively removed from the reactor during the course of the
reaction.

Nevertheless, within the context of this discussion, the overriding distinguishing characteristic of this
class of processes is the repetitive, discontinuous operating policy, that is, the fact that they are not
operated continuously. Hence, from this point on, the term “batch” will be used in a general sense that
also encompasses semibatch processes, except when it is necessary to distinguish one from the other.

While continuous polymerization processes are predominantly operated at economically desirable
steady states, batch polymerization processes operate permanently in “transient” mode, with process
conditions and product characteristics constantly evolving from start to finish, so that there is no “steady-
state” to speak of. Therefore, in addition to ensuring safe and economic operation, the main objective of
batch polymerization reactor design and operation is to obtain, at the end of each batch cycle, material
with acceptable product quality characteristics. As such, while under continuous operation the control
system is designed to drive the polymerization process to the desired steady state operating point as
quickly as possible—and maintain it there, the objective for batch polymerization is to follow time-varying
policies/trajectories designed to produce, at the end of the batch, polymers with desired properties. Any
effective batch control system must contend with this characteristic nonsteady-state process operation.
The implications are as follows: with continuous processes, linear controllers have a reasonable chance
of being effective precisely because of the operating objective of maintaining the process within a small
neighborhood of the steady-state operating condition, where linear approximations are reasonably valid.
With no such steady state for batch operation, linear approximations will be largely invalid and linear
controllers largely ineffective.

In addition to the absence of a steady state, some other key features of batch polymerization processes
that influence control system effectiveness include:

1. Broad operating ranges: batch operation spans conditions that extend from the beginning of the
batch, with only reactants in the reactor, to the end of the batch, with mostly finished products.
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2. Single equipment, multiple products: the same batch or semibatch reactor is usually used for the
production of many different polymer products.

3. Repetitiveness: batch processes are used for low-volume production, necessitating frequent repeti-
tions of batch runs.

The first two features pose challenges to effective control by demanding the use of sensors capable of
covering a broad range of values, and also by placing stringent robustness and performance demands
on controllers that must function over such broad ranges of operation. Because polymerization reactor
dynamics depend strongly on the chemical composition and type of the feed (reactants), the second
feature requires the use of control schemes and/or controller tunable parameters that can be modified
appropriately for each set of reactants, even when the same equipment (reactor) is used. The third feature,
on the other hand, can be advantageous because the results from prior runs can be used to improve the
operation of subsequent ones (through “run-to-run” control and optimization schemes to be discussed
subsequently).

The issue of lack of online measurement and its negative effect on control system design and imple-
mentation is also commonly found in batch processing.

12.4.2 Control of Batch Polymerization Processes I: Feedback Control

As noted previously, the diversity of reaction mechanisms and polymerization processes creates a wide
variety of problem-specific issues. Nevertheless, there is a fundamental, defining characteristic of the
control of batch polymerization processes: the requirement to track desired trajectories from the beginning
to the end of the run, with the objective that the final product has desired properties. Consequently, as
discussed in greater detail, effective control strategies involve the following two-steps:

1. Determine, offline, the input and output profiles (trajectories) required to manufacture a product
with the desired quality.

2. Design a control scheme to track selected desired profiles as closely as possible.

What distinguishes one strategy from another is how each step is realized in practice. In general, the
reference trajectories are determined either from accumulated experience or knowledge of the process
and the product, or by solving a dynamic optimization problem. The computation of trajectories via
optimization will be addressed in Section 12.4.3. Here, we focus on the control strategies that can be used
to follow prescribed trajectories.

In general, trajectory tracking can be achieved in one of two ways: (1) via “online control” in an
individual batch, whereby input adjustments are made online as the batch progresses, or (2) via “run-to-
run” control over several batches, where the adjustments are not made online during a batch, but rather
input trajectories are computed between batches, using information gathered from the previous batches
to determine how to operate the next one.

In the context of these two control approaches, one needs to distinguish between run-time outputs,
which are output variables that evolve with “run-time” during a batch, and run-end outputs, which consist
of process values available at the end of the batch, such as the product quality (measured offline), batch
time, and the maximum reactor temperature.

12.4.2.1 Online Control

For an individual batch, online control consists in tracking profiles that have been predetermined offline.
Although the entire activity involved in implementing this strategy is repeated for each batch, what
is done for one batch does not (formally) carry over to what is done for the next one. However, the
objective is to track profiles that were pre-computed using nominal models, since the resulting control
system performance will not be optimal in the presence of plant-model mismatch and unmodeled process
disturbances. How the reference profiles can be adapted in the presence of such uncertainties is the focus
of Section 12.4.3.
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Controller  Batch reactor 
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– 

FIGURE 12.5 Online control of the run-time outputs y in a batch reactor.

With online control of run-time outputs, the most popular strategy consists primarily in tracking the
pre-computed temperature profile by adjusting the reactor’s heating/cooling rate. Sometimes, a second
reference profile for the product average molecular weight (as an example) can also be tracked, typically
by adjusting the feed rate of chain transfer agent. However, such a control strategy requires the use
of an observer to reconstruct the average molecular weight of the product in the reactor from other
(possibly infrequent) measurements. Figure 12.5 shows a generic block diagram representation of online
control of the run-time outputs y in a batch reactor. Depending on the amount of process knowledge
available, the controller can take several forms, from simple linear controllers to more elaborate nonlinear
ones [24].

A few industrial applications of advanced control within the context of online control of run-time
outputs are available in the literature. For example, a successful implementation of temperature control
in an industrial 35 m3 semibatch polymerization reactor using a flatness-based two-degree-of-freedom
controller is reported in [25]. The performance of four different controllers (standard PI control, self-
tuning PID control, and two nonlinear controllers) for regulating the reactor temperature in a 5 L jacketed
batch suspension methyl methacrylate polymerization reactor is compared in [26]. As expected, the
performance of the standard PI controller was the poorest since the controller parameters were fixed
and not adapted to match the changing process characteristics. The self-tuning PID control, based on
adaptive pole cancelation [27], performed better because available measurements were used to adapt the
controller to the varying process characteristics. The two nonlinear controllers were based on differential-
geometric techniques, which requires full-state measurement [28]; this necessitates the implementation
of an extended Kalman filter to estimate the unavailable states from the available measurements. The
two nonlinear controllers, which differ in the models on which each one is based, showed excellent
performance despite significant uncertainty in the heat-transfer coefficient.

With a sufficiently accurate process model, and in the absence of disturbances, tracking the profiles
determined offline is often sufficient to meet the batch-end product quality requirements. However, in the
presence of disturbances, following prespecified profiles is unlikely to lead to the desired product quality.
Hence the question arises: Is it possible to design an online control scheme for effective control of run-end
outputs using run-time measurements? Since such an approach amounts to controlling a quantity that
has not yet been measured, it is necessary to predict run-end outputs in order to compute the requisite
corrective control action, using, for example, MPC. This approach to batch control may, therefore, be
formulated as an MPC problem with a shrinking prediction horizon (equal to the time remaining to the
end-of-batch), and an objective function that penalizes deviations from the desired product quality at
batch end. With this strategy, at each sampling time during the batch, a piecewise-constant profile of
future control moves is computed as the solution of the MPC optimization; and, in classic, MPC fashion,
the first control move is implemented, and the states are reinitialized at the next sampling instant using
process measurements or state estimates. The procedure is repeated until the end of the batch.

Within the context of batch process control, linear MPC is widely used in industry; not so with
nonlinear MPC, but it remains an active area of research. For example, modifications of nonlinear MPC
have been proposed for maintaining run-end molecular properties within bounds (in line with industry
specifications) as opposed to controlling them at fixed values [29]. The recommended methodology has
been applied in simulation to the control of batch styrene emulsion polymerization.
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12-14 Control System Applications

12.4.2.2 Run-to-Run Control

The objective of run-to-run control is to exploit one of the peculiarities of batch processes—their repetitive
nature—in such a way that the procedure for controlling the current batch explicitly incorporates relevant
information from previous batches. The input profiles are not adjusted online; instead, at the end of the
kth batch, the input profiles uk[0, tf ] and the resulting product quality are used to determine the next
input profiles uk+1[0, tf ], where tf represents the final time.

The run-to-run adjustments serve to meet run-end targets and can be implemented in several different
ways. For instance, the difference between predicted and actual run-end outputs can be used to refine
the process model, and the updated model is subsequently used to adapt the controller parameters.
Alternatively, the input profiles can be parameterized and the input parameters can be adapted from one
run to the next in order to enforce run-end objectives. This latter run-to-run control approach, depicted
schematically in Figure 12.6, can be expressed algorithmically as follows:

1. Parameterize the input profiles, uk[0, tf ] = U(πk), where πk represents the vector of input param-
eters.

2. Start with the first run: set k = 1 and initialize πk .
3. Implement the entire kth input profile, open loop; at the end of the batch, measure the run-end

polymer properties zk .
4. Determine the difference between the measured and desired run-end outputs and compute the

(k+ 1)th values of the input parameters. For example, with integral run-to-run control, πk+1 =
I (zk , zsp), so that uk+1[0, tf ] = U(πk+1).

5. Set k := k+ 1 and return to (3).

Thus, while each batch is operated in open-loop fashion, feedback is introduced by updating the input
profiles between the kth and (k+ 1)th batches. However, it is important to note that although a batch
reactor is a highly dynamic process, the input parameters, πk , have been related to the run-end outputs,
zk , in this control formulation via a static map. In actual fact, because the input parameters are fixed at
the beginning of the batch, and the run-end outputs are evaluated at the end of the same batch, the plant
dynamics, which are responsible for transforming the reactants available at the beginning of the batch to
the products obtained at the end of the batch, have been incorporated into this static map. The process
dynamics are therefore implicit in this apparently static relation. Note also that, because of its recursive
nature, an important issue for this strategy is the convergence of the run-to-run control law.

Run-to-run control of run-end outputs has the drawback that it does not use any online information
that is otherwise available through the run-time outputs. One way by which run-time information from
previous batches can be used to control the run-time outputs of the current batch is through active
and progressive “learning” of the run-time characteristics of the process. Such an approach, known as
iterative learning control (ILC), is depicted in Figure 12.7. With ILC, the input profiles are adapted from
one run to the next on the basis of the error between the reference output trajectories ysp[0, tf ] and
each observed trajectory yk[0, tf ] with the objective of reducing this error at each iteration. Although the
processing objective is still to meet run-end product requirements, ILC focuses on the run-time outputs
as an indirect means of achieving run-end objectives.

Controller Batch 
 reactor 

uk(0, tf ) yk(0, tf ) zkInput 
generator 

Output
selector

πkk+1 --> k

Static map 

zsp + 
– 

πk+1

FIGURE 12.6 Run-to-run control of the run-end outputs z in a batch reactor.
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ILC – controller Batch reactor k+1 --> k
ysp(0, tf ) + 

– 

uk(0, tf ) yk(0, tf )uk+1(0, tf )

FIGURE 12.7 Iterative learning control of the run-time output profiles y[0, tf ] in a batch reactor.

An example of successful industrial application of ILC can be found in [30], where an adaptive mech-
anism is used to learn about and compensate for variations in the reactor heat-transfer coefficient,
resulting in a shorter heat-up phase for subsequent batches. This approach has now become standard in
many industrial applications [31].

The main drawback of all run-to-run approaches is that they are unable to reject true run-time
disturbances because the run-to-run strategy makes no provision for online feedback correction dur-
ing the batch run. The obvious implication is that a combination of online and run-to run control
approaches should provide improved performance, especially in the presence of significant run-time
disturbances.

12.4.2.3 Combined Online and Run-to-Run Control

The fact that the control strategies discussed in the previous two sections complement each other well
seems to suggest that one should be able to combine them judiciously in order to meet both run-time and
run-end output objectives. A word of caution is necessary here, however: since both schemes attempt to
adjust the same input variables, one must be careful to ensure that the online and between-run corrections
do not oppose each other. Such a hybrid strategy is discussed in [32], where online MPC and run-to-run
control are combined to control particle-size distribution of an emulsion polymerization product, both
in simulation and experimentally.

Another example of the successful combination of online and run-to-run control is presented in [33].
The temperature profile of a batch polymerization reactor is separated into two sequential arcs tracked
using online control, while the switching time between the two arcs, and the final time of the batch, are
each adjusted run-to-run.

12.4.3 Control of Batch Polymerization Processes II: Optimal Control

As an alternative to “feedback” approaches discussed in Section 12.4.2, both within-batch and batch-end
objectives can be met simultaneously and directly by formulating—and solving—the batch polymerization
control problem as an optimization problem. This approach takes full advantage of the rich literature
on general optimal control, appropriately adapted for batch polymerization processes. A comprehensive
survey is given in [34], which contains nearly 140 references dealing with various aspects of polymerization
modeling, control, and optimization. The main conceptual difference between the objectives discussed
in Section 12.4.2 and those of the current section lies in the introduction of an economic performance
criterion to be optimized. Run-time and run-end objectives are now seen as constraints. While optimal
control strategies for batch polymerization processes have been widely studied in the literature, only
a handful of successful applications to industrial reactors have been reported. One such application is
presented later in this section as an illustrative example.

12.4.3.1 Problem Formulation

The optimization of a batch polymerization process can be formulated mathematically as follows:

min
uk[0,tf ],ρ

Jk = φ(xk(tf ))+
∫ tf

0
L(xk(t), uk(t), t) dt (12.1)
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12-16 Control System Applications

s.t.: ẋk(t)= F(xk(t), uk(t), ρ); xk(0)= xk,0(ρ) (12.2)

S(xk(t), uk(t), ρ)≤ 0 (12.3)

P(xk(tf ), ρ)≤ 0 (12.4)

where Jk is the scalar cost to be minimized for the kth batch, S, the run-time constraints, P, the run-end
constraints, ρ, the vector of time-invariant decision variables, and tf , the “fixed” or “free” final time. If tf

is free, in the sense that it is to be determined as part of the optimization (rather than fixed, in the sense
of having been determined a priori), then it is included in ρ. φ is the scalar cost associated with the final
states, and L is the Lagrangian function. Note that the initial conditions can also be considered as decision
variables.

For a specific process, P will represent a set of bounds on, for example, the batch-end weight-average
molecular weight (the polymer product property of interest), while S will represent bounds on the manip-
ulated variables and operational constraints such as physical limits on the heat-removal capacity of the
reactor. For the purpose of illustration, a specific optimization problem could be formulated as follows:

min
tf ,Tj,in(t)

tf (12.5)

s.t. ẋ(t)= F(x(t), Tj,in(t)), x(0)= x0 (12.6)

X(tf )≥ Xmin (12.7)

M̄w(tf )≥ M̄w,min (12.8)

Tj,in(t)≥ Tj,in,min (12.9)

Tr(t)≤ Tr,max (12.10)

where Tr is the reactor temperature and Tj,in, the jacket inlet temperature. F represents the process model
equations, with the n-dimensional state vector x and the associated initial conditions x0. It is usual to
divide the system constraints into two categories:

• Terminal constraints (Equations 12.7 and 12.8): These are constraints on the final values taken by
certain variables at the end of the batch. Xmin is the lower bound on the final conversion, X(tf ),
and M̄w,min is the lower bound on the final weight-average molecular weight, M̄w(tf ). The lower
bound on conversion is to ensure the production of an adequate amount of polymer in addition
to preventing the accumulation of a toxic monomer; the lower bound on the average molecular
weight guarantees the quality of the polymer.

• Path constraints (Equations 12.9 and 12.10): These are constraints on the values of the process
variables during the course of the batch. In this specific example, Tj,in,min is the minimal value
that the jacket inlet temperature can take, and Tr,max is the maximal allowed value of the reactor
temperature T(t).

Solving this specific problem will produce a jacket inlet temperature profile which, in the absence of
disturbances or process-model mismatch, minimizes batch time, while guaranteeing that the conversion
and average molecular weight specifications are met.

12.4.3.2 Solving Dynamic Optimization Problems

There exist several approaches for solving dynamic optimization problems, each one with its own peculiar
features. For example, for low-order dynamical systems, variational approaches such as Pontryagin’s
maximum principle, or differential-geometric techniques, lead to analytical expressions for the various
arcs that constitute the optimal control profiles. In practice, however, optimization problems are generally
solved numerically using a variety of techniques that include sequential quadratic programming (SQP),
genetic algorithms and stochastic optimization.
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Regardless of the specific solution technique employed, it is important to keep in mind that the resulting
solution, because it is based on a nominal model, will be valid and effective only to the extent that the
model idealization matches reality. In practice, there is plenty of uncertainty in the form of plant-model
mismatch and disturbances. Under these conditions, for the optimal control approach to be effective,
appropriate corrective measures must be incorporated into the implementation strategies. These issues,
which are central to the practice of optimal control of batch polymerization processes, are discussed
next.

12.4.3.3 Implementation Strategies

Once the model-based optimization problem (Equations 12.1 through 12.4) has been solved numerically
offline, open-loop implementation of the computed input trajectories will only be “optimal” if there
are no disturbances and the process model is perfect. In actual practice, in the face of disturbances, it
will be necessary to augment this basic strategy with active feedback and track the computed optimal
output trajectories. An application of this approach to an emulsion copolymerization process is given
in [35].

On the other hand, the repercussions of plant-model mismatch are that the input and output trajec-
tories, computed via optimization based on a nominal model, will no longer be optimal for the plant.
Even worse, these trajectories may correspond to infeasible paths that violate safety or operational con-
straints. Thus, one either needs to consider the effect of uncertainty explicitly in the optimization problem
(robust optimization) or else adapt the trajectories online using process measurements (online optimiza-
tion).

12.4.3.3.1 Robust Optimization

To prevent constraint violation, it may be necessary to account for uncertainty explicitly in the com-
putation of the optimal profiles. For example, by formulating the optimization problem with a set of
possible values for the uncertain parameters, a robust optimal solution may be determined that guaran-
tees that the constraints are satisfied over the entire set of values specified for the uncertain parameters.
This approach, known as robust optimization, obviously endows the solution with robustness and can
lead to satisfactory results when the uncertainty region is small. With significant model uncertainty, the
robust optimal solution is often unnecessarily conservative, thus leading to poor performance. Because
polymerization processes are difficult to model, it is not unusual that the uncertainties associated with
the model structure and the parameter values will be significant and, therefore, robust optimization will
enjoy only limited effectiveness.

12.4.3.3.2 Online Optimization

An alternative strategy for avoiding the inevitable conservatism of robust optimization is to deal with the
uncertainty actively by incorporating measurements into the optimization framework, with the premise
that, when available, measurements provide the best up-to-date information about the real process behav-
ior. This strategy can be implemented in different ways, as described next.

1. Repeated, updated optimization: In this two-step approach, the idea is to use measurements to
update the optimization problem and repeat the optimization. There are different ways of updating
the optimization problem:
• Update the initial conditions of the subsequent optimization problem—as with MPC, when

the output measurements or state estimates serve as new initial conditions for the subsequent
optimization problem.

• Identify the uncertain model parameters and update the process model.
• Identify specific deviations between the plant and the model prediction (e.g., the constraint

values), and correct the optimization problem formulation accordingly.
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None of these methods is a panacea; they all have strengths and weaknesses [36]. Nevertheless,
with careful consideration of the problem at hand, it is often possible to apply these repeated
optimization approaches successfully to actual batch polymerization reactors, as reported in [37].
As was the case with feedback control, the repetitive nature of batch processes can also be exploited
in the context of repeated optimization. The optimization follows essentially the same steps as
discussed above, the main difference being that the update step is performed between consecutive
batches instead of at the sampling times during a batch. This way, much more data are available
(e.g., from the previous completed batches).

2. Self-optimizing control: In self-optimizing-control, optimality is achieved via feedback control, not
by repeatedly solving an optimization problem. The key feature is the design of a feedback control
structure that enforces optimal plant performance; and a primary means of enforcing optimality
through feedback is by choosing the set-points as the NCO of the optimization problem.

The optimal solution of a dynamic optimization problem consists of one or several arcs, with each
one either enforcing an active constraint or else forcing a sensitivity to zero. The control structure
is constructed as follows: (i) use a plant model to compute, offline, the nominal optimal solution
(which will not be optimal for the plant because of uncertainty); (ii) design a multiloop control
system such that each loop regulates a specific element of the NCO to zero; and (iii) implement
this feedback control using measurements or estimates of the NCO elements. This approach has
been labeled NCO tracking because it is designed to satisfy the NCO of the plant [38].

The main difficulty with the implementation of NCO tracking is the real-time computation
of the NCO elements. However, this difficulty is offset by the following facts: (i) constrained
quantities are typically measured and thus directly available for feedback control, and (ii) accurate
estimation of sensitivities is often not needed as there is generally much more to gain in terms
of cost improvement by enforcing the set of active constraints than by forcing the sensitivities to
zero [39].

An alternative to online self-optimizing control is run-to-run self-optimizing control, which
involves reformulating the optimization problem as a control problem. With this run-to-run
alternative, there is the additional advantage of being able to wait until the end of the batch and
thus accumulate more data. By nature, the run-to-run self-optimizing control strategy mimics the
way the performance of batch processes is improved in industry. For instance, in the case of an
isothermal batch polymerization process, one typically tries to increase the reactor temperature
gradually from batch to batch in order to reduce the final time. This procedure stops when the
operator ascertains that the process is sufficiently close to its constraints, and that increasing the
reactor temperature any further will lead to off-spec products.

It must be clear from the above that, although very attractive conceptually, self-optimizing
control can be limited by the lack of appropriate measurements. Hence, state estimation is essential
for successful implementation of this strategy. One such successful industrial application of self-
optimizing control is discussed next.

12.4.3.4 Illustrative Example: Optimization of an Industrial
Batch Polymerization Reactor

The problem involves a batch inverse-emulsion copolymerization process, where the objective is to min-
imize the reaction time [33]. (An inverse-emulsion polymerization process is so-called because, contrary
to standard emulsion polymerization processes, which involves oil-soluble monomers and water-soluble
initiators, here the monomers are water-soluble and emulsified in the oil-phase, while the polymeriza-
tion is initiated with an oil-soluble initiator.) The reaction is highly exothermic; as such, higher reactor
temperatures will speed up the reaction and hence reduce reaction time. However, the resulting heat
generation will significantly increase the risk of thermal runaway, in addition to being potentially detri-
mental to the final product quality (especially average molecular weight). As a result, the prevalent
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FIGURE 12.8 Normalized measured profiles in an industrial batch reactor. Tr is the reactor temperature, Tj , the
jacket temperature, and X, the molar conversion. The solid conversion line corresponds to the prediction of a simple
model of the polymerization reactor (Adapted from Francois, G., et al., Ind. Eng. Chem. Res., 43, 7238–7242, 2004.).
Note the loss of controllability in the interval [0.6, 0.8] when the manipulated variable Tj is at its lower bound. This
loss of controllability was compensated for manually by reducing the initiator feed.

practice in industry has been to operate isothermally at a safe (relatively low) temperature. Reactor per-
formance can be improved by determining the reactor temperature profile that provides the best possible
tradeoff between productivity on the one hand, and safety and quality on the other. Figure 12.8 shows
a set of temperature and molar conversion profiles representative of industrial practice in this 1 m3

reactor.
While a detailed discussion of the design and implementation of a run-to-run measurement-based

optimization strategy for this problem can be found in [33], the main points are summarized here.

1. Numerical optimization based on a simple process model indicates qualitatively that the first
phase of the reaction must be nearly isothermal so as not to violate the heat removal constraint,
while the temperature is allowed to increase in the latter part of the reaction in order to reduce
reaction time. Indeed, once conversion has reached a certain value, the reaction rate decreases
naturally and the reactor temperature can be increased (to reduce the batch time) while still
meeting the terminal specification on the average molecular weight. The resulting temperature
policy is therefore approximately semiadiabatic, whereby an initial isothermal phase is followed
by an adiabatic phase.

2. The temperature at the final time, tf , must respect a prescribed limit, above which the polymer
starts to coagulate. Since the maximum temperature that will be reached depends on the amount of
unreacted monomers remaining in the reactor when the control policy switches from isothermal to
adiabatic operation, the switching time between the two phases is adjusted to meet this temperature
constraint.

Consequently, the run-to-run optimization task amounts to specifying two scalar parameters:

i. ts, the switching time between isothermal and adiabatic operations
ii. tf , the final time

in order to meet two terminal constraints: (a) the desired conversion of monomer Xdes, and (b) the
maximum reactor temperature Tr,max . Since, for this process, Xdes is nearly 100%, the desired conversion
and the maximum temperature occur simultaneously. Therefore, the optimization problem reduces to a
run-to-run adaptation of only the switching time, ts, to satisfy Tr(tf )= Tr,max . Such an adaptation scheme
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FIGURE 12.9 Run-to-run optimization scheme showing how the final reactor temperature target can be met by
adjusting the switching time ts . The reactor is initially operated isothermally at the normalized temperature Tr,ref = 1.
Adiabatic operation starts at ts , a value that is adjusted on a run-to-run basis to achieve Tr (tf )= Tr,max . The true
manipulated input is the flow rate of cooling medium in the jacket qj[0, tf ], which is determined in the isothermal
phase by regulation of Tr (t) around Tr,ref = 1 for t < ts ; in the adiabatic phase, qj[ts , tf ] is simply set to 0.

is conveniently implemented with the discrete integral control law:

ts,k+1 = ts,k +K(Tr,max −Tr,k(tf )),

where K is the gain of the run-to-run integral controller. Figure 12.9 shows a block diagrammatic repre-
sentation of the overall run-to-run scheme.
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FIGURE 12.10 Normalized temperature profiles in the industrial reactor obtained with the run-to-run optimization
scheme that adjusts the switching time between isothermal and adiabatic phases. Compared to the normalized reaction
time of 1 for the current-practice isothermal operation, the reaction time is successively reduced to 0.78, 0.72, and 0.65
in three consecutive batches. Note that a slight “back-off” from Tr,max is implemented for safety purposes, mainly to
account for run-time disturbances that cannot be handled by this approach.
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The improvement obtained with this scheme in three consecutive batches in the 1 m3 industrial reactor
is shown in Figure 12.10. The batch time is reduced by about 35%, while the final average molecular weight
specifications are satisfied for all batches.

12.5 Summary and Conclusions

Process control continues to play an increasingly central role in the manufacture of high quality polymer
products, safely and in an environmentally friendly fashion. In particular, because end-use properties of
a polymer product strongly depend on the molecular and/or macroscopic architecture of the polymer—
characteristics that are determined during polymer synthesis in a polymerization reactor and which
cannot be altered in downstream processes or by blending—effective control of polymerization reactors
is of great importance to the modern economic production of polymers. However, effective control of
polymerization reactors is difficult because these reactors are typically highly exothermic, exhibit complex
and highly nonlinear—and poorly understood—dynamics that are strongly dependent on the chemical
type and composition of the reactants. Furthermore, the molecular properties that determine the polymer
product performance in end-use are usually measured offline with very long time delays, so that these
measurements are rarely available for online control.

Many of the modern methodologies employed for controlling polymer processes have been reviewed
in this chapter. While the various techniques are different in specific details, their development, use, and
implementation share the following three common steps, irrespective of the polymerization reactor type,
whether continuous, batch, or semibatch.

1. Given a set of end-use properties desired of a polymer product, the first step is to determine the
molecular and/or macroscopic architecture of the polymer (i.e., average molecular weights, func-
tional group distribution, and copolymer composition—when two or more different monomers
are involved) that will combine to yield the specified end-use properties.

2. As these molecular and macroscopic characteristics are rarely measured online, the second step is
to determine the reactor temperature and feed flow rate profiles which, once implemented, will lead
to the production of a polymer product with the desired molecular and macroscopic characteristics.
These profiles can be piece-wise constant as in the case of continuous reactors, or entirely time-
varying as in the case of semibatch or batch reactors. Of course, these profiles must be implemented
in such a way that the reactor is not steered into unsafe operating regimes. If an accurate reactor
model is available, the temperature and feed profiles can be calculated systematically offline and/or
online using optimal control techniques and the model. The optimization methods reviewed in
this chapter can be used to perform such calculations.

3. In the final step, feedback control is used to implement these profiles, which are presented as
set-points for the temperature and feed flow rate feedback control system. If any infrequent
measurements of polymer properties are available, they should be used in the feedback control
system to improve performance.

While several of the techniques presented here have been implemented successfully in industrial prac-
tice, many challenging problems still remain. Here are a few of them. First, advances in optimization
techniques in general, and in MPC in particular, have undoubtedly influenced industrial implementa-
tion; but these techniques depend on the availability of polymer reactor models of reasonably high fidelity
and modest complexity. Achieving such an intrinsically contradictory balance in models of processes of
practical importance remains difficult: industrial processes are, by nature, complex; capturing the essential
components of such complex processes with models of sufficient high fidelity almost inevitably demands
a minimum level of complexity. Methods of nonlinear model reduction capable of representing complex
process dynamics effectively with reduced-order, control-relevant models will provide a significant boost
to the industrial application of advanced control and optimization techniques. Next, while advances in
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state estimation have enabled the estimation of infrequently measured product characteristics—and hence
made online control of product characteristics possible—such estimates can never completely replace the
actual measurements themselves. And as the manufacturing chain becomes inexorably more tightly
integrated, each successive downstream customer will place increasingly stringent end-use performance
demands on the polymer products they receive from each of their suppliers. Meeting these demands will
ultimately require polymer process control system performance levels that are unattainable via unavoid-
ably imperfect inferred product attributes. Advances in sensors, analyzers and ancillary measurement
technology will be required in order to make available actual measurements of product attributes more
frequently than is currently possible. Finally, as the polymer process control system structures acquire
more complexity, theoretical analyses of model dynamics, overall control system stability, and achievable
performance (both nominal and robust), will be essential, especially for providing guidance in selecting
the best alternative for each problem.
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13.1 Introduction

Modeling and control of thin film microstructure in thin film deposition processes has attracted significant
research attention in recent years. Specifically, kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) models based on a square lattice
and utilizing the solid-on-solid (SOS) approximation for deposition were initially employed to describe
the evolution of film microstructure and design feedback control laws for thin film surface roughness [1,2].
Furthermore, a method that couples partial differential equation (PDE) models and kMC models was
developed for computationally efficient multiscale optimization of thin film growth [3]. However, kMC
models are not available in closed form and this limitation restricts the use of kMC models for system-level
analysis and design of model-based feedback control systems.

Stochastic differential equations (SDEs) arise naturally in the modeling of surface morphology of ultra-
thin films in a variety of thin film preparation processes [4–8]. Advanced control methods based on SDEs
have been developed to address the need of model-based feedback control of thin film microstructure.
Specifically, methods for state/output feedback control of surface roughness based on linear [9–11] and
nonlinear [12,13] SDE models have been developed.

13-1
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In the context of modeling of thin film porosity, kMC models have been widely used to model the
evolution of porous thin films in many deposition processes [14–17]. Deterministic and stochastic
ordinary differential equation (ODE) models of film porosity were recently developed [18] to model
the evolution of film porosity and its fluctuation and design model predictive control (MPC) algo-
rithms to control film porosity to a desired level and reduce run-to-run porosity variability. More
recently, simultaneous control of film thickness, surface roughness, and porosity within a unified con-
trol framework was addressed on the basis of a kMC thin film growth model using the deposition
rate as the manipulated input [19]. However, in a practical thin film growth setting, the surface depo-
sition rate cannot be manipulated directly but indirectly through manipulation of the inlet precursor
concentration.

The present work addresses this practical consideration and focuses on simultaneous regulation of
film thickness, surface roughness, and porosity in a multiscale model of a thin film growth process using
the inlet precursor concentration as the manipulated input. Specifically, a continuous macroscopic PDE
model is used to describe the dynamics of the gas phase. The thin film growth process is modeled via
a microscopic kMC simulation model on a triangular lattice with vacancies and overhangs allowed to
develop inside the film. The macroscopic and microscopic models are connected through boundary
conditions. Distributed parameter and lumped dynamic models are developed to describe the evolution
of the film surface profile and porosity. The developed dynamic models are then used as the basis for the
design of a MPC algorithm that includes penalty on the deviation of film thickness, surface roughness,
and film porosity from their respective set-point values. Simulation results demonstrate the applicability
and effectiveness of the proposed modeling and control approach by applying the proposed controller to
the multiscale process model.

13.2 Preliminaries

We consider a silicon thin film growth process in a low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD)
reactor, which is shown in Figure 13.1. Due to the large discrepancies of the time and length scales between
the gas phase and the thin film growth, two different models are employed to describe the evolutions
of the gas phase and of the thin film. Under the hypothesis of continuum, a PDE model derived from a
mass balance is used to describe the species concentration in the gas phase. The thin film growth model
is simulated through an on-lattice kMC model that uses a triangular lattice and allows overhangs and
vacancies to develop inside the film. The two models are connected through boundary conditions, that
is, the adsorption rate in the kMC model depends on the reactant concentration at surface following the
reaction rate law.

Ts = 850 K

P = 1 Torr, Tg = 300 K

Adsorption Migration

z0 = 0.4 m

z = 0

FIGURE 13.1 The multiscale model of a thin film growth process in a LPCVD reactor.
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13.2.1 Gas-Phase Model

For the gas-phase model, a vertical, one-dimensional, stagnant flow geometry is considered. The inlet flow
consists of two components, hydrogen and silane. Silane diffuses through a stagnant gas film of hydrogen.
The temperature is constant throughout the gas phase. Thus, under the assumption of continuum, the
silane concentration in the gas phase can be modeled via the following parabolic PDE:

∂X

∂t
= D

∂2X

∂z2 −KX (13.1)

where X is the molar fraction of silane, D is the diffusivity of silane, the term −KX accounts for the
consumption of silane in the gas phase, that is, the gas-phase reaction and undesired sediments on reactor
walls (we assume that this term is a first-order term).

The diffusivity, D, is calculated using a second-order polynomial of temperature as follows [20]:

D = c0+ c1Tg + c2T2
g , (13.2)

where Tg is the gas-phase temperature set at 300 K, c0, c1, and c2 are the coefficients of the polynomial.
The mass balance equation of Equation 13.1 is subject to the initial condition:

X(z, 0)= 0, (13.3)

and the boundary condition at the inlet (z = z0 = 0.4 m):

X(z0, t)= Xin, (13.4)

where Xin is the inlet concentration of silane, and the boundary condition at the wafer surface (z = 0):

CD
∂X

∂z
(0, t)= RW , (13.5)

where C is the molar concentration of the gas phase right above the surface and RW is the reaction rate
on the wafer surface. Under the assumption of ideal gas, C = P/(RTg ), where P is the gas-phase pressure
and R is the ideal gas constant.

When silane diffuses to the wafer surface, it decomposes into silicon and hydrogen as follows:

SiH4→ Si+ 2H2. (13.6)

Then the silicon atoms are deposited onto the thin film. The reaction rate law on the surface is given as
follows [20]:

RW = kPXs

1+KH (P(1−Xs))1/2+KsPXs
, (13.7)

where Xs is the silane concentration at wafer surface, k, KH , and Ks are coefficients in the rate law. The
coefficient k follows an Arrhenius-type law as follows [20]:

k = 1.6× 104 exp(−18,500/Ts) mole m−2 s−1 Pa−1, (13.8)

where Ts is the temperature of the wafer surface. The values of the parameters and coefficients of the
gas-phase model can be found in Table 13.1.

13.2.2 On-Lattice kMC Model of Film Growth

The film growth model used in this work is an on-lattice kMC model in which all particles occupy discrete
lattice sites [19,21]. The on-lattice kMC model is valid for a low-temperature region, T < 0.5Tm (Tm is
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TABLE 13.1 Gas-Phase Model Parameters

Tg 300 K P 1 Torr

Ts 850 K z0 0.4 m

c0 −2.90 K 0.5

c1 2.06× 10−2 KH 0.19 Pa−1/2

c2 2.81× 10−5 Ks 0.70 Pa−1

the melting point of the crystal). A triangular lattice is selected to represent the crystalline structure of
the film, as shown in Figure 13.2. The new particles are always deposited from the top side of the lattice
where the gas phase is located. The number of sites in the lateral direction is defined as the lattice size and
is denoted by L. In the triangular lattice, a bottom layer in the lattice is initially set to be fully packed and
fixed, as shown in Figure 13.2. There are no vacancies in this layer and the particles in this layer cannot
migrate. This layer acts as the substrate for the deposition and is not counted in the computation of the
number of the deposited particles, that is, this fixed layer does not influence the film porosity. Two types
of microscopic processes (Monte Carlo events) are considered: an adsorption process, in which particles
are incorporated into the film from the gas phase, and a migration process, in which surface particles
move to adjacent sites [14–16,22].

In an adsorption process, an incident particle comes in contact with the film and is incorporated
onto the film. The microscopic adsorption rate, W , which is in units of layers per unit time, is equal to
the surface reaction rate in the gas phase, RW (i.e., W = RW ). The incident particles are initially placed
at random positions above the film lattice and move toward the lattice in the vertical direction until
contacting the first particle on the film. Upon contact, the particle moves (relaxes) to the nearest vacant
site. Surface relaxation is conducted if this site is unstable, that is, with only one neighboring particle.
When a particle is subject to surface relaxation, the particle moves to its most stable neighboring vacant
site and is finally incorporated into the film.

In a migration process, a particle overcomes the energy barrier of the site and jumps to its vacant
neighboring site. The migration rate (probability) of a particle follows an Arrhenius-type law with a
precalculated activation energy barrier that depends on the local environment of the particle and the

Gas phase
particles

Particles
on lattice

Substrate 
particles

Substrate

Gas phase

FIGURE 13.2 Thin film growth process on a triangular lattice.
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substrate temperature. Since the film is thin, the temperature is assumed to be uniform throughout the
film. The interior particles (the particles fully surrounded by six nearest neighbors) and the substrate
layers cannot migrate.

When a particle is subject to migration, it can jump to either of its vacant neighboring sites with equal
probability, unless the vacant neighboring site has no nearest neighbors, that is, the surface particle cannot
jump off the film and it can only migrate on the surface. The deposition process is simulated using the
continuous-time Monte Carlo (CTMC) method (see [18] for details).

13.2.3 Definitions of Surface Height Profile and Film Site Occupancy Ratio

Utilizing the CTMC algorithm, simulations of the kMC model of a porous silicon thin film growth process
can be carried out. Snapshots of film microstructure, that is, the configurations of particles within the
triangular lattice, are obtained from the kMC model at various time instants during process evolution. To
quantitatively evaluate the thin film microstructure, two variables, surface roughness, and film porosity,
are introduced in this subsection.

Surface roughness, which measures the texture of thin film surface, is represented by the root mean
square (RMS) of the surface height profile of the thin film. Determination of surface height profile is
slightly different in the triangular lattice model compared to a SOS model. In the SOS model, the surface
of thin film is naturally described by the positions of the top particles of each column. In the triangular
lattice model, however, due to the existence of vacancies and overhangs, the definition of film surface
needs further clarification. Specifically, taking into account practical considerations of surface roughness
measurements, the surface height profile of a triangular lattice model is defined based on the particles that
can be reached in the vertical direction, as shown in Figure 13.3. In this definition, a particle is considered
as a surface particle only if it is not blocked by the particles in the neighboring columns. Therefore,
the surface height profile of a porous thin film is the line that connects the sites that are occupied by
the surface particles. With this definition, the surface height profile can be treated as a function of the
spatial coordinate. Surface roughness, as a measurement of the surface texture, is defined as the standard
deviation of the surface height profile from its average height as follows [21]:

r =
√√√√ 1

L

L∑

i=1

(hi − h̄)2, (13.9)

where r denotes the surface roughness and h̄= 1
L

∑L
i=1 hi is the average surface height. Note that r ≥ 0

and r = 0 corresponds to a flat surface.

Surface 
particles

Bulk 
particles

Substrate
particlesSubstrate

FIGURE 13.3 Definition of surface height profile. A surface particle is a particle that is not blocked by particles from
both of its neighboring columns in the vertical direction.
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L (sites)

H
 (l

ay
er

s)

FIGURE 13.4 Illustration of the definition of film SOR of Equation 13.10.

In addition to film surface roughness, the film site occupancy ratio (SOR) is introduced to represent
the extent of the porosity inside the thin film. The mathematical expression of film SOR is defined as
follows:

ρ= N

LH
, (13.10)

where ρ denotes the film SOR, N is the total number of deposited particles on the lattice, L is the lattice size,
and H denotes the number of deposited layers. Note that the deposited layers are the layers that contain
only deposited particles and do not include the initial substrate layers. The variables in the definition
expression of Equation 13.10 can be found in Figure 13.4. Since each layer contains L sites, the total
number of sites in the film that can be contained within the H layers is LH . Thus, film SOR is the ratio
of the occupied lattice sites, N , over the total number of available sites, LH . Film SOR ranges from 0 to 1.
Specifically, ρ= 1 denotes a fully occupied film with a flat surface. The value of zero is assigned to ρ at
the beginning of the deposition process since there are no particles deposited on the lattice.

13.2.4 Lattice Size Dependence of Film Surface Roughness and SOR

After defining the film surface roughness and SOR in Section 13.2.3, the dependence of film surface
roughness and SOR on lattice size is investigated [23]. To investigate the lattice size dependence, kMC
simulations of the thin film deposition process with different lattice sizes are carried out. The substrate
temperature and the adsorption rate remain fixed throughout the entire simulation. The simulation time
is set to be sufficiently long so that the steady-state values of surface roughness and SOR can be estimated.
The expected values are averaged from multiple independent simulation runs.

The steady-state values of the expected surface roughness square exhibit strong dependence on the
lattice size. This dependence can be addressed by plotting the steady-state values, 〈r2〉ss, with respect to
lattice size at T = 300 K and W = 1 layer/s; see Figure 13.5. The error bars in Figure 13.5 represent the
range 〈r2〉ss± σr , where σr denotes the standard deviation of 〈r2〉ss and is calculated from 10 averages of
evenly divided groups of all simulation runs. The steady-state values of the expected surface roughness
square are determined from the evolution profiles by averaging over the last 1000 points where steady
state has been clearly reached. A linear dependence on the lattice size is clearly shown in Figure 13.5 for
large lattice sizes, where the linear regression is obtained from the data points of lattice sizes L ≥ 100 and
the regression coefficient is 0.9997. The saturation time, that is, the time required for the expected surface
roughness square to reach very close to its steady-state value, is proportional to the square of the lattice size.

Figure 13.6 shows the steady-state values of film SOR, ρss, for different lattice sizes at T = 400 K and
W = 1 layer/s. Figure 13.6 also includes the values of film SOR at t = 1000 s and t = 2000 s. The error
bars of the film SOR are calculated from five averages of evenly divided groups of all simulation runs. A
least-squares method is used to estimate the steady-state value of ρss

d by fitting ρ(t) data at finite times
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R 2 = 0.9997

Lattice size

<r
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T = 300 K

FIGURE 13.5 Dependence of the steady-state values of the expected surface roughness square, 〈r2〉ss (symbols with
error bars), on the lattice size, and the linear regression, 〈r2〉ss = kL+ b, of the points corresponding to L ≥ 100
(dashed line); W = 1 layer/s and T = 300 K.

obtained from the kMC simulation to an integral model of film SOR; see Section 13.3.2 for details of the
integral model. Since the steady-state values are estimates from the evolution profiles, no error bars are
presented with ρss. For small lattice sizes, ρss is very close to the values of film SOR at 1000 s and 2000 s,
which indicates that the film SOR has reached its steady state. However, for large lattice sizes, the time
t = 2000 s is not long enough for the film SOR to approach its steady state. A weak dependence of the
steady-state film SOR is observed in Figure 13.6 (a logarithmic scale is used to show the large range of
lattice sizes investigated in this work), where it can be seen that the steady-state value of the expected film
SOR decays as the lattice size increases. The dynamics of film SOR also depends on the lattice size: large
lattice sizes result in slow evolutions of the film SOR.

101 102 103 104 105
0.62

0.63

0.64

0.65

0.66

<ρ
>

0.67

0.68

Lattice size

ρss (model)
t = 2000 s
t = 1000 s

FIGURE 13.6 Profiles of the predicted steady-state values, the values at t = 1000 s and t = 2000 s of the expected
film SOR for different lattice sizes; W = 1 layer/s and T = 400 K.
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13.3 Dynamic Model Construction

13.3.1 Edwards−Wilkinson-Type Equation of Surface Height

An Edwards–Wilkinson (EW)-type equation, a second-order stochastic PDE, can be used to describe the
surface height evolution in many microscopic processes that involve thermal balance between adsorption
(deposition) and migration (diffusion). In this work, an EW-type equation is chosen to describe the
dynamics of the fluctuation of surface height (the rigorous validation of this choice can be found in [23]
and its validation in the context of control will be made clear below):

∂h

∂t
= rh+ ν∂2h

∂x2 + ξ(x, t) (13.11)

subject to periodic boundary conditions:

h(−π, t)= h(π, t),
∂h

∂x
(−π, t)= ∂h

∂x
(π, t) (13.12)

and the initial condition:
h(x, 0)= h0(x), (13.13)

where x ∈ [−π,π] is the spatial coordinate, t is the time, rh and ν are the model parameters, and ξ(x, t)
is a Gaussian white noise with the following mean and covariance:

〈ξ(x, t)〉 = 0,

〈
ξ(x, t)ξ(x′, t′)

〉= σ2δ(x− x′)δ(t− t′),

(13.14)

where σ2 is a parameter which measures the intensity of the Gaussian white noise and δ(·) denotes the
standard Dirac delta function.

To proceed with model parameter estimation and control design, a stochastic ODE approximation of
Equation 13.11 is first derived using modal decomposition. Consider the eigenvalue problem of the linear
operator of Equation 13.11, which takes the form:

Aφ̄n(x)= νd2φ̄n(x)

dx2 = λnφ̄n(x),

φ̄n(−π)= φ̄n(π),
dφ̄n

dx
(−π)= dφ̄n

dx
(π),

(13.15)

where λn denotes an eigenvalue and φ̄n denotes an eigenfunction. A direct computation of the solution
of the above eigenvalue problem yields λ0 = 0 withψ0 = 1/

√
2π, and λn =−νn2 (λn is an eigenvalue of

multiplicity two) with eigenfunctions φn = (1/
√
π) sin(nx) and ψn = (1/

√
π) cos(nx) for n= 1, . . . ,∞.

Note that the φ̄n in Equation 13.15 denotes either φn or ψn. For fixed positive value of ν, all eigenvalues
(except the zeroth eigenvalue) are negative and the distance between two consecutive eigenvalues (i.e., λn

and λn+1) increases as n increases.
The solution of Equation 13.11 is expanded in an infinite series in terms of the eigenfunctions of the

operator of Equation 13.15 as follows:

h(x, t)=
∞∑

n=1

αn(t)φn(x)+
∞∑

n=0

βn(t)ψn(x), (13.16)

where αn(t), βn(t) are time-varying coefficients. Substituting the above expansion for the solution, h(x, t),
into Equation 13.11 and taking the inner product with the adjoint eigenfunctions,φ∗n(x)= (1/

√
π) sin(nx)
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and ψ∗n(x)= (1/
√
π) cos(nx), the following system of infinite stochastic ODEs is obtained:

dβ0

dt
=√2πrh+ ξ0

β(t),

dαn

dt
= λnαn+ ξn

α(t), n= 1, . . . ,∞,

dβn

dt
= λnβn+ ξn

β(t), n= 1, . . . ,∞,

(13.17)

where

ξn
α(t)=

∫ π

−π
ξ(x, t)φ∗n(x) dx, ξn

β(t)=
∫ π

−π
ξ(x, t)ψ∗n(x) dx. (13.18)

The covariances of ξn
α(t) and ξn

β(t) can be obtained:
〈
ξn
α(t)ξn

α(t′)
〉= σ2δ(t− t′) and

〈
ξn
β(t)ξn

β(t′)
〉=

σ2δ(t− t′). Due to the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions of the operator in the EW equation of Equa-
tion 13.11, ξn

α(t) and ξn
β(t), n= 0, 1, . . . , are stochastically independent.

Since the stochastic ODE system is linear, the analytical solution of state variance can be obtained from
a direct computation as follows:

〈
α2

n(t)
〉= σ2

2νn2 +
(〈
α2

n(t0)
〉− σ2s

2νn2

)
e−2νn2(t−t0), n= 1, . . . ,∞,

〈
β2

n(t)
〉= σ2

2νn2 +
(〈
β2

n(t0)
〉− σ2

2νn2

)
e−2νn2(t−t0), n= 1, . . . ,∞,

(13.19)

where
〈
α2

n(t0)
〉

and
〈
β2

n(t0)
〉

are the state variances at time t0. The analytical solution of state variance of
Equation 13.19 will be used in the parameter estimation and the MPC design.

When the dynamic model of surface height profile is determined, surface roughness of the thin film is
defined as the standard deviation of the surface height profile from its average height and is computed as
follows:

r(t)=
√

1

2π

∫ π

−π
[h(x, t)− h̄(t)]2 dx, (13.20)

where h̄(t)= 1
2π

∫ π
−πh(x, t) dx is the average surface height. According to Equation 13.16, we have h̄(t)=

β0(t)ψ0. Therefore,
〈
r2(t)

〉
can be rewritten in terms of

〈
α2

n(t)
〉

and
〈
β2

n(t)
〉

as follows:

〈
r2(t)

〉= 1

2π

〈∫ π

−π
(h(x, t)− h̄(t))2 dx

〉

= 1

2π

〈 ∞∑

i=1

(α2
i (t)+ β2

i (t))

〉

= 1

2π

∞∑

i=1

[〈
α2

i (t)
〉+ 〈

β2
i (t)

〉]
,

(13.21)

where h̄= 1
2π

∫ π
−πh(x, t) dx = β0(t)ψ0 is the average of surface height. Thus, Equation 13.21 provides a

direct link between the state variance of the infinite stochastic ODEs of Equation 13.17 and the expected
surface roughness of the thin film. Note that the parameter rh does not appear in the expression of surface
roughness, since only the zeroth state, β0, is affected by rh but this state is not included in the computation
of the expected surface roughness square of Equation 13.21.

Film thickness, which is represented by the average of surface height, h̄, is another objective under
consideration in this work. The dynamics of the expected value of averaged surface height can be obtained
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13-10 Control System Applications

from the analytical solution of the zeroth state, β0, from Equation 13.17, as follows:

d〈h̄〉
dt
= rh. (13.22)

The analytical solution of expected value of film thickness, 〈h̄〉, can be obtained directly from Equa-
tion 13.22 as follows: 〈

h̄(t)
〉
=

〈
h̄(t0)

〉
+ rh(t− t0). (13.23)

13.3.2 Dynamic Model of Film SOR

The concept of film SOR is used to characterize film porosity. According to the definition of film SOR
of Equation 13.10, film SOR accounts for all deposited layers during the entire deposition process. Thus,
film SOR is a cumulative property, the evolution of which can be characterized by an integral form. Before
further derivation of the dynamic model of film SOR, a concept of instantaneous film SOR of the film
layers deposited between time t and t+ dt, denoted by ρd , is first introduced as the spatial derivative of
the number of deposited particles in the growing direction as follows:

ρd = dN

d(HL)
. (13.24)

In Equation 13.24, the lattice size L is a constant and the derivative dH can be written as a linear
function of time derivative dt as follows:

dH = rH dt. (13.25)

where rH is the growth rate of the thin film from the top layer point of view. Note that rH is different
from the model coefficient rh in Equation 13.11. Thus, the expressions of N and H can be obtained by
integrating Equations 13.24 and 13.25 as follows:

N(t)= L
∫ t

0
ρdrH ds,

H(t)=
∫ t

0
ρd ds.

(13.26)

With the definition of ρ of Equation 13.10 and the expressions of N and H of Equation 13.26, the film
SOR of Equation 13.10 can be rewritten in an integral form as follows:

ρ=
∫ t

0 ρdrH ds
∫ t

0 rH ds
. (13.27)

To simplify the subsequent development and develop an SOR model that is suitable for control pur-
poses, we assume (this assumption will be verified in the closed-loop simulation results below where the
performance of the controller will be evaluated) that the dynamics of the instantaneous film SOR, ρd , can
be approximated by a linear first-order process, that is:

τ
dρd(t)

dt
= ρss

d − ρd(t), (13.28)

where τ is the time constant and ρss
d is the steady-state value of the instantaneous film SOR. We note that

the first-order ODE model of Equation 13.28 was introduced and justified with numerical results in [18]
for the modeling of the partial film SOR, which is defined to characterize the evolution of the film porosity
of layers that are close to the film surface. In this work, the instantaneous film SOR is a similar concept
to the partial film SOR, because it also describes the contribution to the bulk film porosity of the newly
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Multiscale Modeling and Control of Porous Thin Film Growth 13-11

deposited layers. Therefore, the first-order ODE model is a suitable choice to describe the evolution of
the instantaneous film SOR.

From Equation 13.27, it follows that at large times as ρd approaches ρss
d , the steady-state film SOR (ρss)

approaches the steady-state value of the instantaneous film SOR (i.e., ρss = ρss
d ). The deterministic ODE

system of Equation 13.28 is subject to the following initial condition:

ρd(t0)= ρd0, (13.29)

where t0 is the initial time and ρd0 is the initial value of the instantaneous film SOR. From Equations 13.28
and 13.29 and the fact that ρss = ρss

d at large times, it follows that

ρd(t)= ρss+ (
ρd0− ρss) e−(t−t0)/τ. (13.30)

For controller implementation purposes, the expression of the film SOR can be derived as follows:

ρ(t)=
∫ t0

0 ρdrH ds+ ∫ t
t0
ρdrH ds

∫ t0
0 rH ds+ ∫ t

t0
rH ds

= ρ0H0+
∫ t

t0
ρdrH ds

H0+
∫ t

t0
rH ds

,

(13.31)

where t0 is the current time, ρ0 and H0 are film SOR and film height at time t0, respectively.
Substituting the solution of ρd of Equation 13.30 into Equation 13.31 and assuming that rH is constant

for t > τ> t0, which is taken to be the case in the parameter estimation and the MPC formulations below,
the analytical solution of film SOR at time t can be obtained as follows:

ρ= ρ0H0+ rH
[
ρss(t− t0)+ (ρss− ρ0)τ(e−(t−t0)/τ− 1)

]

H0+ rH (t− t0)
(13.32)

which is directly utilized in the MPC formulation of Equation 13.35 below.

13.4 Model Predictive Controller Design

In this section, a model predictive controller is designed based on the dynamic models of surface height
and film SOR. The control objective is to regulate the expected values of roughness square and film SOR
to desired levels by manipulating the inlet silane concentration. A desired value of film thickness is also
included in the cost function in the MPC formulation. A reduced-order model of EW equation is used
in the MPC formulation to approximate the dynamics of the surface roughness. State feedback control is
considered in this work, that is, the surface height profile and the value of film SOR are assumed to be
available to the controller.

13.4.1 Reduced-Order Model for Surface Roughness

In the MPC formulation, the expected surface roughness is computed from the EW equation
(Equation 13.11). The EW equation, which is a distributed parameter dynamic model, contains infinite-
dimensional stochastic states. Therefore, it leads to a model predictive controller of infinite order that
cannot be realized in practice (i.e., the practical implementation of a control algorithm based on such a
system will require the computation of infinite sums which cannot be done by a computer). To this end,
a reduced-order model of infinite-dimensional ODE model of Equation 13.17 is instead derived and used
to calculate the prediction of expected surface roughness in the model predictive controller.
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13-12 Control System Applications

Due to the structure of the eigenspectrum of the linear operator of the EW equation (Equation 13.11),
the dynamics of the EW equation are characterized by a finite number of dominant modes. By neglect-
ing the high-order modes (n≥m+ 1), the system of Equation 13.17 can be approximated by a finite-
dimensional system as follows:

dαn

dt
= λnαn+ ξn

α(t),
dβn

dt
= λnβn+ ξn

β(t) n= 1, . . . , m. (13.33)

Note that the ODE for the zeroth state is also neglected, since the zeroth state does not contribute to
surface roughness.

Using the finite-dimensional system of Equation 13.33, the expected surface roughness square,
〈
r2(t)

〉
,

can be approximated with the finite-dimensional state variance as follows:

〈
r̃2(t)

〉= 1

2π

m∑

i=1

[〈
α2

i (t)
〉+ 〈

β2
i (t)

〉]
(13.34)

where the tilde symbol in
〈
r̃2(t)

〉
denotes its association with a finite-dimensional system.

13.4.2 MPC Formulation

We consider the control problem of film surface roughness, porosity, and thickness regulation by using a
MPC design. The expected values, 〈r2〉, 〈ρ〉, and 〈h̄〉, are chosen as the control objectives. The adsorption
rate is computed by the controller, which, in turn, is used to calculate the inlet silane concentration via
Equation 13.8 (i.e., the presence of the gas phase is neglected in the calculation of the control action, Xin,
but it is accounted for in the multiscale process model, where the control action is applied). The substrate
temperature is fixed at 850 K during the entire closed-loop simulation. The control action is obtained by
solving a finite-horizon optimal control problem.

The cost function in the optimal control problem (Equation 13.35 below) includes penalty on the
deviation of 〈r2〉 and 〈ρ〉 from their respective set-point values. However, since the manipulated input
variable is the adsorption rate and the film deposition process is a batch operation (i.e., the film growth
process is terminated within a certain time), a desired value of the film thickness is also required to
prevent an undergrown thin film at the end of the deposition process. Therefore, in the MPC shown in
Equation 13.35, the desired film thickness is regarded as the set-point value of the film thickness, that is,
the deviation of the film thickness from the desired value is included in the cost function. However, only
the negative deviation (when the film thickness is less than the desired value) is penalized; no penalty is
imposed on the deviation when the thin film thickness exceeds the desired thickness. Different weighting
factors are assigned to the penalties on the deviations of the expected values of film surface roughness,
SOR, and thickness from their desired values. Relative deviations are used in the formulation of the cost
function to make the magnitude of the different terms comparable. The optimization problem is subject
to the dynamics of the reduced-order model of surface roughness of Equation 13.33, the dynamics of the
film thickness of Equation 13.22, and the dynamics of the film SOR of Equation 13.27. The optimal profile
of the adsorption rate is calculated by solving a finite-dimensional optimization problem in a receding
horizon fashion. Specifically, the MPC problem is formulated as follows:

min
W1,...,Wi ,...,Wp

J =
p∑

i=1

{
qr2,iFr2,i + qρ,iFρ,i + qh,iFh,i

)}
subject to

Fr2,i =
[

r2
set −

〈
r2(ti)

〉

r2
set

]2

, Fρ,i =
[
ρset −〈ρ(ti)〉

ρset

]2
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Multiscale Modeling and Control of Porous Thin Film Growth 13-13

Fh,i =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

[
hmin−

〈
h̄(ti)

〉

hmin

]2

, hmin >
〈
h̄(ti)

〉

0, hmin ≤
〈
h̄(ti)

〉

〈
α2

n(ti)
〉= σ2

2νn2 +
(〈
α2

n(ti−1)
〉− σ2

2νn2

)
e−2νn2Δ (13.35)

〈
β2

n(ti)
〉= σ2

2νn2 +
(

〈
β2

n(ti−1)
〉− σ2

2νn2

)
e−2νn2Δ

〈
h̄(ti)

〉
=

〈
h̄(ti−1)

〉
+ rhΔ

ρ(ti)= 1
〈
h̄(ti−1)

〉
+ rhΔ

·
{
ρ(ti−1)

〈
h̄(ti−1)

〉

+ rh

[
ρssΔ+ (ρss− ρ(ti−1))τp(e−Δ/τp − 1)

]}

Wmin < Wi < Wmax , i = 1, 2, . . . , p

where t is the current time,Δ is the sampling time, p is the number of prediction steps, pΔ is the specified
prediction horizon, ti , i = 1, 2, . . . , p, is the time of the ith prediction step (ti = t+ iΔ), respectively, Wi ,
i = 1, 2, . . . , p, is the adsorption rate at the ith step (Wi =W(t+ iΔ)), respectively, qr2,i , qh,i , and qρ,i ,
i = 1, 2, . . . , p, are the weighting penalty factors for the deviations of 〈r2〉 and 〈ρ〉 from their respective
set-points r2

set and ρset , 〈h̄〉 from its desired hmin, at the ith prediction step, and Wmin and Wmax are the
lower and upper bounds on the deposition rate, respectively. Note that we choose 〈h̄〉, rh, and ρ(t0) to
replace H , rH , and ρd0 in the MPC formulation of Equation 13.35, respectively.

The optimal set of (W1, W2, . . . , Wp), is obtained from the solution of the multi-variable optimization
problem of Equation 13.35, and only the first value of the manipulated input trajectory, W1, is used to
compute the inlet silane concentration and is applied to the deposition process from time t until the next
sampling time, when new measurements are received and the MPC problem of Equation 13.35 is solved
for the computation of the next optimal input trajectory.

The dependence of the model coefficients, rh, ν, σ2, ρss, and τ, on adsorption rate is used in the
formulation of the model predictive controller of Equation 13.35. Thus, parameter estimation from open-
loop kMC simulation results of the thin film growth process for a variety of operation conditions is
performed to obtain the dependence of the model coefficients on adsorption rate using least-squares
methods [21].

13.5 Simulation Results

In this section, the proposed model predictive controller of Equation 13.35 is applied to the multiscale
model of the thin film growth process described in Section 13.2. The value of the adsorption rate is
obtained from the solution of the problem of Equation 13.35 at each sampling time. The corresponding
inlet concentration of silane is calculated from the adsorption rate based on the rate law of Equation 13.8
and is applied to the closed-loop system until the next sampling time. The optimization problem in the
MPC formulation of Equation 13.35 is solved using a local constrained minimization algorithm using a
broad set of initial guesses.

The desired values (set-point values) in the closed-loop simulations are r2
set = 50 layer2 and ρset =

0.985, with a desired film thickness of hmin = 800 layers. The substrate temperature is fixed at 850 K.
The variation of adsorption rate in the MPC formulation of Equation 13.35 is from 0.1 layer/s to 0.45
layer/s (0.45 layer/s is the maximum adsorption rate that can be obtained according to the rate law of
Equation 13.8 at X = 1 and the given conditions of the gas phase in Table 13.1). The number of prediction
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13-14 Control System Applications

steps is set to be p= 5. The prediction horizon of each step is fixed atΔ= 5 s. The closed-loop simulation
duration is 3000 s. All expected values are obtained from 1000 independent simulation runs.

13.5.1 Regulation of Surface Roughness and Film Thickness

Closed-loop simulations of regulating film surface roughness and film thickness are first carried out. In
these control problems, the control objective is to regulate the expected surface roughness square and
expected film thickness to desired values. Thus, the cost functions of these problems contain penalties on
the deviations of the expected surface roughness square from the set-point value and of the expected film
thickness of the desire value. The weighting factors are qr2,i = 0.1, qh,i = 1, and qρ,i = 0 for all i.

Figure 13.7 shows the closed-loop simulation results of the roughness–thickness control problem.
From Figure 13.7, it can be seen that the model predictive controller drives the expected film thickness
close to the desired value, at the end of the simulation. However, due to the requirement of achieving
a desired film thickness value, which includes a higher penalty factor, the controller computes a higher
adsorption rate, and thus, it results in a higher expected surface roughness square at the end of the closed-
loop simulation. The effect of the penalty on film thickness can be observed by comparing Figure 13.7
with Figure 13.8, which shows the closed-loop simulation results without penalty on film thickness. It can
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FIGURE 13.7 Profiles of the expected values of surface roughness square (solid line) and of the film thickness
(dash-dotted line) under closed-loop operation; regulation of surface roughness and film thickness.
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FIGURE 13.8 Profiles of the expected values of surface roughness square (solid line) and of the film thickness
(dash-dotted line) under closed-loop operation; surface roughness-only control.
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Multiscale Modeling and Control of Porous Thin Film Growth 13-15

be clearly seen that, without penalty on the deviation of film thickness from its desired value, the expected
surface roughness square approaches closer to the set-point value at the end of the simulation, while the
expected film thickness is lower than the desired value.

13.5.2 Regulation of Film Porosity

In this subsection, it is demonstrated that the precise regulation of SOR to its set-point can be achieved.
Figure 13.9 shows the closed-loop simulation results of the porosity control problem where the cost
function includes only penalty on the deviation of film SOR from the desired value, 0.985. We conclude
from these two figures that the model predictive controller successfully drives the expected film SOR to
the set-point value.

13.5.3 Simultaneous Regulation of Surface Roughness, Film Porosity,
and Film Thickness

Finally, closed-loop simulations of simultaneous regulation of film thickness, surface roughness, and
film SOR are carried out with the same weighting factors. Since the inlet silane concentration is the
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FIGURE 13.9 Profiles of the expected values of film SOR (solid line) and of the inlet silane concentration (dash-
dotted line) under closed-loop operation; porosity-only control.
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FIGURE 13.10 Profiles of the expected values of surface roughness square (solid line) and of the film thickness
(dash-dotted line) under closed-loop operation; simultaneous regulation of film thickness, roughness, and porosity.
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FIGURE 13.11 Profiles of the expected values of film SOR (solid line) and of the inlet silane concentration (dash-
dotted line) under closed-loop operation; simultaneous regulation of film thickness, roughness, and porosity.

only manipulated input, the desired values of r2
set and ρset cannot be achieved simultaneously, that is,

the corresponding inlet silane concentration needed to achieve the desired surface roughness and film
thickness are not the same. Therefore, a trade-off between the two set-points is made by the controller.
Figures 13.10 and 13.11 show the simulation results for this scenario. The expected values of both surface
roughness square and film SOR approach their corresponding set-points with the desired film thickness
being achieved.

13.6 Conclusions

Simultaneous regulation of film thickness, surface roughness, and porosity was developed in a multiscale
model of a thin film growth process using the inlet precursor concentration as the manipulated input.
Specifically, a continuous macroscopic PDE model was used to describe the dynamics of the gas phase.
The thin film growth process was modeled via a microscopic kMC simulation model on a triangular
lattice with vacancies and overhangs allowed to develop inside the film. Closed-form dynamic models
of thin film surface profile and porosity were developed and used as the basis for the design of a MPC
algorithm to simultaneously regulate film thickness, surface roughness, and film porosity. Simulation
results demonstrated the applicability and effectiveness of the proposed modeling and control approach
by applying the proposed controller to the multiscale model.
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14.1 Introduction

Particulate processes (also known as dispersed-phase processes) are characterized by the co-presence of
and strong interaction between a continuous (gas or liquid) phase and a particulate (dispersed) phase and
are essential in making many high-value industrial products. Particulate processes play a prominent role
in a number of process industries, since about 60% of the products in the chemical industry are manu-
factured as particulates with an additional 20% using powders as ingredients. Representative examples
of industrial particulate processes include the crystallization of proteins for pharmaceutical applications,
the emulsion polymerization for the production of latex, the fluidized-bed production of solar-grade
silicon particles through thermal decomposition of silane gas, the aerosol synthesis of titania powder
used in the production of white pigments, and the thermal spray processing of functional thermal barrier
and wear-resistant coatings. The industrial importance of particulate processes and the realization that
the physico-chemical and mechanical properties of materials made with particulates depend heavily on
the characteristics of the underlying particle-size distribution (PSD) have motivated significant research
attention over the last 10 years on model-based control of particulate processes. These efforts have also
been complemented by recent and ongoing developments in measurement technology, which allow the
accurate and fast online measurement of key process variables including important characteristics of
PSDs [1–3]. The recent efforts on model-based control of particulate processes have also been motivated
by significant advances in the modeling of particulate processes. Specifically, population balances have
provided a natural framework for the mathematical modeling of PSDs in broad classes of particulate
processes (see, e.g., the tutorial article [4] and the review article [5]), and have been successfully used to
describe PSDs in emulsion polymerization reactors [6,7], crystallizers [2,8], aerosol reactors, [9], and cell
cultures [10]. Three representative examples will be studied to illustrate the structure of the mathematical
models that arise in the population balance modeling of particulate processes: continuous crystallization,
batch crystallization, and aerosol synthesis.

14-1
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14-2 Control System Applications

14.1.1 Continuous Crystallization

Crystallization is a particulate process, which is widely used in industry for the production of many
products including fertilizers, proteins, and pesticides. A typical continuous crystallization process is
shown in Figure 14.1. Under the assumptions of isothermal operation, constant volume, well-mixed
suspension, nucleation of crystals of infinitesimal size, and mixed product removal, a dynamic model for
the crystallizer can be derived from a population balance for the particle phase and a mass balance for the
solute concentration, and has the following mathematical form [11,12]:

∂n(r, t)

∂t
=−∂(R(t)n(r, t))

∂r
− n(r, t)

τ
+ δ(r− 0)Q(t)

dc(t)

dt
= (c0− ρ)

ε(t)τ
+ (ρ− c(t))

τ
+ (ρ− c(t))

ε(t)

dε(t)

dt

(14.1)

where n(r, t)dr is the number of crystals in the size range of [r, r+ dr] at time t per unit volume of
suspension, τ is the residence time, ρ is the density of the crystal, c(t) is the solute concentration in the
crystallizer, c0 is the solute concentration in the feed, and

ε(t)= 1−
∫ ∞

0
n(r, t)

4

3
πr3dr

is the volume of liquid per unit volume of suspension. R(t) is the crystal growth rate, δ(r− 0) is the
standard Dirac function, and Q(t) is the crystal nucleation rate. The term δ(r− 0)Q(t) accounts for the
production of crystals of infinitesimal (zero) size via nucleation. An example of the expressions of R(t)
and Q(t) is the following:

R(t)= k1(c(t)− cs), Q(t)= ε(t)k2e
− k3(

c(t)/cs−1
)2

(14.2)

where k1, k2, and k3 are constants and cs is the concentration of solute at saturation. For a variety
of operating conditions ([13] for model parameters and detailed studies), the continuous crystallizer
model of Equation 14.1 exhibits highly oscillatory behavior (the main reason for this behavior is that the
nucleation rate is much more sensitive to supersaturation relative to the growth rate, that is, [compare—
the dependence of R(t) and Q(t) on the values of c(t) and cs]) which suggests the use of feedback control
to ensure stable operation and attain a crystal size distribution (CSD) with desired characteristics. To

Crystals

Solute

Product

FIGURE 14.1 Schematic representation of a continuous crystallizer.
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Control of Particulate Processes 14-3

achieve this control objective, the inlet solute concentration can be used as the manipulated input and the
crystal concentration as the controlled and measured output.

14.1.2 Batch Protein Crystallization

Batch crystallization plays an important role in the pharmaceutical industry. A batch crystallizer which is
used to produce tetragonal HEW (hen-egg-white) lysozyme crystals from a supersaturated solution [14]
is considered here. A schematic representation of the batch crystallizer is shown in Figure 14.2. Applying
population, mass, and energy balances to the process, the following mathematical model is obtained:

∂n(r, t)

∂t
+G(t)

∂n(r, t)

∂r
= 0, n(0, t)= B(t)

G(t)
dC(t)

dt
=−24ρkvG(t)μ2(t)

dT(t)

dt
=− UA

MCp
(T(t)−Tj(t))

(14.3)

where n(r, t) is the CSD, B(t) the nucleation rate, G(t) the growth rate, C(t) the solute concentration,
T(t) the crystallizer temperature, Tj(t) the jacket temperature, ρ the density of crystals, kv the volumetric
shape factor, U the overall heat-transfer coefficient, A the total heat-transfer surface area, M the mass of
solvent in the crystallizer, Cp the heat capacity of the solution, and μ2(t)= ∫∞

0 r2n(r, t) dr the second
moment of the CSD. The nucleation rate, B(t), and the growth rate, G(t), are given by [14]:

B(t)= kaC(t) exp

(
− kb

σ2(t)

)
, G(t)= kgσ

g (t) (14.4)

where σ(t), the supersaturation, is a dimensionless variable and is defined as σ(t)= ln(C(t)/Cs(T(t))),
C(t) is the solute concentration, g is the exponent relating growth rate to the supersaturation, and Cs(T)
is the saturation concentration of the solute which is a nonlinear function of the temperature of the form:

Cs(T)= 1.0036× 10−3T3+ 1.4059× 10−2T2− 0.12835T + 3.4613 (14.5)

The existing experimental results [15] show that the growth condition of the tetragonal HEW lysozyme
crystal is significantly affected by supersaturation. Low supersaturation leads to the cessation of the crystal

Solute (at t < 0)

Crystals

Water inWater out

FIGURE 14.2 Schematic representation of a batch cooling crystallizer.
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14-4 Control System Applications

growth. On the other hand, rather than forming tetragonal crystals, a large amount of needle-like crystals
are formed when the supersaturation is too high. Therefore, a proper range of supersaturation is necessary
to guarantee the product’s quality. The jacket temperature, Tj, is manipulated to achieve the desired crystal
shape and size distribution.

14.1.3 Aerosol Synthesis

Aerosol processes are increasingly being used for the large-scale production of nanosized and micronsized
particles. A typical aerosol flow reactor for the synthesis of titania aerosol with simultaneous chemical
reaction, nucleation, condensation, coagulation, and convective transport is shown in Figure 14.3. A
general mathematical model which describes the spatio-temporal evolution of the PSD in such aerosol
processes can be obtained from a population balance and consists of the following nonlinear partial
integro-differential equation [16,17]:

∂n(v, z, t)

∂t
+ vz

∂n(v, z, t)

∂z
+ ∂(G(x̄, v, z)n(v, z, t))

∂v
− I(v∗)δ(v− v∗)

= 1

2

∫ v

0
β(v− v̄, v̄, x̄)n(v− v̄, t)n(v̄, z, t) dv̄− n(v, z, t)

∫ ∞

0
β(v, v̄, x̄)n(v̄, z, t) dv̄ (14.6)

where n(v, z, t) denotes the PSD function, v is the particle volume, t is the time, z ∈ [0, L] is the spatial
coordinate, L is the length scale of the process, v∗ is the size of the nucleated aerosol particles, vz is the
velocity of the fluid, x̄ is the vector of the state variables of the continuous phase, G(·, ·, ·), I(·), β(·, ·, ·)
are nonlinear scalar functions, which represent the growth, nucleation and coagulation rates, and δ(·)
is the standard Dirac function. The model of Equation 14.6 is coupled with a mathematical model
which describes the spatio-temporal evolution of the concentration of species and temperature of the gas
phase (x̄) that can be obtained from the mass and energy balances. The control problem is to regulate
process variables like inlet flow rates and wall temperature to produce aerosol products with desired size
distribution characteristics.

The mathematical models of Equations 14.1, 14.3, and 14.6 demonstrate that particulate process mod-
els are nonlinear and distributed parameter in nature. These properties have motivated extensive research
on the development of efficient numerical methods for the accurate computation of their solution see,
for example, [5,9,10,18–21]. However, in spite of the rich literature on population balance modeling,
numerical solution, and dynamical analysis of particulate processes, till about 10 years ago, research on
model-based control of particulate processes had been very limited. Specifically, early research efforts had
mainly focused on the understanding of fundamental control-theoretic properties (controllability and
observability) of population balance models [22] and the application of conventional control schemes

Aerosol

Suspension
+ +

TiCl4 TiO2

O2 2Cl2

Coagulation

Heat flux

TiCl4 gas

Chemical
reactionO2

FIGURE 14.3 Schematic representation of a titania aerosol reactor.
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Control of Particulate Processes 14-5

(such as proportional-integral and proportional-integral-derivative control, self-tuning control) to crys-
tallizers and emulsion polymerization processes [6,23,24]. The main difficulty in synthesizing nonlinear
model-based feedback controllers for particulate processes is the distributed parameter nature of the pop-
ulation balance models, which does not allow their direct use for the synthesis of low-order (and therefore,
practically implementable) model-based feedback controllers. Furthermore, a direct application of the
aforementioned solution methods to particulate process models leads to finite-dimensional approxima-
tions of the population balance models (i.e., nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE) systems in
time) which are of very high order and thus inappropriate for the synthesis of model-based feedback
controllers that can be implemented in real time. This limitation had been the bottleneck for model-based
synthesis and real-time implementation of model-based feedback controllers on particulate processes.

14.2 Model-Based Control of Particulate Processes

14.2.1 Overview

Motivated by the lack of population balance-based control methods for particulate processes and the
need to achieve tight size distribution control in many particulate processes, over the last 10 years,
a general framework for the synthesis of nonlinear, robust, and predictive controllers for particulate
processes based on population balance models [13,14,16,25–30] has been developed. Specifically, within
the developed framework, nonlinear low-order approximations of the particulate process models are
initially derived using order reduction techniques and are used for controller synthesis. Subsequently, the
infinite-dimensional closed-loop system stability, performance, and robustness properties were precisely
characterized in terms of the accuracy of the approximation of the low-order models. Furthermore,
controller designs were proposed that deal directly with the key practical issues of uncertainty in model
parameters, unmodeled actuator/sensor dynamics and constraints in the capacity of control actuators and
the magnitude of the process state variables. It is also important to note that owing to the low-dimensional
structure of the controllers, the computation of the control action involves the solution of a small set of
ODEs, and thus, the developed controllers can be readily implemented in real-time with reasonable
computing power, thereby resolving the main issue on model-based control of particulate processes.
In addition to theoretical developments, the application of the proposed methods to size distribution
control in continuous and batch crystallization, aerosol, and thermal spray processes has also been
successfully demonstrated and their effectiveness and advantages with respect to conventional control
methods has been docmented. Figure 14.4 summarizes these efforts. The reader may refer to [8–10] for
reviews of results on simulation and control of particulate processes. The remainder of this chapter is
based on results published in [13,14,16,17,25,26,28–32].

14.2.2 Particulate Process Model

To present the main elements of the approach to model-based control of particulate processes, a gen-
eral class of spatially homogeneous particulate processes with simultaneous particle growth, nucleation,
agglomeration, and breakage will be considered. Examples of such processes have been introduced in
the previous section. Assuming that particle size is the only internal particle coordinate and applying a
dynamic material balance on the number of particles of size r to r+ dr (population balance), one can
obtain the following general nonlinear partial integro-differential equation which describes the rate of
change of the PSD, n(r, t):

∂n

∂t
=−∂(G(x, r)n)

∂r
+w(n, x, r) (14.7)

where n(r, t) is the particle number size distribution, r ∈ [0, rmax] is the particle size, and rmax is the
maximum particle size (which may be infinity), t is the time, and x ∈ IRn is the vector of state variables,
which describe properties of the continuous phase (e.g., solute concentration, temperature, and pH in
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Nonlinear control

Robust control

Predictive control
Control issues:

Nonlinear
Infinite-dimensional

Uncertainty
Constraints
Optimality

Continuous and batch
crystallization

Aerosol reactors

Thermal-spray 
processes

Model-based 
control of

particulate 
processes

FIGURE 14.4 Summary of research on model-based control of particulate processes.

a crystallizer); see Equation 14.8 for the system that describes the dynamics of x. G(x, r) and w(n, x, r)
are nonlinear scalar functions whose physical meaning can be explained as follows: G(x, r) accounts for
particle growth through condensation and is usually referred to as growth rate. It usually depends on the
concentrations of the various species present in the continuous phase, the temperature of the process, and
the particle size. On the other hand, w(n, x, r) represents the net rate of introduction of new particles into
the system. It includes all the means by which particles appear or disappear within the system including
particle agglomeration (merging of two particles into one), breakage (division of one particle to two),
as well as nucleation of particles of size r ≥ 0 and particle feed and removal. The rate of change of the
continuous-phase variables x can be derived by a direct application of mass and energy balances to the
continuous phase and is given by a nonlinear integro-differential equation system of the general form:

ẋ = f (x)+ g(x)u(t)+A
∫ rmax

0
a(n, r, x) dr (14.8)

where f (x) and a(n, r, x) are nonlinear vector functions, g(x) is a nonlinear matrix function, A is a constant
matrix, and u(t)= [u1 u2 . . . um] ∈ IRm is the vector of manipulated inputs. The term A

∫ rmax
0 a(n, r, x)dr

accounts for mass and heat transfer from the continuous phase to all the particles in the population.

14.2.3 Model Reduction of Particulate Process Models

While the population balance models are infinite-dimensional systems, the dominant dynamic behavior
of many particulate process models has been shown to be low-dimensional. Manifestations of this fun-
damental property include the occurrence of oscillatory behavior in continuous crystallizers [11] and the
ability to capture the long-term behavior of aerosol systems with self-similar solutions [9]. Motivated by
this, a general methodology for deriving low-order ODE systems, was introduced [13] which accurately
reproduces the dominant dynamics of the nonlinear integro-differential equation system of Equations
14.7 and 14.8. The proposed model reduction methodology exploits the low-dimensional behavior of
the dominant dynamics of the system of Equations 14.7 and 14.8 and is based on a combination of the
method of weighted residuals with the concept of approximate inertial manifold.

Specifically, the proposed approach initially employs the method of weighted residuals (see [5] for a
comprehensive review of results on the use of this method for solving population balance equations)
to construct a nonlinear, possibly high-order, ODE system that accurately reproduces the solutions and
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Control of Particulate Processes 14-7

dynamics of the distributed parameter system of Equations 14.7 and 14.8. Specifically, one can first
consider an orthogonal set of basis functions φk(r), where r ∈ [0, rmax), k = 1, . . . ,∞, and expand the
PSD function n(r, t) in an infinite series in terms of φk(r) as follows:

n(r, t)=
∞∑

k=1

ak(t)φk(r) (14.9)

where ak(t) are time-varying coefficients. In order to approximate the system of Equations 14.7 and
14.8 with a finite set of ODEs, one can obtain a set of N equations by substituting Equation 14.9 into
Equations 14.7 and 14.8, multiplying the population balance with N different weighting functions ψν(r)
(i.e. ν= 1, . . . , N), and integrating over the entire particle size spectrum. In order to obtain a finite-
dimensional model, the series expansion of n(r, t) is truncated up to order N . The infinite-dimensional
system of Equation 14.7 reduces to the following finite set of ODEs:

∫ rmax

0
ψν(r)

N∑

k=1

φk(r)
∂akN (t)

∂t
dr =−

N∑

k=1

akN (t)
∫ rmax

0
ψν(r)

∂(G(xN , r)φk(r))

∂r
dr

+
∫ rmax

0
ψν(r)w

(
N∑

k=1

akN (t)φk(r), xN , r

)

dr, ν= 1, . . . , N

ẋN = f (xN )+ g(xN )u(t)+A
∫ rmax

0
a

(
N∑

k=1

akN (t)φk(r), r, xN

)

dr

(14.10)

where xN and akN are the approximations of x and ak obtained by an Nth order truncation. From
Equation 14.10, it is clear that the form of the ODEs that describe the rate of change of akN (t) depends
on the choice of the basis and weighting functions, as well as on N . The system of Equation 14.10 was
obtained from a direct application of the method of weighted residuals (with arbitrary basis functions) to
the system of Equations 14.7 and 14.8, and thus, may be of very high order in order to provide an accurate
description of the dominant dynamics of the particulate process model. High-dimensionality of the
system of Equation 14.10 leads to a complex controller design and high-order controllers, which cannot
be readily implemented in practice. To circumvent these problems, the low-dimensional behavior of the
dominant dynamics of particulate processes was exploited [13] and an approach based on the concept
of inertial manifold to derive low-order ODE systems that accurately describe the dominant dynamics
of the system of Equation 14.10 was proposed. This order reduction technique initially employs singular
perturbation techniques to construct nonlinear approximations of the modes neglected in the derivation
of the finite-dimensional model of Equation 14.10 (i.e., modes of order N + 1 and higher) in terms of
the first N modes. Subsequently, these steady-state expressions for the modes of order N + 1 and higher
(truncated up to appropriate order) are used in the model of Equation 14.10 (instead of setting them to
zero) and significantly allow improving the accuracy of the model of Equation 14.10 without increasing
its dimension; details on this procedure can be found in [13].

Referring to the method of weighted residuals, it is important to note that the basis and weighting
functions determine the type of weighted residual method being used. In particular, the method of
weighted residuals reduces to the method of moments when the basis functions are chosen to be Laguerre
polynomials and the weighting functions are chosen asψν = rν. The moments of the PSD are defined as:

μν =
∫ ∞

0
rνn(r, t)dr, ν= 0, . . . ,∞ (14.11)

and the moment equations can be directly generated from the population balance model by multiplying
it by rν, ν= 0, . . . ,∞ and integrating from 0 to∞. The procedure of forming moments of the population
balance equation very often leads to terms that may not reduce to moments, terms that include fractional
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14-8 Control System Applications

moments, or to an unclosed set of moment equations. To overcome this problem, the PSD may be
expanded in terms of Laguerre polynomials defined in L2[0,∞) and the series solution using a finite
number of terms may be used to close the set of moment equations (this procedure has been successfully
used for models of crystallizers with fines trap [25]).

14.2.4 Model-Based Control Using Low-Order Models

14.2.4.1 Nonlinear Control

Low-order models can be constructed using the techniques described in the previous section. Specifically,
based on the method of moments, the following infinite-order dimensionless system can be derived from
Equation 14.1 for the continuous crystallization process [13]:

dx̃0

dt
=−x̃0+ (1− x̃3)Dae−F/ỹ2

dx̃1

dt
=−x̃1+ ỹx̃0

dx̃2

dt
=−x̃2+ ỹx̃1

dx̃3

dt
=−x̃3+ ỹx̃2

dx̃ν
dt
=−x̃ν+ ỹx̃ν−1, ν= 4, . . .

dỹ

dt
= 1− ỹ− (α− ỹ)ỹx̃2

1− x̃3

(14.12)

where x̃i and ỹ are the dimensionless ith moment and solute concentration, respectively, and Da and
F are dimensionless parameters [13]. On the basis of the system of Equation 14.12, it is clear that the
moments of order four and higher do not affect those of order three and lower, and moreover, the state
of the infinite-dimensional system:

dx̃ν
dt
=−x̃ν+ ỹx̃ν−1, ν= 4, . . . (14.13)

is bounded when x3 and y are bounded, and it converges to a globally exponentially stable equilibrium
point when limt→∞ x3 = c1 and limt→∞ ỹ = c2, where c1, c2 are constants. This implies that the dominant
dynamics (i.e., dynamics associated with eigenvalues that are close to the imaginary axis) of the process
of Equation 14.1 can be adequately captured by the following fifth-order moment model:

dx̃0

dt
=−x̃0+ (1− x̃3)Dae−F/ỹ 2

dx̃1

dt
=−x̃1+ ỹx̃0

dx̃2

dt
=−x̃2+ ỹx̃1

dx̃3

dt
=−x̃3+ ỹx̃2

dỹ

dt
= 1− ỹ− (α− ỹ)ỹx̃2

1− x̃3

(14.14)

The ability of the above fifth-order moment model to reproduce the dynamics, and to some extent the
solutions, of the distributed parameter model of Equation 14.1 is shown in Figure 14.5, where the profiles
of the total particle concentration generated by the two models are compared (both models start from the
same initial conditions). Even though the discrepancy of the total particle concentration profiles predicted
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FIGURE 14.5 Comparison of open-loop profiles of (a) crystal concentration, (b) total crystal size, and (c) solute
concentration obtained from the distributed parameter model and the moment model.

by the two models increases with time (this is expected due to the open-loop instability of the process), it
is clear that the fifth-order moment model of Equation 14.14 provides a very good approximation of the
distributed parameter model of Equation 14.1, thereby establishing that the dominant dynamics of the
system of Equation 14.1 are low-dimensional and motivating the use of the moment model for nonlinear
controller design.

For the batch crystallization process, the following low-order model can be derived from Equation 14.3
using the method of moments:

dμ0

dt
=

(
1− 4

3
πμ3

)
k2e
− k3(

c/cs−1
)2

e−
Eb
RT

dμ1

dt
= k1(c− cs)e−

Eg
RT μ0

dμ2

dt
= 2k1(c− cs)e−

Eg
RT μ1

dμ3

dt
= 3k1(c− cs)e−

Eg
RT μ2

dc

dt
= −4π(c− cs)μ2(ρ− c)

(
1− 4

3
πμ3

)

dT

dt
=−ρcΔHc

ρCp
4πk1(c− cs)e−

Eg
RT μ2− UAc

ρCpV
(T −Tc)

(14.15)
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Based on the low-order models, the nonlinear finite-dimensional state and output feedback controllers
have been synthesized that guarantee stability and enforce output tracking in the closed-loop finite-
dimensional system. It is also established that these controllers exponentially stabilize the closed-loop
particulate process model. The output feedback controller is constructed through a standard combina-
tion of the state feedback controller with a state observer. Specifically, in the case of the continuous
crystallization example, the nonlinear output feedback controller has the following form:

dω0

dt
=−ω0+ (1−ω3)Dae−F/ω2

4 + L0(h̃(x̃)− h̃(ω))

dω1

dt
=−ω1+ω4ω0+ L1(h̃(x̃)− h̃(ω))

dω2

dt
=−ω2+ω4ω1+ L2(h̃(x̃)− h̃(ω))

dω3

dt
=−ω3+ω4ω2+ L3(h̃(x̃)− h̃(ω))

dω4

dt
= 1−ω4− (α−ω4)ω4ω2

1−ω3
+ L4(h̃(x̃)− h̃(ω))

+
[β2Lg̃ Lf̃ h̃(ω)]−1

{
v− β0h̃(ω)− β1Lf̃ h̃(ω)− β2L2

f̃
h̃(ω)

}

1−ω3

ū(t)= [β2Lg̃ Lf̃ h̃(ω)]−1
{

v− β0h̃(ω)− β1Lf̃ h̃(ω)− β2L2
f̃
h̃(ω)

}

(14.16)

where v is the set-point, β0, β1, β2, and L= [L0 L1 L2 L3 L4]T are controller parameters and h̃(ω)= ω0 or
h̃(ω)= ω1.

The nonlinear controller of Equation 14.16 was also combined with a Proportional-integral (PI) con-
troller (i.e., the term v− β0h̃(ω) was substituted by v− β0h̃(x̃)+ 1/τ′iξ, where ξ̇= v− h̃(x̃), ξ(0)= 0, and
τ′i is the integral time constant) to ensure offsetless tracking in the presence of constant uncertainty in
process parameters. The practical implementation of the nonlinear controller of Equation 14.16 requires
online measurements of the controlled outputs x̃0 or x̃1; in practice, such measurements can be obtained
by using, for example, light scattering [2,33]. In Equation 14.16, the state feedback controller is synthesized
via geometric control methods and the state observer is an extended Luenberger-type observer [13].

Several simulations have been performed in the context of the continuous crystallizer process model
presented before to evaluate the performance and robustness properties of the nonlinear controllers
designed based on the reduced order models, and compared them with the ones of a PI controller. In all
the simulation runs, the initial condition:

n(r, 0)= 0.0, c(0)= 990.0 kg/m3

was used for the process model of Equations 14.1 and 14.2 and the finite-difference method with 1000
discretization points was used for its simulation. The crystal concentration, x̃0 was considered to be the
controlled output and the inlet solute concentration was chosen to be the manipulated input. Initially,
the set-point tracking capability of the nonlinear controller was evaluated under nominal conditions for
a 0.5 increase in the value of the set-point.

Figure 14.6 shows the closed-loop output (left plot) and manipulated input (right plot) profiles obtained
by using the nonlinear controller (solid lines). For the sake of comparison, the corresponding profiles
under PI control are also included (dashed lines); the PI controller was tuned so that the closed-loop output
response exhibits the same level of overshoot to the one of the closed-loop outputs under nonlinear control.
Clearly, the nonlinear controller drives the controlled output to its new set-point value in significantly
shorter time than the one required by the PI controller, while both controlled outputs exhibit very similar
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FIGURE 14.6 (a) Closed-loop output and (b) manipulated input profiles under nonlinear and PI control, for a 0.5
increase in the set-point (x̃0 is the controlled output).

overshoots. For the same simulation run, the evolution of the closed-loop profile and the final steady-state
profile of the CSD are shown in Figure 14.7. An exponentially decaying CSD is obtained at the steady
state. The reader may refer to [13] for extensive simulation results.

14.2.4.2 Hybrid Predictive Control

In addition to handling nonlinear behavior, an important control problem is to stabilize the crystallizer
at an unstable steady state (which corresponds to a desired PSD) using constrained control action.
Currently, the achievement of high performance, under control and state constraints, relies to a large
extent on the use of model predictive control (MPC) policies. In this approach, a model of the process is
used to make predictions of the future process evolution and compute control actions, through repeated
solution of constrained optimization problems, which ensure that the process state variables satisfy the
imposed limitations. However, the ability of the available MPCs to guarantee closed-loop stability and
enforce constraint satisfaction is dependent on the assumption of feasibility (i.e., existence of a solution)
of the constrained optimization problem. This limitation strongly impacts the practical implementation
of the MPC policies and limits the a priori (i.e., before controller implementation) characterization of
the set of initial conditions starting from where the constrained optimization problem is feasible and
closed-loop stability is guaranteed. This problem typically results in the need for extensive closed-loop
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FIGURE 14.7 Profile of evolution of CSD (a) and final steady-state CSD (b) under nonlinear control (x̃0 is the
controlled output).
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simulations and software verification (before online implementation) to search over the whole set of
possible initial operating conditions that guarantee stability. This in turn can lead to prolonged periods
for plant commissioning. Alternatively, the lack of a priori knowledge of the stabilizing initial conditions
may necessitate a limiting process operation within a small conservative neighborhood of the desired set
point in order to avoid extensive testing and simulations. Given the tight product quality specifications,
however, both of the remedies can impact negatively on the efficiency and profitability of the process
by limiting its operational flexibility. Lyapunov-based analytical control designs allow for an explicit
characterization of the constrained stability region [34–36], however, their closed-loop performance
properties cannot be transparently characterized.

To overcome these difficulties, a hybrid predictive control structure that provides a safety net for the
implementation of predictive control algorithms has recently been developed [37]. The central idea is to
embed the implementation of MPC within the stability region of a bounded controller and devise a set
of switching rules that orchestrate the transition from MPC to the bounded controller in the event that
MPC is unable to achieve closed-loop stability (e.g., due to inappropriate choice of the horizon length,
infeasibility, or computational difficulties). Switching between the two controllers allows reconciling
the tasks of optimal stabilization of the constrained closed-loop system (through MPC) with that of
computing a priori the set of initial conditions for which closed-loop stability is guaranteed (through
Lyapunov-based [34,35] bounded nonlinear control).

The application of the hybrid predictive control strategy to the continuous crystallizer of Equations 14.1
and 14.2 was demonstrated. The control objective was to suppress the oscillatory behavior of the crys-
tallizer and stabilize it at an unstable steady state that corresponds to a desired PSD by manipulating
the inlet solute concentration. To achieve this objective, measurements or estimates of the first four
moments and of the solute concentration are assumed to be available. Subsequently, the proposed
methodology was employed for the design of the controllers using a low-order model constructed by
using the method of moments. A comparison was made between the hybrid predictive control scheme,
with an MPC controller designed with a set of stabilizing constraints and a Lyapunov-based nonlinear
controller.

In the first set of simulation runs, the ability of the MPC controller with the stability constraints
to stabilize the crystallizer starting from the initial condition, x(0)= [0.066 0.041 0.025 0.015 0.560]′
was tested. The result is shown by the solid lines in Figure 14.8a–e where it is seen that the predictive
controller, with a horizon length of T = 0.25, is able to stabilize the closed-loop system at the desired
equilibrium point. Starting from the initial condition x(0)= [0.033 0.020 0.013 0.0075 0.570]′, however,
the MPC controller with the stability constraints yields no feasible solution. If the stability constraints
are relaxed to make the MPC feasible, one can see from the dashed lines in Figure 14.8a–e that the
resulting control action cannot stabilize the closed-loop system, and leads to a stable limit cycle. On
the other hand, the bounded controller is able to stabilize the system from both initial conditions (this
was guaranteed because both initial conditions lied inside the stability region of the controller). The
state trajectory starting from x(0)= [0.033 0.020 0.013 0.0075 0.570]′ is shown in Figure 14.8a–e with
the dotted profile. This trajectory, although stable, presents slow convergence to the equilibrium as
well as a damped oscillatory behavior that the MPC does not show when it is able to stabilize the
system.

When the hybrid predictive controller is implemented from the initial condition x(0)=
[0.033 0.020 0.013 0.0075 0.570]′, the supervisor detects initial infeasibility of MPC and implements
the bounded controller in the closed loop. As the closed-loop states evolve under the bounded controller
and get closer to the desired steady-state, the supervisor finds (at t = 5.8 h) that the MPC becomes feasible
and, therefore, implements it for all future times. Note that despite the “jump” in the control action pro-
file as one switches from the bounded controller to MPC at t = 5.8 h (see the difference between dotted
and dash-dotted profiles in Figure 14.8f), the moments of the PSD in the crystallizer continue to evolve
smoothly (dash-dotted lines in Figure 14.8a–e). The supervisor finds that MPC continues to be feasible
and is implemented in the closed-loop to stabilize the closed-loop system at the desired steady state.
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FIGURE 14.8 Continuous crystallizer example: closed-loop profiles of the dimensionless crystallizer moments (a)–
(d), the solute concentration in the crystallizer (e), and the manipulated input (f) under MPC with stability constraints
(solid lines), under MPC without stability constraints (dashed lines), under the bounded controller (dotted lines), and
using the hybrid predictive controller (dash-dotted lines). Note the different initial states.

Compared with the simulation results under the bounded controller, the hybrid predictive controller
(dash-dotted lines) stabilizes the system much faster, and achieves a better performance, reflected in a
lower value of the performance index (0.1282 vs 0.1308). The manipulated input profiles for the three
scenarios are shown in Figure 14.8f.
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14.2.4.3 Predictive Control of Size Distribution in a Batch Protein Crystallizer

In batch crystallization, the main objective is to achieve a desired PSD at the end of the batch and
satisfying state and control constraints during the whole batch run. Significant previous work has focused
on CSD control in batch crystallizers [2,38]. In [39], a method was developed for assessing parameter
uncertainty and studied its effects on the open-loop optimal control strategy, which maximized the weight
mean size of the product. To improve the product quality expressed in terms of the mean size and the
width of the distribution, an on-line optimal control methodology was developed for a seeded batch
cooling crystallizer [40]. In these previous works, most efforts were focused on the open-loop optimal
control of the batch crystallizer, that is, the optimal operating condition was calculated off-line based on
mathematical models. The successful application of such a control strategy relies, to a large extent, on the
accuracy of the models. Furthermore, an open-loop control strategy may not be able to manipulate the
system to follow the optimal trajectory because of the ubiquitous existence of modeling error. Motivated
by this, a predictive feedback control system to maximize the volume-averaged tetragonal lysozyme
crystal size (i.e., μ4/μ3 where μ3,μ4 are the third and fourth moments of the CSD; see Equation 14.11)
by manipulating the jacket temperature, Tj was developed [30]. The principle moments are calculated
from the on-line measured CSD, n, which can be obtained by measurement techniques such as the
laser light scattering method. The concentration and crystallizer temperature are also assumed to be
measured in real time. In the closed-loop control structure, a reduced-order moments model was used
within the predictive controller for the purpose of prediction. The main idea is to use this model to
obtain a prediction of the state of the process at the end of the batch operation, tf , from the current
measurement at time t. Using this prediction, a cost function that depends on this value is minimized
subject to a set of operating constraints. Manipulated input limitations and constraints on supersaturation
and crystallizer temperature are incorporated as input and state constraints on the optimization problem.
The optimization algorithm computes the profile of the manipulated input Tj from the current time until
the end of the batch operation interval and then the current value of the computed input is implemented
on the process, and the optimization problem is resolved and the input is updated each time a new
measurement is available (receding horizon control strategy). The optimization problem that is solved at
each sampling instant takes the following form:

min
Tj
−μ4(tf )

μ3(tf )

s.t.
dμ0

dt
= kaC exp

(
− kb

σ2

)

dμi

dt
= ikgσ

gμi−1(t), i = 1, . . . , 4

dC

dt
=−24ρkvkgσ

gμ2(t)

dT

dt
=− UA

MCp
(T −Tj)

Tmin ≤ T ≤ Tmax

Tj min ≤ Tj ≤ Tj max

σmin ≤ σ ≤ σmax
∥∥∥∥

dCs

dt

∥∥∥∥≤ k1

(14.17)

n(0, t)≤ nfine, ∀ t ≥ tf /2 (14.18)

where Tmin and Tmax are the constraints on the crystallizer temperature, T , and are specified as 4◦C
and 22◦C, respectively. Tj min and Tj max are the constraints on the manipulated variable, Tj, and are
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specified as 3◦C and 22◦C, respectively. The constraints on the supersaturation σ are σmin = 1.73 and
σmax = 2.89. The constant, k1 (chosen to be 0.065 mg/mL min), specifies the maximum rate of change of
the saturation concentration Cs. nfine is the largest allowable number of nuclei at any time instant during
the second half of the batch run, and is set to 5/μm mL. In the simulation, the sampling time is 5 min,
while the batch process time tf is 24 h. The optimization problem is solved using sequential quadratic
programming (SQP). A second-order accurate finite-difference scheme with 3000 discretization points is
used to obtain the solution of the population balance model of Equation 14.3. Referring to the predictive
control formulation of Equation 14.18, it is important to note that previous work has shown that the
objective of maximizing the volume-averaged crystal size can result in a large number of fines in the
final product [41]. To enhance the ability of the predictive control strategy to maximize the performance
objective while avoiding the formation of a large number of fines in the final product, the predictive
controller of Equations 14.7 and 14.8 includes a constraint (Equation 14.18) on the number of fines
present in the final product. Specifically, the constraint of Equation 14.18, by restricting the number of
nuclei formed at any time instant during the second half of the batch run limits the fines in the final
product. Note that predictive control without constraint on fines can result in a product with a large
number of fines (see Figure 14.9a) which is undesirable. The implementation of the predictive controller
with the constraint of Equation 14.18, designed to reduce the fines in the product, results in a product
with much less fines while still maximizing the volume-averaged crystal size (see Figure 14.9b). The reader
may refer to [14,30] for further results on the performance of the predictive controller and comparisons
with the performance of two other open-loop control strategies, constant temperature control (CTC) and
constant supersaturation control (CSC).

14.2.4.4 Fault-Tolerant Control of Particulate Processes

Compared with the significant and growing body of research work on the feedback control design of
particulate processes, the problem of designing fault-tolerant control systems for particulate processes
has not received much attention. This is an important problem given the vulnerability of automatic
control systems to faults (e.g., malfunctions in the control actuators, measurement sensors or process
equipment), and the detrimental effects that such faults can have on the process operating efficiency and
product quality. Given that particulate processes play a key role in a wide range of industries (e.g., chemical,
food, and pharmaceutical) where the ability to consistently meet stringent product specifications is critical
to the product utility, it is imperative that systematic methods for the timely diagnosis and handling of
faults be developed to minimize production losses that could result from operational failures.
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FIGURE 14.9 Evolution of particle size distribution under (a) Predictive control without constraint on fines, and
(b) Predictive control with constraint on fines.
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Motivated by these considerations, recent research efforts have started to tackle this problem by bring-
ing together tools from model-based control, infinite-dimensional systems, fault diagnosis and hybrid
systems theory. For particulate processes modeled by population balance equations with control con-
straints, actuator faults, and a limited number of process measurements, a fault-tolerant control archi-
tecture that integrates model-based fault detection, feedback, and supervisory control has recently been
developed in [42]. The architecture, which is based on reduced-order models that capture the dominant
dynamics of the particulate process, consists of a family of control configurations, together with a fault
detection filter and a supervisor. For each configuration, a stabilizing output feedback controller with
well-characterized stability properties is designed through the combination of a state feedback controller
and a state observer that uses the available measurements of the principal moments of the PSD and
the continuous-phase variables to provide appropriate state estimates. A fault detection filter that simu-
lates the behavior of the fault-free, reduced-order model is then designed, and its discrepancy from the
behavior of the actual process state estimates is used as a residual for fault detection. Finally, a switching
law based on the stability regions of the constituent control configurations is derived to reconfigure the
control system in a way that preserves closed-loop stability in the event of fault detection. Appropriate
fault detection thresholds and control reconfiguration criteria that account for model reduction and state
estimation errors were derived for the implementation of the control architecture on the particulate pro-
cess. The methodology was successfully applied to a continuous crystallizer example where the control
objective was to stabilize an unstable steady state and achieve a desired CSD in the presence of constraints
and actuator faults.

In addition to the synthesis of actuator fault-tolerant control systems for particulate processes, recent
research efforts have also investigated the problem of preserving closed-loop stability and performance of
particulate processes in the presence of sensor data losses [32]. Typical sources of sensor data losses include
measurement sampling losses, intermittent failures associated with measurement techniques, as well as
data packet losses over transmission lines. In this work, two representative particulate process examples—
a continuous crystallizer and a batch protein crystallizer—were considered. In both examples, feedback
control systems were first designed on the basis of low-order models and applied to the population
balance models to enforce closed-loop stability and constraint satisfaction. Subsequently, the robustness
of the control systems in the presence of sensor data losses was investigated using a stochastic formulation
developed in [43] that models sensor failures as a random Poisson process. In the case of the continuous
crystallizer, a Lyapunov-based nonlinear output feedback controller was designed and shown to stabilize
an open-loop unstable steady state of the population balance model in the presence of input constraints.
Analysis of the closed-loop system under sensor malfunctions showed that the controller is robust with
respect to significant sensor data losses, but cannot maintain closed-loop stability when the rate of data
losses exceeds a certain threshold. In the case of the batch crystallizer, a predictive controller was designed
to obtain a desired CSD at the end of the batch while satisfying state and input constraints. Simulation
results showed how constraint modification in the predictive controller formulation can assist in achieving
constraint satisfaction under sensor data losses.

14.2.4.5 Nonlinear Control of Aerosol Reactors

The crystallization process examples discussed in the previous section share the common characteristic
of having two independent variables (time and particle size). In such a case, order reduction, for example,
with the method of moments, leads to a set of ODEs in time as a reduced-order model. This is not the
case, however, when three or more independent variables (time, particle size, and space) are used in the
process model. An example of such a process is the aerosol flow reactor presented in the Introduction
section. The complexity of the partial integro-differential equation model of Equation 14.6 does not allow
its direct use for the synthesis of a practically implementable nonlinear model-based feedback controller
for spatially inhomogeneous aerosol processes. Therefore, a model-based controller design method for
spatially inhomogeneous aerosol processes was developed [16,17,29], which is based on the experimental
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observation that many aerosol size distributions can be adequately approximated by lognormal functions.
The proposed control method can be summarized as follows:

1. Initially, the aerosol size distribution is assumed to be described by a lognormal function and
the method of moments is applied to the aerosol population balance model of Equation 14.6 to
compute a hyperbolic partial differential equation (PDE) system (where the independent variables
are time and space) that describes the spatio-temporal behavior of the three leading moments
needed to exactly describe the evolution of the lognormal aerosol size distribution.

2. Then, nonlinear geometric control methods for hyperbolic PDEs [44] are applied to the resulting
system to synthesize nonlinear distributed output feedback controllers that use process measure-
ments at different locations along the length of the process to adjust the manipulated input (typi-
cally, wall temperature), in order to achieve an aerosol size distribution with desired characteristics
(e.g., geometric average particle volume).

An application of this nonlinear control method was carried to an aerosol flow reactor, including
nucleation, condensation, and coagulation, used to produce NH4Cl particles [16] and a titania aerosol
reactor [17]. Specifically, for an aerosol flow reactor used to produce NH4Cl particles, the following chem-
ical reaction takes place NH3+HCl→NH4Cl, where NH3, HCl are the reactant species and NH4Cl is
the monomer product species. Under the assumption of lognormal aerosol size distribution, the math-
ematical model that describes the evolution of the first three moments of the distribution, together
with the monomer (NH4Cl) and reactant (NH3, HCl) concentrations and reactor temperature takes
the form:

∂N

∂θ
=−vzl

∂N

∂z̄
+ I ′ − ξN2

∂V

∂θ
=−vzl

∂V

∂z̄
+ I ′k∗ +η(S− 1)N

∂V2

∂θ
=−vzl

∂V2

∂z̄
+ I ′k∗2+ 2ε(S− 1)V + 2ζV 2

∂S

∂θ
=−vzl

∂S

∂z̄
+CC̄1C̄2− I ′k∗ −η(S− 1)N

∂C̄1

∂θ
=−vzl

∂C̄1

∂z̄
−A1C̄1C̄2

∂C̄2

∂θ
=−vzl

∂C̄2

∂z̄
−A2C̄1C̄2

∂T̄

∂θ
=−vzl

∂T̄

∂z̄
+BC̄1C̄2T̄ +ET̄(T̄w − T̄)

(14.19)

where C̄1 and C̄2 are the dimensionless concentrations of NH3 and HCl, respectively, T̄ , T̄w are
the dimensionless reactor and wall temperatures, respectively, and A1, A2, B, C, E are dimensionless
quantities [16].

Figure 14.10 displays the steady-state profile of the dimensionless total particle concentration, N , as a
function of reactor length. As expected, N increases very fast close to the inlet of the reactor (approxi-
mately, the first 3% of the reactor), due to a nucleation burst, and then, it slowly decreases in the remaining
part of the reactor due to coagulation. Even though coagulation decreases the total number of particles,
it leads to the formation of bigger particles, and thus, increases the geometric average particle volume,
vg . The control problem is formulated as the one controlling the geometric average particle volume in
the outlet of the reactor, vg (1, θ), (vg (1, θ) is directly related to the geometric average particle diameter,
and hence, it is a key product characteristic of industrial aerosol processes) by manipulating the wall
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FIGURE 14.10 Steady-state profile of dimensionless particle concentration.

temperature, that is:
y(θ)= Cvg = vg (1, θ), u(θ)= T̄w(θ)− T̄ws (14.20)

where C(·)= ∫ 1
0 δ(z̄− 1)(·) dz and T̄ws = Tws/To = 1. Since coagulation is the main mechanism that

determines the size of the aerosol particles, one may focus on controlling the part of the reactor where
coagulation occurs. Therefore, the wall temperature is assumed to be equal to its steady-state value in
the first 3.5% of the reactor (where nucleation mainly occurs), and it is adjusted by the controller in the
remaining part of the reactor (where coagulation takes place).

The model of Equation 14.19 was used as the basis for the synthesis of a nonlinear controller utilizing
the above-mentioned control method. For this model, σ was found to be equal to 2 and the necessary
controller was synthesized using the nonlinear distributed state feedback formula developed in [44] and
is of the form:

u=
⎡

⎣CγσLg

⎛

⎝
n∑

j=1

∂xj

∂z̄
Laj + Lf

⎞

⎠ h(x)b(z̄)

⎤

⎦

−1 ⎧
⎨

⎩
ysp− Ch(x)−

2∑

ν=1

Cγν

⎛

⎝
n∑

j=1

∂xj

∂z̄
Laj + Lf

⎞

⎠

ν

h(x)

⎫
⎬

⎭

(14.21)

where γ1 = 580 and γ2 = 1.6× 105, to enforce a slightly underdamped response.
Two simulation runs were performed to evaluate the set-point tracking capabilities of the nonlinear

controller and its performance was compared with that of a PI controller. In both simulation runs, the
aerosol reactor was initially assumed to be at steady state and a 5% increase in the set-point value of
vg (1, 0) was imposed at t = 0 s (i.e., ysp = 1.05vg (1, 0)). Figure 14.11 (left plot–solid line) shows the profile
of the controlled output which is the mean particle volume at the outlet of the reactor vg (1, t), while
Figure 14.11 (right plot–solid line) displays the corresponding profile of the manipulated input which is
the wall temperature. The nonlinear controller of Equation 14.21 regulates successfully, vg (1, t) to its new
set-point value. For the sake of comparison, it was also implemented on the process a PI controller; this
controller was tuned so that the time which the closed-loop output needs to reach the final steady state is
the same as that of the closed-loop outputs under nonlinear control. The profiles of the controlled output
and manipulated input are shown in Figure 14.11 (dashed lines show the corresponding profiles for the
PI controller). It is clear that the nonlinear controller outperforms the PI controller.
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FIGURE 14.11 (a) Closed-loop profiles of scaled mean particle volume in the outlet of the reactor under PI and
nonlinear controllers. (b) Manipulated input profiles for PI and nonlinear controllers.

14.3 Conclusions

Control of particulate processes systems is a cross-disciplinary and rapidly growing research area that
brings together fundamental modeling, numerical simulation, nonlinear dynamics, and control theory.
This chapter presents recent advances in systematic methods for the design of easy-to-implement nonlin-
ear feedback controllers for broad classes of particulate processes. It is expected that the feedback control
will play an important role in the synthesis and processing of nanosize and microsize particles with
the everincreasing research and development in advanced materials and semiconductor manufacturing,
nanotechnology, and biotechnology. The reader may refer to [31] for a detailed discussion on future
problems on control of particulate processes.
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15.1 Introduction

Batch processes are well suited for the manufacture of low-volume high-value products and are often
used for the flexible manufacturing of multiple related products in the same facility. Batch processes
are usually preferred for production volumes below 10,000 Mt/year, whereas continuous processes are
predominantly used when the production volume is in the order of 100,000 Mt/year. Batch processes are
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the production scheme of choice for the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, specialty chemical, consumer
products, and microelectronics industries. The production of these high-value-added chemicals con-
tributes a significant and growing portion of the revenue and earnings of the chemical process industries.
Batch processes are heavily used in the pharmaceutical industry where isolation and product consistency
are required for reasons of safety and sterility. Additionally, the shutdown and startup of high-volume
production continuous processes under economic and safety constraints can be treated as a batch control
problem. Despite their widespread application, batch recipes and control strategies are often designed on
an empirical basis in industrial practice due to costs for developing process models and the limited quan-
tity of online instrumentation available. Over the last decade, increased availability of suitable models and
measurement devices has lead to an increased interest in the dynamic (online) optimization, which has
the potential of yielding significant performance and quality improvements. A series of potential issues
must be addressed for a successful application of optimal batch control strategies. Usually the initial con-
ditions are only roughly known, most states are unmeasured, and disturbances and model uncertainties
are present. These problems must be taken into account during control systems design, because even
small disturbances and model uncertainties can lead to significant performance degradation in batch
processes.

A particular characteristic of batch processes is the absence of steady state. Batch processes develop
from an initial state to a generally very different final stage. Consequently, it is not possible to identify
a single operating point around which a control system could be designed using well-established linear
control design approaches commonly used for continuous processes. Another feature of batch processes
is the very high importance of constraints. Due to the wide operating range during the batch, generally
batch processes are operated under active constraints, especially in the case of optimal designs.

Another distinguishing feature of batch processes is their irreversible behavior. For many batch pro-
cesses such as polymerization or microelectronics processes (e.g., manufacture of wafers), there is a very
small tolerance to processing mistakes, with no possibilities of recovering products that are outside the
tight specification limits through further processing. This is in contrast to continuous processes where
a control input generally can bring back the process to the original operating point. This characteristic
reinforces the need for advanced control strategies for batch processes, which can provide consistent
end-product properties.

Additionally, batch processes are usually characterized by repetition of the batch runs. This repetitive
nature offers the possibility to use the information from previous batch runs to improve the performance
of subsequent runs within the framework of batch-to-batch or iterative learning control approaches.

The aforementioned particular features of batch processes define the control challenges for this class of
systems, but they also offer a ground of opportunities for many novel control and design approaches with
very high economical and social impact, governed by the highly competitive and profit driven nature of
today’s process industries.

15.2 Overview of Batch Process Control

Often batch process control involves the offline model-based optimization of the process and then the
implementation of the optimal trajectories/recipes by the use of classical feedback control approaches
such as proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control. Process optimization has the potential to reduce
production costs, improve product quality, reduce product variability, and ease scaleup. The benefits
of batch optimization can occur during initial product design, process operation, and scaleup stages.
At the pilot plant and production stages, batch and semibatch optimization can contribute significantly
to the achievement of consistency of production and the minimization of batch production times. In
these cases, the model uncertainties should be taken into account to ensure that the desired process
performance improvements are achieved. A brief discussion on robust optimal control strategies in the
context of batch nonlinear predictive control, which is also valid for open-loop control, is provided in
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Section 15.3.5. Since the open-loop optimal control of batch processes can be considered as a particular
case of the batch nonlinear predictive control approach presented in detail in the next section, it will not
be discussed further here.

To accommodate changing process conditions and confer the inherent robustness coming from feed-
back to the batch optimal control problem, the optimizations can be repeated online, whenever a new
set of measurements becomes available, leading to real-time explicit optimization-based schemes such
as nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC). NMPC techniques are becoming increasingly accepted as
theoretically being the best choice for advanced batch process control, due to their ability to cope with
process constraints, nonlinearities, and different objectives derived from economical or environmental
considerations. However, despite the significant and continuously increasing importance of batch pro-
cesses, the number of NMPC applications is significantly lower than in the case of continuous processes
(Qin and Badgwell, 2003). Although the inherent nonlinearity of batch processes suggests NMPC as a
natural choice for the advanced control of these systems, most industrial NMPC vendors do not sup-
port typical batch NMPC problems. Few vendor companies provide solutions for batch nonlinear model
predictive control (BNMPC) applications (e.g., Cybernetica and IPCOS). This can be explained mainly
by the special features of batch processes that make their control very challenging. Batch processes are
characterized by strongly nonlinear time-varying dynamics and are often described by complicated pro-
cess models, leading to strongly nonlinear optimization problems that can be difficult to solve online
to provide real-time feasibility and the stability and robustness needed in an industrial environment.
The industrial implementations of BNMPC have been mostly for high-value-added processes where the
economic potential for improvement was large.

To decrease the computational complexity, another category of control approaches has been proposed
based on real-time implicit optimization schemes that are often referred to as measurement-based opti-
mization approaches. One category of implicit optimization schemes employs an update law that approx-
imates the optimal solution by minimizing the second-order variation of the cost function subject to the
linearized dynamical constraints. Another category of implicit optimization approaches is based on simple
representation of the process/controller model, and the application of Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle
to derive the necessary conditions of optimality, which are tracked using current measurements. Although
these approaches significantly reduce the online computational burden, have been applied to real applica-
tions, and provide an alluring robust control framework, the approaches require significant offline effort
to derive the solution model and the optimality conditions. Additionally, current trends in the chemi-
cal industries are for companies to increasingly derive detailed first-principles models for most of their
important processes, for simulation and operator-training purposes. NMPC is the focus of this chapter
because it offers a generic framework to incorporate existing models in a uniform and flexible framework.

The repetitive nature of batch processes provides scope for the development of batch-to-batch (also
called run-to-run) control approaches, where the main objective is to provide control over a number of
batches rather than within a single batch, and to achieve convergence of the product quality over several
batch runs, by using the information from previous batches in order to design the control law for the next
batch. Batch-to-batch control can cope with a low quantity or quality of measurements during the batch.
Generally, substantially more data and computational time are available at the end of the batch to refine
the model by adapting its parameters and structure, and to redesign the control input and recipe for the
next run. A drawback of batch-to-batch control is that convergence of the control performance occurs
only over several batches; failure of batches may occur during the initial few numbers of runs and due to
unexpected disturbances within the batch. Also the approach may provide poor performance in the case of
uncertain initial conditions and errors in the recipe implementation. Batch-to-batch control approaches
can be implemented in the framework of both explicit (model-based) or implicit (measurement-based)
optimization. Combined batch-to-batch and within-batch approaches have also been reported, which
provide control on the two timescales of batch processes to merge the advantages of both approaches.
Although many aspects of the explicit batch-to-batch control approaches can be discussed in the generic
framework of batch NMPC, this chapter focuses on the within-batch NMPC approach.
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15.3 Computationally Efficient Real-Time Output Feedback
NMPC for Batch Processes

15.3.1 Problem Formulation of BNMPC

NMPC is an optimization-based multivariable constrained control technique that incorporates a non-
linear dynamic model for the prediction of the process outputs. At each sampling time, the model is
updated on the basis of new measurements and state variable estimates. Then the open-loop optimal
manipulated variable moves are calculated over a finite prediction horizon with respect to some cost
function, and the manipulated variables for the subsequent prediction horizon are implemented. Then
the prediction horizon is shifted or shrunk by usually one sampling time into the future and the previous
steps are repeated. The optimal control problem to be solved online in each sampling time in the BNMPC
algorithm is usually formulated as

Problem P1(tk): min
u(t)∈U ,tF

k

H(x(t), u(t); θ), (15.1)

subject to:

ẋ(t)= f (x(t), u(t); θ), (15.2)

y(t)= g(x(t), u(t); θ), (15.3)

x(tk)= x̂(tk), (15.4)

h(x(t), u(t); θ)≤ 0, t ∈ [tk , tF
k ], (15.5)

where H is the performance objective, t is the time, tk is the time at sampling time k, t0 = 0 is the initial time
at the beginning of the batch, x(t) ∈ R

nx is the nx vector of states, u(t) ∈ U is the nu set of input vectors,
y(t) ∈ R

ny is the ny vector of measured variables used to compute the estimated states x̂(tk) with initial
values x̂0, θ ∈Θ⊂ R

nθ is the nθ vector of possible uncertain parameters, where the set Θ can be either
defined by hard bounds or probabilistically (characterized by a multivariate probability density function
(pdf )). The function f : Rnx ×U ×Θ→ R

nx is the twice continuously differentiable vector function of
the dynamic equations of the system, g : Rnx ×U ×Θ→ R

ny is the measurement equations function,
and h : Rnx ×U ×Θ→ R

c is the vector of functions that describe all linear and nonlinear, time-varying
or end-time, algebraic constraints for the system, where c denotes the number of these constraints. The
objective function can have the general form

H(x(t), u(t); θ)=M(x(tF
k ); θ)+

∫ tF
k

tk

L(x(t), u(t); θ) dt, (15.6)

where H : Rnx ×U ×Θ→ R is twice continuously differentiable, which enables the application of fast
optimization algorithms based on first- and second-order derivatives in the solution of Equation 15.6.
The objective function H consists of a terminal cost function, M : Rnx ×Θ→ R, and a running cost
function, L : Rnx ×U ×Θ→ R. The form of Equation 15.6 is general enough to express a wide range
of objectives encountered in NMPC applications (such as use of the moving- or shrinking-horizon
approach for regulation and setpoint tracking, direct minimization of the operation time, optimization of
initial conditions as needed for optimal recipe design, multiple simultaneous objectives, treatment of soft
constraints, and a terminal penalty term). For batch processes with end-point optimization, the objective
usually reduces to the Mayer form (L(·)= 0), with the Lagrange term (L(·)) useful for implementation
of soft constraints on the control rate or for setpoint tracking. In BNMPC, the optimization problem
(Equations 15.1 through 15.5) is solved iteratively online, in a moving horizon with tF

k = tk +Tp ≤ tf or
in a shrinking horizon (tF

k = tf ), where Tp is the prediction horizon and tf the batch time. In the case
of BNMPC with an end-point objective, it is typical that the batch time tf is also included as a decision
variable in the optimization. In the case when tF

k = tf and k = 0, the problem (Equations 15.1 through
15.5) is equivalent to a typical open-loop batch optimization problem as described in Section 15.2.
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15.3.2 NMPC of Batch Reactor Operations

The control of batch processes presents several particularities. The major difference, compared to the
operation of continuous processes, is that important properties such as Lyapunov stability do not have
to hold because the batch operates only over a finite time. The controller performance is assessed based
on the chosen objective function, the constraints, and robustness against model/plant mismatch and
control implementation uncertainties. While the computational burden in continuous processes can be
reduced by choosing a shorter control horizon than the prediction horizon, in the case of BNMPC the
control and prediction horizons should be equal, to avoid large deviations of the predicted quantities from
their (usually time-varying) setpoints due to the highly transient character of the process. This equality
significantly increases the computational demand during the initial part of the batch. On the positive side,
shrinking-horizon BNMPC leads to gradually decreasing computational requirements as the prediction
horizon decreases during the batch.

Generally, in batch process operation, two different BNMPC problems arise, which are often equally
important and often need to be applied in combination:

a. Setpoint tracking, whether determined offline or online, usually time-varying setpoint trajectories
have to be followed in a moving or shrinking (or combination of the two) horizon approach. In this
case, usually a quadratic (least-squares type) objective function is used, which allows for efficient
Hessian approximation (e.g., based on the constrained Gauss–Newton method). A typical setpoint
tracking problem is formulated as

u� = arg min
uk ,...,uk+Np

⎧
⎨

⎩

k+Np∑

i=k+1

∥∥∥yi − y
ref
i

∥∥∥
2

Qy
+

k+Np∑

i=k

(∥∥∥ui − u
ref
i

∥∥∥
2

Qu
+‖ui − ui−1‖2

QΔu

)
⎫
⎬

⎭
, (15.7)

subject to the model equations, where yref and uref are the output and input references, respectively,
and Qy , Qu, QΔu are weighting matrices. This formulation is similar to NMPC for continuous
processes, with the main difference being that the reference trajectory and the process dynamics
are changing during the duration of the batch. This type of control problem is often encountered
in microelectronics applications where suitable models are usually not available to relate the
end-point property to the setpoint trajectory, or when the optimal trajectory is insensitive to
disturbances. In the pharmaceutical industries, regulatory aspects can sometimes prevent the
online adaptation of setpoint trajectories, so that the batch optimal control may be required to
focus only on enhanced tracking performance. The control problem of type (a) is the only option
for many batch processes, for which the loss of observability or controllability due to the lack of
available measurements does not allow the use of complex models required for the prediction of
end-point properties.

b. End-point property control (setpoint reoptimization, or online optimization approach). In batch
processes, the real economic objective is usually related to the product quality at the end of the
batch, leading to the formulation of a different control problem that is always implemented in a
shrinking-horizon approach, formulated usually as

u� = arg min
uk ,...,uN

M(xN ), (15.8)

where N is the number of discretization time periods for the entire batch period [0, tf ].
Problem (b) is often solved offline and the resulting control trajectory is considered fixed (given by the

recipe) and used as the setpoint in a type (a) problem. In this case, a setpoint tracking controller will follow
the given setpoint as closely as possible, and in case of disturbances will try to minimize the deviations from
the given trajectories. In case of certain disturbance scenarios, the initially optimal setpoint trajectory may
not be optimal anymore, or may not be feasible for the controller, and a new trajectory might be necessary
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Optimal input U∗ at t+δ

Optimal input U∗ at t

Predicted output at t

Prediction horizonFuturePast

Set-point

Output y(.)

input u(.)

t t+δ t+TP t+TP+δ

y(t+δ)

Output trajectory
predicted at at t+δ

FIGURE 15.1 Main idea of the moving horizon approach in STNMPC.

to maintain product quality and/or process safety. The problem of simultaneous setpoint optimization
(in terms of an economic/property objective function), and control input optimization (in terms of a
standard quadratic performance criterion) represents an interesting batch process control problem, since
the optimal setpoint or reference trajectory may correspond to loss of controllability or be near the limit
of stability. Figures 15.1 and 15.2 illustrate the main algorithms of the moving- and shrinking-horizon
approaches for the setpoint tracking nonlinear model predictive control (STNMPC) and the end-point
criteria-based setpoint optimizing nonlinear model predictive control (SONMPC) algorithms. When
both tight setpoint tracking and setpoint adaptation are important and possible, the approaches can be
combined together in a hierarchical structure as illustrated in Figure 15.3. Although the two problems
can be combined into one BNMPC formulation, the fundamentally different nature of the optimization
and control problems allow a more efficient implementation in a hierarchical topology. The required
complexity of model and prediction time horizon for the SONMPC is usually significantly higher than
what is required for the STNMPC. Hence, models with different complexity and different sampling times
can be used at the two levels, allowing a better control in the distributed structure. In both cases, generally
full state feedback is not available and measurements are subject to noise and so the initial state vector is
provided using a state estimation algorithm such as an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF, see Section 15.3.6),
which can provide the required initial state vector for model predictions, filter measurement noise, and
adapt the model if required via a parameter adaptive estimation scheme.

Optimal input
U∗ at t+δ

Optimal input U∗ at t

Predicted output at t

Prediction horizon

End-point
traget

FuturePast

Output y(.)

input u(.)

t t+δ tf

y(t+δ)

Output trajectory
predicted at at t+δ

FIGURE 15.2 Main idea of the shrinking-horizon approach in SONMPC.
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FIGURE 15.3 Schematic diagram of the hierarchical BNMPC of a batch chemical reactor.

15.3.3 Computational Aspects of the BNMPC Approach

15.3.3.1 Efficient Optimization via Direct Multiple Shooting

The optimal control problem P1(tk) is rarely solvable analytically. The main idea behind direct methods is
based on formulating a discrete approximation that transforms the optimization P1(tk) into a nonlinear
program (NLP) that can be handled by conventional NLP solvers. The time horizon t ∈ πk = [tk , tF

k ]
is divided into Np subintervals (stages) πk,i = [tk,i , tk,i+1], i = 0, 1, . . . , Np− 1, with discrete time steps
tk = tk,0 < tk,1 < · · ·< tk,i < tk,i+1 < · · ·< tk,Np−1 = tF

k . The continuous manipulated variable uk(t) is
parameterized by a piecewise representation ũk,i(t, pk,i) for t ∈ πk,i with Np local control parameter
vectors pk,0, pk,1, . . . , pk,Np−1 with pk,i ∈ R

np and the optimization problem is solved with the local con-
trol parameter vectors being the decision variables. In most practical applications, a piecewise con-
stant or piecewise linear control parametrization is used. For a piecewise constant parameterization,

ũk(t, pk,0, . . . , pk,Np−1)
Δ= [uk , uk+1, . . . , uk+Np−1].

The discrete-time formulation of the optimal control problem P1(tk) is

Problem P1(tk): min
uk ,uk+1,...,uk+Np

⎧
⎨

⎩
Mk+Np (xk+Np ; θ) +

k+Np∑

j=k

Lj(xj, uj; θ)

⎫
⎬

⎭
, (15.9)

subject to

Gk(xk , uk ; θ)= 0, (15.10)

Hk(xk , uk ; θ)≤ 0, (15.11)

where Np is the number of stages in the prediction horizon [tk , tF
k ], Gk : Rnx ×U ×Θ→ R

nx+ny cor-
responds to all equality constraints resulting from the algebraic Equations 15.3 of the model or from
the discretized model equations, Hk : Rnx ×U ×Θ→ R

c+2nu is the vector function of all inequality
constraints (Equation 15.5), including constraints on the manipulated variables. The set of allowable
manipulated variable moves can be written as hard bounds or can be handled by penalizing deviations
from constraint satisfaction in the optimization objective (the so-called soft constraints). The vector func-
tions G and H are assumed to be twice continuously differentiable. Successive quadratic programming
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15-8 Control System Applications

(SQP) is a common numerical method used to solve NLPs, both due to ready availability of software
and reasonably computational efficiency. SQP is a quasi-Newton method that treats nonlinear optimiza-
tion problems by solving a sequence of local linear-quadratic approximations. The Lagrangian of the
optimization problem is approximated quadratically, typically by applying a numerical update formula.
Constraints are approximated linearly. SQP methods generally apply the equivalent of Newton steps to
the optimality conditions of the NLP problem to achieve a faster rate of convergence.

A very efficient solution technique for the problem (Equations 15.9 through 15.11) is based on the
multiple shooting approach. The direct multiple shooting procedure consists of dividing up the time
interval [tk , tF

k ] into M subintervals [τi , τi+1] via a series of grid points tk = τ0 < τ1 < τ2 < · · ·< τM = tF
k

that do not necessarily correspond to the discretization points (Np) in the definition of problem P̃1(tk).
Using a local control parameterization, a shooting method is performed between successive grid points
(see Figure 15.4). The solution of the differential equations for each of the M intervals is decoupled by
introducing the initial values ωi of the states at the multiple shooting nodes τi as additional optimization
variables. The differential equations and cost on these intervals are numerically integrated independently
during each optimization iteration, based on the current guess of the control, and initial conditions ωi .
The continuity/consistency of the final state trajectory at the end of the optimization is enforced by adding
consistency constraints to the NLP. The additional interior boundary conditions are incorporated into
one large NLP to be solved, which is given in a simplified form as

Problem P2: min
v

H(v; θ) subject to

{
G(v; θ)= 0
H(v; θ)≤ 0

(15.12)

where

H(v; θ)=M(ωM+1; θ) +
M∑

i=0

Li(ωi , ui ; θ), (15.13)

and the optimization variable v contains all of the multiple shooting state variables and controls

v = [ω0, u0,ω1, u1, . . . ,ωM−1, uM−1,ωM ]. (15.14)

τ1

Initial
profile

Final profile

ω1

x0

tk tk+Tp

u0
u1

FIGURE 15.4 Illustration of the direct multiple shooting algorithm. (Reprinted from Nagy, Z.K., et al. Control Eng.
Pract., 15:839–859, 2007. With permission.)
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u

x
x0

tk

tk

tk+Tp

tk+Tp

FIGURE 15.5 The sequential solution method for BNMPC problems.

The discretized initial value problem and continuity constraints are included in the equality constraints:

G(v; θ)=
⎡

⎣
ω0− x̂(tk)

ωi+1− xi(ti+1;ωi , ui)
y− g(ωi , ui ; θ)

⎤

⎦= 0, (15.15)

and the inequality constraints are given by H(v; θ)=H(ωi , ui ; θ)≤ 0, for i = 0, 1, . . . , M. The main idea
of the direct multiple shooting algorithm is illustrated in Figure 15.4.

15.3.3.2 Sequential Optimization Approach

Other solution approaches for the BNMPC optimization are available. Most often a sequential approach
is implemented in which the control vector is finitely parameterized in ũk,i(t, pk,i) and for each evaluation
of the cost function the state trajectories are evaluated for the entire prediction horizon by numerically
integrating the model equations using the current guess of the input parametrization vector from the opti-
mizer (see Figure 15.5). This approach sequentially performs the numerical integration and optimization
steps, which leads to feasible state trajectories in each optimization step.

15.3.3.3 Simultaneous Optimization Approach

An alternative optimization approach solves the optimization problem and model differential equa-
tions simultaneously. The differential equations are discretized, xk+1 = fk(xk , uk ; θ), and included in the
optimization problem as additional constraints. Usually this approach uses collocation methods for the
discretization of the differential equations. While the resulting NLP is very large, its significant sparsity
can be exploited to increase numerical efficiency.

15.3.4 Real-Time NMPC Algorithm

The solution of the problem P2 requires a certain, usually not negligible, amount of computation time
δk , while the process evolves to a different state. In this case, the optimal feedback control u�(tk)=
[u0|tk , u1|tk , . . . , uNp|tk ] computed at moment tk , corresponding to the information available up to this
moment, will no longer be optimal. Computational delay δk must be taken into consideration in real-
time applications of NMPC. An approach to reduce the effect of computational delay on the closed-
loop dynamics is to, at moment tk , first implement the control input u1|tk−1 from the second stage of
the previous optimization problem into the process, then start the numerical solution of the current
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15-10 Control System Applications

optimization problem with fixed u0|tk = u1|tk−1 . After completion, the numerical optimization algorithm
idles for the remaining period of t ∈ (tk + δk , tk+1), and then at the beginning of the next stage, at moment
tk+1 = tk +Δt, u1|tk is introduced into the process, and the algorithm is repeated. This approach requires
real-time feasibility for the solution of each open-loop optimization problems (δk ≤Δt).

The initial values embedding strategy can significantly enhance computational performance. The
approach is based on the fact that optimization problems at subsequent sampling times differ only by the
initial values that are imposed through the initial value constraints. Accepting an initial violation of these
constraints, the solution trajectory of the previous optimization problem can be used as an initial guess
for the current problem. Since in the direct multiple-shooting approach, the decision variables include
both the control input and the initial values of the states and the discretization points, for this approach
to work efficiently, the entire decision vector (control plus states) has to be initialized with the solution of
the previous optimization. All derivatives and an approximation of the Hessian matrix, which are already
available for the solution trajectory from the previous step, can be used in the new optimization. This
enables the solution of the first quadratic program in the SQP solution to be performed without any
additional solution of the differential equations.

15.3.5 Robust End-Point BNMPC Formulations

While applying feedback via repeated optimization BNMPC is inherently more robust than the open-loop
optimization-based control approaches, incorporating a robustness term in the formulation of the online
optimization problem can significantly enhance the robust performance of the BNMPC scheme. Consider
the case of parameter uncertainty, with δθ ∈ R

nθdefined as the perturbation about the nominal parameter
vector θ̂. The real uncertain parameter vector is then given by θ= θ̂+ δθ. Assuming zero mean, normal
measurement errors, and known covariance matrix, the set of possible parameter values is given by the
hyperellipsoidal confidence region, defined as

Θ(α) � {θ : (θ− θ̂)T V−1
θ

(θ− θ̂)≤ χ2
nθ (α)}, (15.16)

where α is the confidence level, χ2
nθ (α) is a quantile of the chi-squared distribution with nθ degrees of

freedom, and Vθ ∈ R
nθ×nθ is the parameter covariance matrix. Uncertainty description (Equation 15.16)

is the most commonly produced output by least-squares identification procedures from experimental
data.

Several robust optimization approaches can be used to incorporate parametric uncertainties in the
BNMPC optimization problem. One approach is to minimize a worst-case objective (this is often referred
to as the minmax approach), such as

H=max
θ∈Θ ψ(x(tf ); θ), (15.17)

whereψ(x(tf ); θ) is the end-point property of interest. Although efficient techniques have been developed
to solve the computationally demanding minmax optimization, the worst-case value usually has a very
low probability of occurring so that poor performance is obtained for more representative parameter
values (such as the nominal case). Different approaches have been proposed to avoid this drawback
of the minmax technique, by instead formulating the optimal control problem in terms of providing
a compromise between two conflicting objectives representing the performance and robustness terms.
The resulted robust optimization can be implemented by formulating a weighted sum objective of the
performance and robustness terms or by including the performance index only in the objective function
and adding the robustness term as a constraint to the optimization.

The mean-variance approach uses the objective function

H= (1−w)E[ψ(x(tf ); θ)]+wVψ(tf ), (15.18)

to account for parameter uncertainties, where E and Vψ ∈ R are the expected value and variance,
respectively, of the property at the end of the batch, and w ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting coefficient that quantifies
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Nonlinear Model Predictive Control for Batch Processes 15-11

the tradeoff between nominal and robust performance. The main advantage of this approach compared
to the classical minmax optimization is that the tradeoff between nominal and robust performance can
be directly specified by selecting the weight. The expected value and variance can be estimated efficiently
using a second-order power-series expansion,

δψ= Lδθ+ 1

2
δθT Mδθ+ · · · (15.19)

where L= (dψ/dθ)
θ̂,u ∈ R

nθ , and M= (d2ψ/dθ2)
θ̂,u ∈ R

nθ×nθ are the first- and second-order
sensitivities, respectively. Assuming zero-mean normally distributed parameters δθ, the expected value
and variance of δψ based on Equation 15.19 are given by the analytical expressions

E[δψ] = 1

2
tr(MVθ), (15.20)

Vψ = LVθL
T + 1

2
tr[(MVθ)]2, (15.21)

where tr(A) is the trace of the matrix A. The feasibility of the optimization under parametric uncertainty
can be assessed by reformulating the constraints in a probabilistic sense:

P(hi(x, u; θ)≤ 0)≥ αi , (15.22)

where P is the probability and αi is the desired confidence level for the satisfaction of constraint i. The
robust formulation of Equation 15.22 can be written using the t-test in the form

E[hi]+ tα/2,nθ

√
Vhi ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , c. (15.23)

The expected value (E[hi]) and covariance (Vhi ) of the constraint hi can be evaluated using first-
or second-order approximations. For the first-order approximation E[hi(x, u; θ)] = hi(x, u; θ̂) and Vhi =
Lhi VθL

T
hi

, whereas expressions similar to Equations 15.20 and 15.21 can be used for the second-order

approximation, with Lhi = (dhi/dθ)θ̂,u ∈ R
nθ , and Mhi = (d2hi/dθ2)

θ̂,u ∈ R
nθ×nθ . In this formulation, the

algorithm shows robust performance in the sense of constraint satisfaction and decreased variance of the
performance index.

15.3.6 State Estimation

Accurate state estimation is critical for the success of a BNMPC application. Among the various state
estimation approaches, the EKF and moving horizon estimation (MHE) are the most widely used and
are described below. See “For Further Information” for references on particle filtering, which is a class of
state estimation methods that has been applied in recent years.

15.3.6.1 Parameter Adaptive EKF

The EKF has been widely used in control applications, but its performance strongly depends on the model
accuracy. One approach to enhance the robust performance of a nonlinear model predictive controller
is to use a robust formulation as discussed in the previous section. Alternatively (or in combination)
the online adaptation of the model parameters can significantly enhance the robustness. To avoid highly
biased model predictions, some of the model parameters are estimated together with the states, leading
to a parameter adaptive EKF formulation. Define θ′ ⊆ θ as the subset of the estimated parameters from

the parameter vector, and θ′′ Δ= θ\θ′as the set of the remaining parameters. The augmented state vector
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15-12 Control System Applications

in this case is given by X = [x, θ′]T and the augmented model used for estimation is given by

Ẋ = [ f (X , u; θ′′), 0]T +[w, wθ′ ]T , (15.24)

where w, and wθ′ are zero-mean Gaussian white-noise variables. The time-varying state matrix of the
locally linearized augmented model is defined by

A(tk)=
⎡

⎣
∂f (X (tk), u(tk); θ′′)

∂x

∂f (X (tk), u(tk); θ′′)
∂θ′

0 0

⎤

⎦ . (15.25)

The time update of the states and state covariance are propagated by numerically integrating the model
equations together with the covariance propagation equation for one sampling time (t ∈ [tk−1, tk]):

Ẋ = [f (X , u; θ′′), 0]T , (15.26)

Ṗ(t)= A(t)P(t)+P(t)AT (t)+Q(t), (15.27)

with t ∈ [tk−1, tk] and initial conditions X̂ (tk−1) and P(tk−1) obtained from the last estimation, and the
Jacobian A given by Equation 15.25. Define the solutions of Equations 15.26 and 15.27 as X̂−(tk) and
P−(tk), respectively. With these values the Kalman gain K is computed, and then the measurement update
stage is performed according to

K(tk)= P−(tk)C̃T (tk)(C̃(tk)P−(tk)C̃T (tk)+R)−1, (15.28)

P(tk)= (I−K(tk)C̃(tk))P−(tk), (15.29)

FK (tk)= K(tk)(ym(tk)− g(X̂−(tk), u(tk); θ̂′′)), (15.30)

X̂ (tk)= X̂−(tk)+ FK (tk), (15.31)

where ym(tk) corresponds to the measurements obtained from the real process at time tk , FK (tk) is the
Kalman filter correction factor, and C̃ is the Jacobian of the measurement equations with respect to the
augmented states:

C̃(tk)=
(

∂g(X (t), u(t); θ̂′′)
∂X

)

X̂ (tk),u(tk)

. (15.32)

The estimated states in Equation 15.31 are used as the initial value for the model prediction stage in
the optimization algorithm.

The measurement covariance matrix is determined based on the accuracy of the measurements. The
appropriate choice of the state covariance matrix, Q, is however often challenging in practical applications.
An estimate of Q can be obtained by assuming that the process noise vector mostly represents the effects
of parametric uncertainty. Based on this assumption and performing a first-order power-series expansion
of the model error equations using the nominal parameter vector and control trajectory, the process noise
covariance matrix can be computed from

Q(t)= Sθ(t)VθS
T
θ (t), (15.33)

where Vθ ∈ R
nθ×nθ is the parameter covariance matrix, and Sθ(t) is the Jacobian computed using the

nominal parameters and estimated states:

Sθ(t)=
(

∂f

∂θ

)

x̂(t),u(t),θ̂
. (15.34)

Equation 15.33 provides an easily implementable way to estimate the process noise covariance matrix,
since the parameter covariance matrix Vθ is usually available from parameter estimation, and the sensi-
tivity coefficients in Sθ(t) can be computed by finite differences or via sensitivity equations. This approach
leads to a time-varying full covariance matrix, which has been shown to provide better estimation per-
formance for batch processes than the classically used constant diagonal Q.
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15.3.6.2 Moving Horizon Estimation

MHE uses a moving and usually fixed-size window of previous model predictions and process mea-
surements. As an additional measurement arrives, the oldest measurement is discarded and the model is
updated with the new information. The MHE formulation is based on the idea of penalizing the deviations
between the measurement data and predicted outputs. In addition—for theoretical reasons—generally a
regularization term on the initial state estimate is added to the objective function in the case of continuous
processes. However, for batch systems where the states usually change significantly this term is not well
defined. The advantage of MHE in the context of BNMPC is that the problem formulations are similar for
both the estimation and control, requiring relatively small additional effort to implement the estimation.
The estimation problem for the parameter adaptive MHE to be solved in every time step tk is

min
θ′ ,x̂(tk)

k∑

i=k−Nest

∥∥yi − ymeas
i

∥∥2
Qest

, (15.35)

subject to

ẋ(t)= f (x(t), u(t); θ), (15.36)

y(t)= g(x(t), u(t); θ), (15.37)

xmin ≤ x(t)≤ xmax, (15.38)

θmin ≤ θ′ ≤ θmax, (15.39)

where ymeas
i are the process output measurements, Qest is the weighting matrix that can incorporate a

forgetting factor, Nest is the number of past samples used in the estimation window, xmin and xmax are
the minimum and maximum bounds on the state variables, and θmin and θmax are the minimum and
maximum bounds on the estimated parameters θ′.

MHE is usually desirable when constraints are present, for strongly nonlinear models, or when mea-
surements are available infrequently and at various sampling periods. All these features can be easily
incorporated in the MHE formulation. However, the computational requirement of MHE is generally
significantly higher than for EKF, and obtaining reliable real-time solutions may be the limiting factor in
the practical applications of MHE.

15.4 Implementation Aspects of Batch NMPC in an Industrial
Environment

The practical implementation of BNMPC is considerably more challenging than those associated with
linear MPC applications. Model validation, reliability of state estimation, and effects of model/plant
mismatch should be addressed before a BNMPC approach is implemented. Several key issues, which can
lead to difficulties in practical implementation of NMPC in general and BNMPC techniques in particular
are discussed below.

15.4.1 Efficient Development and Identification of Control-Relevant Model

A significant amount of time and expense is usually attributed to the modeling and system identification
step in the design and installation of BNMPC. The manageable complexity of the developed model is
very important for a BNMPC application. Although a detailed model may lead to better performance
in principle, often practical situations require a compromise to prevent the effort for model building
and computational cost involved in the resulting optimization from becoming prohibitively large. This
is one of the reasons why most of the industrial BNMPC products have used empirical models identified
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through plant tests, although first-principles models have better extrapolative capability and provide the
most insight about the process. These benefits and continual increases in the computational power of
control hardware suggest that first-principles models will be increasingly used over time in BNMPC
applications.

15.4.2 Measurement-Based BNMPC

One of the most important questions that need to be discussed in the initial phase of the design of
any practical BNMPC application is related to measurements which are available versus variables which
are needed for the model. Often the answer to this question determines the type of BNMPC approach
(whether STNMPC or SONMPC) to use. Besides the modeling difficulty and computational complexity
attached to large-scale models, including many details into the model can lead to a large number of states
that results in unobservable models based on the available measurements. The control-relevant model
always has to be determined in conjunction with the observer design. One of the major bottlenecks in the
development of more first principles-based BNMPC applications is the lack of proper sensor technology
or the availability of state-of-the-art sensors in industrial plants. Due to observability problems with the
available sensors, often empirical input–output models and simplified first-principles models have been
used in industrial applications to reduce the computational requirements. Fortunately, many advances
in sensor technology and computer hardware have occurred in recent years. New software and hardware
sensors can provide comprehensive information about the processes in a fast and reliable way. These
developments have made many more BNMPC applications feasible.

15.4.3 Model Identification

Many industrial BNMPC implementations use existing modeling software packages (e.g., HYSYS,
gPROMS) rather than building and simulating the models from scratch. Although using existing models
developed in such high-level programming environments initially may seem alluring, often these models
are not appropriate for control purposes. Such models can serve as the starting point for the identification
of a control-relevant model, but often have to be enhanced with additional data to improve the accuracy
of the model in describing the process dynamics.

Optimal experimental design involves the determination of manipulated variables for experimental
data collection to be used for model identification. Experimental design objectives can be formulated
to minimize model uncertainties, increase plant friendliness, and/or maximize control relevance. Model
identification refers not only to the derivation of model parameters but also to the identification of a
proper model structure. In BNMPC applications, the model structures should be identified that capture
the process behavior and are amenable to optimization-based control. To achieve this, model reduction
techniques relevant to BNMPC can be useful in connection with low-order physical modeling approaches.
Hybrid models that efficiently combine fundamental and empirical modeling techniques can be useful,
as will be illustrated in Section 15.5.

15.4.4 Reliable and Fast Solution of the Online Optimization

The use of an efficient optimization approach is crucial in the real-time feasibility of BNMPC applications.
End-point BNMPC is fundamentally different from classical NMPC problems, owing to its shrinking
prediction horizon during the batch. On the one hand, this feature leads to progressively decreasing
computational demand, but on the other hand, the prediction horizon must be until the end of the
batch from the beginning, with fine time discretization of the control actions due to the transient nature
of the process. The computational performance of BNMPC algorithms can be enhanced by applying
algorithm engineering approaches to the tailored solution of the typical problems that arise in BNMPC.
For example, hierarchical solution approaches that exploit problem structure can be applied. CPU time
can be used more efficiently, for example, when convergence is achieved before the end of the sampling
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time, the surplus time can be used to precompute some parts of the next step. Understanding how various
model attributes contribute to particular features of the corresponding optimization (e.g., whether the
error surface is nonsmooth) can help in the more efficient solution of the optimization.

Managing the online computational load is not the only concern related to practical BNMPC appli-
cations. Another important problem is related to the robustness of the optimization. A backup strategy
in case of failures of the main BNMPC controller due to convergence problems in the optimization or
dynamic simulation of the model should be incorporated in practical BNMPC implementations. The most
straightforward but suboptimal approach is to use the last control input or the control input computed
in previous sampling times corresponding to the current period, and then to let the lower-level controller
act until the system is reset.

15.4.5 Long-Term Maintenance and Support of the BNMPC Algorithm
in an Industrial Application

The implementation complexity of BNMPC approaches is high. Therefore it is important to assess how
often long-term maintenance can be performed and assess the limits of the approaches in face of changing
process and operating conditions. Suitable support tools for long-term on-site maintenance should be
developed in parallel with the controller design and implementation. Such tools should be able to perform
performance assessment, model identification, and controller tuning.

The complexity of the models also plays a role in the support and maintenance issues. A very complex
model will probably require important effort in the development phase but can provide more flexibility
during long-term maintenance. Reduced or empirical models can be more rigid in the face of changing
conditions, hence requiring more significant maintenance effort.

15.5 Setpoint Tracking Batch NMPC of an Industrial Reactor

The first example applies BNMPC algorithm for the setpoint tracking control for an industrial pilot-
scale polymerization reactor. This case study represents a very typical control problem for industrial
batch reactors, considering the control objective, availability of sensors, and structure of the temperature
control system. A schematic of the experimental pilot plant is in Figure 15.6. The reactor temperature is
controlled using a heating–cooling system that is widely used for low-volume industrial batch reactors.
The heating–cooling system is based on a closed oil circuit, which is recycled through the jacket with a
constant flow rate Fj. The heating–cooling medium goes through a multitubular heat exchanger where
the proportional-integral (PI) controller DTC adjusts the cooling water flow rate with the aim to keep
the temperature difference between the input and the output of the heat exchanger constant. Heating is
performed using an electric heater. The power of the heater is adjusted by a lower-level PI controller TC
that controls the input temperature into the jacket. The setpoint of the PI controller TC is determined
by the higher-level STNMPC that has the objective to track a predetermined temperature profile in the
reactor.

A detailed first-principles model of the process containing material and energy balances as well as
kinetic and thermodynamic models was developed and identified from offline experiments. Since only
temperature measurement is available inside the chemical reactor, many states of the detailed process
model are not estimable, or not even detectable. The detailed process model was used to determine the
initial optimal temperature profile and for deriving a reduced-order control-relevant model. Available
measurements associated with the reactor were its internal temperature (Tr) and the input and output
temperatures into and from the jacket (Tj,in, Tj). With this set of measurements, the reduced-order model,

ṅM =−Qr/ΔHr (15.40)

Ṫr,k = Qr +UwAw(Tw,k −Tr,k)− (UA)loss,r(Tr,k −Tamb)

mM cp,M +mPcp,P +mwatercp,water
, (15.41)
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Heater 

DTC  FC  

PAEKF STNMPC

TC  
Cooling water 

Heating/cooling system 
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FIGURE 15.6 Schematic representation of the batch polymerization reactor with the heating/cooling system.
(Reprinted from Nagy, Z.K., et al. Control Eng. Pract., 15:839–859, 2007. With permission.) PAEKF: parameter
adaptive Extended Kalman filter; DTC: differential temperature controller, FC: flow controller; and TC: temperature
controller.

Ṫw,k =
UjAj(Tj,k −Tw,k)−UwAw(Tw,k −Tr,k)

mwcpw
, (15.42)

Ṫj,k =
N Fjρjcp j(Tj,k−1−Tj,k)−UjAj(Tj,k −Tw,k)− (UA)loss j(Tj,k −Tamb)

mjcp,j
, (15.43)

was used in the STNMPC, where k = 1, . . . , N , Tr = Tr, N , Tj = Tj, N , Tj,0 = Tj,in, nM is the num-
ber of moles of monomer, ΔHr is the enthalpy of reaction, Tw is the wall temperature, U and A are
heat transfer coefficients and areas from reactor-to-wall (·)w or wall-to-jacket (·)j, cp,M/P/water/w/j and
mM/P/water/w/j are the heat capacities and masses of monomer, polymer, water, wall, and oil, Tamb is
the ambient temperature, ρj is the oil density, and (UA)loss,r/j are heat loss coefficients in the reactor
and the jacket, respectively. To estimate the transport delay, the reactor, the wall, and the jacket were
divided into N = 4 elements, leading to a system of 13 differential equations. For high-performance
temperature control, the estimation of the generated heat Qr is important, and an empirical nonlin-
ear relation Qr = fQ(nM , Tr) was determined from the detailed first-principles model, simulating the
process for different temperature profiles. Maximum-likelihood estimation was used to fit the parame-
ters (θ= [(UA)loss,r , (UA)loss,j, UjAj, mw , UwAw , mj]) of the model (Equations 15.40 through 15.43) to the
experimental data collected from the industrial pilot plant for several batches of water (for which Qr = 0).
This procedure gave the optimal nominal parameter estimates, θ̂�, and the corresponding uncertainty
description given by the covariance matrix, estimated from the Hessian of the maximum-likelihood objec-

tive function at the optimal parameter estimate, Vθ ≈H�−1 = (∂2ψ/∂θ2)−1
θ=θ̂� , which was then used to

initialize the state covariance matrix in the EKF according to Equation 15.33. In the implementations, the
parameters θ′ = [Qr , UwAw]were estimated together with the model states in the parameter adaptive EKF
to provide an adaptation of the model due to the changing conditions during polymerization. The adap-
tation of the model parameters was not only important to capture their variations in the real process, but
also reduced the effects of model plant/mismatch for offset-free state estimation. Model (Equations 15.40
through 15.43) was used in the STNMPC algorithm, where the objective was to provide a tight setpoint
tracking by solving online, at each sampling time k, the optimization problem:

min
u(t)

tF
k∫

tk

{(Tr(t)−Tr,SP(t))2+Qu̇(u̇(t))2} dt, (15.44)
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subject to

umin ≤ u(t)≤ umax,

u̇min ≤ u̇(t)≤ u̇max,

0%≤ uPI (t)≤ 100%,

(15.45)

where the setpoint profile Tr,SP used in the controller was given by a previously used benchmark recipe.
The second term in Equation 15.44 is a regularization term, which gives a smoother input by minimizing
time variation in the control input (u̇). The tradeoff between smooth control input and quick control
response is tailored by choosing the weighting coefficient Qu̇. The manipulated input of the BNMPC,
u(t)= TSP

j,in, was the setpoint temperature to the lower-level PI controller TC in Figure 15.6, which
controlled the input temperature into the jacket. The communication between the real industrial plant
and the BNMPC algorithm was performed via the OPC automation standard. The lower-level PI controller
was included in the model used by the BNMPC algorithm, with the bounds on the output signal of the
PI controller (uPI ) incorporated as additional constraints in the online optimization problem (last term
of (45)) to be able to predict its saturation, which is an important source of nonlinearity in the system.
More generally, the dynamics of and constraints imposed by lower-level control systems should be
investigated during the design of upper-level control systems, to assess whether this information must be
incorporated.

A weighting coefficient of Qu̇ = 0.4 and prediction and control horizons of 8000 s were used in
the optimization with a sampling interval of 20 s. The manipulated variable was discretized in 400
piecewise-constant inputs, leading to a reasonably high-dimensional optimization problem. The multiple
shooting approach with real-time iteration and initial value embedding guarantees the real-time fea-
sibility of the STNMPC implementation. Even with the large control discretization of 400, the com-
putation time was about 5 s, which was below the sampling time of 20 s. The experimental results
shown in Figure 15.7 show the excellent control performance achieved with the STNMPC. The
achieved tracking performance was significantly better compared to cascade PI control (Figure 15.8),
which is the standard control architecture for these types of control problems. The maximum con-
trol error decreased from ∼4.5◦C in the case of cascade PI control to below 0.5◦C for the STNMPC
approach.

15.6 Hierarchical BNMPC for Simultaneous Setpoint Tracking
and Optimization

Simulation studies have also been performed in which STNMPC was combined with a higher-level
SONMPC as shown in the schematic in Figure 15.3. In STNMPC, a similar objective was used as in
Equation 15.44. The temperature control for the large-scale plant was implemented through a split valve,
which regulated the ratio of cooling water Fw and heating medium (steam, Fs), respectively, which is
another heating–cooling system configuration widely used for larger-scale industrial batch reactors. The
optimized manipulated variable was the input to the split valve represented by u(t) ∈ [0, 1], and the flow
rates were given based on the minimum and maximum values as

Fw = (Fw,max − Fw,min)u+ Fw,min, (15.46)

Fs = (Fs,min− Fs,max)u+ Fs,max. (15.47)

For proprietary reasons, fictitious kinetic parameters are used in the simulations presented next, and
the product property indicators are not revealed. However, the qualitative conclusions are consistent with
the results obtained with the real parameters.
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FIGURE 15.7 Experimental data showing the setpoint tracking performance of BNMPC in an industrial polymer-
ization reactor. The reactor temperature follows very tightly the setpoint (within ±0.5◦C). (Reprinted from Nagy,
Z.K., et al. Control Eng. Pract., 15:839–859, 2007. With permission.)

The setpoint optimizing controller (SONMPC) computed the optimum reactor temperature T�
r (t)

used as the reference temperature Tr,SP(t) in the lower-level setpoint tracking controller (STNMPC), by
repeatedly solving the end-point optimization

Tr,SP(t)= T�
r (t)= arg min

Tr (t)
(Q(tf )−Q recipe)2 (15.48)
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FIGURE 15.8 Experimental data showing the setpoint tracking performance of cascade PI control in an industrial
polymerization reactor (sampling interval of 3 s). (Reprinted from Nagy, Z.K., et al. Control Eng. Pract., 15:839–859,
2007. With permission.)
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with the objective to minimize the deviation of the final product quality Q (tf ) from the desired value
Q recipe in a fixed batch time tf . This optimization was solved subject to the constraints

Tr,min ≤ Tr ≤ Tr,max, (15.49)

Ṫr,min ≤ Ṫr ≤ Ṫr,max, (15.50)

Pmin ≤ P(tf ), (15.51)

where Tr,min, Tr,max, Ṫr,min, and Ṫr,min are the minimum and maximum temperatures and temperature
changes, respectively, and the constraint (Equation 15.51) ensures that a minimum productivity will be
met at the end of the batch, with P being the productivity measure (such as concentration or conversion).
The STNMPC and SONMPC optimizations are also subject to the model equations. Different models
are used in the two BNMPC formulations. The model used in the upper-level SONMPC consists of
the detailed chemical kinetics, material balances, and differential equations required for computing the
product properties. Energy balances were not included since the reactor temperature is directly optimized
at this level. The model used in the lower-level STNMPC contained detailed energy balances, but no
equations for the product properties. The solution of both STNMPC and SONMPC was performed using
the direct multiple shooting algorithm.

The hierarchical BNMPC setup was tested in a disturbance scenario with 10% error in all kinetic
parameters. A parameter adaptive EKF was used to estimate the kinetic parameters and the unmeasured
states. The system states were augmented with the adapted parameters and differential equations of the
form θ̇= 0. In the EKF, a third more complicated model was used that contained all equations required to
estimate the states needed for both BNMPCs. Reactor temperature, jacket inlet and outlet temperatures,
concentrations of raw material and product, and two of the states required to compute the property
indicators were considered as measured variables. With this set of measurements, the augmented system
was observable and the EKF quickly converged. A sampling interval of 30 s and control and prediction
horizons of Np = 10 were used in the STNMPC. In the SONMPC, a discretization of N = 100 intervals
was used, which results in a sampling interval of 5 min. A sampling time of 3 s was used in the EKF.

Figure 15.9 shows the initial optimal temperature profile (corresponding to the model parameters
with 10% error), and the final temperature setpoint obtained in the final iteration of the SONMPC,

Time

Final
setpoint Controlled Tr

SONMPC
is active 

Te
m
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0

Initial
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t1 t2 tf

FIGURE 15.9 Initial and final setpoint temperature trajectories obtained by SONMPC, and the controlled reactor
temperature obtained with the hierarchical BNMPC algorithm.
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FIGURE 15.10 State-space plots of the variation in the quality index (Q) and productivity measure (P) during the
batch. The thick solid line shows the evolution of the variables for the initial setpoint trajectory, if the initial model
parameters were exactly known. The dashed black line shows the evolution using the hierarchical BNMPC algorithm
applied to the model that initially has 10% error in the parameters. The thin black line shows the evolution when
the SONMPC is turned off and the STNMPC follows the initial setpoint trajectory obtained with 10% error in the
model parameters. The inset shows in more detail where the end-point properties in the three cases (represented by
the square, triangle, and star, respectively) are compared to the desired range (given by the rectangle).

indicating that the optimal temperature profile is very sensitive to parameter variations for this process.
The controlled reactor temperature obtained from the STNMPC using the most recently computed set-
point trajectory from the SONMPC for t ∈ [t1, t2] indicates that the hierarchical BNMPC algorithm very
closely tracks the temperature trajectory that is optimal for the perturbed model parameters. Figure 15.10
shows the variation along the batch of two key variables, related to productivity and quality, for different
scenarios. For the hypothetical case where the initial model parameters were exactly known, the initial
setpoint trajectory in Figure 15.9 would be followed, resulting in P(tf ) and Q(tf ) in the feasible region.
With 10% initial error in the model parameters and SONMPC turned off, STNMPC tracks the initial
setpoint trajectory, and the final product violates both the productivity and quality requirements. For the
hierarchical BNMPC algorithm, the setpoint trajectory is adapted, which results in a feasible batch. Figure
15.11 shows the manipulated variables (cooling and heating flow rates) for the controlled temperature
trajectory obtained by applying the two-level hierarchical BNMPC approach. The CPU times required
to solve the optimization problems in the two BNMPC algorithms are also shown in Figure 15.11. STN-
MPC required usually 2–4 SQP iterations and less than 3 s to solve one open-loop optimization problem.
SONMPC required about 5 min to solve the end-point optimization problem during the initial part of
the batch, and the CPU time decreased as the control horizon continuously decreased from the initial
N = 100 stages and the estimated model parameters reached their converged values.

15.7 Robust End-Point Batch-NMPC for the Crystal Size
Distribution Control in Cooling Crystallisation

This section applies end-point batch NMPC to a simulated batch crystallization process. Crystallization
from solution is an industrially important unit operation due to its ability to provide high-purity separa-
tion. The control of the crystal size distribution (CSD) can be critically important for efficient downstream
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FIGURE 15.11 Manipulated variables and CPU times for the SONMPC and STNMPC controllers (on a DELL
Latitude D600 with Intel Pentium M 1400 MHz processor).

operations (such as filtration or drying) and product quality (e.g., bioavailability, tablet stability, dissolu-
tion rate). The process is usually subject to significant uncertainties, providing strong incentives for the
application of robust control schemes. The model system simulated in this section is the batch cooling
crystallization of KNO3 in water. The process model is

xT = [μ0, . . . ,μ4, C,μseed,1, . . . ,μseed,3, T], (15.52)

f (x, u; θ)=

⎡

⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

B
Gμ0+Br0

2Gμ1+Br2
0

3Gμ2+Br3
0

4Gμ3+Br4
0

−ρckv(3Gμ2+Br3
0 )

Gμseed,0

2Gμseed,1

3Gμseed,2−UA(T −Tj)− 3ΔHc(C)ρckvGμ2ms

(ρckvμ3+C+ 1)mscp(C)

⎤

⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

, (15.53)

where μi is the ith moment (i = 1, . . . , 4) of the total crystal phase and μseed,i is the ith moment
(i = 0, . . . , 3) corresponding to the crystals grown from seed, r0 is the size of nucleated crystals, kv

the volumetric shape factor, and ρc the density of the crystal, U the heat transfer coefficient, A the heat
transfer area, Tj the jacket temperature, ms the mass of the solvent, ΔHc(C) the heat of crystallization
which is an empirical function of the solute concentration, and cp(C) the heat capacity of the slurry. The
crystal growth rate G and the nucleation rate B are

G = kg Sg , (15.54)

B= kbSbμ3, (15.55)

where S = (C−Csat)/Csat is the relative supersaturation and Csat = Csat(T) is the saturation concentra-
tion, C is the solute concentration, and T is the temperature. The model parameter vector consists of the
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kinetic parameters for growth and nucleation:

θT = [ g , ln kg , b, ln kb], (15.56)

with nominal values
θ̂T = [1.31, 8.79, 1.84, 17.38]. (15.57)

A hyperellipsoidal parameter uncertainty description characterized by a covariance matrix with

V−1
θ =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

102, 873 −21, 960 −7, 509 1, 445
−21, 960 4, 714 1, 809 −354
−7, 509 1, 809 24, 225 −5, 198
1, 445 −354 −5, 198 1, 116

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (15.58)

was obtained using standard parameter estimation approaches. The manipulated variable can be treated
as being the crystallizer temperature (u(t)= T(t)), in which case a lower-level feedback controller is used
to follow the desired temperature trajectory, or the jacket temperature u(t)= Tj(t). In both cases the
inequality constraints used for this system have a similar form. For u(t)= T(t), these constraints are

T(t) ∈ U = [Tmin, Tmax], (15.59)

h(x, u; θ)=

⎡

⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

dT(t)

dt
−RT ,max

−dT(t)

dt
+RT ,min

C(tf )−Cf ,max

⎤

⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦
≤ 0, (15.60)

where RT ,min and RT ,max are the minimum and maximum temperature ramp rates, and Cf ,max is the
maximum solute concentration at the end of the batch that specifies the minimum yield required by
economic considerations.

A BNMPC implementation for the batch cooling crystallizer is shown in Figure 15.12. The state
vector was estimated using a similar EKF technique as in the previous examples and as described in
Section 15.3.6.1, with a time-varying state covariance matrix obtained using a first-order power-series
expansion applied to the parameter uncertainty description (Equation 15.58) resulted from the model
identification. The measurement vector was y = [μ1,μ2,μ3, C, T]T . The first three variables (moments
μ1,μ2, andμ3) can be measured using video microscopy or laser backscattering. Several online techniques
are available for the solution concentration measurements (such as conductivity or attenuated total
reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy). Temperature measurements are readily available

PI Process

EKFNMPC

C –

+ 

Ts 

Tj  
T 

x̂

μ1, μ2, μ3,

FIGURE 15.12 The BNMPC structure coupling NMPC with the EKF. (Reprinted from Nagy, Z.K. and R.D. Braatz,
AIChE J., 49:1776–1786, 2003. With permission.)
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using thermocouples. The estimated states were used in the BNMPC optimization, which computed the
setpoint on the crystallizer temperature that was sent to a lower-level PI controller that manipulated
the jacket temperature to achieve the desired temperature. The temperature profile was described as
piecewise-linear trajectories by discretizing the batch time in N equal intervals and considering the
temperatures at every time as the optimization variables. The BNMPC with the EKF was implemented
in MATLAB� using the sequential optimization approach, in which a stiff differential-equation solver
was used in combination with an optimization subroutine (fmincon). The objective function used in the
robust BNMPC algorithm was

H= (1−w)ψ(x(tf ); θ̂)+wVψ(tf )+λ
∫ tf

tk

‖T(t)−Tnom(t)‖2 dt, (15.61)

where the CSD property used as the performance index in the objective function was the ratio of the
nucleated crystal mass to the seed crystal mass:

ψ(x(tf ))= μ3−μseed,3

μseed,3
(15.62)

and Tnom(t) was the optimal temperature profile obtained with the nominal parameters. The robust-
ness term Vψ was obtained using a first-order power series. Simulation results showed that the first-
order power-series overestimated the variance of the performance index compared to the more accurate
second-order approximation given by Equation 15.19. To provide enhanced robust performance, the
more accurate value of Vψ was not needed and the first-order approximation of Vψ provided acceptable
robust performance at lower computational effort. The inclusion of the last term in the objective function
(Equation 15.61) improved the nominal performance. In this particular application, setting the appropri-
ate weight λ resulted in similar nominal performance for larger values of the weighting coefficient on the
variance (w) as for the case of BNMPC without the uncertainty term.

The nominal open-loop optimal temperature profile obtained by solving the optimization with the
objective function (Equation 15.61) with w = λ= 0 is shown in Figure 15.13. The nominal open-loop
temperature profile practically coincides with the nominal BNMPC results since the BNMPC optimization

0 40 80 120 160 27
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FIGURE 15.13 Optimal temperature profiles for nominal BNMPC (w = 0), robust BNMPC (w = 0.2), and for
open loop (OL) optimal control. (Reprinted from Nagy, Z.K. and R.D. Braatz, AIChE J., 49:1776–1786, 2003. With
permission.)
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FIGURE 15.14 Variation of the probability distribution function of the performance index (the nucleation to seed
mass ratio) during the batch for (a) open-loop optimal control; (b) nominal BNMPC; and (c) robust BNMPC. The
probability distribution function was determined using first-order distributional analysis. (Reprinted from Nagy, Z.K.
and R.D. Braatz, AIChE J., 49:1776–1786, 2003. With permission.)
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FIGURE 15.15 The weight-mean size and the ratio of nucleated mass to seed mass at the end of the batch for 100
Monte Carlo simulations using the dynamic model, when open-loop optimal control and BNMPC is implemented.
(Reprinted from Nagy, Z.K. and R.D. Braatz, AIChE J., 49:1776–1786, 2003. With permission.)

at t = 0 was practically the same as the open-loop optimal control problem. If the BNMPC optimizations
were solved each step until full convergence for the nominal model, then the subsequent profiles would
also be the same as the open-loop temperature profile. In practice, disturbances, model/plant mismatch,
and the application of fixed-iteration BNMPC schemes (i.e., schemes that allow convergence of the opti-
mization over several sampling periods rather than solving the optimization in each sampling period until
full convergence) for better computational performance would lead to differences between the open-loop
and nominal BNMPC profiles. Figure 15.13 also shows the temperature profile resulting from the robust
BNMPC approach (Equation 15.61) for λ= 0.01 and w = 0.2, for which similar nominal performance
was achieved with significantly enhanced robust performance. Distributional analysis provides a more
comprehensive assessment of the robust performance. Figures 15.14a–c show the variation of the pdf of
the performance index along the batch run for open-loop optimal control, nominal BNMPC, and robust
BNMPC. The probability distribution functions were computed using the first-order sensitivities along
the optimal temperature trajectories. The mean of the distributions ofψ increased monotonically during
the batch run for all three cases. The BNMPC approaches produced a considerably narrower distribution
for the entire batch compared to open-loop optimal control. Compared to the nominal BNMPC, the
robust BNMPC approach yielded a narrower end-point distribution, which is expected since the end-
point variance was included in the optimization objective (Equation 15.61), and provided a slightly wider
distribution in the third quarter of the batch run.

To evaluate the importance of including the variance of a particular product property in the objective
function, the variation of another product property (weight-mean size WMS = μ4/μ3), which was not
included in the objective, was also computed using Monte Carlo simulation, generating 100 random
parameter vectors from the uncertainty description (Equation 15.58). Figure 15.15 shows the effect of
parameter uncertainty on the two CSD properties at the end of the batch. The WMS at the end of the
batch is not significantly more robust for the BNMPC algorithms than for the open-loop implementation.
Hence a batch control strategy can be highly robust for some product quality variables while being less
robust for others. This illustrates the importance of considering in the robustness term of the objective
function all product quality variables for which increased robustness is desired.

The robust BNMPC approach enhances robust performance for two reasons. First, the closed-loop
structure is inherently more robust than the open-loop approaches as illustrated by the better performance
of the nominal BNMPC compared to open-loop control. Second, the robust formulation of the online
optimization problem further augments robust performance.
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15.8 Conclusions

Batch processes, which are widely used for the manufacture of high-value-added products, have particular
features that can make their control challenging. A distinguishing characteristic of most batch processes
is the presence of at least one end-point property objective that cannot be measured until the end of the
batch, hence need to be predicted via a model. This chapter reviews the field of batch process control
with an emphasis on BNMPC. Typical problem formulations for industrial batch process control are
described, which include both the setpoint tracking and setpoint optimization control based on end-point
performance criteria. The importance of robust and real-time feasible solution of the online optimization
problem as well as the benefits of taking uncertainties into account in controller design are emphasized,
and several practical approaches to tackle these issues are presented. Case studies that apply BNMPC
to an industrial pilot-scale reactor and a batch crystallization process illustrate some of the issues that a
practitioner must address to provide quantifiable plant performance improvements that can be supported
in an industrial environment.

15.9 Defining Terms

Batch-to-batch control: A control algorithm with the objective of achieving convergence of the product
quality over several batch runs, by using the information from previous batches in order to
design the control law for the next batch.

Batch nonlinear model predictive control (BNMPC): Nonlinear model predictive control algorithms
formulated to address the needs of batch process control problems.

Control horizon: The length of time in which future control inputs are computed at each sampling time
in an MPC algorithm.

Extended Kalman filter (EKF): A state estimator that applies a Kalman filter to an updated linearized
process model to estimate the state covariance matrix.

Iterative learning control: The use of successive experiments to determine the control input trajectory
that is closest to producing a desired output response. This control approach is applicable to
batch processes, in which the batch can be repeated many times. Typical applications areas have
been in the control of robots in manufacturing lines and for high-value chemical processes.

Mean-variance optimization: A robust optimization formulation that optimizes a weighted sum of the
expected value of the objective function and the stochastic deviation of the expected value due
to model uncertainties. To reduce computational cost, it is common in practice to replace the
expected value with the value of the optimization function for nominal values of the model
parameters.

Minmax optimization: A robust optimization formulation that optimizes the worst-case value for the
objective function. This is also known as minimax optimization in the literature.

Model predictive control (MPC): A control algorithm that incorporates a process model to repeatedly
solve an online optimization to determine the control inputs (i.e., values of the manipulated
variables).

Moving-horizon control: An MPC implementation in which the prediction horizon is constant and shifts
forward by one sampling interval at each control iteration. When applied to batch processes, the
MPC implementation is usually switched to a shrinking-horizon once the prediction horizon
extends beyond the final batch time.

Moving-horizon estimation (MHE): An algorithm that incorporates a process model to repeatedly solve
an online optimization to determine state estimates.

Multiple shooting: An efficient technique for the numerical solution of optimal control problems that
runs a separate model simulation over each subinterval of the control horizon.
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Nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC): A control algorithm that incorporates a nonlinear process
model to repeatedly solve an online optimization to determine the control inputs (i.e., values of
the manipulated variables).

Nonlinear program (NLP): Optimization problem in which the objective or constraints are nonlinear
algebraic functions of the optimization variables.

Parameter adaptive Extended Kalman filter: An Extended Kalman filter that is applied to some or all
of the model parameters in addition to the states.

Particle filtering: A class of nonlinear state estimation algorithms that employs repeated direct numerical
solution of the nonlinear dynamic process model.

Polynomial chaos expansion: An approach for quantifying the effects of model uncertainties on state
and output trajectories in which the process is approximated by a series expansion with basis
functions optimized based on the probability distribution functions for the model parameters.

Prediction horizon: The length of time for which future model predictions are made at each sampling
time in an MPC algorithm.

Quadratic program: Nonlinear program in which the objective function is a quadratic and the constraints
are a linear function of the optimization variables.

Receding-horizon control: This is the same as moving-horizon control.
Robust optimization: An optimization that has been formulated to take uncertainties into account.
Run-to-run control: This is the same as batch-to-batch control.
Sequential optimization approach: An approach for the numerical solution of optimal control problems

by sequentially performing dynamic model simulation and the optimization steps.
Setpoint optimizing nonlinear model predictive control (SONMPC): An NMPC algorithm with the

objective of optimizing control inputs and/or setpoint trajectories to reach an end-point target,
typically defined to optimize a product quality variable.

Setpoint tracking nonlinear model predictive control (STNMPC): An NMPC algorithm that deter-
mines the control inputs to optimally track a setpoint trajectory.

Shrinking-horizon control: An MPC implementation applied to batch processes in which the prediction
horizon shrinks by one sampling interval at each control iteration to have a fixed final batch
time. When the final batch time is allowed to vary, the prediction horizon runs from the current
time to the time in which an end-point condition is satisfied (the end-point condition is often
defined in terms the satisfaction of an inequality that defines yield or purity).

Simultaneous optimization approach: An approach for the numerical solution of optimal control
problems by incorporation of a discretization of the differential equations for the dynamic
model as constraints in the optimization.

Soft constraints: A commonly used method in MPC algorithms in which deviations from constraint
satisfaction are penalized in the optimization objective. This approach is often used to ensure or
to increase the likelihood of feasibility of the optimization problem at each sampling time.

Successive quadratic programming (SQP): A class of numerical algorithms for determining the local
optimum of an NLP by repeated solution of quadratic programs determined by approximated
the nonlinear optimization objective by a quadratic function and the nonlinear constraints by a
polytope. These optimization algorithms are also called sequential quadratic programming.
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For Further Information

Many textbooks are available on least-squares and maximum-likelihood model identification and the
estimation of the hyperellipsoidal uncertainty descriptions from experimental data (e.g., Beck and Arnold,
1977; Ljung, 1987). Many detailed descriptions of optimal experimental design for nonlinear processes
have been published, many of which describe industrial applications (Atkinson and Donev, 1992; Beck
and Arnold, 1977; and citations therein).

MHE explicitly incorporates constraints during the state estimation (e.g., Goodwin et al., 2005; Robert-
son et al., 1996). Unscented Kalman filtering and particle filtering methods (Gelfand and Smith, 1990;
Julier and Uhlmann, 2004; and citations therein), which employ repeated direct numerical solution of the
dynamic nonlinear process model, have become regularly applied in recent years (e.g., Hermanto et al.,
2009). Particle filtering methods are easy to implement, even for systems with large numbers of states, and
have demonstrated good performance in applications. The parameter adaptive EKF formulation in Sec-
tion 15.3.6.1 was developed by Valappil and Georgakis (2000). The sensitivities in this method and those
used in many of the robust control methods can be computed by finite differences or by more sophis-
ticated methods using automatic differentiation that are incorporated into some differential-algebraic
equation solvers (Feehery et al., 1997; Li and Petzold, 1999).

Many reviews of NMPC have been published over the past two decades (Allgöwer et al., 1999; Bequette,
1991; Findeisen et al., 2007; Henson, 1998; Qin and Badgwell, 2003). Shrinking-horizon BNMPC algo-
rithms were formulated in the late 1980s (Eaton and Rawlings, 1990). Several detailed descriptions of
the multiple shooting algorithm are available (Diehl, 2001; Diehl et al., 2002; and citations therein). The
HQP solver is available from Franke et al. (2009). Various methods for the numerical solution of NMPC
algorithms such the sequential and simultaneous approaches are described in numerous papers (e.g.,
Biegler, 2000; Cuthrell and Biegler, 1989; de Oliveira and Biegler, 1994; and citations therein).

Dozens of papers have been published on measurement-based optimization approaches in recent
years, for a range of applications (e.g., Bodizs et al., 2007; Srinivasan et al., 2003a,b; and citations therein).
There have been many developments in batch-to-batch and iterative learning control in the last 15 years
(e.g., Moore, 1993; Bien and Xu, 1998; Gupta and Lee, 2006). More information on exploiting the periodic
nature of batch processes during control is discussed in this chapter of this Handbook on iterative learning
control. An overview is available on methods to integrate batch-to-batch and within-batch approaches
(Hermanto et al., 2010).

Many methods for analyzing the effects of uncertainties in batch control systems and solving minmax
batch optimal control problems have been developed (Darlington et al., 2000; Nagy and Braatz, 2004, 2007;
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Hermanto et al., 2007; Terwiesch et al., 1994; and citations therein). Many of these methods are based on
power series or polynomial chaos expansions and are general enough to apply to nonlinear distributed-
parameter integro-differential-algebraic equations under feedback. Several detailed descriptions of robust
open-loop batch optimization approaches are available (e.g., Diehl et al., 2006, 2008; Nagy and Braatz,
2004). Alternatives to the minmax approach include the sensitivity robustness and the mean-variance
approaches (Nagy and Braatz, 2004; Rustem, 1994; and citations therein).

Robust BNMPC can be formulated to use closed-loop control laws, in which a robust local feedback
law is identified and applied during each BNMPC sampling period (Nagy and Allgöwer, 2007). This
approach can provide significantly better robust performance than the typical BNMPC implementation,
which has no feedback between the BNMPC sampling times.

Sections 15.5 and 15.6 are adapted from Nagy et al. (2007) with permission from Elsevier. The NMPC
formulations were numerically solved using OptCon, which is based on the SQP optimizer HQP (Franke
et al., 2009) used in conjunction with the implicit differential-algebraic-equation solver DASPK (Li and
Petzold, 1999). The NMPC implementation is based on the direct multiple shooting method, which
exploits the special structure of NMPC optimization problems. OptCon uses low-rank updates of the
approximation of the Lagrangian Hessian of the nonlinear subproblems combined with a sparse interior
point algorithm for the efficient treatment of the linear-quadratic subproblems in the nonlinear SQP
iterations. Bounds and inequality constraints are handled using a barrier method and line search is used
for global convergence of the SQP iterations. The software is available from the first author.

Models and measurement techniques for crystallization processes are reviewed in many books and
papers (e.g., Larson et al., 2006; Myerson, 2001; Rawlings et al., 1993; and citations therein). The particular
application in Section 15.7 was adapted from Nagy and Braatz (2003) with permission from the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE).
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16.1 Introduction

Advancements in automation and distributed control systems make possible the collection of large
quantities of data. But without the corresponding adequate tools, it is not possible to interpret the
data. Every modern industrial site believes that this data bank is a gold mine of information if only the
important and relevant information could be extracted painlessly and quickly. Timely interpretation of
data would improve quality and safety, reduce waste, and improve business profits. This interpretation
is possible except for the following dilemmas: undetected sensor failures, uncalibrated and misplaced
sensors, lack of integrity of the data historian and of data compression techniques used to store the data,
and transcription errors. It is no wonder that data analysis methods in the face of these serious problems
may appear to be inadequate. Meanwhile, the data bank continues to grow without appearing to garner
any useful information. Without accurate and timely measurements, feedback control of the process
to some specified objective is very difficult, if not impossible. For example, in the chemical industry,
composition measurements are usually not made online; rather they are sampled and analyzed off-line.
The delay between the samples and the results are usually on the order of hours. Thus, timely information
about the purity of the composition is unavailable to take remedial control action.

In a typical chemical process, it is not unusual to sample and store hundreds of process variable
measurements. These data can be characterized as being, noisy and collinear. In addition, there are
instances when measurements are not present in the data set, and also when the value of variables are
grossly erroneous. To handle these data requires tools that are capable of handling the redundancy,∗
noise, and missing information.

∗ Although there are hundreds of measurements, there are not hundreds of different events occurring.
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A good design of experiments and a priori knowledge of the process would allow the use of standard
techniques such as multiple linear regression (MLR) to develop predictive models. In practice, the luxury
of carrying out a design of experiments on an operating process is unlikely because of production require-
ments and financial loss. In majority of the situations, only historical data are available. MLR works best
when the independent variables are noise free and uncorrelated, which is unrealistic for real process data.

This article discusses the use of more appropriate multivariate statistical techniques to analyze process
data (historical), and to develop predictive models in support of process monitoring and control. In
particular, the multivariate methods of partial least squares or projection to latent structures (PLS),
principal component analysis/principal component regression (PCA/PCR) will be presented starting
with the theoretical development, followed by examples to illustrate concepts and implementation on real
industrial processes.

PCA is a method for modeling a set of data assembled in a matrix X, where the rows are the sampled
process variables at a fixed sampling time, and a column is an uniformly sampled variable. PCA produces
a mapping of the data set X onto a reduced subspace defined by the span of a chosen subset of eigenvectors
of the variance–covariance matrix of the X data. This set of eigenvectors or directions in the X space are
referred to as the PCA loadings. This technique has the advantage in that it allows the development of
a linear model, which produces an orthogonal set of pseudo-measurements that contain the significant
variations of the X data. The first pseudo-measurement or principal component explains the greatest
amount of variation and the second the next largest amount after removal of the first effect, and so on.
These pseudo-measurements are the inner products of the true measurements with the loadings and are
called the scores. The entire sets of scores and loadings define the process data, and the loadings are the
statistical process model. A subset of the first few scores provide information in a lower dimensional space
of the behavior of the process during the period in which the measurements were made. This set of scores
and the PCA loadings can be used to determine if the present process operation has changed its behavior
relative to the data that was used to define the scores and loadings (Piovoso et al., 1992a). In addition
this score space has properties, which make it attractive for doing multivariate statistical process control
(SPC) (Kresta and MacGregor, 1991).

While PCA is suitable for process monitoring, when there is a specific control objective, PCA is not
the appropriate tool. For example, if a critical measurement is not readily available, such as when a
laboratory analysis is required, then PLS or PCR are tools to consider. PLS is like PCA in that it pro-
vides a model for the X space of data. However, it is not the same model as the PCA model. The PLS
X-space model is a rotated version of the PCA model. The rotation is defined in a way such that the
scores of the measurements provide the maximum information about the quantity to predict called
the Y-data. An example in which PLS might be an appropriate tool is the control of the nonmeasured
composition of the distillate output of a distillation column (Piovoso and Kosanovich, 1994). Tradi-
tionally, this is accomplished by selecting a tray temperature, which best correlates with the actual
composition and holding that temperature, at a prescribe value. Generally, there are many tray tem-
peratures available; PLS might be used to model composition using the redundant information contained
in multiple tray temperatures. Now, the control objective is not to hold one tray temperature constant,
but rather to allow all the tray temperatures to move as needed to maintain the desired composition
setpoint.

PCR is an extension of PCA to the modeling of some Y data from the X. The approach to defining this
relationship is accomplished in two steps. The first is to perform PCA on the X data and then to regress
the scores onto the Y data. Unlike PLS, PCR establishes its loadings independent of the Y data set.

The statistics used in processing monitoring are based on the assumption that the PCA components
are assumed to be mutually statistically independent instead of just uncorrelated. With most process, this
assumption is not valid; independent component analysis (ICA) overcomes this limitation and allows
modeling based on non-Gaussian behavior. ICA provides a meaningful way of decomposing a set of data
into a linear combination of independent sources. All but one of the sources must be non-Gaussian to
obtain a valid decomposition.
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16.2 Multivariate Statistics

In this section, we review the theoretical foundations of the multivariate statistical methods providing
only necessary information that will allow the reader to grasp the important concepts. A thorough review
of PCA can be found in the article by Wold et al. (1987), and that of PLS and PCR by Martens and Næs
(1989).

16.2.1 Principal Component Analysis

PCA involves several steps. First, the data are mean centered, and often normalized by the standard devia-
tion. Mean centering implies that the average value for each variable is subtracted from the corresponding
measurement. Scaling is necessary to avoid problems associated with having some measurements with
large values and others with small ones. For example, pressure may be measured in the thousands of
Pascals while temperature may be in units of hundreds of degrees Celcius. Scaling puts all the numbers on
the same magnitude. It implies multiplying the mean centered data by an appropriate constant, usually
the inverse of the standard deviation.

From this normalized data, the variance–covariance matrix is generated by the relationship XT X, where
X is the normalized data matrix. The XT X matrix is positive semidefinite∗ and it defines the directions
in the X-space where most of the variability occurs. These directions constitute the eigenvectors of XT X.
The eigenvalues are related to the amount of variability explained by each eigenvector.

PCA compresses the information in the X matrix, X = (xT
1 , xT

2 , . . . , xT
K )T , into a set of pseudo-variables

T= (t1, t2, . . . , tA). The row vector xk represents process measurement at time k, and the column vector
ta represents the time history of the projection of all the measurements onto the ath eigenvector.

PCA is illustrated in Figure 16.1. In this example, two measurements are being made on a given process.
Observe that the data are not linearly independent because as measurement 1 increases, measurement
2 also increases. In general, the measurements define a K-dimensional hyperspace, where K is the rank
of XT X. The first eigenvector is the direction where the data exhibit the greatest variability. This is
illustrated by the vector, p1. The second eigenvector will be orthogonal to the first (in the direction
of greatest variability of the residual (X− t1pT

1 )), and is denoted by p2. Some eigenvectors may define
directions of extraneous information, as for example, p2 which appears to be needed only to explain the
noise that is in the data. If only one eigenvector, p1, is used to represent X, then a smoothed reconstruction
of the X data is possible.

Consider measurement vector at the kth time interval, xk . This data point has a projection onto the
first eigenvector. The distance from the origin along the vector p1 to the projection point is the associated
score. The coordinates of this projection point on the line spanned by the first eigenvector represent a
reconstruction of the data from a single eigenvector. The projection error, ek , is a point in the subspace
orthogonal to that containing the reconstructed data point.

Generalizing, PCA can be decomposed as follows. Let P= (p1, p2, . . . , pA), where pj is the jth eigen-
vector of the covariance matrix XT X; and

τa = tT
a ta (16.1)

The scalar, τa, defines the amount of variability in the normalized measurement data that is explained by
the ath eigenvector. Furthermore, the matrix P has the property† that

PT P= I (16.2)

where I is the identity matrix. The relationship between P and τa is

XT Xpa = paτa (16.3)

∗ Eigenvalues are all nonnegative.
† Orthonormal.
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FIGURE 16.1 PCA illustration.

If all the eigenvectors have been extracted, then X can be reconstructed perfectly from

X = TPT (16.4)

If only A < K eigenvectors are used, then X is only approximately recovered. In this case,

X = TPT +Ex (16.5)

and Ex are the reconstruction errors. Figure 16.1 shows not only the projection of a measurement onto
an eigenvector producing a score, but also the component of the orthogonal error.

16.2.2 Principal Component Regression

PCR is an extension of PCA applied to the modeling of Y data from the X or measurement data. For
example, if X is composed of temperatures and pressures, Y may be the set of compositions that result
from thermodynamic considerations. The approach to defining this relationship is accomplished in two
steps. The first is to perform a PCA on the X data which yields a set of scores for each measurement
vector. That is, if xj is the jth vector of the K measurements at a time j, tj is the corresponding jth vector
of A scores. Given the matrix of scores T, the Y data are regressed on the matrix of scores by

Y = Tq+Ey (16.6)

Using the orthogonality of the matrix of eigenvectors, P and Equation 16.4, T is related to data matrix
X by

T= XP (16.7)

Substituting this in Equation 16.6 gives,

Y = XPQ+Ey (16.8)

or

B= PQ (16.9)

where B are the PCR coefficients of X onto Y.
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16.2.3 Independent Component Analysis

ICA is similar to PCA. In PCA, we seek directions in the X-space that provides the maximum explanation
of the variability. In ICA, we seek a set of statistically independent sources that are consistent with the
data. Let x be an m-dimensional vector of data. The n-dimensional source vector s, is determined from
x by

s=Wx (16.10)

where W is a matrix that must be determined from the data. W is chosen so that the elements of s are as
independent as possible. Let G be a function of the components of s. As described by Hyvarinen (1999),
W is that matrix which maximizes some measure of the linear independence of s.

An important distinction here is the difference between statistical independence and noncorrelation.
For a set of data to be statistically independent, the joint probability density is a product of the marginal
probability density,

f (y1, y2, . . . , ym)= f1(y1)f2(y2) . . . fm(ym) (16.11)

where f represents the joint probability density and fj(yj) is the marginal probability of the random variable
yj. If the random variables {y1, y2, . . . , ym} are statistically independent, then they are also uncorrelated. If
they are uncorrelated, they need not be statistically independent. Being uncorrelated merely implies that
the mean of the product of two random variables is the product of their individual means. Thus,

E(y1y2)= E(y1)E(y2) (16.12)

If the random variables are statistically independent, then

E(g1(y1)g2(y2))= E(g1(y1))E(g2(y2)) (16.13)

In the case of Gaussian random variables, if the random variables are uncorrelated, they also are statistically
independent. If this is the case, ICA is not particularly interesting or even possible. If the data are Gaussian,
then PCA is an appropriate analysis.

Having found the sources, s, the original data, x, can be reconstructed through

x = As+n (16.14)

where A is an m× n matrix that defines the necessary combinations of the independent sources needed
to generate x. The vector n is the additive noise. To determine the independent sources and to reconstruct
the original data x, both A and W must be defined. The assumptions needed to generate those matrices are,

1. n− 1 of the n sources must be non-Gaussian. One source may be Gaussian.
2. The number of variables in x must be greater than the number of sources (m > n).
3. The columns of the matrix A must be linearly independent.

One of the original applications of ICA was to blind source separation. In this problem, there are m
sensors recording m discrete time signals. These signals are a linear combination of n different sources.
As an example, suppose there are a number of people speaking at a cocktail party and a number of
recorders (more than the speakers) recording these conversations. The problem is to separate each of the
speakers based on the data found on each of the recorders. The ICA method has been applied broadly to
electroencephalographic (EEG) data (Vigario, 1997) and economic data (Kiviluoto and Oja, 1998).

ICA has found application in process monitoring and fault detection and identification as an alternative
to PCA. ICA is a particularly attractive approach because it depends on non-Gaussian data that is most
commonly found in processes. Lee et al. (2004) use ICA for statistical process monitoring and fault
detection of continuous processes. Since the T2 statistic is no longer meaningful, they propose the
I2 statistic, which is a sum of the square of the sources. By breaking the sources into systematic and
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16-6 Control System Applications

nonsystematic parts, a second statistic, I2
e , based on the nonsystematic part of the source was developed

(Lee et al., 2004). This statistic is useful in fault detection and identification problems. In addition,
relationships for contribution plots also were developed so that variables affected by disturbance or faults
readily can be identified. Lee et al. applied the new statistics and the usual Q statistic to data from a
mathematical simulation and data from a waste water treatment plant.

Yoo et al. (2004) have extended ICA to a multiway version (MICA) to study batch process monitoring.
In this work Yoo and coworkers unfold the three-dimensional batch data into a two-dimensional matrix
in a manner similar to what is usually applied to Multiway PCA (MPCA). Each row corresponds to one
batch with all the variables at the first time instance followed by all the variables at the second, and so
forth. Using these data, a MICA model is developed. Yoo et al. (2004) also use the I2

e and Q statistics
to determine if the batch has performed properly. They illustrate their work on a fed-batch penicillin
fermentation process.

16.2.4 Partial Least Squares

PLS is a term for a family of philosophically and technically related mathematical techniques that were
originally proposed by Herman Wold’s fundamental concepts of iterative fitting of bilinear models in
several blocks of variables (Wold, 1982; Wold et al., 1984). The original applications were to concrete data-
analytical problems in economics and social sciences. This new technique was developed to address the
shortcomings of standard methods when dealing with a modest number of observations, highly collinear
variables, and data with noise in both the X and Y data sets. Standard techniques such as MLR had severe
parameter identification and convergence problems.

PLS, sometimes called projections to latent structures, is similar to PCR. Both decompose the X data
into a smaller score space T. They differ in how they relate the scores to the Y data. In PCR, the scores
from the PCA decomposition of the X data are regressed onto the Y data. By contrast, in PLS, both the Y
data and the X data are decomposed into scores and loadings. The orthogonal sets (T, U) in which results
are generated in a way that maximizes the covariance between the scores for the X data and those for the
Y data. This is attractive, particularly in situations where not all the major sources of variability in X are
correlated to the variability in the Y data. PLS attempts to find a different set of orthogonal representation
for the X data to give better predictions of the Y data. Thus, a given number A of orthogonal vectors will
yield a poorer representation of the X data, while the scores for this same set of vectors will yield a better
prediction of Y than would be possible with PCR.

Mathematically, X is decomposed into a model for the first principal component as

X = t1pT
1 +Ex,1 (16.15)

The Y data are similarly decomposed as

Y = u1qT
1 + Fy,1 (16.16)

Having found t1, p1, u1, and q1, the procedure is repeated for the residual matrices Ex,1 and Fy,1 to find
t2, p2, u2 and q2. This continues until the residuals contain no useful information. The t’s and u’s are the
scores, and the p’s and q’s are the loadings of the X and Y data respectively. Each ti and ui are related by
linear regression to form

ui = biti + ri (16.17)

Excellent treatments with more details are found in Geladi and Kowalski (1986) and Martens and Næs
(1989).

The implementation of the PLS algorithm is slightly different for the case of single y-variable as
opposed to the multiple y-variables. For the former, PLS is a single pass solution; whereas, for the latter,
it is iterative. The approach for the single y-variable is to introduce an additional set of loading weights
W, which permits an easier interpretation of the results than would be otherwise possible. The first step
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The Use of Multivariate Statistics in Process Control 16-7

to this modeling problem, like that of PCR, is to mean center and scale the X data so that one variable
does not overwhelm another by its size. Also, the y-variable needs to be mean centered. The maximum
number of loadings, Amax, to investigate must be specified. The following steps need to be performed for
each factor a from 1 ≤ a ≤ Amax. Here, X(0) is the mean corrected and scaled versions of X and y(0) is
mean corrected version of the single y-variable.

1. Find ŵa that maximizes ŵT
a XT

a−1ya−1 subject to ŵT
a ŵa = 1.

2. Find the scores ta as the projection of Xa−1 on ŵa . Thus

ta = Xa−1ŵa. (16.18)

3. Regress Xa−1 on ta to find the loadings pa via

pa = XT
a−1ta/(tT

a ta) (16.19)

4. Regress ta on ya−1 to find
qa = yT

a−1ta/(tT
a ta) (16.20)

5. Subtract ta pT
a from Xa−1 and call this Xa.

6. Subtract ta qT
a from ya−1 and call this ya.

7. Increment a by 1 and if a �= Amax + 1 go to step 1.

No iteration is required for finding loadings and scores when there is but a single y-variable.
The above algorithm needs to be slightly modified and iterated for multiple y’s. The term ya−1 in step 1

above is replaced by a temporary ua. The quantity ua is iterated until convergence. Initially, ua is chosen
to be one of columns of the Y-data. The algorithm for this would be:

1. ŵa = uT
a Xa−1/(uT

a ua) (regression of X onto u).
2. Normalize ŵa to unit length.
3. ta = Xa−1ŵa/(ŵT

a ŵa) (compute scores).
4. qa = tT

a Ya−1/(tT
a ta) (regression of columns of Y onto t).

5. ua = YT
a−1qa/(qT

a qa) (upgrade estimate of u).
6. If ua has not converged go to 1, otherwise.
7. pa = XT

a−1ta/(tT
a ta) (compute the x-loadings).

8. Calculate residuals Xa = Xa−1− tapT
a and Ya = Ya−1− taqT

a .
9. Increment a by 1 and if a �= Amax + 1 set ua to a column of Ya−1 and go to 1.

The use of simultaneous information in the X data and Y data does have some disadvantages for the
case of multiple y’s. In order to have orthogonal sets of score vectors (Q and T), two sets of loadings
or basis vectors (generally termed W and P) are needed for the X data. W is referred to as the weights
and P the loadings. The W is orthonormal, but the P is not. Without the two, the score vectors are not
orthogonal. One then loses computational advantages of having orthogonal scores (note item 8 above). If
the scores are correlated, then the simultaneous regression of the Y and X on all the scores T is necessary.
Also, a lack of orthogonality leads to greater variance in the regression results. The need to remove one
vector at a time is of overwhelming importance; hence, the two sets of loading vectors is the preferable
alternative to the simultaneous regression.

PLS, like any data modeling paradigm, may underfit or overfit the data. By underfitting, not enough
loadings are used, and the model fails to capture some of the information. By overfitting, too many loading
are used, and the model tends to fit some of the noise. Both cases produce suboptimal models. Thus, it is
of paramount importance to validate the model to avoid these problems. Although there are many ways
of doing this, we will discuss only the cross-validation method. The reader is referred to Martens and Næs
(1989) for more details of this method and other validation methods. In cross validation, the data, both
X and corresponding Y, are segregated into groups, typically 4–10. Using all but one of the groups, a new
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16-8 Control System Applications

PLS model is generated as the number of loadings varying from 1 to Amax. Each of these models is used
to predict the Y data in the group withheld. The prediction error sum of squares (PRESS) is computed
for each model. This procedure is repeated until each group is withheld once and only once. Then the
overall PRESS is generating for a given number of loadings, a, by summing over the prediction errors
for all withheld data. A plot of the PRESS versus loading number will typically reach a minimum and
then start increasing again. The value corresponding to the minimum PRESS is taken as the number of
loadings needed. Fewer than this number tend to underfit the data and more begin to overfit.

Example

An example demonstrates how PCR and PLS compare with MLR. Consider the following X data:

X =
[1.0 0.0 −1.9985
−1.0 1.0 3.4944

0.0 −1.0 −1.5034
1.0 1.0 −0.4958]

(16.21)

This X data can be viewed as three process measurements that are to be used to predict a single
y-variable. There are four observations of y = [−3 2475 5.2389− 2.0067− 1.2417]T . The correct
model that relates the X data to the observation y is y =−0.58x1+ 1.333x3 where x1 and x3 are the
first and third columns of the X data, respectively.

For these data, the model identified by MLR is y = 0.75x1− x2+ 1 5x3. The discrepancy between
the true result and this estimate is due to the poor conditioning of the X data. Column 3 is highly
correlated to columns 1 and 2. In fact, x3 ≈−2x1+ 1.5x2. This collinearity makes the MLR solution
highly sensitive to outliers and noise in the data. To illustrate this, consider the solution when 0.001
is added to each element of y. The new solution is given by y = 0.0703x1− 0 3827x2+ 1.5889x3.
Subtracting 0.001 from each element of y produces a solution y = 1.5793x1− 1.6173x2+ 2.4111x3.

The problem is not only related to noise on the Y data. Suppose that we add zero-mean, normally-
distributed, noise with variance 10−4 to each element of the X matrix. The MLR solution now becomes
y =−5.5716x1+ 3.7403x2− 1.1518x3.

Notice the wide changes in the model with small changes in the data. Models that exhibit high
sensitivity to small errors are not very robust. They will usually yield bogus results when used in a
predictive mode. This is a serious drawback of MLR when applied to data that is highly collinear. On
the other hand, the method works well when the X data are orthogonal as is the case in experimental
designs.

Now, compare the results of MLR with those obtained using PCR. The PCA model requires two
eigenvectors or loadings, and the resulting PCR model for the same set of data is y =−0.6288x1+
0.0364x2+ 1.3093x3. This is much closer to the true model than was found with MLR. Furthermore,
the PCR solution is less sensitive to small deviations in either the Y data or X data. The model is
essentially unchanged if 0.001 is added or subtracted from the original Y data. The same is true when
a the small noise signal (10−4 variance) is added to the X data.

PLS works equally well. A two loading model provides a very similar solution to PCR, y =
−0.62831x1+ 0.03697x2+ 1.3093x3. Like PCR, the PLS solution is far less sensitive to small errors
in the Y and X data than MLR method. Clearly, PLS and PCR have considerable advantage over MLR
when there are few observations of correlated X data.

16.3 Areas of Applications

Multivariate statistical methods have many applications in the process industry. This section will deal with
two application areas: data analysis/estimation and inferential measurement for control. Data analysis can
be used to develop a model of the expected behavior of the process using PCA/PLS techniques. In theory,
deviations from the model are an indication that something is amiss. Inferential measurements are used
in cases where the quantity to be controlled is measured by infrequent laboratory analysis. A statistical
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The Use of Multivariate Statistics in Process Control 16-9

model can be used to estimate its value for control purposes. A method for controlling in the score space
is developed. Examples are presented.

16.3.1 Data Analysis

Chemical processes typically have automated methods for collecting large amounts of data. These data
may be a potential gold mine of information, but because tools are not in place that would separate
pertinent information quickly from irrelevant noise, this potential is not realized. Multivariate statistical
methods may possibly aid in separating the significant information from the noise.

Although many measurements are made, there are only a few physical phenomena occurring. Thus,
many of the variables are highly correlated. Trying to learn about the process by looking at the data in a
univariate fashion, only confuses the issues. Multivariate methods, such as PLS and PCA, often capture
the essence of the information in a lower-dimensional space defined by two or three primary loadings
or latent vectors. Observing these data and understanding the significance of any clusters in this lower
dimensional space generally lead to insights about the process.

A process can be viewed as an instrument which can be calibrated with multivariate statistical tools
(Piovoso et al., 1992a). Process data provide information about the process. If this instrument is calibrated
correctly, that is, it provides the same measures for all periods in which the outputs or the quality variables
are on-aim, then it can provide the kind of information that process engineers and operators need. If the
process is drifting away from the quality targets, then this should be detected easily on-line and adjusted
appropriately to prevent a poorer quality product and to reduce losses and downtime. To realize this idea,
reference data during which the process is producing top-grade product are gathered. Process variability
may be captured in a PCA model. This model provides a fingerprint of the process and sets the standard
by which process operation is judged. New data are compared to this multivariate model to determine if
they are consistent with the normal operation.

16.3.1.1 Process Monitoring and Detection

Real-time monitoring addresses the classification of new process data relative to the reference data. In this
regard, it cannot be overemphasized that careful selection of the reference process data (normal operating
conditions) must be used to develop the calibration model. Detection on the other hand, judges the
appropriateness of the model. Both real-time monitoring and detection will be discussed in the context
of the score space.

The Mahalanobis distance, hi , is a measure of the extent to which the scores for new data, xi can be
classified as belonging to the set of scores which were used to generate the calibration model (Shah and
Gemperline 1990). Thus, hi measures the goodness of fit within the model space. For a new data vector xi

of size (1×m), h (scalar) is calculated as

hi =
(
xi −μ

)T S−1 (
xi −μ

)
(16.22)

whereμ is the centroid of the calibration model, and S is the variance–covariance matrix of the calibration
set X. Since t is the projection of data, x, onto a reduced space defined by the first A eigenvectors, and
because the mean of the score vectors is zero due to mean centering of the data, hi can be computed in
the score space defined by the principal components to be

hi = 1

m
+

A∑

a=1

t2
ia

t′ata
(16.23)

where m is the number of process measurements used in the model generation, tia is the ath score for the
data vector, xi , and ta is the vector of scores corresponding to the ath principal component for the data
used to generate the model. Following Shah and Gemperline (1990), if hi is beyond the 90th percentile
of the calibration set for A principal components, then the scores for xi are considered outside the model
space; otherwise the new data vector is similar to the reference data.
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16-10 Control System Applications

16.3.1.2 Process Description

An example is presented to illustrate the application of process monitoring and detection to a continuous
chemical process (Piovoso et al., 1992a). In the first stage of that process, several chemical reactions
occur that produce a viscous polymer product; in the second stage, the polymer is treated mechanically
to prepare it for the third and final stage. Critical properties such as viscosity and density if altered
significantly, will affect the final product resulting in a loss of revenue and operability problems for the
customer. Moreover, it is difficult to determine which stage is responsible for the quality degradation.
The situation is further confounded by a lack of on-line sensors to measure continuously the critical
properties. This makes it impossible to relate any specific changes to a particular stage. Indeed, property
changes are detected by laboratory measurements that may have delays of 8 h or more. The results of
the analysis represent past information, consequently the current state of operations may not reflect the
process state.

Such infrequent measurements make the control of the product quality difficult. At best, the operators
have learned a set of heuristics that, if adhered to, usually produces a good product. However, unforeseen
disturbances and undetected equipment degradations may occur, which will also affect the product. There
are periods of operations when the final process step produces a degraded product in spite of near-perfect
upstream operations.

Since the second stage operates in support of the third stage and to compensate for property errors in
the first stage, this work will focus on process monitoring and detection of the second stage. A simplified
description of the second stage is as follows. The feed from the reaction stage is combined with a solvent
in a series of mixers operated at carefully controlled speeds and temperatures. A sample of the mixture is
taken at the exit of the final mixer for lab analysis. From there, the process fluid is sent to a blender whose
level and speed are controlled to impart certain properties. The fluid is then filtered to remove undissolved
particulates before it is sent to the final stage of the process. A significant amount of mechanical energy
is necessary to move the viscous fluid through a complex transport network of pipes, pumps, and filters.
Consequently, the life span of the equipment is unpredictable. Even the same type of equipment that is
placed in service at the same time may need replacing at widely differing times. Problems of incipient
failure, pluggage, and unscheduled downtimes are an accepted, albeit undesirable, part of operations. To
prolong continuous operations, pumps and filters are installed in pairs so that the load on one can be
temporarily increased while the other is being serviced. Tight control of the process fluid is desirable
because the equipment settings in the final stage of the process are preset to receive a uniform process
fluid. As such, small deviations in the fluid properties may result in machine failure and nonsaleable
product.

The frequent maintenance on the equipment is not the only the source of control problems. Abrupt
changes also occur due to the throughput demands in the final stage of the process. For example, if there
is a decrease in demand due to downstream equipment failure, or a sudden increase due to the addition of
new or reserviced equipment, the second stage must reduce or increase production as quickly as possible.
It is more dramatic when throughput has to be turned down because the process fluid properties will
change if not treated immediately. These situations are frequent and unscheduled, thus the second stage
of this process moves around significantly and never quite reaches an equilibrium. Clearly, throughput is
a dominant effect on the variability in the sensor values and process performance.

16.3.1.3 Model Development

A calibration model to monitor and improve process operations of the second stage is developed since
it is here that critical properties are imparted to the process fluid. Intuitively, if the second stage can be
monitored to anticipate shifts in normal process operation or to detect equipment failure, then corrective
action can be taken to minimize these effects on the final product. One of the limitations of this concept
is that there will be disturbances that may affect the final product that will not manifest themselves in the
variables from which the model is created. The converse is also true, that disturbances in the monitored
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FIGURE 16.2 Scores of component 1 versus scores of component 2, PCA model.

variables may not affect the final product. However, faced with few choices, the use of a calibration
model is a rational approach to monitor and to detect unusual process behavior to improve process
understanding.

Since throughput has an effect on all the measurements, a PCA analysis would be overwhelmed by
this effect, and it would obscure other information about the state of the process. By first eliminating the
throughput effect using PLS analysis, an examination of the residuals using PCA reveals other sources of
variations critical to process operations.

Routine process data are collected over a period of several months. Cross validation is used to detect
and remove outliers, and only data corresponding to normal process operations, that is, when top-grade
product is made, are used in the model development. Two calibration models are developed, both are
reduced order model that capture dominant directions of variability in the data. The PLS model shows
that two loadings are needed to explain approximately 60% of the variance in the measurements. A
third loading does not change significantly the total explained variance, and the explained variances in
the throughput variables are 100%. PCA analysis on the residuals shows that five principal components
explain 90% of the residual variability. Additional components provide no added statistical significance.

Figure 16.2 shows the observations of the residual data plotted in the score space of principal com-
ponents 1 and 2. The observations are spread out over a wide region and include a wide range of rate
settings. In a related work, Piovoso et al. (1992b) show how filtering the data with a nonlinear, finite
impulse, median hybrid filter can magnify differences in the operations and reveal structure in the data.
By examining the loadings of the PCA, one may be able to relate the principal components to some
physical phenomena in the process. This is particularly true for the early components since they explain
most of the variability.

16.3.1.4 Online Monitoring and Detection

The PLS and PCA models are used online to monitor and to detect statistically significant deviations in
process operations. The system configuration is given in Piovoso et al. (1992a). For each new data vector,
the Mahalanobis distance is calculated. The Mahalanobis criterion gives a measure of location of new data
within model subspace. If hi is within the model space, then no alert is sent to the operators. Figure 16.3
illustrates a plot of the normalized Mahalanobis distance for a period of 30 h with the most recent time
at the right side of the plot. The normalization is done with respect to the largest Mahalanobis distance
in the calibration model. The operations from the fifth to the eleventh hour in the past indicated that the
process variables fell outside the region of normal plant behavior. The reason for the unusual behavior
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FIGURE 16.3 Mahalanobis distance for 30 h of online operation.+: most recent 4 h; x: most distant history.

for that period was an unexpected pump failure. There is indication of this failure at the eleventh hour
and actual failure occurs at the ninth hour. During the most distant period, the process variables are again
outside the desired region because there was a filter pluggage due to large particulates in the process fluid.

Along with the Mahalanobis distance plots, diagrams such as that shown in Figure 16.4 are used by
operating personnel to monitor the process operations easily. The ◦ denotes the scores for the calibration
model, and the + denote the most recent period of operation. The arrows are used to indicate the process
history. Clearly, there is a time period in which the process operation can be judged as dissimilar to the
calibration set. Either an unusual control action or a disturbance shifted the process state from the desired
region as evidence by the two operating points in the upper left hand side. Eventually, appropriate control
actions are applied and the process returns to the region within defined by the calibration set.

One current limitation is the lack of good representative data. A design of experiments is necessary to
map the entire range of operations as is discussed for the binary distillation column example presented
in Section 16.3.4. If only a portion of the operating space is known, it is possible that the correlations
between the inputs/outputs under closed-loop operations, may be incorrect if the process moves to a
regime that is not a part of the reference set used to develop the model.
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16.3.2 Batch Processes

Batch and semibatch processes play an important role in the chemical industry due to their low
volume–high-value products. Examples include reactors, crystallizers, injection molding processes, and
the manufacture of polymers. Batch processes are characterized by a prescribed processing of materi-
als for a finite duration. Successful operation means tracking a prescribed recipe with a high degree of
reproducibility from batch to batch. Temperature and pressure profiles are implemented with servo-
controllers, and precise sequencing operations are produced with tools such as programmable logic
controllers.

The main characteristics of batch processes—flexibility, finite duration, and nonlinear behavior—are
associated with both their success and their incompatibility with the usual techniques for monitoring and
control. However, disturbances and the absence of online quality measurements often affect the repro-
ducibility of batch processes. Nomikos and MacGregor (1994) propose SPC schemes for batch processes,
based on MPCA, that use the information of the on–line measurements directly to systematically and
scientifically recognize significant deviations from normal operating behavior of a process. Analogous to
the prior example, an empirical model, based on the MPCA analysis of data obtained when the process
is operating well, is used to characterize the normal behavior of the process. The evolution of the future
batches is then monitored by comparing them against this MPCA model using the statistical control limits
developed from the reference database. Kosanovich et al. (1994) discuss the application to an industrial
batch process.

16.3.2.1 MPCA Method

MPCA is an extension of PCA to handle data in three-dimensional arrays. The three dimensions arise from
batch trajectories that consist of batch runs, variables, and sample times. These data are organized into an
array X of dimension (I × J ×K) where I is the number of batches, J is the number of variables, and K is
the number of time samples over the duration of the batch. MPCA is equivalent to performing ordinary
PCA on a two-dimensional matrix formed by unfolding X so that each of its vertical slices contain
the observed variables for all batches at a given time. In this approach, MPCA explains the variation
of variables about their mean trajectories. MPCA decomposes X into a summation of the product of
t-score vectors and p-loading matrices, plus a residual matrix (Ex) that is minimized in a least-squares
sense,

X =
R∑

r=1

tr

⊗
Pr +Ex

and R is the number of principal components used in the analysis∗.
This decomposition summarizes and compresses the data, with respect to both variables and time, into

low dimensional score spaces. These spaces represent the major variability over the batches at all points
in time. Each p-loading matrix summarizes the major time variations of the variables about their average
trajectories over all the batches. By doing this, MPCA utilizes not just the magnitude of the deviation of
each variable from its mean trajectory but also the correlations among them. The appropriate number of
principal components may be found by cross validation.

To analyze the performance of a set of batch runs, an MPCA analysis can be performed on all the
batches and the scores for each batch can be plotted in the space of the principal components. All
batches exhibiting similar time histories will have scores which cluster in the same region of the principal
component space. Batches that exhibit deviations from normal behavior will have scores falling outside
the main cluster, but batches with similar behavior will cluster in the same region.

∗ ⊗
is the tensor product.
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16-14 Control System Applications

16.3.2.2 Process Description

The chemical process from which data are taken is a single batch polymer reactor (Kosanovich et al., 1994).
The critical properties that must be controlled for the final product are related to the extent of reaction
(e.g., molecular weight distribution). The product’s critical properties are determined by off-line chemical
measurements and not every batch has its critical properties measured. The property measurement results
are available 12 h or more after each the completion of the batch. These results cannot be used in a timely
fashion to compensate for poor product quality. Furthermore, it is often difficult to establish the root
cause of property deviation when a bad batch is manufactured.

The total time for the batch cycle is less than 2 h. For this analysis, we can consider the two-dominant
phenomena, vaporization and polymerization, that produce the polymer. During the first part of the
batch cycle, the solvent is vaporized and removed from the reactor; this takes approximately 1 h. In the
latter part, polymerization occurs to attain a desired molecular weight distribution. The finished product
is then expelled under pressure from the vessel to complete the cycle. The total batch time is monitored
carefully and under the continuously supplied external heat source is the main control knob. There is
also statistical control of the vessel temperature. Known sources of variability from batch to batch within
a product type are variations in the heat content of the heat source, various levels of impurities in the
ingredients, and residual polymer buildup over the operating life of a reactor.

16.3.2.3 Analysis and Results

Data for 50 batches made in the same reactor, for the same batch recipe, are collected at 1-min intervals.
The database variables contain information about the state of the reactor (temperatures, pressures) and
the state of the external heat source. This is not unusual as temperatures and pressures reflect the progress
of the reaction in the vessel. Initial analysis indicates that changes in the level and quality of the external
heat source result in clustering within the score space. A score plot of principal components 1 and 2 is
shown in Figure 16.5. To eliminate that effect, only those batches with the same setting are studied. The
data are further segregated into two groups reflecting vaporization and polymerization. In the interest of
space, only analysis of the vaporization stage is discussed.

Applying MPCA to the vaporization stage data reveals that the first direction of variability is related
to the reactor temperature rise and the second, to the quality of the heat supplied by the heat source.
These two principal components explain approximately 55% of the total variance. It is not surprising that
heat effects dominate since boiling is the primary event, and the boiling rate and subsequent temperature
rise are dependent on the heat transfer rate from the heat source to the reactor content. What is learned
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FIGURE 16.5 Score plot of the first two principal components for 50 batches using first stage data.
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The Use of Multivariate Statistics in Process Control 16-15

however, is that for a constant heat input and similar reactor initial conditions, the rate at which the
reactor temperature rises, differs from batch to batch. This implies that some batches may boil more
quickly than others and that maintaining the prescribed boiling time may vaporize more than just the
solvent, thereby affecting the final polymer composition. A control strategy that forces the batch to follow
a prescribed reactor center temperature profile rather than a timed sequence should reduce the variability
in the temperature rise from batch to batch. Additional work by Kosanovich and Schnelle (1995) on the
same process supports this recommendation.

16.3.3 Inferential Control

Multivariate statistical methods can be used to develop nonparametric models for use in feedback control.
This is useful particularly in cases where instruments are not available to provide on-line measurements
of the quantity to be controlled. One example is composition measurement. Models can be used to predict
the information needed, and first-principles models are best suited for this. However, such models are time
consuming to develop and are generally not available. Multivariate statistical models are an alternative to
this (Ljung, 1989). One can develop a nonparametric model to predict the quantity to be controlled and
use this as the measurement in a closed-loop configuration (Kresta et al., 1991). Alternatively, closed-loop
control can be formulated and implemented within the reduced space defined by a PCA model (Kasper
and Ray, 1992; Piovoso and Kosanovich, 1994).

16.3.3.1 PCA/PCR Controller Design

A controller design is proposed that is based on a PCA model. Within the chemical industry, processes
involve many stages, all of which influence the final product properties. Maintaining these properties at
their desired specifications requires good control of all the stages. Processes of this type are characterized
as having a large number of exogenous variables and a few manipulated ones per process stage. The
exogenous variables are used to indicate the process state, and the manipulated variables are used to control
indirectly unmeasured quantities. This approach provides no automatic mechanism to adjust controller
setpoints when disturbances occur. Careful monitoring of these variables will allow one to correlate to
some relative degree good and bad product properties with the exogenous variables’ variations. To the
extent that quality data can be obtained, a relationship between the exogenous and the quality variables
can be used to define an acceptable region of operation. When the operation is inside this region, the
process is functioning as it did when good product properties were observed. If the process is deviating
from the desired process region, suitable control action based on the relationship between the exogenous
and the manipulated variables may be calculated to return the process to within the desired process
region.

More precisely, we can develop a PCA model to represent the desired process region in the score space,
and then design a controller in the score space that maintains operation within this region. The control
moves in the score space are then mapped to the real variable space and implemented on the process. In
this fashion, the process is kept within the desired region provided that the PCA model has established
correctly the relationships between the exogenous variables and the manipulated ones. This proposed
control formulation is analogous to modal control. A high-purity binary distillation column operated at
atmospheric pressure is selected as an example to explain the development of the controller. This specific
control objective is to maintain the distillate product purity, xd at 99.5%; the tray temperatures are the
exogenous variables, Xex , and reflux rate is the manipulated variable, xmp.

Let X be composed of two types of variables Xex and Xmp. For various operating conditions, we have

X = [Xex|Xmp] (16.24)
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16-16 Control System Applications

We begin with a development of a PCR model, which in this case yields,

[Xex|Xmp] = TPT +Ex (16.25)

xd = TqT + fy (16.26)

The equivalent controller setpoint in the score space is determined from xd,sp by

tsp = xd,sp(qT )† (16.27)

where (qT )† is the pseudoinverse of qT , a (A× 1) vector. The score vector, t can be computed from the
projection of x onto the matrix of eigenvectors P

t = xP (16.28)

Define Δt = tsp− t in the score space as the error between the desired score setpoint and the scores
associated with the vector, x at a sample time. Conversely, the error in the score space can be reconstructed
as an error in the X space by

Δx =ΔtPT (16.29)

The temperature variables cannot be manipulated arbitrarily; only the reflux rate can be changed to
drive the process in a direction that produces a new x vector so that t→ tsp. In the X space, this implies
that the required changes in the reflux rate ought to drive the temperatures toward the values that produce
xd,sp (tsp). From the score space perspective, the manipulated variable changes must be determined so
as to generate changes in the exogenous variables consistent with remaining in the desirable part of the
score space. To achieve this, the relationship between the exogenous and manipulated variables in the
score space must be defined.

Consider the partition of the matrix of eigenvectors P as

PT = [Pex|Pmp] (16.30)

Pex is an (A× r) matrix, where r is the number of exogenous variables, and Pmp is a (A× (m− r)) matrix,
where (m− r) is the number of manipulated variables. The relationship between the exogenous and the
manipulated variables can be found from the relationship between Pex and Pmp as follows:

Pmp = PexΛ (16.31)

where Λ is a (r× (m− r)) matrix of coefficients that defines the relationship between the manipulated
and the exogenous variables in the score space.

The justification for the linear relationship, Equation 16.31, lies in the fact that the eigenvectors define
a hyperplane within the X space. Because the data are mean centered, the hyperplane goes through the
origin and the eigenvectors, pT

j are unit vectors that lie on the hyperplane. Hence, pT
j defines a point on

this hyperplane. Solving the above equation forΛ yields,

Λ= P†
exPmp (16.32)

where P†
ex is the pseudoinverse of Pex .

16.3.3.2 Implementation

The PCA/PCR controller would function in the following way. Given xd,sp the corresponding tsp can
be determined using Equation 16.27. Similarly, given x, t is found from Equation 16.28. The difference
between t and tsp represents the desired change in the scores, Δt which can be used to generate a
corresponding Δx (Equation 16.29). Using the Λ matrix from Equation 16.32, the change in the reflux
rate that would drive future changes in tray temperatures closer to zero so that xd → xd,sp is found.
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PCA/PCR
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(qT)†
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FIGURE 16.6 Block diagram of PCA/PCR controller.

Because this is a steady-state model, the resulting controller moves may be exceptionally large, violating
constraints in the X space. Thus, only a fraction of the change can be implemented. With no knowledge
of the process dynamics built into the model, this fraction becomes a tuning parameter. If the control
interval is long compared to the plant dynamics, all of the computed changes could be implemented.
On the other hand, if the control interval is short compared to the time constants of the plant, the fully
implemented calculated control move might be too large because the plant will not be able to respond
fast enough. Figure 16.6 illustrates this scheme.

16.3.4 Binary Distillation Column

The distillation column is by far the most commonly studied process in the Chemical Engineering
literature. In this work, we attempt to estimate and control the distillate composition of a binary column
to a 99.5% purity. For our purposes, the following assumptions are made: constant molal overflow (CMO),
100% stage efficiency, and constant column pressure. A simple, linear liquid hydraulic relationship
between the liquid leaving the nth tray and the holdup on the nth tray is assumed (Luyben, 1990).
There are a total of 20 trays, the condenser is a total condenser, and the reboiler is modeled as another
tray in the column. The vapor mole fraction is obtained by a bubble point calculation, and we assume
ideal vapor phase and Raoult’s law. Two proportional-plus-integral (PI) controllers are used at both ends
of the column to maintain the inventory in the reflux drum and the level in the bottom of the column.
Two additional PI controllers are used to control the distillate and bottoms compositions in an L/V
configuration. Nominal conditions for the column are: reflux ratio of 2, and the distillate/feed ratio of 0.5.

16.3.4.1 Composition Estimation

It is typical to control the endpoint compositions using the temperature on a selected tray, one in
the rectifying section, the other in the stripping section. In most situations, this is effective; however,
there are cases which are not pathological, that show that the relationship between a single temperature
and product composition cannot account for changes in feed composition and the product changes at
the other end of the column. In most industrial columns, temperature measurements are available at
more than one location; it would seem prudent to make use of all observed system data to infer the
endpoint compositions. In this way the dependence of a single tray temperature is removed and the use
of process information maximized. Mejdell and Skogestad (1991) propose the use of such a composition
estimator using PCR or PLS to estimate endpoint compositions in a binary and a multicomponent
distillation column. Their results indicate improved estimates of the product compositions and robustness
to measurement noise. Their work demonstrates the use of static estimators for dynamic control when
no composition measurements are available.

The data sets are the steady-state temperature and distillate profiles obtained from a four factor, five-
level designed experiment where feed rate, feed composition, vapor and reflux rates are varied. Variations
on the order of±20% changes in feed composition and flow rates are contained in the data. In addition,
the data are collected with an uncorrelated, uniformly distributed noise of ±0.2◦C on the temperature
measurements. A PLS model with three loading vectors using only eight tray temperatures is sufficient
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FIGURE 16.7 Feedback control structure with temperature only (left) and temperature-reflux (right).

based upon cross-validation statistics, to explain 98% of the total variance in the distillate composition.
This PLS model based on tray temperatures is used only to provide an estimate of the distillate composition
for feedback control using a PI controller (see Figure 16.7 (left)).

It is conceivable to develop a composition estimator based on temperatures and reflux (see Figure
16.7 (right)). In the PLS model, reflux is not scaled as the temperatures since it is not the same type of
measurement (Kresta, et al., 1991). Only mean centering is applied to the reflux data, and the data are
obtained as described previously. As before, a PLS model with three loadings explains 97% of the total
variance in the composition.

Both models predict the distillate composition adequately. The temperature-reflux prediction model
is not as accurate as the temperature only estimator, which is consistent with the findings of Mejdell
and Skogestad (1991). For this reason, they did not consider the contribution of manipulated variable
measurements to the development of the composition estimator. Feedback control using either of these
two estimation schemes for distillate composition setpoint and input load changes results in satisfactory
prediction of composition and good closed-loop performance.

16.3.4.2 PCA/PCR Estimation and Control

To apply the PCA/PCR controller formulation to control the column requires that a PCA model be
developed from data composed of temperatures and reflux information. The scores of that model are
then regressed on the distillate composition information (PCR). By cross validation, it is determined that
three principle components are needed to explain 96% of the total variability in the distillate composition.
The controller is implemented as discussed in Section 16.3.3.2. This provides integral-only controller. The
response of the system to both a setpoint change and a load disturbance is more aggressive as compared

Setpoint change PCA/PCR

Load disturbance PCA/PCR

Setpoint change Temp-Reflux

Load disturbance Temp-Reflux

0.990

0.992

0.994

0.996

0.998

1

0 20 40 60 80 100
Time (h)

x̂d

FIGURE 16.8 Estimated distillate composition, PCA/PCR controller scheme.
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FIGURE 16.9 Reflux rate, PCA/PCR controller scheme.

to the temperature only/PI and temperature-reflux/PI cases. The Ziegler–Nichols tuning methodology is
used to set the PI controller parameter values. Figures 16.8 and 16.9 summarize the system’s response in
both the PCA/PCR controller and the temperature-reflux/PI controller studies. The PCA/PCR controller
case produce less noise in the manipulated variable than does the temperature-reflux/PI controller case.
An appropriate fraction of the control move can be implemented in situations where the controller action
is too aggressive. For the distillation column we would trade-off speed of response with noise in the
control moves and in the estimate of the distillate composition. In some situations, if the portion of the
control move implemented is too large, the closed-loop system may become unstable. Conversely, if it is
too small, the response might be too sluggish. Constraints on the size of the manipulated variable, or on
the rate of change of the manipulated variable can be incorporated in a straightforward fashion for any
of the models discussed here.

16.4 Summary

Data are gathered in many chemical processes at a very high rate. Unfortunately, much of that data
is analyzed infrequently unless a major operating problem occurs. This chapter presents multivariate
statistical techniques that can be used to reduce the vast array of numbers into a smaller, more meaningful
set, deal with noise, collinearity, and provide a basis for improved control.

Three such techniques are presented: PCA, PCR, and PLS. A generic example is provided to highlight
the utility of these techniques and to compare it to the more traditional MLR. A real industrial example
illustrates the combined use of PLS and PCA for monitoring and detection of abnormal events. Data are
first analyzed to determine what is normal variability in the process. Subsequently, models are developed
which define the variability in a compact way. The information in the model is then used to classify the
current process state as to whether it is a member of the class of normal variations. If it is not, information
(not root cause) about why the data are not of the expected form is made available to the operator to allow
for possible corrective action. Additional discussion on the use of the Mahalanobis distance is provided
as a discriminant statistic.

An extension to PCA, MPCA is developed for batch processes. This is necessary to handle the three-
dimensional nature of batch data. Its usage is demonstrated on an industrial batch polymer reactor to
provide new insights, to corroborate existing process knowledge, and to propose meaningful controls
improvement. The analysis indicates clearly that a division of the data into sets that correspond to
the two major chemical phenomena will provide clarity of information within the data and allow for
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16-20 Control System Applications

interpretation based on process understanding. Doing so leads to the identification of the principal
directions of variability associated with each phenomenon and suggests where to improve the existing
control strategy.

A novel controller design using PCA and PCR is presented and demonstrated on a high purity distil-
lation column. Its development is based on producing manipulated variable moves that are a function
of the exogenous variables that produce a set of scores consistent with being in the score space of the
PCA model. Such a controller belongs to the class of modal controllers. The results on the distillation
column, when the entire control action is implemented, show that the controller action is aggressive
with less noisy estimates and faster settling times. Implementing a fraction of the controller action gives
comparable results when compared to the temperature-reflux/PI controller case.
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17.1 Introduction

An industrial plant, continuous or batch, is a network of connected processing units that is used to
manufacture multiple commodity products. The terms “plant” and “process” are almost synonymous in
the process control community. And a system usually means the plant and the peripheral supporting
infrastructure such as the control hardware, steam generators (utility), water treatment facility and so
forth. Traditionally, process design and controller synthesis are carried out sequentially. That is, the
process consisting of connected unit operations, is designed to satisfy the design parameters (product
rates, purity specifications, feed conditions) then the control strategy is determined to regulate the process
at the operating conditions associated with the design parameters. Historically, this serial approach to
process design and plantwide control has been successful, however, with the ever-increasing demand for
pollution preventing plants, sustainable processes, and low environmental impact, this approach can be
improved in such a way that the issues of dynamic operability, stability, and controllability can be factored
into the design and the control strategy from the outset.

Process design is concerned with the design of the process while plantwide control focuses on the
control system. The complementary effects between the design and its control system have been pointed
out by [1]. For the control system to work for a specific design, not only should the steady-state economic
performance of the design be optimal, but also the open-loop dynamic performance of the design should be
operable, stable, and controllable. In other words, process design (a steady-state concept) and operability
(dynamic and steady state features) should be considered simultaneously to set limits on the achievable
closed-loop performance. This remark is not surprising since a process by its very nature is nonlinear,
of high dimension, with complex interactions among the connected unit operations, and constrained by
safety and environment regulations.

While the design task is to construct a flowsheet of connected unit operations that achieve the
designed objectives including being economically viable, the plantwide control task is to design con-
trollers for a deconstructed flowsheet that when reconstructed satisfactorily regulates the controlled
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17-2 Control System Applications

variables while minimizing interactions. How to best deconstruct the flowsheet becomes an additional
task when considering plantwide control design.

Many different plantwide control methods have been proposed in the open literature but no single
approach is practiced by the process industry. A possible reason is the variety of chemical processes; thus
the expectation that a single foundational plantwide control method should fit all processes may be too
optimistic. Perhaps more than one plantwide control methodology is more realistic with the approach
subdivided according to the dominant phenomena associated with the chemical process (inorganic syn-
thesis, cryogenic, etc.). This chapter is organized as follows. Section 17.2 provides a general review of
the plantwide control literature. Section 17.3 expands on the better known methods and provides an
illustrative example, the synthesis of dimethyl ether (DME). Finally, Section 17.4 summarizes the chapter
and provides some recommendations.

17.2 Overview of Plantwide Control Research

Traditional approaches to process design and controller synthesis do not guarantee that the process
design is controllable even at the designed conditions. The basic objective of plantwide design and
control is to consider the steady-state design of the process and its dynamic performance simultane-
ously. In other words an integration of the process design and the controller synthesis. However, even
though the advantages of investigating the integrated design problems from a plantwide perspective
can be appreciated, the formulation and solution of such a large-scale problem have a high degree of
difficulty.

In this work, the approaches that appear in the open literature can be divided loosely into two cate-
gories: heuristics (other acronyms include experiential, rules-of-thumb, and engineering judgement) and
nonheuristics (mostly a mathematical framework). In the first category, these approaches for the most part
are based on rich and varied industrial experiences and professional judgments of many practitioners. In
the second category, the conclusions rely on linear and nonlinear theories, optimal theory, statistics and
probability. Methods in this category investigate two dynamic subproblems, the open-loop system and the
closed-loop system. The former is concerned with the dynamics of the uncontrolled process design while
the latter considers the process and its designed control strategy. Of great importance in either analysis
are the number of control degrees of freedom and closed-loop stability.

An overarching format that is practiced by these two categories is the implicit or explicit deconstruction
of the large dimension of the chemical flowsheet into smaller groups of connected unit operations to
reduce the dimension of the plantwide controller design. The decomposition can be functional, structural
or a combination of both. Further the subgroups do not have to follow the process stream directions.

17.2.1 Heuristic Methods

Industrial experiences and professional judgments have accumulated since manufacturing at the large-
scale signified an economically successful nation and also to address global competition. Essential features
of a large-scale batch or continuous process include the variety and sizes of the unit operations, the inter-
connections among them and the sheer volume of material and utilities consumed and/or produced.
Since the common practice is to design the chemical process first (the result is a flowsheet that satisfies
the steady-state designed conditions) and then implement a control strategy, it is not surprising that
some regulation issues may not be solvable by the control structure; sometimes the issues are a function
of the constraints imposed by the process design itself. A closer inspection of heuristic methods reveals
that the conservation of mass, energy and momentum are being applied under the disguise of prod-
uct quality and production rate specifications, energy management, safety, and economics (continuous
operations).
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17.2.1.1 Procedural Rules

Procedural rules are steps to formulate the process design and control objectives. For example, since
economics is a high priority for the viability of a process, there is an explicit emphasis placed on product
quality. Product quality usually is a result of the reactor and separator unit operations.

Significant contributions to this category have been made by Luyben and coworkers [2–7]. The genesis
of their rules is the conservation of material and energy. Their nine-step procedure to the synthesis of a
plantwide control strategy is as follows [2,4,8–10]:

1. Establish the control objectives.
2. Determine the control degree of freedoms.
3. Establish an energy management system.
4. Regulate the production rate.
5. Regulate the product quality.
6. Directly regulate the flow rate in every recycle loop and control inventory.
7. Perform a component balance for each chemical component.
8. Regulate individual unit operations.
9. Optimize the economics and/or improve dynamic controllability.

These nine steps reveal that both material and energy are conserved and effects such as the “snowball
effect” will not occur in the recycle loops [10]. The snowball effect is avoided because the recycle flow rate
is explicitly regulated for each material recycle loop; thus the influence of the recycle on the system will
not be cumulative.

A similar five step procedure is proposed by Price and coworkers [11,12].

1. Regulate the production rate.
2. Regulate inventories.
3. Regulate product quality.
4. Regulate to remain within equipment and operating constraints.
5. Regulate to improve economic performance.

The first observation between these two different procedural approaches is the order of what is regu-
lated. Clearly, this sets the usage of the control degrees of freedom and once they are assigned they are
no longer available. A second observation is that economics is vital and appears in the form of regulation
of the production rate and product quality. A final observation is that for continuous operability, liquid
inventories are well regulated.

Another procedural approach is that published by Shinnar and coworkers [13,14]. The kernel of this
approach is the identification of a set of variables such that when regulated in the presence of an expected
set of disturbances, stable closed-loop performance is attained. A closer investigation of this set reveals a
tight link to the economics of the process. The identification of this specific set of controlled variables relies
on engineering experience and is not readily generalizable. The example system they studied over many
times is the complex and nonlinear fluid catalytic cracker (FCC). The FCC is a mainstay in petrochemical
plants. Other than the major disadvantage of requiring engineering experience to design the plantwide
controller strategy, other disadvantages include no implicit consideration of multivariable interactions,
location of the sensors and actuators, complex and nonlinear nature of the unit operations, stability, and
dynamic response times.

17.2.1.2 Hierarchical Deconstruction Methods

Since most of the heuristic approaches are based on considerations of economics, safety, and continuous
operations; it is not surprising that the mathematical formulations’ objective function(s) include these
considerations in some form. Since convergence of multiobjective functions is a major obstacle, a research
challenge is to deconstruct the process design into manageable pieces. The basis for the decomposition may
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be functional (reaction system, separation system), structural (natural stream flow of feed to products),
or a combination of both.

Buckley [15] suggested the deconstruction of the plantwide control problem based on material balance
and product quality. Both criteria point to an economic basis. Douglas and coworkers propose a five tier
functional design hierarchy [16–20]. Since this hierarchy is taught in almost all chemical engineering
design courses it is worth restating.

1. Determine if the process to be designed should operate as a batch or as a continuous process.
Continuous processes are more common in chemical and petrochemical plants. Batch processes
usually are suited for small production of specialty chemicals.

2. Identify all major input and output streams. From a material balance viewpoint, every component
entering the system has a path to exit the system.

3. Since no reaction is 100% complete and to promote favorable economics, determine the material
recycle streams. It is worth mentioning that recycle streams also create more operability and
controllability challenges.

4. The reaction system produces unwanted by-products; a separation system is necessary to obtain
the desired product purity.

5. Analogous to material recycle, energy management is driven by economics; and similarly there are
regulation challenges not only for operational constraints but also for safety.

An obvious limitation of this approach is that the design decisions are based only on steady-state design
objectives. Ponton and Liang [21] propose a modification to the Douglas design hierarchy to include
control issues at each design level. They suggest the identification of the control degrees of freedom and
the design of a control structure at each level. A limitation of this approach is that the interactions among
the levels are not accounted for.

Morari and coworkers apply optimization theory with a particular three-tier deconstruction to the
plantwide control problem [22–28].

1. Steady-state optimization is used to optimize the operating conditions that have a large economic
impact from a plantwide perspective.

2. The advanced process control level is to determine the set-points of the controlled variables in
response to the optimal operating conditions. Often a mathematical model of the process is used
in a model-based control strategy to account for interactions, constraints, and nonlinear behavior.

3. The regulation level has the fastest dynamics. Here, the focus is regulating the individual unit
operation while minimizing interactions.

Stephanopoulos and coworkers have conceptualized the connection among levels as a nested frame-
work [29–32]. The higher levels form the outer loop of the optimization problem and serve to provide
set-points and active constraints for the inner loops. The inner loops feedback the current process state
to the outer loop to improve the optimization continuously. In this way, the objective of the whole
plantwide optimization problem will be guaranteed by the outer loop, with the objectives of the inner
loops adjusted to achieve the overall objective. This framework is based on the concept of a cascade
control structure.

In general, heuristic methods have been used successfully to design and control large scale processes.
However, heuristics that are associated with one class of processes, for example, hydrocarbon systems, or
cryogenic systems, may not be appropriate for another class of processes. And even for the same type of
process, domain experts do not always agree on the same heuristics. It is not surprising that the solutions
(design or the controller) are not identical but close examination will reveal similarities at some level. By
the very nature of heuristics, it is clear that heuristic-based plantwide controller designs may not always
be comparable on the same basis.
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Plantwide Control 17-5

17.2.2 Mathematical Methods

The rapid development and use of mathematical methods is primarily due to the availability of automated
tool sets such as AspenTech’s (Houston, TX) AspenOne� product suite, SimSci-Esscor’s (Houston,
TX) PRO/IITM, Process Systems Enterprise’s (London, UK) gPROMS�, Mathworks’ (Natick, MA)
MATLAB� and associated toolbox, Honeywell’s (Minneapolis, MN) Profit SuiteTM, and Control Sta-
tion’s (Tolland, CT) LOOP-PROTM.

However, it should be pointed out that since the majority of these methods are not intuitive and require
a thorough understanding of control and process engineering theories, only a small subset of these tools
have been used effectively by process engineers. In fact, consultants familiar with these automated tools
are usually brought in to design, test, and validate the process design and plantwide control structures.

There are many ways to classify the large number of methods in this category, for example, steady-state
and dynamic, open- and closed-loop, time and frequency, model-based and nonmodel-based, and so
forth. In this work, we exclude frequency-based methods as most chemical process industries employ
time-based methods.

17.2.2.1 Open-Loop Methods

The assumption is that if a controllability analysis can determine the dynamic performance of the process
at the designed conditions, the screening of alternate designs will be more efficient and only those designs
that are fully controllable will survive. In this work, the working definition of controllability is the ability
of the process to achieve acceptable control performance by regulating the controlled variables within
specified bounds using the available actuators [33].

This definition of controllability assumes the existence of a control law with which the process can
be regulated in the face of known and bounded disturbances. Thus, controllability is a property of the
process itself with no particular requirements of what type of control law is applied. Classical control
concepts assume full state feedback conditions. Open-loop analysis refers to the dynamic process design
behavior when perturbed. Often open-loop methods rely on linear stability theory to establish that the
design is a stable design about the designed conditions. Closed-loop analysis involves the process and the
plantwide control strategy. Since closed-loop, nonlinear stability is not readily established theoretically,
numerical simulations usually are employed to show that the selected control strategy regulates the
system to within some prespecified performance measures. Stability does not establish controllability but
the converse is true.

Most of the controllability analysis tools are based on linear theory presuming that the process only
experiences small perturbations about the stable designed operating conditions. There are several model
forms that can be used to represent a linear system. The general nonlinear system can be represented by

ẋ = f (x, u); y = h(x)
s.t. φ(x, u)= 0; ψ(x, u)≤ 0

(17.1)

where f and h are vectors of nonlinear, real functions, x represents the states, y are the outputs, u are the
inputs,φ(·, ·)= 0 are the equality constraints andψ(·, ·)≤ 0 are the inequality constraints. A Taylor series
expansion permits the development of an approximate linear, state-space model from Equation 17.1,

ẋ = Ax+Bu (17.2)

y = Cx (17.3)

where A, B, and C are time-invariant matrices of the right sizes. The transfer function model can be
derived from this linear model and can be used with frequency-design methods. When a model of the
system is not available, system identification methods are used to identify input–output models (step-
response models, time-series models). A caveat, the system identification approach only can identify the
controllable modes.
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17-6 Control System Applications

A quantitative tool that is used often to establish controllability is the relative gain array (RGA) [34].
The RGA was introduced as a steady-state measure of the interactions of the manipulated variables onto
the controlled variables. The RGA is useful as a first pass tool to validate heuristic selected control and
manipulated variable pairings [11]. A number of extensions to the original RGA derivation have appeared
in the research literature. For example, the RGA has been extended to nonsquare systems. Stanley et al. [35]
developed the steady state relative disturbance gain (RDG) in a similar manner to quantify the impact of
disturbances on controllability. To address the dynamic impact of disturbances, Huang et al. and Hovd
et al. [36,37] incorporated dynamic information by evaluating the corresponding RGA at all frequencies.

The Niederlinski Index (NI) is another useful measure to analyze the stability of the control loop
pairings using only the steady state results of the RGA. A negative NI value indicates instability in
the chosen control loop pairing. Guidelines to use the steady-state RGA and NI can be found in [33,
38]. Singular value analysis also has been applied to evaluate the controllability of a process [39–42].
The singular value represents the smallest gain of the process among the available inputs. The greater the
singular value the more resilient the process is to disturbances.

A major advantage of examining the open-loop system is based on the assumption that the dynamic
and steady-state operability of a plant is designed into the process. That is, a system’s ability to react to
changes only can be guaranteed if the control requirements are considered at the design stage. It is possible
that design decisions made solely on steady-state considerations may impose severe limitations on the
operability and controllability of the process. By analyzing the dynamic open-loop design using operability
and controllability measures, the limitations imposed by the steady-state design can be identified and if
possible altered. From the discussion above, it is not difficult to conclude that although the analytical
measures can guide the control design they do not necessarily give the same solution. Some researchers
have shown that because the analytical methods are based on different foundations, the resulting control
structures from a performance perspective may appear to be in conflict [42,43]. Often, heuristics, costs,
and other intangibles are used to select one control solution over another. If an approximate mathematical
model of the closed-loop system is available, one can simulate the controller performance under well-
controlled conditions.

17.2.2.2 Closed-Loop Methods

Closed-loop methods are those that address the dynamic process and controller designs simultaneously.
Narraway and Perkins [44] have developed a systematic design procedure that uses a hybrid mixed integer
linear programming (MILP) method to determine both the process design and the regulatory feedback
control structure based on a linear economic analysis. By solving the MILP problem, optimistic bounds
on the dynamic economic performance of partially or fully specified control structures can be generated.
This method was extended to consider parameter uncertainty [45,46] and multivariable controllers [47].

Georgakis et al. [48] applied an optimization-based formulation to determine the input bounds that
would guarantee the required output specifications throughout the dynamic response. Swartz [49] used
a Q-parametrization of linear feedback controllers to define the upper bound of the performance of any
linear stabilizing controller. Bahri [50] applied a back-off approach where the system is moved off from
the original “optimal” design by considering the influence of the expected disturbances. The amount
reduced is related to both the economic profit as well as the dynamic operability of the design.

17.2.3 Combined Methods

From the above discussion, both engineering knowledge and mathematical analysis are useful in address-
ing a plantwide design and control problem. Although these methods were introduced from a perspective
of heuristics versus quantitative methods, many approaches combine both. Usually, the combined
approach employs heuristic knowledge to deconstruct the process flowsheet, followed by some com-
bination of both approaches to design the control strategy.
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Scheduling
(weeks)

Site-wide optimization (day)

Local optimization (h)

Supervisory
control (min)

Regulatory
control(s)

Control
layer

FIGURE 17.1 The control hierarchy of Larsson and Skogestad. (Adapted from T. Larsson and S. Skogestad, Int. J.
Control, 21(4):209–240, 2000.)

Skogestad and coworkers [33,51–57], contribute the concept of self-optimizing control variables
(SOCVs) and the control design hierarchy shown in Figure 17.1.

A variable is said to be self-optimizing if with constant inputs the plant can regulate the controlled
variables to within acceptable bounds. The following guidelines are provided to select the SOCVs:

• Robust to known disturbances.
• Easy to measure and control.
• Sensitive to changes in the manipulated variables.
• Independent of each other.

A loss function is formulated and optimized to assess the choice of the SOCVs in the presence of a set
of expected disturbances. This method has some similarities with the partial control concept proposed
by Shinnar and coworkers [13,14]. A common issue is the selection of the expected set of measured
disturbances.
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17-8 Control System Applications

Vasbinder and Hoo [58] proposed and developed a decision-based methodology called modified
analytic hierarchical process (mAHP). This method relies on a particular process flowsheet decompo-
sition to group the unit operations according to steady-state and dynamic operability requirements. Once
the subgroups are identified any controller design method can be used to develop the control structure
for each subgroup.

17.3 Simulation Example: Dimethyl-Ether Process

This section introduces an instructional process example to demonstrate some of the issues discussed
above but also to demonstrate the development of a plantwide control strategy.

DME is widely used as a propellant and also can be used as a refrigerant, solvent, and fuel in various
industries. There are many ways to produce DME; here we demonstrate its production starting with a pure
methanol (MeOH) feedstock [58]. The process flowsheet as provided by Turton et al. [59] show typical
chemical process unit operations. The material recycle and heat integration are for purely economic
reasons. Here, we employ a somewhat modified process flowsheet shown in Figure 17.2 and we design a
decentralized control structure that applies experiential knowledge to design the basic control structure
and to select the set of expected disturbances. Then we apply the SOCV method to select the control
variables (CVs). Other approaches can be used but the emphasis here will be on analysis of pre- and
post-control performance. Note, that the flowsheet and subsequent results are found using AspenPlus�

engineering suite 2006.

17.3.1 Steady-State Analysis

The description of this process was adapted from [59]. The production from MeOH to DME is typically
by catalytic dehydration of MeOH. The main reaction is

2CH3OH→ (CH3)2O+H2O (17.4)

P1

Feed

PFR

HX1

CL1

CL2

HT1

P2

Rin

Rout

DME

RCY

WW

26
14
1

22
12
1

B1

B2QCon2

QCon1

QReb1

QReb2

FIGURE 17.2 Process flowsheet of the DME steady-state design.
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Plantwide Control 17-9

TABLE 17.1 DME Operating Conditions

Parameter Value

k 1.21× 106 kmol/m3-h

Ea 8.048× 104 kJ/kmol

R 8.314 J/mol-k

Temperature 25◦C
Molar flowrate 260.0 kmol/h

Feed Mass flowrate 219.44 tons/day

Pressure 101 kPa

MeOH 99.4

Compositions wt% H2O 0.6

This reaction is exothermic. The operating conditions are: inlet temperature of 250◦C and a pressure of
about 1.5 MPa. The kinetic rate expression for this reaction is characterized by an Arrhenius expression,

rMeOH = k exp

(
− Ea

RT

)
PMeOH (17.5)

where rMeOH is the MeOH conversion rate, k and Ea are the kinetic rate parameters (see Table 17.1),
and PMeOH is the partial pressure of MeOH. It is assumed that no significant side reactions will occur
at these operating conditions. The desired product rate is 50,000 tons/year (∼124.0 kmol/h) of DME at
a product quality of least 99.5 wt% DME. Because the acid zeolite catalyst will be deactivated the reactor
temperature should not exceed 400◦C. Another restriction is that the purity of the waste water should be
at least 99.8 wt% to satisfy environmental regulations.

Fresh MeOH is pressurized to 1.56 MPa from ambient conditions before combining with the recycle
stream. The mixture is preheated to 250◦C by a feed-heat exchanger and a heater. The designed single
pass MeOH conversion is ∼80.0%. Two distillation columns are used to obtain a purified DME product
and the recycle of unreacted MeOH. The distillate stream which is predominantly unreacted MeOH is
recycled to the reactor. Designed operating conditions are listed in Table 17.1.

The design parameters are: pump rates, utility loads, total number of column trays, column feed tray
location, length, and diameter of the reactor. The conversion is sensitive to the inlet reactor temperature.
If the reactor inlet temperature decreases, the reaction extent and exit temperature will decrease. The feed-
heat exchanger may not always provide the required heat duty; hence an additional heater is added and
becomes a control degree of freedom to respond to reactor inlet temperature changes (see Figure 17.3).

The steady-state design is solved using AspenPlus 2006 engineering suite; the results are listed in
Table 17.2. The steady-state product requirements are achieved by this design. That is, the DME concen-
tration in the product stream and its flowrate are 99.56 wt% and 129.0 kmol/h, respectively; and the water
concentration in the water column bottom stream is 99.89 wt%.

We now analyze the dynamic operability of the process from an open-loop perspective employing the
controllability measures and methods previously introduced.

17.3.2 Plantwide Control Structure Synthesis

Following the plantwide control design procedure found in [2,8] we arrive at the following analysis.

1. Step 1: Qualitative analysis of the control requirements to satisfy DME production.
At the designed operating conditions, the effect of conversion on the reactor temperatures is
shown in Figure 17.4. The MEOH conversion is measured at the exit of the reactor. The exit
temperature and the conversion have a nonlinear dependence on the inlet temperature in the
range of 240–260◦C. To avoid violation of the maximum operating temperature limit (400◦C), the
outlet temperature should be regulated. The dependence of the MeOH conversion on the outlet
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17-10 Control System Applications

(a)

(c)(b)

FIGURE 17.3 Configuration comparison of preheating the reactor inlet material in: (a) Turton (Adapted from
R. Turton, et al., Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical Processes. Prentice-Hall International, Upper Saddle
River, NJ, 1998), (b) Vasbinder (Adapted from E. Vasbinder and K. Hoo, Ind. Eng. Chem. Res., 42:4586–4598, 2003),
(c) Current design.

temperature is linear in the range of 300–390◦C. It follows that meeting the designed conversion
can be accomplished by regulation of the outlet temperature.

The open-loop time constant of the process without material recycle is∼2.0 h while with material
recycle it is 3.5 times greater (∼7.0 h). The dynamics of the process also will be significantly altered

TABLE 17.2 DME Process: Major Equipment and Design Variables

Unit Operation Variable Value

Reactor (PFR) Length, Diameter 10.0 m, 0.72 m

TRin, PRin, TRout , PRout 250.0◦C, 1.5 MPa, 368.0◦C, 13.9 atm

Pump (P1) Power, Outlet pressure 9.78 kW, 1.56 MPa

Pump (P2) Power, Outlet pressure 2.45 kW, 1.56 MPa

Heater (HT1) Q, Outlet temperature 3.59×103 kW, 250.0◦C
Cooler (CL1) Q, Outlet temperature −3.84× 103 kW, 81.5◦C
Cooler (CL2) Q, Outlet temperature −0.34× 103 kW, 50.0◦C
HeatEx (HX1) Heat transfer coefficient, area 50.0 W/m2K , 40.2m2

NT , Nf
a, Tray diameter, spacing 22, 12, 2.0 m, 0.61 m

Product column (B1) FDME , Top pressure, Rr 129.0 kmol/h, 1.05 MPa, 0.79

QReb1, QCon1 1.38× 103 kW,−1.15× 103 kW

Water column (B2) NT , Nf , Tray diameter, spacing 26, 14, 2.0 m, 0.58 m

FWW , Top pressure, Rr 131.0 kmol/h, 0.7 MPa, 1.86

QReb2, QCon2 1.55× 103 kW,−1.58× 103 kW

aNumbered top to bottom.
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FIGURE 17.4 Analysis of the designed reactor operating conditions.

by heat integration. Due to the feed heat exchanger the inlet temperature is dependent on the exit
reactor temperature. To further address perturbations in the exit temperature a bypass is added
which provides an additional control degree of freedom.

2. Step 2: Identify the controlled variables and the control degrees of freedom.
Engineering experience indicates that the variables to be controlled are liquid levels as they account
for material and all inventories. Additional inventory variables include column pressures and
temperatures and material recycle. The following 16 variables are identified as CVs:
• Reactor unit operation (4): inlet and exit temperatures, pressure, and flowrate.
• DME column (6): distillate product purity, feed flowrate, temperature, pressure, and condenser

and reboiler liquid levels.
• Water column (5): bottoms product purity, temperature, pressure, and condenser and reboiler

liquid levels.
• Recycle stream (1): pressure

The maximum number of control degrees of freedom should be at least the same as the number
of controlled variables. The control degrees of freedom in the design are: seven control valves,
seven heating and cooling utilities, and two pumps. The pairing of the controlled and manipulated
variables can be accomplished with experiential knowledge supported by quantitative metrics such
as steady-state RGA and the NI. Table 17.3 lists the controlled and manipulated pairs for the reactor
and product and water columns.

The variables are grouped based on their related unit operation and an RGA analysis. The
first group contains variables related to the reactor; the second and third are associated with
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17-12 Control System Applications

TABLE 17.3 Pairing Controlled and Manipulated Variables

Unit Controlled Variables Manipulated Variables

Reactor Flowrate Control valve

Pressure Pump (P1)

Product column Flowrate Control valve

Temperature Cooler (CL1)

Top pressure Condenser

Water column Temperature Cooler (CL2)

Top pressure Condenser

Recycle stream Pressure Pump (P2)

the product and water columns. The CVs are the reactor inlet and exit temperatures. The selected
manipulated variables are the heat exchanger bypass valve and the heater duty. The CVs associated
with the product column are the liquid levels of the condenser and reboiler, and the DME distillate
composition. The manipulated variables are the distillate and bottoms control valves, and the
reboiler duty. The CVs associated with the water column are the liquid levels of condenser and
reboiler, and the bottom stream water composition. The manipulated variables are the bottoms
stream control valve and the reboiler duty.
The results of the RGA analysis for these three groups are:

⎡

⎣
TRin TRout

QHT1 0.510 0.490
FBy 0.490 0.510

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

LCon1 LReb1 xDME

FDME 0.783 −0.140 0.357
FB1

B −0.140 1.745 −0.605
QReb1 0.357 −0.605 1.248

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦

×

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

LCon2 LReb2 xWW

FRCY 0.692 0.528 −0.220
FWW 0.528 1.928 −1.456
QReb2 −0.220 −1.456 2.676

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦

The recommended pairings are to pair along the major diagonal; however, it is clear that there are
significant interactions (off-diagonal terms).

3. Step 3: Additional control issues.
The first issue is the pairing of the reactor variables. Pairing by either the major or minor diagonal is
not appropriate because the reactor inlet and outlet temperatures are coupled. To address this issue
a cascade feedback control strategy is proposed to control the reactor exit temperature by the set
point of the reactor inlet temperature. The reactor inlet temperature is regulated by manipulating
the duty of the heater. The open-loop time constant of the inner loop is∼4.5 min while that of the
outer loop is about 21.5 min.

The heat exchanger bypass remains closed except when the exit temperature exceeds the oper-
ating limit of 400.0◦C. The closed-loop performance shows that the cascade feedback control
structure has the ability to withstand large disturbances (up to a +5.0% step disturbance in the
feed rate) in the reactor inlet temperature.

The DME composition controller and the water composition controller suffer from reliable
online, real-time composition data. Most often an estimator is developed to infer the composition
from measured data. From thermodynamic theory, the composition, temperature, and pressure
are correlated. In the column the temperature profile across the trays is an indication of the
extent of the physical separation. It is reasonable to use several temperatures to estimate the
composition [60]. It is recognized that not all tray temperatures are measured but using those that
are available can improve the composition estimates.
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Plantwide Control 17-13

To apply the SOCVs method, a dynamic loss function L is defined. Here, L represents a measure
of the total amount of off-specification product when the process is subjected to a set of expected
disturbances while the set points of the candidate SOCVs are held constant:

L=
∣
∣
∣∣
∣

∫ Tf

t0

FDME(t)
[
xDME(t)− x∗DME

]
dt+

∫ Tf

t0

FWW (t)
[
xWW (t)− x∗WW

]
dt

∣∣
∣∣
∣

(17.6)

where t0 and Tf represent the initial and final times, respectively; FDME and FWW are the mass
flowrates of the product streams DME and WW, respectively; xDME and xWW represent the DME
composition by weight in the distillate and bottoms streams of the product and water columns
respectively; and x∗DME and x∗WW are their respective set points.

Based on experiential knowledge, the expected set of disturbances are assumed to be change
in the feed stream MeOH composition (−4.0 wt%) and throughput (+3.0%). The candidate CVs
are chosen from the temperature of the column trays [60]. Dynamic simulations are done to
determine the value of L. The simulated results show that the temperature of tray 2 in the product
column is the best variable to determine the DME composition and the temperature of water
column at tray 26 is the best measured variable to determine the bottom stream water composition.

4. Step 4: Plantwide control structure.
The pairing between controlled and manipulate variables provides a control structure for the
process. However, the control strategy needs both the control structure and a suitable control
law. A typical control law that has been successful is the proportional-integral (PI) feedback
control law [61]. This law can take more than one form [62,63]. This law will be applied for each
control/manipulated variable pair. The process flowsheet with the full decentralized PI control
structure is shown in Figure 17.5. The tuning parameters (controller gain and integral time
constant) of these PI controllers are based on Ziegler–Nichols tuning rules and the internal model
control (IMC) tuning rules [62]. The PI tuning constants are listed in Table 17.4.

Three temperature controllers are used to regulate three compositions. First, controller
Rout_TC (see Table 17.4) is the primary controller of the cascade loop to regulate the reactor exit
composition. The other two composition controllers are labeled DME_CC and WW_CC. The
former is used to regulate the DME product purity in the distillate of the product column and the
latter to regulate the water purity in the bottom stream of the water column.

17.3.3 Results and Discussion

Two case studies are provided to demonstrate the suggested plantwide control structure. In the first
study, a +5.0% change in the throughput is introduced and in the second study a −10.0% in the feed
MeOH composition. Both are introduced 10.0 h after the plant has achieved steady state. Both changes are
modeled as a step changes. The closed-loop performance is based on the time it takes for the controlled
variables to return to their set points, the magnitude of overshoot, and the settling time (the time it takes
to reach within 5% of the final value).

17.3.3.1 Case Study 1: Feed Throughput Change

The closed-loop responses of the reactor inlet and exit temperatures are shown in Figure 17.6. The
controller Rin_TC responds to the disturbance by adjusting the reactor inlet temperature by 0.57%.
The reactor exit temperature has an average transient of 0.03% but settles 6 h after the disturbance is
introduced.

Figure 17.7 shows the composition of the DME product column and the composition of the water
stream in the water column. There is an overshoot in the DME product of 0.27% and a settling time of
6 h. In the case of the water purity there is an undershoot of 0.5% with a settling time of 15 h. It is possible
that different tuning parameters on the water controller may reduce the settling time.
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FIGURE 17.5 Decentralized PI control structure. Pressure controllers of streams Feed and RCY are omitted for
simplicity.

TABLE 17.4 PI Controller Tuning Values

Controller CV MV Kp TI (min)

Rin_FC FRin V1 −6.9a 0.7

Rin_TC TRin QHT1 −2.2 1.6

Rout_TC TRout SP of Rin_TC −1.3 5.2

By_FC FBy V2 −12.5 0.9

Sep_TC TSep QCL1 −0.4 4.0

Sep_FC FSep V3 −13.8 0.8

B1_PC B1 top pressure QCon1 −4.2 28.5

B1con_LC LCon1 V4 4.4 25.0

DME_CC T2
B1

b QReb1 −8.5 18.7

B1reb_LC LReb1 V5 9.3 14.1

B2_PC B2 top pressure QCon2 −3.1 26.4

B2con_LC LCon2 V6 3.7 23.2

B2reb_LC LReb2 V7 7.6 19.8

WW_CC T26
B2

c QReb2 −10.2 34.5

WW_TC TWW QCL2 −0.5 4.1

a Minus sign: reverse acting.
b Temperature of tray 2: product column.
c Temperature of tray 26: water column.
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FIGURE 17.6 Closed-loop response of the reactor inlet and exit temperatures in response to a+5% change in feed
throughput.
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FIGURE 17.7 Closed-loop response of the DME and water product purities in response to a +5% change in feed
throughput.
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FIGURE 17.8 Utility response to a+ 5% change in the throughput.

Key utility responses are shown in Figure 17.8. As the throughput of the process increases, the energy
required for the system also increases. It can be seen from Figure 17.8, that the manipulated variables
change smoothly and reach a steady value 2 h after the disturbance occurs. As before, it is possible to
change the closed-loop performance by modifying the tuning parameters.
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FIGURE 17.9 Temperature profiles of the reactor exit streams in response to a− 10% change in the feed methanol
composition.
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FIGURE 17.10 Closed-loop response of the DME and water product purities in response to a− 10% change in the
feed methanol composition.
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FIGURE 17.11 Utility profiles to regulate a− 10% change in the feed methanol composition.
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17.3.3.2 Case Study 2: Feed Composition Change

The closed-loop performance of the reactor inlet and exit temperatures is shown in Figure 17.9. The
outlet temperature has a 0.2% undershoot before settling 7 h after the disturbance is introduced. The inlet
temperature’s set point is 1.2% greater than its initial value at steady state.

Figure 17.10 shows the compositions of DME and water product streams. Near 100% water purity is
established after 2.5 h. In the case of the DME product, there is a 0.35% undershoot and a settling time
of 7 h.

The duties of the heater and the DME column reboiler are shown in Figure 17.11.
These two case studies show that as long as the reactor exit composition is regulated, the recycle stream

will be mostly composed on unreacted methanol. The unusual control difficulties can be interpreted as
requiring a more operable design that enables control objectives. More advanced control strategies such as
model predictive controller may improve the overall performance of the plant. However, the development
of such advanced control strategies, its cost, maintenance, and potential benefits should be investigated
thoroughly before the investment of time and resources is expended.

17.4 Summary

In this chapter, a review of the some of the popular plantwide design and control methods is presented.
A more in-depth review is limited by space considerations. To assist the reader the methods discussed
are classified into two groups, engineering heuristics or experiential knowledge and a mathematical
framework. In each category an attempt was made to point out advantages and disadvantages. The simple
DME process was used as an example to illustrate some of the more practical approach to plantwide control
design principles and methods. The proposed plantwide control structure is shown to be very effective
even for two common disturbances, feed throughput (measured) and feed composition (unmeasured)
disturbances. From the analysis of the DME plantwide control design, it may be concluded that making
use of both experiential knowledge and mathematical constructs is a good compromise to choosing one
over the other. It may be akin to the old adage of always apply common sense.

It can be appreciated that because of the natural complexity of the plantwide design and control
problems, it is not trivial to find a universal solution that can solve all chemical processes. While the
heuristics are always valuable and provide insightful guidelines, mathematical methods that support
these guidelines are always good to have a strong, well-accepted foundation.

Nomenclature

Notation Definition
CV Control variable
DME Dimethyl ether and/or the product stream of dimethyl ether
Ea Activation energy of the DME reaction
FB1

B Flowrate of the bottom stream of column B1
FBy Flowrate of the bypass stream of the heat exchanger HX1
FDME Flowrate of product stream DME
FRCY Flowrate of the recycle stream RCY
FWW Flowrate of wastewater stream WW
H2O Water
k Kinetic parameter of the DME reaction
Kp Proportional gain
L The dynamic loss function
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Notation Definition
LCon1 Liquid level of condenser in column B1
LReb1 Liquid level of reboiler in column B1
IMC Internal model control
mAHP Modified Analytic Hierarchical Process
MeOH Methanol
MILP Mixed integer linear programming
MINLP Mixed integer nonlinear programming
MPC Model predictive control/controller
MV Manipulate variable
NI Niederlinski Index
Nf Feed tray
NT Total number of trays
PFR Plug flow reactor
PID Proportional integral derivative
PMeOH Partial pressure of MeOH in the DME reaction
PRin Pressure of stream Rin
QCon1 Duty of condenser in column B1
QCon2 Duty of condenser in column B2
QHT1 Heating duty of heater HT1
QReb1 Duty of reboiler in column B1
QReb2 Duty of reboiler in column B2
R Universal gas constant
RCY Recycle stream of the DME process
RGA Relative gain array
Rin Inlet stream of reactor PFR
Rout Outlet stream of reactor PFR
Rr Molar reflux ratio
rMeOH Conversion rate of MeOH
Sep Material stream feeds column B1 for separation
SOCV Self-optimizing control variable
SP Set point
T Temperature
TRin Temperature of stream Rin
t0 Initial time
Tf Final time
TI Integral time constant
WW Wastewater stream
xDME Dimethyl ether composition in the product stream DME
x∗DME Setpoint of the dimethyl ether composition in the product stream DME
xWW Water composition in the wastewater stream WW
x∗WW Setpoint of the water composition in the wastewater stream WW
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18.1 Introduction

The final products realized in flat strip processing of metal are tinplates and galvanized sheets whose
commercial availability is now worldwide since it is exploited in many applications, including automotive,
food industry, building, and defense industries.

The performances required in this field concern not only the precision of the product to be realized,
but also the need of guaranteeing limited consumption of electric energy and raw materials. Due to
the constant increment of the performance required, the research efforts toward the realization of new
mechanical, automation and control technologies are constantly synergistically increasing.

In this article, we will mainly focus on the realization of control and automation solutions for flat steel
strip although most of the concepts can be applied also for the realization of copper and aluminum strips.

The automation technology applied in flat strip processing is traditionally divided in to three parts
referred to as Level 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In all these three automation layers that need to cooperate
hierarchically in order to guarantee the best final product performances and the highest productivity
levels, a number of control technologies, mathematical models of physical phenomena and optimization
algorithms are implemented.

In this contribution, whose first purpose is to present the most significant automation and control
problems that can be found in all the main processes devoted to flat strip processing, we want to focus on
the Galvanizing process since it represents a very complex system, still not well described in the literature,
that has all the automation peculiarities typical for this sector. In particular, after describing the rolling
process (both hot and cold cases) and the pickling process, we want to present the coating control problem
to be managed in the galvanizing process as an example where Level 1 and Level 2 automation need to
cooperate for guaranteeing the effectiveness of a closed-loop regulation system. In this review, the sensor
and actuator technologies available today are discussed as well.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 18.2, we give a presentation of the metals flat produc-
tion cycle and the structure of a typical automation system for the processes involved. In the subsequent
sections, we define the main aspects concerning the control technologies for hot rolling (Section 18.3),
pickling (Section 18.4) and cold rolling (Section 18.5). Finally, in Section 18.6, we give a thorough presen-
tation of the galvanizing process and the advanced control technologies that have been introduced in the
very latest years for the coating control problem.

18.2 Flat Metal Processing

18.2.1 Main Phases of Flat Strip Processing

Flat metal forming is realized through several consecutive processes whose complexity involves mechan-
ical and automation technologies that are continuously subject to research [1–3].

In steel-making plants, liquid metal is first formed in a blast furnace by reducing the iron oxide. After
further processing, the liquid metal is cast by a process called continuous casting into raw stock shapes.
These are very large pieces of metal with typical rectangular cross-sections (slabs). These pieces have too
large dimensions for practical applications and for this reason their thickness is reduced in rolling mills
that compress them till reaching a desired thickness.

Rolling mills for flat products can be placed in two categories: hot rolling mills and cold rolling mills. In
hot rolling, the material is heated to just below its melting point before being fed into the rolling process.
In cold rolling the material has the environmental temperature and for this reason its hardness is much
higher than in the hot rolling case.

Hot rolling and cold rolling are based not only on different mechanical solutions but also on signif-
icantly different control technologies. In turn, the typical performances required in terms of thickness
targets and tolerances for the final product in hot rolling and cold rolling are significantly different.
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For instance, concerning the steel case, the minimal thickness reached in modern hot strip mills (HSM)
is about 1 mm whereas in cold rolling mills (CRM) the final target thickness is about 0.15 mm.

After hot rolling, in order to prepare the material for cold rolling the surface of the metal strip needs
to be deprived of the oxide layer that is generated by environmental agents. This is realized through a
pickling line (PKL).

After cold rolling the material can be treated again in hot dip galvanizing lines (HDGL) in order to
recover both the mechanical properties of the material (since it has been a subject of a hardening effect
during cold rolling due to the compression of the metal crystals) and also to improve the surface aspect
and protect it from further oxidation.

All these processes involved in flat metal processing can be controlled through a standard software and
automation architecture that includes three automation layers.

18.2.2 Realization of an Automation System in Flat Strip Metals Processing

The hierarchical structure of a control automation system usually adopted for flat strip processing and
several other technological processes in the metals industry is depicted in Figure 18.1 [4,50].

The Level 1 automation directly interacts with low-level devices (actuators and transducers). Real-time
control loops and logic sequences are implemented here. Fast sampling (1 ms) and high computing power
are achieved, for instance, through VME (Versa Module European) architecture technology. Conventional
PLC, instead, guarantees a minimal sample time of 10 ms. The human–machine interface (HMI) offers
to the operator a real-time look at the process.

The Level 2 automation provides higher-level control functions and utilities, like optimal plant setup
calculation, generation of production reports and statistical analysis of product quality. In particular

DB

Level 3 server

Level 3 client

DB

HSM Level 2

PWS

HSM Level 1

VME

PLC

HMI

DB

PKL Level 2

PWS

HMI

DB

CRM Level 2

PWS

HMI

DB

HDGL Level 2

PWS

HMI

PKL Level 1

VME

PLC

CRM Level 1

VME

PLC

HDGL Level 1

VME

PLC

HDGL processCRM processPKL processHSM process

FIGURE 18.1 Structure of a typical automation system for flat metal processing.
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mathematical models of technological processes are used to generate proper plant setups. Reliability of
physical models, at different and even time-varying working conditions, is guaranteed by self-adaptation
that is, identification techniques based on plant feedback that improve recursively the reliability of the
model predictions. Technological information and historical archive of production are stored into the
Database (DB), while the process workstation (PWS) offers a graphic interface to the Level 2 utilities.

In many cases, a Level 3 automation system is implemented in order to provide additional utilities
for top-level production supervision (the so-called Manufacturing Execution System (MES) functions),
storage yard management and coordination among Levels 2 of the different processes belonging to the
same plant.

As put in evidence in Figure 18.1, the Level 3 automation system is in charge of coordinating the
production scheduling between the hot plant area (represented by the HSM) and the cold plant area, that
is, the CRM, the PKL and the HDGL.

18.3 Flat Strip Processing in HSM

Referring to the steel case, the HSM purpose is to process cast steel slabs having 250 mm thickness into
steel flat strip with as little as 1.0 mm thickness.

The typical HSM process consists of the following steps (Figure 18.2):

• The casting machine where a continuous steel casting is produced and then cut into slabs.
• The slabs are then reheated in a furnace in order to reach the optimal temperature.
• A first rolling stand (the roughing mill) realizes a preliminary thickness reduction.
• Then, the finishing mill constituting 5/7 consecutive rolling stands has the purpose of reducing the

thickness to the desired value.

In the finishing mill an important task is performed by a hydraulic arm, called the looper, placed in
the middle between two consecutive stands and whose purpose is to keep the strip tension at a constant
value. This mechanical system is subject to particularly unstable dynamics that makes the control problem
tricky.

18.3.1 Control Technologies Applied to HSM

The use of advanced control and modeling solution for HSM has been subject to wide research efforts in
many directions in the past 40 years (see [5] and references quoted therein):

• The use of multivariable control techniques has been proposed for the finishing mill since the 1970s
(see [6] and references therein) and now it is considered a consolidated tool for controlling the
generic rolling stand together with the downstream looper or the downstream coiler.

• Several models have been developed in order to predict the material characteristics according to
the material temperature and the rolling process [7] and control is applied for regulating the coiling
temperature.

• Advanced control techniques are applied in order to compensate friction phenomena [8].

Descaler

Roughing
stand

Pendulum
shear

Tunnel
furnace Edger Heated

cover table
Crop
shearDescaler

Finishing stands
Blowers Cooling

section
Down
coiler

FIGURE 18.2 A conventional HSM process.
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FIGURE 18.3 Thickness control in HSM.

• Models and controllers [9] are proposed in order to improve the material flatness and profile.
• Steering control techniques [10,11] are recently introduced in order to increase the productivity

levels by reducing the probability of cobble events.

In the following sections we will concentrate on the presentation of the control technologies for
thickness regulation [51–53].

In Figure 18.3 we report an example of a thickness regulator applied to the HSM case and we put in
evidence that typically the HSM is provided with the following sensors:

• Thickness and profile gauge is based on x-ray technology and is aimed at measuring the thickness
in the centerline of the material. Rarely they are mounted on a moving carriage and can mea-
sure the whole thickness profile along the width of the coil. In general only one thickness/profile
measurement system is installed at the end of the mill.

• Load cells are provided in order to have a measurement of the rolling force that represents a fun-
damental measurement signal in HSM thickness regulation. In case the load cells are not provided
then the measurement of the hydraulic force signal generated by the pressure transducers installed
in the main cylinder can be exploited as an alternative measure.

• Load cells in some cases are mounted on the loopers in order to get a direct measurement of the
interstand strip tensions. Also in this case an alternative measure is represented by the force signal
generated by the pressure transducers mounted in the hydraulic cylinder acting on the looper.

In the following, we will distinguish between basic and external controllers, that is, controllers that
are in charge of implementing references for physical actuators (basic controllers) and controllers that
produce references for basic controllers in order to reach the desired target (external controllers).

The thickness controller is realized by means of the following Basic controllers:

• The hydraulic gap controller (HGC) receives a gap reference and measures the gap coming from
position encoders placed in the hydraulic cylinder and produces the servo-valve command that
indeed controls the oil mass flow generating the movement of the cylinder. Of course, the measured
gap can be significantly different from the physical gap of the stand because of the stand elastic
stretch.
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18-6 Control System Applications

• The torque controller (TC) controls the torque generated by the two reels. These controllers receive
a torque reference that is produced by the tension control by torque (TCT) controller that aims at
keeping constant the strip coiling/uncoiling tensions.

• The speed controller (SC) is in charge of regulating the stand speed. Of course, in order to guarantee
the rolling stability, the speed reference must be coordinated with the other entities in the mill.

• The hydraulic torque controller (HTC) is in charge of controlling the torque generated by the
looper.

18.3.2 Automatic Gauge Control: The Realization of Thickness Control
in Hot Rolling

The acronym AGC (automatic gauge control) is the system in charge of regulating the thickness. In HSM
applications the AGC strictly needs the acquisition of the stretch for each stand (Figure 18.4). As it will be
detailed later in Section 18.5, in cold rolling the acquisition of the stand stretch is much less important.

The stand stretch represents the elastic behavior of the mechanical structure of the stand when a
compressing force is generated by the main hydraulic cylinder (i.e., the HGC cylinder). This charac-
teristic must be known in advance for implementing the AGC in HSM and for this reason a suitable
control sequence is implemented and executed offline, that is, before rolling (the stretch acquisition
sequence (SAS)).

The SAS is realized by putting the work rolls in contact and linearly modifying the position reference
for the HGC from a minimum value to a maximum value. For each position reference the force measured
by the load cells (or by the HGC hydraulic force measurement) is recorded in order to build a stretch
characteristic like the one depicted in Figure 18.4. The records are, in general, performed twice: the first
one with increasing HGC position references (up readings) and the second one with decreasing HGC
position references (down readings).

The differences between the up readings and the down readings are connected with a nonnegligible
hysteresis in the elastic behavior of the stand. Finally, a best-fit polynomial curve of the following form is
stored in order to perform the AGC task:

Stretch (F)= a1+ a2F+ a3F1/2+ a4F1/3+ · · ·+ anF1/n−1 (18.1)

where F is the measured force.

Mill
force

Mill stretch

Force limit during calibration

Maximum mill force limit

Extrapolated 
best fit curve

Up
readings

Down
readings

FIGURE 18.4 Mill stretch characteristic.
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It needs to be pointed out that the acquisition of the stretch characteristic stretch (F) can be exploited
during rolling to derive an indirect measurement of the material exit thickness h as follows:

ĥ= S+ Stretch (F) (18.2)

where

• h is the strip exit thickness for the considered stand and ĥ is its estimate derived from the previous
equation.

• S is the measured gap for the considered stand derived from the encoders mounted in the hydraulic
cylinder.

• F is the measured rolling force (from load cells or from the HGC pressures).

Equation 18.2, referred in the literature to as Gaugemeter equation, is often simplified by introducing
the so-called Mill Modulus Mm of the stand, that is, the elastic constant of the stand:

ĥ= S+ F

Mm
. (18.3)

In general the real implementation of conventional AGC is based on the Equation 18.2 whereas, the
advanced controller synthesis based on models can exploit the linear version represented by Equation 18.3
[12,13].

The AGC in HSM has the purpose of keeping constant the thickness of the material by acting on the
position references for all the HGC by compensating several phenomena—for instance the hysteresis of
the stand stretch, the variation of the material hardness caused by possible fluctuations of the material
temperature, and so on.

To do this it is necessary to take into account that the presence of a looper between one stand and
the following one implies that the regulation performed by one stand does not influence the regulation
performed by the adjacent stands provided an effective interstand tension control is guaranteed by the
looper. This fact represents the main reason why the control architecture of AGC for hot rolling and cold
rolling are significantly different.

The AGC for HSM is realized by some External controllers cooperating during rolling. In particular
two regulators are in charge of controlling the looper [49]:

• The looper control by torque (LCT): The LCT realizes the regulation of the interstand tension by
acting on the torque reference exploited by the HTC. In general the LCT is fed by the tension error
generated by a load cell mounted on the looper or, alternatively, by the estimation of the interstand
tension derived by the looper hydraulic force.

• The looper control by speed (LCS): The LCS aims at regulating the looper angular position by acting
on the speed reference of the upstream stand (i.e., by acting on the reference for the SC acting on
the upstream stand). This regulator is also referred to as the Mass Flow regulator.

The proper thickness regulation is realized in a different way for the intermediate stands and for the
final stand respectively. Indeed, for the intermediate stands a direct thickness measurement is not available
and consequently an indirect measurement of the thickness is achieved from the Gaugemeter principle
of Equations 18.2 and 18.3.

Consequently, the AGC represented in Figure 18.4 is composed of the following two regulators:

• The absolute gauge control, feedback via gap (AGBG): The AGBG is applied to all the intermediate
stands that are not provided with a direct thickness measurement device and is based on the
gaugemeter principle and generates a trim for the gap reference of the corresponding HGC. This
controller is also in charge of making some feedforward compensations connected to the variation
of the oil film for the backup roll bearings, the thermal expansion of the work roll due to the contact
with the strip and the variation of the roll diameters due to wear.
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18-8 Control System Applications

• The monitor gauge control, feedback via gap (MGBG): It aims at keeping the strip thickness exiting
the last stand of the finishing mill according to the proper target value by using the feedback of
thickness coming from the x-ray located at the mill exit. The deviation signal is used to correct the
gap references for the HGC of all the stands. Indeed, a dedicated algorithm defines how to distribute
the corrections among all the finishing stands.

The main problem in implementing the MGBG is that it is strictly necessary to take into account the
transport delays between the x-ray and the stand that implements the required correction.

Finally, as put in evidence in Figure 18.3, the LCT can receive a trim from the AGBG regulator in order
to reduce the interactions between the LCT and the AGBG.

18.3.3 Speed Master

The speed of the stands and reels must be coordinated in order to guarantee the stability of the mill; this
feedforward controller is known as speed master.

In order to prevent instability problems for the hot rolling process, one stand is selected as the pivot
stand and the speed variations of the pivot are compensated in feedforward through suitable speed
variations for the other stands.

In order to do this, it is fundamental to know, as precisely as possible, the forward slip (FS) for all the
stands, that is, the following coefficient representing the relation between the stand motor angular speed
Ω and the exit strip speed Vout :

FS = Vout

RΩ
(18.4)

where R is the work roll radius.
In general, the FS coefficients are estimated through suitable mathematical models installed in the

Level 2 automation system together with its sensitivities with respect to the tension set points and the
strip speed.

18.3.4 The Multivariable Control Applied for the Finishing Mill

In the last few years, advanced control technologies are implemented and are now considered well
established in the control of the thickness in the HSM finishing mill. As widely presented in the literature
(see, e.g., [12–17]) the main purpose is to provide a multivariable framework in order to integrate the
main controllers acting in the HSM process (more precisely, the AGBG, LCT, and LCS) in only one
controller that reduces possible interferences between the various tasks and allows not only to increase
the performances but also to decrease the probability of cobbles during the realization of ultra-thin gauges.

The multivariable control is consequently applied in the intermediate stands in order to perform
together the AGBG realized by the ith stand together with the LCT/LCS applied to the downstream
looper (Figure 18.5).

Another reason for using advanced control is represented by the necessity of introducing a priori
robustness about a possible uncertainty associated to the knowledge of the stand stretch: indeed, it is
possible to prove that the presence of a strong uncertainty in the knowledge of the mill modulus could
cause the AGBG instability (see [12] and references quoted there in). On the other hand, as previously
explained, the measurement of the stretch is performed off-line and it is subject to time-variability together
with the stand wear.

18.4 Modeling and Control of Steel Pickling Process

After leaving the HSM, the material reacts both with air and cooling water, thus leading to the formation
of an oxide layer. Its properties depend on many factors: the steel’s chemical composition, the so-called
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Strip

  Looper

i-th stand

Stand Stand

i-th interstand

FIGURE 18.5 The contest of application of a multivariable control for HSM.

down-coil temperature (i.e., the strip temperature when leaving the HSM), and the cooling process
duration [55,56].

18.4.1 Pickling of Carbon Steel

Descaling of hot rolled strips is achieved in pickling lines (PKLs) usually consisting of many processing
tanks, where the steel strip comes into contact with a corrosive solution (in general, hydrochloric acid).
Acid reacts with the oxide layer. Iron chlorides and iron ions are dissolved into the acid baths. The
processing capability of the line is maintained by reintegrating baths with fresh acid and discharging
the exhaust solution. In most cases, the PKL is coupled with an acid regeneration plant (ARP), which
regenerates the exhaust solution by removing the iron contents, thus saving the consumption of fresh
acid.

Usually, the scale thickness is 10–20 μm. Its so-called crack structure is not uniform, but it mainly
consists of a layer of wustite (FeO). According to the descaling model described in [18], the acid penetrates
the scale structure, thus reaching the free metal surface. The reaction occurring between acid and free
metal generates a local current flowing from the scale-free metal portion, acting as an anode, to the
conductive wustite layer, playing the role of cathode.

Fe −→ Fe+2 + 2e− . (18.5)

The local current reduces the trivalent ions in the wustite, transforming them into acid-soluble bivalent
iron ions. The scale is quickly dissolved. The chemical reaction is generally accelerated by heating the
acid solution up to 65–85◦C. Different design concepts of strip processing tanks characterize different
pickling systems (Figure 18.6). They are briefly presented in the sequel.

Deep-type PKLs consist of deep working tanks where the acid solution presents an extremely slow flow
motion.

Shallow-type PKLs rely on a different tank design, which guarantees higher pickling effect on the bottom
surface of the strip, with respect to conventional deep-type lines, even with slow motion of acid
flow. Unfortunately, some sealing problems characterize this kind of plants.

Turbulence PKLs maintain the acid liquor in movement thanks to directly injected acid. The higher
kinetic energy of the directly injected acid accelerates the descaling process and increases the heat
transfer coefficient between strip and acid.

Turboflo PKLs consist of pickling tanks divided into a number of cells of 2 m length with special tank
covers [19]. In this case higher strip speeds (up to 400 m/min for light gauge strips) can be reached
without compromising the pickling effect.
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18-10 Control System Applications

FIGURE 18.6 Different design of PKL tanks. (a) Deep-type tanks; (b) shallow-type tanks; (c) turbulence tanks; (d)
turboflo tanks.

18.4.2 Pickling of Stainless Steel

Stainless steel is produced in many different qualities depending on the different material application
and comprises of austenitic, ferritic, and martensitic grades. It is available in the form of cold-rolled or
hot-rolled strips.

Recrystallizing treatment in annealing furnaces is required for both hot- and cold-rolled strips, before
being used or cold rolled again. Thus, repeated descaling of stainless-steel strips needs to be performed,
in order to remove mill scale and scale resulting from annealing process as well.

With respect to carbon steel, the scale from stainless steel is more difficult to be removed. Moreover, hot
rolling and annealing processes lead to the diffusion of chromium from the upper layer of base material
into the scale. Also the resulting chromium depleted layer on the strip surface needs to be removed by the
pickling process.

Annealing and descaling treatment of stainless steel are often combined in a single processing line
[20,54]. Since the strip speed is governed by the annealing section, the pickling process must guarantee
a suitable operational flexibility to avoid unwanted underpickling (i.e., incomplete scale removal) or
overpickling phenomena. This requirement led to the development of specific descaling processes for
stainless steel.

18.4.3 Management and Control of Pickling Processes

In the context of steel manufacturing, many efforts are devoted to the development of advanced control
methodologies for rolling mills. Processing lines (pickling and annealing) instead, are characterized by
slow dynamics. For these reasons, usually they are not supplied with sophisticated automation systems.
PKLs in particular, are often managed through semimanual operating practices, defined on the basis of
operator experience and plant specific knowledge.

Nevertheless, in recent years the field has become quite competitive and modern control and automa-
tion solutions are required in order to achieve significant improvements in quality, production, and
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reduction of consumption. The increasing interest of model-based applications [21,22] is motivated by
providing additional process monitoring capabilities and offering valid support to the operators’ deci-
sions. Some of the main motivations for improving automation systems of PKLs are recalled in the
sequel.

1. Modern Turboflo PKLs [19] are characterized by fast dynamics, which require higher control
performance with respect to traditional push-pull or even low-speed continuous lines [22,23].

2. Real-time chemical analysis of pickling baths is usually unavailable. Process monitoring capabilities
of plant automation systems can be extremely useful for plant operators [24].

3. ARPs usually guarantee the best performances and efficiency if the process control systems are able
to keep the concentrations of metals in the exhaust acid solution, coming from the PKL, almost
constant.

4. The increasing demand for high quality steel products requires that the correct grade of descaling
is ensured by process automation. Underpickling is responsible for corrosion damages of steel
strips. Overpickling, instead, reduces the strip quality and increases its roughness, thus leading to
different friction values during cold rolling.

Through the support of valid process control systems it is possible to improve the plant’s efficiency by
reducing the consumption of steam and fresh acid.

18.4.4 Pickling Lines Main Components

As previously mentioned, PKLs present a modular structure. The descaling process takes place in many
equally sized consecutive stages. The typical structure of a pickling stage is shown in Figure 18.7. The list
of its main components follows.

1. In the working tank (WT) the strip comes into contact with the acid reactant (different designs of
WT are shown in Figure 18.6). The WT is continuously refilled with heated acid solution, while
the exhaust solution is drained, and the fluid level is kept constant. Part of the pickling medium

Recirculation tank

Working tank

From the
following stage

To the
previous stage

From the ARPTo the ARP

Recirculation
pump

Heat
exchanger

Steam

Strip

FIGURE 18.7 Schematic graph of a pickling stage. PKL models.
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18-12 Control System Applications

can be lost because of evaporation, due to temperature and spraying. Part of the solution, instead,
is transported, despite sealing, on the strip surface into the following treatment tank.

2. The recirculation tank (RT) provides acid solution to the WT, and receives, from this one, the
pickling liquor enriched with metals. Depending on both the line structure and the sequential
position of the stage, the RT can receive fresh acid solution directly from the ARP and/or from the
adjacent stages. In the same way, it can be directly drained, otherwise part of the fluid can be sent
to the previous or to the next stage.

3. The recirculation pump (RP) guarantees the continuous flow of pickling solution between working
and recirculation tank. Conventional PKLs are provided with fixed-speed recirculation pumps. In
this case, the recirculation flow rate must be high enough to keep the concentration of acid and
metals in the working and in the RT at the same values. Modern Turboflo, instead, usually rely on
variable-speed recirculation pumps. The possibility of changing the pump speed introduces a fast
control action on the acid concentrations inside the WT, especially useful in case of fast transients
or plant stops.

4. Through the heat exchanger, thermal power provided by hot steam is transferred to the pickling
liquor. The temperature of the acid solution downstream the exchanger is regulated by means of
a closed-loop controller of steam flow.

18.4.5 Pickling Line Models

Nomenclature:
T Acid solution temperature
x Acid concentration
LWT Length of the working tank
ws Strip width
qS Mass flow of scale removed from the strip
δs Mass density of the oxide layer
hsin Inlet scale thickness
hsout Outlet scale thickness
vs Strip speed
I Specific current per surface unit

18.4.5.1 Purpose of the Mathematical Model

For PKLs, Level 1 provides real-time control of strip speed and tensions, acid solution level inside
treatment tanks, temperature of pickling baths and electric current for electrolytic processes. Moreover,
Level 1 manages all the automatic sequences for tanks refilling.

Level 1 receives the proper set-point values of the above mentioned variables from Level 2, depending on
the features of the coil to be processed and on the status of the line in terms of acid solution concentrations
and temperatures. In this case, the support of a mathematical model aims at guaranteeing:

• Optimal setup calculation.
• Coil-to-coil estimation of bath’s degradation even if real-time chemical analysis of pickling baths is

unavailable.
• Optimal tank refilling with consequent saving of fresh or regenerated acid.

18.4.5.2 Structure of the Mathematical Model

The mathematical model is based on first principles and relies on mass balance equations expressed for
the RT and WT. These mass balanced equations can be easily derived, not only for global volumes but
also for each chemical species including the mass flows lost due to evaporation and the chemical mass
flows deriving from chemical reactions.
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In particular, for PKLs using hydrochloric acid, the most important chemical reaction is represented
by:

FeO+ 2HCl → Cl2Fe+H2O.

As proposed in [22], a proper mathematical description of the descaling process can be achieved by
introducing a quantity called average reaction speed (ARS). It is defined as the rate of removed oxide
quantity per surface and time unit. ARS can be determined by means of laboratory tests and it is also
widely used to express the effectiveness of a line operated at specified concentrations and temperatures.

ARS is a quadratic function of acid concentration x and temperature T :

ars (x, T)= kx1x+ kx2x2+ kT1T + kT1T2. (18.6)

The flow rate of removed oxide taking place in a treatment tank of length LWT , processing a strip of
width ws, can be obtained as

qs = ars (x, T)wsLWT

Then, the scale thickness at the output of the treatment tank can be computed as follows:

hsout = hsin− qs

wsδs

1

vs
.

In electrolytic PKLs for stainless steel the ARS formula (Equation 18.6) needs to be replaced because
the descaling process is driven by electric current. For lines using a neutral electrolyte, like Na2SO4,
the quantity of removed oxide layer is essentially proportional to the quantity of electric charge moved
through the strip surface. If an acid reactant, like H2SO4, is used, even its descaling action has to be
properly taken into account. Temperature, instead, does not significantly affect the pickling process.

A model of ARS for electrochemical pickling can be obtained by simply replacing temperature with
specific current I in Equation 18.6:

ars (x, I)= kx1x+ kx2x2+ kT1I + kT1I2. (18.7)

18.5 Cold Rolling: Control Applied in Reversing
and Tandem Rolling

Cold rolling [57] is performed in order to further reduce thickness and achieve material properties that
are suitable for the realization of products where higher thickness precision, suitable flatness profiles and
higher surface quality must be guaranteed.

Strip thickness reduction by means of cold rolling can be realized mainly by means of three types of
processes that requires different automation solutions in terms of sensors and control technologies:

• Single stand cold reversing mills (SCRM): the flat metal strip is processed in several passes (from 3
to 7) and the coil is uncoiled–recoiled by two reels installed in proximity of the stand.

• Double stand cold reversing mills (2CRM): the reduction of the thickness is achieved with a reversing
process but the number of passes (from 1 to 3) is reduced by increasing the number of stands.

• Tandem cold mill (TCM): the thickness reduction is achieved with a number of nonreversing stands
(typically from 3 to 5 stands) [25].

In some cases the TCM process is coupled with the pickling process in order to increase the productivity
[26,27]. In this case the process is known as continuous tandem cold mill (CTCM) because coils are welded
together and the process is expected to stop only for maintenance reasons. In this case even the weld
between a coil and the following one is subject to rolling ( flying setup), see, for example, [28].
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FIGURE 18.8 Thickness control in SCRM.

In Figure 18.8 we depict an example of a possible thickness controller for SCRM and the most common
configuration of sensors:

• Thickness gauges like for HSM case are based on x-ray technology and are aimed at measuring the
thickness in the centerline (and seldom the thickness profile).

• Speed gauges are sensors based on laser technologies or are simply encoders. In general the use of
laser technology (much more expensive) is preferred when the required measuring precision must
be guaranteed also in the presence of fast acceleration/declaration periods, that is, when an encoder
can lose contact with the material.

• Load cells are in general installed in each interstand in order to get a direct measurement of the
interstand tension.

As depicted in Figure 18.8, it is quite common to see SCRM installations provided with thickness and
speed sensors (possibly encoders) on both sides of the mill.

18.5.1 AGC−−The Realization of Thickness Control in Cold Rolling

In cold rolling (and in particular in tandem rolling) this regulation effect is realized with sophisticated
controllers that need to take into account that loopers are not present and consequently the regulation
activity of all the stands must be coordinated in order to guarantee stability of the rolling process.

As we have done for HSM rolling in Section 18.3, in the following we will distinguish between basic and
external controllers. The basic controllers {HGC, SM, TC} do not depend on the type of rolling process
considered (see Section 18.3) whereas the external controllers can change significantly according to the
structure of the process and the availability of sensors.

For the SCRM the external controllers are:

• The tension control via torque (TCT): The entry/exit tensions are kept constant through the torque
regulated by the TC that, in turn, exploits the motors applied to the coiler/uncoiler reels.

• The gauge control, feedback via gap (GBG): This controller generates a trim for the HGC reference

on the basis of the thickness measurement H
Xray
out available downstream the stand.

• The gauge control, feedforward via gap (GFG): This controller generates a trim for the HGC reference
in order to anticipate the thickness deviations of the incoming strip to be rolled through the x-ray

installed on the entry side and producing the measurement H
Xray
in .
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• Gauge control, mass flow via gap (GMG): This controller aims at compensating the deviations of
thickness Hout by exploiting the mass flow principle and so the speed measurements of the strip
at the entry side and exit side (Vin and Vout). More precisely, since strip width variations are
negligible the following mass flow balance equation is expected to be satisfied:

H
Xray
in Vin =H

Xray
out Vout . (18.8)

On the basis of Equation 18.8, it is possible to track the measurement of H
Xray
in at the entry side of

the stand and then get another measurement of the thickness at the exit of the considered stand:

HMF
out :=H

Xray
in

Vin

Vout
. (18.9)

The GMG, by controlling the signal HMF
out instead of the signal H

Xray
out , guarantees a wider stability

margin and better performances than the GBG, since there is no transport delay affecting the
measure represented by HMF

out .

In the 2CRM the HGC applied on stand #1 (Figure 18.9) does not aim at regulating the stand #1 exit
thickness directly. Indeed, some regulators are introduced in the 2CRM case in order to keep, as much as
possible, constant the interstand tension between stand #0 and stand #1 in order to avoid the generation
of disturbances for the GMG/GBG acting on stand #0.

Moreover, the thickness at the exit of stand #1 is regulated by the gauge control, feedback via speed
(GBS). This regulator acts on the speed reference used by the SC applied on stand #1 and, possibly, on
the speed reference used by the SC applied on stand #0.

The interstand tension is indeed controlled by two mutually exclusive controllers:

• The tension control via speed (TCS): This controller regulates the interstand tension by varying the
speed reference for the SC applied on the stand #0.

• The tension control via gap (TCG): This controller acts on the gap reference for the HGC applied
on stand #1.

The selection between keeping active the TCG or the TCS depends on the mill speed. Indeed, at low
speed the TCS results are in a more prompt controller but, of course, it can interfere with the GBS that
is in charge of guaranteeing the final thickness. Consequently, a suitable logic is implemented in order

SC SC

HGC

TCS

GFG

GMG

0

GBG

TC

TCG

TCT

1

TCT

GBS

TC

HGC

FIGURE 18.9 Thickness control in 2CRM.
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FIGURE 18.10 Thickness control in TCM.

to switch, as soon as possible, from TCS to TCG when the speed reaches a threshold. Of course, in the
2CRM when the rolling direction is inverted the roles of the stands #0 and #1 are inverted and the external
controllers are applied with a symmetrical logic.

In TCM [24–27, 29–31] the control logic applied to 2CRM is further extended in order to take into
account the contribution of more stands (Figure 18.10) and the corresponding availability of sensors.

Indeed, a typical TCM installation is provided with the following sensors:

• Thickness x-ray at the entry side of stand #0 and at the exit of stand #0.
• Thickness x-ray at the exit of last stand.
• Laser speed meters are in general installed only on entry/exit of stand #0.
• All the interstand speeds and the coiling speeds are measured through encoders.
• All the interstand tensions are measured by load cells.

As in the 2CRM case, GMG/GBG/GFC is applied to the first stand of the tandem (stand #0 in
Figure 18.10) whereas the GBS, in charge of regulating the final thickness, can act on the speed ref-
erences for all the stands. Moreover, as in the 2CRM case, all the interstand tensions are regulated by
TCG or TCS.

Finally, as in the HSM case the Speed Master controller (Section 18.3.3) must be implemented in order
to coordinate the speeds of the various entities in the mill. This is particularly important in 2CRM/TCM
where the interstand tension regulation guaranteed by TCG/TCS is not as fast as that guaranteed by the
TCT or by the LCT implemented in HSM through the looper.

18.5.2 Automatic Flatness Control (AFC): Flatness Control in Cold Rolling

The control tasks realized in the Level 1 closed-loop control for cold rolling concerns not only the thickness
(AGC) but also the flatness (AFC) [32,33].

In hot rolling, similar controllers are not so widespread due to the more difficult realization of effective
sensors: contact sensors become quickly unreliable due to the wear generated by the high temperature of
the strip whereas contactless sensors, when based on optical technologies, give information only about
the presence of manifested flatness defects. In any case, most of the concepts presented here are valid for
Hot Rolling case as well.

For a strip subject to cold rolling, the flatness is defined as the amount of internal stress difference
along the width of the material. The measurement of the strip internal stresses (the so-called shape)
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Automation and Control Solutions for Flat Strip Metal Processing 18-17

during coiling can be taken through suitable sensors named shapemeters or stressometers that until now
represent a significant investment. Due to the cost of these sensors seldom a plant is equipped with more
than one flatness sensor, that is, the shapemeter installed at the exit of the mill.

The AFC task is usually performed by exploiting in closed-loop the flatness actuators of the last stand
only, since it is the nearest to the shapemeter and it has the most immediate and predictable effect on the
coil final flatness.

Differently to the hot rolling case, which exploits almost exclusively stands of 4HI type (i.e., stands with
4 rolls), the rolling stands used for performing cold rolling can have more advanced flatness actuators: in
general in TCM/2CRM the stands could be of 4HI type or 6HI type (i.e., stands with 6 rolls). SCRM process
can be realized (in particular for stainless steel) with stands of 20HI type also (“Cluster mills”) [34,35,58].

18.5.2.1 Shape Measurement System

A conventional shapemeter used in cold rolling consists of an array of load cells distributed along the
width of the strip (the interested reader is referred to [3] for other nonconventional sensors). Each load cell
produces a signal representing the pressure exercised by the slice of strip in contact with it. Consequently,
the shapemeter produces an array of tension signals whose dimension is the amount of load cells placed
on the sensor:

Shape = [T1 T2 . . . TL] .

Recently, contact-less sensors based on ultrasound are available and provide a quite similar array of
signals.

It is worth pointing out that the presence of a gradient in the specific tension associated to two different
strip slices implies that the two slices will present different elongation values (see Figure 18.11). In turn,
an excessive difference in the elongation between the strip slices could imply a manifested flatness defect
that should be corrected.

18.5.2.2 The Conventional AFC System based on Least Mean Squares

The problem of correcting a possible flatness defect (i.e., a deviation of the measured shape with respect
to the desired shape target) can be faced if the influence of each flatness actuator on each tension
measurement Ti is known, where i = 1, . . . , L.

Tension Tension

T1

Average length without tension

Length with tension

T2

TL

h

Δw

FIGURE 18.11 The flatness defect is induced by differential internal tensions causing differential elongation.
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18-18 Control System Applications

In other words, it is necessary to know the relation

ΔShape (Act)= [
ΔT1(Act) ΔT2(Act) . . . ΔTL(Act)

]=M(Act)ΔAct (18.10)

for each actuator, where Act represents the generic flatness actuator and M(Act) is a vector of dimension
L representing the sensitivity matrix of the generic actuator Act on the shape.

The sensitivity matrices M(Act) are computed by the Level 2 automation flatness models that allow
the prediction of the deflection as a result of the implementation of the actuator references (Roll Stack
Deflection Model, RSDM) and how this deflection modifies the shape of the material (Shape Model (SM))
(the interested reader is referred to [36] and references therein).

Once the matrices M(Act) are known, the closed-loop control problem is conventionally solved by
means of LMS. More precisely at each time instant the measured shape error (i.e., the difference between
the shape measurement and the shape target) is provided to an optimization tool based on LMS, which
computes, by inverting Equation 18.10, the optimal variation of each actuator reference with respect to
the current status [35]:

ΔActCorr =M(Act)+ΔShape_Err.

The use of LMS in the field is actually complemented of additional logic that is in charge of avoiding several
problems: as an example, it is necessary to execute the control algorithm even when two flatness actuators
have quite similar but not identical sensitivities. In principle, in such a situation the bare LMS algorithm
could produce, as optimal result, a flatness actuator configuration having some actuators uselessly fighting
themselves or a configuration that cannot be actually implemented due to actuator saturation.

18.6 The Use of a Multivariable Controller for Deposited Zinc
in HDGL: Introduction and Problem Settling

Nomenclature:
U Strip speed
M Zinc coating weight
L Distance between the air knives and the coating gauge
ρ Molten zinc density
μ Molten zinc viscosity
g Gravity acceleration constant
h Air knives gap—strip horizontal position
X Air knives gap—zinc pot vertical position
d Air knives opening gap
P0 Air knives supply pressure
Ts Strip temperature
Tzp Zinc pot temperature

These subscripts will be applied to M with the following meaning:

ref Zinc coating target
err Zinc coating regulation error
hot Zinc coating at the air knives when the zinc is still in molten status
solid Zinc coating after solidification
solid_meas Zinc coating measurement produced by a cold coating gauge
solid_pred Zinc coating estimation produced by a mathematical model
solid_pred_del Synchronized estimation of the zinc coating with the measurement.
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FIGURE 18.12 A possible layout of a HDGL.

The HDGL is constituted of several devices installed consecutively in a continuous line aiming at
improving the quality of a flat steel strip. As pointed out in Figure 18.12 the main devices of the HDGL
are represented by:

• A coil welder used to weld consecutively several coils together to guarantee the continuity of the
process.

• An annealing furnace that guarantees the mechanical properties of the material through material
recrystallization.

• A skin pass mill mainly used to correct possible strip flatness defects.
• The coating system.

As far as the zinc coating process is concerned, the HDGL section dedicated to this process (see
Figure 18.13 for a detail) includes the following devices installed after the furnace:

• When the strip leaves the furnace, it is then immersed in a zinc pot of a molten bath of a zinc alloy.
• As soon as the strip emerges from the zinc pot the air knives (AK) (i.e., the device is constituted of

two air jets, one for each surface of the strip) then aim at reducing the thickness of the zinc alloy
film (coating weight) through air jet stripping action.

• The strip is then transported along a cooling turret in order to solidify the zinc alloy film.
• Finally, the coating weight is measured by means of an x-ray device (cold coating gauge).

18.6.1 The Purpose of a Coating Weight Closed-Loop Control System
and Performance Definition

The target Mref for a possible closed-loop controller must be chosen taking into account the standard
deviation guaranteed by the system, σ(Msolid_meas), and by the minimal coating weight to be guaranteed
for the final application, Mmin _ref .
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PP PP

Zinc pot

Zinc alloy
molten
bath

Stabilizer
roll

Pressurized
gasHot bridleFurnace

Cold coating
gauge

FIGURE 18.13 The zinc coating process—P represents the installation of a pressure transducer.

Indeed, it is a common practice to measure the zinc coating efficiency according to the following rule

Over-Coat ratio= 1000 Average
(Msolid_meas)

Mmin _ref
(18.11)

and, consequently, it is an advisable practice to choose the target Mref with a rule of the following type:

Mref =Mmin _ref + 2σ(Msolid_meas).

Since the attitude of an operator acting in manual mode on the coating process is to use more zinc
than what is strictly necessary to avoid the possible occurrence of defects (under coating), the purpose of
a closed-loop controller is to guarantee without supervision the Over-Coat ratio to be as much as possible
near to 1000 (but never under 1000) so as to save as much zinc alloy as possible while avoiding possible
under coating.

18.6.2 The Use of a Cold Coating Gauge in Closed-Loop Control

A possible coating weight closed-loop controller must take into account a number of requirements. One
of the main points is represented by the necessity of compensating the considerable measurement delay
represented by the distance between the Cold Coating Gauge and the AK (see [37] for an analysis of the
robustness margin of a possible closed-loop controller).

In order to solve this stability problem definitively the most exploited method is the use of the Smith
Predictor concept (Figure 18.14), that is, the introduction of a prediction model inside the closed loop
[38,39,59].

The use of the Smith Predictor concepts aims at increasing the stability margin and consequently the
possibility of reaching the desired coating weight target in a reduced amount of strip meters. With such
a type of control rationale it is expected that the final target is reached for the first time in 1–3 times the
distance between the actuator and the measurement device.

High-frequency disturbances can be compensated by means of a Smith Predictor based closed-loop
approach and for this reason, as will be detailed later, feedforward compensation concepts must be
superimposed to guarantee disturbance rejection.
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FIGURE 18.14 The Smith Predictor concept applied to the closed-loop coating control.

In the real practice, the vibration of the strip due to the elastic deformation of the strip introduces
significant disturbance with a high-frequency content that in general are hard to compensate by the
AK actuators. This is the main reason why in the recent years magnetic damping systems have been
introduced in the field [40].

The use of a hot coating gauge, that is, a coating measurement device installed just after the AK
device, has been also considered in the field and has been installed in some plants. Of course this type of
measurement device significantly increases the stability margin of a possible closed-loop control without
the use of the Smith Predictor type controller, since it drastically reduces the transport delay but, on the
other hand, it is still not commonly used mainly due to the costs associated to the frequent necessary
maintenance and for the difficulties related to the installation (the hot coating gauge needs to be installed
together with a strip vibration damping system to get a reliable measurement).

The installation of the vibration damping system, on the contrary, is not strictly required with a
cold coating gauge system because, in general, it is installed on the bridle just before the skin pass mill
(Figure 18.12) where the strip is not subject to vibrations anymore.

In the following part of this article, we will treat only the case of the cold coating gauge because it
definitely corresponds to the most widespread and consolidated coating sensor technology used in the
field [38,39].

18.6.3 The Purpose of a Closed-Loop Multivariable Controller

The control problem to be solved has a multivariable nature because of the high number of control
variables and measured variables. It is quite important also to note that the multivariable nature of
this control problem mainly derives from the fact that the coating weight regulation cannot be realized
independently for the two faces of the strip. More precisely, an excessive difference for the actuation
references applied to the control variables for the two jets has several consequences that in turn could
imply the instability of coating process.

For instance an excessive difference between the two AK in terms of supply pressure P0, horizontal
position h or AK gap opening d, implies a movement of the strip with respect to the machine centerline
of the AK device due to a bending effect impressed to the strip. To the best knowledge of the authors the
coordination of the two air jets, the main obstacle to achieve a full automatic control system, has never
been treated till now in the literature.

18.6.3.1 Selection of the Control Variables

The set of the control variables to be selected can change significantly according to the available mechanical
solution:

• The inlet AK jets air pressure, P0.
• The horizontal position of the AK apparatus with respect to the strip, h.
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• The vertical position of the AK apparatus with respect to the Zinc Pot, X.
• The AK opening gap [38], d.

The privileged control variables for this closed-loop control problem are represented by P0 and h both
because they represent the most general control variable choice (they correspond to suitable actuators
always available in any installation) and also because they have an easily predictable effect on the coating
weight.

In many installations h, representing the distance of the AK nozzle from the strip, is not directly
measured and it is only estimated by using absolute encoders. Consequently, the available estimation of
h should be considered subject to low-frequency disturbances due to:

1. A possible wrong calibration of the measurement encoders.
2. A possible wrong calibration of the strip pass line.
3. A possible curvature of the strip caused, as reported before, by an excessive difference between the

setup applied for the two AK or by the curvature resistance of the strip that tends to deviate from
the centerline at the stabilizer roll (Figure 18.13).

The vertical position alone does not provide a flexible control variable because its sensitivity with respect
to M in some cases could turn out small and, consequently, ineffective for a closed-loop controller.

The jet gap d seldomly can be actuated automatically and in general is left to a mechanical pre-tuning
of the AK device. Nowadays, there exist some mechanical installations where the gap can be automatically
set through servomotors. The control procedure proposed in [38] allows regulating the coating weight
profile through several gap actuators installed along the AK lip. This type of mechanical solution is, in
principle, very promising but it still remains extremely rare.

In the following the section presents the implementation of a multivariable controller using as control
variables the pair {P0 and h} because this choice adheres to the most widespread mechanical devices and
guarantees to maintain uniform performance in all possible conditions without any supervision.

18.6.3.2 Definition of the Controlled Variables

The most widespread cold coating gauges are based on a single x-ray source mounted on tracks so as to
continuously travel back and forth, transverse to the movement of the strip. Consequently, the coating
weight profile is available not only along the length of the coil but also along the width of the coil and for
both the surfaces of the strip ( front surface and rear surface).

In general, according to the travel speed of the track several measurements are taken on the strip
along its width (coating weight profile). Let us introduce the following convention: Msolid_meas(p) is the
measurement collected at the normalized coordinate p ∈ [−1,+1] with respect to the strip centerline
where−1 represents the nonblower side and+1 the blower side.

Since, only very particular and expensive mechanical devices [38] allow to correct deviations of the
whole vector of measurement Msolid_meas(·) from the target Mref we will concentrate on the possibility of
regulating two main signals derived from the vector Msolid_meas(·):

Mavg_solid_meas = Average
p∈[−1,+1]

{Msolid_meas(p)} (18.12)

and

Mdif _solid_meas =Msolid_meas(−1)−Msolid_meas(+1). (18.13)

In the following, for the sake of simplicity, the symbol Msolid_meas will be used to represent the vector
of signals [Mavg_solid_meas, Mdif _solid_meas] because this represents the set of controlled variables.

As it will be explained better later, a number of controlled variables can be exploited successfully for
the control of Mavg_solid_meas (between them also the average horizontal position h). On the other hand,
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definitively the most widespread mechanical solutions can regulate Mdif _solid_meas in closed loop by acting
on the differential horizontal position represented by the following variable:

hdif = h(−1)− h(+1). (18.14)

18.6.4 Purpose of Feedforward Compensation

As pointed out before, the closed-loop controller based on a Cold Coating Gauge is not able to compensate
high-frequency disturbances. Furthermore, the coating line could be subject to sudden variations of the
operating conditions.

In practical situations, it is advisable to consider compensating as fast as possible, in a feedforward way,
variations of:

• The strip speed U .
• The strip temperature at the exit of the furnace Ts.

In general, step variations on these process variables correspond to line faults but due to the continuous
nature of the process it is important to guarantee the quality of the coating process even in these particular
situations.

A step variation in the line processing speed can be compensated in a feedforward way through a
coordinated variation of the AK supply pressures and vertical position. Indeed, a variation of the line
speed could imply a drastic variation of the zinc mass flow rate to be removed from the strip surfaces
and the compensation with supply pressures only could turn out impractical. Typical requirements are
to manage line accelerations/decelerations from 50 mpm (low speed) to 200 mpm (full speed).

The variation of the furnace strip exit temperature are not step-like but could have significant variations
that have strong impacts on the strip surface zinc adhesion (for instance, in case of a furnace fault the
strip temperature could be subject to a variation of 50◦C in some minutes).

In order to implement these two feedforward compensation actions the controller depicted in
Figure 18.14 must be complemented with suitable routines as described in Figure 18.15.

The feedforward compensation routines are actually based to the same prediction mathematical model
used for implementing the Smith Predictor concept: these routines implement a gradient method aiming
at maintaining the current coating weight Msolid_meas independently of the measured variation on the
strip speed and temperature.

Controller

FF strip speed
model-based

compensation

Merr P0/h 

Line speed
target U X target

FF strip temperature
model-based

compensation

P0 assigment 
request

P0 assigment
request

Strip
temperature 

Msolid_meas 

Msolid_meas 

FIGURE 18.15 Feedforward (FF) compensations.
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18.6.5 Coating Mathematical Model and Its Implementation

It is a common conviction that it is almost impossible to generate highly accurate physical film process
models (see [41] as a recent survey on the steel/paper industry) or that implementation of accurate
physical models is not suitable for real-time closed-loop controls.

This is the main reason why in several previous contributions in the literature the Smith Predictor
concept is implemented through extremely simplified models [42] or black-box models [43,44]).

The physical coating process has been actually studied for many years [45,46] and it is still under study
[47]. The recent advances in terms of computer hardware performance do not put any particular limit on
the real implementation of complex and reliable coating prediction models for this field.

The mathematical model used for the implementation of the Smith Predictor and the feedforward
compensation functions of Figures 18.14 and 18.15 is actually derived from [47] and it is complemented
of a recursive identification function.

18.6.5.1 Implementation Issues

As in many other automation systems for flat metal production, the realization of complex control loops
is obtained through the cooperation of Level 1 automation with the Level 2 automation (see Figure 18.16).

The Level 1 automation is in charge of the implementation of the communication with the sensors and
actuators and it is the natural place to implement the necessary material real-time tracking functions for
the real implementation of the Smith Predictor concept. For instance, Level 1 automation is in charge
of simulating the transportation delay and to track the model predictions to the real measurement point
(Figure 18.14).

On the other hand, the Level 2 is in charge of executing the mathematical model before the events
occurring in the process. For instance, the execution of the model for Smith Predictor implementation
is realized every 3 m of strip (i.e., every second, assuming the line at a full speed of 200 mpm). The
CPU potentialities actually allow even fast closed-loop controllers and, in many installations, the real
bottle-neck is represented by the acquisition speed of the coating weight sensor.

18.6.5.2 Model Main Characteristics

The mathematical model developed in [46,48] and refined in [47], where a heat-transfer model has been
included for estimating the solidification rate, represents a static function allowing to predict the coating
weight as a function of the main AK process variables. More precisely, the coating mathematical model for
driving the prediction Msolid_ pred can be represented as a function of the following type (see Figure 18.17

PLC based
Level 1

automation 

Sensors Actuators

Level 2
automation- Coating weight

  prediction request 
- Feedforward
  compensation request 

- Coating weight
  prediction 
- Feed-forward model based
  optimal compensation 

FIGURE 18.16 Coating weight closed-loop implementation.
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FIGURE 18.17 Coating weight predictions for d = 1.2 mm and X = 400 mm.

for typical coating weight predictions produced by the mathematical model):

Msolid_ pred = f (U , h, d, P0, ρ,μ, Ts, Tzp). (18.15)

The derivation of the mathematical model is based on a simplified two-dimensional Navier–Stokes
equation for a thin film:

μ
d2u

dy2 −
(
ρg + dp

dx

)
= 0

with the boundary conditions

u|y=0 = U , μ
du

dx

∣∣∣∣
y=Wsolid_pred

= τ, Wsolid_ pred = ρMsolid_ pred

where x represents the vertical coordinate along the strip length, y is the coordinate perpendicular to the
strip, p is the pressure along the strip, u is molten zinc speed and τ is the shear stress imposed on the film
by the air jet.

This mathematical model can be solved in a reasonable computational time fully compatible with
a real-time closed-loop controller. Indeed, after some simple elaboration the estimation of the coating
weight can be retrieved as the solution of a second-order algebraic equation:

1

ρ
Msolid_ pred = S±√S2+ 4G

2G

where S is the nondimensional shear stress and G is the nondimensional effective gravitational accelera-
tion. The interested reader is referred to [47] for further details.

As depicted in Figure 18.17, the coating process mathematical model produces an estimation of the
coating weight in a wide range of operating conditions. In particular it is apparent that once some main
process parameters are fixed (in particular d, U , X, Ts, and Tzp) the same coating weight target can be
reached with an infinite number of combinations for the two main control variables P0 and h.
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It is also quite important to observe that all these solutions are not equivalent from a control point of
view for two main reasons:

• Not all possible values for P0 can be actuated with the same precision due to the nonlinear charac-
teristic of the valve used for controlling the inlet pressurized air

• The sensitivities of the control variables with respect to the predicted coating weight must be kept
limited between a minimal and a maximal value in order to guarantee good regulation margins:

min <
dMsolid_ pred

dP0
< max, min <

dMsolid_ pred

dh
< max. (18.16)

The need to satisfy the constraints (18.16) implies that the mathematical model to be used must
guarantee numerical precision also in terms of prediction for the sensitivities dMsolid_ pred/dh and
dMsolid_ pred/dP0 (possible values for these predicted sensitivities are reported in Figures 18.18 and 18.19,
respectively).

The values reported in Figures 18.18 and 18.19 need to be evaluated taking into account the accuracy
reachable by the internal regulators for P0 and h. Of course, the accuracy of these internal regulators
strongly depends on the mechanical solution but it is worthwhile evaluating the real control capability of
each control variable on the coating weight.

The following considerations can lead to quite different results from installation to installation but are
strictly necessary in order to have a deep understanding of the performance reachable by a closed-loop
controller:

• Assuming that the operative working point corresponds to dMsolid_ pred/dP0 =−0.3 g/m2/mBar
and assuming that the internal controller on P0 guarantees a precision of 1.0 mBar in the same
conditions, then a controller acting on the supply pressure is able to correct errors in the coating
weight of not more than 0.3 g/m2.
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FIGURE 18.18 Predicted coating weight sensitivity on the horizontal distance.
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FIGURE 18.19 Predicted coating weight sensitivity on the supply pressure.

• It is necessary to take into consideration that the precision of the internal regulator for P0 cannot
be considered independent of the operative working point due to the nonlinear characteristic of the
valve.

• A typical value for dMsolid_ pred/dh is 4.0 g/m2/mBar whereas the accuracy that can be reached by
the internal controller for h is 0.1 mm (this accuracy in general does not depend on the operative
working point but it could depend on long-term wear effects). In turn, this implies that a controller
acting on the horizontal pressure is able to correct errors on the coating weight of not more than
0.4 g/m2.

It is practical plant experience to consider P0 as the most precise control variable but of course this
strongly depends on the mechanical installation characteristics.

18.6.5.3 Coating Weight Model Prediction Performance

Most of the plants are not equipped of direct measurement of the distance between the AK and the strip
surface. As already explained, the estimation of h is subject to an uncertain offset that can be estimated
by means of a long-term autoregressive technique (that can be of course quite different for the front side
and the rear side of the strip).

More precisely, in order to perform closed-loop control and feedforward compensation it is advisable
to introduce in Equation 18.15 a recursively estimated parameter as follows:

Msolid_ pred = f (U , h+Offset, d, P0, ρ,μ, Ts, Tzp).

As explained before, most of the uncertainty associated to h has a low-frequency content and conse-
quently the Offset term introduced in the model execution can be estimated from coil to coil. In the end
the estimation performance obtained in case a direct measurement of h is not available is presented in
Figure 18.20. Of course, the availability of a direct measurement of h leads to definitively better prediction
results.
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FIGURE 18.20 Coating weight prediction performance.

The autoregressive estimation technique is based on the following simple algorithm concept:

Iter=0; Offset=0;
For each coil, as soon as the coil tail leaves the mill
{
Compute OptOffset such that;

Min
OptOffset

J=
∑

for all collected samples

× (Msolid_meas−f(U,h+OptOffset,d,P0, ρ,μ,Ts,Tzp))2

Offset := (1.0−λ)Offset+λOptOffset;

Iter := Iter+1
};

The algorithm needs to be executed taking into account two points:

• The coefficient λ ∈ [0, 1] can be adjusted automatically in the time, that is, according to the counter
Iter and according the variance of prediction error.

• The Offset optimization parameter should be considered varying for different classes of coating
weights and coil thicknesses. This is advisable in order to compensate not only the uncertainty in
the measurement of h but also the uncertainty in the model itself. Indeed, as presented also in [47]
the reliability of the bare model prediction degrades for high values of the coating weight.

18.6.6 Basic Controllers: Supply Pressure Control and Horizontal
Position Control

The main problem in the actuation of the AK horizontal position h is related to the stick-slip friction
often present in a mechanical position actuator based on an electrically commanded servomotor.
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In order to compensate possible problems associated with friction phenomena, often slowly varying in
the time according to the wear and lubrication, one of the most effective and simple control technologies
is represented by the use of sliding mode (see [8] and references quoted therein). In this type of application
a first-order sliding mode controller has been applied.

The problem of regulating the supply pressure P0 could turn out to be more complex under several
aspects:

• First of all, P0 is actuated not only through the inlet valve opening command but also by the air
blower set point.

• The inlet valve often has a nonlinear characteristic that cannot be easily compensated and can be
different according to the valve supplier.

• The electrical power consumption associated to the air blower is not a negligible parameter.

The reasons just presented lead to the consideration that a cascade controller such as the one proposed
in Figure 18.21 leads to a twofold advantage of keeping the valve in an operating point corresponding
to the linear part of the valve characteristic and the reduction of the electrical blower electrical power
consumption.

18.6.7 Structure of the Multivariable Controller

The multivariable controller consists of three different algorithms aiming at solving the following three
problems:

1. The setup control algorithm is implemented in the Level 2 automation. The trigger time instant is
represented by the violation of the constraints (Equation 18.16). It consists in solving the following
optimization problem through a gradient-based optimization technique.

Min
X,h,P0

|Msolid_ pred −Mref | (18.17)

subject to constraints (Equation 18.16).
2. The feedforward compensation algorithm is implemented in the Level 2 automation and it is

triggered by a request generated by the Level 1 automation according to the perceived variations
in the line speed reference U or in the measured strip temperature outside the furnace Ts:

Min
X,P0
|Msolid_ pred −Msolid_meas| (18.18)

subject to constraints (Equation 18.16).
The problem of Equation 18.18 is different from that of Equation 18.17 because it does not aim at
reaching the final target Mref but aims at maintaining the current measured value Msolid_meas.

PID

Measured P0

Target P0
+

–
Valve opening command (%)

PID
FAN blower
command (rpm)Valve linearity

opening command (%)

–

+
+

+

Minimum FAN blower command (rpm)

FIGURE 18.21 AK supply pressure controller.
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+

+

PID
Mavg_err{Front/rear side}

PID

+
P0_init

++ P0_ref{Front/rear side}

P0{Rear/front side} – P0_Dif 

h_Init

+ havg_ref{Front/rear side}

K_Sens

–

FIGURE 18.22 Multivariable closed-loop controller.

3. The multivariable closed-loop controller: it is implemented in the Level 1 automation and consists
in the execution of the “Controller” block in Figure 18.14. The details about the structure of this
block are given in Figure 18.22.

As depicted in Figure 18.22, this controller produces some references for the supply pressure (P0_Ref )
and for the horizontal position (havg _ref ) to be transmitted to the internal controllers. More precisely,
P0_Ref is decided in order to compensate the signal Mavg_err generated through the Smith Predictor
rationale pointed out in Figure 18.14 whereas havg_ref is decided in order to reduce the pressure difference
between the rear and front sides.

Finally, the constant K_Sens is used to decouple the effects produced by the two PID controllers and
can be defined by exploiting the coating weight sensitivities produced from the model as follows:

K_Sens := (dMsolid_ pred/dP0)

(dMsolid_ pred/dh)
.

The error, Mavg_err feeding the closed-loop controller of Figure 18.22 is obtained through the Smith
Predictor concept (see Figure 18.14 and Equation 18.12) as follows:

Mavg_err :=Mref − (Mavg_solid_meas−Mavg_solid_ pred +Mavg_solid_ pred_del). (18.19)

It is worthwhile noting that the implementation of the signal of Equation 18.19 corresponds to the
following requirements:

• The Level 2 automation should run the mathematical model of the coating process at least three
times, that is, not only for the central horizontal reference href (0) (to produce Mavg_solid _pred) but
also for the following two positions href (−1) and href (+1) (to produce Mdif _solid_ pred).

• The Level 1 automation must be provided of a suitable tracking system in order to track the esti-
mation Mavg_solid_ pred referred to the AK device position to the position where the Cold Coating
Gauge is installed, that is, by “simulating” even during acceleration/deceleration periods the trans-
port delay. The output of this tracking system is represented by the signal Mavg_solid_ pred_del .

18.6.8 Performances Achieved

In this section, we present the results obtained with the coating weight controller presented on a real plant
where the distance between the AK device and the cold coating gauge is about 100 m.

First of all, we considered switching on the controller in the middle of a coil in order to measure the
settling performance. In Figure 18.23, we report the measured average coating historical record. The
target to be imposed is 80 g/m2. The tolerance band of 1 g/m2 is reached in about 150 m of the strip.
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FIGURE 18.23 Measurement of the settling performance.
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FIGURE 18.24 Long-term performance (average measured coating weight).
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FIGURE 18.25 Long-term performance (AK measured supply pressure).
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FIGURE 18.27 Measured over-coating during closed-loop production.

In Figures 18.24 and 18.25, we present the performance that can be guaranteed in long-term campaigns
of production (i.e., the controller is kept switched on during the production of coils having the same
characteristics).

As for long-term performance, the most interesting aspect is represented by the amount of possible
over-coating (see definition in Equation 18.11). In Figures 18.26 and 18.27, we present the statistical
distribution of the production in terms of over-coating ranges from 1000 to 1500 in open-loop and in
closed-loop, respectively.

The difference pointed out in these last figures derives not only from the natural attitude of the operator
of being cautious but also from the difficulties in proper manual intervention when any unexpected
situation happens.

18.7 Conclusions

This article reviews the automation solutions and the control problems that need to be addressed for the
realization of plants for the production of flat metal strip. In particular it presents a multivariable control
architecture for the regulation of the zinc coating weight in HDGL together with all the topics that need
to be tackled in order to achieve an effective implementation of such a closed-loop controller. Indeed,
how a mathematical model is implemented and exploited for the closed-loop task is presented together
with a discussion of the typical plant characteristics and on the possible control variables. Finally, the
performances achieved with such a controller are presented.
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19.1 Introduction

The biotechnology industry is expanding rapidly due to continuing advances in the understanding of
complex biological systems and the high demand for biologically manufactured products such as foods
and beverages, pharmaceuticals, and commodity and specialty chemicals. The impact of the biotechnology
industry on the global economy is substantial. For example, the revenues of the top 10 U.S. pharmaceutical
manufacturers totaled USD 217 billion in 2002 with profits of USD 36 billion [1]. A rapidly growing
biotechnology market is the large-scale production of ethanol as a renewable liquid fuel. The production
of ethanol in 1998 was 31.2 billion liters worldwide and 6.4 billion liters in the United States with roughly
two-thirds of the ethanol produced targeted for biofuel applications [2].

A typical biochemical manufacturing process consists of a reaction step in which a large number
of cells is used to synthesize the desired product followed by a series of separation steps, in which
the product is recovered from other constituents of the reaction liquid. The key requirement of the
manufacturing process is the identification of a cell type that converts relatively inexpensive chemical
species to the desired biochemical product. Advances in recombinant DNA technology facilitate the
design of genetically engineered cell strains to enhance the yield of a target product [3]. While many
industrial processes are based on microbial cells such as bacteria and yeasts, other cell types obtained
from plants and animals are typically utilized to produce high-value pharmaceutical products such as
therapeutic proteins [4].

19-1
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Because each cell produces only a miniscule yield of a given product, a very large number of cells are
needed to obtain commercially viable production rates. The cells are grown and products are harvested
in large vessels known as biochemical reactors (bioreactors). The liquid removed from the bioreactor
contains a mixture of biochemical species that must be separated to recover the desired product. The
recovery step is usually achieved through a series of separation units [5]. The development of process
control strategies for these separation systems is an important research problem not covered in this
chapter.

19.2 Biochemical Reactor Technology

A schematic representation of a bioreactor in continuous operating mode is shown in Figure 19.1. The cells
are innoculated into the bioreactor to initiate cell growth. Inoculation is achieved through a multistep
procedure in which cells grown in a shake flask are transferred to increasingly larger bioreactors. This
procedure is necessary to achieve a sufficiently large cell density (∼1013 cells/L) to achieve rapid growth.
The cells are continuously fed with a liquid medium stream containing chemicals that act as carbon,
nitrogen, and phosphorous sources as well as other components including salts, minerals, and vitamins
that replicate the natural growth environment. These chemicals are called nutrients or substrates. Careful
preparation of the medium is essential since most cells are highly sensitive to changes in their growth
environment. In aerobic operation, the cells utilize oxygen as a substrate, and air must be continuously
supplied to the bioreactor to maintain the necessary dissolved oxygen concentration. By contrast, anaero-
bic operation does not require oxygen to achieve cell growth and product formation. Usually, the medium
is prepared such that a single substrate such as glucose limits growth. This nutrient is known as the growth
limiting substrate.

An agitator is used to continuously mix the liquid contents, thereby minimizing spatial gradients
in substrate concentrations and cell density that can reduce bioreactor productivity. The agitator speed
is chosen to provide adequate mixing while avoiding excessive shear forces that can rupture the cells.
Figure 19.1 shows a stream being continuously removed from the reactor to achieve a constant liquid

Media feed 

Dissolve O2 sensor

Thermocouple 

Inlet air 

Exhaust gas  

Acid/base 

Antifoam 

pH sensor

Level sensor Agitator  

Sparser  

Exit liquid  

FIGURE 19.1 Continuous biochemical reactor (bioreactor) for aerobic manufacturing of biological products. A
liquid media stream containing substrates and an air stream containing oxygen are continuously supplied to the
bioreactor to sustain cell growth. The liquid level is maintained constant by continuously removing a stream containing
unconsumed substrates, cellular biomass, and products of cellular metabolism. The level, temperature, pH, and oxygen
content of the liquid are measured online and used as feedback signals for regulatory control.
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volume, which is termed the continuous operating mode. The liquid removal rate is characterized by
the dilution rate, which is the ratio of the volumetric feed flow rate to the liquid volume. The effluent
stream contains unconsumed media components, cellular biomass, and products excreted by the cells.
The desired product, which can be the cells themselves or a product of cell metabolism such as ethanol, is
separated from the other components by a series of recovery and purification operations. Off-gases such
as carbon dioxide are also generated as by-products of cell metabolism. Effective operation of an industrial
bioreactor requires not only supplying the necessary nutrients and extracting the desired products but
also maintaining sterility of the medium and processing equipment. A miniscule amount of microbial
contamination can lead to production of the foreign microbe rather than the desired microbe, resulting
in complete loss of productivity and an unscheduled shutdown of the bioreactor.

Many industrial bioreactors are operated in batch or fed-batch operating mode to allow more efficient
media utilization and to avoid sterility problems caused by continuous liquid removal. In batch operation,
the bioreactor is initially charged with cells and medium. The bioreactor then evolves to a predetermined
final time with no media feed or liquid withdrawal. Fed-batch operation differs from batch operation in
that fresh media feed is continuously supplied. Because there is no liquid withdrawal, the reactor volume
increases until the final batch time. An advantage of fed-batch operation is that nutrient levels are contin-
uously varied to achieve favorable growth conditions without significant risk of culture contamination.

A bioreactor system manufactured by New Brunswick Scientific is shown in Figure 19.2a. The 1500-L
bioreactor constructed from a cylindrical stainless steel vessel is equipped with numerous stainless-steel
tubes, valves, and electronic instruments to facilitate the manipulation of feed and withdrawal stream flow
rates and continuous monitoring of growth conditions. The headplate located at the top of the bioreactor,
and shown in Figure 19.2b, has openings to allow the insertion of tubes for feed and withdrawal streams
and online probes for measuring temperature, pH, level, and oxygen concentration of the liquid mixture
(see Figure 19.1).

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 19.2 Industrial-scale bioreactor for manufacturing of biological products. The complete bioreactor system
shown in (a) includes a 1500-L reaction vessel and stainless steel tubes, valves, and electronic instruments that allow
flow rate manipulation and continuous monitoring of growth conditions. The bioreactor headplate in (b) provides
openings for inserting feed/withdrawal tubes and submerged sensors for measuring properties of the reaction liquid.
(Courtesy of New Brunswick Scientific.)
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19-4 Control System Applications

19.3 Bioreactor Monitoring and Control

Process control has played a more limited role in the biotechnology industry than in the petroleum and
chemical industries. However, this situation is changing due to the expiration of pharmaceutical patents
and the continuing development of global competition in biochemical manufacturing. In the United
States, all aspects of pharmaceutical manufacturing processes are subject to validation mandated by the
Food and Drug Administration. These requirements place stringent demands on the process control
system to achieve reproducible operating conditions and consistent product quality. Process control is
expected to be particularly important for producing commodity biochemicals such as ethanol that depend
on economy of scale.

A unique feature of bioreactors is their unusually slow dynamics, which are characterized by the
residence time (inverse of the dilution rate) for continuous operation. A typical dilution rate of 0.2 h−1 is
equivalent to an open-loop time constant of 5 h. These very slow dynamics have important implications
for control system design. Conventional bioreactor control systems are designed to supply the prescribed
flow of nutrients while avoiding growth conditions that adversely affect productivity. Each cell type has
a unique and narrow range of environmental conditions that supports cell growth. Most bioreactors use
simple proportional-integral-derivative (PID) feedback control loops to maintain liquid temperature, pH,
and oxygen concentration at predetermined setpoints. This simple regulatory structure is preferred due
to the availability of cheap, accurate, and reliable sensors for these environmental variables [6] in contrast
to physiological variables such as the growth rate, which provide a more direct measure of the cellular
state. With regard to key output variables such as cell density and product concentration, this regulatory
structure represents an open-loop control strategy that fails to account for cellular and media variations
present in an industrial manufacturing environment.

An obstruction to process control has been the lack of online sensors that allow effective monitoring of
the biochemical process state. Many physiological measurement techniques are limited to offline analysis
in a research laboratory environment [7]. However, recent advances in online measurement technology
have driven the development of model-based control strategies that offer the potential for improved
bioreactor performance. For example, online spectrophotometers are now routinely used to measure the
cellular biomass concentration [7]. Substrate and product concentrations in the liquid medium can be
obtained from biochemical analyzers with automatic sampling systems as well as online gas chromatogra-
phy and high-performance liquid chromatography [6,7]. More sophisticated measurement technologies
that provide online measurements of intracellular species concentrations and heterogeneities across the
cell population are under development [7].

19.4 Dynamic Modeling of Biochemical Reactors

Mathematical modeling of bioreactors is a challenging problem due to the complexity of cellular
metabolism. The appropriate degree of model complexity is determined by factors such as the amount
of fundamental knowledge, data requirements for model construction and validation, computational
requirements, and the intended use of the model. Dynamic bioreactor models are classified according
to the level of detail used to describe an individual cell. The most mechanistic descriptions of cellular
metabolism are based on structured kinetic models, where the rates of individual enzyme-catalyzed reac-
tions are embedded within dynamic mass balance equations for the intracellular species [8]. Due to the
experimental difficulties associated with large-scale identification of enzyme kinetics, these ordinary dif-
ferential equations models are effectively limited to primary metabolic pathways and are not well suited
for capturing whole cell metabolism that impacts cellular growth and product synthesis rates. As a result,
these models have not yet been used for bioreactor control.
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Model-Based Control of Biochemical Reactors 19-5

Segregrated models account for cell population heterogeneities by differentiating individual cells
according to internal variables such as cellular mass or DNA content. While control strategies based
on segregated models have been explored in simulation studies [9], the construction and validation of
these partial differential equations models are difficult in practice. Due to their mathematical simplicity,
dynamic models based on unstructured descriptions of cellular metabolism and unsegregated represen-
tations of the cell population are best suited for model-based controller design [10]. Rather than model
individual enzyme-catalyzed reactions, lumped descriptions of cellular metabolism are employed. Cellu-
lar heterogeneities are ignored, and the model equations represent the dynamics of an “average” cell. The
use of such unstructured models for bioreactor control is the focus of this chapter.

19.5 Continuous Operating Mode

A representative unstructured dynamic model for a continuous bioreactor consists of the following
ordinary differential equations [11]:

dX

dt
=−DX +μ(S, P)X,

dS

dt
= D(Sf− S)− μ(S, P)

Yxs
X,

dP

dt
=−DP+

[
Yps
μ(S, P)

Yxs
+ 1

Yxp

]
X,

(19.1)

where X is the concentration of the cellular biomass, S is the concentration of the growth limiting substrate,
P is the concentration of the desired product, Sf is the concentration of the growth-limiting substrate in
the feed stream, and D = F/V is the dilution rate, where F is the volumetric flow rate of the feed stream
and V is the constant liquid volume in the bioreactor. Cellular growth is characterized by the specific
growth rate function μ. The yield parameter Yxs represents the cell mass produced from a unit mass of
substrate. Similarly, the growth associated yield Yps is the mass of product produced from a unit mass
of substrate and the nongrowth associated yield Yxp is the mass of product produced per unit mass of
biomass independent of growth. Although yield coefficients often vary with environmental conditions,
they are usually treated as constants for simplicity.

The accuracy of the dynamic model depends strongly on identification of a growth rate function that
adequately describes cellular growth over a range of environmental conditions. The function

μ(S, P)= μm(1− P/Pm)S

Km+ S+ S2/Ki
, (19.2)

whereμm is the maximum growth rate, Km is the substrate saturation constant, Ki is the substrate inhibi-
tion constant, and Pm is the product inhibition constant, is sufficiently general to describe many situations
of practical interest [12]. A simple saturation function is obtained when substrate and product inhibitory
effects are negligible in the limit of large Ki and Pm. In this case, the growth rate increases monotonically
with substrate concentration, andμm represents the maximum growth rate obtained in the limit of infinite
substrate concentration. The more general expression μ(S,P) in Equation 19.2 is needed when high sub-
strate and/or product concentrations inhibit cellular growth. For example, the product ethanol is known
to inhibit yeast growth when its concentration is sufficiently large. Yield and specific growth rate param-
eters are available for common cell types grown under standard conditions. Otherwise, these parameters
must be determined from experimental data using offline parameter estimation techniques [4].

The steady-state behavior of the continuous bioreactor model (Equation 19.1) is characterized by two
types of equilibrium solutions. The first type corresponds to the undesirable trivial or washout solution

X̄ = 0, S̄ = Sf, P̄ = 0, (19.3)
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FIGURE 19.3 Predicted steady-state ethanol productivities as a function of the dilution rate D and feed glucose
concentration Sf from the continuous yeast bioreactor model.

where the overbar denotes a steady-state solution. Washout occurs when the cellular growth rate is
exceeded by the removal rate of cells from the bioreactor. In this case, cells eventually disappear from
the reactor and none of the substrate entering the bioreactor is consumed. The number of nontrivial
steady-state solutions for which the biomass and product concentrations are strictly positive depends
on the specific growth rate function. In the absence of substrate and product inhibition, the growth rate
function (Equation 19.2) yields a single nontrivial solution. When the dilution rate D is less than a critical
dilution rate Dc that depends on model parameter values, the nontrivial steady-state solution is stable
[13]. Otherwise, the washout steady-state is stable because the residence time is not sufficiently large to
sustain cell growth. Consequently, there is a tradeoff between stability margin which requires small D and
high-throughput which requires high D that must be considered during control system design.

Example 19.1: Anaerobic Yeast Growth in a Continuous Bioreactor

The dynamic models (Equations 19.1 and 19.2) have been used to describe the anaerobic growth
of yeast cells on the limiting substrate glucose in a continuous bioreactor [12]. In this case, X is the
yeast concentration, S is the glucose concentration, and P is the ethanol concentration. The function
(Equation 19.2) describes the inhibitory effects of high glucose and ethanol concentrations on the cell
growth rate and introduces steady-state input multiplicity in the model [12]. Bioreactor performance
can be assessed in terms of the ethanol productivity Q = DP, which represents the mass of ethanol
produced per unit volume of reactor liquid and per unit time. For a given set of model parameters
[12] not reported here for the sake of brevity, input multiplicity is characterized by a maximum in
the P versus D curve at which point the steady-state gain changes sign (Figure 19.3). The presence
of a zero steady-state gain poses difficulties for control design when the objective is to stabilize the
bioreactor near the point of maximum productivity by manipulating D. Similar behavior is observed
with the feed substrate concentration Sf as the input variable.

The bioreactor models (Equations 19.1 and 19.2) also exhibit a significant degree of dynamic
nonlinearity. Figure 19.4 shows the evolution of the ethanol concentration P from a common initial
condition near the optimal productivity for different step changes in the dilution rate D and the
feed glucose concentration Sf . The largest positive and negative D steps produce highly asymmetric
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FIGURE 19.4 Dynamic simulations of the continuous yeast bioreactor model for symmetrical step changes in the
dilution rate D (top) and feed glucose concentration Sf (bottom) from a common initial condition.

responses because the washout steady-state becomes stable for the positive change. For the smallest
positive and negative Sf steps, significant differences in characteristic time constants and steady-
state gains are observed. Even more pronounced asymmetries are evident for the largest Sf steps,
as the positive change produces an inverse response due to the gain singularity at the maximum
productivity. These strong nonlinearities must be considered in the controller design process.

19.6 Batch and Fed-Batch Operating Modes

The continuous bioreactor model (Equation 19.1) can be rewritten to describe batch or fed-batch opera-
tion by appropriate modification of the flow-dependent terms in the model equations [4]. Batch bioreac-
tors are operated by initially charging the vessel with media and pregrown cells, allowing cell growth to
proceed, and then removing the reaction liquid at a predetermined time to recover the desired product.
Fed-batch bioreactors are operated similarly except that fresh media is supplied as cell growth progresses.
The concept of a steady-state operating point is not meaningful for batch and fed-batch bioreactors owing
to their inherently dynamic operation.

Example 19.2: Aerobic and Anaerobic Yeast Growth in a Fed-Batch Bioreactor

Fed-batch operation can be used to limit the inhibitory effects of high ethanol concentrations on
yeast growth and enhance total ethanol production. In addition to glucose feeding throughout the
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19-8 Control System Applications

batch, a typical operating strategy involves aerobic growth during the initial phase of the batch
to maximize biomass production followed by an anaerobic growth phase to maximize ethanol
production. An unstructured dynamic model that describes both aerobic and anaerobic growth
consists of the ordinary differential equations

dV

dt
= F ,

d(VX )
dt
= (μf+μo)VX ,

d(VS)
dt
= FSf−

(
μf
Ysf
+ μo

Yso

)
VX

d(VP)
dt
= Yps

(
μf
Ysf

)
VX ,

(19.4)

where μf and μo are the growth rates for anaerobic (fermentative) and aerobic (oxidative) growth,
respectively, Ysf and Yso are the corresponding substrate yield coefficients, and the nongrowth
associated product yield Yxp = 0. The two growth rate functions have the form

μf = μfm
S

Ksf + S+ S2/Kisf

1
1+ P/Kipf

1
1+O/Kiof

,

μo = μom
S

Kso+ S+ S2/Kiso

1
1+ P/Kipo

O

KO +O
,

(19.5)

where O is the liquid oxygen concentration relative to the saturation value, with O = 0% corre-
sponding to anaerobic conditions and O = 100% corresponding to fully aerobic conditions, and Kij
are constant model parameters. The oxygen concentration is assumed to remain constant despite
the consumption of oxygen by cells through the action of an appropriately designed controller that
manipulates air flow to the bioreactor. In addition to the usual substrate dependence, the anaerobic
growth rate μf is inhibited by high ethanol concentrations and high oxygen concentrations since
anaerobic growth occurs in the absence of oxygen. By contrast, the aerobic growth rate μo is an
increasing function of oxygen since aerobic growth occurs only in the presence of oxygen.

The dynamic models (Equations 19.4 and 19 5) can be used to simulate both batch and fed-batch
bioreactors through appropriate specification of the volumetric feed flow rate F(t). In particular, batch
operation is achieved by specifying F(t)= 0. For a given set of model parameters not reported here,
for the sake of brevity, Figure 19.5 shows batch simulations for anaerobic and partially aerobic (O =
50%) conditions. Anaerobic growth is characterized by slower glucose consumption, less biomass
production, and more ethanol production than aerobic growth.

19.7 Process Control of Biochemical Reactors

Regardless of the bioreactor operating mode, the control objective is to maximize total production of the
desired product. Most bioreactors are equipped with sensors for online measurement of liquid temper-
ature, pH, level, and oxygen concentration. Simple PID regulatory loops are used to maintain the pH
and temperature at constant setpoints predetermined to promote cell growth and product formation.
The primary manipulated inputs available for higher-level controllers are the nutrient flow rates and
concentrations. For the simple case of a single rate-limiting substrate, the available manipulated inputs
are the feed flow rate F and the feed substrate concentration Sf .

The appropriate strategy for achieving the control objective depends strongly on the operating mode,
the availability of online measurements, and the accuracy of the dynamic bioreactor model. The single
most important determinant is the operating mode since continuous operation involves regulation at an
equilibrium point whereas fed-batch operation requires tracking dynamic trajectories. The continuous
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FIGURE 19.5 Dynamic simulations of the batch yeast bioreactor model for anaerobic conditions (a) and partially
aerobic (O = 50%) conditions (b).

and fed-batch control problems are considered separately below due to their fundamentally different
nature. Batch bioreactors are not discussed further since their lack of feed and withdrawal streams does
not allow feedback control during the batch. Instead, run-to-run control strategies have been successfully
applied to batch operation [14].

19.8 Continuous Biochemical Reactors

A typical control objective is regulation at an operating point that maximizes the steady-state productivity.
Determination of an appropriate operating point is nontrivial due to the complex effects of the environ-
ment on cellular metabolism that may result in highly nonlinear behavior (see Figure 19.3). Common
industrial practice is to determine the operating point through a time-consuming and expensive exper-
imental design procedure [15]. When a sufficiently accurate bioreactor model is available, the optimal
operating point can be determined offline using simple optimization techniques [12]. Online optimiza-
tion strategies based on adaptive extremum seeking control can address the significant errors present in
many unstructured bioreactor models [16].

Once the desired operating point is determined, the next step is to design a feedback controller that
achieves regulation despite unmeasured disturbances that arise from sources such as nutrient variations,
inadequate liquid mixing, imperfect pH and temperature control, and unmodeled cellular behavior. Both
simple PID and model-based control strategies have been used for this purpose. Controller design is
heavily influenced by the online measurements available as feedback signals. Due to their high reliability
and relatively low cost, analyzers that provide liquid oxygen concentration and carbon dioxide gas con-
centration measurements are commonly used for control system design [17]. The main limitation of this
approach is that these concentration measurements provide indirect measures of the cellular state, and
thus regulation of these measurements at predetermined steady-state values cannot be expected to result
in optimal productivity.

The availability of online analyzers that provide direct measurements of substrate and product con-
centrations has enabled the development of more effective bioreactor control strategies. Commercial
instruments can provide these concentration measurements every few minutes, while the time con-
stant of a typical continuous bioreactor is several hours. The rapid analyzer sampling rate allows the
controller design problem to be treated in continuous time. Both nonadaptive and adaptive nonlinear
control strategies have received attention due to highly nonlinear and uncertain bioreactor dynamics [17].
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Continuous bioreactor models are well suited for applying nonlinear controller design methods based
on differential geometry [18], and both state-space linearization [19] and input–output linearization [20]
techniques have been investigated. Because offset-free regulation of the controlled output at a specified
setpoint is required, input–output linearization is usually the preferred method [12].

Feedback linearizing control strategies suffer from practical limitations such as the need for accurate
descriptions of cellular growth and product yields as well as the limited availability of online measure-
ments of the biomass, substrate, and product concentrations. While reasonably accurate values of yield
coefficients can often be obtained, the determination of a rate function that captures cellular growth over a
wide range of bioreactor operating conditions is notoriously difficult. Adaptive versions of input–output
linearization in which the growth rate μ is treated as an unknown, time-varying parameter are experi-
mentally evaluated in [11,21]. Although model-based controller implementation is facilitated by recent
advances in biochemical measurement technology, industrial manufacturing processes often lack online
biomass, substrate, and product concentration measurements. In this case, simple nonlinear state esti-
mators [22,23] can be combined with adaptive input–output linearizing controllers to yield satisfactory
closed-loop performance [21].

Example 19.3: Input−Output Linearizing Control of a Continuous Yeast Bioreactor

The dynamic models (Equations 19.1 and 19.2) have been used to design feedback linearizing
controllers for stabilization of predetermined steady-state operating points and tracking of ethanol
productivity setpoints [12]. Here the linearizing controller design procedure is outlined when the
dilution rate D is the manipulated input and the ethanol productivity Q = DP is the controlled
output. Because the output depends explicitly on the input, this system is relative degree zero and
controller design proceeds as follows [12]:

Q = v = 1
ε

∫ t

0
[r(τ)−Q(τ)] dτ ⇒ DP = 1

ε

∫ t

0
[r(τ)−D(τ)P(τ)] dτ, (19.6)

where v(t) is the manipulated input of the feedback linearized system, r(t) is the productivity setpoint,
and ε is a controller tuning parameter. Under the assumption that Q(0)= r(0), the control law
(Equation 19.6) yields the following closed-loop transfer function:

Q(s)
r(s)
= 1
εs+ 1

. (19.7)

The control law (Equation 19.6) is an implicit function of the manipulated input D. An explicit
control law can be obtained by differentiating Equation 19.6 with respect to time to yield

dD

dt
= 1

P

[{
DP−

(
Ypsμ

Yxs
+ 1

Yxp

)}
D+ 1

ε
(r−DP)

]
. (19.8)

Figure 19.6 shows setpoint tracking performance for an initial condition near the optimal productivity.
The controller provides symmetrical productivity responses for small changes (±5%) and a linear response
for the large negative change (−10%). However, the controller encounters a singularity for the large
positive change (+10%) due to the process gain sign change at the maximum productivity. As a result, the
dilution rate becomes unbounded and the control system becomes unstable. Figure 19.7 shows regulatory
performance for step disturbance changes in the feed substrate concentration at time zero. Because
this disturbance has relative degree 2, the controller provided perfect regulatory performance for the
positive change (+25%) and yields stable closed-loop performance (Figure 19.8). However, the negative
change (−25%) causes the gain singularity to be encountered and the control system becomes unstable
(Figure 19.8) due to the dilution rate becoming unbounded. A simple approach for overcoming this
singularity problem has been proposed [12].
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FIGURE 19.6 Setpoint tracking performance for input–output linearizing control of the continuous yeast bioreactor
model. The manipulated input is the dilution rate D and the controlled output is the ethanol productivity Q. The
productivity setpoint r is changed±5% and±10% from its nominal value at time zero.

19.9 Fed-Batch Biochemical Reactors

Because they are operated dynamically over a finite batch time, fed-batch bioreactors offer a unique set of
challenges for control system design. Rather than stabilize a fixed operating point, the control objective is
to maximize the amount of product at the final batch time. The productivity depends on the initial batch
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FIGURE 19.7 Disturbance rejection performance for input–output linearizing control of the continuous yeast
bioreactor model. The manipulated input is the dilution rate D and the controlled output is the ethanol productivity
Q. The feed substrate concentration Sf is changed±25% from its nominal value at time zero.
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FIGURE 19.8 Closed-loop trajectories for input–output linearizing control of the continuous yeast bioreactor model
when the feed substrate concentration Sf is changed+25% (top) and−25% (bottom) from its nominal value at time
zero.

conditions, the substrate feeding policy, and the batch duration. A simple class of fed-batch bioreactor
control strategies is based on regulating a substrate or product concentration at a predetermined setpoint
that maximizes the predicted cellular growth rate [23,24].

Computational methods are required to rigorously determine optimal fed-batch control policies
because the effects of manipulated variables on cellular growth and product formation are complex. The
open-loop optimal policy can be determined by solving an optimal control problem [10,17]. Typically, an
objective function representing the total mass of the desired product at the final batch time is maximized
subject to constraints imposed by the dynamic model equations and operational limitations. Various
computational algorithms have been used for dynamic optimization. Sequential solution methods involve
iteration between a dynamic simulation code that integrates the bioreactor model equations given a can-
didate feeding policy and a nonlinear programming code that processes the dynamic simulation results
to determine an improved feeding policy. While they are relatively straightforward to develop, sequential
solution methods exhibit slow convergence and occasional failure for large optimization problems.

Simultaneous solution methods in which model integration and operating policy optimization are
embedded within a single computational algorithm provide more efficient and robust problem solution
[25]. A difficulty is that most nonlinear optimization codes cannot accommodate differential equation
constraints. Simultaneous solution methods based on temporal discretization of the dynamic model
equations are effective due to their ability to explicitly account for state-dependent constraints and their
applicability to large optimal control problems. The dynamic optimization approach has been applied to
simulated fed-batch bioreactors [16,26] as well as to experimental systems [27]. A representative problem
is the maximization of protein production by manipulating substrate feed flow rates [28].

Numerical solution of the fed-batch optimization problem yields an open-loop control policy designed
to maximize productivity. In practice, direct implementation of the open-loop policy yields suboptimal
performance due to the presence of structural modeling errors and unanticipated disturbances during
the batch. A standard approach for handling unmodeled dynamics is to combine a feedback controller
with an online state estimator to correct the dynamic model predictions when measurement information
becomes available. A unique feature of fed-batch operation is the presence of a final batch time such that
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the time horizon for estimation and control becomes shorter as the batch proceeds. Extensions of model
predictive control based on the concept of a shrinking horizon address this class of problems by assuming
predetermined initial batch conditions and a fixed final batch time. The shrinking horizon control problem
is solved from the current time instant to the final batch time by using the most current state estimate to
reset the initial conditions of the bioreactor model. To compensate for modeling errors and disturbances,
only the first set of calculated substrate feed changes is implemented. Then the optimization problem
is resolved at the next time instant over a shorter horizon using the new state estimate. Applications of
shrinking horizon control to fed-batch bioreactors have been presented [29–30], and more simulation
and experimental studies are expected in the future.

Example 19.4: Open-Loop Optimization of a Fed-Batch Yeast Bioreactor

The dynamic models (Equations 19.4 and 19.5) of combined aerobic and anaerobic yeast growth in
a fed-batch bioreactor were used to compute an optimal open-loop operating policy. The initial vol-
ume V (0) and glucose concentration S(0), the feed flow rate F(t) and oxygen concentration O(t), and
the final batch time tf were manipulated to maximize ethanol productivity. Upper and lower variable
bounds were specified to ensure a physically realistic solution. The bioreactor model equations were
discretized in time using Radau collocation on finite elements. The resulting optimization problem
was solved through the AMPL interface to the nonlinear program solver CONOPT.

Figure 19.9 shows the glucose and oxygen feeding profiles as well as the state profiles obtained
from implementation of the optimal control policy. Initially, the policy produced no glucose feeding
and partially aerobic conditions that balanced the cellular growth and ethanol production rates
(Figure 19.9, top). The glucose concentration declined until glucose feeding commenced, at which
time the glucose concentration remained constant (Figure 19.9, bottom) at a value that maximized
the combined aerobic and anaerobic growth rates. The oxygen concentration decreased throughout
the batch until completely anaerobic conditions were obtained, representing a switch from biomass
production to ethanol production. Glucose feeding was stopped near the final batch time to satisfy
the constraint on the maximum liquid volume.

19.10 Perspective

Process control is expected to play an increasingly important role in the biotechnology industry. The
development of feedback control systems that exploit advances in online measurement technology to
achieve optimal productivity of continuous and fed-batch bioreactors is one of the most important
challenges in biochemical manufacturing. This chapter provided an overview of current bioreactor control
strategies based on unstructured dynamic models of cell growth and product formation. Despite their
widespread acceptance, these models suffer from several fundamental limitations, most notably lumped
descriptions of cellular metabolism and the assumption of cellular homogeneity. In addition to extending
the applicability of existing methods, future work will focus on the utilization of more detailed dynamic
models for bioreactor optimization and control.

Steady-state mass balance equations can be used to describe intracellular reaction pathways under the
realistic assumption that intracellular dynamics are much faster than extracellular dynamics. The steady-
state intracellular model can be combined with transient mass balance equations for key extracellular
substrates and products to generate dynamic predictions of the growth rate and product yields [31].
Such models are currently being utilized to develop optimization and control strategies for fed-batch
bioreactors [32]. The recent development of online flow cytometry allows heterogeneities across a cell
population to be quantified in real time [33]. Dynamic measurements of DNA and protein content
distributions can be used as feedback signals for nonlinear controllers that provide direct regulation of
cell population properties [9].
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FIGURE 19.9 Open-loop optimization of ethanol productivity in the fed-batch yeast bioreactor model. Optimal
glucose and oxygen feeding profiles (top) and glucose, biomass, and ethanol concentration profiles resulting from the
optimal policy (bottom).

19.11 Defining Terms

Aerobic operation: Operating mode in which oxygen is continuously supplied to the bioreactor.
Anaerobic operation: Operating mode in which oxygen is not supplied to the bioreactor.
Biomass: The total mass of all cells.
Bioreactor: A vessel in which cells are grown in a controlled environment.
Continuous operating mode: Operating mode in which a liquid stream containing substrates is con-

tinuously fed and a liquid stream containing cells, unconsumed substrates, and products is
continuously removed at the same rate such that the liquid level in the bioreactor remains
constant.

Dilution rate: Ratio of the liquid volume in the bioreactor and the volumetric feed flow rate. This is equal
to the inverse of the bioreactor residence time, which is the dominant process time constant.

Fed-batch operating mode: Operating mode in which a liquid stream containing substrates is continu-
ously fed to the bioreactor but no liquid stream is removed from the bioreactor. This mode is
characterized by a finite operating time and no steady states.
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Model-Based Control of Biochemical Reactors 19-15

Fed-batch optimization: The determination of a fed-batch operating policy, most notably the substrate
feeding profiles, that optimizes a bioreactor performance measure, such as the productivity.

Input–output linearization: A nonlinear feedback controller design method based on establishing a
linear closed-loop relationship between the controlled output and its setpoint.

Product: A biochemical species produced by cells in a bioreactor.
Productivity: The total mass of the desired product produced per unit volume and per unit time.
Specific growth rate: The rate at which biomass increases with time: Typically a function of substrate

concentration and possibly product concentrations.
Substrate: A biochemical species necessary for cell growth that is fed to a bioreactor. The growth limiting

substrate is the single substrate not supplied in excess.
Unstructured model: A dynamic bioreactor model based on a lumped description of cellular metabolism.
Washout: An undesirable steady state of a continuous bioreactor in which no cells are produced.
Yeast: A type of microbial cell that is commonly used industrially, especially for ethanol production.

19.12 For Further Information

The basics of bioreactor modeling and control are covered in introductory textbooks on biochemical engi-
neering [3] and review articles [18]. The development of more advanced modeling techniques than the
unstructured modeling approach described in this chapter is an active area of research [3,8,9,13,31]. The
application of advanced model-based control techniques, including feedback linearization [12,14,19,20]
and nonlinear adaptive control [11,16,21,23], to bioreactors has received considerable attention. More
detailed descriptions and alternative applications of fed-batch bioreactor optimization are available
[26–28,32].
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20.1 Introduction

Robots are now widely employed in surgical interventions. While robotic assistance has been investi-
gated in nearly all forms of surgery, complex procedures, in particular those utilizing minimally invasive
surgical techniques have seen the widest adoption [1]. Robotic interventions primarily strive to reduce
or eliminate human limitations. These limitations include tremor, fatigue, variability, and inability to
accurately visualize or target disease discovered in volumetric imaging [computed tomography (CT) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans] with high accuracy and safety. Robotic devices also often
provide improved access, dexterity, and precision.

A surgical robotic system includes robotic manipulation of surgical instruments for improved precision
and dexterity, sensing and visualization devices for imaging and targeting, and computing engines for
planning, controlling, and monitoring the procedure. Early robotic surgery applications used modified
industrial manipulators, such as the modified SCARA manipulator used in the ROBODOC orthopedic
system ([2], Integrated Surgical Systems, now Curexo Technology Corp.). The ROBODOC robot drives
a pneumatic drill to mill a hip implant cavity in the femur more accurately than manual reaming. Other
early medical robots of note include the Computer Motion AESOP laparoscopic camera holder, another
modified SCARA design, that aims to replace human camera holding assistants.

With the availability of improved computing and robotics, more advanced robotic systems and a wider
range of surgical applications have appeared. As in the evolution of industrial manipulators, teleoperated
robotic systems (e.g., da Vinci Robotic Surgery system [3]) remain the most widely used devices in
the current generation, although more automated applications [4] are also becoming common. However,
unlike industrial applications, surgical robots are required to satisfy much more stringent and application-
specific safety, accuracy, and reliability requirements before they can be used on humans.

In addition to orthopedic applications, robotic minimally invasive interventions are being adopted
for a range of surgical applications due to patient benefits such as improved recovery times, smaller
incisions and reduced blood loss, and potentially better surgical outcomes. Urological, gynecological, and

20-1
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20-2 Control System Applications

some cardiac procedures have seen wide adoption of telerobotic surgery. Other common interventions
include localized and external beam (e.g., the Accuray GammaKnife system) and localized radiotherapy
and other needle-based therapy (e.g., biopsies, ablation and brachytherapy). Natural orifice transluminal
endoscopic surgery (NOTES), and similar new minimally invasive techniques are leading to development
and adoption of more sophisticated robotic devices. Robots are now also being integrated in nonsurgical
medicinal fields such as rehabilitation and assistive technologies. While visual imaging (cameras and
endoscopes) remain the most common guidance modality, a range of alternative modalities, for example,
ultrasound, fluoroscopy, CT, and MRI scans are located to find the targets for robotic treatment.

In this chapter, we present an introduction to the control aspects of the robotic manipulation used
in these applications. This material is not intended to be a survey, and should be accessible to a reader
with knowledge of basic robotics. We also do not detail other aspects of robotic surgery or the broader
computer-assisted surgery area. For broader reference, the reader is referred to a large set of review articles
and edited texts discussing specific aspects of robotic surgery. Edited texts, including Taylor et al. [5],
Faust [6], and Peters et al. [7] provide overview of research in specific areas of the wider computer-
assisted surgery or computer-assisted intervention field. The recent IEEE Robotics and Automation three
part tutorial [4,8,9], and references contained within, also provides a comprehensive overview of all
aspects of computer-assisted surgery. For a clinical perspective of robotic devices, see Patel et al. [1], and
references contained within.

20.2 Robotic Surgery Systems

Robot mechanism design for surgery is guided by application specific requirements such as accuracy
(e.g., microsurgery, or laparoscopy), level of autonomy (computer controlled, teleoperated or directly
operated), the type of intervention (e.g., minimally invasive or external therapy), and the type of imaging
and sensing employed (MRI or stereo visual endoscopy). Other design considerations include the type,
number, dexterity, weight, and actuation of surgical instruments to be carried, as well as stiffness, and
transparency of operation. In addition, clinical requirements such as fault tolerance, sterility, and relia-
bility also apply. Readers interested in more detailed mechanism design and additional specific systems
are referred to reviews such as Taylor et al. [10] or Camarillo et al. [11] and references contained within.

From a control perspective, most surgical robots can be broadly classified in three categories. The first
category of computer-controlled manipulators form a part of a surgical intervention suite (also referred
to as a surgical CAD/CAM system) that aims to improve access and accuracy. The second category of
telemanipulated manipulators provide minimally invasive access and improved dexterity, while directly
controlled cooperative manipulators preserve kinesthetics while reducing or filtering tremor. There are
additional classifications within these categories, for example, teleoperation may be classified into direct
control, shared control, and supervisory control [12]. Here, we limit ourselves to the broad classification.

20.2.1 Computer Control and CAD/CAM

Targets in bony anatomy can be immobilized, and are easily imaged using commonly available CT and
fluoroscopy imaging. Imaging is already used to plan such surgeries even where robotics is not used,
and surgical goals for robotic applications are also relatively easily defined in robotic terms. Common
surgical tasks in these procedures involve shaping or cutting bones to provide access to the spine or nerves,
creating cavities for placement of screws or implants, or shaping bones for reconstruction. Orthopedic
surgery is likely the most explored surgical CAD/CAM specialty. Accuracy goals for these tasks emphasize
geometric accuracy to prevent damage to nearby nerves or critical structures, or to ensure a proper fit.

The ROBODOC system (Figure 20.1, right) was the first orthopedic robot initially designed for
automating a part of a hip replacement surgery [2,8] procedure. Applications have since been extended
to include other joint reconstruction. ROBODOC surgery planning system (called the ORTHODOC
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Robotic Surgery 20-3

FIGURE 20.1 The NEUROMATE neurosurgical robot (left) and the ROBODOC hip replacement system in clinical
use (right). (Courtesy of Peter Kazanzides).

workstation) allows a surgeon to graphically position a CAD model of an appropriately sized hip implant
with respect to the patient’s CT scan. During surgery, this treatment plan is executed by registering the
robot coordinate system to the CT coordinate system. Early versions of the software used pins implanted
in the bone prior to the CT scan for registration, later versions replaced this with registration using
anatomical surfaces. After registration, the robot autonomously machines the bone using a high-speed
pneumatic mill to create an accurate cavity in the shape of the desired implant. The remaining portion
of the surgery then proceeds as in the nonrobotic technique. Other contemporary robotic systems for
orthopedic surgery include the German CASPER system that was also developed for joint replacement
applications.

Neurosurgery is another common CAD/CAM application. Figure 20.1, left, shows a NEUROMATE
neurosurgical robot. The NEUROMATE procedure planning for positioning a needle or drill guide for
cerebral neurosurgical procedures was also performed using CT or MRI. Orthopedic, joint reconstruction
surgery, and other neurosurgical procedures have also seen several other similar applications of robotic
systems. Ref. [10, Table 1] contains a partial list of surgical CAD/CAM systems.

20.2.2 Teleoperation

Earliest work in surgical teleoperation was aimed at providing assistance in remote or dangerous environ-
ments, but current systems perform minimally invasive procedures through small incisions, providing
improved visualization and greater dexterity, and reducing the trauma and recovery times. Although
long distance surgeries have been attempted, teleoperated surgical systems in common use do not involve
large physical separation. The master and slave robots are both placed in the same operating room. The
slave robots carry cameras and (often removable) surgical instruments that accurately reproduce scaled
motions corresponding to the motion of master manipulators controlled by the surgeon.

The Intuitive Surgical da Vinci Surgical system (Figure 20.2) is currently the only commercially available
telerobotic minimally invasive surgery system. Other notables devices include the Computer Motion
ZEUS robots, the endoVia Laprotek system, and the several academic efforts (the German Aerospace
Center (DLR), the University of Washington, the Johns Hopkins University (JHU), and the University of
California, Berkeley).
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20-4 Control System Applications

FIGURE 20.2 The da Vinci Surgical System includes multiple instrument (left) manipulators, an endoscopic
camera-holding (middle) slave manipulator, and a console containing a stereo video viewer and master mani-
pulators (right). (Copyright Intuitive Surgical, Inc.).

The da Vinci robotic surgery system (now in the third generation) consists of a surgeon’s console with
a pair of master manipulators (Figure 20.2, right), a set of patient side manipulators (Figure 20.2, left and
middle), and a stereo-endoscopic vision equipment cart. The da Vinci system contains four instrument
holding slave manipulators, with one dedicated to holding the stereo endoscopic camera. Most recent
generation (the da Vinci Si) also allows for up to two surgeon’ consoles. The slave manipulators are
designed to allow a mechanical constraint at the entry port in the body, and are configurably associated
with the master manipulators by using the foot pedals and buttons on the surgeon’s console. The scaling
of motion between the master manipulators and their corresponding slave motions can also be adjusted
using the buttons/touch interface at the surgeon’s console.

A variety of 8 mm and 5 mm removable rigid and flexible surgical instruments can be attached to
the slave manipulators for specific surgical tasks (e.g., grasping, cutting, suturing, cautery). If including
the instrument degrees of freedom, the slave robots can total up to seven degrees of freedom to the tip,
allowing greater dexterity than a human wrist. On the other hand, in addition to the substantial system
cost, significant annual maintenance expense, and the relatively high cost of the disposable surgical
instruments, publications have noted a significant learning curve for clinical proficiency and comparable
operating times on the da Vinci systems.

20.2.3 Cooperative Control

Cooperative control envisions the surgeon and the robot sharing the control of the surgical instru-
ment, thus cooperatively controlled robots are best suited for tasks where retention of kinesthetics and
ergonomics of operation is a requirement. For example, retinal surgery, and similar microsurgery and
micro-neurosurgery are performed under high magnification visualization (e.g., stereo microscope or
endoscope) using very light hand-held instruments with visual feedback only. The surgical tasks in these
procedures require very high positional accuracy.

Several telesurgical and cooperative systems have been designed specifically for such applications. For
example, the cooperatively controlled JHU “Steady Hand” system [13,14] is being developed for retinal
surgery and other microsurgical applications. The compact and highly stiff steady hand robot is actuated
by highly geared electric actuators (0.002 m/rev for translation, and 50:1 to 200:1 for rotation in one
prototype) allowing it to be approximated as a position-controlled device for practical purposes. The
robot prototypes [13,15] also include a mechanical pivot constraint similar to the laparoscopic slave
robots.

The Steady Hand system is envisioned to be configured around a stereo optical microscope for most
applications. The robot may include one or more force sensors in the operating handle that also holds the
surgical instrument. The forces sensed from the user (and possibly the environment) are combined [14]
to control the motion of the robot using admittance type control. Cooperative control replaces position
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scaling advantages of teleoperation with force-scaling. Cooperative control has also been used for normal-
scale application of surgical robots, for example, the ACROBOT (http://www.acrobot.co.uk) orthopedic
reconstruction robotic system. The ACROBOT combines surgical planning similar to CAD/CAM systems
above with cooperative surgical operation.

Taylor et al. [16] describe many other medical robotic devices such as flexible endoluminal snake-like
robots, and untethered robots that do not fit the broad categories defined above. For description of control
of these specialized devices, the reader is referred to the references contained in [16].

20.3 Computer-Controlled Robots

As discussed above, two initial applications of surgical CAD/CAM were needle/guide positioning in
stereotactic neurosurgery, and bone-shaping tasks in orthopedic surgery. Figure 20.3 shows a block level
sketch of a surgical CAD/CAM system. Such surgical procedures are planned by detecting abnormalities
or disease in preoperative imaging such as CT or MRI. This plan results in a set of task goals for the
surgical robot. A process of intraoperative registration then colocates these task goals into the robot’s
workspace at the start of the surgical procedure.

Registration determines the intraoperative spatial relationships between various components of the
CAD/CAM system, including those between real-time sensing/imaging, tracked/imaged surgical instru-
ments, the robot, and the anatomy.

Common intraoperative devices for registration include instruments held by the robot, x-ray and
fluoroscopy, or optical and electromagnetic trackers, for example, the Optotrak or Polaris systems from
Northern Digital, or the Medtronic Axiem EM tracking system. The intraoperative devices are used
to collect corresponding anatomical landmarks (a set of points or surfaces etc.) used to establish an
optimization problem for computing a coordinate transformation representing the registration.

For most simple tasks, rigid-body transformations are considered adequate. If Xr represents a location
in the coordinate system of the robot, and Ximg the same point in the coordinate system associated with
the anatomy in the preoperative imaging, then the process of registration aims to find the relationship:

Xr = Trobot−img ∗Ximg (20.1)

where Trobot−img , a homogeneous transform, is composed of the rotation R and translation P, such that the
operation v′ = T ∗ v = R ∗ v+ p transforms v to v′. Both rigid, and nonrigid methods of registration are
common in surgical CAD/CAM systems, although rigid registration (Equation 20.1 is often considered
sufficient for orthopedic applications. There is a large body of literature on techniques for registration in
surgical CAD/CAM systems, and the reader is referred to [8,16] and references contained within for a
more detailed discussion of registration methods.
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FIGURE 20.3 A block diagram of a surgical CAD/CAM system.
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20-6 Control System Applications

The task goal of the robot is then simply to position its end-effector at the planned task goals trans-
formed using the registration relationships determined above. CAD/CAM robots accomplish their tasks
based on geometric relationships computed between targets in patient’s anatomy segmented from pre-
operative images and the robot’s coordinate system. Task completion, meeting the task goals provided by
the computing engine, is usually subject to geometric precision metrics. For positioning tasks, one such
metric may be a RMS error metric.

For additional safety, these automated tasks are still monitored using a range of intra-operative displays
intended to provide the surgeon with an updated view of the progress of the task being executed by
the robot. In a completely automated surgical CAD/CAM system, the surgeon’s role would be limited
to planning and supervision for safety. However, currently robots only perform some portions of the
procedure that require high precision or safety, and would be difficult for a human to accomplish, leaving
the surgeon to complete the remaining procedure.

20.4 Telemanipulation

Telerobotic surgical systems such as the da Vinci surgical system require user input to execute a surgical
task. A wide range of feedback options are possible between the master and slave, however, in practice
the feedback from the slave is typically limited for reasons of stability. Figure 20.4 outlines a surgical
teleoperation system.

Constraints imposed by minimally invasive technique require that teleoperated slave motions pivot
about the entry port in the body, while for user convenience the masters typically employ with a spherical
wrist. These kinematically dissimilar master and slaves are typically related at the instrument tip and the
master wrist handle controlled by the surgeon. If (Tslave = {Rslave, Pslave}), (Tmaster = {Rmaster , Pmaster})
represent these coordinate frames, then we have

Tslave = Tmaster ∗Tslave−offset (20.2)

Tmaster = Tslave ∗Tmaster−offset (20.3)

where T is the rigid homogeneous transformation consisting of a rotation matrix R and a position
translation vector P, and the offsets allow for reconfiguration relationships between the master and the
slave. For the slave, this can be expanded as,

Pslave = 1

m
∗ Pmaster + Pslave−offset , (20.4)

Rslave = Rmaster ∗Rslave−offset (20.5)

The scale of operation (m) may allow for master motions to be scaled down to an appropriate slave
motion. Such manipulation allows for precise motion of the slave motion while operating the masters
in normal human scale operation. Beyond linear scaling described above, nonlinear scaling [12] can
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FIGURE 20.4 A block diagram of surgical teleoperation.
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Robotic Surgery 20-7

allow deformation of the workspace providing accurate manipulation of objects in a much larger total
workspace.

It is not typical for orientation to be similarly scaled, but linear and angular velocities are also sometimes
connected. Telerobotic systems are operated using visual feedback from a camera imaging the instrument
and the work site, and systems such as the da Vinci use a stereo video endoscope for imaging the surgical
site, and provide a stereoscopic display to the surgeon for improved depth perception. The slaves typically
operate in the camera coordinate system, while the masters operate in a coordinate system measured
relative to the user’s field of view for natural operation, with the master handles configured to appear at
the visualized instrument tips.

Current telerobotic systems limit the feedback that is available from the slave surgical site. The da
Vinci surgical system utilizes position–position control that damps feedback to an extent that it can
be approximated by an open-loop master position control except for gross slave position errors. The
alternative, position–force control may be suitable for surgical tasks if surgical instruments are modified
to include instrument tip force sensing. However, telerobotic systems require additional instrumentation
to provide force-feedback, an important feedback component that is lost in current implementations.

The overview above does not discuss several important issues, including static compensation, inertia
and friction, vibration control, and stability and performance issues associated with master-slave tele-
operation. The reader is referred to [12] for a more detailed overview of teleoperation, and robotics texts
cited in earlier chapters for details of these finer elements.

20.5 Cooperative Control

As the surgeon and the robot interact with the surgical environment using the same instrument in a
cooperative manipulation system, position scaling used in teleoperated systems above is not possible. A
cooperative system replaces position scaling with force-to-motion scaling to filter unintended forces (e.g.,
tremor) and provide smoother and more accurate manipulation.

A force sensor integrated in the instrument handle senses user forces, to allow appropriate down
scaling of the user input, and a secondary sensor may sense appropriate environment properties (e.g.,
forces from the surgical instrument, or distance from the tissue surface). If implemented using velocity
controlled actuators, an admittance type cooperative controller may aim to drive the surgical instrument
with a velocity proportional to the sensed forces.

Assuming only operator applied forces in a noncontact state, and given joint position x(t), the joint
velocity ẋ(t), desired position xd(t) and velocities ẋd(t), we want,

xd(t)= x(t), ẋd(t)= ẋ(t) (20.6)

That is, the simplest control law aims to track the user forces f (t), or limt→∞Δf (t)= 0, whereΔf (t)=
f (t)− fd , and fd is the desired force. A control law such as

xd(t)=−k
∫
Δf (t) dt (20.7)

has been shown to be stable [14] and does not require differentiation of the force signal, or knowledge of
the environmental properties. For extremely stiff, and slow moving robots such as the JHU Steady Hand
robot, such control provides very precise interactive manipulation.

Figure 20.5 shows a block diagram of cooperative operation. The gain factor (k) depends upon the robot,
environment compliance, and force scaling desired. The JHU Steady Hand robot has been shown [14] to
be stable for a large range of force scaling gains. These gains can also be dynamically modulated to allow
for integration of sensor and image enhanced information overlays and motion constraints.
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FIGURE 20.5 Block diagram of a directly controlled application.

20.6 NOTES and Flexible Robots

NOTES technology envisions scarless minimally invasive surgery with long flexible instruments being
inserted through natural body orifices. As NOTES systems do not employ straight instruments, they
are not restricted by the body entry point pivot constraint typical of current laparoscopic minimally
invasive robotic systems. NOTES systems may also package multiple instrument carrying manipulators
on each delivery mechanism allowing for more instruments to be available at the operation site. Flexible
delivery mechanisms may also enable novel surgical approaches because of their ability to provide access
around critical structures. Compared to laparoscopic surgeries, NOTES advantages include reduced
trauma and faster recovery and improved access. Most NOTES systems currently in development are
anticipated to be teleoperated using an architecture similar to the overview in Section 20.4. However, the
kinematics, dynamics, and control aspects of the slave manipulators will be specific to the NOTES devices.
NOTES disadvantages include the complexity of control and operation, as well as increased difficulty in
instrumenting tool–tissue interactions. A discussion of specific approaches is beyond the scope of this
overview, and the reader is referred to specific NOTES and endoluminal devices described in Taylor
et al. [16].

20.7 Applications

Orthopedic surgeries remain the current leading specialty for robotic surgery CAD/CAM. The
ROBODOC system has been used worldwide for over 24,000 joint replacement procedures, and has
finally also received approval for human use in the United States in 2008. The ACROBOT, which combines
elements of surgical CAD/CAM with cooperative control, is an advanced stage of clinical evaluation. In
Neurosurgery, apart from the NEUROMATE, the NeuroArm (MDA Robotics) and several other devices
are in development. Other CAD/CAM uses, such as needle holding, for example, the JHU RCM-PAKY
(http://urobotics.urology.jhu.edu) robots, have been in clinical use for some time. Other applications of
CAD/CAM, for example, brachytherapy have also seen robotic device development. The reader is referred
to Fichtinger et al. [4] for details.

Laparoscopic camera holding robots that lead the development of teleoperated robots, such as the
AESOP and the more recent Progenics FreeHand robots (http://www.prosurgics.com) are currently
in clinical use. Teleoperated systems have been used most frequently in surgery. For example, radical
retropubic prostatectomy for treatment of prostate cancer by minimally invasive removal of the prostate
has seen the broadest adoption of robotic minimally invasive procedures. Of the approximately 75,000
radical prostatectomies performed in the United States every year for the treatment of prostate cancer, the
da Vinci systems now perform a large majority (over 50,000) and have become the dominant treatment for
localized prostate cancer, up from approximately 18,000 in 2005, and 8500 procedures performed using
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it in 2004. Other complex procedures such as robotic hysterectomies and other gynecological procedures,
and some cardiac procedures are also seeing increased rate of acceptance of robotic devices.

While microsurgery cooperative devices have not been used extensively on humans, they are in
advanced stage of development for eye surgery, and orthopedic surgery.

20.8 Future

Cost, complexity, and reduced feedback from surgical instruments offset some of the advantages of robotic
surgery. An ideal robotic surgery system would restore the haptic feedback available in conventional
open surgical techniques while still providing the benefits of minimally or non-invasive technique at a
comparable cost. The development of such robotic systems remains a focus of very active research.

As integration of computation increases, functions in the operating room will continue to see increas-
ing automation. Some of these functions, including several tasks currently performed by humans (e.g.,
nurses and residents), may be transferred to robots. A nurse robot (Penelope, Robotic Systems and Tech-
nologies, Inc.) is already in clinical use for instrument inventory management, and its integration with
an surgical master–slave system (the da Vinci) has also been explored (as part of the DARPA Trauma-
Pod project). Improved clinical technique, such as NOTES, now being developed will also be fueling
novel mechanisms that will require improved control algorithms. Intelligent instrumentation, multiuser
systems (Figure 20.6), improved human–machine interfaces including haptic feedback from tool–tissue
interaction and imaging or information enhanced feedback (haptic or visual constraints and virtual fix-
tures), more sophisticated and fault-tolerant architectures, and robust control even in the presence of
communication delays are other active areas of research. Restoring haptic feedback remains a challenge
due to the complexity of integrating sensing devices close to the tip of removable and disposable operating
instruments for robotic surgery.

It is likely that the progress in these areas will initially be made in the context of systems and applications
that are already deployed. Clinical input to the design of these applications has so far been limited to being
the end-users of prototypes, and in testing and validation of the clinical techniques associated with the new
systems. As experience with these systems increases, improved methods and modes of operation (e.g.,
automated camera control) will be promoted by the clinical users themselves. Complex and currently

FIGURE 20.6 The da Vinci Si Surgical System introduced in 2009 supports two surgical consoles for multiuser min-
imally invasive robotic surgery and surgical training. In current operation, instruments are still exclusively controlled
by one user but development and validation of appropriate control methods may enable shared control of instruments
by more than one user in the future. (Copyright Intuitive Surgical, Inc.).
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20-10 Control System Applications

untreatable procedures, including high-risk cardiac and neurosurgical procedures will continue to retain
research focus. Unlike current systems that are moved in and out of conventional operating rooms,
future operating rooms are likely to see integrated robotic technology, such as ceiling and wall integrated
robotics, that is built into the operating room.
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21.1 Introduction

In living cells, many key events such as gene expression and protein–protein interactions follow from
elementary reactions between the cellular consituents at the molecular level (e.g., genes, RNAs, proteins).
There is considerable inherent randomness in the order and timing of these reactions. This randomness
can be attributed to the random collisions among cellular constituents whose motion is induced by
thermal energy and follows specific statistical distributions. The result is fluctuations in the molecular
copy numbers of reaction products both among similar cells and within a single cell over time. These
fluctuations (commonly referred to as cellular noise) can propagate downstream, impacting events and
processes in accordance to the dynamics of the network interconnection.

Cellular noise has been measured experimentally and classified based on its source [1,2]: intrinsic noise
refers to noise originating within the boundaries of the process under consideration and is due to the

∗ This chapter is an expanded version of a conference paper that appeared in the Proceedings of IFAC 2009 SYSID.
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21-2 Control System Applications

inherent discrete nature of the chemical process of gene expression, whereas extrinsic noise has origins that
are more global and affects all processes in the cell under consideration in a similar way (e.g., fluctuations
in regulatory protein copy numbers, RNA polymerase numbers, cell-cycle). Noise, both intrinsic and
extrinsic, plays a critical role in biological processes. In [3,4] it was proposed that lysis–lysogeny fate
decisions for phage λ are determined by a noise driven stochastic switch, implying that the fate of a given
cell is determinable only in a probabilistic sense. Another stochastic switch which governs the piliation
of E. coli has been modeled in [5]. Aside from endogenous switches, bistable genetic switches have been
constructed and tested [6,7]. Depending on their parameters, such switches can be quite susceptible to
noise. In [8], the first synthetic oscillator was reported. This novel circuit, called the repressilator, consists
of three genes, each having a product that represses the next gene, thereby creating a feedback loop of
three genes. The role of noise in the operation of the repressilator was recently studied in [9]. Yet another
curious effect of noise can be seen in the fluctuation enhanced sensitivity of intracellular regulation
termed “stochastic focusing” and reported in [10]. In gene expression, noise-induced fluctuations in gene
products have been studied in [11–20]. Many of these studies look at the propagation of noise in gene
networks and the impact (and sometimes limitations) of various types of feedback in suppressing such
fluctuations.

In this article, we give an overview of the methods used for modeling and analysis of fluctuations in
gene networks. We also demonstrate that these fluctuations can be used in identifying model parameters
that may be difficult to measure. The presentation follows that in [21,22].

21.1.1 Deterministic versus Stochastic Modeling

The most common approach for modeling chemical reactions relies on the law of mass action to derive a
set of differential equations that characterize the evolution of reacting species concentrations over time.

As an example, consider the reaction A+B
k→C. A deterministic formulation of chemical kinetics would

yield the following description d[C]
dt = k[A] · [B] where [·] denotes the concentration, which is considered

to be a continuous variable. In contrast, a discrete stochastic formulation of the same reaction describes the
probability that at a given time, t, the number of molecules of species A and B take certain integer values.
In this way, populations of the species within the network of interest are treated as random variables. In
this stochastic description, reactions take place randomly according to certain probabilities determined
by several factors including reaction rates and species populations. For example, given certain integer
populations of A and B, say NA and NB, at time t, the probability that one of the above reactions takes place
within the interval [t, t+ dt) is proportional to NA·NB

Ω
dt, whereΩ is the volume of the space containing the

A and B molecules. In this mesoscopic stochastic formulation of chemical kinetics, molecular species are
characterized by their probability density function, which quantifies the amount of fluctuations around a
certain mean value. As we show below, in the limit of an infinite number of molecules and infinite volume
(the thermodynamic limit), fluctuations become negligible and the mesoscopic description converges
to the macroscopic description obtained from mass-action kinetics. In typical cellular environments
where small volumes and molecule copy numbers are the rule, mesoscopic stochastic descriptions offer
more accurate representations of chemical reactions and their fluctuations. Such fluctuations need to be
accounted for as they can generate distinct phenomena that simply cannot be captured by deterministic
descriptions. In fact, in certain examples (see e.g., stochastic focusing in Figure 21.1) the deterministic
model fails to even capture the stochastic mean, underscoring the need for stochastic models.

21.2 Stochastic Chemical Kinetics

In this section, we provide a more detailed description of the stochastic framework for modeling chemical
reactions. In the stochastic formulation of chemical kinetics we shall consider a chemically reacting system
of volume Ω containing N molecular species S1, . . . , SN which react via M known reaction channels
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FIGURE 21.1 The reaction system shown on the left represents a signaling species S and its response P. I is an
intermediate species. When the system is modeled deterministically, the concentration of P fails to capture the
stochastic mean of the same species computed from a stochastic model, as shown in the simulations shown in the
figure. This example system and the stochastic focusing phenomenon are described in Ref. 10. (Adapted from J.
Paulsson, O. Berg, and M. Ehrenberg. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 97:7148–7153, 2000.)

R1, . . . , RM . We shall make the key assumption that the entire reaction system is well-stirred and is in
thermal equilibrium. While this assumption does not always hold in examples of biological networks,
spatial models of stochastic chemical kinetics can be formulated. In the well-mixed case that we focus
on here, the reaction volume is at a constant temperature T and the molecules move due to the thermal
energy. The velocity of a molecule in each of the three spacial directions is independent from the other
two and is determined according to a Boltzman distribution:

fvx (v)= fvy (v)= fvz (v)=
√

m

2πkBT
e
− m

2kBT v2

where m is its mass, v its velocity, and kB is Boltzman’s constant. Let X(t)= (X1(t) . . . XN (t))T be the state
vector, where Xi(t) is a random variable that describes the number of molecules of species Si in the system
at time t. We consider elementary reactions, which may be either mono-molecular: Si → Products, or
bi-molecular: Si + Sj → Products. More complex reactions can be achieved by introducing intermediate
species that interact through a sequence of elementary reactions. In this formulation, each reaction
channel Rk defines a transition from some state X = xi to some other state X = xi + sk , which reflects the
change in the state after the reaction has taken place. sk is known as the stoichiometric vector, and the set
of all M reactions give rise to the stoichiometry matrix defined as

S= [s1 . . . sM ].
Associated with each reaction Rk is a propensity function, wk(x), which captures the rate of the reaction k.

Specifically, wk(x)dt is the probability that, given the system is in state x at time t, the kth reaction will
take place in the time interval [t, t+ dt). The propensity function for various reaction types is given in
Table 21.1.

If we denote by k, k′, and k′′ the reaction rate constants from deterministic mass-action kinetics for the
first, second, and third reaction types, it can be shown that c = k, c′ = k′/Ω, and c′′ = 2k′′/Ω.
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TABLE 21.1 Propensity Function for the Various

Elementary Reactions

Reaction type Propensity function

Si → Products cxi

Si + Sj → Products (i �= j) c′xixj

Si + Si → Products c′′xi(xi − 1)/2

21.2.1 Sample Path Representation and Connection with Deterministic
Models

A sample path representation of the stochastic process X(t) can be given in terms of independent Poisson
processes Yk(λ) with parameter λ. In particular, it can be shown [23] that

X(t)= X(0)+
∑

k

skYk

(∫ t

0
wk(X(s)) ds

)
.

Hence, the Markov process X(t) can be represented as a random time-change of other Markov processes.
When the integral is approximated by a finite sum, the result is an approximate method for generating
sample paths, which is commonly referred to as tau leaping [24]. The sample path representation shown
here is of theoretical interest as well. Together with the Law of Large numbers, it is used to establish a
connection between deterministic and stochastic representations of the same chemical system.

In a deterministic representation based on conventional mass-action kinetics, the solution of the
deterministic reaction rate equations describes the trajectories of the concentrations of species S1, . . . , SN .
Let these concentrations be denoted by Φ(t)= [Φ1(t), . . . ,ΦN (t)]T . Accordingly,Φ(·) satisfies the mass-
action ordinary differential equation (ODE):

Φ̇= Sf (Φ(t)), Φ(0)=Φ0.

For a meaningful comparison with the stochastic solution, we shall compare the function Φ(t) with
the volume-normalized stochastic process XΩ(t) := X(t)/Ω. A natural question is: how does XΩ(t)
relate to Φ(t)? The answer is given by the following fact, which is a consequence of the Law of Large
numbers [23]:

Fact 21.1:

Let Φ(t) be the deterministic solution to the reaction rate equations

dΦ

dt
= Sf (Φ), Φ(0)=Φ0.

Let XΩ(t) be the stochastic representation of the same chemical systems with XΩ(0)=Φ0. Then for every
t ≥ 0:

lim
Ω→∞ sup

s≤t

∣
∣XΩ(s)−Φ(s)

∣
∣= 0 almost surely.
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To illustrate the convergence of the stochastic system to the deterministic description, we consider a
simple one species problem with the following nonlinear reaction description:

Reaction Stoichiometry Deterministic Description Stochastic Description

R1 : ∅→ S, f1(φ)= 20+ 40 φ

4010+φ10 , w1(X)=Ω
(

20+ 40 X/Ω

4010+(X/Ω)10

)

R2 : S→∅, f2(φ)= φ, w2(X)=Ω (
X/Ω

)
.

From Figure 21.2a, which illustrates the production and degradation terms of the reaction rate equation,
one can see that the deterministic model has three equilibrium points where these terms are equal.
Figure 21.2a shows the deterministic (smooth) and stochastic (jagged) trajectories of the system from two
different initial conditions: φ(0)= X(0)/Ω= 0 and φ(0)= X(0)/Ω= 100 and three different volumes
Ω= {1, 3, 10}. From the plot, it is clear that as the volume increases, the difference between the stochastic
and deterministic process shrinks. This is the case for almost every possible initial condition, but with one
obvious exception. If the initial condition were chosen to correspond to the unstable equilibrium, then
the deterministic process would remain at equilibrium, but the noise-driven stochastic process would
not. Of course, this unsteady equilibrium corresponds to a single point of zero measure, thus illustrating
the nature of the “almost sure” convergence.

Hence, in the thermodynamic limit, the stochastic description converges to the deterministic one.
While this result establishes a fundamental connection which ties together two descriptions at two scales,
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FIGURE 21.2 Convergence of the stochastic and deterministic descriptions with volume scaling. (a) Reaction rates
for the production (solid) and degradation (dashed) events. (b–d) Trajectories of the deterministic (smooth) and
stochastic representations (jagged) assuming equivalent initial conditions for different volumes: (b)Ω= 1, (c)Ω= 3,
(d)Ω= 10.
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in practice the large volume assumption cannot be justified as the cell volume is fixed, and stochastic
descriptions could differ appreciably from their large volume limit.

21.2.2 The Forward Kolmogorov Equation

The chemical master equation (CME), or the forward Kolmogorov equation, describes the time-evolution
of the probability that the chemical reaction system is in any given state, say X(t)= x. The CME can be
derived from the Markov property of chemical reactions. Let P(x, t), denote the probability that the system
is in state x at time t. We can express P(x, t+ dt) as follows:

P(x, t+ dt)= P(x, t)(1−
∑

k

wk(x) dt)+
∑

k

P(x− sk , t)wk(x− sk) dt+O(dt2).

The first term on the right-hand side is the probability that the system is already in state x at time t and
no reactions occur to change that in the next dt. In the second term on the right-hand side, the kth term
in the summation is the probability that the system at time t is an Rk reaction away from being at state x,
and that an Rk reaction takes place in the next dt.

Moving P(x, t) to the left-hand side, dividing by dt, and taking the limit as dt goes to zero we get the
CME:

dP(x, t)

dt
=

M∑

k=1

[wk(x− sk)P(x− sk , t)−wk(x)P(x, t)]

21.3 Stochastic Analysis Tools

Stochastic analysis tools may be broadly divided into four categories. The first consists of kinetic Monte
Carlo methods, which compute sample paths whose statistics are used to extract information about
the system. The second class of methods consists of approximations of the stochastic process X(t) by
solutions of certain stochastic differential equations (SDE). The third type of methods seek to compute
the trajectories of various moments of X(t), while the fourth type is concerned with computing the
evolution of probability densities of the stochastic process X(t).

21.3.1 Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulations

Because the CME is often infinite dimensional, the majority of analyses at the mesoscopic scale have been
conducted using kinetic Monte Carlo algorithms. The most widely used of these algorithms is Gillespie’s
stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) [25] and its variants. These are described next.

21.3.1.1 The Gillespie Algorithm

Each step of Gillespie’s SSA begins at a time t and at a state X(t)= x and is comprised of three substeps: (1)
generate the time until the next reaction; (2) determine which reaction occurs at that time; and (3) update
the time and state to reflect the previous two choices. The SSA approach is exact in the sense that it results
in a random variable with a probability distribution exactly equal to the solution of the corresponding
CME. However, each run of the SSA provides only a single trajectory. Numerous trajectories are generated
which are then used to compute statistics of interest.

We now describe these steps in more detail. To each of the reactions {R1, . . . , RM} we associate a
random variable Ti , which describes the time for the next firing of reaction Ri . A key fact is that Ti is
exponentially distributed with parameter wi . From these, we can define two additional random variables,
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one continuous and the other discrete:

T =min
i
{Ti} (Time to the next reaction)

R = arg min
i
{Ti} (Index of the next reaction)

It can be shown that: (a) T is exponentially distributed with parameter:
∑

i wi ; and (b) R has the discrete

distribution: P(R = k)= wk∑
i wi

. With this in mind, we are ready to give the steps in Gillespie’s SSA.

Gillespie’s SSA:

• Step 0: Initialize time t and state population x.
• Step 1: Draw a sample τ from the distribution of T (see Figure 21.3).
• Step 2: Draw a sample μ from the distribution of R (see Figure 21.3).
• Step 3: Update time: t← t+ τ. Update the state: x← x+ sμ.

21.3.2 Stochastic Differential Equation Approximations

There are several SDE approximations of the stochastic process X(t). One of these is the so-called
chemical Langevin equation, also called the diffusion approximation [26,27]. We will not discuss this here,
but instead examine another SDE approximation that relates to SDEs that arise naturally in systems and
control settings.

The van Kampen’s approximation or linear noise approximation (LNA) (see [28–30]) is essentially an
approximation to the process X(t) that takes advantage of the fact that in the large volume limit (Ω→∞),
the process XΩ(t) := X(t)/Ω converges to the solution Φ(t) of the deterministic reaction rate equation:
Φ̇(t)= f (Φ). Defining a scaled “error” process VΩ(t) := √Ω(

XΩ(t)−Φ(t)
)

and using the Central limit

Time (s)

1

0

r1 U([0, 1])

τ = 1
k wk

log 1
1 r1

r2 U([0, 1])

1 2 3 4 5
Reaction index

1

0

(w1 + w2)/ k wk
w1/ k wk

(w1 + w2 + w3 + w4)/ k wk
(w1 + w2 + w3)/ k wk

μ

F(t) = 1 e− kwkt

Cumulative distribution function of

Cumulative distribution function of

FIGURE 21.3 Cumulative distribution of the two random variables T and R. A sample of T is drawn by first
drawing a uniformly distributed random number r1 and then finding its inverse image under F, the cumulative
distribution of T . A similar procedure can be used to draw a sample from the distribution of R.
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21-8 Control System Applications

theorem, it can be shown that VΩ(t) converges in distribution to the solution V (t) to the following
linear SDE:

dV(t)= Jf (Φ)V(t) dt+
M∑

k=1

sk

√
wk(Φ) dBk(t),

where Jf denotes the Jacobian of f (·) and Bk is standard Brownian motion [23]. Hence, the LNA results

in a state X(t)≈ΩΦ(t)+√ΩV(t), which can be viewed as the sum of a deterministic term given by the
solution to the deterministic reaction rate equation, and a zero mean stochastic term given by the solution
to a linear SDE. While the LNA is reasonable for systems with sufficiently large numbers of molecules
(and volume), examples show that it can yield poor results when this assumption is violated, for example,
when the system of interest contains species with very small molecular counts, or where the reaction
propensity functions are strongly nonlinear over the dominant support region of the probability density
function.

21.3.3 Statistical Moments

When studying stochastic fluctuations that arise in gene networks, one is often interested in computing
moments and variances of noisy expression signals. The evolution of moment dynamics can be described
using the CME. To compute the first moment E[Xi], we multiply the CME by xi and then sum of all
(x1, . . . , xN ) ∈ N

N to get

dE[Xi]
dt

=
M∑

k=1

sikE[wk(X)]

Similarly, to get the second moments E[XiXj], we multiply the CME by xixj and sum over all (x1, . . . , xN ) ∈
N

N , which gives

dE[XiXj]
dt

=
M∑

k=1

sikE[Xjwk(X)]+E[Xiwk(X)]sjk + siksjkE[wk(X)]

These last two equations can be expressed more compactly in matrix form. Defining w(x)=
[w1(x), . . . , wM (x)]T , the moment dynamics become:

dE[X]
dt

= SE[w(X)]
dE[XXT ]

dt
= SE[w(X)XT ]+E[w(X)XT ]T ST + S{diagE[w(X)]}ST

In general, this set of equations cannot be solved explicitly. This is because the moment equations
will not always be closed: depending on the form of the propensity vector w(·), the dynamics of the
first moment E(X) may depend on the second moments E(XXT ), the second moment dynamics may
in turn depend on the third moments, and so on, resulting in an infinite system of ODE’s. However,
when the propensity function is affine, that is, w(x)=Wx+w0, where W is N ×N and w0 is N × 1, then
E[w(X)] =WE[X]+w0, and E[w(X)XT ] =WE[XXT ]+w0E[XT ]. This gives us the following moment
equations:

d

dt
E[X] = SWE[X]+ Sw0

d

dt
E[XXT ] = SWE[XXT ]+E[XXT ]WT ST + S diag(WE[X]+w0)ST + Sw0E[XT ]+E[X]wT

0 ST

Clearly, this is a closed system of linear ODEs that can be solved easily for the first and second moments.
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Stochastic Gene Expression: Modeling, Analysis, and Identification 21-9

Defining the covariance matrix Σ= E[(X−E[X])(X−E(X)]T ], we can also compute covariance
equations:

d

dt
Σ= SWΣ+ΣWT ST + S diag(WE[X]+w0)ST

The steady-state moments and covariances can be obtained by solving linear algebraic equations. Let
X̄ = lim

t→∞E[X(t)] and Σ̄= lim
t→∞Σ(t). Then

SWX̄ =−Sw0

SWΣ̄+ Σ̄WT ST + S diag(WX̄+w0)ST = 0

The latter is an algebraic Lyapunov equation that can be solved efficiently.

21.3.3.1 Moment Closures

An important property of the Markov processes that describe chemical reactions is that when one con-
structs a vector μ with all the first- and second-order statistical uncentered moments of the process’ state
X, this vector evolves according to a linear equation of the form

μ̇= Aμ+Bμ̄. (21.1)

Unfortunately, as pointed out earlier, Equation 21.1 is not in general a closed system because the vector
μ̄ may contain moments of order larger than two, whose evolution is not provided by Equation 21.1. In
fact, this will always be the case when bi-molecular reactions are involved. A technique that can be used
to overcome this difficulty consists of approximating the open linear system (Equation 21.1) by a closed
nonlinear system

ν̇= Aν+Bϕ(ν), (21.2)

where ν is an approximation to the solutionμ to Equation 21.1 and ϕ(·) is a moment closure function that
attempts to approximate the moments in μ̄ based on the values of the moments in μ. The construction
of ϕ(·) often relies on postulating a given type for the distribution of X and then expressing the higher-
order moments in μ̄ by a nonlinear function ϕ(μ) of the first- and second-order moments in μ. Authors
construct moment closure functions ϕ(·) based on different assumed distributions for X, which include
normal [31–33], lognormal [34,35], Poisson, and binomial [36] distributions. Here we discuss only the
normal and lognormal moment closure method.

1. Normal Distribution: Assuming that the populations of each species follow a multivariate normal
distribution leads to the equation:

E[(Xi −E[Xi])(Xj −E[Xj])(Xk −E[Xk])] = 0

from which an expression for the third order moment E[XiXjXk] in terms of lower-order moments
can be obtained. When substituted in the moment (Equations 21.1), a closed-system results. This
is referred to as the mass-fluctuation kinetics in [33]. As long as the reaction rates are at most
second order, only the expressions for the third moments will be necessary—all of which can be
determined as above. For third or higher-order propensity functions, the resulting higher order
moments can also be easily expressed in terms of the first two, using moment and generating
functions as described in the example section below.

2. Lognormal Distribution: Based on a lognormal distribution for X, one obtains the following equa-
tion:

E[XiXjXk] =
E[XiXj]E[XjXk]E[XiXk]

E[Xi]E[Xj]E[Xk] .
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21-10 Control System Applications

As before, this leads to a closed-system when substituted in the moment (Equation 21.1), provided
that the reactions in the system are at most bimolecular. In [37] it was shown that this moment
closure results without any a priori assumptions on the shape of the distribution for X by matching
all (or a large number of) the time derivatives of the exact solution for Equation 21.1 with the
corresponding time derivatives of the approximate solution for Equation 21.2, for a given set of
initial conditions. However, for systems with third or higher order terms in the reaction rates, it is
more difficult to find expressions for the higher moments necessary to close the system.

When the population standard deviations are not much smaller than the means, choosing ϕ(·) based
on a normal distribution assumption often leads to less accurate approximations. Furthermore, normal
distributions of X allows for negative values of X, which clearly does not reflect the positive nature of the
populations represented by X(t). In these cases, a lognormal or other positive distribution closure may
be preferred, but at the cost of more complicated closure expressions for the higher-order moments.

21.3.4 Density Computations

Another approach to analyze models described by the CME aims to compute the probability density
functions for the random variable X. This is achieved by approximate solutions of the CME, using a
new analytical approach called the finite state projection (FSP) [38–41]. The FSP approach relies on a
projection that preserves an important subset of the state space (e.g., that supporting the bulk of the
probability distribution), while projecting the remaining large or infinite states onto a single “absorbing”
state (see Figure 21.4.)

Probabilities for the resulting finite-state Markov chain can be computed exactly, and can be shown
to give a lower bound for the corresponding probability for the original full system. The FSP algorithm
provides a means of systematically choosing a projection of the CME, which satisfies any prespecified
accuracy requirement. The basic idea of the FSP is as follows. In matrix form, the CME may be written
as Ṗ(t)= AP(t), where P(t) is the (infinite) vector of probabilities corresponding to each possible state in
the configuration space. The generator matrix A embodies the propensity functions for transitions from
one configuration to another and is defined by the reactions and the enumeration of the configuration
space. A projection can now be made to achieve an arbitrarily accurate approximation as outlined next:
Given an index set of the form J = {j1, j2, j3, . . .} and a vector v, let vJ denote the subvector of v chosen
according to J , and for any matrix A, let AJ denote the submatrix of A whose rows and columns have been
chosen according to J . With this notation, we can restate the result from [38,41]: consider any distribution
which evolves according to the linear ODE Ṗ(t)= AP(t). Let AJ be a principle submatrix of A and PJ

be a subvector of P, both corresponding to the indexes in J. If for a given ε> 0 and tf ≥ 0 we have that
1T exp(AJ tf )PJ (0)≥ 1− ε, then

‖ exp(AJ tf )PJ (0)−PJ (tf )‖1 ≤ ε,

which provides a bound on the error between the exact solution PJ to the (infinite) CME and the matrix
exponential of the (finite) reduced system with generator AJ . This result is the basis for an algorithm
to compute the probability density function with guaranteed accuracy. The FSP approach and various
improvements on the main algorithm can be found in [40,41].

21.4 Parameter Identification

Microscopy techniques and fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) technology enable single cell mea-
surement of cellular species to be carried out for large numbers of cells. This raises the prospect of using
statistical quantities such as moments and variances, measured at different instants in time, to identify
model parameters. Here we demonstrate these ideas through a simple description of gene transcription
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FIGURE 21.4 The finite state projection. Left panel shows the state space for a system with two species. Arrows
indicate possible transitions within states. The corresponding process is a continuous-time discrete state Markov
process whose state space is typically very large or infinite. Right panel shows the projected system for a specific
projection region (gray box). The projected system is obtained as follows: transitions within the projection region
are kept unchanged. Transitions that emanate from states within the region and end at states outside (in the original
system) are routed to a single absorbing state in the projected system. Transitions into the projection region are
deleted. As a result, the projected system is a finite state Markov process, and the probability of each state can be
computed exactly.

and translation. Let x denote the population of mRNA molecules, and let y denote the population of
proteins in a cell. The system population is assumed to change only through four reactions:

∅→mRNA

mRNA→∅
mRNA→mRNA+ protein

protein→∅
for which the propensity functions, wi(x, y), are

w1(x, y)= k1+k21y; w2(x, y)= γ1x;

w3(x, y)= k2x; w2(x, y)= γ2y.

Here, the terms ki and γi are production and degradation rates, respectively, and k21 corresponds to a
feedback effect that the protein is assumed to have on the transcription process. In positive feedback, k21 >

0, the protein increases transcription; in negative feedback, k21 < 0, the protein inhibits transcription.

The various components of the first two moments, v(t) := [
E{x} E{x2} E{y} E{y2} E{xy}]T

,
evolve according to the linear time invariant system:

d

dt

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎢
⎣

E{x}
E{x2}
E{y}
E{y2}
E{xy}

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎢
⎣

−γ1 0 k21 0 0
γ1+ 2k1 −2γ1 k21 0 2k21

k2 0 −γ2 0 0
k2 0 γ2 −2γ2 2k2
0 k2 k1 k21 −γ1− γ2

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎥
⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎢
⎣

E{x}
E{x2}
E{y}
E{y2}
E{xy}

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
+

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎢
⎣

k1
k1
0
0
0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎥
⎦

= Av+ b

(21.3)
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21-12 Control System Applications

Now that we have expressions for the dynamics of the first two moments, they can be used to identify
the various parameters: [k1, γ1, k2, γ2, k21] from properly chosen data sets. We will next show how this
can be done for transcription parameters k1 and γ1. For a discussion on identification of the full set, we
refer the reader to [22,41,42].

21.4.1 Identifying Transcription Parameters

We begin by considering a simpler birth–death process of mRNA transcripts, whose populations are
denoted by x. The moment equation for this system is:

d

dt

[
v1

v2

]
=

[ −γ 0
γ+ 2k −2γ

] [
v1

v2

]
+

[
k
k

]
,

where we have dropped the subscripts on k1 and γ1. By applying the nonlinear transformation:

[
μ

σ2−μ
]
=

[
v1

v2− v2
1 − v1

]
,

where μ and σ2 refer to the mean and variance of x, respectively, we arrive at the transformed set of
equations:

d

dt

[
μ

σ2−μ
]
=

[
v̇1

v̇2− 2v1v̇1− v̇1

]

=
[ −γ1v1+ k

(γ1+ 2k)v1− 2γv2+ k− (2v1+ 1)(−γv1+ k)

]

=
[−γ 0

0 −2γ

] [
μ

σ2−μ
]
+

[
k
0

]
.

(21.4)

Suppose that μ and σ2 are known at two instances in time, t0 and t1 = t0+ τ, and denote their values
at time ti as μi and σ2

i , respectively. The relationship between (μ0, σ2
0) and (μ1, σ2

1) is governed by the
solution of 21.4, which can be written:

[
μ1

σ2
1−μ1

]
=

[
exp(−γτ)μ0

exp(−2γτ)(σ2
0−μ0)

]
+

[
k
γ (1− exp(−γτ))

0

]

(21.5)

In this expression there are two unknown parameters, γ and k, that we wish to identify from the data
{μ0, σ2

0,μ1, σ2
1}. If μ0 = σ2

0, the second equation is trivial, and we are left with only one equation whose
solution could be any pair:

(
γ, k = γμ1− exp(−γτ)μ0

1− exp(−γτ)
)

.

If for the first measurement μ0 �= σ2
0 and for the second measurement μ1 �= σ2

1, then we can solve for:

γ=− 1

2t
log

(
σ2

1−μ1

σ2
0−μ0

)

k = γμ1− exp(−γt)μ0

1− exp(−γτ) .
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Stochastic Gene Expression: Modeling, Analysis, and Identification 21-13

Note that if μ1 and σ2
1 are very close, the sensitivity of γ to small errors in this difference becomes

very large. From Equation 21.5, one can see that as τ becomes very large, (σ2
1−μ1) approaches zero, and

steady-state measurements do not suffice to uniquely identify both parameters.

21.5 Examples

To illustrate the above methods, we consider the synthetic self-regulated genetic system as illustrated in
Figure. 21.5. The lac operon controls the production of the LacI protein, which in turn tetramerizes and
represses its own production. The lac operon is assumed to be present in only a single copy within each
cell and is assumed to have two possible state: gON and gOFF , which are characterized by whether or not a
LacI tertramer, LacI4, is bound to the operon. In all, the model is described with seven reactions:

Reaction# Reaction Description Propensity Function

R1 : 4LacI→ LacI4 w1 = k1

( [LacI]
4

)

R2 : LacI4→ 4LacI w2 = k2[LacI4]
R3 : gON + LacI4→ gOFF w3 = k3[gON ][LacI4]
R4 : gOFF → LacI4+ gON w4 = k4[gOFF ]
R5 : gON → gON + LacI w5 = k5[gON ]
R6 : LacI→ φ w6 = k6[LacI]
R7 : LacI4→ φ w7 = k7[LacI4]

(21.6)

The first of these reactions corresponds to the combination of four individual monomers to form a
tetramer—the rate of this reaction depends upon the total number of possible combinations of four
different molecules, which is given by the binomial

( [LacI]
4

)
= [LacI] · ([LacI]− 1) · ([LacI]− 2) · ([LacI]− 3)/24,

and the second reaction corresponds to the reverse of the tetramerization event. The next two reactions
characterize the ON-to-OFF and OFF-to-ON switches that occur when a tetramer binds to or unbinds

LacI

LacI
LacI

LacI-4

k5
θ

θ

k6

k3

lac
ON

OFF

k4
k7

k2k1

LacI

FIGURE 21.5 Schematic representation of a synthetic self-regulated genetic network. In the model, four LacI
monomers (represented as ovals) can bind reversibly to form tetramers (represented as clusters of four ovals). The
lac operon has two states: OFF when LacI tetramers are bound to the gene and blocking the transcription start site,
and ON when LacI tetramers are not bound to the gene. Both LacI monomers and tetramers can degrade. See also
reactions listed in Equation 21.6.
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21-14 Control System Applications

from the operon, respectively. When the gene is in the ON state, the fifth reaction can occur and LacI
monomers are created with an exponentially distributed waiting times. Finally, reactions R6 and R7
correspond to the usual linear decay of the monomers and tetramers, respectively.

For the analysis of this process, we first define the stoichiometry and reaction rate vectors for the
process as:

S=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

−4 4 0 0 1 −1 0
1 −1 −1 1 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ , and (21.7)

w(x)=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣

k1
( x1

4

)

k2x2

w3 = k3x3x2

w4 = k4x4

w5 = k5x3

w6 = k6x1

w7 = k7x2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

. (21.8)

In what follows, we will take many different approaches to analyzing this system. In order to compare
each method, we make the assumption that the volume is unityΩ= 1, such that we can avoid parameter
scaling issues when moving between reaction rate equations and the stochastic description. We consider
the following parameter set for the reaction rates:

k1 = 1/30 N−4 s−1 k2 = 0.002 N−1 s−1 k3 = 0.01 N−2 s−1

k4 = 0.2 N−1 s−1 k5 = 20 N−1 s−1 k6 = 0.1 N−1 s−1

k7 = 0.1 N−1 s−1,

and we assume that the process begins with the gene in the active state and no LacI is present in the
system:

x(0)=

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

x1(0)
x2(0)
x3(0)
x4(0)

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦=

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0
0
1
0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦

21.5.1 Deterministic (Reaction Rate) Analysis

As a first analysis, let us consider the deterministic reaction rate equations that are described by these
four interacting chemical species and their seven reactions. For this case, one can write the reaction rate
equations as:

ẋ(t)= Sw(x(t))

or in the usual notation of ODEs

ẋ1 =−(4/24)k1x1(x1− 1)(x1− 2)(x1− 3)+ 4k2x2+ k5x3− k6x1,

ẋ2 = (4/24)k1x1(x1− 1)(x1− 2)(x1− 3)− k2x2− k3x2x3− k7x2,

ẋ3 =−k3x2x3+ k4x4,

ẋ4 = k3x2x3− k4x4.
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We note that the first reaction only makes sense when the x1 ≥ 4 corresponding to when there are at
least four molecules of the monomer present and able to combine. In the case where there are fewer than
four molecules, we must use a different set of equations:

ẋ1 = 4k2x2+ k5x3− k6x1,

ẋ2 =−k2x2− k3x2x3− k7x2,

ẋ3 =−k3x2x3+ k4x4,

ẋ4 = k3x2x3− k4x4.

These equations have been integrated over time and the responses of the dynamical process are shown
in the solid gray lines of Figure 21.7. We note that were one to use the LNA, the computed mean value
for the process would be exactly the same as the solutions shown with the solid gray line.

21.5.2 Stochastic Simulations

The reactions listed above can also be simulated using Gillespie’s SSA [25]. Two such simulations shown
in Figure 21.6 illustrate the large amount of stochastic variability inherent in the model. By simulating
the system 5000 times, one can collect the statistics of these variations and record them as functions
of time. The dynamics of the mean levels of each species is shown by the solid, but somewhat jagged,
black lines in Figure 21.7. Furthermore, one can collect statistics on the number of monomers and
tetramers at different points in time and plot the resulting histograms to show their marginal distri-
butions as illustrated in Figures 21.8 and 21.9. From these plots, it is noticeable that the determinis-
tic reaction rate equations and the mean of the stochastic process are not equivalent for this process.
This discrepancy arises from the nonlinearity of the propensity functions for the the first and third
reactions.
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FIGURE 21.6 Results of two stochastic simulations (solid black, dashed gray) of the self-repressing LacI synthetic
gene regulatory network. The top left panel corresponds to the populations of LacI monomers; the top right panel
corresponds to the population of LacI tetramers; the bottom left corresponds to the population of ON genes; and the
bottom right panel corresponds to the population of OFF genes.
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FIGURE 21.7 Dynamics of the mean values of x as found using different solution schemes. The solid gray lines
correspond to the solution of the deterministic reaction rate equations. The dashed gray lines correspond to the
solution using moment closure based upon the assumption of a multivariated Gaussian distribution. The jagged black
lines correspond to the solution of 5000 stochastic simulations. The dotted lines correspond to the solution with the
FSP approach.

21.5.3 Normal Moment Closures

Above we have derived the differential equation for the mean of the process to be:

d

dt
E(X)= SE{w(X)} (21.9)

In the case of linear propensity functions, then the average propensity function is simply the propensity
function of the average population, and we could substitute:

SE{w(X)} = Sw(E{X}), for affine linear w(X).
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FIGURE 21.8 Probability distribution for the number of LacI monomers (x1) at different points in time. The grey
histograms have been found using 5000 stochastic simulations. The solid black lines correspond to the FSP solution.
The dashed black lines show the prediction of the mean using the deterministic reaction rate equations, and the
dashed gray lines show the results of the moment closure approach with an assumption of a normal distribution.
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FIGURE 21.9 Probability distribution for the number of LacI tetramers (x2) at different points in time. The grey
histograms have been found using 5000 stochastic simulations. The solid black lines correspond to the FSP solution.
The dashed black lines show the prediction of the mean using the deterministic reaction rate equations, and the
dashed gray line shows the results of the moment closure approach with an assumption of a normal distribution.

However, when the propensity function are nonlinear, this substitution is incorrect, and in our case we
have:

E{w(X)} = E

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

k1
( x1

4

)

k2x2

k3x3x2

k4x4

k5x3

k6x1

k7x2

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

k1/24
(
E{x4

1}− 6E{x3
1}+ 11E{x2

1}− 6E{x1}
)

k2E{x2}
k3E{x3x2}
k4E{x4}
k5E{x3}
k6E{x1}
k7E{x2}

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

.

Thus, we find that the expected values depend upon higher order moments, and the equations are not
closed to a finite set. Similarly, the ODEs that describe the evolution of the second moments are given by:

d

dt
E{XXT } = SE{w(X)XT }+E{w(X)XT }T ST + S

{
diag(E{w(X)})} ST , (21.10)

where the matrix w(x)xT is

w(X)XT =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

k1
( x1

4

)
x1 k1

( x1
4

)
x2 k1

( x1
4

)
x3 k1

( x1
4

)
x4

k2x1x2 k2x2
2 k2x2x3 k2x2x4

k3x1x2x3 k3x2
2x3 k3x2x2

3 k3x2x3x4

k4x1x4 k4x2x4 k4x3x4 k4x2
4

k5x1x3 k5x2x3 k5x2
3 k5x3x4

k6x2
1 k6x1x2 k6x1x3 k6x1x4

k7x1x2 k7x2
2 k7x2x3 k7x2x4

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

,

In this case we see that the second moment also depends upon higher order moments. In particular
the second moment of x1 now depends upon the fifth uncentered moment of x1. This relationship will
continue for every higher moment such that the nth moment will always depend upon the (n+ 3)th order
moment for this system.

If we make the assumption that the joint distribution of all species are given by a multivariate normal
distribution, then we can use this relationship to close the moment equations. Perhaps the easiest way to
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21-18 Control System Applications

find these relationships is to use the moment generating function (MGF) approach. We define the MGF
as:

Mx(t)= exp
(
μT t+ 1/2tTΣt

)
,

where the vectors are defined as:

μ= E{x},
Σ= E{(x−μ)(X−μ)T }
= E{XXT }−E{X}E{xT }, and

t = [t1, t2, t3, t4]T .

With this definition, one can write any uncentered moment in terms of μ andΣ as follows:

E{xn1
1 . . . xn4

4 } =
dn1+···+n4

dxn1
1 . . . dxn4

4
Mx(t)

∣
∣∣∣
t=0

.

For example, the fifth uncentered moment of x1 is given by:

E{x5
1} =

d5

dx5
1

Mx(t)

∣∣∣∣
t=0

= 15E{x1}E{x2
1}2− 20E{x1}3E{x2

1}+ 6E{x1}5.

Such an expression can be found for each moment of order three or higher in Equations 21.9 and 21.10.
As a result the approximated distribution is fully described in terms of the first and second moments,
which are our new set of 14 dynamic variables:

E{x1}, E{x2}, E{x3}, E{x4},
E{x2

1}E{x1x2}, E{x1x3}, E{x1x4},
E{x2

2}, E{x2x3}, E{x2x4},
E{x2

3}, E{x3x4}, E{x2
4}.

(21.11)

We note that because there is only a single gene then x3 and x4 are mutually exclusive and take values of
either zero or one. As a result, we can specify algebraic constraints on the last three of the moments listed
in Equation 21.11 as:

E{x2
3} = E{x3},

E{x2
4} = E{x4},

E{x3x4} = 0

and thus we are left with only 11 ODEs.
We have solved the nonlinear ODE’s resulting from the moment closure, and the results for the mean

values of each species are represented by the gray dashed lines in Figure 21.7. From the figure, we see that
for this case, the use of the coupled first and second moments results in a much better approximation of
the of the mean behavior than did the deterministic reaction rate equation (compare solid and dashed
gray lines in Figure 21.7).

By including some description of the second uncentered moment of the process, the moment closure
does a much better job of capturing the mean behavior of the process as can be seen by Figure 21.7.
Furthermore, closer examination reveals that the second moment for the population of monomers is
also well captured by this approximation as is seen in Figure 21.8. However, it is clear that the actual
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distributions are not Gaussian, and truncating away the higher-order moments has introduced significant
errors. This can be seen first in the monomer distributions at t = 10 s, where the actual distribution
appears to be almost bimodal. An even worse approximation is obtained for the tetramer distribution as
is shown in Figure 21.9, where the solution of the moment closure equations actually produces a physically
unrealizable result of negative variance for the tetramer distribution. This failure is not unexpected due
to the fact that the dynamics of the tetramer population depend strongly on the approximated high-order
moments of the monomer population.

21.5.4 FSP Analysis

In general the master equation can be written in the form P(t)= AP(t), where the infinitesimal generator
A is defined as:

Ai2i1 =
⎧
⎨

⎩

−∑M
k=1 wk(xi1 ) for i1 = i2

wk(xi1 ) for xi2 = xi1 + sk

0 otherwise

However, in order for this notation to make sense, one first has to define the enumeration of all the
possible states {x}. Based upon a few runs of the SSA, we can restrict our attention to a finite region of the
state space (x1 ≤ N1 = 30 and x2 ≤ N2 = 55), then we can use the following scheme:

i(x)= x4(N1+ 1)(N2+ 1)+ x1(N2+ 1)+ x2+ 1.

Note that we can make this enumeration depend only on x1, x2 and x4 due to the fact that x3 and x4 are
mutually exclusive and x3 = 1− x4.

The FSP analysis has been conducted, and the black dotted lines in Figure 21.7 show the mean value of
each of the four species as functions of time. With the chosen projection, the total one norm error in the
computed probability distribution is guaranteed to be 4.8× 10−5 or less at every instant in time. As such,
the FSP solution makes a good basis to compare the other solution schemes. With the FSP solution we
can also determine not just the mean but the entire probability distribution at each time point, and the
marginal distributions of the monomers (x1) and the tetramers (x2) are shown at times t = {0.5, 1, 5, 10}s
in Figures 21.8 and 21.9.
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22.1 Introduction

The objective of this article is to introduce the reader to some aspects of drug discovery where system
theory can potentially play a useful role. Specifically, attention is focused on modeling the human body
as a dynamical system, so that the action of a drug (both beneficial as well as unwanted) can possibly be
predicted in a systematic fashion. We begin by describing the current serious, almost crisis-like, situation
in drug discovery. Then we describe two out of the many success stories of physiological modeling, namely
the glucose–insulin control system in diabetics, and the control of infection among HIV patients. Then we
conclude with a brief description of how probabilistic methods can be used to model/predict toxicity. The
overall message is that, given the current state of knowledge of human physiology, it is quite reasonable
for control and system theorists to aspire to play a significant role in drug discovery and development.

22.2 The Crisis in Drug Discovery

In the electronics industry, the famous “Moore’s law” states that the cost of computing goes down by
a factor of 2, while the speed of computing goes up by a factor of 2, over every 18-month period. This
remarkable rate of growth has been maintained at a more or less constant rate for nearly three decades.

22-1
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22-2 Control System Applications

TABLE 22.1 Cost of Discovering a Drug

Year Cost (in million dollars)

1975 138

1987 318

2001 802

2006 1318

Indeed, the pervasiveness of computation (in all its forms) in day-to-day life is directly attributable to
Moore’s law.

The contrast with the situation in the pharmaceutical industry could not be more stark. Table 22.1
shows how the cost of discovering a new drug has gone up over the years [1]. It can be seen that the cost
of discovering a new drug has gone up roughly 10 times over a 30-year period, with the maximum rise
during the past decade. Indeed, the rate of increase in the cost of discovering a new drug is far higher than
the rate of overall inflation.

If one were to consider the cost of research and development, a similar picture emerges. Table 22.2
shows the R&D spending (in billion dollars) by members of PhRMA (Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America) and the total industry (including Europe).

Figure 22.1 displays the relentlessly rising trend in R&D expenditure during the decade 1996–2006.
And yet, despite this nearly 20-fold increase in R&D expenditure, there has not been a commensurate

increase in the number of new drugs approved. Figure 22.2 illustrates the situation in a very dramatic
fashion.

Specifically, though R&D expenditures have grown steadily at around 6% annually over the past decade
or more, the number of new drugs approved has actually declined over the same period. The time taken
to bring a new drug to market has increased by roughly 50% over the same period. Given that a new
drug molecule enjoys patent protection for 20 years, the increase in the time taken to market a new drug
results in a corresponding decrease in the amount of time that the inventor has to profit from the patent.
Paradoxically, it can be seen from the same figure that the total sales of the pharmaceutical industry have
outstripped even the galloping increases in R&D expenditure. This is reflected in the ever-increasing
fraction of a nation’s GDP that is devoted to health care. The figures for the United States are nothing
short of dramatic. Table 22.3 shows the GDP of the United States, the national health expenditure, and
the fraction of the GDP that went into health care, from 1960 until 2008, the last year for which figures
are available.

It is sobering to realize that the national health expenditure in 2008 is roughly equal to the entire
US GDP in 1980. The same Web site projects a continued increase in the proportion of GDP that goes
for health expenditure. Thus, even though the pharmaceutical industry has not been very successful in

TABLE 22.2 R&D Spending (in billion

dollars)

PhRMA Total

Year Members Industry

1980 2.0 N/A

1990 8.4 N/A

2000 26.0 N/A

2004 37.0 47.6

2005 39.9 51.8

2006 47.9 63.2
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FIGURE 22.1 R&D expenditures, 1996–2006. (From CMR International Performance Metrics Program © Thomson
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FIGURE 22.2 Global R&D expenditure, development times, global pharmaceutical sales and new molecular entity
output 1997–2007. (From CMR International Performance Metrics Program © Thomson Reuters & IMS Health,
2008.)

discovering new drugs, it has been quite successful in passing on its expenses to society at large. It is a
moot point as to how long such a situation can continue unchecked.

22.3 Systematic Approaches to Drug Discovery

By and large, the reason for the failure of the pharmaceutical industry to discover new drugs is the reliance
on an outdated methodology. The basics of the drug discovery process are by now well-established. The
human body has around 100,000 proteins, produced by around 30,000 genes. Thus the same gene can
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TABLE 22.3 Fraction of US GDP Going toward National Health Expenditure

Year NHE $ US GDP $ NHE/GDP %

1960 27.5 526 5.2

1970 74.9 1038 7.2

1980 253.4 2788 9.1

1990 714.2 5801 12.3

2000 1352.9 9952 13.6

2005 1982.5 12,638 15.7

2006 2112.5 13,399 15.8

2007 2239.7 14,078 15.9

2008 2388.7 14,441 16.5

Source: Data from Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, available at
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/NationalHealthExpendData/
downloads/tables.pdf

Note: NHE stands for “National Health Expenditure.”
All figures are in billion dollars.

produce a different protein if excited differently. An externally introduced protein, say from a virus or
from a pollutant, can combine with one or more of these proteins and have a deleterious effect. Thus the
objective of a drug is to “bind” with the target protein, and either retard the action of the protein (if it is
harmful) or promote it (if it is beneficial).

Until quite recently, new drugs were attempted to be discovered predominantly by trial and error.
Once a drug target was identified, it was then hit with a huge number of compounds from a “compound
library” (numbering sometimes in the millions) to see which if any of them would interact with the
target protein. Among the small molecules that seem to bind to the target protein, some are chosen
for further testing and fine-tuning. If they show any promise at all, then they are referred to as “drugs
under development.” However, even at this stage, success is not guaranteed. The 2009 Industry Profile
of PhRMA shows that in 1999 1800 compounds were deemed to have been “under development”; yet in
2008, only 31 compounds were approved, a ratio of just about 1.5%. This enormous “attrition rate” of
98.5% of drugs under development has been fairly constant over the years, unfortunately. This statement
applies primarily to the so-called “small molecule” drugs and not to biologics, but small molecule drugs
are still a major part of the drug discovery landscape.

22.4 Two Success Stories

The main reason for the enormous attrition rate mentioned above is that by and large there is not enough
first-principles modeling of what causes a therapeutic condition, and how a drug is supposed to work. In
the absence of such modeling, trial and error is the only option. However, there have indeed been some
success stories based on physiological modeling. Among the many success stories that can be selected,
two are highlighted here, namely diabetes and HIV.

22.4.1 Diabetes

There are two types of diabetes, namely Type 1 and Type 2. Of these, Type 2 is by far more common,
accounting for more than 90% of patients. Type 1 diabetes is caused at a very young age and its cause is not
properly understood. Type 2 diabetes is caused by an insufficient production of insulin by the pancreas,
or in some cases, by the body becoming resistant to the insulin that it produces (in adequate quantity).
Recall that insulin is the enzyme that regulates the level of blood glucose within acceptable limits. Several
decades ago, patients used to administer themselves insulin several times a day, to synchronize with meals
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(which would cause blood glucose levels to rise). Subsequently several experiments were conducted with
“automatically” detecting the level of blood glucose and causing insulin to be released from an external
store. This task is made very tricky by the fact that insulin is highly unstable.

At the present state of knowledge, there are by now hundreds of papers that address various aspects of
the problem, including

• A dynamical model of the glucose control system, and specifically the role of insulin in regulating
the level of glucose.

• Various methods of detecting when glucose levels are too low (e.g., if too much insulin has been
introduced), or too high (e.g., after a meal).

• Methods of delivering insulin through methods other than injection, such as nasal inhalation,
subcutaneous release, and so on.

• Model-based predictive control of the control system.

The reader is referred to just a couple of illustrative examples, such as [2,3]. The chapter [4] contains
a wealth of references on detecting when a meal has been consumed, which is an important part of
glucose monitoring and regulation. Model-predictive control (MPC) is very popular as a means of glucose
regulation, because MPC makes minimal assumptions about the unknown system, and the time constants
of the blood glucose system are sufficiently slow that MPC can work very effectively. There are even
attempts now to build an “artificial pancreas” that consists of a neat package that encapsulates sensors,
actuators and control.

22.4.2 HIV Treatment

Now let us come to HIV, whose success story is more recent and more rapid when compared to diabetes.
The discussion below follows [5]. The reason for choosing this particular chapter is that it illustrates some
of the special features of biological systems, as explained in due course.

HIV is caused by an external virus (the HIV virus) that causes CD4+ T-cells in the body to become
infected. A model for the dynamics of uninfected CD4+ T-cells (T), infected CD4+ T-cells (T∗) and
virions (V ) is given below:

Ṫ = s− δT − βTV

(
+rT

V

K +V

)
, Ṫ∗ = βTV −μT∗, V̇ = kT∗ − cV .

The various terms in the above equation are explained as follows: T represents the density of uninfected
cD4+ T-cells, T∗ represents the density of infected CD4+ cells, and V represents the density of the virions
(virus products). The premise is that, in the absence of other factors, each type of cell exhibits exponential
decay with its own time constant. In the presence of the virus, the rate of infection of previously uninfected
cells is proportional to the product of the densities of uninfected cells and virions, the logic being that
the product is proportional to the probability that an uninfected cell will come into contact with a virion.
Thus, in the equation for Ṫ , the following terms are present: (1) s corresponds to a steady accretion of the
density of T-cells in the absence of any other influence; (2)−δT corresponds to the exponential decay of
T-cells; (3) βTV , corresponds to the rate at which healthy (or uninfected) T-cells get infected; and (4) the
term rTV/(K +V ), which is an example of Michaelis–Menten kinetics which we will discuss separately.
Basically, this term appears to be linear in V when V  K and “saturates” at rT when V " K . The term
rTV/(K +V ) is called the “proliferation term”; it should be mentioned that not all models of HIV use it.
In the equation for Ṫ∗, there are just two terms. First, the infection of healthy T-cells adds to the ranks
of the infected, and this is the βTV term, and second, even infected T-cells decay exponentially, in this
case with the time constant μ. Finally, in the equation for the density of virions, the infected cells in
turn produce virions leading to the kT∗ term, and virions also decay at an exponential rate with time
constant c.

Note that there is no “treatment” in the above model. HIV is usually treated with reverse transcriptase
inhibitors (RTI) and protease inhibitors (PI). In this case the virions do not all replicate as infectious
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22-6 Control System Applications

virions. Let V1 denote the infectious virions and V2 the noninfectious virions. The model is now

Ṫ = s− δT − (1−ηRTI )βTV1

(
+rT

V

K +V

)
,

Ṫ∗ = (1−ηRTI )βTV1−μT∗,

V̇1 = (1−ηPI )kT∗ − c1V1, V̇2 = ηPI kT∗ − c2V2,

where ηRTI ,ηPI denote the effectiveness of the treatment. Thus, with treatment, out of the original term
kT∗, a fraction ηPI replicate as noninfectious virions, while the others replicate as infectious virions.
Similarly, when an infectious virion comes into contact with an uninfected T-cell, the T-cells get infected
only 1−ηRTI of the time.

Note that in the above system description there is no “control” term; instead, the “control signal”
(the treatment) affects the parameters of the system, in this case the constants ηRTI and ηPI . This is one
of the characteristics of physiological systems in the context of drug design, namely that the “control”
(namely the drug) acts indirectly by affecting some of the parameters in the physiological model. Another
characteristic of such physiological models is that the right side of the differential equations consists
of terms that are either linear or bilinear.∗ The linear terms usually represent decay with a fixed time
constant, while the bilinear terms represent interactions whose rate is proportional to the product of the
two densities. Thus one will never see a quadratic term on the right side. One feels that there ought to be
a theory of such systems, but thus far not enough attention has been paid to this class of systems.

Now that a model has been presented, it is natural to ask whether the model is “identifiable,” that is,
whether the various parameters can be identified on the basis of experiment. In [5], it is shown through
rigorous analysis that the system is indeed identifiable. Thus by sampling the T cells of individual patients,
the parameters in the model can be “identified” using standard system identification methods. Finally,
the values of identified parameters can be used to “fine-tune” the therapeutic regime. Such approaches
are actually being used in practice.

22.5 Some Considerations in Modeling the Human Body
as a Dynamical System

Physiological modeling of the effect of drugs or external stimulants on the human body can be broadly
categorized under the two headings of pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD). By con-
vention, pharmacokinetics is defined as “what the body does to the drug” while pharmacodynamics is
defined as “what the drug does to the body.” When a drug is introduced into the body, one studies
the so-called ADME, which is an acronym for absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion. It is
sad but true that an overwhelming majority of the drug introduced into a body, sometimes as much as
99%, simply passes through without doing anything, or else breaks down before reaching the targeted
organ. The phrase “bioavailability” refers to the fraction of the administered drug that reaches the site of
physiological activity in an unchanged condition.

Ingestion of a drug is like an impulse to the body, concentrated in both space and time. If one wishes
to study the temporal distribution of the drug in the target organ, then the model would be a set of
ordinary differential equations. Sometimes, one is interested in more detailed information of how the
drug is distributed within the target organ. In such a case one would use a model consisting of a set of
partial differential equations.

∗ Perhaps one can coin the barbaric phrase “bi-affine” to describe such systems.
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22.5.1 The Reaction Diffusion Model

One of the first models of how a drug is dispersed in the body is called the “reaction diffusion equation.” It
was first formulated by Alan Turing, who was said to be rather more famous for some other contributions!
The reaction diffusion equation assumes the form

∂u

∂t
= K∇2u+ f(u),

where u(x, t) denotes a vector of variables of interest (varying over both space and time), K is a diagonal
matrix of diffusion coefficients, and f(u) denotes the interactions among variables. Many biological
phenomena can be described by this equation via suitable choices of K and f(u). Due to its nonlinear
nature, “closed-form” solutions are not possible; but qualitative analysis is possible.

22.5.2 Compartmental Models

To analyze ADME properties, compartmental models are widely used. These models consist of viewing
the human body as a sequence of organs, where the drug diffuses from one organ to the next. For the
most part, within the human body the flow of drugs is unidirectional, though there may be exceptions. In
compartmental models, one can study either the absolute amount of a drug within a compartment, or its
concentration. If Vi is the volume of the ith organ, and xi(t) is the amount of drug in the ith organ, then
the concentration of the drug in the ith organ is obviously xi(t)/Vi . Mass balance (in its pure form) would
require that the net change in xi(t) across all organs must add up to zero at each time interval. However,
in reality drugs can also degrade, meaning that they get transformed into some other by-product. Hence,
mass balance in its pure form need not always hold in such models.

A typical compartmental model has the following form. Let ci(t) denote the concentration of the drug
in compartment i at time t, and let λij denote the rate of diffusion from compartment i to compartment
j. Then the typical compartmental model is

ċi(t)=−
n∑

j=1

λijcj(t)+ ui(t), ∀i.

The coefficient λij is nonzero if and only if compartments i and j are connected; moreover, in general
λij �= λji . Usually, only one compartment has an external input, and very few compartments can be
accessed externally to measure ci(·); thus the various coefficients have to be inferred. However, based
on physiology, it is obviously very easy to determine the pairs (i, j) for which the diffusion coefficient
λij is nonzero. Often one uses animal studies to determine typical values of the diffusion coefficients,
and then scales up to humans after adjusting for the volumes of the organs, differences in weight,
and so on.

A recent development is the picturesquely named “PBPK” or “physiologically-based pharmacokinet-
ics.” In this approach, one tries to identify how the characteristics of one compartment (organ) differ
from those of another in terms of its functionality and other characteristics.

The above compartmental model consists of linear dynamics and is therefore, easy to analyze. More-
over, various diffusion constants can be estimated from observations. However, this model is generally
viewed as being unrealistic, because it permits arbitrarily large rates of diffusion from one compartment
to another. To overcome this problem, the generally accepted approach is to use Michaelis–Menten
kinetics. In this model, one assumes that the rate of change of concentration “saturates,” as shown
below:

ċi(t)= Vmaxδi(t)

Ki + δi(t)
,
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22-8 Control System Applications

where

δi(t)=−
n∑

j=1

λijcj(t)+ ui(t), ∀i.

In the above equation, if δi(t) Ki , then one can neglect δi(t) in comparison to Ki , and the rate of
change of concentration ċi(t) is linearly proportional to δi(t). As δi(t) increases, the resulting dynamics
become nonlinear. Finally, if δi(t)" Ki , then one can neglect Ki with respect to δi(t), and ċi(t) saturates
as Vmax.

In Michaelis–Menten kinetics, the underlying premise is that the rate of change of concentration is
limited by the volume of the relevant organ. In particular, if a (physically) small organ is adjacent to
a much larger organ, the concentration in the smaller organ cannot increase faster than a certain rate.
Taking this argument further, it is also possible to discuss a more refined model known as target mediated
drug disposition. This model is relevant when the concentration of the drug is limited not only by the
volume of the target organ, but also by its binding affinity to the target protein(s). See for instance [6] for
a discussion.

There are several excellent texts in both traditional PK/PD as well as PBPK, and we cite only [7] as
a sample. It is a collection of articles and is therefore a good starting point. There are also several more
traditional (though somewhat dated) texts on the topic. The style of exposition in the book by Macheras [8]
is close to that found in a typical controls or system theory text.

22.6 Conclusions

There are several outstanding issues in modeling the human body that are not touched upon in this
chapter. One of the most challenging, and at the same time most promising task, is using physiological
modeling coupled with statistical analysis to predict “adverse events,” that is, the likelihood that a par-
ticular drug may induce toxic side effects in an unacceptably high fraction of the population. The phrase
“unacceptably high” could refer to as little as 0.5%, and often adverse events lie outside the realm of
the observable. For instance, in animal studies or in Phase I human trials, a drug may be administered
to only 10–20 subjects. Thus, at best one can only speak about the 95th percentile of the data, and yet
one is obliged to make educated guesses about the 99.5th percentile! This calls for novel approaches
that combine pure probability theory for predicting extreme events (such as large deviation theory) with
machine learning techniques for estimating the probability distribution of the unknown parameter set.
As our understanding of human physiology improves, it is reasonable to assume that drug discovery will
make greater and greater use of system-theoretic approaches and methods.
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23.1 Optimal Torque Control of Brushless DC Motors
Through Quadratic Programming

23.1.1 Introduction

Accurate and ripple-free torque control of electric motors is essential to precision motion control, with a
huge range of applications: from silicon wafer manufacturers, medical, robotics and automation industries

23-1
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to the military. Permanent-magnet synchronous motors, also known as brushless DC (BLDC) motors, are
commonly used as the drives of servo systems. BLDC motors are composed of a rotor containing a series
of permanent magnets and the armature which remains static while the electric power is distributed by an
electronically controlled commutation system, instead of a mechanical commutator using brushes. BLDC
motors offer several advantages over brushed DC motors making them suitable for use as servomotors.
These include higher efficiency and longer lifetime because of the absence of electrical and friction losses
as well as erosion due to brushes, and reduction of electromagnetic interference and noise because of
elimination of ionizing sparks from the brushes. Moreover, BLDC motors can deliver more power per
mass compared to their cousin DC motors because the stator windings attached to the BLDC motor’s
housing can be cooled effectively through conduction whereas DC motors with windings on the rotor
dissipate heat mainly by convention, typically by a cooling fan inside the motor. This also means that
BLDC motors can be completely sealed off and protected from dirt, oil, grease, and other types of foreign
matter.

BLDC motors achieve commutation electronically by incorporating a feedback from the rotor-position
into a control system instead of a mechanical commutator found in brushed DC motors. Encoders are
usually utilized to measure the rotor’s position. However, some designs use Hall effect sensors or measure
the back EMF in the undriven coils to extract the rotor position information. The position sensor, however,
is not a burden if the motor is the actuator of a motion control system as the very position sensor, which
provides feedback for the motion controller can be also used for the electronically controlled commutator.
The controller takes the rotor position information and control input signals to excite the stator coils of the
motor in a specific order in order to rotate the magnetic field generated by the coils to be followed along
by the rotor. A comprehensive description of the basic structure of electric machines including BLDC
motors and the drive, conventional controller, circuitry, and power electronics can be found in [1–3].

Suppressing the torque ripple of the motor drive of a servo system can significantly improve system
performance by reducing speed fluctuations [4,5]. In general, electric motors generate torque-ripple due
to the distortion of the distribution of flux linkage and/or the variation of magnetic reluctance due to
saliency. The control problem then is: how to modulate the excitation currents as a function of motor
angular position such that the instantaneous torque generated by the motor is equal to the command
torque at every angular position. Control approaches for generating accurate torque with electric motors
and their underlying models have been studied by several researchers [4–11]. The traditional trend in the
control of BLDC motors is to transform the excitation currents via the so-called d–q transformation [2].
Since this transformation linearizes only an ideal motor with a perfectly sinusoidally distributed magneto-
motive force, another torque set point is cascaded to cancel torque ripples [12]. Murai et al. [6] proposed a
heuristic commutation scheme for nonsinusoidal flux distribution. Le-Huy et al. [13] reduced the torque-
ripple harmonics for brushless motors by using several current waveforms. Ha et al. [14] completely
characterized, in an explicit form, the class of feedback controllers that produce ripple-free torque in
brushless motors. Optimal torque control was addressed in [4,10]. Control strategies based on feedback
linearization [15], and Hamiltonian and energy-based realization [11] have been proposed in the past.

The control problem is radically simplified when the motor’s phase currents are considered as the
inputs as opposed to the armature voltages. Then the control problem is reduced to the torque control
of motors, which is a nonlinear mapping from desired torques and positions to phase currents, and the
control of the multi-body dynamics of the manipulator that traditionally relies on torque control inputs.
Control approaches for accurate torque production in direct drive systems and their underlying models
have been studied by several researchers [8]. A free function can be used to achieve other control objective,
such as minimization of power dissipation, but phase current saturation was not considered [10]. Optimal
torque control taking current limitation into account was addressed in [4].

Sections 23.2 through 23.4 present the design of a ripple-free torque controller that minimizes cop-
per losses and maximizes the torque capability of the motor under current limitation. In conventional
commutation approaches with fixed current-angle waveforms, the maximum torque is reached when at
least one phase current saturates. In our scheme, through the application of constrained optimization, the
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Control of Brushless DC Motors 23-3

waveforms vary to compensate saturated (current limited) phases by boosting currents of the unsaturated
phases. This tends to increase the maximum torque capability of the motor while operating in linear
magnetic regime. In this scheme the motor torque capability is increased because the motor can produce
more torque until current of all phases saturate.

23.2 Optimal Phase Current

23.2.1 Motor Model

We assume that there is negligible cross-coupling between the phase torques and there is no reluctance
torque. In addition, we assume that the phase currents can be controlled accurately and instantaneously so
that the phase currents can be treated as the control inputs. Then, the torque developed by a single-phase
is a function of the phase current ik and the (angular motor) position θ

τk(ik , θ)= ik yk(θ) k = 1, . . . , p (23.1)

where yk(θ) is the position nonlinearity associated with the kth phase, or torque shape function. For
brevity, we shall omit the argument θ in the sequel. The motor torque τ is the superposition of all phase
torque contributions

τ=
p∑

k=1

ik(θ, τd) yk(θ). (23.2)

The torque control problem is to solve the above equation in terms of current, ik(θ, τd), as a function of
motor position, given a desired motor torque τd . Given a scalar torque set point, Equation 23.2 permits
infinitely many (position dependent) phase current wave forms. Since the continuous mechanical power
output of electrical motors is limited primarily by heat generated from internal copper losses, it makes
sense to use the freedom in the phase current solutions to minimize power losses

Ploss ∝ iT i, (23.3)

where i = col
(
i1, . . . , ip

)
is the vector of phase currents. Current saturation is the other limitation which

should be considered. Let imax > 0 be the maximum equivalent phase current corresponding to a linear
phase current–torque relationship, that is, Equation 23.1 is valid, or to current limit of the servo-amplifier.
Then the phase currents must satisfy

−imax ≤ ij ≤ imax ∀ j = 1, . . . , p. (23.4)

23.2.2 Quadratic Programming

In order to derive the optimal phase currents i∗k (θ, τd) which generate the desired torque (Equation 23.2)
and minimize the power losses (Equation 23.3) subject to the constraints (Equation 23.4) we need the
torque functions ik(θ). Let the functions be represented in a discrete manner at a finite number of motor
positions. Then, the values of the functions at any specific position θ, that is, {y1(θ), . . . , yp(θ)}, can be
interpolated. Hereafter, we drop the argument θ for simplicity. Now, by setting τ= τd in Equation 23.2,
the problem of finding optimal phase currents that minimize power losses subject to the constraints is
formulated by the quadratic programming problem,

min iT i (23.5a)

subject to: h(i)= yT i− τd = 0 (23.5b)

g1(i)= |i1| − imax ≤ 0 (23.5c)

...

gp(i)= |ip| − imax ≤ 0
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Since all the functions are convex, any local minimum is a global minimum as well. Now, we seek the

minimum point i∗ = col
(

i∗1 , i∗2 , . . . , i∗p
)

satisfying the equality and inequality constraints. Before we pay

attention to the general solution, it is beneficial to exclude the trivial solution, i∗k = 0. If the kth torque
shape function is zero, that phase contributes no torque regardless of its current. Hence,

yk = 0 =⇒ i∗k = 0 ∀ k = 1, . . . , p (23.6)

immediately specifies the optimal phase currents at the crossing point. By excluding the trivial solution,
we deal with a smaller set of variables and number of equations in our optimization programming.
Therefore, we have to find the optimal solution corresponding to the nonzero part. Hereafter, without
loss of generality, we assume that all torque shape functions are nonzero.

Now, by defining the function

L(i)= f (i)+λh(i)+μT g(i), (23.7)

where f (i)= iT i, g(i)= col
(
g1(i), g2(i), . . . , gp(i)

) ∈ R
p, λ ∈ R, and μ= col

(
μ1,μ2, . . . ,μp

) ∈ R
p. Let i∗

provide a local minimum of f (i) satisfying the equality and inequality constraints Equations 23.5b and
23.5c. Assume that vectors (∂gk/∂i)T |i=i∗∀ k = 1, . . . , p are linearly independent. Then according to the
Kuhn–Tucker theorem [16], there exist μk ≥ 0 ∀ k = 1, . . . , p such that

(
∂L
∂i

)

i=i∗
= 0 (23.8a)

μT g(i∗)= 0. (23.8b)

Let sgn(·) represent the sgn function, where

sgn(x)= d

dx
|x|.

Then (∂gj/∂i)T = diag
(
sgn(i∗1 ), sgn(i∗2 ), . . . , sgn(i∗p )

)
is a diagonal matrix whose columns are linearly

independent. The only pitfall is i∗k = 0, where the sign function is indefinite. We assume that the optimal
solutions, i∗k are nonzero because yk �= 0. This assumption will be relaxed later. Substituting f (i), h(i) and
g(i) into Equation 23.8 yields

2i∗ +λy+μT sgn(i∗)= 0 (23.9)

μk(|i∗k | − imax)= 0 k = 1, . . . , p (23.10)

Equations 23.9 and 23.10 together with Equation 23.5b constitute a set of 2p+ 1 nonlinear equations
with 2p+ 1 unknowns i∗, λ, and μ to be solved in the following. Since μT g(i∗)= 0 while μ≥ 0 and
g(i∗)≤ 0, we can say that μk = 0 for |ik|< imax, and that μk ≥ 0 for |ik| = imax. Therefore, Equation 23.9
can be written in the following compact form:

T(i∗k )=−0.5λyk ∀ k = 1, . . . , p. (23.11)

The mapping T :D $→ R, and D(x)= {x ∈ R : |x| ≤ imax}, is defined by

T(x)=
{

x |x|< imax

x+ 0.5sgn(x)μ |x| = imax
(23.12)

where μk is any positive number. It is apparent that the mapping is invertible on D, that is there exists a
function T−1(x) such that T−1(T(x))= x ∀ x ∈D. In other words, the variable i∗k in Equation 23.11 can
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be determined uniquely if the right-hand-side (RHS) of the equation is given. The inverse of the mapping
is the saturation function, that is, T−1(·)≡ sat(·), defined by

sat(x)=
{

x |x| ≤ imax

sgn(x)imax otherwise.
(23.13)

Now, Equation 23.11 can be rewritten as

i∗k = sat(−0.5λyk) ∀ k = 1, . . . , p. (23.14)

The above equation implies that i∗k �= 0 as yk �= 0, which relaxes the assumption we made earlier. The
second result is that the larger the magnitude of the torque shape function |yk|, the larger the magnitude
of the optimal current i∗k . If the phases are labeled in descending order,

|y1| ≥ |y2| ≥ · · · ≥ |yp| =⇒ |i∗1 | ≥ |i∗2 | ≥ · · · ≥ |i∗p |, (23.15)

the optimal phase currents from i∗1 to i∗p must be saturated consecutively. We use this fact to calculate
the optimal phase currents consecutively in the same order, starting with i∗1 . In case saturation of a phase
occurs, Equation 23.14 implies that only knowing the sign of λ is enough to calculate the associate phase
current. One can infer from Equations 23.11 and 23.5b that

sgn(τd)= sgn(−λ). (23.16)

Therefore, if i∗1 saturates, then

i∗1 = sgn(−y1λ)imax = sgn(i1τd)imax. (23.17)

If i∗1 does not saturate, that is, |i∗1 |< imax, then neither does {i2, . . . , ip}, see Equation 23.15. Let λ(1)

represents the Lagrangian multiplier when i∗1 does not saturate, then the Lagrangian multiplier can be
calculated by substituting phase currents from i∗k =−0.5λyk into Equation 23.5b

λ(1) = −2τd
∑p

k=1 y2
k

(23.18)

which, in turn, can be substituted in Equation 23.14 to obtain the optimal phase current

i∗1 = sat

(
y1τd

∑p
k=1 y2

k

)

. (23.19)

Since the denominator in Equation 23.19 is always positive, by virtue of Equation 23.17, one can infer
that Equation 23.17 provides the optimal solution for the saturation case as well. Analogously, i∗2 can
be calculated if y1i∗1 − τd is treated as the known parameter in Equation 23.5b. In general, the ith phase
current can be calculated by induction as follows: since up to (i− 1)th phase currents have been already
solved, we have

yii
∗
i + · · ·+ ypi∗p = τd − (y1i∗1 + · · ·+ yi−1i∗i−1), (23.20)

where the value of the RHS of the above equation is known. The Lagrangian multiplier associated with
the case of unsaturated i∗i can be found from Equations 23.14 and 23.20 as

λ(i) = −2(τd −∑i−1
k=1 yki∗k )

∑p
k=i y2

k

. (23.21)

Finally, substituting Equation 23.21 in Equation 23.14, gives the optimal phase currents, which pro-
duce the desired torque precisely, while minimizing power losses, subject to the constraints of current
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FIGURE 23.1 The torque controller and power electronics.

saturation,

i∗1 = sat

(
y1τd

‖y‖2

)
(23.22)

i∗i = sat

(
yiτd − yi

∑i−1
k=1 yki∗k∑n

k=i y2
k

)

, i = 2, . . . , p. (23.23)

23.2.3 Implementation of the Torque Control Algorithm

Assume that vector col
(
yk(θ1), yk(θ2), . . . , yk(θn)

) ∈ R
n represents the discrete torque shape functions

corresponding to n measurements of the phase torque (with unit current excitation) and positions. Then
at any given position θ, the corresponding shape function yk(θ) can be calculated via interpolation.
Figure 23.1 illustrates the control system architecture. The torque control algorithm is implemented as
follows:

1. Interpolate the torque functions yk for the current motor position.
2. Set i∗k = 0 for yk = 0 (or for sufficiently small |yk|).
3. Pick the set of nonzero shape functions and sort them such that |y1| ≥ |y2| ≥ · · · ≥ |yp| and calcu-

late the optimal currents from Equations 23.19 and 23.23. Go to step (1).

23.3 Maximum Attainable Torque

The control algorithm presented in previous section permits torque among phases when some phases
saturate. How much torque is gained by this method? One can show that the optimal solution of phase
current without taking the saturation into account can be expressed explicitly in closed form as

ik(θ, τd)= ykτd
∑p

m=1 y2
m

∀ k = 1, . . . , p. (23.24)

In this case, the maximum torque depends on the saturation of the largest phase torque function. It
is a clear from Equation 23.24 that, at any given motor position θ, the phase with the largest torque
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Control of Brushless DC Motors 23-7

shape function |yj| reaches saturation first. Again, assuming that |y1| ≥ |y2| ≥ · · · ≥ |yp|, then maximum
achievable torque can be calculated from Equation 23.24

|τd| ≤ (|y1| + |y2/y1||y2| + · · · + |yp/y1||yp|)imax = k1(θ)imax. (23.25)

On the other hand, the proposed algorithm increases the torque contribution of the unsaturated phases
when one phase saturates, until, in the limit, all phases are saturated. Hence, the maximum torque is

|τd| ≤ (|y1| + |y2| + · · · + |yp|)imax = k2(θ)imax. (23.26)

Both k1(θ) > 0 and k2(θ) > 0 are decisive factors in the torque capability of electric motors. Since |y2/y1| ≤
1, . . . , |yp/y1| ≤ 1, one can conclude from Equations 23.25 and 23.26 that k1(θ)≤ k2(θ). The values of k1

and k2 depend on the torque shape functions, yk . However, they can be expressed explicitly for an ideal
three-phase motor, that is, n= 3, where we have a three-shifted sinusoidal torque function as

y1(θ)= ŷ sin(θ+ϕ),

y2(θ)= ŷ sin

(
θ+ 2π

3
+ϕ

)
,

y3(θ)= ŷ sin

(
θ+ 4π

3
+ϕ

)
,

where ϕ is an offset angle. In this case, using the properties of triangular functions, one can show that

1.5ŷ ≤ k1(θ)≤√3ŷ

√
3ŷ ≤ k2(θ)≤ 2ŷ.

Therefore, the maximum torque capability is boosted by 2/
√

3 (15.5%) when the phase saturation is
considered in the phase current shape function.

23.4 Experimental Characteristics

23.4.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 23.2 illustrates the experimental setup. The motor used for the testing is the McGill/MIT
synchronous motor [17]. The motor and a hydraulic rack and pinion rotary motor are mounted on the
rigid structure of the dynamometer. The hydraulic motor’s shaft is connected to that of the direct drive
motor via a torque transducer (Himmelstein MCRT 2804TC) by means of two couplings which relieve
bending moments or shear forces due to small axes misalignments. The speed of the hydraulic motor is
controlled by a pressure compensated flow control valve. The hydraulic pressure is set sufficiently high so
that the hydraulic actuator regulates the angular speed regardless of the applied direct-drive motor torque.
The motor torque is measured in a quasi-static condition, where the motor velocity is kept sufficiently
low 1 deg/s, to ensure that the inertial torque does not interfere with the measurement. An adjustable
camera and two limit switches detect the two rotational extremes and activate a solenoid valve through
a PLC unit (not shown) to reverse the direction. The position sensor is an optical encoder mounted to
the motor shaft. Its mechanical resolution of 4500 lines per revolution is extended 80 times by an elec-
tronic interpolator for 0.001◦ resolution. Three independent current servo amplifiers (Advanced Motion
Control 30A20AC) control the motor’s phase currents as specified by the processor. The amplifier’s rated
current and voltage are 15 A and 190 V with a switching rate of 22 kHz.
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23-8 Control System Applications

FIGURE 23.2 The motor prototype mounted on the dynamometer.

23.4.2 Friction and Cogging Torques

The torque shape function is measured by making use of the hydraulic dynamometer. To this end, the
torque trajectory data versus position was registered during the rotation, while one phase was energized
with a constant current. First however, the joint friction and cogging torque are identified and then
subtracted from the torque measurement. The cogging torque is attributed to residual magnetization in
the stator armatures [8] or to the presence of winding slots in the magnetic material, while the friction
torque arises in the motor bearings and consists of viscous and dry friction. Since direct-drive motors
operate at relatively low speeds, dry friction, τF , dominates. The main practical problem in identifying
the phase torque-angle characteristic is that the dry-friction is position dependent.

Let τM (θ) and τF (θ) represent the motor torque and the magnitude of the dry-friction. Then

τM (θ)= τ(θ)− τF (θ) sgn(θ̇). (23.27)

If τ+M and τ−M represent two sequences of motor torque measurements corresponding to clockwise and
counterclockwise rotations, then the magnetic and friction torques can be calculated as

τ(θ)= 1

2
[τ+M (θ)+ τ−M (θ)],

τF (θ)= 1

2
[τ+M (θ)− τ−M (θ)].

(23.28)

The cogging torque can be measured by setting the phase current to zero. The dry friction, cogging,
and the three phases’ torque-angle profiles (with friction and cogging torques subtracted) are illustrated
in Figure 23.3 where the phase currents are individually set to 8 A. Although our experiments showed
that friction torque with ±1 Nm and cogging torques are relatively low, we compensate both for a more
accurate torque generation.

23.4.3 Torque−Current Relationship

The torque–current relationship of the motor prototype is also investigated experimentally. Graphical
realization of torque–current over all positions is difficult due to the large number of plots required. This is
greatly simplified in the frequency-domain because of the small numbers of harmonics. Since the motor
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FIGURE 23.3 (a) Friction and cogging torques and (b) the three-phase torque-angle profiles.

has nine pole pairs, the torque trajectory is periodic in position with a fundamental spatial-frequency
of 9 cpr (cycles/revolution) and thus the torque pattern repeats every 40◦, as shown in Figure 23.3.
The discrete Fourier series coefficients of the torque-position function are used to derive the spectrum.
The frequency contents are expressed in harmonics of 9 cpr, that is, the spatial frequency of the 11th
harmonics is 99 cpr. It turns out that the significant frequency components appear at the 1st, 11th and
13th harmonics.

Similar to the previous experiment, the torque–angle relationship is recorded within almost one rota-
tion while the phase current is kept constant. But the current is incremented at the end of each rotation
stroke by 1 A until an ensemble of torque profiles belonging to the span of [−15, 15] A is obtained. The
phase torque is a function of the position and the phase current, while the position-dependent part of the
function is periodic. Therefore, we assume that the torque function of the kth phase can be expressed in
terms of the complex Fourier series as

τk(ik , θ)=
∞∑

n=−∞
τn

k(ik)e jqnθ ∀ k = 1, . . . , 3,

where q is the number of motor poles, j is the imaginary unit, and τn
k(ik) in the complex Fourier coefficient

of the nth harmonic at contact excitation current ik . The magnitude of the major torque harmonics of
the first phase, |τn

1 | = Re(τn
1)+ Im(τn

1), are plotted versus current in Figure 23.4. Due to the motor
phase symmetry, similar results are obtained for the other two phases. It can be concluded from these
experimental results that the torque is a linear function of current within the current range for this
particular motor. However, we will still be able to demonstrate the capability of the proposed torque
controller to compensate for phase current limitations—a similar limitation as saturation—in the next
section.
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FIGURE 23.4 The magnitude of torque harmonics versus phase current.

23.5 Performance Test

23.5.1 Torque Ripple

The torque controller was tested on the dynamometer. Again, the motor shaft is rotated by the hydraulic
actuator while the motor torque is monitored by the torque transducer. Figure 23.5 shows the motor
torque versus position when standard sinusoidal commutation and our torque controller are applied.
Clearly, a drastic reduction in torque ripple is achieved.

23.5.2 The Effect of Torque Ripple in Motion Control

A motor’s torque ripple acts as a perturbation to the control system, degrading the tracking performance,
especially at low velocities. We examine the position tracking accuracy of our direct drive system with
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FIGURE 23.5 Motor torque profile (a) with sinusoidal commutation and (b) with the ripple free commutation.
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FIGURE 23.6 Position tracking errors to a ramp input (a) with sinusoidal commutation and (b) with the ripple free
commutation.

and without torque ripple. To this end, a PID position controller τd = KPe+KI
∫

e dt+KDė, where
e = θd − θ (Gains: KP = 30 Nm/deg, KI = 200 Nm/deg · s, KD = 0.65 Nm · s/deg) is implemented, in
addition to the torque controller. Figure 23.6 documents the tracking error of the system to a ramp input,
that is equivalent to a step input velocity of 20 deg/s, when the sinusoidal commutation (a) and controller
(b) are applied. The figure clearly shows that the tracking error is limited by the torque ripple. In the
absence of actuator torque ripples, the tracking error is reduced down to about the encoder resolution
(0.001 deg).

23.5.3 Torque Saturation

By how much does the proposed controller improve the maximum torque capability of our motor
prototype? This is investigated by comparing the maximum torque produced by the motor prototype
when our proposed torque controller (Equation 23.23) and the conventional one (Equation 23.24) are
applied. Figure 23.7 shows the graphs of the maximum achievable torque with respect to maximum
phase current imax = 15 A. The solid line and the dashed line depicted the maximum attainable torque
with respect to the proposed controller (Equation 23.23) and conventional controller (Equation 23.24),
respectively. As described in Section 23.3 the torque saturation points differs from one position to another.
Therefore, only the lowest torque value is available over all motor positions without having saturation
induced torque ripple. It is evident from the graphs that the motor torque limits corresponding to the
optimal torque controllers (Equations 23.23 and 23.24), that is, with and without taking current saturation
into account, are 34 and 41 Nm, respectively—an increase of 20%.

One aspect of our proposed torque control algorithm is the current-position pattern which varies with
requested torque. This is demonstrated in Figure 23.8a and b which show the current-position pattern of
the motor with respect to the requested torques 10 and 38 Nm, respectively.
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FIGURE 23.7 Maximum admissible torque corresponding to maximum phase current 15 A. Solid: with torque
sharing, dashed: without torque sharing.

23.5.4 Two-Phase Commutation

Contrary to the past approaches, the proposed strategy does not rely on any condition for the phase
torque-angle waveforms, for example, having balanced phases, which imposes the KCL constraint at
the floating neutral node. One interesting aspect of the proposed controller is that it does not rely on
any condition on the torque-position pattern of the phases, such as having balanced phases, where∑

yk ≡ 0 [14]. Therefore, the control algorithm can achieve ripple-free torque even if a motor phase fails.
As an illustration, Figure 23.9 shows the phase currents of two phases producing the same torque 10 Nm as
the three phases in Figure 23.8a. This can be useful in practice when there is a need to continue operating
the motor even in the case of a phase failure. However, the price is a higher power consumption—in this
particular case from 75 to 128 W.
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FIGURE 23.8 Phase current with the requested torque 10 Nm (a), and 38 Nm (b), respectively.
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FIGURE 23.9 Phase current profile when the motor operates only with two phases.

23.6 Commutation Law Based on Spatial Frequency Analysis

23.6.1 Introduction

In rotary electric motors, both torque and commutation functions are periodic functions. Moreover, the
phase torques are shifted versions of each other. Hence, sinusoidal bases naturally offer a very concise
representation of the functions. In contrast, describing the motor wave function by a lookup table may
require a vast amount of data. This feature can be well exploited in the spatial frequency analysis to
simplify the design of the commutation, which also gives a great deal of insight [10]. In addition, the
Fourier coefficients of the torque function can be extracted on-line based on phase voltage measurements
only, as will be discussed in Section 23.9.

Section 23.7 presents a model for torque generation of brushless motors and its torque controller based
on Fourier coefficients. The commutation law delivers ripple-free torque and simultaneously minimizes
copper losses for the case when the motor’s servo amplifier dynamics are negligible [10]. However,
high motor velocity gives rise to high frequency control signals, and often the dynamics of the current
amplifier are no longer negligible. To minimize the deteriorating effect of motor velocity on the generation
of torque ripple, the dynamics of the power amplifier is also taken into account in the commutation design
as described in Section 23.8.

23.7 Modeling and Control of Motor Torque in Terms
of Fourier Series

In rotary electric motors, the torque shape function in the expression of motor torque,

τ=
p∑

k=1

ik(θ, τd) yk(θ), (23.29)

is a periodic function. Since successive phase windings are shifted by 2π/p, we have the relationship,

yk(θ)= y

(
qθ+ 2π(k− 1)

p

)
, ∀ k = 1, . . . , p (23.30)

where q is the number of motor poles. The structure of the electronic commutator is shown in Figure 23.10.
The commutator commands the phase currents, i∗k , through

i∗k (τd , θ)= τd uk(θ), ∀ k = 1, . . . , p (23.31)

where uk(θ) is the commutation shape function associated with the kth phase. The individual phase
control signals can be expressed based on the periodic commutation function u(θ), which is also a periodic
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FIGURE 23.10 Electronic commutator.

function, that is,

uk(θ)= u

(
qθ+ 2π(k− 1)

p

)
,

Since both u(θ) and y(θ) are periodic functions with position periodicity of 2π/q, they can be approxi-
mated effectively via the truncated complex Fourier series

u(θ)=
N∑

n=−N

cne jnqθ, (23.32a)

y(θ)=
N∑

m=−N

dme jmqθ, (23.32b)

where j =√−1 and N can be chosen arbitrary large, but 2N/p must be an integer. Since both are real-
valued functions, their negative Fourier coefficients are the conjugate of their real ones, c−n = c̄n and
d−n = d̄n. Furthermore, since the magnetic force is a conservative field for linear magnetic systems, the
torque associated with the kth phase satisfies:

∮
τk(θ) dθ= 0

which implies zero average torque over a period, and thus c0 = 0.
The motor model and its control can be described by the vectors c, d ∈ C

N of the Fourier coefficients
of u(θ) and y(θ), respectively, by

c = col
(
c1, c2, . . . , cN

)
, (23.33a)

d = col
(
d1, d2, . . . , dN

)
. (23.33b)

In the following, we seek a particular vector c for a given torque spectrum vector d so that the
motor torque τ becomes ripple free, that is, independent of the motor angle θ. Assuming the current
amplifiers deliver the demanded current instantaneously, that is, ik = i�k for k = 1, . . . , p. In this case,
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after substituting Equations 23.30 through 23.32 into Equation 23.29, we arrive at

τ= τd

p∑

k=1

N∑

n=−N
n�=0

N∑

m=−N
m�=0

cndme j(n+m)(qθ+ 2π(k−1)
p ). (23.34)

This expression can be simplified by noting that the first summation vanishes when l =m+ n is not a
multiple of p, that is,

p∑

k=1

e jl 2π(k−1)
p =

{
p if l =±p,±2p,±3p, . . .
0 otherwise.

(23.35)

Defining " := pq, the torque expression (Equation 23.34) can be written in the following compact form:

τ= τd p
N∑

m=−N
m�=0

%(N+m)/p&∑

n=%(−N+m)/p&
dmcne−jqmθe j"nθ (23.36)

The expression of the torque in Equation 23.36 can be divided into two parts: the position-dependent
torque, τrip(θ, τd), and the position-independent torque, τlin(τd). That is,

τ= τlin(τd)+ τrip(θ, τd), (23.37)

in which

τlin(τd)= τdk0 (23.38a)

τrip(θ, τd)= τd

2N/p∑

l=−2N/p

kl e j"lθ, (23.38b)

where kl is the Fourier coefficient of the motor torque, and can be calculated by

kl =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

p
N∑

n=1
cnd̄n−pl + p

N−pl∑

n=1
c̄ndn+pl if l <

N

p

p
pl−1∑

n=pl−N
cndpl−n otherwise.

(23.39)

The term k0 in Equation 23.38a is the constant part of the circular convolution of u(θ) and y(θ). This,
in turn, is equal to twice the real part of the inner product of the vectors c and d,

k0 = 2pRe〈c, d〉. (23.40)

A ripple-free torque implies that all coefficients kl except are zero and k0 ≡ 1 so that τ≡ τd . That
is, the spectrum of the current excitation, c, must be calculated so that k0 = 1 and kn = 0 ∀ n=
1, . . . , 2N/p. This problem has infinitely many solutions. In this case, it is possible to minimize the power
dissipation.
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The average of dissipated power per unit command torque over one period, assuming constant speed, is

Ploss ∝ 1

T

∫ T

0
‖i(t)‖2 dt

By changing the integral variable from time t to θ, where dθ= ω dt and ωT = 2π/q, we have

Ploss ∝ q

2π

P∑

k=1

∫ 2π/q

0
u2

k(θ) dθ, (23.41)

where τd ≡ 1. By virtue of Parseval’s theorem, the power loss per unit commanded torque, that is,
τd = 1, is

Ploss ∝ p‖c‖2 (23.42)

Remark 1

Minimizing power loss is tantamount to minimizing the Euclidean norm of the commutation spectrum
vector ‖c‖.

Consider the spectrum of the excitation current c ∈ C
N as the set of unknown variables. Then, according

to Equation 23.39 and Remark 1, we must solve

min ‖c‖2 (23.43a)

subject to: Ac+Bc̄− ς= 0, (23.43b)

where ς� col(1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R
2N/p+1, and matrices A, B ∈ C

(2 N
P +1)×N can be constructed from the torque

spectrum vector. For example, for a three-phase motor (p= 3), the A and B matrices are given as

A=

⎡

⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

d̄1 d̄2 d̄3 d̄4 d̄5 · · · d̄N−1 d̄N

d2 d1 0 d̄1 d̄2 · · · d̄N−4 d̄N−3

d5 d4 d3 d2 d1 · · · d̄N−7 d̄N−6
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
dN−1 dN−2 dN−3 dN−4 dN−5 · · · d1 0

0 0 dN dN−1 dN−2 · · · d4 d3
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 dN

⎤

⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(23.44a)

B=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 · · · dN

d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 · · · 0
d7 d8 d9 d10 d11 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

dN−2 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

. (23.44b)

By separating real and imaginary parts, Equation 23.43a can be rewritten as

[
Re(A+B) −Im(A−B)
Im(A+B) Re(A−B)

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q(d)

[
Re(c)
Im(c)

]
=

[
ς

0

]
(23.45)
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In general, for motors with more than two phases (p > 2), there are fewer equations than unknowns in
Equation 23.45. Therefore, a unique solution is not expected. The pseudo-inverse offers the minimum-
norm solution, that is, minimum ‖c‖, which is consistent with the minimum power losses. Thus

c = [
IN jIN

]
Q+

[
ς

0

]
, (23.46)

where Q+ represents the pseudo-inverse of matrix Q and IN is the N ×N identity matrix.
For convenience we represent the mapping (Equation 23.46) from the spectrum of the phase shape

function d to that of the current excitation c in the compact form

c = φ(d).

23.8 Modification of Commutation Law at High Velocity

Since motor phase currents are determined based on sinusoidal functions of the motor angle, high motor
velocities result in a high drive frequency, which tend to become difficult for the current servo unit to track
the reference current input. Therefore, design of ripple-free commutation at high velocities necessitates
taking the dynamics of the current drives into account. Such a commutation is useful for velocity regulator
applications where the velocity remains in the vicinity of an operating point.

With h(t) defined as the impulse response of the current amplifiers, the actual and dictated phase
currents are no longer identical, rather they are related by

ik(t)=
∫ t

0
i∗k (ζ) h(t− ζ) dζ ∀ k = 1, . . . , p. (23.47)

After substituting Equations 23.31 and 23.32 into Equation 23.47, the total motor torque can be
expressed as

τ(τd , θ)=
p∑

k=1

((
N∑

m=−N

dme jm(qθ(t)+2π k−1
p )

) ∫ t

0
τd(ζ)

N∑

n=−N

cne jn(qθ(ζ)+2π k−1
p ) h(t− ζ)dζ

)

= p
N∑

n=−N
n�=0

(n+N)/p∑

l=(n−N)/p

cndpl−n e j"lθ
(∫ t

0
τd(ζ)e−jqωn(t−ζ)h(t− ζ) dζ

)
(23.48)

in which, Equation 23.48 is obtained by using Equation 23.35 and assuming a constant velocity, that is,
θ(t)− θ(ζ)= ω(t− ζ). The integral term in the RHS of Equation 23.48 can be written as the convolution
integral, τd(t) ∗ e−jqωnth(t), where function e−jqωnth(t) can be interpreted as the impulse response of a
virtual system associated with the nth harmonics. Then, the corresponding steady-state response to the
step torque input response is given by τdH( jqωn), where H(s) is the Laplace transform of function h(t),
that is, the amplifier’s transfer functions. Now, define coefficients

c′n � cnH(jqωn) ∀ n= 1, . . . , N . (23.49)

and the corresponding vector c′ = col
(
c′1, . . . , c′N

)
is related to vector c by

c′ = D(ω)c where D(ω)= diag
(
H( jqω), H( j2qω), . . . , H( jNqω)

)
. (23.50)

The angular velocity variableω in Equations 23.49 and 23.50 should not be confused with the frequency.
Since H(−jqωn)=H( jqωn), the new coefficients satisfy

c′−n = c′n ∀ n= 1, . . . , N

Therefore, one can take the c′n’s as the Fourier coefficients of a commutation law that in the pres-
ence of actuator dynamics yields the same steady-state torque profile as the pervious case. This means
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23-18 Control System Applications

that all commutations that yield ripple-free torques at constant velocity ω must satisfy the constraint
Equation 23.43b with c being replaced by c′. Furthermore, it will be shown in the following analysis that

the power dissipation in the presence of amplifier’s dynamics is proportional to
∥
∥c′

∥
∥2

. In view of actual
excitation currents (Equation 23.47), the average power dissipation is

Ploss ∝
p∑

k=1

lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

(∫ t

0

N∑

n=−N

cne jqωnξh(t− ξ)dξ

)2

dt

= lim
T→∞

p

T

∫ T

0

(
cne jqnωt

∫ t

0
e−jqnωνh(ν)dν

)2

dt (23.51)

= lim
T→∞

p

T

∫ T

0

(
c′ne jqnωt)2

dt

It follows from a development similar to Equations 23.41 and 23.42 that

Ploss ∝ p
∥∥c′

∥∥2
(23.52)

Therefore, the problem of finding c′ that minimizes power dissipation and yields ripple-free torque at
particular motor velocity ω can be similarly formulated as Equation 23.43 if c is replaced by c′. With c′
in hand, the spectrum of actual commutation, c, can be obtained from the linear system (Equation 23.50)
through matrix inversion.

23.8.1 Torque Transfer Function

The aim of this section is to derive the torque transfer function in the presence of amplifier dynamics.
The position independent part of the generated torque is

τlin(τd)= p
N∑

n=−N
n�=0

c̄ndn

∫ t

0
τd(ζ)e−jqωn(t−ζ)h(t− ζ) dζ (23.53)

g(t)= ∗τd(t) (23.54)

where ∗ denotes the convolution integral and g(t) is the impulse function of the system

g(t)= 2p
N∑

n=1

|an| cos(qωnt+∠an)h(t), (23.55)

with an = cnd̄n. Transforming function (Equation 23.55) into the Laplace domain, the system torque
transfer function becomes

G(s)= p
N∑

n=1

anH(s+ jqωn)+ ānH(s− jqωn)), (23.56)

where

G(s)= τlin(s)

τd(s)
.

23.8.2 Simulation

Consider the electric motor described in Section 23.4 driving a mechanical load characterized by inertia
0.05 kg m2 and viscous friction 5 Nm · s/rad. Also, assume that the motor and its electronically controlled
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FIGURE 23.11 The spectrums of the first commutation (a) and the second one (b).

commutator is nested inside a PI velocity feedback loop where the controller gains are set to Kp =
1 Nm · s/rad and Ki = 15 Nm/rad. The transfer function of the current amplifier is assumed to be

H(s)= 40s+ 400

s2+ 40s+ 400

The control objective is to regulate the motor velocity atωd = 1 rad/s. The spectrum of the commutation
function without and with taking the frequency response of the amplifiers are plotted in Figures 23.11a
and b, respectively. The step response of the closed-loop velocity controller with the two commutation
schemes are illustrated in Figure 23.12. It is apparent from the graphs that velocity fluctuation can be
eliminated only when the commutation law is designed with taking the amplifier dynamics into account.

23.9 Adaptive Reshaping the Excitation Currents
of Brushless Motors

23.9.1 Introduction

The torque control problem is radically simplified when the motor’s excitation currents are considered as
inputs. In this case, the problem becomes a nonlinear mapping from desired torques and measured posi-
tion to phase currents [8,10,13,14]. However, the main shortcoming associated with such an open-loop
control is that its ability to cancel the position nonlinearity critically depends on the torque-angle profile of
the motor phases. Many researchers have proposed different adaptive mechanisms to tune the motor con-
troller during its operation. Chen [12] developed an adaptive linearization for a smooth motion control.
Shouse et al. [18] applied a self-tuning tracking controller for permanent-magnet synchronous motors.
In addition, different methods for the estimation of torque or the measurement of motor parameters
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FIGURE 23.12 Step responses of the closed-loop PI velocity controller with the first commutation (a) and with the
second one (b).

have been proposed in the literature. Delecluse et al. [19] proposed a measurement method based on the
variation of the self and mutual inductance of a type of brushless motor. These parameters were then used
to develop a nonlinear control strategy. Other researchers developed dynamical torque controllers by
using either a torque observer or a flux observer to compensate torque ripple [7]. These adaptive control
schemes are all motion controllers, and they heavily rely on the accurate modeling of the mechanical load
attached to the motor.

In the previous sections, we presented a commutation law for precise torque control of brushless motors
based on Fourier series analysis. In this approach, it was assumed that the mutual torque dominates the
other torque components such as reluctance and detent torques. In the following sections, we present an
adaptive self-tuning version of the torque control scheme [20]. An estimator is developed for the Fourier
coefficients of motor torque function based on the measurement of phase voltage to reshape the excitation
currents. The estimated Fourier coefficients are used by the commutation law, which simultaneously
achieves accurate and ripple-free torque control and minimizes copper losses; see Figure 23.13. The
stability of the entire control configuration is proved analytically. The results show that the actual torque
converges to the command torque provided that the latter signal is bounded, and that the load system
attached to the motor is stable. The advantages of this adaptive scheme are twofold: first, the estimator does
not rely on the modeling of mechanical load, which may have complex dynamics. Second, it is shown that
the motor torque under the proposed adaptive scheme asymptotically approaches the command torque
regardless of the input trajectories. These advantages along with the self-tuning capability of the control
scheme make the torque controller suitable for servo applications.

23.10 Modeling of Electric Motors in Terms of Inductance Matrix

According to Faraday’s and Ohm’s laws, the time varying magnetic flux linkageΨ is related to the terminal
voltages v and winding currents i by

dΨ(i, θ)

dt
=−Ri+ v, (23.57)
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FIGURE 23.13 The architecture of the adaptive self-tuning torque controller.

where θ is the motor angle and R = diag{Rs, . . . , Rr} denotes the coil resistances. An electromagnetic
machine is a device that converts input electric energy Wele into output mechanical energy Wmech. This
electromechanical energy conversion occurs through the medium of magnetic stored energy Wfld =∫ Ψ

0 iT (Ψ′, θ) dΨ′. Now, assuming the magnetic system is lossless, the first law of thermodynamics leads to

dWfld = dWele− dWmech (23.58)

According to Faraday’s law and the principal of virtual work, we can find the expression for dWele =
iT v dt = iT dΨ and dWmech = τ dθ. Introducing coenergy Wco(i, θ)= iTΨ−Wfld(Ψ, θ), one can rewrite
Equation 23.58 as

dWco(i, θ)=ΨT di+ τ dθ (23.59)

The total differential of Wco(i, θ)= ∫ i
0 Ψ

T (i′, θ) di′, which, in general, is a function of the two independent
variables i and θ, can be written as

dWco(i, θ)= ∂Wco

∂i
di+ ∂Wco

∂θ
dθ (23.60)

Comparing Equations 23.59 and 23.60 we obtain

τ(i, θ)= ∂Wco(i, θ)

∂θ
= ∂

∂θ

∫ i

0
ΨT (i′, θ) di′ (23.61)

Equations 23.57 and 23.61 govern the dynamics of most electromagnetic motors.
In general, the magnetic flux Ψ(i, θ) is a nonlinear function of the currents and the position. But for a

linear electromagnetic system, we have
Ψ(θ, i)= L(θ)i, (23.62)

where L(θ) is an inductance matrix. The form of the inductance matrix depends on the structure of the
electric motor, but it is always symmetric and periodic in θ. We assume that the reluctance torque is
negligible and that the phases are magnetically decoupled. The inductance matrix, then takes the form

L(θ)=
[

Ls Lsr(θ)

LT
sr(θ) Lr

]

, (23.63)

where Ls = diag{L′s} and Lr = diag{L′r} are the stator and rotor self-inductance matrices, and Lsr(θ) is the
position-dependent mutual-inductance matrix; the subscripts s and r denote the stator and the rotor,
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respectively. For a motor with p phases, the vectors of the phase currents and voltages are i = col
(
is, ir

) ∈
R

2p and v = col
(
vs, vr

) ∈ R
2p. If the magnetic field is produced by permanent magnet, we consider the

equivalent rotor current ir = constant. With these assumptions, the torque equation (Equation 23.61)
can be rewritten as

τ(i, θ)= 1

2
iT

(
∂L

∂θ

)
i

=
p∑

k=1

yk(θ)isk ,

(23.64)

where yk(θ)=∑p
j=1

∂
∂θLsrkj (θ)irj are expressed by the so-called torque shape function.

The following section outlines how to design the excitation currents isk so as to achieve a desired torque
by making use of Equation 23.64 and with the assumption that the torque shape function yk(θ) is perfectly
known. This assumption will be relaxed in Section 23.11 where the shape function is estimated in real
time by making use of the voltage equation (Equation 23.57).

23.11 Adaptive Control

23.11.1 Voltage Dynamic Equation

Substituting Equation 23.62 into 23.57, we arrive at a set of independent differential equations. Without
loss of generality we consider only the equation associated with the first phase, that is

vs1 = Rsis1 + L′s
dis1

dt
+ d

dt

( p∑

k=1

Lsr1k (θ)irk

)

. (23.65)

Using the chain rule and noting that ir = constant, we obtain

p∑

k=1

Lsr1k (θ)irk =
∫ θ

0
y1(ξ) dξ

=
N∑

n=−N
n�=0

−jdn

qn
e jqnθ

(23.66)

Using Equation 23.66 in Equation 23.65 and rearranging the resultant equation yields

(
1+ κ d

dt

)
Rsis1 = vs1 +

d

dt

N∑

n=−N
n�=0

jdn

qn
e jqnθ(t), (23.67)

where

κ= L′s
Rs

is the time constant of the electrical system.
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23.11.2 Self-Tuning Control

Defining stable and proper filters Ğ1(s)= 1/(1+ κs) and Ğ2(s)= s/(1+ κs), we can rewrite Equa-
tion 23.67 in terms of filtered signals as

Rsis1 −G1 ∗ vs1 = G2 ∗

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

N∑

n=−N
n�=0

jdn

qn
e jqnθ(t)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ , (23.68)

where G1(t) and G2(t) are the impulse responses of the corresponding filers, and ∗ stands for the convo-
lution integral. The dynamics equation (Equation 23.68) can be linearly parameterized as

G2 ∗Y Tρ= 1

2
q(Rsis1 −G1 ∗ vs1 ) := vF (23.69)

where

Y (t) :=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

sin(qθ(t))
1

2
sin(2qθ(t))

...
1

N
sin(Nqθ(t))

cos(qθ)
1

2
cos(2qθ(t))

...
1

N
cos(qNθ(t))

⎤

⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

, (23.70)

and where vector ρ= col
(
Re(d), Im(d)

)
contains the parameters of interest, and vF is the filtered version

of the phase voltage.
The control architecture for a three-phase brushless motor is depicted in Figure 23.13. Recall that

the electronic commutator modulates the torque commands with the periodic commutation function
according to

i�k = u

(
qθ+ 2π(k− 1)

3

)
τd ∀ k = 1, . . . , 3,

where the periodic function u(·) is expressed by a Fourier series as

u(θ)=
N∑

n=1

cne jnqθ

and the Fourier coefficients cn’s are determined based on the Fourier coefficients of the motor shape
function, dn’s, through mapping

c = φ(d) (23.71)

so that the motor generates torque as requested (as described in the previous sections). Let ρ̂ and ρ̃= ρ− ρ̂
denote the estimated parameters and the parameter errors, respectively. Considering ik as the control
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inputs, we propose the following control law:

ik = τduk
(
φ(ρ̂), θ

) ∀ k = 1, . . . , p, (23.72)

in conjunction with the following parameter update law:

˙̂ρ= γ(G2 ∗Y )σ, (23.73)

where

σ= 1

2
qRsτdu1

(
φ(ρ̂), θ

)− 1

2
qG1 ∗ vs1 − (G2 ∗Y T )ρ̂, (23.74)

and γ> 0 is the estimator gain.

Proposition 1:

The control law (Equation 23.72) together with the parameter update law (Equation 23.73) ensures the
following properties: σ ∈ L2 ∩L∞ and ρ̃, ˙̃ρ ∈ L∞, where L∞ and L2 indicate the spaces of bounded and
square integrable signals, respectively.

Proof. It can be readily inferred from Equations 23.69 and 23.74 that

σ= (G2 ∗Y T )ρ̃. (23.75)

Choose the following positive function:

V = 1

2
ρ̃Tγ−1ρ̃. (23.76)

Using Equation 23.75 in the time derivative of V along trajectories of Equation 23.73 gives

V̇ =−σ2.

A standard argument proves the proposition. �

The rest of this section deals with stability analysis of the proposed adaptive law. The final objective is
to prove that the motor torque τ tends to the command torque τd under the control law. In other words,
the torque tracking error e = τ− τd asymptotically converges to zero. Let us define

ỹ(ρ, ρ̂, θ) � y(ρ, θ)− y(ρ̂, θ)

as the difference between actual shape function and the one obtained based on the estimated Fourier
coefficients. In the following analysis, we will show that under mild conditions, the error w̃ converges
to zero even though ρ̂ does not necessarily tend to ρ. This is essential for subsequently proving that e is
uniformly stable. Assume that

A1 the motor velocity ω= dθ/dt is bounded, but not identically zero.
A2 torque set point τd is bounded

Corollary 1:

Under the above assumptions, the following hold:
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1. Error w̃ is uniformly stable
2. Torque tracking error e asymptotically converges to zero.

Proof. First, we must show that σ converges to zero. Asymptotic stability of σ can be inferred from
Proposition 1, if σ̇ is shown to be bounded. The time derivative of Equation 23.75 leads to

|σ̇| ≤ a1‖Y‖∞ ‖˙̃ρ‖∞ + a1‖Ẏ‖∞ ‖ρ̃‖∞, (23.77)

where

a1 =max(
1

κ2 ,
2

κ
− 1

κ2 )

is the peak gain∗ of the filter Ğ2(s), that is, ‖Ğ2(s)‖pk−gn = ‖G2‖1 = a1. Since ρ̃ and ˙̃ρ are bounded
variables, we need only show that Y and Ẏ are bounded. Moreover, knowing that sinusoidal functions
are bounded by unity, we can obtain conservative bounds for Y and its time derivative as

‖Y‖ ≤ 2
N∑

n=1

1

n
, and ‖Ẏ‖ ≤ 2Nq|ω|. (23.78)

Thus Y , Ẏ ∈ L∞, which implies that all terms on the RHS of Equation 23.77 are bounded, and hence
σ̇ ∈ L∞. This result together with Proposition 1 implies that σ→ 0 as t→∞. Moreover, it can be inferred
from Equation 23.73 that

‖˙̃ρ‖ ≤ a2|σ|,

where a2 = a1γ‖Y‖. Since σ asymptotically converges to zero, so does ˙̃ρ. It follows that ρ̂ tends to a
constant vector, which may not necessarily be ρ. Since Ğ2(s)= sĞ1(s) we can rewrite Equation 23.75 as

σ= (G1 ∗ Ẏ T )ρ̃. (23.79)

Now with ỹ = y(ρ̃, θ) in the time derivative of Equation 23.78, we obtain Ẏ ρ̃= ωỹ. Using this result
together with the fact that ρ̃ converges to a constant vector in Equation 23.79 leads to following: G1 ∗(
ω · ỹ(θ)

)→ σ as t → ∞. Furthermore, since σ converges to zero, we see that

G1 ∗
(
ω ỹ(θ)

)→ 0 as t→∞, (23.80)

which implies thatωỹ → 0 according to the Final Value Theorem and to the fact that Ğ1(0) �= 0. Finally,
by virtue of Assumption A1, we can conclude ỹ(θ) → 0 as t → ∞.

Now, we are ready to prove the second argument of the corollary. Suppose the spectrum of the
excitation currents are redesigned based on the estimated Fourier coefficients. Then, the mapping from

∗ The peak gain of a LTI system H is defined as

‖H‖pk−gn := sup
‖w‖∞�=0

‖Hw‖∞
‖w‖∞ ,

which is equal to L1 norm of its impulse response, that is, ‖H̆‖pk−gn = ‖H‖1.
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the command torque to the actual torque τ can be expressed by

τ= τd

p∑

k=1

uk
(
φ(ρ̂), θ

)
yk(ρ, θ). (23.81)

Notice that the summation on the RHS of Equation 23.81 is identically unity if ρ= ρ̂, that is,

p∑

k=1

uk
(
φ(ρ̂), θ

) · yk(ρ̂, θ)= 1 ∀ θ ∈ R, ∀ ρ̂ ∈ R
2N . (23.82)

From Equations 23.82 and 23.81, we can calculate the torque error as

e = τd − τd

p∑

k=1

uk
(
φ(ρ̂), θ

) · yk(ρ, θ)

= τd

p∑

k=1

uk
(
φ(ρ̂), θ

)(
wk(ρ̂, θ)− yk(ρ, θ)

)

= τd

p∑

k=1

uk
(
φ(ρ̂), θ

)
yk(ρ̃, θ).

(23.83)

By virtue of Equations 23.36, 23.46, and 23.83, we can find a conservation bound on the torque error as

|e| ≤ 2pN‖φ(ρ̂)‖∞|τd | |ỹ|
≤ 2N‖Q+(ρ̂)‖ |τd| |ỹ|

(23.84)

According to Assumption A2 all terms on the RHS of inequality Equation 23.84 are bounded. Moreover,
since w̃ tends to zero, we can conclude that e→ 0 as t→∞. �

23.11.3 Input/Output Stable Mechanical Loads

The following argument shows that the velocity remains bounded if command torque τd retains bounded.
Let’s M represent the dynamics of the mechanical load system, where the input and output are τ and ω,
respectfully, that is, ω=Mτ; typically M̆(s)= 1/(Js+ b) where J and b are the inertia of the motor rotor
and viscous friction in the bearings, respectively. It is now reasonable to assume that the mechanical load
is an input–output bounded system, that is

|ω| ≤ a3|τ|, (23.85)

where a3 = ‖M̆‖pk−gn is the peak-gain of the mechanical system. It can be inferred from Equation 23.46
that

‖φ(ρ̂)‖ ≤ 1

pσmin(Q(ρ̂))
(23.86)

Using inequalities

‖uk(φ(ρ̂), θ)‖ ≤ ‖φ(ρ̂)‖, ‖yk(ρ, θ)‖ ≤ ‖ρ‖ ∀ k = 1, . . . , p,

and Equation 23.86 in Equation 23.81, we can obtain a conservative bound on the generated torque as

|τ| ≤ ‖ρ‖
σmin(Q(ρ̂))

|τd | (23.87)

It is evident from Equations 23.85 and 23.87 that bounded τd means bounded velocity. It should be
pointed out that without a mechanical load, there is no guarantee of a bounded velocity, and hence no
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stable torque error. However, the mechanical load consists of the external load attached to the motor
plus the motor’s rotor so that, with no external load the rotor of the motor becomes the only mechanical
load. The rotor system is input/output bounded if there is damping, that is, nonzero friction in the motor
bearings.

Additionally, assuming that the summation terms
∑p

k=1 uk(φ(ρ̂), θ)yk(ρ, θ) in Equation 23.81 remain
nonzero during the adjustment period, we can say that τ and hence ω are not identically zero. Therefore,
Assumption A2 automatically satisfies Assumption A1 provided that the mechanical load is an input-to-
output bounded system and that τd is not identically zero.

23.12 Experiment

In order to evaluate the performance of the self-tuning torque controller, experiments were conducted
on a three-phase synchronous motor with 9 pole pairs. The actual values of the winding resistance and
self-inductance are measured by a Wheatstone bridge instrument, see Table 23.1.

Although, the Fourier coefficients of the phase shape function are adaptively estimated by the controller,
we also measured the actual coefficients for comparison. To this end, as described in our previously related
work [4], we characterized the motor phase shape function by using a specially designed dynamometer
setup. Since the motor has nine pole pairs, the torque trajectory is periodic in position with a fundamen-
tal spatial-frequency of 9 cpr and thus the torque pattern repeats every 40 degrees. The harmonics of
the spatial frequency content of the torque shape function are shown in Figure 23.14b—for example, the

TABLE 23.1 Electric Parameters of the Motor

Selfinductance (mH) Resistance (Ω) Time Constant

12.5 2.54 0.0049
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FIGURE 23.14 Torque shape function (a) and its special harmonics (b).
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TABLE 23.2 Torque Harmonics of Motor

Harmonics No. Complex Value (Nm/A) Magnitude (Nm/A)

1st 0.270+ 0.720j 0.769

11th 0.015+ 0.015j 0.0212

13th 0.003+ 0.002j 0.0036

spatial frequency of the 11th harmonic is 99 cpr. It is clear from the graph that the significant frequency
components appear at the 1st, 11th and 13th harmonics; see Table 23.2.

The adaptive self-tuning torque controller was implemented for this motor setup. Unlike our previous
experiment, the torque controller does not require a priori knowledge of the motor’s shape function. The
torque controller was nested inside a PID position feedback, which was commanded to follow a sinusoidal
reference position trajectory θ� = 0.44sin3πt. To limit the number of the estimated parameters, only the
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FIGURE 23.15 Phase voltage (a) and its filtered version (b).
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FIGURE 23.16 The history of voltage error σ.
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FIGURE 23.17 The history of the ratio of actual torque to command torque.

coefficients associated with the major torque harmonics, that is, 1st, 11th and 13th, are considered
in the parameter update law. Figures 23.15 and 23.16 show trajectories of the phase voltage and its
filtered version, respectively. The electromagnetic torque developed by the motor cannot be directly
measured, but it can be calculated from Equation 23.81 based on the actual parameters obtained from the
dynamometer. From the estimated and the actual Fourier coefficients, we can compute the ratio of the
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FIGURE 23.18 The history of the estimated parameters.
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23-30 Control System Applications

actual-to-command torques as

τ

τd
=

p∑

k=1

uk(φ(ρ̂), θ)wk(ρ, θ).

The time history of the torque ratio is plotted in Figure 23.17. It is evident from the figure that after the
tuning period, the motor torque tracks the command torque with a 2% accuracy, and that the controller
tunes itself after a few seconds. The time history of the estimated Fourier coefficients is also illustrated in
Figure 23.18. The convergence of the estimated parameters implies the richness of the input signals.
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24.1 Introduction

Dc–dc converters are widely used in modern energy conversion systems. Examples of their application
include power supplies and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), in addition to military, space, and indus-
trial power systems. Regulation of the converter output voltage is accomplished through control of the
on/off behavior of the semiconductor switch(es). Dc–dc converters have both continuous and discrete
(switching) dynamics, thus making them hybrid systems.

Although the dynamics of a converter are hybrid (change with switch-state), a common step in existing
control approaches is to create an average-value model (AVM) of a converter in which the dynamics
of switching are averaged [1,2]. In average-value form, the slow circuit dynamics are modeled as a
continuous-time system. Once an AVM is established, any one of a number of techniques developed for
the control of linear or nonlinear continuous-time systems can be applied.

In this chapter, recently developed hybrid optimal control theory (HOCT) is adapted to the control of
dc–dc converters. Specifically, control of switching in a dc–dc boost converter is determined by solving
the so-called embedded optimal control problem (EOCP). The EOCP is discretized and implemented via
a nonlinear model predictive control (MPC) scheme termed hybrid model predictive control (HMPC).

MPC is a discrete-time control strategy wherein the control is obtained at each sampling through
finite-time horizon optimization using the present (measured) state of the system as the initial state. MPC
requires a dynamical model to predict system response and a user-defined performance index (PI) to be
optimized. At each sampling instant, the converter state is measured, which initiates the computation
of piecewise constant switching control values over a finite horizon window so that a PI is minimized

24-1
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CS

L

vC

iL

Vs
Rload

––

++

FIGURE 24.1 The boost converter produces a voltage higher than the source voltage. Regulation of the output
voltage is accomplished through control of the on/off sequence of the switch state s ∈ {0, 1}.

over that window. The first control in this sequence is then applied to the converter, and the process is
repeated.

In this chapter, HMPC is described for the real-time control of a boost converter (Figure 24.1), which
is a circuit that produces an output voltage greater than the source voltage, vC > Vs.

24.2 Hybrid State Model of the Boost Converter

From Figure 24.1, one observes that when s = 1, the inductor current increases, and the output voltage
decays with time constant τ= RloadC. When s = 0, energy stored in the inductor is used to charge the
capacitor; inductor current decreases, and output voltage increases. If the switch remains off and the
inductor current falls to zero, the converter enters a third mode of operation termed discontinuous
conduction. For the control described herein, only two-mode circuit operation is allowed and maintained
through constraints on the switch function s(t).

Under the condition that discontinuous conduction is disallowed, the boost converter of Figure 24.1
can be modeled as a two-mode system determined by the switch state s(t) ∈ {0, 1}, “0” denoting “open” or
“off” and “1” denoting “closed” or “on.” In each switch position, the converter has a distinct linear state
model with state vector x = [iL vC]T as follows:

mode s = 0 : ẋ(t)= A0x(t)+ b0, (24.1)

mode s = 1 : ẋ(t)= A1x(t)+ b1, (24.2)

with x(t0)= x0, where t ≥ t0 and system matrices are given by

A0 =
[

0 − 1
L

1
C − 1

RloadC

]

, b0 =
[

Vs
L

0

]

, (24.3)

A1 =
[

0 0

0 − 1
RloadC

]

, b1 =
[

Vs
L

0

]

. (24.4)

It is noted for this system that Vs is not a control input. The hybrid model is expressed compactly as

ẋ(t)= (1− s(t)) · [A0x(t)+ b0]+ s(t) · [A1x(t)+ b1]. (24.5)

Optimization of system (Equation 24.5) with respect to the switched control comprises the so-called
switched optimal control problem (SOCP): find s(t) to minimize a PI Ps subject to the model. However,
the optimization is not convex for s(t) ∈ {0, 1}.
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Hybrid Model Predictive Control of the Boost Converter 24-3

Derivation of the control begins by formulating the continuous-time EOCP for the boost converter
[3]. A discrete-time form of the optimization is then developed and implemented as a nonlinear MPC
strategy.

24.3 Formulating the Continuous-Time EOCP

The EOCP is formulated in two steps. First, an embedded form of Equation 24.5 is established wherein
s(t) ∈ {0, 1} is replaced with s̃(t) ∈ [0, 1]:

ẋ(t)= (1− s̃(t)) · [A0x(t)+ b0]+ s̃(t) · [A1x(t)+ b1], (24.6a)

s̃(t) ∈ [0, 1], (24.6b)

iL(t) > 0, (24.6c)

where Equation 24.6c maintains continuous conduction. Essentially, Equation 24.6b embeds the original
switched system of Equation 24.5 into a continuously parameterized family of problems. The trajectories
of system (Equation 24.5) are dense in those of system (Equation 24.6) [3].

Next, an embedded PI is set forth

Ps(t0, tf , x0, s̃)=
tf∫

t0

[s̃(t)F1(t, x(t))+ (1− s̃(t))F0(t, x(t))] dt, (24.7)

where F0 ∈ C1 and F1 ∈ C1 determine the desired performance in the respective modes of operation,
and t ∈ [t0, tf ] is the finite time interval for the optimization. The PI may also include a terminal penalty
function [3], but a terminal penalty is not utilized in the system described here. With the embedded model
and embedded PI defined, the EOCP is

minimize
s̃(t)

Ps(t0, tf , x0, s̃) (24.8)

subject to Equations 24.6.

24.3.1 Performance Index for Boost Converter

The purpose of the controller is to track a commanded output voltage V∗C with corresponding steady-state
inductor current I∗L . Integrands that have been validated experimentally (among many other possible user
choices) are

F0 = F1 = CI (iL(t)− I∗L −K(V∗C − vC(t)))2+CV (vC(t)−V∗C)2, (24.9)

where we note that

I∗L =
(V∗C)2

VsRload
(24.10)

is obtained by equating input power and output power in steady state. The weighting constants CI ∈ R+,
K ∈ R+, and CV ∈ R+ allow for adjustment of the tracking performance. Specifically, tracking perfor-
mance depends on the two squared-error terms in Equation 24.9; these may be considered as a current-
mode compensation term and a voltage error term, respectively. The second term in Equation 24.9 forces
convergence of (vC −V∗C) to zero, or equivalently convergence of the state vC → V∗C . The first term
in Equation 24.9 forces the state iL to converge to I∗L +K(V∗C − vC) which in turn converges to I∗L as
vC → V∗C . The structure of the current-mode compensation term is used to improve transient response
by increasing the input power when vC < V∗C and decreasing input power when vC > V∗C . The parameter
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24-4 Control System Applications

K is selected to adjust the level of the compensation current for a given voltage error. In practice, the
controller parameters K , CI , and CV are determined empirically to provide a desired transient response.

It is shown in Theorem 9 of [3] that a solution for the EOCP exists for a class of nonlinear systems that
are linear in control inputs u0, u1, and have a PI that is convex in u0, u1. Since the system considered here
is linear and does not have u0, u1, these conditions are satisfied trivially. Thus, a solution exists for the
EOCP given by Equation 24.8.

24.3.2 Relationship of EOCP and SOCP

In [3], it is demonstrated that except in certain rare circumstances, solutions to the SOCP can be found by
solving the EOCP for s̃ ∈ [0, 1]. If the resulting solution is bang-bang, it solves the SOCP. If the resulting
solution is not bang-bang, one projects the solution onto the set {0, 1} using in our case a duty cycle
interpretation. Specifically there are four main points regarding the relationship between the EOCP and
SOCP solutions as given in [3]:

1. The EOCP always has a solution, whereas the SOCP is not guaranteed to have a solution.
2. The value of Ps for the EOCP lower bounds the value of Ps for the SOCP.
3. When the EOCP has a bang-bang solution, s̃ ∈ {0, 1}, that minimizes Ps, it also solves the original

SOCP.
4. For s̃ /∈ {0, 1}, since the EOCP always has a solution and since the switched trajectories are dense

in the trajectories of the embedded system, a solution to the original switched system can be made
to approximate the EOCP solution to any desired accuracy.

The EOCP is solved numerically by forming a discrete-time embedded model and discrete-time embed-
ded PI, and then finding the piecewise constant embedded switch states s̃k , s̃k+1, . . . , s̃k+N−1 that minimize
the discretized Ps. Consistent with MPC philosophy [4], the first control in the sequence s̃k is then pro-
jected onto an s(t) ∈ {0, 1} using a duty cycle interpretation. The process is then repeated over the indexed
user-defined window of optimization. This process is herein referred to as the HMPC optimization. Min-
imization of the discrete-time PI is accomplished numerically using a constrained optimization method.
Herein, an Active-Set method is employed.

24.4 Design of HMPC

Using the steps set forth in this section, the EOCP is discretized and cast as a HMPC problem that is solved
numerically. The problem is discretized with time step Ts = 1/Fs, where Fs is the switching frequency.
The discrete-time points are thus tk = k ·Ts, xk = x(tk).

It is assumed that circuit parameters Vs, L, C, and Rload, and switching frequency Fs are known. To
account for source and load variation, a parameter estimator may be paired with the control to update
the model as Vs and Rload change; however, for the system considered here, Vs and Rload remain constant
so that the focus remains on the MPC strategy. Parameter estimators are described in [5,6].

Step 1: Discrete-Time Embedded Model

The discrete-time embedded model

xk+1 = (1− s̃k) · ([I +TsA0]xk +Tsb0)+ s̃k · ([I +TsA1]xk +Tsb1) (24.11)

is developed using a Forward Euler (FE) derivative approximation; the discrete-time embedded switch
state s̃k ∈ [0, 1] is held constant over tk ≤ t < tk+1. Although alternate discrete-time approximations may
be used, the FE method is selected in order to simplify the numerical optimization and has proven
satisfactory in experiments.
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Hybrid Model Predictive Control of the Boost Converter 24-5

Step 2: Compensation for Computation Delay

To compensate for computation delay, the state, x̂k+1, at tk+1 is estimated from a state measurement,
xm,k , at tk , and the previously computed switch control, s̃k . The estimated x̂k+1 is used to initialize the
finite horizon MPC window using the formula

x̂k+1 = (1− s̃k) · ([I +TsA0]xm,k +Tsb0)+ s̃k · ([I +TsA1]xm,k +Tsb1). (24.12)

Step 3: Discrete-Time PI

As mentioned earlier, we denote the equilibrium state as x∗ = [
I∗L V∗C

]T
, and the state error by x̄ =

x− x∗. Therefore, the integrands of the PI, Equation 24.8, may be expressed in the more customary
quadratic form

F0 = F1 = x̄TQx̄, (24.13)

where

Q =
[

CI CI K
CI K CI K2+CV

]
( 0. (24.14)

The finite-time horizon window is divided into N partitions: [tk+1, tk+2] . . . [tk+N , tk+N+1], and the
discrete-time embedded PI is established from Equation 24.7 using the trapezoidal rule. For a 2-partition
MPC window, the PI is given by

Ps = Ts

2

(
x̄T

k+1Qx̄k+1+ 2x̄T
k+2Qx̄k+2+ x̄T

k+3Qx̄k+3

)
. (24.15)

Step 4: Inequality Constraints

Minimization of the discrete-time PI Equation 24.15 is subject to inequality constraints on the controls
and state. To maintain continuous conduction, iL(t) > 0, the discrete-time embedded inductor currents
are subject to a lower bound: iL(k+ 1)≥ imin, iL(k+ 2)≥ imin. Using the discrete-time model, these lower
bounds are represented as additional constraints on s̃k+1, s̃k+2. The inequality constraints are summarized
as follows:

• Admissible controls

0≤ s̃k+1, s̃k+2 ≤ 1. (24.16)

• Controls that maintain continuous conduction

s̃k+1 ≥ L

Ts

(imin− îL(k+ 1))

v̂C(k+ 1)
+ (v̂C(k+ 1)−Vs)

v̂C(k+ 1)
, (24.17)

s̃k+1+ s̃k+2 ≥ L

Ts

(imin− îL(k+ 1))

v̂C(k+ 1)
+ 2

(v̂C(k+ 1)−Vs)

v̂C(k+ 1)
. (24.18)

Inequality (Equation 24.17) is obtained by direct algebraic manipulation of Equation 24.11. The
inequality (Equation 24.18) is also obtained using Equation 24.11 with the assumption that vC(k+ 1)/
vC(k+ 2)≈ 1. The lower bound imin requires knowledge of the switching function that will be used. As
will be described in Step 5, a center-aligned pulse width modulation (PWM) will be implemented which
leads to the lower bound

imin = TsVs

2L

(v̂C(k+ 1)−Vs)

v̂C(k+ 1)
. (24.19)

The set of feasible controls is given by the intersection of constraint sets (Equations 24.16 through
24.18) and is denoted by SCCM, which in our case is nonempty, compact, and convex.

At each interval, îL(k+ 1) and v̂C(k+ 1) are determined and the inequality constraints given by
Equations 24.17 and 24.18 are redefined. However, since each of the constraints (Equations 24.16 through
24.18) is a convex set, the intersection of these is always a convex set [7].
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1
2

(k+1)TskTs

(1− s~k)Ts
1
2 (1− s~k)Ts s~kTs

s~k

FIGURE 24.2 Projection algorithm for determining s(t) from s̃k on the interval kTs ≤ t < (k+ 1)Ts. This PWM
waveform is commonly referred to as “Center-aligned” PWM.

Step 5: Numerical Solution

The HMPC problem applied over the two partitions is expressed as the nonlinear program

minimize
s̃k+1,s̃k+2∈SCCM

Ps (24.20)

subject to Equation 24.11. The set SCCM is nonempty and compact, and Ps is continuous in s̃k+1, s̃k+2;
thus, a solution exists for Equation 24.20 [8].

For the results presented in this chapter, the minimization over s̃k+1, s̃k+2 is accomplished using an
Active Set algorithm that relies on Newton steps. The algorithm is explained in detail later in this section.
Problem (Equation 24.20) is solved in less than one switch period, allowing for real-time implementation
of the control.

Step 6: Projection Algorithm

Numerical solution of Equation 24.20 determines optimal values for s̃k+1, s̃k+2 ∈ [0, 1]; however, the
physical switch requires an on/off signal s(t) ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore, as a final step, s̃k+1 is projected onto the
actual switch set s(t) ∈ {0, 1} using a duty cycle interpretation. The projection algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 24.2. The switch signal s(t) is then used to drive the switch in Figure 24.1. The embedded solution
for the second partition s̃k+2 is used to initialize the optimization for the next MPC window, which is
referred to as shift initialization [9].

A block-diagram summarizing the HMPC control is provided in Figure 24.3.

Boost converter

Numerical
optimization

Delay compensation
(Equation 24.12)

Projection
algorithm

x*

xm,ks(t)

x̂k+1s~k+1

FIGURE 24.3 Controller Block Diagram, where xm,k is a state measurement taken at tk , x̂k+1 is the predicted state
at tk+1, x∗ = [I∗L V∗C]T is the desired state, s̃k+1 is generated by minimizing the PI subject to constraints, and s(t) is
the on/off signal applied to the converter switch.
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Hybrid Model Predictive Control of the Boost Converter 24-7

24.5 Numerical Optimization Algorithm

Optimization problems of the form (Equation 24.20) may be solved using any one of a number of
methods, including Gradient Projection, Interior Point, or Active Set methods. We have selected an
Active Set method because it has been shown to be well suited for low-dimensional problems with few
constraints. The Active Set method employed here is similar to those found in [10,11]. To handle the
model constraint, Equation 24.11 is substituted into Equation 24.15. In doing so, it is readily shown that
Ps depends only on s̃k+1, s̃k+2, and x̂k+1.

The inequality constraints given by Equations 24.16 through 24.18 are written in the form
gi(s̃k+1, s̃k+2)≤ 0, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 6}. Specifically, Equation 24.16 gives:

g1
(
s̃k+1, s̃k+2

)=−s̃k+1, (24.21a)

g2
(
s̃k+1, s̃k+2

)= s̃k+1− 1, (24.21b)

g3
(
s̃k+1, s̃k+2

)=−s̃k+2, (24.21c)

g4
(
s̃k+1, s̃k+2

)= s̃k+2− 1, (24.21d)

and Equations 24.17 and 24.18 give

g5
(
s̃k+1, s̃k+2

)=−s̃k+1+ L

Ts

(
imin− îL(k+ 1)

)

v̂C(k+ 1)
+

(
v̂C(k+ 1)−Vs

)

v̂C(k+ 1)
, (24.22a)

g6
(
s̃k+1, s̃k+2

)=−s̃k+1− s̃k+2+ L

Ts

(
imin− îL(k+ 1)

)

v̂C(k+ 1)
+ 2

(
v̂C(k+ 1)−Vs

)

v̂C(k+ 1)
. (24.22b)

An inequality constraint is considered to be active when gi
(
s̃k+1, s̃k+2

)= 0 and inactive when
gi

(
s̃k+1, s̃k+2

)
< 0. The indices of active constraints are members of the working set ϑ, that is,

gi
(
s̃k+1, s̃k+2

)= 0 for i ∈ ϑ. The set of active constraints must be linearly independent; therefore, since
the optimization is performed in R2, at most two constraints are active.

The optimization is summarized in the following three steps; Steps 1 and 2 include computations to
initialize the optimization, and Step 3 describes the Active Set algorithm.

24.5.1 Beginning of Optimization

1. Step 1: Using the initial value x̂k+1, inequalities (Equation 24.22) are computed (which updates
SCCM).

2. Step 2: An initial feasible starting point is determined (s̃k+1)0, (s̃k+2)0 ∈ SCCM. For the results
presented here, an initial value is generated using shift initialization and then checked for feasibility.
If (s̃k+1)0, (s̃k+2)0 /∈ SCCM, an orthogonal projection step is implemented to place the starting value
back onto the interior of SCCM.

3. Step 3: The Active Set algorithm is employed to minimize Ps. Beginning with iteration index n= 1
and all inequality constraints inactive (i.e., ϑ= ∅), the algorithm is given as follows:
Iterate
a. Given

(
s̃k+1

)0
,
(
s̃k+2

)0
, and x̂k+1, the partial derivatives ∂Ps/∂s̃k+1, ∂Ps/∂s̃k+2, and

∂2Ps/∂s̃k+i∂ s̃k+j for i, j ∈ {1, 2} are computed.
b. Perform one Newton step to estimate the solution of the equality constrained problem:

minimize
(s̃k+1)n,(s̃k+2)n

Ps (24.23)

subject to gi((s̃k+1)n, (s̃k+2)n)= 0 for i ∈ ϑ.
In the first iteration (n= 1), this is always unconstrained (i.e., ϑ= ∅).
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24-8 Control System Applications

c. Estimate the Lagrange multipliers λi for i ∈ ϑ, and remove the constraint with the most
negative Lagrange multiplier from ϑ.

d. Check feasibility of the solution generated in step (b). If (s̃k+1)n, (s̃k+2)n /∈ SCCM, project
the solution back onto the boundary of SCCM and activate the constraint that was violated
in the update. Herein, this is done using backtracking.

e. If n= 5, return optimal solution (s̃k+1)∗, (s̃k+2)∗.

Else, increment iteration index: n= n+1, and go back to step a.

24.5.2 End Optimization

The above steps outline the Active Set algorithm used to solve the constrained HMPC optimization. The
steps 3(a) through 3(d) are discussed in greater detail in the following.

24.5.2.1 Newton Step

The Newton step will depend on the elements of ϑ. For example, if ϑ= ∅, the Newton step is implemented
using

[
s̃k+1

s̃k+2

]n

=
[

s̃k+1

s̃k+2

]n−1

−

⎡

⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣

∂2Ps

∂ s̃2
k+1

∂2Ps

∂ s̃k+1∂ s̃k+2

∂2Ps

∂ s̃k+1∂ s̃k+2

∂2Ps

∂ s̃2
k+2

⎤

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

−1 ⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

∂Ps

∂ s̃k+1

∂Ps

∂ s̃k+2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ . (24.24)

If ϑ contains a single constraint, the optimization reduces to a line search. For example, if ϑ= {2},
which is the constraint s̃k+1 = 1, then

(s̃k+1)n = (s̃k+1)n−1, (24.25a)

(s̃k+2)n = (s̃k+2)n−1−
(

∂2Ps

∂ s̃2
k+2

)−1 (
∂Ps

∂ s̃k+2

)
. (24.25b)

If ϑ contains two constraints, then (s̃k+1)n and (s̃k+2)n are unchanged from their previous values. For
the results presented here, we have selected a bound of n= 5 iterations. If the working set does not change
from one iteration to the next, the solution is further refined by subsequent Newton steps.

Although the control problem is a constrained optimization, it is worth noting that the converter is
unlikely to operate along a constraint boundary in steady state. In this case, the inequality constraints
will not be active. If the inequality constraints are inactive for all iterations, the algorithm reduces to
Newton–Raphson. In steady state, it is assumed the starting value is already “close” to the optimal value;
so Newton–Raphson has second-order convergence; therefore, the error between the solution and the
optimal value is considered insignificant after two or three Newton steps.

24.5.2.2 Lagrange Multipliers

In step 3(c), the Lagrange multipliers for the active constraints are estimated by minimizing∥∥∑
i∈ϑ λi∇gi +∇Ps

∥∥ over λi , i ∈ ϑ where ∇Ps is the gradient of Ps with respect to s̃k+1, s̃k+2. The
constraint with the most negative Lagrange multiplier is removed from the working set.

If ∃λi < 0, then ϑ= ϑ/i, where i = arg min(λi).

24.5.2.3 Check Feasibility/Backtracking

In step 3(d), the feasibility of the values (s̃k+1)n and (s̃k+2)n is checked by testing the inactive constraints.
If an inactive constraint is violated, the solution must be remapped to meet the new constraint.
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Hybrid Model Predictive Control of the Boost Converter 24-9

To do so, the following quantities are computed:

Δs̃k+1 = (s̃k+1)n− (s̃k+1)n−1, (24.26)

Δs̃k+2 = (s̃k+2)n− (s̃k+2)n−1, (24.27)

and a scaling factor is calculated:

α′ =max
{
α | gi

(
s̃k+1+ αΔs̃k+1, s̃k+2+ αΔs̃k+2

)≤ 0 for i /∈ ϑ} .

Subsequently, the solution is updated using

[
s̃k+1

s̃k+2

]n

=
[

s̃k+1

s̃k+2

]n−1

+ α′
[
Δs̃k+1

Δs̃k+2

]

. (24.28)

In addition, the set ϑmust be updated to include a new active constraint,

ϑ← ϑ∪ i where gi
(
s̃k+1+ α′Δs̃k+1, s̃k+2+ α′Δs̃k+2

)= 0.

It is noted that the above-described optimization algorithm is flexible and may be altered to meet user
requirements. For example, this algorithm has been found to work well in practice using a Gauss–Newton
step in place of a Newton step. In addition, convergence of the algorithm may be improved for jump
changes in x∗ by selecting an initial value (s̃k+1)0, (s̃k+2)0 using a method other than shift initialization.

24.5.2.4 Comments on the Numerical Solution and Selection
of Parameters K, CI , and CV

In order to design an effective control, the user must select a PI based on their insight into the physical
system; however, it is also beneficial to select the PI based on its numerical tractability. Nonlinear programs
may have multiple local minima, making it difficult to locate the global minimum efficiently. However,
the set SCCM is always convex; if Ps is selected to be convex in s̃k+1, s̃k+2 ∈ SCCM, then Equation 24.20
is a convex program, and any local minimum is also the unique global minimum [7]. For the control
considered here, the PI is selected to be a quadratic function of the state error with matrix Q ( 0. With
this formulation, the first and second derivatives are easily computed and an appropriate selection of Q,
reduces problem (Equation 24.20) to a convex program for a given bound on ‖x̄k+1‖. In the numerical
examples and hardware experiments that follow, the control parameters K , CI , and CV were selected to
command the desired system response and also to permit convex optimization methods to be used. The
optimization algorithm is shown to perform well for step changes in commanded output voltage of values
up to 20 V.

24.5.2.5 Numerical Examples

Consider a boost converter with the following circuit parameter values: Vs = 230 V, L= 1.0 mH, C =
100 nF, Rload = 100 Ω, switching frequency Fs = 15.68 kHz, and controller parameter values CI = 1.0,
K = 0.8, CV = 0.5. Two examples are considered, with different initial conditions and commanded output
voltages consistent with transients demonstrated in hardware in the next section.

The first numerical example is for an initial state x̂k+1 = [5.0 A 330 V ]T, a desired state x∗ =
[5.3 A 350 V ]T and starting values (s̃k+1)0 = (s̃k+2)0 = 0.5. The progression of the solution iterates are
illustrated in the s̃k+1, s̃k+2 plane in Figure 24.4. Also shown in Figure 24.4 are the level sets of the PI and
the inequality constraints, indicated by a box for Equation 24.16 and two lines for Equations 24.17 and
24.18. Figure 24.5 shows the value of Ps at each iteration. The algorithm is applied for up to five iterations
in this example. Although the initial values were not close to the solution, Figure 24.5 illustrates that
the optimal control (s̃k+1)∗ = 1.00, (s̃k+2)∗ = 0.00 is determined in two iterations. It is noted that this
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10

0

1

n = 0

n = 1 Solution

s~k+1

s~ k+
2

Solution iterates

FIGURE 24.4 Illustration of Active Set solution showing solution iterates for an initial state x̂k+1 = [5.0 A 330 V ]T
and a commanded state x∗ = [5.3 A 350 V ]T. The algorithm yields a bang-bang solution: (s̃k+1)∗ = 1.00, (s̃k+2)∗ =
0.00, where ϑ= {2, 3}.

constitutes a bang-bang solution since s̃ ∈ {0, 1} for each of the switch periods; thus, the EOCP solution
also solves the SOCP.

The second numerical example is for an initial state x̂k+1 = [5.3 A 350 V ]T, a desired state x∗ =
[5.0 A 340 V ]T, and for starting values (s̃k+1)0 = (s̃k+2)0 = 0.6. The algorithm yields the solution
(s̃k+1)∗ = 0.218, (s̃k+2)∗ = 0.343. Evolution of the solution iterates and the value of Ps are provided
in Figures 24.6 and 24.7.

0 1 2 3 4 50.03
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Performance index

Iteration number

FIGURE 24.5 Values of Ps at each iteration for the first numerical example. The algorithm includes five iterations,
but the solution is effectively determined in just two iterations.
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s~ k+
2

Solution iterates

FIGURE 24.6 Illustration of Active Set solution showing solution iterates for an initial state x̂k+1 = [5.3 A 350 V ]T
and a commanded state x∗ = [5.0 A 340 V ]T. The algorithm yields the solution: (s̃k+1)∗ = 0.218, (s̃k+2)∗ = 0.343,
where ϑ= {5, 6}.

0 1 2 3 4 5
0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

0.03

0.035
Performance index

Iteration number

P s

FIGURE 24.7 Values of Ps at each iteration for the second numerical example. The algorithm includes five iterations,
but the solution is effectively determined in just two iterations.

24.6 Hardware Implementation

The HMPC is applied to a boost converter with nominal circuit parameter values: Vs = 230 V, L= 1.0 mH,
C = 100 nF, and Rload = 100 Ω, the switching frequency is Fs = 15.68 kHz, and PI parameter values are
given: CV = 0.5, CI = 1.0, and K = 0.8. These parameters are identical to those given in the numerical
examples above.
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24-12 Control System Applications

The source voltage Vs was provided to the boost converter by a Sorensen 300–33T dc power supply. All
computations for implementing the HMPC were performed by a TMS320C6711 DSP onboard the Toro
PCI card by Innovative Integration. The voltage is measured by a Tektronix P5200 differential voltage
probe, and the current is measured using a Tektronix A6303 current sensor with AM503B amplifier. The
sensor outputs are connected directly to Analog-to-Digital channels on the Toro PCI card.

The DSP samples voltage and current measurements at time tk , predicts the state x̂k+1, solves for
s̃k+1 using the Active Set algorithm, and produces an analog signal between 0 and 5 V that corresponds
linearly to values for the embedded switch state s̃(t) ∈ [0, 1]. The embedded solution s̃(t) is provided to a
center-aligned PWM peripheral that implements the projection algorithm.

A single experiment is done with two changes to the commanded output voltage. Beginning with
the converter in steady state with V∗C = 330 V, the commanded output voltage was then stepped to
V∗C = 350 V and subsequently to V∗C = 340 V. The output voltage, inductor current, and analog signal
s̃(t) are shown in Figure 24.8. The dynamic response is strong; the rise time of the output voltage
is less than 500 μs without overshoot or oscillation. The voltage drop from 350 to 340 V is slightly
slower due to the time constant RloadC and due to the fact that the controller maintains continuous
conduction.

A close-up of the measured response during the first transient is provided in Figure 24.9. Figure 24.9
clearly indicates that, as V∗C is stepped from 330 to 350 V, the embedded switch is s̃ = 1 for one period

0
0
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15

i L
 (A

)

20

25(b)

(a)
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345
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0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01

FIGURE 24.8 Hardware results for step change in desired voltage: V∗C = 330 V to V∗C = 350 V to V∗C = 340 V,
including the measured (a) capacitor voltage; (b) inductor current; and (c) embedded switch state waveforms.
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(c)
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FIGURE 24.8 Continued.
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FIGURE 24.9 Close-up of (a) inductor current and capacitor voltage and (b) embedded switch state and gate drive
signal for step change in desired voltage: V∗C = 330 V to V∗C = 350 V.
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20360
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FIGURE 24.10 Close-up of inductor current and capacitor voltage for step change in desired voltage: V∗C = 350 V
to V∗C = 340 V. The HMPC maintains the constraint iL(t) > 0.

and then s̃ = 0 for the next period, which is consistent with the bang-bang solution indicated in the first
numerical example above.

A close-up of the converter state is provided in Figure 24.10 for the second transient. Figure 24.10
illustrates that the converter is maintained in continuous conduction (iL(t) >0). It is also noted that, as
V∗C is stepped from 350 to 340 V, the embedded switch is s̃ = 0.203 for one period and then s̃ = 0.338
for another period, which is similar to the solution indicated in the second numerical example above
(Figure 24.6).

24.6.1 Practical Considerations

The hardware results presented in this section do not consider the case when the source voltage and load
resistance values change. In a practical dc–dc converter, the control must regulate the output voltage in
the presence of source and load variation. This can be accomplished using a parameter estimator that
updates estimates of source voltage and load resistance based on state measurements and updates the
dynamic model. Combined HMPC and parameter estimator schemes are described in [5,6].

24.7 Summary

In this chapter, an HMPC strategy for switching converters has been realized that may be implemented
in real time. Within HMPC, an embedded form of the hybrid state model is created and is used to predict
converter dynamics over a finite horizon window. Switching is then determined such that predicted state
trajectories minimize a user-defined PI. Methods for designing the controller are provided and results of
hardware implementation are given to demonstrate controller efficacy.

In particular, a step-by-step guide is given for defining the discrete-time optimization, an Active Set
algorithm is provided for solving the optimization, and numerical examples illustrate the operation of the
algorithm.
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25.1 Introduction

Control has undergone several distinct phases of development. There are various ways that one can
classify the different phases. An overriding issue has been the way that actuators, controllers, and sensors
are interconnected. There has been a progression from direct mechanical interconnection to pneumatic
and hydraulic interconnection to electrical connection and, finally networked and/or wireless connection.
The last phase has opened up entirely new challenges for the control system design community.

Standard control theory [1] assumes perfect communications between plant and controllers. The
advances in communications technology have, on the other hand, motivated the use of general purpose
communication networks in control [2]. Figure 25.1 shows a Networked Control System (NCS), where
the input commands and the measurements used by the controller are transmitted through a network.

One of the most important observations about networked control is that there exist additional degrees
of freedom in the design relative to the classical (nonnetworked) situation. In particular, one needs

25-1
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FIGURE 25.1 Networked control system.

to prepare signals prior to transmission over the network (via some form of coding) and it is then
necessary to reinterpret the signals upon receipt (via some form of decoding). This new control archi-
tecture increases applicability and reduces cost when compared to hard-wired solutions. However, there
are also drawbacks to the use of networked control architectures. For example, typical communica-
tion links are subject to data-rate limits [3], are prone to data-loss [4], and may experience random
delays [5,6]. Dealing with these issues goes beyond standard control theory and a new integrated
approach, lying at the interface between communication and control theory, has emerged inside the
control community. A unified viewpoint that addresses all aspects of NCSs is, as yet, unavailable. How-
ever, many interesting results have been obtained. Good survey papers are contained in the special
issue [7].

The aim of this chapter is to give a brief introduction to one particular viewpoint, namely the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) approach to the design of NCSs. This approach is relatively simple. It is,
basically, a method where the channel is replaced by an additive noise source where the associated
variance appears as a degree of freedom in the design. It is thus readily understandable by practic-
ing engineers. Notwithstanding the simplicity of the approach, it yields important insights into the
design and performance of NCSs. An advantage of the SNR approach is that it leads to simple methods
for designing networked control architectures based on linear time invariant filters and linear control
design methodologies. It is thus immediately useful in practical situations (e.g., WCDMA power control,
Section 25.2).

The emerging literature on networked control contains many deep insights, for example, the minimal
average data-rate across a channel necessary to stabilize an unstable system [3]. These results typically
depend on complex design of appropriate controllers and coder/decoder pairs. Interestingly, some of
these results can be formally rederived by using simple additive noise models. Indeed, it will be shown
below that, under suitable assumptions on the control architectures and encoding/decoding policies, it
is possible to understand the impact of either average data-rate limits, or data-dropouts, in the context
of SNR constraints in an additive white-noise (AWN) channel [8–10]. These results allow one to utilize
SNR-related results (e.g., [11,12]) to draw conclusions that are valid in a broader context.

25.2 Motivational Case Study: WCDMA Power Control

Mobile telecommunications is a rapidly evolving area that has had a huge impact on modern society.
These systems depend upon sophisticated control systems for their successful operation. In this section
we use these systems as examples to illustrate emerging ideas in NCSs. The algorithms in everyday use
include real-world examples of constrained multivariable, nonlinear stochastic NCSs having quantized
data and experiencing random delays and packet loss.
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We next give an introduction to the concepts, nomenclature and phenomenological aspects of wide-
band code-division multiple access (WCDMA) communication systems.

Third-generation (3G) cellular communication systems have been globally deployed to meet the grow-
ing demand for higher data-rate communication and multimedia services. Among 3G technical standards,
WCDMA technology [13] has become the most widely adopted air interface. Transmission power con-
trol, particularly in the uplink (connection from the mobile to the base station (BS)), is vital for successful
operation of WCDMA systems.

In a WCDMA cell (the area of coverage of particular BS) all of the pieces of user equipment (UE)
operate within the same frequency band and their signals are separated, at the BS, by the use of unique
spreading codes [14]. Consider the situation where one UE, UE1, is very close to the BS while another,
UE2, is located at the cell edge. The path loss (channel gain) difference between the two UEs can be up to
70 dB [13]. Unless some control is exercised UE1 would block the communication of UE2 and also many
other UEs to the BS. In addition, the signal path between the UE and the BS is not unique and is constantly
changing due to UE movement across the cell. This is the result of different reflections and scattering of
the transmitted signal, which cause time-varying time delays and frequency selective (or nonselective)
channels. At the receiver the signals arriving from different paths add constructively (or destructively) to
compose the final received signal. This gives rise to fading.

To handle these, so called, near–far and fading problems, a power control scheme is required to
ensure that the received signal power from all UEs is approximately constant at the BS. Specifically, to
maximize the overall system capacity, the transmission power of each UE is adjusted such that each
received signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is equal to the lowest allowable level consistent with a given
target data rate [13].

A simplified block diagram of a typical inner loop for WCDMA uplink power control is shown
in Figure 25.2. This setting will be used as an example of NCS. Note that in the telecommunications
literature, it is common to express quantities on a logarithmic scale (dB). Thus, whenever we refer to
the power control problem in WCDMA we use a log-scale. We also use z as the forward shift operator.
We denote the transmitted power of the UE (also known as mobile station (MS)) by p, the channel
gain by g and the interference from other users by I . Thus, the received SIR (on a logarithmic scale) is
given by

y = p+ g − I . (25.1)

A target SIR r is provided by an outer control loop operating at a much lower rate [13]. The tracking
error

e � r− y (25.2)

QuantizerK
rk z−β

1 − z−1

uk′ek

gk − Ik

++

+−

Base station Mobile station

ykpk

Measured SIR

Desired SIR
uk

FIGURE 25.2 Simplified block diagram of the WCDMA inner power control loop.
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FIGURE 25.3 Use of additional degrees of freedom in the WCDMA inner power control loop.

is then fed to a controller K to calculate the power control increment u. Note that typically one bit is sent to
the MS through the downlink control channel for power adjustment. This is the motivation for including
the block denoted “Quantizer” in Figure 25.2. In Figure 25.2, β denotes a loop delay. The sampling period
is here selected as one WCDMA slot time, that is, 667 μs [15].

We see that the control loop of Figure 25.2 involves quantization. Also, it is possible to lose bits when
transmitting the signal u. Thus, one can see that this represents a quintessential example of a real-world
NCS.

In the following sections we present core ideas regarding the SNR approach to NCS design. We will
return to the power control example for WCDMA in Section 25.7. To motivate some of the issues studied
in the remainder of this chapter, we next present a simple example inspired by the WCDMA power
control problem.

Consider the NCS of Figure 25.2, with loop delay β= 1, white-noise disturbance d � g − I , no refer-
ence (i.e., r = 0), and K = 1. (This choice for K corresponds to the usual choice in practice [16].) Define
G � z−β/1− z−1 = 1/z− 1. Assume that the quantizer is uniform, and that it can be modeled as an
AWN source q [17]. Also assume that one is allowed to modify the WCDMA feedback loop as shown in
Figure 25.3. In that figure, A is a stable, minimum-phase and biproper linear time invariant (LTI) filter
that can be chosen by the designer. If the quantization noise q is uncorrelated with d, and d is assumed to
be white, then the input to the quantizer u′ and the received SIR y have stationary variances given by

σ2
u′ = σ2

d

∥∥A−1S
∥∥2

2+ σ2
q ‖GS‖2

2 , (25.3a)

σ2
y = σ2

d ‖S‖2
2+ σ2

q ‖AGS‖2
2 , (25.3b)

where σ2
q and σ2

d are the variances of q and d, S � (1+G)−1, and ‖X‖2
2 � 1

2π

∫ π
−π XXH dω∗. The variance

of q depends on the quantizer parameters which, in turn, have to be chosen in accordance with the statistics
of u′. Assume that relationship translates into the following SNR constraint (a detailed discussion of this
fact is included in Section 25.6.2):

σ2
u′
σ2

q
≤ Γ, (25.4)

for some Γ> 0 that depends on the number of quantization levels. Using Equation 25.4 in Equation 25.3
yields, for any σ2

q (i.e., any quantizer parameters) and any filter A,

σ2
y ≥ σ2

d ‖S‖2
2+

σ2
d

∥∥A−1S
∥∥2

2

Γ−‖GS‖2
2

‖AGS‖2
2 (25.5)

≥ σ2
d ‖S‖2

2+
σ2

d

Γ−‖GS‖2
2

(
1

2π

∫ π

−π
|G| |S|2

)2

� [σ2
y]opt, (25.6)

∗ Here, (·)H stands for the conjugate transpose of (·).
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The SNR Approach to Networked Control 25-5

where Equation 25.6 follows from the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality. In Equation 25.5 equality holds if the
quantizer parameters are chosen such that

σ2
q = σ2

d

∥
∥A−1S

∥
∥2

2

(
Γ−‖GS‖2

2

)−2
. (25.7)

Equality in Equation 25.6 holds if the filter A satisfies |A| =
√∣

∣G−1
∣
∣. In practice, the latter condition

requires the approximation of
√∣

∣G−1
∣
∣ by a stable, minimum-phase and biproper LTI filter A [18,19].

The reader might have noticed that in Equations 25.5 and 25.7 an implicit constraint on Γ is imposed,
namely, Γ> ‖GS‖2

2. It can be shown that this condition is equivalent to the existence of a filter A that
renders the NCS stable in the mean square sense. This issue is explored in greater detail in Section 25.5.

Since G = 1/(z− 1), we have from Equations 25.5 and 25.6 that the best achievable performance for
the proposed architecture is given by

[σ2
y]opt =

(
2+ 1.62

Γ− 1

)
σ2

d . (25.8)

On the other hand, if one retains the standard choice A= 1, then

σ2
y =

(
2+ 2

Γ− 1

)
σ2

d . (25.9)

We see from the above that a simple modification of the architecture of Figure 25.2 allows one to
improve performance. The improvements are more dramatic if Γ is small, which corresponds to a
quantizer with few levels (Section 25.6.2).

The previous example utilized a relatively simple architectural change in the NCS of Figure 25.2.
However, more complex choices are also possible. To introduce such architectures, we will begin by
describing the general setup adopted in this chapter.

25.3 A General Setup for the Analysis of NCSs

In this and the next three sections, we focus on the NCS of Figure 25.4, which includes the WCDMA
power control loop of Figure 25.2 as a special case. In Figure 25.4, G is a given single-input single-output
(SISO) LTI plant, M and N are LTI systems to be designed, d models output disturbances, u is the control
input, and y is a signal available for measurement. The setup of Figure 25.4 includes a nontransparent
channel in the feedback path with input v̄ and output w̄. As suggested by the dashed line in Figure 25.4,
we will also consider situations where the channel output may be available at the sending end with one
sample of delay. The latter assumption is natural in some settings, while inappropriate in others. We
will examine both cases in this chapter. The blocks E and D on either side of the channel correspond
to (possibly) nonlinear systems that map the real-valued signal v into the sequence of channel symbols
v̄ (e.g., quantized values in digital channels), and the channel output w̄ into the real-valued signal w,
respectively.

Our aim is to design the LTI systems M and N and the blocks E and D in Figure 25.4 so as to minimize
the stationary variance of y, subject to the communication constraints imposed by the channel. Our
analysis is intended to cover the following scenarios:

• AWN channel: In this channel model, the data sent over the channel is additively corrupted by
a noise source and there exists a maximum allowable channel input power [11]. Although very
simple, this channel model lies at the very foundation of communication theory [20], and is usually
used to model wireless links at the physical level [21]. For this model, the feedback path around the
channel is usually not available.
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FIGURE 25.4 General networked control architecture.

• Noiseless digital channel with finite alphabet: This channel model can be used to describe situations
where the communication link can transmit, without errors, symbols from a given finite set [22,23].
This corresponds to an abstraction which is useful when error correcting algorithms are employed
in a way such that the higher level communication protcol observes transparent communication.
In contrast to the previous case, assuming feedback around the channel is natural here since no
channel errors are considered.

• Noiseless digital channel with constrained average data rate: This channel model corresponds to a
relaxation of the previous one. In this case, the constraints are imposed, not on the cardinality of the
channel alphabet, but on the time-average length of the binary words that represent the symbols in
that alphabet [24,25]. By doing so, one can use information theoretic ideas [20] to design systems
where communication takes place over digital links. As in the previous case, feedback around the
channel is a natural assumption here.

• Bernoulli erasure channel: This channel model is used to describe situations where data is prone
to get lost with a given probability (e.g., when wireless links are employed) [4]. In this scenario, it
is common for the underlying protocol to provide acknowledgements that testify successful trans-
missions (TCP-like protocols; [4]). If that is the case, then the assumption of feedback around the
channel is justified. If no such acknowledgements are present (UDP-like protocols), then feedback
around the channel cannot be exploited.

Remark 25.1

In this chapter we treat the cases with and without channel feedback in parallel. If, at some stage, we
do not explicitly mention if channel feedback is available or not, then our discussion applies, mutatis
mutandis, to both cases.

Control problems where communication takes place over the channels mentioned above have received
much attention in the literature (see the references above and those in [7]). In this chapter we show that all
of the cases mentioned above can be handled, in a unified fashion, by reducing the corresponding design
problem to a problem of control system design over a SNR constrained AWN channel. Such problems
are addressed in Sections 25.4 and 25.5. Later, in Section 25.6, we give further details as to how the above
channels can be viewed as SNR constrained channels.

To simplify our subsequent exposition we introduce the following standard assumptions:

Assumption 25.1:

1. The plant G is SISO, LTI, strictly proper, and has a stabilizable and detectable underlying realization.
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The SNR Approach to Networked Control 25-7

2. The initial state of the plant and LTI systems M and F (collectively referred to as xo) are jointly second
order random variables.

3. The disturbance d is a zero mean second order wide sense stationary (wss) sequence, uncorrelated with
xo, and having power spectral density |Ωd|2 > 0.

25.4 Architectures for Control over SNR Constrained
AWN Channels

Consider the NCS of Figure 25.4 and assume that the link between v and w is a scalar SNR constrained
AWN channel (Figure 25.5). Such a channel has a scalar input v and a scalar output w related via

w = v+ q, (25.10)

where q is a zero mean white noise sequence, uncorrelated with [xT
o dT ]T , having a finite variance σ2

q that
can be chosen arbitrarily subject to the SNR constraint

γ� σ2
v

σ2
q
≤ Γ, (25.11)

for some given and finite Γ. In Equation 25.11, σ2
v denotes the stationary variance of v, which exists

whenever Assumption 25.1 holds, σ2
q <∞, and the feedback loop of Figure 25.5 is internally stable.

A key property of SNR constrained AWN channels is that one can choose the noise variance σ2
q. As

will be made explicit in Section 25.6, this seemingly unusual property arises naturally when one studies
the communication channels mentioned in Section 25.3.

We focus on the following variants of the architecture of Figure 25.5:

1. Perfect reconstruction coding scheme: Assume that an LTI plant Go is given and an LTI controller
Co is designed so as to provide satisfactory performance under the assumption of perfect com-
munications, that is, u= y. In this case it is natural to choose M and N so as to achieve unity
transfer from y to u, and thus preserve the closed-loop design relations, and make the effects of
the communication link purely additive [19]. We can thus think of G as comprising both the plant
Go and the controller Co, with G � GoCo.

For the situation described above, we propose to use the architecture of Figure 25.6, where A and
F are LTI systems to be designed. In order to account for the possibility that w is available at the
sending end with one sample of delay, we constrain F to be strictly proper in this case. For this

u
G

d

y

M Nw

w

v

q

z
1

FIGURE 25.5 General NCS closed over AWN channel.
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y
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A–1
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FIGURE 25.6 Perfect reconstruction coding scheme.

architecture,
u= y+A(1− F)q. (25.12)

Thus, by proper choice of A and F one can spectrally shape the effects of the noise q on u and hence,
on the output y. For the scenario when it is not possible to have feedback around the channel,
F = 0 is the only admissible choice.

The architecture of Figure 25.6 will be referred to as a perfect reconstruction coding scheme.
When a perfect reconstruction coding scheme is used, then internal stability and well posedness

of the NCS of Figure 25.5 is equivalent to A being stable, biproper and minimum-phase, and F
being stable and strictly proper.

2. One-block architecture: In this case we fix M = 1 and consider N as the design parameter
(Figure 25.7). The role of N � [N1 N2] is that of a standard controller and thus the conditions on
N that ensure internal stability and well posedness of the resulting NCS are the standard ones [26].
In this case,

u= q+N1y+N2ŵ. (25.13)

For the scenario when feedback around the channel is available, then each of the components of
N can be freely chosen, and we refer to the scheme as a one-block architecture with feedback.
For the alternative scenario when feedback is not available, then N = [N1 0], and the resulting
controller will be referred to as a one-block architecture with no feedback (or one degree of freedom
architecture).

3. Two-block architecture. This architecture corresponds to that of Figure 25.5, with no constraints
upon M or N , except for internal stability and well posedness of the resulting NCS. This architecture
corresponds to the most general architecture that can be constructed using only LTI blocks and
(possibly) feedback around an SNR constrained AWN channel.

For the scenario when feedback around the channel is available, then each of the components of
N can be freely chosen, and we refer to the scheme as a two-block architecture with feedback. For
the scenario when feedback is not available, then N = [N1 0], and the resulting controller will be
referred to as a two-block architecture with no feedback.

y N

w 1
z

v
u = w

q

FIGURE 25.7 One-block control architecture.
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The SNR Approach to Networked Control 25-9

The set of architectures presented above is by no means exhaustive. However, they correspond to
paradigmatic cases of relevance to many applications.

25.5 Optimal Design of NCSs over SNR Constrained AWN
Channels

Before addressing the optimal design of the architectures presented in Section 25.4, we will begin by
focusing on the conditions that allow one to achieve stability while satisfying the SNR constraint. Such a
study is fundamental to assess the feasibility of the design problems.

25.5.1 Mean Square Stability

We adopt the following notion of stability:

Definition 25.1:

Consider the linear system x(k+ 1)= Ax(k)+Bw(k), where k ∈ N0, A, B are constant matrices of appro-
priate dimensions, x(k) ∈ R

n is the system state at time instant k, x(0)= xo, xo is a second order random
variable, and the input w is a second order wss process uncorrelated with xo. The system is said to be mean
square stable (MSS) if and only if there exist finite μ ∈ R

n and M ∈ R
n×n, M ≥ 0, such that∗

lim
k→∞

E {x(k)} = μ, lim
k→∞

E

{
x(k)x(k)T

}
=M,

regardless of the initial state xo. �

It is well-known [27] that, for linear systems, MSS is equivalent to internal stability (in the standard sense
[26]). Hence, provided Assumption 25.1 holds and σ2

q <∞, the architectures presented in Section 25.4
will be MSS if and only if either A and F, or M and N internally stabilize G.

The next theorem characterizes the minimal SNR that is compatible with MSS for all of the architectures
described above, under the assumption that feedback around the channel is available [8,12].

Theorem 25.1:

Consider the NCS of Figure 25.5, where q is the noise in an SNR constrained AWN channel, and Assumption
25.1 holds. For the scenario when feedback around the channel is available, and either M and N are such that
the control architecture corresponds to a one- or two-block architecture, or G is assumed to be stabilizable
with unity feedback (i.e., with u= y), and M and N are such that the control architecture corresponds to a
perfect reconstruction coding scheme, then

inf {γ :MSS holds} = γ∞ �
( np∏

i=1

∣∣pi
∣∣2

)

− 1, (25.14)

where pi denotes the ith strictly unstable pole of G and the minimization is carried out with respect to the
channel noise variance σ2

q, and the LTI filters in the corresponding architecture. The infimal SNR γ∞ is, in

general, not achievable unless σ2
q→∞.† �

∗
E {·} denotes the expectation operator.

† That is, γ∞ is an infimum and not a minimum of the SNR γ.
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25-10 Control System Applications

We conclude from Theorem 25.1 that, when feedback around the channel is available, it is possible
to choose a noise variance σ2

q and the LTI filters in any of the architectures under consideration so as to
achieve MSS if and only if the bound on the channel SNR Γ satisfies Γ> γ∞. Interestingly, the minimal
SNR compatible with MSS, that is,γ∞, is, for all the architectures, a function of the unstable poles of G only.

We note that in the case of perfect reconstruction coding schemes, G is assumed to be stabilizable
with unity feedback. This means that the poles pi in Equation 25.14 correspond to the unstable poles
of the underlying plant Go and those of the controller Co (Section 25.4). This implies that, for strongly
stabilizable plants, there always exists a controller Co such that the SNR requirements for MSS are equal
in all three architectures (with feedback). However, if the plant is not strongly stabilizable, then every
stabilizing Co is unstable. Hence, for such plants, the SNR requirements for MSS will be higher when a
perfect reconstruction coding scheme is used.

A key element of Theorem 25.1 is that each of the architectures exploits feedback around the channel.
For the alternative scenario when such feedback is not available, one has the following result [11,12]:

Theorem 25.2:

Consider the NCS of Figure 25.5, where q is the noise in an SNR constrained AWN channel, no feedback
around the channel is available, and Assumption 25.1 holds. Then:

1. If G is assumed to be stabilizable with unity feedback, and M and N are such that the control architec-
ture corresponds to a perfect reconstruction coding scheme with F = 0, then

inf {γ :MSS holds} = ||T||22 ≥ γ∞, (25.15)

where T � G(1−G)−1 and ||·||2 denotes the usual norm in L2 [26]. Equality in Equation 25.15 holds

if and only if
(∏np

i=1
1−zpi
z−pi

)
1

1−G is constant.

2. If M and N are such that the control architecture corresponds to a one- or two-block architecture
without feedback, then

inf {γ :MSS holds} = γ∞, nf �
( np∏

i=1

∣∣pi
∣∣2

)

− 1+ΔG , (25.16)

where pi is as in Theorem 25.1,ΔG ≥ 0 depends on the nonminimum phase zeros and relative degree
of G, and ΔG = 0 if and only if the plant is either stable, or has no finite nonminimum phase zeros
outside the closed unit disk, and has relative degree one (Equation 34 in [11] for an explicit expression
forΔG).

In both Equations 25.15 and 25.16, the minimization is carried out as in Theorem 25.1 with the additional
constraint F = 0 or N2 = 0. As before, the infimal SNRs are, in general, not achievable unless σ2

q→∞.

We see from Theorem 25.2 that, for the scenarios where no feedback around the channel is available,
the minimal SNR compatible with MSS depends on more than the plant unstable poles. In the case of
a perfect reconstruction coding scheme, the whole plant G plays a role, whilst in the case of one- or
two-block architectures, the plant relative degree and its nonminimum phase zeros become features of
importance. It follows from Theorems 25.1 and 25.2 that, in general, the SNR requirements on the channel
for MSS, when no feedback around the channel is available, are more stringent than those that apply for
the scenarios when such feedback can be exploited. This is natural since, in the former case, the control
architectures have less degrees of freedom than the architectures that exploit channel feedback.

So far, we have explored the interplay between the SNR constraint Γ and the MSS of diverse archi-
tectures for SNR constrained AWN channels. The next three sections address the problem of optimally
designing the various blocks that appear in these architectures.
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The SNR Approach to Networked Control 25-11

25.5.2 Design for the Perfect Reconstruction Coding Scheme

In this case, the designer can choose the postfilter A, the feedback filter F and the channel noise variance
σ2

q. We will begin by considering the design of perfect reconstruction coding schemes with no feedback,
that is, with F = 0. The next result presents closed form expressions for both the best performance and
the choices of A and σ2

q that allow one to asymptotically achieve such performance [18,19]:

Theorem 25.3:

Consider the NCS of Figure 25.5, where q is the noise in an SNR constrained AWN channel, no feedback
around the channel is available, and Assumption 25.1 holds. If G is stabilizable with unity feedback, M and
N are such that the control architecture corresponds to a perfect reconstruction coding scheme with F = 0,
and Γ> ||T||22, then:

1. The best achievable performance is given by

inf {σ2
y : γ ≤ Γ,MSS holds} = ||(T + 1)Ωd||22+

( 1
2π

∫ π
−π |(T + 1)| |T| |Ωd| dω

)2

Γ− ||T||22
, (25.17)

and the SNR constraint is active at the optimum.
2. In order to attain a performance arbitrarily close to optimal, whilst satisfying the SNR constraint with

equality, it suffices to pick a stable, minimum phase and biproper A that provides a sufficiently good
approximation to the idealized optimal choice for A, namely to Ai satisfying

|Ai|2 = |Ωd|
|G| , (25.18)

and to choose σ2
q = ||A

−1(T+1)Ωd||22
Γ−||T||22

.

If the square root on the RHS of Equation 25.18 is rational and has no poles or zeros on the unit circle,
then no approximations are needed when choosing A. Accordingly, the best performance is actually
achievable. Even if this is not the case, then it is normally sufficient to consider reasonably low order
filters to approximate Ai [19].

We now return to the general case of perfect reconstruction coding schemes and consider the scenario
where feedback around the channel is available, that is, we assume that F can also be chosen. The following
theorem is a consequence of the results in [18]:

Theorem 25.4:

Consider the NCS of Figure 25.5, where q is the noise in an SNR constrained AWN channel, feedback around
the channel is available, and Assumption 25.1 holds. If G is assumed to be stabilizable with unity feedback,
M and N are such that the control architecture corresponds to a perfect reconstruction coding scheme, and
Γ> γ∞, then:

1. The best achievable performance is given by

inf {σ2
y : γ ≤ Γ,MSS holds} = ||(T + 1)Ωd||22

+ 1

2π

∫ π

−π
λΓY

2
(√

Y 2+λΓ |T + 1|2 +Y
) dω, (25.19)
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25-12 Control System Applications

where Y � |T + 1|2 |GΩd|, and λΓ is the unique positive real satisfying

Γ= g(λΓ) � exp

⎛

⎝ 1

π

∫ π

−π
ln

⎛

⎝

√
Y 2

λΓ
+ |T + 1|2 + Y√

λΓ

⎞

⎠dω

⎞

⎠− 1. (25.20)

Moreover, the SNR constraint is active at the optimum.
2. In order to attain performance arbitrarily close to optimal, whilst satisfying the SNR constraint with

equality, it suffices to pick a stable, minimum phase and biproper A, and a stable and strictly proper F,
such that they provide sufficiently good approximations to the corresponding idealized optimal choices,
namely to Ai and Fi satisfying

|Ai|2 = |Ωd|
|1− Fi| |G| , |1− Fi| = 2(Γ+ 1)αΓ√

Y 2+ 4(Γ+ 1)α2
Γ |T + 1|2 +Y

, (25.21)

where αΓ � 1
2

√
λΓ
Γ+1 , and to choose

σ2
q = αΓ. (25.22)

Theorem 25.4 gives, for any feasible upper bound Γ on the channel SNR, a closed form expression for
the best performance achievable when a perfect reconstruction coding scheme is employed. Our result
is given in terms of the scalar parameter λΓ that satisfies g(λΓ)= Γ (see Equation 25.20). Since g(·) is a
monotone function of is argument, it follows that finding λΓ reduces to a simple numerical problem that
can be addressed using standard algorithms. As was the case in Theorem 25.2, it is usually sufficient to
consider reasonably low-order filters to approximate Ai or Fi .

25.5.3 Design for One-Block Architectures

In the previous section we focused on the case where the plant G can be stabilized with unity feedback. If
one removes that assumption, then one-block architectures become suitable choices.

Irrespective of whether one uses a one-block architecture with or without feedback, the resulting NCS
can be written in the generic form shown in Figure 25.8, where P is partitioned into blocks Pij such that

⎡

⎣
y
v
ȳ

⎤

⎦=
[

P11 P12

P21 P22

] ⎡

⎣
d
q
ū

⎤

⎦ . (25.23)

For one-block architectures without feedback, we have (cf. Figures 25.5 and 25.7)

P =
⎡

⎣
1 G
0 0

G
1

1 G G

⎤

⎦ , K = N1, ȳ = y, ū= v. (25.24)

d

q

y

P
v

K
u y

FIGURE 25.8 Equivalent rewriting of one-block architectures (ū and ȳ are defined in Equations 25.24, 25.25).
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The SNR Approach to Networked Control 25-13

If feedback is available, then

P =

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

1 G
0 0

G
1

1 G
0 z−1

G
z−1

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ , K = N , ȳ =

[
y
ŵ

]
, ū= v. (25.25)

In contrast to the case considered in the previous section, there does not exist an explicit closed form
expression for the optimal performance when one-block architectures are employed. Several approaches
have been proposed in the literature and we refer the reader to [12] for details. Here, we will content
ourselves with showing that the optimal design for one-block architectures can be addressed by using
standard procedures.

Consider Figure 25.8. Our aim is to find

Jopt � inf {σ2
y : γ ≤ Γ, MSS holds}, (25.26)

where the optimization is carried out over all finite σ2
q and all the filters K ∈ S, where S is the set of all

LTI and proper K that ensure internal stability and well posedness of the feedback loop of Figure 25.8.
Given Theorem 25.1, it is clear that, for one-block architectures with feedback, the optimization problem
in Equation 25.26 is feasible if and only if Γ> γ∞. If no feedback is available, then the condition for
feasibility becomes Γ> γ∞,nf (Theorem 25.2).

By definition of γ (Equation 25.11),

Jopt = inf
σ2

q<∞
inf

K∈S{σ
2
y : σ2

v ≤ Γσ2
q }. (25.27)

For any fixed σ2
q, the inner problem in Equation 25.27 is a standard quadratic optimal control problem

subject to a quadratic constraint. Thus, if feasible, the inner problem in Equation 25.27 can be addressed
using any standard method based on, for example, LMIs [28], inner outer factorizations [12], and so on.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the inner problem in Equation 25.27 to be feasible is that

σ2
q ∈

{
x2 : 0 < x2 <∞ and inf

K∈S σ
2
v ≤ Γ x2

}
. (25.28)

Again, testing whether or not σ2
q satisfies (Equation 25.28) reduces to a standard unconstrained quadratic

optimal control problem.
It follows from the above that by employing any line search solver, coupled with a method for solv-

ing quadratically constrained quadratic optimal control problems, one will be able to easily obtain (an
approximation of) Jopt, and the corresponding optimal noise variance σ2

q and optimal LTI filter N .
The following result presents conditions that guarantee that the SNR constraint is active at the

optimum [12]:

Lemma 25.1:

Consider the NCS of Figure 25.5, where q is the noise in an SNR constrained AWN channel, Assumption
25.1 holds, and M = 1. If feedback around the channel is available (resp. not available), Γ> γ∞ (resp.
Γ> γ∞,nf ), and the transfer function from the disturbance d to the channel input v is nonzero at the
optimum, then the SNR constraint is active at the optimum (or can be made active, without compromising
optimality).
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We note that if the transfer function from d to v is zero at the optimum, then optimal performance
would be achieved without sending any information about d over the unreliable channel. Clearly, this
case is of little interest in NCSs. We thus conclude that the SNR constraint will be active at the optimum
for most cases of interest.

25.5.4 Design for the General Architecture

We now focus on the general architecture of Figure 25.5. In principle, one may think that it suffices to
rewrite the NCS as shown in Figure 25.8 and to apply the ideas in the previous section. We show below
that this is not the case.

To fix ideas, we consider a two-block architecture without feedback (similar comments apply to two-
block architectures with feedback). The resulting NCS can be written as in Figure 25.8 with

P =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 0
0 0

0 G
1 0

1 0
0 1

0 G
1 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ , K =

[
N1 0
0 M

]
, ȳ =

[
y
w

]
, ū=

[
v
u

]
. (25.29)

The zero entries in K originate from the communication constraints, that is, from the fact that u cannot
depend on y, and that v cannot depend on w. We see that the optimal design of K becomes an optimal
control problem with sparsity constraints on the controller. Such problems are known to be inherently
difficult since, in general, there exists no known means to convexify them [29]. The widest known class
of sparsity constrained problems for which a convex reformulation is possible has been identified in [29].
Unfortunately, as a simple calculation shows, the problem at hand does not fit into that class of problems.

It follows that the joint optimal design of M and N in Figure 25.5 is a hard problem. A simple way to
overcome this difficulty is to use the ideas presented in the previous sections in an iterative fashion. There
exist at least two possibilities:

1. Design via a sequence of one-block problems: Irrespective of whether or not feedback around the
channel is available, one can use the results in Section 25.5.3 to design M and N as follows: fix M
(e.g., M = 1) and choose N so as to optimize performance subject to the SNR constraintΓ. For that
choice of N , choose M so as to optimize performance subject to the SNR constraint Γ, and repeat
ad infinitum. At each step of the procedure outlined above, one needs to solve an optimization
problem that fits into the class of one-block problems studied in Section 25.5.3, but, of course, with
a different P block. We leave the details to the reader.

2. Design via perfect reconstruction coding scheme and one-block problem: As an alternative (but not
equivalent) method, one can write M = CA and consider N as in the case of perfect reconstruction
coding schemes. The resulting control architecture is illustrated in Figure 25.9.

As a first design step, we propose to choose C as a stabilizing controller for G when û= y. Then,
design A and F using the results of Section 25.5.2 with plant given by GC. As a third step, we

y
A–1

F

v w
q

A C
u u

FIGURE 25.9 Perfect reconstruction coding scheme plus stabilizing controller.
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propose to use the ideas of Section 25.5.3 to optimally design C for the choices of filters made in
the previous step. To that end, note that for given A and F the architecture of Figure 25.9 can be
written as in Figure 25.8 with

P =
⎡

⎣
1 0

A−1 −F
G

A−1G
1 A(1− F) G

⎤

⎦ , K = C, ū= u, ȳ = û. (25.30)

Repeat the above procedure ad infinitum.

The procedures outlined above converge, at least, to a local minimum. Different initial choices for M
or C can be utilized to reduce the conservatism of the approach.

25.6 Turning Communication Constraints into SNR Constraints

In the previous two sections we have focused on SNR constrained AWN channels. In particular, we studied
the interplay between MSS and SNR constraints for the three architectures described in Section 25.4, and
also presented design guidelines for them.

In this section we show that the results in Section 25.5 can be readily applied to the NCS of Figure 25.4
when the channel is either an AWN channel, a noiseless digital channel with finite alphabet, a noise-
less digital channel with constrained average data-rate, or a Bernoulli erasure channel. To that end, an
appropriate choice for E and D is instrumental.

25.6.1 AWN Channels

The AWN channel is the simplest channel where a proper choice for E and D turns the link between v
and w in Figure 25.4 into an SNR constrained AWN channel.

In an AWN channel, the input v̄ and output w̄ are related via [21, Chapter 4]

w̄ = v̄+ q̄, (25.31)

where q̄ is a fixed white-noise sequence, uncorrelated with [xT
o dT ]T , and where the stationary variance

of v̄ is subject to σ2
v̄ ≤ V .

Clearly, the signal v̄ is a scaled version of the signal of interest. It is thus reasonable to use an AWN
channel with both pre- and postscaling factors and, accordingly, we choose E(v(k))= α−1v(k) and
D(w̄(k))= αw̄(k), as depicted in Figure 25.10a. In that figure, α is a real parameter to be chosen by
the designer. It is immediate to see that the signals v and w in Figure 25.10a are related via w = v+ q,
where the equivalent noise q � αq̄ is a zero mean white noise sequence with variance σ2

q = (ασq̄)2, which

is uncorrelated with [xT
o dT ]T . Since α is a designer’s choice, σ2

q is also a design parameter. With the
previous definitions, the variance constraint on v̄ becomes equivalent to

γ= σ
2
v

σ2
q
≤ V

σ2
q̄

= Γ, (25.32)

that is, equivalent to an SNR constraint.
We conclude from the above discussion that the results of Section 25.5 can be directly applied to NCSs

with pre- and postscaled AWN channels. Once σ2
q has been chosen in the equivalent SNR constrained

design problem, then the scaling factor α defining E and D can be obtained from α2 = σ2
qσ
−2n
q̄ .

We acknowledge that assuming the existence of feedback around an AWN channel may be inappro-
priate in some situations. Indeed, if such a transparent feedback channel were available, then it could be
used to replace the forward AWN channel between v̄ and w̄, and no communication constraints would
arise.
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v

(a) (b)

v v
α–1 α

w

q q

w w

FIGURE 25.10 (a) AWN channel with pre- and postscaling factors, and (b) equivalent rewriting.

25.6.2 Noiseless Digital Channels with Finite Alphabet

In a noiseless digital channel with finite alphabet, the input v̄ and output w̄ are related via

w̄(k)= v̄(k) (25.33)

whenever v̄(k) belongs to a given finite set called the channel alphabet. Without loss of generality, we
assume the channel alphabet to be given by {−Δ(L− 1)/2, . . . ,−Δ, 0,Δ, . . . ,Δ(L− 1)/2} for some odd
positive integer L, and some positive realΔ.

To deal with a finite alphabet digital channel, E must contain a quantizer. We focus on the simplest
quantizer, a (L-level) finite uniform quantizer, that is, we consider E defined via

E(v(k))=QL(v(k)) �

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

V if v(k) > V +Δ/2,

Δ round
(

v(k)
Δ

)
if |v(k)| ≤ V +Δ/2,

−V if v(k) <−V −Δ/2,

V � Δ(L− 1)

2
, (25.34)

where L is as above,Δ is the quantization step, and round (·) denotes rounding toward the nearest integer
(Figure 25.11). We also make D(w̄(k))= w̄(k), and define the quantization noise sequence q via

q � w− v. (25.35)

Quantization is a highly nonlinear operation. Hence, the exact characterization of the quantization
noise q is difficult. However, a useful approximation that is frequently used in the literature is to model
the uniform quantization noise q as a white-noise sequence, uniformly distributed in

(−Δ2 , Δ2
)
, and

uncorrelated with the input of the quantizer [17]. (In our case it makes more sense to assume q to be
uncorrelated with [xT

o dT ]T .)

3Δ

2

2

3ΔΔ 2

V = Δ

Δ

2 xΔ

L (x)

FIGURE 25.11 3-level finite uniform quantizer (only x ≥ 0 is shown).
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v
v w

w

Noiseless
digital

channel

L

η η

FIGURE 25.12 Dithered quantizer used to transmit over finite alphabet digital channel.

The AWN model for quantization does not hold exactly in general. It is possible, however, to establish
necessary and sufficient conditions on the input v in order for the additive noise model to be valid
(e.g., [30]). These results assume, among other things that either L→∞ (i.e., that the quantizer is
infinite) or that |v(k)| ≤ V +Δ/2 for every time instant (i.e., that no overload occurs). The results are,
however, quite restrictive to be useful in general. Nevertheless, ifΔ is small compared with the magnitude
of v, the quantizer does not overload, and the samples of the input v have a smooth probability density,
then the AWN model approximately holds with a high degree of accuracy [31,32].

A well-known way of making the AWN model valid is to add an auxiliary random signal η to the
signal of interest prior to quantization, and then subtract it at the receiving end (Figure 25.12) [31,32].
The auxiliary random signal is called a dither signal, and is assumed to be available at both the sending
and receiving ends. In this case,

E(v(k))=QL(v(k)+η(k)), D(w̄(k))= w̄(k)−η(k) (25.36)

and thus
w(k)=QL(v(k)+η(k))−η(k). (25.37)

The next theorem ensures that, even for quantizers embedded within feedback systems, subtractive
dither makes the AWN model exact [33]:

Theorem 25.5:

Consider the feedback scheme of Figure 25.4 where w and v are related via Equation 25.37, and Assump-
tion 25.1 holds. If perfect communication (i.e., w = v) renders the feedback scheme internally stable and
well-posed, QL does not overload, and the dither η is a random sequence such that the probability density
function of η(k) given (ηk−1, d, xo) satisfies f (η(k)|ηk−1, d, xo)= f (η(k))∼ Unif

(−Δ/2,Δ/2
)
, then the

quantization noise q � w− v is such that the probability density function of q(k) given (qk−1, d, xo) satisfies
f (q(k)|qk−1, d, xo)= f (q(k))∼ Unif

(−Δ/2,Δ/2
)
.

The previous theorem assumes that no-overload occurs in the quantizer (equivalently, that the quan-
tizer is an infinite one, i.e., L→∞). If the quantizer is finite and both the disturbances d and initial states
xo have bounded support, then the dynamic range V can be adjusted so as to prevent overload. If, on the
other hand, we consider the case of processes with unbounded support, then the stability of the feedback
system in Figure 25.4 cannot be guaranteed [3]. In practice, however, this is not so important since it is
possible to guarantee small overload probability, as discussed below.

Consider an L-level uniform quantizer with quantization step Δ. Assume that v is asymptotically wss
and focus on the steady state. Choose the quantizer dynamic range V so that

V + Δ
2
≥ ασx , (25.38)
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whereα is the quantizer loading factor, and σx is the standard deviation of the actual input to the quantizer,
that is, x = v if an undithered quantizer is used and x = v+η if dither is present. By choosing a suitable
value for α, it is possible to attain arbitrarily small overload probabilities. For example, if x is Gaussian
distributed and α= 4, then (25.38) implies an overload probability of 6.33× 10−5. This is the so-called
4σ-rule [17].

In the case of undithered finite uniform quantizers, and provided the additive noise model for quanti-
zation holds, Equation 25.38 becomes equivalent to

γ= σ
2
v

σ2
q
≤ 3L2

α2 = Γ, (25.39)

where σ2
q =Δ2/12 is the variance of the equivalent quantization noise q. On the other hand, if we consider

a dithered finite uniform quantizer, and the assumptions of Theorem 25.5 hold, then the additive noise
model for quantization holds and Equation 25.38 becomes equivalent to

γ= σ
2
v

σ2
q
≤ 3L2

α2 − 1= Γ. (25.40)

(We see from Equations 25.39 and 25.40 that, for a fixed number of quantization levels L and fixed loading
factor α, a smaller SNR is achieved when using dithered quantizers. This is due to the fact that the dynamic
range of a dithered quantizer needs to accommodate both the dither and the signal of interest.)

From the previous analysis we conclude that, if one uses a finite quantizer, aims at small overload
probability, and either assumes the noise model to hold or uses subtractive dither, then an SNR constrained
AWN channel arises. In this case, choosing the noise variance σ2

q amounts to choosing the quantization
stepΔ, whilst the SNR constraint aims at preventing overload.

The above discussion implies that all the results of Section 25.5 can be applied in this case with the

choice Γ= 3L2

α2 when no dither is used, or with Γ= 3L2

α2 − 1 when a dithered quantizer is employed. Note

that once σ2
q has been chosen in the equivalent SNR constrained design problem, then the quantization

step can be calculated viaΔ=
√

12σ2
q .

For noiseless digital channels, the output is always equal to the input. Thus, it is natural to assume that
feedback around the channel is available in this case.

Remark 25.2

We remind the reader that mean square stability of the NCS of Figure 25.4 cannot be guaranteed with
the proposed control architecture, unless both xo and d have finite support [3]. Moreover, even in that
case, guaranteeing no overload may require a very large loading factor α, thus degrading performance for
a given number of quantization levels. In our experience, the 4σ rule works very well in practice but the
reader is warned that no rigorous guarantees can be provided if quantizer overload occurs.

25.6.3 Noiseless Digital Channels with Constrained Average Data Rate

In a noiseless digital channel with constrained average data rate,

w̄(k)= v̄(k) (25.41)

whenever v̄(k) is a binary symbol, and the average expected length of these symbols (in bits per sample),
say R, is upper bounded by R̂, that is,

R � lim
k→∞

1

k

k−1∑

i=0

R(i)≤ R̂, (25.42)

where R(i) is the expected length (in bits) of the channel input v̄(i).
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v v w w
EDEC

ss

Noiseless
digital

channel

∞

η η

FIGURE 25.13 Entropy coded dithered quantizer used to transmit data over noiseless digital channel.

For these channels, we propose to use an entropy coded dithered quantizer (ECDQ) [34] as the E−D
pair in Figure 25.4. The structure of an ECDQ is shown in Figure 25.13, where Q∞ is an infinite uniform
quantizer with quantization step Δ, and the dither η is as before. The new blocks, namely EC and ED,
form a lossless encoder–decoder pair. (Also called an entropy-encoder entropy-decoder pair [20, Chapter
5]). At each time instant, the quantizer output s is used by the EC to construct the binary word v̄(k) via∗

v̄(k)=Hk
(
s(k),η(k)

)
, (25.43)

where Hk is a time-varying deterministic mapping from the countable quantizer output alphabet to a set
of prefix-free binary words [20]. The output of the EC is then losslessly transmitted and, at the receiving
end, the ED recovers s via

s(k)=H−1
k

(
w̄(k),η(k)

)
, w̄(k)= v̄(k). (25.44)

Finally, the dither is subtracted from s to construct w. In Equation 25.44, H−1
k is a time varying mapping

that satisfies H−1
k (Hk(s(k),η(k)))= s(k) at all time instants. The latter condition implies that the EC–ED

pairs considered here operate in real time, without delay.
The maps Hk and H−1

k depend on the conditional distribution of s(k), given η(k). Since the EC–ED
pair is lossless, Theorem 25.5 guarantees that, under mild assumptions, q � w− v is an i.i.d. sequence,
uniformly distributed in

(−Δ2 , Δ2
)

and independent of [xT
o dT ]T . This is valid for any lossless EC–ED

pair. Moreover, this also implies that the distribution of s(k) given η(k) can be calculated independently
of the choice of EC and ED and, thus, these devices can be actually designed (even in closed loop; [33,34]).

A key property of ECDQs is stated next:

Theorem 25.6:

Consider the feedback scheme of Figure 25.4 where w and v are related by the ECDQ described above
(Figure 25.13). If perfect communication (i.e., w = v) renders the feedback scheme internally stable and
well-posed, Assumption 25.1 holds, and the dither is chosen as in Theorem 25.5, then there exists an EC–ED
pair such that the average data-rate R satisfies

R <
1

2
ln

(
1+ γ)+ 1

2
log2

(
2πe

12

)
+ 1, γ� σ2

v

Δ2/12
, (25.45)

where σ2
v is the stationary variance of the ECDQ input v.

∗ Here, we focus on memoryless EC–ED pairs, that is, only the actual signal and dither samples are used by the EC. A more
general treatment can be found in [8].
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Remark 25.3

The last two terms in Equation 25.45 arise due to the fact that ECDQs generate a quantization noise
q that is uniformly distributed and not Gaussian, and because practical EC–ED pairs are not perfectly
efficient [20] (see details in [8]).

By virtue of Theorems 25.5 and 25.6, it follows that when an ECDQ is employed to deal with noiseless
digital channels, the link between v and w in Figure 25.4 behaves like an SNR constrained AWN channel,
where

γ= σ
2
v

σ2
q
≤ 2

2(R̂− 1
2 log2

(
2πe
12

)
−1)− 1= Γ, σ2

q =
Δ2

12
. (25.46)

As in the previous case, choosing the equivalent noise variance amounts to choosing the quantization
step Δ. On the other hand, the upper bound on γ in Equation 25.46 ensures that the average data-rate
across the channel satisfies the constraint in Equation 25.42.

Remark 25.4

The inequality in Equation 25.45 is in general not tight. Thus, even though choosingΓ as above guarantees
R < R̂, it may yield conservative results.

As opposed to the case of digital channels with finite alphabets, the use of an ECDQ makes the link
between v and w in Figure 25.4 a true SNR constrained AWN channel. Thus, all results of Section 25.5
rigorously apply to the channels considered in this section. It is worth noting that, for the same reasons as
given above for the finite alphabet digital channel, assuming that feedback is available around the channel
is natural in this case.

As an illustration of the use of our results, we will consider the problem of mean square stabilization
by means of an architecture with feedback. From Theorems 25.1 and 25.6 we conclude that it is possible
to achieve MSS in the NCS of Figure 25.4 at average data rates that satisfy

R <

np∑

i=1

log2

∣∣pi
∣∣+ 1

2
log2

(
2πe

12

)
+ 1. (25.47)

That is, the simple architecture proposed here has the ability to stabilize a given plant at average data-rates
that are no more than 1

2 log2

( 2πe
12

)+ 1 (≈1.254) bits/sample away from the absolute minimal average

data-rate for stability identified in [24], namely
∑np

i=1 log2

∣∣pi
∣∣. This rate loss is, in our view, compensated

by the simplicity of the SNR formulation advocated here. These findings are part of a more elaborate
framework to deal with control system design subject to average data-rate constraints, as presented
in [8,33].

25.6.4 Bernoulli Erasure Channels

In a Bernoulli erasure channel the input v̄ and output w̄ are related via

w̄(k)= θ(k)v̄(k), (25.48)

where θ is a sequence of i.i.d. binary random variables, being independent of [xT
o dT ]T , and such that

P{θ(k)= 1} = p < 1.
For Bernoulli erasure channels we make v̄ = v, w = w̄, and redraw Figure 25.4 as shown in

Figure 25.14a, where H is an LT system depending on G, N , and M. We also consider an auxiliary
situation where the erasure channel of Figure 25.14a has been replaced by a scalar additive noise channel
plus a gain equal to the successful transmission probability p (Figure 25.14b). If Tdvp (resp. Tqvp ) denotes
the closed loop transfer function from d (resp. q) to the auxiliary signal vp in the feedback system of
Figure 25.14b, then we have the following result [33]:
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d

θ

y d y
H

(a) (b)

H

p
 vp

q

w = w wv = v v

FIGURE 25.14 LTI system N with feedback over (a) erasure channel with dropout probability 1− p, and (b) additive
noise channel with gain p.

Theorem 25.7:

Consider the NCS of Figure 25.4, suppose that Assumption 25.1 holds, and assume that the channel is
described by Equation 25.48 with θ as above. Assume that q is a zero mean white noise sequence, uncorrelated
with [xT

o dT ]T . Then, the NCS of Figure 25.4 is MSS if and only if the LTI loop of Figure 25.14b is internally
stable and

σ2
q =

∣∣
∣
∣∣
∣TdvpΩd

∣∣
∣
∣∣
∣
2

2
p

1−p −
∣∣∣∣Tqvp

∣∣∣∣2
2

(25.49)

is nonnegative and finite. Moreover, if the NCS of Figure 25.4 is MSS, then the stationary spectral densities
of the signals in the switched system of Figure 25.14a are equal to those of the corresponding signals in the
LTI system of Figure 25.14b.

We conclude from Theorem 25.7 that stationary second-order and MSS-related properties of the
considered NCS (equivalently, of the switching system of Figure 25.14a) can be studied by means of the
simpler LTI system in Figure 25.14b, where the unreliable channel has been replaced by a gain p followed
by an AWN channel with input vp, output w, and subject to the stationary equality SNR constraint

γp �
σ2

vp

σ2
q
= p

1− p
� Γp. (25.50)

(In Equation 25.50 we have used Equation 25.49 and the expression for the stationary variance vp obtained
from Figure 25.14b.)

In contrast to the channels studied so far, in the present case we arrive at an equality constraint on the
equivalent channel SNR (and not an upper bound on it). This fact is not an issue since, as mentioned in
Section 25.5, in most optimization problems subject to inequality SNR constraints, the SNR constraints
are active at the optimum. Thus, all results in Section 25.5 can be applied to this case, with the obvious
changes to account for the gain p. This implies that some simple modifications in the definition of P in
Figure 25.8, and a slight change in the architecture for perfect reconstruction coding schemes, should be
made. One possibility is shown in Figure 25.15.

For Bernoulli erasure channels, as was the case of the AWN channel studied previously, the equivalence
between communication constraints and SNR constraints is exact. In other words, the SNR constraint
corresponds to an alternative way of looking at the original communication constraint and not, as in the
noiseless digital channel cases, a consequence of certain specific choices for the blocks E and D. (In the
present situation, however, varying σ2

q has no clear physical meaning, whilst having γp < Γp makes no
sense.)
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FIGURE 25.15 Perfect reconstruction coding scheme modified to account for the equivalent gain p in NCSs closed
over Bernoulli erasure channels.

In the present case, the existence of feedback around the channel is equivalent to the existence of
packet acknowledgements in the underlying communication protocol (TCP protocols [4]). If no packet
acknowledgements are available (UDP protocols), then the assumption of channel feedback is invalid.

We conclude this section by showing how our approach allows one to rederive known results. We
assume that an architecture with feedback is employed. Theorems 25.1 and 25.7 (and some further
manipulations) allow one to conclude that it is possible to guarantee MSS of the NCS of Figure 25.4 if and
only if the successful transmission probability p satisfies

p > 1− 1
∏np

i=1

∣∣pi
∣∣2 . (25.51)

The bound on p in Equation 25.51 is identical to the bound provided in [4]. However, our results hold
when LTI architectures are employed, whereas the results in [4] consider time varying control schemes.
We thus see that, for any Bernoulli erasure channel and a TCP communication protocol, the class of SISO
plant models for which the time-varying schemes of [4] achieve MSS, is the same class for which our
proposal achieves MSS. A thorough discussion of this result, and of the corresponding results for the case
where no packet acknowledgements are available, can be found in [33].

25.7 Application of the SNR Approach to WCDMA Power
Control

We now return to the WCDMA power control problem used as motivation in Section 25.2. The control
loop of Figure 25.2 contains only one degree of design freedom, namely the choice of K . However,
as implied by the results presented in Sections 25.3 through 25.6, optimal performance in the face of
communication constraints can only be achieved by using additional degrees of freedom. We show here
that this is indeed the case for the WCDMA power control loop.

We consider four control architectures:

• Control Law 1: This architecture corresponds to a one-block architecture without feedback. (If
N = [−1 0] and the quantizer parameters are fixed at V = 1 and Δ= 1, then this architecture
reduces to the typical control scheme used in practice [16].)

• Control Law 2: This architecture corresponds to a two-block architecture without feedback. For
the design of this architecture we will perform two iterations of the first algorithm outlined in
Section 25.5.4.

• Control Law 3: Here, we use a one-block architecture with feedback.
• Control Law 4: This control law corresponds to a two-block architecture with feedback. As with

Control Law 2, we will perform two iterations of the first algorithm outlined in Section 25.5.4.
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FIGURE 25.16 Achieved tracking error variance as a function of the maximum SNR Γ.

Note that, in practice, some of these architectures cannot be used. This is because of legacy constraints
arising from existing implementations. However, it is interesting to see what benefits, if any, would be
possible if one were able to redesign the system without regard for these legacy issues.

We let the loop delay β= 2, that is, we assume∗

G = 1

z(z− 1)
, (25.52)

and note that the fact that the plant G is marginally stable implies that γ∞ = γ∞,nf = 0. The assumed
model for the disturbance d � g − I is d =Hon, where

Ho = z

z− 0.96
(25.53)

and n is a zero mean white noise sequence of variance σ2
n. The SIR reference value r is taken to be zero

without loss of generality.
We begin by considering the linear NCS of Figure 25.5 and study the performance achieved by the

above control laws for several values of the maximum available SNR Γ, assuming σ2
n = 1. The results are

shown in Figure 25.16.
For each architecture, the achievable performance becomes increasingly worse as Γ→ γ∞ = 0, and

the best nonnetworked performance is recovered when Γ→∞ (see horizontal dash-dotted line). This
behavior is as expected. Interestingly, the performance gains arising from the use of Control Laws 2 and 3
are only significant for small SNRs (say Γ< 20). It is also seen that, unsurprisingly, the two-block archi-
tecture without feedback achieves better performance than the corresponding one-block architecture.
However, the two-block architecture with feedback brings no benefits when compared with the (simpler

∗ For design purposes, we modified the location of the unstable pole of G from z = 1 to z = 1.0001, so as to avoid
convergence problems when solving the quadratic optimization problems associated with the designs.
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FIGURE 25.17 Measured tracking error variance as a function of the disturbance variance when a dithered quantizer
is used.

to design and to implement) one-block architecture with feedback. Indeed, we notice that, having opti-
mally chosen N (considering M = 1) at a first design stage, the optimal block M obtained at the second
design stage was almost equal to unity for all values of Γ considered.∗

We now consider a situation very close to the practical WCDMA setup, where the channel between BS
and MS is a digital channel with a 3 symbol alphabet.† We thus consider (both dithered and undithered)
quantizers with L= 3 levels. For design purposes, we use the SNR constrained additive noise model con-
sidering loading factorsαdither =

√
10 for the dithered quantizer case, andαno-dither = 4 or the un-dithered

quantizer case. These choices make the SNRs equal in both situations, ensuring a fair comparison between
them.

We consider four architectures. The first one corresponds to the standard choice in practice, that is,
N = [−1 0], M = 1, and an undithered quantizer with fixed parameters Δ= 1 and V = 1 [16]. (The
choice for N and M amounts to choosing K = 1 in Figure 25.2.) The remaining three architectures
correspond to Control Laws 1–3. We do not consider Control Law 4 because it provides performance
levels that were identical to those achieved by the one-block architecture with feedback (recall the results
on Figure 25.16).

Figures 25.17 and 25.18 show the measured variance of the tracking error as a function of the distur-
bance variance σ2

n for the four architectures, when dithered and undithered quantizers are employed. The
simulation results correspond to averages over 20 realizations, each 105 samples long and, in the case of
Control Laws 1− 3, an actual finite 3-level quantizer with parametersΔ=

√
12σ2

q,opt and V =Δ(L− 1)/2

(here, σ2
q,opt is the optimal quantization noise variance) is employed.

In the dithered quantizer case, the proposed architectures outperform the standard one for all values of
σ2

n. The one-block architecture with feedback provides better performance for all cases, except when σ2
n is

small where all proposed architectures perform similarly. It is worth noting that, for dithered quantizers,
simulation results are indistinguishable from the predictors made by analytical calculations. However,
in the undithered quantizer case, the situation is different since the additive noise model is no longer

∗ This result is consistent with the results for the three degree-of-freedom architecture proposed in [35] (which is a rewriting
of a two-block architecture with feedback).

† We note, however, that in reality only two symbols are allowed.
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FIGURE 25.18 Measured tracking error variance as a function of the disturbance variance when an undithered
quantizer is used.

(strictly) valid. It is seen in Figure 25.18 that the performance of Control Laws 1 and 2 are worse than in
the dithered quantizer case, whilst the performance achieved by Control Law 3 does not present noticeable
changes. In our opinion, the fact that Control Law 3 has feedback around the quantizer helps compensate
for nonlinear effects, thus making the noise model more appropriate than in the other cases. Despite
the above, it is seen that Control Laws 2 and 3 outperform the standard control law for all values of σ2

n.
Moreover, Control Law 1 outperforms the standard control law for σ2

n ≤ 1.

25.8 Conclusions

This chapter has reviewed the SNR approach to NCS design. This approach is relatively simple and can
be understood with little more than standard linear time-invariant systems theory. The methodology
recovers many of the results currently available in the networked control literature, and applies to many
problems of practical interest including control problems involving:

• AWN channels
• Noiseless digital channels with finite alphabet
• Noiseless digital channels with constrained average data-rate
• Bernoulli erasure channels
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26.1 Introduction

The Internet is perhaps the largest distributed control system ever built. It consists of millions of
nodes each interacting with a subset of other nodes, sending and receiving packets by sharing available
bandwidth in a fair and resource-efficient manner. The system is so robust that it is practically taken for
granted, with service outages making headlines. In this chapter we present an analytical framework that
ties ideas of distributed control with those of fair resource allocation in communication networks.

The fundamental guiding principle behind the Internet is that control decisions should be made on
an end-to-end basis. In other words, there should be no centralized entity that makes resource allocation
decisions. Figure 26.1 presents a simple schematic representation of the Internet. A flow between a
Webserver and an end user consists of data packets from the Web server and acknowledgments from
the end user. The packets traverse a route that consists of routers that decide which direction to forward
packets. The ownership of the network itself is divided among several Internet service providers (ISPs).

In Figure 26.1, the Web server must decide the rate at which packets are sent, based on the state of
the route that the packets traverse—if there are several competing flows, it must be aware of them and
back off so as to not monopolize the bandwidth. It is aided in these decisions by signals at the routers,
which could be in the form of dropping packets (if queues at the router overflow) or by marking them

26-1
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End user

ISP 3ISP 2

Web server

ISP 1 ISP 2

Internet
exchange

FIGURE 26.1 A schematic representation of an Internet flow. Control is end-to-end, and routers simply store-and-
forward packets.

in some way. These signals propagate to the end user who propagates them back to the server using
acknowledgment packets, with prearranged responses to lost or marked packets. Note that each router
does not communicate directly with the source or destination, but merely stores-and-forwards packets
as needed.

This chapter deals with the design and analysis of control systems for Internet flows. Our objective will
be to design source laws at the server end that would respond to network feedback in such a way that
fair resource allocation is achieved. Our focus will be primarily on deterministic analysis of the system,
with a brief discussion of stochastic aspects at the end of the chapter. For a more comprehensive study
of Internet control systems, the reader is referred to [1,2].

26.2 Network Utility Maximization

We first develop a utility maximization framework for our network resource allocation problem, follow-
ing seminal work by Kelly et al. [3–6]. As we saw in Section 26.1, the Internet can be thought of consisting
of a set of traffic sources S and a set of links L. Each link l ∈ L has some finite capacity cl . Each source
would like to send traffic to some destination in the network, and uses a fixed route r ⊂ L to reach its
destination. The utility that the source obtains from transmitting data on route r at rate xr is denoted
by Ur(xr). We assume that the utility function is continuously differentiable, nondecreasing, and strictly
concave. Here, the concavity assumption follows from the ideas that the user experiences diminishing
returns per unit capacity received (along all the links of its route). For example, a user would feel the
effect of a rate increase from 1 to 100 kbps much more than an increase from 1 to 1.1 Mbps although
the increase is the same in both cases. The network must somehow allocate capacity on the links such
that the sum total user utility is maximized. In other words, the problem that the network faces is the
following optimization problem:

max
xr

∑

r∈S
Ur(xr) (26.1)

subject to the constraints
∑

r:l∈r

xr ≤ cl , ∀l ∈ L, (26.2)

xr ≥ 0, ∀r ∈ S. (26.3)
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The constraints above indicate that the link capacities are finite, and that each user must receive a
nonnegative transmission rate. The constraints form a convex set, and since the utility functions are
strictly concave, the problem has a unique solution.

Example 1

The above ideas are illustrated using the following example that appears in [2]. Consider the two-link
network shown in Figure 26.2.

The network consists of two links A and B and three sources, with routes as shown. Let the
capacity of link A be CA = 2 and that of link B be CB = 1. The utility maximization problem is

log x0+ log x1+ log x2

subject to

x0+ x1 ≤ 2,

x0+ x2 ≤ 1,

and x0, x1 and x2 are all nonnegative. Since log x→−∞ as x→ 0, the optimal solution will allocate
nonnegative rates. So we can drop the nonnegativity constraints. The Lagrange dual is given by

L(x ,λ)= log x0+ log x1+ log x2−λA(x0+ x1)−λB(x0+ x2),

where x is the vector of transmission rates allocated to the sources and λ is the vector of Lagrange
multipliers. Then setting ∂L/∂xr = 0 for each r yields

x0 = 1
λA+λB

, x1 = 1
λA

, x2 = 1
λB

.

Using x0+ x1 = 2 and x0+ x2 = 1 gives

λA =
√

3√
3+ 1

, λB =
√

3.

Hence, the solution is

x̂0 =
√

3+ 1

3+ 2
√

3
, x̂1 =

√
3+ 1√

3
, x̂2 = 1√

3
.

26.3 Fairness

The utility maximization approach taken in the previous section, aimed at ensuring that the sum total
“satisfaction” among users is maximized. We will show in this section that it can also be viewed in terms
of ensuring a certain predefined fairness condition among the users. In other words, the network can

Source 2

Link A Link B

Source 0

Source 1

FIGURE 26.2 A simple two-link network.
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assume certain utility functions on the users and solve the optimization problem of Section 26.2. We will
see that each assumption on the utility function would lead to a different kind of fair resource allocation
among users. Consider (strictly concave, increasing) utility functions of the form

Ur(xr)= x1−α
r

1− α , (26.4)

for some αr > 0. Resource allocation using the above utility function is called α-fair, developed by Mo
and Walrand [7,8]. Different values of α yield different types of fairness.

First consider α= 2. This implies that Ur(xr)=−1/xr . Here, maximizing the sum of user utilities is
equivalent to minimizing

∑
r 1/xr . We can think of 1/xr as the delay in associated with transferring a

file of size 1. In other words, the objective is to minimize the total file transfer delay of all users, and we
refer to this fairness metric as minimum potential delay fairness.

Now consider the case when α→ 1 · α= 1. Maximizing the sum of x1−α
r /(1− α) yields the same

optimum as maximizing the sum of
x1−α

r − 1

1− α .

From L’Hospital’s rule, we get

lim
α→1

x1−α
r − 1

1− α = log xr .

In other words, Ur(xr)= wr log xr in this case. Using the fact that the log function is continuous and
concave, we can see that the optimal allocation that solves the network utility maximization problem,
{x̂r}, satisfies

∑

r

xr − x̂r

x̂r
≤ 0,

where {xr} is any other feasible allocation. In other words, if we increase the rate allocation to some user,
his percentage increase in rate will be more than offset by percentage decrease in rate for some other user.
Such an allocation is called proportionally fair. If the utilities are chosen such that Ur(xr)= wr log xr ,
where wr is some weight, then the resulting allocation is said to be weighted proportionally fair.

Finally, consider the case when α→∞. Let x̂r(α) be the α-fair allocation. Then, by concavity

∑

r

xr − x̂r

x̂αr
≤ 0.

Considering some flow s, the above expression can be rewritten as

∑

r:x̂r≤x̂s

(xr − x̂r)
x̂αs
x̂αr
+ (xs− x̂s)+

∑

i:x̂i>x̂s

(xi − x̂i)
x̂αs
x̂αi
≤ 0.

If α is large, the third term in the above expression to be negligible. Hence, if xs > x̂s, then the allocation for
at least one user whose rate is such that x̂r ≤ x̂s would decrease. This property that “there is no alternative
allocation that gives more to one user without leaving a less fortunate user worse off than before” is called
max–min fair.

26.4 Distributed Control and Stability

Thus far we have discussed a utility maximization approach to resource allocation in networks. However,
such a centralized allocation approach is infeasible in the Internet due to the existence of many millions of
simultaneous flows routed across multiple service providers. In order to allow for end-to-end control, we
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need to develop a framework for distributed control in order to attain our optimization goals. The control
system is visualized as consisting of sources r ∈ S that choose their respective rates of transmission xr ,
and links l ∈ L that declare a price pl based on the load that they experience. We will see what these prices
translate to in the network context in the next few sections. We introduce a matrix R which is called the
routing matrix of the network. The (l, r) element of this matrix is given by

Rlr =
{

1 if route r uses link l
0 else

Define

yl =
∑

s:l∈s

xs, (26.5)

which is the load on link l. Using the elements of the routing matrix, yl can also be written as

yl =
∑

s:l∈s

Rlsxs.

Letting y be the vector of all yl (l ∈ L), we have

y = Rx (26.6)

Let pl(t) denote the price of link l at time t, that is,

pl(t)= fl

(
∑

s:l∈s

xs

)

= fl(yl(t)),

(26.7)

where fl(.) is an increasing, continuous price function that maps link load to the link price. The price of a
route is the sum of link prices pl of all the links in the route. Hence, we define the price of route r to be

qr =
∑

l:l∈r

pl(t). (26.8)

Also, let p be the vector of all link prices and q be the vector of all route prices. We thus have

q= RT p (26.9)

Expressions 26.6 and 26.9 provide linear relationships between the control at the sources and the control
at the link. The above relationships are illustrated in Figure 26.3.

We will be studying the stability and convergence properties of different source and link control laws
in the following sections. At this point we recall notions of stability of distributed systems that arise from
Lyapunov theory. Consider a dynamical system represented by

ẋ = g(x), x(0)= x0, (26.10)

where it is assumed that g(x)= 0 has a unique solution. Call this solution 0. Here x and 0 can be vectors.

Definition 26.1:

The equilibrium point 0 of Equation 26.10 is said to be

• Stable if, for each ε> 0, there is a δ= δ(ε) > 0, such that

‖x(t)‖ ≤ ε, ∀t ≥ 0, if ‖x0‖ ≤ δ.
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Links

Source

control

Link

control

R
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q

x y

p

Sources

FIGURE 26.3 Network resource allocation. Sources respond to the prices fed back from the links.

• Asymptotically stable if there exists a δ> 0 such that

lim
t→∞‖x(t)‖ = 0

for all ‖x0‖ ≤ δ.
• Globally, asymptotically stable if

lim
t→∞‖x(t)‖ = 0

for all initial conditions x0.

Lyapunov’s theorem, which uses the Lyapunov function to test for the stability of a dynamical system,
can be stated as follows [9]. �

Theorem 26.1:

Let x = 0 be an equilibrium point for ẋ = f (x) and D ⊂ R
n be a domain containing 0. Let V : D→ R be a

continuously differentiable function such that

V (x) > 0, ∀x �= 0

and V (0)= 0. Now we have the following conditions for the various notions of stability.

1. If V̇ (x)≤ 0 ∀x, then the equilibrium point is stable.
2. In addition, if V̇ (x) < 0, ∀x �= 0, then the equilibrium point is asymptotically stable.
3. In addition to (1) and (2) above, if V is radially unbounded, that is,

V (x)→∞, when ‖x‖→∞,

then the equilibrium point is globally asymptotically stable. �

Note that the above theorem also holds if the equilibrium point is some x̂ �= 0. In this case, consider a
system with state vector y = x− x̂ and the results immediately apply.
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26.5 Primal Algorithm for Distributed Utility Maximization

We relax the utility maximization problem in Equation 26.1 so as to allow simple algorithm design. We
associate a penalty function for exceeding the capacity of each link and try to maximize the difference of
utility minus penalty, that is, we define

V (x)=
∑

r∈S
Ur(xr)−

∑

l∈L
Bl

(
∑

s:l∈s

xs

)

, (26.11)

where x is the vector of rates of all sources. Bl(.) is the penalty for exceeding the link capacity and is
assumed to be convex, increasing and continuously differentiable. Equivalently,

Bl

(
∑

s:l∈s

xs

)

=
∫ ∑

s:l∈s xs

0
fl(y) dy, (26.12)

where fl(.) is an increasing, continuous function. We call fl(y) the price function, associated with link l that
we saw in Section 26.4. Clearly, Bl defined in the above fashion is convex, and since Ur is strictly concave,
V (x) is strictly concave. We assume that Ur and fl are such that the maximization of Equation 26.11
results in a solution with xr ≥ 0 ∀r ∈ S. The maximizer of Equation 26.11 is obtained by differentiation
and is given by

U ′r(xr)−
∑

l:l∈r

fl

(
∑

s:l∈s

xs

)

= 0, r ∈ S. (26.13)

We choose a simple gradient ascent algorithm in order to maximize the relaxed problem (Equation
26.11), first presented in [6]. Consider the algorithm

ẋr = kr(xr)

(

U ′r(xr)−
∑

l:l∈r

fl

(
∑

s:l∈s

xs

))

, (26.14)

where kr(.) is nonnegative, increasing and continuous. The algorithm is obtained by simply setting ẋr

proportional to the gradient of Equation 26.11 in the dimension xr . The stationary point of Equation 26.14
satisfies Equation 26.13 and hence maximizes (Equation 26.11). The algorithm follows the idea of decreas-
ing rate when price is high, and increasing it otherwise.

We use Lyapunov theory to prove that it indeed converges to the stationary point. Now, V (x) as
defined in Equation 26.11 is a strictly concave function. Let x̂ be its unique maximum. Then, V (x̂)−V (x)
is nonnegative and is equal to zero only at x = x̂. Thus, V (x̂)−V (x) is a possible candidate Lyapunov
function for the system (Equation 26.14). We use this Lyapunov function in the theorem below.

Theorem 26.2:

Consider a network in which all sources follow the primal control algorithm (Equation 26.14). Assume that
the functions Ur(.), kr(.) and fl(.) are such that W(x)= V (x̂)−V (x) is such that W(x)→∞ as ||x|| →∞,
x̂i > 0 for all i, and V(x) is as defined in Equation 26.11. Then, the controller in Equation 26.14 is globally
asymptotically stable and the equilibrium value maximizes Equation 26.11.
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26-8 Control System Applications

Proof. Differentiating W(.), we get

Ẇ =−
∑

r∈S

∂V

∂xr
ẋr

=−
∑

r∈S
kr(xr)(U ′r(xr)− qr)2 < 0, ∀x �= x̂,

(26.15)

and Ẇ = ∀x = x̂. Thus, all the conditions of the Lyapunov theorem are satisfied and we have proved
that the system state converges to x̂. �

In the proof of the above theorem, we have assumed that utility, price and scaling functions are such
that W(x) has some desired properties. For example, if Ur(xr)= wr log(xr), and kr(xr)= xr , then the
primal resource allocation algorithm for source r becomes

ẋr = wr − xr

∑

l:l∈r

fl(yl),

and thus the unique equilibrium point is wr/xr =∑
l:l∈r fl(yl). If fl(.) is any polynomial function, then

V (x) goes to−∞ as ||x|| →∞ and thus, W(x)→∞ as ||x|| →∞.

26.6 Dual Algorithm for Distributed Utility Maximization

We have just seen how to solve a relaxed version of the network utility maximization problem. We now
consider a controller based on duality that naturally yields the exact solution. Consider the resource
allocation problem (Equation 26.1). The Lagrange dual of the problem is

D(p)= max{xr>0}
∑

r

Ur(xr)−
∑

l

pl

(
∑

s:l∈s

xs− cl

)

, (26.16)

where the pls are the Lagrange multipliers. Then the dual problem is simply

min
p≥0

D(p).

We again use a gradient algorithm to solve the above (descent in this case), developed in [6,10]. Now,
in order to achieve the maximum in Equation 26.16, xr must satisfy

U ′r(xr)= qr , (26.17)

or equivalently,

xr = U ′r
−1(qr), (26.18)

where, qr =∑
l:l∈r pr , is the price of route r. Since

∂D

∂pl
=

∑

r:l∈r

∂D

∂qr

∂qr

∂pl
,

we have from Equations 26.18 and 26.16 that

∂D

∂pl
=

∑

r:l∈r

∂Ur(xr)

∂pl
− (yl − cl)−

∑

i

pi
∂yi

∂pl
, (26.19)

where the xr above is the optimizing xr in Equation 26.16.
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In order to evaluate the above, we first compute ∂xr/∂pl . Differentiating Equation 26.17 with respect
to pl yields

U ′′r (xr)
dxr

dpl
= 1

⇒ ∂xr

∂pl
= 1

U ′′r (xr)

Substituting in Equation 26.19 gives

∂D

∂pl
=

∑

r:l∈r

U ′r(xr)

U ′′r (xr)
− (yl − cl)−

∑

i

pi

∑

r:l∈r

1

U ′′r (xr)
(26.20)

= cl − yl , (26.21)

where we have interchanged the last two summations in Equation 26.20 and used the facts U ′r(xr)= qr

and qr =∑
l∈r pl . The above is the gradient of the Lagrange dual, and from Equations 26.18 and 26.21,

we have the following dual control (gradient descent) algorithm:

xr = U ′r
−1(qr) and (26.22)

ṗl = hl(yl − cl)
+
pl

, (26.23)

where, hl > 0 is a constant and (g(x))+y denotes

(g(x))+y =
⎧
⎨

⎩

g(x), y > 0,

max(g(x), 0), y = 0,

The modification implies that pl is nonnegative (which is valid, since by the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT)
conditions the optimal pl is nonnegative). If hl = 1, the price update above has the same dynamics as the
dynamics of the queue at link l. Thus, the queue length naturally provides price information.

We again use Lyapunov techniques in order to prove that the algorithm converges to the optimal
solution; we present a version of the proof in [11]. Let the maximizer of Equation 26.1 be denoted by x̂.
Suppose that in the dual formulation (Equation 26.16) given q, there exists a unique p such that q= RT p
(i.e., R has full row rank), where R is the routing matrix. At the optimal solution

q̂= RT p̂,

and the KKT conditions imply that, at each link l, either

ŷl = cl

if the constraint is active or
ŷl < cl and p̂l = 0

if the link is not a fully utilized. Note that under the full row rank assumption on R, p̂ is also unique.
Then we have the following theorem.

Theorem 26.3:

Under the assumption that given q, there exists a unique p such that q= RT p, the dual algorithm is globally
asymptotically stable.
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26-10 Control System Applications

Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function

V (p)=
∑

l∈L
(cl − ŷl)pl +

∑

r∈S

∫ qr

q̂r

(x̂r − (U ′r)−1(σ)) dσ.

Then we have

dV

dt
=

∑

l

(cl − ŷl)ṗl +
∑

r

(x̂r − (U ′r)−1(qr))q̇r

= (c− ŷ)T ṗ+ (x̂− x)T q̇

= (c− ŷ)T ṗ+ (x̂− x)T RT ṗ

= (c− ŷ)T ṗ+ (ŷ− y)T ṗ

= (c− y)T ṗ

=
∑

l

hl(cl − yl)(yl − cl)
+
pl

≤ 0.

Also, V̇ = 0 only when each link satisfies either yl = cl or yl < cl with pl = 0. Finally, since U ′r(xr)= qr

at each time instant, all the KKT conditions are satisfied. The system converges to the unique optimal
solution of Equation 26.1. �

26.7 Cross-Layer Design for Wireless Networks

So far, we have focused on the network utility maximization problem in wired networks, where the goal
has been to develop rate control algorithms for flows with fixed routes that converge to the optimal flow
rate allocation. In this section, we show that the approach of using optimization and control theories
can be significantly expanded to cover wireless networks and to add routing and medium access (also
called scheduling) decisions to the rate controller. Such joint algorithms are called “cross-layer” since the
decisions traverse the transport, networking, and medium access control (MAC) layers of the standard
network hierarchy.

Contrary to wired networks where each link l ∈ L had a fixed capacity cl associated with it, in wireless
networks the capacities of every link depends on the transmission activity in neighboring nodes. Thus, we
must extend our network model to incorporate such interference effects. Since we are also interested in
finding optimal routes, we need to modify the definition of a session to release the fixed route assumption.
The corresponding model is provided next.

As before, we let N be the set of nodes and L be the set of permissible hops. Let F be the set of flows
in the system. Since we do not associate flows with fixed routes anymore, we define each flow f by its
beginning node b( f ) and its ending node e( f ). Our resource allocation algorithm will find the optimal
(potentially multipath) route for each flow. An example network is depicted in Figure 26.4.

We assume that each node, say i, maintains a separate queue, for every other node, say d, in the network
so that every packet that enters i and that is destined to d is maintained in the corresponding queue. Let rij

be the rate at which transmission takes place from node i to node j. In a wireless setting, the rates between
the various nodes are interrelated due to interference effects. We consider a simple model to describe this
interference although the results can be generalized significantly [12–16]. Let {Am} m= 1, 2, . . . , M be
a collection of subsets of L, where Am is a set of hops that can be scheduled simultaneously under the
interference constraints. Each Am is called a feasible schedule and M is the number of possible feasible
schedules. If schedule Am is used, then rij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ Am, and rij = 0 otherwise. Thus, all the scheduled
links can transmit at rate 1 while the unscheduled hops remain silent. The network has a choice of
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Flow f

Flow g

Flow h

w

v

ji

mn

FIGURE 26.4 An example network model with b( f )= i, e( f )= j, b(g)= i, e(g)= v, and b(h)= w, e(h)= v.

implementing any one of the feasible schedules at each time instant. Suppose that πm is the fraction
of time that the network chooses to use schedule m. Then, the average rate allocated to hop (i, j) is
given by

Rij =
∑

m:(i j)∈Am

πm.

In order to guarantee stability of the queues, we need to impose a constraint that the average influx of
traffic into each queue must be no more than its outflux (Equation 26.24). To facilitate such formulation,
we denote the total exogenously generated flow rate that enters node i to be conveyed to node d as

xd
i :=

∑

{f :b( f )=i,e( f )=d}
xf ,

and denote the inflow rate allocated for destination d at node i by Rd
in(i) and the outflow rate Rd

out(i). Thus,
at each node i,

∑

d

Rd
in(i) :=

∑

j

Rji and
∑

d

Rd
out(i) :=

∑

k

Rik .

For simplicity, we will only consider the case where Uf (xf )= wf log xf , although the approach applies
to a large class of utility functions (e.g. [13,17,18]). Then, the optimization problem for the resource
allocation problem is given by

max
x,π,R≥0

∑

f

wf log xf ,

subject to the following constraints:

Rd
in(i)+ xd

i ≤ Rd
out(i), ∀ nodes i, d �= i (26.24)

Rd
in(i) =

∑

j

Rd
ji , ∀i, j, d �= i (26.25)

Rd
out(i) =

∑

j

Rd
ij , ∀i, j, d �= i (26.26)

∑

d

Rd
ij = Rij, ∀i, j, d �= i (26.27)
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26-12 Control System Applications

Rij =
∑

m:(i,j)∈Am

πm, ∀i, j (26.28)

M∑

m=1

πm = 1. (26.29)

Let the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to constraint (Equation 26.24) be denoted by pid . Appending
the constraints (Equation 26.24) to the objective, we get

max
x,π,R≥0

∑

f

wf log xf −
∑

i

∑

d �=i

pid

(
Rd

in(i)+ xd
i −Rd

out(i)

)
.

By manipulating the summations, the above expression can be rewritten as

max
x≥0

⎛

⎝
∑

f

wf log xf −
∑

f

pib( f )xf

⎞

⎠+ max
π,R≥0

⎛

⎝
∑

i

∑

d �=i

pid(Rd
out(i)−Rd

in(i))

⎞

⎠ .

If the optimal values of the Lagrange multipliers are known, then we have to solve two problems: the
congestion control problem

max
x≥0

⎛

⎝
∑

f

wf log xf −
∑

f

pib( f )xf

⎞

⎠ ,

and the scheduling problem

max
π,R≥0

⎛

⎝
∑

i

∑

d �=i

pid(Rd
out(i)−Rd

in(i))

⎞

⎠ , (26.30)

where the scheduling problem is subject to the constraints Equations 26.25 through 26.29. To solve the
congestion control problem, we use the primal algorithm at each source f :

ẋf (t)=
(

wf

xf (t)
− pb( f )e( f )(t)

)+

xf (t)

, (26.31)

and the dual algorithm for price update at each node i, for each destination d:

ṗid(t)=
(

xd
i (t)+Rd

in(i)(t)−Rd
out(i)(t)

)+
pnd (t)

. (26.32)

In the price-update algorithm, the rates Rd
in(i) and Rd

out(i) are calculated at each time instant by solving
Equation 26.30. If the optimal solution to Equation 26.30 is not unique, any one of the optima can be used.

To show convergence of the algorithm, we will use a theorem similar to the Lyapunov theorem, namely
LaSalle’s invariance principle, that is designed for situations where the time-derivative of a Lyapunov
function is zero at more than one point. Consider the differential equation ẏ = f (y(t)). Then we have the
following theorem [9]:

Theorem 26.4: LaSalle’s Invariance Principle

Let W : D→ R be a radially unbounded (i.e., lim||y||→∞W(y)=∞, y ∈ D), continuously differentiable,
positive definite function such that Ẇ(y)≤ 0 for all y ∈ D. Let E be the set of points in D where Ẇ(y)= 0.
Let M be the largest invariant set in E (i.e., M⊆ E and if y(0) ∈M, then y(t) ∈M ∀ t ≥ 0). Then, every
solution starting in D approaches M as t→∞.
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In order to study the convergence of the controller, we will use the following Lyapunov function:

W(x, q) � 1

2

∑

f ∈F
(xf − x̂f )2+ 1

2

∑

i

∑

d �=i

(pid − p̂nd)2, (26.33)

where the quantities with hats are any one of the solutions to the network utility maximization problem.
In our subsequent analysis, we will focus on the case where the solution is unique, which allows us to
talk about convergence to single point. All the arguments can be applied to the more general case when
the system converges to the set of optima. From now on, in double summations involving a node i and
destination d, for ease of notation, we will assume that d �= i without explicitly stating it. We are now
ready to prove the following theorem:

Theorem 26.5:

Starting from any x(0) and q(0), the rate vector x(t) converges to x̂ as t→∞ and

p̂b( f )e( f ) = wf /x̂f ∀ f .

Further, the queue-length vector p(t) approaches the bounded set
⎧
⎨

⎩
p≥ 0 :

∑

i,d

(pid − p̂id)
(

Rd
out(i)−Rd

in(i)+ (xd
i − x̂d

i )
)
= 0

⎫
⎬

⎭
.

Proof. Differentiating the Lyapunov function with respect to time and dropping the (t) for notational
convenience we obtain

Ẇ =
∑

f

(xf − x̂f )

(
1

xf
− pb( f )e( f )

)
+

∑

i,d

(pid − p̂id)
(

xd
i +Rd

in(i)−Rd
out(i)

)+
pid

(26.34)

≤
∑

f

(xf − x̂f )(
1

xf
− pb( f )e( f ))+

∑

i,d

(pid − p̂id)
(

xd
i +Rd

in(i)−Rd
out(i)

)
. (26.35)

The last inequality follows by noting that Equations 26.35 and 26.34 are equal if the projection in
Equation 26.34 is inactive and if the projection is active, the expression in Equation 26.34 is zero, while
the expression in Equation 26.35 is positive due to the fact that pid = 0 and the term inside the parenthesis
is negative (otherwise, the projection will not be active). Using the fact wf /x̂f = p̂b( f )e( f ) and adding and
subtracting terms, we get

Ẇ =
∑

f

(xf − x̂f )

(
1

xf
− 1

x̂f
+ p̂b( f )e( f )− pb( f )e( f )

)
+

∑

i,d

(pid − p̂id)
(

xd
i − x̂d

i

)

+
∑

i,d

(pid − p̂id)
(

x̂d
i +Rd

in(i)−Rd
out(i)

)
.

Noting that ∑

i,d

(pid − p̂id)(xd
i − x̂d

i )=−
∑

f

(xf − x̂f )(p̂b( f )e( f )− pb( f )e( f )),

we get

Ẇ =
∑

f

(xf − x̂f )

(
1

xf
− 1

x̂f

)
+

∑

i,d

(pid − p̂id)
(

x̂d
i +Rd

in(i)−Rd
out(i)

)
.
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Let us now examine each of the terms in the right-hand side of the above equation. It is easy to see that

(xf − x̂f )

(
1

xf
− 1

x̂f

)
≤ 0.

From constraint (Equation 26.24),

x̂d
i ≤ R̂d

out(i)− R̂d
in(i),

where we recall that the quantities with hats are the optimal solution to the network utility maximization
problem. Thus,

∑

i,d

pid

(
x̂d

i +Rd
in(i)−Rd

out(i)

)
≤ 0,

since the rates Rd
in(i) and Rd

out(i) solve Equation 26.30 and R̂d
out(i) and R̂d

in(i) are feasible solutions to the
outflow and inflow rates at node i, for destination d. From the KKT conditions

pid

(
R̂d

in(i)+ x̂d
i − R̂d

out(i)

)
= 0.

Thus,

−
∑

i,d

p̂id

(
x̂d

i +Rd
in(i)−Rd

out(i)

)
=−

∑

i,d

p̂id

(
R̂d

out(i)− R̂d
in(i)−Rd

out(i)+Rd
in(i)

)
≤ 0,

since the R̂’s solve the scheduling problem with p̂’s as the weights in the scheduling algorithm. Thus,
Ẇ ≤ 0. To apply LaSalle’s invariance principle, let us consider the set of points E, where Ẇ = 0.
The set E is given by the set of points (x, p) that satisfy

⎧
⎨

⎩
xf = x̂f ,

∑

i,d

(pid − p̂id)
(

x̂d
i +Rd

in(i)−Rd
out(i)

)
= 0

⎫
⎬

⎭
.

We claim that the largest invariant set M⊆ E is further characterized by pb( f )e( f ) = wf /x̂f . To see this,
note that if this condition is violated, then the congestion controller (Equation 26.31) will change the rate
from x̂f and hence the system will move outside E. Thus, LaSalle’s invariance principle applies and the
theorem is proved. �

Next, we focus on the scheduling problem (Equation 26.30) to investigate how it can be implemented.
By rearranging the summation and using the definitions of Rd

in(i) from Equation 26.25 and Rd
out(i) from

Equations 26.26 and 26.30 can be rewritten as

max
∑

i,k

∑

d

Rd
ik(pid − pkd).

Using the fact that
∑

d Rd
ik = Rik , the scheduling problem becomes

max
∑

i,k

Rik max
d

(pid − pkd).

Using Equations 26.28 and 26.29, the scheduling problem further reduces to

max∑
m πm=1

∑

{i,k,m:(i,k)∈Am}
πm max

d
(pid − pkd) (26.36)

= max∑
m πm=1

∑

m

πm

∑

(i,k)∈Am

max
d

(pid − pkd) (26.37)

=max
m

∑

(i,k)∈Am

max
d

(pid − pkd), (26.38)
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where the last equality follows from the fact that the expression in Equation 26.37 is maximized when πm

is set to 1 for the Am that maximizes the expression in Equation 26.38, and zero for all the rest. Thus, the
scheduling problem becomes one of finding a schedule with the maximum weight, where the weight of a
link is given by

max
d

(pid − pkd).

This is called the back-pressure algorithm.
Let us examine the price-update Equation 26.32. This equation closely resembles the queue dynamics

in the queue holding packets for destination d at packet i. However, notice that the arrival rate into the
queue includes the term

Rd
in(i) =

∑

j

Rd
ji ,

which is not the true arrival rate at the queue, but it is the potential rate at which packets could arrive
from other nodes to node i. This rate may not be realizable if some of the other nodes have empty queues.
However, note from the back-pressure algorithm (Equation 26.38) that Rd

ji = 0 if pjd = 0. Thus, hop (i, j)
is not scheduled if pjd = 0. Hence, one can indeed interpret the price as the queue length at node i for
packets destined for node d. One can then simply use the lengths of the per-destination queues as the
prices, and no price computation is necessary.

Notice that the congestion controller (Equation 26.31) for flow f uses only the ingress queue length to
regulate the flow’s arrival rate, and not the lengths of the queues in the interior of the network. This may
appear counter-intuitive given that congestion can occur anywhere in the interior of the network and not
only at the edges. The key component that enables the use of only the ingress queue lengths is the nature of
the back-pressure scheduling algorithm (Equation 26.38). In particular, any link that is highly congested
within the network will be given priority, effectively preventing other links in its interference range from
transmitting. This increases the congestion level of the inactive links, which then cause congestion to
other links in their neighborhood. Thus, the congestion at any link in the network gradually spreads to all
the links in the network. This is the fundamental reason why it is sufficient for the congestion controller
to use only the ingress queue-length values.

26.7.1 Stochastic Channel State and Arrival Processes

Our focus has been on networks operating in continuous-time and composed of deterministic compo-
nents. However, in reality, there are numerous stochastic factors that arise in their operation, such as
random fluctuations in the channel quality between nodes. We discuss some of the important steps in
incorporating such effects into the design framework we have discussed so far.

To model channel variations, we assume that the network channel state can be in one of many states
belonging to a finite set, say J . We assume that the channel state process is described by a stationary
Markov Chain with βj denoting the stationary probability of the channel state being j. We let Γj denote
the set of feasible link rates when the current state is j ∈ J . Thus, if the state of the channel is j at time t,
the scheduled link rates R(t) := (Rij(t))(i j)∈L must lie in Γj.

In this dynamic scenario, the back-pressure policy need to be modified to conform with the existing
capacity constraints. Thus, the scheduler performs the following optimization to determine the link rates
at time t:

R(t) ∈ arg max
{μ∈Γj}

∑

{(n,m)∈L}
μ(n,m) max

d
(pnd(t)− pmd(t)).

To allow for randomness in the arrival process to model various implementational details, the conges-
tion controller component can be modified in the following manner:

E[xf (t+ 1) | pb( f ),e( f )(t)] =min{M, xf (t)+ α(KU ′f (xf (t))− pb( f ),e( f )(t))},
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where K is a positive design parameter, α> 0 is a small step size parameter, and M is a finite constant that
prevents the congestion controller to inject huge amount of traffic into the network in a short duration.

Notice that both the resource allocation and the congestion controller algorithms are inspired by their
deterministic, continuous-time counterparts. However, their dynamic and stochastic nature necessitates
the analysis of the resulting stochastic system. To that end, we first note that the queue-length process of
the network forms a Markov chain. Thus, it is no longer possible to state that the queues and rates will
converge to a deterministic set of points. Instead, one needs to revert to stochastic convergence results.
Next, we discuss some of the key technical components of the stochastic analysis, while omitting the
details of the analysis. We refer the interested reader to [12–21].

The following stochastic version of the Lyapunov stability theorem, namely the Foster’s criterion, is
extensively used in the proof.

Theorem 26.6: Foster’s Criterion

Suppose {q(t)}∞t=1 is an aperiodic and irreducible Markov chain over a countable state space, and let V
and W be nonnegative functions such that V(q)≥W(q) for q ∈Ωc , where Ω is a finite subset of the state
space. If

E[V (q(t+ 1)) | q(t)= q]<∞, q ∈Ω,

E[V (q(t+ 1))−V (q(t)) | q(t)= q] ≤ −W(q), q ∈Ωc ,

then, the Markov chain is stationary and ergodic, and

E[W(q(∞))]<∞.

The Foster criterion states that when the mean drift of a function of the Markov chain is negative
outside a finite set Ω, then it has to be stationary, and depending on the strength of the drifts, measured
by W(q), one can also bound a function of the first moment of the steady-state distribution. Note that the
nature of the statement and the result is parallel to the Lyapunov stability criterion we discussed before.
Thus, the Lyapunov functions used in the continuous-time analysis of the cross-layer algorithms can be
used as the V function in the Foster’s criterion. The stochastic and dynamic components influence the
form of the W function and theΩ set. �

26.8 Summary

In this chapter we have tried to present the main ideas that drive the design of congestion control protocols
in the multihop communication systems and, in particular, the Internet. The ideas are close to that of
multicommodity flow problems that arise in many supply chain contexts. With our focus on fundamental
ideas, we have omitted the details of the actual protocols that are used on the Internet. In reality, the tie
between real-life congestion control protocols and our simple control-theoretic models is quite strong,
and has been explored in greater detail in works such as [1,2].
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27.1 Introduction

Mechanical systems with actuators that have the primary function to position a load are called motion
systems. The actuator can be either hydraulic, pneumatic, or electric. The trend is toward energy efficient
and clean electric (and piezo) drives and motors. Motion systems are different from robotic systems in the
sense that the freedom of trajectory planning and motion profile is often limited. A difference with the field
of active vibration systems is that a real motion is done. Linear and rotational drives are examples, but also
state-of-the art planar 6DOF (degree-of-freedom) motion platforms. A typical feature of motion systems
is that the system dynamics can often be approximated well by using linear models, albeit sometimes with
significant flexible dynamics, especially in high-performance and high-DOF systems. Cheaper motion
systems typically have friction in the guidance. Backlash is often prevented by application of direct drive
actuators. The sensors used nowadays are often encoders, which can be used down to extreme resolutions
(below nm).

The industrial state-of-the-art control of motion systems can be summarized as follows. Most systems,
by design, are either decoupled, or can be decoupled using static I/O (input-output) transformations.
Hence, most motion systems and their motion software architecture use single-input-single-output (SISO)
control design methods and solutions. Feedback design is mostly done in the frequency domain, using
loopshaping techniques. A typical motion controller has a PID (proportional-integral-derivative) struc-
ture, with a low pass at high frequencies and one or two notch filters to compensate flexible dynamics [1].
In addition to the feedback controller, a feedforward controller is applied with acceleration, velocity, and
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friction feedforward from the reference signal. The setpoint itself is a result of a setpoint generator with
jerk limitation profiles [2].

In the case more is known about the disturbances, such as repetitive disturbances or setpoints, more
recent developments are the use of Iterative Learning and Repetitive control. Also, in the field of advanced
and high precision motion systems, such as wafer scanners, the use of more advanced setpoints, or higher
order feedforward is used (snap feedforward [2,3]). Moreover, if the requirements increase, the dynamic
coupling between the various DOFs can no longer be neglected and more advanced multiple-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) control is required. This might also result is strict requirements for system
identification results focussed on robust control design.

In this work we would like to summarize in detail the state-of-the-art control design of motion systems,
and introduce a step-by-step procedure to be able to extend the SISO loopshaping method into the
MIMO motion field. This step-by-step procedure consists of (1) interaction analysis, (2) decoupling, (3)
independent SISO design, (4) sequential SISO design, and finally, (5) norm-based MIMO design. We will
illustrate the design features on a 3DOF Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) motion system.

As definitions, we will use the following. Centralized control: the transfer function matrix of the
controller is allowed to have any structure. Decentralized control: diagonal controller transfer function,
but constant (by frequency) decoupling manipulations of inputs and outputs are allowed. Independent
decentralized control: a single loop is designed without taking into account the effect of earlier or later
designed loops. Sequential decentralized control: a single loop is designed with taking into account the
effect of all earlier closed loops.

In Section 27.2 a brief description of the dynamics of motion systems will be given, followed by
feedforward design in Section 27.3. Section 27.4 shows the feedback design of both SISO problems and
the new procedure for MIMO motion problems. The application to an AFM is shown in Section 27.5.
Finally, the most important conclusions will be summarized in Section 27.6.

27.2 Motion Systems

The (linear) dynamic behavior of motion systems is often dominated by mechanics. Therefore, physical
interpretation of the mechanical systems can facilitate transparent multivariable control design and
decoupling. In the subsequent derivations, we assume that the current amplifier or electrical part of the
actuator is so fast that it can be approximated as a gain. From either finite element modeling, linearized first
principles modeling, or reduced order continuous system descriptions, the following finite-dimensional,
linear, multiple DOF equations of motion can be derived [4],

Mq̈+Dq̇+Kq= Bou

y = Coqq. (27.1)

Herein, M, D, K are the mass matrix, viscous damping matrix and stiffness matrix, respectively. In
this model, only position measurements are considered. Extensions to include velocity and acceleration
measurements can be found in [5]. We assume that the mass matrix is positive definite and the stiffness
matrix is semi-positive definite. The difference with robotic systems is that for motion systems the
parameter matrices M, D, and K are contant matrices in most cases. Several assumptions on the properties
of D will be discussed shortly. The vector q ∈ R

ns represents the displacement of the nodes of the lumped
parameter system. From the undamped vibration problem, without input, the real mode shapes φ and
eigen or natural frequency ω can be determined solving the following generalized eigenvalue problem:

Kφ= ω2Mφ, φ �= 0. (27.2)

The zero-valued eigenfrequencies correspond to the so-called rigid body (RB) modes of the system.
With p times multiplicity of eigenfrequencies, there exists a set of p linearly independent eigenmode
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Advanced Motion Control Design 27-3

shapes. Then, these eigenmode shapes are not unique (multiplicity leads to nonunique eigenvectors,
which is typical for RB modes). Let the modal matrix Φ contain columns that span the directions of the
mode shapes φi , i = 1, . . . , ns. Then, the equations of motion (Equation 27.1) can be expressed in modal
coordinates,

Mmη̈+Dmη̇+Kmη=ΦT Bou

y = CoqΦη, (27.3)

where Mm =ΦT MΦ and Km =ΦT KΦ are diagonal. The matrix Dm =ΦT DΦ is only diagonal in special
cases. For example, in the case of Rayleigh or proportional damping, where it is assumed that, D =
αM+ βK with α, β being the nonnegative scalars [4, p. 303]. Also with modal or classic damping, Dm is
diagonal [4]. These damping models are often justified for structural analysis of lightly damped systems
[4,5]. When Dm is diagonal and Equation 27.3 is multiplied from the left with M−1

m , we obtains,

η̈+ 2ZΩη̇+Ω2η=M−1
m ΦT Bou

y = CoqΦη, (27.4)

whereΩ2 =M−1
m Km, Z = diag{ζi}, i = 1, . . . , ns are diagonal. We define,

y(s)= Gp(s)u(s), (27.5)

where Gp(s) follows from Equation 27.4 as follows. With the assumption that Dm is diagonal and defining
Cm = CoqΦ, Bm =M−1

m ΦT Bo, withΦ real valued, we write,

Gp(s)= CmGm(s)Bm, (27.6)

with

Gm(s)= diag{gm,i(s)}, gm,i(s)= 1

s2+ 2ζiωis+ω2
i

, (27.7)

for i = {1, . . . , ns}, or alternatively, written in summation form,

Gm(s)=
ns∑

i=1

cmibH
mi

s2+ 2ζiωis+ω2
i

. (27.8)

with cmi , bmi the columns and rows of Cm, Bm, respectively. This shows that each, multivariable, motion
system can be described by a summation of second-order systems. The matrices Cm, Bm determine which
input–output combination is connected to a specific mode.

As an example, Figure 27.1 shows a magnitude frequency response function (FRF) and the underlying
modes of a system.

The ability to decouple a mechanical system (with modal or proportional damping) depends on the
actuator and sensor locations, the number of (dominant) modes and the alignment of mode shapes with
the sensor and actuator matrices (dominant modes must be both in Ker(Cm)⊥ and in Im(Bm)). Methods
to place actuators and sensors to control each mode independently are discussed in more detail in [5,6].
High-performance motion systems are often designed light and stiff, with the aim to move flexible mode
behavior to frequencies above the intended closed-loop bandwidth. Especially for positioning systems,
the plant at low frequencies behaves as a RB.

In each DOF, the plant has RB modes. For six Cartesian degrees of freedom, six eigenfrequencies (12
poles) will be equal to zero in case there are no stiffness connections involved in the actuator, such as, the
case with Lorentz force actuators. For the piezo drives applied in the case of the AFM application later in
this work, the actuators can be seen as position actuators and the first resonance is the result of the stage
mechanics mounted on the fixed world with limited stiffness. In any case, there exists a set of six linear
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FIGURE 27.1 A frequency response measurement (top) can be interpreted as a summation of flexible and rigid-body
mode contributions (bottom).

independent eigenvectors for these RB modes. One may choose any orthogonal base to decouple the RB
behavior of the system [7]. Each axis of this base may be aligned with specific performance objectives or
a particular disturbance direction. When the number of sensors and actuators exceed the number of RB
modes, and Cm, Bm are invertible, input (and output) transformations exist to transform the system into
independently controllable directions. This situation is also known as over-actuation, and is a new field
of research.

Here, we focus on the control of linear time invariant electromechanical motion systems that have the
same number of actuators and sensors as RB modes. Typical applications are high-performance posi-
tioning stages used in semiconductor manufacturing [8], electron microscopy, or component placement
machines. The dynamics of such systems are often dominated by the mechanics, which are therefore
constructed to be light and stiff, so that resonance modes due to flexible dynamics appear only at high
frequencies.

Gp(s)=
Nrb∑

i=1

cibT
i

s2 +
N∑

i=Nrb+1

cibT
i

s2+ 2ζiωis+ω2
i

. (27.9)

Herein, Nrb denotes the number of RB modes. The parameters ζi , ωi are the relative damping and the
resonance frequency of the flexible modes, respectively. The vectors ci , bi span the directions of the ith
mode shapes and are constant for all frequencies. The resonance frequencies ωi are high, hence the plant
can be approximately decoupled using static input (and/or output) transformations, Tu, Ty , respectively
so that,

Gyu(s)= TyGp(s)Tu = G(s)+Gflex(s) (27.10)

G(s)= 1

ms2 I , (27.11)

where m ∈ R
1 (if only translations, otherwise the expression should be extended with the inertias) and

Gflex(s) contains the flexible dynamics of the plant and is often nondiagonal. In many applications, the
frequencies and damping of the resonance modes change in the life cycle of the plant and are sensitive to
changes in position. Hence, inversion of these dynamics leads to robustness problems. The objective is to
control the RB behavior of the plant with high fidelity.
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Advanced Motion Control Design 27-5

27.3 Feedforward Control Design

Industrial motion systems are designed to perform step and scanning movements or pick and place
operations. Typically, piecewise finite order polynomials are used as reference profile. These profiles have
motion phases with constant velocity, acceleration, jerk, the derivative of jerk, and so on. These reference
trajectories have mostly low frequency energy, hence resonance dynamics are little excited, especially in
light and stiff constructions. If resonance modes are excited, input shaping techniques can be used to
reduce the energy in specific frequency bands.

As mentioned before, in modern motion control platforms the use of acceleration feedforward Kfa,
and also velocity Kfv and friction feedforward Kfc (for the additive repeatable disturbances) are standard
features nowadays, see Figure 27.2. In the rest of this section, we will extend the notion of inversion of
the dynamics to the general MIMO case.

Using the model assumptions of the previous section, we can derive the following simplified model for
RB systems with high-frequency resonance dynamics. The model contains a constant matrix representing
all modal contributions in low frequencies added to a RB model, so that

Ĝ(s)= Grb
1

s2 + Ĝflex (27.12)

The objective we focus on here is to follow a given reference profile at all time instances during the
motion. We assume that the plant output y is measured at the location where tracking performance is to
be achieved. Otherwise we speak of inferential motion control [9]. Therefore, the low-frequency tracking
problem can be studied considering the transfer function from reference trajectory r to the servo error e,
as shown in Figure 27.2;

e = So(s)(I −TyG(s)TuF(s))r (27.13)

with the output sensitivity defined as So(s)= (I +TyG(s)TuK(s))−1. It is common to design a feedforward
controller that approximates the inverse of the plant. As many motion systems contain dominant RB
behavior, it is in practice to use RB feedforward inversion by means of acceleration feedforward, so that

F(s)= G̃−1
rb s2 (27.14)

that is, G̃rb is the MIMO extension of Kfa. Using the plant model from Equation 27.12, the transfer
function of interest equals

e = So(s)

(
I −

(
G̃rb

1

s2 + G̃flex

)
(G̃−1

rb s2)

)
r

=−So(s)G̃flexG̃−1
rb s2r (27.15)

K(s) G(s)

Kfc

Kfa

Kfv

r

r

r

Sign(r)

ye

−

+

+

+
+

+
+

+

FIGURE 27.2 Feedback control loop with acceleration, velocity, and friction feedforward.
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27-6 Control System Applications

It is clear that there exists a residual transfer function between the acceleration of the reference trajectory
and the servo error. The term G̃flexG̃−1

rb is constant. Hence, when no feedback control is applied (So = I)

the servo error equals the acceleration of the reference profile scaled with the factor G̃flexG̃−1
rb . When

feedback control is applied, the output sensitivity function has at least slope +2 at low frequencies, so
that the servo error shows peaks during nonzero jerk phases of a motion. The residual transfer function
between acceleration and the servo error is responsible for both cross-talk and low frequency tracking of
the diagonal terms. This transfer function cannot be reduced using acceleration feedforward.

To increase tracking performance, higher order derivatives of the reference trajectory can be used as
well. The jerk derivative feedforward controller [2,3] considers the fourth order approximate so that the
new MIMO jerk derivative feedforward controller becomes

F(s)= Faccs2+ Fdjerks4 (27.16)

Facc = G̃−1
rb , (27.17)

Fdjerk =−G̃−1
rb G̃flexG̃−1

rb (27.18)

The first term equals conventional acceleration feedforward while the second term equals (multivariable)
jerk derivative feedforward (djerk). If the RB modes of the plant are decoupled, this jerk derivative feed-
forward part can compensate for the flexible modes that do not have to be decoupled at low frequencies.

Note that due to this implementation, jerk derivative feedforward can be tuned subsequently to tun-
ing acceleration feedforward control. Therefore, manual tuning is facilitated, gradually increasing the
complexity of the feedforward controller.

27.4 Feedback Control Design

27.4.1 System Identification−−Obtaining the FRF

Consider the standard unity feedback configuration depicted in Figure 27.3. The first necessary step
to perform any design of a controller is to identify the system dynamics. In case the machine has been
realized, a measurement is appropriate. For motion systems, typically, a frequency response measurement
is done using noise signals, single sine, swept sine, or specialized multisines. It is important to note that
since most motion systems do have a RB mode (i.e., a double integrator as basic dynamics), in open-loop
they are unstable.

For that reason, it is convenient, even necessary, to stabilize the system by a low bandwidth PD
controller K(s)= Ds+ P first. Typically, the controller zero (ratio P/D) is taken equal to 1–10 Hz, and if
the sign is known of the system, a simple procedure can be used to tune up the gain, while keeping the
ratio P/D constant, or first D is increased, and then P, while giving the motion system a modest setpoint
(the friction has to be overcome while tuning). Such a procedure is known as time-domain tuning, and
can only lead to low bandwidth controllers, which is fine for the first stabilized situation. Once this has
been done successfully, an identification experiment can be done. Although many engineers perform this
under closed-loop conditions, direct measurement of the plant is done by measuring the output y over

K(s) G(s)
xs xe

−

+ +

+

w

v u

FIGURE 27.3 Standard unity feedback configuration.
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Advanced Motion Control Design 27-7

the input u. It is well-known that due to correlation, if significant disturbances occur between u and y, a
linear combination of plant and inverse controller will be measured [10,11].

For this reason, the instrumental variable method should be used: measure for instance the process
sensitivity (y/w), see again Figure 27.3, and the sensitivity (u/w) then divide the two frequency responses.
This will give a unbiased estimate of the plant. The same procedure can be followed for MIMO systems,
but appropriate matrix transformations should be done for every frequency measurement point.

27.4.2 Loopshaping−−The SISO Case

Now a FRF is given, let us start by giving a short summary of loopshaping for SISO systems. As an example
consider the measured FRF of an industrial printer in Figure 27.4.

The key idea of loopshaping is the modification of the controller such that the open-loop is made
according to specifications. The reason this works so well is that the controller enters linearly into the
open-loop transfer l(jω)= g(jω)k(jω), so that it is fast and easy to reason what is to be changed in
the controller. However, in practice all specifications are of course given in terms of the final system
performance, that is, as closed-loop specifications. So we should convert the closed-loop specifications
into specifications on the open-loop. The area of quantitative feedback theory (QFT) [12–14] is based
on this idea. Typically we should model the external signals (setpoint, disturbances) and determine the
specifications on the error. The knowledge about the setpoint is mostly not relevant for determining the
required bandwidth, because that is covered by the feedforward. The modeling of the disturbances is less
trivial, especially for the MIMO case [15].

Let us assume we know the spectral contents of the disturbance. Take as an example the simple case of a
force disturbance at the plant input being a sinusoid of known amplitude. If we know the specification on
the error amplitude we can derive the requirement on the process sensitivity at that frequency. Knowing
the process gain at that frequency, the required reduction of the sensitivity can be calculated. Since at low
frequencies the sensitivity can be approximated as the inverse of the open-loop, we can translate this into
a specification of the open-loop at that frequency. Because we know that the slope of the open-loop of
a well tuned motion system will be between −2 and −1 (and certainly around −1 near crossover), we
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FIGURE 27.4 Measured FRF of an industrial printer.
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27-8 Control System Applications

can estimate the required crossover frequency ωc . Now, the closed-loop specifications are translated to
specifications on the open-loop and the next phase is the loopshaping process itself.

Knowing the required crossover, the FRF of the plant is observed. First, the structure of the controller
is chosen such that stabilization is possible, that is, check the plant phase at the crossover ωc , and add D
action if required. Typically, the first motion controller will be a PD with the zero (P/D) at the crossover
ωc . After that, we add integral action, typically with the zero of the integral actionωc/5. To prevent noise
at high frequencies in the loop, a (second order) low pass is added with a cutoff frequency 5 ·ωc , and a
relative damping of 0.5. If parasitics are apparent in the plant FRF then notch filters can be applied. In case
the disturbances contain specific frequency components, additional filters might be useful to improve
performance, such as inverse notch filters or even repetitive controllers. In all phases of loopshaping, the
tuning is done with good margins, where the modulus margin, that is, the peak of the sensitivity, is the
most convenient: it shows precisely the frequency at which the distance to the −1 point in the Nyquist
diagram is smallest. Then additional attention is needed in that range to change phase or amplitude.

27.4.3 Loopshaping−−The MIMO Case

In MIMO systems it is much less trivial to apply loopshaping. The stability is determined by the closed-loop
polynomial, det(I + L(s)), and the characteristic loci can be used for this graphically. The characteristic
loci are the eigenvalues of the FRF L(jω) of the open-loop transfer function matrix L(s). A system with N
inputs and N outputs has N characteristic loci. For stability analysis one can use the Generalized Nyquist
criterium [16]. With a nonparametric FRF matrix of the open-loop, the characteristic loci can be plotted in
the complex plane. If each eigenvalue locus does not encircle the point (−1, 0), the MIMO system is closed-
loop stable (for open-loop stable systems). The shaping of these eigenvalue loci is not straightforward
if the plant has large off-diagonal elements (interaction). In that case, a single element of the controller
will affect more eigenvalue loci. This may lead to many design iterations and loss of intuition. In the
work of [17] it is shown that up to some extent, when the open-loop is diagonal dominant, one can allow
plant interaction and still use frequency response loop shaping design techniques. However, the notion
of margins is far from trivial: for example, the phase margin seen in the a plot of the characteristic loci, is
valid for a phase change at the same time in all loops!

In the special case that the open-loop transfer function matrix is diagonal, L(s)= diag{li(s)}, that is,
the open-loop is decoupled, it follows that,

det(I + L(s))=
n∏

i=1

det(1+ li(s)), (27.19)

so that the characteristic loci of the open-loop transfer function matrix are determined by the frequency
response of each decoupled open-loop function li(s). The MIMO feedback control design complexity
reduces to that of SISO feedback control design. Many classical MIMO control design methods aim at
decoupling the open-loop function at loop breaking point (e.g., at the inputs or at the outputs of the
plant).

The strong nonintuitive aspect of MIMO loopshaping and the fact that SISO loopshaping is used often,
are major obstacles in application of modern design tools in industrial motion systems. For that reason,
we propose in this work a step-by-step approach in which complexity is only increased if necessary. This
recipe for control design for MIMO motion systems consists of the following steps:

1. Interaction analysis
2. Decoupling transformations
3. Independent feedback control design
4. Sequential feedback control design
5. Norm-based control design.
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Advanced Motion Control Design 27-9

All but the last step can be executed with a nonparametric model of the plant (frequency response).
The norm-based control design requires a parametric model of the plant. A crucial step before controller
synthesis with operator norms is scaling and conditioning of the plant.

27.4.3.1 Interaction Analysis

The goal of the interaction analysis is to identify two-sided interactions in the plant dynamics. If there is
no two-sided interaction, we can choose a diagonal transfer function matrix controller to achieve closed-
loop stability as if the open-loop is decoupled. That is, from a stability point, feedback design is just a
collection of SISO design problems.

We use two measures for plant interaction: (1) relative gain array (RGA) per frequency, and (2)
structured singular value (SSV) of interaction as multiplicative output uncertainty.

Definition 27.1:

The frequency-dependent relative gain array (RGA) [16,18] is calculated as

RGA(G(jω))= G(jω)× (G(jω)−1)T , (27.20)

where× denotes element-wise multiplication.

The rows and columns of the RGA sum to 1 for all frequenciesω (rad/s). If (RGA)(jω)= I , ∀ω, perfect
two-sided decoupling is achieved. If not, a further interaction analysis can be done using the next measure.

Definition 27.2:

The structured singular value (SSV) interaction measure: with ET (jω)= Gnd(jω)G−1
d (jω),

μD(ET (jω)) <
1

2
, ∀ω. (27.21)

where μD is the structured singular value, [19], with respect to the diagonal(decoupled) structure of the
feedback controller.

If a diagonal transfer function matrix controller is used, controller gains must be small (much smaller
than 0 dB) at frequencies where this condition is not met. This gives a rough indication on achievable
performance as a result of interaction.

27.4.3.2 Decoupling Transformations

A common method to reduce plant interaction is to redefine the input and output of the plant. One
can combine several inputs or outputs to control the system in more decoupled coordinates. For motion
systems most of these transformations are found on the basis of kinematic models. Herein, combinations
of the actuators are defined so that actuator variables act in independent (orthogonal) directions at the
center of gravity. Likewise, combinations of the sensors are defined so that each translation and rotation
of the center of gravity can be measured independently. This is basically the inversion of a kinematic
model of the plant.

As motion systems are often designed to be light and stiff, kinematic decoupling (RB decoupling) is
often sufficient to achieve acceptable decoupling at the crossover (bandwidth) frequencies. Also specific,
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27-10 Control System Applications

modal, dyadic, structures of the plant can be used to decouple flexible mode dynamics (parasitics with
low damping): then again a constant I/O transformation is often sufficient to decouple the system.

Some literature describes methods to find dynamic decoupling, or static decoupling at different fre-
quencies (at crossover is the most relevant of course). However, such methods are nontrivial to apply.

The effect of the decoupling transformations can be measured with the interaction measures derived
earlier.

27.4.3.3 Independent Loop Closing

For systems where interaction is low, or the decoupling is almost successful, one can design a diagonal
controller by closing each control loop independently. We call this independent loop closing. The residual
interaction can be accounted for in the analysis.

For this we make use of the following decomposition, see also [20]:

det(I +GK)= det(I +ET Td) det(I +GdK), (27.22)

with, Td = GdK(I +GdK)−1. A typical choice is to take Gd(s) as only the diagonal terms of the plant trans-
fer function matrix. The effect of the nondiagonal terms of the plant Gnd(s)= G(s)−Gd(s) is accounted
for by ET (s). Then, the MIMO closed-loop stability assessment can be split up in two assessments;
the first for stability of N noninteracting loops, namely det(I +Gd(s)K(s)), the second for stability of
det(I +ET (s)Td(s)). In the second stability test, Td is the complementary sensitivity function of the N
decoupled loops. If G(s) is stable and Td(s) is stable, one can use the small gain theorem [16], to find a
sufficient condition for stability of det(I +ET Td) as,

ρ(ET (jω)Td(jω)) < 1, ∀ω, (27.23)

where ρ is the spectral radius. With introduction of conservatism, the following sufficient condition is

μTd (ET (jω)Td(jω)) < 1, ∀ω ⇒ (27.24)

σ(Td(jω)) < μTd (ET (jω)−1, ∀ω (27.25)

where μTd is the SSV [19], with respect to the diagonal(decoupled) structure of Td . As σ(Td(jω))=
maxi |Td,ii(jω)|, condition 27.24 implies that a single bound is acting on the worst case (highest gain) loop
of Td .

Each control loop does not take into account other (earlier) tuned control loops, hence the closed-
loop remains stable if an arbitrary loop is opened. Due to the fact that a sufficient condition is used,
independent loop closing usually leads to conservative (low performance) designs.

27.4.3.4 Sequential Loop Closing

If the interaction is a larger, but still not really significant (depends on the case how this should be
quantified) the sequential loop closing (SLC) method is appropriate. Herein, one utilizes information
about each controller designed earlier. The control designs are now dependent and we can save some
conservatism. The controller is still a diagonal transfer function matrix.

In principle, one starts with the open-loop FRF of the MIMO plant. Then one loop is closed using SISO
loopshaping. The controller is taken into the plant description, and a new FRF is obtained with one input
and output less. Then, the next loop is designed and so on. We can formalize this as follows. Each SISO
controller ki , from K = diag{ki}, i = {1, . . . , n}, is designed using the property [21],

det(I +GK)=
n∏

i=1

det(1+ giki), (27.26)
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Advanced Motion Control Design 27-11

where for each ith design step, the equivalent plant gi is defined as the lower fractional transformation
(LFT):

gi = Fl(G,−Ki) (27.27)

where Ki = diag{kj}, j = {1, . . . , n}, j �= i.
The multivariable system is nominally closed-loop stable if in each design step the system is closed-

loop stable. The system remains closed-loop stable if the loops are opened in the reverse order as in
they were designed. If an arbitrary loop is opened there is no guarantee for closed-loop stability. The
robustness margins in each design step do not guarantee robust stability of the final multivariable
system [22].

Various sequential design methods are developed in the framework of QFT [12–14]. Also, cascade
control design, is often quite similar to sequential design [16, p. 422].

Drawbacks of sequential design are, first, the ordering of the design steps may have great impact on
the achievable performance. There is no general approach to determine the best sequence for design.
This may lead to many design iterations, especially for large MIMO systems. Second, there are no
guarantees that robustness margins in earlier designed loops are preserved. The robustness margins at each
design step do not indicate robustness of the final closed-loop system. Third, as each design step usually
considers only a single output, the responses in earlier designed loops may degrade, making iterative design
necessary.

Nonetheless, sequential loopshaping can be a great method to reduce conservatism of the independent
loop closing method while the complexity (SISO loopshaping, FRFs as plant model) is very low.

27.4.3.5 Norm-Based Control Design

If the previous step (SLC) was not successful, the next step is to start norm-based control design. This
method requires a parametric (e.g., state-space model) and weighting filters to express the control problem
in terms of an operator norm (like H2 and H∞). Parametric modeling of plant dynamics is often time
consuming, costly, and generally increases controller design complexity. Only recent developments tend
to solve the problem also for FRF (data)-based models [23].

In the application we show how parametric model complexity can be build up step-by-step: considering
the unmodeled dynamics as (unstructured) uncertainty, up to higher-order models.

Some tricks and tips for norm-based control of motion systems can be found in [1]. As an exam-
ple, first design a low-performance decentralized controller using one of the tools from the previous
steps, mentioned above. Then include this controller in the standard plant and calculate for the given
weighting filters all MIMO FRFs and the norm. This gives a good initial setup for (fine)tuning the
weights now.

Also the effect of scalings should be addressed carefully. In many existing practical systems, amplifica-
tion factors of actuators and sensors are chosen arbitrary. As operator norms express all matrix properties
in a scalar measure, scaling of the augmented plant (and hence the plant) is of crucial importance in the
control problem definition. Therefore, we choose input and output scaling of the plant, so that at the
loop breaking point we considered closed-loop functions (our design objectives), the gain of closed-loop
functions are less dependent on the direction of the inputs (at this loop breaking point). In other words,
the maximum and minimum singular value are closer to each other at each frequency (principal gains).
This leads to the following:

1. Rule of thumb 1: scale the plant to 0 dB at the intended crossover frequency
2. Rule of thumb 2: apply input and output scaling, D, D−1 where D is diagonal, so that the cross

terms from the input to the output (per diagonal term) have approximately equal size.

In the next section the various steps will be illustrated for a motion control design of an AFM.
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27-12 Control System Applications

27.5 Control Design for a Metrological AFM

Metrological AFMs are used to characterize transfer standards for commercial AFMs to be calibrated.
The metrological AFM, shown in Figure 27.5, consists of a high-precision three DOF stage, a Topometrix
AFM head and a ZYGO interferometer to measure the stage position in all DOFs. The stage, which
carries the sample, has to perform a scanning trajectory in the (x, y)-plane with high fidelity. The stage is
driven by three piezo stack actuators through a flexure mechanism in a range of 100 μm in the scanning
(x, y)-plane and 20 μm in the imaging z-direction. The deflection of the cantilever in the AFM head is
measured using a laser and photodetector. The mirrors and lasers of the interferometer are exactly aligned
to the tip of the cantilever, thus minimizing Abbe errors. The measurements of the ZYGO interferometer
in all DOFs are traceable to the standard of length. The resolution and root-mean-square (rms) values of
the standstill noise with decoupled piezo actuators are given for all sensors in Table 27.1.

The metrological AFM is controlled in feedback, with as input the voltages to the piezo stack actuators
ui (V), i ∈ {x, y, z} in all DOFs and as output the ZYGO interferometers in the scanning x, y-directions
and the output of the photodetector in the imaging z-direction, as shown in Figure 27.6. The tip of
the cantilever is controlled in constant force mode while the sample is moved relative to the cantilever by
the stage in all three DOFs. The output of the ZYGO interferometer in z-direction is used to measure the
sample topography directly. The MIMO system can be written as

⎡

⎣
x
y
zt

⎤

⎦=
⎡

⎣
Gxx Gxy Gxz

Gyx Gyy Gyz

Gzx Gzy Gzz

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎣
ux

uy

uz

⎤

⎦ . (27.28)

OpticsLaser AFM head Stage

FIGURE 27.5 The metrological AFM.

TABLE 27.1 Resolution and rms Values of the

Noise for the Different Sensors

Sensor Resolution (nm) Noise rms Value (nm)

ZYGO x 0.15 3.56

ZYGO y 0.15 3.06

ZYGO z 0.15 1.25

Head zt 0.05 0.14
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FIGURE 27.6 Schematic representation of the metrological AFM and the feedback control architecture.

27.5.1 Nonparametric Identification

FRFs are key in the design of high-performance motion systems. With a low-fidelity decentralized con-
troller, which tuned in the time domain, the plant can be identified in closed-loop. For this, each input
u= [ux , uy , uz]T is excited independently with a zero-mean white-noise signal. In this way, during each
experiment the columns can be filled using the transfer function estimates of the input sensitivity

Si(jω)= (I +K(jω)G(jω))−1 (27.29)

and the process sensitivity

PS(jω)= (I +G(jω)K(jω))−1G(jω)

= G(jω)(I +K(jω)G(jω))−1, (27.30)

where the push-through rule [16] is used for proving the equivalence of Equation 27.30. The FRF of the
multivariable plant G can be determined as

G(jω)= PS(jω)Si(jω)−1. (27.31)

Depending on the quality of the obtained FRF (Equation 27.31), above identification can be repeated
with a new controller, designed using the firstly obtained plant FRF. Since the closed-loop function gain
with respect to disturbances and noise will be high around the frequencies of the bandwidth, the new
identification controller can be designed to obtain a good measurement quality in the frequency range of
interest.
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27-14 Control System Applications

27.5.2 Scaling

Scaling and conditioning of the plant are crucial in (norm-based) MIMO controller synthesis. First the
plant is scaled to 0 dB at the intended crossover frequencies of 15 Hz in each DOF. With the scaling
matrix Tu = diag{1.68× 10−4, 2.11× 10−4, 1.48× 10−2}, the scaled system equals GT = GTu. The scaled
system FRF GT (jω) is shown in Figure 27.7 by the dashed gray lines.

The off diagonal terms of the FRF of GT in Figure 27.7 have different gains in the input and output in
z-direction. To improve the conditioning an input–output scaling is applied. Since the system is only of
dimension 3× 3, the scaling matrix is determined manually as

D = diag{1, 1, α}, (27.32)

where α=−35 dB. For larger systems, the input–output scaling can be obtained using the D-scalings
from the SSV calculation [19]. Finally, the scaled system with input–output scaling equals

G = DGT D−1. (27.33)
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FIGURE 27.7 Frequency response functions of the scaled systems GT (dashed, gray) and G (solid, black).
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Advanced Motion Control Design 27-15

The FRF of the system G is shown in Figure 27.7 by the black solid lines. It can be seen that the diagonal
terms at the intended bandwidth of 15 Hz have an amplitude of 0 dB and that all off-diagonal terms
have approximately equal gains at low frequencies. For the remainder of this example, we define the
scaled system with input–output scaling G of Equation 27.33 as the plant to be controlled. The open-loop
function at the output of the plant is defined for a controller K as

L= GK . (27.34)

27.5.3 Interaction Analysis

For the scaling the RGA and SSV interaction measures can be used, as discussed in Section 1.4.3. Since
the interaction measures are scaling independent, G and GT give the same results.

To assess the interaction between the different axes of the metrological AFM, the frequency-dependent
RGA [16,18] is calculated as in Equation 27.20. The rows and columns of the RGA sum to 1 for all
frequencies f (Hz). If (RGA)(jω)= I , ∀ω, perfect decoupling is achieved. The RGA for the FRF G of
Figure 27.7 is shown in Figure 27.8. For frequencies f < 100 Hz, ( f = 2πjω) there is little two-way
(bilateral) interaction in the plant.
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FIGURE 27.8 RGA (Equation 27.20) of the system G of Figure 27.7.
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27-16 Control System Applications

27.5.4 Decoupling Transformations

The system is very well decoupled by design at frequencies up to 50 Hz, as can be seen in the RGA of
Figure 27.8. On a physical basis, we expect a transfer function matrix with the structure of

G̃(s)=
N∑

i=1

cibT
i

s2+ 2ζiωis+ω2
i

.

So, at low (zero) frequencies, the system can be modeled as
∑N

i=1 cibT
i /ω2

i . The cross terms, up to
approximately 50 Hz, can be considered constant. One can use different matrix diagonalization techniques
to find decoupling transformations. If we evaluate the interaction measures on the decoupled plant, we
see little difference; the bandwidth is still limited by the resonances at 121 Hz in the x, y-directions.

27.5.5 Independent Control Design

Using SISO loopshaping techniques, feedback controllers are designed in each loop independently as

Ki = diag{Ki
x , Ki

y , Ki
z}, (27.35)

where

Ki
j =

k

s2
︸︷︷︸

int.

1

s2

(2πfj,1)2 +
2βj

2πfj,1
s+ 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2nd order low pass

s

2πfj,2+ 1
s

2πfj,3
+ 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lead

(27.36)

where j ∈ {x, y, z}. The parameters of the controllers for the different axes are contained in Table 27.2.
To assess the stability of the controlled MIMO system with the independent controller Ki , the SSV
with respect to the diagonal structure of the complementary sensitivity Td is calculated as shown in
Figure 27.9a. From SISO loopshaping, it appears that the bandwidth in z-direction can be placed much
higher than in x, y-direction. From Figure 27.9a follows that the sufficient condition (Equation 27.24) is
not met, that is, stability cannot be guaranteed.

Without loss of generality, we may place a diagonal frequency-dependent weighting filter W in the
sufficient condition for independent decentralized control, which has no effect on the spectral radius
condition, that is,

ρ
(
ET (jω)W(jω)W−1(jω)Td(jω)

)
< 1, ∀ω, (27.37)

see also [24]. Now the closed-loop is stable if for each frequency holds that

σ(W−1Td)≤ μ−1
Td

(ET W). (27.38)

The stability criterion with the weighting filter is still a sufficient condition. The weighting filter is only
used for analysis, it is not included in the controller. If W is chosen diagonal, one can emphasize the

TABLE 27.2 Parameters of the Independent

Controller Design Ki

.

Axis j k fj,1 (Hz) βj fj,2 (Hz) fj,3 (Hz)

x 7943 150 0.6 12.5 100

y 7943 150 0.6 12.5 100

z 26,607 250 0.6 20 200
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FIGURE 27.9 Sufficient condition for stability with the high-bandwidth decentralized controller. (a) Without
scaling: sufficient condition not achieved and (b) with scaling matrix w: stability guaranteed.

contribution of each loop to the maximum singular value of Td . The complementary sensitivity function
in the z-direction rolls off at higher frequencies (50 Hz) than the complementary sensitivity functions of
the x, y-axes. Therefore, the contribution of the designs in x,y-directions to σi(Td) may be increased at
high frequencies. At the same time, the weighting filter W may result in a smaller value of μTd (ET W).
Therefore, for this application, we choose,

W(s)= diag{w(s), w(s), 1}, (27.39)

w(s)= ω2
w

s2+ 2ζwωws+ω2
w

(27.40)

with ωw = 2π50 rad/s, ζw = 0.8. As shown in Figure 27.9b, the bound due to μTd (ET W) is reduced
at higher frequencies so that the weighted sufficient condition for closed-loop stability is satisfied. The
controller design with independent loopshaping is successful, but limited to these crossover frequencies.

27.5.6 Sequential Control Design

The decentralized controller Ki obtained from the independent control design can also be used to analyze
stability using sequential loopshaping. We start with the loop where we can achieve the highest bandwidth,
at low frequencies, this then has very little influence at the other loops. The next step is to design the x-,
respectively, y-direction with the z-loop closed (z, and later x controlled included). All three equivalent
open-loops are shown in Figure 27.10. It is visible that each loop is stable and there may be even potential
to increase bandwidth slightly iterating the sequential design steps. This illustrates that by only changing
the stability analysis, we have now less conservatism with sequential loopshaping. There is still some more
design freedom not exploited with independent loopshaping.

27.5.7 Norm-Based Control Design

For the norm-based control design, we formulate the following mixed sensitivity H∞ control design:

min
stab.K

∥∥∥∥∥∥

⎡

⎣
WSSo

WU KSo

WET

⎤

⎦

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞

(27.41)

For given weighting filters WS, WU , and WE and a parametric model, standard software is available for
the controller synthesis. Since the plant FRF is scaled to 0 dB at the intended crossover frequencies, a
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FIGURE 27.10 Equivalent open-loops for the MIMO system with the sequential controller design, x-direction
(black), y-direction (light-gray), and z-direction (dark-gray).

(basic) parametric model that approximates the plant up to 50 Hz is

Gmodel,1(s)= I . (27.42)

The model uncertainty is now defined as

E(s)= (Gmodel,1(s)−G(s))Gmodel,1(s)−1. (27.43)

As a first step, we can bind the worst case uncertainty per frequency with a scalar weighting filter,
WE(s),

WE(s) > μTd(E(s)). (27.44)

To assure stability of the true system, this weighting filter is the upper bound of the complementary
sensitivity function, according to Equation 27.24.

With this simple model, the crossover frequencies are limited.
An improved model approximates each DOF with a second order model:

Gmodel,2 = diag

{
1

s2+ 2ζiωi +ω2
i

}
, i = {1, 2, 3} (27.45)

where ζi ,ωi are chosen to match the resonance frequencies of the first modes in all three channels.
Although the model is a sixth-order model, we will call it in the sequel the second-order model, because of
its basic structure. Again, the uncertainty due to these (new) model simplifications are put in a weighting
filter on the complementary sensitivity function. Iterative redesign of the performance weighting filters
then results in the sensitivity function shown in Figure 27.11. It is clear that higher crossover frequencies
are achievable with the second-order model and the iterative redesign of the performance weighting
filters, as shown by the sensitivity functions in Figure 27.11, where the H∞ design with the unity model
is shown by the light gray line and the H∞ design with the second-order model by the black line,
respectively.

From here on, more refinements can be made in modeling the (low)-frequency contribution of the cross
terms, by compensating/modeling the time delay due to sampling. In addition, a more refined analysis
can take into account the structure (direction dependency) of the interaction modeled as uncertainty. A
control method that is capable of this is μ-synthesis.
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FIGURE 27.11 Output sensitivity So = (I +GK)−1 obtained with the independent/sequential controller design
(dark gray, dashed), the H∞ controller design with identity model (light gray, solid), and the H∞ controller design
with the second-order model (black, solid).

Also, different control design formulations can be used. If the frequency content of disturbances is
modeled, these models can be included in the weighting filters. Simple disturbance models consider
disturbances in each channel independently, like in SISO control [1]. More advanced models take direc-
tions and correlations into account [25]. The complexity of the design process increases gradually with
inclusion of each physical model (increase of order of the augmented plant). As a result of the norm-
based synthesis techniques, the controller order increases, so that at some point control relevant model
reduction techniques become necessary for implementation.

The stability of the metrological AFM with the H∞ controllers designed with the unity model and
the second-order model is assessed by evaluating the characteristic loci λ(GKI

H∞ ) and λ(GKH∞ ),
respectively. The characteristic loci, shown in Figure 27.12, indicate that both MIMO controllers sta-
bilize the system. Since the controller KH∞ obtained with the second-order model has larger crossover
frequencies, the high-frequency resonances become more apparent, which is visible by the circles in
Figure 27.12b.
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FIGURE 27.12 Characteristic loci of the MIMO H∞ control designs with the unity model and the second order
model. (a) Unity model and (b) Second-order model.

Finally, for all three designs to be implemented, the scaling and decoupling matrices are placed in the
controller as

Kimp(s)= TuTscale,inputK(s)Tscale,output . (27.46)

27.5.8 Experimental Results

The output sensitivities So obtained with the independent controller design Ki and with the norm-based
controller designs, KI

H∞ with the unity model and KH∞ with the second model, are shown in Figure 27.11.
The lowest crossover frequency is obtained with the H∞ controller design with the unity model, which
allows for simple modeling and controller synthesis steps, but at the cost of reduced achievable crossover
frequencies due to the larger model uncertainty. With the H∞ controller design with the second order
model slightly higher crossover frequencies are achieved than with the independent controller design. At
low frequencies the off-diagonal terms in the output sensitivity So are reduced by both H∞ controllers
compared to the independent design. However, at higher frequencies f > 50 Hz, a better suppression of
the output disturbances is obtained with the independent controller design.

The three designed controllers are tested by means of experiments on the metrological AFM. For the
experiments a constant velocity setpoint of 125 nm/s is used in the slow scanning x-direction. In the
fast scanning y-direction a triangular shaped setpoint profile over a range of ±25 μm with a velocity of
25μm/s is used, that is, with a period-time of 4 s. The z-direction is controlled to a constant tip deflection.
The controller sampling frequency for the experiments equals fs = 2 kHz.

The measured sample topographies of the ZYGO interferometer in z-direction for the experiments with
all three controllers are shown in Figure 27.13 with the corresponding tracking errors of the control loop
in z-direction (using the photodetector). The small time shift between the measured sample topographies
is due to the absence of an absolute homing of the stage position. A clear difference between the measured
sample topographies by the three controllers can be seen at the time instants where the transitions
in the sample topography occur. A larger overshoot is obtained with the controller KI

H∞ due to the
lower crossover frequencies. The smallest overshoot is obtained with the H∞ controller KH∞ designed
with the second-order model. The root-mean-square (rms) values of the tracking errors from the three
experiments equal rms(ezKi )= 9.69 nm, rms(ezKI

H∞
)= 19.51 nm and rms(ezKH∞

)= 8.40 nm, respectively.

The cumulative power spectral densities (CPSDs), shown in the right axis of Figure 27.13, show the
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FIGURE 27.13 Measured sample topographies, errors and CPSDs of the errors of the experiments with the inde-
pendent/sequential controller design (dark gray, dashed), the H∞ controller design with identity model (light gray,
solid), and the H∞ controller design with the second-order model (black, solid).
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FIGURE 27.14 Measured sample topography with the independent/sequential controller design (top axis), the
H∞ controller design with identity model (middle axis), and the H∞ controller design with the second-order model
(bottom axis).
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differences in the tracking errors and the slight improvement obtained with KH∞ compared to Ki . For
frequency f →∞, the CPSDs converge to the squared rms values of the tracking errors.

The measured sample topographies of the experiments with the different controllers are plotted versus
the measured y position in Figure 27.14. All three experiments show a sample topography with a line
of approximately 1.5 μm wide and 300 nm high. However, the differences in overshoot by the different
controllers is clearly visible in the measured topographies. The best performance is obtained with the
norm-based controller KH∞ . The phase shift between the transitions in the sample topographies indicates
that the sample is slightly rotated under the AFM with respect to the scanning y direction, that is, the
sample is rotated on the stage around the z-axis [26].

Figure 27.15 shows the tracking errors of all three axes as obtained during the experiments with all
three controllers. At approximately 4.3 s a transition in the sample topography occurs. At this time instant
a clear oscillation in the tracking error ez in z-direction can be seen. The largest error ez is obtained with
the H∞ controller KI

H∞ (unity model) due to the lower crossover frequencies. The controllers Ki and
KH∞ reduce the error ez significantly. A slightly better performance is obtained with the norm-based
controller design with the second-order model KH∞ compared to the independent controller design Ki .
At the time instants of the transition in the sample topography a clear disturbance in the tracking error ex ,
that is, in the slow scanning x-direction, is visible and also slightly in ey of the fast scanning y-direction.
These errors are caused by the coupling between the axes.

At 5 s a turnaround point is present in the fast scanning y-direction, which leads to an increase in
the corresponding tracking error ey as can be seen in Figure 27.15. The smallest error is obtained with
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FIGURE 27.15 Errors in all DOFs of the metrological AFM of the experiments with the independent/sequential
controller design (dark gray, dashed), the H∞ controller design with identity model (light gray, solid), and the
H∞ controller design with the second-order model (black, solid).
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TABLE 27.3 Errors of all Axes for the

Different Controller Designs

Error Ki KI
H∞ KH∞

rms(ex) (nm) 9.10 11.23 10.06

rms(ey) (nm) 29.00 57.03 22.63

rms(ez ) (nm) 9.69 19.51 8.40

the norm-based controller KH∞ , followed by the independent design Ki and finally the largest error is
obtained with the norm-based controller KI

H∞ . The differences in error are caused by the differences in
the achieved crossover frequencies with the different controllers. At the time instant of the turnaround
point (5 s) also a small error increase is visible in ez , which is caused by coupling between the axes. In
x-direction the coupling effects are not visible since the error increase does not exceed the noise bound
of this axis.
The rms values of the errors of all axes are shown in Table 27.3 for all controller designs.

The CPSDs of the different errors of Figure 27.15 are shown in Figure 27.16. For frequency f →∞
the different CPSDs converge to the squared rms values of the error. It can be seen that in all three
axes the largest error is obtained with the norm-based design with the unity model, that is, with KI

H∞ .
In x-direction a slightly larger tracking error is obtained with the H∞ design KH∞ compared to the
independently designed Ki . For the y- and z-direction the norm-based controller design with the second-
order model KH∞ outperforms the independent designed Ki .
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FIGURE 27.16 PSDs of the errors of Figure 27.15; independent/sequential controller design (dark gray, dashed),
H∞ controller design with identity model (light gray, solid), and H∞ controller design with the second-order model
(black, solid).
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27.6 Conclusion

In this work we have shown typical control design tools, methods and industrial tips and tricks for motion
systems. A practical step-by-step procedure is proposed in order to make use of well-known industrial
practice of SISO loopshaping, while accounting for possible interaction in MIMO motion systems. In
addition to the feedback design, for motion the use of feedforward is crucial to realize the performance.

The fast amount of literature on model-based design hardly provides the means for engineers in
industry to successfully apply modern tools in practice. This chapter hopefully, bridges a gap between
classical loopshaping and MIMO control. Further developments are foreseen in the area of disturbance
modeling, because the notion of directionality is hardly used in MIMO shaping, as well as data-based
control, in which the FRF can directly be used to do norm-based control. Finally, the area of robust
control oriented closed-loop identification is a necessary way to go if high-performance motion systems
emerge and in particular if nonsquare plant are used, such as is the case with overactuation.
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28.1 Introduction

While there is a large body of literature [1] written on the application of controls to continous feed offset
printing, in this chapter we focus on cut-sheet digital production printers. For color digital production
printers, the control challenges are several orders of magnitude larger than those of black and white,
because they have to compete in the traditional continuous feed offset market, which demands high
quality at low cost. This chapter is written to give a glimpse of control systems used in these color
systems. We cover the design of complex algorithms by focusing our attention on system-level color
control loops and state-of-the-art algorithms, such as multi-input multi-output (MIMO) state feedback
(SF) with pole placement design, optimal controls, model predictive controls, and cooperative controls.
These algorithms operate on both digital and process actuators to produce high-quality prints, help to
reduce service cost, and provide a quick turn-around time. At the end of this chapter, we introduce some
opportunities for controls to further advance the system-level design.

28.1.1 Color Control Needs

The main differences between the digital and traditional offset printing technologies are the setup cost
and the ability to print variable data on demand; the former representing the main economic gap between
these technologies. The market decides between digital and offset technologies, based on variety of
factors, namely the performance in color accuracy and consistency, and the complexity and efficiency of
the associated workflow.

28-1
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28-2 Control System Applications

Workflow is a commonly used term that describes the various steps required all the way from receiving
the orders in a typical print shop to the production of a print job in finished form. It includes not only the
document creation and actual production steps, but also all the necessary supporting tasks. Within the
workflow, key steps include the document creation, viewing, and rendering, which are frequently called on
for any number of devices (e.g., displays, printers, scanners, and digital cameras) with similar or differing
technologies. This makes the job of color management and control more complex. At a fundamental level,
the color of the prints from any device should match the color that the user requested in their documents.
There are numerous phrases used to describe the requested color according to industry parlance. They
are target/desired/aim color and so on. To be able to reproduce the requested color, devices should
be capable of rendering color documents accurately so that the difference between the requested and
reproduced color is within the limits of human visual perception called just noticeable difference (JND).
Even if the process can produce stable color, the device may not be able to render color accurately. All the
color management and control technologies associated with manipulation of the image and the digital
values (at the system level) are aimed at producing accurate color. At a device level, there are process
control technologies that try to maintain the color on a print-to-print, job-to-job, machine-to-machine,
or device-to-device basis. Often, the color management and control technologies are blended to achieve a
common goal—high color accuracy and consistency. Thus, the purpose of color control is clear: to make
the color accurate and consistent across multiple prints and multiple devices, across a wide variety of
distributed and interconnected workflows.

28.2 System Overview

The printing stage normally involves: (1) a digital front end (DFE), and (2) a print engine. A detailed
description of the system can be found in [1]. Unlike the workstation, where processing by the user may
be independent of the print engine, a DFE or a network of DFEs, which may be from multiple vendors,
are used to convert the electronic job to CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, and black) form through a series
of image processing applications such as trapping, segmentation, rasterization, color management and
control, image resolution enhancement, and antialiasing. The resulting CMYK is specifically designed
and optimized for the associated color digital printing system. Multidimensional, industry standard
source profiles are used to transform images to device-independent form, for example, L∗a∗b∗, or SWOP
(Standard Web Offset Printing) files. L∗ defines lightness, a∗ corresponds to the red/green value, and
b∗ denotes the amount of yellow/blue, which corresponds to the way the human eye perceives color. A
neutral color is a color for which a∗ = b∗ = 0. In some cases, the transformation may be directly between
device-specific forms to printer-specific form. As such, the input document is transformed from its PDL
(Page Description Language) format such as PS (Post Script), PDF (Portable Document Format), or TIFF
(Tagged Image File Format) to CMYK color separations to be printed by the engine. For PS images, this
is done by first utilizing an interpreter, for example, a PS interpreter, to identify the commands found
in the PDL. An imaging module then generates a rasterized format of the PDL document at the correct
print engine resolution, for example, 600 dpi. The above is usually referred to as raster image processing
(RIP). During the RIP, color profiles, for example, ICC (International Color Consortium) comprising
of multidimensional lookup tables (LUT) are applied, which transform the color from RGB to CMYK
separations with L∗a∗b∗ as an internal device-independent space, which the user does not see. Control
functions required to optimize the color accuracy are typically applied inside the DFE, in particular inside
the multidimensional profiles.

When it comes to the print engine, in a typical EP (electro-photographic) printing process, the mate-
rial state, that is, state of toner and EP process, affects the print quality and stability of color. Color
is also affected by the type of media stocks (e.g., coated, uncoated, textured, smooth, and speciality),
sheet-to-sheet differences, temperature and humidity of the environment, process and material aging,
and wear in drives etc. Print engine architectures used for imaging four color separations [2], and the
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Color Controls: An Advanced Feedback System 28-3

basic steps of the process, for example, in the EP process, charge/recharge, expose, develop, transfer,
fuse, and clean, contribute a varying degree of complexity to controlling the stability of color. Tighter
requirements for image registration between separations for simplex and duplex printing and varying
paper motions at various regions in the paper path make the process controls even more difficult.

28.2.1 Process Physics

The EP printing process is a unique discipline that incorporates domain-specific concepts from the
physical sciences and engineering. There are at least six fundamental steps to monochrome digital print-
ing based on EP process that are available in the literature. Color digital printing, which may be car-
ried out in several different architectures, involves different combinations of these steps. One of those
architectures is illustrated in Figure 28.1. As shown, the photoconductor is charged in the charging sta-
tion, and the electrostatic latent image is formed on the photoconductor in the exposure station. Then,
in the next step, the latent image is rendered into a real visible image on the photoconductor in the
development station using an electrostatically charged toner cloud. The developed latent image is trans-
ferred to the media in a transfer station. The toner particles of the transferred image are fused to the
media via heat and pressure in the fusing station. Finally, the residual toner on the photoconductor
is removed in the cleaning station. While each of the six stations of the EP process is critical to dig-
ital printing, we generally ignore the cleaning station when modeling the process physics for control
purposes.

28.2.2 Models

Developing a complete model of the printer for the purpose of color control is very difficult. There
are two fundamental approaches to color modeling: (1) empirical or interpolation-based approaches
that treat the device as a black box and (2) analytical or first principle approaches that attempt to
characterize the device color response using analytical functions that have physical connection to the
process. Both approaches are capable of predicting the color response of the device for a variety of input
images.

Empirical or interpolation-based methods are generally measurement intensive and require the use
of a large set of experimentally generated input and output data. These models may contain LUTs or
parameterized analytical functions that fit the data.

Accurate first-principle models (so-called “white box” models) are not available for all kinds of imaging
devices. The complexity of the models, errors in capturing the actual physical process in the presence of

Charge
Expose

Non-contacting
electrostatic voltmeter (ESV)

Develop

Develop

Optical
sensor

Media
transport

Fuse

Clean

FIGURE 28.1 A typical electrophotographic print engine with a drum photoconductor.
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device drift over time, light-scattering effects, and many other uncertainties associated with the physical
device and media make it impossible to accurately model the device in a reasonable period of time.
In [1] (Chapter 10), a more elaborate, parameterized nonlinear spectral model of the printing system
that incorporates reasonable abstractions of the process is described. This can help us inject meaning-
ful timevarying effects into the system. The five key EP process steps are modeled as nonlinear localized
transfer functions (LTF) with the actuators as the inputs, and sensed or measured parameters as the
outputs. The LTF models capture only the local aspect of the color “dot printer.” The spatial aspects
(i.e., dot growth, dot spread, edge enhancement) of these processes are then captured using modulation
transfer function (MTF) models. With this sequential approach, we first develop the underlying physics
of the processes used for modeling a colored dot that is fundamental to the creation of digital images for
color process. The process models are then cascaded in sequence, where the output of one process model
becomes the input to the next one. The dot spread is then modeled using a halftoning strategy and MTFs
of the key segments of the EP process. These models are used for designing feedback controllers for each
of the major subsystems, such as controllers for generating multidimensional profiles, to understand their
interactions, manage the complexity of the system through careful design of control loops, and achieve
the overall system objective.

Controllers for digital color printing are typically designed using an empirical approach. Since our
focus is on the design of control algorithms, we have limited the use of process models for the validation
of the controller performance on a nonlinear printing system.

28.3 Color Controls: A Modern Feedback Approach

To understand the control approach for reproducing color accurately and consistently, let us take a simple
case of spot color reproduction.

28.3.1 Spot Color Control

A spot color is any color generated by the CMYK colorants when printed on paper. Spot colors can purely
be one separation or mixed (known as spot color emulation). Marketing collaterals, direct mail, catalogs,
business cards, and design documents are applications where spot colors are used.

Some printer companies that produce spot colors use a manual approach to adjust the device CMYK
separations prior to RIP. For example, the document creator may select a Pantone� color for application
in specific areas through a user interface on a printing device or computer monitor. The Pantone color
can be described in a device-independent coordinate space like L∗a∗b∗ or the Pantone-provided CMYK
recipe for a selected printer. A hardcopy sample of the chosen Pantone spot color would normally be
available for comparision with a printed spot color. Prior to processing the document in the DFE with
the right recipe, the operator has the option of using a spot color editor to manually enter an alternative
CMYK recipe. The editing function may need to be repeated if the first print does not meet the accuracy
goals. It can take several iterations of the print-view-adjust process to find the right CMYK .

This kind of manual work process presents various problems, which include operator errors associated
with the manual adjustments of the CMYK combinations. Accordingly, modifications to the CMYK
values may result in more variability in the output color. Correct CMYK combinations may never be
found even after repeated attempts by skilled operators. Below, we present how a control theory approach
can be very effective for this type of work process assuming that an inline or offline color measurement
device is available.

An automatic color feedback control approach can be more effective than the manual one. In an
automatic approach, for the first iteration, the sensor returns a measurement of printed color, that is,
L∗a∗b∗ values, for some nominal CMYK recipe. This recipe can be obtained from a device model or from
the Pantone supplied recipe if the spot color is from the Pantone color library. Control algorithms will
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compute the next CMYK recipe by comparing the measured L∗a∗b∗ values to the desired L∗a∗b∗ values.
These iterations can be continued until a minimum error is reached between the measured and desired
color values. There is always a possibility that the iterative control loop will become unstable and the
output color will move away from the desired color in successive iterations. However, as we describe next,
the iterative process can be made stable via a properly designed control algorithm. For validation, the
iterations can be carried out directly on a printer or on the printer model when it accurately represents
the printer.

28.3.1.1 State Model

The CMYK to L∗a∗b∗ printing process is a MIMO dynamic system. For the purpose of spot color control,
the dynamics are captured in the print-to-print cycle. Here we present a linear state variable model of
the color printing process that can be used for designing stable feedback controllers. Process variation
generally occurs at many print cycles, hence, it is incorporated as uncertainities in the system.

For the purpose of controlling a single spot color, let the color system be represented by a black
box to show inputs and outputs as shown in Figure 28.2. The vector V represents small deviations
in CMYK , which is used during iterations. The sum of the nominal CMYK values and the vector V
corresponds to the spot color recipe used for printing at any given iteration cycle. Measured L∗a∗b∗
values are shown by the vector x. As mentioned above, nominal CMYK values can be obtained from
one of the following methods: (1) using the inverse of a coarse printer model, (2) based on skills and
understanding for the desired reference L∗a∗b∗ values, or (3) using a previously determined spot color
recipe (from a multidimensional profile table or the Pantone color library). Once the nominal CMYK
values are chosen, the problem of finding the correct CMYK values becomes an iterative search for the
best V vector by printing, measuring L∗a∗b∗ values, comparing the measured with the reference L∗a∗b∗
values, and processing the error in a feedback controller to generate the next V .

We need an appropriate error-processing algorithm (or a controller) so that the iterations con-
verge and common closed-loop performance criteria (i.e., fast convergence time—one to two iterations,
zero/minimal steady-state errors, no transient overshoot response, low sensitivity to changes in system,
large stability bounds etc.) is met.

The design of the error-processing algorithm requires theoretical knowledge of MIMO control systems
[3]. Considering the printer input–output characteristics as linear, we first develop a state model for the
open-loop system of Figure 28.2. The input–output characteristic is generally true at the nominal CMYK
values (see Figure 28.3 for the case where we only consider CMY values for simplicity). At the nominal
CMYK inputs, a first-order finite-difference equation (with dependence on the print number) represents
the open-loop color system. If k is the print number (more appropriately called the iteration number), then
the open-loop system equation for a single spot color is written in terms of the Jacobian—the first-order
sensitivity matrix relating the output and input values—which is given by:

x(k+ 1)= BV (k)+ xo (28.1)

+V Printing
system Sensor

x

Nominal
CMYK

Patches Measured or
estimated using

a model

FIGURE 28.2 Diagram representing an open-loop system for a four-color CMYK printing system.
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FIGURE 28.3 Diagram representing L∗a∗b∗ values when C is varied at constant M and Y with K = 0.
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CMYK .
When the open-loop system of Figure 28.2 is closed with a controller (see Figure 28.4), a state-space

model for the closed-loop system is obtained. Here, the gain matrix K and the integrator comprise the
controller for the iterative loop. The input to the integrator is denoted by the vector u(k).

Using this formulation, the integrator can be modeled as follows:

V (k)= V (k− 1)+ u(k) (28.2)

Substituting Equation 28.2 into Equation 28.1, the open-loop equation becomes,

x(k+ 1)= B[V (k− 1)+ u(k)]+ xo (28.3)

K Integrator

Nominal
CMYK

Printer Sensor
+ –

+Setpoint
L*a*b*

e u V x

Measured L*a*b*

FIGURE 28.4 Closed loop with a gain and integrator as the error-processing controller.
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Color Controls: An Advanced Feedback System 28-7

Now we go through some algebraic simplification to derive an augmented open-loop state equation
with an explicitly introduced integrator. Consider the representation of Equation 28.1 for the kth print,
which is shown below:

x(k)= B V(k− 1)+ xo (28.4)

If the Jacobian matrix is invertible, which is not always true at the gamut boundaries, Equation 28.4
can be written as follows:

V (k− 1)= B−1 x(k)−B−1 xo (28.5)

Substituting Equation 28.5 in Equation 28.3 we obtain a state-space representation

x(k+ 1)= B[B−1x(k)−B−1xo+ u(k)]+ xo (28.6)

Further reducing Equation 28.6 leads to the standard state-space representation

x(k+ 1)= Ax(k)+Bu(k) (28.7)

y(k)= Cx(k)

where the system matrix A and the output matrix C are both identity matrices. The output Equation 28.7
is same as the states. Clearly, the output values for nominal CMYK inputs are not present in the final-state
equation, due to cancellations. If the printer drifts during the time between calibration prints, then xo

will not be the same, resulting in no cancellations. On the other hand, we can still lump the drifts as
uncertainties in the model, because the first approximation of the system with the Jacobian matrix, B,
captures major system input–output characteristic needed to stabilize the feedback loop.

It is important to note here that the model described by Equation 28.7 is only applicable to controlling
a single desired color as the Jacobian matrix is different for different colors. However, the Jacobian may
not differ much between different printers, because, on the whole, the gradient of output colors with
respect to the primaries tends to behave consistently between systems.

Even though the spot color control model is simple, a practical algorithm must be used to achieve
high-quality color reproduction for colors inside and outside the gamut. The following steps represent
one such algorithm:

1. Determine whether the spot color targets are inside or outside the device gamut.
2. If they are outside the gamut, then map the out-of-gamut colors to printable colors that are on the

surface or within the gamut using an appropriate gamut-mapping algorithm and determine new
target values for the mapped colors.

3. Select an appropriate gray component replacement (GCR), that is, black addition (more on this can
be found in Chapter 7 of [1]), for the target values.

4. Apply a closed-loop control algorithm for the GCR constrained set in step 3.
5. Select the best recipe out of the multiple iteration steps.

A tricolor GCR is preferred for spot colors, since it improves color accuracy by holding one of the
separations at zero. This approach enables a unique recipe for each spot color, which results in the best
visual match across devices. For a tricolor GCR, the four-color printer gamut is represented as a composite
of the tricolor gamut subclasses, wherein each gamut subclass consists of a subset of three-color gamuts.
Selected spot color targets are assigned to one of the gamut subclasses to calculate the CMYK recipe for a
given spot color target. An example of a tricolor gamut class consists of four gamut classes, CMY−L∗a∗b∗,
CYK−L∗a∗b∗, CMK−L∗a∗b∗, MYK−L∗a∗b∗.

Two major types of closed-loop algorithms are: (1) a gradient-based and (2) SF-based. These algorithms
can be used to find the recipe once a suitable tricolor gamut class has been chosen and, if required, after an
appropriate gamut-mapping algorithm is applied when the spot color targets are outside the device gamut.
The iteratively clustered interpolation (ICI) algorithm [4] is an example of a gradient-based optimization
method, where the initial points are generated through an iterative technique. In this section, we focus
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28-8 Control System Applications

on spot color control using the SF controller. The SF controller can be applied to spot color reproduction
with or without GCR constraints.

28.3.1.2 State Feedback with Pole-Placement Design

In this section, we show how the state-space model shown in Equation 28.7 can be used for reproducing
spot color recipes in terms of the CMYK colorants as determined by control systems. The error between
the measured L∗a∗b∗ values and the corresponding set-point colors is multiplied by the gain matrix,
K (note: this K is different from the primary K in the four-color CMYK colorants), to produce a small
correction to the nominal CMYK values. The gain matrix can be designed using MIMO pole-placement or
MIMO Optimal Control methods described in [1]. The integrator integrates the weighted error between
the desired and the measured L∗a∗b∗ values. Accordingly, from Figure 28.4, the control vector can be
written as:

u(k)= Ke(k) (28.8)

The error vector e(k), which is the difference between the target L∗a∗b∗ values and the measured
L∗a∗b∗ values for a single color. Estimated L∗a∗b∗ values are used when iterations are carried out on
a model instead of the printer. Iterations can occur until the error is less than a predetermined value.
Iterations are stopped after achieving the accuracy limits. Sometimes the CMYK values from a previous
set of iterations (also called the “best actuators” depending on the algorithm) are used when determining
the best colorant recipe for a given spot color. If a pole-placement algorithm is used to calculate the
gain matrix K , the number of required iterations can be adjusted via the pole values. For pole locations[
0 0 0

]
, satisfactory error can be reached in one iteration (dead beat control), assuming that the

print engine has not drifted too far away from the state it was in at the time the printer Jacobian was
characterized.

28.3.1.3 Linear Quadratic Regulator Design

A MIMO gain matrix can also be computed using the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) design. The LQR
design offers additional freedom to constrain the CMYK values, thus offering additional GCR capability.
For example, if a spot color can be reproduced only with CMY separations, and we have not assigned
the gamut classes, then a constraint can be injected to suppress the K separation. The Linear Quadratic
Controller, for such a GCR constrained operation, minimizes a selected quadratic objective function for
single color, that is, a node color, over the iteration length, N , which is shown below:

J = 1

2

N−1∑

k=0

[
x�(k)Qx(k)+ u�(k)Ru(k)

]
(28.9)

where x(k) is the state vector containing the L∗a∗b∗ values and u(k) is the input or actuator vector
for a four-color system. In this problem, the single color is modeled using the state-space formulation
described above using the printer model (or printer) with 4 inputs and 3 outputs. A 3× 4 Jacobian matrix,
B, characterizes the system, which is used in conjunction with Equation 28.9 to derive the gain matrix for
each spot color.

For example, if the goal is to minimize the error vector between the target vector containing node
L∗a∗b∗ values and the vector formed by L∗a∗b∗ values from the printer, then the objective function could
be formed with the sums of the squares of the weighted error vector. Additionally, the sums of the squares
of the CMYK values (actuators) can be included in the objective function to appropriately weigh the
desired actuator. Next, we shall describe the application of LQR design with the intention to suppress
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Color Controls: An Advanced Feedback System 28-9

black (i.e., the K separation). The Q and R matrices can be designed as follows:

Q = diag
[
q1 q2 q3

]

R = diag
[
r1 r2 r3 α

]
(28.10)

α= wr+ ε

Note that the R matrix includes α, the weight used to suppress black. This factor is a function of the
variable w which is designed a priori based on the spot color and the device gamut. The constant r is a
scale parameter and ε is chosen small, for example, equal to 0.22, to ensure that the R matrix is always
positive definite for all spot colors. For some colors, the weight profile, w, is equal to zero. For those
colors, there is a risk of violating the positive definiteness condition if nonzero ε is not used. We use fixed
values for the other variables r1, r2, r3; however, these values can be varied to adjust K suppression. For
example, when the user finds excessive black in the neutrals, they can change the values for the variable ri

(anywhere between 0 and 100). The gain matrix equation is obtained using the approach described in [1
(Chapter 7),5], and the principle of optimality over the iteration interval 1 to N and can be found in [6].
We show the final equations below.

The gain matrix equation is described by:

K(k)= [
R+B�P(k+ 1)B

]−1B�P(k+ 1)A (28.11)

The recursive equation is defined as:

P(k)= A�P(k+ 1)A−A�P(k+ 1)B
[
R+B�P(k+ 1)B

]−1B�P(k+ 1)A+Q

and the boundary condition is given by P(N)= 0 and K(N)= 0. It turns out that the state-space model
for each spot color has an A matrix that is equal to the identity matrix.

28.3.1.4 Model Predictive Controller (MPC)

To achieve the best visual match for spot colors, it is important to minimize the perceptual color-
difference function, that is, ΔE2000—a color-difference formula defined by CIE ([1]: Appendix A),
between the target and measured spot color L∗a∗b∗ values for a preset planning or a predictive horizon
over the iteration length. The SF algorithm with Pole-placement or LQR design minimizes the Euclidean
Norm (ΔE) between the target and measured spot color L∗a∗b∗ values. At each iteration, the MPC selects
the best gain matrix minimizing ΔE2000 color differences. The best gain matrix then becomes the gain
matrix actively used during iteration. This approach has many advantages when compared to the methods
described in Sections 28.3.1.2 and 28.3.1.3. Some of the advantages are as follows:

1. It defines better the performance (cost) function regarding the minimization. For example, the min-
imization of the ΔE2000 criteria during an iteration is important for producing the best perceptual
matching for a spot color particularly one outside the gamut but not too far away from the gamut
surface. Also, for spot colors on the device gamut, we can include the minimization of control energy
(i.e., the energy used during each iteration) in a nonlinear performance function as opposed to a
quadratic function in the LQR design, in addition to including theΔE2000 criteria.

2. It enables the use of predictive/planning horizon during iterations. At each iteration in the spot
color algorithm, we can further discretize the computation of the gain matrices to find the one
that minimizes the performance criteria, thus creating a convergence behavior. This control is often
needed for a printer with halftone noise and drift [7].

3. It enables computation of the printer Jacobian and hence the gain matrices during each iteration,
which makes the system more adaptive. Note that the use of more accurate printer models, for
example, determined inline with sensors, can further improve the adaptation performance [8].
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28-10 Control System Applications

4. Trade-offs between control energy and ΔE2000 criteria can be easily obtained by adjusting the
weighting factors. This is particularly useful for the control of in-gamut spot colors to on-gamut or
near boundary spot colors, where on-gamut boundary spot colors can be set to use minimal control
energy without leading to instabilities.

5. It allows faster convergence to the desiredΔE2000 values when compared with other methods.
6. It enables accurate spot color control for arbitrary spot colors as in matching hardcopy proofs with a

nonstandard spot color library (i.e., custom-defined spot color library by print shop owners).
7. It provides an improved convergence rate (i.e., the number of iterations to reach theΔE2000 criteria)

during iteration, which can reduce the number of iterations and printed spot color samples.
8. Potential opportunities exist to include additional components in the performance criteria. For exam-

ple, optimization for reduced toner usage. This becomes significant when the number of spot colors
increases and the area coverage used by some of the spot colors is high.

The MPC algorithms can be used to obtain the minimization of (1) theΔE2000 color-difference values,
(2) the minimization of the control energy of the actuators, or (3) a compromise between (1) and (2). By
selecting the optimization criterion in (1), the designer seeks to minimize the error between the desired
color and the measured color. When the criterion (2) is used, the error between the desired color and the
measured one is still reduced but at the expense of minimizing the control energy. The implementation
of (3) seeks to balance the goals of (1) and (2). It is important to point out that the minimization of the
error as well as the control energy results in an “optimal” controller.

Here ideas from [9] are taken to define our nomenclature and the problem we want to solve. A survey
of MPC can be found in [10]. Let k denote the iteration number. Let

y(k+ 1)= f (x(k), u(k), d(k))= [
L∗k+1 a∗k+1 b∗k+1

]� ∈ -3

be the outputs (the L∗a∗b∗measurements at iteration k+ 1) obtained by a sensor or printer model, where
f is a smooth function of the states x(k) ∈ -4 (i.e., any combination of colors taken from CMYK), u(k) is

the control input, and d(k) is a white-noise signal. Let r ∈ -3 be the reference
[
L∗r a∗r b∗r

]�
values at

iteration k. We define the tracking error as

e(k+ j)= [
L∗r a∗r b∗r

]� − y(k+ j)

Our goal is to develop a planning strategy that generates a sequence of control inputs that minimize e(k)
for all k. Denote

ui[k, N] = ui(k, 0), ui(k, 1), ui(k, 2), . . . , ui(k, N − 1)

as the sequence of control inputs of the ith plan of length N . Each plan i is formed by a set of control
inputs generated by a SF controller computed for a specific printer Jacobian and set of pole locations.
The printer Jacobian is computed online using a stored printer model. Pole locations are assigned to each
iteration using pole-placement design.

We use the discrete model
ym(j+ 1)= fm(xm(j), u(j))

for j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 ( j is the estimation iteration index for plan i) in our simulations and let yi
m(k, j) be

the jth estimated output value generated at time k using the control input ui[k, N]. To see how the control
input ui[k, N] of plan i affects our system, we project the behavior of the system output at iteration k for
j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, that is,

yi
m(k, j+ 1)= fm(xm(k, j), ui(k, j))

as well as the system states

xi
m(k, j+ 1)= Ixi

m(k, j)+Ki(j)ei(k, j) (28.12)

where xi
m(k, j) is the jth estimated state values of plan i at iteration k, I ∈ -4 is the identity matrix, Ki(j) is

the ith gain matrix used for the entire projection, and ei(k, j) is the jth estimated tracking error of plan i
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Color Controls: An Advanced Feedback System 28-11

at iteration k. It is to be noted here that xi
m(k, j), are the CMYK estimated values, whereas yi

m(k, j) are the
estimated L∗a∗b∗ values from the printer model. To evaluate the performance of each plan i, we define
the cost function as

J(ui[k, N])= w1

N−1∑

j=0

(Ei(k+ j))2+w2

N−1∑

j=0

∥
∥ui(k, j)

∥
∥2

(28.13)

where

Ei(k+ j)=ΔE2000
([

L∗r a∗r b∗r
]�

, yi
m(k+ j)

)

ui(k, j)= Ki(j)
([

L∗r a∗r b∗r
]� − yi

m(k+ j)
)

and ‖a‖ is the 2-norm of a vector a. The variables w1 and w2 are positive constants that scale the color-
difference formula and the control energy, respectively, and they can be used to put more emphasis on
(1) the color difference, (2) the control energy of the actuators used to track the color difference, or (3)
achieving a compromise between (1) and (2).

To select the best plan, we compute

i∗ = arg mini J(ui[k, N]) (28.14)

at each iteration k. Then, the control input u(k)= ui∗ (k, 0) is applied to the system (i.e., the first input
from the “best” control input).

Next, we show the performance of the MIMO MPC defined here. We compare these results to the
ones generated by a MIMO SF controller. For each color, we consider that one delta value of the Jacobian
equals 0.2 and one pole location equals 0.3 for the design of the SF controller. These are common values
used in the prior art design of this type of controller. On the other hand, for the MIMO MPC method, we
consider 20 delta values linearly spaced in the range [0.02 0.2] and 25 pole locations linearly spaced in the
range [0 0.8]. All combinations of the delta values and the pole locations are used to compute both the
printer Jacobians and the gain matrices (via pole-placement). Notice that the MPC considers the behavior
of 500 controllers (gain matrices) at each iteration k. Furthermore, the MPC projects the performance
of each controller over a horizon of length N . Then, the MPC chooses u(k) according to the result from
Equation 28.14. For all the simulations below, we let N = 10, w1 = 1, and w2 = 0 so that we only focus
on minimizing the cost of the color-difference formula.

The reference spot color target values are:

[
L∗r a∗r b∗r

]� = [
79.61 −8.92 −22.06

]

To evaluate the controller performance, we perturb the initial CMYK values to
[
105 5 38 0

]
, which

corresponds to a ΔE2000 spot color error of 7.21. It is worthwhile to mention that we use a numerical
printer model in our simulation to obtain

[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]
values given by CMYK at any iteration k.

Figure 28.5 shows the
[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]
values obtained by both the SF and MPC for 10 iterations. Note that

the MPC locks in the reference
[
L∗r a∗r b∗r

]
values by its second iteration, whereas the SF controller

requires four iterations. The correspondingΔE2000 values are shown in Figure 28.6. MPC performance
surpasses SF (see Figure 28.7) by dynamically selecting (for each iteration) the “best” gain matrix from
the available gain matrices pool. Note that the selected controller may not be the optimal one, because we
are not considering all the possible combinations of the delta CMYK and poles location values. However,
it is not practical to consider all possible combinations for every digital count, since such an approach
would computationally be very expensive, compromising the time required to generate a control input.
Figures 28.8 and 28.9 show the shapes of the cost function defined in Equation 28.13 for the first and
second iterations, respectively. Note how the best gain matrix is determined based on the available costs
and observe the difference between the cost function values obtained from the MPC and SF. Also, notice
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Target vs. estimated L*

No. of iterations

Target vs. estimated a*

Target vs. estimated b*

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

80

79

78

77

–8

–10

–12

–14

–10

–15

–20

–25

Target L*
L*(SF)
L* (MPC)

Target L*
L*(SF)
L* (MPC)

Target L*
L*(SF)
L* (MPC)

FIGURE 28.5 Reference
[
L∗r a∗r b∗r

]
and

[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]
values obtainedbySFcontrollerandMPC(w1= 1,w2= 0).

how the cost function values decreased considerably by the second iteration as a consequence of applying
an “optimal” control input during the first iteration.

Figures 28.8 and 28.9 also provide useful information which can be used to decide the ranges and
resolutions for the delta CMYK and poles location values. For instance, if the MIMO MPC method is
only used for the spot color considered in this case study, then it would be more beneficial to consider
less than 20 delta values in the range

[
0.001 0.18

]
and less than 25 poles location values within the range

ΔE2000 values

State-feedback
MPC

No. of iterations
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

FIGURE 28.6 ΔE2000 values obtained by SF and MPC (w1 = 1, w2 = 0).
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No. of iterations
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Δ CMY values selected
0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0

Pole values selected
1.0

0.5

0

–0.5

–1.0

FIGURE 28.7 Jacobian delta CMYK and pole locations values selected by the MPC (w1 = 1, w2 = 0).

Cost function

Cost function (zoomed in)

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

0.2 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.1 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02Δ for Jacobian Poles location

100
80
60
40
20

0
0.22 0.2 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.1 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02

6

4

2

0

FIGURE 28.8 Cost function values (w1 = 1, w2 = 0) for each Jacobian delta and pole location at the first iteration.
The gray “*” at the lower left side of the bottom-plot represents the cost for the MPC method, whereas the gray ‘o’ at
the upper left side represents the cost for the SF one.
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Cost function

Cost function (zoomed in)

Δ for Jacobian Poles location
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

0.2 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.1 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02

0.22 0.2 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.1 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

0

× 10–3

0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

0

FIGURE 28.9 Cost function values (w1 = 1, w2 = 0) for each Jacobian delta and pole location at the second iteration.
The gray “*” at the lower right side of the bottom-plot represents the cost for the MPC method whereas the gray ‘o’ at
the upper left side represents the cost for the SF one.

[
0 0.1

]
. However, when controlling colors are scattered along the entire gamut, it is probably more

convenient to use the delta CMYK and poles location ranges listed above. Therefore, both the ranges
and the resolutions of the delta CMYK and poles location values could be conveniently used as design
parameters for the colors to be controlled via the MIMO MPC method.

Now we show the effect of considering the control energy, by setting the weight variable w2 = 300.
This time the MPC also emphasizes on the control energy and hence tries to avoid abrupt changes in
the u(k) values. This can be seen in Figure 28.10, which shows that the MPC increases the selected pole
locations until a final steady value is reached. By increasing the poles location values, the MPC tries
to be less aggressive by avoiding abrupt changes in the u(k) values. Comparing the results obtained in
Figure 28.10 with the ones obtained in Figure 28.7; the consideration of control energy (w2 = 300) is
evident. Furthermore, notice that the decay rate of theΔE2000 values in Figure 28.6 is lower than the one
in Figure 28.11 since the MPC does not allow abrupt changes in the control inputs. It should be clear that
weight parameters can be optimized in order to achieve a desired controller performance during iteration,
particularly for spot colors near or on the boundary. In Figures 28.12 and 28.13 additional simulation
results are shown for four spot colors with

[L∗r a∗r b∗r ]� = [90 0 96],
[L∗r a∗r b∗r ]� = [22 −2 −31],
[L∗r a∗r b∗r ]� = [24 −20 −22], and

[L∗r a∗r b∗r ]� = [54 −64 28]
Clearly, the multigain algorithm presented in this section outperforms the single controller SF method.
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No. of iterations

Δ CMY values selected

Pole values selected

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0.20
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0.05

0

0.22
0.20
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.10

FIGURE 28.10 Jacobian delta and poles location values selected by the MPC when w1 = 1, w2 = 300.

28.3.2 1D, 2D, 3D Control: For Rendering High Quality Images

28.3.2.1 Introduction

The control approaches applied to achieve accurate spot color can be extended to create a one-dimensional
(1D) gray balance or a single separation tone reproduction curve (TRC), as well as two or three-
dimensional (2D or 3D) transforms to enable accurate rendering of images. 1D tone curves or 2D/3D
LUTs are generally implemented in the DFE, which applies a transformation to the image pixels to match

ΔE2000 values

No. of iterations

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

State-feedback 
MPC 

FIGURE 28.11 ΔE2000 values obtained by SF and MPC for w1 = 1, w2 = 300.
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ΔE2000 values
6

5

4

3

2

1

0

ΔE2000 values
SF
MPC

SF
MPC

No. of iterations

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

No. of iterations
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

FIGURE 28.12 ΔE2000 values obtained by SF and MPC for w1 = 1, w2 = 300 for two additional spot colors [Notice
the steady state error is lower in MPC when compared to SF].

them to electronic input or to a printed document from a reference device, such as an offset printer or a
proofer. Below, we provide a brief description of the 1D, 2D, and 3D transforms, and describe some new
algorithms that are not disclosed in [1].

28.3.2.2 1D Channel-Wise Linearization

In the channel independent 1D calibration, each primary color (called channel, e.g., C, M, Y ,) is inde-
pendently linearized. Through linearization, we would like to make theΔE obtained by measuring color
from paper to be linear with respect to area coverage. The calibration begins by printing each primary at
different digital counts between the minimum (0) and maximum (255) values with the other primaries
held at zero. With 1D linearization, the channel-linearized printer can emulate an ideal printer which has
the characteristic of linearizedΔE from paper. TheΔE from paper is the Euclidean norm between target
color and the paper white in the device-independent color space (L∗a∗b∗). TheΔE2000 metric is another
potential metric for the paper-based 1D channel-wise calibration. The 1D channel-wise linearization
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FIGURE 28.13 ΔE2000 values obtained by SF and MPC for w1 = 1, w2 = 300 for another two additional spot
colors. [Notice the steady-state error is lower in MPC when compared to SF].
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Color Controls: An Advanced Feedback System 28-17

creates four 1D tone curves; C′ = fc(C), M ′ = fm(M), Y ′ = fy(Y ), K ′ = fk(K), that map the input CMYK
to the device C′M ′Y ′K ′ for every digital count.

28.3.2.3 1D Gray Balance Calibration

Depending on the device, the 1D channel-wise linearization may not give sufficient color linearization
when primaries are mixed at different proportions. Hence, another 1D gray balance calibration procedure
is introduced. In some devices 1D channel-wise linearization is followed by 1D gray balance calibration
to further linearize the device to color. A 1D gray balance calibration is a process by which 1D TRCs are
produced for each color separation (e.g., CMY with K held equal to 0) using a measurement of output
color near neutral.

There are many definitions of gray balance. We use the equivalent neutral gray balance to introduce the
approach. This means, for example, when the input digital count of C =M = Y = 40 (in a 8-bit digital
imaging system) is used to print a color, the printed color is a gray color with L∗ = 100− (100/255) ∗ 40=
84.3 and a∗ = b∗ = 0. The K separation does not come into this definition. For a device to be considered
as “gray balanced,” the three 1D transformations, C′ = gc(C), M ′ = gm(M), and Y ′ = gy(Y ), are required.
These functions map the input CMY to the device C′M ′Y ′ for every digital count. These are called gray
balanced TRCs. For the K separation, a 1D mapping function K ′ = fk(K), similar to 1D channel-wise lin-
earization is introduced, which effectivly linearizes the K separation channel forΔE with respect to paper.

28.3.2.4 2D Calibration

The 1D calibration is limited to color balancing the printer to one of the color axes (e.g., equivalent
neutral gray) or can be used to achieve a linearized response with respect to paper as in 1D channel-wise
linearization. In 2D calibration, three 2D TRCs are constructed as: C′ = f1(C, M+Y ), M ′ = f1(M, C+Y ),
Y ′ = f1(Y , C+M). For example, the Cyan output C′is a function of input Cyan and sum of input Magenta
and Yellow. The advantage of 2D calibration over 1D is that we obtain good control over five-color axes
per primary. By controlling the gray axis, we can achieve good gray balance; controlling the Cyan primary
axis, we can achieve channel independent linearization. By controlling other axes such as primary to
black, we can linearize the printer along those axes, achieving better control of the printer gamut. The
process of linearization along these axes is similar to the channel-independent linearization.

28.3.2.5 3D or Multidimensional Profiles

A 3D or multidimensional profile LUT is a destination profile, which is a GCR constrained, gamut mapped
LUT, which transforms the device-independent color L∗a∗b∗ or XYZ to device-specific CMYK space.
Generally, most photographic quality images are created in RGB space. To reproduce the RGB image
accurately on a four-color printer, the RGB triplets for every pixel must be transformed to the device
CMYK space. Normally, this is done using LUTs. A source profile LUT is a three-to-three transformation
from RGB color space to device independent L∗a∗b∗ color space. If CMYK images are to be rendered, then
the source profile is a four-to-three transformation from the source CMYK space to a device-independent
L∗a∗b∗ space. Accordingly, a combination of source and destination LUTs are used to tranform the images
to the device CMYK space.

Multidimensional profile LUTs provide the capability and architecture to develop good transforma-
tions to match the printed color to a proofing device for all the colors, assuming the colors are within the
common intersection gamut. A multidimensional profile LUT has finite nodes for which device CMYK
values are calculated during the profile creation stage. Input image files with color pixels not on the nodes
are interpolated. In an ICC image path architecture, the profiles provide simple linear interpolation with
limited resolution for processing pixels at high speed. Color pixels not on the ICC profile node are linearly
interpolated to obtain their values.

To build a good multidimensional LUT, one must find the right CMYK formulation for each color
(or node) to produce a satisfying printout of the target image/document. To be successful, one must
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correctly choose: (1) the number of nodes per LUT, (2) the formulations (called GCRs or constraints on
CMYK choice), (3) the gamut mapping algorithms for out-of-gamut colors, (4) the inversion algorithms,
and (5) the printer models. For the inversion process, each node of the profile LUT can be regarded as
a spot color with the desired values specified in the device-independent color L∗a∗b∗ or XYZ. A GCR
constrained inverse can be carried out using the spot color control approach for each of the node colors by
iterating on a printer model or by iterating on a printer. Detailed description of the underlying algorithms
are provided in Chapter 7 of [1]. Below, we share additional algorithms applied to GCR constrained
inversion and gamut-mapping functions.

28.3.2.6 GCR Constrained Inverse---Cooperative Control Strategy

For high-quality printing, 3D profile LUTs are generally of dimensionality 33× 33× 33 or smaller, and
typically involve a transformation from L∗a∗b∗ to a CMYK device space with values available at every node.
This means 35937 nodes must be populated with device CMYK values. Multidimensional interpolation
methods are used for finding the device values that are not on the nodes. Image files often have millions
of pixels and a large number of those pixels are not on a node. Hence, the interpolation methods have to
be simple and fast.

The nodes are selected based on a strategy to maximize the inversion accuracy for the interpolated
colors. A GCR strategy is required to obtain pleasing color with an appropriate choice of separations for
lighter colors. GCR provides a method to substitute K (black) for CMY mixtures when rendering a given
color. This substitution results in an extension of the darker region of the gamut by changing lightness (or
darkness) when compared to printers without a K separation. It helps to reproduce shadows, gray areas,
and muted tones in images. Other benefits of introducing K are the resulting toner savings, color stability,
impact on smoothness of images, and so on. However, if high levels of K are used throughout the gamut,
a dirty/grainy appearance can arise in flesh tones, sky tones, and other important colors. Smoothness and
gamut coverage must also be taken into account when rendering pixels with black; it is a critical element
in the inversion process, since it introduces redundant solutions. The GCR choice requires a delicate
trade-off among these competing requirements. Generally, print vendors finely tune the addition of black
intelligently either by using complex algorithms or by using carefully designed experiments. Experiments
are often done with many iterations to get the right amount of K . Once the tuning is done, the GCR is
included as a part of a multidimensional LUT. At a more basic level, a GCR strategy involves suitably
combining CMYK to provide a pleasing color output, an optimal gamut, constraints on the area coverages
of neighboring nodes, and so on [11–13].

Components of profile LUTs are described in [1] (see Figure 28.14 for a schematic diagram for a
single node of a profile LUT). An inverse printer model (P−1) is a mapping from a sampled device-
independent color space like L∗a∗b∗ to a device-dependent color space. This is defined mathematically
as P−1: L∗a∗b∗ → CMYK . Out-of-gamut L∗a∗b∗ values are mapped to the boundary nodes or the nodes
inside the printer’s gamut using appropriate gamut-mapping algorithms. We can apply a state space,
LQR, or MPC-based design to find a suitable CMYK recipe for each of the node color target L∗a∗b∗

Labi P  P–1Gamut 
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FIGURE 28.14 Forward and inverse printer is shown schematically with gamut mapping.
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values without knowing the recipes of the neighboring nodes. The problem with this approach is that,
although each node may have a recipe that is good for producing a particular color, when all the recipes
are put together in a profile LUT, the images may be rendered with separation noise/contours (i.e., sharp
transition in colors) that creates a visible image quality defect. For example, a smooth transition near the
shoulder of a human being might be rendered with jumps even though each LUT node has an accurate
color recipe. This is because the whole image is rendered by interpolating pixels using recipes from the
nodes in its neighborhood. As a result, smoothness in target images may not result in the same smoothness
in the rendered image, due to formulation jumps between nodes in the separations. These jumps are caused
by ambiguity in the choice of CMYK separations since nodes that are in the neighborhood in the L∗a∗b∗
color space could be rendered using CMYK recipes that are far apart from each other. Unfortunately, it is
not possible to soften the jumps via iterative smoothing during the inversion process without sacrificing
accuracy. As a result, this problem is ideal for the application of the cooperative control theory.

The work presented below has been motivated by techniques developed for cooperative control, a
topic that has received a great deal of attention by the control community in the last decade. Strategies for
controlling groups of different types of autonomous air vehicles (AAVs) (connected via a communication
network to implement a “vehicle network”), may hold the potential to greatly expand operational capabil-
ities at a lower cost. Cooperative control for the navigation of such vehicle groups involves a coordination
of activities and so the agents work together and achieve a common goal. There is a significant amount
of current research focused on the cooperative control of AAVs. Solutions to general cooperative con-
trol problems can be obtained via solutions to vehicle route planning (VRP) problems [14]. Additional
VRP-related work focusing on cooperative search and coordinated sequencing of tasks is in [15–18].
Other cooperative control methods include gradient algorithms [19–21], multisensor fusion [22], surro-
gate optimization [23], and receding horizon control [15,16,24]. Applying these approaches, significant
mission performance benefits can be realized via cooperation in some situations, most notably when there
is a high level of certainity.

In a four-color printer, a specific node color (L∗a∗b∗) can be achieved by several different CMYK
recipes, while this may be okay for rendering spot colors, it is not suitable for rendering images with
color gradients/sweeps. Here we show how to obtain an L∗a∗b∗ to CMYK transformation with smooth
transition between every neighborhood node in the LUT of the CMYK space starting from a known
specification. The smoothness is preserved by using two novel algorithms; (1) a MIMO control algorithm
and (2) a neighbor detection algorithm in L∗a∗b∗ space, where neighboring pairs cooperate mutually
during control iterations by exchanging information in order to guarantee a smooth transition between
them in the CMYK space. This work differs from other approaches in that both accuracy and smoothness
is achieved in one step.

Let us consider that the nodes (i.e., L∗a∗b∗ values) have been classified as inside and outside the device
gamut. The CMYK values for out-of-gamut nodes are found using gamut-mapping algorithms. We shall
describe one type of gamut-mapping algorithm in Section 28.3.2.7. In the present section, we are interested
in finding the CMYK values for in-gamut nodes so that the accuracy and smoothness requirements are
met. However, the CMYK values for all the nodes contained in the LUT could be obtained in the same
manner once the out-of-gamut colors are mapped to the surface of the printer. It is understood that the
device gamut is measured when a printer is characterized using a set of printed patches with appropriate
CMYK . Let CMYKA be the values of a node A which is assumed to be known. This assumption is
reasonable, since a multidimensional LUT designer typically specifies the desired value of K (i.e., GCR)
along the neutral axis. Once the K separation is known, there is a unique CMY , which can be found
using a spot color control method (Section 28.3.1). Given these assumptions, it is possible to estimate
the CMYK values for the “closest” node B (CMYKB). Suitable distance metrics in L∗a∗b∗ space (e.g.,
perceptual distance ΔE2000 or Euclidean distance ΔE) can be used to define the “closest” node. The
node B may have numerous possible combinations of CMYK . Among them, one CMYK recipe is more
suited than the rest to maintain the smoothness with the neighboring node.
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FIGURE 28.15 Nodes contained in recruiting set (shown in Xs).

To create a smooth profile LUT and still maintain the GCR constraints, we define two groups of
node colors from the in-gamut set that are specified by their L∗a∗b∗ values. The first group is called the
“recruiting set” with one or more nodes whose CMYK values are determined a priori. These CMYK values
can come from the GCR specifications along the neutral axis. The second group is called the “candidate
set” with one or more nodes whose CMYK values are to be determined. Conceptually, the purpose of the
recruiting set is used to determine potential nodes from the candidate set that could become part of the
recruiting set. Similarly, the goal of the candidate set is to market themselves before the recruiting set in
order to be recruited. Below, we present a step-by-step algorithm to produce a smooth profile LUT using
this kind of cooperative control strategy:

1. Define a recruiting set R = {1, 2, . . . , N} that contains N ≥ 1 nodes with L∗a∗b∗ values. The location
of these nodes in the L∗a∗b∗ space may be decided by the designer. For example, the recruiting set
could come from all the nodes along the neutral axis (i.e., L∗ �= 0, a∗ = 0= b∗). Other options are
also possible. The motivation of selecting colors along the neutral axis is to inherit the CMYK values
from a known GCR table such as from a well-tuned profile LUT or a manually specified GCR curve.
Thus, we are forcing these colors to behave the way we want. Figure 28.15 shows the location of the
nodes from an example recruiting set.

2. Use a desired GCR to compute the CMYK values of any node in the recruiting set. One option is to
use the K restricted function [25] to derive the CMYK recipes for all the L∗a∗b∗ values contained
in the recruiting set, however, other methods could also be used. Figure 28.16 shows one possible
selection of the CMYK response for colors located on the neutral axis obtained from 33 RGB levels.

3. Define a candidate set Ca = {1, 2, . . . , M} that contains M number of nodes with L∗a∗b∗ values. This
list comes from all the in-gamut nodes in the LUT, but again could also contain the in-gamut plus
the out-of-gamut colors that have been mapped to the surface of the printer.

4. Compute the distance between each node i ∈ R and j ∈ Ca (see Figure 28.17). One metric that could
be used here is theΔE2000 formula. Another choice is the Euclidean distance,ΔE.

5. For each candidate node, determine the minimum distance, minijΔE2000, between a recruiting and
candidate node. The closest candidate node is denoted as j∗.

6. Compute the CMYK values of each candidate node by running the MIMO spot color control algorithm
and using the CMYK value of a node in the recruiting set as the nominal value. The recruiting process
is neighbor-driven since it always selects the nodes with the minimum distance between any recruiting
and candidate nodes. Once a pair of nodes has been identified, the cooperation takes place, since the
CMYK values of the recruiting set is shared with the candidate set. The candidate node uses a MIMO
controller to iterate several times and converge to a new CMYK value that is close to its closest
neighbor.

7. The closest node identified in step 5 now becomes part of the recruiting team, that is, R = R
⋂{ j∗},

and no longer belongs to the candidate set, that is, Ca = Ca \ { j∗}.
8. Repeat steps 5–7 until set Ca is empty, that is, all candidates have been recruited.
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FIGURE 28.16 CMYK response of GCR on the neutral axis. Circles in the x-axis represent all the L∗ levels considered
for the GCR.

This strategy processes the nodes contained in the profile LUT from the neutral axis to the boundary of
the printer’s gamut. Figure 28.18 shows several snapshots of the chroma plane where the order in which
the nodes are processed is depicted to some degree. The sharing of information with individual node
control loops is used to implement a tracking (or iterative) algorithm to compute the closest CMYK of
the selected color in the candidate set to the CMYK of the color in the recruiting set. We design MIMO
SF controllers [3] to update the CMYK recipe that, when converged, will accurately find the recipe to
reproduce the desired L∗a∗b∗ value.

The system in Figure 28.4 can be expressed as Equation 28.7. Once the above process is finished,
we have all the information needed to build the profile LUT. Next, we provide an example of how
this technique will be implemented. Suppose that we start having 24 recruiting nodes along the neutral

axis with values from
[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]� = [
15 0 0

]
to

[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]� = [
100 0 0

]
. Note that the L∗ values for

the recruiting nodes are uniformly spaced at 5 units increments. On the other hand, we only select

two colors in the recruiting set to support our claim, that is,
[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]� = [
56.65 6.42 6.5

]
(Color

#1) and
[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]� = [
68.23 6.43 6.49

]
(Color #2). Color #1 is first selected, because the algorithm

determines that it is the closest node (minimum ΔE2000 distance) to the node in the recruiting set

with
[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]� = [
65 0 0

]
and CMYK = [

128 97 101 0
]
. Sensitivity plots for these CMYK values are

shown in Figure 28.19. Notice that in order to get the
[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]� = [
56.65 6.42 6.5

]
values of color

L*

a*
b*

x

xx: Recruiting nodes 
: Candidate nodes 

FIGURE 28.17 Computation of metric between any node in the recruiting set and any node in the candidate set.
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Sensitivity plots for L*a*b*—Sweeping Cyan

Sensitivity plots for L*a*b*—Sweeping Yellow
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FIGURE 28.19 Sensitivity plots for CMYK = [
128 97 101 0

]
. The stars indicate the nominal values, whereas

the circles indicate the points used to compute the Jacobian around the nominal point.

#1, the controller starts at the nominal CMYK from the closest recruiting node and then has to track the
sensitivity plots shown in Figure 28.19. This means the controller will iterate the CMYK values until the
desired L∗a∗b∗ values are reached. Smoothness is achieved by starting at the appropriate nominal value.
By following the trajectories provided by the sensitivity plots, we guarantee that there is a unique CMYK
solution for any candidate color; an important attribute when neighboring colors are located in nonlinear
regions of the printer’s gamut. The approximate CMYK = [

128 97 101 0
]

values for color #1 could
be inferred by the sensitivity plots; however, this will result in some inaccuracy, since the plots do not
account for any interactions between colors. The final CMYK values obtained using this approach are
CMYK = [

111 111 112 1
]
. Thus, this node, color #1, is now part of the recruiting set.

Next, color #2 is processed and the algorithm detects that it is close to the node that has
[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]� =[
56.65 6.42 6.5

]
and CMYK = [

111 111 112 1
]
, which is color #1. Sensitivity plots for color #1 are shown

in Figure 28.20. Notice that in order to get the
[
L∗ a∗ b∗

]� = [
68.23 6.43 6.49

]
values of the second color,

the controller will iteratively modify the CMYK values until the desired L∗a∗b∗ values are reached. For this
case, the approximate CMYK = [

88 113 112 0
]

values for color #2 could be inferred by the sensitivity
plots; however, this will again result in some inaccuracy, since the plots do not account for any interactions
between colors. The final CMYK values obtained using this approach are CMYK = [

100 103 104 0
]
. The

two cases mentioned above show how a controller can be used to track the trajectories of neighbor nodes
in such a way that the obtained new CMYK values are closest to the selected neighbor.

It is important to point out that the Jacobian matrix B and gain matrices of the closest candidate node set
is computed using local information of the recruiting node. These values remain fixed during all control
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FIGURE 28.20 Sensitivity plots for CMYK = [
111 111 112 1

]
. The stars indicate the nominal values, whereas

the circles indicate the points used to compute the Jacobian around the nominal point.

iterations. It is suggested to compute the Jacobian and gain matrices at each iteration, since this could
better capture the nonlinearities present in the printer. This requires that B is replaced by B(k) and K is
replaced by K(k) in Equations 28.7 and 28.8, respectively. This option will guarantee convergence to the
closest CMYK value. This variant is important to consider when the candidate set is sparsely populated
as in a less dense profile LUT (e.g., 123 LUT as opposed to 333 LUT).

28.3.2.7 Gamut Mapping

Gamut mapping is a mapping of out-of-gamut colors to colors that are in-gamut. It is a tone scale
modification used to preserve the original color and appearance as much as possible when a device has a
smaller gamut than that required to perfectly reproduce all colors in an image. Without gamut mapping,
a device like a printer, would be forced to clip out-of-gramut colors. Accordingly, gamut mapping is a
key feature used in every color reproduction device.

There exists a considerable amount of literature written about gamut mapping algorithms [26]. There
is no unique gamut-mapping method that can satisfy all the requirements, which include pleasing color,
contrast, lightness, chroma, hue, etc. Some gamut-mapping algorithms offer feature enhancements in
one region of the gamut and others are more favorable elsewhere in the gamut. As such, device designers
generally employ a blend of gamut-mapping functions in their color management systems.
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Techniques used for dealing with out-of-gamut colors include gamut clipping and gamut compression.
In gamut clipping, all out-of-gamut colors are mapped to a color on the gamut “surface” in some way that
minimizes the degradation of the resultant output while in-gamut colors are left unaltered. A common
form of clipping involves a ray-based approach, wherein a ray is drawn from a desired out-of-gamut
color to a point on the neutral axis. The location or point where the ray penetrates the gamut surface
becomes the gamut-mapped color. Such a strategy is implemented to preserve hue through the gamut-
mapping operation. In gamut compression, both in-gamut and out-of-gamut colors are altered to map
the entire range of image colors to the printer gamut. Gamut-mapping methods, both ray based and
gamut compression, can be done efficiently using control-based approaches [1, Chapter 7].

More than 90 algorithms are available in [27]. The control-based approach is described in detail in [1].
A merit-based feedback system is a control-based approach that offers a way to automatically select the
gamut-mapping algorithms from a library in order to optimize a merit function. In this method, all out-
of-gamut colors are clustered in different regions of interest and then each cluster is associated with at
least one candidate gamut-mapping function. Here, it is important to choose and assign the best gamut-
mapping strategy to a particular cluster and tune the right parameters within each cluster based on their
merits and to blend the best local gamut-mapping algorithms to create a final mapping that, when used,
can preserve the benefits of each of the algorithms. Hence, this approach is called “merit-based gamut
mapping.” In this section, we present the algorithmic details on how to build the intelligence using of the
control theory to implement the best gamut-mapping strategy for high-quality color printing. Next we
discuss some key concepts of the merit-based gamut-mapping algorithm.

Figure 28.21 shows an example of a cusp gamut-mapping algorithm. However, it is easy to envision
how this could be extended to other gamut-mapping techniques containing different parameters that
require tuning. For a typical cusp gamut-mapping algorithm there are two parameters to tune (hue range
and range values). Designers have to go through a trial-and-error process of printing test images with
different values for each parameter and then visually decide which values to use. This could also be done
using proofing devices such as a display or a separate proofing printer. The first block labeled T represents
a transformation from RGB to L∗a∗b∗, which is same as the source profile LUT mentioned above. The
second block shows the use of an algorithm to map out-of-gamut colors to the boundaries of the printer’s
gamut. The mapped L∗a∗b∗ values can then be used to find the CMYK values using control approaches
described in earlier sections.

In Figure 28.22, tuning based on a closed-loop approach is shown for cusp gamut-mapping technique.
The same technique can be extended to the tuning of parameters of other gamut-mapping methods for
each of the clusters of interest. The block labeled T2 is a function that maps mapped L∗a∗b∗ values of each
color into a 1D function. This function could be the ΔE2000 formula, for example, but other options
could also be considered. TheΔE2000 formula calculates perceptual distances between two colors, here,
the out-of-gamut values and the mapped values for each node color of the current cluster. The block
labeled “merit-function” takes all the 1D values available in each cluster and converts them to a single
real value that quantitatively represents the “merit” of the gamut-mapping parameters. For example, a
mean-squared error function can be used as the merit function. In this case, the merit function determines
the mean-squared error of the values calculated using theΔE2000 function for each node color belonging
to the cluster of interest that is to be mapped. The last block, named “Optimization algorithm,” serves the

TRGB
levels

Gamut
mapping

Mapped
L*a*b*

Hue
range

Range

L*a*b*

FIGURE 28.21 Open-loop approach to optimize gamut-mapping parameters.
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FIGURE 28.22 Optimization of the gamut-mapping algorithm using a closed-loop approach.

purpose of manipulating the gamut-mapping parameters to come up with the “best” merit function for
each cluster. The selection of both the mapping function T2 and the merit function is obviously key; it
has to reflect what the designers want to achieve during the optimization process. A unique combination
of T2 and a merit function could be used for all the clusters, but there is also the possibility of selecting
different combinations of T2 and merit functions for different regions of the color space. This has to be
designed based on the goals established before running the optimization program. Below, we show an
example of T2 and the merit function.

Suppose the out-of-gamut colors have been partitioned into 3 clusters. The designer is then interested
in optimizing the mapping parameters of colors of cluster 1 based on the minimal distance that captures
the perceived color differences. For cluster 2, the designer wants to minimize the average of the difference
of only lightness, that is, ΔL∗, whereas the goal for cluster 3 is to minimize the mean-squared error of
hue preservation of colors. Thus, for cluster 1, T2 and the merit function are both the ΔE2000 formula.
For cluster 2, T2 is the ΔL∗ and the merit function is the minimum of the average of all ΔL∗ values.
Finally, cluster 3 will use a hue preservation mapping technique for T2 and the merit function will be
the mean-squared error of all the hue preservation values of the colors contained in cluster 3. Next, we
show the steps that need to be implemented to create a global gamut-mapping strategy for all the clusters.
These can be summarized as follows:

1. Define the number of clusters, Nc , that will be used to group out-of-gamut colors.
2. Run an algorithm (e.g., K-means algorithm in L∗a∗b∗ space for a total of 333 nodes) that groups the

out-of-gamut colors into Nc clusters. The clustering can also be done by specifying gamut regions
(e.g., red, blue, yellow, dark etc., regions) without using K-means algorithm.

3. Start working with first cluster, i = 1.
4. Run the optimization algorithm for cluster i and determine the best value of the ith merit function.
5. If i ≤ Nc , then i = i+ 1 and go to step 4. Otherwise, continue with step 6.
6. Blend all the local results into a global gamut-mapping strategy [28].

Next, we show how to use the multidirectional search method [29] to determine the best value of the
ith merit function in step 4 above for a set of M gamut-mapping methods that are available to use from
a library. Applications of this algorithm can be found in [9]. First, assume that G ∈ 1, 2, . . . , M denotes
the set of gamut-mapping algorithms available for any cluster. Any gamut-mapping j ∈ G could have
one or more parameters that could be optimized. For the case when there is a gamut-mapping algorithm
without any parameters to tune, the value of the merit function is obtained directly without the need
to apply any optimization. If the gamut-mapping algorithms have at least one parameter to tune, then
the following process is implemented. Let θi j(k) ∈ -p(j) denote the parameters of the jth gamut-mapping
algorithm for cluster i at iteration k that could be tuned. Assume that J(θi j(k)) is continuous in θi j(k)
and that the gradient ∇J(θi,j(k)) exists. There are a set of candidate solutions for each cluster i, denoted

as Pl
i j(k)= {θ1

i j(k), θ2
i,j(k), . . . , θ

p(j)+1
i,j (k)} ⊂ -p(j)+1, and the method iterates on these candidate solutions
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to minimize J(θi j(k)). The steps to implement this algorithm are described as follows:

1. Define the expansion factor γe ∈ (1,∞) and a contraction factor γc = 1
γe

.
2. Start with the first cluster i = 1.
3. Start with the first gamut-mapping method j = 1.
4. Compute J(θl

i,j(0)) for l = 1, 2, . . . , p( j)+ 1. Proceed with the following steps until a stopping criterion
is met.

5. Find the best new vertex of Pl
i j(k) using

l∗ = arg min{J(θl
i,j(k)) : l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1}

and swap θ1
i,j(k) and θl∗

i j(k). Check for the stopping criterion.
6. Rotation step: Compute

θl
rot i j(k)= θ1

i,j(k)− (θl
i j(k)− θ1

i,j(k))

for l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1 and J(θl
rot i,j(k)). Continue with 7.

7. Expansion step: If

min{J(θl
rot i j(k)) : l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1}< J(θ1

i,j(k))

then compute

θl
exp i,j(k)= θ1

i,j(k)− γe(θl
i j(k)− θ1

i,j(k))

for l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1 and J(θl
exp i j(k)). Now decide if a new simplex will be formed either with the

expansion or rotation and determine the new candidate solution Pl
i j(k+ 1). If

min{J(θl
exp i j(k)) : l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1}< min{J(θl

rot i,j(k)) : l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1}

then expansion is selected and

θ1
i j(k+ 1)= θ1

i,j(k)

and

θl
i j(k+ 1)= θl

exp i,j(k), l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1

Otherwise, let

θ1
i j(k+ 1)= θ1

i,j(k)

and

θl
i,j(k+ 1)= θl

rot i j(k), l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1

Go to step 5.
8. Contraction step: if

min
{

J(θl
rot i,j(k)) : l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1

}
� J(θ1

i,j(k))

then compute

θl
cont i j(k)= θ1

i,j(k)+ γc

(
θl

i j(k)− θ1
i,j(k)

)
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for l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1 and J(θl
cont i,j(k)). If

min
{

J(θl
cont i,j(k)) : l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1

}
< J(θ1

i,j(k))

form Pl
i,j(k+ 1) by letting

θ1
i j(k+ 1)= θ1

i,j(k)

and
θl

i,j(k+ 1)= θl
cont i,j(k), l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1

and go to step 5. However, if

min
{

J(θl
cont i,j(k)) : l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1

}
� J(θ1

i,j(k))

then θl
i j(k)= θl

cont i,j(k), l = 1, 2, . . . , p(j)+ 1 and then go to step 6.
9. If the stopping criterion is satisfied and there are more gamut-mapping methods available, then

j = j+ 1. If there are no more gamut-mapping methods available for cluster i, then let J i,j∗ = arg minj

J(θ1
i j(k)) and check whether there are more clusters available. If so, then let i = i+ 1 and go to step 3.

Otherwise, stop the algorithm.

Note that for each cluster i, the selected gamut mapping to be used for this particular cluster is j∗and its
corresponding parameters are θ1

i,j∗ (k).

28.3.2.8 Image Simulation

Many factors, quantitative and visual, have to be taken into account when evaluating inversion and
profile performance. Profile accuracy, gamut utilization, smoothness of CMYK formulations in the multi-
dimensional LUT between nodes, neutral response, are just some of the attributes to consider. Visual
evaluation is often subjective but can be very constructive if a comparison with a printed proof can be
made. Figures 28.23 and 28.24 show RGB images when the color is separated by simulating through two
different multidimensional profiles. They each use different CMYK separations per pixel to produce the
same color. Within each figure we show the image and the four channels after proofing with the ICC
profile.

The neutral rendering should contain a smaller amount of black, since the black separation can make
rendering of neutrals less smooth. The same could be true for some of the memory colors, for example,
sky colors. In the example provided above, the color separated images in Figures 28.23 and 28.24 show
differences in the CMYK composition and the one with less black utilization may lead to a preferred
rendering based on the state of the print engine. Such subtle differences cannot be simulated, but can
show as rendering defects. Also, we can sometimes see color contours if the CMYK formulations of the
profile LUTs are not smooth.

To properly control the choice of CMYK separations, one can use the cooperative control strategy
described in Section 28.3.2.6 to carefully design the amount of black or other separations along the
neutral axis or first at specific regions of the color space (see Figure 28.16) and then propagate the
cooperation to other nodes to preserve the smoothness.

28.4 Process Controls

28.4.1 Introduction

In the printing industry, consistency is normally viewed as the function of the internal process, although
the 1D, 2D and 3D LUTs (also called control functions) can be updated with measurements on paper at a
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FIGURE 28.23 Image simulation for Profile #1 with constrained GCR inverse LUT.

FIGURE 28.24 Image simulatioin for Profile #2 with constrained GCR inverse LUT.
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higher update frequency with some kind of time hierarchy. If all 1D, 2D, and 3D loops are implemented
in a printing system, then 1D control functions have to be updated more frequently than 2D functions,
and 2D more frequently than 3D functions. Generally, the LUTs that manipulate the device CMYK
values are created with measurements on the output media. The level of performance required for
consistency is so high that the update intervals for the 1D loop could approach on a per print basis,
which makes it impractical for many high end digital printers. Hence, complex SISO and MIMO control
loops are designed to stabilize the internal process in which, these loops maintain background, solid
area development, and TRCs of the individual primaries by adjusting various process and digital (image)
actuators based on measurements from the output (e.g., toner mass measurements obtained using optical
sensors measuring toner state on the photoreceptor instead of the paper) [30]. The loops normally operate
at a varying frequency, with some approaching every print. To keep this simple, below we present a level 2
process control design with gain scheduling an algorithm based on the Model Predictive Control theory.

28.4.2 Model Predictive Controller

The process actuators used to control the internal states such as toner mass at different area coverages (e.g.,
low, mid, and high), toner concentration, etc., have hard limits. For example, in EP printing, photoreceptor
charge (both fully exposed and unexposed) cannot exceed certain limits due to cost limitations and image
quality considerations. A linear SF controller (with a single MIMO gain matrix) may not satisfy the
system-level constraints. This is because when applied to a nonlinear system, a linear controller has the
tendency to generate higher actuator values than required. This can lead to undesirable stability problems,
particularly when the print engines are operating near their limits.

The level 2 process control system with single MIMO gain matrix typically employs three process
actuators (e.g., in iGen3�, the unexposed and exposed voltages of the photoreceptor and the magentic
roll bias voltage, and in iGen4�, raster exposure intensity, cleaning voltage, and magnetic roll bias voltage)
to track the toner mass on the photoreceptor at low, mid, and high area coverages. The transfer function
(i.e., multidimensional input–output characterization data) of the process control system is generally
nonlinear. Hence, calculating a new gain matrix for every actuator combination is considered more
optimal. This calls for an optimal, adaptive controller design, which can be complex and difficult to
implement. Alternatively, we can partition the input–output characterization map into few linear maps,
and then schedule a suitable gain matrix during each control action based on some strategy. A pool of
gain matrices can be calculated a priori from the input–output characterization data.

Below we describe a model predictive control algorithm based on minimization of the Euclidean norm
of the tracking error (i.e., the difference between the target DMA [developed mass per unit area] and the
measured DMA values). We use the notation introduced in Section 28.3.1.4 and show the modifications
needed to implement this controller for the process control loops. Let

y(k+ 1)=
[

Dl
k+1 Dm

k+1 Dh
k+1

]� ∈ -3

be the measured outputs (DMA measurements of low, mid, and high tones at iteration k+ 1) obtained

by an optical sensor, u(k) is the control input
[
Vg Vl Vb

]�
, which is comprised of the photoreceptor

grid voltage, ROS (raster output switch) laser intensity and development bias voltage. Let r ∈ -3 be the

reference values
[
Dl

r Dm
r Dh

r

]�
at iteration k. We define the tracking error as

e(k+ j)=
([

Dl
r Dm

r Dh
r

]� − y(k+ j)
)

and the system states as described in Equation 28.12. The cost function used here is the same one defined
in Equation 28.13 where

Ei(k+ j)=
∥∥∥
[
Dl

r Dm
r Dh

r

]� − yi
m(k+ j)

∥∥∥
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FIGURE 28.25 Histogram of PR grid voltages for SF and MPC level 2 system.

and

ui(k, j)= Ki(j)
([

Dl
r Dm

r Dh
r

]� − yi
m(k+ j)

)

where Ki(j) is the gain matrix for jth iteration and ith plan. The selection of the best plan is computed
using Equation 28.14 at each iteration, k. Then, the control input u(k)= ui(k, 0) is applied to the system.
Next, we present some simulation results.

Due to computational limits, we determine the gain matrices for all the combinations of poles and
Jacobian matrices, first at the nominal actuator input and then use the best gain matrix from this set
depending on the path to be taken. We construct a total of 144 gain matrices to chose from. Gain matrices
are calculated for different combinations of actuator values and with a MIMO pole placement design. We
choose the horizon of N = 15. We address the limited excursion of the actuators by using MPC rather
than a SF control loop. Figure 28.25 shows a comparison of the grid voltages used by the MPC method
and a single gain matrix-based SF controller during numerous simulated transient states (a total of 355
distinct transients). We use weights of w1 = 1, w2 = 0 to emphasize the minimization of the error between
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FIGURE 28.26 Histogram of ROS laser intensity for SF and MPC level 2 system.
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FIGURE 28.27 Histogram of development bias voltage for SF and MPC level 2 system.

the targets and the measurements. Figure 28.26 shows a comparison of the ROS laser intensity values and
Figure 28.27 shows a comparison of development bias voltage used by the two methods.

It can be seen in these figures that the grid voltage excursion is not very different from the two
approaches. However, there is improvement in the limits used for laser intensity and bias voltages. Since
these actuators are used in combination with each other to maintain toner mass at the desired targets,
the MPC approach always tries to maintain the process at the “sweet spot,” and hence the control loop
can be more robust to process excursions. To make this point more apparent, we have plotted the 3D
excursion plot of actuators for a DMA target setpoint of [0.0789, 0.2546, 0.4525] in Figure 28.28. Notice
that the MPC approach takes a more direct path toward the final actuator values required to meet the
DMA targets than SF. Figures 28.29, 28.30, and 28.31 show the histograms of the three actuators for this
setpoint. We can clearly see that there is less excursion of actuators, due to gain scheduling using MPC
than due to SF. Figure 28.32 shows that error plots for MPC and SF control loop for this setpoint.
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FIGURE 28.28 Transient actuator states for SF and MPC.
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FIGURE 28.29 Histogram of grid voltages for a single DMA setpoint.
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FIGURE 28.30 Histogram of laser intensity for a single DMA setpoint.
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FIGURE 28.31 Histogram of bias voltage for a single DMA setpoint.
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FIGURE 28.32 Error plots for a single DMA setpoint.

In summary, since the printing process is nonlinear, the dynamic range of the actuators becomes
large with a single gain matrix solution. A multiple gain solution coupled with a systematic way to
automatically switch between them during the closed-loop control action (i.e., measurement-processing-
actuation cycle) gives an improved performance for actuators with a reduced dynamic range. Switching
between gain matrices happens inside the MPC in a smooth fashion provided the number of gain matrices
is reasonably large. This can help to solve many undesirable stability problems, actuator overshoots, etc.,
particularly when the print engines are operating near their limits. Using this methodology with automatic
gain scheduling, when setpoints change (e.g., when the media changes, or when DMA targets change
due to actions from a higher level loops [31]), the closed-loop system can still perform with improved
robustness without going unstable.

28.5 Conclusion

Although the digital print process is remarkably challenging because it involves many new actuators (e.g.,
process and image actuators) these actuators provide the opportunity to apply a wide range of control
techniques. Also, many new challenges in production color (e.g., to deliver near/better than offset quality
at low running cost and high productivity) opened the door for us to inject new control theory such as
MIMO SF, pole-placement design, LQR, model predictive controls, and cooperative controls. Everyday,
numerous Xerox� printing systems (iGen3, iGen4, Docucolor 7002, Docucolor 8002, Docucolor 5000,
Docucolor 8000, iGen4 220, Perfecting Press, Xerox Color 800/1000 etc.) produce high-quality prints
with these control methods to generate several billion dollars revenue.

In this chapter, we have emphasized how to achieve color consistency using advanced algorithms.
There are even more opportunities that exist for improving the color quality; images are comprised
of fine dots with a mixture of four or more primaries and digital printing offers the abilities to write
and erase them as we please. Darkness levels are created by changing the size of the dots from nothing
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(background) to completely covering a given area (solid). For low-density images (highlights), the dots are
small and distinct. For high-density images (shadows) the untoned areas are cusp-shaped, representing
the untoned spaces between the dots. In an 8-bit imaging system, a mixture of primaries is created in the
DFE by changing the digital levels for each between 0 to 255 and higher for high-resolution imaging. The
image path then halftones these levels, converting them into various dot patterns. Thus, a correct mixture
of primaries with varying types of dots can not only create accurate and high-quality color, but also can
open up opportunities to create spectrally matched output to enable high-quality device, illumination,
and observer-independent color.

Other opportunities for digital printing include: print shop automation and optimal system design with
control theory, networked controls, high performance paper path controls with state synchronization,
and state-based scheduling, active diagnosis and defect analysis, and multiprint matching in a multima-
chine print environment. Thus, modern controls continue to play a significant role in improving the
performance and the economics of the imaging systems.
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29.1 Introduction

The notions of financial engineering have their roots in disciplines that have long been part of the subject
matter studied by control theorists. In particular, many of the main results in financial economics are
direct applications of the use of random variables, stochastic differential and difference equations and
discrete- and continuous-time stochastic control theory. Yet these results have been developed almost
completely separately from the developments in the controls field with very few researchers publishing
in both areas.

In this chapter, we look at important ideas in the development of portfolio optimization—the problem
of using a statistical characterization of asset returns to optimally mix a set of assets so that the whole
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performs better than the parts. Consider a portfolio as a weighted linear combination of assets. The mean
return of a portfolio is the weighted linear combination of the mean returns of the assets but the variance
of the return of the portfolio is less than the weighted combination of the variances of the assets unless the
assets are perfectly correlated. The variance of return is a natural measure of risk. The use of correlations
between returns to reduce the risk associated with a portfolio of stocks is properly called hedging. After
models for the evolution of asset returns in time are introduced in Section 29.3, we show in Sections 29.4
and 29.5 that one can perform hedging using the correlations of assets across time as well as across the
different assets themselves.

The seminal papers that address these problems are very readable and are accessible electronically.∗
The one period problem of Section 29.2 was proposed and solved by Markowitz [1]. The expansion of
those results to model the returns of individual assets was given by Sharpe [2].† The resulting Capital
Asset Pricing Model is developed in Section 29.2.5. Samuelson [3] introduced optimal control techniques
to solve the discrete-time portfolio problem where returns are considered after a number of possible
chances to adjust the composition of a portfolio. Merton [4] produced the breakthrough reformulation
and solution of the optimal portfolio problem in continuous-time. All four of the aforementioned pioneers
received the Nobel Prize in Economics for their contributions. After discussing models of assets returns in
Section 29.3, we show the discrete-time results in Section 29.4 and the continuous-time results in Section
29.5 on somewhat more complex models than that were used in the original papers.

29.2 Markowitz Mean-Variance Portfolio Theory

The practice of modeling security returns as random variables began in earnest in 1952 with the work of
Harry Markowitz [1].‡ Markowitz’s key insight was to model the one-period returns of a set of securities
as random variables and to use the mean return of a portfolio§ of holdings as a measure of reward and
the variance of the portfolio return as a measure of the risk associated with holding that portfolio.

Consider the following simple scenario. An investor chooses between investing an amount of wealth
W , all in security A, all in security B or in a portfolio with a 50–50 mix of A and B. The return on A is
the random variable rA, implying that an investment of W in A today will be worth (1 + rA)W after one
period. Likewise, the return on B is the random variable rB. Assume that rA and rB have identical means,
μ, and identical variances, σ2, while the correlation coefficient between rA and rB is ρ, so that

E [(rA − μ)(rB − μ)] = ρσ2.

A simple calculation shows that the return on the 50–50 portfolio is

rP = 0.5rA + 0.5rB with mean μ and variance 0.5(1 + ρ)σ2.

The key observation is that, unless the returns on the two securities are perfectly correlated, the portfolio
achieves the same mean return with smaller variance than an investment that is either all in A or all in B.

∗ For an introduction to the concepts of financial engineering at a somewhat simpler level than pursued here, we recommend
[5]. The major results of the field are given in [6]. While [6] is a collection of Merton’s previously published papers, it reads
more like a text with an excellent development of the underlying mathematics and is the single most important resource
in learning the theoretical underpinnings of the field. Two other popular texts are [7,8]. Both of these emphasize an
important second approach to asset pricing relying heavily on the use of martingales in their mathematically sophisticated
developments.

† Lintner [9] and Mossin [10] are generally credited with independently and essentially concurrently producing similar
results to Sharpe [2].

‡ Unfortunately, the technical world failed to follow up a presciently sophisticated early work by Bachelier [11] as it lay
dormant until its rediscovery in the 1950s. According to Merton [6], the rediscovery is “generally credited to Samuelson
via L.J. Savage.”

§ A portfolio of assets is simply a collection of assets. The percentage of wealth invested in each asset is given by a weight;
the vector of weights determines the composition of the portfolio.
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If N securities whose returns are uncorrelated could be found, the return on an equally weighted portfolio
would have mean equal to the averaged mean of the individual securities’ returns while the variance would
be reduced by a factor of N from the averaged variance of the individual securities’ returns. Unfortunately,
securities with uncorrelated returns are hard to find. Returns on securities (with positive means) tend to
be positively, but not perfectly, correlated so that while diversifying a portfolio is clearly useful, there are
diminishing advantages to adding more and more securities.∗

We next show Markowitz’s formulation and solution to the problem of choosing an optimally weighted
portfolio of securities given that the one-period returns of such securities form a random vector with
known mean vector and covariance matrix. As in all engineering solutions, it is the modeling process
that requires a leap of faith. The results of any implementation and the knowledge gained from any
modeling process depend on the legitimacy and the accuracy of the model as well as any vagaries inherent
in experiencing only one sample function from a statistical characterization.

Let r denote a random vector of returns corresponding to the p securities available to the investor.
Suppose r has known mean vector, μ, and covariance matrix, Ψ. The investor chooses a portfolio weight
vector, w, where wi represents the fraction of total initial investment put into the ith security. For such an
interpretation of w, we include a constraint, usually called the budget constraint (BC), that the elements
of w sum to one.

Unless explicitly excluded, negative values are allowed in the weight vector as the investor may decide
to short a security. An investor shorts a security by initially borrowing the security from a firm that owns
it and immediately selling it to generate income that can be used to fund investments in other securities.
Later, the shorted security must be bought back at the new price and returned to the institution from
which it was borrowed. Mechanisms are in place for both institutional and even small individual investors
to short stocks and other securities. In general, throughout this work, transaction costs† are ignored as
we are interested in the fundamental ways that finance theory uses tools from control theory. Including
transaction cost is a very important detail and a subject of much ongoing work.

29.2.1 The Single Period Mean-Variance Problem

The goal of a Markowitz mean-variance investor is to maximize the mean portfolio return, given a limit
on the corresponding variance of the portfolio return. The variance constraint can be taken as an equality
constraint as greater variance will allow greater mean and vice versa. An invertibility condition connected
with the covariance matrix will be assumed in the solution and explained thereafter. Note that there is an
equivalent dual problem that minimizes the variance of a portfolio’s return, given the portfolio’s mean
return. Formally, the primal problem can be expressed as follows:

w∗ = arg max
w

wTμ

subject to wTΨw = σ2
0

wT1 = 1

⎫
⎪⎬

⎪⎭
P0,

where 1 is a vector of all 1’s and the variance σ2
0 defines the allowable risk budget set by the investor.

The Markowitz mean-variance portfolio optimization framework does not assume that the return distri-
butions are jointly Gaussian or any other distribution; it simply states that the investor makes decisions
based only on the first and second moments of the return distribution of the underlying securities.

∗ We will consider one special asset called a risk-free asset with a deterministic return so that its return is uncorrelated with
the returns of all other assets. We will see that such an asset imparts a very special structure to the problems considered.

† Transaction costs are the costs involved in trading securities such as brokerage fees, exchange fees, and the effects of the
bid-ask spread. At a single point in time, the price at which a security can be bought (the ask price) is usually slightly
higher than the price at which a security can be sold (the bid price).
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29.2.2 The Solution to the Single Period Mean-Variance Problem

The solution to Problem P0 is now derived. Instead of utilizing two Lagrange multipliers for the two
equality constraints, we first enforce the BC by applying the following affine transformation on R

P →
R

P−1 to the portfolio weight vector:

w = c + Dv =

⎡

⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣

v1
...

vp−1

1 −
p−1∑

i=1
vi

⎤

⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦

, where c =

⎡

⎢
⎢⎢
⎣

0
...
0
1

⎤

⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

, D =
[

Ip−1

−1T

]
. (29.1)

Problem P0 can now be rewritten as Problem P1:

w∗ = c + Dv∗ with v∗ = arg max
v

(c + Dv)Tμ

subject to (c + Dv)TΨ(c + Dv) = σ2
0

}

P1.

Now introducing the Lagrange multiplier, λ, we arrive at Problem P′
1:

v∗, λ∗ = arg max
v,λ

(c + Dv)Tμ − λ
(

(c + Dv)TΨ(c + Dv) − σ2
0

)}

P′
1.

Differentiating with respect to v and assuming the needed invertibility yields the solution

v∗ = 1

2λ∗ (DTΨD)−1DT(μ − 2λ∗Ψc). (29.2)

Thus the optimal portfolio weight vector is given by

w∗ = c + Dv∗ = c + 1

2λ∗ D(DTΨD)−1DT(μ − 2λ∗Ψc)

= 1

2λ∗ f + g ,

where

f = D(DTΨD)−1DTμ,

g = c − D(DTΨD)−1DTΨc.

Lastly, the relationship between λ∗ and the variance constraint σ2
0 is given by the following quadratic

equation in (λ∗)−1:

σ2
0 = (c + Dv)TΨ(c + Dv)

= (λ∗)−20.25f TΨf + (λ∗)−1f TΨg + gTΨg .

For every value of σ2
0, there are two values of λ∗, each corresponding to a different value for the mean

return. The lower mean return value is discarded.†

The invertibility condition on Ψ assumed above is satisfied if all assets are risky and no asset is
redundant, that is, all asset returns have nonzero variance and no asset is a linear combination of the
other assets.

† The value of the Lagrange multiplier at the optimum is called the shadow price of risk; it indicates the amount the mean

will be increased if the allowable variance is incrementally increased, that is, d(w∗T μ)
/

d
(
σ2

0

)
= λ∗ .
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29.2.3 Including a Risk-Free Asset

In order to satisfy the invertibility condition of Section 29.2.2, all of the assets included in the portfolio
are required to be risky (i.e., exhibit nonzero return variance). However, it is often desirable to include a
risk-free asset (an asset whose return has zero variance) in the portfolio, and therefore additional care must
be taken to ensure the resulting portfolio choice problem is well formed. The motivation for including a
risk-free asset is twofold. First, the presence of a risk-free asset changes the problem in interesting ways,
and second, there are assets such as a U.S. Treasury bonds maturing at the period’s end whose nominal
returns are well modeled as risk free.

Augmenting the vector of asset returns to include a risk-free security produces the following forms:

μ =
(

μ0
rf

)
Ψ =

(
Ψ0 0
0T 0

)
so that DTΨD = Ψ0 and Ψc = 0

and

v∗ = 1

2λ∗ Ψ−1
0 (μ0 − 1rf )= 1

2λ∗ Ψ−1
0 μex; w∗ =

[
v∗

1 − v∗T1

]
.

The vector μex = (μ0 − 1rf ) is called the mean excess return. The corresponding optimal portfolio vari-
ance and mean are then found to be

σ2
0 = 1

(2λ∗)2 μT
exΨ0μex; μ∗ = 1

2λ∗ μT
exΨ

−1
0 uex + rf =

√
σ2

0
μT

exΨ
−1
0 μex√

μT
exΨ0μex

+ rf .

The notation
√

σ2
0 is used to emphasize that, in the presence of a risk-free asset, the optimal portfolio’s

mean return is an affine function of the allowed standard deviation (not the variance) of the portfolio’s
return. As the standard deviation changes, λ∗ changes, thus altering the scaling but not the direction
of the vector v∗. In other words, as the level of risk varies, the relative proportion of each risky asset
in the optimal portfolio remains constant. Thus optimal portfolios across all variance levels consist of
various weightings of only two funds or combinations of assets—one degenerate fund composed of only
the risk-free asset and the other fund consisting of the other risky assets in the proportion given by a unit
vector in the direction of v∗. We call this special portfolio the tangent portfolio. This idea is known as the
two-fund separation theorem as described by James Tobin† in [12].

The plot of the means versus the standard deviations of the returns for all optimal portfolios that
may contain a risk-free asset results in a straight line called the capital market line (CML). (The CML is
illustrated for the following example in Figure 29.1.)

Example: Annual Returns on Stocks and Bonds in the United States

Suppose an investor with a one-year investment horizon must decide how to allocate his wealth
between two risky assets, one corresponding to the S&P 500 Index and the other to the 10-Year
U.S. Treasury Bond; the return random variables are denoted as rS and rB, respectively. Here, the U.S.
Treasury bond is treated as a risky asset due to the fact that the face value of the bond fluctuates
day by day and when cashed in at the end of one year, it may be worth more or less than the
original purchase price plus interest. (In this problem, however, the 1 Year U.S. Treasury Bond can be
considered risk-free as its payout in one year is completely known with very small chance of default.
Note that this problem uses nominal returns although it may be of more interest to work with real
returns adjusted for inflation.) Historical analysis of past daily returns from 1925 to 2000 obtained

† James Tobin was also a recipient of the Nobel Prize in Economics.
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FIGURE 29.1 Mean-variance efficient frontier and CML for a financial universe consisting of stocks (S&P 500
Composite Index), bonds (10-year U.S. Government Treasury Bond) and a risk-free asset with rate rf = 2%. Returns
are given in annual percentages.

from the CRSP database produces the following estimates of the first- and second-order statistics for
the annual returns of these two assets.

μ =
[

E(rS)
E(rB)

]
=

[
10.03
5.79

]
; Ψ =

[
var(rS) cov(rS, rB)

cov(rS, rB) var(rB)

]

=
[

245.40 17.83
17.83 81.67

]
.

As evidenced by the nondiagonal structure of the covariance matrix, Ψ, the two assets are corre-
lated, with a correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.13. The set of efficient (optimal) portfolios that results
for this example as the allowable risk parameter varies is shown by the solid line in Figure 29.1. This
curve is referred to as the efficient frontier. The dashed line highlights portfolios that do not maximize
return for a given level of risk, but do minimize risk for a given level of return.

When a risk-free asset is also available, the optimal portfolios at various levels of risk (as given
by σ0) fall on the CML as explained in Section 29.2.3. For the example given here, a representative
CML for a risk-free rate of 2% is shown as a dotted line in Figure 29.1, and the tangent portfolio is
highlighted. If the investor is allowed to be leveraged, he may borrow money from the risk-free asset
in order to achieve the set of operating points on the CML to the right of the tangent portfolio. The
slope of the CML as given by

S = μ∗ − rf√
σ2

0

,

is referred to as the Sharpe ratio.
The Sharpe ratio can be formed for any portfolio, optimal or not, using its own estimated mean

and standard deviation. The Sharpe ratio is used as a benchmark for portfolio performance since, in
theory, all optimal portfolios obtain the same maximal Sharpe ratio. Optimal portfolio theory has the
(somewhat philosophical) implication that, at least in security returns, the action that is systematically
rewarded in the market with increased mean returns is taking on increased risk. The Sharpe ratio is
used to adjust for this in comparing portfolios with different levels of (historically estimated) risk.
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The Construction of Portfolios of Financial Assets 29-7

On a separate note, if the BC is removed, it implies that the investor can borrow for free (i.e ,
rf = 0), resulting in an efficient frontier that is a straight line through the origin. Without a BC, only
the variance constraint determines the size (i.e., scale or degree of net leverage) of the portfolio.

29.2.4 Use of Hedging

Consider an investor who has been satisfied with the variance of returns that results from an all bond
strategy of rolling 10-Year U.S. Treasury bonds once a year.∗ Assuming that the past provides a statistically
accurate prediction of the future, this investor can increase his mean return from about 5.8% to about 7.5%
while slightly reducing the variance of his annual return by optimally splitting his investment between
stocks and bonds. The variance is reduced even though he has mixed in some of the higher variance
returns of stocks. The risk in the return of the stocks is hedged by the return of the 10-year bond. Many
words in the world of finance have their original meanings eroded through their misuse in marketing
and lay financial reporting. Hedging is one of those words that have taken on many connotations, both
positive and negative. (The word arbitrage has been similarly hijacked.) In this chapter, the word hedging
is used to connote improving the performance of a portfolio by combining assets that are not perfectly
correlated. The above example shows hedging across assets in one time period. After a discussion of how
to model the distributions of asset returns across time, we show that an optimal control problem can be
formulated and solved with the resulting portfolios displaying hedging across time. That is, the portfolios
take advantage of the fact that returns of the assets are not perfectly correlated across time. This allows an
investor to hold portfolios in which the sum of the per-period portfolio return variances exceed the total
variance constraint, yet the total variance constraint is satisfied due to the existence of negative interstage
portfolio return correlations. Thus the per-stage portfolio risk levels are hedged with the knowledge that
interperiod portfolio returns will not be perfectly correlated.

29.2.5 The Capital Asset Pricing Model

By assuming equilibrium between the quantity of each asset supplied and the quantity demanded, Lintner
[9] argued that the portfolio weights in the tangent portfolio must be equal to the relative value of each
risky asset in the market. With this interpretation, the tangent portfolio is interchangeably called the
market portfolio. In [2], Sharpe showed that, in this special model, if rM is the random variable for the
return of the market portfolio with mean μM and ri is (as before) the random variable for the return of
the ith security with mean μi , then, for each security i,

μi = rf + βi(μM − rf ) with βi = cov(ri , rM)

var(rM)
. (29.3)

This powerful result is usually referred to as the capital asset pricing model (CAPM)† or, less often but
more specifically, the principle of linear asset pricing. The linear relationship between any security’s excess
mean return and the excess mean return on the market portfolio is called the security market line (SML)
for that security (not to be confused with the CML defined above). The beta of a security (or portfolio of
securities) measures the systematic risk of that security. The variance of the returns of a security measures
the total risk of that security, both systematic risk and idiosyncratic risk. The CAPM theory says that the
market only rewards an investor for taking on systematic risk as idiosyncratic risk can be diversified away
with portfolio optimization.

∗ By rolling the 10-year bond, we mean that the investor buys a new 10-year bond every year and sells the bond bought the
previous year.

† There are now other pricing models of capital assets, but CAPM was the first and so it lays claim to the rather generic
name and remains the paradigm.
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To derive Equation 29.3, one must first use market equilibrium to argue that every risky asset must
be present in the tangent (market) portfolio.∗ One can then postulate a simple portfolio that is a convex
combination of security i and the market portfolio, that is, a portfolio with expected return μ = αμi +
(1 − α)μM and standard deviation

σ =
√

α2σ2
i + (1 − α)2σ2

M + 2α(1 − α)cov(ri , rM). (29.4)

At α = 0,
dσ

dμ
= (dσ/dα)

(dμ/dα)
= μi − μM

(1/σ)
(−σ2

M + cov(ri , rM)
) = μi − μM

σM(−1 + βi)
.

The last equality comes from realizing that, at α = 0, σ = σM, and by using the definition of βi .
Recognizing that the slope at α = 0 must equal the slope of the tangent market portfolio, that is, the slope
of the CML,

(
(μM − rf )

)
/σM, produces Equation 29.3.

Specifying the market portfolio is a problem when one attempts to test the CAPM model. A broad
value-weighted index of stocks, bonds, foreign investments, and proxies for such assets as real estate can
be used. When one has such a proxy, one can estimate each stock’s β from Equation 29.3 as β takes the
form of the regression coefficient in a linear regression of the individual asset’s excess return and the
excess return of the index. Thus, if CAPM is a valid model, the scatter plot of each asset’s excess return
versus the market’s excess return should cluster about a line through the origin. The line is the SML for
that asset.

29.3 Modeling Returns over Time

In the single period portfolio construction framework of Section 29.2, Markowitz was able to obtain
powerful results while using only second-order statistics to characterize asset returns. To optimize over
multiple time periods with portfolio rebalancing allowed between each period, we must model how
returns vary from one time period to the next.

The first step in establishing this model is to select either asset prices or returns as the basic unit of
measure in order to describe the value of a tradable security over time. While this distinction may seem
trivial due to the simple relationship between the two quantities, the subsequent impact on the choice of
statistical models is significant. Whereas returns may be positive or negative, asset prices are constrained
to be nonnegative, implying that a two-sided distribution (e.g., Gaussian) should not be used to model
them. More importantly, simpler and more accurate models result from using returns rather than prices.
It is for these reasons that the basic portfolio choice problem is formulated as a function of the underlying
asset returns. Specifically, the log of the asset returns rather than the simple returns are used as shown
below.

Let pk denote the price of a single asset at time tk , and let Rk denote the corresponding return over the
period (tk−1, tk], so that

Rk = pk − pk−1

pk−1
= pk

pk−1
− 1.

The return represents the percent change in value of the asset. Here subscript k indicates that the value
of the return becomes known at time tk . This type of return is often referred to as a simple return. A
second type of return, the log-return, rk , is defined as the change in the log of the asset’s price over the

∗ If there were a risky asset that was not a part of the tangent (market) portfolio, there would be no demand for it since every
investor, regardless of his risk aversion, want only the tangent portfolio of risky assets. Supply would not meet demand;
so no equilibrium would exist until the price of that asset dropped to the point where it was attractive enough to be part
of the demanded tangent portfolio. A similar argument shows that the tangent portfolio must be the market portfolio.
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The Construction of Portfolios of Financial Assets 29-9

length of the investment period as follows:

rk = log(1 + Rk) = log(pk) − log(pk−1).

Log-returns are also known as continuously compounded returns, since the quantity log(1 + Rk)
represents the equivalent continuously compounded rate, rc

k , corresponding to the simple rate, Rk . When
Rk is sufficiently near zero, so that the Taylor series approximation given by

rk = log(1 + Rk) ≈ Rk (29.5)

is valid, the log-return is a good proxy for the simple return. Note that the monotonic relationship between
the simple and log-returns implies that optimizing for one measure can be equivalent to optimizing for
the other.

In a multiperiod setting, the total simple return across a set of N investment periods, denoted by RT ,
is computed as the product of the per-stage simple returns.

1 + RT =
N∏

k=1

(1 + Rk) =
N∏

k=1

pk

pk−1
= pN

p0
.

One advantage of using log-returns over simple returns is that the multiperiod log-return is equal to
the sum of the per-stage returns, rather than their product, and is given by

rT = log(1 + RT ) = log

(
N∏

k=1

(1 + Rk)

)

=
N∑

k=1

(
log(pk) − log(pk−1)

) =
N∑

k=1

rk .

The additive accumulation of the log-return is beneficial in multiperiod portfolio selection problems,
so that efficient computational techniques, such as dynamic programming, can be readily applied.

However, using log-returns do present a problem when dealing with portfolios of assets. While the
portfolio simple return is computed as a linear combination of the simple returns of the constituent
assets, the portfolio log-return does not have a similarly simple relationship to the underlying assets’
log-returns. In order to circumvent this issue, the approximation of Equation 29.5 is used. The string of
approximations for the log-return of a portfolio with the vector of portfolio weights at time k given by vk

is as follows:

log

[
N∏

k=1

(1 + vkRk)

]

=
N∑

k=1

log(1 + vkRk) ≈
N∑

k=1

vkRk ≈
N∑

k=1

vkrk . (29.6)

Thus, the log of the total portfolio return over time can be approximated by the sum over time of
the weighted combination of log-returns on the individual assets. If the approximation is not valid over
the timescale initially chosen for the problem, one can increase the rate at which the log-price process
is sampled until the approximation is acceptable. Thus, in the discrete-time models in the sequel, the
per-stage individual asset returns are given by the change in the log-prices, and the per-stage portfolio
returns are approximated by a weighted sum of the assets’ log-returns. Furthermore, the portfolio returns
are assumed to add across stages in accordance with the properties of log-returns.

The fact that it is most natural to use log-prices and log-returns to model the evolution of asset values
also creates problems in choosing the optimization criterion in discrete-time problems. One would prefer
to perform a mean-variance optimization on the final total return achieved by an investment policy.∗
However, Equation 29.6 gives us a very usable form as an approximation for the log of the total return,
not the total return itself. In the interest of creating a solvable optimization problem, we resign ourselves
to minimizing the variance of this approximation to the total log-return, given a limit on the mean of

∗ Given an initial wealth, optimizing the final total return is equivalent to optimizing the final wealth.
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29-10 Control System Applications

this approximation to the total log-return. More intricate approximations to the true return and more
sophisticated optimization criteria in discrete-time systems have been made to work by Campbell and
Viceira [13,14]. The simple approximations we use in this development show the types of complications
involved in solving discrete-time portfolio optimization problems.

When one moves to continuous-time models of assets and trading, many of the issues discussed above
disappear and the results become aesthetically pleasing as we show in Section 29.5. Continuous-time
models in finance were introduced in 1970 in the PhD thesis and related papers by Robert C. Merton,
then a student of Paul Samuelson at MIT. In the Foreword to Merton’s 1990 book [6], Samuelson writes,
“The pole that propelled Merton to Byronic eminence was the mathematical tool of continuous probability
a la Norbert Wiener and Kiyoshi Ito. Suddenly what had been complex approximations became beautiful
simple truth.”

The question of whether to model returns as evolving in discrete-time or continuous-time marks
an important distinction in the finance theory literature. Continuous-time models carry with them the
controversial assumption that trading takes place continuously in time. In addition, data on past returns
are naturally captured in discrete-time format as are the estimation techniques used to characterize these
data. Of course, the continuous trading assumption can be considered an approximation to how fast trades
can actually occur; indeed, it is an approximation that is becoming better each day as computer-driven
trading technology encourages trading on shorter time scales. In addition, the notion of continuously
rebalancing a portfolio is a critical element of the breakthrough Black–Scholes–Merton option pricing
theory as seen in [15,16].∗

29.3.1 A Discrete-Time Model

Numerous models exist to describe the evolution of log-prices over time. The choice of model depends
on the set of properties one is trying to describe, such as cross-asset and temporal return correlations,
mean-reverting behavior, or common stochastic and growth trends. A model may describe the behavior
of a single asset, or may jointly define the evolution of a set of dependent assets. As a general rule, the
properties of a system can be best understood by choosing the simplest model that captures the set of
desired behaviors. Simpler models lead to simpler solutions that can help build intuition; more complex
models can come closer to mimicking real-life behavior.

One simple model assumes that the per-stage log-returns (per-stage differences in log-prices) are best
represented as white noise, that is, they are independent and identically distributed. This widely used
model captures the notion that future returns are unpredictable from past returns so that log-prices
follow a random walk.† The log-returns may be modeled by a Gaussian distribution or a heavy-tailed
distribution, such as a Pareto or Cauchy distribution. However, one must be careful in a multiperiod
setting to understand the impact of the single-stage return model on the corresponding multiperiod
return. For example, if the single-stage simple returns are assumed to be Gaussian, then the multistage
returns are no longer Gaussian. On the other hand, if the single-stage log-returns are assumed to be
Gaussian, the equivalent multistage log-returns, now formed as the sum of the per-stage log-returns, are
also Gaussian. This, in turn, implies that the single-stage and multistage simple returns follow a shifted
log-Gaussian distribution.‡ It is generally accepted that actual log-returns are more heavy tailed than
Gaussian but, at this point, little can be done mathematically assuming heavy-tailed distributions.§ The
tradeoff is made in modeling financial systems as it is usually made in all engineering systems to work

∗ Primbs [17] shows an alternate derivation of the Black–Scholes option pricing formula achieved via a quadratic optimal
control problem.

† The book [18] introduces the theoretical concepts and has extensive discussions of how well data fit the random walk
hypothesis and various other models of asset returns. At the opposite end of the spectrum, a best selling (and my favorite)
nonmathematical treatment of investing is memorably entitled A Random Walk Down Wall Street [19].

‡ The returns are often called log-normal as log(1 + R) is Gaussian or normal.
§ The ramifications of heavy tails are the subject of much discussion. See [20].
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The Construction of Portfolios of Financial Assets 29-11

with a model that may be less precise but that leads to insightful general results. Thus we generally assume
log-Gaussian returns.

We consider a system where, starting at an initial time t0, an investor is allowed to assemble a new
portfolio at N points in time, equally spaced by an amount h. The time spacing parameter h is introduced
because much of the theory of finance is developed using continuous-time models in the limit as h goes
to zero while N grows to keep Nh = T , a finite time horizon. Many of the results become more elegant in
the continuous-time setting. (E.g., the simple return per sample time goes to zero and the simple return
and log-return per sample time converge, avoiding the approximation in portfolio returns that results
from using log-returns.)

Let x[nh] be a p-dimensional random vector representing the log-prices of a group of assets that are
assumed to evolve according to a first-order vector autoregressive (VAR) process as follows:

x[nh + h] = (I − Πh)x[nh] +φh + √
hΣz[nh], (29.7)

where I is a p × p identity matrix, Π is a p × p matrix with small nonnegative eigenvalues, φ is
a p-dimensional constant vector, z is the p-dimensional zero mean vector, IID across time, with
E[z[n]zT[n]] = I , and h is the scalar sampling time. Here we make use of the symmetric square root
matrix Σ so that ΣΣ = Ψ, the covariance matrix of the actual noise; hence, we can allow z[nh] to be
a standard IID noise process. Equation 29.7 describes a model where a deterministic signal plus white,
Gaussian noise is passed through a linear system, a model that controls engineers know results in x[nh]
being a Gaussian random vector with mean and covariance described using the state transition matrix
and convolution sums.

Much of the work in finance theory is performed with Π = 0. The log-prices then follow a random
walk with a drift determined by φ. Many important concepts have been developed using this model even
though it assumes the complete unpredictability of future prices given past prices except for the average
drift. There is a long history of important papers reporting econometric tests supporting this view [21].
However, most of these tests were made on scalar systems. Since 1990, evidence of predictability across
both time and assets has been demonstrated [22]. Such cross-sectional and intertemporal predictability
can be captured in the VAR model. This model captures the underlying economic principle that an
increase in the valuation of company A at time n may be correlated with movement in the valuation of
a company in A’s supply chain or a competitor at time n + 1. This observation has led to many trading
schemes, mostly ad hoc, that are referred to either as pairs trading when only two related assets are
considered or, more generally, as cointegrated models where Π is not zero [23].

29.3.2 A Continuous-Time Model

A key aspect of Equation 29.7 is that the discrete-time white noise sequence z enters through the scale
factor

√
h. This square root behavior is chosen to model two important properties of the log-prices as

h goes to zero as we now explain.
Consider the process defined by∗

Z[nh + h] = Z[nh] +√
hz[nh] with E

[
z[nh]z[nh]T

]
= I .

As h goes to zero and nh goes to t, Z(t) can be described by a standard continuous-time vector
stochastic differential equation. With the

√
h behavior in the model, the sample paths of the continuous-

time Z(t) process are continuous but nowhere differentiable, resulting in a model in which log-prices
move smoothly but unpredictably even for very small time increments. With Z(0) = 0 the process Z(t) is

∗ The lower-case z[nh] is the standard vector discrete-time white noise (IID) process while the upper-case Z(t) will be used
for the standard vector continuous-time Wiener process that results from the limiting process on Z [nh], the discrete-time
summed white noise vector.
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29-12 Control System Applications

the standard vector Wiener process whose variance grows linearly with time. The process
√

hz[nh] has
mean zero and covariance hI so that

Z[nh] = Z[0] +
n−1∑

k=0

√
hz[kh]; E

(
Z[nh]) = 0; cov

(
Z[nh]) = nhI .

As h goes to a small dt and nh goes to t, the notation dZ(t) is identified with Z[nh + h] − Z[nh] =√
hz[nh].
With this understanding of dZ(t) we see that as h goes to a small dt and nh goes to t, Equation 29.7

becomes

dx(t) = Πx(t) dt + φ dt + ΣdZ(t) (29.8)

with ΣΣ = Ψ and Z(t) a standard Wiener process.
Equation 29.8 is the continuous-time model of a deterministic constant signal plus white Gaussian

noise being passed through a linear system, which results in x(t) being a Gaussian random vector with
mean and covariance described using the state transition matrix and convolution integrals.

It is interesting to gain some insight into the quantity (dZ)2. If ζ and z are scalars (for simplicity) with
z[nh] being a zero mean, unit variance IID sequence and

ζ[nh + h] = ζ[nh] +
(√

hz[nh]
)2

; ζ[0] = 0,

then ζ[nh] has mean nh and variance nh2
(
E
([z4[nh]] − 1

))
. Assuming E

[
z4[nh]] is finite, as h goes to a

small dt, Var
((

ζ[nh + h] − ζ[nh])/h
)

goes to 0 and we switch to the continuous-time stochastic differential
equation notation and say

dζ(t) = (
dZ(t)

)2
with mean

(
dζ(t)

) = dt and var
(
dζ(t)

) = 0,

so (dZ)2 goes to the deterministic quantity dt.
It is this fact that necessitates the use of Ito calculus [24] when deriving the evolution of a nonlinear

function of the output of a stochastic differential equation. Ito’s lemma follows from using a Taylor series
expansion of a nonlinear function with the above observation of the need to keep squared terms in dZ
that behave as deterministic first-order terms in dt.

Ito’s Lemma: Let V (x, t) be a twice differentially continuous function and let the p-dimensional vector
x evolve according to the stochastic differential equation

dx = f (x, t) dt + G(x, t) dZ(t).

Then V evolves according to the stochastic differential equation:

dV = ∂V

∂x
dx + ∂V

∂t
dt + 1

2
dxT ∂2V

∂x∂x
dx

= ∂V

∂x

(
f (x, t) dt + G(x, t)dZ(t)

)+ ∂V

∂t
dt + 1

2
1TGT(x, t)

∂2V

∂x∂x
G(x, t)1 dt

For example, let V (x) = xT x and x evolve according to the stochastic differential equation (29.8), then,
after applying Ito’s lemma and dropping all terms of order (dt)y with y > 1,

dV = 2xTΠx dt + 2 dxTφ dt + 2xTΣ dZ + 1TΨ1 dt
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The Construction of Portfolios of Financial Assets 29-13

29.4 Discrete-Time Multistage Portfolio Optimization

29.4.1 Problem Formulation

We now consider the problem of constructing a portfolio of risky assets within a multistage setting. The
investment time horizon is divided into N intervals, and the portfolio may be rebalanced at the start of
each interval.∗ The log prices of the securities are assumed to be well-modeled by the discrete-time model
of Equation 29.7, repeated here

x[nh + h] = (I − Πh)x[nh] +φh + √
hΣz[nh].

The vector of per-stage log-returns is equal to the change in the asset log-prices, r[n] = x[n] − x[n − 1],
and the per-stage portfolio log-return is approximated as rp[n] ≈ w[n − 1]Tr[n]. The cumulative portfolio
log-return at the end of N stages is approximated by

N−1∑

k=0

rp[k] ≈
N−1∑

k=0

w[k − 1]Tr[k] =
N−1∑

k=0

w[k − 1]T (
x[k] − x[k − 1]).

The single-stage Markowitz mean-variance portfolio optimization framework introduced in Section
29.2.1 may be extended to a multistage setting by determining the sequence of portfolio weights,
{w[0], . . . , w[N − 1]}, that solves the dual mean-variance problem. That is, we find the weights that
minimize the variance of the cumulative portfolio log-return, subject to a constraint on the correspond-
ing mean of the cumulative portfolio log-return. Formally, we seek the optimal policy, w∗, so that

σ2∗(μ0) = min
w[0],...,w[N−1] var

[
N−1∑

n=0
wT[n]r[n + 1]

]

such that E

[
N−1∑

n=0
wT[n]r[n + 1]

]
= μ0

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭
PDT0.

This formulation does not immediately lend itself to an analytical solution using the standard tech-
niques of stochastic optimal control, such as dynamic programming. The objective function is not to be
additive across time due to the square of the final mean in the final covariance. However, it is just good to
minimize the mean square of the final log-return since once the mean is set, this differs from the variance
by a constant and the same optimal weights result. It is for this reason that we began with the dual of
the mean-variance problem, PDT0. Now, the investor can solve the following dynamic portfolio choice
problem using a quadratic utility function where we have added an extra positive constant, λN , with
the usual Lagrange multiplier, γN , for notational convenience in displaying the results. We also chose to
maximize the negative of the natural utility function. Thus we solve the problem:

max
w[0],...,w[N−1] E

⎡

⎣γN

N−1∑

n=0

wT[n]r[n + 1] −λN

(
N−1∑

n=0

wT[n]r[n + 1]
)2

⎤

⎦

⎫
⎬

⎭
PDT1.

The scale factors γN and λN define the shape of the utility function, and are deterministic quantities set
by the investor in accordance with his or her risk preferences. The optimal sequence of portfolio weight
vectors for Problem PDT0 is also optimal for Problem PDT1, for some appropriate choice of γN and λN .

∗ The first use of dynamic programming to solve an optimal portfolio problem in discrete-time is generally credited to Paul
Samuelson [3].
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29-14 Control System Applications

29.4.2 Optimal Policy Derivation

We begin by determining the solution to Problem PDT1 using the dynamic programming algorithm. The
value function, that is, the optimal reward-to-go, at the last stage, denoted as JN (rN ), is given by

JN (rN ) = U(rN ) = γN rN − λN r2
N .

According to the Bellman principle of optimality, at the beginning of the last stage, the investor acts to
maximize the sum of his current and the expected reward-to-go. (The current reward is zero since only a
function of the final return is rewarded.)

w∗
N−1 = arg max

wN−1

EN−1[0 + JN (rN )].

The value function at time N−1 is given by

J∗
N−1 = max

wN−1
EN−1 [JN (rN )] = max

wN−1
EN−1[γN rN − λN r2

N ]

= max
wN−1

EN−1

[
γN

(
rN−1 + wT

N−1(xN − xN−1)
)

− λN

(
rN−1 + wT

N−1(xN − xN−1)
)2

]

= max
wN−1

γN rN−1 + γN wT
N−1mN−1 − λN r2

N−1 − 2λN rN−1wT
N−1mN−1 − λN wT

N−1SN−1wN−1,

where
mN−1 = EN−1[xN − xN−1] SN−1 = EN−1

[
(xN − xN−1)(xN − xN−1)T

]
.

The optimal portfolio policy for the last stage, wN−1, is found to be

w∗
N−1 = 1

2λN
(γN − 2λN rN−1)S−1

N−1mN−1.

Using this expression for the optimal policy at time N −1, the value function can again be expressed
as a quadratic function of the cumulative, realized return, as follows:

JN−1(rN−1) = γN−1rN−1 − λN−1r2
N−1,

where

γN−1 = γN (1 − mT
N−1S−1

N−1mN−1); λN−1 = λN (1 − mT
N−1S−1

N−1mN−1);

cN−1 = 0.25γN

λN
mT

N−1S−1
N−1mN−1.

The new coefficients of the substage quadratic objective function, γN−1 and λN−1, are themselves
random variables. The above procedure can be repeated formally for each stage in order to find expressions
for the full set of portfolio weight vectors, resulting in the following optimal control policy:

w∗
k = 1

2λN
(γN − 2λN rk)S−1

k mk ,

with

ηk = νk+1 − mT
k+1S−1

k+1mk+1; νk = Ek[ηk]; mk = Ek[ηkΔxk+1]; Sk = Ek[ηkΔxk+1ΔxT
k+1].

The above set of recursive equations for {ηk , νk , mk , Sk} does not admit a closed-form solution. The
problem is that while the mean and variance of the log-prices xk can be computed using Equation 29.7
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The Construction of Portfolios of Financial Assets 29-15

for each time before starting the optimization, the conditional expectations of the more complicated
quadratic forms that show up in {ηk , νk , mk , Sk} are more difficult. One can perform numerical inte-
grations to compute these forms or one can find them by using forward Monte Carlo techniques. One
technique, based on Monte Carlo methods and importance sampling, is given in [23]. This method uti-
lizes a set of sample paths of the log-price process, xn, in order to approximate the required moments in
a computationally efficient manner. The resulting solutions trace out the complete set of mean-variance
solutions as one of the two parameters (λN , γN ) is held fixed and the other varied. Various suboptimal
closed-form approximate solutions to this problem are also given in [23].

29.4.3 Including a Budget Constraint and a Risk-Free Asset

Recall from Section 29.2.2 that a BC of the form wT
k 1 = 1 can be enforced by introducing the following

linear transformation for the portfolio weight vector at each stage:

wk = c + Dvk =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

v1
k
...

v
p−1
k

1 −
p−1∑

i=1
vi

k

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

, c =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢
⎣

0
...
0
1

⎤

⎥⎥⎥
⎦

, D =
[

Ip−1

−1T

]
.

The derivation of the optimal control policy given in Section 29.4.2 can be repeated in order to solve
for the new set of controls, {v[0] . . . v[N − 1]}.

The problem can also be modified to include a risk-free asset in a manner similar to the development
in Section 29.2.3.

29.4.4 Formulation as a Linear Quadratic Regulator Problem

The linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem is a paradigm problem result of optimal control theory.
While the original dynamic mean-variance objective given in Problem PDT0 cannot be directly mapped
into an LQR framework, the quadratic utility version defined by Problem PDT1 can. However, the resulting
system is a special case of an LQR, in which the state evolution matrices are themselves stochastic.
While formulation within the LQR framework provides a convenient and well-known representation for
the problem of constructing optimal portfolios, it does not eliminate the accompanying computational
difficulties.

In order to map Problem PDT1 into the LQR framework, let rCk be the cumulative portfolio gain at
time k, yk denote the system state and uk the input.

yk =
(

rCk

wk

)
; uk = wk+1 − wk ,

The system evolves according to the following linear system:

yk+1 = Akyk + Bkuk + εk ; Ak =
(

1 ΔxT
k+1

0 I

)
; Bk =

(
ΔxT

k+1
I

)
.

The asset log-prices, xk , are not included as part of the state vector, but rather appear within the state
transition matrices. It is valid to exclude the prices from the state vector because of the assumption that
the control action does not influence the prices (a single trader does not move the market). Thus it is
possible to express an otherwise nonlinear system using the LQR framework, at the expense of creating
time-dependent, random system matrices.
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The optimal set of actions is chosen to maximize the following quadratic cost function:

E
ε0,...,εN−1

{

yT
N QN yn +

N−1∑

k=0

(yT
k Qkyk + uT

k Rkuk)

}

,

where the matrices Qk and Rk are zero for all k except that the terminal cost, QN , is given by

QN =
(

λN 0T

0 0

)
.

Initializing the cumulative return to r0 = γN /2λN produces the desired quadratic objective function
as defined in Problem PDT1.

Due to the presence of the log-prices in both Ak and Bk , these matrices are time-varying and stochastic,
and therefore the standard LQR solution does not apply. As shown in [25], the optimal control law is still
a linear function of the state, of the form

uk = −
(

Rk + E
[

BT
k Kk+1Ak

])−1
E
[

BT
k Kk+1Ak

]
yk = Lkyk (29.9)

where KN = QN and

Kk = Qk + E[AT
k Kk+1Ak] − E[AT

k Kk+1Bk]
(

Rk + E[BT
k Kk+1Bk]

)−1
E[BT

k Kk+1Ak]. (29.10)

The resulting set of moments needed here is identical to the set of moments given in Section 29.4.2
and are subject to the same computational difficulties. While the LQR framework provides a convenient
and well-known representation for the problem of constructing dynamic mean-variance optimal (MVO)
portfolios, such a formulation does not eliminate the accompanying computational difficulties as the
moments needed for Equations 29.9 and 29.10 must still be solved using some numerical integration or
Monte Carlo technique.

29.4.5 Example: Intertemporal Hedging

The benefit of the multistage mean-variance approach over the use of single stage mean-variance frame-
work is demonstrated in the following example taken from [23]. In particular, the example demonstrates
the benefit of intertemporal hedging that is possible in the dynamic setting. The solution exhibits a higher
than expected variance of portfolio returns at each stage that is offset by negative correlations between
the per-stage portfolio returns so that the final variance target is met.

Consider a system of two risky assets, in which the log-prices are assumed to evolve according to the
process defined in Equation 29.7, with

I − Π =
(

0.7878 0.0707
0.2634 0.9122

)
, Ψ = ΣΣ =

(
0.0400 0

0 0.0049

)
,

and initial condition x0 = (1.75 4.30)T. For simplicity, we restrict our attention here to the case where
the investor is given an investment horizon consisting of two stages. The investor must decide how much
to allocate to each asset at the beginning of the first stage, and he is allowed to rebalance the portfolio at the
beginning of the second stage. In order to determine the optimal portfolio weight vectors, the functions
{m0, S0} and {m1, S1} are numerically approximated using the method described in [23], over a grid of
M = 5000 sample paths.

First, suppose the investor sets a risk budget (i.e., standard deviation of the final portfolio return) of
20%, or σ2

0 = (0.20)2 = 0.04. After computing the optimal strategies, Monte Carlo runs were made to
statistically characterize each solution. Table 29.1 compares the second-order statistics for the per-stage
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TABLE 29.1 Second-Order Statistics Comparing Static versus Dynamic MVO Solutions

for Two-Stage Example

Stage 1, r1 Stage 2, r2

Weights Weights Total, rT

Strategy Mean Std w1 w2 Net Lev Mean Std w1 w2 Net Lev Corr[r1, r2] Mean Std

Dynamic: no BC 0.31 0.26 −0.87 2.85 1.98 0.14 0.23 −0.15 1.47 1.32 −0.69 0.44 0.20

Dynamic: with BC 0.24 0.24 −0.99 1.99 1.00 0.14 0.23 −0.38 1.62 1.24 −0.60 0.38 0.20

Static: no BC 0.19 0.16 −0.47 1.86 0.39 0.13 0.20 −0.47 1.86 1.39 −0.39 0.32 0.20

Static: with BC 0.19 0.17 −0.64 1.64 1.00 0.13 0.21 −0.64 1.64 1.00 −0.45 0.31 0.20

portfolio returns using both dynamic and static MVO investment strategies, with and without BCs. In the
static MVO strategy the investor is not allowed to rebalance his portfolio after the results are in from the
first step of the problem. It is solved using the model to compute the statistics of the two-period horizon
and then using the original Markowitz result of Section 29.2.2 to find the single optimal portfolio to be
held constant over two periods. The quantities in Table 29.1 result from taking sample averages over
Monte Carlo runs of each strategy.∗

As Table 29.1 reveals, there is a direct relationship between the total expected return and the degree
of negative correlation between the interstage portfolio returns. Higher negative correlation between r1

and r2 implies that the per-stage portfolio return variances may assume larger magnitudes while the total
variance remains constant. The increased amount of per-stage risk is realized through the use of leverage,
both at the individual asset and aggregate portfolio levels. This is perhaps best illustrated by comparing
the return statistics for the static and dynamic strategies in the case where no BC is used. The case of no
BC is the same as the case where there is a BC and there is also a risk-free asset with a risk-free rate of zero.

Whereas the static MVO solution uses a net leverage of 139% at each stage, the dynamic MVO solution
first takes on a net leverage of 198%, followed by a second-stage leverage level of 132%. The higher
first-stage portfolio return is a direct consequence of the increased leverage, whereas the dynamic and
static schemes exhibit comparable returns for the second stage. The increased risk associated with the
higher leverage in the first stage of the dynamic case is offset by the more negative correlation coefficient
for the portfolio returns between the two stages of −0.69 for the dynamic strategy versus −0.39 in the
static case. The total required standard deviation of 20% over the two-stage problem is met by both
strategies. Note that nowhere in the problem setup were the mathematics instructed to pick first-stage
weights that produce higher first-stage variance and more negative interstage correlations. This is simply
an interpretation of what the dynamic programming algorithm does to produce the MVO returns.

Next, by allowing the risk budget to vary between 0% and 40%, we may generate the set of efficient
frontiers in mean-standard deviation space as shown in Figure 29.2. The efficient frontiers for the cases
without BCs are lines that intercept the y-axis at the origin as expected from the zero risk-free rate
interpretation. In the static case, the line associated with a zero rate risk-free asset (i.e., no BC) is tangent
to the efficient frontier when there is no risk-free asset as expected. However, in the dynamic case, the
same relationship does not exist because, in the dynamic case, the amount of borrowing can change
between periods. If we were to fix the amount of borrowing for the two periods, a tangent line would
result. Clearly, allowing the amount of borrowing to optimally change can do no worse than fixing it and
the line on the dynamic portfolio with no BC outperforms what the tangent line would achieve. Of course
the dynamic strategy outperforms the static in both cases; hence the nesting of the efficient frontiers is
what it should be.

∗ One cause of concern for the especially astute observer might be that the dynamic portfolio shows an average leverage of
1.24 for the second stage when a BC is active. This is legitimate since the dynamic portfolio has an average of 24% gain in
the first stage and all wealth available at the second stage is invested.
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FIGURE 29.2 Efficient frontiers for static and dynamic MVO portfolios, with and without a budget constraint.

29.5 Continuous-Time Portfolio Optimization

The use of stochastic optimal control to solve portfolio problems in continuous-time was pioneered by
Merton [4]. We start with the continuous-time model of Equation 29.8,∗ repeated here:

dx = Πx dt + φ dt + Σ dZ.

Here x(t) is a vector of log-prices, φ is a constant drift vector, and Z(t) is the standard vector Wiener
process. In continuous-time, since all changes are infinitesimally small, we can work directly with the
value of the portfolio (called W for Wealth) without the approximations that must be used to make the
discrete-time analysis tractable.

Let v(t) be the vector of weights so that vi is the fraction of the wealth placed in the asset with log-price,
xi . Let there also be an asset called the risk-free bond that has log-price b with

db = rf dt,

so that the bond’s price grows deterministically and exponentially with constant rate rf .
The fraction of the wealth that is invested in the risk-free bond is (1 − vT1) where 1 is a vector of

one’s so that the weights of all investments including the investment in the risk-free bond sum to 1. This
enforces the BC ensuring that all the wealth but no more is invested at each time. The vi are allowed
to be negative to represent short sales of assets. When a bond is bought, money is lent so that if the
fraction of wealth invested in the risk-free bond is negative, money is borrowed to finance the purchase
of other assets.

Given how the log-prices of assets change, we can consider how the prices themselves change through
the functional relationship si = exi , where si is the price of security i. Since si is a nonlinear function of xi ,
and xi is governed by a stochastic differential equation, we must use Ito’s Lemma to find the stochastic
differential equation that governs si . The notation is a little tricky since the exponentiation takes place on
a component-by-component basis.

∗ In this section, we drop the notational dependence on time when convenient.
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Let Πι: and Σι: be the ith rows of Π and Σ, respectively, and let Ψii be the ith diagonal element of Ψ.
Then

dsi = si
(
Πι:x + φi + 1

2 Ψii
)

dt + siΣι: dZ. (29.11)

Note that if xi(t + dt) − xi(t) = ln
(
si(t + dt)

)− ln
(
si(t)

)
had mean m dt and variance σ2 dt, then the

return (si(t + dt) − si(t))/si(t) would have mean (m + 1
2 σ2) dt and variance σ2 dt. This is the same result

that comes from taking the exponential of a Gaussian random variable. Here it comes not from a Gaussian
assumption but from the correction explained in Ito’s Lemma. The connection comes from the notion
that even over very small time frames, dZ = Z(t + dt) − Z(t) is still the sum of a very large number of
independent random variables and thus still acts like a Gaussian distribution.

Assumptions are made on the processes to rule out heavy-tailed distributions. [6, Chapter 3] Of course
this is a somewhat problematic part of the financial engineering results, as it is generally agreed that
asset returns empirically exhibit heavy tails. Yet, like all modeling efforts, some fidelity to reality is lost to
achieve analytical results and their attendant insight and utility.

We can return Equation 29.11 to vector form by defining s as a vector of the si , SD as a diagonal matrix
with the si along the diagonal and ΨD as matching the diagonal elements of Ψ but zero elsewhere. Then

ds = SD
(
Πx + φ + 1

2ΨD1
)

dt + SDΣ dZ

A vector with the amount of wealth invested in each security is given by Wv, where W is the amount
of the investor’s wealth, while WvTS−1

D is a vector with components equal to the number of shares of
each security that is owned. This gives the following equation describing the evolution of wealth:

dW = W
(

vTS−1
D ds + (1 − vT1)rf

)
dt

Substituting for ds

dW = W
(

vTΠx + vTφ + 1
2 vTΨD1 + (1 − vT1)rf

)
dt + vTΣ dZ

= W
(

vTΠx + vTre + 1
2 vTΨD1 + rf

)
dt + vTΣ dZ (29.12)

where re = φ − 1rf is the vector of mean excess log-returns, that is, returns in excess of the risk-free rate.
Note that, unlike the discrete-time case, the time evolution of the wealth, that is, the value of the portfolio

of assets, can be described in a useful way with no approximations. The cost of this simplification is the
assumption that the composition of the portfolio is updated continuously.

The optimality criterion that is most commonly used in continuous-time finance problems is the power
utility function. Here we apply it only at the final time T .

J(T) = E0

[
1

1 − γ
W(T)1−γ

]
, (29.13)

As long as γ > 0, this is a standard concave downward utility function that corresponds to a risk averse
investor, that is, an investor who is willing to take a smaller average return on an asset provided it has
a smaller variance in returns. The properties of variously shaped utility functions are much studied in
financial economics [26] and the power utility function is also called the constant relative risk aversion
(CRRA) curve. The larger the γ, the more risk averse is the investor. Each of two investors with the same
γ is willing to bet the same percentage of her wealth on the same risky asset returns and the percentage of
wealth invested in an asset is independent of the overall amount of wealth. This is the CRRA concept.

Solving the portfolio optimization for the power utility for all γ also traces out the optimal mean-
variance portfolios. As γ decreases from very large value toward zero, the mean and variance of the
optimal final wealth will both increase. As only the first two derivatives of J with respect to W at the
optimal point affect the solution, each optimal point is also a solution to a quadratic cost function and
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29-20 Control System Applications

thus the solution to a mean-variance problem. Note that as γ goes through 1, the CRRA criterion becomes
expected log-wealth. This is an important special case known as the growth-optimal portfolio. This case
has special properties in the most studied case model in which Π = 0.

Equations 29.8, 29.12, and 29.13 now form a standard stochastic optimal control problem that is solved
using the Hamilton–Jacoby–Bellman (HJB) equation.∗ The HJB equation provides the evolution of the
optimal cost-to-go function, V (t, W , x), defined as

V (t, W , x) = max
v(s),t≤s≤T

Et

[
1

1 − γ
W(T)1−γ

]
.

In this case, the V function measures the conditional expected utility at time T given information up
to time t and using the optimal weights between times t and T . The HJB equation is given by

0 = max
v

{Vt + VW W

(
vTΠx + vTre + 1

2
vTΨD1 + rf

)
+ Vx(Πx + φ)

+ 1

2
VWW W2vTΨv + WVWxΨv + 1

2
Tr(VxxΨ). (29.14)

Performing the optimization over v, we obtain an expression for the optimal weights:

v∗ = −(VWW WΨ)−1
[

VW

(
Πx + re + 1

2
ΨD1

)
+ VWxΨ

]
. (29.15)

If we now substitute the optimal weights back into the HJB equation we arrive at a deterministic partial
differential equation involving V (t, W , x) often called the Bellman equation:

0 =
[

Vt + VW Wrf + Vx(Πx + φ) + 1

2
Tr(VxxΨ)

]
− 1

2VWW

[
VW

(
Πx + re + 1

2
ΨD1

)
+ VWxΨ

]T

Ψ−1

×
[

VW

(
Πx + re + 1

2
ΨD1

)
+ VWxΨ

]
. (29.16)

This equation can be approximately solved numerically by creating a multidimensional grid in t, W ,
and x and using finite difference approximations. More sophisticated techniques are also available.

The usual way of approaching an analytical solution to such an equation is to make an educated guess
at the form of V (t, W , x) and see where it takes you. A successful guess is called an ansatz. The ansatz for
Equation 29.16 in this problem goes back to (at least) [27] and is given by

V (t, W , x) = 1

1 − γ
W(t)1−γ exp

(
1

2
xTA0(t)x + bT

0 (t)x + c0(t)

)
.

After substituting this ansatz and its derivatives into the Bellman equation, we can manipulate the
resulting equation so that we can divide out V (t, W , x) and set the coefficient of each of the powers of x
equal to 0. The three resulting equations are

−Ȧ0 = A0Π + ΠTA0 + A0ΨA0 + 1 − γ

γ
(ΨA0 + Π)TΨ−1(ΨA0 + Π),

−ḃ0 = Πb0 + A0φ + A0Ψb0 + 1 − γ

γ
(ΨA0 + Π)TΨ−1

(
Ψb0 + re + 1

2
ΨD1

)
,

ċ0 = (1 − γ)rf + φTb0 + 1

2
Tr

(
b0ΨbT

0

)
+ 1

2
Tr(ΨA0)

+ 1 − γ

γ

(
Ψb0 + re + 1

2
ΨD1

)T

Ψ−1
(

Ψb0 + re + 1

2
ΨD1

)
,

with the boundary conditions A0(T) = 0, b0 = 0, c0 = 0.

∗ A primer in stochastic optimal control and the Hamilton–Bellman–Jacobi equation is contained in another chapter of
this handbook. There is also an excellent treatment of these topics in the financial context in [6].
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The equation for A0 is a Riccati equation, with known solution techniques. The other two equations
are simply differential equations as each solution is substituted into the next.

The equation for the optimal weights is now given by

v∗ = 1

γ
Ψ−1

[
(ΨA0 + Π)x + Ψb0 + re + 1

2
ΨD1

]
. (29.17)

It is interesting to examine the solution to the problem in the case Π = 0. This is the case most studied
and can be referred to as the random walk model for returns. In the random walk model, the solution
simplifies greatly. In particular, the equations for the ansatz parameters are solved with A0(t) = 0 and
b0(t) = 0 for all t. The optimal weights are then given by v∗ = 1

γ
Ψ−1

[
re + 1

2ΨD1
]
. (c0(t) is not identically

zero but does not enter into the portfolio weights.) The optimal portfolio is now independent of x(t); so,
despite the fact that the investor can rebalance her portfolio at any time, she keeps the portfolio the same
for all time. The portfolio is also independent of the investment horizon T . Such an investment policy is
called myopic. The investment weights are also those that result from solving a Markowitz mean-variance
optimal problem, that is, the weights are proportional to the inverse variance matrix times the mean
vector of the returns.

Equation 29.17 generalizes these results in two important ways when Π �= 0. First, the optimal portfolio
uses the information in the model that provides some predictability of future returns based on the current
level of prices as captured in the Πx term. Second, how much this predictability is used depends on how
close the investor is to the end of his/her investment horizon, T , as captured in the A0(t) and b0(t) terms.
These terms must converge to their boundary conditions of zero as the end of the investment horizon
is approached. Including x(t) in the portfolio decision leads to intertemporal hedging similar to that
demonstrated in the discrete-time example of Section 29.4.5. The role of A0(t) and b0(t) is to modify
the way in which intertemporal hedging is used depending on how close the investor is to his/her day of
reckoning at time T .

The ability to solve the portfolio optimization problem with Π �= 0 provides some powerful money-
making opportunities. These processes are used to model mean-reverting assets and give additional quan-
titative tools to long-standing investment approaches such as pair trading. In pair trading, an investor bal-
ances long and short positions (positive and negative weights) in two assets that are affected similarly by
the same fundamentals but whose prices move apart and then together due to the idiosyncratic move-
ments of each. The result is movements that are correlated across time—when the prices get separated
they are likely to return to their ordinary relationship. Of course, this is true if the future follows a model
that is based on the past, a caveat that must be remembered in using any quantitative techniques. A look
at pairs trading in the optimal portfolio setting is provided in [17]. With the solution above, one is no
longer restricted to just dealing with simple pairs of stocks but can take full advantage of much more
intricate multiasset correlations if one can find them.

29.6 Final Remarks

The examples of portfolio optimization shown here are direct applications of stochastic control theory.
The problems explained are compelling and the type of modeling and analysis performed is typical of that
performed by quants, mathematically sophisticated investment managers who use statistical methods
to aid in achieving higher returns with lower risk. It is becoming more and more important to better
understand the dynamics of financial markets and more engineers and researchers schooled in control
theory should be able to aid in this endeavor.
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30.1 Introduction

In contemporary civil engineering, performance analysis for the dynamic response of structures due to
transient environmental loads constitutes a standard part of the design process. Acceptable structural
designs must be resilient in the face of earthquake and wind disturbances, as well as blast loads. Consid-
erable uncertainty exists regarding these loads, in terms of their arrival times, as well as their frequency
content, intensity, and time duration. Beginning in the 1960s, structural engineers began adopting vibra-
tion isolation concepts and technologies, which had first emerged primarily in the aerospace sector,
to design supplemental passive mechanical components of structures for the suppression of dynamic
response. These included several basic concepts which have since been embraced and implemented in
many structures around the world. Most prevalent among these is the installation of highly flexible
base isolators in low- and medium-rise buildings. Such systems have been shown to be highly effective
at mitigating large accelerations and deformations in the superstructure during earthquakes, and their
implementation is becoming standardized in the industry. In high-rise buildings, supplemental tuned
mass dampers (usually installed at or near the top floor) have gained acceptance as a technique for
reducing structural accelerations due to wind loads. Figure 30.1 illustrates an idealized building structure

30-1
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kb 1.62 × 104 kN/m
cb = 2.61 × 102 kN s/m

k1 = 2.36 × 106 kN/m
c1 = 4.69 × 103 kN s/m

k2 = 2.04 × 106 kN/m
c2 = 4.06 × 103 kN s/m

k3 = 2.00 × 106 kN/m
c3 = 3.99 × 103 kN s/m

k4 = 1.75 × 106 kN/m
c4 = 3.50 × 103 kN s/m

k5 = 1.33 × 106 kN/m
c5 = 2.66 × 103 kN s/m

kd = 1.35 × 104 kN/m
cd = 4.09 × 101 kN s/m

mb = 4.76 × 105 kg

m1 = 4.13 × 105 kg

m2 = 4.13 × 105 kg

m3 = 4.13 × 105 kg

m4 = 4.13 × 105 kg

m5 = 4.13 × 105 kg

md = 3.10 × 104 kg

a

FIGURE 30.1 Illustration of a building with base isolation and a tuned mass damper. The symbols indicate
energy absorption devices. Numerical values correspond to those used in the example in Section 30.6.

incorporating both a base-isolation system and a tuned mass damper. Additionally, many tall buildings
around the world have been fitted with ancillary dissipative damping mechanisms, such as hydraulic or
friction dampers installed between stories to dissipate energy.

A fundamental design challenge associated with these technologies concerns the fact that no system
can simultaneously make all structural deformations, as well as all absolute accelerations, arbitrarily small.
For example, if a structure is designed to be extremely rigid, then dynamic excitation due to an earthquake
will transmit extremely high accelerations into the superstructure which can damage building contents
and can pose a serious safety risk. Similarly, an isolation system which is extremely effective at shielding
a superstructure from an earthquake disturbance may undergo isolator strains high enough to result in
damage, or simply to be impractical. It is therefore nontrivial to design structures which strike a good
balance between these two extremes.

As early as the mid-1970s, researchers in structural engineering began to consider the idea of using feed-
back control to obtain better dynamic response tradeoffs than those possible with purely passive systems.
During this time, and throughout the 1980s, research in this area focused primarily on the implementation
of actively controlled structures, using externally-powered hydraulic or electromechanical actuation, and
implementing much of the control theory, which had by that time become standard (such as H2/Linear
Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) techniques) [1]. In 1989 the first actively controlled structure was built in
Tokyo by the Kajima Corporation, to suppress wind-induced vibration. However, since that time, only a
handful of actively controlled structures have been implemented in practice.

There are a number of reasons for this. Not the least of these is the large investment associated with
such systems, and the lingering question as to whether this investment is indeed offset by the reduction in
risk. Moreover, the actuators employed by such control systems must have access to significant external
power, leading to a precarious interdependency between the reliability of the controlled structure, and
that of the surrounding power grid. This makes them decidedly unreliable during earthquakes, and other
extreme events likely to cause power outages. The electrical power and energy required to realize the
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forces commanded by active control systems can also be quite high (on the order of 0.1 GW), further
exacerbating these reliability concerns, and calling into question the practicality of the concept. Beyond
these issues, there are also concerns related to stability robustness. Civil structures exhibit significant
model uncertainty, and the uncertainty in the disturbance is even greater. As such, there persists a
nagging concern that in the presence of all this uncertainty, active control might destabilize an otherwise
stable structure.

In the early 1990s, all these issues led to a rally around the use of control devices which are often called
“semiactive.” Essentially, semiactive devices are controllably dissipative devices, which are incapable
of increasing the vibratory energy in a structure. Their controllable passive parameters can, however, be
adjusted with high-bandwidth, in real time, in response to feedback via low-power electric control signals.
By controlling the dissipative parameters in these devices through feedback, the controlled system can
exceed the performance of uncontrolled passive systems and can approach the performance of fully active
systems, while being more reliable and requiring much less power to operate.

Semiactive systems have a long history in the vehicle suspensions area for the reduction of cabin
acceleration, with investigations beginning in the 1970s [2]. One of the simplest examples of a semiactive
device is the variable-orifice damper illustrated in Figure 30.2, for which an adjustable orifice allows the
effective viscosity of the device to be adjusted. Other examples include dampers with electrorheological
and magneto-rheological (MR) fluids, devices with controllable Coulomb friction, devices with variable
stiffness, and electromechanical transducers with controllable electrical shunts. Indeed, the array of novel
semiactive devices which have been proposed over the last two decades is vast. It is beyond the scope of this
chapter to provide details on all of them, especially as a number of excellent surveys already exist [3–5].
Research has largely focused on device design. Meanwhile, the development of a consistent theory for the
control of semiactive systems has developed more gradually.

Our primary focus in this chapter is to provide an overview of the control-theoretic aspects of semi-
active systems. To narrow the focus further, we specifically concentrate on the earthquake response
suppression problem. It is not the intent of this chapter to provide a survey of the semiactive control
literature; rather it is to isolate an interesting class of control problems, motivated by this technology,
and to discuss an approach to their solution.

30.1.1 The Idealized Bilinear System Model

Consider an arbitrary vibratory mechanical system, in which nf semiactive devices are embedded. We
presume the structural system to be approximated by the linear state space x(t) ∈ R

nx governed by

ẋ = Ax+Bf f +Baa (30.1a)

v = BT
f x (30.1b)

Controllable valve

Db

Dr

f, xp

S/2 – xp

P2V2

Q2Q1

P1V2

S/2 + xp

x
.
p = v

FIGURE 30.2 Schematic representation of a controllable hydraulic damper.
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30-4 Control System Applications

y = Cyx+Dyaa (30.1c)

z = Czx+Dzf f +Dzaa (30.1d)

in which v(t) ∈ R
nf is the vector of device velocities, f(t) ∈ R

nf the collocated vector of device forces,
a ∈ R

na the vector of ground accelerations, y ∈ R
ny the feedback measurement vector, and z ∈ R

nz the per-
formance vector. In structural engineering applications, the following model properties can be assumed
to hold generally:

1. A is Hurwitz, because civil engineering structures are always open-loop stable.
2. The transfer function from f to v is positive real, and strictly proper. As such, by the Kalman–

Yakubovic–Popov lemma, we assume a self-dual, passive state space realization; that is, one in
which A+AT � 0, and such that Bf participates in both Equations 30.1a and 30.1b as shown.

3. We can further assume that (A, A+AT ) is an observable pair, and that consequently, by Lasalle’s
theorem, V (x)= xT x is a Lyapunov function for the open-loop system.

Ideal semiactive devices are constrained by the requirement that at every time instant, they must
absorb structural energy. The simplest model of a semiactively constrained system is the bilinear, variable-
viscosity controller

f(t)=−U(t)v(t) (30.2)

in which the matrix variable U(t) can be controlled, subject to algebraic constraints characterized by
U(t) ∈ U , ∀t. Technically, the only requirement U must satisfy to ensure instantaneous dissipativity is
that

vT (t)f(t)=−vT (t)U(t)v(t) � 0, ∀U(t) ∈ U , v(t) ∈ R
nf (30.3)

that is,
U =

{
U ∈ R

nf×nf : U+UT � 0
}

(30.4)

However, the hardware realization of a semiactive system often imposes a much more restrictive domain.
For example, it is generally impractical for semiactive fluid dampers to be able to transmit hydraulic
power between each other, and this effectively imposes a decentralization constraint on U ; that is,

U = {
diag{. . . , ui , . . .} ∈ R

nf×nf : ui � 0
}

(30.5)

Furthermore, many semiactive systems (such as controllable-orifice dampers or controllable electro-
mechanical shunts) have a maximum viscosity ue for each device, which restricts each ui to [0, uei]. (Note
that semiactive devices have a minimum viscosity as well, but this can be absorbed into A.) Finally, we note

that if we normalize f ← U−1/2
e f and v← U1/2

e v, where Ue = diag{. . . , uei , . . .}, then this normalized
system model retains the self-duality of state space x, while nondimensionalizing U as

U = {
diag{. . . , ui , . . .} ∈ R

nf×nf : ui ∈ [0, 1]} (30.6)

It is this final characterization of U which is usually considered in semiactive control theory. However,
all controllers discussed in this chapter extend easily to definitions of U as arbitrary subsets of (30.4),
so long as they are convex and bounded.

It will be convenient to also characterize the feasibility region for f , given v, as

F (v)= {
f ∈ R

nf : f =−Uv, U ∈ U
}

(30.7)

For the particular case of decentralized semiactive constraints as in Equation 30.6, this set is
characterized by

F (v)= {
f ∈ R

nf : f 2
i + fivi � 0, i ∈ {1 . . . nf }

}
(30.8)

We note in general, that if U is convex, so then is F (v), for any v ∈ R
nf .
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Earthquake Response Control for Civil Structures 30-5

In reality, no semiactive device has constraints which are exactly characterized by the bilinear con-
straints described above. For example, almost all devices have force saturation thresholds. Moreover,
many devices exhibit dissipative behavior more reminiscent of controllable Coulomb friction, rather than
controllable viscosity. Devices also generally exhibit hysteresis and bandwidth limitations. Later in the
chapter, we will discuss some of the ways these issues complicate the theory.

30.1.2 The Semiactive Control Problem

For the idealized system description described above, the objective of semiactive control design is to
synthesize a feedback law φ : y→ f ∈ F (v), which either minimizes or guarantees a bound on some
measure of z for the closed loop. We note that, embedded in this problem statement, is the implication
that v is a subspace of y, because precise knowledge of v is necessary to impose f ∈ F (v). Without getting
into the specific performance measures that might be appropriate for these applications (this will be done
in Section 30.3), we state a few performance-independent observations regarding this problem, which
make it interesting from a control-theoretic point of view.

1. All feasible controllers are asymptotically stable. This follows from a simple Lyapunov argument.
We know that A+AT � 0, and thus xT x is a Lyapunov function for the open-loop system. In
closed-loop, we have for the free response,

d

dt
xT (t)x(t)= xT (t)

[
A+AT −Bf

(
U(t)+UT (t)

)
BT

f

]
x(t) (30.9)

� xT (t)
[

A+AT
]

x(t), ∀U(t) ∈ U (30.10)

Note that this is still true even if the structural model is uncertain, so long as the actual structural
system is positive real (which civil structures always are). As such, stability robustness is ensured
by the physics of the problem, and is thus irrelevant as a design issue. This is, in fact, one of the
primary selling points of semiactive systems.

2. The only feasible, autonomous control law resulting in a linear closed-loop system is static velocity
feedback; that is, U(t)= U0, ∀t. However, for U as defined by Equation 30.6, this feedback law
can be realized with linear, time-invariant viscous dampers. Therefore, it may be said in general
that in order for semiactive devices to be worth implementing, the feedback controller must be
nonlinear.

3. In the absence of stability robustness issues, the only differentiating factor to discriminate between
controllers is their performance. However, in light of note 2 above, this performance must be
assessed in the context of nonlinear feedback. Because the nonlinearity is bilinear in U and x, it does
not lend itself to linearization approximations, and also cannot be absorbed into an uncertainty,
as is often done in robust control. As such, it is nontrivial to design semiactive controllers which
adhere to analytically computable performance measures, even if the system model is known
precisely. Performance-bounded control for uncertain semiactive systems, as well as for systems
in which the state space (Equation 30.1a) is nonlinear, are even more challenging but are more
representative of actual structural systems. Almost all problems in these areas remain open.

30.1.3 Nomenclature

Before moving on, we establish some notational conventions. ‖q‖2 and ‖q‖∞ are the Euclidean and
infinity norms for a vector q ∈ R

nq . Unless otherwise stated, all time-valued vector functions q(t) are
presumed to have support on t ∈ [0,∞). As such, ‖q‖L2 and ‖q‖L∞ are the Lebesgue norms for q(t)
on L2 and L∞, respectively; that is ‖q‖2

L2
= ∫∞

0 qT (t)q(t)dt and ‖q‖2
L∞ = supt∈[0,∞) qT (t)q(t). The

weighted Euclidean norm is ‖q‖2
R = qT Rq. For a matrix R, λmax{R} and λmin{R} are the maximum and

minimum eigenvalues. Similarly, σmax{R} and σmin{R} are the maximum and minimum singular values.
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30-6 Control System Applications

For a time-valued vector q(t), q̂(s) is the Laplace transform. For a stationary stochastic process q(t), E q
is the expectation. The functions sat(·), sgn(·), and hvs(·) are the saturation, sign, and Heaviside step
functions, respectively.

30.2 Earthquake Disturbance Models

In this section, we provide some background on the customary way in which earthquakes are mod-
eled and simulated in structural engineering, and connect these practices with a stochastic disturbance
characterization amenable to the design and evaluation of controllers.

30.2.1 Response Spectra in Structural Design

For purposes of structural design, earthquake ground motions are characterized by their effects on
structures. Ground motion effects are quantified by spectra of the peak responses they induce for a set of
simple linear oscillators of differing natural frequencies and a specified damping level. The displacement
response r(t) of a simple oscillator with natural period Tn = 2π/ωn and damping ratio ζ, to an earthquake
ground acceleration a(t), is modeled by

r̈(t)+ 2ζωn ṙ(t)+ω2
nr(t)=−a(t) . (30.11)

The acceleration response spectrum, Sa, is a plot of the peak displacement response as a function of Tn

for a constant ζ (e.g., 0.05), and is expressed in units of acceleration by multiplying by ω2
n; that is,

Sa(Tn, ζ)=max
t
|r(t; Tn, ζ)|4π

2

T2
n

. (30.12)

Such spectra are central to earthquake-resistant structural design procedures; equivalent static design
forces are conveniently obtained by multiplying the the mass of a structure by the value of Sa corresponding
to the structure’s fundamental natural period and damping, and for a design-level ground shaking.
The particular acceleration record(s) used for design purposes depends on many factors such as the
proximity of the building site to faults, the characteristic magnitude of earthquakes at those faults, and
the characteristics of the soil at the building site.

Ground motions resulting in large spectral accelerations occur with less frequency than those resulting
in smaller responses, and earthquake response spectra are categorized by the frequency with which
spectral accelerations may be exceeded. Return periods (the inverse of the exceedance frequency) used
in structural design are typically on the order of 500 years to 2500 years and depend, in part, upon the
intended use of the structure.

The frequency content of earthquake ground motions is predominantly within a frequency band of
1–5 Hz. The mechanical impedance of structures may be detuned from this frequency range through the
use of compliant elements in the structural foundation. Such base isolation systems comprise components
that are flexible in the horizontal direction, with displacement capacities on the order of 20–50 cm, and
components that add damping to the foundation. The fundamental resonant frequency of an isolated
structure is typically designed to be in the range of 0.3–0.6 Hz. Base isolation systems have been shown
to be effective in protecting structures from low to moderate levels of earthquake ground motions. How-
ever, ground motions within a 10 km range of an earthquake fault can sometimes exhibit a pulse-like
characteristic with significant coherence and with frequency content predominantly in the range of the
fundamental natural frequency of the base-isolated structure. This type of ground motion can place partic-
ularly high demands on base-isolated structures, especially with regard to the displacement capacity of the
isolators. Near-fault ground motions with pulse-like characteristics therefore merit special consideration
in the design and analysis of base-isolated structures.
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Earthquake Response Control for Civil Structures 30-7

30.2.2 Earthquake Models for Control Design and Evaluation

For purposes of control system design, earthquake ground accelerations in each direction k can be
modeled as an independent, enveloped, filtered white-noise process; that is, ak(t)= e(t)pk(t), where e(t)
is the envelope (usually the same for all directions), and pk(t) is a stationary stochastic process with
spectral density Φpk(ω)= |Gw( jω)|2, for some minimum-phase filter Gw . The envelope of the ground
acceleration record [6] may be expressed by

e(t)= (αβ)−α tα e(α−t/β) (30.13)

in which the parameter β describes the decay time constant and the product αβ describes the rise time of
the envelope. The filter Gw may be modeled as the second-order system

Gw ∼
⎡

⎣
0 1 0

−(2πfg)2 −4πζgfg ā
0 4πζgfg 0

⎤

⎦ , (30.14)

where fg is a ground motion frequency parameter, ζg is a ground motion damping parameter, and ā is
a scaling parameter. A record is synthesized in four steps by: (1) filtering a sequence of uncorrelated
Gaussian samples through the system of Equation 30.14; (2) multiplying the filtered Gaussian sample by
the envelope of Equation 30.13; (3) detrending the resulting filtered white noise sample such that a(0)= 0
and

∑
a(ti)= 0; and (4) scaling the record such that the peak ground velocity (PGV),

PGV =max
t
|vg(t)| =max

j

∣∣∣∣
∣∣

j∑

i=1

a(ti)Δt

∣∣∣∣
∣∣

, (30.15)

equals a specified value. The specified PGV value determines the intensity of the ground motion; Because
each record is scaled to the same PGV value, the amplitude constant ā in the filter in Equation 30.14 is
arbitrary.

To connect the disturbance models used in the areas of control and structural design, the properties of
e(t) and Gw( jω) should result in ground motions having response spectra Sa(Tn, ζ) representative of the
seismic hazard at the proposed building site. To this end, sets of prerecorded earthquake ground motions,
representative of design-level ground shaking for a particular region, may be used as a basis for identifying
envelope functions and filter models. The set of prerecorded records are first normalized so that the PGV
of each record in the set matches the median PGV for the set. The model fitting process is then carried
out in two steps. In the first step, envelope parameters (α, β) for the model are identified as the mean of
the envelope parameters identified from each record in the data set. In the second step, filter parameters
( fg, ζg, ā) are adjusted so that the mean spectral accelerations from the enveloped filtered noise matches
the mean spectral accelerations of the set of prerecorded earthquake records.

Two sets of historical earthquake records representative of magnitude 7 earthquakes in California
(measured at sites approximately 4 and 15 km, respectively, from an epicenter) have recently been assem-
bled for a FEMA study on the response of buildings to strong earthquake ground motions [7]. The set
with more distant epicenters, the so-called “far-field” set, consists of 44 records from earthquakes with
magnitudes from 6.5 to 7.6 measured at sites located 11–21 km from the epicenter and with relatively firm
local soil conditions. The set with the close epicenters, the so-called near-fault set, consists of 56 records
from earthquakes with magnitudes from 6.5 to 7.6 measured at sites from 1.7–8.8 km from the epicenter
and with relatively firm local soil conditions. Twenty-eight of the 56 “near-fault” records exhibit a distinct
pulse. The far-field ground motion data set forms the basis for the ground motion model in the example
in Section 30.6.

Fitting the two envelope parameters to the sets of ground acceleration records, and fitting the two the
filter parameters to the spectral acceleration of the recorded ground motion while scaling each record to
match the specified PGV value, results in the parameter values shown in Table 30.1. The peak ground
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30-8 Control System Applications

TABLE 30.1 Parameter Values for Earthquake Ground Motions

Set ā PGA PGV α β fg ζg

FF 63.6 361 33 4 2 1.5 0.9

NFNP 87.7 537 52 3 2 1.3 1.1

NFP 124 525 80 1 2 0.5 1.8

cm/s2 cm/s2 cm/s - s Hz –

Abbrevations: FF= far-field; NFNP= near-fault without pulse; and NFP= near-fault
with pulse.

acceleration (PGA) values reported in Table 30.1 correspond to the average PGA values for a set of
simulated records, each having the specified PGV. The filter input parameter ā values in Table 30.1 would
result in average PGV values matching the specified PGV values, on average.

Examples of synthetic ground motion records for far-field and near-fault cases are shown in
Figure 30.3. Note that the characteristic time for the velocity pulse in the near-fault example is commen-
surate with the time scale of the envelope function. This type of earthquake ground motion is much less
stationary in nature than the “far-field” record, in which the ground motion record contains many cycles
of motion within the duration of the record. Figure 30.4 illustrates the mean and mean-plus-standard
deviation spectral accelerations of the original ground motion records as well as for the stochastic ground
motion model. Note here that the model agrees with the original data, at least to a rough approximation,
and that the coefficient of variation associated with the model ground motions is no greater than that
of the original data set. The spectral accelerations of the near-fault model are about twice those of the
far-field model at natural periods of 2–3 s.

More detailed descriptions of stochastic ground motion [6] are linked explicitly to the characteristics
of the fault rupture, the geophysical environment of the earthquake, and the local site conditions. For
the purposes of control design and analysis, the simplified models presented here are representative of
two important classes of ground motion disturbances and are calibrated with an adequate sample of
historical records.

30.3 Performance Measures for Control Design

In earthquake engineering, one of the difficulties associated with control problems is that the closed-loop
performance measures which best motivate the application of sophisticated control technology are not
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FIGURE 30.3 Representative records from far-field and impulsive near-fault records. The envelope function is
applied to the acceleration record. (a) Far-field data set and (b) near-fault with pulse data set.
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FIGURE 30.4 Mean and mean-plus-standard deviation spectral accelerations for two earthquake data sets and
the corresponding spectral accelerations from models. (a) Far-field. (b) near-fault with pulse.

the most tractable from a synthesis point of view. Ultimately, the implementation of control in buildings
and bridges is motivated solely by the idea that through control, these structures will be made more
reliable under seismic excitation. In structural engineering, a persuasive interpretation of “reliability” is
the probability that z will remain inside a safe region Dz for the entirety of an uncertain disturbance.
Oftentimes, Dz is taken as a hypercube in R

nz , and components of z are referred to as a “failure modes.”
The set of failure modes typically includes survivability-related quantities (such as inter-story drifts
and structural stresses), serviceability-related quantities (such as the absolute accelerations of sensitive
locations of the structure), and possibly quantities related to limitations of the control hardware (such as
force levels), each normalized by thresholds of comparable severity. Assessment of the probability of first
passage, that is,

PDz = P [z(t) /∈Dz for some t ∈ [0,∞)] (30.16)

is then predicated on a probabilistic model of the disturbance a(t), such as that described in Section 30.2.
Note that the use of Equation 30.16, as an objective function in optimal design, does not require

(Equation 30.1a) to be linear. In modern structural reliability analysis for passive structures, it never is.
Among other reasons, this is because the passive structural dissipation mechanisms in steel and concrete
structures are inherently hysteretic. However, for structures equipped with control systems, for which it
is assumed that structural response is regulated primarily by control devices and not by passive energy
dissipation in the main structure, the linearity assumption for Equation 30.1a is often assumed in order
to make the control design problem tractable. However, even when linearity is assumed, the explicit
optimization of the probability of first-passage through the boundary of Dz , over a probabilistically
parametrized domain for a, is not analytically tractable except under very particular circumstances, all of
which seem to require unconstrained (i.e., active) control devices. More generally, such optimal control
problems can only be approached via large-dimensional simulation-based optimization techniques. Such
approaches can be useful, but have the disadvantage of only providing a case-specific control design,
without giving much in the way of broader insight into the nature of semiactive control problem.

In this chapter, we report on semiactive control design techniques which leverage existing results from
optimal control theory, to arrive at easily computable feedback laws. Even though the control laws we
will discuss are suboptimal, they do have analytically provable and easily computable upper bounds on
performance. The performance measures chosen for optimization do not exactly align with the reliability-
based objectives which would be ideal. We begin by adjusting our definition of Dz , redefining it as the
neighborhood {z ∈ L∞ : ‖z‖L∞ � 1}. As such, we have substituted an included spherical domain for
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30-10 Control System Applications

the hypercube, which would ideally be used to characterize Dz . We next consider two standard control-
theoretic performance measures, which under different circumstances, serve as reasonable surrogate
performance measures for control design.

30.3.1 Near-Fault Design

First, we consider the the worst-case peak gain, as

Jpeak = sup
‖a‖L∞�1

‖z‖L∞ (30.17)

Such a measure is reasonable if the primary objective of the controller is to protect against near-fault
phenomena. Because the semiactive constraint is homogeneous, the optimal feedback law will be the
same for any upper bound ‖a‖L∞ .

The probabilistic interpretation is that if ā= ‖a‖L∞ is uncertain, with a probability density ρ(ā), then
it follows that the probability PDz is bounded by

PDz �
∫ ∞

0
hvs

(
Jpeakā− 1

)
ρ(ā) dā (30.18)

The above bound is usually quite conservative, in the sense that the a(t) yielding the worst-case ‖z‖L∞ ,
conditioned on ‖a‖L∞ = ā, may be highly unlikely. However, it does provide a useful upper bound on
the probability PDz associated with an earthquake with a probabilistic characterization of peak intensity.
Moreover, independently of ρ(ā), the minimization of this bound is equivalent to the minimization of
Jpeak , about which a considerable body of knowledge exists.

30.3.2 Far-Field Design

For geographical sites which are not too close to an epicenter, the envelope function e(t) changes more
slowly, and there is also more significant high-frequency content in a(t) which leads to rather high values
for ‖a‖L∞ , even though much of this high-frequency content is filtered by the structure. As such, the use
of Jpeak as the optimization objective can lead to extremely conservative design.

In this case one can assume e(t) has time constants which are slower than those of the structure, and
that the optimal controller for constant e(t)= e0 will be similar to that associated with slowly varying e(t).
Because the semiactive constraint is homogeneous, the optimal controller for any magnitude of e0 will be
the same, and we may thus take it to be unity, without loss of generality. Furthermore, it is commonly
assumed that, for control design purposes, the response of z(t) with e(t)= e0 has statistics which are
approximately stationary.

With these assumptions, we can reëxpress Equation 30.1 in terms of a white-noise input w(t) ∈ R
nw

with spectral intensity equal to I, as

ẋ = Ax+Bf f +Bww (30.19a)

v = BT
f x (30.19b)

y = Cyx+Dyww (30.19c)

z = Czx+Dzf f (30.19d)

where x has been augmented to include the dynamic states of the earthquake disturbance filter Gwk(jω),
for each acceleration direction k. As in standard linear optimal stochastic control design, w may be defined
to include measurement noise, in addition to the exogenous noise injection to the disturbance filter.

Because our motivation is to protect against first-passage events, we are primarily interested in sup-
pressing the tails of the response distribution for z(t). Consequently, controllers which tend to perform
well for far-field earthquakes are those which suppress higher order moments in the distribution for z(t).
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The stationarity assumption allows us to presume this objective as being the same for all t. If it is assumed
that this distribution is approximately Gaussian in closed-loop (which is not strictly true, due to the
nonlinearity of the semiactive control law, but is often a reasonable approximation), then this objective
is equivalent to suppressing second-order moments. This is the rationale behind the prevalent use of
standard Quadratic-Gaussian measure, that is,

Jquad = E zT z (30.20)

as a design objective in earthquake response control, with the stochastic dynamics of a(t) modeled as
described above. This optimization objective has been shown by many researchers to be quite effective
for design of earthquake response controllers for the far-field case. However, it is important to recognize
the large number of assumptions and approximations that are necessary to connect it with the original,
reliability-based motivation.

30.4 Control Design

Almost all the successful techniques for semiactive control synthesis are developed first in a state-feedback
context, and then extended to output feedback through the imposition of certainty-equivalence on a state
estimate obtained with a sufficiently-high-bandwidth Luenberger observer or a Kalman–Bucy filter. This
practice has some subtle theoretical problems associated with it, which will be discussed in Subsection
30.4.4. For now, we simply state that the difficulties for semiactive output feedback stem from the elu-
siveness of a separation principle analogous to that associated with, for example, linear H2 and H∞
problems.

As such, for the time being we have that y = x. In Subsection 30.4.1 through 30.4.3 below, we have
attempted to distill many of the more common state feedback techniques in this area, into a more unified
framework. Although many are not usually presented this way, most full-state feedback algorithms can
be framed as a generalized saturation, that is,

f(t)= φ(x(t))= argmin
f∈S(x(t))

‖f −Kx(t)‖2
R (30.21)

where R > 0 and S(x(t))⊆ F (v(t)) is convex and nonempty for all x(t). With these assumptions, the
minimization above has a unique extremum for all x(t).

As such, the above controller attempts to match control force f(t) to a time-invariant linear full-state
feedback law Kx(t), subject to constraints. When such matching is impossible for f ∈ S(x(t)), weighting
matrix R determines the measure of closeness of f(t) to Kx(t). Methods differ merely by the way they
synthesize K, R, and S.

30.4.1 Lyapunov-Bounded Design

The simplest control synthesis tools for semiactive systems are in the context of Lyapunov theory, and
are oriented around the concept of quadratic stability. There are many control design approaches in the
literature which may be interpreted as special cases of this framework, including most methods based on
physical energy absorption heuristics. It is not the purpose of this chapter to provide a complete survey
of all the techniques which fall in this category. However, we do single out the work of Leitmann and
Reithmeier [8,9], whose research in this area appears to generalize that of many other related techniques.

For the positive-semidefinite quadratic form V (x)= xT Px, its derivative is

V̇ = xT
[

P
(

A−Bf UBT
f

)
+

(
A−Bf UBT

f

)T
P

]
x+ 2xT PBaa (30.22)
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which, for some U0 ∈ U , is equivalent to

V̇ = xT
[

P
(

A−Bf U0BT
f

)
+

(
A−Bf U0BT

f

)T
P

]
x+ 2xT P

(
Baa−Bf (U−U0)v

)
(30.23)

We know that for any U0 ∈ U , A−Bf U0BT
f is Hurwitz. As such, we can choose P as the solution to the

Lyapunov equation

P
(

A−Bf U0BT
f

)
+

(
A−Bf U0BT

f

)T
P+Q= 0 (30.24)

for some Q � 0. By Lasalle’s theorem, observability of (A−Bf U0BT
f , Q) implies P > 0. Equation 30.23

reduces to

V̇ =−xT Qx+ 2xT P
(
Baa−Bf (U−U0)v

)
(30.25)

=−xT Qx+ 2xT P
(
Baa+Bf U0v

)+ 2xT PBf f (30.26)

The most basic interpretation of Lyapunov-based control is to design the full-state feedback law φ :
x(t)→ f(t) so as to minimize this derivative at every time; that is,

f(t)= argmin
f∈F(v(t))

xT (t)PBf f (30.27)

For the usual case of F diagonally constrained as in Equation 30.8, this results in the simple element-by-
element “bang-bang” control law for the diagonal components, as

fi(t)=−vi hvs
{

viBf
T
i Px

}
(30.28)

where Bf i is the ith column of Bf . This leads to the closed-loop derivative

V̇ =−xT Qx+ 2xT PBaa+ tr
{

BT
f xxT PBf

(
2U0− I

)−
∣∣∣BT

f xxT PBf

∣∣∣
}

(30.29)

where | · | denotes element-by-element absolute value. The trace above is always negative, and thus we
have that

V̇ �−xT Qx+ 2xT PBaa (30.30)

The above approach can result in sliding mode behavior for the closed-loop system, and this is one of
its major drawbacks. Indeed, control designs based on the above idea often lead to very high accelerations
in the structure, due to the instantaneous switching operations of the semiactive devices. The switching
surfaces for the controller are the subspaces characterized by Bf

T
i Px = 0 and Bf

T
i x = 0. The latter of these

cannot be a sliding surface because the control force fi =−ui(t)Bf
T
i x is zero on either side of the switching

surface. However, the former can indeed produce sliding modes, and it is important to ensure that V̇ < 0
on the surface, where U(t) is undefined. This can be assured by requiring that xT Qx < 0 for x in N {BT

f P}.
Alternatively, sliding mode behavior can be avoided (and accelerations reduced) by augmenting the

right-hand side of Equation 30.23 with vT (U−U0)T R(U−U0)v, for some R > 0. Then, the semiactive
controller φ is the minimizer of this augmented expression, which is equivalent to

f(t)= argmin
F(v(t))

‖f +
(

U0BT
f +R−1BT

f P
)

x(t)‖2
R (30.31)

Note that this has the form of Equation 30.21, with S(x(t))= F (v(t)), K =−U0BT
f −R−1BT

f P, and R any
positive-definite matrix. For U diagonal and F constrained by Equation 30.8, choosing R = diag{...ri ...}
results in simplification of the above controller to element-by-element saturation, that is,

fi(t)=−vi(t) sat[0,1]

{
u0i + 1

rivi(t)
Bf

T
i Px(t)

}
(30.32)

The resultant closed-loop system still adheres to Equation 30.30, but the degree to which V̇ is reduced
beyond this bound will decrease as R is increased.
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Earthquake Response Control for Civil Structures 30-13

We now know how to synthesize K, given Q and U0, but it remains to be shown how these terms are
chosen. One of the more popular approaches for this is the technique proposed by Leitmann in [8]. By
the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, Equation 30.30 implies that

V̇ �−xT Qx+ 2
(

xT Px
)1/2 (

aT BT
a PBaa

)1/2
(30.33)

Recognizing that aT BT
a PBaa � λmax{BT

a PBa}aT a and xT Qx � λmin{QP−1}xT Px, the above implies the
bound

‖√Px‖L∞
‖a‖L∞

�
2
√
λmax

{
BT

a PBa
}

λmin
{

QP−1
} (30.34)

Recognizing that ‖√Px‖L∞ �
√
λmin{P}‖x‖L∞ , λmax{BT

a PBa}� σ2
max{Ba}λmax{P}, and λmin{QP−1}�

λmin{Q}/λmax{P}, we obtain the “Leitmann bound”, as

‖x‖L∞
‖a‖L∞

� 2σmax{Ba}λmax{P}3/2

λmin{Q}λmin{P}1/2
(30.35)

Generally, designs based on Equation 30.35 involve two steps. The first of these involves finding the
U∗0 ∈ U which minimizes the bound above, and the corresponding P∗. The approach can be made more
tractable by assuming Q to be some (not necessarily optimal) value, such as Q= I. Then, the first step
is accomplished by optimizing U0 to minimize λmax{P}3/λmin{P}. Although generally nonconvex, this
optimization is tractable in the context of static optimal feedback design. The second step involves
imposing the semiactive control law as in Equation 30.32, using P= P∗, and a value of R, which provides
a sufficient degree of smoothness near the switching surfaces. This controller then guarantees to improve
upon the optimal bound attained with U(t)= U∗0 , ∀t.

It should be noted that the Leitmann bound is rather conservative, and that less-conservative bounds
may be used in its place, with little modification to the theory. One such bound is

‖x‖L∞
‖a‖L∞

� 2
√
λmax{BT

a PBa}/λmin{P}
λmin{QP−1} (30.36)

In this case, even if Q is fixed at an assumed value, the optimization above over U0 ∈ U is more complicated,
algebraically.

A related family of Lyapunov-based approaches specify P directly, constrained to the requirement
that (A−Bf U0BT

f )T P+P(A−Bf U0BT
f )≤ 0. For example, if we choose P= I, this results in V (x)=

xT x, which (due to our assumption of a self-dual realization) is a Lyapunov function for the structure
irrespective of how U(t) is controlled. When combined with the further convention that xT x is equal to
the total structural energy in free response, this is a common approach to semiactive control design. Such
controllers maximize the instantaneous mechanical power absorption. However, in this case Q is only
positive semidefinite, and the Leitmann bound is equal to infinity. Thus, as reported in [8], energy-based
semiactive control methods, although popular, are generally not the most useful methods for ensuring
bounds on closed-loop performance.

30.4.2 Jpeak-Bounded Design

The Lyapunov-based designs discussed above have the disadvantage of being realization-dependent. Their
use in design thus implicitly requires that the state space be scaled such that all points on the boundary of
the neighborhood ‖x‖ = 1 represent responses of comparable severity. On its own, this is not problematic.
However, the eigenvalues λmax{P} and λmin{Q}may correspond to principal axes in the state space which
are far from the subspaces of importance, thus making the bounds rather conservative. Additionally,
these methods guarantee bounds on time-invariant quadratic forms involving only the system state. They
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30-14 Control System Applications

cannot be used to guarantee bounds on functions involving the control force. In application to civil
engineering structures this is a significant drawback, because the fundamental tradeoff in control design
is often between structural deformation and absolute acceleration, the latter of which can involve control
forces explicitly.

However, similar synthesis methods exist which are based only on input–output behavior, and are
thus realization-independent. Indeed, Lyapunov-based methods are actually special cases of semiactive
controllers which ensure a bound on Jpeak . One such approach is discussed below. This technique also
admits (but does not require) the inclusion of control force terms in Jpeak .

Consider the case in which the performance vector is defined as z = Czx+Dzf f (i.e., Dza = 0.). For
time-invariant U(t)= U0 ∈ U , consider that if P > 0 satisfies

V̇ = d
dt xT Px =

[
x
a

]T [−Q(P, U0) PBa

BT
a P 0

] [
x
a

]
� 0 (30.37)

over the region aT a � xT Px, where Q(P, U0)=−(A−Bf U0BT
f )T P−P(A−Bf U0BT

f ), then

‖√Px‖L∞/‖a‖L∞ � 1. Furthermore enforcing the additional inequality

[
P CT

z −Bf UT
0 Dzf

Cz −Dzf U0BT
f Iγ2

]

> 0 (30.38)

ensures that Jpeak < γ. Given U0, {P, γ} can be optimized via semidefinite programming. This is an
elementary application of the S-procedure [10], which states that Equation 30.37 holds whenever aT a �
xT Px, if there exists τ> 0 such that

[−Q(P, U0) PBa

BT
a P 0

]
+ τ

[
P 0
0 −I

]
� 0 (30.39)

Any combination of {P, U0, τ, γ} resulting in feasibility of Equations 30.38 and 30.39 is thus guaranteed
to adhere to the bounds ‖√Px‖L∞/‖a‖L∞ � 1 and Jpeak < γ.

The minimization of γ, subject to Equations 30.39 and 30.38, is nonconvex over {P > 0, U0 ∈ U , γ>

0, τ> 0}. However, for fixed {U0, τ}, the matrix inequalities become linear, and may be solved uniquely
for optimal {P, γ} using any standard LMI-based optimization technique, including interior-point or
primal-dual methods. By extension, this optimization may be nested in a one-dimensional search over τ,
for the minimal bound γ associated with a fixed U0. Furthermore, it is straight-forward to show that the
feasibility domain for τ is compact, and bounded by [0,−maxk

1
2 Reλk{A−Bf U0BT

f }].
Although the optimization of γ over U0 ∈ U is nonconvex, it is tractable for low nf through any

of a variety of LMI-based static feedback optimization techniques. The most straight-forward of these
involves iteratively re-solving for {P, U0, τ, γ} through completion of the square. Starting from some fixed
and feasible {Uk

0, τk}, we find {Pk , γk} for minimal γk via a convex optimization, and then note that for all
feasible {U0, P, τ, γ},

−Q(P, U0)+ τP � τkP+ τPk − τkPk −Q(P, Uk
0)−Q(Pk , U0)+Q(Pk , Uk

0)

+Bf

(
U0−Uk

0

)T
W−1

1

(
U0−Uk

0

)
BT

f +W−1
2

(
τ− τk

)2

+
(

P−Pk
) (

Bf W1BT
f +W2

) (
P−Pk

)
(30.40)

for arbitrary W1, W2 > 0, with the equality holding at {Uk
0, Pk , τk , γk}. Thus, we substitute the above

into term (1, 1) of Equation 30.39, and use Schur transformations to get a more conservative, but linear,
matrix inequality. Subject to this conservative LMI, together with Equation 30.38, we then find a new
solution {Uk+1

0 , τk+1, Pk+1, γk+1} for minimal γk+1. Because the previous solution {Uk
0, Pk , τk , γk} is on
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the boundary of the feasibility domain, it follows thatγk+1 � γk . Repetition of this procedure will converge
to a locally optimal solution for U0.

Denote γ∗ as the optimal γ obtainable via the above optimization, and take {U∗0 , P∗0 τ∗0} to be other
variables at this optimum. As with the Leitmann bound, the value of γ∗ can be a rather conservative
estimate of Jpeak .

With U∗0 found, we now wish to find a nonlinear state feedback controller φ : x(t)→ f(t) which
guarantees to improve on this bound, that is, for which it can be guaranteed that for the closed-loop
system, there exists a γ < γ∗ such that Jpeak < γ. Such a controller can be found by observing that for any
R > 0, any f(t) satisfying

‖f(t)+
(

U∗0 BT
f +R−1BT

f P∗
)

x(t)‖2
R � ‖R−1BT

f P∗x(t)‖2
R (30.41)

‖Czx(t)+Dzf f(t)‖2
2 � xT (t)P∗x(t)γ∗2 (30.42)

for all t guarantees to further reduce V̇ (t) for every x(t), while still satisfying zT (t)z(t) � V (t). An
effective strategy is to minimize the left-hand side of Equation 30.41 subject to the constraint that f(t)
satisfy Equation 30.42. With this approach, we again arrive at a controller of the general form in Equation
30.21, with R > 0 arbitrary, K =−U∗0 BT

f −R−1BT
f P∗, and

S(x(t))= F (v(t))∩
{

f : ‖Czx(t)+Dzf f‖2
2 � xT (t)P∗x(t)γ∗2

}
(30.43)

This optimization is convex for all x(t), the solution is continuous in x for any R > 0, and it can be found
in a finite number of computational steps as a routine application of Lagrange multipliers.

Assigning K, R, and S as above, controller (Equation 30.21) is thus guaranteed to improve γ beyond
γ∗, resulting in an improvement over the time-invariant optimal U∗0 ∈ U . However, the actual margin of
this improvement is generally not computable. Furthermore, because γ∗ is merely an upper bound for
Jpeak with U(t)= U∗0 , but not necessarily equal to it, it is not guaranteed that the true value of Jpeak will
be reduced through this controller. As such, the degree to which this design approach is useful will vary
with the problem data.

At present, a semiactive control theory which guarantees to improve the true value of Jpeak remains an
open problem. It is clear that Jpeak can be explicitly optimized over all U0 ∈ U as a constrained, static L1

optimal feedback problem, about which a considerable body of knowledge exists. The challenge lies in
the design of the nonlinear full-state controller for f(t), such that an improvement in Jpeak (relative to the
case with U(t)= U0) can be assured.

30.4.3 Jquad-Bounded Design

The design of controllers for bilinear semiactive systems, toward the minimization of Jquad as defined
in (30.20), is the oldest form of the semiactive control problem in the literature. It dates back to the seminal
1974 paper by Karnopp et al., which introduces the concept of a variable-orifice semiactive damper, for
use in automotive suspensions [11]. Subsequent analyses in the early 1980s, by both Karnopp [12] and
Margolis [13], were among the first to investigate a technique, which has subsequently found wide use
in earthquake response control applications, and which is usually called “clipped optimal” semiactive
control. The idea is simply to design a linear LQG controller to minimize Jquad (presuming, for the
output-feedback case, a certain level of measurement noise to design the associated Kalman–Bucy filter).
Then, the constraint f ∈ F (v) is imposed as an element-by-element saturation on the output of the
LQG feedback law. For the state-feedback case, this gives a controller of the form in Equation 30.21,
with S(x)= F (v), R = I, and K determined as the optimal gain associated with the LQG problem with
performance Jquad .

In application to civil engineering structures, this technique can be quite effective [14], especially for
problems in which there is only one control device, and only one dominant vibratory mode. However,
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it does have some disadvantages. Generally, control design must be done iteratively, with performance
evaluated through time-domain simulation, because no analytical expressions exist for the degree of
depreciation from the optimal performance achieved by the presaturated LQG controller. Indeed, it is
possible to define reasonable performance measures for which this depreciation is so large that the closed-
loop system produces a performance Jquad , which is actually worse than that of an optimized set of linear
viscous dampers [15]. Speaking broadly, clipped-optimal controllers can sometimes behave rather poorly
when multiple structural modes are significant, or when structural acceleration suppression is especially
important.

On the other hand, it is actually possible to solve the optimal control problem exactly, for the full-state
feedback law φ : x→ f which minimizes Jquad . Some of the more general techniques for this are detailed
by Ying et al., in [16]. The problem essentially distills to a stationary stochastic Bellman problem, with
its solution involving the solution to an associated partial differential equation on R

nx , for the Bellman
function V (x). With V (x) found, determination of the optimal control φ then just amounts to evaluation
of the gradient of V (x), and some routine algebra. Although the homogeneity of the bilinear semiactive
control problem can be exploited to enhance the computational burden associated with the solution for
V (x), the trouble with this approach is the same curse of dimensionality that hampers many Bellman-type
problems. Applications of this approach have mostly been applied to very simple structural systems, with
only a few degrees of freedom.

In this chapter, we discuss an approach, which is a compromise between these two extremes. To the
authors’ knowledge, the technique we discuss originated in the automotive suspensions area with the
work of Tseng and Hedrick [17], who called it “steepest gradient” control. Scruggs et al. investigated
an analogous technique for civil applications, which is generalized to multidevice systems [15]. On
the one hand, the resultant feedback laws are mathematically very simple. Indeed, φ has the form of
Equation 30.21. Furthermore, the synthesis of φ scales well, computationally, to systems with higher
dimensionality. On the other hand, the technique is suboptimal. However, it does have a very important
property, in that it is guaranteed to yield performance Jquad which is better than the best performance
achievable with time-invariant damping; that is, U(t)= U0, ∀t. As such, it adheres to a bound which is
meaningful from a technological point of view.

As with the case of Lyapunov-bounded and Jpeak-bounded designs, this control design approach
consists of two steps. The first consists of the optimization of fixed U0 ∈ U , for minimal Jquad . This is an
optimal static output-feedback LQG problem, with the added condition that the output feedback law (i.e.,
U0) is constrained to U . As is well known, static output-feedback LQG problems do not in general have
closed-form solutions, and can only be solved iteratively. Customarily, the primary challenge associated
with these problems is the identification of a stabilizing initial guess for the convergence algorithm.
However, for the class of problems we consider, this is a trivial, as asymptotic stability is known to hold
for all U0 ∈ U . Were U0 not constrained to U , various contractive solution algorithms (such as the Levine–
Athans iteration) could be used to arrive at the optimum. However, the existence of structural constraints
on U0 motivates a gradient-based approach. The matrix gradient of Jquad , with respect to U0, is

∂Jquad

∂U0
=−2

(
BT

f PSBf +DT
zf

[
Cz −Dzf U0BT

f

]
SBf

)
(30.44)

where P and S obey

0=
[

A−Bf U0BT
f

]T
P+P

[
A−Bf U0BT

f

]
+

[
Cz −Dzf U0BT

f

]T [
Cz −Dzf U0BT

f

]
(30.45)

0=
[

A−Bf U0BT
f

]
S+ S

[
A−Bf U0BT

f

]T +BwBT
w (30.46)

The value of Jquad , as a function of U0 is

Jquad = tr
{

BT
wPBw

}
(30.47)
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These results, which are now standard in the control literature, can readily be used to obtain local optima
in U via gradient-based convergence algorithms, and using Lagrange multipliers as necessary to enforce
U0 ∈ U along the optimization path.

Let the optimal performance obtained via the above approach be J∗quad , and let the optimal U0 be
U∗0 . Furthermore, let P∗ and S∗ be the corresponding solutions to the Lyapunov equations above with
U0 = U∗0 . Then the second step for the semiactive control design is to find a nonlinear controllerφ : x→ f
which guarantees to produce Jquad < J∗quad . This can be done by recognizing an important property of
stochastic control with quadratic performance. In general, it can be said that for any stabilizing feedback
law φ (linear or nonlinear), the following equality holds:

Jquad = J∗quad + E
{∥∥Dzf

(
f −Kx

)∥∥2
2−

∥∥Dzf
(−U0v−Kx

)∥∥2
2

}
(30.48)

where

K =−
[

DT
zf Dzf

]−1 [
BT

f P∗ +DT
zf Cz

]
(30.49)

This suggests a feedback controller of the form (Equation 30.21), in which S(x)= F (v), R =DT
zf Dzf ,

and K is synthesized as in Equation 30.49; that is, the controller chooses f(t) at each time to minimize the
first norm in the expectation in Equation 30.48. Because −U0v(t) ∈ F (v(t)), it follows that this results
in a nonpositive difference between the two norms in Equation 30.48 for all t, and therefore results in a
nonpositive expectation. The controller thus guarantees Jquad � J∗quad . The inequality holds strictly, in all
but very special cases.

We thus arrive at a synthesis technique like the one for Jpeak-bounded control. In both cases, the
resultant nonlinear controller attempts to make a quantity minimal at every time, and in doing so,
outperforms the optimal feasible static controller. Also in both cases, the margin of this improvement
cannot be solved generally in closed form.

30.4.4 Output Feedback

Consider, now, the design of dynamic feedback controllers φ : y→ f ∈ F (v). We presume that y is
measurable in the absence of noise. Recall that in order for the problem assumptions to be consistent,
this assumption must be true at least for the subspace of y which contains v, because v(t) must be
known precisely at each t in order to impose f(t) ∈ F (v(t)). For this problem, a reasonable strategy is to
construct a casual state estimator which maps {f , y} → ξ, and then impose certainty equivalence on the
state estimate ξ(t), resulting in the generalized semiactive output-feedback controller

f(t)= argmin
f∈S(x(t))

‖f −Kξ(t)‖2
R (30.50)

with K, R, and S(x(t)) synthesized the same way they would be for full-state feedback, as described in the
previous subsections.

Assuming the earthquake to be modeled as filtered white noise as in Equation 30.19 (as is done for
Jquad-bounded design), our assumption of zero-noise feedback is equivalent to the assumption that
Dyw = 0. As such, the optimal estimator for the Jquad-bounded semiactive control problem, as it has been
posed here, generally results in a singular optimal filtering problem; that is, one in which the optimal
estimator dynamics are improper. (The root cause of this is the necessary assumption of precise knowledge
for v.) We can, however, obtain a suboptimal estimate ξ(t) by the design of a Kalman–Bucy filter with a
low-intensity, fictitious measurement noise, resulting in a Kalman gain L. So computed, the observer

ξ̇= Aξ+Bf f + L
(
y−Cyξ

)
(30.51)

will produce ξ which retains some residual bias (i.e., E ξ(x− ξ)T �= 0), due to the presence of the fictitious
measurement noise in the computation of L. Because of the unavoidable nonlinearity of the closed-
loop system, exact removal of this mean-square bias is challenging, and remains an unresolved issue in
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the literature on semiactive control. However, qualitatively speaking, as one makes the bandwidth of
the observer higher, the variance E(x− ξ)(x− ξ)T typically becomes quite small. (However, it does not
asymptotically approach zero, unless the particular problem exhibits minimum-phase dynamics between
a and y. Details on this asymptotic case is covered elsewhere in this handbook.) As such, the issue
of obtaining a true certainty-equivalence principle for Jquad-bounded semiactive control may, in many
applications, be only of marginal benefit.

For the case of Lyapunov- or Jpeak-bounded design, the system model is Equation 30.1, for which it
is not necessary to model the dynamics of a. As such, if it is also assumed that a(t) can be measured
precisely, and used as feedback along with y, then a true asymptotic observer of the form

ξ̇= Aξ+Bf f +Baa+ L
(
y−Cyξ−Dyaa

)
(30.52)

can be constructed, for which ξ(t)→ x(t) with zero bias. The error dynamics are dictated by L, which
can be designed by any of a variety of standard asymptotic observer techniques. However, in many cases,
real-time feedback for a is not available, or contains significant noise. In this case asymptotic estimation
of the entire system state is not generally possible, and observer design is often approached in the same
way as it is for Jquad-bounded control.

Speaking more broadly, observers for semiactive systems exhibit some subtle challenges in the mod-
eling of measurement uncertainty. In the above discussion, we have presumed v and f to be known
precisely. Because the control design must presume knowledge of the semiactive constraint domain F (v),
knowledge of one necessarily implies knowledge of the other. However, another way of approaching the
semiactive output feedback problem is to presume U(t) to be known precisely, while both v and f are
presumed uncertain. It is less common for the device characterizations for semiactive systems to adhere
to this uncertainty model. Nonetheless, for Jquad-bounded control this has been examined by Scruggs
et al. in [15], where it is shown that this problem results in a feedback law which still guarantees the same
bound on Jquad as with state feedback. However, in this case the form of the controller is more complicated
than that of Equation 30.50, and does not exhibit certainty-equivalence. Rather, the controller for U(t)
must keep track of the time-varying covariance matrix for the state estimate, and must explicitly balance
the dual tasks of “good estimation” and “good control.”

30.5 Nonideal Device Models

The semiactive control theory discussed in Section 30.4 is idealized, in two distinct senses. First, it
presumes that the constraint f ∈ F (v) is homogeneous in v; or equivalently, that the F (v) constitutes
a double-infinite cone in {f , v} space. In actuality, all devices violate this assumption to one degree or
another. Second, it presumes that U can be instantaneously transitioned from one value in U to another.
In actuality, semiactive devices exhibit dynamics which limit their dynamic capabilities. In this section, we
talk briefly about these issues, and how the control theory in Section 30.4 can be adjusted to accommodate
more realistic device models.

30.5.1 Inhomogeneity of F (v)

Most semiactive devices have a maximum force, beyond which saturation occurs. This is the case, for
example, in most hydraulic dampers. Moreover, many controllable dampers have a force capability which
resembles controllable friction; that is,

fk(t)=−uk(t) sgn(vk(t)) (30.53)

in which uk(t) ∈ [0, 1] is the independent control variable. Many semiactive devices have F (v) regions
which exhibit more complicated shapes.
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FIGURE 30.5 Example of conservative approximation of an inhomogeneous semiactive device by a homogeneous
one, for v � v̄.

The simplest way to accommodate these issues in the context of the theory in Section 30.4 is to first
characterize a velocity v̄k for each device k ∈ {1 . . . m}, which represents the maximum velocity which can
be reasonably anticipated to occur during the dynamic response. Then, for many device characterizations
there exists a set Uv̄ such that

−Uv ∈ F (v), ∀v, U : |vk|� v̄k , U ∈ Uv̄ (30.54)

This is illustrated in Figure 30.5. Choosing the largest possible Uv̄ , control design proceeds as described
in Section 30.4, by first optimizing U0 ∈ Uv̄ , synthesizing R and K the same way, and defining S(x) using
the actual (inhomogeneous) force feasibility domain F (v).

30.5.2 Dynamic Limitations

To illustrate a typical manner in which device dynamics manifest themselves, we return to the example
of the variable-orifice damper illustrated in Figure 30.2.

Controllable damping devices suitable for regulating 1 MN of force at velocities of 1 m/s and pressures
of 20 MPa at flow rates of 40 L/s can be made with proportional control valves having response times of
100 ms from commercial off-the-shelf components. A proportional- or servo-valve controls the flow of
hydraulic fluid between chambers in the device, as shown in Figure 30.2. The piston has an area Ap, the
pressure differential across the two chambers is p2− p1, the device contains a volume of fluid VT where
VT = V1+V2. The diameter of the bore is Db and the rod diameter is Dr .

Neglecting seal friction, the force, f , in the piston rod is Ap(p2− p1) where Ap is the piston area.
Assuming incompressible flow in the valve, Q1 = Q2 = Q, and approximating a linear pressure–flow
relationship for the controllable valve, (p2− p1)= c(u)Q, where c(u) is the controllable pressure–flow
coefficient and u ∈ [0, 1] is the valve position. Considering fluid compressibility within the chambers
1 and 2, ṗ1V1 =−βV̇1 and ṗ2V2 =−βV̇2, where β is the bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid which
can range from 80 kN/cm2 to 200 kN/cm2. By conventions V̇ > 0 means volumetric expansion and
ṗ > 0 means increasing hydrostatic compression. In chamber 1, V̇1 = −Q1 + Apv and in chamber 2,
V̇2 = Q2 − Apv. Substituting the valve equation, the equilibrium equation and the compressibility
equations, Patten [18] obtained

ṗ2 =− β

V2(xp)

f

Apc(u)
+ β

V2(xp)
Apv, (30.55)

and

−ṗ1 =− β

V1(xp)

f

Apc(u)
+ β

V1(xp)
Apv. (30.56)
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Adding and multiplying by Ap results in a model for the nonlinear damper dynamics

ḟ = Ap(ṗ2− ṗ1)=− β

c(u)

(
1

V1(xp)
+ 1

V2(xp)

)
f + βA2

p

(
1

V1(xp)
+ 1

V2(xp)

)
v . (30.57)

The valve opening variable, u, has a first order lag modeled by

u̇= 1

Tu
(u∗ − u) (30.58)

where Tu is the valve time constant and u∗ is the valve control input. Response times in many electro-
mechanical systems may be shortened, within limits, by over-driving the valve. In such cases, the valve
dynamics can be modeled by

u̇= 1

Tu
sat[−1,1]

{
Ku(u∗ − u)

}
(30.59)

where Ku is the valve gain. The valve coefficient c(u) may be assumed to vary linearly with the valve
variable u,

c(u)= (1− u)cmin+ ucmax. (30.60)

The constants cmin and cmax and the constraints 0≤ u≤ 1 provide sector bounds on the damping force.
The valve time lag overrides all other dynamics present in the nonlinear model and, as may be seen in
Figure 30.6, the device behavior may be linearized to

f (v, u)= c(u)A2
pv. (30.61)

Figure 30.6 is generated using the parameters values shown in the Table 30.2, a prescribed displacement
of xp = t sin(πt) cm, for 0 < t < 10 s, and an ad hoc time-varying valve control input,

u∗ = 50|xp|3/2 · hvs[−f · xp] (30.62)
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FIGURE 30.6 Comparison of the response of the nonlinear damper model (Equation 30.57, solid) with a linearized
damper model (Equation 30.61, dashed) controlled according to Equations 30.59, 30.60, and 30.62 with parameters
of Table 30.2.
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TABLE 30.2 Controllable Damper Parameter Values

Hydraulic bulk modulus β 100 kN/cm2

Piston area Ap 550 cm2

Stroke S 130 cm

Min. valve coefficient cmin 110 Pa s/cm3

Max. valve coefficient cmax 1654 Pa s/cm3

Valve time constant Tu 0.1 s

Valve gain Ku 10 —

where ẋp = v in (m/s). The value of u∗ is constrained to upper and lower bounds, thus resulting in a
limitation to how fast u can be changed.

The presence of time lag Tu is difficult to incorporate precisely into the ideal bilinear semiactive control
theory discussed in Section 30.4. However, these effects can be penalized in the formulation of control
performance, by augmenting z to include fh, where f̂h(s)=W(s)f̂(s), and where W(s) is a high-pass filter
with corner frequency 1/Tu.

Fluid pressures in this example damper are within the normal working range for commercial hydraulics
(10–20 MPa). MR fluids may also prove to be promising for large-scale structural control applications,
as demonstrated by the commercialization of a MR damper with a 6 MPa pressure rating and a 200 kN
force capacity [19].

30.6 Example

As an example of the closed-loop performance of the semiactive control methods described in this
chapter, the Jquad-bounded controller of Section 30.4.3 is applied to the structural model described in
Figure 30.1. This structural model is based upon a large, laboratory-scale model that was developed for
experimentation on passive base isolation systems. A mathematical model of this lab-scale structure has
been used to simulate the behavior of semiactive damping in seismic isolation systems [20]. For this
study, the mass, damping, and stiffness parameters of the laboratory-scale structure were scaled up by a
factor of 70 in an attempt to represent a full-scale structural frame. The parameter values given in Figure
30.1 are the scaled-up values. The total mass of the scaled-up structure, W/g , is 2450 tons. The passive
isolation force fb is modeled by a parallel combination of elastic stiffness kb, viscous damping cb (given in
Figure 30.1), and a hysteretic force,

fb = kbxb+ cbẋb+ Fy(1− κ)z (30.63)

where xb is the deformation of the base isolation system and z is an evolutionary hysteretic variable

ż = [
1− |z| (0.5 sgn(zẋb)+ 0.5

)]
ẋb/Dy . (30.64)

The parameters in this hysteresis model are the yield force Fy , the yield displacement Dy , and the strain
hardening stiffness ratio, κ. The yield force is typically specified as a fraction of the structural weight,
Fy = FyrW . In this study the post-yield stiffness, kb is fixed at 162.4 kN/cm, which results in a first-mode
natural period of 2.5 s as Fy → 0. The post-yield elastic stiffness is related to the pre-yield stiffness, Fy/Dy ,
by the stiffness ratio parameter, κ, as shown in Figure 30.7. Thus, Dy = FyrWκ/kb.

Controllable dampers modeled by Equations 30.59 and 30.61 are incorporated into the isolation
system at the base and into the mass damper system on the roof. For the controllable damper in the base
isolation system, cminA2

p = 333 kN/cm/s, cmaxA2
p = 5000 kN/cm/s, and Tu = 0.1 s as shown in Table 30.2
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FIGURE 30.7 Hysteretic bearing force for xb = t sin(πt) cm/s, Fy = 0.05W , κ= 1/6, kb = 162.4 kN/cm, and cb =
2.618 kN/cm/s.

and Figure 30.6. For the controllable damper in the mass damper system, cminA2
p = 0.50 kN/cm/s,

cmaxA2
p = 8.0 kN/cm/s, and Tu = 0.01 s. For both dampers the dimensionless valve gain, Ku, is set to 10.

The earthquake disturbance is modeled with Equations 30.13 and 30.14 with the detrending method
described in Section 30.2.2. The disturbance model parameters used in this example correspond to “far-
field” earthquake sources. In both the passive and semiactive cases, each earthquake record was scaled to
a PGV value of 0.33 m/s (the coefficient of variation of PGV was zero) and corresponds in a PGA of 0.4 g,
with a coefficient of variation about 16%.

Performance is quantified in terms of four response metrics, the peak total roof acceleration,

PRA=max
t
|a(t)+ r̈5(t)|, (30.65)

the peak total first floor acceleration,

PFFA =max
t
|a(t)+ r̈1(t)|, (30.66)

the peak first story displacement,
PFFD=max

t
|r2(t)− r1(t)|, (30.67)

and the peak isolation system displacement,

PBD=max
t
|r1(t)|, (30.68)

where ri(t) is the displacement of floor level i relative to the ground and a(t) is the ground acceleration.
The acceleration performance metrics indicate the potential for damage to building contents, the first
story displacement indicates potential for structural damage, and the peak isolation system displacement
indicates the potential for exceeding design limitations on the isolation bearings.

In order to rigorously assess the benefits of semiactive damping, it is critically important to first
optimize a passive damping system; comparisons between semiactively controlled systems and lightly
damped, uncontrolled systems are nugatory. Optimized passive damping systems can comprise lin-
ear viscosity, nonlinear viscosity, and hysteresis. For this study two passive damping optimizations are
carried out. In the first optimization viscous damping is placed in parallel with a hysteretic isolation
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system with Fy = 0.05W and κ= 1/6. In the second optimization viscous damping is placed in par-
allel with a hysteretic isolation system with Fy = 0.005W and κ= 1/4. Both optimizations are carried
out with the far-field (FF) disturbance model. The passive damping systems were optimized to min-
imize the floor and roof responses without consideration on the peak base displacement, as the peak
base displacement decreases monotonically with damping in the isolation system. It is typically found
that in the vicinity of optimal damping, performance metrics are relatively insensitive to variations
in the viscous damping rates. Such is the case in this study and the optimized values are therefore
reported approximately in round numbers. For an isolation system with Fy = 0.05W and κ= 1/6,
cb,opt ≈ 800 kN/m/s and for an isolation system with Fy = 0.005W and κ= 1/4, cb,opt ≈ 1500 kN/m/s.
Performance metrics with optimized damping are lower for Fy = 0.005W than for Fy = 0.05W and
this case is taken as the optimized passive damping system. The mass damper on the roof is tuned to
the second mode of vibration. A damping value ca of 2.8 kN/cm/s maximally suppresses the second
mode.

Three cases are compared in this example. The baseline (BL) case is representative of the current
state of the practice for seismic base isolation. The base isolation system has a yield force, Fy of 0.05W
and a stiffness ratio κ of 1/6. The viscous damping in this isolation system is 2.618 kN/cm/s and the
tuned mass damper parameters are set to their optimized values. The optimal passive (OP) damping
case represents performance limits that can be achieved via passive linear viscous damping with a small
amount of hysteretic damping, Fy = 0.005W . The viscous damping in the isolation system and in the
tuned mass damper system are set to their optimized values. For the semiactive damping case, the
controller (Equation 30.21) with K, R, and S assigned according to the Jquad-bounded design equations
is implemented using the following weightings: z1 = 10 cm, for base displacement; z2 = 2 mm, for first
story drift; z3 = 0.1 g, for first floor acceleration; and z4 = 0.1 g, for roof acceleration.

In order to capture the effects of random variability in the earthquake disturbance, 250 transient
response simulations are carried out using the FF ground motion parameters for each of the three cases.
Performance metrics are presented in Table 30.3 in terms of their average values and their coefficients
of variation. Figures 30.8 through 30.10 illustrate histograms of the performance metrics from the 250
simulations. Optimized passive damping reduces peak floor and roof responses, as intended, but these
improvements come at the cost of increased base displacements. Semiactive damping provides reductions
in peak responses for all performance metrics as compared to both the BL system and the optimized
passive system. Responses in the semiactive system are reduced by 13% (at the roof) to 30% (in the
isolation system) as compared to the optimized passive system. Of equal importance are the reductions in
response variability. Responses in semiactively damped systems are lower and have less variability than
optimally damped passive damping systems.

TABLE 30.3 Comparison of Baseline (BL), Optimized Passive (OP),

and Semiactive (SA) Damping Performance

Metric BL OP SA SA-OP

avg PRA g 0.126 0.098 0.085 −13%

cov PRA 0.136 0.240 0.158 −34%

avg PFFA g 0.117 0.091 0.074 −19%

cov PFFA 0.139 0.251 0.164 −35%

avg PFFD mm 0.910 0.773 0.631 −18%

cov PFFD 0.157 0.259 0.159 −39%

avg PBD cm 9.454 12.088 8.433 −30%

cov PBD 0.269 0.285 0.200 −30%
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FIGURE 30.8 Response histograms for the baseline (BL) system: passive hysteretic damping.
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FIGURE 30.9 Response histograms for optimized passive (OP) viscous damping in the isolation system and the
tuned mass damper.

30.7 Summary

Vibration control in civil engineering structures presents a number of challenges related to controller
synthesis, actuator development and characterization, disturbance modeling and performance assess-
ment. Issues related to power consumption in actuators and the need for robust stability in the presence
of potentially significant modeling errors motivates the development of semiactive damping approaches in
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FIGURE 30.10 Response histograms for semiactive (SA) damping in the seismic isolation and the tuned mass
damper.

which control forces are regulated by adjusting viscous damping coefficients. Semiactive devices capable
of generating forces large enough for civil engineering applications can be assembled from conventional
hydraulics. The forces produced by these devices are regulated through the adjustment of a valve. In so
doing, Watts of electrical power can regulate Megawatts of mechanical power and the physical dissipative
nature of the control devices guarantees closed-loop stability. These characteristics are naturally appeal-
ing but present significant challenges in the synthesis of control algorithms. Further, in order to fully
describe the advantages of damping that is modulated via feedback it is critically important to assess the
closed-loop performance in comparison to a system that has optimized levels of constant damping.

In controlling earthquake disturbances that are not strong enough to severely damage a structure it may
be argued that a quadratic performance measure is appropriate. For potentially damaging earthquakes,
however, minimization of peak responses are clearly of great interest. This chapter outlines iterative
methods for optimizing feedback laws based on Lyapunov stability, on minimizing a quadratic objective,
and on minimizing a peak response objective. These methodologies implicitly satisfy the instantaneous
dissipativity constraint on the control hardware, and guarantee that the performance of the semiactive
system outperforms the performance of the optimized static damping system. Analytical expressions for
margin of performance improvement achieved with these controllers is still an open problem, as is a sound
theory for the design of unbiased observers for semiactively-controlled systems. Until such observers are
developed, the separation principle does not strictly hold, although it is often a reasonable approximation
to assume it does.

Closed-loop semiactive systems are always nonlinear, and performance is assessed through transient
response simulations. This chapter provides three earthquake disturbance models in terms of enveloped
and filtered Gaussian white-noise processes. These disturbance models are helpful not only in the develop-
ment of augmented dynamics matrices for controller synthesis but also in the assessment of the probability
distributions of performance metrics.

We have illustrated many of these concepts for an earthquake-excited, base-isolated structure with a
tuned-mass damper. Semiactive devices are located within the isolation system at the base and in the
tuned mass damper on the roof. The earthquake disturbance model was presumed to possess far-field
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characteristics, and a quadratic performance measure was used as an optimization objective. Response
metrics for the semiactively-controlled system are lower and have less variability than those for the optimal
constant damping systems. This result is characteristic of systems in which the disturbance is sufficiently
persistent. Further, this quadratic controller is found to be more effective in suppressing peak responses
than the optimized passive damping system. For near-fault earthquake models, which can exhibit pulse
phenomena and which are highly nonstationary, control synthesis techniques which explicitly guarantee
bounds on peak responses, such as those in Sections 30.4.1 and 30.4.2, may provide better closed-loop
performance.
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31.1 Introduction

“I would like to describe a field, in which little has been done, but in which an enormous amount
can be done in principle. This field is not quite the same as the others in that it will not tell us
much of fundamental physics (in the sense of, “What are the strange particles?”) but it is more
like solid-state physics in the sense that it might tell us much of great interest about the strange
phenomena that occur in complex situations. Furthermore, a point that is most important is that
it would have an enormous number of technical applications.

What I want to talk about is the problem of manipulating and controlling things on a small scale.

As soon as I mention this, people tell me about miniaturization, and how far it has progressed
today. They tell me about electric motors that are the size of the nail on your small finger. There
is a device on the market, they tell me, with which you can write the Lord’s Prayer on the head
of a pin. But that is nothing; that is the most primitive halting step in the direction I intend to
discuss. It is a staggeringly small world that is presented and described below. In the year 2000,
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when they look back at this age, they will wonder why it was not until the year 1960 that anybody
began to move seriously in this direction.

Why cannot we write the entire 24 volumes of the Encyclopedia Brittanica on the head of a pin?”

Richard P. Feynman
There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom, American Physical Society Caltech,

Dec. 29, 1959

There is equal “wonder” looking back from this end of the time tunnel that Feynman was able to herald
the promise of quantum technology so many years ago. In our quest for a deeper understanding of physical
and biological phenomena, only now, perhaps, we move seriously into the control of the “small-scale”
world of quantum mechanics. The rules of this world herald new types of materials and devices [1–3].
Quantum information systems and instruments of measurement promise an exponential improvement
in speed and/or resolution compared to their classical counterparts. Many of these systems inherently rely
on estimation and control for their normal operation, for example, atomic clocks, measuring electrical,
thermal, and photonic characteristics, biometrics, magnetometry, gravimetry, and the many proposed
implementations of a quantum computer. Instrumentation noise, decoherence, and modeling errors are
all sources of uncertainty which either separately or in combination hinder the ability of the material
or device to meet performance demands. Some of these systems require estimation to determine if the
system is meeting performance demands and then apply a control adapted to the specific estimated error,
for example [4–8].

Our aim here is to show how estimation and control can be applied to quantum systems. Furthermore,
we believe that these tools from control engineering, as appropriately modified and or developed, are the
means by which many hopes and dreams envisioned for a quantum technology can come about.

31.1.1 Quantum Estimation and Control

“To observe is to disturb” goes the dictum. So, how can one estimate anything in quantum mechanics?
The answer is that although the system behaves according to rules of probability, these rules are, well,
rules! So the probability of outcomes are the laws. Hence, statistical approaches to estimation, such as
maximum likelihood (ML), least-squares, filtering, and so on, do apply. Furthermore, the fundamental
statistical behavior of quantum systems can be controlled using feedback.

In The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society (1950), Norbert Wiener introduces
feedback control in this way:

“This control of a machine on the basis of its actual performance, rather than its expected
performance is known as feedback . . . It is the function of control . . . to produce a temporary
and local reversal of the normal direction of entropy.”

The classic classroom example of feedback control is the mechanical governor used by James Watt in the
eighteenth century to regulate the speed of his steam engines (Figure 31.1).

The actual engine speed raises the balls by centrifugal force. As these rise, the linkages are arranged to
close down the intake valve. The speed is maintained in the neighborhood of an equilibrium. Feedback
control was essential for the stable operation of steam engines, and was thus a critical enabling technology
for these machines which powered the industrial revolution. A precise analysis was not made until the
mid-1800s when Clerk Maxwell put his mind to it.

What is it that is so compelling about this apparatus? Firstly, it is easy to understand how it regulates the
speed of a rotating steam engine. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, it is a part of the device itself.
A naive observer would not distinguish this mechanical piece from the rest. And this device, if we think
of it having a thought, almost needs no thoughts at all! It need not know any real detail about the object
it controls; no knowledge of steam, pressure, flow, friction, metal fatigue, anchor bolt placement, and so
on. Almost nothing. Yet, it is the fundamental piece without which the steam engine might explode. Due
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Quantum Estimation and Control 31-3

FIGURE 31.1 Boulton and Watt steam engine, 1788, showing the mechanical governor (metal ball mechanism)
[located at London Science Museum].

to its seeming simplicity, the notion of feedback takes on a mysterious property. It is both intangible, and
yet, fundamental to the stability of the device, because it responds to the effect of the actual rotational
speed. Without this simultaneously intangible and real feedback, the device would not exist!

Steam engines, are of course macroscopic systems described by classical physics, and control engi-
neering has been founded on classical models. At this point in time, it is beginning to be possible to
monitor and manipulate objects at the nanoscale. One can realistically contemplate controlling single
atoms (Figure 31.2).

At the atomic scale, the laws of quantum physics are needed, and in fact provide a significant new
resource for technological exploitation, as can be seen in recent advances in quantum information and
computing, precise metrology, atom lasers, quantum electromechanical systems, and quantum chemistry.
Quantum control refers to the control of physical systems whose behavior is dominated by the laws
of quantum physics, and control theory is being developed that takes into account quantum physics
(e.g., [9–41]).

What types of quantum control can be envisaged? As for classical (i.e., nonquantum) systems, we
distinguish between open- and closed-loop control. Open-loop control has its usual meaning—a prede-
termined classical control signal is applied to the plant, in this case a quantum system, and no feedback
is involved (Figure 31.3).

Closed-loop or feedback control also has its usual meaning—control actions depend on information
gained while the plant is operating—however, care must be taken as to the nature of the controller
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FIGURE 31.2 Model of an atom.
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FIGURE 31.3 Open-loop control.
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FIGURE 31.4 Closed-loop measurement feedback control.

and what is meant by “information.” When the controller is a classical system, which can only process
classical information, some form of measurement of the quantum plant is needed, see Figure 31.4. This
is called measurement feedback quantum control. The theory and applications that have been developed
for measurement feedback depend on quantum filtering theory [42,43], as we explain in Sections 31.5.2
through 31.5.4. Measurement feedback quantum control can be effective for a wide range of applications,
and has the benefit that the control algorithms can be implemented in conventional classical hardware
(provided it is fast enough).

It is also possible to use another quantum system as the controller, see Figure 31.5. This type of
feedback does not use measurement, and the information flowing in the loop is fully quantum. This
exchange of quantum information may be directional, via a quantum signal (such as a beam of light), or
bidirectional, via a direct physical coupling. This is called coherent or quantum feedback quantum control.
While quantum feedback is conceptually simple, at present little is known about how to systematically
design fully (CF) coherent feedback loops. In Section 31.5.5, we describe one recent example of coherent
feedback design. The benefits of coherent feedback include the preservation of quantum information,
and that the timescales of the controller can be better matched to the quantum plant (which could have
very fast dynamics).
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FIGURE 31.5 Closed-loop feedback control with no measurement.

31.2 Some Quantum Mechanics

31.2.1 Preliminaries

Let H be a separable Hilbert space with inner product 〈·, ·〉 (taken to be linear in the second argument
and conjugate linear in the first) and norm ‖ψ‖ =√〈ψ,ψ〉. Basic examples are (i) H= C

n, the space
of n-dimensional complex vectors, where 〈ψ,φ〉 =∑n

k=1ψ
†
kφk , where ψ†

k denotes the adjoint (complex
conjugate) of ψk , and (ii) H= L2(R), the space of complex-valued functions on R that have square
integrable components, with inner product 〈ψ,φ〉 = ∫

ψ†(x)φ(x) dx.
Let B(H) be the Banach space of bounded operators A :H→H. The commutator of two operators

is defined by [A, B] = AB−BA. For any A ∈B(H), its adjoint A† ∈B(H) is an operator defined by
〈A†ψ, φ〉 = 〈ψ, Aφ〉 for allψ,φ ∈H. An operator A ∈B(H) is called normal if AA† = A†A. Two impor-
tant types of normal operators are self-adjoint (A= A†) and unitary (A† = A−1). The spectral theorem
for a normal operator A says that (discrete case) there exists a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors
(such a set forms a basis for H), and A can be written as A=∑

n anPn, where Pn is the projection onto
the nth eigenspace (diagonal representation) with associated eigenvalue an. In Dirac’s bra-ket notation,
the eigenvectors are written |n〉 and the projections Pn = |n〉〈n|. The projections resolve the identity
(orthogonally):

∑
n Pn = I . If A is self-adjoint, the eigenvalues an are all real. In this notation, most often

written by physicists, the “ket” |ψ〉 is always a unit vector with adjoint 〈ψ|. The norm of |ψ〉 is thus
‖ψ‖ =√〈ψ|ψ〉= 1. (We will not always adhere to the ket-notation, and so sometimes write ψ and
implicitly assume that it is a unit vector, i.e., ψ†ψ= 1.)

Tensor products are used to describe composite systems. If H1 and H2 are Hilbert spaces, the ten-
sor product H1⊗H2 is the Hilbert space consisting of linear combinations of the form ψ1⊗ψ2, and
inner product 〈ψ1⊗ψ2,φ1⊗φ2〉 = 〈ψ1,φ1〉〈ψ2,φ2〉. Here, ψ1,φ1 ∈H1 and ψ2,φ2 ∈H2. If A1 and A2

are operators on H1 and H2, respectively, then A1⊗A2 is an operator on H1⊗H2 and is defined by
(A1⊗A2)(ψ1⊗ψ2)= A1ψ1⊗A2ψ2. Often, A1⊗A2 is written A1A2.

31.2.2 The Postulates of Quantum Mechanics

In quantum mechanics [44] physical quantities like energy, spin, position, and so on, are expressed as
observables; these are represented as self-adjoint operators (A= A†) acting on a Hilbert space H.

The state of a quantum system is a unit vector ψ ∈H or |ψ〉 ∈H. In the discrete case every element
ψk is a possible state of the system with a probability of occurence |ψk|2. Hence, ‖ψ‖ = 1 means that all
outcomes can occur. (The same applies in the continuous case, for example, at a spatial point r = (x, y, z),
‖ψ(r)‖2dxdydz is the probability that a particle would be found in the differential volume.) The state |ψ〉
is called a pure state. Pure states are special cases of a more general notion of state referred to as a density
operator or density matrix. A density operator ρ is a positive self-adjoint operator on H with trace one.
Pure states are of the form ρ= |ψ〉〈ψ|. More generally, states that are convex combinations of pure states
are called mixed states: ρ=∑

n λn|ψn〉〈ψn|.
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31-6 Control System Applications

The postulates of quantum mechanics state that for a closed system the evolution of states obeys the
Schrödinger equation

i
d

dt
|ψ〉=H|ψ〉. (31.1)

Here, H is an observable called the Hamiltonian, and represents the energy of the system, and i =√−1.
Since |ψ(t)〉 has unit norm, the evolution from one time to another must be unitary, that is, ψ(t)=
U(t)ψ(0) where the unitary transition matrix, referred to as the propagator, obeys a matrix version of
the Schrödinger equation, iU̇ =HU , U(0)= I (the identity). Density operators also evolve unitarily,
ρ(t)= U(t)ρU†(t), so, by the Schrödinger equation (31.1) we have iρ̇= [H , ρ] = Hρ− ρH . We may view
state vectors as fixed in time, while observables are taken to evolve according to A(t)= U†(t)AU(t): this
is the Heisenberg picture.

The numerical value of a measurement of A is an eigenvalue of A. If the system is in state ρ at the
time of the measurement, and A has the spectral decomposition A=∑

n anPn, the value an occurs with
probability

Prob(an)= Tr[ρPn]. (31.2)

After the measurement, if the value an is recorded, the state “collapses” to

ρ′ = PnρPn

Prob(an)
. (31.3)

This is Von Neumann’s state reduction. When a quantum system is in a pure state |ψ〉, the expected
value of an observable A is defined in terms of the Hilbert space inner product: 〈A〉 = 〈ψ, Aψ〉. Using
the spectral decomposition of A gives 〈A〉 =∑

n λn〈ψ, Pnψ〉. If the system is in the mixed state ρ, then
〈A〉 = Tr(Aρ)=∑

n λnTr(Pnρ). (We will use the notations 〈A〉 or P[A] for the expected value of an
observable A.)

In a more abstract mathematical sense, if C is a commutative collection of operators (a commutative
∗-algebra), then by the spectral theorem [13, Theorem 2.4] a density operator ρ determines a classical
probability distribution P and for all C ∈ C a classical random variable ι(C) on a classical probability
space constructed from the spectrum of C such that P[C] = P[ι(C)]. When the context is clear we may
abuse the notation and simply write C for both the observable C ∈ C or the corresponding classical
random variable ι(C). In case of the postulate stated above for an observable A, the projections Pn

generate such a commutative collection C .

31.2.3 Open Quantum Systems

Open quantum systems are quantum systems that form part of a larger closed system. Figure 31.6
illustrates a representation of a system S which is “open” to the environment E. The environment consists

System

USE

Environment

S E

Classical
controls

FIGURE 31.6 Representation of an open quantum system.
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Quantum Estimation and Control 31-7

of an inaccessible part of the whole system, for example, a heat bath, nuclear spins, phonons, and so
on. The complete SE system (a composite system) obeys the normal evolutionary dynamics of quantum
mechanics as given by a unitary USE , which may depend on externally applied classical controls.

Here the state of the S-system is accessible, while the state of the E-system is not accessible. We will
refer to the S-system as the system and the the E-system as the environment or bath. Since not every state
of the universe is accessible, it is of basic interest to describe the potentially nonunitary transformation of
the system state from one time to another.

In general, the state-to-state dynamics of any open quantum system can be described in a canonical
form known as the Kraus operator sum representation (OSR) [45]. This formulation can account for many
forms of error sources as well as decoherence. Let ρS

in denote the system state at some initial time and
ρS

out at a later time. If the input states ρS
in ∈ CnS×nS and ρE ∈ CnE×nE are uncorrelated, that is, they form a

tensor product input to USE , then the state at the S-system output is given by the Kraus OSR,

ρS
out =

κ∑

μ=1

Kμρ
S
inK†

μ,
κ∑

μ=1

K†
μKμ = IS. (31.4)

The Kμ ∈ CnS×nS , called OSR elements, as constrained above, ensure that the quantum system is trace-
preserving, that is, TrρS

in = 1 implies TrρS
out = 1. Additionally, all the quantum statistics produced by a

measurement on the S-system are captured by the OSR. Specifically, for any observable A=∑
n anPn on

the S-system,

Prob(an)= Tr(Pnρ
S
out)=

∑

μ

Tr(PnKμρ
S
inK†

μ). (31.5)

The output state is obtained by “tracing out” the environmental states, referred to as the partial trace
operation,∗ denoted by

ρS
out = TrE[USE(ρS

in⊗ ρE)U†
SE]. (31.6)

The output state of the open system is thus a combination of the unitary dynamics USE and the average
influence of the E-system on the S-system [45].

However, in other situations, the state of the S-system is not accessible, and the E-system, or parts
of the E-system, are accessible, and available for feedback control. For instance, in Figure 31.7 the
S-system is an atom, while the E-system is the external freely traveling field. The atom cannot be directly
measured. Instead, an observable y0(t) of the field is measured, and this information can be processed
classically and used in measurement feedback control, Section 31.5.3. Alternatively, the field need not be
measured and instead may be processed coherently by another quantum system, as in coherent feedback
control, Section 31.5.5.

31.2.4 Convexity and Quantum Mechanics

Convexity arises very naturally in quantum mechanics and plays an important role particularly in quan-
tum estimation where a number of problems can be formulated as a convex optimization. Consider, for
example, the following convex sets which arise from some of the basic aspects of quantum mechanics in
a Hilbert space of dimension n:

∗ If ρ is a state on the composite system S⊗E, then ρ1 = TrE[ρ] is a state on S such that for all S-system observables X,
Tr[ρ1X] = Tr[ρ(X⊗ I)].
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Measurement

bin(t)

bout(t)

u

y0

Controller
(classical)

FIGURE 31.7 Atom in cavity feedback control. In the notation of Section 31.2.3, the atom is the S-system, while the
fields bin(t) and bout (t) constitute the E-system. Here, an observable y0(t) of the E-system is measured and used in
the feedback loop.

Probability outcomes
{

pα ∈ R
} ∑

α pα = 1, pα ≥ 0

Density matrix
{
ρ ∈ Cn×n

}
Tr ρ= 1, ρ≥ 0

Positive operator valued measure (POVM)
{

Oα ∈ Cn×n
} ∑

α Oα = In, Oα ≥ 0

OSR in a fixed basis set{
Bi ∈ Cn×n

∣∣ i = 1, . . . , n2
}

{
X ∈ Cn2×n2

} ∑
ij Xij B†

i Bj = In, X ≥ 0

31.2.5 The Harmonic Oscillator

The quantum harmonic oscillator is one of the most important examples because of its tractability
and application in modeling [46, Box 7.2], [44, Sec. 10.6], [47, Sec. 4.1]. Models for the optical cavity
and boson fields are based on the quantum harmonic oscillator. The Hilbert space for the quantum
harmonic oscillator is H= L2(R, C), the vector space of square integrable functions defined on the real
line. Operators for this system may be expressed in terms of the annihilation operator a, with a† the
adjoint of a, and the canonical commutation relations [a, a†] = 1. The action of the annihilation operator
may be expressed as

(aψ)(x)= xψ(x)− i
dψ

dx
(x)

on a domain of functions (vectors) ψ in H. The eigenvalues of a†a are the numbers 0, 1, 2, . . . (number
of quanta), with corresponding eigenvectors denoted ψn (n= 0, 1, 2, . . .) called number states. We have
aψn =√nψn−1 and a†ψn =

√
n+ 1ψn+1.

If the harmonic oscillator has Hamiltonian H = ωa†a, the evolution of the annihilation operators is
defined by a(t)= U†(t)aU(t), where U(t) is the unitary operator (or matrix, depending on the con-
text) solving Schrodinger’s Equation 31.1, that is, ȧ(t)=−i[a(t), H] = −iωa(t), with initial condition
a(0)= a. Thus, a(t)= e−iωta, and from this we see explicitly that the commutation relations are pre-
served: [a(t), a†(t)] = [a, a†] = 1 for all t.
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Quantum Estimation and Control 31-9

The real and imaginary quadratures are the self-adjoint operators q= 1√
2

(a+ a†) and p=− i√
2

(a− a†), respectively. We may form the vector x = (q, p)T , so that in quadrature form the oscillator
dynamics are given by ẋ(t)= Ax(t), explicitly

[
q̇(t)
ṗ(t)

]
=

[
0 ω

−ω 0

] [
q(t)
p(t)

]
. (31.7)

Notice that the matrix A appearing in Equation 31.7 has a special form. The commutation relations
are [q, p] = i, which may be expressed in terms of the vector x as follows: [xj, xk] = iJjk , where

J =
[

0 1
−1 0

]
.

The matrix A satisfies AJ + JAT = 0, and this relation is enough to determine the Hamiltonian H : we
have H = 1

2 xT Rx, where R = 1
2 (−JA+AT J). As we shall see below, algebraic relations play a fundamental

role in characterizing quantum systems and may be exploited for physical realizations [25,31].
The harmonic oscillator forms the building blocks for the quantum linear systems discussed in this

chapter (Section 31.5.1). We will always consider Gaussian states, which means that the probability
distributions of all quadratures are classical Gaussian measures.

31.2.6 Boson Fields

In quantum mechanics, an electromagnetic field, such as a beam of light, is described as a boson field.
In the systems to be discussed in Sections 31.2.7 and 31.5, we use quantum stochastic models which
arise in rotating wave and Markovian approximations of more basic models. This idealization affords
considerable transparency and tractability, and provides accurate descriptions of a wide range of situations
in quantum optics.

A boson field channel is represented by an infinite collection of oscillators with singular commutation
relations. In the time domain, we have annihilation operators b(t), which satisfy [b(t), b†(s)] = δ(t− s).
When the field is in the vacuum state, the covariance is 〈b(t)b†(t′)〉 = δ(t− t′). Real and imaginary field
quadratures are defined by br(t)= b(t)+ b†(t) and bi(t)=−i(b(t)− b†(t)), respectively (analogous to
phasor representations in AC circuit analysis). When the field is in the vacuum state, the two quadratures
are each equivalent to classical Wiener processes, but they do not commute. In quadrature form, the
covariances are captured in the |non-negative|Hermitian matrix F defined by

F = 〈
[

br(t)
bi(t)

] [
br(s) bi(s)

]〉 = (I + iJ)δ(t− s). (31.8)

31.2.7 Optical Cavity

The cavity is a basic element in quantum optical systems (Figure 31.8a). In Figure 31.8b, a schematic
representation of a cavity is shown consisting of a pair of mirrors between which a trapped electromagnetic
(optical) mode is set up, whose frequency depends on the separation between the mirrors. This mode
is described by a harmonic oscillator with annihilation operator a (as in Section 31.2.5). The partially
transmitting mirror affords the opportunity for this mode to interact with an external free field B. When
the external field is in the vacuum state, energy initially inside the cavity mode may leak out, in which
case the cavity system is a damped harmonic oscillator [47].

The cavity is an example of an open quantum system, Section 31.2.3, where the S-system is the internal
cavity mode, and the E-system is the external freely travelling field. The Schrodinger equation for the
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a

(a)

(b)

Cavity

Laser

bin(t)

bout(t)

FIGURE 31.8 (a) A cavity constructed from a pair of mirrors in a quantum optical system (courtesy by E. Hunting-
ton). (b) A simplified representation of a cavity consisting of two mirrors, one of which is perfectly reflecting while
the other is partially transmitting (shown unfilled). The partially transmitting mirror enables the light mode a inside
the cavity to interact with an external light field, such as a laser beam. The external field is separated into input bin(t)
and output bout (t) components by a Faraday isolator (not shown).

cavity is, in Stratonovich form,

U̇(t)= {√γ ab†
in(t)−√γ a†bin(t)− iωa†a}U(t), U(0)= I . (31.9)

Here, γ is a measure of the strength of the coupling of the cavity mode to the external field, and ω
is a frequency parameter corresponding to the level of detuning between the cavity and the external
field. The operator L=√γ a is called the coupling operator. The cavity mode evolves according to
a(t)= U†(t)aU(t), so that

ȧ(t)=−(
γ

2
+ iω)a(t)−√γ bin(t), a(0)= a. (31.10)

In quadrature form,

[
q̇(t)
ṗ(t)

]
=

[− γ2 ω

−ω − γ2

] [
q(t)
p(t)

]
+

[−√γ 0
0 −√γ

] [
bin,r(t)
bin,i(t)

]
. (31.11)

Commutation relations are preserved. Equation 31.11 is a linear system of the form ẋ(t)= Ax(t)+
Bw(t), where A and B are the real matrices in Equation 31.11 and w(t)= (bin,r(t), bin,i(t))T . The matrices
A and B satisfy iAJ + iJAT +BTBT = 0, where T = 1

2 (F− FT ). If this relation is satisfied, the Hamiltonian

H = 1
2 xT Rx and coupling operator L=Mx are determined by R = 1

4 (−JA+AT J) and M =
√
γ

2 (1, i).
The output field y(t)= (bout,r(t), yout,i(t))T is given, in quadrature form, by

[
bout,r(t)
bout,i(t)

]
=

[√
γ 0

0
√
γ

] [
q(t)
p(t)

]
+

[
bin,r(t)
bin,i(t)

]
. (31.12)

This output equation is of the form y(t)= Cx(t)+Dw(t). Note that B= JCT J and D = I .
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31.3 Approaches to Quantum Estimation and Control

31.3.1 Estimation

Quantum estimation can be divided into a few broad categories: quantum state tomography (QST),
quantum process tomography (QPT), and quantum parameter estimation (QPE). In QST, the density
matrix ρ is estimated. In QPT, a matrix known as the process matrix is estimated from which OSR elements
can be recovered. In QPT, uncertain parameters in a Hamiltonian model are estimated.

In both QST and QPT, the measurements are linear in the parameters to be estimated. Moreover, both
the quantum state (density matrix) and the process matrix are constrained by the physics to convex sets.
Approaches to both have naturally gravitated toward the well-established methods of least-squares and
ML, for example, [45,48]. The resulting estimation problem is a convex optimization problem, and thus
in principle, is tractable [49]. Unfortunately, however, the dimension of the parameter space for QST,
and especially for QPT, can be prohibitive: for Hilbert space dimension n, QST scales with scaling n2 and
QPT with n4. For q-qubits,∗ n= 22, and hence scaling for both is exponential in the number of qubits.
Although this places a burden on computation, it also places the same burden on resources, for example,
the number of applied inputs and measurement devices as well as the number of experiments to achieve
a desired accuracy. A number of approaches have been developed to alleviate this scaling burden. Of
note are the various forms of ancilla†-assisted QPT (see [50] for a review), the use of symmetrization to
estimate selected process properties [51], and approaches which use prior modeling to simplify process
matrix parameters [52]. With ancilla assistance the scaling power is reduced but is still exponential.
Furthermore, ancilla-assisted methods may require entangled inputs which are very sensitive to noise
and decoherence.

Recently, the use of compressed sensing (CS) methods of estimation [53–55] have been applied to
QPT [56,57]. CS predicts a scaling of measurment resources of order s log N where s is the sparsity level
of the N-dimensional signal to be estimated. In addition, the CS procedure requires solving a convex
optimization problem. For QPT with q-qubits, N = (2q)4, and hence, CS heralds a scaling on the order
of sq. As we will show later, and as posited in [56], for an initially well-designed system whose dynamics
are close to a desired unitary (a primary goal in quantum computation) the process matrix, in a basis
corresponding to the ideal unitary, is almost sparse, that is, an s-sparse estimate exists, which produces
an estimation error below any desired level, modulo measurement noise.

QPE refers to estimating parameters in a model of the quantum system, typically a Hamiltonian
model. An important subset of QPE is quantum metrology where quite often the information of interest
is contained in a single parameter which cannot be measured directly, for example, estimation of the phase
difference between the arms of an optical interferometer, or the transition frequency of an atomic clock.
For example, Figure 31.9 shows a schematic representation of the classical Mach–Zehnder interferometer
for phase estimation.

For single parameter (phase) estimation the limit of theoretical accuracy in the ideal noise-free case
has been examined in depth, for example, [58–63]. These studies reveal that special preparation of the
instrumentation—the probe—can achieve an asymptotic variance smaller than the Cramér–Rao lower
bound, the so-called quantum Cramér–Rao bound, or the quantum Fisher information (QFI). Specifically,
the unique quantum property of entanglement can increase the parameter estimation convergence from
the classical limit of 1/

√
N to the Heisenberg limit 1/N , which arises from the uncertainty principle [64].

In the latter case N refers to the dimension of an entangled state. The entangled state can be very sensitive
to noise and decoherence, thus inhibiting the attainment of the theoretical QFI. In addition to this

∗ A qubit is the quantum analog of the classical information bit. Speceficlally a two-level state |ψ〉= a|0〉+ b|1〉 with
|a|2+ |b|2 = 1 which, unlike its classical counterpart, is in a superposition of both “0” and “1.”

† Ancilla states are quantum states (and channels) intentionally added to the system states to enhance performance, for
example, for quantum error correction quantum metrology.
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FIGURE 31.9 Classical Mach–Zehnder interferometer. A coherent light beam is split into two parts. The phase
difference φ between the two optical arms is estimated by analyzing photon statistics of the two output beams.
(BS: beam-splitter, PD: photodetector)

sensitivity, the QFI may also be unreachable simply because the instruments are limited, that is, not all
states can be prepared and not all measurement schemes are possible.

In general, Hamiltonians are of course useful to understand most physical phenomena. If a quan-
tum system is to be used to simulate the dynamics of another quantum system (Feynman’s original
idea for Quantum Computer applications), then the ability to accurately and efficiently characterize
the quantum process will be crucial. It has been said that adaptive control experiments demonstrate
that we have made a quantum computer: the only problem is that we do not know what equation is
being solved, because we do not know H , the Hamiltonian [5,8,65]. Besides, H is actually manipu-
lated by the external field, that is, the external field creates a “stationary” new Hamiltonian while the
driving field is on. Although not discussed here, CS has been recently applied to the Hamiltonian estima-
tion [66].

31.3.2 Control

How can we go about controlling a quantum system? Let us suppose the system Hamiltonian H governing
Schrodinger’s Equation 31.1 depends on an external control variable u, that is, H =H0+H1u, so that
Schrodinger’s equation takes the form

U̇ =−i(H0+H1u)U , 0≤ t ≤ tf , U(0)= I . (31.13)

Clearly, this equation is bilinear, since it involves the product of the control variable u and the unitary U
at each time instant. The simplest type of control problem for the system Equation 31.13 is to choose an
open-loop control signal u(t) so that the unitary at a final time tf , U(tf ), equals or is close to a desired
unitary, Udes. This problem is completely deterministic, and beginning with the pioneering paper [22], a
large literature has accumulated studying this type of system using methods from the nonlinear control
theory, and applying the results to a range of problems (e.g., [16,67], and in particular recent work on
dynamic decoupling [68,69]). Since the evolution of quantum states depends on the unitary, one has
control over the fundamental statistical behavior of the underlying physical system.

So is quantum control simply a form of classical nonlinear control? The answer is no if we wish
to use feedback to control the quantum system. The advances that have been made since the early
1980s concerning feedback control of quantum systems depend on more sophisticated models. The
development of these more advanced models was stimulated by rapid and significant progress in a key
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area of quantum physics, namely, quantum optics. In due course, the lessons learned from the feedback
control of quantum optical systems will influence the development of feedback control in other physical
contexts. To the best of our knowledge, the earliest publication on quantum feedback control was the
paper [10] by Belavkin, which discussed open quantum models, filtering, and optimal measurement
feedback control. Later, Belavkin developed a general theory of quantum filtering [12], which includes
the stochastic master equation from quantum optics [70]. A significant milestone in the development of
quantum control theory is the work of Wiseman and Milburn in the early 1990s, [38,71,72]. An excellent
text on quantum measurement and control has recently been published [73].

A wide range of control problems may be formulated in terms of quantum noise models for open
quantum systems, of which the cavity model Equation 31.9 is an example, [47,74]. In particular, optimal
control problems may be formulated by specifying a suitable cost function [17,23,75,76]. In general, these
problems are difficult to solve analytically, though it is possible in principle to apply dynamic program-
ming methods. However, as for classical stochastic systems, there is a class of measurement feedback
problems for which closed-form solutions are available, namely, linear Gaussian quantum stochastic
systems [17,75,77]. While the underlying unitary equation is bilinear in the control variable, special fea-
tures of this class of linear quantum systems mean that the evolution of certain observables is given by
linear equations, and these equations preserve Gaussian states—this is the reason for the computational
tractability. In Section 31.5, we present these models and formulate and solve several control problems.

One may also formulate coherent feedback optimal control problems [25,32]. It turns out that the
H∞ problem is tractable because of the linear Gaussian model and the key fact is that for this problem,
resolution of the physical constraints in the coherent controller can be decoupled from the optimization
[25]. This is described in Section 31.5.5. However, the coherent feedback LQG problem does not appear
to be computationally simple [32].

31.3.3 Adaptive and Learning Control

In quantum chemistry, adaptive and learning control has been sucessfully applied in the laboratory in
hundreds of experiments (Figure 31.10) [65,78]. These are direct adaptive control systems with no model
posed for the system; only a performance measure is available and the control parameters are adjusted to
improve the performance. The adjustment “directions,” however, clearly must depend on the shape of the
“control parameter landscape,” otherwise, it would not be possible to know how to make the adjustment.
In general it would be expected that the control landscape would have many local optimal values. Thus,
without some knowledge of the landscape or an exhaustive search, it might be difficult to find a global
optimum. Surprisingly, however, an in-depth analysis of the landscape for the control of quantum systems
shows that this is not the case [78,79]. There it is shown that for unconstrained time-varying controls,
if the system is controllable, then all the local maximums are global, that is, the outcome probability at
every local maximum is unity and all other extrema give the minimum probability of zero. However,
when there are control constraints the landscape may then exhibit structure that was not evident in the
freely floating original set.

The fact that the experiments work at all is rather amazing. A guess is that an examination of the
landscapes will show considerable detail, much of which is likely to be false structures arising from
having highly constrained controls. From a positive perspective, as more bandwidth becomes available,
the control landscape becomes less complicated and more regular in the sense that more of the local
optimum values provide performance close to the global optimum.

31.4 Quantum Estimation

In the next few subsections we shall briefly review the algorithms for quantum estimation. Many of these
are based on the intrinsic convexity of quantum mechanical variables.
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FIGURE 31.10 Iterative learning control. The same scheme is used for estimation from repeated identical experi-
ments. A fresh quantum system is used in each iteration, QS1, QS2, QS3, . . . .

Applications include: ML estimation and optimal experiment design (OED) for state and process
tomography and Hamiltonian parameter estimation, quantum state detection, and quantum error cor-
rection. The great advantage of convex optimization is that a globally optimal solution can be found
efficiently and reliably.

ML estimation problems include state (density) estimation, ML estimation of the the distribution of
known input states, ML estimation of the OSR elements for QPT, and ML estimation of Hamiltonian
parameters. Associated with these estimation problems is an OED, invoked by the Cramer–Rao Inequality,
which can determine the system configurations to maximize the estimation accuracy.

Designing a detector which is maximally sensitive to specific quantum states can be formulated as
a convex optimization problem in the matrices of the POVM, which characterize the measurement
apparatus. For example, maximizing the posterior probability of detection is a quasiconvex optimization
problem in the POVM elements.

Designing a quantum information error correcting procedure can be cast as a biconvex optimization
problem, iterating between encoding and recovery, each being a semidefinite program. For a given
encoding operator the problem is convex in the recovery operator. For a given method of recovery, the
problem is convex in the encoding scheme. This allows the derivation of codes which are more robust
than the standard codes with respect to a range of uncertainty in the error system.

31.4.1 Quantum State Tomography

31.4.1.1 Collecting Data

For quantum state estimation, data is most often collected from identical experiments in each configura-
tion γ repeated �γ times. The setup for data collection for QST is shown schematically in Figure 31.11 for
configuration γ.
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α = 1, . . . , nout

FIGURE 31.11 Data collection in configuration γ for QST.

Here, ρtrue ∈ Cn×n is the true, the unknown state to be estimated, nαγ is the number of times outcome α
is obtained from the �γ experiments, and

{
Mαγ

}
are the POVM elements of the measurement apparatus.

The data set thus consists of all the outcome counts

D = {
nαγ

∣∣ α= 1, . . . , nout, γ= 1, . . . , ncfg
}

. (31.14)

If ptrue
αγ is the true probability of obtaining outcome α when the system is in configuration γ with state

input ρtrue, then,

P nαγ = �γptrue
αγ (31.15)

where the expectation P(·) taken with respect to the underlying quantum probability distributions with
respect to ρtrue. We pose the following model of the system

pαγ(ρ)= Tr MαγQγ(ρ) (31.16)

where pαγ(ρ) is the outcome probability of measuring α when the system is in configuration γ with input
state ρ belonging to the set of density matrices

{
ρ ∈ Cn×n | ρ≥ 0, Tr ρ= 1

}
. (31.17)

If Qγ is modeled as an OSR with elements {Kγk}, then the model probability outcomes are linear in the
input state, that is,

pαγ(ρ)= Tr Oαγρ, Oαγ =
κγ∑

k=1

K†
γkMαγKγk . (31.18)

Moreover, the set {Oαγ} is a POVM. If Qγ is modeled as a unitary system, then

Qγ(ρ)= UγρU†
γ , U†

γUγ = In =⇒ Oαγ = U†
γMαγUγ. (31.19)

The set Oγ is still a POVM with a single element, Kγ = Uγ.
Figure 31.12 shows a schematic representation of an experimental setup for QST performed in the

Clarendon Lab at Oxford. In this case, for the probability outcomes pαγ, the outcomes α ∈ {0, 1} and the
configurations γ ∈ {Ω, T} were selected from frequency and time of the fluoresence signal [80].

31.4.1.2 Maximum Likelihood

The ML approach to quantum state estimation presented in this section, as well as observing that the
estimation is convex, can be found in [81,82] and the references therein. Using convex programming
methods, such as an interior-point algorithm for computation, was not exploited in these references.

If the experiments are independent, then the probability of obtaining the data (Equation 3.14) is a
product of the individual model probabilities (Equation 3.16). Consequently, for an assumed initial state
ρ, the model predicts that the probability of obtaining the data set (Equation 3.14) is given by, P {D, ρ} =∏
α,γ pαγ(ρ)nαγ. The data are thus captured in the outcome counts

{
nαγ

}
, whereas the model terms have a

ρ-dependence. The ML estimate of ρ is obtained by finding a ρ in the set (Equation 3.17) which maximizes
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FIGURE 31.12 QST in the lab. State tomography of vibrational wavepackets in diatomic molecules.

the P {D, ρ}, or equivalently, minimizes the negative log-likelihood function, L(D, ρ)=− log P {D, ρ}. The
ML state estimate, ρML, is obtained as the solution to the optimization problem

minimize L(D, ρ)=−∑
α,γ nαγ log Tr Oαγρ

subject to ρ≥ 0, Tr ρ= 1.
(31.20)

L(D, ρ) is a positively weighted sum of log-convex functions of ρ, and hence, is a log-convex function of
ρ. The constraint that ρ is a density matrix forms a convex set in ρ. Hence, Equation 31.20 is in a category
of a class of well-studied log-convex optimization problems, for example, [49].

31.4.1.3 Least Squares

In a typical application, the number of trials per configuration, �γ, is sufficiently large so that the empirical
estimate of the outcome probability, is a good estimate of the true outcome probability ptrue

αγ

pemp
αγ = nαγ

�γ
≈ ptrue

αγ . (31.21)

This leads to the least squares (LS) state estimate ρLS as the solution to the constrained weighted LS
problem

minimize
∑
α,γ

[
pemp
αγ −Tr Oαγρ

]2

subject to ρ≥ 0, Tr ρ= 1.
(31.22)

This is clearly a convex optimization problem. For large �γ, the LS solution and ML solutions (Equa-
tion 31.20) are nearly the same.

31.4.1.4 Optimal Experiment Design

In this section, we describe the experiment design problem for quantum state estimation. The objective is
to select the number of experiments per configuration, the elements of the vector �= [�1 · · · �ncfg ]T ∈ Rncfg ,
so as to minimize the error between the state estimate, ρ̂(�), and the true state ρtrue. Specifically, we would
like to solve for � from

minimize P ‖̂ρ(�)− ρtrue‖2
frob

subject to
∑
γ �γ = �expt, integer �γ ≥ 0, γ= 1, . . . , ncfg

(31.23)

where �expt is the desired number of total experiments. This is a difficult, if not insoluble problem for
several reasons. Firstly, the solution depends on the estimation method which produces ρ̂(�). Second, the
problem is integer combinatorial, because � is a vector of integers. Finally, the solution depends on ρtrue,
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the very state to be estimated. Fortunately, all these issues can be circumvented. We first eliminate the
dependence on the estimation method. The following result is established in [83] using the Cramér–Rao
Inequality [84].

31.4.1.4.1 State Estimation Variance Lower Bound

For �= [�1 · · · �ncfg ] experiments per configuration, suppose ρ̂(�) is an unbiased estimate of ρtrue, that is,
P ρ̂(�)= ρtrue. Then the estimation error variance satisfies,

P ‖̂ρ(�)− ρtrue‖2
frob ≥ V (�, ρtrue)= Tr

[∑ncfg
γ=1 �γGγ(ρtrue)

]−1

Gγ(ρtrue)= CT
eq

[∑
α (vec Oαγ)(vec Oαγ)†/pαγ(ρtrue)

]
Ceq ∈ Rn2−1×n−12

(31.24)

where Ceq ∈ Rn2×n2−1 arises from the equality constraint Tr ρ= 1.
The experiment design problem can be expressed by the following optimization problem in the vector

of integers �:
minimize V (�, ρtrue)
subject to

∑
γ �γ = �expt, integer �γ ≥ 0, γ= 1, . . . , ncfg

(31.25)

where �expt is the desired number of total experiments. The good news is that the objective, V (�, ρtrue),
is convex in � [49, §7.5]. Unfortunately, there are still two impediments: (1) restricting � to a vector of
integers makes the problem combinatorial; (2) the lower-bound function V (�, ρtrue) depends on the true
value, ρtrue. These difficulties can be alleviated to some extent. For (1) we can use the convex relaxation
described in [49, §7,5]. For (2) we can solve the relaxed experiment design problem with either a set of
“what-if” surrogates ρsurr for ρtrue. These can be used to start and then “bootstrap” to more precise values
by iterating between state estimation and experiment design.

Following the procedure in [49, §7.5], introduce the variables λγ = �γ/�expt, each of which is the
fraction of the total number of experiments performed in configuration γ. As all the �γ and �expt are
non-negative integers, each λγ is non-negative and rational, specifically an integer multiple of 1/�expt,
and in addition,

∑
γ λγ = 1. If λγ is only otherwise constrained to the non-negative reals, then this has

the effect of relaxing the constraint that �γ are integers. The relaxed experiment design problem is

minimize V (λ, ρsurr)= Tr
[∑

γ λγGγ(ρsurr)/�expt

]−1

subject to
∑
γ λγ = 1, λγ ≥ 0, γ= 1, . . . , ncfg.

(31.26)

This is a convex optimization problem in λ ∈ Rncfg . Let λopt denote the optimal solution to Equa-
tion 31.26. Since the problem no longer depends on �expt, λopt can be viewed as a distribution
of experiments per configuration. Clearly, there is no guarantee that �exptλ

opt is a vector of inte-
ger multiples of 1/�expt. A practical choice for obtaining a vector of integer multiples of 1/�expt is,
�round

expt = round
{
�exptλ

opt
}

. If �opt is the (unknown) integer vector solution to Equation 31.25, then we
have the relation:

V (�round
expt , ρsurr)≥ V (�opt, ρsurr)≥ V (�exptλ

opt, ρsurr). (31.27)

The optimal objective is thus bounded above and below by known values obtained from the relaxed
optimization. The gap within which the optimal solution falls can be no worse than the difference between
V (�round

expt , ρsurr) and V (�exptλ
opt, ρsurr), which can be computed solely from λopt. If the gap is sufficiently

small, then for all practical purposes the “optimal” solution is λopt.

31.4.1.4.2 Numerical Example—Single-Photon State Tomography

A schematic representation of an apparatus for state tomography of a single photon specified by the
quantum state (density matrix) ρ is shown in Figure 31.13. The set up has two photon-counting detectors,
A, B. There are two continuous variable settings for the quarter-wave (q) plates and half-wave plates (h).
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FIGURE 31.13 Single-photon detector.

(These are devices which can be adjusted to change the polarization of light.) For any setting of the angle
parameters (q, h), one of the detectors in each arm registers a photon. The objective is to determine the
optimal setting of these parameters and the number of experiments per setting for the estimation of the
state ρ using the photon counts from the two detectors as data. As the photon sources are not completely
efficient, the input quantum state actually consists of either one or zero photons. The detectors register 0
or 1 depending on whether a photon is incident on them or not.

Assume that the incoming state is always one photon, never none and that each detector has an
efficiency η, 0≤ η≤ 1 and a nonzero dark count probability, δ, 0≤ δ≤ 1. Hence, 1−η is the probability
of no detection and 1− δ is the probability of no dark count. Under these conditions there are four
possible outcomes at detectors A,B denoted by the double index α ∈ {10, 01, 00, 11}. Optimal experiment
distributions are obtained for a pure-state and a mixed-state input

ρpure = 1

2

[
1 1
1 1

]
=ψ0ψ

†
0, ψ0 = 1√

2

[
1
1

]
, ρmixd =

[
0.6 −0.2i
0.2i 0.4

]
. (31.28)

We compute the distributions λopt
pure, λopt

mixd for each input state with and without “noise” arising from
detector efficiency η and dark count probability δ. With no noise (η= 1, δ= 0). With noise (η= 0.75, δ=
0.05). For all cases and noise conditions we used the wave-plate settings

hi = (i− 1)(5◦), i = 1, . . . , 10
qi = (i− 1)(5◦), i = 1, . . . , 10.

(31.29)

Both angles are set from 0 to 45◦ in 5◦ increments. This yields a total of ncfg = 102 = 100 configurations
corresponding to all the wave-plate combinations. Figure 31.14 shows the optimal distributions λopt

versus configurations γ= 1, . . . , 100 for all four test cases: two input states with and without noise.
Observe that the optimal distributions are not uniform, but are concentrated near the same particular
wave plate settings.

It is interesting to note that the OED except for the pure state with no noise, and the other distributions
display a “spread” of experiments. This gives rise to a more robust estimation in the sense that these OED
distributions can handle larger deviations from the nominal (surrogate) design.

To check the gap between the relaxed optimum λopt and the unknown integer optimum we appeal
to Equation 31.27. The following table shows that these distributions are a good approximation to the

�expt
V (�exptλ

opt
pure, ρpure)

V (�round
expt (ρpure), ρpure)

V (�exptλ
opt
mixd, ρmixd)

V (�round
expt (ρmixd), ρmixd)

100 0.9797 0.7761
1000 0.9950 0.9735
10,000 0.9989 0.9954
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FIGURE 31.14 OED wave-plate distributions.

unknown optimal integer solution for even not so large �expt for the two state cases with no noise. Similar
results were obtained for the noisy case.

31.4.2 Quantum Process Tomography

QPT refers to the use of measured data to estimate the OSR elements of the quantum process [45,48]. QPT
is thus a means to characterize the dynamics of almost any quantum system. For quantum information
systems in particular, QPT is a means to determine if the system is performing as desired. QPT may also
be used to estimate the specific system errors which can then be alleviated by optimal error correction
tuned to these errors [6].

31.4.2.1 Collecting Data

The setup for collecting data for QPT is similar to that of Figure 31.11 as shown in Figure 31.15.
The main difference between state tomography (Figure 31.11) and process tomography (Figure 31.15)

is that here the input state is known and prepared at specific values, ργ, depending on the configuration
(γ), whereas the Q-system, which is to be estimated, does not depend on the configuration. Figure 31.16
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FIGURE 31.15 System/POVM.
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FIGURE 31.16 QPT in the lab. Process tomography of vibrational wavepackets in diatomic molecules.

shows a schematic reperesentation of a QPT setup in the Clarendon lab at Oxford. The “X” shown is the
process matrix (defined below), which is to be estimated from the fluorescence data [52].

31.4.2.2 OSR Model

As for QST, if Q is modeled as an OSR with elements {Kk}, then the model probability outcomes are
quadratic functions of the OSR elements, that is,

pαγ(ρ)= Tr Oαγρ, Oαγ =
κ∑

k=1

K†
k MαγKk ,

κ∑

k=1

K†
k Kk = I . (31.30)

In addition, the number of OSR elements is not always known. To circumvent these difficulties, the
standard approach is to express the OSR elements in a matrix basis for Cn×n, that is,

{
Bi ∈ Cn×n

∣∣ i = 1, . . . , n2 } ⇒ Kk =
n2∑

i=1

xkiBi , k = 1, . . . , κ. (31.31)

The n2 coefficients {xki} are complex scalars. Introduce the matrix X ∈ Cn2×n2
, often referred to as the

process matrix, with elements

Xij =
κ∑

k=1

x∗kixkj, i, j = 1, . . . , n2. (31.32)

The trace-preserving condition then becomes

n2∑

i,j=1

Xij B†
i Bj = In (31.33)

which is a linear constraint in X. The outcome probabilities (Equation 31.30) now become

pαγ(X)= Tr XRαγ, [Rαγ]ij = Tr BjργB†
i Oαγ, i, j = 1, . . . , n2. (31.34)
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QPT is then estimated X ∈ Cn2×n2
from the data set D (Equation 31.14) subject to the quadratic equality

(Equation 31.32) and linear equality (Equation 31.33). By relaxing the quadratic equality constraint
(Equation 31.32) to the semidefinite constraint X ≥ 0, we can obtain a relaxed ML estimate by solving for
X from

minimize L(D, X)=−∑
α,γ nαγ log Tr XRαγ

subject to X ≥ 0,
∑

ij Xij B†
i Bj = In.

(31.35)

Similarly, a relaxed LS estimate is the solution of

minimize V (D, X)=∑
α,γ

[
pemp
αγ −Tr XRαγ

]2

subject to X ≥ 0,
∑

ij Xij B†
i Bj = In.

(31.36)

Both these problems are essentially in the same form as Equations 31.20 and 31.22, respectively. Hence
both are convex optimization problems with the optimization variables here being the elements of the

matrix X. Since X = X† ∈ Cn2×n2
, it can be parameterized by n4 real variables. Accounting for the n2 real

linear equality constraints, the number of free (real) variables in X is thus n4− n2. This can be quite large
even for a relatively small number of qubits, for example, for q= [1, 2, 3, 4] qubits, n= 2q = [2, 4, 8, 16],
and n4− n2 = [12, 240, 4032, 65280]. This exponential (in qubit) growth is the main drawback in using
this approach.

The process matrix X can be transformed back to an OSR via a singular value decomposition (SVD).

Specifically, let X = VSV † with unitary V ∈ Cn2×n2
and S = diag(s1 . . . sn2 ) with the singular values

ordered so that s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ sn2 ≥ 0. Then the coefficients in this basis representation of the OSR
elements are

xki =√sk V∗ik , k, i = 1, . . . , n2. (31.37)

As we now can recover an OSR from the relaxed optimizations (Equation 31.35 or Equation 31.36), we
have actually found optimal solutions, that is, the relaxed solutions are optimal.

Unfortunately, as already mentioned, the dimension of the parameter space (n4− n2) can severely strain
resources to the point of impracticality. To see this more clearly, let the linear relation in Equation 31.34
between the noutncfg model probability outcomes and the n4 elements of the process matrix be represented
by an noutncfg× n4 matrix G, that is,

vec(P)= Gvec(X) (31.38)

where vec(P), vec(X) are vectors formed from the pik and elements of X, respectively. Accounting for the
n2 linear constraints in Equation 31.33, X can be recovered from either Equation 31.35 or Equation 31.36
to within any desired accuracy by using a sufficiently large number of repetitive experiments (�expt),
provided that rank(G)≥ noutncfg ≥ n4− n2. Therefore, the experimental resources, noutncfg, must also
scale exponentially with the number of qubits. Again, this is the bane of QPT for even modest size systems.

31.4.2.3 Sparse Process Matrix

Is is often the case that the process matrix is sparse or almost sparse, that is, it consists of a small
number of significant elements. In some cases, a known sparsity pattern can arise from the underlying
dynamics, thereby inherently increasing QPT efficiency [85]. In most cases, however, the sparsity pattern
is not known. In this more common case we can apply the methods of CS [53–55]. Specifically, for a
class of incomplete linear measurement equations (y = Ax, A ∈ Rm×N , m N), constrained �1-norm
minimization (minimize ‖x‖�1 subject to y = Ax), a convex optimization problem can perfectly estimate
the sparse variable x. These methods are also robust to measurement noise and for almost sparse variables.

For a quantum information system the ideal quantum logic gates are unitaries, that is, Q(ρ)= UρU†.

Let {Bα ∈ Cn2×n2
, α= 1, . . . , n2} denote the “Natural-Basis,” that is, each basis matrix has a single nonzero

element of one. In this basis, the process matrix associated with the ideal unitary channel has the rank-1

form, Xnat = xx† with x ∈ Cn2
, x†x = n. A SVD gives Xnat = Vdiag(n, 0, . . . , 0)V † with V ∈ Cn2×n2

a
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unitary. An equivalent process matrix can be formed from the SVD in what is referred to here as the

“SVD-Basis,” {Bα =∑n2
S
α′=1 Vα′αBα′ , α= 1, . . . , n2}. The equivalent process matrix for a unitary channel,

in this basis, denoted by Xsvd, is maximally sparse with a single nonzero element, specifically, (Xnat)11 = n.
The actual channel which interacts with an environment will be a perturbation of the ideal unitary. If the
noise source is small, then the process matrix in the nominal basis will be almost sparse.

As an example, consider a system which is ideally a two-qubit (n= 4) quantum memory, thus U = I4.
Suppose the actual system is a perturbation of identity by independent bit-flip errors in each channel
occurring with probability pbf . For pbf = 0.05 and pbf = 0.2, the respective channel fidelities are about
0.90 and 0.64, which for quantum information processing would need to be discovered by QPT and
then corrected for the device to ever work. Referring to Figure 31.17, in the Natural-Basis, the ideal
16× 16 process matrix has 16 nonzero elements out of 256, all of magnitude one. Using the SVD-Basis,
the corresponding process matrix as shown in Figure 31.17b has a single nonzero element of magnitude

0
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FIGURE 31.17 Absolute values of the elements of the process matrix X ∈ C16×16 for: (a) Ideal (unitary) in Natural-
Basis; (b) Ideal (unitary) in SVD-Basis; (c) Actual (pbf = 0.05) in Natural-Basis; (d) Actual (pbf = 0.05) in SVD-Basis;
(e) actual (pbf = 0.2) in Natural-Basis; (f) Actual (pbf = 0.2) in SVD-Basis.
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n= 4—it is clearly maximally sparse. Figure 31.17c–f, respectively, shows the effect of the two pbf levels in
the two basis sets. In the SVD-basis, Figure 31.17d and f show that the actual (noisy) process matrices are
almost sparse.

31.4.2.4 QPT Via CS

A known heuristic for minimizing sparsity without knowing the sparsity pattern, and also accruing
the benefit of using fewer resources, is to minimize the �1-norm of the vector of variables [49,53,55].
For QPT, the equivalent �1 norm is defined here as the sum of the absolute values of the elements
of the process matrix. Specifically, an estimate of X can be obtained by solving the following convex
optimization problem

minimize ‖vec(X)‖�1 =
∑n2

α,β=1 |Xαβ|
subject to V (X)= ‖vec(Pemp)−Gvec(X)‖�2 ≤ σ, X ≥ 0,

∑
ij Xij B†

i Bj = In.
(31.39)

As shown in [57], if G is a random matrix which satisfies a “concentration inequality,” and if V (X)≤ σ,
then with high probability the error between the optimal estimate X� from Equation 31.39 and the true
process matrix Xtrue scales as

‖vec(X�−Xtrue)‖�2 =O
(

1√
s
‖vec(Xtrue(s)−Xtrue)‖1

)
+O(δ) (31.40)

provided that noutncfg =O(s log(n4/s)). Here, Xtrue(s) is the best s-sparse approximation of Xtrue; the
former of course is not known. Thus, if Xtrue is truly s-sparse and there is no noise (σ= 0), then the true
process matrix is perfectly recovered with high probability.

In practice, the parameter σ in Equation 31.39 is used to regulate the trade-off between fitting X to the
data by minimizing V (X) versus minimizing the sparsity of X via the �1-norm. Selecting σ is often done
by averaging V (X) over a series of surrogates for X obtained from anticipated scenarios.

31.4.2.4.1 Numerical Example—QPT of Noisy Two-Qubit Memory

In Each of the examples, to follow the procedure for QPT is: (1) solve Equation 31.36 with a complete
measurement set to obtain X�2 ; (2) set σ= 1.3 V (X�2 ); (3) solve Equation 31.39 for X�1 .

For the systems from the example in Figure 31.17, the inputs and measurements are selected from
the set of two-qubit states: |a〉, |+ 〉= (|a〉+ |b〉)/

√
2, |− 〉= (|a〉− i|b〉)/

√
2 with a, b= 1, . . . , 16.

Specifically, the available set of states are the 16 columns of the matrices
⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ ,

1√
2

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ , and

1√
2

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

1 1 1 0 0 0
−i 0 0 1 1 0
0 −i 0 −i 0 1
0 0 −i 0 −i −i

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ . (31.41)

Considering that only coincident input/measurement counts [86], the relevant probability outcomes
(Equation 31.34) are

pab(X)= g†
abXgab, X ∈ C16×16

(gab)α = φ†
aΓαφb, α= 1, . . . , 16

(31.42)

with φa,φb (a, b) ∈ {1, . . . , 16} the selected columns of Equation 31.41.
Figure 31.18 shows the error in estimating the process matrix ΔX = Xtrue−Xest as measured by the

RMS matrix norm ‖ΔX‖rms = (1/n)(TrΔX†ΔX)1/2 versus the number of experiments per input selected
from the set (Equation 31.41).∗ The results shown are from simulations described in the caption.

∗ The number of experiments per input/measurement configuration here is chosen uniformly. An optimal (nonuniform)
choice which minimizes the Cramér–Rao lower bound can be cast as a convex optimization problem [83].
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FIGURE 31.18 RMS estimation error ‖Xtrue−Xest‖rms versus number of experiments per configuration: selected
columns of Equation 31.41. Error bars show the deviation from 50 runs at each setting. �2-minimization (�): Xest = X�2

is from Equation 31.36 using all 16 input/output combinations. This gives a matrix G ∈ C256×256 as defined in
Equation 31.38 which is full rank, that is, rank(G)= 256. �1-minimization (/): Xest = X�1 is from Equation 31.39
using six inputs and six measurements obtained from the columns of the second matrix in Equation 31.41. This gives
G ∈ C36×256 which is full rank, that is, rank(G)= 36.

The benefit of �1-minimization compared to the standard �2-minimization is seen most clearly
with small amounts of data from highly incomplete measurements. For example, for pbf = 0.05
[Figure 31.18a], at 50× 103 experiments per input for the 6-input/6-output configuration (G ∈ C36×256)
the �1 RMS estimation error is 0.0019. Compare this to the �2 error of 0.0012 at 500× 103 experiments per
input for the 16-input/16-output configuration (G ∈ C256×256). The latter improvement can be attributed
mostly to the 10-fold increase in the number of experiments per input. The additional resources to achieve
this are significant, that is, 16 inputs for �2 versus 6 for �1, and additionally, an increase in the total number
of experiments from 6× 50× 103 to 16× 500× 103. It is certainly not intuitive that to estimate the 240
parameters of the process matrix, the clearly incomplete set of measurements using only 36 outcomes
(/ in Figure 31.18) could produce results not only similar to, but also for each number of experiments per
input, even better than the full input case with all 256 combinations of inputs and measurements (� in
Figure 31.18). As seen, the �1 error is about half the �2 error. Also, reweighting reduced the (unweighted)
�1 error by 1/2 to 1/3.

Comparing the estimation errors with the error between the actual and ideal (solid lines in Figure 31.18)
suggests that at least 50× 103 experiments per input are needed to achieve a sufficient post-QPT error
correction toward the ideal unitary. Figure 31.18 also reveals that the estimation errors are very similar
for both levels of bit-flip error, pbf ∈ {0.05, 0.20}. This is explained by the Cramér–Rao bound, which
defines the asymptotic error of any unbiased estimator, that is, the RMS decays as Δ/

√
N . Here, Δ is

effectively the error between the empirical and actual probability outcomes, which by definition is of the
order one; this provides a reasonable fit to the data in Figure 31.18.

31.4.2.5 Experiment Design for QPT

The setup for OED here is entirely analogous to that of state estimation (QST). Let Xsurr be a surrogate
for the true process matrix, Xtrue. The associated (relaxed) OED problem is

minimize V (λ, Xsurr)= Tr
[∑

γ λγGγ(Xsurr)
]−1

subject to
∑
γ λγ = 1, λγ ≥ 0, γ= 1, . . . , ncfg

(31.43)
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where

Gγ(Xsurr)= C†
eq

[
∑

α

aαγa†
αγ

pαγ(Xsurr)

]

Ceq, aαγ = vec Rαγ ∈ Cn4
(31.44)

and Ceq ∈ Cn4×n4−n2
is part of the unitary matrix W = [C Ceq] ∈ Cn4×n4

in the SVD of the n2× n4 matrix

[a1 . . . an4 ]= U
[√

nIn2 0n2×n4−n2
]

W† (31.45)

with ak = vec(B†
i Bj) ∈ Cn2

for k = i+ (j− 1)n2, i, j = 1, . . . , n2. The columns of Ceq, that is, the last
n4− n2 columns of W , are a basis for the null-space of [a1 . . . an4 ].

31.4.3 Hamiltonian Parameter Estimation

31.4.3.1 ML Hamiltonian Parameter Estimation

The quantum system is modeled by a finite dimensional Hamiltonian matrix H(t, θ) ∈ Cn×n, having a
known dependence on time t, 0≤ t ≤ tf , and on an unknown parameter vector θ ∈ Rnθ . The model
density matrix depends on θ and the initial (prepared and known) state drawn from the set of states{
ρinit
β ∈ Cn×n | β= 1, . . . , nin

}
. Thus, the density matrix associated with initial state ρinit

β is ρβ(t, θ) ∈
Cn×n which evolves according to

ih−ρ̇β = [H(t, θ), ρβ], ρβ(0, θ)= ρinit
β . (31.46)

Equivalently,
ρβ(t, θ)= U(t, θ)ρinit

β U(t, θ)∗ (31.47)

where U(t, θ) ∈ Cn×n is the unitary propagator associated with H(t, θ) which satisfies

ih−U̇ =H(t, θ)U , U(0, θ)= In. (31.48)

At each of the nsa sample times at a time interval of duration tf , measurements are recorded from
identical repeated experiments. Specifically, let { tτ | τ= 1, . . . , nsa } denote the sample times relative to
the start of each experiment. Let nαβτ be the number of times the outcome α is recorded at tτ with initial
state ρinit

β from �βτ experiments. The data set thus consists of all the outcome counts

D = {
nαβτ | α= 1, . . . , nout, β= 1, . . . , nin, τ= 1, . . . , nsa

}
. (31.49)

The configurations previously enumerated and labeled by γ= 1, . . . , ncfg are in this case combinations
of input states ρinit

β and sample times τ, thus ncfg = ninnsa. For the POVM Mα, the model outcome

probability per configuration pair (ρin t
β , tτ) is

pαβτ(θ)= Tr Mαρβ(tτ, θ)= Tr Oατ(θ)ρ
init
β

Oατ(θ)= U(tτ, θ)
∗MαU(tτ, θ).

(31.50)

The ML estimate, θML ∈ Rnθ , is obtained as the solution to the optimization problem

minimize L(D, θ)=−∑
α,β,τ nαβτ log Tr Oατ(θ)ρinit

β

subject to θ ∈Θ (31.51)

where Θ is a set of constraints on θ. For example, it may be known that θ is restricted to a region near a
nominal value, for example,Θ= { θ | ‖θ− θnom‖ ≤ δ }. Although this latter set is convex, unfortunately,
the likelihood function, L(D, θ), is not guaranteed to be convex in θ. It is possible, however, that it is
convex in the restricted regionΘ, for example, if δ is sufficiently small.
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31.4.3.2 Experiment Design for Hamiltonian Parameter Estimation

Despite the fact that Hamiltonian parameter estimation is not convex, the (relaxed) experiment design
problem is convex. A direct application of the Cramér–Rao bound to the likelihood function in Equa-
tion 31.51 results in the following.

31.4.3.2.1 Hamiltonian Parameter Estimation Variance Lower Bound

For �= [�1 . . . �ncfg ] experiments per configuration (ρinit
β , tτ), suppose θ̂(�) ∈ Rnθ is an unbiased estimate

of θtrue ∈ Rnθ . Under these conditions, the estimation error variance satisfies

P ‖̂θ(�)− θtrue‖2 ≥ V (�, θtrue)= Tr G(�, θtrue)−1 (31.52)

where

G(�, θtrue) =
∑

β,τ

�βτGβτ(θ
true) ∈ Rnθ×nθ

Gβτ(θ
true) =

∑

α

[[∇θ pαβτ(θ)
] [∇θ pαβτ(θ)

]T

pαβτ(θ)
−∇θθ pαβτ(θ)

]∣∣
∣∣∣
θ=θtrue

∈ Rnθ×nθ .

(31.53)

The relaxed experiment design problem with respect to the surrogate θ̂ for θtrue is

minimize V (λ, θ̂)= Tr
[∑

β,τ λβτGβτ (̂θ)
]−1

subject to
∑
β,τ λβτ = 1, λβτ ≥ 0, ∀ β, τ

(31.54)

with optimization variables λβτ, the distribution of experiments per configuration (ρin t
β , tτ). The differ-

ence between this and the previous formulation is that there are no equality constraints on the parameters.
The gradient∇θ pαβτ(θ) and Jacobian∇θθ pαβτ(θ) are dependent on the parametric structure of the Hamil-
tonian H(t, θ).

A two-parameter system was explored in depth in [87]. As described there, and shown in Figure 31.19,
the ML estimate for both the optimal and a suboptimal configuration approaches the Fisher information
bound (provided by the optimal configuration) as N →∞, the optimal configuration more rapidly
approaches this bound. Furthermore, the mean-squared error (MSE) of the ML estimate is lower for the

104 MSE

10

120 240 360 480 600 720 840 960 1080 1200
N

Fisher bound

Optimal

Suboptimal

5

FIGURE 31.19 Plot of the MSE of the MLE estimator for the optimal (squares) and suboptimal (diamonds) config-
urations. Also shown (solid line) is the Fisher bound for the MSE of any estimator as given by the optimal experiment.
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optimally configured experiments for all N . To achieve the same MSE, one must roughly perform twice
as many experiments with the suboptimal configuration as are required with the optimal configuration
for this particular set of guessed and actual parameters.

31.4.3.3 Indirect Adaptive Control

Hamiltonian parameter estimation can be combined with a model-based control law to form an iterative
indirect adaptive control. As an example, consider the spin-coherent photon transmitter/receiver system
proposed in [88,89]. This device creates quantum logic gates by manipulating electron spin via external
potentials (gate voltages) to effect the g-factors in the semiconductor material in the presence of an external
(rotating) magnetic field. Following [90, III, Ch.12-9] on models of spin systems, an idealized model of
the normalized Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of a two-qubit gate under “linear g-factor control” is
given by

H = H1+H2+H12

H1 = 1

2
[ε1zω0(Z⊗ I2)+ ε1xω1(X⊗ I2)]

H2 = 1

2
[ε2zω0(I2⊗Z)+ ε2xω1(I2⊗X)]

H12 = εcωc
[
X⊗2+Y⊗2+Z⊗2] .

The design goal is to use the 5 controls (ε1z , ε1x , ε2z , ε2x , εc) to make the Bell transform logic gate [45]

Ubell = 1√
2

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 −1
1 0 −1 0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ .

One of the many possible decompositions of the Bell transform is the following:

Ubell = (Uhad⊗ I2)
√

Uswap (X−1/2⊗X1/2)
√

Uswap (I2⊗X).

Each operation in this sequence uses only the single qubit and swap “gates” produced by simultaneously
pulsing the 5 controls as shown in Figure 31.20:

ε1z ε1x ε2z ε2x εc Δt gate

0 0 0 1 0 π
ω1

−iI2⊗X

0 0 0 0 1 π
8ωc

e−i π8
√

Uswap

0 0 0 1 0 π
2ω1

e−i π4 I2⊗X1/2

0 1 0 0 0 3π
2ω1

e−i 3π
4 X−1/2⊗ I2

0 0 0 0 1 π
8ωc

e−i π8
√

Uswap

ωhad

ω0
√

2
ωhad

ω1
√

2
0 0 0 π

ωhad
−iUhad⊗ I2

FIGURE 31.20 Pulse control table.
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The resulting gate at the final time, tf , is Ubell to within a scalar phase

U(tf )= e−i π4 Ubell, tf =
[

3

ω1
+ 1

4ωc
+ 1

ωhad

]
π.

Suppose the only unknown parameter isω1. Consider the following basic iteration between estimation
and control:

Control design ε(i) = ε(ω̂(i)
1 ), tf

(i) = tf (ω̂(i)
1 )

Estimation ω̂
(i+1)
1 = arg min

ω1
P L(ω1, ε(i))

where the control design function ε(ω̂(i)
1 ) represents the pulse design from the above table (Figure 31.20),

and where the average likelihood function follows from the description in Section 31.4.3.1 with the
following parameters:

Single initial state ρinit = |0〉〈0| (β= 1)
POVM M1 = |0〉〈0|, M2 = |1〉〈1| (nout = 2)
Sample times either {tf (ω̂1), (nsa = 1)} or

{
tf (ω̂1)/2, tf (ω̂1), (nsa = 2)

}
.

Using Hamiltonian parameters (ωtrue
0 = 1, ωtrue

1 = 0.01, ωtrue
c = 0.01), Figure 31.21 shows P L(ω̂1,

nsa = 1) versus ω̂1/ω
true
i for sequences of adaptive iterations using the estimate ω̂1 obtained from a

local hill-climbing algorithm, that is, the local maximum of the average likelihood function is obtained.
The estimation is followed by a control using the estimated value in the pulse control table. In the two
cases shown, the algorithm converges to the true value.

Although not shown, the algorithm does not converge from all initial values of ω̂1. Figure 31.21c shows
‖U(tf (ω̂1), ε(ω̂1))−Udes‖frob versus estimate ω̂1/ω

true
1 with the control from the table. The function

is clearly not convex. The region of convergence for nsa = 1 is 0.9≤ ω̂1/ω
true
1 ≤ 1.3, for nsa = 2, 0.6≤

ω̂1/ω
true
1 ≤ 2.5. In neither case will the algorithm converge for ω̂1/ω

true
1 < 0.6. These results, of course,

are specific to this example and cannot be generalized. To reiterate, conditions for convergence, region
of attraction, and so on, are only partially understood, in general, for this type of iteration [91].

31.5 Optimal Quantum Feedback Control

31.5.1 Quantum Linear Systems

In the remaining sections, we look at feedback control for a special class of quantum systems. The models
are expressed in the Heisenberg picture, where they are described by equations that look formally like
the standard classical linear systems models. However, these equations are for noncommuting quantum
operators and are driven by noncommuting quantum noise sources. The matrices occurring in the
equations are not arbitrary—they must satisfy certain constraints if they are to describe quantum systems.
Specifically, we consider quantum linear systems describing an assembly of open harmonic oscillators,
such as an interconnection of cavities. These systems are described by quantum stochastic differential
equations with quantum w and classical u inputs, and an output y available to the controller

ẋ(t)= Ax(t)+B1w(t)+B2u(t), x(0)= x,

y(t)= Cx(t)dt+Dw(t) (31.55)

where A, B1, B2, C, and D are, respectively, real 2n× 2n, 2n× 2p, 2n×m, 2p× 2n, and 2p× 2p matrices,
and x(t)= (x1(t), . . . , x2n(t))T is a vector of system variables. The initial system variables x(0)= x are
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Gaussian with state ρ, and satisfy the commutation relations

[xj, xk] = iΘjk , j, k = 1, . . . , n (31.56)

whereΘ is the real antisymmetric matrix

Θ= Jn =
[

0 In

−In 0

]
(31.57)

where In is the n× n identity matrix. The signal w(t) is a vector of self-adjoint stochastic processes with
covariance

〈w(t)w(t′)T 〉 = Fδ(t− t′) (31.58)

where F is the nonnegative Hermitian matrix F = I2p+ iJ2p. The input u(t) is a vector of classical pro-
cesses (self-adjoint).

As mentioned above, the linear system (Equation 31.55) looks formally like a classical linear system.
The essential difference is that the vectors x(t), w(t), and y(t) have components that do not commute. For
arbitrary matrices A, B1, B2, C, and D, the linear system (Equation 31.55) need not necessarily correspond
to a quantum system, and so it is important to know when Equation 31.55 does in fact describe a quantum
physical system.

The open quantum systems that give rise to Heisenberg equations of the type (Equation 31.55) are
those for which the S-system (recall Section 31.2.3) is a collection of harmonic oscillators (Section 31.2.5),
and the E-system is the free field (Section 31.2.6). The unitary dynamics of the SE-system means that we
require x(t)= U†(t)xU(t) and y(t)= U†(t)w(t)U(t), where U(t)= USE(t) is a unitary operator solving
Schrodinger’s equation (in Stratonovich form)

U̇(t)= {Lb†
in(t)− bin(t)L†− iH}U(t), U(0)= I (31.59)

where w(t)= (bT
in,r(t), bT

in,i(t))T , L=Mx, H = 1
2 (xT Rx+ xT Su+ uT ST x), and R is real symmetric and

S is real. If the system is specified by these parameters, then the matrices A, B1, B2, C, and D are given by

A= Jn(R+ 1

2i
(M†M−MT M#)), B1 = Jn(i(MT −M†), (MT +M†)), B2 = JnS,

C =
[

M+M#

−i(M−M#)

]
, D = I (31.60)

and D = I .
As alluded to in Sections 31.2.5 and 31.2.7 [25], Equations 31.55 describe a quantum physical system

in this sense if and only if the matrices A, B1, B2, C, and D are real and satisfy the following conditions:

AJn+ JnAT +B1JpBT
1 = 0 (31.61)

B1 = 1

2
JnCT Jp, (31.62)

D = I . (31.63)

Indeed, if A, B1, B2, C, and D satisfy these conditions, then R = 1
2 (−JnA+AT Jn), M = 1

2 [I iI]C, and
S =−JnB2.

The optical cavity described in Section 31.2.7 is an example of a linear quantum system.

31.5.2 Quantum Filtering

It is often of interest to monitor an observable y0(t) of the output field y(t), as this information may be
used to make inferences about the system, or for controlling the system, see Figure 31.22.
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FIGURE 31.22 Filtering a measurement signal y0(·).

In quantum optics, such measurements are made using photodetection systems; for instance, homo-
dyne detection is used to (approximately) measure the real quadrature y0(t)= [Ip 0]y(t), the photocurrent
produced by the detector. Note that [y0,j(s), y0,k(t)] = 0 for all j, k and times s, t, and so the components
of y0(s), 0≤ s ≤ t form a commuting collection of observables. The measurement signal is given by

y0(t)= C0x(t)+w0(t) (31.64)

where C0 = [Ip 0]C and w0(t)= [Ip 0]w(t) is a standard classical Wiener process.
The measurement signal y0(·) may be filtered to produce estimates x̂(t) of the system variables x(t) using

the quantum filter, developed by Belavkin [12,13,42], and independently by Carmichael [70] (who used
the terms stochastic master equation and quantum trajectories), building on the theory of open quantum
systems developed during the 1970s and 1980s. The quantum filter, which computes the conditional
state πt for a quantum system, was developed for a more general class of open quantum systems than
the linear systems considered here, and can be viewed as a quantum generalization of the equations of
classical nonlinear filtering. In the case of linear gaussian quantum systems, the quantum filter reduces
to a Kalman filter.

Now x(t) commutes with y0(s), 0≤ s ≤ t, and so the quantum conditional expectation x̂(t)=
P[x(t) | y0(s), 0≤ s ≤ t] = Tr[πtx] is well defined, [12,13,42,75]. The time evolution of x̂(t) is given by
the quantum filter

˙̂x(t)= Âx(t)+B2u(t)+ (Y (t)CT
0 +B1[I 0]T )(y0(t)−C0̂x(t)) (31.65)

where

Ẏ (t)= AY (t)+Y (t)AT +B1BT
1 − (Y (t)CT

0 +B1[I 0]T )(Y (t)CT
0 +B1[I 0]T )T . (31.66)

The conditional mean x̂(t) and symmetrized conditional covariance Y (t)= 1
2 P[x(t)xT (t)+ (x(t)xT (t))T ]

parameterize the conditional state πt .

Example: Monitoring an Atom in a Cavity

Consider the problem of measurement feedback control of an atom trapped inside an optical cavity,
as shown in Figure 31.7 [17]. A magnetic field and a second optical beam create a spatially dependent
force within the cavity which provides a trapping mechanism which can be adjusted by classical
control signals. The control objective is to cool and confines the atom, that is, to reduce the atom’s
momentum and to spatially localize the atom. Here, we present the quantum filter for this problem,
and look at control aspects in the following sections.
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A linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) approximation gives a linear quantum model for the trapped
atom with parameters

R =
[

mω2 0
0 1

m

]
, S =

[
0 −l2
l1 0

]
, M= [√2k 0]

determining the Hamiltonian and coupling operator (recall Section 31.5.1). Here, m is the mass of
the atom, ω is the natural frequency, and k is a coupling strength parameter. The matrices A, B1, B2,
C , and D are given by

A=
[

0 1
m

−mω2 0

]
, B1 =

[
0 0
0 −√2k

]
, B2 =

[
l1 0
0 l2

]
, C =

[
2
√

2k 0
0 0

]
, D = I.

The vector x = (q, p)T is formed from the position q and momentum p observables for the atom.
It can be seen that the uncontrolled mean motion is oscillatory.

The measurement signal y0(·) is given by Equation 31.64, where C0 = [Ip 0]C = [2√2k 0]. The
vector of estimates x̂ = [̂q, p̂]T evolves according to the quantum (Kalman) filter

˙̂q(t)= p̂(t)
m
+ l1u1(t)+ 2

√
2k Y11(t)(y0(t)− 2

√
2k q̂(t))

p̂(t)=−mω2q̂(t)+ l2u2(t)+ 2
√

2k Y12(t)(y0(t)− 2
√

2k q̂(t)) (31.67)

where the components of the conditional covariance

Y (t)=
[

Y11(t) Y12(t)
Y12(t) Y22(t)

]

satisfy

Ẏ11(t)= 2Y12(t)
m

− 8kY 2
11(t)

Ẏ12(t)= Y22(t)
m
−mω2Y11(t)− 8kY11(t)Y12(t)

Ẏ22(t)=−2mω2Y12(t)+ 2k− 8kY 2
12(t). (31.68)

31.5.3 Quantum Measurement Feedback LQG Control

Kalman’s LQG control is one of the most significant developments in control theory [92]. In this section,
we explain how measurement feedback LQG [measurement feedback (MF)-quantum linear quadratic
Gaussian (QLQG)] works for the quantum linear system (Equation 31.55) [17,75]. An experimental
demonstration of the application of LQG control in quantum optics is described in [20].

We begin by stating what we mean by a measurement feedback controller K for the quantum linear
system (Equation 31.55). Such a controller K is to process the measurement signal y0(·) (discussed in
Section 31.5.2) in a causal manner to produce the classical control signal u(·). Thus, for each time t ≥ 0,
u(t)= Kt(y0(s), 0≤ s ≤ t), Figure 31.23.

The LQG performance criterion is defined by

J(K)= P

[∫ T

0

[
1

2
xT (t)Px(t)+ 1

2
uT (t)Qu(t)

]
dt+ 1

2
xT (T)XT x(T)

]
(31.69)

where P, Q, and XT are symmetric nonnegative definite matrices. The problem is to minimize J(K) over
the class of measurement feedback controllers.

To solve this problem, we recall that the quantum conditional expectation P[xT (t)Px(t) | y0(s), 0≤
s ≤ t] is well-defined since x(t) commutes with the commutative family y0(s), 0≤ s ≤ t of observables,
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FIGURE 31.23 Measurement feedback control for a quantum linear system.

and, moreover, satisfies the fundamental property P[P[xT (t)Px(t) | y0(s), 0≤ s ≤ t]] = P[xT (t)Px(t)].
Furthermore, P[xT (t)Px(t) | y0(s), 0≤ s ≤ t] = x̂T (t)Px̂(t)+Tr[PY (t)]. We may then re-express J(K) as
an equivalent classical control problem in terms of the quantum filter:

J(K)= P

[∫ T

0

[
1

2
x̂T (t)Px̂(t)+ 1

2
uT (t)Qu(t)

]
dt+ 1

2
x̂T (T)XT x̂(T)

]
+ α (31.70)

where α is a constant independent of the controller.
This equivalent problem may be solved using standard methods from the classical stochastic control

theory [93]. The optimal control is given by

u�(t)= K�
t (y0(s), 0≤ s ≤ t)=−Q−1BT

2 X(t )̂x(t) (31.71)

where
−Ẋ(t)= X(t)A+AT X(t)+ P−X(t)B2Q−1BT

2 X(t), X(T)= XT . (31.72)

Note that the solution to this MF-QLQG problem is identical to the standard classical LQG solution
(Figure 31.24).

This controller has the separation structure, with filter dynamics the quantum filter for the conditional
state πt (in terms of x̂(t) and Y (t)), which serves as an information state [93].

Example: Controlling an Atom in a Cavity

Consider again the problem of cooling and confining the trapped atom, as discussed in Section
31.5.2. In [17], LQG control was used to solve this problem. If we select the cost matrices P = R,

FilterGain
u x

y0

Controller

FIGURE 31.24 Structure of the optimal MF-QLQG controller (Equations 31.65 and 31.71).
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Q = κ2R, and let l1 = l2 = 1, we find that the optimal steady-state feedback control (Equation 31.71)
is given by

u�(t)=−
[ 1
κ 0

0 1
κ

] [
q̂(t)

p̂(t)

]

. (31.73)

With this feedback in place, the conditional dynamics (Equation 31.67) has asymptotically stable
mean motion, as required by successful cooling and confinement. Steady-state fluctuations persist
and may be characterized by the steady-state covariances.

31.5.4 Quantum Measurement Feedback LEQG Control

The classical linear exponential quadratic Gaussian (LEQG), or risk-sensitive, control problem was for-
mulated in [94] by taking the exponential of the integral in the cost criterion before taking the expectation.
It was not possible to solve the measurement feedback LEQG problem using the Kalman filter in general,
and the solution tuned out to need a filter that includes terms from the cost [95–97]. This surprising result
has important implications and is related to game theory and robust control. The measurement feedback
risk-sensitive problem was extended to the quantum context [23,76,77]. In the section, we discuss the
measurement feedback quantum LEQG (MF-QLEQG) problem. As we shall see, the solution is not the
same as the classical LEQG solution.

The LQG performance criterion (Equation 31.69) is defined as the expectation of an integral of terms
that do not commute. In order to define the exponential of the integral, we introduce the observable R(t)
defined as the solution to the differential equation

Ṙ(t)= μ
2

[
1

2
xT (t)Px(t)+ 1

2
uT (t)Qu(t)

]
R(t), R(0)= I (31.74)

whereμ> 0 is a real risk parameter. Thus, R(t) is a time-ordered exponential. The quantum MF-QLEQG
performance criterion is defined to be

Jμ(K)= P

[
R†(T)eμ

1
2 xT (T)XT x(T)R(T)

]
. (31.75)

As explained in [23,77], Jμ(K) can be re-expressed as a classical expectation of a suitably defined
information state πμt parameterized by quantities x̂μ(t) and Yμ(t) given by the equations

˙̂xμ(t)= (A+μYμ(t)P)̂xμ(t)+B2u(t)+ (Yμ(t)CT
0 +B1[I 0]T )(y0(t)−C0̂xμ(t)) (31.76)

and

Ẏμ(t)= AYμ(t)+Yμ(t)AT +μYμ(t)PYμ(t)+B1BT
1 −

μ

4
JPJ

− (Yμ(t)CT +B1[I 0]T )(Yμ(t)CT +B1[I 0]T )T . (31.77)

Equation 31.77 for the matrix Yμ(t) contains terms depending on the cost matrix P. The term−μ4 JPJ
arises from the fact that terms in the integrand in Equation 31.74 do not commute, and does not arise in
the analogous classical LEQG problem [95]. The optimal control is given by

uμ,�(t)= Kμ,�
t (y0(s), 0≤ s ≤ t)=−Q−1BT

2 Xμ(t)(I −μYμ(t)Xμ(t))−1̂xμ(t) (31.78)

where

−Ẋμ(t)= Xμ(t)A+AT Xμ(t)+ P−Xμ(t)(B2Q−1BT
2 −μB1BT

1 )Xμ(t), Xμ(T)= XT . (31.79)

This controller also has the separation structure (Figure 31.24 with x̂μ(t) and Yμ(t) replacing x̂(t)
and Y (t)).
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The MF-QLEQG information state πμt parameterized by x̂μ(t) and Yμ(t) appears to be new to
quantum physics. The traditional conditional state πt used in quantum physics can be regarded as a
subjective state providing a description of the knowledge obtained by monitoring the system. The risk-
sensitive state πμt can be viewed as a subjective state containing knowledge obtained by monitoring
but modified by the cost—it includes both knowledge and purpose, extending Bohr’s interpretation of
quantum mechanics in the feedback context.

Example: Monitoring an Atom in a Cavity

We again return to the trapped atom considered in Sections 31.5.2 and 31 5.3. Using the same cost
matrices as above, we find that the quantum risk sensitive (or MF-QLEQG) filter is given by

˙̂qμ(t)= p̂μ(t)
m
+ l1u1(t)+ 2

√
2k Y11(t)(y0(t)− 2

√
2k q̂μ(t))

˙̂pμ(t)=−mω2q̂μ(t)+ l2u2(t)+ 2
√

2k Y12(t)(y0(t)− 2
√

2k q̂μ(t)) (31.80)

where the components of the matrix

Yμ(t)=
[

Yμ11(t) Yμ12(t)

Yμ12(t) Yμ22(t)

]

satisfy

Ẏμ11(t)= 2Yμ12(t)

m
+ (μmω2− 8k)(Yμ11(t))2+ μ

m
(Yμ12(t))2+ μ

4m

Ẏμ12(t)= Yμ22(t)

m
−mω2Yμ11(t)+ (μmω2− 8k)Yμ11(t)Yμ12(t)+ μ

m
Yμ22(t)Yμ12(t)

Ẏμ22(t)=−2mω2Yμ12(t)+ 2k+ (μω2− 8k)(Yμ12(t))2+ μ
m

(Yμ22(t))2+ μmω2

4
. (31.81)

The optimal feedback is given by Equation 31.78.
In [77], a simulation study was carried out to compare the robustness characteristics of the MF-

QLQG and MF-QLEQG controllers. Both controllers were designed on the basis of the nominal model,
as described above. The physical system was assumed to be subject to a field with unmodeled
coherent magnitude β. A plot of the mean MF-QLQG performance as a function of the uncertainty
parameter β is shown in Figure 31 25. The vertical axis shows the integral of quadratic costs func-
tion averaged with respect to the true model. The horizontal axis is the uncertainty parameter β.
When β= 0, the nominal and actual models coincide, and the MF-QLQG has lower cost, as expected
(MF-QLQG is defined to minimize this cost). However, as β increases, we see that the MF-QLEQG con-
troller achieves better performance, indicated by the curve with smaller concavity. The MF-QLEQG
controller’s performance degrades less rapidly and MF-QLQG with increasing uncertainty. This is
consistent with expectations for a robust controller: good performance under nominal conditions,
and acceptable performance in other than nominal conditions.

31.5.5 Quantum Coherent Feedback H∞ Control

In the proceeding sections, the controllers K were classical systems driven by a classical measurement
signal y0(·) producing a classical control signal u. We now consider controllers K that are quantum
systems driven by a fully quantum signal y1 derived from one or more output channels of a quantum
plant G. Such a quantum controller K produces a quantum signal u that is connected to an input channel
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FIGURE 31.25 Performance (vertical axis) of the MF-QLQG and MF-QLEQG controllers under uncertainty
(horizontal axis, β).

of the plant G, Figure 31.26. The mapping K : y1(·) $→ u(·) is a causal quantum operation, so that in
general the feedback loop formed by the interconnection of P and K can preserve quantum coherence.

The plant G to be controlled is a quantum linear system of the type discussed in Section 31.5.1 expressed
in the form

ẋ(t)= Ax(t)+B0v(t)+B1w(t)+B2u(t)

y1(t)= C1x(t)+D1w(t) (31.82)

where v and w are independent and commuting quantum noises with covariances 〈v(t)vT (t′)〉 = Fvδ(t−
t′) and 〈w(t)wT (t′)〉 = Fwδ(t− t′), and u is a quantum input signal. The quantum output signal y1 is of
the form y1 = Pf y, for a suitable matrix Pf . Note that quantum signals like u and y1 have self-adjoint
components (in our quadrature representation), but the components do not in general commute. Thus,
the output information y1(s), 0≤ s ≤ t is a collection of noncommuting observables in general, in contrast
to the commuting observables y0(s), 0≤ s ≤ t discussed in Section 31.5.2. At present, there are no known

Plant
(quantum)

v

w

u

y1

vk

Controller
(quantum)

FIGURE 31.26 Coherent feedback control for a quantum linear system. The quantum fields u and y1 are not
measured, and the controller is also a quantum system.
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noncommutative generalizations of the quantum filter, and indeed systematic and optimal design of fully
quantum feedback systems is a major research issue. In this section, we fix the form of the controller K
and determine the parameters of the controller using the performance and physical realizability criteria.

The controller K is taken to be a quantum linear system of the form

ξ̇(t)= AKξ(t)+BK1vK (t)+BK2y1(t)

u(t)= CKξ(t)+DK vK (t) (31.83)

where the matrices AK , BK1, BK2, CK , and DK are to be determined, and vK is a quantum noise process with
covariance 〈vK (t)vT

K (t′)〉 = (I + iJ)δ(t− t′). The vector of self-adjoint variables ξ is to have commutation
relations ξ(t)ξT (t)− (ξ(t)ξT (t))T = iΘK , whereΘK is a skew-symetric matrix to be determined.

Before we can specify the performance criteria, we interconnect the plant and controller to form the
closed-loop system

η̇(t)= Ãη(t)+ B̃w̃(t) (31.84)

where w̃(t)= (vT (t), wT (t), vT
K (t))T ,

Ã=
[

A BCK

BK2D AK

]
, B̃=

[
B0 B1 B2DK

0 BK2D BK1

]
. (31.85)

We now specify an H∞ or L2 gain performance objective for the closed-loop system. Suppose that the
quantum signal w has the form w(t)= βw(t)+ nw(t), where nw is a quantum white-noise process with
covariance 〈nw(t)nT

w(t′)〉 = Fwδ(t− t′). Write βz = C1x+D12CKξ. Given a gain bound g > 0 and ε> 0,
we wish to find a controller K such that for the closed-loop system (Equation 31.84) the following L2 gain
inequality is satisfied:

P

[∫ T

0
(βT

z (t)βz(t)+ εηT (t)η(t))dt

]
≤ (g2− ε)P

[∫ T

0
βT

w(t)βw(t)dt

]
+μ1+μ2t. (31.86)

We make the standard classical assumptions [98] (1) DT
12D12 = E1 > 0, (2) D21DT

21 = E2 > 0, (3) The

matrices

[
A− jωI B2

C1 D12

]
and

[
A− jωI B1

C2 D21

]
have full rank for all ω≥ 0.

The controller is expressed in terms of the following pair of algebraic Riccati equations:

(A−B2E−1
1 DT

12C1)T X +X(A−B2E−1
1 DT

12C1)+X(B1BT
1 − g2B2E−1

1 B′2)X

+ g−2CT
1 (I −D12E−1

1 DT
12)C1 = 0; (31.87)

(A−B1DT
21E−1

2 C2)Y +Y (A−B1DT
21E−1

2 C2)+Y (g−2CT
1 C1−CT

2 E−1
2 C2)Y

+B1(I −DT
21E−1

2 D21)BT
1 = 0. (31.88)

The solutions to these Riccati equations are required to satisfy the following conditions: (1) A−B2E−1
1

DT
12C1+ (B1BT

1 − g2B2E−1
1 B′2)X is a stability matrix, (2) A−B1DT

21E−1
2 C2+Y (g−2CT

1 C1−CT
2 E−1

2 C2) is
a stability matrix, and (3) the matrix XY has a spectral radius strictly less than one.

In [25], it was shown that if the Riccati equations 31.87 and 31.88 have solutions satisfying the con-
ditions mentioned, then a controller of the form Equation 31.83 solves the H∞ control problem under
consideration if its system matrices are constructed from the Riccati solutions as follows:

AK = A+B2CK −BK C2+ (B1−BK D21)BT
1 X;

BK2 = (I −YX)−1(YCT
2 +B1DT

21)E−1
2 ;

CK =−E−1
1 (g2BT

2 X +DT
12C1). (31.89)

By [25, Theorem 5.5], the controller parameters BK1, DK , and the controller noise vK may be chosen to
give a controller that is physically realizable.

An experimental demonstration of quantum H∞ control is reported in [29].
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FIGURE 31.27 An optical cavity (plant).

Example: Coherent Control of an Optical Cavity

We consider an optical cavity resonantly coupled to three optical channels v, w, and u as in Fig-
ure 31.27. The control objective is to attenuate the effect of the disturbance signal w on the output
z—physically this means to dim the light emerging from z resulting from light shone in at w.

Phase
shift

u

u

vK1

y1

vK2

aK

FIGURE 31.28 An optical cavity quantum realization of the controller (ΘK = J) for the plant shown in Figure 31.27.
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The matrices defining the plant are

A=−γ
2

I; B0 =−√κ1I; B1 =−√κ2I; B2 =−√κ3I;

C1 =√κ3I; D12 = I; C2 =√κ2I D21 = I,

where κ1 = 2.6, κ2 = κ3 = 0.2.
With a disturbance attenuation constant of g= 0.1, it was found that the Riccati equations 31.87

and 31.88 have stabilizing solutions satisfying the conditions stated above, namely X = Y = 02×2.
The controller matrices determined from the Riccati equations are

AK =−1.1I, BK 2 =−0.447I, CK =−0.447I.

Solving the physical realization conditions give a physical system

ξ̇(t)= AKξ(t)+[BK 1 BK ][vT
K yT

1 ]T
dũ(t)=−CKξ(t)dt+[I2×2 02×4][vT

K yT
1 ]T

ũ(t)= Ksu(t)

where BK 1 = [−0.447I −1.342], vK (t)= (vK 11(t), vK 12(t), vK 21(t), vK 22(t))T are independent quan-
tum noises, and Ks is a 180◦ phase shift (Figure 31.28).
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Marine craft (surface vessels, underwater vehicles, and offshore rigs) perform operations that require tight
motion control. During the past three decades, there has been an increasing demand for higher accuracy
and reliability of marinecraft motion control systems. Today, these control systems are an enabling factor
for single and multicraft marine operations. This chapter provides an overview of the main characteristics
and design aspects of motion control systems for marine craft. In particular, we discuss the architecture
of the control system, the functionality of its main components, the characteristics of environmental
disturbances, control objectives, and essential aspects of modeling and motion control design.

32.1 System Architecture and Control Objectives

The purpose of a marine craft motion control system is to act on the craft using force actuators such that
the craft follows a desired motion pattern despite environmental forces. The essential components of such
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a control system are depicted in Figure 32.1. The main element is the marine craft, which incorporates
sensors that provide information related to motion (position, velocity, acceleration), and actuators that
produce forces to control the motion. The other system components can be grouped into three main
subsystems, namely, guidance, navigation, and control:

Guidance system: The guidance system provides information on where the craft should go and how it
should get there. The guidance system generates feasible desired reference trajectories described
in terms of position, velocity, and acceleration. The trajectory may be generated by algorithms that
use the craft’s actual and desired position and, oftentimes, a mathematical model the craft dynamic
response to control forces. Information about missions, operator decisions, weather, other local
vessels, and fleet operations have a bearing on guidance.

Navigation system: The navigation system provides information on where the craft is and how it is
sailing (speed and heading). The navigation system collects motion information from the various
onboard sensors, such as global navigation satellite systems (GPS, Galileo, GLONASS), speed log,
compass, RADAR, and accelerometers; it performs signal quality checking; and it transforms the
measurements to a common reference frame used by the control and guidance systems.

Control system: The control system processes information from the navigation and guidance systems
and provides actuator commands to control the motion. The control system uses motion-related
signals to infer the state of the craft and disturbance forces. This processing often involves an
observer–model-based filtering. The motion controller generates appropriate commands for the
actuators so as to reduce the difference between the actual and desired craft trajectories. For
some craft, the actuator configuration is such that the same desired control action can be delivered
using different combinations of actuator commands. This provides increased reliability to actuator
faults. In this case, it is common to incorporate a control allocation function, and let the motion

Marine craftForce actuatorsControl allocation

ObserverMotion controller Navigation system

Guidance system

Motion sensors

Environmental forcesControl system

FIGURE 32.1 Marine craft motion control system.
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controller be designed to generate desired force commands for the craft’s degrees of freedom of
interest instead of direct actuator commands. The control allocation function then maps the desired
control forces into actuator commands. Should an actuator fail, the control allocation reconfigures
the remaining healthy actuators; and thus, the effect of the fault may not require changes in the
motion controller. This provides a first level of actuator-fault tolerance.

For marine craft, the environment consists of waves, wind, and ocean currents. The environment
induces forces on the craft that are considered disturbances to the motion control system. These forces
are conceptually separated into three components:

• Low frequency
• Wave frequency
• High frequency

where the descriptions low and high are relative to the wave frequency. Waves produce a pressure change
on the craft’s hull surface, which in turn induces forces. These pressure-induced forces have an oscillatory
component that depends linearly on the wave elevation. Hence, these forces have the same frequency as
that of the waves and are therefore referred to as wave-frequency forces. Wave forces also have a compo-
nent that depends nonlinearly on the wave elevation. These nonlinear-force components have a mean
component or wave drift force, a low-frequency oscillatory component, and a high-frequency oscillatory
component. The low-frequency wave forces cause the vessel to drift and the oscillatory components can
excite resonant modes in the horizontal motion of vessels that are at mooring or under positioning con-
trol. The high-frequency wave forces are normally too high to be considered in motion control of marine
craft, but these forces may contribute to structural vibration of the hull. For further details about wave
loads and their effects on craft motion, see Faltinsen (1990).

Wind and ocean currents also induce forces due to pressure variation on the craft structure. Wind forces
have a mean component and an oscillatory component due to gusts. In marine craft motion control, only
the mean wind forces are compensated since the frequency of gusts is often outside the bandwidth of the
vessel response—this, however, depends on the size of the craft. Current-induced forces affect marine craft
requiring positioning control and at mooring. These forces have a mean and an oscillatory low-frequency
component due to hull vortex shedding. Low-frequency forces on marine craft, therefore, include the
effect of waves, wind and current.

Due to the characteristics of the environmental forces mentioned above, the following problems are
considered:

• Control only the low-frequency motion.
• Control only the wave-frequency motion.
• Control both low- and wave-frequency motion.

In low-to-medium sea states, the frequency of oscillations of the linear wave forces do not normally
affect the operational performance of the craft. Hence, controlling only low-frequency motion avoids
correcting the motion for every single wave, which can result in unacceptable operational conditions for
the propulsion system due to power consumption and potential wear of the actuators. Applications that
require the control of only the low-frequency motion include dynamic positioning, heading autopilots,
and thruster-assisted position mooring. Dynamic positioning refers to the use of the propulsion system
to regulate the horizontal position and heading of the craft. In thruster-assisted position mooring, the
propulsion system is used to reduce the mean loading on the mooring lines. Additional applications that
require the control of only the low-frequency motion include slow maneuver of surface vessels that arise,
for example, from following underwater remotely operated vehicles.

Operations that require the control of only the wave-frequency motions include heave compensation
for deploying loads at the sea floor as well as ride control of passenger vessels, where reducing roll and
pitch motion helps avoid motion sickness (Perez, 2005). As the sea state develops, the waves grow in size
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and their frequency reduces; and thus, the wave-induced forces start to appear within the bandwidth of
the motion control system. In this situation, the control system objective may be to control both low-
and wave-frequency motion. This is particularly so for positioning of offshore vessels and oil rigs, for
which low-frequency motion is controlled in low sea states and both low- and wave-frequency motion
is controlled in severe sea states (Fossen, 2002). Another example of a control problem that requires
controlling both low- and wave-frequency motion is that of using the rudder for simultaneous course
keeping and roll motion reduction in surface vessels—see Perez (2005) and references therein.

32.2 Marine Craft Rigid-Body Dynamics

32.2.1 Kinematics

To describe the motion of a marine craft, we consider two reference frames: Earth-fixed and body-fixed.
Marine craft move at a relatively low speed, and hence considering the Earth to be an inertial frame
is a good approximation. Associated with the Earth frame, we consider a local geographical coordinate
system with origin on fixed to the mean water surface and positive directions along the North, East, and
down. This system is abbreviated NED and denoted {n}. The craft is considered to be a rigid body, and
thus a reference frame. Associated with the body frame there is a coordinate system with origin at a point
ob fixed to the craft and positive directions forward, starboard (right-hand side of the craft when looking
toward the front), and down. Such a system is denoted by {b}. These frames are illustrated in Figure 32.2.
The location of {b} can vary for different control applications.

The position of the craft is given by the relative position of ob with respect to on. The components of
this vector are North, East, and Down positions and are denoted

pn
b/n � [N , E, D]T .

The lower script b/n indicates that the position refers to that of ob with respect to on. The upper script
n indicates that components correspond to expressing the vector in {n}.

The orientation of the vessel is given by the Euler angles which correspond to three consecutive

single rotations that take {n} into the orientation of {b}. These rotations are {n} ψ/zn→ {n′}, {n′} θ/y′n→ {n′′},
and {n′′} φ/x′′n→ {b}, where the upper script indicates the angle rotated about the axis of rotation, and the
coordinate system on the right of the arrow is the result of the rotation. With the rotations thus defined,

Body frame
(b)

Earth frame
(n)

x

y

z z

ob

on
x

y

FIGURE 32.2 Reference frames and coordinate systems used for marine craft motion description.
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the angles are called ψ–yaw, θ–pitch, and φ–roll. The Euler angle vector is given by

Θ � [φ, θ,ψ]T .

The generalized-position vector (position-orientation) is defined by

η �
[

pn
b/n

Θ

]

= [N , E, D,φ, θ,ψ]T . (32.1)

The velocities are expressed in terms of body-fixed coordinates and are denoted by the generalized
velocity vector (linear-angular),

ν �
[

nṗb
b/n

ωb
b/n

]

= [u, v, w, p, q, r]T . (32.2)

The linear-velocity vector nṗb
b/n = [u, v, w]T is the time derivative of the position vector as seen from

the frame {n}, and the components correspond to expressing the vector in {b}. These components are the
surge, sway, and heave velocities, respectively. The vector ωb

b/n = [p, q, r]T is the angular velocity of the
body with respect to the {n} frame with components corresponding to expressing the vector in {b}. These
components are the roll, pitch, and yaw rates respectively. Figure 32.3 shows the positive convention for
the generalized velocities, and Table 32.1 summarizes the notation.

The trajectory of the craft is given by the time evolution of the generalized positions η defined in
Equation 32.1. The time derivative of the positions is related to the body-fixed generalized velocities via
a kinematic transformation,

η̇= J(η) ν, (32.3)

where

J(η)=
[

Rb
n(Θ) 0
0 T(Θ)

]
.

xb

yb

zb

u(surge)

r(yaw)

v(sway)

w(heave)

p(roll)

q(pitch)

FIGURE 32.3 Positive convention of generalized velocities.
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32-6 Control System Applications

TABLE 32.1 Summary of Marine Craft Motion Variables

Variable Name Frame Units

N North position Earth-fixed m

E East position Earth-fixed m

D Down position Earth-fixed m

φ Roll angle – rad

θ Pitch angle – rad

ψ Yaw angle – rad

u Surge speed Body-fixed m/s

v Sway speed Body-fixed m/s

w Heave speed Body-fixed rad/s

p Roll rate Body-fixed rad/s

q Pitch rate Body-fixed rad/s

r Yaw rate Body-fixed rad/s

pn
b/n = [N , E, D]T Position vector Earth-fixed

nṗb
b/n = [u, v, w]T Linear-velocity vector Body-fixed

Θ= [φ, θ,ψ]T Euler-angle vector –

ωb
b/n = [p, q, r]T Angular-velocity vector Body-fixed

η= [(pn
b/n)T , ΘT ]T Generalized position vector –

ν= [(nṗb
b/n)T , (ωb

b/n)T ]T Generalized velocity vector Body-fixed

The rotation matrix Rn
b (Θ) is given by

Rn
b (Θ)=

⎡

⎣
cψcθ −sψcφ+ cψsθsφ sψsφ+ cψcφsθ
sψcθ cψcφ+ sφsθsψ −cψsφ+ sψcφsθ
−sθ cθsφ cθcφ

⎤

⎦ ,

where sx ≡ sin(x) and cx ≡ cos(x). Note that rotation matrices are orthogonal, that is, R(Θ)−1 = R(Θ)T

and also det R(Θ)= 1. The transformation from the angular velocity expressed in the body-fixed coor-
dinates to the time derivatives of the Euler angles is given by

T(Θ)=

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

1 sφtθ cφtθ
0 cφ −sφ

0
sφ
cθ

cφ
cθ

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ , tθ ≡ tan(θ), cos(θ) �= 0.

Note that T(Θ) is not orthogonal. Also, T(Θ) and its inverse are singular for θ=±π/2—known as the
Euler-angle singularity. This is not usually a problem for marine surface vessels, but it may be an issue for
underwater vehicles. In such cases, alternative representation of the kinematic transformations without
singularities can be obtained in terms of quaternions. For further details about marine craft kinematics,
see Fossen (2002).

Note that there is no physical vector whose time-derivative gives ν (Goldstein, 1980). Note also that in
the literature of analytical mechanics, the term generalized velocity usually refers to η̇; however, in the
context of this chapter, we use the term in relation to the body-fixed velocity vector ν.

32.2.2 Equations of Motion

The equations of motion of an unconstrained rigid body can be derived using either vectorial or analytical
mechanics. Here, we will outline the second approach, and in particular the work of Kirchhoff, in which
a rigid body moving in a fluid and the fluid are teated as a single dynamic system (Lamb, 1932).
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Motion Control of Marine Craft 32-7

The kinetic energy of the craft due to its rotation and translation (without interacting with the fluid) can
be expressed in terms of body-fixed generalized velocities (Egeland and Gravdahl, 2002; Fossen, 2002),

T = 1

2
νT MRB ν, (32.4)

where the craft rigid-body generalized mass matrix is of the form

MRB =
[

mI3×3 −mS(pb
g/b)

mS(pb
g/b) Ib

b

]

,

in which, m is the mass of the craft, pb
g/b is the position of the craft’s center of gravity (CG) relative to ob

in {b}, and S(a) is, by definition, the skew-symmetric matrix form of any vector a = [ax , ay , az]T , that is

S(a)=
⎡

⎣
0 −az ay

az 0 −ax

−ay ax 0

⎤

⎦ .

The inertia matrix Ib
b about the point ob can be expressed using the parallel-axis theorem, namely

Ib
b = Ib

g −mS(pb
g/b)S(pb

g/b)=
⎡

⎢
⎣

Ib
xx −Ib

xy −Ib
xz

−Ib
yx Ib

yy −Ib
yz

−Ib
zy −Ib

zy Ib
zz

⎤

⎥
⎦ ,

where pb
g/b is position of the CG in {b}, and Ib

g is the inertia matrix about CG in {b}. The inertia matrix
about CG can be computed using the following sum over the vessel mass particles mi :

Ib
g =

∑

i

mi ST (pb
i/g ) S(pb

i/g ),

where pb
i/g represents the position of the mass particle i with respect to the CG.

Let the body-fixed generalized forces (forces and moments) be

τ= [X, Y , Z, K , M, N]T ,

where

• X, Y , Z are the surge, sway and heave forces respectively.
• K , M, N are the roll, pitch, and yaw moments respectively.

Then, we can use Kirchhoff’s equations to derive a dynamic model that relates the forces to the velocities
(Kirchhoff, 1869):

d

dt

(
∂T

∂ν1

)
+ S(ν2)

∂T

∂ν1
= τ1, (32.5)

d

dt

(
∂T

∂ν2

)
+ S(ν1)

∂T

∂ν1
+ S(ν2)

∂T

∂ν2
= τ2, (32.6)

where,

ν1 = [u, v, w]T , ν2 = [p, q, r]T ,

τ1 = [X, Y , Z]T , τ2 = [K , M, N]T .

Substituting Equation 32.4 into Equations 32.5 and 32.6 and manipulating the latter, a general model
structure for craft’s rigid-body dynamics can be expressed as

MRBν̇+CRB(ν)ν= τ. (32.7)

The first term on the left-hand side of Equation 32.7 is the product of the generalized mass matrix and
the acceleration. The second term represents forces due to Coriolis and centripetal accelerations. These
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32-8 Control System Applications

accelerations are due to the rotation of the the body frame relative to the local geographical frame {n}.
Note these Coriolis forces are different from the Coriolis forces due to the rotation of the Earth. The latter
are ignored since marine craft move at low speeds; and therefore, we can assume that the Earth frame is
inertial.

The Coriolis and centripetal acceleration matrix in Equation 32.7 can be expressed in different ways;
one of such representations is

CRB(ν)=
[

mS(ν2) −mS(ν2)S(pb
g/b)

mS(pb
g/b)S(ν2) −S(Ib

bν2)

]

. (32.8)

For alternative representations of Equation 32.8 see Fossen (2002). Note that

ṀRB = 0, MRB =MT
RB, CRB =−CT

RB.

The kinematic transformation Equation 32.3 together with the kinetic model (Equation 32.7) provide
a dynamic model for rigid-body motion of the craft without interaction with the fluid. To describe such
interaction, we need to separate the generalized forces on the right-hand side of Equation 32.7 into

τ= τhyd + τctrl + τenv , (32.9)

where τhyd describes fluid pressure-induced forces due to the motion of the craft, τctrl the control forces
due to actuators, and τenv the environmental forces due to waves, wind and current.

32.3 Maneuvering Hydrodynamics and Models

The study of marine craft dynamics has traditionally been covered by two main theories: maneuvering
and seakeeping. Maneuvering refers to the study of craft motion in the absence of wave excitation (calm
water). Seakeeping, on the other hand, refers to the study of motion when there is wave excitation and
while the vessel keeps its course and speed constant (which includes the case of zero speed). Although
both areas are concerned with the same issues: study of motion, stability and control, the separation allows
making different assumptions that simplify the study hydrodynamic forces in Equation 32.9.

In maneuvering theory (in calm water), the hydrodynamic forces in Equation 32.9 can be expressed as

τhyd =−MAν̇−CA
(
ν
)
ν−D(ν)ν− g(η). (32.10)

The first two terms on the right-hand side of Equation 32.10 can be explained by considering the
motion of the craft in an irrotational flow and for ideal fluid (no viscosity). As the craft moves, it changes
the momentum of the fluid. The kinetic energy of the ideal fluid due to the motion of the craft can be
expressed as

TA = 1

2
νT MAν, (32.11)

where the constant matrix MA is called the matrix of added mass coefficients,

MA =−

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

Xu̇ Xv̇ Xẇ Xṗ Xq̇ Xṙ

Yu̇ Yv̇ Yẇ Yṗ Yq̇ Yṙ

Zu̇ Zv̇ Zẇ Zp Zq̇ Zṙ

Ku̇ Kv̇ Kẇ Kṗ Kq̇ Kṙ

Mu̇ Mv̇ Mẇ Mṗ Mq̇ Mṙ

Nu̇ Nv̇ Nẇ Nṗ Nq̇ Nṙ

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

, ṀA = 0.
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Motion Control of Marine Craft 32-9

The notation used for the coefficients is related to the forces. For example,

• The product Xu̇ u̇ gives the force in surge due to surge acceleration,
• The product Yṙ ṙ is the sway force due to the yaw angular acceleration.

Note that not all the coefficients have units of mass, and that they have signs. For example Xu̇ < 0, and the
sign of Yṙ depends on the extent of fore–aft symmetry of the submerged hull. Note also that depending
on the symmetry of the hull, some of the added mass coefficients can be zero. For vessels maneuvering at
low speeds the added mass matrix is positive definite and symmetric. For surface vessels in waves sailing
at forward speed symmetry may be lost (Faltinsen, 1990).

Using the fluid kinetic energy (Equation 32.11) in Kirchhoff’s equations 32.5 and 32.6, we can obtain
the forces on the vessel due to the change in the energy of the ideal fluid (Lamb, 1932) (p. 168). With
some elementary algebraic work, this gives the first two terms in Equation 32.10 (Fossen, 2002). The first
term represents pressure-induced forces proportional to the accelerations of the craft. The second term
corresponds to Coriolis and centripetal forces due to the added mass. The Coriolis-centripetal matrix can
be expressed as

CA(ν)=
[

03×3 −S(A11ν1+A12ν2)
−S(A11ν1+A12νv) −S(A21ν1+A22ν2)

]
,

where

A= 1

2
(MA+MT

A).

The third term on the right-hand side of Equation 32.10 corresponds to damping forces, which have
the following origins:

Potential damping: This damping force is the result of a body passing through a fluid and wake wave
making. The word potential indicates that this damping force can be obtained from a study of
irrotational flow in an ideal fluid (no viscosity). In such a fluid, one can define a potential function
of the space, such that its gradient gives the vector field of flow velocity, and the pressure can be
computed from the potential function (Lamb, 1932; Newman, 1977; Faltinsen, 1990). As the fluid
is displaced, there is a buildup of pressure in front, and a decrease of pressure behind the body.
This pressure difference induces a force that opposes the motion.

Skin friction: This viscous effect is caused by the passage of water over the wetted surface of the hull.
At low speeds, it is dominated by a linear component, while at higher speeds, nonlinear terms
dominate.

Vortex shedding: This damping force arises from the vortex generation due to flow separation (viscous
effects), which occurs at the sharp edges commonly found at the bow and stern of a marine craft,
or the control surfaces.

Lifting Forces: The hull of a craft can be modeled as a low aspect ratio wing (Blanke, 1981; Ross et al.,
2007; Ross, 2008). The forces generated by the hull at some angle of attack due to a maneuver can
be resolved into two components: lift and drag. The former acts perpendicular to the direction of
motion of the vessel, while the latter acts in the opposite direction of the motion. This is depicted
in Figure 32.4. Note that the lift force is not actually a damping force as it is oriented perpendicular
to the motion of the vessel, it does not serve to dissipate energy. With an abuse of terminology, all
lift forces are generically grouped into a damping term. The drag component that arises due to lift
is known as parasitic drag, or lift-induced drag. This force acts directly in opposition to motion,
and is properly referred to as a damping force.

For vessels maneuvering such that the athwart component of the flow velocity is larger than the
forward component, viscous damping effects due to skin friction and vortex shedding are generally
grouped into what is called cross-flow drag (Faltinsen, 1990). This is particular of low-speed maneuvering
and positioning applications.
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32-10 Control System Applications
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FIGURE 32.4 Lift and drag forces experienced during maneuvering.

Due to the complex interaction of different effects, the hydrodynamic damping forces of maneuvering
vessels are generally modeled by a series expansion, and the coefficients of the model are obtained via
regression analysis of data measured from scaled model tests or by system identification. Two types of
mathematical models are commonly used. The first one consists of representing the complex interac-
tions by a multivariable Taylor expansion with only odd terms generally up to third order. This model
was proposed by Abkowitz (1964) taking into consideration port-starboard symmetry, and it has the
mathematical elegance of the Taylor terms, but they have no inherent physical meaning. The second
model commonly used is an expansion in terms of second-order modulus terms (|x|x). This approach
was introduced by Fedyaevsky and Sobolev (1964) to capture cross-flow drag effects at large angles of
incidence β, see Figure 32.4. It should be mentioned that the differences between these two type of model
of are quite fundamental, and the different coefficients are irreconcilable. Ross et al. (2007), see also Ross
(2008), used a first-principle approach and considered the different theories that explain the phenomena
involved to a great extent and derived a comprehensive model.

The last term in Equation 32.10 represents forces due to gravity and buoyancy. These forces tend
to restore the up-right equilibrium of the vessel; and therefore, are called restoring forces. These forces
depend on the displacement volume of the vessel, its shape and heave, pitch, and roll angles:

g(η)= [0, 0, Zg (η), Mg (η), Kg (η), 0]T .

Depending on the symmetry of the vessel, the forces may be coupled. For example there is usually a
heave force due to pitch angle, which is a consequence of the fore–aft asymmetry of the hull.

Replacing Equation 32.10 into Equation 32.9 and combining the latter with Equations 32.7 and 32.3, a
maneuvering model takes the following form:

η̇= J(η)ν, (32.12)

(MRB+MA)ν̇+CRB(ν)ν+CA(ν)ν+D(ν)ν+ g(η)= τctrl + τenv . (32.13)

If there is ocean current, the model must be modified according to

η̇= J(η)ν, (32.14)

(MRB+MA)ν̇+CRB(ν)ν+CA(νrc)νrc +D(νrc)νrc + g(η)= τctrl + τenv , (32.15)

where νrc is the craft velocity relative to the current (seen from the body-fixed frame):

νrc = ν− νc ,

where νc = [uc , vc , wc , 0, 0, 0]T . Current forces can be separated into a potential component due to irro-
tational flow in an ideal fluid and a viscous component (nonideal fluid). The potential part in the model
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Motion Control of Marine Craft 32-11

Equation 32.15 is represented by the Coriolis and centripetal term CA(νrc)νrc due to added mass, whereas
the viscous part is incorporated in the damping term D(νrc)νrc . Then, τenv in Equation 32.15 accounts
for environmental forces other than ocean currents—for example, wind in the case of surface vessels. We
next present an example of a maneuvering model for a surface vessel.

32.3.1 Example: Maneuvering Model of a High-Speed Vehicle--Passenger
Trimaran

In this section, we consider an example of a 4-degree-of-freedom maneuvering model of high-speed
trimaran adapted from Perez et al. (2007). Figure 32.5 shows a picture of the vessel.

The model considered is given by Equations 32.12 and 32.13 for the degrees of freedom of surge, sway,
roll, and yaw, that is,

η= [x, y,φ,ψ]T
ν= [u, v, p, r]T
τ= [X, Y , K , N]T .

The rigid-body mass and Coriolis-centripetal matrices are given by

MRB =

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

m 0 0 −myg

0 m −mzg mxg

0 −mzg Ib
xx −Ib

xz
−myg mxg −Ib

zx Ib
zz

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ ,

and

CRB
(
n
)=

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0 0 mzg r −m
(
xg r+ v

)

0 0 −myg p −m
(
yg r− u

)

−mzg r myg p 0 Ib
yzr+ Ib

xyp
m

(
xg r+ v

)
m

(
yg r− u

) −Ib
yzr− Ib

xyp 0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ ,

FIGURE 32.5 Austal’s hull H260 “Benchijigua Express.” (Courtesy of Austal Ships, http://austal.com.)
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32-12 Control System Applications

where m is the mass of the vessel, pb
g/b = [xg , yg , zg ]T gives position the CG relative to ob, and Ib

ik are the
moments and products of inertia about ob.

The kinematic transformation (Equation 32.12) reduces to

J
(
η
)=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

cos(ψ) − sin(ψ) 0 0
sin(ψ) cos(ψ) cos(φ) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 cos(φ)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ .

The added mass matrix and the Coriolis-centripetal matrix due to added mass are given by

MA =MT
A =−

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

Xu̇ 0 0 0
0 Yv̇ Yṗ Yṙ

0 Kv̇ Kṗ Kṙ

0 Nv̇ Nṗ Nṙ

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ ,

CA
(
ν
)=

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0 0 0 Yv̇v+Yṗp+Yṙr
0 0 0 −Xu̇u
0 0 0 0

−Yv̇v−Ypp−Yṙr Xu̇u 0 0

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ .

The adopted damping terms take into account the lift, drag, and viscous effects.

D(ν)=DLD(ν)+DVIS(ν),

where

DLD(ν)=

⎡

⎢⎢
⎣

0 0 0 Xrv v
0 Yuv u 0 Yur u
0 Kuv u 0 Kur u
0 Nuv u 0 Nur u

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ . (32.16)

DVIS(ν)=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

Xu|u| 0 0 0
0 Y|v|v |v| +Y|r|v |v| 0 Y|v|v |v| +Y|r|r |r|
0 0 Kp|p| +Yp 0 0
0 N|v|v |v| +N|r|v |v| 0 N|v|v |v| +N|r|r |r|

⎤

⎥⎥
⎦ . (32.17)

The lift-drag representation in Equation 32.16 is consistent with taking only the first order terms derived
in Ross et al. (2007)—see also Ross (2008), whereas the viscous damping representation in Equation 32.17
follows from Blanke (1981). Finally, the restoring term reduces to

g(η)= [0, 0, Mg (η), 0]T .

Figure 32.6 shows model validation data for the velocities based on a full scale zig-zag sea trial.
The hydrodynamic parameters of the model were partially obtained from computational fluid dynamic
software, and partially by optimizing model prediction errors using full-scale trial data. For further details
see Perez et al. (2007).

32.4 Seakeeping Hydrodynamics and Models

Seakeeping theory of marine craft motion refers to the study of motion in waves while the vessel keeps a
constant course and speed. The equations of motion are described within the linear framework, which
allows considering the problem in the frequency domain. The latter, in turn, enables one to compute
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FIGURE 32.6 Model validation against a zig-zag sea trial data for a high-speed trimaran ferry.

wave-to-force and force-to-motion frequency response functions. The waves are described as realizations
of stationary stochastic processes. When the vessel frequency responses are combined with the wave
elevation power spectral density (PSD), one can compute the response, from which several statistics
of motion are derived. The approach just described is commonly used by naval architects to compare
different hull forms at a craft-design stage.

The frequency-domain models used in seakeeping theory provide valuable information for marine craft
motion control design. In this section, we discuss models for wave elevation, vessel frequency response
with particular parameterizations used in naval architecture, and time-domain simulations. Finally, we
discuss how the seakeeping models can be combined with maneuvering models for control system design.

32.4.1 Wave Environment

Ocean waves are random in both time and space. These characteristics are often summarized by the term
irregular in the marine literature. The stochastic description is, therefore, the most appropriate approach
to characterize them. The following simplifying assumption regarding the underlying stochastic model
are usually made: The observed sea surface elevation ζ(t), at a certain location and for short periods of time,
is considered a realization of a stationary and homogeneous zero mean Gaussian stochastic process. The
period for which ocean waves can be considered stationary can vary between 20 min and 3 h. For deep
water, wave elevation tends to present a Gaussian distribution, as the water becomes shallow nonlinear
effects dominate, and the waves become non-Gaussian (Ochi, 1998).

Under the stationary and Gaussian assumptions, the sea surface elevation is completely characterized
by its PSD Sζζ(ω), commonly referred to as the wave spectrum,

E[ζ(t)2] =
∫ ∞

0
Sζζ(ω) dω.

The wave spectrum can be estimated from data records. However, to study the response of marine
structures, a family of idealized spectra is commonly used. One commonly used family is the modified
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32-14 Control System Applications

Pierson-Moskowitz or International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) spectrum—which was recom-
mended by the ITTC in 1978:

Sζζ(ω)= A

ω5 exp

(−B

ω4

)
(m2s). (32.18)

The parameters A and B are given by

A=
173H2

1/3

T4
1

, B= 691

T4
1

,

where H1/3 is the significant wave height (average of the highest one third of the waves) and T1 is the
average wave period. These two parameters are referred to as long-term statistics. There are wave atlases
with scatter diagrams of H1/3 and T1 for specific locations on the globe and time of the year. Figure 32.7
shows a plot of the ITTC wave spectrum (Equation 32.18) for 4 m significant wave height and three
average wave periods. This type of spectrum is used to describe fully developed seas in deep water. For
a thorough introduction to the modeling of ocean waves see Ochi (1998), and for the models used in
marine craft motion control see Perez (2005).

When a marine craft is at rest, the frequency at which the waves excite the craft coincides with the wave
frequency; and thus, the previous description is valid. However, when the craft moves with a constant
forward speed U , the frequency observed from the craft differs from the wave frequency. The frequency
experienced by the craft is called the encounter frequency. The encounter frequency depends not only on
the speed of the craft, but also on the angle the waves approach:

ωe = ω− ω
2U

g
cos(χ). (32.19)

where, the encounter angle χ defines the sailing condition, namely,

• Following seas (χ= 0 or 360 deg)
• Quartering seas (0 < χ< 90 deg or 270 < χ< 360 deg)
• Beam seas (χ= 90 deg—port or 270 deg—starboard)
• Bow seas (90 < χ< 180 deg or 180 < χ< 270 deg)
• Head seas (χ= 180 deg)

The encounter frequency captures a Doppler effect. Figure 32.8 shows a schematic representation of
the transformation Equation 32.19. From this figure, we can see that when the vessel is sailing in bow or
head seas, the wave frequencies are mapped into higher frequencies. In beam seas, however, there is no
change and both ω and ωe are the same. In following and quartering seas, the situation becomes more
involved as different wave frequencies can be mapped into the same encounter frequency. In deep water,

0 0.5 1 1.5 2
ω (rad/s)

S ζ
ζ(ω

) (
m

2 s)

2.5 3 3.50
0.5

1
1.5

2
2.5

3
T1 = 7 s

Top of sea state 5 : H1/3 = 4 m

T1 = 9 s
T1 = 10 s

FIGURE 32.7 Example of ITTC PSD for the wave elevation and wave slope for H1/3 = 4 m and T1 = 7, 9 and 10 s.
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ω

FIGURE 32.8 Transformation from wave to encounter frequency under different sailing conditions for U fixed.

long waves travel faster than short waves. Hence, in following and quartering seas, long waves overtake
the vessel whereas short waves are overtaken by the vessel. Indeed, for 0 < ω<

g
U cos(χ) the waves overtake

the vessel. The wave frequency ω= g
U cos(χ) , at which ωe = 0, corresponds to the situation in which the

component of the craft velocity in the direction of wave propagation is the same as the wave celerity. In
this case, the wave pattern observed from the craft remains stationary and travels along with the craft.
Finally, for high-frequency waves, the encounter frequency is negative, meaning that the craft overtakes
the waves.

Since the power of any magnitude is invariant with respect to the reference frame from which it is
observed, for any PSD the following holds:

S(ωe) dωe = S(ω) dω.

From this, it follows that

S(ωe)= S(ω)
∣∣∣∣

dω

dωe

∣∣∣∣

= S(ω)
∣∣∣∣1−

2ωU

g
cos(χ)

∣∣∣∣

.

For beam seas, the transformation is trivial, that is since cos(π/2)= 0, then S(ωe)= S(ω). In bow seas,
the encounter spectrum is a spread version of the wave spectrum shifted toward higher frequencies. For
quartering and following seas the situation becomes complex since expression (Section 32.4.1) is singular
at ω̄w = g/(2U cosχ) where the denominator vanishes. This is an integrable singularity, and the variance
of the process remains the same in both wave- and encounter-frequency domains (Price and Bishop,
1974).

The motion of a marine craft in waves is the result of the wave excitation due to the varying distribution
of pressure on the hull. Therefore, the wave excitation, as well as the vessel response, will depend not
only on the characteristics of the waves—amplitude and frequency—but also on the sailing conditions:
encounter angle and speed. The wave spectrum, and thus the wave-induced forces can change significantly
with the sailing conditions for a given sea state. These changes have a significant bearing on control system
design.

32.4.2 Time-Domain Seakeeping Models

For simplicity, in this and the next section, we will only consider the case of zero forward speed and then
comment on the extensions to the forward speed case in Section 32.4.4.
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32-16 Control System Applications

For the zero-speed case, the models (32.3) and (32.7) can be linearized about the equilibrium point
(η̄= 0, ν̄= 0) and expressed as

δη̇= δν,

MRBδν̇= δτ,

where δη represents the generalized perturbation position-orientation vector and δν the generalized
perturbation body-fixed velocity vector.

For a vessel in waves, the generalized pressure force δτ vector can be separated into two components:

δτ= τrad + τexc .

The first component corresponds to the radiation forces arising from the change in momentum of the
fluid due to the oscillatory motion of the craft at the wave frequency. The radiation forces are the result
of the waves being radiated from the hull as a consequence of its motion. The excitation represents the
pressure forces due to the incoming waves. Both radiation and excitation forces in sinusoidal waves can
be studied using potential theory, that is, irrotational flow of an ideal fluid (Newman, 1977; Faltinsen,
1990).

In seakeeping theory, the forces are computed in a reference frame fixed to the equilibrium position of
the vessel—called equilibrium or seakeeping frame, to which we associate a coordinate system {s}. Hence,
the forces require a kinematic transformation. For the case where the seakeeping frame is stationary
relative to the local Earth frame {n} (zero speed case), these kinematic transformations can be neglected
under the small angle assumption. Then, for zero speed,

δη≈ η,

δν≈ ν,

δτ≈ τ.

Cummins (1962) studied the radiation hydrodynamic problem in an ideal fluid and found the following
representation for linear hydrodynamic forces:

τrad =−Ā ν̇−
∫ t

0
K(t− t′)ν(t′) dt′. (32.20)

The first term in Equation 32.20 represents forces due the accelerations of the structure, and Ā is the
constant positive-definite added mass matrix∗. The second term represents fluid-memory effects that
incorporate the energy dissipation due the radiated waves as a consequence of the motion of the vessel.
The kernel of the convolution term, K(t), is the matrix of retardation or memory functions (impulse
responses).

By renaming the variables, combining terms, and adding the hydrostatic restoring forces due to gravity
and buoyancy (τhs =−Gη), we obtain the Cummins Equation for zero forward speed:

(M+ Ā)ν̇+
∫ t

0
K(t− t′)ν(t′) dt′ +Gη= τexc . (32.21)

Equation 32.21 describes the motion of a vessel at zero speed for any wave excitation τexc(t) provided
the linearity assumption is satisfied. In the case of forward speed, additional linear terms appear in
Equation 32.21. This is further discussed in Section 32.4.4.

∗ Note that this added mass matrix is different than the one used in maneuvering—Section 32.3. We will explain the
difference in Section 32.4.4.
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32.4.3 Frequency-Domain Seakeeping Models

When Equation 32.21 is considered in the frequency domain, it can be expressed in the following form
(Newman, 1977; Faltinsen, 1990):

(−ω2[M+A(ω)]− jωB(ω)+G)η( jω)= τexc( jω), (32.22)

where η( jω) and τexc( jω) are the complex response and excitation variables:

ηi(t)= η̄i cos(ωt+ εi)=⇒ ηi( jω)= η̄i exp( jεi)

τi(t)= τ̄i cos(ωt+ εi)=⇒ τi( jω)= τ̄i exp( jεi).

The parameters A(ω) and B(ω) are the frequency-dependent added mass and damping respectively.
Equation 32.22 is also commonly written in a mixed frequency–time–domain form:

[M+A(ω)]η̈+B(ω)η̇+Gη= τexc . (32.23)

This unfortunate form is rooted deeply in the literature of marine hydrodynamics and the abuse of
notation of this false time-domain model has been discussed eloquently in the literature (Cummins,
1962). The reader is warned that Equation 32.23 is not a time-domain model, rather a different way or
writing Equation 32.22, which is a frequency response function. The corresponding time–domain model
is given by Equation 32.21.

Expression 32.22 provides the frequency response from force to displacement,

η( jω)= G( jω)τexc( jω),

that is,

G( jω)= [−ω2(MRB+A(ω))+ jωB(ω)+G]−1 =
⎡

⎢
⎣

G11( jω) · · · G16( jω)
...

...
G61( jω) · · · G66( jω)

⎤

⎥
⎦ .

Similarly, there exists a frequency response from wave elevation to wave-excitation force,

τexc( jω)= F( jω,χ) ζ( jω),

where χ is the angle at which the waves approach the vessel—see Section 32.4.1, and

F( jω,χ)= [
F1( jω,χ) · · · F6( jω,χ)

]T
.

The latter frequency response is known as the force response amplitude operator (FRAO) in the naval
architecture literature. By combining the above frequency responses we obtain the wave-to-motion fre-
quency response, which is known as the motion response amplitude operator (MRAO),

η( jω)=H( jω,χ)ζ( jω),

where
H( jω,χ)= G( jω) F( jω,χ).

Hydrodynamic codes based on potential theory are nowadays readily available for the computation of
the frequency-dependant added mass, A(ω), and potential damping, B(ω), and therefore the force and
motion RAO. These codes use information about hull geometry and weight distribution to compute the
coefficients and responses for finite set of frequencies.

If we combine the RAO with the wave spectrum, we can compute the force and motion spectra:

Sττ( jω)= |F( jω,χ)|2Sζζ( jω), (32.24)

Sηη( jω)= |H( jω,χ)|2Sζζ( jω). (32.25)

These spectra can be used to compute wave force and motion statistics and also the time series for
simulations.
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32-18 Control System Applications

32.4.4 Time-Domain Model Approximations

By taking the Fourier transform of Equation 32.21 and comparing it with Equation 32.22, it can be shown
that

A(ω)= Ā− 1

ω

∫ ∞

0
K(t) sin(ωt) dt,

B(ω)=
∫ ∞

0
K(t) cos(ωt) dt.

From these expressions, it follows

Ā= lim
ω→∞A(ω). (32.26)

Expression 32.26 indicates that Ā is the infinite-frequency added mass matrix. The models used for
maneuvering—see Section 32.3—are low-frequency models. Hence, the added mass MA in maneuvering
models is related to A(0) �= A(∞).

It also follows from the Fourier transform that

K( jω)= B(ω)+ jω[A(ω)− Ā]. (32.27)

As commented in the previous section, hydrodynamic codes can be used to compute A(ω), and
potential damping, B(ω) for a discrete set of frequencies. This information can be used together
with Equation 32.27 to obtain rational transfer functions that approximate the convolution integral
in Equation 32.21, that is

μ=
∫ t

0
K(t− t′)ν(t′) dt′ ≈ K(s) ⇔ ẋ = A′x+B′ ν

μ= C′x (32.28)

From potential theory, it can be shown (Perez and Fossen, 2008b) that

lim
ω→0

K( jω)= 0,

lim
ω→∞K( jω)= 0,

lim
t→0+

K(t) �= 0,

lim
t→∞K(t)= 0,

ν $→ μ is passive.

These properties translate into the following constraints on the rational approximations K̂ik(s)=
Pik(s)/Qik(s):

K̂ik(s) has a zero at s = 0, (32.29)

K̂ik(s) has relative degree 1, (32.30)

K̂ik(s) is stable, (32.31)

K̂ik(s) is at least of order 2, (32.32)

K̂ik(s) is positive real for i = k. (32.33)

The constraints (Equations 32.29 through 32.33) can be easily enforced if one performs the identifica-
tion in the frequency domain using the nonparametric data (Equation 32.27). Figure 32.9 shows the bow
half-hull of a semisubmersible offshore rig used to compute hydrodynamic data with the code WAMIT.
These data are part of a demo of the Marine Systems Simulator (MSS) available at www.marinecontrol.org.
Figure 32.10 shows the results of frequency-domain identification incorporating constraints for the cou-
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32-20 Control System Applications

plings 2-2 (sway-sway). The left-hand side plots show the magnitude and phase of the convolution
frequency response and the right-hand side plots show the potential damping added mass. For further
details about identification of radiation force models, see Perez and Fossen (2008a,b 2009).

Time-domain models can be obtained from Equation 32.21 and replacing the convolution by an
approximating LTI system Equation 32.28. This model, however, needs to be augmented with viscous
damping:

(M+ Ā) ν̇+Dvis ν+μ+G η= τexc , (32.34)

ẋ = A′x+B′ ν
μ= C′x.

(32.35)

Potential theory only gives the radiation damping, which reflects the energy carried away by the waves
that are generated as a consequence of craft motion—this is captured in the model by Equation 32.35.
The radiation damping is only a part of the total damping. Unfortunately, there are no empirical rules
to incorporate damping, except for the degree of freedom of roll (Ikeda, 2004). Hence, one needs to use
experimental data to compute such damping.

If the vessel has forward speed U , the seakeeping model becomes:

(M+ Ā) ν̇+Dvis ν+C∗ ν+D∗ ν+μ+G η= τexc , (32.36)

ẋ = A′x+B′ δν,
μ= C′x,

(32.37)

where C∗ and D∗ are linear additional damping and Coriolis-centripetal terms that appear due to for-
ward speed U and the kinematic transformation between the equilibrium frame in which the forces are
computed and the body frame. For further details, see Perez and Fossen (2007) and Fossen (2002).

32.4.5 Time-Domain Wave Excitation

In order to generate realizations of the wave-excitation forces, the spectrum (Equation 32.24) can be
used. Indeed, since the wave elevation is Gaussian and considered stationary, and the force response
being considered is linear, the response is also Gaussian and stationary. There are different approaches
to generate realizations from the spectrum. One approach consists of making a spectral factorization of
Equation 32.24 and approximating the realizations as filtered white noise. This approach is commonly
used in stochastic control theory. Another approach, commonly used in naval architecture, consists of
using a multisine signal. For example, for any component of τ, we can generate realizations via

τi(t)=
N∑

n=1

τ̄n cos(ωnt+ εn),

with N being sufficiently large, where τ̄n are constants, and the phases εn are independent identically
distributed random variables with uniform distribution in [0, 2π]. This choice of random phases ensures
that τi(t) is a Gaussian process, and for each realization of the phases, we obtain a realization of the
process (St Denis and Pierson, 1953).

The autocorrelation of the process for lag zero satisfies

∫ ∞

0
Sττ(ω) dω≈

N∑

n=1

τ̄2
n

2
,

from which we can take

τ̄n =
√

2Sττ(ω∗)Δω,

where ω∗ is chosen randomly within the interval [ωn− Δω
2 ,ωn+ Δω

2 ].
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FIGURE 32.11 Roll sway and yaw motion power spectral densities and time series of a navy vessel for beam seas at
15kts. The wave spectrum used is ITTC with Hs = 2.5 m and T = 7.5 s.

Note that this method can be used not only for wave forces but also for the wave elevation and for the
motion of the vessel itself. For example, Figure 32.11 shows the spectra of motion for roll, sway and yaw
of a navy vessel in a beam sea sailing condition, and also particular realizations of motion simulated using
the multisine. For further details, see Perez (2005).

32.5 Models for Maneuvering in a Seaway

There are applications in which it is necessary to consider models for maneuvering in waves. The hydro-
dynamic interactions in these situations are rather complex, and to date there is no theory that unifies
maneuvering and seakeeping. Models for control design and testing can be built in different ways depend-
ing on the data available. One can consider the following options:

1. Linear seakeeping model augmented with nonlinear damping terms.
2. Maneuvering model with wave force excitation (force superposition, input disturbance).
3. Maneuvering model with wave motion excitation (motion superposition, output disturbance).

The first option consists of using (Equations 32.36 through 32.35) and augmenting it with nonlinear
damping terms. This option is used when there is no data from the vessel other than the frequency
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32-22 Control System Applications

responses computed by the hydrodynamic codes—the viscous damping has to be added empirically. This
approach can give the control designer an initial model to start a design. Though the seakeeping model
is not for maneuvering, the Coriolis and centripetal terms will be incorrectly represented. Hence, one
should be aware of the validity of the model—only mild maneuver should be attempted with this model.

The second and third option can be used when a maneuvering model is available (Equations 32.14
and 32.15), which has been obtained from either model scale or full scale trials, and we also have access
to frequency responses computed by hydrodynamic codes. The frequency responses can be used in
conjunction with the adopted wave spectrum to compute either the force or the motion response spectra
(Equations 32.24 and 32.25), from which we can simulate realizations of either the wave-induced forces
or motion. Some of the literature argues that using force superposition is a more natural approach than
using motion superposition. However, the motion superposition model is more accurate in terms of
describing the wave-induced motion.

32.6 Design Aspects of Vehicle Motion Control Systems

In this section, we discuss aspects that are fundamental to marine system control design. We first look
at the observer design and the control allocation, and then describe the main characteristics of the most
common motion control problems.

32.6.1 Observers and Wave Filtering

As discussed in Section 32.1, the frequency of oscillations of the linear wave forces do not normally
affect the operational performance of vessels. Hence, controlling only low-frequency motion avoids
correcting the motion for every single wave, which can result in unacceptable operational conditions for
the propulsion system due to power consumption and potential wear of the actuators.

The control of only low-frequency motion is achieved by appropriate filtering of the wave-frequency
components from the position and heading measurements and estimated velocities before the signals are
passed on to the controller. This filtering process is known as wave filtering.

Early course-keeping autopilots used a proportional (P) controller with a deadband nonlinearity.
The deadband provided an effect similar to wave filtering since it delivered a null control action until
the control signals were large enough to be outside the deadband. The amount of deadband in the
autopilot could be changed, and this setting was called weather since the size of the deadband was
selected by the operator based on weather conditions. Other systems used lowpass and notch filters,
which introduced significant phase lag, and thus performance degradation when a high-gain control
is required. An alternative to traditional filtering consists of using a wave-induced motion model and
an observer to separate the wave motion from the low-frequency motion. This is depicted in the block
diagram shown in Figure 32.1.

The design of observers for positioning and course keeping is normally approached within the linear
framework by augmenting the model with an output disturbance model that represents the wave-induced
motion. Let us consider here the problem for positioning of surface vessels, that is, we consider maneu-
vering at low speed in the degrees of freedom of surge, sway, and yaw,

η= [N , E, ψ]T ,

ν= [u, v, r]T .

Because of the slow maneuvering assumption, the nonlinear damping and Coriolis and centripetal
terms in Equations 32.14 and 32.15 can be neglected; thus,

η̇= R(ψ) ν, (32.38)

(MRB+MA)ν̇+Dνrc = τctrl + τenv , (32.39)
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where the kinematic transformation reduces to a rotation matrix

R(ψ)=
⎡

⎣
cos (ψ) − sin (ψ) 0
sin (ψ) cos (ψ) 0

0 0 1

⎤

⎦ , R−1(ψ)= RT (ψ).

The model (Equations 32.38 through 32.39) is still nonlinear due to the kinematic transformation. As
discussed in Fossen (2002), this model can be linearized dynamically by introducing the vessel parallel
coordinates, which are defined in a reference frame fixed to the vessel with axes parallel to the Earth-fixed
reference frame. The vessel parallel position coordinates ηp are defined by using the transformation

ηp = RT (ψ)η, (32.40)

where ηp is the position-attitude vector expressed in body coordinates. For positioning control applica-

tions, rotation about the z-axis is often slow. Therefore, ṙ ≈ 0 and Ṙ(ψ)≈ 0 are good approximations.
Consequently, the time-derivative of Equation 32.40 leads to

η̇p = ṘT (ψ)η+RT (ψ)η̇,

= ṘT (ψ)η+RT (ψ)R(ψ)ν,

≈ ν.

(32.41)

Using the vessel parallel coordinates the kinematics are linearized,

η̇p = ν,

(MRB+MA)ν̇+Dνrc = τctrl + τenv .

The wave-frequency forces induce motion, and due to the linearity of the model, we can consider the
wave-induced motion as an output disturbance. This disturbance can be modeled as filtered white noise,

ξ̇= Awξ+Eww,

ηw = Cwξ,

which in transfer-function form results

ηw(s)=
⎡

⎣
Gxw(s) 0 0

0 Gyw(s) 0
0 0 Gψw(s)

⎤

⎦ w(s),

with

Giw(s)= ω2
i s

s2+ 2 ζi ωis+ω2
i

.

The low-frequency wave forces, wind, and the viscous component of the current forces, can all be
modeled as constant input disturbances. This leads to the following model,

ξ̇= Awξ+Eww1, (32.42)

η̇p = ν, (32.43)

(MRB+MA)ν̇+Dν= τctrl + b+w2. (32.44)

ḃ= w3, (32.45)

with measurement
ηtot = ηp+Cwξ+ n. (32.46)

The state-noises w1, w2, and w3 represent model uncertainty, and the noise n is due to measurement
instrumentation.
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By combining Equations 32.42 through 32.46 we obtain a state-space model of the form

ẋ = Ax+B τctrl +Eobsw,

ηtot = C x+ n,

where
x = [ξT , ηT

p , νT , bT ]T .

With this model one can design an observer, and estimate the state. Then pass to the controller only
low-frequency state variables, namely, ηp, ν, and b.

Figure 32.12 shows simulation data of a Kalman wave filter design for fishing vessel under positioning
control (Fossen and Perez, 2009). In this simulation, the wave filter is switched on 120 s after the vessel is
under positioning control. Then, at 200 s the vessel position is changed 10 m forward. Figure 32.12a shows
the measured and wave-filtered surge position. Figure 32.12b shows the measured and wave-filtered surge
velocity. Figure 32.12c shows the force generated by the controller. During the first 120 s, while the wave
filter is switched off, the wave-induced motion produces significant control action. Once the wave filter
is switched on, the control action at wave frequencies is reduced, which is the effect sought.
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FIGURE 32.12 Wave filter performance for a 15-m fishing vessel under positioning control. The wave filter is
switched on at 120 s.
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32.6.2 Control Allocation

In order to increase reliability, some marine vehicles are usually equipped with more actuators than the
minimum required to control the motion in the desired degrees of freedom. Then, the forces used to
control the motion can be produced by different combinations of the forces produced by the actuators.
This practice enables the vehicle to continue operation or to start a safe shutdown in case of an actuator
failure by reconfiguring the forces produced by the remaining actuators. Within this framework, the craft
motion control system is separated into two main components:

• Motion controller
• Control allocation mapping

This is depicted in the block diagram shown in Figure 32.1. The motion controller generates demands
for generalized forces in the degrees of freedom in which the vehicle is controlled. Since the motion
controller operates in terms of generalized forces, the control design and tuning can be done independently
of the actuator configuration to a certain extent. The control allocation mapping then transforms the
controller demands into individual actuator commands, such that the demanded generalized forces are
implemented.

Each actuator produces a bounded force vector; that is, a vector with a prescribed line of action and
point of application:

Ti ∈ Si , i = 1, 2, . . . , N .

Here N identifies the number of actuators. Figure 32.13 shows a schematic diagram of a vehicle with
four actuators.

The force vectors take values in the sets Si , which represent the constraints due to limited force
magnitude and direction that each actuator can produce at a particular time.

Due to the location of the actuators on the craft, the forces are mapped into the craft generalized forces
via a thrust configuration matrix,

τ= B(α) T,

where
α= [α1, . . . , αN ]T,

and
T= [|T1|, . . . , |TN |]T.

The control allocation problem can then be posed as a constrained optimization problem:

(T�, α�, s�)= arg min
T,α,s

V (T, α, α0, s) (32.47)

α3α1

α2

α4x

y

Vehicle
T3

T4

T2

T1

FIGURE 32.13 Vehicle actuator forces.
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subject to

B(α) T= τd − s (32.48)

Tmin ≤ T ≤ Tmax , (32.49)

ΔTmin ≤ T−T0 ≤ΔTmax , (32.50)

αmin ≤ α≤ αmax , (32.51)

Δαmin ≤ α−α0 ≤Δαmax , (32.52)

s ≥ 0. (32.53)

The scalar-valued objective function V (·, ·, ·, ·) in Equation 32.47 relates to the control effort and may
contain a barrier term that avoids singular actuator configurations, that is, the configurations in which
the capacity to generate forces in some degrees of freedom are lost. For example, if in the vessel depicted
in Figure 32.13 all the actuators direct their forces forward, then it is not possible to generate either side
force or a turning moment; hence this is a singular configuration (in this case, the thrust configuration
matrix loses rank).

The constraint (Equation 32.48) ensures that the desired generalized forces demanded by the controller,
τd , are implemented. The remaining constraints are related to magnitude and angle of the forces and also
their rates, which are set in terms of differences from given values T0 and α0.

Due to the limited authority of the actuators, that is, the constraints (Equations 32.49 through 32.52),
it may happen that the generalized force vector demanded by the controller is not feasible. To avoid
infeasibility of the optimization problem, the slack variable s is included in Equation 32.48 with the
constraint (Equation 32.53). If the demanded control vector is feasible, then s� = 0.

The above optimization problem is solved online at each sampling instant; hence, the values T0 and α0

correspond to the solution T� and α� obtained in the preceding sampling instant. For further details on
control allocation for marine vehicles, see Fossen et al. (2009) and references therein.

32.6.3 Overview of Vehicle Motion Control Problems

In the following we describe the main marine vehicle motion control problems and their characteristics.

32.6.3.1 Dynamic Positioning and Thruster-Assisted Position Mooring

Dynamic positioning refers to the use of the propulsion system to hold the vehicle’s position despite
environmental disturbances. For surface vessels, this problem involves horizontal position and heading
regulation. that is surge, sway, and yaw. This type of control problem is common in offshore vessels and
oil rigs. The objective is to control only the low-frequency motion. Therefore, the control system requires
wave filtering. Since offshore vessels perform critical operations, they are over-actuated. Therefore, the
controller generates generalized force commands and there is a control allocation mapping. The structure
of the controller often consists of a velocity and a position loop. The control design can be approached as
an optimal control problem for set point regulation. The implementation of the controller is done using
proportional-integral (PI) and proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controllers. In Section 32.7, we
provide an example. For underwater vehicles, the positioning problem extends to auto-depth. Since the
vertical plane motion is often decoupled from the horizontal plane motion and there are specific actuators
to control each type of motion, the two positioning problems can often be designed independently. In
a thruster-assisted position mooring, the propulsion system is used to compensate the mean loading on
mooring lines. This control problem is similar to that of dynamic positioning.

32.6.3.2 Autopilots

Autopilots used in surface and underwater vehicles are alike. Their degree of sophistication can vary
from simple course keeping to maneuvering control and can sense and avoid functionality. For surface
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vessels, the problem is considered in one degree of freedom (yaw) for a course autopilot controller,
but the guidance system takes into account the position as well as the heading angle. Typical controller
implementations consist of PID controllers with feedforward functionality. A turn rate loop is incorpo-
rated. The reason for it is that the designs should avoid direct PID control from heading angle since the
resulting loop transfer function would have a double integrator, and therefore a step response will always
overshoot. Autopilots for surface vessels do not normally require control allocation. Wave filtering is a
feature of autopilots for large ocean-crossing vessels, hence there is no rudder correction for every single
wave. Autopilots for maneuvering control require nonlinear control designs.

32.6.3.3 Ride Control

Ride control refers to the use of motion control to reduce the wave-induced motion in roll and pitch.
These control systems are characteristics of vessels that carry passengers and goods. Local accelerations
due to roll and pitch are the main causes of motion sickness, which can produce cargo damage, and
prevent the use of equipment on board. The control objectives are to reject the wave-frequency motion
without affecting the steering capability of the vessel. Since the spectrum or roll and pitch can vary
significantly with the sea state and sailing condition, the control systems often have to be adaptive to
maximize performance over a wide envelope of conditions. When combined roll and pitch control is
required, control allocation may be used as some of the specific actuators used can generate both pitch
and roll, such as T-foils, interceptors and trim flaps.

As a final general remark on control design, we should mention that the models of marine vehicles
present a significant degree of uncertainty, and the dynamic response changes with sea state, velocity,
wave direction, water depth, and other vessels in close proximity. Since vehicle motion follows physical
laws of energy, passivity-based control designs have been very successful. A controller designed such
that the stability depends only on dissipativity properties can result in closed-loop stability even under
large parametric uncertainty—even changes in model order may be tolerated provided that dissipativity
properties remain unchanged. For further details, see Fossen (2002). We next present two control design
examples.

32.7 Example Positioning Control of a Surface Vessel

We consider the positioning problem in the horizontal plane of a surface vessel, that is, the generalized
position, velocity, and force vectors are

η �

⎡

⎣
N
E
ψ

⎤

⎦ , ν �

⎡

⎣
u
v
r

⎤

⎦ , τ �

⎡

⎣
X
Y
N

⎤

⎦ ,

and the low-frequency control design model is given by

η̇p ≈ ν,

ν̇=M−1Dν+M−1(τctrl + τenv),

where M=MRB+MA.
The control system block diagram is shown in Figure 32.14. The measured generalized position vector,

thus, has a wave- and low-frequency component, which is transformed to vessel parallel coordinates,

ηpm = ηp,WF + ηp.

A wave-filter observer is used to estimate the low-frequency position and the velocity vector used
to implement the controller. The motion controller consists of a velocity loop implemented with a PI
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Vessel
dynamics
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RT(ψ)
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τpm ηm

ηd

υ̂, η̂p

ηp,d

τ η
u

FIGURE 32.14 Block diagram of a dynamic positioning control system.

controller and a position loop implemented with a P controller. The structure of the controller is illustrated
in the block diagram shown in Figure 32.15. This controller implements integral action for both position
and velocity, which rejects low-frequency force disturbances (Perez and Donaire, 2009).

32.7.1 Unconstrained Control Allocation

The force vectors produced by the actuators can be decomposed into rectangular coordinates (along the
longitudinal and transverse direction of the vessel) and combined into a single vector T,

T= [
TX1 TY1 TX2 TY2 . . . TXN TYN

]T
,

where N is the number of actuators. This vector is mapped into the generalized forces via the actuator
configuration matrix B (which for the sake of simplicity we had fixed):

τ= B T. (32.54)

Since T has more components than τ, there are different vectors T satisfying (Equation 32.54) a given
value of τ. In order to limit the number of solutions, one can pose the problem as an optimization problem,
for example,

T� = arg min
u

(TT WT)

subject to τd = BT.
(32.55)

The objective function TT WT is representative of the total energy or control effort, where W is a positive
definite matrix weighting the relative cost of using different actuators. Thus, the control allocation seeks

η̂p

τd

υ̂

ηp, d
P

– –
Pl

FIGURE 32.15 Proposed positioning controller.
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the solution that implements the desired generalized force τd whilst minimizing the control effort. As
shown in Fossen (2002), the solution of the above problem is given by

T� = B†τd , B† =W−1BT (BW−1BT )−1. (32.56)

Note that since B depends only on the location of the actuators on the vehicle, the right inverse B† can be
precomputed.

The optimization problem Equation 32.55 does not take into account the fact that the vector T must
belong to a constraint set due to the maximum force that the various actuators can produce. Adding
this constraint to Equation 32.55 requires on-line numerical optimization as discussed in Section 32.6.2,
and the solution (Equation 32.56) is no longer the optimal solution. An alternative to this approach
is to constrain the desired generalized force τd , such that the constraints on T are always satisfied. By
doing so, the force controller is also informed about reaching constraints, which prevents performance
degradation due to the combination of actuator saturation and integral action. This control method can
be implemented using multivariable anti-wind up techniques as discussed in the next section.

32.7.2 Constrained Control via Input Scaling

One of the key issues in control design for systems that require integral action and present a potential
for actuator saturation is that of an integrator windup. That is, if the actuators saturate and the integral
controller is not informed about the saturation, the integrators continue integrating the error signals
but the control action is not seen by the system. This often produces a degradation of performance in
terms of undesirable oscillations and even instability. Control schemes that deal with this effect are called
antiwindup schemes.

If a linear controller C(s) is in minimum phase and bi-proper (as in the case of a PI and PID con-
troller), then antiwindup can be achieved simply by implementation. Goodwin et al. (2001) proposed the
implementation shown in Figure 32.16. In this figure, Lim represents a saturation (magnitude, rate, or a
combination of both), and the gain

c∞ = lim
s→∞C(s).

Note that if the limitation is not active, the loop of Figure 32.16, reduces to the controller:

C(s)= [
I+ c∞

(
C(s)−1− c−1∞

)]−1
c∞.

When the limitation becomes active, it prevents the control signal τd from exceeding its limits, and the
constrained signal drives the states of the controller, which are all on the feedback path.

e

y

–

[I + c∞ (C(s)–1 – c∞
–1) ]–1c∞

Limc∞
τd

FIGURE 32.16 Block diagram of an anti-wind-up implementation of a strictly proper controller.
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The antiwindup scheme described above can be applied to the velocity PI controllers of the velocity
loops of the vehicle positioning controller:

Cvel(s)=
⎡

⎣
Cu(s) 0 0

0 Cv(s) 0
0 0 Cr(s)

⎤

⎦ ,

where, for i = u, v, r,

Ci(s)= Ki
p

Ti
I s+ 1

Ti
I s

.

In order to constrain τd we can construct a set Sτ, such that

τd ∈ Sτ ⇔ T ∈ ST .

One way of enforcing the constraint is by computing an unconstrained control τuc and then scaling it
down if it is outside the constraint set, that is,

τd =
{

τuc if τuc ∈ Sτ
γ τuc if τuc /∈ Sτ, γ< 1 : γ τuc ∈ ∂Sτ,

(32.57)

where ∂Sτ denotes the boundary of the set Sτ.
By scaling the vector τuc , we preserve its direction. By this way of limiting the control command, the

block Lim in Figure 32.16 can be replaced by

Lim≡ α(t) I.

In order to implement Equation 32.57, we need to compute τuc and then obtain γ. An algorithm to
evaluate Equation 32.57 is given in Perez and Donaire (2009).

In the above proposed control system, the constraint set of actuator forces due to the limited authority
of the actuators are mapped into a constraint set for the generalized forces. This approach results in
a constrained control design with a simple, unconstrained, control allocation problem. The stability of
the closed-loop system can be analytically proven by rearranging the closed-loop system with control
allocation into a Lure system and application of Lyapunov and passivity theories (Perez and Donaire,
2009).

32.7.3 Simulation Case Study

To illustrate the performance of the controller, we consider a model of an offshore vessel from Fossen
(2002), and we consider the actuator configuration depicted in Figure 32.13, that is,

• Two stern azimuth thrusters, which are set at angles of α1 = 135◦, and α2 = 225◦.
• One bow tunnel thruster, α3 = 90◦.
• One bow deployable azimuth thruster, which is fixed to provide force only along the longitudinal

axis of the vessel, α4 = 0◦.

Figure 32.17 shows the results of a simulation experiment, in which the vessel is in hold position
(regulation), then after 20 s we set a reference set-point change in surge, followed by a set point in sway,
and finally one in yaw. This figure shows the demanded and actual surge, sway, and yaw positions,
velocities and generalized forces. As we can see from this demanded and actual generalized forces, the
antiwindup scheme works such that the demands are feasible. Due to the saturation of the actuators, the
velocity demands cannot be followed. Figure 32.18 shows the corresponding forces of the four actuators.
As we can see from the latter figure, the forces remain within the constraints on the maximum force
magnitude. The control system presents a good performance despite the actuators reaching the saturation
levels due to the antiwindup implementation.
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FIGURE 32.17 Performance of vehicle position regulation controller with a position set point change.

32.8 Example: Course Keeping Autopilot for a Surface Vessel

The response in yaw rate due to a small deviation in the angle of a control actuator, such as a rudder or
the steering nozzle of a water jet, can be derived from Equation 32.13 by isolating the yaw motion, which
is given by

(Ib
zz −Nṙ)ṙ−Nrr = Nδδ,

where Ib
zz is the moment of inertia in yaw, Nṙ , Nr , and Nδ are hydrodynamic coefficients, r is the yaw rate,

and δ is the actuator angle (rudder or the steering nozzle of a water jet). This model, which is known as
the first-order Nomoto model, can be written as the transfer function

r(s)

δ(s)
= K

1+Ts
.

The time constant and low-frequency gain are given by

T = Ib
zz −Nṙ

−Nr
,

K =−Nδ
Nr

,

which can be estimated from trials in calm water.
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FIGURE 32.18 Actuator forces for a vehicle change in position.

Using the motion superposition assumption, as in the case of positioning control design, we model
low-frequency environmental disturbances with a bias moment term in the equation of motion. Then,
the state-space model can be written as

ψ̇= r,

ṙ =− 1

T
r+ 1

m
τN+ b,

ḃ= 0,

where m= Izz −Nṙ and

τN =m
K

T
δ= Nδ δ

denotes the control yaw moment.
For autopilot control, it is common to design a PID controller with feedforward from wind and a

smooth time-varying reference signal ψd(t) according to

τN(s)=−τ̂wind +m

(
ṙd − 1

T
rd

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
τFF

−m

(
Kpψ̃+Kdr̃+Ki

∫ t

0
ψ̃(τ)dτ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
τPID

, (32.58)

where τN is the controller yaw moment and τFF is a feedforward term using the reference signal rd = ψ̇d .
The heading and yaw rate errors are denoted by ψ̃=ψ−ψd and r̃ = r− rd , respectively. The control
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gains Kp, Kd , and Ki must be chosen such that the third-order linear error dynamics

˙̃r+
(

1

T
+Kd

)
r̃+Kpψ̃+Ki

∫ t

0
ψ̃(τ)dτ= 0

are asymtotically stable. The control law (Equation 32.58) depends on the wind-yaw moment estimate
τ̂wind , which is used as a feedforward term. This accelerates the response of the autopilot to changes in
wind direction and intensity. The wind-yaw moment is modeled as

τ̂wind = 1

2
ρaU2

rwALw LoaCNw (γrw), (32.59)

where ρa is the air density, Urw and γrw are the speed and direction of the wind relative to the vessel, Loa

is the overall length of the vessel, and ALw is a characteristic area exposed to the wind, and CNw (γw) is a
yaw moment wind coefficient. The uncertainty in Equation 32.59 has a low-frequency content, which is
compensated by the integral action of the controller (Fossen, 2002). The rudder command is computed
from the control input τN as

δ= 1

Nδ
τN.
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FIGURE 32.19 Performance of a wave filter for heading autopilot for a mariner cargo ship; (a) the true low-frequency
heading ψ and Kalman filter estimate ψ̂; (b) the true low-frequency heading rate r and its Kalman filter estimate r̂;
(c) the wave-frequency component of the heading ψw and its Kalman filter estimate ψ̂w . The Kalman filter uses
measurements of the sum of low- and wave-frequency heading and estimates these states and the rate using a model
of the vessel and a model of the wave-induced motion.
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FIGURE 32.20 Performance of a heading autopilot for a mariner cargo ship with a wave filter; (a) the time series
of the desired heading ψd and the actual vessel heading ψ; (b) the rudder angle δ. As the low-frequency estimates of
the heading angle and rate produced by the Kalman filter alone are passed to the controller, the motion of the rudder
does not respond to the wave motion, and thus the wave filtering is achieved.

In order to implement the control law, both ψ and r are needed. Most of the marine crafts have only
compass measurements ψ, and thus the turning rate r must be estimated. In addition, it is necessary to
perform wave filtering such that the oscillatory wave-induced motions are avoided in the feedback loop.

To illustrate the performance of a course keeping autopilot with wave filtering, we consider the case
of an autopilot application taken from the MSS (MSS, 2010). This simulation package implemented in
MATLAB� and Simulink� provides models of vessels and a library of simulink blocks for heading
autopilot control system design and blocks for a Kalmanfilter-based wave filter from heading-only mea-
surements. The vessel considered is a 160-m mariner class vessel. From the step tests performed on the
nonlinear model, a first-order Nomoto model (Equation 32.8) is identified. Figures 32.19 and 32.20 show
the performance of the wave filter. Figure 32.19a and b show the true low-frequency heading angle and
rate together with the Kalman filter estimates. Figure 32.19c shows the first-order wave-induced heading
angle component and its estimate. Figure 32.20 shows the performance of the control loop. Figure 32.20a
shows the desired and the actual heading angle of the controlled vessel. Figure 32.20b depicts the rudder
angle. In this figure, we can appreciate the effect of the wave filtering since the rudder angle has no motion
at the wave frequency.

32.9 Conclusion

Marine craft perform operations that require tight motion control. During the past three decades, there has
been an increasing demand for higher accuracy and reliability of marine craft motion control systems.
Today, these control systems are an enabling factor for single and multicraft marine operations. This
chapter provides an overview of the main aspects of marine craft motion control systems and their
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designs. In particular, we discuss the architecture of the control system, the functionality of its main
components, the characteristics of environmental disturbances and their influence on control objectives,
and the essential aspects of modeling and motion control design. For further details on marine craft
motion control, see Fossen (2002) and Perez (2005).
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33.1 Introduction

The most common use of feedback control is regulation. By using sensors that monitor the plant, and
suitably altering its inputs, the controller regulates the plant outputs around their desired values. A
more dramatic application of feedback control is stabilization. A plant that is prone to instability can be
stabilized using a feedback controller by utilizing online information from the plant outputs and altering
key inputs into the plant. Nowhere is this more apparent than in continuous combustion processes and
impinging flows.

Continuous combustion processes are typically found in gas turbine engines and high-speed propulsion
devices, where fuel and air are mixed and burned to produce thrust. In the process of enhancing the
system performance, several turbine manufacturers noticed that the pressure levels reached alarmingly
large levels, accompanied by humming or buzzing sounds and large vibrations [1]. The fact that several
such incidents were independently reported illustrated the fact that this was not an isolated incident but
something that is endemic to the system itself.

This instability phenomenon exhibited by the combustion processes has a long history, starting
in the nineteenth century, when a number of independent studies revealed that sound of consider-
able amplitude can be generated when a gas flame is placed inside a large tube, leading to what has
become colloquially known as “dancing” or “singing” flames and to Rayleigh’s famous criterion [2].
Rayleigh hypothesized that this instability is due to an unstable dynamic coupling between the heat
release emanating from the combustion process and pressure in the combustion chamber. Rayleigh’s
criterion has, over the years, served as an important analytical tool to predict potentially damaging
interactions in combustor designs. As the Wall Street article [1] shows, modern combustion systems
exhibit the same phenomenon, indicating that this is very much a “current” problem, exhibited in a
wide range of combustion processes including lean premixed combustors [3], ramjet engines [4], and
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33-2 Control System Applications

pulsed combustors [5]. These are used for low emissions, high-speed propulsion, and flexible operations,
respectively.

Active control of combustion processes has been used in reducing pressure oscillations and pollutant
formation, increasing combustion intensity and heat transfer rates, and operating combustors beyond
their natural flammability limits (see [6] and references therein). Active control is promising due to a
number of reasons: (1) it can be used to overcome some of the tradeoffs inherent in current combustion
technology, such as reduced pressure oscillations accompanied by increased pollutant formation; (2)
passive control has been shown to be inadequate as the operating conditions change; (3) actuators such
as acoustic drivers and dynamic fuel injectors, which provide means of modulating key variables in the
combustion process, as well as fast and accurate sensors such as pressure transducers, radiometers, and
photodiodes are becoming available; and (4) active controllers consume a small fraction of the power
generated in the system and hence are viable for commercial use.

The second class of flows that exhibit unstable behavior pertains to impinging jets. Due to the inter-
actions of the acoustics with shear flow instability, resonances occur and manifest once again as large and
sustained pressure oscillations. This instability phenomenon has a long history as well, and is viewed as
an example of an edge tone that occurs any time a flow encounters a flat edge, thereby causing acoustic
reflections which lead to a feedback loop and consequently, resonant behavior [2,7].

This class of impinging jet flows is similar to the first in that both flows produce resonances in terms
of amplified pressure oscillations, and in that, in both cases, resonances are produced due to feedback
interactions. There is, however, a distinct difference between the two, which is in terms of their control.
While in the first case, active closed-loop control effectively removes the resonance, in the second case,
the same is not possible due to the very large magnitude of the resonance frequencies.

Despite these distinctions, similar to the combustion processes, active control has been shown to be
highly effective in stabilizing the impinging jets as well. Faced by difficulties in modeling using physics-
based principles, system-identification based models have been derived and shown to lead to effective
control designs. Due to bandwidth constraints, open-loop rather than closed-loop controllers have been
proposed, with the controllers introducing frequencies that are much lower than the dominant natural
frequencies of the system. The results show a dramatic reduction in the acoustic resonances using a very
small fraction of the system energy.

In what follows, both classes of flows, their unstable oscillations, and their active control will be
discussed. Section 33.2 addresses combustion dynamics and their control, while Section 33.3 addresses
impinging jets and their control.

33.2 Combustion Oscillations

The unstable oscillations that will be discussed in this article are in pressure, and as such, are acoustic in
nature. An oscillation of pressure transmitted through a medium is essentially a travelling acoustic wave
from one point to another, composed of frequencies within the range of hearing (∼20–20,000 Hz, for
human), and hence produces sound. A related unit of pressure measurement is decibels, and is defined
with respect to a reference value as

SPL(dB)= 20 log10

(
prms/pref

)

where SPL denotes sound pressure level, prms is the root-mean-square of the measured pressure p, and
pref is a reference pressure. A common choice for pref = 20μPa, whereμPa denotes micro-Pascals, when
measured in air, and is considered to be the threshold of human hearing. Throughout this chapter, we
refer to a system as being unstable if the sound produced can be heard above the ambient noise, and a
system as being stable if the sound level is at or below the ambient noise level.
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Control of Unstable Oscillations in Flows 33-3

33.2.1 Feedback Mechanism: A Pendulum Analogy

We begin with a model of pressure wave oscillations in a duct, which can be represented as a simple
harmonic motion. Denoting the pressure component that deviates from a nominal value as p, the pressure
oscillations can be described as

p̈+ω2p= 0 (33.1)

where ω is the oscillation frequency and is normally determined by the geometry of the duct and its
boundary conditions. Equation 33.1 is often referred to as the wave equation. In a combustion system,
there are additional inputs into this wave equation. The simplest example of such an input is an unsteady
heat-release rate, q. The presence of such a q modifies (Equation 33.1) as [8]

p̈+ω2p= q̇ (33.2)

The additional twist in this problem is that this heat release rate q is not an independent quantity but
rather depends on p itself. In some cases, the flame in the combustor is such that the corresponding q is
of the form

q= kp (33.3)

where k is a constant that depends on the nature of the mechanism that anchors the flame in the
combustion chamber. Equations 33.2 and 33.3 result in a feedback system of the form shown in Figure 33.1.
It follows that the closed-loop transfer function is given by

Gcl(s)= 1

s2− ks+ω2

It is therefore clear that the resulting system has growing acoustic oscillations if k > 0. That is, if the
heat-release rate is in phase with the unsteady pressure, then the system exhibits instability; conversely, if
the heat-release rate is out of phase with the unsteady pressure, then the system is stable with the acoustic
oscillations decaying down to zero. This observation was made as early as 1785 by several researchers
including Lord Rayleigh, who says in his treatise on the Theory of Sound [2], that “If heat be given to the
air at the moment of greatest condensation, or be taken from it at the moment of greatest rarefaction,
the vibration is encouraged. On the other hand, if heat be given at the moment of greatest rarefaction, or
abstracted at the moment of greatest condensation, the vibration is discouraged.” The actual relationship
between pressure and heat release is however not a simple gain as in Equation 33.3 but significantly
more complex, and is spatio-temporal in nature. The underlying mechanisms are, in addition, numerous,
difficult to determine, and stem from the dynamics of a reactive flow. The complexity is a function of
the combustor geometry, the inlet conditions, the flow velocity, the fuel mixture, and the mechanism
used to anchor the flame in the combustor. Systematic progress however is being made in this area and
surprisingly simple models are shown to be sufficient for the purpose of designing active control strategies
in some cases. These are discussed in further detail in the following section.

Acoustics
p

q
Heat

release

FIGURE 33.1 Schematic representation of the combustion dynamics.
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33-4 Control System Applications

33.2.2 A Dynamic Model of the Combustion Oscillations

One can derive a more detailed combustion model of a one-dimensional duct of length L which is assumed
to have a concentrated heat release at a single location xf produced by a flame which corresponds to a
well-defined surface with unburnt reactants on one side and fully burnt product on the other side. This is
of the form [9,10]

η̈i + 2ζωiη̇i +ω2
i ηi = biq̇ (33.4)

q̇= d0u+ d1(uτf (t))+ d2(φτf (t))+ d3φ(t)+ d4φ̇(t) (33.5)

φ=
n∑

i=1

giηi(t− τc) (33.6)

u=
n∑

i=1

ciη̇i + θa0q (33.7)

p= p
n∑

i=1

cciηi , (33.8)

where p is the main output variable of interest and denotes the perturbed pressure at a location xs which
lies between 0 and L, q is the heat release rate per unit area, ηi and η̇i , i = 1, . . . , n are the state variables
and correspond to the n dominant modal amplitudes, u and φ correspond to the perturbed velocity and
equivalence ratio at the combustion zone and denote two dominant coupling variables between acoustics
and the heat release rate, and

xτ(t)
1=

∫ t

t−τ
x(ζ) dζ.

The parameters in Equations 33.4 through 33.8 are constants and denote the following: ζ represents

the passive damping ratio in the combustor, ωi = kic, bi = γaoψi(xf )/E, ci = dψ
dx (xf ) 1

γk2
i

, gi = dψ
dx (xs)

φ
ρu ,

E = ∫ L
0 ψ

2
i (x)dx, ψi(x)= sin(kix+φi0), i = 1, . . . , n. a0 = γ− 1/(γp), θ represents the combined effects

of the flow velocity both behind and ahead of the flame, L denotes the length of the combustor duct,
ki and φi0 are determined from the boundary conditions, xf and xs denote the location of the flame
and sensor, respectively, di , i = 1, . . . , 4, depend on various flame parameters, physical constants such as
density, burning velocity, and nominal flow velocity, γ denotes the specific heat, τf denotes the flame
propagation delay, τc = L/u, u denotes the nominal velocity, cci =ψi(xs), and p denotes the nominal
pressure.

Equations 33.4 through 33.7 then determine the underlying uncontrolled combustion system, with
state variables ηi , η̇i , i = 1, . . . , n, and an output p, which has been shown to exhibit instability for certain
parameter values and certain time delays τf and τc at all locations x ∈ (0, L).

33.2.2.1 Models of Actuated Combustors

Active control of combustion instability is typically achieved through flow-modulating devices such as
fuel injectors and loudspeakers, where the former has the dominant effect of additional mass flow, which
results in additional heat release, and the latter introduces additional velocity, which impacts on both
acoustics and heat release. Below we present both the models of actuated combustors and the models of
the actuators.

The impact of an acoustic actuator whose diaphragm velocity, vc , denotes the control input, is given
by [11]:

η̈i + 2ζ0ωηi +ω2
i ηi = bi

.
q+bci v̇c (33.9)
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Control of Unstable Oscillations in Flows 33-5

y =
n∑

i=1

cciηi , (33.10)

.
q=

n∑

i=1

(
gf ci

.
ηi + kaoαrvc

)
, (33.11)

where y = p/p, the normalized unsteady pressure component, xa is the location of the actuator, kao = 0
if xa > xf and unity otherwise; bci = γαr

E ψi(xa); gf is determined by the heat release rate per unit mass of
the mixture and the flame stabilization mechanism. In Equation 33.11, no equivalence ratio perturbations
are assumed to be present, and τf is negligible.

If the quantity added is fuel, in addition to the mass flow, heat input is introduced as well, since it
changes the equivalence ratio. Defining the corresponding input as

φc = ṁ′c
ṁaφ0

,

where ṁa is the mean air mass flow rate and φ0 is the fuel-to-air ratio at stoichiometry, it can be shown
that when only φ′-perturbations are present, the heat release dynamics in Equation 33.5 is altered as

.
q= d2(φτf (t)+φcτf

(t− τco))+ d3(φ+φc(t− τco))+ d4(φ̇+ φ̇c(t− τco)),

where τco = Lc/u and Lc is the distance between the burning plane and the location of the fuel injector.
If the heat release dynamics are only due to φ′-perturbations, for a single-mode model, the overall
combustion model is of the form

η̈+ 2ζωη̇+ω2η− βη(t− τc)= kcφ̇c(t− τco). (33.12)

Equations 33.9 through 33.12 represent two different examples of combustion systems together with a
control input in their simplest form.

An alternative approach to modeling the pressure perturbations is to characterize one-dimensional
pressure perturbations as waves that are reflected by boundary conditions at the upstream and down-
stream ends with a certain reflection coefficient. This leads to a different description than those mentioned
above, whose structure consists of a number of propagation delays of the reflected and outgoing waves.
The readers are referred to [12,13] for further details. The same has been used for several successful active
control implementations as well [7].

33.2.2.2 Nonlinear Mechanisms

Nonlinear features are abundant in a combustion process. The most dominant of these is a limit-cycle
behavior that is exhibited by almost all the variables in the process, including pressure, velocity, and heat
release. The typical dynamic response of any of these variables consists of a divergent set of oscillations
that transition to a sustained periodic signal, which is almost sinusoidal in nature. Several speculations
have been made regarding mechanisms responsible for such a behavior. Nonlinearities in the heat-
release dynamics have been noted in [3,12,14–16], whereas nonlinearities in acoustics are claimed to
be responsible for these limit cycles in [17–19]. For a more detailed discussion of nonlinear models,
see [20].

The presence of limit cycles suggests the obvious presence of bifurcations. A key parameter that appears
to induce these bifurcations is the mean equivalence ratio, φ. Two distinct ranges of φ appear to be of
interest, depending on the application. In ramjet engines and afterburners, instability appears to result
close to stoichiometry, which is then followed by a Hopf bifurcation. In engines with strict emission
requirements, as one attempts to burn lean, a “blow-out” limit is reached that once again is accompanied
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33-6 Control System Applications

by these bifurcations. In many of these cases, more than one limit cycle is encountered [16], suggesting
the presence of both sub- and supercritical bifurcations.

Finally, in [16,21–23], hysteresis mechanisms have been observed and discussed. The parameters in
question are the mean equivalence ratio and the mean inlet velocity. In [21], keeping other parameters
constant as φ is increased steadily and then decreased, the behavior at the same value changes from
instability to stability, and a drastic change in the flame structure is observed at some of these instances.
In [21] and [23], it is shown that once such a mechanism is present, appropriate use of it can be made in
designing active control strategies to reduce the amplitude of oscillations.

33.2.3 Control of Combustion Oscillations

33.2.3.1 Control Methods

We now address the control of the first class of flows that exhibit resonances, whose dynamics was
discussed in the preceding section. Early approaches used in this field for control was an empirical one
and deployed the use of a phase-shift. The basic idea of this controller is to measure the pressure, add an
appropriate phase, and generate a signal that is equal and opposite to the actual pressure, and therefore
attempt to cancel out the oscillations. Since the undesirable pressure oscillations often occur at a few, if
not a single, frequency, the phase shift controller includes a filter in addition to the actual phase-shift
action and some amplification. The phase-shift action is implemented in many cases as a pure time
delay whose value is adjusted manually, by trial and error, until the oscillations are reduced. While this
strategy is quite successful in some cases, often secondary peaks are generated due to the control action,
thereby compromising the maximum damping that is achievable. If more than one frequency is present,
the control design seems to prove quite challenging. In what follows, we describe model-based control
approaches that have been successfully implemented in a range of rigs.

The first point to note when it comes to active control is that since the system is required to add damping,
P or PI control is not adequate. Some phase-compensation is needed in order to obtain stability. Also,
the system is high-dimensional, and very few system measurements are possible. It should also be kept in
mind that the available control authority is limited. All of this makes an optimal control based on a linear
quadratic Gaussian (LQG) very suitable for its control. Given the myriad sources of delay in the system,
a control approach based on time delay is attractive as well. Finally, the varied sources of uncertainties
behove an adaptive solution as well. These control methods are discussed below.

33.2.3.1.1 Linear Optimal Control

Since the goal is to reduce the pressure oscillations as quickly as possible for a given actuator with a certain
control authority, a linear control strategy that seeks to minimize a cost function that is of the form

J =
∫ ∞

0

(
p2+ ρu2

c

)
dt (33.13)

where uc is the control input from either a speaker or a fuel-injector and ρ is chosen so as to represent the
available control effort, is found to be quite suitable for this problem. The model in Equations 33.9 through
33.11 can then be used to determine the control input uc as a function of the pressure measurements and
the model parameters. To minimize the effect of modeling uncertainty, an LQG- loop-transfer recovery
(LTR) control procedure [24] can be used so that the estimator minimizes the effect of the modeling error
by representing the latter as a fictitious Gaussian noise. This controller has been implemented in several
rigs, and some of the results are briefly described in the section on active combustion control practice.

An alternative control procedure is based on the H∞ approach, which ensures that desired measures of
stability robustness and performance specified in the frequency domain are achieved. These specifications
are given as desired shapes for closed-loop transfer functions between selected groups of exogenous inputs
and controlled outputs. For example, robust stability usually requires the appropriate closed-loop transfer
function to be small at high frequencies, as the size of uncertainty is large there. Since H∞-optimal control
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Control of Unstable Oscillations in Flows 33-7

leads to all-pass closed-loop transfer functions, the H∞ control problem is formulated using frequency-
weighted transfer functions. This method has also been applied for combustion instability using models
that are based on a wave-approach in [25] and models of the form Equations 33.9 through 33.11 in [26]
and led to satisfactory pressure reduction.

Note that both of the above methods either neglect the effects of time delay or use Pade approximants to
represent time-delay effects using a finite-dimensional model, which restricts the domain of applicability
of these controllers to systems where the delay is small.

33.2.3.1.2 Time-Delay Control

When time delays are large, it is efficacious to use control methods that explicitly include time delays
in their design. Simple phase-lead control strategies that make optimal use of actuator locations can be
used [27] to either cancel out or minimize the delay effects in some cases. A more general strategy is
the Posicast controller based on the Smith predictor [28–30]. The idea behind this control strategy is
to forecast the future output using the system model and use this in turn to stabilize the system. The
controller structure is given by

ω̇1 =Λ0ω1+ �uc(t− τ)
ω̇2 =Λ0ω2+ �p(t)

uc = θT
1ω1+ θT

2ω2+ u1(t)

u1(t)=
0∫

−τ

n∑

i=1

αie
−βiσu(t+ σ) dσ, (33.14)

where uc is the control input, p is the pressure measurement, ω1 and ω2 are the state estimates of the
complete combustion system, n is the order of the system, u1 corresponds to the output prediction, Λ0

is an n× n stable matrix, (Λ0, �) is controllable, and θ1, θ2, αi , and βi are the controller parameters. The
reader is referred to [27,31,32], for further details regarding the stability and robustness properties and
experimental and numerical results of the closed-loop performance.

33.2.3.1.3 Adaptive Time-Delay Control

As shown in the section on time-delay control, the presence of delay can be accommodated by adding
a signal to the control input that attempts to anticipate the effects of the delay. The same approach can
be adopted in an adaptive controller as well. The structure of the controller is of the same form as in
Equation 33.14, but the parameters θ1 and θ2 are adjusted online and u1 is chosen as

u1 = λT
(t)u(t)

θ̇(t)=−y(t)ω(t− τ),

where θ= [θT
1 , θT

2 ,λ
T ]T ; ω= [ωT

1 ,ωT
2 , uT ]T ; ui , the ith element of the vector u(t), is the ith sample of

u(t) in the interval [t− τ, t), i = 1, . . . , p; and p is chosen to be small enough so that the sampling error in
the realization of u1 is small. The stability of the above controller is discussed in [32]. A controller whose
order depended on the relative degree of the plant rather than its own order was developed in [13] and
successfully implemented on a benchtop combustor in [31].

33.2.3.2 Control Demonstrations

The first successful demonstration of active combustion control occurred in 1983 when, using a Rijke
tube (an organ pipe driven into resonance using a heat source) and a loudspeaker and a microphone as an
actuator-sensor pair, Dines [33] demonstrated that a 40 dB reduction can be achieved in the heat-induced
noise. Since then, this technology has grown considerably and has been studied in the context of a number
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33-8 Control System Applications

of laboratory-scale (1–100 kW), medium-scale (100–500 kW), and large-scale rigs (1 MW and above). In
this section, examples of these studies are presented. The examples are chosen to illustrate the wide variety
of combustors studied, such as rigs with varied configurations, different kinds of feed delivery, various
boundary conditions, and operating conditions that range from lean burning to burning near stoichiom-
etry. Although most of these examples have used model-based control strategies that were presented
earlier, a few experimental results that used empirical strategies are also included for comparison.

33.2.3.2.1 Laminar Tube Combustors

Pressure oscillations in several tube-combustors have been controlled successfully since 1984 using empir-
ical control strategies, whereas in [26,31,34], model-based controllers were used. A system-identification-
based model was used in [34], while physically based models as in Equations 33.9 through 33.11 and
those based on a wave approach were used in [26] and [31], respectively. A comparative study between
empirical and model-based controllers was carried out in [26] and is briefly described below. The com-
bustion chamber is a 5.3 cm diameter, 47 cm long tube closed at the upstream end, and open at the
downstream end. The flame was anchored on a perforated disc with 80 holes fixed 26 cm from upstream
end, with several ports included for mounting actuators and sensors. A condensor microphone was used
as the sensor, and a 0.2 W loudspeaker was used as an actuator, whose parameters were determined using
system-identification methods. The inlet temperatures were at ambient values. Measurements on the test
rig were recorded using a Keithley MetraByte DAS-1801AO data acquisition and control board with a
maximum sampling frequency of 300 KHz. Most experiments were conducted with an equivalence ratio
between 0.69 and 0.74 and an airflow rate of 333 mL/s (0.38 g/s), which corresponded to an unstable
operating condition without control (equivalence ratios of less than 0.69 corresponded to a stable oper-
ating point). The flow rate was varied between 267 and 400 mL/s, and the power of the combustor was
0.831 kW. The unstable frequency of the combustion process was found to be 470 Hz. Using the models
in Equations 33.9 through 33.11, LQG-LTR and H∞ strategies were designed and implemented on a
Pentium PC with a sampling frequency of 10 kHZ. A 50 dB pressure reduction with a fast settling time
was achieved with the former using a peak electrical power of 3 mW (see Figure 33.2). In contrast, it was
observed that the phase-shift controller resulted in a 20 to 30 dB pressure reduction and often resulted in
secondary peaks.

In [31], model-based adaptive controllers listed in the section “Adaptive Control” were implemented
on a tube combustor, where it was observed that the adaptive time-delay controller outperformed the
others when the time delay was about four times the acoustic time constant and a 40% uncertainty was
introduced in the unstable frequency by increasing the tube length.

Time (ms)

Control on

p 
(P

a)

200

100

0

–100

–200
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

FIGURE 33.2 Pressure response using the laminar 1 kW combustor. The figure shows the linear instability over the
first 80 ms, followed by the nonlinear limit-cycle behavior. The controller is turned on at 300 ms, which results in a
settling time of about 40 ms. (Adapted from A. Annaswamy et al., IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology,
vol. 8, no. 6, pp. 905–918, November 2000.)
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FIGURE 33.3 Schematic representation of a dump combustor.

33.2.3.2.2 Dump Combustor

A dump combustor that mimics realistic ramjet operating conditions was constructed in [35] to evaluate
the effect of model-based control on combustion dynamics at a high Mach number. The combustor
consisted of a 1.6 in. circular pipe expanding into a square dump whose height and length are 4 and 24
in., respectively (see Figure 33.3 for a schematic representation of the dump combustor). Ethylene was
premixed with the air 1 m upstream of the dump plane. Actuation was accomplished by four secondary
fuel injectors located at the dump plane, oriented 45◦ from the combustor axis pointing downstream.
Liquid ethanol is used in the secondary fuel stream at flow rate of 0.6 g/s which is less that 10% of the
main fuel. The Mach number of the inlet flow was set at 0.3 so as to mimic realistic ramjet operating
conditions. A pressure sensor was located 2 in. downstream from the dump plane actuator.

The combustor showed strong instability for an equivalence ratio of φ> 0.72. The level of instability
is 3 psi in rms pressure with more than 170 dB at 250 Hz which corresponds to the quarter wave mode of
the combustor, as shown in Figure 33.4. For φ< 0.72, the combustor was stable, and the transition from
stable to unstable combustion was observed to be sudden.
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No control
Open loop
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FIGURE 33.4 Pressure spectrum without control, with forcing at 250 Hz, phase-shift control and optimal control
at φ= 0.8 and Ma= 0.3.
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33-10 Control System Applications

A system-identification based model was developed using injector and pressure signals as an input and
output, respectively. A sine sweep signal from 200 to 360 Hz was supplied to the injector and corresponding
pressure signal was recorded using a data acquisition board.

It was observed that an LQG-LTR controller was most suitable for reducing the oscillations. An oper-
ating condition corresponding to an equivalence ratio of 0.8 and Ma= 0.3 was chosen to implement the
active controller. The LQG-LTR controller resulted in pressure reduction of 30 dB shown in Figure 33.4.
To test whether the control can be used in a wide range, the overall equivalence ratio was varied from 0.8 to
0.92. It was observed that the optimal controller could suppress pressure oscillations up to at least φ= 0.9.
A noteworthy fact is that without active control, the maximum achievable equivalence ratio was φ= 0.72.

33.2.3.2.3 Large-Scale Rigs

The best example of demonstrating the active control technology in a large-scale industrial rig is that of
a Siemens AG 94.3A 260 MW ring combustor. This study indicates the feasibility, the gains that can be
obtained using active control, the hardware and software needed to implement the technology, and the
state of maturation of the technology in the context of combustion control.

A 260 MW heavy-duty gas turbine developed by Siemens AG Power Generation was shown to use active
combustion control successfully in suppressing pressure oscillations. Judiciously combined with passive
measures, pressure reductions on the order of 15–20 dB were obtained at a range of loading conditions.
The first set of results related to this rig was reported in 1997 [36], followed by [37], which documents
further improvements to the control design (see Figures 33.5 and 33.6 for a schematic representation and
the response due to active control, respectively).

Currently, this design has been installed in 13 turbines. The field-leading installation was implemented
in January 1999, has been operating for more than 6000 h, and continues to demonstrate the long-term
reliability of the active control system.

The active control system in the Siemens combustor consists of modulation of the pilot gas supply
using a Moog direct-drive valve, which has a bandwidth of about 420 Hz and can withstand ambient
temperatures of about 120◦C. A piezoelectric pressure transducer was used as a sensor. Similar burners,

Burner

Ring combustion
chamber (cutaway

view across the
gas turbineaxis)

Valve 1

Valve 13

–1

Sensor 1

Control
loop 1

FIGURE 33.5 A schematic representation of the 260 MW heavy-duty gas turbine. The original version of this figure
has been published by the Research and Technology Organization, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (RTO/NATO)
in MP-51, “Active Control Technology for Enhanced Performance Operation Capabilities of Military Aircraft, Land
Vehicles, and Sea Vehicles” in March 2001. (Adapted from J. Hermann et al., NATO RTO/AVT Symposium on Active
Control Technology for Enhanced Performance in Land, Air, and Sea Vehicles, Braunschweig, Germany, May 2000.)
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FIGURE 33.6 The impact of active control in the 260 MW heavy-duty gas turbine. The original version of this figure
has been published by the Research and Technology Organization, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (RTO/NATO)
in MP-51, “Active Control Technology for Enhanced Performance Operation Capabilities of Military Aircraft, Land
Vehicles, and Sea Vehicles” in March 2001. (Adapted from J. Hermann et al., NATO RTO/AVT Symposium on Active
Control Technology for Enhanced Performance in Land, Air, and Sea Vehicles, Braunschweig, Germany, May 2000.)

each equipped with a pilot system, were actively controlled using different control loops. Each control loop
modulated two valves, which in turn controlled two burners located diametrically opposite of each other.
The feedline system was designed so as to amplify the control authority at the unstable frequencies where
active control was most needed. The turbines actively controlled ranges from 233 to 267 MW. Additional
passive measures were combined with the active control strategy to increase the pressure reduction.

Although the details of the control strategy are proprietary, the descriptions of the active control
strategy reported show that it was based on a phase-shift idea; the control signal was generated using the
pressure measurement, to which a time delay was added and appropriately tuned. Initial versions of the
controller reported in [36] were capable of adding this delay only at a single frequency; currently, however,
their algorithm allows the simultaneous phase addition at any two frequencies of oscillation [37].

The above study illustrates that under realistic conditions of temperature and pressure in a large-scale
rig and a high-power output, active control can be implemented successfully. It shows that significant
improvement can be obtained using this technology, leading to considerable savings. The fact that the rig
has been operational for about 6000 h attests to the reliability and longevity of the proposed technology.

33.3 Impinging Jets

We now consider a second class of flows that exhibits resonances, which is an impinging jet. Similar
to the previous class of combustion systems, here too, the underlying phenomenon is one of growing
amplitudes of the unsteady pressure, and is caused through feedback interactions. In what follows, we
present the details of these interactions and a dynamic model that encapsulates them. Unlike combustion
systems, finding the requisite actuator that is capable of affecting the underlying flow processes in a
dynamic manner is shown to be a significantly more challenging task. In addition, unlike the combustion
systems, the control of resonances in impinging jets is enabled not through closed-loop control methods
but through open-loop. In the subsequent sections, the actuator, the experimental results that illustrate
the control of impinging jets, as well as a dynamic model that explains the underlying principle behind
how the control is achieved using the actuator are described.
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FIGURE 33.7 A block diagram of the physics-based feedback model of the supersonic impinging jet. p denotes the
pressure perturbation close to the ground.

33.3.1 Feedback Mechanism

In addition to resonances in combustors which have thermally excited flow, acoustic resonances have their
origin in the instability of several other fluid motions. One of these motions is in the context of impinging
high-speed jets which correspond to high-speed jets that impinge on a hard surface. Experienced by
Short Take Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) aircraft while hovering in close proximity to the ground,
impinging tones, which are discrete, high-amplitude acoustic tones, are produced due to interactions
between high speed jets emanating from the STOVL aircraft nozzle and the ground [38]. These feedback
interactions occur thus: Instability waves are generated by the acoustic excitation of the shear layer near the
nozzle exit, which then convect down and evolve into spatially coherent structures. Upon impinging on
the ground, the instability waves excite the waves of neutral acoustic modes of the jet, which in turn excite
the shear layer at the nozzle exit, thereby closing the feedback loop. The high-amplitude impinging tones
are undesirable not only due to the associated high ambient noise, but also because of the accompanied
highly unsteady pressure loads on the ground plane and on nearby surfaces. While the high noise levels
can lead to structural fatigue of the aircraft surfaces in the vicinity of the nozzles, the high dynamic loads
on the impingement surface can lead to an increased erosion of the landing surface as well as a dramatic
lift-loss during hover.

The underlying mechanisms and their feedback interactions are shown in Figure 33.7, which consist of a
feedforward mechanism pertaining to noise generation due to the impingement of the large-scale vortical
structure on the ground that is reflected back to the nozzle, and a feedback mechanism that corresponds
to the generation of shear layer instability produced at the nozzle exit due to the acoustic excitation. The
feedforward process can be modeled as the impingement of the large scale vortical structure on the wall
by viewing it as a head-on collision of two identical vortices [39]. Unlike the feedforward process, the
generation of shear layer instability at the nozzle exit and its response to acoustic excitation is significantly
more difficult to model. Therefore instead of using the underlying physics, a system identification based
model of the above feedback loop was derived.

33.3.2 A Dynamic Model

In this section, a low-order lumped parameter model structure is used to represent the dynamics of
acoustic resonances in an impinging jet. This model structure has two blocks that represent the two dom-
inant components of shear-layer dynamics and acoustics, which interact, as mentioned before, through
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FIGURE 33.8 A block diagram of a system-identification based feedback model of the supersonic impinging jet
in the uncontrolled case. Feedback loop with (a) the dominant mechanisms, and (b) the corresponding transfer
functions.

feedback (Figure 33.8). In this figure, Pshear denotes the perturbations in the pressure near the nozzle
exit and acts as an input to the shear-layer dynamics. The shear layer in turn responds to these acoustic
perturbations whose response in turn is convected down, leading to Pground , which denotes the pressure
perturbations on the ground plane. The resulting acoustics is reflected by the ground, travels upwards
toward the nozzle, and is measured as Pmic . Since the objective is to capture the most dominant dynamics
exhibited by the impinging jets, the smallest set of mechanisms that correspond to both the acoustics and
the shear-layer dynamics is retained in this model. Since the dominant role of the acoustics appears to
be one of convection, the transfer function between Pground and Pmic is modeled as that due to a pure
time delay, e−τas as, where τa = h/Ca is the time taken for the reflected acoustic wave to travel from
the ground to the nozzle exit, h is the distance between ground and lift plate, and Ca is the velocity of
the acoustic wave. The shear-layer dynamics is decomposed into two parts, where the first represents the
response of the shear layer to the pressure perturbations at the nozzle, with a transfer function Gshear(s),
and the second represents the convection of the shear-layer wave from the nozzle to the ground, with
a transfer function G2(s). Again, since the dominant role of the latter is convective lag, we model G2(s)
as a time-delay e−τvs, where τv = h/Cv represents the convective time-delay between the nozzle and the
ground, and Cv is convective velocity of the large-scale vortical structure. From the operating conditions,
Cv is given by

Cv = 1

h

∫ h

0
C(ξ) dξ

where C(ξ) denotes the convective velocity of the large scale vortical structure at a height ξ. Particle image
velocimetry studies indicate that this is about 52% of the speed of the main jet [38]. Therefore, for a given
height h, τa and τv can be easily calculated. The resulting closed-loop system with the corresponding
transfer functions is illustrated in Figure 33.8b.

The remaining and most complex component that produces acoustic resonances in impinging jets is
Gshear(s) since it encapsulates the primary cause of the amplification. This amplification occurs at the
nozzle, and is due to factors such as the shear-layer thickness, acoustic intensity of the propagating wave,
and primary jet velocity, and occurs at certain preferred frequencies. Hence, we represent Gshear(s) to be

Gshear(s)=
Nmode∑

i=1

Ki

s2+ 2ζiωis+ω2
i

(33.15)
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33-14 Control System Applications

where ζi is the damping ratio, ωi is the natural frequency, and Ki is the amplitude of the ith mode,
respectively. The number Nmode depends on the frequencies that are dominant, and respond to input
excitation. As will be justified later, we essentially choose Nmode = 2, where the first frequency corresponds
to the largest peak at a staging mode [38,40], and the second being a low frequency peak. While the former
is clearly a dominant peak and therefore needs to be retained, the latter is not obvious in the uncontrolled
response. However, it appears that this mode is excited in the presence of a control input, which is
discussed in detail in the next section, and hence, we include it in our model. A noise input N is added at
the input, which represents all other input excitations that exist at other frequencies including broadband
noise effects. This results in an overall loop transfer function from N to Pmic , which corresponds to the
pressure measurement at the sensor location, of the form

Gclosed(s)= Gshear(s)e−sT

1−Gshear(s)e−sT
(33.16)

where T = τa+ τv and represents the transfer function of the impinging jet resonance in the uncontrolled
case. It should be noted that a feedback model similar to that suggested in Figure 33.8 was introduced in
Rowley et al. [41] in the context of cavity tones.

The different parameters of the model described above are determined in the following manner. Based
on Figure 33.9, ω1 is set to the dominant frequency of 4.6 kHz. As will be shown in the next section,
the flow responds at a very low frequency of 10 Hz in the presence of control, and hence ω2 is set to
be 10 Hz. The noise input N is determined from PIV measurements of the velocity distribution at the
nozzle exit. We denote h as the height of the lift plate from the ground and d as the diameter of the jet
nozzle at the exit. The remaining parameters Ki and ζi in Equation 33.15 are chosen by minimizing the
peak response in pressure from the closed-loop model in equation and experimentally observed values
at a given height h. At a height of h/d = 3.5, it was observed that K1 = 2.45E+ 06, K2 = 475, ζ1 = 0.001,
and ζ2 = 0.1. Because parameters Ki , ζi are determined from corresponding actual physical variables,
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FIGURE 33.9 Spectral plot of the pressure response from the uncontrolled flow of the supersonic impinging jet, at
operating conditions h/d = 3.5, NPR = 3.7.
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phenomena such as shear-layer modification and spreading of the acoustic wave front, which is derived
from shear-layer interaction mechanism, are interpreted by the lumped parameter transfer function.

33.3.3 Control of Impinging Tones

33.3.3.1 Actuator: A Supersonic Microjet

As mentioned in the introduction, impinging jets exhibit pronounced acoustic resonances due to the
combined action of intrinsic instabilities in the flow and feedback action resulting from ground reflections.
Using the STOVL facility, the acoustic resonances were recreated, an instance of which is illustrated in
Figure 33.9, where the impinging tones are depicted. The response shown in Figure 33.9 corresponds to
an operating condition where h/d = 3.5, where h is the height of the lift plate from the ground plate.
The figure clearly shows the resonances, and a dominant natural frequency at 4.6 kHz and its harmonics.
Similar resonances are exhibited in the impinging flow field for a range of heights. In order to represent
the total noise produced by a scalar measure, a metric denoted as overall sound pressure level (OASPL)
is calculated, which is defined as [42]

OASPL(p)= 20 log10

(
Prms/Pref

)
(33.17)

where Prms = limT→∞
√

1
T

∫ T
0 p(t)2 dt, and Pref = 20μPa. The OASPL that corresponds to h/d = 3.5

to 6 is shown in Figure 33.11. Figures 33.9 through 33.11 show that acoustic resonances in impinging jets
are significant, appear to have nonlinear components, and persist at all operating conditions.

As mentioned earlier, the main cause of the acoustic resonances is a feedback loop, which gets closed
by the acoustic wave travelling up to the nozzle. In order to interrupt the shear layer in a most efficient
manner, a circular array of microjets was used as actuators. Due to their small size which is of the order of
a few hundred microns in diameter, these microjets can be optimally distributed along the circumference
and can also be introduced on-demand. In [43], it was shown that when microjets are introduced at a
constant flow rate at the nozzle exit, the impinging tones were either significantly reduced or completely
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FIGURE 33.10 Spectral plot of the pressure response from the uncontrolled flow, for h/d = 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, and 6.0
NPR = 3.7.
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FIGURE 33.11 OASPL of the pressure response from the uncontrolled flow as a function of h/d, at NPR = 3.7.

eliminated. It was also observed that the amount of suppression is dependent on the operating conditions
to a large extent.

33.3.3.2 Pulsed Microjets

In order to maintain a uniform reduction across all operating points in an efficient manner, steady
microjet injection was replaced by microjets that were pulsed. The pulsing was accomplished by placing
a rotating cap at the exit of the microjet (see Figure 33.12). Several alternate candidates were explored,
and it was found that the maximum impact on the flow resulted using the rotating cap since it altered the
flow at the nozzle exit [44,45]. This cap consists of several teeth which block and unblock the microjet
holes as the cap rotates, simulating an on–off microjet action when spun with a motor. The bandwidth of
the resulting actuation is limited to the speed of the motor.

The effect of the pulsed microjets was varied by changing the parameters of the pulsed flow such as
amplitude, frequency, duty-cycle, and phase. The pulsing amplitude is directly proportional to the supply
pressure delivered to the microjet chamber, while pulsing frequency is solely controlled by the rotation
speed of the cap. Therefore, these two parameters can be easily and electronically varied by changing the
microjet pressure and the motor speed. The duty cycle and the phase, on the other hand, depends on the
design of the rotating cap and requires a mechanical design procedure. For example, if dc is the duty cycle

Rotating cap

FIGURE 33.12 A schematic representation of the pulsing actuator. In the indicated position, the microjets are
unblocked. With a clockwise turn, the cap geometry is such that the microjets are blocked, which simulates a pulsing
action.
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Main jet (d) Hold (dh) Microjet

FIGURE 33.13 Pulsed microjet configuration, indicating the lift-plate and a magnified view, to illustrate the diam-
eters of the microjets and teeth of the rotating cap. A total of 16 microjets were used in all experiments reported in
this chapter.

of pulsing, which is the ratio of the valve opening time to pulsing period, then

dc = 100

(
Nhdh

πd

)
(%) (33.18)

where d is the main jet diameter, dh is the diameter of hole in the rotating cap (see Figure 33.13), and
Nh is the number of holes in the rotating cap. This implies that the duty cycle is changed by varying the
number and diameter of holes of the rotating cap. If the number of holes in the rotating cap is the same
as that of microjets, all microjets pulse synchronously.

33.3.3.3 Results Using Pulsed Microjets

Of all the parameters, it was found that the noise reduction was affected mainly by varying the frequency
of pulsing. Spinning the rotating cap over a range of frequencies from 60 to 150 Hz was found to produce
a noise reduction over the entire range. While the amount of noise reduction was independent of this
frequency range, when we decreased the pulsing frequency below 60 Hz, it was observed that an additional
noise reduction was possible at low frequencies around 20 Hz. In repeated trials, an additional 1–2 dB
reduction was always achieved by low frequency pulsing injection. Figure 33.14 indicates, for instance, the
reductions obtained in two independent trials, denoted as Tests 1 and 2. This is in significant contrast to
high-frequency excitation-based actuation used in other flow control applications [46]. Such a dominant
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FIGURE 33.14 The OASPL reduction obtained using the pulsed microjet as a function of different pulsing frequen-
cies in two independent tests, Test 1 and Test 2. The corresponding dc = 56%, and h/d = 3.5.
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response suggests that the system response at this frequency is due to a linear effect rather than a nonlinear
effect due to harmonics. Hence, we chose a model as described in Equations 33.15 and 33.16 to describe
the response of the uncontrolled jet withω2 corresponding to this low frequency. The question that arises
then is if the uncontrolled system exhibits a peak at a low frequency in the range of 10–50 Hz. This is
examined below.

In almost all investigations of the impinging jets, the spectral plot of the uncontrolled impinging jet
noise is distinguished by a dominant peak ∼4.6 kHz which corresponds to the impinging tone (shown
in Figure 33.15b). However, Figure 33.15a, which is the spectral plot of low-frequency band, shows a
moderate peak also at a low-frequency of 1–10 Hz. The corresponding resolution of this plot was 2 Hz
which ensured that no aliasing effects were present. Peaks in the low-frequency region were also observed
at other locations such as near the lift and ground plate as well as in the far-field region. This proves
that the low frequency peak is not due to experimental errors but a meaningful mode that should be
considered for model construction, and hence justifies the model developed earlier.

33.3.3.3.1 A Systems Model for the Control of Impinging Jets

We note from Figures 33.14 and 33.16 that the pulsed microjet injection not only excites the low frequency
but also leads to a reduction of the amplitude at the high frequency and its harmonics. Such a reduction
is possible only through one of two effects, one of which is damping, while the other is a reduction of
the input excitation at this frequency. The former case requires the introduction of a control input at the
same frequency but with a different phase. This was clearly not the case in the pulsed microjet actuator,
since the frequency of its operation was not only small but about one-hundredth of the natural frequency
of the system. This implies that the mechanism of pulsing microjet-injection leading to noise reduction
could be due to a modification of the input amplitude at different frequencies. That is, we model the
effects of the pulsed microjet-control, via a transfer function Gf (s). Given that the control input is at
a frequency which is significantly smaller than the natural frequency, and since it can be viewed as a
constant, compared to the timescales of the dominant variables of the impinging jet-flow, we model the
actuation input into Gf (s) as a parameter, rather than a time-varying input. That is, the impact of control
is represented as

Pint = Gf (s, θ)Pshear , θ= f (φu) (33.19)

where φu corresponds to the parameters of the pulsing microjet whose velocity is u, and θ represents the
parameters of Gf (s) (see Figure 33.17). This model becomes nonlinear if f is nonlinear with respect to φu.
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FIGURE 33.15 Spectral plot of the pressure responses of the uncontrolled flow in (a) the low-frequency region,
(b) the high-frequency region, at h/d = 3.5, NPR = 3.7; f1 and f2 denote the dominant natural frequencies of the
uncontrolled system.
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FIGURE 33.16 Experimental pressure responses obtained using the pulsing actuator at different duty cycles; (a)
dc = 42%, (b) dc = 74%. The pulsing frequency was chosen to be f = 121 Hz. Both the OASPL and SPL are indicated
in the figures.

In order to motivate the control model in Equation 33.19, we examine its input, Pshear , and output, Pint

in more detail. The input Pshear , represents the acoustic input at the nozzle from the reflected acoustics
after impingement. The output Pint represents the effect of pulsed injection which modifies Pshear . This
output in turn excites the shear layer that is formed and convects down. The results shown in Figure 33.16
clearly indicate that Pmic varies significantly due to the action of the pulsed microjets, and since they vary
the flowfield primarily around the nozzle, their impact can be modeled as a variation of the incoming

N ++

f
ϕu θ

Gshear,c (s)

Gshear (s) e–sTGf (s, θ)

Pulsed microjet
injection

pshear

Pmic

pint

FIGURE 33.17 A nonlinear control model of the pulsed-microjet control of the impinging jets.
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pressure field Pshear as in Equation 33.19. In particular, their primary impact is a variation in the amount
of excitation that Pshear contains at the two dominant frequencies ω1 and ω2, which can be expressed
compactly via a change in θ. In the absence of any microjet injection, it therefore follows that the transfer
function Gf (s, θ)= 1. In what follows, for ease of notation, we omit the argument θ.

The problem that remains is the determination of how Gf (s) varies as a function of the different pulsing
parameters such as frequency, amplitude, and phase. This is an extremely challenging task due to many
reasons. First, Gf (s) is a subcomponent of the overall system, and Gshear(s), by and large, is unknown.
Second, we note that at any time, Pmic is the only sensor that can be measured. This is due to the fact that
Pshear cannot be measured since the rotating cap that generates the pulsed microjet-injection precludes
the location of any sensors near the nozzle exit. We therefore determine Gf (s) in the following manner.

We note from Figures 33.8 and 33.17 that the predominant effect of the pulsed microjet injec-
tion is to lead to a reduced excitation of the dominant frequency. This implies that if we denote
Gshear,c(s)= Gf (s)Gshear(s) that Gshear,c is essentially of the form

Gshear,c(s)=
Nmode∑

i=1

Ki,c

s2+ 2ζi,cωis+ω2
i

(33.20)

where Ki,c and ζi,c are different from Ki and ζi , for i = 1, 2. The corresponding closed-loop system, denoted
as Gclosed,c(s) is given by

Gclosed,c(s)= Gshear,c(s)e−sT

1−Gshear,c(s)e−sT
. (33.21)

The parameters Ki,c and ζi,c are then determined exactly in the same manner as in the uncontrolled case,
by matching the experimental response of Pmic and the response of the closed-loop system Gclosed,c(s) for
the noise input N as in the uncontrolled case. From Gshear,c and Gshear(s), Gf (s) is determined as

Gf (s)= Gshear,c(s)G−1
shear(s) � Z1(s)

Z2(s)
(33.22)

The parameter θ in Equation 33.19 therefore corresponds to the coefficients of Z1(s) and Z2(s).
We validate the above model as well as determine the structure of the mapping f in Equation 33.19

below. At a height of h/d = 3.5 and NPR = 3.7, the values Ki,c and ζi,c obtained for steady and pulsed-
injection with pulsing parameters dc = 54% and Psupply = 100 psig, for pulsing frequencies 10.8 Hz,
16.4 Hz, 21.6 Hz, and 118 Hz are indicated in Table 33.1. The resulting responses Pmic for all these
cases were obtained in a single experimental run, and hence can be compared to the same baseline case.
We note that in the uncontrolled case, K1,c = K1 and K2,c = K2. It was found that the control gains Ki,c

and ζi,c varied very little with the pulsing frequency above 60 Hz. The mapping f in Equation 33.19 is
determined therefore by the relation between the second column, an element of φu, and seventh column,
which represent elements of θ, in Table 33.1, and can be seen to be nonlinear. It is interesting to note that

TABLE 33.1 Ki,c and ζi,c for different pulsing parameters. The high-frequency mode (ω1)= 4.6 kHz,

the low frequency mode (ω2)= 10 Hz

fp (Hz) K1,c K2,c ζ1,c ζ2,c Zeros of Gf (s) Poles of Gf (s)

No control 2.45E+ 06 475 0.001 0.1

Steady injection 2.33E+ 06 480 0.001 0.1 −6.29± 418.14j −6.29± 405.93j

Pulsed injection 118.0 2.30E+ 06 481 0.001 0.1 −6.29± 450.60j −6.29± 405.93j

Pulsed injection 21.6 1.8E+ 06 460 0.001 0.1 −6.29± 464.70j −6.29± 405.93j

Pulsed injection 16.4 1.8E+ 06 465 0.001 0.1 −6.29± 646.17j −6.29± 405.93j

Pulsed injection 10.8 1.85E+ 06 470 0.001 0.1 −6.29± 463.36j −6.29± 405.93j
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variations in the pulsing frequency have a negligible effect on the poles of Gf (s). The parameters Ki,c and
ζi,c corresponding to the duty-cycle dc = 76% are not included in Table 33.1 since it needed the installa-
tion of a different rotating cap thereby necessitating a different experimental run with a different baseline
response. However, a similar table could be constructed at that duty-cycle as well, with the parameters
determined in the same manner as the pulsing frequency varied, using data in a single experimental run.

We now examine Pint obtained with pulsed and steady injection, and compare it with the uncontrolled
case. Figure 33.18 illustrates that the uncontrolled system produces an input excitation Pshear (equal to Pint

in this case), which has a large amplitude at the impinging frequency of 4.6 kHz. Relatively speaking, with
a pulsed microjet, the input Pshear , which is now modified due to the presence of the pulsed microjet action
as Pint , has a much smaller amplitude at the same frequency. It should also be noted from Figure 33.18d
and f that the pulsed microjet increases the input amplitude at the lower frequency. However, due to the
fact that the overall flow field is such that the lower frequency has a much higher damping, the pressure
response at this frequency is not increased despite the increase at the input. This could be the reason for
the effective noise reduction due to the pulsed microjet.

For comparison, the effect of a steady microjet is also modeled using the same transfer functions, the
results of which are illustrated in Figures 33.18b and e. A comparison of Figures 33.18d–f shows two facts;
first, the same input-shaping effect as in the pulsed microjet is exhibited in the steady microjet in that the
input excitation at a higher frequency of 4.6 kHz is lowered (by 5 dB) and is increased (by 5 dB) at a lower
frequency of 50 Hz. In contrast, with pulsed injection, the input excitation at 4.6 kHz is lowered by 20 dB,
and increased by 18 dB at 50 Hz. This could be the reason for the noise reduction in the pulsed injection
case to be greater than that in the steady case. These discussions also indicate that the parameter θ in
Equation 33.19 needs to be chosen such that the output Pint of Gf (s, θ) has a redistributed frequency
response, with reduced amplitudes at the dominant impinging tones.

The above implies that an optimal pulsed microjet injection is one that perhaps reduces the excitation
at around 4.6 kHz even further and increases the amplitude correspondingly at the lower frequency of
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33-22 Control System Applications

50 Hz. Denoting the transfer function of the corresponding controller as Gf ,optimal(s, θ∗), where θ∗ was
computed as follows. Defining

Gshear,optimal(s)=
Nmode∑

i=1

Ki,optimal

s2+ 2ζi,optimalωis+ω2
i

(33.23)

the gains Ki,optimal and ζi,optimal were adjusted until the corresponding Pint displayed a frequency response
similar to Figure 33.18f with the amplitude at 4.6 kHz decreased by about 30 dB, and at 50 Hz increased by
25 dB. It should be noted that the 30 dB increase and the 25 dB decrease were somewhat arbitrary choices
and represented a desirable, yet feasible, performance that can be expected from the controlled impinging
jet. The corresponding Gf ,optimal(s, θ∗) was computed as

Gf ,optimal(s, θ∗)= Gshear,optimal(s)G−1
shear(s).

The corresponding parameters were given by K1,optimal = 0.7E+ 06, K2,optimal = 700, ζ1,optimal = 0.001,
and ζ2,optimal = 0.1. The associated zeros and poles of this transfer function are shown in Figure 33.20.
The corresponding Pmic that can be achieved with such a Pint is shown in Figure 33.19a which illustrates a
better reduction of the resonances compared to that in Figures 33.18a–c. The remaining problem then is
to determine f , the mapping between the pulsing velocity and θ∗ so that the performance in Figure 33.19
can be experimentally achieved using f −1(θ∗). This is currently under investigation.
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FIGURE 33.19 Spectral plots of (a) Pmic and (b) the corresponding Pint for the case of an optimal pulsed actuator.
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34.1 Introduction

Air conditioning and refrigeration (AC&R) systems are ubiquitous in modern society since they perform
the key engineering function of transporting thermal energy from one physical location to another. In
doing so, they are able to change the condition of a defined spatial environment to prescribe a particular
temperature and humidity. While this may seem to be a simple task, it has had tremendous impact on
the way we live and work. It is safe to say that nearly all people in the developed countries have interacted
with AC&R systems throughout their lives. Whether traveling in an air-conditioned car or using products
produced in an air-conditioned factory, there are very few people who have not had their lives touched
by this valuable technology. Two key examples, buildings and refrigerated transport, give more detail as
to the impact level of these systems on our society.

Buildings are a dominant mode of energy usage in the world today. As illustrated in Figure 34.1, they
comprise over 1/3 of the total energy used in the United States [1]. Additionally, their carbon footprint is
similarly high, accounting for greater carbon emissions than the transportation sector [2]. The heating,
ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems within these buildings are one of the major sources
of the energy consumed, as illustrated in Figure 34.1. In fact, HVAC systems use in the residential and
commercial sectors alone consumes 20% of all energy in the United States [1], and AC&R systems are the
largest contributors to peak electrical demand on the grid [3]. Proper control of these systems is essential to
minimize energy usage while maintaining occupant comfort. Occupant comfort is particularly important

34-1
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FIGURE 34.1 U.S. energy use within buildings. (Adapted from Buildings Energy Data Book 2008. Also,
http://buildingsdatabook.eere.energy.gov.).

since people spend more than 90% of their lives inside the buildings whose interiors are conditioned by
these systems. In addition, other valuable systems, such as computer servers, reside within buildings and
must be thermally controlled.

In addition to their significant energy usage, AC&R systems have tremendous societal impact. As
evidence, AC&R has been identified as one of the 20 great engineering achievements of the twentieth
century [5]. AC&R enabled a decoupling of food production from population centers by allowing food
to be produced geospatially disparately from where it would be consumed. AC&R provided the means
for perishable food to be safely transported over long distances, something unavailable at the start of the
twentieth century. Cities and suburbs could grow without needing to have agriculture nearby to sustain
them, radically altering the national landscape. Simultaneously, AC&R enabled domestic food storage,
which allowed a relatively large separation in time between when food was purchased and when it was
consumed in residences. This very greatly influenced societal flexibility that by the end of the twentieth
century, the market penetration for AC&R in residences was over 99.5%. No other technology could claim
this level of ubiquity.

This chapter will illustrate the underlying phenomena governing the behavior of the basic thermo-
dynamic cycle for AC&R systems as well as the role that control systems play in their performance. The
remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. An overview of the fundamental operation of AC&R
systems is given in Section 34.2. This covers the basic components as well as the control objectives.
Section 34.3 illustrates the system dynamics of the components that comprise a typical AC&R system.
This section also identifies some of the control challenges that are associated with system nonlinearities.
Section 34.4 gives an overview of typical approaches to meet the control objectives outlined in Section
34.2. These would be the most common types of controllers available at present. Section 34.5 discusses
some of the more advanced control strategies that have been demonstrated on AC&R systems. A brief set
of concluding remarks is given in Section 34.6.

34.2 AC&R Fundamentals

A typical AC&R system in operation is shown in Figure 34.2. Here a refrigeration unit is attached to the
cargo compartment of a trailer as it transports perishable food. Figure 34.2b gives a detailed view of the
AC&R unit that conditions the space within the trailer.
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FIGURE 34.2 (a) AC&R unit on a trailer and (b) standalone AC&R unit. (Courtesy: Thermo King Corp.)

The schematic representation of the AC&R system shown in Figure 34.2 is given in Figure 34.3 which
shows several components interconnected to form a complete system. The ambient side of the system
rejects hot air to the external environment and the refrigerated side pulls heat from the conditioned envi-
ronment. There are several components in the physical system of Figure 34.2b that have been abstracted
away in Figure 34.3, including the prime mover operating the compressor.

The fundamental refrigeration process involves moving a fluid through different phases in a closed
thermodynamic cycle. A further abstraction of the physical process is depicted in Figure 34.4a which
indicates the most basic components used in creating this cycle along with the ideal thermodynamic
cycle on a pressure–enthalpy (P–h) diagram [6,7] in Figure 34.4b. This particular cycle is termed a
vapor compression cycle and a comparison among Figures 34.2b, 34.3, and 34.4a indicate the level of
abstractions performed between the physical system and the idealized one. The P–h diagram shown in
Figure 34.4b is for a subcritical cycle and the reader is referred to [7] for other thermodynamic cycles.
The basic refrigeration cycle is composed of four primary components: an evaporator, a compressor, a
condenser, and an expansion device. Beginning at the condenser inlet, the high-pressure superheated
vapor flows through the condenser rejecting heat to the ambient air flowing over the condenser coil. As
the fluid cools, it condenses and becomes a two-phase mixture of vapor and liquid, eventually becoming
a liquid at the outlet of the condenser. From the condenser, the refrigerant flows through an expansion
device and transitions from a liquid to a two-phase mixture at a lower pressure and temperature. Next,
the cold refrigerant enters the evaporator where heat is absorbed from the conditioned environment’s
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FIGURE 34.3 Schematic representation of Thermo King trailer unit. (Courtesy: Thermo King Corp.)

air flow over the evaporator coil and the refrigerant evaporates. Within the evaporator, the fluid transitions
from a two-phase mixture to a vapor as heat is absorbed by the refrigerant. The vapor exiting from the
evaporator enters the compressor, is compressed to a higher pressure, and then continues cycling through
the system.
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FIGURE 34.4 (a) Ideal subcritical vapor compression cycle and (b) pressure–enthalpy diagram.
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The secondary fluid carrying thermal energy from the conditioned space in Figures 34.2 and 34.3 is
assumed to be air. Many AC&R systems interface their evaporator to a liquid loop as a secondary fluid
since it has the potential for high heat transfer and can transport thermal energy much more efficiently
than air over long distances. These are termed chiller systems and the cooled secondary fluid exiting the
evaporator is transported a significant distance to then condition a space. Such systems are common in
large buildings or large manufacturing/process plants where economies of scale are gained by centralizing
the AC&R plant and then distributing the conditioning capabilities through a secondary fluid [6].

There are a number of variations that can be made to the standard vapor compression cycle. As
illustrated in Figure 34.3, a receiver is frequently placed at the condenser outlet and is used as storage
for excess refrigerant in the system. The receiver forces the refrigerant condition at the receiver outlet
to be that of a saturated liquid. This ensures a phase change upon refrigerant expansion through the
expansion device. Accumulators are occasionally placed at the outlet of the evaporator to ensure that
vapor is entering the compressor thereby preventing potentially damaging liquid from entering. Internal
heat exchangers, such as the suction line heat exchanger (SLHX) in Figure 34.3, are also used in variations
of the basic vapor compression cycle system to increase system efficiency. Although there is a great deal of
variety in specific system configurations, the basic operation of the four major components forces these
systems to behave somewhat similarly from a thermodynamic cycle point of view. These variations on
the basic cycle are further explained in [7] and other textbooks in this subject.

34.2.1 Control Objectives

The primary objectives of AC&R systems are twofold. First, they must provide the demanded cooling to
the conditioned environment defined as the cooling capacity of the system. The difference between h1

and h4 in Figure 34.4b represents the increase in enthalpy across the evaporator, that is, the amount of
heat (Q) removed from the conditioned environment. This is a measure of evaporator capacity. Second,
the AC&R system should be as efficient as possible. The difference between h2 and h1 represents the
increase in enthalpy across the compressor, that is, the amount of work (W) done by the compressor to
increase the pressure of the refrigerant vapor. The system coefficient of performance (COP), a measure
of system efficiency, is defined as the ratio between the two changes in enthalpy. Maximizing this value is
a key systems-level priority since it will minimize energy usage for a given amount of cooling.

COP = |Q|
W
≈ h4− h1

h1− h2
. (34.1)

In addition to the two primary performance goals, there are additional control-related goals. It is important
that key system components are protected at all times. To prevent the possibility of liquid entering the
compressor inlet, it is important to maintain a prescribed level of superheated vapor at the exit of the
evaporator. The control of superheat and capacity are regulation problems while the energy use is a
minimization problem.

34.2.2 Input–Output Pairs

Figure 34.4a illustrates the inputs (ui , i ∈ [1, 4]) and outputs (yi , i ∈ [1, 6]) for the vapor compression
cycle. The potentially controllable inputs available for the vapor compression cycle system given in Figure
34.4 are the fan speeds of the two heat exchangers, the compressor speed, and the expansion device
opening. It should be noted that for most commercial systems, these are not individually controllable
due to cost concerns; they are introduced here for generality. The fans control the mass flow of air across
the heat exchangers and the compressor/valve pair controls the mass flow of refrigerant through the heat
exchangers. The possible outputs of the system are functions of the pressures and temperatures of all
the four corners in the diagram of Figure 34.4b. Simplifying assumptions of isobaric fluid conditions
throughout the heat exchangers result in two pressures (condenser, evaporator) and four temperatures
(compressor inlet/outlet, expansion valve inlet/outlet) as six total system outputs associated with the
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refrigerant loop. Combinations of these can then be transformed to more industrially common output
variables such as superheat: the temperature value of the refrigerant above saturated vapor at the exit of
the evaporator.

Tsh = Tg −Tsat(Pe). (34.2)

Additionally, from Figure 34.4, cooling capacity can be a calculated as function of the difference
between the refrigerant inlet (T4) and outlet (T1) temperatures for a given pressure (Pe) in the evaporator.
Air-side measurements, such as the evaporator air inlet temperature, or heat exchanger wall temperatures
can also be used in feedback. These are often easier to obtain since they do not involve sensors immersed
within the refrigerant. There are additional inputs and outputs that can be considered; for example,
Jensen and Skogestad [8] utilized refrigerant charge as an input and condenser subcooling as an output
for a particular optimal control approach. Additionally, for chiller applications [9], the secondary loop
temperature characteristics can be used as outputs with flow control valves as inputs. A more extensive
set of output descriptions can be found in [6,7].

34.3 Basic System Dynamics

Understanding the complex dynamics of AC&R systems is vital to proper control. In this section we give
basic starting points for system modeling and separate the exposition by time scales. The mass flow devices
(compressor and valve) in Figure 34.4 are described algebraically. The energy flow devices (evaporator
and condenser heat exchangers) are described by dynamics of varying degrees of complexity depending
on the approach taken.

34.3.1 Mass Flow Devices

Using the simplified system given in Figure 34.4, the basic behavior of the four components can be
described. Assuming a positive displacement compressor, two simple algebraic relationships are usually
sufficient to create a model of its mass flow rate. Mass flow rate is calculated in Equation 34.3, where ρk =
ρ(Pk,in, hk,in), and a volumetric efficiency, ηvol , is assumed. Additionally, compression can be assumed to
be an adiabatic process with an isentropic efficiency, and therefore the relationship between the entrance
and exit enthalpies is given in Equation 34.4, where hout,isentropic = h(Pout , sk) and sk = s(Pin, hin). This
can be rearranged to give Equation 34.5. Both the volumetric and isentropic efficiencies are assumed to
change with operating condition and are given by semiempirical maps (Equations 34.6 and 34.7), where
Pratio = Pout

Pin
.

ṁk = ωkVkρkηvol , (34.3)

hout,isentropic − hin

hout − hin
= ηk , (34.4)

hout = 1

ηk

[
hout,isentropic + hin(ηk − 1)

]
, (34.5)

ηvol = f1(Pratio,ωk), (34.6)

ηk = f2(Pratio,ωk). (34.7)

An example of a volumetric efficiency mapping is shown in Figure 34.5 along with the data used to
create it. If necessary, the static nonlinear compressor model can be linearized around a particular system
operating condition. This results in a linear compressor model of the form ṁk = Gaink ·ωk that can be
used for control design and to study the parametric sensitivity of the system.

Similar to the compressor, two algebraic relationships can be used to model a fixed opening expan-
sion device. Mass flow rate is calculated assuming standard orifice flow (Equation 34.8) and using a
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FIGURE 34.5 A two input performance map of volumetric efficiency with data superimposed.

semiempirical map for the discharge coefficient (Equation 34.9). The discharge coefficient is assumed to
be a function of valve area opening input, uv , and pressure differential,ΔP = (Pin− Pout). Additionally,
expansion is assumed to be an isenthalpic process (Equation 34.10).

ṁv = Cd

√
ρ(Pin− Pout), (34.8)

Cd = f3(uv ,ΔP), (34.9)

hv,in = hv,out . (34.10)

This basic approach can represent static orifice tubes and controlled area electronic expansion valves
(EEVs) quite well. The area opening model can be linearized around a particular system operating
condition. This results in a linear model of the form ṁv = Gainv · uv that can be used for control design.
Components such as thermostatic expansion valves (TXVs) have significant dynamics based on their
construction. Equations 34.8 through 34.10 could then be augmented with an appropriate lag filter [10]
forced by an evaporator superheat temperature.

uv = KTXV

τTXV s+ 1
Tsh. (34.11)

34.3.2 Heat Exchanger Models

In general, the three modeling paradigms that have been applied to modeling of heat exchangers for AC&R
systems are lumped parameter, finite volume (or discretized), and moving boundary models. The most
important task in modeling AC&R systems is effectively capturing the behavior of the heat exchangers
[9,12], since they dominate the dynamic behavior of the system. Refs. [9,11,12] provide literature reviews
of the relevant vapor compression system modeling efforts.

The first paradigm is termed here as the lumped parameter model. Lumped parameter heat exchanger
models attempt to capture the behavior of a heat exchanger with a single lumped heat transfer parameter.
These models are commonly presented in textbooks, as illustrated in [13]. Often, lumped parameter
models are used to model vapor compression systems in conjunction with some other component (e.g.,
the cabin of a car or a room in a building). In this case, the focus of the modeling effort is not on the
dynamics of the vapor compression system but on the cooling of the conditioned environment. The
simplicity of lumped parameter models tends to be insufficient to capture the dynamic response of some
important system outputs (e.g., superheat), and therefore their use in control design is limited.

Finite volume and discretized approaches to the dynamic modeling of vapor compression systems
decompose the heat exchanger geometry to a finite set of small regions, allowing spatial effects to be
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FIGURE 34.6 Schematic representation of a discretized finite volume modeling paradigm.

captured by the model. Figure 34.6 illustrates the concept of discretizing the heat exchanger into many
(N) finite volume regions where the accuracy of the system model improves with an increased number of
regions. The governing partial differential conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy are
applied to each region, resulting in high-order dynamic models. The complexity of the models is primarily
used to capture the spatially varying fluid flow and heat transfer phenomena that occur in compact heat
exchangers. Commercial software packages are available that use a finite volume approach to modeling
multiphase flow within heat exchangers (e.g., E-Thermal [14], Modelica [15], or SINDA/FLUENT [16]).

The third modeling paradigm is termed the moving boundary approach. Moving boundary models
attempt to capture the dynamics of multiple phase flows within a heat exchanger by allowing the effective
position(s) of phase change to vary as a function of time. The parameters for each fluid phase region in
the heat exchanger are lumped, resulting in a model of fairly low dynamic order. This approach was first
presented by Wedekind et al., who proposed using a mean void fraction to develop a transient model
of evaporating and condensing flows [17]. As detailed below, the dominant dynamics associated with
the multiphase flow within the heat exchanger are captured by the varying interface between fluid phase
regions represented in the moving boundary approach. As a result, the moving boundary framework
provides models that can accurately predict the behavior of important system outputs that must be
controlled to obtain efficient system operation (i.e., superheat, heat exchanger pressure). The lumped
parameter nature of each fluid phase region ensures that the overall dynamic model complexity remains
low enough to permit the application of known control design techniques. For controls related activity,
the low-order dynamic model afforded by this approach usually makes it the model of choice [18].

The moving boundary approach is based on the assumption of 1-dimensional fluid flow with effective
diameters, flow lengths, and surface areas. In essence, this treats any heat exchanger as a long thin tube.
The approach also assumes uniform pressure throughout the heat exchanger. As shown schematically
in Figure 34.7, the heat exchanger is divided into regions based on the fluid phase, and the effective
parameters are lumped in each region. The interface between fluid phase regions is allowed to be a dynamic
variable and vary throughout the length of the heat exchanger. The following discussion provides an
overview of moving boundary models of an evaporator. A comprehensive derivation of the models, as well
as other heat exchanger configurations such as condensers and internal heat exchangers, is given in [19,20].

The evaporator model assumes a two-phase flow condition at the heat exchanger inlet that transitions
to a single-phase flow at a specific point within the heat exchanger. The location of the interface between
these two phase regions is allowed to be a dynamic variable. The governing ordinary differential equations
ODEs are obtained by integrating the governing partial differential equations PDEs along the length of
the heat exchanger and assuming lumped parameters in each fluid region [18,19].

Several assumptions are made regarding the lumped parameters of the evaporator model. The air
temperature used to determine the heat transfer between the walls of the heat exchanger and the air is
assumed to be a weighted average of the inlet and outlet air temperatures across each lumped region,
Ta = Ta,in(μ)+Ta,out(1−μ), μ ∈ [0, 1]. In the two-phase region, the fluid properties are determined by
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FIGURE 34.7 Diagram of the moving boundary evaporator with two fluid regions.

assuming a mean void fraction; for example, ρ1 = ρf (1− γ̄)+ ρg (γ̄), γ̄ ∈ [0, 1]. In the superheat region,
average properties between the inlet and outlet refrigerant state are used, that is, h2 = (hg + hout)

/
2,

Tr2 = T(Pe, h2), and ρ2 = ρ(Pe, h2). For the evaporator model, the time derivative of the mean void
fraction is neglected. This assumption is valid not only because the change in mean void fraction tends to
be small during transients considered, but also because its time dependence is related to dynamic modes
that are much faster than the dominant system dynamics. Thus mean void fraction dynamics can usually
be replaced with their instantaneous, algebraic equivalents.

As a consequence of assuming uniform pressure throughout the heat exchanger, the momentum of the
fluid is assumed to be the same upon exit as it is upon entrance. Therefore, full conservation of momentum
equations are not applied; instead there is a simple pressure drop augmentation given at the exit of the
heat exchanger. The remaining governing partial differential equations for the conservation of refrigerant
mass, refrigerant energy, and heat exchanger wall energy in a fluid region are given by Equations 34.12
through 34.14.

∂
(
ρAcs

)

∂t
+ ∂(ṁ)

∂z
= 0, (34.12)

∂
(
ρAcsh−AcsP

)

∂t
+ ∂(ṁh)

∂z
= piαi(Tw −Tr), (34.13)

(CpρA)w
∂(Tw)

∂t
= piαi(Tr −Tw)+ poαo(Ta−Tw). (34.14)

The integration of Equations 34.12 through 34.14 over the two-phase and superheat regions of the
evaporator results in the relevant ODEs governing system behavior [18,19].

The resulting ODEs for conservation of refrigerant mass, refrigerant energy, and wall energy for the
two-phase and superheat regions contain only five explicit time derivatives: L̇1, Ṗe, ḣout , Ṫw1, and Ṫw2.
The equations can be combined to result in the descriptor system as

Z(x, u) · ẋ = f (x, u). (34.15)

The states are shown in Figure 34.7 as x = [L1 Pe hout Tw1 Tw2]T, and the elements of
the Z(x, u) matrix and f (x, u) vector are given in [19]. Here, the inputs to the evaporator model in

Equation 34.15 are u= [
ṁin ṁout hin ṁair_in Tair_in

]T
.

The nonlinear model presented in Equation 34.15 can be linearized around a particular system oper-
ating condition. This results in a linear evaporator model that can be used for control design and to study
the parametric sensitivity of the system. The full derivation of the linear model is presented in [19]. The
procedure would then be repeated for the condenser heat exchanger with increased states due to the
additional refrigerant zone present [19]. A similar approach can be done for other heat exchangers; for
example, a counterflow liquid–liquid heat exchanger. The modeling approach can also be augmented in
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various ways. For example, a hybrid or switched model can be used when the heat exchanger models
given above encounter conditions that would remove one of the zones in the model. Ref. [21] demon-
strates a switched system model for a condenser heat exchanger based on the notion of bumpless transfer
techniques that allows for large transients, such as compressor on–off cycling, to be accommodated in
the models.

34.3.3 Other Component Models

The previous two subsections gave modeling approaches for the four basic components in Figure 34.4.
To achieve an accurate representation of practical vapor compression cycle systems, several other com-
ponents may be needed. These include chiller loops, counterflow heat exchangers, cooling towers, oil
separators, filter/driers, and expansion tanks. Additionally, piping elements that model flow splits and
flow convergence may also be needed, for example, if there are multiple evaporators for a single condens-
ing unit. Furthermore, it may be necessary to combine functionality of individual components as would
be the case of treating heat transfer through pipes as a combination of both mass transport and the heat
exchanger model. Refs. [22,23] detail the dynamic modeling of several other types of vapor compression
cycle component models along with validation results.

Figure 34.8 summarizes the modeling approach for the moving boundary method. The two mass
flow devices can be treated as static nonlinear maps. The two heat exchangers vary in their complexity
depending on the amount of state information that is necessary for the task; the condenser has types
of fluid regions necessitating additional states. Between them, they contain the dominant dynamics of
the systems. The forced air flow across the heat exchangers, similar to the refrigerant mass flow devices,
can be represented by static nonlinear maps based on fan charts [24]. This approach has been utilized
to develop MATLAB�- and Simulink�-based simulation tools for control-oriented modeling of AC&R
systems [19,21–23].

34.3.4 Simplified System Models

The more complex models given above are good for codesign of new controllers and plants in that they
allow for parametric variations in system design parameters. Additionally, they are good for embedded
applications involving diagnostics and residual generation. However, there is a challenge to direct para-
meterization of a system representation due to the descriptor form of Equation 34.15. Should the goal
be to close a loop around an existing physical system, system identification (ID) techniques are often
very suitable. Via ID and model reduction [25] demonstrated quantitatively that the dominant system
dynamics correspond to the thermal capacitances of the heat exchanger wall sections. Therefore, the
evaporator shown in Figure 34.7 could be represented by two states, the two wall temperatures, with the
other characteristics represented by algebraic relations to these states. This order reduction indicates that
low-order models can be sufficient for control-based approaches and could be identified using available
ID approaches. For single-input single-output (SISO) system models, such as expansion device opening

Compressor
(static)

Valve
(static)

Condenser
8 state variables

Evaporator
5 state variables

(dynamic)

(dynamic)

FIGURE 34.8 Summary of moving boundary dynamic modeling structure for AC&R system.
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to superheat, a simple transfer function such as Equation 34.16 would be able to capture local system
behavior.

Tsh

uv
= G(s)= Kee−s·tdelay

(s+ pe)
. (34.16)

It should be noted that the system identification approach could be utilized in conjunction with the
higher fidelity simulation models described above. Detailed simulation models would be created and
parameterized; then ID techniques would be used on those models to create appropriate, and possibly
multivariable, input–output models. These could then be used for control design and system evaluation
without having to build physical hardware. Additionally, individual components of a system, such as
shown in Figure 34.7, could be provided by system identification while the rest can be constructed
from first principles. This “gray box” approach to system modeling can be successfully implemented for
hardware-in-the-loop testing as well as system diagnostics.

34.3.5 System Nonlinearity

The system given in Equation 34.16 would be simple to design SISO controllers for if it were linear and time
invariant (LTI). However, the parameters in Equation 34.16 change significantly as the system changes
operating condition. This is due to the significant system nonlinearity associated with the multiphase
fluid flow and heat transfer conditions. An example of this system behavior is given in Figure 34.9 that
shows changes in superheat owing to 100 rpm step variations in compressor speed at different operating
speeds. The system response varies significantly depending on the operating speed (i.e., cooling capacity)
of the compressor. As evidenced, there is up to a factor of 7 change in the steady-state response as the
operating condition changes by a factor of 2.5.

This level of nonlinearity makes it challenging to design robust control algorithms that meet perfor-
mance requirements over the range of conditions these systems are likely to encounter. Additionally, the
complex descriptor-based nature of the dynamics described above and in [19,23] makes it difficult to use
techniques such as linear parameter varying (LPV) control. The ability to handle large dynamical plant
variations in a robust fashion is one of the current and future challenges for AC&R control.

34.4 Basic Control Approaches

34.4.1 Hysteretic On–Off Control

By far, the most common approach to the control of individual AC&R systems is to use the compressor
in a cyclic on–off fashion to modulate cooling capacity while engaging a mechanical expansion device
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FIGURE 34.9 Step response data depicting nonlinearity in AC&R system dynamics.
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valve
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Conditioned
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temperature
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Condenser
fan

Condenser
Evaporator

Evaporator
fan

on-off

FIGURE 34.10 Schematic representation of an AC&R system interacting with a conditioned environment.

(e.g., orifice, capillary tube, TXV) to control the amount of superheated vapor exiting the evaporator.
Some amount of evaporator superheat is necessary to protect the compressor but too much leads to
inefficient evaporator operation since the heat transfer is much greater with two-phase fluid than with
vapor. The cooling capacity is modulated either by turning on or off a motor driving the compressor or
by engaging/disengaging a clutch mechanism being driven by some prime mover as shown in Figure 34.2.
For different systems, the fans may cycle with the compressor or may operate on a separate schedule. A
schematic representation of such a system is given in Figure 34.10 with a block diagram schematic given
in Figure 34.11.

The typical performance for such an approach is shown in Figure 34.12 whereby a hot truck environ-
ment, such as the one shown in Figure 34.2, is cooled to a prescribed setpoint. As can be seen in Figure
34.12, the temperature oscillates about a given setpoint after convergence from its initial condition. The
size of the oscillation and the symmetry about the setpoint are functions of the hysteresis parameters.
The benefit of this approach to capacity control is its simplicity and low cost. The on–off compressor
function is much cheaper than the power electronics needed to drive a variable speed compressor or
the mechanical system needed to drive a variable speed transmission off of a prime mover. Additionally,
the fan speeds can be cued to the compressor; for example, via a set of belt drives for compact systems.
Therefore, a simple temperature sensor and rule-based logic is sufficient to close the loop. Moreover,
since the thermal time constants are usually long, the cycling of the compressor is filtered, much like the
current pulse width modulation of a DC motor driver. The drawback to this approach is the inability
to adapt to changing conditions, both for the enclosed space and for the ambient external conditions.
Should tighter temperature control or higher efficiency be desired, it may be necessary to consider other
control approaches.

Compressor Air conditioning &
Refrigeration system Conditioned

environment
temperatureRelay

OFF

ON

Setpoint
+

–

FIGURE 34.11 On–off hysteretic control system for AC&R compressor capacity control.
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34.4.2 Variable Input Control: PID

The amount of energy consumed by an AC&R system varies considerably and depends on the desired
temperature of the conditioned environment, the ambient conditions, and the level of internal heat gener-
ation within the conditioned environment. Capacity control methods, such as the on–off approach, allow
these systems to meet varying cooling loads. A summary of various studies to determine the best capacity
control method was conducted by [26] which found that variable speed compressor control provided the
greatest flexibility to match heat loads, resulting in the best overall system efficiency. The variable speed
compressor control strategies resulted in 20–40% reductions in seasonal power consumption, albeit with
a significant increase in cost. In addition to variable speed compressors, it is possible to utilize variable
orifice EEVs and even variable speed heat exchanger fans. All these increase the cost and complexity of
both the physical system and the control system but offer the potential for improved performance in terms
of temperature regulation and energy consumption. The simplest approach to control an AC&R system
with variable inputs, and one that is often used for these system, is to utilize individual Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) loops for particular input–output pairs. Figure 34.13 illustrates valve control of
superheat by estimating the refrigerant temperature and pressure and compressor control of capacity by
using the evaporator air inlet temperature as a feedback variable. There are several alternative feedback
variables that can be used in addition to those shown here. For example, Refs. [9,27] utilize additional
valve control to capture refrigerant in the receiver and isolate it from the rest of the loop. Consequently,
the results in [9,27] used refrigerant charge as an input variable to control subcooling in the condenser.
Other approaches include control of frost buildup on the evaporator coil. It is possible to extend the
operating range of SISO approaches by utilizing more advanced loop shaping or optimal H-infinity tech-
niques. However, the dynamics of the SISO control loop are usually of sufficiently low order that PID is
sufficient.

The drawback to closing individual loops is that the coupling among the different input–output pairs
can lead to controller fighting [28,29]. For example, both the valve and the compressor are regulating mass
flow throughout the refrigerant circuit and are therefore coupled. Figure 34.14 illustrates the coupled
nature for a particular automotive system model; tight regulation of the valve-controlled evaporator
superheat loop acts as a major disturbance to the compressor controlled evaporator pressure (i.e., capacity)
loop. One alternative, to be described later, is to use multivariable control to compensate for the system
coupling. However, this would limit the accessibility of the control approach to the majority of AC&R
design and calibration engineers. The PID approach is one that is well understood and accepted by
a broad range of users. A more favorable approach would be to utilize decoupling techniques for the
different feedback loops and then apply PID control to the decoupled system. There are several different
decoupling techniques ranging from static decoupling of a given input–output representation [30] to the
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FIGURE 34.12 On–off hysteretic control system performance.
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FIGURE 34.13 Individual PID control loops for an AC&R system.

reconfiguration of the system by redefining control objectives so as to realize a more naturally decoupled
system [31] suitable for simple PID control.

34.4.3 Gain Scheduling

As illustrated in Figure 34.9, AC&R systems vary significantly under different operating conditions.
Oftentimes, this plant variation is not explicitly compensated for and the controller is conservatively
tuned to do the best it can. This is particularly true for the hysteretic on–off control approach given
above. One approach to compensate for the plant variation is to schedule the controller as a function of
operating conditions [32]. There are different methods of scheduling but, if one assumes the most common
structure of a PID controller, a straightforward approach is to directly interpolate PID gains as a function
of the scheduling variable. Figure 34.15 shows a candidate interpolation strategy based on Takagi–Sugeno
models [33] for three different nominal controllers where the scheduling variable is the evaporator inlet
air temperature. This variable would be a suitable indicator of the conditioned environment temperature
for the system. Each control gain (Kp, Ki , Kd) is multiplied by the appropriate weighting or control
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FIGURE 34.14 Dual SISO loop proportional-integral control of an automotive AC&R system [28].
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FIGURE 34.15 Scheduling algorithm for multiple local controllers.

percentage. Stability results for a class of this type of system used in AC&R applications can be found
in [34].

Figures 34.16 and 34.17 show evaporator superheat regulation for a system with an EEV and constant
compressor/fan speeds. The scheduling of PID gains with evaporator inlet air temperature provides a
much more consistent system response to a change in the desired setpoint. The superheat setpoint value
chosen was 9◦C for this particular experimental system. Typical superheat setpoints for automotive AC&R
systems are in the range of 3–5◦C, while many home and commercial systems can be as high as 10◦C. A
similar scheduling approach could be used for the hysteretic capacity control approach above whereby
the relay parameters can be interpolated as a function of operating condition. Comparing Figures 34.16
and 34.17, the scheduled PID controller provides a more uniform superheat control performance than a
fixed PID controller over a range of operating conditions.

In closing discussions of basic control approaches, it is useful to mention that typical augmentations
to standard SISO feedback control approaches include the use of feedforward controllers; for example, to
minimize the effect of one control input on another. For electronic systems, it may be possible to feed the
compressor speed reference commands to either the fan or the valve controllers that may utilize them in
an anticipatory sense.

34.5 Advanced Control Design

The next level of control sophistication is the utilization of multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) approaches
aimed at coordinating multiple outputs and actuators. This can be vital if there is very tightly coupled
dynamic behavior between the different input–output variables. Additionally, it becomes more important
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FIGURE 34.16 Fixed PID superheat regulation with varying evaporator air inlet temp.
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FIGURE 34.17 Gain-scheduled PID superheat regulation with varying evaporator air inlet temp.

for complicated systems where there may be multiple sets of heat exchangers, valves, and compressor racks
as may be found in large distributed systems such as supermarket refrigeration display cases [35]. There
have been previous MIMO control efforts and, with the move toward electrification of AC&R systems,
it is promising that MIMO control approaches will become prevalent. Some of the earliest MIMO work
was that of [36] which examined a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) and linear quadratic gaussian (LQG)
approach to coordinating inputs affecting mass flow such as compressor speed and valve opening. The
control performance was significantly superior to SISO control system performance in terms of response
speed and disturbance minimization. Also, the utilization of model predictive control (MPC) has emerged
[37,38] as a means to satisfy input and state constraints on the system while still maintaining good output
tracking performance. The use of linear optimal methods such as LQR and LQG with Loop Transfer
Recovery are very suitable for AC&R systems, provided that the system maintains its operation within a
prescribed range of operating conditions where the assumption of linearity is valid. Excursions outside
the range of validity would necessitate the type of scheduling arrangements mentioned in Section 34.4.
For MPC schemes, it is possible to implicitly schedule by continuously adjusting the plant model as the
control horizon recedes.

Within the context of AC&R research, several advances beyond PID control loops have focused on
optimal setpoint generation for minimizing some cost function. Figure 34.18 illustrates an outer loop
optimization routine that would feed setpoints to an inner loop feedback controller. The outer optimiza-
tion loop would monitor the overall system, including the conditioned environment and the ambient
environment, and then determine the appropriate cooling capacity needed. This would then be fed to the
inner closed-loop controller that would regulate to these setpoints. In addition to capacity, some of the

Outer loop

User demand

Setpoint
optimization

+

–

Inner loop

Inner loop
controller

AC&R system

FIGURE 34.18 Inner and outer loop approach to AC&R control design.
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elements of a cost function include the power consumed by the components, particularly compressors
and fans. The cost functions can also contain temperature deviation errors and even direct estimates for
the state of items being refrigerated [35]. The optimization can be performed offline and stored in tabular
form and then retrieved during operation. Online optimization approaches, in a receding-horizon MPC
sense, have shown some promise and are likely to gain acceptance with time.

34.6 Concluding Remarks

The field of AC&R is a fertile one for controls. There is a clear impact that can be made on the operation and
efficiency of these devices through the use of modern control design tools. Throughout the 1990s and 2000s
the industry evolved from a purely mechanical control approach using clutches and pressure-balanced
TXV’s to a more electronic approach with sensors and embedded systems. An analogy could be made
between the internal combustion engine’s conversion from mechanical governance (e.g., carburetors) in
the 1970s to networked integrated powertrain management systems at present. If the analogy holds, we
can expect future AC&R systems to provide much more accurate temperature control while significantly
cutting energy use and also improving machine reliability.

The systems and descriptions given here should be considered a starting point for understanding the
dynamics and control of AC&R systems. There are significant complicating factors and configurations
for different types of systems. For example, the vapor compression cycle system can be run in reverse to
act as a heat pump which can be desirable when trying to remove the frost that would build up on an
evaporator coil. Moreover, as shown in Figure 34.3, there can be additional subsystems that are present on
a real system that would complicate the implementation of controllers designed for an idealized system.
However, the basic feedback concepts described in this chapter for idealized systems would hold for the
more complex physical systems.

There remain some key barriers to achieving advanced system control. A primary one is the system
nonlinearity coupled with the absence of a well-parameterized nonlinear system model in a convenient
form such as LPV. Related to this is the need for further modeling work that is explicitly focused on mod-
eling for control design. Finally, the cost of the overall electrification of the system should be sufficiently
reduced such that it becomes economically feasible, given the cost of available energy, to implement
advanced system hardware.

Nomenclature

Variable Description
α heat transfer coefficient
Δ change
γ̄ mean void fraction
η efficiency
ρ density
τ time constant
ω rotational speed
A area
Cd flow coefficient
Cp specific heat
G transfer function
h specific enthalpy
K control gain
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L length
ṁ mass flow rate
N finite volume regions
P pressure
p perimeter, pole location
Q heat
RPM revolutions per minute
s entropy, Laplace variable
t time
T temperature
u input
V volume
W work
x dynamic state
z spatial coordinate
Z descriptor form matrix

Subscript Description
1,2,3,4 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th transition point
1,2 1st, 2nd region
a air
cs cross-sectional
d derivative
e evaporator
f liquid
g vapor
i inner, integral
in inlet
k compressor
o outer
out outlet
p proportional
r refrigerant
sat saturation
sh superheat
TXV thermostatic expansion valve
v valve
vol volumetric
w wall
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